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The National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act ot Congress on March 3, 1901.

The Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the Nation's science and technology

and facilitate their effective application for public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts

research and provides: (1) a basis for the Nation's physical measurement system, (2) scientific

and technological services for industry and government, (3) a technical basis tor equity in

trade, and (4) technical services to promote public safety. The Bureau's technical work is per-

formed by the National Measurement Laboratory, the National Engineering Laboratory, and

the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology.

T -:ASUREMENT laboratory provides the national system of

physical and chemical and materials measurement; coordinates the system with measurement

systems of other nations and furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform

physical and chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, industry,

and commerce; conducts materials research leading to improved methods of measurement,

standards, and data on the properties of materials needed by industry, commerce, educational

institutions, and Government; provides advisory and research services to other Government

agencies; develops, produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides

calibration services. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

Absolute Physical Quantities- — Radiation Research — Thermodynamics and

Molecular Science — Analytical Chemistry — Materials Science.

THE NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY provides technology and technical ser-

vices to the public and private sectors to address national needs and to solve national

problems; conducts research in engineering and applied science in support of these efforts;

builds and maintains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this

research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement capabilities;

provides engineering measurement traceability services; develops test methods and proposes

engineering .standards and code changes; develops and proposes new engineering practices;

and develops and improves mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate user.

The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

hematics — Electronics and Electrical Engineering^ — Mechanical

ring and Process Technology- — Building Technology — Fire Research —
ler Product Technology — Field Methods.

OR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts

r nd provides scientific and technical services to aid Federal agencies in the selection,

acquisition, application, and use of computer technology to improve effectiveness and

economy in Government operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759),

relevant Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing the

Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal ADP standards

guidelines, and managing Federal participation in ADP voluntary standardization activities;

provides scientific and technological advisory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and

provides the technical foundation for computer-related policies of the Federal Government.

The Institute consists of the following centers:

Programming Science and Technology — Computer Systems Engineering.

'Headquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, MD, unless otherwise noted:

mailing address Washington, DC 20234.

Some divisions within the center are located at Boulder, CO 80303.
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PREFACE

NBS research and technical service activities cover a wide range of subjects in physics,

chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. These are related to the specific

program areas listed on the inside cover of this catalog. Publications are an important way to

communicate the results of these diverse activities to the equally diverse audiences served by
the Bureau. In 1979, over 37,000 pages were published by NBS in 1,000 papers. These appeared

in the Bureau's own publications series and in non-NBS journals, books, and proceedings.

All papers are cited by full title, author(s), place of publication, abstract, and key words.

Permuted author and key word indexes facilitate use of the listings, as does the edge index on

the back cover. Citations for papers published in the Bureau's formal program are organized

by NBS publications series. NBS-authored papers in non-NBS media are cited separately in

numerical sequence. In addition, for the convenience of specialists, the titles of all NBS
publications for 1979, categorized by major primary subject area, are listed in a special

section.

NBS papers published by the U.S. Government Printing Office are sold in paper copy by the

Superintendent of Documents, and in microcopy by the National Technical Information

Service (NTIS). The NBS Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS

PUBS) and National Bureau of Standards Interagency Reports (NBSIR's) are sold only by
NTIS, both in paper and microcopy form. This issue also contains information on previous

NBS catalogs and on the availability of NBS papers published in past years. Also included for

completeness are those NBS papers published prior to 1979 but not reported in previous

issues of this annual catalog. Like NBS catalogs since 1966 this 1979 compilation has been
produced by means of computer-assisted photocomposition. This is the third annual supple-

ment issued since the publication of an 11-year consolidated NBS publications catalog

covering the period 1966-76. This consolidation. Special Publication 535, Volumes 1 and 2 are

cited on page 9.

W. R. Tilley

Chief, Technical Information and Publications Division

February 1980
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A GUIDE TO USERS OF THIS PUBLICATION

In addition to the usual author index, a subject through the subject-related words in the key

index is provided in the form of a permuted key word index.

word index. In this type of index the key words in The index symbols used in the author and key

each publication or paper are arranged by shift- word indexes are explained in the following three

ing each group of key words along the horizontal tables. These tables also give the pages on which

printing line so that each key word in turn has the abstracts of the various publication series

an opportunity to appear alphabetically. The begin,

user is thus able to locate papers of interest

SYMBOLS FOR NBS PUBLICATIONS

A. Syrnbols for the Periodicals

Index Symbol Issue Date
Page

Number

Vol. No. 1979—Bimonthly
49J. Res. 84 1 January-February

J. Res. 84 2 March-April 49
NBS Journal J. Res. 84 3 May-June 50
of Research J. Res. 84 4 July-August 50

J. Res. 84 5 September-October 51

J. Res. 84 6 November-December 52

Page
Index Symbol Issue Date Number

Vol. No.
Journal of Physical JPCRD 8 1 1979 53

and JPCRD 8 2 1979 53

Chemical Reference Data JPCRD 8 3 1979 55

JPCRD 8 4 1979 56

Index Symbol Issue Date
Page

Number

Vol. No. 1979— 10 issues per year
DIM/NBS 63 1/2 January/February 57

DIM/NBS 63 3 March 57

DIM/NBS 63 4 April 57
DIMENSIONS/NBS DIM/NBS 63 5 May

.
57

DIM/NBS 63 6 June 57

DIM/NBS 63 7/8 July/August 57

DIM/NBS 63 9 September 58

DIM/NBS 63 10 October 58
DIM/NBS 63 11 November 58

DIM/NBS 63 12 December 58



B. Symbols for the Nonperiodicals

NBS Nonperiodical Series Index Symbol Page Number

Monographs
Handbooks
Special Publications
Applied Mathematics Series
National Standard Reference Data Series

Building Science Series

Federal Information Processing Standards
Publications

Voluntary Product Standards
Technical Notes
Consumer Information Series

NBS Interagency Reports
Grantee/Contractor Reports and Patents

Monogr.
H
SP
AMS
NSRDS
BSS
FIPS PUBS

PS
TN
CIS
NBSIR
GCR and/or NBS Patent

59
60
61

144
145
146
148

149
150
156
157
181

C. Symbols for the Papers Published by Non-NBS Media (1979)

NBS Papers Published by Others
(1979) Index Symbol Page Number

Professional Journals, Books, Book Chapters,
Proceedings, etc.

Five-Digit numbers, 18318
through 19048 195

SAMPLE
ENTRIES
FOLLOW

VI



CATALOG ENTRIES: HOW TO READ THEM

A. Abstracts—Sample Entries

NBS publication series

and series number (also

the index symbol)

key words

(as indexed in

this catalog)

title author(s)

I
Monogr. 25, Section 16. Standard x-ray diffraction powder pat-

terns. Section 16—Data for 86 substances, M. C. Morris, H.
F. McMurdie. E. H. Evans. B. Paretzlcin, J. H. de Groot. C.

R. Hubbard, and S. J. Carmel. Nat. Bur. Stand. (US.)!
Monngr. 25. Sec. 16, 190 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-Qfi3-
02128-8.

Key words: crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice

^ ^ constants; peali intensities; powder patterns; reference in-

tensities; standard; x-ray diffraction.

Standard x-ray diffraction patterns are presented for 87 sub-

stances. Fifty-nine of these patterns represent experimental data

and 28 are calculated. The experimental x-ray powder diffrac-

tion patterns were obtained with an x-ray diffractometer. All

d-values were as.signed Miller indices determined by com-
parison with computed interplanar spacings consistent with

space group extinctions. The densities and lattice constants

were calculated and the refractive indices were measured
whenever possible. The calculated x-ray powder diffractiun pat-

terns were computed from published crystal structure data.

Both peali height and integrated intensities are reported for the

calculated patterns.

bibliographic

citation: publisher,

publication medium,

no. of pages,

date of publication

SD/GPO stock

number or

NTIS number

abstract

Example of NBS published paper

author(s)

arable number

index symbol
>

key words

(as indexed in

this catalog)

I
title

T
18625. Bulcowski, R. W., Custer, R. L. P., Brighl, R. G., Fire

alarm communications. Chapter 19 in Handbook of Building

Security Planning and Design, P. S. Hopf, Ed., pp. 19-1 — 19-

<

27 (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors;

high-rise communication systems; multiplex systems; NFPA
standards; residential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory

devices.

The operation and use of all current types of fire alarm and
communication systems is discussed. This includes the dif-

1

ferences between and operating features of local, auxiliary,

remote station, proprietary, and central station systems, high-

rise communication systems and residential fire detection

devices. A discussion of commonly used fire detectors is given

including operation, installation and application considerations.

Indicating devices, sprinkler supervisory devices, maintenance,

reliability and code/standard compliance is also covered.

bibliographic citation:

publisher or place of

publication. Vol./ No. /pages,

date of publication

abstract

Example of NBS paper published in non-NBS media
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B. Key Words—Sample Entries

Key Words, permuted, each word or phrase appears

in alphabetical order

Crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice constants; peak

intensities; powder patterns; reference intensities; standard;

x-ray diffraction; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Consult abstract under this NBS publication

series number and index symbol in this

catalog.

Example of NBS published paper

Key Words: permuted, each word or phrase

appears in alphabetical order

Control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors; high-rise com-
munication systems, multiplex systems; NFPA standards; re-

sidential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory devices; 18625.

1862S

Consult abstract under this arabic number in

this catalog

Example of NBS paper published in non-NBS media
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C. Authors—Sample Entries

Authors: permuted,

in alphabetical order

Morris, M. C, McMurdie, H. F., Evans, E. H., Paretzkin,

B., DE Groot, J. H., Hubbard, C. R., Carmel, S. i.Monogr.

25, Section 16.

Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Consult abstract under this NBS publication

series number and index symbol in this

catalog.

Example of NBS published paper

Authors: permuted,

in alphabetical order

BuKOWSKi, R. W., Custer, R. L. P., Bright, R. G., 18625.

18625
Consult abstract under this arabic number in

this catalog

Example of NBS paper published in non-NBS media

IX





NBS PUBLICATION PROGRAM
1. INTRODUCTION
The formal publications of the National Bu-

reau of Standards—some 1,000 papers in 1979

—

are the primary way of communicating the re-

sults of NBS programs to its varied technical

audiences, and the general public. Publications

are a major end product of the Bureau's efforts.

These take the form of the Bureau's three perio-

dicals, its ten nonperiodical series, interagency

reports, and articles in the journals of profession-

al organizations and technological associations.

This annual catalog, Publications of the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, lists the 1979 output

of papers documenting the results of the Bu-

I

reau's current programs. The various media in

' which these papers appeared are as follows:

2. PERIODICALS

2.1. JOURNAL OF RESEARCH

The National Bureau of Standards Journal of

I

Research, a bimonthly, reports NBS research and

development in those physical and engineering

disciplines where the Bureau is active. These

include physics, chemistry, engineering, math-

ematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a

broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on

measurement methodology and on the basic tech-

nology underlying standardization. Also included

from time to time are survey articles on topics

closely related to the Bureau's technical and

scientific programs. As a special service to sub-

1
scribers, each issue contains complete citations

for all recent NBS publications. Papers published

during 1979 in the Journal are reported in this

catalog.

Board of Editors:

Churchill Eisenhart,

Executive Editor (Mathematics)

John W. Cooper (Physics)

Donald D. Wagman (Chemistry)

Andrew J. Fowell (Engineering)

Joseph O. Harrison (Computer Science)

Howard J. M. Hanley (Boulder Labs.)

2.2 DIMENSIONS/NBS

This magazine is published to inform both the

technical expert and the interested layperson of

the latest advances in science and technology.

with primary emphasis on the work at NBS. The
magazine highlights and reviews such issues as

energy research, fire protection, building tech-

nology, metric conversion, pollution abatement,

health and safety, and consumer product per-

formance. In addition, it reports the results of

Bureau programs in measurement standards and
techniques, properties of matter and materials,

engineering standards and services, instrumen-

tation, and automatic data processing.

The table of contents for each issue in 1979 is

listed in Section 5.3. pages 57 and 58. Issued

monthly.

Editors: Juli Chappell, Gail Porter, and Barbara
Plocinik

2.3. JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMI-
CAL REFERENCE DATA (JPCRD)

This Journal is published quarterly by the

American Chemical Society and the American
Institute of Physics for the National Bureau of

Standards. The Journal provides critically evalu-

ated physical and chemical property data, fully

documented as to the original sources and the

criteria used for evaluation. Critical reviews of

measurement techniques assess the accuracy of

available data in a given technical area. The
principal source for the Journal is the National

Standard Reference Data System (NSRDS). The
Journal is not intended as a publication outlet for

original experimental measurements normally

reported in the primary research literature, nor

for descriptive or primarily theoretical review

articles. (See also Section 1.3. National Standard

Reference Data Series.)

3. NONFERIODICALS

These ten categories of nonperiodical publica-

tions are listed in this catalog:

MONOGRAPHS—major contributions to the

technical literature on various subjects related to

the Bureau's scientific and technical activities.

HANDBOOKS—recommended codes of engineer-

ing and industrial practice (including safety

codes) developed in cooperation with interested

industries, professional organizations, and regu-

latory bodies.

1



SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS—include proceed-

ings of conferences sponsored by NBS, NBS an-

nual reports, and other special publications such

as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

Special subject-matter subseries include Semi-

conductor Measurement Technology (SP400- ),

Standard Reference Materials (SP260- ), Preci-

sion Measurement and Calibration (SP300- ),

Law Enforcement Technology (SP480- ), and
Computer Science and Technology (SP500- ).

APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES—math-
ematical tables, manuals, and studies of special

interest to physicists, engineers, chemists, biolo-

gists, mathematicians, computer programmers,

and others in scientific and technical work.

NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA
SERIES—provides quantitative data on the phys-

ical and chemical properties of materials, com-
piled from the world's literature and critically

evaluated. Developed under a worldwide pro-

gram coordinated by NBS, under authority of

National Standard Data Act (Public Law 90-396).

This series supplements the JPCRD, see also

Section 2.3.

BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES—disseminates
technical information developed at the Bureau
on building materials, components, systems, and
whole structures. The series presents research

results, test methods, and performance criteria

related to the structural and environmental

functions and the durability and safety charac-

teristics of building elements and systems.

TECHNICAL NOTES—studies or reports com-

plete in themselves but restrictive in their treat-

ment of a subject. Like monographs but not so

comprehensive in scope or definitive in treat-

ment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle

for final reports of work performed at NBS under

the sponsorship of other Government agencies.

Special subject-matter subseries include Optical

Radiation Measurements (TN594- ) and Self Cali-

brations Manual for Optical Radiation (TN910- ).

VOLUNTARY PRODUCT STANDARDS—devel-

oped under procedures published by the U.S.

Department of Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of

the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards

establish nationally recognized requirements for

products, and provide all concerned interests

with a basis for common understanding of the

characteristics of the products. The National Bu-

reau of Standards administers the Voluntary

Product Standards program as a supplement to

the activities of the private sector standardizing

organizations.

FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING
STANDARDS PUBLICATIONS (FIPS PUBS)—
publications in this series make up the Federal

Information Processing Standards Register, The
register serves as the official source of informa-

tion in the Federal Government regarding stand-

ards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal

Property and Administrative Services Act of

1949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order
11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part

6 of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

FIPS PUBS may be purchased from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA
22161.

CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES—practi-

cal information, based on NBS research and ex-

perience, on areas of interest to the consumer.

Easily understandable language and illustrations

provide useful background knowledge for shop-

ping in today's technological marketplace.

3.L NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS

A special series of interim or final reports on
work performed by NBS for outside sponsors

(both Government and non-government). In gen-

eral, initial distribution is handled by the spon-

sor; public distribution is by the National

Technical Information Services, Springfield, VA
22161, in paper copy or microfiche. (See pages

10 to 48 for price lists.)

3.2. GRANTEE/CONTRACTOR REPORTS AND
NBS PATENTS

Grantee/contractor reports are prepared by

non-NBS persons or organizations working under

grant or contract from the National Bureau of

Standards. Those contract reports not incorpo-

rated into the formal NBS publication series are

available directly from the National Technical

Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, VA
22161, in paper copy or microfiche unless other-

wise stated. When ordering a report from NTIS
you must order it by the "COM, PB, AD, or N"
number as indicated.

2



Patents—are obtained on NBS inventions with
^

I

high commercial potential, to establish Govern-
' ment ownership of the patent rights. The patents

' are then made available for the grant of nonex-

clusive licenses to all qualified applicants. A
I limited exclusive license may be granted under a

I

particular patent if it appears some period of

I

exclusivity is necessary as an incentive for the

investment of risk capital. For information on

licensing any of the NBS held patents, write to

the Office of the Legal Adviser, National Bureau

of Standards, Washington, DC 20234. Copies of

' patents may be obtained from the U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231,

i

for 50 cents each.
r

i
3.3. NBS BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUBSCRIPTION

: SERVICES

The Cryogenic Data Center of the National

Bureau of Standards, Boulder, CO has developed

specialized bibliographies to provide interested

' audiences with information on latest develop-

ments in certain specialized fields. These is-

suances, together with subscription information,

are listed as follows:

CRYOGENIC DATA CENTER CURRENT
AWARENESS SERVICE (Publications and

Reports of Interest in Cryogenics). A literature

survey issued biweekly. Annual subscription:

Domestic, $25; Foreign, $30.

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS. A literature sur-

vey issued quarterly. Annual subscription: $20.

SUPERCONDUCTING DEVICES AND MATE-
RIALS. A literature survey issued quarterly.

Annual subscription: $30.

Send subscription orders and remittances for the

preceding bibliographic services to the National

Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic Data Center

(736), Boulder, CO 80303.

3.4. PAPERS PUBLISHED BY OTHERS

Many significant contributions by NBS au-

thors are published in other journals. Up-to-date

listings of these articles are carried regularly in

the Journal of Research, along with selected

abstracts. A complete listing is published annual-

ly in NBS SP305, along with abstracts, key

words, and author/subject indexes.

4. PURCHASE PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY

4.1. PURCHASE PROCEDURES

Publications of the Bureau are available from

the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

j

ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, at

!
the prices listed in this publication. However,

prices are subject to change without notice. You
i may also order through the U.S. Department of

I Commerce District Office nearest you (see Ap-
pendix B for list of District Offices of the U.S.

j
Department of Commerce). Microfiche copies of

I all recent NBS publications, and paper copies of

j

many nonperiodicals, may be ordered through
the National Technical Information Service, U.S.

Department of Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161.

Note that three of the nonperiodical series are

available only from NTIS; these are FIPS PUBS,
NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR's), and Grant-

ee/Contractor Reports (GCR's).

This section includes price lists of available

publications, plus instructions on how to acquire

reprints of articles by NBS authors, and how to

get out-of-print material.

How To Make Remittances. Remittances for

publications for which individual sales or sub-

scription prices are shown should be mailed to

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, by money
order or check. Master Charge and VISA are also

accepted. Be sure to give your credit card number
and expiration date on all orders. Postage stamps
will not be accepted. Publications cannot be

mailed before remittances are received. Foreign

remittances should be made either by internation-

al money order, draft on an American or Canadi-

an bank or UNESCO coupons.

3



The letter symbol, publication number, full

title of the publication, SD stock number MUST
be given when ordering. The Superintendent of

Documents allows a discount of 25 percent on

orders of 100 or more copies of one publication,

when mailed to a single address.

Persons who make frequent purchases from

the Superintendent of Documents may find a

deposit account convenient. Deposits of $50 or

more are accepted, against which orders may be

placed without making individual remittances or

first obtaining quotations. Order blanks are fur-

nished for this purpose. After the order has been

processed, the order itself is returned, showing

the publications supplied, explanations regarding

those not sent, the amount of charge, and the

balance on deposit.

No charge is made for postage on documents

sent to points in the United States and its posses-

sions. In computing foreign postage, the charge is

approximately one-fourth of the current selling

price of the publication. The charge is to cover

the special handling required to comply with the

customs and international mailing regulations.

How To Make Remittances to NTIS. Orders

for publications purchased from the National

Technical Information Service (NTIS) must be

accompanied by postal money order, express

money order, or check made out to the NTIS and
covering total cost of the publications order.

NTIS also accepts charges to American Express,

VISA, or Master Charge. You may also establish

an NTIS deposit account by contacting them for

this service. All inquiries or orders should be

addressed to: National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

SD and NTIS order forms are included at the

end of this publication for your convenience in

ordering.

4.2. ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NBS PUBLICA-
TIONS
The National Bureau of Standards and the

agencies mentioned below regularly issue the

following official announcements dealing with

NBS publications.

DIMENSIONS/NBS. Issued monthly by the

National Bureau of Standards. In addition to

publishing technical news of the Bureau, this

periodical announces selected new publications

in an NBS series. Available from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Annual sub-
''

scription, $11; $13.75 foreign. Single copies, $1.10

domestic; $1.40 foreign. i'

NBS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH. The Journal
carries a listing of all NBS Publications as issued.

See Section 4.6. for subscription information, '

Monthly Catalog of United States Government
\

Publications. Issued by the Superintend-

ent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, DC 20402. Annual subscrip- i

tion, with consolidated annual index, $45; $56
foreign.

Selected List of U.S. Government Publications. !

Issued monthly by the Superintendent of Docu-
ments. Each list is arranged by subject, with

annotations, prices, and order form. May be ob- ^

tained free from the U.S. Government Printing

Office, Superintendent of Documents, Mail List
j

Section, Stop SSOM, Washington, DC 20402.
"

Commerce Publications Update. Biweekly an-

nouncement of publications of the Department of

Commerce. Lists titles and prices of National Bu-
reau of Standards publications, as well as those
of other offices of the Department of Commerce, i:

Contact the Editorial Policy and Review Division,

Office of Publications, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Washington, DC 20230, for information on
how to receive this listing.

NBS Publications Newsletter. This newsletter

is issued approximately six times a year. It pre-

sents full citations, including abstracts and avail-

ability information, for NBS papers announced
during the report period. Its primary audience
includes librarians, documentalists, and science

information specialists. However, other NBS au- "\

diences also find it useful as a guide to new NBS
publications.

Contact: Editor, NBS Publications Newsletter,

Technical Information and Publications Division,

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC
20234.

4.3. CATALOGS OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

These catalogs list the titles of all NBS publica-

tions through December 31, 1979. The catalogs

are available from the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, DC 20402, unless otherwise stated, or may
be consulted in a library which maintains sets of

National Bureau of Standards publications.
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'jcircular 460: Publications of the National Bureau of

,1 (jl Standards 1901 to June 30, 1947. 375 pages including

I

subject and author indexes. Brief abstracts are in-

cluded for the period January 1, 1941 to June 30,

I

1947

lal [(Supplement to Circular 460: Publications of the Na-
j ; tional Bureau of Standards, July 1, 1947 to June 30,
^

"I 1957. 373 pages, including subject and author indexes

I

Miscellaneous Publication 240: Publications of the Na-
, J tional Bureau of Standards, July 1, 1957 to June 30,
^ 1960. First NBS Catalog to include Titles of Papers
d .j

published in Outside Journals 1950 to 1959, 391
pages including subject and author indexes

" Supplement to Miscellaneous Publication 240: Publica-

> .! tions of the National Bureau of Standards published
. J by NBS, July 1960 through June 1966; published by
'

'! others, 1960 through 1965. 740 pages, including sub-
ject and author indexes

i Special Publication 305: Publications of the National
^

' Bureau of Standards, published by NBS, July 1966
through December 1967; published by others,

j

1966-1967. 223 pages, a citation of titles and ab-
stracts, with key words and author indexes

I; Supplement 1 to Special Publication 305: Publications

I

of the Nationed Bureau of Standards, 1968 through
II 1969. 497 pages, a citation of titles and abstracts,

1:
with key words and author indexes

,
Supplement 2 to Sf)ecial Publication 305: Publications

,
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1970. 378 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and

j
author indexes

Supplement 3 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1971. 342 pages,

a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes

Supplement 4 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1972. 449 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes

Supplement 5 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1973. 349 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and

I

author indexes

H Supplement 6 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1974. 523 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes

Supplement 7 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1975. 595 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and

I

author indexes

I
Supplement 8 to Special Publication 305: Publications

[ of the National Bureau of Standards, 1976. 728 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes

Supplement 9 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1977. 601 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes $8

Supplement 10 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1978. 679 pages,
a citation of titles and abstracts, with key words and
author indexes $11

Supplement 11 to Special Publication 305: Publications
of the National Bureau of Standards, 1979. 615
pages, a citation of titles and abstracts, with key
words and author indexes $11

"Available by purchase from the National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161. See Price List for ordering numbers. Note: All citations in

NBS SP30.5 and its Supplements 1 through 8 have been accumulated into NBS
SP535, Volumes 1 and 2 (see Notice, page 9).

4.4. FUNCTIONS OF DEPOSITORY LIBRAR-
IES IN THE UNITED STATES

The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-

ernment Printing Office, is authorized by law to

furnish Government publications to designated

depository libraries.

Under Provisions of Title 44 of the United
States Code, certain libraries are designated de-

positories for Government publications. Through
them. Federal Government documents are made
available to residents of every State, the District

of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin

Islands. Distribution to the libraries is made by

the Superintendent of Documents.

It is sometimes impossible to obtain desired

publications by purchase from the Superintend-

ent of Documents. Stocks may have been ex-

hausted or the document may be permanently
out of print. The depositories provide a valuable

service by keeping such publications permanent-
ly available. Every Government publication can-

not be consulted at all depository libraries.

Designated Regional Depositories are required to

receive and retain one copy of all Government
publications made available to depository librar-

ies either in printed or microfacsimile form. All

other libraries are allowed to select the classes of

publications best suited to the interest of their

particular clientele.

These libraries are now receiving selected pub-

lication series of the National Bureau of Stand-

ards for general reference use. Whether a given

library has a copy of a particular publication can
be determined by inquiring at the library,

4.5. FUNCTIONS OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE DISTRICT OFFICES

U.S. Department of Commerce District Offices

provide ready access at the local level to the

services of the Department of Commerce and its

reports, publications, statistical statements, and
surveys. Most District Offices serve as official

sales agents of the Superintendent of Documents,

U.S. Government Printing Office, making availa-

ble for purchase locally a wide range of Govern-

ment business publications. The reference

library maintained by each District Office con-

tains many Government and private publica-

tions, periodicals, directories, reports, and other

reference materials.



4.6. AVAILABILITY OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

A. PERIODICAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Periodical Domestic ^ Foreign ^

Journal of Research of the National
Bureau of Standards:

Effective July 1977 issued bimonth-
ly as single section. Separate Sec-
tions A and B discontinued with
the June 1977 issues. Paper cov-

ers $13 $16.25
Bound volume (1 volume per year),

blue buckram (*) (')

DIMENSIONS/NBS, issued 10
times per year $11 $13.75

NOTE—Send order, with remittance, to Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 2040^.

' United States and its possessions.

^Foreign price includes the cost of the publication and postage
'Prices of the bound volumes vary. The Superintendent of Documents will

furnish prices on request.

B. SUPERSEDED NBS REFERENCE PUBLI
CATIONS

NBS publications not listed in the price lists

are out of print and are not available from the

Superintendent of Documents. Many can be con-

sulted at libraries. Also, in many cases, photodu-

plicated copies can be purchased from the

Library of Congress. For full information con-

cerning this service, write to the Photoduplica-

tion Service, Library of Congress, Washington,

DC 20540.

Certain NBS Publications are out of print be-

cause they have been replaced or partially re-

placed, by material issued by other organizations.

In this connection NBS is able to offer the follow-

ing information:

Circular 410, National Standard Petroleum Oil

Tables. Information in this Circular has been

incorporated in the American Edition—ASTM
Petroleum Measurement Tables issued as

PCN12-4125-10-12 by the American Society for

Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Phila-

delpha, PA 19103. Available at $30, 20 percent

discount to ASTM members. Tables 5 and 7 of the

ASTM Petroleum Measurement Tables may also

be purchased from the ASTM in separate reprint

form at $2.25 and $2 per copy respectively.

Circular 4S8, Static Electricity. The National Fire

Protection Association, 60 Batterymarch Street,

Boston, MA 02110, has issued a publication by

the same title, available from them as NFPA
Publication 77, $3.50.

Circular 499, Nuclear Data. Replaced by Atomic

Data and Nuclear Data Tables, published by

Academic Press, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York,

NY 10003. Available bi-monthly for $63.

Circular 547, Section 1, Precision Laboratory

Standards ofMass Laboratory- Weights. Informa-

tion in this Circular has been incorporated in the

ANSI/ASTM E 617-78. Standard Specification

for Laboratory Weights and Precision Mass
Standards issued by the American Society for

Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Phila-

delphia, PA 19103, Attn.: Sales, for $4.

Circular 576, Automotive Antifreezes. For infor-

mation on this subject consult American Nation-

al Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New
York, NY 10018.

Circular 577 and Supplement, Energy Loss and
Range of Electrons and Positrons. These have
been superseded by NASA Special Publication

3012, available from the National Technical In-

formation Service, Springfield, VA 22161, as

N65-12506, at $10 hardcopy and $3.50 micro-

fiche and N67-14099, at $6 hardcopy and $3.50

microfiche.

Miscellaneous Publication 179, American Stand-

ard Building Code Requirements for Minimum
Design Loads in Buildings and Other Structures.

The American National Standards Institute,

1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018, has issued

a publication on this subject. Available from
them as A58. 1-1972, at $9.75.

Miscellaneous Publication 187, Directory of Com-
mercial and College Laboratories. A new Directo-

ry of Testing Laboratories, issued as STP 333D, is

published by the American Society for Testing

and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia,

PA 19103, at $3.75.

NBS Handbook 28, Parts 1, 2, and 3, Screw
Thread Standards. Federal Government respon-

sibility for screw thread standards has been
transferred to the General Services Administra-

tion (GSA). Standards will be promulgated by the

GSA as Federal Standard 28. Technical questions

should be addressed to Directorate of Engineer-

ing and Standardization, Defense Logistics Agen-
cy (DISC), 700 Bobbins Ave., Philadelphia PA
19111, telephone (215) 697-3325. Questions re-

garding administration of the program should be
addressed to Standards Control and Support Di-

vision, General Services Administration (Federal

Supply Service), attn: FMHS, Washington, DC
20406, telephone (703) 557-7595.

Handbook 30, National Electrical Safety Code
(also H81 and its Supplements and HllO-1). All
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;NBS publications on this subject have been su-

perseded by National Electrical Safety Code,

1977 edition, issued by the American National

Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,

NY 10018. Available from them as ANSI
C2-1977, at $6.50.

Handbook 1^6, Code for Protection Against Light-

I ning. A United States of America Standards In-

j
stitute Code for Protection Against Lightning

jj
(NFPA-78-1977) is available from the American

I
National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway,
New York, NY 10018, at $5.25, as

: ANSI/NFPA78-1977.

Handbook 4S, Control and Removal of Radioac-

I*

tive Contamination in Laboratories. Reprints of

j

1
this Handbook can be purchased as NCRP Report

'

i 8 at $4 from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175,

> Washington, DC 20014.

I Handbook 49, Recommendations for Waste Dis-

posal Phosphorus-32 and Iodine-131 for Medical

Users. Reprints of this Handbook can be pur-

j
chased as NCRP Report 9 at $4 from NCRP

I

Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington, DC

I

20014.

•i

j

Handbook 53, Recommendations for the Disposal
' of Carbon-14 Wastes. Reprints of this Handbook
can be purchased as NCRP Report 12 at $4 from

NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington,

DC 20014.

Handbook 55, Protection Against Betatron-Syn-

chrotron Radiations up to 100 Million Electron

Volts, February 26, 1954 has been combined with

NBS Handbook 97. Available as NCRP Report 51,

Radiation Protection Design Guidelines for

! 0.1-100 MeV Particle Accelerator Facilities from

! NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington,
'i DC 20014, at $7.

Handbook 58, Radioactive Waste Disposal in the

Ocean. Reprints of this Handbook can be pur-

chased as NCRP Report 16 at $4 from NCRP
Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington, DC
20014.

Handbook 59, Permissible Dose from External

Sources of Ionizing Radiations. Reprints of this

Handbook can be purchased as NCRP Report 39

at $6 per copy from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box

30175, Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 63, Protection Against Neutron Radi-

ation up to 30 MeV. Reprints of this Handbook

can be purchased as NCRP Report 38 at $6 per

copy from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175,

Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 65, Safe Handling of Bodies Contain-

ing Radioactive Isotopes. Reprints of this Hand-
book can be purchased as NCRP Report 37 at $6

per copy from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box
30175, Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 69, Maximum Permissible Body Bur-
dens and Maximum Permissible Concentrations

ofRadionuclides in Air and in Water for Occupa-
tional Exposure. Reprints of this Handbook can
be purchased as NCRP Report 22 at $4 per copy

from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Wash-
ington, DC 20014.

Handbook 7.1, Specifications for Dry Cells and
Batteries. Available as ANSI C18. 1-1979 from the
American National Standards Institute, 1430
Broadway, New York, NY 10018, at $6.25.

Handbook 73, Protection Against Radiations

from Sealed Gamma Sources (Supersedes H54).

Reprints of this Handbook can be purchased as

NCRP Report 40 at $6 per copy from NCRP
Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington, DC
20014.

Handbook 74, Building Code Requirements for

Reinforced Masonry. The American National

Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,
NY 10018 has issued a publication on this sub-

ject. Available from them as ANSI/NBS Hand-
book H74-1960 (R1970), at $4.50.

Handbook 75, Measurement of Absorbed Dose of
Neutrons and of Mixtures of Neutrons and Gam-
ma Rays. Reprints of this Handbook can be pur-

chased as NCRP Report 25 at $4 per copy from
NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington,

DC 20014.

Handbook 76, Medical X-ray Protection Up to

Three Million Volts. Now available as NCRP 33.

Purchase from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box

30175, Washington, DC 20014, at $5.

Handbook 80, A Manual of Radioactivity Proce-

dures. Reprints of this Handbook are available as

NCRP Report 58, for paper copy at $12, and
Buckram at $14. For more information write to

NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, Washington,

DC 20014.
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Handbook 81 and Its Supplements, Safety Rules

for the Installation and Maintenance of Electric

Supply and Communication Lines (also H30 and
HI 10-1). All NBS publications on this subject

have been superseded by National Electrical

Safety Code, 1977 Edition, issued by the Ameri-

can National Standards Institute, 1430 Broad-

way, New York, NY 10018. Available from them
as ANSI C2-1977, at $6.50.

Handbook 84, Radiation Quantities and Units.

Reprints of this Handbook can be purchased as

ICRU Report 33 at $7 per copy from ICRU Publi-

cations, P.O. Box 30165, Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 86, Radioactivity. Reprints of this

Handbook can be purchased as ICRU Report IOC,

Radioactivity at $4 per copy from ICRU Publica-

tions P.O. Box 30165, Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 88, Radiobiological Dosimetry.

Reprints of this Handbook can be purchased as

ICRU Report 30, Quantitative Concepts and Do-

simetry in Radiobiology at $10 per copy from
ICRU Publications, P.O. Box 30165, Washington,

DC 20014.

Handbook 89, Methods of Evaluating Radiologi-

cal Equipment and Materials. Reprints of this

Handbook can be purchased as ICRU Report lOF

at $3 per copy from ICRU Publications, P.O.

Box 30165, Washington, DC 20014.

Handbook 96, Inspection of Processed Photo-

graphic Record Films for Aging Blemishes. Re-

prints of this Handbook can be purchased as PH
1.28-1976 at $5.50 per copy from the American
National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway,

New York, NY 10018.

Handbook 97, Shielding for High-Energy Electron

Accelerator Installations. July 1, 1964, has been

combined with NBS Handbook 55. Available as

NCRP Report 51, Radiation Protection Design

Guidelines for 0.1-100 MeV Particle Accelerator

Facilities from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box
30175, Washington, DC 20014 at $7.

Handbook 102, ASTM Metric Practice Guide.

Available as ANSI/ASTM E380-76 from the

American National Standards Institute, 1430

Broadway, New York, NY 10018, at $4.

Handbook 110-1, National Electrical Safety

Code. Part 1. Rules for Installation and Mainte-

nance of Electric Supply and Communication
Lines (also H30 and H81 and its Supplements).

All NBS publications on this subject have been
superseded by National Electrical Safety Code,

1977 Edition, issued by the American National

Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,
NY 10018. Available from them as ANSI C2-1977
at $6.50.

Technical Note 938, Recommended Practice for

the Use of Metric (SI) Units in Building Design

and Construction, has been superseded by ASTM
E 621-78, Standard Practice of the Use of Metric

(SI) Units in Building Design and Construction. It

is available from the American Society for Test-

ing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadel-

phia, PA 19103. Price $5.

C. PRICE LISTS FOR NONPERIODICALS

The lists on the following pages give the num-
bers and prices of all NBS publications issued

from 1901 through 1979 which are still in print.

Items in boldface are the 1979 publications in

this supplement. The prices shown supersede

prices in previous catalogs of NBS publications.

Prices are those in effect the date this publication

went to press. Prices are subject to change with-

out notice, and the prices charged on your order

will be those in effect as of the date your order is

processed. Except for the Federal Information

Processing Standards Series and the National
Bureau of Standards Interagency Reports, which
are only available by purchase from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA
22161, publications may be ordered from the

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office. SD order forms are included at

the end of this publication.

For availability and price of Patents see page
2.

Publications not listed are out of print. In such
cases, your nearest depository library may still

have a copy of that item. (See Section 4.4 and
Appendix A.) Some NBS publications may be

purchased from the National Technical Informa-

tion Service. (See Section 4.1.)

Publications shown as available from NTIS are
represented by the NTIS Price schedule in effect

at the time of purchase. NTIS prices as of this

date are given below. Again, prices are subject to

change.
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NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT PRICE SCHEDULE

The current dollar equivalent for each code is shown in the schedule below. Orders

must list the accession nuniber(s) and be accompanied by the total dollar amount

from the current schedule.

Customers in Canada, U.S., and Mexico please use tliis price

schedule; other addressees write for Folder PR-360-4.

AOl $3.50 EOl $5.50 TOl 110.00

A02 5.00 E02 6.50 T02 125.00

A03 6.00 E03 8.50 T03 210.00

A04 7.00 E04 10.50 T04 300.00

AOS 8.00 E05 12.50 T05 360.00

A06 9.00 E06 14.50 T06 420.00

A07 10.00 E07 16.50 T07 480.00

AOS 11.00 E08 18.50 T08 540.00

A09 12,00 E09 20.50 T09 600.00

AlO 13.00 ElO 22.50 TIO 660.00

All 14.00 Ell 24.50 Til 720.00

A12 15.00 E12 27.50 T12 780.00

A13 16.00 E13 30.50 T13 840.00

A14 17.00 E14 33.50 T14 900.00

AID.. 1 fi nnlo.UU 'in
1 ij SbU.Uu

A16 19.00 E16 39.50 T16 1,020.00

A17 20.00 E17 42.50 T17 1,080.00

A18 21.00 E18 45.50 T18 1,140.00

A19 22.00 E19 50.50 T19 1,200.00

A20 23.00 E20 60.50 T99

A21 24.00 E99
*

A22 25.00

A23 26.00 NOl 30.00

A24 27.00 N02 50.00

A25 28.00

A99 *
Contact NTIS for price quote

PRICES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1980

NOTICE

NBS Special Publication 535, Catalog of NBS Publications, 1966-1976. Volumes 1 (2 parts) and
2 (2 parts). Consolidated reprint of citations, abstracts, and key words from NBS SP 305, and
its Supplements 1-8.

For sale in sets only by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, DC 20402 as follows: Order by SD Stock No. Sold in sets only as follows:

SP 535. Volume 1. SD Stock No. 003-003-02010-9. Price $23.75.

SP 535. Volume 2. SD Stock No. 003-003-02011-7. Price $21.25.
'

(Add 25 percent for other than U.S. mailing.)

This compilation is updated through 1979 by the present supplement and two previous annual

supplements, see page 5.
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PRICE LISTS
NBS PUBLICATIONS

CIRCULARS

No.

74 (PB264-261)
402
410
438
440 & Suppl.

(PB262-014)
447 (PB258-782)
453 (PB192-338)
460 (PB259-278)
460 Suppl.

(PB259-279)
470 (COM75-10206)
488 Sec. 1 & 2

(PB252-093)
488 Sec. 3, 4&5

(PB252-094)

Price

.35
*

*

* *

* *

No.

499
510 (PB192-399)
510 Suppl. 1

(PB 192-340)
510 Suppl. 2

(PB192-341)
524 (PB259-780)
536
539 Vol. 1 to 10 are

(PB 175-902 to
PB178-911)

542 (PB188-806)
556 (COM73-50843)
564 (PB280-020)
568 (PB274-249)
571 (PB175-659)

Price No.

* *

.55

**
**
**
**
**
**

574 (PB272-292)
576
577 & Suppl
579 (PB168-350)
582 (COM75-10277)
589 (PB188-296)
593 (COM75-10234)
596 (PB172-059 )

602 (COM73-10504)

Price

**

*

*

**

**
**

**

**

**

*See page 6 for additional information.
**Available from the National Technical Information Service ; use "PB", "COM" or NBS publication

identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned,
for paper copy price.

Available in Microfiche for $3.50; consult NTIS
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MONOGRAPHS

No. Price

4
7
8

10
13
15
20
23

29
30
31

39
40
41
42

45
46
47
48
49

(PB187-752)
Vol. 1

(COM71-01000-1) ..

Vol. 2
(COM71-01000-2) .

(PB174-987)
(COM73-10503)
(PB186-237)
(COM75-10235)
(PB172-156)
(PB192-874)
(PB195-221)
(PB183-992)

25 Sec. 1 (PB178-429)...
25 Sec. 2 (PB178-430) .

25 Sec. 3 (PB178-431). .

25 Sec. 4
25 Sec. 5
25 Sec. 6
25 Sec 7
25 Sec'. 8 (PBi94-872)

.''

25 Sec. 9

(c6m72-50002)
25 Sec. 10

(COM72-51079)
25 Sec. 11 (COM74-

50183)
25 Sec. l2 (SN003-

003-01376-5)
25 Sec. 13 (SN003-

003-01629-2)
25 Sec. 14 (SN003-

003-01842-2)
25 Sec. 15 (SN003-

003-01986-1)
25 Sec. 16 (SN003-

003-02128-8)
(PB172-178)
(PB193-908)
(COM75-10045)

34 Vol. 1

(COM71-00631)
34 Vol. 2
36 (COM75-10175)

(COM74-10933)
(COM71-00693)
(PB191-728)
(COM72-10377)

43 Vol. 1

(COM73-10636)
43 Vol. 2

(COM73-10637)
(PB186-433)
(PB176-590)
(COM71-00691)
(PB246-865)
(COM72-10380)

1.50

1.80

2.75

4.00

5.00
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

No.

52 (COM73-10500)
54 (PB265-333)
56 (COM75-10244)
58 (PB193-909)

60 (COM75-10053)
63 (COM74-10737)
66 (COM75-10245)
67 (PB186-426)

68 (COM71-00692)
70 Vol. 1 (PB168-072)
70 Vol. 2 (PB189-714)
70 Vol.3

(COM74-10794)
70 Vol. 4

(COM74-10795)

70 Vol. 5
(COM74-10796)
(PB186-427)
(PB186-432)
(PB195-213)

72
73
74
75
76

77
80
82
83
84

85
86
88

89
91

92
93 ic6M73-10008)
94 (N65-32001)
96
98
99

100
101
102
103
104

105
106
107
109 (AD681-912)
Ill :

(COM73-10502)

(PB180-646)
(PB257-342)
(PB189-659)
(COM75-10246)
(COM72-10513)

(COM72-10379)
(COM75-10046)
(SN003-003-
00354-9)
(AD700-466)
(PB266-262)

112
113 Vol. 1 (PB191-276)
113 Vol. 2 (SN003-003

00304-2)

Price

1.05

1.65

No.

113 Vol. 3 (PB192-746)
116
117 (SN003-003-

00751-0)
118 (PB194-751)
119 (COM71-50201)
120 (SN003-003-

00749-8)

121 (COM75-10169)
124 (COM74-11728)
125 (SN003-003-

01177-1)
125 Sup. 1 (SN003-003-

01391-9)
126 (SN003-003

01052-9)

127 (COM72-50359)
00982-2)

128 (COM72-50903),
129 (COM73-50098)
130 (SN003-003-

01120-7)
131 (SN003-003-

01076-6)

132

133
134

(SN003-003-
01082-1)
(COM74-50309)
(COM73-50582)

135 (COM73-50840)

(SN003-003-
01160-6)

(COM73-50960)
(COM74-50459)
(SN003-003-
01317-0)
(SN003-003-
01202-5)
(SN003-003-
01289-1)

136

137
138
139

140

141

142 (SN003-003-
01290-4)

143 (SN003-003-
01373-1)

144 (SN003-003-
01416-8)

145 Pt. 1 (COM75-
10755)

145 Pt. 2 (COM75-
10756)

146
147

147

(COM75-50997)
(SN003-003-
01412-5)
Sup. 1 (SN003-003-
01754-0)
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MONOGRAPHS (Continued)

No.

148 (SN003-003-
Q1370-6)

149 (SN003-003-
01390-1)

150 (SN003-003-
02187-3)

151 (SN003-003-
01621-7)

152 (SN003-003-
01552-1)

153 (SN003-003-
01651-9)

Price

1.15

1.35

1.40

4.50

.85

1.35

No.

154 (SN003-003-
01612-8)

155 (SN003-003-
01650-1)

156 (SN003-003-
01674-8)

157 (SN003-003-
01681-1)

158 (SN003-003-
01788-4)

159 (SN003-003-
01782-5)

Price

1.70

4.00

4.50

4.55

1.60

5.00

No.

160 (SN003-003-
01793-1)

161 (SN003-003-
01856-2)

163 (SN003-003-
02023-1)

164 (SN003-003-
02075-3)

165 (SN003-003-
02094-0)

Price

2.10

3.50

2.50

5.00

4.00

Available from the National Technical Information Service ; use "PB", "AD", "N", "COM", or
NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for
$3.00 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

No. Price No. Price
j

No. Price

179 * 260-11 ** 287 **

187 * 260-12 ** 291 **

211 (COM73-10871) ** 260-13 ** 292 **

240 ** 260-14 ** 294 **

240 Suppl ** 262-1 (PB261-051) *

256 (PB285-882) **
This series name was

changed to Special
Publications beginning

269-1 (COM74-11061)
260-2 (COM74-11063)
260-3 (COM74-11060)
260-4 (COM74-11059)
260-5 (PB168-068)

**

* *

* *

262-2 (AD647-371)
265 (COM74-10927)
266 (PB168-063)

*

*

* *

* * 269 (PB258-618) * With SP295
** 273 (COM75-11102) *

260-6 (COM74-11068) ** 274 **
260-7 (COM74-11067)
260-8 (COM74-11066)

* * 275 (SN003-003-
01266-1) 8.50

260-9 (COM74-11065) ** 281 **
260-10 (COM74-11064) ** 284 **

*See page 6 for additional information.
** Available from the National Technical Information Service ; use "AD" "PB" "COM" or NBS

publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3 50-
consult NTIS for paper copy price. ' '
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

No.

250 1978 Ed. (SN003-
003-01916-0)

260 1977-78 Ed. (SN003-
003-02048-6)

260-

260-

260-
260-

260-

260-

260-

260-
260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260
260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

260-

16
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26

(COM74-11062)

(PB190-'
(COM74
(COM74
(C0M71
(COM72
(COM74
(SN003

00786-2) .

27 (COM74
(C0M71-
(C0M71
(C0M71
(C0M71
(SN003-

071)
-11359)
11357)

-00157).
50058)
-11356)
003-

28
29
30
31

32

11358)
50365).
-50282)
-50283)
-50563)
003-

Price

3.00

3.00

*

*

*

*

*

260-47 (COM74-50176)
260-48 (COM74-50533)..
260-49 (SN003-003-

01344-7)
260-50 (SN003-003-

01425-7)
260-51 (SN003-003-

01481-8)
260-52 (SN003-003-

01464-8)
260-53 (SN003-003-

01551-2)
260-54 (SN003-003-

01828-7)
260-55 (SN003-003-

01836-8)

.85

.5501213-1)

-33 (COM72-50526)
-34 (COM72-50371)
-35 (COM72-50368)
-36 (COM72-50527)
-37 (COM72-50692)
-38 (COM72-50528)
-39 (COM72-50529)
-40 (COM72-50776)
-41 (COM72-50775)
-42 (COM72-50944)
-43 (COM73-50760)
-44 (COM73-50037)
-45 (COM73-50226)
-46 (SN003-O03-

|

01385-4) 1.00

*

.75

1.00

1.90

1.05

1.05

3.00

2.20

No.

260-56 (SN003-003-
01886-4)

260-57 (SN003-003-
01883-0)

260-58 (SN003-003-
02077-0)

260-59 (SN003-003-
01975-5)

260-60 (SN003-003-
01978-0)

260-61 (SN003-003-
02006-1)

260-62 (SN003-003-
02047-8)

260-63 (SN003-003-
02068-1)

260-65 (SN003-003-
02114-1)

260-66 (SN003-003-
02127-0)

260-67 (SN003-003-
02136-9)

295
296
298 (PB301-250)
299
300 Vol. 1 (SN003-

003-00072-8)
300 Vol. 2
300 Vol. 3 (N70-31104).
300 Vol. 4 (SN003-

003-00778-1)
300 Vol. 5 (SN003-

003-00916-4)
300 Vol. 6 (SN003-

003-00696-3)
300 Vol. 7 (SN003-

003-00887-7)
300 Vol. 8 (SN003-

003-00923-7)
300 Vol. 9 (SN003-

003-00917-2)
300 Vol. 10 {SN003-

003-01179-7)
301
302
303
304 (SN003-003-

01072-3)
304A (SN003-003-

01713-2)

Price

2.20

2.20

2.00

2.30

3.00

1.70

2.30

3.75

3.50

3.50

3.75
*

*

*

*

10.25
*

*

7.65

8.65

7.10

9.65

8.75

7.65

11.80
*

*

*

.65

.50

each
5.70

(per 100
CPS.)

No.

305
305 Sup. 1 (PB259-274)
305 Sup. 2 (C0M71-

50354)
305 Sup. 3 (COM72-

50690)

305 Sup. 4 (COM73-
50931)

305 Sup. 5 (COM74-
50930)

305 Sup. 6 (COM75-
10926)

305 Sup. 7 (PB255-
879)

305 Sup. 8 (PB272-
830)

305 Sup. 9 (SN003-003-
01951-8)

305 Sup. 10 (SN003-003-
02069-9)

306
306-2
306-3 (PB264-245)
306-4 (COM73-10870)
307
309 Vol. 2

310

312 (Vol. 1&2 (COM73-
11439)

313
314 (PB188-881)
317 Vol. 1 (C0M71-

50268-01)
317 Vol. 2 (C0M71-

50268-02)
319 (COM71-00066)
320 (AD701-614)
320 Sup. 1 (AD730-356)
320 Sup. 2 (COM74-

50034)

321 (PB194-963)
323 (COM72-50351)
324 (COM71-50070)
326 (COM71-50189)
327 (PB193-564)
329 (COM71-50172)
329 Sup.l (COM73-

50679)
329 Sup. 2 (SN003-003-

01362-5)
330 1977 Ed. (SN003-

003-01784-1)

Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "AD", "PB", "N", "COM", or NBS
publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $5.00

;

consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

No.

331
332 (PBi94-959)^^^^.^..Z^^

333 (PB194-585)
334 (COM74-11482)
335 (COM75-10051) .

336 (SN003-003-
00688-2)

337 (COM71-00182) .

338 (COM74-10736) ...

339 (COM71-50080)
343 (COM71-50398) ..

345 (SN003-003-
00884-2)

345-1 (SN003-003-
00731-5)

345-2 (SN003-003-
00824-9)

345-3 (SN003-003-
00859-1)

345-4 (SN003-003-
00825-7)

345-5 (SN003-003-
00898-2)

345-6 (SN003-003-
00858-3)

345-7 (SN003-003-
00864-8)

345-8 (SN003-003-
00895-8)

345-9 (COM71-50305)
345-10 (SN003-003-

00879-6)
345-11 (SN003-003-

00835-4)
345-12 (SN003-003-

00865-6)
346 (COM71-50147) ..

347 (COM71-50202)
348 (COM72~50763)
349 (COM72-50807)
350 (COM71-50276)
351 (SN003-003-

01027-8)
352 (COM75-10291) .

353 (COM71-50364)

354 (COM72-50808)
355 (COM71-50385)

Price No.

70

70

70

20

75

20

15
,

30

75

,10

3.05

2.70

2.00

*

*

*

*

6.45

356 (SN003-003-
00934-2)
(SN003-003-
00928-8)
(COM72-50057) ....

Vol. 1 (COM72-
10309)
Vol. 2 (COM72-
50850)
(SN003-003-
01000-6)
(COM72-5q676) ...

363-i (SN003-003-
01673-0)
(COM72-50746) ...

(SN003-003-
01068-5)
(SNO'03-003-
01044-8)
1 (COM74-50063)

357

359
361

361

362

363

364
365

366

366

366-2 (SN003-003-
01544-0) 1.35

366-3 (SN003-003-
02007-9) 2.75

368 Rev. 1976 .35

(SN003-003- each
01665-9) 4.65

(per 100
CPS.)

369 (SN003-003-

01124-8) 1.85

370 (SN003-003-
01057-0) .55

371 (COM73-50245) .

371-1 (SN003-003-
01422-2)

372 (SN003-003-
01059-6)

373 (COM72-51036) .

374 (SN003-003-
01061-8)

375 (COM73-50839)

376, 1979 Ed. (SN003-
003-01080-4)

377 (SN003-003-
01107-0)

Price

2.05

5.40
*

1.15
*

2.50
*

.60

2.80
*

1.45

2.35
*

5.20

each
9.90

(per 100
cpa.)

.85

No.

378 (COM73-50585) ....

380 (SN003-003-
01109-6)

380-1 (SN003 003-
01967-4)

381 (COM73-50932) .

382 (SN003-003-
01176-2)

383 (SN003-003-
01171-1)

384 Rev. 1976 (SN003-
003-01670-5)

385 (COM74-50307) ....

386 (SN003-003-
01593-8)

387

388 (COM74-50543) ...

389 Superseded by
LC1070

390 (COM74-50352) ....

391 (SN003-003-
01260-2)

392 (SN003-003-
01272-6)

393 (COM74-50350) ...

394 (COM74-50523) ...

395 (SN003-003-
01300-5)

396-1 (SN003-003-
01274-2)

396-2 (SN003-003-
01457-5)

396-3 (PB250-844)
396-4 (SN003-003-

01572-5)
398 (SN003-003-

01331-5)
399-1 (SN003-003-

01339-1)
399-2 (SN003~003-

01333-1)

399-3 (SN003-003-
01334-0)

400-1 (COM74-50305)
400-2 (COM74-50089)

400-3 (COM74-50138)

^Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "PB", "COM", or NBS
publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3.50;
consult NTIS for paper copy price.

**Superseded by NBS LC1070, free upon request from the Technical Information and Publica-

tions Division, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234.
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

No. Price No. Price No.

400-4 (SN003-003-
01354-4)

400-5 (SN003-008-
01372-2)

400-6 (SN003-003-
01313-7)

400-7 (SN003-003-
01635-7)

400-8 (SN003-003-
01374-9)

400-9 (SN003-003-
01357-9)

400-10 (SN003-003-
01358-7)

400-11 (SN003-003-
01428-1)

400-12 (AD-A011121)
400-13 (SN003-003-

01382-0)
400-14 (SN003-003-

02050-8)
400-15 (SN003-003-

01566-1)

400-22 (SN003-003-
01623-3)

400-23 (SN003-003-
01604-7)

400-24 (SN003-003-
01739-6)

400-25 (SN003-003-
01678-1) _

400-26 (SN003-003-
01600-4)

400-27 (SN003-003-
01569-5)

400-28 (SN003-003-
01628-4)

400-29 (PB265-302)

1.70

1.10

.60

.75

1.30

1.00

3.55

1.00

.75

2.40

1.25

400-17 (SN003-003-
01480-0) 1.40

400-18 (SN003-003-
01577-6) 1.25

400-19 (SN003-003-
01606-3) 2.10

400-20 (SN003-003-
01473-7) 1.00

400-21 (SN003-003-
01565-2) 1.80

1.45

3.70

1.35

1.45

.55

1.20

1.25
*

400-30 (SN003-003-
01905-4)

400-31 (SN003-003-
01753-1)

400-32 (SN003-003-
01906-2)

400-33 (SN003-003-
01742-6)

400-34 (SN003-003-
01707-8)

400-35 (PB264-929) .....

400-36 (SN003-003-
01955-1)

400-37 (SN003-003-
01809-1)

400-38 (SN003-003-
02139—3)

400-39 (SN003-003-
01808-2)

400-40 (SN003-003-
01832-5)

400-41 (SN003-003-
01869-4)

400-42 (SN003-003-
01815-5)

400-44 (SN003-003-
01833-3)

400-46 (SN003-003-
01912-7)

400-47 (SN003-003-
02140-7)

400-48 (SN003-003-
02061-3)

400-49 (SN003-003-
01997-6)

400-50 (SN003-003-
02076-1)

400-51 (SN003-003-
02035-4)

400-52 (SN003-003-
02138-5)

400-53 (SN003-003-
02004-4)

400-54 (SN003-003-
02046-0)

400-55 (SN003-003-
02017-6)

400-56 (SN003-003-
02144-6)

400-57 (SN003-003-
02030-3)

400-58 (SN003-003-
02100-8)

1.50

1.90

2.75

.85

1.45
*

2.75

1.30

3.50

1.00

2.00

2.40

1.60

1.10

1,50

2.25

250

2.50

4.50

1.50

2.00

1.60

1.70

1.20

8.00

3.00

5.00

400-59 (SN003-003-
02116-4)
(COM74-50931)
(SN003-003-
01638-1)
(SN003-003-
01319-6)
(SN003-003-
01346-3) ;

(SN003-003-
01393-5)
(SN003-003-
01379-0)
(SN003-003-
01389-7)
(SN003-003-
01359-5)
1977 Ed. (SN003-
003-^1736-1)
(SN003-003-.
01356-1)

(SN003-003-
01341-2)
1976 Ed. (SN003-
003-01601-2)
(AD-A012-377)

415 (SN003-003-
01363-3)
(SN003-003-
01395-1)
(SN003-003-
01398-6)
(SN003-003-
01410-9)
(SN003-003-
01408-7)
(SN003-003-
01418-4)
1 & 2 (SN003-003-
01458-3) set

(SN003-003-
01451-6)
(SN003-003-
01599-7)

425 Vol. 1 & 2 (SN003-
003-01461-3)
(SN003-003-
01465-6)

401
403

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

412

413

414

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

426

426 Sup. 1 (SN003-003.
02074-5)

427 (SN003-003-
01472-9)

•I

*Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "AD", "PB", or "COM" number
when ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for per copy price.
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

No.

428 Pts.l,2&3(SN003-
003-01541-5)

429 (SN003-003-
01463-0)

430 (SN003-003-
01542-3)

431 (SN003-003-
01608-0)

432 (SN003-003-
01587-3)

433 (SN003-003-
01639-0)

434 (SN003-003-
01624-1)

435 (SN003-003-
01603-9)

436 (SN003-003-
01556-3)

437 (SN003-003-
01557-1)

438 (SN003-003-
01581-4) r.

439 (SN003-003-
01575-0)

439-1 (SN003-003-
02056-7)

440 (SN003-003-
01705-1)

441 (SN003-003-
01568-7)

442 (SN003-003-
01614-4)

443 (SN003-003-
01633-1)

444 (SN003-003-
01588-1)

445-1 (SN003-003-
01632-2)

446 (SN003-003-
01641-1)

446-1 (SN003-003-
01846-5)

446-2 (SN003-003-
02021-4)

447 (SN003-003-
01654-3)

448 (SN003-003-
' 01663-2)

"449 (SN003-003-
01677-2)

Price

28.50

1.95

.35

11.00

.60

3.50

.55

5.60

4.25

1.05

2.40

.95

1.40

3.25

2.30

3.30

4.15

5.80

1.20

2.05

2.20

3.25

1.00

1.90

2.00

No.

450 (SN003-003-
01792-2)

451 (SN003-003-
01662-4)

452 (SN003-003-
01664-1)

453 (SN003-003-
01700-1)

454 (SN003-003-
01666-7)

455 (SN003-003-
01699-3)

456 (PB262-111)
457 (SN003-003-

01685-3)
457-1 (SN003-003-

01802-3)
457-2 (SN003-003-

01962-3)
457-3 (SN003-003-

02096-6)
458 (SN003-003-

01684-5)
459 (SN003-003-

01686-1)
460 (SN003-003-

01737-0)
461 (PB263-200) ...

462 (SN003-003-
01729-9)

463 (SN003-003-
01701-9)

464 (PB275-008)
465 (PB268-491)
466 (SN003-003-

01791-4)
467 (SN003-003-

01716-7)
468 (SN003-003-

01760-4)
469 (SN003-003-

01730-2)

470 (SN003-003-
01762-1)

471 (SN003-003-
01806-6)

472 (SN003-003-
01767-1)

473 (SN003-003-
01775-2)

Price

4.75

3.00

2.65

3.55

1.65

4.45
*

1.80

2.20

3.25

4.00

1.30

3.40

2.35
*

4.60

3.35
*

*

5.25

1.20

3.00

1.05

5.60

3.75

2.00

6.00

No.

475 (SN003-003-
01764-7)

476 (SN003-003-
01804-0)

477 (SN003-003-
01772-8)

478 (SN003-003-
01824-4)

479 (SN003-003-
01826-1)

480-1 (SN003-003-
01722-1)

480-2 (SN003-003-
01723-0)

480-3 (SN003-003-
01744-2)

480-4 (SN003-003-
01745-1)

480-5 (SN003-003-
01747-1)

480-6 (SN003-003-
01748-5)

480-7 (SN003-003-
01766-3)

480-8 (SN003-003-
01735-8)

480-12 (SN003-003-
02012-5)

480-13 (SN003-003-
01818-0)

480-14 (SN003-003-
02098-2)

480-15 (SN003-003-
01837-6)

480-16 (SN003-003-
01901-1)

480-17 (SN003-003-
01857-1)

480-18 (SN003-003-
01786-8)

480-19 (SN003-003-
01773-6)

480-20 (SN003-003-
01904-6)

480-21 (SN003-003-
01777-9^

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" number when order-

ing. Available in Microfiche for $3.50; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

No.

480-22 (SN003-003-
01774-4)

480-24 (SN003-003-
01868-6)

480-25 (SN003-003-
01855-4)

480-26 (SN003-003-
01821-0)

480-27 (SN003-003-
01838-4)

480-28 (SN003-003-
01925-9)

480-29 (SN003-003-
01919-4)

480-30 (SN003-003-
02071-1)

480-31 (SN003-003-
01932-1)

480-32 (SN003-003-
01950-0)

480-33 (SN003-003-
02073-7)

480-34 (SN003-003-
01961-5)

480-35 (SN003-003-
01970-43

480-36 (SN()03-003-
02085-1)

480-38 (SN003-003-
02149-1)

481 (SN003-003-
01783-3)

482 (SN003-003-
01800-1)

483 (SN003-003-
01822-8)

484 Vol. 1 & 2 (SN003
003-01845-7)

485 (SN003-003-
01812-1)

486 (SN003-003-
01827-9)

487 (SN003-003-
01829-5)

488 (SN003-003-
01831-7)

489 (SN003-003-
01830-9)

490 (SN003-003-
01841-4)

491 (SN003-003-
01849-0) ...

Price No. Price No.

1.00

3.00

.90

1.20

1.50

2.20

1.10

1.75

.90

2.75

2.00

.90

2.30

1.50

4.25

1.40

2.50

2.75

12.25

2.00

2.10

5.25

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.25

492 (SN003-003-
01858-9)

493 (SN003-003-
01847-3) .

494 (SN003-003-
01844-9)

496 Vol. 1 & 2
(SN003-003-
01895-3)

497 (SN003-003-
01884-8) . ..

498 (SN003-003-
01943-7)

499 (SN003-003-
01870-8)

500-1 (SN003-003-
01724-8)

500-2 (SN003-003-
01726-4)

500-3 (SN003-003-
01725-6)

500-4 (SN003-003-
01756-g)

500-5 (PB265-117)

500-6 (SN003-003-
01757-4)

500-7 (SN003-003-
01780-9)

500-8 (SN003-003-
01771-0)

500-9 (SN003-003-
01770-1)

500-10 (SN003-003-
01787-6)

500-11 (SN003-003-
01785-7)

500-12 (SN003-003-
01797-3)

500-13 (SN003-003-
01807-4)

500-14 (SN003-003-
01823-6)

500-15 (SN003-003-
01814-7)

500-16 (SN003-003-
01817-1)

500-17 (SN003-003-
01843-1)

500-18 (SN003-003-
01839-2)

7.50

8.50

4.50

15.25

5.50

1.60

2.40

1.10

2.65

1.80

1.45
**

1.45

1.60

2.50

2.00

1.40

2.00

1.50

2.00

2.10

2.10

2.50

4.00

4.00

500-19 (SN003-003-
01848-1)

500-20 (SN003-003-
01861-9)

500-21 Vol. 1&2
(SN003-003-
01881-3)

500-22 (SN003-003-
01867-3)

500-23 (SN003-003-
01874-1)

500-24 (SN003-003-
01879-1)

500-25 (SN003-003-
01871-6)

500-26 (SN003-003-
01873-2)

500-27 (SN003-003-
01891-1)

500-28 (SN003-003-
01900-3)

500-29 (SN003-003-
01909-7)

500-30 (SN003-003-
01915-4)

500-31 (SN003-003-
01918-6)

500-32 (SN003-003-
01921-6)

500-33 (SN003-003-
01946-1)

500-34 (SN003-003-
01948-5)

500-35 (SN003-003-
01949-6)

500-36 (SN003-003-
01958-5)

500-37 (SN003-003-
01965-8)

500-38 (SN003-003-
02009-5)

500-39 (SN003-003-
02020-6)

500-40 (SN003-003-
01989-5)

500-41 (SN003-003-
01985-2)

500-42 (SN003-003-
02013-3)

500-43 (SN003-003-
02003-6)

500-44 (SN003-003-
02018-4)
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

No.

500-45 (SN003-003-
02039-7)

500-46 (SN003-003-
02037-1)

500-47 (SN003-003-
02055-9)

500-48 (SN003-003-
02081-8)

500-49 (SN003-003-
02088-5)

500-50 (SN003-003-
02087-7)

500-51 (SN003-003-
02095-8)

500-52 (SN003-003-
02118-1)

500-53 (SN003-003-
02123-7)

500-54 (SN003-003-
02130-0)

500-55 (SN003-003-
02133-4)

501 (SN003-003-
01890-2)

502 (SN003-003-
01893-7)

503 (SN003-003-
01908-6)

504 (SN003-003-
01887-2) _

505 (SN003-003-
01922-4)

506 (SN003-003-
01993-3)

507 (SN003-003-
01928-3)

508 (SN003-003-
01910-1)

509 (SN003-003-
01911-9)

510 (PB284-140)

*511-1 (SN003-003-
01926-7)

-511-2 (SN003-003-
01927-5)

512 (SN003-003-
01929-1)

513 (SN003-003-
01924-1)

Price No.

3.25

2.75

2.30

4.00

5.50

8.00

3.75

5.50

2.00

1.75

3.50

2.30

5.50

6.25

2.40

4.50

6.75

3.50

4.25

6.75
*

2.30

4.25

2.20

2.75

514 (SN003-003-
01935-6)

515 (SN003-003-
01953-4)

516 (SN003-003-
01957-7)

517 (SN003-003-
01966-1)

518 (SN003-003-
01960-7)

519 (SN003-003-
02054-1)

520 (SN003-003-
01973-9)

522 (SN003-003-
01981-3)

523 (SN003-003-
01979-8)

524 (SN003-003-
01990-9)

525 (SN003-003-
02058-3)

526 (SN003-003-
01984-4)

527 (SN003-003-
02025-7)

528 (SN003-003-
01996-8)

529 (SN0O3-OO3-
02002-8)

530 (SN003-003-
01971-2)

Price

531 (SN003-003-
02005 0)

532 (SN003-003-
02045-1)

534 (SN003-003-
02060-5)

535 Vol. 1 (SN003-003-
02010-9)

535 Vol. 2 (SN003-003-
02011-7) _

536 (SN003-003-
02032-0)

537 (SN003-003-
02033-8)

3.75

6.50

1.60

4.25

6.00

14.00

3.00

3.75

6.75

2.75

5.50

6.00

5.50

4.75

1.30

3.75

2.75

4.25

4.25

23.75

21.25

2.75

2.75

No.

538 (SN003-003-
02093-1)

539 (SN003-003-
02040-1)

540 (SN003-003-
02141-5)

541 (SN003-003-
02052-4)

542 (SN003-003-
02059-1)

543 (SN003-003-
02057-5)

545 (SN003-003-
02126-1)

546 (SN003-003-
02082-6)

547 (SN003-003-
02083-4)

548 (SN003-003-
02089-3)

549 (SN003-003-
02107-5)

550 (SN003-003-
02106-7)

551 (SN003-003-
02099-1)

552 (SN003-003-
02091-5)

553 (SN003-003-
02101-6)

554 (SN003-003-
02115-6)

556 (SN003-003
02108-3)

557 (SN003-003-
02111-3)

558 (SN003-003-
02132-6)

559 (SN003-003-
02137-1)

561 V0I.I&2 (SN003-
003-02124-5)

562 (SN003-003-
02122-9)

563 (SN003-003-
02120-2)

565 (SN003-003-
02142-3)

*NBS GCR 78-122 accompanies this publication, it is available from the National Technical In-

formation Service as PB 279-430, price $21.50.
**Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" number when ordering.

Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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HANDBOOKS

No.

28 1969 (Pt. 1

)

1957 (Pt. 2)
1957 (Pt. 3)

44,

46
48
49
51

53
55
57
58
59
63.
64
65
69
71
72

73
74
75
76
80
81
81

84
85

1979 Ed. (SN003-
003-02143-1)

(SN003-003-
00115-5)

(PB248-218)

(COM73-10872)

(SN003-003-
00123-6)

Suppl. 2

(SN003-003-
00131-7)

Price

6.00

.60
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.30

2.20

No.

86 (SN003-003-
00132-5)

87 (PB248-564)

88
89
90
91

92

94

(PB188-654)
(SN003-003-
00135-0)
(SN003-003-
00136-8)
(COM73-10635)

96
97
98 (COM72-10619) ...

99
100
101
102
105-1 (COM72-50707)
105-2 (COM71-50065)
105-3 (SN003-003-

02044-3)

107 Rev. 1978 (SN003-
003-02064-8)

109 (COM72-50183)
110-1
111 Rev. 77 (SN003-

003-01917-8)
112 (COM73-50836) .

113 (SN003-003-
01274-6)

Price

1.30

11.00

2.10

*

*

**

**

**
**

*

**

1.20

1.30

*

1.00

2.15

No.

114 (SN003-003-
01377-3)

115 (SN003-003-
01323-4)

115 Sup. 1 (SN003-
003-01582-2)

116 (SN003-003-
01456-7)

117 (SN003-003-
01563-6)

118 (SN003-003-
01567-9)

119 (SN003-003-
01646-2)

120 (SN003-003-
01667-5)

121 (SN003-003-
01669-1)

122 (SN003-003-
01750-7)

123 (SN003-003-
01820-1)

124 (SN003-003-
01811-2)

125 (SN003-003-
01972-1)

126 (SN003-003-
01903-8)

127 (SN003-003-
01913-5)

128 (SN003-003-
02065-6)

129 (SN003-003-
02135-1)

*See page 6 for additional information.
**Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "PB", "COM", or NBS publi-

cation identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult
NTIS for paper copy price.
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NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SERIES

No.

1 (SN003-003-
00627-1)

2
3 Sec. 1

3 Sec. 2
3 Sec. 3 (COM72-

50056)
3 Sec. 4 (C0M71-

50346)
3 Sec. 5 (SN003-003-

01444-3)
3 Sec. 6 (SN003-003-

00998-9)
3 Sec. 7 (SN003-003-

01558-0)
3 Sec. 8 (SN003-003-

01964-0)
4 (AD634-145)

5
8
9
10
12

13

14
15
16
18

19

20
21
22

23
25

(PB189-698)

(SN003-003-
00622-0)

(SN003-003-
00628-9)

(SN003-003-
00629-7)

(PB191-956)
(Vol. 2)
(AD696-884)

Price

.55

1.80

1.15

.85

1.60
*

*

*

*

*

*

3.00
*

*

*

1.15

.65

(SN003-003-
00637-8)

No.

26
27

28
29

31 (PB189-028)
32 (SN003-003-

00729-3)
33 (PB192-183)
34 (SN003-003-

00770-6)
35 Vol. 1 (SN003-

003-00949-1)
35 Vol. 2 (SN003-

003-00935-1)

35 Vol. 3 (SN003-
003-00950-4)

36 (COM71-50203)
37 (SN003-003-

00872-9)
38 (COM71-50351)
39 (SN003-003-

00845-1)

40 (COM72-50439)
41 (COM72-50849)
42 (COM72-50886)
43 (SN003-003-

01429-0)
43 Suppl. (SN003-

003-01429-9)
44 (COM74-50175)
45 (SN003-003-

01165-7)

46 (COM73-50623)
47 (SN003-003-

01125-8)
48 (SN003-003-

01166 5)

Price

1.80
*

*

1.15
*

1.65

9.25

7.95

8.30
*

15.60
*

5.10

*

*

*

1.05

1.10
*

.75

2.25

.80

No.

49

50
51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

(SN003-003-
01190-8)
(AD771-200)
(SN003-003-
01414-1)
(SN003-003-
01262-9)

Price

(SN003-003-
01426-5)
(SN003-003-
01406-1)
(SN003-003-
01431-1)
(SN003-003-
01396-0)

(SN003-003-
01609-8)
(SN003-003-
01627-6)
(SN003-003-
01731-1)
(SN003-003-
01712-4)

61 Pt. 1 (SN003-003-
01825-2)

61 Pt. 2 (SN003-003-
02051-6)

61 Pt. 3 (SN003-003-
02079-6)

62

63

64

65

(SN003-003-
01882-1)
(SN003-003-
01987-9) set

(SN003-003-
02027-3)
(SN003-003-
02072-9)

Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "AD", "PB", "COM", or NBS
publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3.50

;

consult NTIS for paper copy price.

**Superseded by the Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data, Vol. 6, Supp. 1; available

from the American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
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BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES

No.

0 (COM71-00046)
1 (PB189-713)
2 Pt. 1 (COM72-

10542)
3
4

5 Pt. 2
6

7
8 (COM73-10487)
9 (PB193-907)

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18 (PB193-736)
19

20 (PB189-639)
21 (PB189-459)
22 (PB189-456)
23
24

25 (PB188-789)
26
27 (PB191-304)
28 (PB193-924)
29 (PB190-603)

30 (COM71-00141)
31 (PB193-601)
32 (COM71-50078)
33 (COM71-00159)
34 (COM75-10286)

35 (COM71-50591)
36 (SN003-003-

00850-8)
37 (SN003-003-

00857-5)
38 (COM71-50345)
39 (COM72-50068)
40 (SN003-003-

00940-7)

Price

1.55

1.25
*

3.95

No.

41 (COM72-50533)
42 (COM72-50675)
43 (COM75-10173)
44 (SN003-003-

01071-5)

45 (COM73-50725)
46 (COM73-50188)
47 (COM73-50975)
48 (SN003-003-

01212-2)
49 (COM74-50353)

50 (SN003-003-
01282-3)

51 (SN003-003-
01267-0)

52 (COM74-50537)
53 (SN003-003-

01284-0)
54 (SN003-003-

01307-2)

55 (COM74-51188)
56 (SN003-003-

01335-8)
57 (SN003-003-

01364-1)
58 (SN003-003-

01349-8)
59 (SN003-003-

01392-7)

60 (SN003-003-
01352-8)

61 (COM75-10473)
62 (SN003-003-

01738-8)
63 (SN003-003-

01407-9)
64 (SN003-003-

01360-9)

65

66

67

68

(SN003-003-
01394-3)
(SN003-003-
01417-6)
(SN003-003-
01468-1)
(SN003-003-
01419-2)

Price

.65

4.85
*

.55

.90
*

.85

1.25

*

2.35

1.20

2.00

1.30

1.05
*

1.90

.70

1.35

1.00

2.10

1.20

1.25

No.

69 (SN003-003-
01622-5)

70 (SN003-003-
01437-1)

71 (SN003-003-
01459-1)

72 (SN003-003-
01474-5)

73 (SN003-003-
01479-6)

74 (SN003-003-
01477-0)

75 (SN003-003-
02029-0)

76 (SN003-003-
01644-6)

77 (SN003-003-
01539-3)

78 (SN003-003-
01537-7)

79 (SN003-003-
01546-6)

80 (SN003-003-
02183-1)

81 (SN003-003-
01591-1)

82 (SN003-003-
02185-7)

83 (SN003-003-
01592-0)

84 (SN003-003-
01687-0)

85 (SN003-003-
01619-5)

86 (SN003-003-
01637-3)

87 (SN003-003-
01642-0)

88 (SN003-003-
01693-4)

89 (SN003-003-
01706-0)

90 (PB257-581)
91 (SN003-003-

01690-0)
92 (SN003-003-

01692-6)
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BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES (Continued)

No. [Price li No. Price No.

93 (SN003-003-
01691-8)

94 (SN003-003-
01696-9)

95 (SN003-003-
01697-9)

96 (SN003-003-
01698-5)

97 (SN003-003-
01768-0)

98 (SN003-003-
01765-5)

100-1 (SN003-003-
01717-5)

100-2 SN003-003-
01718-3)

100-3 (SN003-003-
01719-1)

100-4 (SN003-003-
01720-5)

100-5 (SN003-003-
01721-3)

.45

1.55

3.00

4.65

2.10

1.30

1.40

1.30

2.00

1.50

1.50

102 (SN003-003-
01863-5)

103 (SN003-003-
01859-7)

104 (SN003-003-
01794-9)

105 (SN003-003-
01885-6)

106 (SN003-003-
01872-4)

107 (SN003-003-
02121-1)

108 (SN003-003-
02026-5)

109 (SN003-003-
01892 9)

110 (SN003-003-
01888-1)

111 (SN003-003-
01934-8)

2.30

1.30

3.75

3.00

6.00

4.75

3.00

2.75

2.75

3.25

112 (SN003-003-
01936-4)

113 (SN003-003-
01980-1)

114 (SN003-003-
01952-6)

115 (SN003-003-
02016-8)

116 (SN003-003-
01992-5)

117 (SN003-003-
02008-7)

118 (SN003-003-
02041-9)

119 (SN003-003-
02042-7)

120 (SN003-003-
02063-0)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "COM" or NBS Publica-

tion identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3.50; consult
NTIS for paper copy price.

I

I

I

t

31

i\

41

5:
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BUILDING MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES REPORTS

No.

2 (COM73-10942) *

! 5 (COM73-10943) *

7 (COM73-10944) *

17 Suppl. 1 & 2,

see Mono 77
(PB180-646) *

19 see BMS116 OP

21 (COM73-10945) *

23 (COM73-10946) *

24 (COM73-10947) *

32 (COM73-10948) *

41 (COM73-10949) *

45 (COM73-10961) *

52 (COM74-50537) *

54 (COM73-10963) *

55 (COM73-10964) *

56 (COM73-10965) *

63 (COM73-10966) *

64 (PB177-986) *

65 (COM73-10967) *

66 .80

Price No.

71

76
78
79
81
82

92
93
94
96
100

101
103
104
106
108

109
114
115
117

(COM73-10968)

(COM73-10969)
(COM73-10970)
(COM73-10971)
(COM73-10972)
(COM73-10973)

(COM73-10974)
(COM73-10975)
(COM73-10978)
(COM73-10979)
(COM73-10980)

(COM73-10981)
(COM73-10982)
(COM73-10983)
(COM73-10984)
(COM73-10985)

(COM73-10986)
(COM73-10987)
(COM73-10988)
(COM73-11015)

Price No.

118

119
120
123
124
126

132
133
134
135
136

138
141
142
143
144

146
147
149
150
151

(COM73-11014)

(COM73-11016)
(COM73-11054)
(COM73-11050)
(COM73-11051)
(COM73-11052)

(COM73-11053)
(COM73-11055)
(COM73-11056)
(COM73-11057)
(COM73-11058)

(COM73-11059)
(COM73-11060)
(COM73-11062)
(COM73-11061)
(PB180-647)

(COM73-11063)
(COM73-11064)
(COM73-11065)
(COM73-11066)
(PB177-987)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service, use *TB" or "COM" number when
ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.

VOLUNTARY PRODUCT STANDARDS

No. Price No. Price No.

15-69 (SN003-003-
00188-1)

20-70 (SN003-003-
00192-9)

38-70 (SN003-003-
00842-7)

39-70 (SN003-003-
00840-1)

42-70 (SN003-003-
00901-6)

46-71 (SN003-003-
00936-9)

51-71 (SN003-003-
00963-6)

1.00

.40

.45

.65

.65

.35

.35

57-73 (SN003-003
01182-7)

58-73 (SN003-003
01295-5)

59-73 (SN003-003
01255-6)

60-73 (SN003-003
01248-3)

61-74 (SN003-003
01421-4)

62-74 (SN003-003
01375-7)

63-75 (SN003-003
01415-0)

65-75 (SN003-003
01585-7)

.40

.40

.45

.40

.45

..55

.50

.35

66-75 (SN003-003
01655-1)

67-76 (SN003-003
01813-5)

68-76 (SN003-003
01854-6)

69-76 (SN003-003
01851-1)

70-76 (SN003-003
01853-8)

71-76 (SN003-003
01852-0)

72-76 (SN003-003
01702-7)

73-77 (SN003-003
01877-5)
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FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS SERIES

No.

0 ....

1 ....

2 ....

3-1
4 ....

5-1
6-2
7 ....

8-4
9 ....

10-2
11-1
12-2
13 . ..

14 ....

15 ....

16-1
17-1
18-1
19 ....

20 ....

21-1

Sinprle Copy Price
Paper Copy

j

i

Domestic Foreign No.

5.00 10.00 22-1
K on 1 A nn 9Q

1 n ArtlU.UU 24
1 A AA 25

O.VV 1 A AAlU.UU 26
1

5.00 10.00
1

27
b.uu 1 9 AA 9QiCo
o.uu 1 A AAXU.UU 29
o.uu 1 A AAXU.UU 30
o.uu 1 A AAlU.UU

6.00 12.00 31
1 1 nCi1 i.UU 99 AA Q9
1 9 An 94 AA 33
o.uu 1 A AAiU.UU 34
o.uu 1 A AA 35

5.00 10.00 36
1 A AA 0 1

5.00 10.00 38
5.00 10.00 39
5.00 10.00 40

5.00 10.00 41
20.50 41.00 42-1

Single Copy Price
Paper Copy

Domestic Foreign

5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00

5.00
5.00

5.00
5.00

8.00
8.00
6.00
5.00
6.00

5.00
5.00

7.00
5.00

7.00

5.00
6.00

10.00
10.00
12.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

16.00
16.00
12.00
10.00
12.00

10.00
10.00
14.00
10.00
14.00

10.00
12.00

No.

43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56
57

58
59
64
65
66

67

Single Copy Price
Paper Copy

Domestic Foreign V

7.00
5.00
7.00
5.00

6.00

5.00
5.00

6.00
6.00
5.00

5.00
5.00

16.50
5.00
6.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

All FIPS are available from the National Technical Information Service.
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES

1 See AMS25
2 (PB194-385) ...

3 (PB251-959) ...

4 (PB251-962)
5 (COM73-10501)

6 (PB251-862) ...

7 (PB251-863)
8 (PB251-864) .

9 (COM73-10498)
10 (PB251-960) ..

11 (AD702-411) ...

12 (PB184-887) ...

13 (PB251-865) ...

14 (SN003-003-
00270-4)
(PB251-866) ...

(PB251-867) ....

(PB251-868) ...

(PB175-819) ...

(PB175-815) ..

(PB251-870) ...

(PB178-392) ...

(PB192-337) ...

Price

11.70

No.

23 (PB175-967) .

24 (PB175-816)
25

26 (PB178-415) ...

27 (AD694-116)
28 (AD695-952) ..

29 (AD695-953) ...

30 (PB175-817) ..

31 (COM74-11112)
32 (COM73-10499)
33 (PB175-818) ...

34 (SN003-003-
00272-1)

35 (PB251-103) ..

36 (PB251-871) ...

37 (PB251-872) ...

38 (PB251-900) ...

39 (PB251-901) ...

40 (PB186-428) ...

41 (PB176-521) ..

42 (PB175-819) ..

43 (PB176-127) ...

44 (AD698-954) ...

Price No.

4.70
*

Price

45 (COM74-10639)
46 (PB186-429)
47 (PB251-902)

|

*

48 (PB176-119)
!

*

49 (PB251-903)
50 (PB176-520)
51 (PB248-467)
52 (PB251-904)
53 (PB186-430)
54 (COM73-11111)
55 (SN003-003-

00279-8) 12.65

56 (PB190-608)
57 (PB266-263)
58 (AD700-470)
59 (SN003-003-

00282-8) 6.80

60 (SN003-003-
00283-6) : 1.45

61 (PB188-790) *

62 (SN003-003-
00993-8)

I

1.20

63 (SN003-003-
00988-1)

;
3.45

^Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "AD", "COM", or NBS
publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for $3.50
consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES

No. Price No. Price No.

(SN003-003-
00680-7)
(SN003-003-
00682-3)
(SN003-003-
02024-9)

.90

.60

1.30

(SN003-003
00941-5)
(SN003-003
01536-9)
(SN003-003
01688-8)

.70

1.70

.35

8 (SN003-003
01446-0)

9 (SN003-003
01947-0)

10 (SN003-003
01969-1)

TECHNICAL NOTES

No. Price No. Price No.

1 (PB151-360)
2 (PB151-361)
2-2 (PB151-361-2) ...

3 (PB151-362)
4 (PB151-363)

5 (PB151-364)
6 (PB151-365)
7 (PB151-366)
8 (PB151-367)
9 (PB151-368)

10 (PB151-369)
11 (PB151-370)
12 (PB151-371)
13 (PB151-372)
14 (PB151-373)

15 (PB151-374)
16 (PB151-375)
18 (PB151-377)
18-2 (PB151-377-2)
18-3 (PB151-377-3)

18-4 (PB151-377-4) .

18-5 (PB151-377-5)
18-6 (PB151-377-6)
18-7 (PB151-377-7)
18-8 (PB151-377-8) ...

18-9 (PB151-377-9)
18-10 (PB151-377-10)
18-11 (PB151-377-11)
18-12 (PB151-377-12)
18-13 (PB151-377-13)

18-14 (PB195-273)
18-15 (PB195-215)
18-16 (PB195-216)
18-17 (PB195-217)
18-18 (PB168-058)

18-19 (PB195-218)
18-20 (PB168-044)
18-21 (PB195-219)
18-22 (N661-3994)
18-23 (COM74-10437)

18-24 (COM74-10438)
18-25 (COM74-10473)
18-26 (COM74-10439)
19 (PB151-378)
20 (PB151-379)

21 (PB151-380)
22 (PB151-381)
23 (PB151-382)
24 (PB151-383)
25 (PB151-384)

26 (PB151-385)
27 (PB151-386)
28 (PB151-387)
29 (PB151-388)
30 (PB151-389)

31 (PB151-390)
33 (PB151-392)
34 (PB151-393)
35 (PB151-394)
37 (PB151-396)

38 (PB151-397)
39 (PB151-398)
40-1 (PB151-399-1) ...

40-2 (PB151-399-2) ..

40-3 (PB151-399-3) .

40-4 (PB151-399-4) .

40-5 (PB151-399-5) .

40-6 (PB151-399-6) .

40-7 (PB151-399-7) ...

40-8 (PB189-932)

40-9 (PB189-933)
40-10 (PB189-934)
40-11 (PB189-935)
40-12 (PB189-936)
40-13 (PB151-399-13)

41 (PB151-400)
42 (PB151-401)
43 (PB151-402)
44 (PB151-403)
45 (PB151-404)

46 (PB151-405)
47 (PB151-406)
48 (PB151-407)
49 (PB151-408)
50 (PB151-409)

51 (PB161-552)
52 (PB161-553)
53 (PB161-554)
54 (PB161-555)
55 (PB161-556)

56 (PB161-557)
57 (PB161-558)
58 (PB161-559)
59 (PB161-560)
60 (PB161-561)

61 (PB161-562)
62 (PB161-563)
63 (PB161-564)
64 (PB161-565)
66 (PB161-567)

67 (PB161-568)
68 (PB161-569)
69 (PB161-570)
70 (PB161-571)
71 (PB161-572)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "N", or
ber when ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.

"COM" num
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TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued)

No. Price No. Price No.

72
73
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86

87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96

97
98
99

100
100-

101-
101-

102
106
107

108
109
110
111
112

113
114
115
116
117

118
119
120

PB161-573) ...

PB161-574) ....

PB161-575) ...

PB161-576) ....

PB161-577)

PB161-578)
PB161-579)
PB161-580)
PB161-581)
PB161-582) ....

PB161-583) ....

PB161-584)
PB161-585)
PB161-586)
PB161-587)

PB161-588)
PB161-589)
PB 16 1-590)
PB161-591)
PB161-592)

PB161-593) ....

PB161-594) ....

PB161-595)
PB161-596)
PB161-597)

PB161-598)
PB186-280)
PB186-431) ...

COM74-10393)

(AD687-820)
(AD687-821)

PB161-603) ...

PB161-607) ...

PB161-608) ...

PB161-609) ..

PB161-610) ...

PB161-611) ....

PB161-612) ...

PB161-613) ...

PB161-614)
PB161-615) ...

PB161-616) ...

PB161-617) ...

PB161-618) ...

PB161-619) ...

PB161-620) ...

PB161-621) ...

120A (PB190-611)
121 (PB161-622) .

122
123
124
125
128

129
129A
130
131
132

133
134
135
136
137

138
139
140
141
142

143
146
147
148
151

154
154A
160
163
164

165
166

172
173

174
177
178
179
180
182

183
187
191
194
195

PB161-623)
PB161-624)
PB161-625)
PB161-626)
PB161-629)

PB161-630)

PB161-631) .

PB161-632) .

PB161-633) .

PB161-634) .

PB161-635) .

PB161-636) .

PB161-637) .

PB161-638) .

PB161-639) .

PB161-640) .

PB161-641) .

PB191-729) ..

PB161-643) .

PB161-644) .

PB161-647) .

PB161~648) .

PB161-649) .

PB191-730) .

PB172-217) .

(PB182-435)

COM71-01002)
N63-14864)

AD401-044)
PB181-454) ....

PB193-915)
COM75-10523)

COM72-10376)
COM72-10514)
PB190-917)
PB190-610)
COM75-10083)
COM75-10283)

COM75-10052)
PB188-807)
PB182-538)

See NSRDSl
(COM73-10418)

.55

(COM73-10483)
(AD419-866)
(AD683-408)
(N64-14272)
(PB182-539)

196
197
199
200
201

202
204 (PB184-118)
205 (COM73-10634) .

206-1 (COM73-10684)
206-2 (COM73-10685)

206-3 (COM73-10686)
206-4 (COM73-10687)
206-5 (COM73-10688)
207
209

210
211
214
215
217

218
219
220
221
223

224
225
226
227
228

229
231

232
233
234

235
236
237
245
249

252
253
255
260

262-

263
266
267

COM73-10689)
PB168-043)

PB189-930)

PB189-931)
PB188-808)
PB189-103)

PB188-809)
PB186-279) . .

COM74-11077)
COM71-00690)
PB168-051)

PB184-119)
AD614-056)
PB168-042)
PB184-473)
PB191-731)

PB188-805)
COM72-10587)
N65-29825)
COM75-10054)
COM73-10485)

COM73-10481)
AD437-308)
COM75-10166)
PB184-177)
PB168-046)

AD612-812)
PB184-176)
AD614-257)
PB168-041)

L (COM73-10486)
COM75-10167)
PB195-214)
AD628-586)

^Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "AD", "PB", "N", "COM", or
NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for

$3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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No.

268

270-1 See TN270-3
270-2 See TN270-3
270-3 (SN003-003-

00406-5)
270-4 (SN003-003-

00407-3)

270-5 (COM71-50171)
270-6 (SN003-003-

00932-6)
270-7 (COM73-50435)

273
275

277
278
279
280
285

287
288
291
292

(PB248-534)
(COM73-10484)

(COM75-10375)
(COM72-10590)
(AD633-354)

(PB182-436)

(COM75-10335)
293 (AD642-236)

294 (PB176-289)
295
297
298
300

303
304
307
309
310

318
319
321
322
323

324
331
332.
334
341

343
345
346

(PB188-657)
(PB186-238) ...

(PB168-048) ....

(AD611-400)
(AD615-936) ..

(PB168-040) ..

(N65-24999)
(AD615-937)

(COM75-10374)

(COM75-10238)
(COM75-10236)
(COM75-10237)

(AD654-887)

(PB173-291)

(PB194-282)

TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued)

Price

1.90
*

No.

* 347

3.25
349

3.25 355
360

3.25 361
361

2.10

362

363
364
365
365-

366

367
368
370
372
373

374
375
377
378
379

381
382
383
384
385

386
387
388
389

I

390

391
392
393
397
398

399

400
403
406
409

410
411
412

(PB190-125)
(COM73-50052) ..

(SN003-003-
01321-8)
(Metric Version)
(COM74-10482) .

1 (COM71-00048)

(AD688-697)

(SN003-003-
00834-6)

(COM75-10174)
(PB190-548)

(PB191-638)
(COM74-50059)
(COM71-50077)
(COM71-00681)
(PB191-639)

(COM71-00680)
(COM74-50057)
(COM75-10043)
(COM71-50060)
(SN003-003-
00814-1)
(COM71-50294)

Price No.

1.25

.65

.40

414 (PB176-109) ..

416

417
419 (PB179-432) .

420
421
423

425
426
428
431
432

434
435 :

436
437
438 (AD665-245) ...

439
440
444
445
461

464
465
467 (COM72-50871)
469
470

472 (AD681-330) ...

473
474 (AD681-351) ...

475 (AD683-808) ..

476

477
478 (PB190-609) ...

479
480
483

484 (AD692-231) .

485
486
487
488 (AD692-232) ...

490
491
495 (AD695-820) ...

496 (PB284-674) ...

*Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "PB", "AD", "N", "COM", or

NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for

$3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued)

ceis

No.

497 (AD695-821) ..

498 (SN003-003-
00590-8)

498-1 (SN003-003-
00774-9

498-2 (SN003-003-
00686-6)

500 (PB191-352) ...

503 _

510
511 _

513 (AD702-871)
515 (SN003-003-

00606-8)
517

519
520
522
523
524

(PB190-760)
(AD702-833)
(PB191-024)
(PB191-057)
(PB191-277)

525 (PB191-056)
527 (AD710-906)
528 (PB191-305)
529 (PB192-153)
530 (COM71-00047)

532

533
534
535
536

(SN003-003-
00776-5)
(PB192-875)
(PB192-877)
(PB193-794)
(PB192-953)

543 (COM71-00081)
544 (PB194-960)
547 (COM71-00082)
550 (COM71-00068)
551 (COM71-50076)

552 (SN003-003-
00918-1)

554 (PB194-750)
555 (AD718-534)
557 (COM74-10405)
558 (COM71-50072)

560 (AD719-976)
562 (COM71-00128)
563 (COM71-50341)
566 (COM71-50062)
568 (AD728-642)

Price

*

.65

.60

.70

*

*

*

*

.65
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

.75

3.2f

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

No.

569 (COM74-10436)
570 (COM71-50075)
572 (COM71-50150)
573 (COM71-50227)
575 (COM75-10280)

577 (COM71-50264)
578 (COM75-10185)
579 (COM75-10184)
584 (COM71-50635)
585 (COM72-50066)

589 (COM72-50061)
590 (COM71-50292)
591 (COM75-10168)
592 (SN003-003-

00892-3)
593 (COM72-50031)

594-1 (COM72-50674)
594-2 (COM72-51003)
594-3 (COM75-10183)
594-4 (COM73-50224)
594-5 (SN003-003-

00159-7)

594-6 (SN003-003-
01253-0)

594-7 (SN003-003-
01244-1)

594-8 (COM74-50536)

594-9 (SN003-003-
01342-1)

594-10 (SN003-003-
01453-2)

594-11 (SN003-003-
01675-6)

594-12 (SN003-003-
01676-4)

594-13 (SN003-003-
01709-4)

595 (COM71-50362)
596 (SN003-003-

00904-1)

597 (COM75-10176)
598 (AD732-553)
599 (COM71-50399)
600 (COM71-50297)
602 (SN003-003-

00880-0)

Price

1.15

*

*

*

.55

.95

.75

*

1.10

.85

1.15

.75

1.40
*

1.05

*

.55

No.

604 (SN003-003-
00861-3)

605 (COM71-50332) . .

606 (COM71-50325) ...

607 (AD734-035)
609 (AD730-357)

610 (COM72-50059) ..

612 (COM72-50205) ...

613 (COM72-50020) ...

614 (COM72-50523) ...

615 (COM72-50524) ..

616 2nd Rev. (SN003-
003-01798-1)

617 (COM72-50688) ...

618 (COM72-50695) ...

619 (COM72-50955) ...

620 (COM73-50584) ...

621 (SN003-003-
01055-3)

622 (COM72-51039) ...

623 (COM72-51040) ..

624 (COM72-51041) .

625 (COM72-51081) ...

626 (COM73-50038) .

627 (SN003-003-
01108-8)

628 (COM73-50263) ...

629 (COM73-50100) ...

631 (COM75-10334) ....

632 (COM73-50238) ...

633 (COM73-50239) ...

634 (COM73-50339) .

635 (COM75-10177) ...

637 (COM75-10082) ..

638 (COM73-50727) ....

640 (COM73-50805) ...

641 (COM75-10281) ...

642 (COM73-50973) ....

643 (COM73-50885) ..

644 (COM73-50972) ....

645 (COM74-50133)
646 (COM74-50842)
647 (COM74-50267) ....

648 (SN003-003-
01246-7)

649 (COM74-50308)

Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "PB", "AD", "COM", or NBS
publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned. Available in Microfiche for
$3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued)

No.

650 (COM74-50430)
652 (COM74-50569)
653 (COM74-50637)
654 (COM74-50698)
655 (COM74-51542)

657 (COM75-50069)
658 (COM75-50161)

659

660

661

662

663

664
665

666

(SN003-003-
01442-7)
(SN003-003-
01383-8)
(SN003-003-
01350-1)

(SN003-003-
01413-3)
(SN003-003-
01405-2)
(COM75-10289)
(SN003-003-
01403-6)
(COM75-10288)

667 (SN003~003-
01560-1)

668 (SN003-003-
01449-4)

669 (COM75-10918)
670 (SN003-003-

01586-2)
672 (SN003-003-

01550-4)

673 (PB246-934)
674 (SN003-003-

01559-8)
675 (PB250-725)
677 (SN003-003-

01597-1)
680 (PB252-677)

681 (SN003-003-
01652-7)

682 (SN003-003-
01653-5)

683 (SN003-003-
01657-8)

684 (SN003-003-
01732-9)

Price

.85

1.00

.80

.70

1.10

1.00
*

1.85

1.05
*

1.60

2.40

1.50
*

1.20
*

1.05

.80

1.00

3.85

No.

685 (SN003-003-
01789-2)

(PB260-666)
(SN003-003-
01714-1)
(SN003-003-
01715-9)
(PB263-104)
(PB262-551)

(PB263-103)
(SN003-003-
01734-5)
(SN003-003-
01710-8)
(PB269-220)
Rev. 1977 SN003-
003-01850-3)

(SN003-003-
01862-7)
(SN003-003-
01864-3)
(SN003-003-
01865-1)
(COM73-50015)
(AD734-427)

686
687

688

689
690

691
692

693

695
696

697

698

699

700
702

703 (COM71-50607) ,

706 (COM72-50892) .

707 (COM72-50054) .

708 (COM72-50062)
710-1 (COM72-50276)

710-2 (COM72-50346)
710-3 (COM72-50520)
710-4 (COM72-50521)
710-5 (COM72-50694)
710-6 (SN003-003

01087-1)
710-7 (COM73-50483)

710-8 (SN003-003-
01897-0)

710-9 (SN003-003-
01898-8)

710-10 (SN003-003-
01896-1)

711 (COM72-50064)
713 (COM72-50204)
714 (SN003-003-

00974-1)

Price

.65

.75

.65

*

*

.55

1.20
*

1.50

2.20

1.30

2.75
*

1.00
*

2.30

1.60

2.40

1.50

No.

716 (COM72-50361)
717 (AD740-674)
718 (COM73-50206)
720 (SN003-003-

00989-0)
721 (COM72-50467)
722 (COM72-50534)

723 (COM72-50535)
725 (SN003-003-

01003-1)

726
727
728
729
731

(AD748-788)
(COM72-50538)
(COM72-50666)
(COM72-50667)
(SN003-003-
01023-5)

732

733
734
735
736

737
738
739
740

(SN003-003-
01029-4)
(COM72-50812)
(COM72-50732)
(COM72-50873)
(COM72-50924)

(COM75-10170)
(COM72-50810)
(COM72-50925)
(SN003-003-
01210-6)

742 (SN003-003-
01058-8)

743 (COM73-50036)

744 (COM72-51037)
745 (COM73-50178)
746 (COM73-50051)

747 (SN003-003-
01065-1)

748 (COM73-50209)
749 (COM73-50103)

750
751

752
753

754

755

(COM72-51080)
(SN003-003-
01093-6)
(COM73-50624)
(SN003-003-
01097-9)
(COM73-50225)

(SN003-003-
01094-4)

756 (COM73-50257)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "PB", "AD", or "COM" num-
ber when ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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4
TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued)

1758

759

(SN003-003-
01092-8)
(SN003-003-
01115-1)
(SN003-003-
01102-9)

760 (SN003-003-
01112-6)

1763

764

765

(SN003-003-
01114-2)
(SN003-003-
01131-2)
(SN003-003-
01135-5)

766 (COM73-50374)
767 (AD758-981)
768 (COM73-50379)
769 (COM73-50677)
770 (SN003-003-

01136-3)

771

772

773
774
775

776
777
778
779
780

781
782

785
786

787

(SN003-003-
01137-1)
(SN003-003-
01140-1)
(COM73-50534)
(COM73-50535)
(SN003-003-
01141-0)

(AD760-676)
(COM73-50792)
(COM73-50523)
(COM73-50571)
(SN003-003-
01158-4)

(COM73-50536)
(SN003-003-
01286-6)
(COM73-50682)
(SN003-003-
01194-1)
(SN003-003-
01161-4)

(COM73-50683)

Price

.45

2.10

.65

.90

.65

.65

.60

*

*

*

*

1.40

.95

1.25
*

.50

*

*

*

*

.55

.90

.50

.90

No.

789 (SN003-003-
01163-1)

789-1 (SN003-003-
01439-7)

790 (COM73-50678)
791 (COM73-50665)

792 (SN003-003-
01183-5)

793 (COM73-50831)
794 (COM73-50927)
795 (COM73-50842)

796 (COM73-50876)
797 (SN003-003-

01192-4)
798 (COM73-50930)

799
800
801

802

803
804

805

806
807

808
809
810

811

812

814

815

816
817

818

(COM74-50135)
(COM74-50141)
(SN003-003-
01292-1)
(SN003-003-
01217-3)

(COM75-10279)
(SN003-003-
01229-7)
(SN003-003-
01231-9)
(COM73-50928)
(COM73-50971)

(COM74-50085)
(COM74-50174)
(SN003-003-
01211-4)
(SN003-003-
01245-9)
(SN003-003-
01247-5)

(SN003-003-
01235-1)
(SN003-003-
01232-7)
(COM74-50181)
(SN003-003-
01265-3)
(SN003-003-
01238-6)

819 (COM74-50279)

Price

2.35

.80
*

*

.80

.50
*

*

*

.60

.60

*

2.00

1.20
*

*

*

*

.50

1.00

.65

1.10

.60
*

.60

.80

No.

820
821

822
823

824

826
827
828

829

830
831

832

833

834

835

836
837
838
839

840

841

842

843
844

845

847

848
849
850

851
852

(COM74-50140)
(SN003-003-
01257-2)
(COM74-50340)
(SN003-003-
01264-5)

(SN003-003-
01258-1)
(COM74-50346)
(COM74-50457)
(SN003-003-
01287-4)

(SN003-003-
01301-3)
(COM74-50532)
(SN003-003-
01291-2)
(SN003-003-
01327-7)
(SN003-003-
01302-1)
(SN003-003-
01294-7)

(SN003-003-
01353-6)
(COM74-50567)
(COM74-50636)
(COM74-50841)
(SN003-003-
01303-0)

(SN003-003-
01315-3)
(SN003-003-
01312-9)
(SN003-003-
01310-2)
(COM74-50839)
(SN003-003-
01316-1)
(COM74-50926)

(SN003-003-
01340-4)
(COM74-50943)
(COM74-50998)
(SN003-003-
01366-8) _

(COM74-51065)
(COM74-51085)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service, use "AD", or "COM*
when ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.

number
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No.

853 (SN003-003-
01330-7)

854 (SN003-003-
01381-1)

855 (SN003-003-
01367-6)

856 (SN003-003-
01371-4)

857 (SN003-003-
01423-1)

858 (SN003-003-
01433-8)

859 (SN003-003-
01543-1)

860 (SN003-003-
01401-0)

861 (SN003-003-
01380-3)

862 (SN003-003-
01402-8)

863 (SN003-003-
01404-4)

864 (SN003-003-
01400-1)

865 (SN003-003-
01411-7)

866 (SN003-003-
01441-9)

867 (SN003-003-
01427-3)

868 (SN003-003-
01430-3)

869 (SN003-003-
01424-9)

870 (SN003-003-
01434-6)

871 (SN003-003-
01435-4)

872 (SN003-003-
01436-2)

873 (SN003-003-
01555-5)

874 (SN003-003-
01438-9)

875 (SN003-003-
01448-6)

876 (COM75-11113)
877 (SN003-003-

01455-9)

Price

.85

2.00

1.05

.65

1.05

3.75

4.15

2.05

.80

.80

1.15

1.20

1.35

1.85

1.25

1.50

.80

1.05

1.40

2.10

.75

1.00

.65

.80

No.

878 (SN003-003-
01440-1)

879 (SN003-003-
01432-0)

880 (SN003-003-
01447-8)

881 (SN003-003-
01469-9)

882 (SN003-003-
01462-1)

883 (COM75-11400)
884 (SN003-003-

01471-1)
885 (SN003-003-

01476-1)

886 (SN003-003-
01470-2)

887 (SN003-003-
01545-8)

888 (SN003-003-
01482-6)

889 (SN003-003-
01574-1)

890 (SN003-003-
01548-2)

891 (SN003-003-
02186-5)

892 (SN003-003-
01549-1)

893 (SN003-003-
01561-0)

894 (SN003-003-
01570-9)

895 (SN003-003-
01564-4)

896 (SN003-003-
01562-8)

897 (SN003-003-
01589-0)

898 (SN003-003-
01584-9)

899 (SN003-003-
01579-2)

900 (SN003-003-
01611-0)

901 (PB251-269)
902 (SN003-003-

01598-9)

Price No.

.65

1.10

.85

1.10

.85
*

.45

1.45

.65

1.45

1.65

1.80

1.10

1.10

1.70

1.30

1.45

2.30

2.15

1.15

.55

4.00

.75

*

2.70

903 (SN003-003-
01578-4)

904 (SN003-003-
01617-9)

905 (SN003-003-
01610-1)

906 (SN003-003-
01630-6)

908 (SN003-003-
01643-8)

909 (SN003-003-
01615-2)

910-1 (SN003-003-
01590-3)

910-2 (SN003-003-
01880-5)

910-3 (SN003-003-
01785-0)

910-4 (SN003-003-
02067-2)

912 (SN003-003-
01613-6)

913 (SN003-003-
01645-4)

914 (SN003-003-
01636-5)

915 (SN003-003-
01631-4)

916 (SN003-003-
01626-8)

917 (SN003-003-
01640-3)

918 (SN003-003-
01661-6)

919 (SN003-003-
01658-6)

920 (SN003-003-
01648-9)

921 (SN003-003-
01660-8)

922 (SN003-003-
01668-3)

923 (SN003-003-
01679-9)

924 (SN003-003-
01671-3)

925 (SN003-003-
01680-2)

927 (SN003-003-
01683-7)

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" or "COM" number when
ordering. Available in Microfiche for $3.50 ; consult NTIS for paper copy price.
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No.

928

929

930

931

932

933

934

935

936

937

938
939

940

941

943

945

946

947

948

950

952

953

954

955

956

957

(SN003-003-
01711-6)
(SN003-003-
01694-2)
(SN003-003-
01672-1)
(SN003-003-
01689-6)
(SN003-003-
01703-5)
(SN003-003-
01746-9)
(SN003-003-
01740-0)
(SN003-003-
01741-8)

(SN003-003-
01752-3)
(SN003-003-
01763-9)

(SN003-003-
01769-8)
(SN003-003-
01790-6)
(SN003-003-
01727-2)
(SN003-003-
01799-0)
(SN003-003-
01819-8)

(SN003-003-
01801-5)
(SN003-003-
01776-1)
(SN003-003-
01779-5)
(SN003-003-
01810-4)
(SN003-003-
01778-7)
(SN003-003-
01796-5)
(SN003-003-
01805-8)
(SN003-003-
01816-3)

(SN003-003-
01840-6)
(SN003-003-
01834-0)

Price

1.10

.85

.55

1.85

1.35

1.10

.85

.75

1.45

1.30
*

2.75

2.00

2.30

2.30

2.20

2.30

2.20

3.25

1.10

2.10

2.00

1.10

2.00

2.00

1.50

No.

958 (SN003-003-
01866-0)

959 (SN003-003-
01878-3)

960 (SN003-003-
01860-1)

961 (SN003-003-
01875-9)

962 (SN003-003-
01931-3)

963 (SN003-003-
01983-6)

964 (PB279-937) .

965 (SN003-003-
01944-5)

966 (SN003-003-
01963-1)

968 (SN003-003-
01941-1)

969 (SN003-003-
01907-1)

970 (SN003-003-
01974-7)

971 (SN003-003-
02014-1)

972 (SN003-003-
01954-2)

973 (SN003-003-
01991-7)

974 (SN003-003-
01945-3)

975 (SN003-003-
01959-3)

976 (SN003-003-
01937-2)

977 (SN003-003-
01940-2)

978 (SN003-003-
01968-2)

979 (SN003-003-
02022-2)

980 (SN003-003-
02015-0)

981 (SN003-003-
01999-2)

982 (SN003-003-
01976-3)

983 (SN003-003-
01988-7)

984 (SN003-003-
01982-8)

Price

1.40

1.40

2.30

2.30

1.60

6.00

*

2.40

1.60

2.40

3.50

2.50

2.75

2.30

2.30

1.40

3.00

2.40

2.30

1.60

3.25

1.50

2.30

2.50

2.75

1.70

No.

985 (SN003-003-
02086-9)

986 (SN003-003-
01977-1)

987 (SN003-003-
02040-4)

988 (SN003-003-
02000-1)

989 (SN003-003-
02038-9)

990 (SN003-003-
02001-0)

991 (SN003-003-
02080-0)

992 (SN003-003-
02090-7)

993 (SN003-003-
02031-1)

995 (SN003-003-
02070-2)

996 (SN003-003-
02066-4)

998 (SN003-003-
02062-1)

999 (SN003-003-
02092-3)

1000 (SN003-003-
01876-7)

1001 (SN003-003-
01902-0)

1002 (SN003-003-
01889-9)

1003 (SN003-003-
01899-6)

1004 (SN003-003-
01956-9)

1005 (SN003-003-
01920-8)

1008 (SN003-003-
01998-4)

1009 (SN003-003-
02019-2)

1010 (SN003-003-
02028-1)

1011 (SN003-003-
02034-6)

1012 (SN003-003-
02036-2)

1013 (SN003-003-
02053-2)

1014 (SN003-003-
02086-9)

"See page 6 for additional information.
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No.

1015 (SN003-003-
02103-2)

1016 (SN003-003-
02125-3)

1100 (SN003-003-
02084-2)

1101 (SN003-003-
02078-8)

Price

4.00

3.50

10.50

4.75

No.

1102 (SN003-003-
02097-4)

1103 (SN003-003-
02110-5)

1104 V0I.I&2 (SN003-
003-02117-2)

1105 (SN003-003-
02129-6)

1106 (SN003-003-
02113-0)

Price

2.25

3.50

11.00

1.50

4.00

No.

1107 (SN003-003
02102-4)

1108 (SN003-003
02112-1)

1109 (SN003-003-
02119-9)

1110 (SN003-003.
02109-1)

Price

2.00

4.75

2.50

2.25

*See page 6 for additional information.
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS

These reports are available by purchase from
the National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161. Those items in boldface
denote the publications cited in this supplement.
The prices are those in effect as of the date this

publication went to press. When ordering, use

the "AD", "PB", "N" or "COM" number. The
prices quoted are for paper copy domestic, add
$2.25 additional for foreign mailing. Micro-
fiche are available for $2.25 per set. Prices are
subject to change without notice.

No. Price No.

A05 73--167
73--168

AOS 73--169

A04 73--170

A02 1 o 1 79

A05 73--173
A 07 73--175

A04 73--176

A13 73--177

A13 73--1 80

A04 73-
-* or*-182

A 04. 73--183

A04 73--184

A06 73--loo

A04 73--187

A04 TO
lo-

1 QO-ioo

A06 1 o-
1 on-ioy

AOS 1
6- 1 OA-iyU

A04 1 Q1

A05 TO
lo-

1 AO

A04 73-196
A07 73--197

A03 73--198

A02 73--199

A03 73--200

A02 7Q

A03 7Q
1 o-

A07 7*3

A03
A04 1

6--ZUb

A noAUo
73--207

AUo 1 o 908

A02 7*^

A07 7*^ 910

A02 73--211
73--212

A02
A04 73--213

A03 73--214

A02 73--215

A03 73--216
73--217

A04
A06 73--218
A03 73- 219
A02 73- 220
A02 73--221

73-101 (COM73-10867) .

73-102 (COM73-10856) .

73-105 (COM73-10858) .

73-106 (PB273-940)
73-108 (COM74-10701) .

73-109 (COM74-10701-01)
73-110 (COM73-11191)
73-112 (COM74-10702-03)
73-113 (COM74-10702-01)
73-114 (COM74-10702-02)

73-115 (PB226-907)
73-116 (COM73-10859) . .

73-119 (AD757-789)
73-121 (COM73-10860)
73-123 (PB275-435)

73-125 (COM73-11189)
73-126 (COM73-10854)
73-127 (COM73-10857) .

73-128 (AD760-150)
73-129 (COM73-10853) .

73-131 (COM73-10863)
73-132 (PB222-300)
73-135 (COM73-10840)
73-136 (PB273-995)
73-138 (COM73-10868)

73-140 (COM73-10842)
73-141 (COM73-10841)
73-144 (PB220-849)
73-145 (COM75-10541)
73-146 (COM73-10989)

73-147 (AD759-737)
73-148 (COM73-10855) .

73-151 (COM73-10866)
73-152 (AD914-258)
73-153 (AD758-730)

73-154 (COM73-10865)
73-156 (COM73-11286)
73-157 (COM74-10394)
75-159 (COM73-11174)
73-160 (PB243-540)

73-161 (PB225-310)
73-163 (COM74-10542)
73-164 (COM73-10834)
73-165 (COM73-10837)
73-166 (COM73-10835)

(COM73-10836)
(COM73-10838)
(COM73-10839)
(COM73-10843)
(COM73-11175)

(COM73-10844)
(COM74-10395)
(AD761-197)
(COM75-10336)
(COM74-10130)

(COM73-11284)
(COM73-11177)
(COM73-11110)
(COM73-11287)
(PB221-188)

(PB221-183)
(COM73-11173)
(COM73-10813)
(PB221-695)
(COM73-10832)

(COM73-11221)
(COM74-10479)
(See NBSIR 74-430
COM74-10724)
(COM73~11262)
(AD769-266)

(COM74-10127) ...

(COM74-10469) ...

(COM74-11767)
(COM74-10950) ... .

(COM74-11009)
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No.

73-223 (COM73-11220)
73-228 (PB222-425)
73-231 (PB224-645)
73-232 (PB273-947)
73-233 (COM74-11770)

73-234 (COM74-10128)
73-239 (PB273-962)
73-240 (COM74-10986)
73-242 (PB224-654)
73-244 (AD-A003-900)

73-246 (COM74-10989)
73-248 (COM74-10474)
73-251 (PB224-688)
73-252 (AD775-082)
73-254 (COM74-10987)

73-256 (COM75-11443)
73-257 (COM75-11444)
73-258 (COM75-11445)
73-259 (COM75-11446)
73-260 (COM75-11440)

73-261 (COM75-11441)
73-262 (COM75-10370)
73-263 (PB225-284)
73-264 (PB243-541)
73-265 (COM73-11453)

73-266 (PB225-286)
73-267 (COM73-11955)
73-268 (AD768-303)
73-273 (PB243-542)
73-275 (COM74-10126)

73-277 (PB225-278)
73-280 (AD782-094)
73-281 (AD782-028)
73-287 (COM73-11928)
73-288 (COM73-11861)

73-289 (COM74-10475)
73-290 (COM74-10974)
73-291 (PB272-376)
73-294 (AD787-327)
73-295 (COM74-10471)

73^297 (AD772-066)
73-299 (PB243-543)
73-301 (COM73-10762)
73-302 (COM73-10869)
73-303 (AD759-374)

73-304 (COM74-10281)
73-308 (COM73-10761)
73-309 (COM73-11981)
V3-312 (COM73-11893)
73-316 (COM73-11954)

Price

A05
A02
A03
A03
A04

A03
A02
A03
A03
A04

A02
A05
A03
A12
A02

A02
A02
A02
A02
A02

A02
A04
A04
A02
A04

A03
A04
A03
A02
A04

A04
A06
A06
A02
A04

A03
A02
A03
A04
A02

A02
A03
A03
A05
A04

A05
A03
A05
A03
A05

No.

73-318
73-320
73-322
73-326
73-329

73-330
73-331
73-335
73-338
73-339

73-341
73-342
73-343
73-344
73-345

73-346
73-347
73-348
73-349
73-351

73-402
73-403
73-404
73-405
73-406

73-407
73-412
73-413
73-414
73-415

73-416
73-417
73-418
73-420
73-421

73-422
73-423
73-424
74-355
74-357

74-359
74-361
74-363
74-364
74-365

74-366
74-369
74-371
74-372
74-374

N73-27390)
COM73-11971)
COM73-11464)
COM73-11465)
COM74-10608)

COM74-10609)
COM74-10238)
COM74-11051)
COM73-11660)
COM73-11985)

COM74-10885)
COM73-11978)
COM75-10282)
COM74-10749)
COM74-10239)

COM74-10240)
(COM74-10674)
COM74-10241)
COM74-11374)
COM74-10784)

COM74-10472)
COM74-10016)
PB230-952)
COM74-10131)
COM74-11352)

COM74-11078)
COM74-10512)
COM74-10750)
COM74-10866)
COM75-11448)

COM74-10511)
COM74-10477)
COM74-11783)
COM74-11092)
COM74-11224)

COM74-11240)
COM74-11722)
COM74-10867)
N74-30195)
COM74-10551)

AD780-596)
COM74-11222)
COM74-11053)
COM74-11208)
COM74-11375)

COM74-11076)
COM74-11688)
COM74-11567)
AD/A006-037)
N75-22407)
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No.

74-375
74-377
74-378
74-379
74-380

74-381
74-382
74-387
74-388
74-389

74-390
74-391
74-393
74-394
74-395

74-396
74-398
74-426
74-430
74-432

74-434
74-438
74-439
74-442
74-443

74-444
74-449
74-451
74-452
74-454

74-455
74-456
74-457
74-458
74-461

74-464
74-465
74-466
74-467
74-469

74-470
74-471
74-473
74-474
74-477

74-479
74-481
74-482
74-486
74-487

COM74-11657)
COM74-11449)
COM74-11450)
PB247-658)
COM74-11686)

COM75-10522)
AD783-433)
COM74-11643)
COM74-11687)
COM74-11717)

COM74-11718)
COM74-10258)
COM75-10768)
COM75-10126)
COM75-10161)

COM74-11766)
COM75-10130)
COM74-11074)
COM74-10724)
COM74-10751)

COM74-11079)
COM74-10980)
COM74-10985)
AD787-743)
COM74-11003)

COM74-10548)
COM75-10049)
COM74-11385)
PB204-486)
COM74-10988)

COM74-10865)
COM74-11793)
COM74-11792)
AD776-337) .

PB246-623)

COM74-10785)
COM75-10417)
COM74-10700)
COM74-11754)
PB234-348)

PB232-629)
COM74-10981)
COM74-11719)
AD778-340)
COM74-11784)

PB239-420) .

COM74-11794)
COM75-10147)
AD780-705)
COM74-10886)

Price

A04
A03
A04
A03
A06

A04
AlO
A03
A07
A08

A06
A03
A13
A03
AOS

A03
A15
A06
A06
A04

A02
A03
A02
A03
A02

A03
A03
A02
A06
A02

A03
A02
AOS
A02
A03

A05
A04
A21
A04
A04

A05
A02
A04
A03
A03

A07
A04
AlO
A04
A23

No.

74-488
74-493
74-495
74-496
74-497

74-499
74-500
74-501
74-506
74-507

74-509
74-510
74-511
74-514
74-515

74-516
74-517
74-518
74-519
74-520

74-521
74-522
74-523
74-524
74-525

74-526
74-527
74-529
74-530
74-533

74-535
74-537
74-539
74-541
74-542

74-543
74-544
74-545
74-550
74-551

74-552
74-553
74-554
74-555
74-556

74-557
74-561
74-564
74-567
74-568

COM75-10088)
PB243-545)
COM74-11575)
COM74-11576)
COM74-11269)

COM74-11378)
PB265-694)
COM75-10131)
COM74-11632)
AD/AOOO-343)

COM74-11377)
AD782-793)
COM74-11448)
COM75-10102)
COM74-11498)

COM74-11384)
COM74-10470)
PB239-633)
PB238-284)
COM74-11480)

COM75-10187)
COM75-10080)
COM75-11126)
COM74-11568)
AD782-564)

COM75-10087)
COM74-11720)
COM74-11495)
COM75-10041)
PB238-573)

COM74-11659)
COM74-11577)
COM74-11574)
COM75-10618)
COM75-10081)

COM74-11772)
COM74-11525)
COM74-11656)
COM74-11721)
COM74-11658)

COM74-11644)
COM75-10058)
COM74-10703)
COM74-10704)
COM74-10703)

COM75-11439)
COM75-10413)
COM74-11726)
COM74-11631)
COM74-11578)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

AD/A002-289)
COM74-11791)
(COM74-11723)
(COM74-11724)

COM74-11765)

PB248-465)
COM75-10127) .

COM74-11645) ,.

AD/A003-900)
COM75-10525) ,

COM75-10040)
COM75-11434)
PB243-546)
COM75-10101)
COM75-10057)

COM75-10209)
COM75-11069)
AD/A008-935)
PB273-948)
COM75-10048) ..

COM75-10464)
COM75-10340)
COM75-10056)
(COM75-10073)
COM75-10414)

COM75-10059) .

COM75-11013) .

COM75-11014)
COM75-10047) .

PB246-622)

COM75-10422)
COM75-10210)
COM75-10412) .

PB243-547)
(COM75-10411)

COM75-10134)
COM75-10514)
COM75-11281) .

COM75-10208) .

PB246-554)

COM75-10691)
COM75-10685)
COM75-10276)
COM75-10055)
AD/AOll-485)

AD/A005-410)
COM75-11209)
COM75-10418)
PB241-237)
COM75-11211)

Price

A03
A04
A09
A14
A02

A02
A03
A03
AOS
A02

A03
A02
A02
A02
A02

A03
A03
A09
A02
A03

A03
A05
A02
A03
A02

A03
A03
A02
A02
A02

A03
AOS
A03
A03
A02

A02
A02
A03
A02
AOS

A04
A03
A04
A02
A04

A02
AOS
A03
A02
AOS

No.

7S-652
75-6S3
7S-654
75-658
75-659

75-660
75-661
75-662
75-664
75-665

75-666
75-667
75-672
75-673
75-675

75-676
75-677
75-678
75-679
75-680

75-682
75-685
75-687
75-688
75-689

75-690
75-691
75-692
75-693
75-696

75-697
75-699
75-700
75-701
75-702

75-703
75-705
75-706
75-707
75-708

75-710
75-711
75-712
75-713
75-715

75-716
75-718
75-719
75-721
75-722

COM75-11399)
PB248-097)
COM75-10367)
AD/A007-445)
AD/A008-538)

COM75-10669)
COM75-10763)
COM75-10420)
AD/A007-447)
COM75-10421)

COM75-11381)
PB241-267)
COM75-10338)
COM75-10921)
COM75-10686)

COM75-10697)
COM75-10516)
PB248-687)
COM75-10419)
COM75-10423)

COM75-10524)
COM7.5-10690)
COM75-11137)
COM75-11222)
COM75-11190)

COM75-11207)
COM75-11015)
PB250-385)
COM75-11194)
COM75-10527)

COM75-10920)
COM75-11016)
COM75-11280)
(COM75-11282)
COM75-11433)

COM75-11278)
COM75-11277)
PB248-640)
COM75-11017)
COM75-10817)

COM75-11030)
COM75-10689)
COM75-11070)
COM75-11134)
COM75-11208)

COM75-11210)
COM75-10750)
PB2S1-410)
PB246-864)
PB248-641)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

COM75-10753)
AD/A014-830)
PB246-858)
AD/A018-451)
COM75-11071)

COM75-11022)
COM75-11139)
COM75-11212)
PB256-295)
COM75-11018)

COM75-11472)
COM75-11279)
COM75-11189)
COM75-11127)
COM75-11136)

PB248-744)
COM75-11072)
PB347-657)
COM75-11432)
COM75-11131)

COM75-11031)
PB249-934)
AD/A017-626)
PB248-642)
PB248-914)

AD/A016-843)
COM75-11377)
COM75-11276)
COM75-11376)
PB246-879)

PB247-943)
PB246-978)
COM75-11370)
AD/A017-626)
PB246-861)

COM75-11364)
PB248-864)
PB246-435)
PB249-935)
AD/A015-630)

PB248-643)
PB246-862)
PB246-345)
PB251-411)
AD/A016-844)

PB250-843)
PB275-159)
PB250-848)
PB253-229)
PB247-538)

Price

A04
A03
A03
A03
AOS

A02
A02
A03
A07
A02

A03
A03
A02
A03
A03

A04
A02
A03
A04
A03

AOS
A03
A03
A03
A03

AlO
A06
AlO
A04
A03

A03
All
A03
A03
A04

A04
A04
A04
A06
A02

A03
A04
A03
A04
A04

A03
AOS
A16
A04
A04

No.

75-794
75-795
75-796
75-797
75-801

75-804
75-805
75-806
75-807
75-809

75-810
75-812
75-814
75-816
75-818

75-819
75-820
75-822
75-823
75-825

75-827
75-828
75-829
76-844
75-900

75-901
75-902
75-903
75-908
75-909

75-910
75-913
75-914
75-915
75-916

75-917
75-918
75-920
75-923
75-924

75-925
75-926
75-927
75-928
75-929

75-930
75-931
75-932
75-933
75-935
7,5-937

PB247-203)
PB246-866) .

PB247-656)
COM75-11465)
PB252~044)

COM75-10395)
PB252-971)
COM75-10368)
COM75-10396)
COM75-10989)

COM75-10919)
AD/A012-889)
COM75-11132)
AD/AOOl-250)
PB245-439)

PB258-554)
PB246-436)
PB246-933)
PB246-658)
PB258-913) ..

PB247-938) .

PB249-041) .

PB248-855) ...

PB264-300) . .

PB250-859) ..

PB246-860)
.

PB249-539)
.

PB246-859) .

PB247-270) .

PB246-863)

PB248-646)
.

PB248-911)
PB275-158)
PB249-775)
AD/A019-648)

PB247-655)
PB251-412)
PB248-913)
PB250-767)
PB248-686)

PB256-622)
PB257-467)
PB255-809)
PB283-169)
PB261-498)

PB258-250)
PB261-030)
PB257-425)
PB248-98?)
PB299-158)
PB265-614)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

(PB264-290)
(PB274-643)
(PB276-020)
(PB269-535)
(PB256-644)

(PB258-914)
(PB258-372)
(PB264-258)
(PB280-564)
(PB276-494)

(PB274-049)
(PB274-048)
(PB250-664)
(PB249-094)
(PB248-910)

(PB256-219)
(PB253-242)
(PB248-685)
(PB247-654)
(PB250-769)

(PB248-743)
(PB249-774)
(PB257-466)
(PB247-639)
(PB250-768)

(PB251-413)
(PB250-845)
(PB249-776)
(PB259-630)
(PB249-255)

(PB249-777)
(PB253-113)
(PB248-986)
(PB251-220)
(PB250-846)

(PB250-666)
(PB254-459)
(PB261-709)
(PB2.52-013)
(PB258-324)

(PB256-319)
(PB258-331)
(PB258-327)
(PB265-007)
(PB261-996)

(PB266-945)
(PB263-124)
(PB248-992)
(PB250-849)
(PB248-699)

Price

AOS
A03
A06
A04
A04

AOS
A03
AOS
A07
A04

A03
A07
A03
A03
AOS

A03
A03
AOS
A02
A02

A02
A04
All
A02
A02

A02
AOS
A03
AOS
A04

A06
A03
AOS
AOS
AOS

AOS
AOS
A07
AOS
AOS

AOS
A02
AOS
A09
A14

A04
A02
A02
AlO
A15

No.

76-983 (PB251-213)
76-984 (PB262-020)
76-985 (PB250-755)
76-986 (PB250-858)
76-987 (PB250-857)

76-988 (PB254-469)
76-990 (PB251-769)
76-991 (AD/A021-255)
76-992 (AD/A021-295)
76-993 (PB253-227)

76-994 (PB263-100)
76-996 (PB251-998)
76-997 (PB254-298)
76-998 (PB2S3-228)
76-999 (PB268-130)

76-1000 (PB251-219)
76-1002 (PB257-469)
76-1003 (PB251-211)
76-1005 (PB273-120)
76-1007 (PB252-021)

76-1008 (PB251-218)
76-1010 (PB250-654)
76-1011 (PB259-641)
76-1012 (PB257-197)
76-1013 (PB256-130)

76-1014 (PB251-414)
76-1015 (PB249-530)
76-1016 (PB254-177)
76-1017 (PB251-917)
76-1018 (PB257-779)

76-1019 (PB251-944)
76-1020 (PB258-256)
76-1021 (PB257-101)
76-1022 (PB259-628)
76-1023 (PB256-191)

76-1024 (PB255-876)
76-1025 (PB251-753)
76-1027 (PB253-243)
76-1028 (PB251-415)
76-1029 (PB261-199)

76-1030 (PB263-633)
76-1031 (PB253-932)
76-1034 (PB254-460)
76-1037 (PB253-933)
76-1038 (PB251-918)

76-1039 (PB254-047)
76-1040 (PB254-178)
76-1041 (PB257-086)
76-1043 (PB254-347)
76-1046 (PB256-476)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

76-1049
76-1050
76-1052
76-1053
76-1054

76-1056
76-1058
76-1059
76-1060
76-1061

76-1063
76-1064
76-1066
76-1067
76-1069

76-1070
76-1072
76-1074
76-1075
76-1076

76-1078
76-1081
76-1082
76-1083
76-1084

76-1087
76-1088
76-1089
76-1090
76-1091

76-1092
76-1093
76-1094
76-1095
76-1096

76-1097
76-1098
76-1099
76-1100
76-1102

76-1103
76-1107
76-1108
76-1109
76-1110

76-1112
76-1113
76-1115
76-1117
76-1120

PB256-600)
PB253-111)
PB258-118)
AD/A029-426)
PB253-110)

PB254-179)
PB262-097)
PB257-086)
PB253-934)
PB256-328)

PB257-102)
PB257-102)
PB254-473)
PB257-195)
PB256-296)

PB260-913)
PB255-446)
PB261-497)
PB274-653)
PB254-180)

PB264-125) . ..

PB256-329) ...

PB258-235)
PB255-803)
PB257-180) ....

PB257-202) ..

PB273-949) .

PB254-475) ...

PB255-505) ....

PB257-768) ....

PB265-961)
PB256-318)
AD/A030-098)
PB255-808)
PB257-076) ...

PB257-141)
PB259-523)
PB258-612)
PB258-371)
PB257-729)

PB268-425)
PB258-322)
PB269-337)
PB257-194)
PB257-073)

PB259-636)
PB263-526)
PB257-196)
PB269-341)
PB257-837)

Price

A04
A04
A05
A04
A06

A03
A07
A08
A03
A04

A03
A04
A02
A03
A03

A07
A04
A03
A02
A03

A04
A05
AOS
A06
A03

A03
A04
AlO
A03
A03

A05
A02
A03
A05
A04

A03
A03
A06
A04
A08

A04
A04
A04
A04
A03

A03
A05
A02
A02
A02

No.

76-1124 (PB261^846)
76-1125 (PB273-666)
76-1126 (PB260-878)
76-1128 (PB259-199)
76-1129 (PB274-712)

76-1130 (PB257-347)
76-1131 (PB259-242)
76-1132 (PB260-363)
76-1133 (PB261-228)
76-1135 (PB263-630)

76-1136 (PB261-965)
76-1137 (PB257-770)
76-1138 (PB259-522)
76-1140 (PB259-626)
76-1141 (AD/A031-580)

76-1142 (PB263-099)
76-1143 (PB257-769)
76-1144 (PB259-243)
76-1145 (PB265-110)
76-1146 (PB269-355)

76-1147 (PB259-637)
76-1148 (PB264-689)
76-1149 (PB266-925)
76-1152 (PB265-719)
76-1153 (PB259-638)

76-1154 (PB260-400)
76-1154 (PB260-401)
76-1159 (PB261-994)
76-1162 {PB260-879)
76-1169 (PB273-306)

76-1170 (AD/A034-723)
76-1172 (PB261-217)
76-1174 (PB262-366)
76-1175 (PB276-530)
76-1176 (PB261-995)

76-1177 (PB267-829)
76-1178 (PB246-211)
76-1179 (PB276-536)
76-1180 (PB265-087)
76-1182 (PB263-883)

76-1184 {PB267-221)
76-1186 (PB264-693)
76-1187 (PB262-114)
76-1189 (PB279-373)
76-1190 (PB264-917)

76-1191 (PB263-534)
76-1193 (PB265-103)
76-1194 (PB264-368)
77-852 (PB263-776)
77-853 (PB265-076)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

77-855
77-856
77-857
77-858
77-859

77-860
77-861
77-862
77-863
77-866

(PB265-076)
(AD/A038-725)
(PB266-944)
(PB272-358)
(PB274-186) ..

(PB272-355)
(PB274-057)
(PB274-058)
(AD/A046-831)
(PB274-456)

77-867 (PB276-047)
77-868 (PB274-457)

PB263-771)
PB274-647)
PB268-081)

PB276-652)
PB287-805)
PB264-427)
PB264-286)
PB269-866)

PB264-297)
PB285-452)
PB265-697)
PB265-102)
PB269-878)

PB269-534)
PB264-691)
PB264-666)
PB264-692)
PB264-919)

PB265-089)
PB270-856)
PB267-608)
PB265-950)
PB265-477)

PB269-344)
PB267-780)
PB265-672)
PB265-436)
PB267-828)

PB273-634)
PB268-902)
PB267-281)
PB269-281)
PB266-238)

PB272-945)
PB269-517)
PB270-854)
PB268-389)
PB280-182)

Price

A02
A03
A03
A02
A03

All
A03
A04
A08
A03

A04
A03
A08
A03
A02

A02
A02
A02
A06
A03

A04
A03
A04
A07
AlO

All
A03
A06
A03
A04

A03
AOS
A02
A03
A02

A04
A04
A04
A04
A03

A03
A03
A03
All
A02

A03
A08
A04
A05
A07

No.

77-1249
77-1250
77-1251
77-1253
77-1254

77-1256
77-1257
77-1259
77-1260
77-1261

77-1262
77-1263
77-1264
77-1265
77-1270

77-1271
77-1272
77-1273
77-1274
77-1275

77-1276
77-1277
77-1278
77-1279
77-1282

77-1286
77-1287
77-1289
77-1290
77-1291

77-1293
77-1294
77-1295
77-1297
77-1298

77-1299
77-1300
77-1301
77-1302
77-1303

77-1304
77-1305
77-1306
77-1307
77-1308

77-1309
77-1310
77-1312
77-1313
77-1314

(PB269-345)
(PB268-150)
(PB269-531)
(PB268-424)
(PB269-354)

(PB269-845)
(PB271-973)
(PB268-873)
(PB268-112)
(PB270-867)

(PB269-346)
(PB273-946)
(PB272-475)
(PB271-097)
(PB269-518)

(PB280-107)
(PB271-758)
(PB276-004)
(PB269-847)
(PB270-523)

(PB270-855)
(PB269-965)
(PB270-868)
(PB270-863)
(PB273-575)

(PB276-473)
(PB273-576)
(PB297-463)
(PB272-064)
(PB271-744)

(PB271-745)
(PB272-507)
(PB275-170)
(PB273-899)
(PB271-974)

(PB297-641)
(PB273-171)
(PB279-218)
(PB275-173)
(PB274-331)

(PB272-478)
(PR272-500)
(PB276-531)
(PB273-175)
(PB273-589)

(PB274-334)
(PB272-690)
(PB274-330)
(PB273-944)
(PB273-305)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

77--1315 (PB273-945)
77--1316 (PB274-404)
77--1317 (PB274-333)
77--1318 (PB273-942)
77--1380 (PB280-071)

77--1381 (PB273-943)
77--1383 (PB275-574)
77--1385 (PB277-984)
77--1386 (PB277-982)
77--1387 (PB284-704)

77--1388 (PB276-747)
77--1390 (PB274-335)
77--1394 (PB274-650)
77--1396 (PB274-648)
77--1037 (rl5Z75-39^)

77--1399 (PB275-390)
77--1402 (PB275-410)
77- •t 4 AO-1403 (PB275-527)
77--1404 (PB276-534)
77--1409 (PB276-005)

77--1411 (PB279-403)
77--1413 (PB280-113)
77--1437 (PB280-114)
78-874 (PB279-684)
78-877 (PB285-231)

78-879 (PB284-589)
78-880 (PB282-887)
78-881 (PB285-206)
78-882 (PB282-487)
78-883 (PB282-505)

78-884 (PB282-444)
78-885 (PB283-729)
78-886 (PB286-489)
78-887 (PB289-930)
78-888 (PB285-233) ...

78-891 (PB258-238)
78-895 (PB288-567)
78-1143A (PB283-237)
77-1238 (AD/A041-668)
77-1382 (PB275-561)

77-1395 (PB289-783)
77-1401 (PB297-464)
77-1405 (PB283-011)
78-1525 (PB289-927)
78-1554 (PB291-797)

78-1562 (PB289-967)
78-1563 (PB291-441)
78-1305A (PB283-721)
78-1414 (PB276-397) ..

78-1415 (PB277-536)

Price No.

78--1416 ('PB27fi-398"»

A HQ 78--1421 rPB281-383"J
A 78--1422 rPB280-027>
AHA 78--1423 rPB278-618'>
A04 78--1424 (PB280-581)

78--1425 fPB280-361 >

A07 78--1426 fPB279-066^
A06 78--1427 fPB276-907)
A02 78--1428 fPR281-725'»
A03 78--1429 (PB281-7S0)

A03 78--1430 (PB278-6SS)
A 06 78-1432 fPB293-918)

78--1433 fPB291-366)
A03 78- 1434 fPB277-074>
AOS 78--1435 (PB277-539)

AOS 781 o--1436 fPB279-372^
A04 78i o--1438 fPB285-17S)
A09 78--1440 (PB281-464)
AOS 78--1442 (PB278-622)
A02 78 -1443 (PB279-046)

AOS 78--1444 (PB284-809)
A07 78--1444-;I (PB284-478)
A04 78-.1444-3 (PB292-681)
A03 78- 1446 ([PB279-661)
A07 /O- 1148 ([PB281-5S7)

A12 78- 1449 (PB281-563)
AOS 78--1450 (PB281-628)
AlO 78- 1452 {[PB281-801)
AOS 78--1454 (PB280-S11)
AOS 78--1456 (PB283-682)

A16 78 1457 (PB281-158)
A08 78-< o—-1458 (PB280-301)
AOS 78--1459 1(PB280-291)
AlO 78--1460 (PB284-491)
AOS 78--1463 (PB281-828)

AOS 78--1466 (PB282-254)
A09 78--1467 (PB282-260)
A04 78--1468- I (PB28S-428)
A17 78--1468-2 (PB28S-429)
AOS 78--1471 (PB284-044)

AOS 78--1472 (PB285-S60)
AOS 78--1473 (PB283-222)
AOS 78--1474 (PB281-72S)
A04 78--1475 (PB283-722)
A04 78--1476 (PB288-661)

A06 78--1477 (PB284-711)
AOS 78--1478 (PB291-961)
A04 78--1479 (PB284-659)
A04 78--1482 (PB28S-22S)
A04 78--1483 (PB28S-707)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

78-1484 (PB284-044)
78-1485 (PB284-864)
78-1486 (PB283-708)
78-1487 (PB282-406)
78-1488 (PB283-881)
78-1490 (PB284-819)

Supp. toNBSIR 76-1140
78-1493 (PB287-861)

78-1494 (PB290-160)
78-1495 (PB286-096)
78-1496 (PB295-431)
78-1497 (PB285-186)
78-1499 (PB284-492)
78-1500 (PB284-495)
78-1501 (PB298-052)
78-1502 (PB287-870)

78-1503 (PB284-685)
78-1504 (PB284-462)
78-1505 (PB291-987)
78-1507 (PB290-491)
78-1508 (PB284-959)
78-1509 (PB291-241)
78-1512 (PB287-510)
78-1513 (PB287-519)

78-1514 (PB289-272)
78-1520 (PB289-961)
78-1521 (PB296-148)
78-1522 (PB291-426)
78-1524 (PB291-410)
78-1526 (PB291-930)
78-1528 (PB287-405)
78-1530 (PB291-844)

78-1531 (PB291-444)
78-1532 (PB282-772)
78-1534 (PB286-933) ....

78-1535 (PB289-729)
78-1537 (PB288-857)
78-1539 (PB289-803) .

78-1541 (PB287-936) ..

78-1542 (PB287^10)

78-1543 (PB289-484)
78-1544 (PB287-496)
78-1545 (PB291-409)
78-1547 (PB292-284)
78-1548 (PB288-793)
78-1549 (PB288-762)
78-1552 (PB288-804)
78-1553 (PB288-763)

Price No.

A03 To-1555
A02 78-1556
A04 78-1557
A03 78-1558
AOS 78--1559
AOS 78--1564

78-1568
A fkQAUo 78--1569

A03 7S
1 o--ID /

1

A03 IS--1573
AOS IS--1575
AOS 78--1576
A04 78--1577
A04 78--1581
A07 78--1584
AOS 78--1586

AlO 7Q -iDoo

A02 78--1590

A02 79--1591

AOS 79--1591-

AOS 79--1591-

AOS 79--1595

AOS 79--1596

A02 79--1599

A07 lu- 1 (tf\/t

A04 79-•1605

A03 79-1606
A04 79-•1607

A02 79-1608
AlO 79-1609
A04 79-1612
A08 79-1613

AOS 79-1615
A03 79-1618
AOS 79-•1619

AOS 79-1620
AOS 79-1621
AOS 79-1700
A f\KAUo 79-1703
A (\K 79-1705

A06 79- 170b
AOS 79- 1707
A02 79-1709
AOS 79-1710
A04 78-1712
A AOAOS 79-1713
AOS 79-1714
AOS 79-1716

Price

(PB292-273)
(PB294-880)
(PB289-755)
(PB293-S56)
(PB288-7S0)
(PB291-959)
(PB289-81S)
(PB299-654)

(PB291-889)
(PB289-913)
(PB291-988)
(PB291-335)
(PB293-170)
(PB291-946)
(PB298-264)
(PB292-600)

(PB293-159) ....

(PB290-679) . ..

(PB294-846)
•2 (PB298-063)
3 (PB298-064)
(PB293-487)
(PB295-039)
(PB292-967)

(PB296-321)
(PB296-207)
(PB296-324)
(PB298-555)
(PB296-951)
(PB299-288)
(PB299-361)
(PB299-576)

(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB297
(PB292
(PB295

105-141)
116-502)
118-508)
120-066)
118-193)
-765)
-753)
-642)

(PB293-498)
(PB292-743)
(PB294-926)
(PB298-622)
(PB296-326)
(PB295-063)
(PB297-631)
(PB295-357)
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NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS (Continued)

No.

79-1720
79-1721
79-1723
79-1725
79-1727

79-1728
79-1729
79-1730
79-1731
79-1732
79-1734
79-1736
79-1737

79-1738
79-1739
79-1740
79-1741
79-1742
79-1743
79-1744
79-1745

79-1746
79-1747
79-1748
79-1749
79-1751
79-1753
79-1754
79-1755
79-1756
79-1757
79-1758

79-1760
79-1762

(PB293-527)
(PB295-838)
(PB297-518)
(PB294-343)
(PB295-037)

(PB295-444)
(PB294-856)
(PB295-041)
(PB298-289)
(PB299-448)
(PB294-845)
(PB298-057)
(PB295-898)

(PB80-1 13-780)
(PB297-150)
(PB296-299)
(PB295-085)
(PB296-044)
(PB296-274)
(PB296-167)
(PB295-395)

(PB295-789)
(PB297-479)
(PB296-166)
[PB297-417)
(PB295-941)
(PB296-228)
(PB298-053)
[PB297-815)
(PB298-574)
[PB296-482)
(PB297-708)

(PB298-175)
(PB297-582)

Price

A05
A04
A04
A06
A04

A02
A04
A03
A04
A03
A04
A03
A03

AOS
A03
A03
A03
A04
A02
A04
A02

A05
A03
A02
A04
A05
A04
A05
A03
A07
A06
A02

A03
A04

No.

79-1764 (PB80-108-871)
79-1766 (PB297-793)
79-1767 (PB297-465)
79-1768 (PB298-047)
79-1770 (PB80-127-202)
79-1771 (PB300-314)

79-1777
79-1778
79-1780
79-1781
79-1784
79-1789
79-1790
79-1792

79-1793
79-1796
79-1799
79-1900
79-1902
79-1906
79-1909
79-1910

79-1912
79-1913
79-1914
79-1915
79-1916
79-1917
79-1923
79-1927

(PB299-289)
(PB297-396)
(PB80-119-712)
(PB299-058)
(PB299-447)
(PB80-101-967)
(PB298-809)
(PB300-491)

(PB300-986)
(PB299-451)
(PB300-890)
(PB80-117-922)
(PB80-120-165)
(PB80-119-530)
(PB301-309)
(PB80-112-113)

(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-
(PB80-

103-682)
104-722)
101-918)
100-001)
•110-240)
•129-828)
119-928)
•126-931)

79-1928 (PB80-106-420)
79-1933 (PB80-119-720)
79-1941 (PB80-128-531)
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GRANTEE/CONTRACTOR REPORTS

No.

PB192-365)
PB194-614)
COM71-00605)

COM73-10323)
COM73-10951)
COM73-10959)
COM73-10958)
COM73-10954)

COM73-10953)
COM73-10952)
PB242-597)
COM73-10955)
COM73-10957)

COM73-10950)
PB242-582)
COM73-11265)
COM74-10932)
COM73-11783)

COM74-10481)
COM74-10722)
COM74-10934)
COM74-10929)
COM74-10983)

COM74-11075)
COM74-11633)
COM75-10143)
PB176-912)
PB176-913)

COM74-11732)
COM74-11733)
COM75-10039)
COM75-10133)
COM75-10128)

COM75-10341)
PB261-144)
PB261-145)
PB261-021)
COM75-10696)

COM75-10805)
AD/A016-782)
COM75-10991)
PB257-835)
PB247-235)

PB247-236)
PB248-781) ..

PB247-939) .

PB247-483) ,.

PB251-682) .

PB250-571) .

PB250-572)

Price No.

/luo 76--57 (;PB250-573)
76--58 (PB256-291)

A 1 njt\LV 76--59 rticob-'oSy)

A04 76--60 (PB253-588)
AOS 76--61 (PB253-553)
A 04 76--63 (PB256-440)

76--64 (PB255-445)
A 1 n 7b--by CDioA-cib)

A03 76--70 (PB254-748)
A08 76--71 (PB254-751)
A 1 O 76--72 (PB256-190)
A f\R 76--73 (PB257-424)
A ne; nd<b--<4

,
r cZob— < (1)

A04 76--75 (PB261-201)
A15 76--76 (PB261-200)
AHzlAyj'i 76--77 TB257-767)
A 07 76--78 (PB257-836)
A n^i net -<y ,Pxiii59-lz7)

A04 76--80 (PB259-126)
A07 77--82 (PB263-882)
A 1 iRAlt) 77--83 (PB265-228)
A 09 77--84 (PB267-278)
AVO 1 1'-oo r t>Zb l—d.66

)

A07 11--86 (PB272-882)
A06 11--87 (PB268-132)
A Ofi 11--88 (PB268-131)
A 1 O 11--89 (PB268-517)
A (\A 11--yO rBZb9-4o9)

A03 11--91 (PB268-904)
A02 11--92 (PB273-166)
A (\AAU4 11--93 (PB271-980)
AllAll 11--94 (PB271-755)
A f\AAU4 1

1--yo

AOS 11--97 (PB272-069)
A16 11--98 ( PB280-746)
A ORAUD 11--99 (PB273-977)
A C\KAUO 77--100 (PB284-517)
AO^AUO 1 1- H At (r l>Zo4—aUO)

A24 11--102 (PB273-165)
A06 11--103 (PB273-174)
A 1 0AiU 77--104 (PB276-102)
Av^ 77--105 (PB275-083)
A09 1 i-

1 Oil (rli^ /D—iDD)

A17 11--107 (PB275-524)
A09 11--108 (PB278-634)
AO? 11--109 (PB275-576)
A15 11--110 (PB278-648)
AOS 11--111 (PB278-643)

A04 11--112 (PB278-644)
A04 11--116 (PB276-549)
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GRANTEE/CONTRACTOR REPORTS (Continued)

No.

78-114
78-115
78-117
78-118
78-119
78-120
78-121
78-123

78-125
78-126
78-127
78-128
78-129
78-130
78-134
78-135

78-138
78-139
78-140
78-141-:
78-141-;
78-147
78-148
78-149

(PB284-502) .

(PB278-661) -

(PB275-999) .

(PB276-926) ..

(PB276-865)
(PB277-773)
(PB278-605) ..

(PB279-091) ..

(PB280-025)
(PB281-451) .

(PB282-291)
(PB290-951) ..

(PB298-042) ..

[PB285-260)
[PB291-427)
[PB284-849) ...

[PB287-412)
:PB287-801)
;PB287-935) ...

L (PB289-823)
5 (PB289-824)
:PB292-066) ...

:PB289-930) ...

:PB292-521) ...

Price

A03
All
A03
A09
AOS
AOS
AOS
A12

AOS
All
AOS
A09
A06
A99
AOS
A02

A03
A06
A04
AOS
A17
A04
AlO
A02

No.

78-150 (PB921-516)
78-151 (PB291-099)
78-153 (PB294-855)
78-154 (PB292-782)
78-155 (PB291-011)
78-156 (PB292-928)
79-157 (PB290-821)
79-158 (PB292-806)

79-159 (PB290-892)
79-160 (PB295-176)
79-161 (PB29S-178)
79-162 (PB29S-177)
79-163 (PB294-684)
79-166 (PB293-490)
79-167 (PB294-970)
79-168 (PB295-411)

79-169 (PB295-088)
79-170 (PB299-172)
79-172 (PB296-912)
79-176 (PB298-901)
79-177 (PB297-193)
79-179 (PB299-023)
79-181 (PB80-113-749)
79-182 (PB298-943)

Price

AOS
A05
AOS
A06
A02
A07
A04
A04

A04
A06
All
A06
A12
A06
AOS
A04

AOS
A04
A09
A03
A02
A09
A06
A07
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY INCENTIVES PROGRAM REPORTS

No.

73-01 (COM73-11373)
73-02 (COM73-11375)
73-03 (COM73-11374)
73-04 (COM74-10256)
73-05 (COM74-10257)
73-06 (COM74-10258)
73-07 Vol. 1 (COM74-10939)
73-07 Vol 2 (COM74-10940)

75-01 (COM75-11369)
76-03 (PB251-266)
76-04 (PB251-683)
76-05 (PB253~108)
76-06 (PB253-918)
76-07 (PB262-123)
76-08 (PB254-078)
76-09 (PB252-488)

76-10 (PB253-260)
76-11 (PB253-115)
76-12 (PB254-996)
76-13 (PB253-475)
76-14 (PB253-476)
76-15 (PB253-477)
76-16 (PB256-129)
76-17 (PB254-233)

76-18 (PB256-642)
76-19 (PB256-643)
76-22 (PB257-884)
76-23 (PB258-991)
7&-24 (PB258-093)
76-25 (PB264-386)
76-26 (PB259-998)
76-27 (PB260-523)

76-28 (PB264-387)
76-29 (PB264-388)
76-30 (PB264-389)

Price

A12
AOS
A06
A02
A04
A03
AOS
A14

A07
A04
A15
A03
A09
A99
AOS
A03

A03
A06
A19
A03
A03
A03
All
AlO

A03
A03
A20
AOS
All
AOS
AOS
AOS

AOS
AlO
A06

No.

76-31 (PB264-S90) ..

76-32 (PB264-S91) ..

76-33 (PB264-392) ..

76-34 (PB26S-275) .

76-35 (PB26S-273) ..

77-36 (PB264-39S) ..

77-37 (PB26S-162) ..

77-38 (PB272-700) ..

77-39 (PB273-950) ..

78-40 (PB285-288) ..

78-41 (PB285-289)

-

78-42 (PB285-290).
78-43 (PB285-291).
78-44 (PB285-292) ..

78-45 (PB285-293).
78-46 (PB285-294)

78-47 (PB285-295) ..

78-49 (PB290-164) ..

78-50 (PB289-886) ..

78-51 (PB291-826) ..

78-52 (PB291-827

)

78-53 (PB287-932) ..

78-57 (PB292-851) ..

78-58 (PB292-852).

78-58A (PB292-853)
78-59 (PB292-770) .

78-60 (PB292-783).
79-62 (PB300-835) ...

79-63 (PB297-499) ...

79-64 (PB298-446) ..

79-65 (PB298-631) . .

79-66 (PB299-006) .

.

79-67 (PB289-352) . .

79-70 (PB300-770) ...

79-71 (PB300-846) ...
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5. TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF NBS PUBLICATIONS, 1979*

5.1. PAPERS FROM THE JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL
BUREAU OF STANDARDS, VOLUME 84, JANUARY-DECEMBER 1979

January-February 1979

Diffusion coefficients of the 45S and SOS states of ttie large

ribosomal subunit of E. coli by quasielastic liglit scattering, C.

C. Han, I. N. Serdyuk, and H Yu, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), 84, No. 1,1-8 (Jan.-Feb. 1979).

Key words: diffusion coefficient; E. coli ribosomal subunit;

quasielastic light scattering; 45S and 50S.

The transitional diffusion coefficients of the 45S and 50S

states of the large ribosomal subunit of E. coli were determined

from the spectral distributions of quasielastically scattered light

with a 5 mW He-Ne laser as the source. The spectral analysis

was performed by directly Fourier transforming the photocur-

rent and fitting to double-Lorentzian profile via a non-linear

regression routine. A small amount (about 1%) of strongly scat-

tering contaminants required the double-Lorentzian profile in

order to extract the diffusion coefficients of the principal com-
ponents. The results are: D^o", w(45S) = ( 1.79 ± 0.12) x lO"'

cmVsec, and Djo°, w(50S) = (1.91 ± 0.06) x 10"' cmVsec, the

latter being in accord with those reported in the literature. The
transition from the SOS state to the 45S state is not attended

by a change in its molecular weight if the partial specific

volumes are assumed to be the same.

System for assessing eye injury potential of propelled objects, R.

E. Berger, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), 84, No. 1, 9-19

(Jan.-Feb. 1979).

Key words: eye injury; impact; ocular contusion; projec-

tiles; propelled objects; test methods; toy safety.

A test system is proposed to evaluate the ocular injury poten-

tial of propelled objects. The object in question is fired into a

thin rubber pad, and the force of impact and the rise time are

measured. For a set of test projectiles, the response of the

system was shown to correlate with the likelihood of injury, as

predicted by a mathematical model. The response was further

related to ocular injury tolerance curves which were generated

by the math model using data from impact injuries to real eyes.

Enhancing Fortran to aid manipulation of large structured

matrices, H. J. Greenberg and J. E. Kalan, J. Res. Nat. Bur.

Stand. (.U.S.), 84, No. 1, 21-47 (Jan.-Feb. 1979).

Key words: data pooling; data structures; mathematical

programming; matrices; name generation; operations

research; programming languages; sparse matrices.

This paper presents, for wider discussion by the technical

community, suggested means for enhancing (ANS) FORTRAN
in order to accommodate the needs of operations research

analysts in programming tasks involving large, structured or

sparse matrices. Such needs frequently arise in connection with

large-scale optimization problems. Most of the text deals with

fundamental concepts and descriptions of syntax, but related

data structures are also treated. Proposed new capabilities in-

clude exploitation of repeated values among matrix entries.

The various NBS publications series are grouped under subheadings within this section.

If a particular publications series is sought, consult the table of contents or the edge index

on the back cover.

space-saving "quasi-dynamic storage allocation," and easy set-

up for construction of large matrices from smaller ones (with

the actual construction deferable until and if the need arises).

Cutting the d-cube, J. Lawrence, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.),S4, No. 1,49-53 (Jan.-Feb. 1979).

Key words: cube; geometry; hyperplane.

Some problems concerned with cutting faces of the cube

with affirie or linear spaces are considered. It is shown that

through any d-3 points of W there passes a hyperplane which

cuts all the facets of the d-cube. Furthermore, it is shown that

if m < d— 1 and d' < d— [(m + 1 )/3 ], then no w-dimensional

affine subspace of R'' cut all the d'-dimensional faces of the

cube.

March-April 1979

A novel method for analyzing silver sediment with high preci-

sion, R. S. Davis and V. E. Bower, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), 84, No. 2, 157-160 (Mar.-Apr. 1979).

Key words: controlled potential; coulometry; electrochemi-

cal equivalent of silver; electrochemistry; Faraday; poten-

tiostat; silver; silver analysis.

A technique has been devised which is sufficiently accurate

to aid in an electrochemical determination of the Faraday con-

stant using the silver coulometer. The technique is used to

recover the silver residue which falls from the anode during

operation of the silver coulometer. In contrast to previous ef-

forts at recovery, which involved weighing of the silver residue,

the method here described is to convert the silver atoms to ions

and then to plate the silver onto a cathode held at constant

potential with respect to a reference electrode. The current in-

volved in the electrolysis is integrated electronically. An overall

standard deviation of 5 /u,g is achieved for samples- ranging in

size from 400 ftg to 1.8 mg.

Psychrometric wet elements as a basis for precise physico-chemi-

cal measurements, R. G. Wylie, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.). 84, No. 2, 161-177 (Mar -Apr. 1979).

Key words: convective heat transfer; convective mass

transfer; emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient; hu-

midity measurement; monomolecular film; psychrometer;

psychrometry; radiative heat transfer; temperature depres-

sion; water vapor measurement; wet bulb; wet element.

Under appropriate conditions, psychrometric wet elements of

simple design can be highly reproducible in behavior. A tem-

perature depression of 10 K can be reproducible from element

to element within 2 mK. The properties of a wet element can

be determined very accurately by direct comparisons with other

wet elements in a common airstream. Comparisons with one

specially developed type show the effects of practical water-

retaining coverings. Comparisons with another type, which

simulates the fully calculable flat-plate system, then give the

behavior in absolute terms.

A cotton-yam covering increases the psychrometer coeffi-

cient A by only 0.2 percent. The departure of the flow around

a cylinder from laminar boundary-layer flow increases it by 0.7

percent.
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The background and theory are outhned. The detailed

behavior of a cotton-yarn covered cylinders is deduced from

element comparisons; and their absolute value of A obtained as

a function of diameter, airspeed, and the temperature, pressure

and water content of the airstream. The dependence of A on

these parameters is essentially simple. The work leads to a large

increase in the accuracy of water vapor measurements and to

new methods of measuring some other physico-chemical quan-

tities.

Non-free groups generated by two parabolic matrices, R. J.

Evans, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 2, 179-180
(Mar.-Apr. 1979).

Key words: free groups; matrix groups; roots of unity.

In 1974, M. Newman conjectured that for any root of unity

^, the matrix group generated by (1 (, \ and 11 o\ is non-free.

VO 1/ k l)
This conjecture is proved here.

May-June 1979

Enthalpies of solution of the nucleic acid bases. 5. Adenine in

aqueous hydrochloric acid, aqueous sodium hydroxide,

methanol, and ethanol, M. V. Kilday, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), 84, No. 3, 231-240 (May-June 1979).

Key words: adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy of

protonation; enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solution;

nucleic acid bases; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry.

The two preceding papers in this series described the results

of measurements of the enthalpies of solution in water for some
of the bases of the nucleic acids. In this work the enthalpies

of solution or reaction of adenine (Ade), C5H5N5 or 6-amino

purine, in other solvents are reported.

Sample preparation in ion-chromatography, W. F. Koch, J. Res.

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 3, 241-246 (May-June
1979).

Key words: conductivity; ion-chromatography; ion-

exchange; liquid chromatography; oil; oyster

Ion-chromatography, a relatively new technique in analytical

chemistry, has already shown great promise toward solving

complex trace analysis problems, in particular the speciation

and quantitation of anions. It is especially attractive to the field

of microanalysis. The method of sample preparation, however,

is crucial in order to realize this capacity. Existing microanalyti-

cal methods nearly always must be modified to be compatible

with ion-chromatography, and often, more extensive sample

cleanup is required than is needed for "single species"

methods. These considerations have been applied to the deter-

mination of chloride and bromide in waste oil, and to the anal-

ysis of oyster tissue. Pretreatment with polystyrene resin and

ion-exchange resin is discussed.

Miniaturization of normal-state and superconducting striplines,

R. L. Kautz, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 3, 247-

259 (May-June 1979).

Key words: copper; niobium; stripline; superconductivity;

surface impedance.

The properties of normal-state and superconducting striplines

are calculated as a function of miniaturization. For normal con-

ductors the Reuter-Sondheimer theory is applied in order to ac-

count for the effects of finite film thickness and mean free

path. For superconductors the Mattis-Bardeen theory is used in

order to include effects due to the energy gap. Calculations for

three example conductors, copper at 295 K and 4.2 K and

niobium at 4.2 K, examine the attenuation, dispersion, and

characteristic impedance of striplines as a function of frequen-

cy and dielectric thickness. Simulations of pulse transmission

are used to evaluate the utility of the example striplines for

high-speed digital applications.

July-August 1979

Enthalpies of solution of KBr, KI, KIO3, and KIO4 in H2O, M.

E. Efimov, G. N. Klevaichuk, V. A. Medvedev, and M. V.

Kilday, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 4, 273-286

(July-Aug. 1979).

Key words: endothermic solution reactions; enthalpy of

solution; KBr, KI, KIO3, KIO4; solution calorimetry; ther-

mochemistry; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane.

Enthalpy of solution measurements of four potassium salts in

HjO were made in either an adiabatic or an isoperibol

calorimeter or both (see p. 273 for table summarizing the mea-
sured and recommended values).

The value for KIO, has been corrected for the hydrolysis of

the periodate ion. The ACp = -(82.5 ± 4.3)J mo|-' K"' for the

unhydrolysed reaction. For the reaction of KBr in HjO, AQ
was measured as —(166.6 ± 7,2)J mol"' K"' in the temperature

range 298 K to 319 K.

Measurements with the isoperibol calorimeter are also re-

ported for the endothermic reaction of

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, SRM 724a, in aqueous

NaOH(0.05 mol L"').

Comparisons of measurements by different calorimeters on

the same samples reveal unidentified calorimetric errors for en-

dothermic reactions which are greater than the imprecision of

the measurements.

A preliminary study of the fluid mechanics of liquid penetrant

testing, S. Deutsch, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No.

4, 287-292 (July-Aug. 1979).

Key words: defect geometry; fluid elasticity; liquid

penetrant testing; Rideal-Washbum equation; surface ten-

sion.

Some aspects of the fluid mechanics of liquid penetrant test-

ing are considered. Penetration is represented by surface ten-

sion driven flow into defects of small defect width to depth

ratio. Defect width is chosen so that both gravitational and

non-continuum effects may be ignored. Penetration time is

found to follow a Rideal-Washbum relation, in which:

t ~ (Pix)/(yR cos $) .
.

where t is time, / defect depth, /x the dynamic viscosity, y the

surface tension, R the defect width and B the contact angle.

The proportionality constant, however, is shown to be strongly

dependent on defect geometry and penetrant application

procedure. The effect of slight fluid elasticity is shown to be

negligible.

Exact coefficients of the limit cycle in Van der Pol's equation,

A. Deprit and D. S. Schmidt, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

84, No. 4, 293-297 (July-Aug. 1979).

Key words: algebra by computer; differential equations;

mathematical software; non-linear oscillations.

A program generator to manipulate automatically Poisson se-

ries over the field of rational numbers is applied to develop the

limit cycle of Van der Pol's equation in the powers of the small

parameter. The results indicate that the recurrence relations in

what Melvin calls the algorithm of the shifted phase are stable.

Tensile behavior of some mathematical models of paper net-

works, J. C. Smith, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No.

4, 299-318 (July-Aug. 1979).
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Key words: mathematical modeling, network; network, ten-

sile properties; paper, interfiber bonding; paper, low-densi-

ty handsheets; paper, pulp characterization; paper, tensile

testing.

The tensile behavior of a thin web-like paper network was
simulated by two simple mathematical models. The mesh
distortion, drop in tensile force and energy loss resulting from

breakage of a network junction were calculated. These results

were used to formulate two parameters for characterizing inter-

fiber adhesion: a parameter averaging the network energy

losses incurred in a series of bond breaks when the network is

elongated and a parameter averaging the force drops. The ef-

fect of mesh size, local bond adhesive force, and size and shape

of the specimen network were calculated. These results based
on model studies were used to interpret behavior observed in

an actual paper network.

A class of double Integrals involving Gaussian and trigonometric

factors, D. M. Fradkin, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84,
No. 4, 319-326 (July-Aug. 1979).

Key words: definite integrals; double integrals; error func-

tions; Fourier transforms; radiation reaction.

The five parameter double integral / o"" dy exp(—p^y^) sin(/3>'

-t- 0) times / o" <ix exp(—jc*) cos(€0j: + </> ) is evaluated in terms
of Fourier transforms of exp(—j:^)erfc(aj:). Some new expres-

sions for these transforms are obtained.

September-October 1979

A high precision load cell mass comparator, R. M. Schoonover,

J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 5, 347-351 (Sept-
Oct. 1979).

Key words: constant loading; force; high precision; high-

precision weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator; mass
difference; strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing;

weights.

Described here is a simple mechanical method used to

fabricate a high precision mass comparator using a bonded
strain gage load cell. Results indicate that a standard deviation

of less than 0.0003% is readily attainable, and the device works
well for objects normally considered too unwieldy for large

high-precision balances.

Molecular interpretations of modulus and swelling relations in

natural rubber cross-linked by dicumyl peroxide, L A. Wood,
J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 5, 353-358 (Sept-
Oct. 1979).

Key words: cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide;

elasticity theory of rubber; modulus of rubber; Mooney-
Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity theory; rubber, natural;

swelling of rubber network.

A survey of published experimental work on the modulus of

natural rubber cross-linked by dicumyl peroxide permits a com-
parison with the results and molecular interpretations obtained

in recent NBS work [J. Res. NBS 76A, No. 1,51 (1972), 77A,
No. 1. 171 (1973) and 80A, No. 3, 451 (1976)]. Excellent

agreement was found among values of the shear modulus G at

the same cross-linking when the cross-linking is calculated from

the amount of decomposed dicumyl peroxide. The types of

deformation included torsion as well as uniaxial extension and
compression. G increases linearly with cross-linking (except at

the lowest degrees) with a slope from 5 to 15 percent greater

than that predicted by the simple statistical theory. Data of

Mullins demonstrated that at each degree of cross-linking the

value of G is intermediate between 2C, and 2(C, + C^) where

C] and C2 are the Mooney-Rivlin constants. Measurements of

equilibrium swelling at a given degree of cross-linking are in

reasonable agreement with each other. However the entropy

components of the modulus and the sub-chain density calcu-

lated from swelling measurements are appreciably greater than

those calculated from cross-linking or from direct mechanical

measurements. They increase linearly with cross-linking. It is

concluded that the number of sub-chains effective in limiting

swelling is greater than that effective in direct mechanical mea-
surements.

Theory of flow-induced fibril formation in polymer solutions, J.

D. Hoffman, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 5, 359-

384 (Sept. -Oct. 1979).

Key words: core fibril; cumulative stress; flow-induced

crystallization; nucleation theory; polyethylene; polymer

fiber; shish; volume strain.

A treatment of the formation of a basic core fibril (shish) of

the type that is generated by flow-induced crystallization of a

polymer from solution is given that features the concept of cu-

mulative strain. Multiple nucleation acts by flow-elongated

molecules produce an empbryonic fibril that is a connected set

of bundlelike nuclei. Surface stress resulting from repulsion of

the quasi-random coil chains in the amorphous zone between

the nuclei or crystallites builds up at the bundle ends as the

nuclei mature, leading ultimately to a high end surface free

energy, and to volume strain in the crystallites comprising the

core fibril. The theory leads to a stable (or metastable) fibril

diameter a, and mean characteristic length /, with a fixed axial

ratio, and predicts why the diameter does not grow further

even in a medium that is supersaturated with polymer. The pre-

dicted dependence of a„ and the axial ratio, on undercooling

is in approximate agreement with experiment. The lattice ex-

pansion in the crystal resulting from volume strain is also in fair

accord with experiment. The effect of annealing, including the

commonly encountered case where the volume strain relaxes to

give normal lattice dimensions, but with a high end surface

energy still remaining, is noted. The effect of volume strain and

the distribution of core fibril lengths about /, on the melting

behavior is calculated. The theory can reproduce crystallinity

versus temperature data on polyethylene fibrils. This procedure

yields an independent value of /,. The overall treatment implies

that the core fibril is a set of concatenated and substantially ex-

tended-chain crystallites with bundlelike ends and a somewhat

expanded lattice when unannealed and under tension, the

molecular connections between the crystallites consisting of

short amorphous ciliary bridges. It is suggested that prolonged

annealing at high temperatures can remove a substantial

number of the amorphous zones.

Observations of surface changes in platinum crucibles, C. P.

Saylor, E. Wichers, and J. I. Hoffman, J. Res. Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 5, 385-394 (Sept. -Oct. 1979).

Key words: contrast augmentation of reflecting surfaces;

double-diaphragm; faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles;

hematite forming on platinum; iron as alloy in platinum;

platinum ware; surface of platinum influenced by method
heating.

Ion which has been in solid solution in a platinum crucible

will cause iron determinations in analyses to become high.

Likewise the iron, oxidizing to ferric oxide during ignition,

segregates along the boundaries between platinum crystals. It

causes embrittlement and eventual crumbling of the crucible.

During these studies it was observed that after heating in an

electric muffle furnace the surface of a crucible was covered

by tiny crystallographic faces. When, however, heating to the

same temperature was- carried out in a gas flame the facets al-

most smoothed out of existence.
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Isoionic isotope exchange with hydroxylapatite and the dilution

effect, D. N. Misra, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No.

5, 395-406 (Sept. -Oct. 1979).

Key words: dilution effect, at same pH and concentration;

hydration shell, role of; hydroxylapatite, at different pHs;

isotopic exchange, isoionic; recrystallization, role of; sur-

face layer, role of.

Isoionic isotope exchange data of ''^Ca'^* and ^^P04^ in a

saturated solution with hydroxylapatite at 25 °C, collected by
Avnimelech, have been reinterpreted on the basis that the

processes consisted of three pools: hydration shell, surface layer

and "recrystallization of crystallites.'" These processes are re-

garded as strictly separable. This theoretically allows: (i) a

quantitative evaluation of the constants involved in the

processes; (ii) an estimation of the exchange capacities of
hydration and surface layers (fast pools) which may be pH-de-
pendent; and (iii) a determination of the isoionic exchange rate

constants. The constants are essentially the same for Ca^* and
P04^ at a given pH if the cross-sectional areas of the ions are

taken as 23 and 33 respectively; they, perhaps, increase

linearly with the hydrogen ion concentration of the solutions.

The effects of three consecutive abrupt dilutions of the

radioactive ions without changing the concentrations (or pH)
of the nonradioactive components of the solution are predicta-

ble by a mathematical model based on the complete reversibili-

ty of the two fast pools and the kinetics of the irreversible third

pool.

November-December 1979

Molecular dynamics study of liquid rubidium and the Lennard-
Jones fluid, R. D Mountain and S W Haan, J Res. Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 6, 439-446 (Nov, -Dec. 1979).

Key words: intermediate scattering function; Lennard-
Jones liquid; liquid rubidium; molecular dynamics; radial

distribution function; transverse current correlation func-

tion; velocity autocorrelation function.

Molecular dynamics calculations were made for three ther-

modynamic states of a model of liquid rubidium and for two
states of the Lennard-Jones fluid in order to investigate the in-

fluence of density, temperature and interatomic potential on
the spectra of density fluctuations in these fluids. Here the

results for the intermediate scattering function, the radial dis-

tribution function, the velocity autocorrelation function of the

transverse momentum autocorrelation function are presented in

tabular form. The procedures employed in this study are

discussed and the major features of these functions are

described.

Room temperature poling of poly(vinylidene fluoride) with

deposited metal electrodes, J. M. Kenney and S. C. Roth, J.

Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). 84, No. 6, 447-453 (Nov.-Dec.
1979).

Key words: dielectric strength; electrets; piezoelectricity;

polarization; poling procedures; polymers; poly( vinylidene

fluoride); pyroelectricity; transducers.

High values of pyroelectric and piezolectric activity in fully-

electroded films of poly( vinylidene fluoride) were obtained by

"conventional" (non-corona) poling at room temperature with

sufficiently high fields. The avoidance of breakdown while ob-

taining high activity requires an understanding of the time de-

pendence of both breakdown and activity. Time-to-breakdown

as a function of field, and room-temperature pyroelectric activi-

ty (7-14 days after poling at 23.5 °C) as a function of poling

time and field were obtained for 25-/xm biaxially stretched films

with evaporated aluminum electrodes. The highest activities

were obtained by poling at the highest fields and poling to

breakdown. A pyroelectric activity of 36 /ACK"'m"^ was mea-

sured two weeks after poling with a nominal field of 550
MVm"' for a nominal poling time of 10 s (reduced by multiple

breakdown). The highest activity obtained with no apparent

breakdown (31 /xCK"'m~^) was measured a week after poling

with a field of 400 MVm~' for 10 s. These values are compara-

ble with the highest that have been reported for this material

using any poling temperature or using corona poling.

Generators for discrete polynomial L, approximation problems,

P. Domich, J. Lawrence, and D. Shier, J. Res. Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 6, 455-488 (Nov. -Dec. 1979).

Key words: algorithm testing; approximation; computa-

tional experiment; least absolute deviation; polynomial ap-

proximation; test problems.

Polynomial approximation problems represent a class of spe-

cially structured problems which are frequently encountered in

empirical curve-fitting. Two generators for creating such

problems have been developed, implemented and used in the

testing of discrete L, approximation codes. Both generators

permit automatic generation of problems with specified charac-

teristics and (for one generator) having known, unique and

controllable solutions.

A graph coloring algorithm for large scheduling problems, F. T.

Leighton, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 6, 489-506

(Nov.-Dec. 1979).

Key words: algorithm; chromatic number; color function;

graph; graph coloring; heuristic; interchange; random test

graphs; scheduling; time complexity.

A new graph coloring algorithm is presented and compared
to a wide variety of known algorithms. The algorithm is shown
to exhibit O(n^) time behavior for most sparse graphs and thus

is found to be particularly well suited for use with large-scale

scheduling problems. In addition, a procedure for generating

large random test graphs with known chromatic number is

presented and is used to evaluate heuristically the capabilities

of the algorithms discussed.
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5.2. PAPERS FROM THE JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL REFERENCE
DATA, VOLUME 8, JANUARY-DECEMBER 1979

This journal is published quarterly by the American Chemical
Society and the American Institute of Physics for the National

Bureau of Standards. The objective of the Journal is to provide

critically evaluated physical and chemical property data, fully

documented as to the original sources and the criteria used for

evaluation. Critical reviews of measurement techniques, whose
aim is to assess the accuracy of available data in a given techni-

cal area, are also included. The principal source for the Journal
' is the National Standard Reference Data System (NSRDS). The
I Journal is not intended as a publication outlet for original ex-

perimental measurements such as are normally reported in the

j

primary research literature, nor for review articles of a descrip-

I live or primarily theoretical nature.

Volume 8, No. 1

Energy levels of titanium, Ti i through Ti xxii, C. Corliss and
J. Sugar, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 1, 1-62 (1979).

Key words: atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; titanium.

The energy levels of the titanium atom in all of its stages of

ionization, as derived from the analyses of atomic spectra, have
been critically compiled. In cases where only line classifications

are reported in the literature, level values have been derived.

Term designations, experimental g-values, and ionization ener-

gies are included. Calculated percentages of the two leading

components of the eigenvectors of the levels are given.

The spectrum and energy levels of the neutral atom of boron (B

I), G. A. Odintzova and A. R. Striganov, J. Phys. Chem. Ref.

Data 8, No. I, 63-68 (1979).

Key words: atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; boron.

The published data on the spectrum of the neutral atom of

boron are compiled and presented. In one table 164 lines in the

range 36010-993 A are listed with their intensities and classifi-

cations. A second table gives 92 levels with the numerical
values of the energy.

Relativistic atomic form factors and photon coherent scattering

cross sections, J. H. Hubbell and I. 0verb0, J. Phys. Chem.
Ref. Data 8, No. 1, 69-106 (1979).

Key words: atomic form factor; coherent scattering; cross

sections; gamma rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabula-

tions; X rays.

Tabulations are presented of relativistic Hartree-Fock atomic

form factors F(x,Z). for values of x( =sin(e/2 )/X from 0.01 to

10» A-', for all elements Z = 1 to 100. For Z= 1, F(x,Z) is

given by the exact expression of Pirenne. For Z = 2 to 98, x

= 0.01 to 2.0 A"', the tabulated values are those of Cromer and
Waber given in the International Tables for X-Ray Crystallog-

raphy (Vol. IV, 1974), based in part on the work of Doyle and
Turner. For Z = 21 to 92, x = 2.2 to 6.0 A ', the present tables

are based on the values of Doyle and Turner and additional

values (Z = 44, 60, 68, and 74) as given by 0verb^. For Z =
3 to 20, X = 2.2 to 45 A"', and Z = 21 to 92, x = 6.2 to 45 A-'

the tables are interpolated from values given for 36 elements

by 0verb0, extended lo x = 10* A"' using 0verb0's corrections

to the Bethe-Levinger /k-shell expression. The remainder of the

table is filled in by interpolation and extrapolation, guided for

high jr-values by the Bethe-Levinger result. Tables of relativistic

coherent (Rayleigh) scattering cross sections, obtained by nu-

merical integration of the Thomson formula weighted by

F^(x,Z), are presented for all elements Z = 1 to 100, for

photon energies 100 eV (X = 124 A= 12.4 nm) to 100 MeV
(X = 0.000 124 A =12.4 fm). Departures from the non-

relativistic coherent scattering cross sections tabulated in J.

Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 4, 471 (1975) are less than 1% for Z
« 20. However for a high-Z element such as lead, for example,

the relativistic coherent scattering cross section is systemati-

cally higher by less than 0.4% below 1 keV. by 8% at 100 keV
and by 13% above 1 MeV.

Microwave spectra of molecules of astrophysical interest. XIV.
Vinyl cyanide (Acrylonitrile), M. C. L. Gerry, K. Yamada,
and G. Winnewisser, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. I, 107-

124 (1979).

Key words: interstellar molecules; microwave spectra;

molecular parameters; radio astronomy; rotational transi-

tions; vinyl cyanide.

The available data of the microwave spectrum of vinyl cya-

nide are critically reviewed and tabulated. Molecular data such

as rotational constants, centrifugal distortion constants, hyper-

fine coupling constants, dipole moments, and structural

parameters are tabulated. Rotational transitions from 400 MHz
to 200 GHz, which are likely to be of interest to radio astrono-

my, are calculated and tabulated along with their estimated

95% confidence limits.

Molten salts: Volume 4, Part 4. Mixed halide melts, G. J. Janz,

R. P. T. Tomkins, and C. B. Allen, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data

8, No. 1, 125-302 (1979).

Key words: bromides; chlorides; data compilation; density;

electrical conductance; fluorides; halides; iodides; molten

salt mixtures; standard reference data; surface tension;

viscosity.

Data on the electrical conductance, density, viscosity, and

surface tension of mixed halide melts have been systematically

collected and evaluated. Results are given for eighty-five binary

mixtures over a range of compositions and temperatures.

Volume 8, No. 2

Atomic radiative and radiationless yields for K and L shells, M.
O. Krause. J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 307-328

(1979).

Key words: atomic properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig

yield; effective fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; K
shell; L shell; non-radiative yield; partial level width; radia-

tive yield.

The available body of information on (a) fluorescence.

Auger, and Coster-Kronig yields, (b) radiative and radiationless

transition rates, (c) level widths, (d) x-ray and Auger line

widths, (e) x-ray and Auger spectra, and (f) Coster-Kronig

energies has been used to generate an internally consistent set

of values of atomic radiative and radiationless yields for the K
shell (S <s Z 1 10) and the L subshells ( 1 2 =s Z « 1 10). Values

of fluorescence yields at^, <tt|, cuj, oij, Coster-Kronig yields /i,

/i.2. /ij. /ij. Auger yields ok, a„ aj, 03, and effective

fluorescence yields v, and vj are presented in tables and graphs.
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Estimates of uncertainties are given. Updated and expanded

graphs of partial and total widths of K, L,, L2, and L3 levels

are presented as well as a reference list of papers published

since about 1972.

Natural widths of atomic K and L levels, Ka x-ray lines and

several KLL Auger lines, M. O Kraiise and J. H. Oliver, J.

Phys. Chem. Ref Data 8, No. 2, 329-338 (1979).

Key words: Auger effect; Auger line width; K shell; level

width; line width; L shell; natural width; x-ray line width.

Semi-empirical values of the natural widths of K, L,, and
Z-3 levels, Ka.1 and Ka^ x-ray lines, and KL^Li, KL1L2 and KL2L3

Auger lines for the elements 10 « 110 are presented in ta-

bles and graphs. Level width r,(( = K, L,, L^, L3) is obtained

from the relation Fj = V^.i/o) ,, using the theoretical radiative

rate r«., from Scofield's relativistic, relaxed Hartree-Fock cal-

culation and the fluorescence yield cji from Krause's evaluation.

X-ray and Auger line widths are calculated as the sums of per-

tinent level widths. This tabulation of natural level and line

widths is internally consistent, and is compatible with all rele-

vant experimental and theoretical information. Present semi-

empirical widths, especially those of /fa, and Ka-^ x-rays, are

compared with measured widths. Uncertainties of semi-empiri-

cal values are estimated.

Electrical resistivity of alkali elements, T. C. Chi, J. Phys. Chem.

Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Key words: alkali elements; cesium; electrical resistivity;

francium; lithium; magnetic flux density dependence;

potassium; pressure dependence; rubidium; sodium; tem-

perature dependence.

This paper presents and discusses the available data and in-

formation on the electrical resistivity of alkali elements

(lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, and francium)

and contains recommended reference values (or provisional or

typical values) The compiled data include all the experimental

data available from the literature and cover the temperature

dependence, pressure dependence, and magnetic flux density

dependence. The temperature range covered by the compiled

data is from cryogenic temperatures to above the critical tem-

perature of the elements. The recommended values are

generated from critical evaluation, analysis, and synthesis of the

available data and information and are given for both the total

electrical resistivity and the intrinsic electrical resistivity. For

most of the elements, the recommended values cover the tem-

perature range from 1 K to 2000 K.

Electrical resistivity of alkaline earth elements, T. C. Chi, J.

Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 439-498 (1979).

Key words: alkaline earth elements; barium; beryllium; cal-

cium; electrical resistivity; magnesium; radium; strontium;

temperature dependence.

This paper presents and discusses the available data and in-

formation on the electrical resistivity of alkaline earth elements

(beryllium, magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium, and radi-

um) and contains recommended or provisional reference

values. The compiled data include all the experimental data

available from the literature. The temperature range covered by

the compiled data is from cryogenic temperatures to above the

melting temperature of the elements. The recommended values

are generated from critical evaluation, analysis, and synthesis of

the available data and information and are given for both the

total electrical resistivity and the intrinsic electrical resistivity.

For most of the elements, the recommended values cover the

temperature range from 1 K to 1000 K.

Vapor pressures and boiling points of selected halomethanes, A.

P. Kudchadker, S. A. Kudchadker, R. P. Shukla, and P. R.

Patnaik, J Phys. Chem. Ref Data 8, No. 2, 499-518 ( 1979).

Key words; Antoine equation; enthalpy of vaporization;

halomethanes; vapor pressure—boiling point data; Wagner
equation.

This critical review is a study of the vapor pressure—boiling

point data from the triple point to the critical point for

CHy^,X„ (X = Br, I) and CH^^a+b+c+d, FaCltBr^ld halomethanes.

The available data are carefully analyzed and the "best" data

selected. The selection procedure is discussed. Uncertainties in

the selected temperatures and pressures are reported. The

selected data were fitted to the Antoine equation for data up

to 1 500 mm Hg pressure and the Wagner equation for data up

to the critical point. Antoine constants for nineteen compounds

and the Wagner constants for five compounds are reported.

The enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K and at the normal

boiling point have been computed.

Ideal gas thermodynamic properties of selected bromoethanes

and iodoethane, S. A Kudchadker and A. P. Kudchadker, J.

Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 519-526 (1979).

Key words: bromoethanes; ideal gas thermodynamic pro-

perties; internal rotation; iodoethane; potential barrier

heights; symmetric top; torsional frequencies.

The available molecular parameters, fundamental frequen-

cies, potential barrier heights, torsional frequencies, and stan-

dard enthalpies of formation at 298.15 K for selected

bromoethanes and iodoethane containing one symmetric-top

group have been critically evaluated and recommended values

selected. The chemical thermodynamic properties in the ideal

gas state at one atmosphere pressure using the rigid-rotor har-

monic-oscillator approximation have been calculated for

CHjCHjBr, CHaCHBr,, CHjCBr,, C^Bu, and CH3CH2I. The in-

ternal rotational contributions have been obtained from the

partition function formed by the summation of internal rotation

energy levels.

Thermodynamic properties of normal and deuterated

naphthalenes, S. S. Chen, S. A. Kudchadker, and R. C. Wil-

hoit, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 527-536 ( 1979).

Key words: enthalpy of formation; ideal gas thermodynam-

ic properties; molecular structure; normal and deuterated

naphthalenes; vibrational assignments.

Structural and spectroscopic data and the standard enthalpy

of formation at 298 15 K for C.oHs, a-C,oH4D4, 0-C,oH4D4 and

C,oDg were reviewed. The selected values were utilized to cal-

culate the ideal gas thermodynamic properties in the tempera-

ture range 0 to 1 500 K, using the rigid rotor and harmonic

oscillator model. The comparison between the third law entro-

pies and the spectroscopic ally calculated entropies of C|oHg was

studied. The agreement is satisfactory within the experimental

uncertainties.

Microwave spectra of molecules of astro physical interest. XV.
Propyne, A. Bauer, D. Boucher, J. Burie, J. Demaison, and

A. Dubrulle, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 537-558

(1979).

Key words: interstellar molecules; line strengths;

microwave spectra; molecular constants; propyne; radio as-

tronomy; rotational transitions.

The microwave spectrum of propyne is critically reviewed for

information applicable to radio-astronomy. Molecular data such

as the derived rotational constants, centrifugal distortion

parameters, hyperfine coupling constants, electric dipole mo-
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ment, and molecular structure are tabulated. The observed

rotational transitions are presented for the astronomically in-

teresting isotopic forms and the lowest lying vibrational state of

propyne. Calculated rotational transitions are presented for the

ground vibrational state of '^C = "CH, "^CHa "C = "CH,
"CKi '^C = '^CH and '^C = "CH, and for the vibra-

tionally excited state I'm of '^CH, "C = "CH.

A correlation of the viscosity and thermal conductivity data of

gaseous and liquid propane, P. M. Holland and H. J. M. Han-
ley, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 2, 559-576 ( 1979).

Key words: correlated data; critical point enhancement;
data evaluation; propane; thermal conductivity; viscosity.

Data for the viscosity and thermal conductivity of gaseous

and liquid propane have been evaluated and represented by

empirical functions developed in previous work. Tables of

values are presented for the range 140-500 K for pressures to

50 MPa (= 500 atm). The viscosities are estimated to have un-

certainties of about ± 5%, with corresponding uncertainties of

the thermal conductivities of about ± 8%. It is stressed that the

data base should be improved. As in our work with other fluids,

the anomalous contribution to the thermal conductivity in the

vicinity of the critical point is included.

Volume 8, No. 3

Microwave spectra of molecules of astrophysical interest. XVI.
Methyl formate, A. Bauder, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No.
3, 583-618 ( 1979).

Key "words: internal rotation; interstellar molecules; line

strengths; methyl formate; microwave spectrum; radio as-

tronomy; rotational transitions.

The microwave spectrum of methyl formate is critically

reviewed for information applicable to radio astronomy. The
review is based on new laboratory measurements in the

frequency range from 8 GHz to 58 GHz. Molecular data such

as the derived rotational constants, centrifugal distortion

parameters, internal rotation parameters, electric dipole mo-
ment and molecular structure are tabulated. Since the primary

objective is to provide microwave spectral transitions applicable

to radio astronomy observations, the review encompasses only

the ground state rotational spectrum of the most abundant
isotopic form of methyl formate, H'^C'^Oj'^CHa. While all mea-
sured transitions are included, the predicted transitions were
limited to J « 1 2 in the range of 900 MHz to 250 GHz.

Molecular structures of gas-phase polyatomic molecules deter-

mined by spectroscopic methods, M. D. Harmony, V. W. Lau-

rie, R. L. Kuczkowski, R. H. Schwendeman, D. A. Ramsay,
F. J. Lovas, W. J. Lafferty, and A. G. Maki, J. Phys. Chem.
Ref. Data 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

Key words: bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase

polyatomic molecules; gas-phase spectroscopy; microwave
spectroscopy; molecular conformation; molecular spec-

troscopy; molecular structure; molecules; structure.

Spectroscopic data related to the structures of polyatomic

molecules in the gas phase have been reviewed, critically evalu-

ated, and compiled. All reported bond distances and angles

have been classified as equilibrium (r^), average (r^), substitu-

tion (r,), or effective (r„) parameters, and have been given a

quality rating which is a measure of the parameter uncertainty.

The surveyed literature includes work from all of the areas of

gas-phase spectroscopy from which precise quantitative struc-

tural information can be derived. Introductory material includes

defmitions of the various types of parameters and a description

of the evaluation procedure.

Critically evaluated rate constants for gaseous reactions of

several electronically excited species, K. Schofield, J. Phys.

Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 3, 723-798 (1979).

Key words: activation energies; electronically excited

states; evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular correla-

tions; quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reac-

tive channels; recommended data; relaxation processes;

review.

An extensive evaluation is presented of the available gas

phase chemical kinetic rate constants for the interactions of the

low lying electronic states of several atoms and molecules with

numerous collision partners. These include the following

excited states: C(2'D2,2'So), N(2^D3,2.5,2,2='P,„,3,2), P(3^D3,2.

.5/2,3='P„2.3/2). S(3'D2,3'S„), Se(4^P„,4'Dj,,4'S„), Te( 5'P,.„,5'D2,

5'So), CO(<r'n,a'3S+, </'A,e^S-,^'n ), CS(am,Am), OH(A^'L*),

OD(/l='2+), 02(c'5;„-,<:«A„,/1^2„+,B=5;„-), and SzCa'A^fe'S/,/!

^2„*,B^S„"). Wherever possible, recommended values are sug-

gested. Much of the data refers only to room temperature. To
facilitate the evaluation, collision-free radiative lifetimes often

have been required. These also have been evaluated and are

presented. The mechanisms of the interactions and the various

potential kinetic channels are discussed. These include such

processes as chemical reactions, electronic quenching to the

ground electronic state, electronic cross relaxation to an ad-

jacent excited state, and for molecules, vibrational and rota-

tional relaxation processes within the excited state. A complete

coverage of the literature published prior to 1978 has been at-

tempted.

A review, evaluation, and correlation of the phase equilibria,

heat of mixing, and change in volume on mixing for liquid

mixtures of methane + ethane, M. J. Hiza, R. C. Miller, and

A. J. Kidnay, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 3, 799-816

( 1979).

Key words: binary mixtures; data correlation; excess

volumes; heat of mixing; liquid-vapor equilibria; methane
¥ ethane.

The available experimental data for liquid equilibria, heat of

mixing, and change in volume on mixing for the methane -I-

ethane system have been reviewed and where possible evalu-

ated for consistency. The derived properties chosen for analysis

and correlation were liquid mixture excess Gibbs energies,

Henry's constants, and K values. Data sets, selected on the

basis of the consistency tests applied, were correlated as func-

tions of temperature and composition to provide internally con-

sistent sets of property values suitable for engineering design

calculations.

Energy levels of aluminum, Al 1 through Al xiii, W. C. Martin

and R. Zalubas, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 3, 817-864

(1979).

Key words: aluminum; atomic energy levels; atomic spec-

tra; electron configurations; ionization potentials.

Energy level data are given for the atom and all positive ions

of aluminum (Z= 13). These data have been critically com-
piled, mainly from published material on measurements and
analyses of the optical spectra. We have derived or recalculated

the levels for a number of the ions. In addition to the level

value in cm~' and the parity, the J value and the configuration

and term assignments are listed if known. Leading percentages

from the calculated eigenvectors are tabulated wherever availa-

ble. Ionization energies are given for all spectra.

Energy levels of calcium, Ca l through Ca xx, J. Sugar and C.

Coriiss, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 3, 865-916 ( 1979).

Key words: atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; calcium

energy levels.
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The energy levels of the calcium atom in all of its stages of

ionization, as derived from the analyses of atomic spectra, have

been critically compiled. In cases where only line classifications

are reported in the literature, level values have been derived.

Electron configurations, term designations, J-values, experimen-

tal g-values, and ionization energies are included. Calculated

percentages of the two leading components of the eigenvectors

of the levels are given.

Simplification of tliermodynamic calculations through dimension-

less entropies, K. S. Pitzer and L. Brewer, J. Phys. Chem. Ref.

Data 8, No. 3, 917-920 (1979).

Key words: dimensionless entropies; thermodynamic func-

tions.

The advantages of using thermodynamic quantities divided by

the gas constant (HIR, G/R, etc.) in calculations are described.

It is recommended that thermodynamic tables be presented in

this form, so that the entries are either dimensionless or in units

of kelvins.

Volume 8, No. 4

Evaluated activity and osmotic coefficients for aqueous solutions:

Iron chloride and the bi-univalent compounds of nickel and
cobalt, R N. Goldberg, R. L. Nuttall, and B. R. Staples, J.

Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 923-1004 (1979).

Key words: activity coefficient; cobalt; critical evaluation;

electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel; osmotic coef-

ficients; solutions; thermodynamic properties.

A critical evaluation of the mean activity and osmotic coeffi-

cients in aqueous solutions of iron chloride, nickel chloride,

perchlorate, and nitrate and twenty-nine bi-univalent com-
pounds of cobalt at 298.15 K is presented. Osmotic coefficients

were calculated from direct vapor pressure measurements, from
isopiestic measurements, from freezing point depression mea-
surements, and from vapor pressure osmometry measurements.
Given are empirical coefficients for three different correlating

equations, obtained by a weighted least squares fit of the ex-

perimental data, and tables consisting of the activity coeffi-

cients of the compounds, the osmotic coefficients and activity

of water, and the excess Gibbs energy of the solution as func-

tions of the molality for each electrolyte system. The literature

coverage is through the computerized version of Chemical Ab-
stracts of April 1979.

Evaluated activity and osmotic coefficients for aqueous solutions:

Bi-univalent compounds of lead, copper, manganese, and

uranium, R. N. Goldberg, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No.

4, 1005-1050 (1979).

Key words: activity coefficient; copper; critical evaluation;

electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; osmotic

coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic properties; uranium.

A critical evaluation of the mean activity and osmotic coeffi-

cients in aqueous solutions of twelve bi-univalent compounds of

lead, copper, manganese and uranium at 298.15 K is presented.

Osmotic coefficients were calculated from direct vapor pressure

measurements, from isopiestic measurements and from freezing

point depression measurements. Activity coefficients were cal-

culated from electromotive force measurements on galvanic

cells without transference. Given are empirical coefficients for

three different correlating equations, obtained by a weighted

least squares fit of the experimental data, and tables consisting

of the activity coefficients of the compounds, the osmotic coef-

ficients and activity of water, and the excess Gibbs energy of

the solution as functions of the molality for each electrolyte

system. The literature coverage is through the computerized

version of Chemical Abstracts of April 1979.

Microwave spectra of molecules of astrophysical interest. XV
Dimethyl ether, F. J. Lovas, H. Lutz, and H. Dreizler, J. Ph

Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 1051-1 108 (1979).

Key words: dimethyl ether; internal rotation; interstel

molecules; microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; ro

tional transitions.

The microwave spectrum of dimethyl et

(methoxymethane) is critically reviewed and supplemen

through calculations which include the contributions of intei

rotation and centrifugal distortion in the molecular Hamilt<

an. The primary objective of this review is to pro\

microwave spectral transitions applicable to molecular radio

tronomy for the ground vibrational state rotational spectrun

the most abundant isotopic form of dimethyl ether, ""CHa

'^H,. While all measured rotational transitions are indue

the predicted transition frequencies were limited to J s 1 f

the range 1 GHz to 300 GHz. In order to provide a comp
summary of the laboratory studies on dimethyl ether, the n

tional constants of the less abundant isotopic species

excited torsional states are also tabulated and all reported r<

tional studies are referenced.

Energy levels of potassium, K i through K xix, C. Corliss :

J Sugar, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 1109-1

(1979).

Key words: atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; potassi

energy levels.

Data on the energy levels of the potassium atom in all of

stages of ionization, as derived from the analyses of atoi

spectra, have been critically compiled. In cases where only I

classifications are reported in the literature, level values h;

been derived. Electron configurations, term designations,

values, experimental g-values, and ionization energies are

eluded.

Electrical resistivity of copper, gold, palladium, and silver, R.

Matula, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 1147-12

(1979).

Key words: copper; critical evaluation; data analysis; d:

compilation; data evaluation; data extraction; data synth

is; electrical resistivity; elements; gold; metals; moll

metals; palladium; precious metals; reference data; silv

solid state physics; transport properties.

In this work, recommended values for the electrical resistiv

as a function of temperature from the cryogenic region to w
beyond the melting point are given for bulk pure copper, go

palladium, and silver. In addition to the total electrical resisti

ty values for the solid state, intrinsic electrical resistivity valt

are presented from cryogenic temperatures to the meiti

point. The values are corrected for the change in geometry d

to thermal expansion. The recommendations are based

theoretical considerations and on the experimental data fou

in the open literature. That available experimental d<

together with information pertaining to the specimen char;

terization and measurement conditions are included in t

work. The methods of data evaluation and other consideratic

used in arriving at the recommendations are described. For l

solid state, an interpolation scheme is given to aid in the det

mination of values between those supplied in the tables; for

liquid state, equations are given.
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5.3. DIMENSIONS/NBS, ARTICLE TITLES ONLY

This monthly magazine is published to inform scientists, en-

gineers, businessmen, industry, teachers, students, and con-

sumers of the latest advances in science and technology, with

primary emphasis on the work at NBS.
DIMENSIONS/NBS highlights and reviews such issues as

energy research, fire protection, building technology, metric

conversion, pollution abatement, health and safety, and con-

sumer product performance. In addition, DIMENSIONS/NBS
reports the results of Bureau programs in measurement stan-

dards and techniques, properties of matter and materials, en-

gineering standards and services, instrumentation, and auto-

matic data processing.

January-February 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28 (1979).

Key words: analytical chemistry; ion-chromatography; law

enforcement standards; materials properties; measurement
science; science students; SRM; titanium alloy.

Good as Gold?, S. Washburn
Frontiers of Measurement Science, M. Baum
Getting Federal Research to the Grass Roots, G. Lindsteadt

Seeing the Human Side of Science, S. Liberman
Government and Industry Officials Discuss EMI Problems, F.

McGehan
New Method for Assessing Building Code Benefits and Costs,

M. Heyman
Predicting Materials Properties of Polymers, C. Hans
Tungsten Concentrate Standard Reference Material

New Analytical Chemistry Technique Being Used at NBS: lon-

Chromatography, W. Koch
Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

March 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 3, 1-28 (1979).

Key words: appropriations; fusion diagnostics; gravity

waves; laser-interferometer; microwave measurements;
non-destructive evaluation; pipe welds; standard; x-ray

image.

Microwave Measurements on Snowpacks, F. McGehan
NBS Budget Request, S. Washburn
Casting Light on Nature's Ways, F. McGehan
Measurement Services for Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Evalua-

tion, D. Eitzen

National Load Standard Being Revised, M. Heyman
X-Ray Image Magnification Technique Developed, M. Ku-

riyama

Evaluating Pipeline Welds, L. Mordfin

Fusion Diagnostics: Spectrum of Molybdenum Ion Determined,

J. Reader
Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

April 1979

Key words: computer interface standards; computers;

cryogenic temperature; energy; energy savings; industrial

robots; network services; SRM's.

Giving a Robot the Eye, M. Baum
Arabian Days and Nights at NBS, M. Heyman
Summer Energy-Saving Tips, M. Heyman
Government Adopts Three Computer Interface Standards, S.

Lichtenstein

Cryogenic Temperature Reference Device, R. Soulen

A Methodology for Selecting Interactive Computer Services, S.

Mamrak
River Sediment and Urban Particulate SRM's
Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

May 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 (1979).

Key words: aluminum SRM's; computer systems; 'electron

microscopy; group decisions; properties of steam; space;

Stirling refrigerators.

Impossibility of Group Decisions, C. Johnson

Space Behaves as Einstein Expected, D. Orr

Colder Than Cold, K. Armstrong

Small Computer Systems Excluded from Interface Standards, S.

Lichtenstein

A Powerhouse at NBS: Properties of Steam, A. L. Sengers

Standard Reference Material for Scanning Electron Microscopy

Reissued, D. Ballard

Two Aluminum SRM's Available

Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

June 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Key words: building rehabilitation; energy measurements;

energy-related inventions; environment; precision power;

radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar energy; toxic sub-

stances.

Cities in Renaissance, G. Lupton

Keeping Tabs on Toxicity, M. Heyman
WANTED: Better Energy Ideas, S. Lieberman

NBS Publishes Upwiated Survey of State Solar Energy Legisla-

tion, M. Heyman
Characterizing South Pole Aerosols with the Raman

Microprobe, W. C. Cunningham and W. Zoller

Units of Measurement for Radioactivity, L. Barbrow

Precision Power and Energy Measurements, F. L. Hermach
Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

July/August 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 (1979). DIM/NBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).
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Key words: computer network; computer standards; fire

safety; gamma-ray spectroscopy; matrix-isolation; metric

conversion; satellite system.

Common Sense Approach to Metric Conversion, J. Odom
Fire Safety for Health Care Facilities, M. Heyman
Einstein's Theories and a New Satellite System, C. Smith

NBS Seeks Proposals for Computer Standards Development
and for Systems Security Program, S. Lichtenstein

New Computer Network for NBS, R. J. Carpenter, J. Sokol, Jr.,

and J. E. Malcolm
Scientific Tools for the Art World: Autoradiography and

Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy, D. Garrett

Matrix-Isolation Raman Spectroscopy, D. S. King and J. C.

Stephenson

Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

September 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).

Key words: calibrations; energy; fluid mixtures; light;

liquefied natural gas; measurements; microwaves; super
spring; ultraviolet radiation.

Happy Anniversary, NBS/Boulder
Radar to the Rescue, F. P. McGehan
Accurate Measurement of Ultraviolet Radiation, J. L. Linsky

Liquefied Natural Gas: An Energy Alternative, G. Porter and
K. Higgins

Assessing LNG Tank Volume Calibrations, K. Higgins and M.
Baum

First Direct Frequency Measurement of Visible Light Reported,
K. M. Evenson, D. A. Jennings and F. R. Petersen

Generic Technique for Accurately Predicting the Thermophysi-
cal Properties of Fluid Mixtures, N. Olien

Super Spring, J. E. Faller and R. L. Rinker

Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

Meeting Mother Nature on Her Own Turf, G. Porter

The Precisely Precessing Proton, M. Baum
Fire Safety Tips for Wood-Burning Appliances, S. Liberman
Tenth Anniversary of NBS-TAPPI Collaborative Reference

Paper Program, Dr. Lashof

NBS Announces Four Computer Interface Standards, S.

Radack
New Photometric Calibrator Performs Direct Measurement, D.

Swyt
Girth Weld Standards for Alaskan Natural Gas Pipeline, R.

Reed
"Ultra-Black" Coating for High Absorptance of Solar Energy,

C. Johnson
Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

December 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 (1979).

Key words: chemical degradation; coal conversion; coal

gasifier; computers; data; metric; refractory concrete;

resource conservation and recovery.

Protecting Citizens' Rights, S. Radack
Once Is Not Enough, G. Porter

Guidelines for the Use of Modernized Metric System

Refractory Concrete Strength Measured Under Simulated

Usage, E. Fuller

Chemical Degradation of Refractory Liners in Coal Gasifier

Systems, F. Mauer
Data Centers Established to Aid Coal Conversion Industry, R.

Dobbyn
Conferences . _ . • .

Publications .
,

Index

News Briefs

October 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 (1979).

Key words: cardiac pacemakers; computer standards; fire

safety; molybdenum; network measurement; semiconduc-
tors; SRM's; standards.

Fighting Fire with Fire Research, M. Heyman
The New, Improved Computer Standards Program, S. Radack
A Little Less Witchery, a Little More Craft, M. Baum
Science on Safety's Side, S. Lieberman
Neutron Radiography of Cardiac Pacemaker Batteries, D. Gar-

rett

The Network Measurement Instrument, M. D. Abrams
Molybdenum Temperature Standard Reference Material

Two Total Protein Standards Available

Conferences

Publications

News Briefs

November 1979

DIM/NBS 63, No. II, 1-36 (1979).

Key words: Alaskan pipeline; computers; corrosion; fire

safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator;

safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coat-

ing.
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5.4. MONOGRAPHS

Major contributions to the technical literature on various

subjects related to the Bureau's scientific and technical activi-

ties.

Monogr. 25, Section 16. Standard x-ray diffraction powder pat-

terns. Section 16—Data for 86 substances, M. C. Morris, H.

F. McMurdie, E. H. Evans, B. Paretzkin, J. H. de Groot, C.

R. Hubbard, and S. J. Carmel, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Monogr. 25, Sec. 16, 190 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-
02128-8.

Key words: crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice

constants; peak intensities; powder patterns; reference in-

tensities; standard; x-ray diffraction.

Standard x-ray diffraction patterns are presented for 87 sub-

stances. Fifty-nine of these patterns represent experimental data

and 28 are calculated. The experimental x-ray powder diffrac-

tion patterns were obtained with an x-ray diffractometer. All

d-values were assigned Miller indices determined by com-
parison with computed interplanar spacings consistent with

space group extinctions. The densities and lattice constants

were calculated and the refractive indices were measured
whenever possible. The calculated x-ray powder diffraction pat-

terns were computed from published crystal structure data.

Both peak height and integrated intensities are reported for the

calculated patterns.

Monogr. 163. Measurement assurance for gage blocks, C.

Croarkin, J. Beers, and C. Tucker, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Monogr. 163, 78 pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-02023-I

.

Key words: calibration; gage blocks; length; measurement
assurance; measurement process control; systematic error;

uncertainty.

This monograph is intended for those who need to know on
a continuing basis the uncertainty of their gage block calibra-

tion procedure. A general discussion of the philosophy of mea-
surement assurance is given first. Then three levels of measure-

ment assurance programs are outlined showing how control

over the measurement process can be maintained and how the

offset (or systematic error) from the unit of length maintained

by the National Bureau of Standards can be made negligible.

Monogr. 164. Electromagnetic boundary-value problems based

upon a modification of residue calculus and function theoretic

techniques, J. P. Montgomery and D. C. Chang, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Monogr. 164, 183 pages (June 1979) SN003-
003-02075-3.

Key words: closed systems; electromagnetic problems;

functional theoretic techniques; modified residue calculus;

open systems; remote sensing.

The solution of a number of electromagnetic problems, in

both closed and open systems, using the modified residue cal-

culus and functional theoretic techniques is presented.

The solutions start with known closed region problems and
then are extended to new closed region problems and finally to

several open region problems.

Specific problems considered for the closed region are: 1 )

the trifurcated waveguide; 2) the dielectrically loaded trifur-

cated waveguide; 3) the N-furcated waveguide; 4) the dielectri-

cally loaded N-furcated waveguide; 5) determination of the

Eigenvalues of ridged waveguide; and 6) scattering by a dielec-

tric stop.

Open region problems considered are: I) a parallel plate

radiating into a homogeneous half-space; 2) a finite phased
array; 3) remote sensing of the earth using parallel plate

waveguides; 4) a flanged wave-guide radiating into a half-space;

5) scattering by a thick semi-infinite plane; and 6) radiation

from a slot in a waveguide wall.

Some suggested extension of the techniques to other types of

problems is also included.

Monogr. 1 65 . An institutional plan for developing national stan-

dards with special reference to environment, safety, and
health, B. W. Steiner, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Monogr. 165,

24 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02094-0.

Key words: energy standards; environmental standards;

safety and health standards; standards development.

This plan was commissioned to provide a framework for the

development of all essential non-nuclear energy-related, en-

vironmental, safety, and health (ES&H) standards for the

private sector to coincide with the commercialization of new
energy technologies. The development of such standards in the

United States is a subset of the development of technological

standards. Such standards consist of two basic types: "limit

standards," which establish system performance criteria and

"compliance measurement standards," which establish methods
for the demonstration of compliance with "limit standards."

The system addressed in this repiort encompasses four basic ele-

ments: ( 1 ) Hazards, (2) Limit Standards, (3) Evidence of Com-
pliance, and (4) Compliance Measurement Standards. The
unabridged version of the standards development process con-

tains 39 discrete steps, each of which consists of intermediate

stages. These are described here in the context of ten essential

standards management functions. Some essential components in

a comprehensive system, such as the voluntary standards

bodies, already exist. However, to carry out many of the other

functions effectively, new organizations would be required. The
operation of the entire process is described in terms of a

hypothetical example.
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5.5. HANDBOOKS

Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice

(including safety codes) developed in cooperation with in-

terested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory

bodies.

H44, 1979 Edition. Specifications, tolerances, and other techni-

cal requirements for weighing and measuring devices, H. F.

Wollin, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Handb. 44, 1979 Edi-

tion, 213 pages (Dec. 1979) SN003-003-02143-I

.

Key words: length-measuring devices; liquid-measuring

devices; measures; scales; specifications; taximeters;

tolerances; volume-measuring devices; weighing devices;

weights.

This Handbook supersedes National Bureau of Standards

Handbook 44, Fourth Edition, published in 1971 and includes

amendments to the Handbook through 1978 that were sub-

sequently published in the form of replacement sheets. It also

includes the amendments that were adopted by the 64th Na-
tional Conference on Weights during its annual meeting on July

22-27, 1979, in Portland, Oregon. This edition was developed

by the Committee on Specifications and Tolerances of the Na-
tional Conference on Weights and Measures, with the

assistance of the Office of Weights and Measures of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards.

The National Bureau of Standards has a statutory responsi-

bility for "cooperation with the states in securing uniformity of

weights and measures laws and methods of inspection." This

Handbook is published in partial fulfillment of that responsibili-

ty-

H 105-3. Specifications and toierances for reference standards

and field standard weights and measures. 3. Specifications and
tolerances for graduated neck type volumetric field standards,

B. C. Keysar, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Handh. 105-3 Revised,

23 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-02044-3.

Key words: bottom loading; field standard provers; field

standards; field standard test measures; provers; specifica-

tions; standards: test measures; tolerances; vapor recovery.

These specifications and tolerances are recommended as

minimum requirements for standards used in the field by State

and local weights and measures officials and others in quantity

determinations of liquid commodities.

HI07, Revised. American National Standard N43.1; Radiologi-

cal safety in the design and operation of particle accelerators.

(ANSI N43. 1-1978), E. H. Eisenhower, Chairman, ANSI
Subcommittee N43, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Handb. 107

Revised, 24 pages (May 1979) SN003-003-02064-8.

Key words: accelerator design; accelerator operation;

health physics; particle accelerators; radiation measure-

ments; radiation protection; standard.

This American National Standard provides the basic con-

siderations essential to the safe operation of a particle accelera-

tor. It applies principally to particle accelerators with primary

energies less than 100 MeV. It considers the characteristics of

and controls for radiations as they affect accelerator design,

0|>erating procedures, and exposure evaluation. The section on
radiation protection design criteria includes radiation shielding

considerations and the use of safety systems. Operational health

physics requirements are treated extensively, and radiation

measurements are discussed in terms of the types of radiation

that may be produced and proper techniques for monitoring.

The final section, on dose assessment, includes basic exposure

considerations such as maximum permissible dose and dose

equivalent.

HI 28. Vibration isolation: Use and characterization, J. C. Snow-

don, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Handb. 128, 129 pages (May
1979) SN003-003-02065-6.

Key words: antivibration mounting; damping; dynamic pro-

perties; industrial engineering; isolation; machinery and
equipment; mechanical impedance; mechanical vibrations;

noise control; transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibra-

tions.

The results of a search and critical evaluation of the litera-

ture pertinent to both the use and the characterization of the

performance of antivibration mountings for the control of noise

and vibration are described. First to be discussed are the static

and dynamic properties of rubberlike materials that are suited

for use in antivibration mountings. This is followed by analyses

of the simple (one-stage) mounting system and its subsequent,

impaired performance when second-order resonances occur

either in the isolator (wave effects) or in the structure of the

mounted item itself (nonrigid supporting feet). A discussion is

then given to the performance of the compound or two-stage

mounting system which possesses superior isolation properties

for high frequencies. Next, the four-p>ole parameter technique

of anaiysi- is described and applied, in general terms, to the

characterization of the performance of an antivibration mount-

ing with wave effects for both the cases where either the sup-

porting foundation or mounted item are nonrigid. The adopted

methods for the direct measurement of antivibration-mounting

performance are described, followed by an explanation of how
this same experimental determination of transmissibility can

also be made using an indirect measurement technique based

upon four-pole parameter analysis considerations. Finally,

recommendations for future work in various areas of research

on antivibration mountings are given.

HI 29. .American National Standard N538; Classification of in-

dustrial ionizing radiation gauging devices. (ANSI N538-
1979), E. H. Eisenhower, ANSI Subcommittee N43-3.2, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Handb. 129, 29 pages (Oct. 1979)

SN003-003-02 135-1.

Key words: device safety performance classification;

gauges; gauging devices; ionizing radiation; radiation mea-

surements; radiation safety; standard.

This American National Standard applies to the radiation

safety aspects of gauging devices, commonly called gauges,

which use sealed radioactive sources or x-ray tubes for the

determination or control of thickness, density, level, interface

location, or qualitative or quantitative chemical composition.

This standard establishes a system for classification of gauging

devices based on performance specifications relating to radia-

tion safety. In addition to specific tests for both use conditions

and accident conditions, guidelines for other safety features and

considerations are presented. This standard does not apply to

the measurement performance of gauging devices.
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5.6. SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NBS, NBS
annual reports, and other special publications appropriate to

this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliogra-

phies.

SP260. 1979-80 Edition. NBS Standard Reference Materials

Catalog— 1979-80 Edition, R. W. Seward, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.). Spec. Publ. 260, 1979-80 edition, 107 pages (Apr.

1979) SN003-003-02048-6.

Key words: analysis; certification; characterization; com-
position; properties; research materials; special reference
materials; standard reference materials.

This Catalog lists those Standard Reference Materials

(SRM's), Research Materials (RM's), and Special Reference
Materials (GM's) that are available from the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS), and those that are soon to be available.

The Catalog describes these materials as to their certified

characterization, unit size, and type, as well as providing order-

ing information. Prices for these materials are listed separately

in annual supplements to this Catalog.

SP260-S8. Standard reference materials: SRM 1470: Polyester

film for oxygen gas transmission measurements, J. D. Barnes
and G. M. Martin, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-
58, 43 pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02077-0.

Key words: gas transmission rate; manometric technique;

oxygen; permeability; poly(ethylene terephthalate); stan-

dard reference material; temf>erature coefficient; time-lag.

This report presents information which should be of interest

l| to users of NBS Standard Reference Material 1470. This SRM
takes the form of 23 ^im thick sheets of poly(ethylene

terephthalate) film. The gas transmission rates of these films

with respect to oxygen gas have been carefully analyzed. We
describe where the film comes from, how it is packaged, and
how it should be conditioned prior to measuring. The steps

which were taken to characterize a random sample of sheets

from the production lot of the SRM are discussed in detail. The
gas transmission rates and the time-lags of 22 films were mea-
sured using a state-of-the-art electronic manometric permeation
facility. The temperature dependence of the permeability was
determined over the temperature range 288 K to 310 K. A
small pressure effect was found which is thought to be an ar-

tifact. The statistical measures which were derived from the

data are discussed in detail. It is concluded that the largest

source of variability is from one sample to another with a coef-

ficient of variation amounting to 4 percent. A brief discussion

of units for expressing permeabilities is given. Effects due to

thermal conditioning ("aging") and outgassing are discussed.

SP260-62. Standard reference materials: SRM 768: Tempera-
ture reference standard for use below 0.5 K, R. J. Soulen, Jr.

and R, B. Dove, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-62,

47 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02047-8.

Key words: AuAl,; Auln^; Be; cryogenic temperature scale;

fixed points; Ir; superconductivity; thermometry; W.

Cryogenic temperature scales are now available (viz., the

newly created EPT-76 [ 1 ) ) which are quite accurate and which

extend deep into the cryogenic region (as low as 0.5 K). It is

the region below 0.5 K where no formal scale exists which is

of concern here. By developing a compact device which pro-

vides five reference temperatures from 0.015 K to 0.21 K, the

authors hope to provide a lingua franca by which experimental

results from different laboratories involving the parameter tem-

perature may be meaningfully compared.

Such a device, designated SRM 768, is now available and
consists of a self-contained assembly of coils and five samples

which can be used to provide in situ temperature calibration.

Simple room temperature electronics readily permit the obser-

vation of the five narrow and highly reproducible supercon-

ducting phase transitions. These phase transitions have been as-

signed temperature values by means of fundamental thermome-
ters used at the National Bureau of Standards. Provided that

care is exercised in reducing the magnetic field acting upon the

device, the user can confidently expect to achieve a tempera-

ture reproducibility and traceability to the NBS temperature

scale of ± 0.3 mK.

SP260-63. Standard reference materials: A reference method for

the determination of potassium in serum, R. A. Velapoldi, R.

C. Paule, R. Schaffer, J. Mandel, L. A. Machlan, and J. W.
Gramlich, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-63,, 104

pages (May 1979) SN003-003-02068-1

.

Key words: clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; definitive

method; electrolytes; flame atomic emission spectroscopy;

reference method; semiautomated pipetting; serum potassi-

um analysis; statistical analysis.

Guided by a committee of experts in clinical chemistry, a

reference method was established for the determination of

serum potassium based on flame atomic emission spectroscopy

(FAES). Its accuracy was evaluated by comparing the values

obtained by use of the method in 12 laboratories against the

results obtained by a definitive analytical method based on

isotope dilution-mass spectrometry (IDMS). Seven serum pools

with potassium concentrations in the range 1.319 to 7.326

mmol/L were analyzed. Manual and semiautomated pipetting

alternatives were tested using sample sizes of 5.0 and 0.25 mL,
respectively.

The laboratories used several different FAES instruments.

The results showed that the standard error for a single labora-

tory's performance of the procedure ranged from 0.049 to

0.063 mmol/L with a maximum bias of 0.065 mmol/L over the

range of concentrations studied. These values were within the

accuracy and precision goals that had been set by the commit-

tee. The results from the two pipetting techniques were similar.

The calibration curve data showed excellent linearity over the

total concentration range, with 20 of 22 curves having standard

deviations of fit of 0.075 mmol/L or less.

With appropriate experimental design, the reference method

may be used to establish the accuracy of field methods as well

as to determine reference sodium values for pooled sera.

SP260-6S. Standard reference materials: Micro-homogeneity

studies of NBS standard reference materials, NBS research

materials, and other related samples, R. B. Marinenko, K. F.

J. Heinrich, and F. C. Ruegg, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 260-65, 84 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 14-1

.

Key words: digital periodic integrator; electron

microprobe; homogeneity; standard reference materials;

steel.

A simple routine technique for studying homogeneity in the

micrometer range with the electron microprobe has been
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developed. For graphic display, a digital periodic integrator is

used. In conjunction with scalers and a stepping motor on the

sample stage, traces similar to industrial control charts based

on a comparison of the experiment with the expected (Poisson)

counting statistics are quickly obtained. A computer program
has been developed to numerically evaluate sample homogenci
ty-

Several Standard Reference Materials (SRMs) have been
tested. These include the iron and steels (SRMs 661-664, 461.

and 463), the gold-copper and gold-silver alloys (SRMs 481

and 482), the tungsten-20 percent molybdenum alloy (SRM
480), cartridge brass (SRM 478), the iron-chromium-nickel
alloy (SRM 479a). A Research Material, Glasses for Microanal-
ysis (RM-30), has also been tested.

SP260-66. Standard reference materials: Didymium glass filters

for calibrating the wavelength scale of spectrophotome-

ters—SRM 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2014, W. H. Venable, Jr.

and K. L. Eckerle. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-
66, 85 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-02 127-0.

Key words: bandwidth; didymium glass filter; passband
centroid; spectrophotometer; transmittance; wavelength

standard.

This publication presents the use of didymium glass filters as

Standard Reference Materials (SRM). The standard reference

materials are labeled 2009, 2010, 2013 and 2014 depending on
size and method of calibration. The certification and uncertain-

ties are also discussed. An appendix with background material

and terminology is included. Wavelengths of minimum trans-

mittance and inflection points in the transmittance curve are

certified to be at specified wavelength and provide a con-

venient method of calibrating the passband centroid of spec-

trophotometers with bandwidths between 1.5 and 10.5 nm.

SP260-67. Standard reference materials: A reference method for

the determination of chloride in serum, R. A. Velapoldi, R.

C. Paule, R. Schaffer, J. Mandel, T. J. Murphy, and J. W.
Gramlich, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-67, 97

pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-003-02 136-9.

Key words: amperometry; chloride analysis; clinical analy-

sis; clinical chemistry; coulometry; definitive method; elec-

trolytes; reference method; serum chloride analysis; statisti-

cal analysis.

Guided by a committee of experts in clinical chemistry, a

reference method was established for the determination of

serum chloride based on a coulometric titration-amperometric

end-point determination (C-A). Its accuracy was evaluated by

comparing the values obtained by use of the method in 14

laboratories against the results obtained by a definitive analyti-

cal method based on isotop>e dilution-mass spectrometry

(IDMS). Seven serum pools with chloride concentrations in the

range 79.2 to 1 16.8 mmol/L were analyzed. Micro- and

macropipetting alternatives were tested using sample sizes of

0.010-0.100 and 5.0 mL, respectively.

The laboratories used several different C-A instruments. The
results showed that the standard error for a single laboratory's

performance of the procedure was approximately 1 .0 mmoI/L
with a maximum bias of 0.5 mmol/L over the range of concen-

trations studied. These values are within the accuracy and

precision goals that had been set by the committee. The results

from the micro- and macropipetting techniques were similar.

The calibration curve data showed excellent linearity over the

total concentration range, with 12 of 14 curves having standard

deviation of fit of less than 0.80 mmol/L.

With appropriate experimental design, the reference method

may be used to establish the accuracy of field methods as well

as to determine reference chloride values for pooled sera.

SP305. Supplement 10. Publications of the National Bureau ol

Standards 1978 Catalog. A compilation of abstracts and kej

word and author indexes, B. L. Burris and R. J. Morehouse'

Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 305, Suppl. 10, 679

pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02069-9.
r

Key words: abstracts, NBS publications; key words; publi-j

cations.
,

This 10th supplement to Special Publication 305 of the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards lists the publications of the Bureau

issued between January 1 -December 31, 1978. It includes an

abstract of each publication (plus some earlier papers omitted

from Special Publication 305 Supplement 9), key-word and

author indexes; and general information and instructions about

NBS publications.

SP376. Ruler: 15 cm/6 in, with metric-customary units and

equivalent, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 376, both

sides (Reissued Jan. 1979) SN003-003-0 1080-4.

3111

fill

niii

Key words: centimeter; conversion; customary units; inch; ,

metric units.
^

This ruler provides metric linear measure ( 15 cm) and custo-'

mary-unit linear equivalents (approximately 6 inches) plus con-

version formula for effecting changes from customary to metric
j

units.

SP400-14. Semiconductor measurement technology: Thermal re-

sistance measurements osi power transistors, S. Rubin and F.

F. Oettinger, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-14, 69

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02050-8.

Key words: current crowding; die attachment evaluation;

junction temperature; measurement technology; power

transistors; semiconductor devices; thermal characteriza-

tion; thermal resistance; transistors.

A brief description of the idealized concept of thermal re-

sistance is given along with the problems and pitfalls encoun-

tered in applying the concept to power transistors. In addition,

the advantages and disadvantages of various electrical

techniques for measuring junction temperature (thermal re-

sistance) are described, and a preferred technique, in which the

forward-biased emitter-base junction is used as the tempera-

ture-sensitive parameter, is usable on all types of bipolar

transistors. The measurement procedure is relatively simple and

lends itself to industrial measurements as well as for referee

purposes. The power interruption circuitry is also relatively fast

and simple since only one device terminal is switched. The
preferred technique that was developed for measuring the ther-

mal resistance of power transistors has been adopted as EIA
Recommended Standard RS-313-B on Thermal Resistance

Measurements of Conduction Cooled Power Transistors, dated

October 1975.

SP400-38. Semiconductor measurement technology: Progress re-

port, October 1, 1976 to March 31, 1977, W. M. Bullis, Ed.,

Nat. Bur. Stand (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-38, 95 pages (Nov.

1979) SN003-003-02139-3.

Key words: auger electron spectroscopy; die attachment;

electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity; indium-

doped silicon; infrared refiectance; integrated circuits; line-

width measurements; oxidation; photolithography;

photovoltaic method; power-device grade silicon;

radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors, sheet;

scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor materials;

semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide; sil-

icon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test patterns; test

structures; thermally stimulated current and capacitance;

1 T
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toil

transistors; ultraviolet reflectance;

photoelectron spectroscopy.

VCE(SAT); x-ray

Ills
3| This progress report describes NBS activities directed toward

61! I'the development of methods of measurement for semiconduc-

tor materials, process control, and devices. Both in-house and

bontract efforts are included. The emphasis is on silicon device

Uchnologies. Principal accomplishments during this reporting

ijeriod included ( t ) refinement and extension of the analysis of

(the nondestructive, photovoltaic method for measuring radial

a;
jhesistivity variation of silicon slices; (2) development of a

[jfionor-addition technique for testing for the presence of X-
evels in indium-doped silicon; (3) development of a precision,

jWet chemical etching procedure for use in conjunction with x-

^fay photoelectron spectroscopy for profiling silicon dioxide-sil-

tcon interfaces; (4) completion of thermodynamic calculations

pf equilibrium sodium density in oxidation atmospheres con-

hcained in polycrystalline silicon tubes; (5) initial extensions of

ij:he line-width measurement procedure to partially transparent

pnd reflecting specimens and to submicrometer dimensions; and

i;6) completion of the development of a test pattern for charac-

terizing a large-scale-integration, silicon-on-sapphire process.

'iAlso reported is other ongoing work on materials characteriza-

tion by electrical and physical analysis methods, materials and
.procedures for wafer processing, photolithography, test pat-

.terns, and device inspection and test procedures. Supplementa-
jjry data concerning staff and publications are included as ap-

pendices.

5P400-47. Semiconductor measurement technology: The
theoretical and experimental study of the temperature and do-

i;
pant density dependence of hole mobility, effective mass, and

j

resistivity in boron-doped silicon, S. S. Li, Nai. Bur. Stand.

{U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-47, 50 pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-

ij

003-02140-7.

j

Key words: boron-doped silicon; dopant density; effective

' mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mobility;

lattice scattering mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; scat-

tering mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type silicon.

Theoretical expressions for computing resistivity and conduc-

I

tivity mobility of holes as functions of dopant density and tem-

perature have been derived for boron-doped silicon. The model
is applicable for dopant densities from 10" to 3 X 10'* cm""^ and
temperatures between 100 and 400 K.

I Using a three-band [i.e., heavy-hole, light-hole, and spin-orbit

: split (SO) bands] model, the hole mobility was calculated by

properly combining the contributions from scattering by lattice

phonons, ionized impurities, and neutral impurities. In addition,

the effects of hole-hole (h-h) scattering and nonparabolicity of

the light-hole band were taken into account in the mobility for-

mulation.

To verify our theoretical calculations, resistivity measure-

ments on nine boron-doped silicon slices with dopant densities

from 4.5 X lO" to 3.2 x 10'« cm-^ were performed for 100 «
T « 400 K, using a planar four-probe square-array test struc-

ture. Agreement between our calculated and measured resistivi-

ty values was within 6 percent over the entire range of dopant
density and temperature studied here. Excellent agreement

(within ±5 percent) between our calculated hole mobility

values and those of Thurber et. at was obtained for « 10'*

cm"*. These discrepancies are attributed to Wagner's neglect of

the effect of deionization of boron impurities at higher dopant

densities (i.e., he assumed hole density equal to the total boron
density).

Finally, formulations for the density-of-states effective mass,

conductivity effective mass, and Hall effective mass are

described, and the results are applied to the calculations of

hole masses in boron-doped silicon for 10'''«N^s 10" cm"''

and 50 « T « 500 K.

SP400-48. Semiconductor measurement technology: Spreading

resistance analysis for silicon layers with nonuniform resistivi-

ty, D. H Dickey and J R. Ehrstein, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Spec. Puhl. 400-48, 72 pages (May 1979) SN003-003-0206 1

-

3.

Key words: dopant profiles; resistivity; resistivity profiles;

semiconductor; silicon; spreading resistance.

A simple mathematical algorithm is developed for the calcu-

lation of resistivity depth profiles from spreading resistance

measurements on sectioned silicon device structures. It is ap-

plicable to structures consisting of one or more layers of the

same or differing conductivity types. The algorithm accounts

for modification of the sampling volume of the spreading re-

sistance probes due to nearby variations in depth of specimen

resistivity whether resulting from graded dopant distribution or

electrical boundaries, either insulating or conducting.

The algorithm is based on limiting case one- and two-dimen-

sional models of the conduction between the probes. Compared
with the traditional spreading resistance analysis algorithm

based on the three-dimensional boundary value solution of

Schumann and Gardner, the present work offers greatly

enhanced execution times even with a microcomputer, making
real time analysis for process control possible.

An experiment to test the accuracy of one of the limiting

models used is described. Profiles of a number of diffused

layers generated from spreading resistance measurements

analyzed by this algorithm are compared with profiles obtained

on replicate specimens using another electrical technique. In

addition, computer experiments are used for simple layer

models to compare results based on this algorithm with results

from the Schumann-Gardner approach.

SP400-50. Semiconductor measurement technology: Reliability

technology for cardiac pacemakers HI—A workshop report.

Report of a Workshop held at the National Bureau of Stan-

dards, Gaithersburg, MD, Oct. 19-20. 1977, H. A. Schafft,

Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-50, 134 pages

(June 1979) SN003-003 -02076-1.

Key words: automated testing; batteries; cardiac

pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; electrostatic-in-

duced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak testing;

measurement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture; non-

destructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; relia-

bility; semiconductor devices; welding.

The workshop, third in a series, served as a forum for

pacemaker manufacturers and other interested parties to ad-

dress technical questions relevant to the enhancement and as-

surance of cardiac pacemaker reliability. Extended summaries

are provided of 27 talks and of eight sets of group encounter

discussions on the following topic areas: microcalorimetric

measurements to evaluate nondestructively batteries used in

pacemakers; qualification procedures, end-of-life prediction,

and neutron radiography interrogation of lithium-based batte-

ries; measurement of moisture; moisture effects on the reliabili-

ty of pacemakers and components; electrostatic-induced

damage to semiconductor devices; procurement of high relia-

bility semiconductor components; automated testing of

pacemakers; actuarial analyses of lead and pacemaker failures;

pacemaker case welding processes; surface contamination mea-
surements; corrosion and accelerated tests for metallic materi-

als; and conformal coatings for pacemaker applications.

SP400-5 1 . Semiconductor measurement technology: A produc-

tion-compatible microelectronic test pattern for evaluating

photomask misalignment, T. J. Russell and D. A. Maxwell,

Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-51, 32 pages (Apr.

1979) SN003-003-02035-4.
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Key words: contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor;

electrical alignment resistor; semiconductor; silicon; test

pattern; test structures; visual alignment.

Microelectronic test pattern NBS-15 is composed of several

potentiometric, production-compatible electrical alignment re-

sistor test structures, visual alignment indicator test structures,

cross bridge sheet resistors, and contact resistor test structures.

The pattern was originally designed as a study vehicle for the

electrical alignment resistor, but it was also demonstrated that,

when stepped over an entire wafer, the pattern is suitable for

use in evaluating misalignment which may result from

photomask generation, photomask exposure, or other fabrica-

tion processes. This report summarizes the test structures that

are included in the pattern and contains explanation of how
each of the structures is measured.

SP400-S2. Semiconductor measurement technology: An auto-

mated photovoltaic system for the measurement of resistivity

variations in high-resistivity circular silicon slices, D. L.

Blackburn, Nai. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 400-52, 41

pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 38-5.

Key words: automation; bulk photovoltaic effect; computer
control; homogeneity; measurement method; nondestruc-

tive testing; photoconductivity; power devices; resistivity

variation.

This report describes an automated photovoltaic system for

nondestructive measurement of resistivity variations of high-re-

sistivity circular silicon slices. The computer-based system for

making the measurements is described, detailed construction

diagrams are given to facilitate reproduction of the system, and

a listing of the computer program for controlling the system is

given. Comparisons between resistivity profiles determined

using the automated photovoltaic system and the four-probe

technique indicate that the photovoltaic system is adequate for

production screening and incoming inspection of high-resistivity

float-zoned silicon slices.

SP400-S4. Semiconductor measurement technology: A reverse-

bias safe operating area transistor tester, D. W. Beming, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (.U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-54, 43 pages (Mar. 1979)

SN003-003-02046-0.

Key words: base drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive

load; nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe

operating area; second breakdown; switching power
transistor; tester; transistor.

This is a construction guide for a reverse-bias safe operating

area (RBSOA) transistor tester for npn switching transistors.

Principles of operation for various circuits in the tester are

discussed, as well as those of the complete system. System

specifications are given. Extensive construction notes are given

with hints on chassis layout. Complete circuit schematics are

given with additional detail pertaining to power supply and
grounding interconnections. Mechanical drawings of the tester

enclosure are given. Photographs are included as additional

help in building the tester. Special components such as the col-

lector load inductor are described. Finally, a section on the use

of the tester includes waveforms generated by a typical test that

would be made on a transistor with this equipment.

SP400-SS. Semiconductor measurement technology: A wafer

chuck for use between —196 and 350 °C, R. Y. Koyama and

M. G. Buehler, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-55,

24 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-02017-6.

Key words: deep level measurements; defect mapping;

hot/cold wafer chuck; thermally stimulated measurements;

thermal wafer chuck; variable temperature; wafer chuck.

This report describes the design and characterization of a
|j a

variable-temperature wafer apparatus for use in the detection 1

f

of electrically active defects which produce deep levels in the ,)
j)

band gap of silicon. In its present form, the wafer chuck can i I

heat and cool wafers as large as 5 1 mm in diameter over the
^. j

temperature range from —196 to 350 °C; heating rates as high
j |

as 7 °C/s have been achieved. The uniformity of the tempera-
^ j

ture across the chuck under static conditions is estimated to be '•

better than ± 0.4 °C. Construction details of the chuck are
^ j

given in an appendix. The use of this apparatus is illustrated by i
j

wafer mapping the gold defect density in diodes fabricated i

,

across a silicon wafer.
j,

SP400-S6. Semiconductor measurement technology: Comprehen- ^ '

sive test pattern and approach for characterizing SOS r
j

technology, W. E. Ham, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ.
{

400-56, 370 pages (Dec. 1979) SN003-003-02 144-6.

Key words: comprehensive process characterization; design
j

rules; intradie parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask
alignment tolerances; modular test programs; parametric

|

yield limitations; performance limitations; photomask per-
\

formance; process control; test patterns; test structures;

total process integration.

l< I

This report contains derailed information concerning a com-
prehensive approach to parametric process characterization for

'

IC processes. This includes defming the general areas of im- '

portance, devising structures which are sensitive to these areas, '

'

devising methods for testing the structures, documenting the
'

structures, tests, and results, producing suitable data reduction ,

and presentation schemes, and considering the implementation

of the methods in a practical sense. Proper methods for auto-
j i

matically testing some of these structures are explored. Seven

divisions were created for the general types of test structure:

(1) individual structures of nominal dimensions, (2) closely

spaced identical structures, (3) structures of various sizes, (4)

series and parallel combinations of structures, (5) structures

especially sensitive to lithographic properties, (6) basic circuit

building blocks, and (7) small area test circuits.

A test pattern, compatible primarily with silicon on sapphire

technology, which integrates into a single mask set (6 levels)

test structures to measure the properties of each of these basic

divisions, was created and partially tested. This concept of total

integration is shown to be valuable for determining causes and "

effects of many kinds with the use of only a small number of
''

test wafers. An attempt was made to use computer-aided '

techniques as much as possible. These found application in
"

mask making (the masks would have been much more difficult !

to create without the computer), documentation (where com- '

puter line drawings were used as the basic drawings), testing '

(where a standardizable building block approach was imple- ^

mented), and finally, the traditional use of the computer for '

data reduction and presentation. The test pattern contains 175

individually identified test structures and has approximately I

1 250 electrical access pads for each chip. The chip dimensions

are 258 by 258 mil (6.553 x 6.553 mm). All of these structures '

are documented with cross sections and line drawings. A
discussion of the intended uses of the structures, of their pecu- '

liarities, and samples of actual test results for many of the j

structures are included. A "small-signal" approach to testing,

data analysis, and test structure design was used in several

cases. For the test structure design, the small-signal approach

is particularly useful with respect to physical structure sensitivi-

ty. For the testing, it finds traditional applications in the mea-
surement of slopes while in the data analysis differences in

,

identically acquired data from different wafers are frequently .

the desired information.

Results from a limited use of the pattern on a sampling of

wafers from a few lots indicated that contact resistance effects
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and deposited oxide pin holes were much more important than

previously thought. Alignment measurements between

photomasking levels were obtained with an accuracy of ± 250

A. The closely spaced and nominally identical structures are

shown to be especially valuable for determining the nature of

the individual measurements and for providing some of the best

clues to the causes of the observed variations.

The uses of the overall approach include processing facility

comparisons using structures with understandable outputs, de-

tecting the least controlled parts of the process, providing a

solid base on which to define circuit design rules, and predict-

\

ing parametric yield loss to be expected due to circuit design-

: process incompatibility.

I

SP400-57. Semiconductor measurement technology: DISTRIB 9,

an impurity redistribution computer program, D. Gilsinn and
R. Kraft, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-57, 130
pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-02030-3.

Key words: diffusion; electronic technology; impurity dis-

tribution; material transport; segregation; semiconductor
technology.

This report provides documentation of a computer program
which calculates the redistribution of impurities in silicon dur-

ing a single oxidation step. The documentation provides: ( 1 ) a

physical and mathematical description of the redistribution

process, (2) a detailed description of the discretization of the

appropriate partial differential equations, and (3) a complett

description of the FORTRAN program for computing the solu-

tion.

SP400-58. Semiconductor measurement technology: NBS/DOE
workshop, stability of (thin film) solar cells and materials, D.

E. Sawyer and H. A. Schafft, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Spec. Publ. 400-58, 181 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-
02100-8.

Key words: accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure

modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar

cells; stability; testing; thin films.

A workshop was held to discuss what needs to be done to

achieve and measure long term stability of terrestrial solar cells

using thin film materials and device technologies. Under this

theme, researchers in the field and invited speakers from re-

lated device technologies presented papers and took part in

discussions related to solar cells of the following three material

groupings: (1) CuzS/LCdZnJS, Cu-temaries/CdS, InP/CdS, and

amorphous Si; (2) polycrystalline, metal-insulator-semiconduc-

tor (MIS), and conducting-oxide Si; and (3) polycrystalline and
antireflection-coated metal-oxide-semiconductor (AMOS)
GaAs. This workshop report contains the 18 papers presented

and the reports of three discussion groups; it also includes a

section on the highlights of these papers and reports. The many
needs identified by the workshop participants can be organized

into two general areas of work to be done. One area of work
is in the development of an improved understanding of cell

operation and of component structures of these cells. The other

is in the development of an improved measurements base.

These proceedings include the following papers (indented)

:

The importance of thin film solar cell stability, D. L.

Feucht, SP400-58, p. 12 (Aug. 1979).

Status of the DOE photovoltaic performance criteria and

standards project, L. M. Magid, SP400-58, p. 13 (Aug.

1979).

The stability and reliability of CdS/CuzS solar cells, J. D.

Meakin and J. E. Phillips, SP400-58, pp. 17-29 (Aug. 1979).

Stability and ternary chaicopyrite photovoltaic devices, L.

L. Kazmerski, SP400-58, pp. 30-40 (Aug. 1979).

Stability of thin film polycrystalline silicon solar cells, T. L.

Chu, S. S. Chu, E. D. Stokes, C. L. Lin, and R. Abderrassoul,

SP400-58, pp. 41-47 (Aug. 1979).

Reliability studies on MIS and transparent oxide-Si solar

cells, W. A. Anderson and J. K. Kim, SP400-58, pp. 48-56

(Aug. 1979).

Stability of conducting oxide/Si heterostructure solar cells,

S. L. Frank, M. L. Andren, and R. L. Anderson, SP400-58,

pp. 57-62 (Aug. 1979).

Unique problem areas in M-I-S solar cell structures, ^ J.

Fonash, G. Fishkom, and T. E. Sullivan, SP400-58, pp. 63-

68 (Aug. 1979).

Reliability testing of GaAs AMOS solar cells, R. J. Stim,

SP400-58. pp. 69-75 (Aug. 1979).

Stability of thin film gallium arsenide solar cells, S. S. Chu,
T. L. Chu, H. T. Yang, and E. D. Stokes, SP400-58, pp. 76-

81 (Aug. 1979).

Stability studies of amorphous silicon solar cells, D. E. Carl-

son, SP400-58, pp. 82-85 (Aug. 1979).

Silicon cell space program experience, P. A. lies, SP400-58,

pp. 86-94 (Aug. 1979).

Reliability concerns and life test procedures for concentra-

tor solar cells, W. V. McLevige, SP400-58, pp. 95-101 (Aug.

1979).

Some reliability problems in integrated circuits—Their de-

tection, definition, and remedy, J. W. Adolphsen, SP400-58,

pp. 102-109 (Aug. 1979).

Tests for instabilities in silicon integrated circuits, C. W.
Green, SP400-58, pp. 1 10-125 (Aug. 1979).

Real-time controls for reliability assurance, S. Kukunaris,

SP400-5S, pp. 126-127 (Aug. 1979).

Interdiffusion and interface problems relating to thin film

photovoltaic devices, L. L. Kazmerski, SP400-58, pp. 128-143

(Aug. 1979).

Corrosion and its control, R. P. Frankenthal, SP400-58, pp.

144-145 (Aug. 1979).

Terrestrial silicon array field and test experience, R. G.

Ross, Jr., 5P400-5S, pp. 146-149 (Aug. 1979).

Methodology for designing accelerated aging tests for pre-

dicting life of photovoltaic arrays, R. E. Thomas and G. B.

Gaines, SP400-58, pp. 150-159 (Aug. 1979).

SP400-59. Semiconductor measurement technology: Nondestruc-

tive tests used to insure the integrity of semiconductor devices,

with emphasis on acoustic emission techniques, G. G. Harman,
Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 400-59, 72 pages (Sept.

1979) SN003-003-021 16-4.

Key words: acoustic emission; beam lead devices; elec-

tronic devices; hermeticity; hybrids; nondestructive tests;

semiconductor; tape-bonded devices.

The discussion is divided into two major sections. The first

consists of an introduction to device assembly techniques and

problems followed by a review of six important nondestructive

tests used during and after device packaging to insure the
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mechanical integrity of completed electronic devices. Most of

these tests are called out in the military testing standard, MIL-

STD-883 and are generally classified as screens. The first sec-

tion concludes with a brief introduction to the economic and

other factors that result in the choice of one screen over

another and to production line statistical sampling (LTPD) ap-

propriate to special high reliability device lots such as those

used for space flight.

The second section begins with an introduction to acoustic

emission, the status of theory as it can be applied to microelec-

tronics. Then the published papers that have applied AE as a

nondestructive test in electronics applications will be reviewed.

Finally, passive AE techniques are applied to establishing the

mechanical bond integrity of beam lead, flip chip, and tape-

bonded integrated circuits as well as components in hybrid
microcircuits.

SP426. Supplement 1 . Bibliography of low energy electron and
photon cross section data (January 1975 through December
1977), J. W. Gallagher, J. R. Rumble, Jr., and E. C. Beaty,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 426, Suppl. /, 115 pages

(June 1979) SN003-003-02074-5.

Key words; atom; collision cross section; detachment; dis-

sociation; elastic scattering; electron; excitation; ion;

ionization; molecule; photon; positron.

A bibliography of original reports of measurements or calcu-

lations of electron, positron and photon cross sections for

atoms, small molecules, and their ions is presented. A detailed

index to the bibliography facilitates retrieval of cross section

data for specific processes and associated atomic or molecular
species. A comprehensive author index is included. The bibliog-

raphy covers the calendar years 1975-1977. This work supple-

ments a previous bibliography which covered the literature

through 1974.

SP439-1. Center for building technology: A perspective— 1979,

M. Olmert, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Publ. 439-1, 31

pages (May 1979) SN003-003-02056-7.

Key words: building research; criteria; energy; engineering;

industry construction; measurement techniques; standards.

The mission of the Center for Building Technology is

threefold. They are 1 ) advance building technology by provid-

ing technical and scientific bases for criteria and standards that

improve the usefulness, safety, and economy of buildings; 2)

facilitate, for the public benefit, the implementation of im-

proved building technology by providing technical assistance to

all sectors of the building community; and 3 ) develop improved
techniques by which the end-users in buildings, communities
and industrial processes conserve energy. This report presents

an overview of the Center for Building Technology's research

areas through its accomplishments and ongoing projects.

SP446-2. Building technology project summaries 1977-1978, M.
Olmert and N. Raufaste, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 446-2, 108 pages (Jan. 1979) SNOO3-0O3-O2O2 1 -4.

Key words: building research; building technology; codes;

criteria; project summaries; standards; technical bases.

The Center for Building Technology provides the technical

and scientific bases for criteria and standards that improve the

usefulness, safety, and economy of Buildings while conserving

building materials and energy. The Center's activities support

the building technology program of the Federal, State and local

government; assists design professions, building officials and the

research community by developing design criteria that improve

buildings; and assists manufacturers of building products by
developing criteria for evaluating innovative building materials.

This report summarizes the Center's projects for calendar year

1977. It enables individuals to get a clear impression of CBT
research activities.

SP457-3. Building technology publications 1978—Supplement 3,

J. R. Debelius, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 457-

3, 106 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02096-6.

Key words: abstracts; Center for Building Technology; key

words; publications.

This report presents the National Bureau of Standards'

(NBS) Center for Building Technology (CBT) publications for

1978. It is a supplement to Special Publication 457, Building

Technology Publications 1965-1975 , and covers the period from

January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1978. It includes an abstract

of each NBS publication, titles and abstracts of papers

published in non-NBS media, key word and author indexes, and

general information and instructions on how to order CBT
publications.

This report provides the primary means of communicating

the results of CBT programs to its varied technical audiences,

as well as to the general public. Publications constitute a major

end product of CBT's efforts and in 197 8 appeared in several

NBS publication series (Building Science Series, Technical

Notes, Special Publications, Handbooks, and NBS Interagency

Reports).

SP480-12. Communication systems guide, W. W. Scott, Jr., Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-12, 36 pages (Jan. 1979)

SN003-003-02012-5.

Key words: communication systems; equipment selection;

law enforcement; public safety.

Recently many law enforcement agencies, in response to in-

creased funding, have expanded and improved communication

capabilities. Such efforts involve additional communications

equipment. This guideline was prepared to assist the communi-

cation systems manager in choosing communications equipment

with desirable attributes such as reliability, low cost, and effec-

tiveness. General topics include communication systems, equip-

ment, cost considerations, and suppliers. Emphasis is on the im-

portant operational and support communication sub-systems

and include topics ranging from computer-aided dispatch cen-

ters to voting receivers. References are listed for the reader

who desires additional information on these topics.

SP480-14. Selection and application guide to commercial intru-

sion alarm systems, A. H. Sher and G. N. Stenbakken, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-14, 40 pages (Aug. 1979)

SN003-003-02098-2.

Key words: alarm; burglar alarm; guidelines holdup alarm;

intrusion alarm.

This set of guidelines outlines a procedure to help the person

who must buy an alarm system to protect a store or business

establishment to make a wise selection. The procedure takes

him through the following considerations: ( 1 ) The type of

threat (what is the protection for?), (2) the types of protection

(what methods are available?), (3) the types of sensors (which

characteristics are desirable?), (4) the mode of alarm (how is

the alarm signal to be transmitted?) and, (5) the types of ser-

vices (how do the police find out an alarm has been sounded?).

SP480-30. Juror response to prerecorded videotape trials, E. M.
Robertson, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-30, 28

pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02071-1

.

Key words: civil trials; courtroom procedures; juror at-

titudes; prerecorded videotaped trials; PRVTT; trials,

PRVTT; videotaped trials.
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This report is an analysis of the responses to an attitudinal

questionnaire returned by 278 jurors who had participated in

prerecorded videotaped (PRVTT) civil trials conducted in Ohio

during 1975 and 1976. These trials differ from ordinary trials

in two major respects: ( 1 ) The witnesses' testimony had been

prerecorded for trial presentation and (2) the judge is not

present during the videotape presentation.

The responses indicated a generally favorable reaction to the

use of PRVTT. As an illustration, the respondents indicated (by

a 2.4 to 1 ratio) a preference for a PRVTT over an ordinary

trial in a civil suit in which they were a litigant. In contrast,

there was an even split in indicated preference in the case of

a criminal trial in which they were the accused.

SP480-33. Guide to high speed patrol car tires, A. C. Lewis and

E. Lewis, Jr., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-33, 42
pages (1979) SN003-003-02073-7.

I

Key words; braking traction; cornering traction; driving

,
traction; endurance; maintenance; operation; purchasing;

pursuit tires; safety; tread wear.

i Tests were conducted on various sizes and construction of

] pursuit tires to measure performance in the areas of tread wear,

endurance, braking, driving and cornering traction. The results

of these tests are presented to give police departments informa-

tion needed to help them select replacement tires to meet their

particular needs.

j

This guide will also help them provide the care necessary for

j

maximum safety, tire life and performance.

SP480-36. Some psychophysical tests of the conspicuities of

emergency vehicle warning lights, G. L. Howett, Nat. Bur.

\
Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-36, 24 pages (July 1979)

i SNO03-OO3-O2O85-1.

Key words: color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective inten-

sity; emergency lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing;

lights, warning; perception, visual; peripheral vision; vehi-

I

cles, emergency; visibility, lights; visual perception.

^ This is a report of some exploratory studies aimed at evaluat-

1 ing the conspicuities (attention-attracting powers) of a group of

commercial warning lights meant for use on emergency vehi-

cles. The main experiment used a novel technique of conspicui-

ty matching. Each observer, in turn, fixated straight ahead and
viewed two flashing lights peripherally, one located 20° to the

left of the fixation point, and one 20° to the right. One of the

two lights was always a reference light whose intensity could be

adjusted by the observer until the two lights appeared equally

conspicuous. All the lights were thereby ranked on a single

scale of conspicuity, based on the adjustable-light intensities.

There was a good correlation (r = 0.90) between these ranks

and the measured effective intensities of the lights. Another,

very brief, pilot experiment ranked some of the lights according

to the number of degrees into the left side of the visual field

that the flashes could still be seen. This disappearance-angle

rank also correlated well (r = 0.86) with conspicuity rank.

Problems encountered and suggestions for future improvements
are discussed.

SP480-38. The role of behavioral science in physical security.

Proceedings of the Third Annual Symposium, May 2-4, 1978,

J. J. Kramer, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 480-

38, 1 10 pages (Dec. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 49- 1

.

Key words: adversary characteristics; animal research;

behavioral science; biosensors; computer analysis; er-

gonomics; human engineering; human factors; human
motivation; human reliability; personnel selection; physical

security; physiological psychology; sensory capability; ter-

rorism; threat analysis; training.

This document contains the proceedings of the third annual

symposium on, "The Role of Behavioral Science in Physical

Security," held in May 1978. The sympwjsium provided a forum

for the exchange of information between specialists in physical

security and behavioral science through the presentation of

eight papers and four structural workshops: Human Sensory

Capabilities/Limitations; Human Engineering of the Workplace;

Human Motivation, Attitudes, Error/Reliability; Personnel

Selection, Placement, Training. The symposium concluded with

a summary and synthesis of the results of the workshops and

a panel discussion on new research thrusts. These proceedings

include the following papers (indented)

:

Biosensor for assessment of defender performance capabili-

ty, T. E. Bevan, SP480-38, pp. 1-6 (Dec. 1979).

Neurophysiological operant and classical condition methods

in rats in the detection of explosives, S. Weinstein, C. Wein-
stein, and R. Nolan, SP480-38, pp. 7-16 (Dec. 1979).

Link analysis of threats and physical safeguards, D. H. Har-

ris, SP480-38, pp. 17-22 (Dec. 1979).

An overview of the M.A.LT. analysis system (machine anal-

ysis of the internal threat), J. R. NiCastro, B. Woolson, and

J. Clancy, SP480-38, pp. 23-28 (Dec. 1979).

Strategies of counter-nuclear terrorism: Theory and decision

on the frontiers of law enforcement and criminal justice, L.

R. Beres, SP480-38, pp. 29-46 (Dec. 1979).

Potential application of computer-based crisis management

aids to problems of physical security, S. J. Andriole and J. A.

Daly, SP480-38, pp. 47-74 (Dec. 1979).

Brain wave and biochemical research findings, K. Montor

and D. Afdahl, SP480-38, pp. 75-80 (Dec. 1979).

Psychological deterrence in robberies of banks and its appli-

cation to other institutions, W. D. Tiffany and J. M. Ketchel,

SP480-38, pp. 81-88 (Dec. 1979).

SP500-38. Computer science & technology: Findings of the stan-

dard benchmark library—Study group, D. M. Conti, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-38, 57 pages (Jan. 1979)

SN003-003-02009-5.

Key words: benchmarking; benchmark library; selection of

ADP systems; standard benchmarks; synthetic benchmarks;

workload characterization; workload definition.

This report presents the findings of a Government-industry

study group investigating the technical feasibility of standard

benchmark programs. As part of its investigation, the study

group reviewed earlier efforts to develop and use standard

benchmark programs. Several issues dealing with the implemen-

tation, maintenance, cost/benefit, and acceptability of standard

benchmarks emerged as a result of this review. The problems

encountered by the study group, notably the lack of an ac-

cepted definition of "representativeness," prevented it from ar-

riving at a definitive statement on feasibility. However, several

areas were identified as topics requiring further investigation

and are presented in this report.

SP500-39. Computer science & technology: Computer model

documentation: A review and an approach, S. I. Gass, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-39, 89 pages (Feb. 1979)

SN003-003-02020-6.

Key words: computer; computer model; documentation;

documentation procedures; model; model documentation.
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Recent studies and surveys have concluded that, in genera!,

the documents produced to support the understanding and use

of computer models are inadequate. This paper describes the

issues and concerns of computer model documentation and

proposes an approach for the development of adequate docu-

mentation. First, a number of documentation studies and re-

ports are reviewed, including software documentation
guidelines and model documentation procedures. Then, based

on the relationship between the phases of the model life cycle

and documentation information needs, a set of documents is

profKJsed and described.

The author takes a highly critical view of the past and
present inadequate state of documentation procedures for com-
puter models. The attention of computer model sponsors and

developers must be directed to this area. Otherwise, the author

feels, there will be an unfortunate decline in the use of decision

models as aids in the analysis of importartt policy issues. The
course of action recommended in this report is an extreme
position as to the total information and number of documents
required to produce adequate documentation. The author calls

for the capturing of all information generated during a model's

life cycle. Further research is needed to adapt this extreme

position to the realities of cost, resources, model complexity,

and model use.

SPSOO-42. Computer science & technology: A survey of remote

monitoring, G. J. Nutt, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ.

500-42, 34 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-0201 3-3.

Key words: diagnostic testing; performance assurance; per-

formance evaluation; remote monitoring; system security

testing.

This report describes remote monitoring in the application

areas of performance evaluation, diagnostic testing, per-

formance assurance and system security testing. The evolution

of remote monitoring is briefly reviewed and, then, remote

monitors are categorized into seven classes. Several example
systems are discussed for each classification, along with their

capabilities in each application area. The views presented in

this report represent only those of the author, an independent

consultant, and should not be construed as a policy statement

of NBS or any other organization.

SP500-44. Computer science & technology: A methodology for

the selection of interactive computer services, S. A. Mamrak
and P. D. Amer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-44,

82 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-0201 8.

Key words: comparison of computers; computer measure-

ment; computer selection; computer services; ranking and
selection; selection methodology.

This publication addresses the comparison and selection of

remote access interactive computer services. The comparison
methodology presented relies principally on the statistical anal-

ysis of measurement data obtained from the interaction

between a computer service and a user. One of the most impor-

tant properties of the methoflology is that it incorporates con-

fidence statements about the probability of having made a cor-

rect selection. Experimental data are presented to illustrate an

application of the methodology, and serve as a basis for a

discussion of the cost and appropriateness of using the

methodology in various procurement efforts

SPS00-4S. Computer science & technology: Computer
peripheral memory system forecast, R. B. J. Wamar, P. J.

Calomeris, and S. A. Recicar, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Puhl. 500-45, 147 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02039-7.

Key words: beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes; core

memories; disks; drums; floppy disks; laser beams; mag-
netic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memories; video disks.

This document describes and forecasts computer peripheral

memory technologies as displayed by U.S. research and manu-

facturing facilities. Specifically, both technical and economic

criteria are discussed. The presented peripheral memories in-

clude contemporary and emerging systems, all of which are

compared in graphs, tables, and decision trees. The document
contains an extensive bibliography (in ANSI format) to support

certain main points that are supplemented by information sup-

plied by the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

(ICST) resources. Additional information and verification was

received from private interviews with various U.S. technical ex-

perts and equipment manufacturers.

SP500-46. Computer science & technology: Computers in the

Federal Government: A compilation of statistics— 1978, M.
M. Gray, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 500-46, 95

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02037-1

.

Key words: ADP costs; Federal acquisition dates; Federal

ADP statistics; Federal ADP work-years; Federal Govern-

ment computers; Federal minicomputers; statistics.

This report presents data on the status of computer technolo-

gy in the Federal Government. It is an extension and update

of "Computers in the Federal Government: A Compilation of

Statistics" (NBS SP 500-7), Ju.ie 1977. The repon contains a

combination of existing statistics based on these sources. Data

is included on numbers of computers installed in the Federal

Government, dollar value of computers installed, numbers of

computers installed by agency. Federal ADP costs by agency.

Federal computers by acquisition date, and Federal ADP work-

years. A detailed analysis is presented for Federal computers

classifying the computers into three major categories, general

purpose computers, special computers and minicomputers.

Federal computers are compared with U.S. computers in the

same categories.

SP500-47. Computer science & technology: Data base reor-

ganization—Principles and practice, G. H. Sockut and R. P.

Goldberg, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-47, 51

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02055-9.

Key words: data base; data base management; file main-

tenance; reformatting; reorganization; restructuring.

Data base reorganization can be defined as changing some
aspect of the way in which a data base is arranged logically

and/or physically. This paper contains tutorials and surveys. It

introduces the basic concepts of reorganization, including why
it is performed. Many examples of types of reorganization are

described and are classified into logical/physical levels. The
paper then covers pragmatic issues such as reorganization

strategies, a survey of several commercial reorganization facili-

ties, case studies, and data base administration considerations.

Finally, several research efforts are surveyed.

SP500-48. Computer science & technology: Measurement of in-

teractive computing: Methodology and application, I. W. Cot-

ton, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-48, 111 pages

(June 1979) SN003-003-0208 1 -8.

Key words; computer performance evaluation; human fac-

tors; interactive computing; man-machine interaction; per-

formance measurement; timesharing.

This dissertation addresses the measurement of interactive

computing, including both the computer system providing ser-

vice and the users demanding and receiving it. The focus is on

the performance of the user and the system in individual in-

teraction sessions (rather than on the performance of the

system under varying conditions of load). A new measurement

tool developed at the National Bureau of Standards is em-

ployed to record a large number of individual interactive ses-
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sions over a period of three years. The basic data of interest

are the number and rate of characters sent by user and system,

and latencies or delays prior to and during transmission by

either party. These data are fit to a model of user-computer in-

teraction which distinguishes between stimuli from the user,

acknowledgements from the system (which only indicate that a

service request has been received) and responses from the

system (which contain meaningful information).

Analysis of the data consists of grouping according to two in-

dependent criteria: 1 ) maximum operating line speed of the ter-

minal (either 10, 15 or 30 characters per second); and 2) type

of application (for each individual service request). The data

are grouped according to these criteria and cumulative frequen-

cy distributions are computed for each of 14 parameters of the

model. Non-parametric tests are used to determine the sig-

nificance of differences in the distributions of different sets of

data.

The methodology itself is the major contribution of the study,

providing, as it does, a quantitative way to investigate a variety

of phenomena associated with interactive computing. The most
interesting specific finding from the data collected is the in-

crease in output data length as the terminal speed increases.

SPSOO-49. Connputer science & technology: Modeling and mea-
surement techniques for evaluation of design alternatives in

the implementation of database management software, D. R.

Deutsch, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 500-49, 244
pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02088-5.

Key words: analytic models; database management; model
validation; performance evaluation; performance measure-
ment; predictive modeling; set-processing; simulation; soft-

ware design.

The substantial costs associated with building complex hard-

ware/software systems make the traditional development ap-

proach of implementation followed by several iterations for

modification and enhancement unacceptable for building

modem database management systems. Mechanisms for deter-

mining gross feasibility prior to the commitment of resources

for major software development efforts are required. An in-

tegrated approach combining the development of a limited but

well-structured DBMS prototype with the use of high-level

measurement and predictive modeling techniques for evaluating

design alternatives in the implementation of database manage-
ment software is proposed as an alternative to the traditional

development-enhancement spiral.

Using a prototype for a set-theoretic implementation of a

database management system with a relational user interface as

an object, this research demonstrated that proposed DBMS
designs can be evaluated through the use of performance pre-

diction models based on prototype implementations and as-

sociated measurement systems.

SP500-S0. Computer science & technology: Computers, person-

nel administration, and citizen rights, A. F. Westin, Nat. Bur.

Starul. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-50, 465 pages (July 1979)
SNOO3-003-02O87-7.

Key words: citizen rights; computers; computer utilization;

confidentiality; data systems; personnel administration; per-

sonnel practices; personnel records; privacy; record-keep-

ing practices; relevant information; security.

This report investigates the impact of computers on citizen

rights in the field of personnel record-keeping. Part 1 traces the

changing patterns of employment and personnel administration

in America from the 19th century to the present. Part 2 ex-

amines the trends in computer use in personnel administration

starting with payroll processing in the mid 50s to the present

day Human Resources Information Systems. The effect of or-

ganizational policies, computerization efforts, and socio-legal

trends on citizen rights are highlighted in eight profiles ( 3 in-

depth) of Federal Government and business organizations and
a discussion of non-Federal Government and non-profit or-

ganizations in Part 3. Part 4 compares the overall effects of

computer technology against the effects of current personnel

administration policies (organizational and legislative) on the

four key dimensions of employee rights; relevance of data col-

lected, employee access to records, confidentiality of data col-

lected, and disclosure of data to third parties. Part 5 discusses

policy alternatives for observing fair employee information

practices. An extensive bibliography (52 pages) of material

compiled and used by the project in preparing this report is ap-

pended.

SP500-5 1 . Computer science & technology: Recommendations
for database management system standards, J. Berg, ChaiV-

man, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.) Spec. Publ. 500-51, 99 pages

(Aug. 1979) SN003-003 -02095-8.

Key words: database; data-description; data-dictionary;

data-directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; languages;

query; standards.

In March 1977, FIPS Task Group 24 initiated a study of the

need for database standards within the Federal Government.

The voluntary participants from several Federal agencies con-

sidered the actions of other standards bodies; reviewed the al-

ternative to Federal standards; examined the issues of standards

adoption, timing, and impact on technology; developed a

method for justifying standards, and attempted to anticipate

likely database technology advancements.

TG-24 recommended standards in certain specific technical

areas, concluded that standards were premature in others, and

emphasized the need for certain guidelines.

This final report of TG-24 contains the recommendations for

standards and guidelines as well as the assumptions, benefits,

and costs considerations used to justify the recommendations.

SPSOO-52. Computer science & technology: Computer per-

formance evaluation users group (CPEUG). Proceedings of

the Fifteenth Meeting held at San Diego, CA, Oct. 15-18,

1979, J. E. Weatherbee, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 500-52, 240 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-021 18-1

.

Key words: computer performance evaluation; computer
performance measurement; computer performance predic-

tion; computer system acquisition; conference proceedings;

CPE in auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG; installa-

tion management; on-line system evaluation; prediction

methods; queuing models; simulation; software monitoring;

workload definition.

The Proceedings record the papers that were presented at

the Fifteenth Meeting of the Computer Performance Evaluation

Users Group (CPEUG 79) held October 15-18, 1979, in San

Diego, California. With the theme "The Expanding Scope of

CPE," CPEUG 79 focused on changes in CPE techniques that

will occur in an era of increased use of distributed processing

techniques. The program was divided into two parallel sessions

with one session devoted to the presentation of technical

papers on previously unpublished work and the other devoted

to tutorials and case studies. The technical papers fall into one
of two general categories, ( 1 ) application of CPE in installation

management and (2) methods and tools of CPE as a technical

discipline, and are presented in the Proceedings in their en-

tirety. Summaries of several of the tutorials and case studies are

also presented in the Proceedings. These proceedings include the

following papers ( indented)

:

Data processing information utilization—An audit perspec-

tive, M. J. Thibault, SPSOO-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).
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Key words: ADP auditors; audit; data center; data

processing; information utilization.

This paper outlines an audit approach used to evaluate

ADP support of the user population and covers subjects

such as (i) measurement of user satisfaction, (ii) data

center responsiveness to user information requirements,

and (iii) distribution methods for computer based informa-

tion, i.e., on-line availability vs. hardcopy distribution. The
paper's intent is to show that audit disciplines can disclose

user needs. Specific review methods, sampling criteria and

actual audit results are presented supporting this premise.

Through user oriented reviews non data processing profes-

sionals can be effective ADP auditors.

Auditing an IMS system, C. L. Gausche and W J. Schwin-

den, SP500-52, pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; auditing; capacity planning; computer per-

formance evaluation; Information Management System
(IMS); management reporting; performance analysis; struc-

tured approach.

This paper provides a structured approach to data col-

lection, analysis, and reporting when conducting a per-

formance audit of an IBM Information Management
System (IMS). Performance auditing, analogous to the

traditional definition of an operational audit, is concerned
with: verifying planned results of a change, developing a

current baseline, and reporting this data in management
usable terms. The approach of the paper is to provide the

performance auditor with information concerning: a per-

formance auditing procedure, various data collection tools,

applications of performance analysis techniques, and how
gathered data and subsequent analysis can be structured

into a logical flow. The performance audit steps are am-
plified by using a case study. A reporting format, used ex-

tensively by Boeing Computer Services (BCS) Company, is

also included.

Applications and limitations of the cost-value technique for

competitive computer selection, R. E. Barbour, Jr., J. O. Hol-

combe, C. S, Harris, and W C. Moncrief, SP500-52, pp. 25-

36 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: computer evaluation; computer performance;

computer procurement; computers; computer selection;

cost-value; cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation

methodology; performance evaluation; procurement.

The cost-value technique, as proposed by E. O. Joslin in

Computer Selection, was investigated in a simulated DOD
system procurement exercise. The cost-value technique

was found to be favorable over less formalized and
rigorous approaches such as specification fulfillment, cost

only, cost-effectiveness selection, etc. The cost-value

method requires detailed research on the part of both the

decisionmaker and the end user into the needs and in-

tended applications of the system prior to issuance of a

Request for Proposals (RFP). They must analyze and
define all aspects of system applications and segregate

these into mandatory and desirable features, assigning a

dollar value to each. With a more thorough definition of

system requirements, the system proposals are driven more
by the purchaser's needs than by "marketing assumptions"

made to enhance the vendor's "product. In order for any

system to be considered for selection under this method,

the system must meet all mandatory features. Qualifying

systems are then judged on the basis of their cost-value

relative standing in meeting the desirable features. This ap-

proach provides to all vendors the criteria for selection,

thus establishing a fair and competitive basis for system

proposals. Proposal relevancy is therefore encouraged with

respect to organizational needs. The selection experiment

showed that employing the cost-value technique in a real

market environment was subject to several difficulties not

common to other techniques. The problems encountered

and the limitations of the technique will be discussed in the

context of competitive computer procurement.

Computer selection: To measure or not to measure, S. A.

Mamrak, SP500-52, pp. 37-52 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: computer measurement; computer procure-

ment; computer selection; decision theory.

Measurement phases of a computer selection process are

costly and time-consuming. A decision must be made prior

to measurement whether the data obtained will be worth

more to the decision maker than the cost of conducting

the measurement experiment. This paper illustrates how
statistical decision theory can be applied to answer that

cost/value question.

Benchmarking interactive systems: Modeling the applica-

tion, C. R. Spooner, SP500-52, pp. 53-64 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: benchmarking; computer performance mea-
surement; distributed processing; interactive systems; ker-

nels; modeling; real-time; simulation; synthetic programs.

A benchmarking methodology has been developed that

applies to competitive procurements for dedicated interac-

tive applications, where the hardware and at least some of

the operating system are to be off-the-shelf, but where a

suitable implementation of the application does not yet

exist. The methodology was developed by The MITRE
Corporation under the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation

Administration (Contract DOT-FA79WA-4184). It consists

of preparing a model of the proposed application in the

form of a set of modules of synthetic code, and requiring

each of the competing vendors to run the model on his

proposed system. The vendor provides two items: a

package that interfaces his operating system to the buyer-

provided model, and a separate benchmark driver

(hardware plus software). The driver reads artificial

messages off a buyer-provided scenario tape and delivers

them in real-time. Having time-starnped the corresponding

responses, it writes them to an output tape for subsequent

analysis. The model is written in a very high level lan-

guage, from which it is translated automatically by soft-

ware into High Order Language for delivery to vendors.

This paper describes the modeling of the application.

The model is not intended to measure the vendor's design

or programming skills, but it must drive the hardware in

approximately the same manner as would his eventual im-

plementation. It must do this for all competing configura-

tions, even though none of them are known when the

benchmark is being developed. After briefly summarizing

the overall benchmark approach, the paper shows how the

application is modeled in terms of abstract components

whose implementation can be vendor-dependent, with a

topdown approach being taken to the functional require-

ments for the application. Relevent considerations are

discussed in the text of the paper.

MethodoSogy for establishing a computer performance

management system: A case study, G. H. Goodman, SP500-
52, pp. 69-77 (Oct. J979).

Key words: capabilities; methodology; needs; Performance

Management System ( PMS).

The first steps in establishing a computer performance

management system are critical to success. Lack of atten-
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I tion to organizational and management needs are as likely

to lead to failure as lack of attention to technical details.

This paper presents a methodological framework which is

intended to assist those who are establishing a CPM capa-

bility. Techniques are suggested to enable the individual to

assess the needs of his or her own organization, and to

design a performance management system to meet those

needs.

Naval laboratories' quality of service standards, J. S.

Dodds, SP500-52, pp. 79-86 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: availability standards; batch processing; calibra-

tion programs; computer standards; interactive processing;

quality of service; response time; turnaround time.

' This paper summarizes the objectives, history and status

, of user quality of service standards that are being

developed by the Naval Laboratories for their general pur-

pose computer centers. The problem includes social,

economic and technical challenges. Standards must be

relevant to the users, non-competitive with other evalua-

tion processes, economically applied and consistent among
the different computer architectures installed at each

Laboratory. Each standard currently being used will be
I presented along with the rationale for the standard.

I

Computer system migration planning through benchmark
Iperformance evaluation, A. Mukhetjee, A. K. Jain, and B. A.

Ketchledge, SPSOO-52, pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

j

Key words: benchmark performance data; empirical
' models; IBM 168-3; IBM 3033; migration guidelines;

migration planning.

i This paper presents the development of a program which
i{ provides guidelines for migration from an IBM 168-3 to an

I

IBM 3033. This program, based on the Bell System 3033
benchmark performance data, consists of analytical and

I

empirical models. The benchmark consisted of several real

' and synthetic job streams, which were run on the 168-3
'! and the 3033 under an MVS Operating System. The migra-

tion guidelines are in terms of (i) key 3033 system per-

I formance measures, (ii) gross configuration tuning infor-

mation, and (iii) execution times for batch job steps.

I

Furthermore, a component of this program can be used as

I

a capacity planning aid for an existing 3033 system.

An optimal sample size allocation scheme for benchmark
design, S. K. Tripathi, K. D. Gordon, and A. K. Agrawala,

• SP500-52, pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

j

Key words: benchmarking; clustering; performance evalua-
' tion; stratified sampling.

A major problem in benchmark design is the selection

of the jobs to compose the benchmark. In this paper,

stratified sampling is applied to the problem. The strata in

the job population are identified by clustering the jobs on

I

the basis of job features. The clusters are then viewed as

strata. Within a stratum, jobs are selected by simple ran-

dom sampling. The question of how many jobs to select

from each stratum is addressed in this paper. An extension

of Neyman's result on the optimal allocation of sample

j
points among strata to the multidimensional case is used.

The technique is then applied to a real workload, and the

results are examined.

Computer workload forecasting, J. E. McNeece, SP500-52

,

pp. I 13-120 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: computer workload; data requirements; docu-

mentation cycle; forecast; projections; sensitivity analysis.

Experience has shown that the successful initiation of

computer workload forecasting is directly dependent upon

the quality of the data furnished by users to the requesting

organization. Inaccurate data almost inevitably causes

delays in the documentation cycle. The purpose of this

paper is to serve as a guide for performing the analysis

required to forecast workload requirements. Application of

the methodology suggested herein should significantly

reduce the risk of inaccurate or misleading projections.

A simulation model of JES output processing, H. P. Artis,

SP500-52, pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: data collection; JES output; job entry

subsystem; model design; model selection; remote work

stations; simulation model.

The design and implementation of a discrete simulation

mode! of the IBM Job Entry Subsystem (JES2 and JES3)
output processing is presented. This model was developed

for sizing printers at remote stations and at the central site.

Design for performance, M. J. Kirrene and M. G. Spiegel,

SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: audit; capacity planning; financial applications;

long-range planning; management control; mesisurement;

modeling; on-line system design; performance evaluation;

performance management; prototyping; remote terminal

emulation; system testing.

Expensive on-line systems are difficult to justify to top

management—unless your competitors or contemporaries

are using them to advantage.

In 1971, AVCO Financial Services (AFS), a subsidiary

of the AVCO Corporation, set out to construct an on-line

system for its consumer credit operation. Funding was ap-

proved in 1972 and the design project formally began in

January 1973. The first pilot branch office was converted

in November 1975, and the conversion of the last branch

occurred in May 1977. This is a history of how major

strategic performance decisions were successfully made for

AVCO's on-line system. AVCO's process of strategic per-

formance decision-making, "design for performance," en-

compasses present ideas about capacity planning and per-

formance evaluation.

AFS employed a variation of the conventional approach

to the system design methodology—a process of prototyp-

ing the system and its interface with the organization in

every design phase to focus on the performance issues.

Quantitative methods in computer performance evaluation,

A. K. Jain, SP500-52, pp. 143-145 (Oct. 1979).

The application of clustering techniques to computer per-

formance modeling, T. C. Hartrum and J. W. Thompson,
SP500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: cluster analysis; computer modeling; computer
performance; empirical models; modeling; performance

modeling; workload characterization.

The performance of a given computer system is to a

large extent dependent upon its workload. A fairly stan-

dard approach to workload modeling is to define the wor-

kload by the amount of computer resources each job con-

sumes. If each resource is considered to be one element in

an ordered set, then a job's workload requirement can be

represented as an n-dimensional vector X = (x,,X2,...,x„)

where, for example x, = CPU time, Xj = central memory
used, and so forth. By applying vector distance measure-

ments the workload can be partitioned into clusters of

"similar" jobs based on their nearness in n-space. This ap-
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proach has been applied to describe workloads more accu-

rately than by the aggregate resource usage of all jobs

taken together. This paper investigates the possibility of ex-

tending the clustering technique to modeling and predict-

ing computer performance. Jf one hypothesizes that per-

formance is a function of resource consumption, then one
should be able to determine a predictable range of per-

formance for each cluster. This paper presents the results

of the application of this technique to the workload
characterization of a Cyber 74 computer and the sub-

sequent investigation of the relationship between a job's

turnaround time and its workload cluster.

Performance comparison measures for computer systems, I.

Dzelzgalvis, 5P500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; comparison measures; evaluation process; per-

formance measures; performance ratings; response time;

system design tradeoffs; thruput measures.

The need for performance ratings of computer systems

is as fundamental as the measures of horsepower, calories,

watts, etc. Yet the computer system performance measures
that are of sufficient quality to quantify and evaluate

reasonable the differences of systems of differing architec-

tures, design, and operating systems are hard to find. That
does not mean that comparisons are not made. In fact,

comparisons are made quite frequently; however, the quali-

ty and value of the results is at best questionable. It will

be shown that the classical performance measures of cycle

time and MIPS never were accurate measures and with

today's added complexity and clever system design

tradeoffs, these measures can be downright distortions

and/or inversions of the facts. The measures of thruput and
response time/turn around time are the real candidates for

computer system performance measurement; however,

their proper evaluation can be a tedious and costly un-

dertaking. In addition, due to the complexity of the evalua-

tion process, these measures are prone to error and biases

which can quickly destroy their quality as proper measures
to be used in a comparison. This paper focuses on he
evaluation process of the response time and thruput mea-
sures, identifies the potential pitfalls, suggests some useful

approaches to their proper evaluation, and identifies key
problems yet to be resolved.

Event driven capacity planning, S. W. Cox, SP500-52, pp.
179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: capacity planning; hardware monitors; model-

ing; performance evaluation; performance prediction; simu-
lation; validation; workload characterization; workload
management.

Accurate performance prediction for capacity planning

has historically been hindered by inadequate workload
descriptions. Present techniques often rely on accounting

information without considering its sufficiency as a basis

for performance prediction. Further, the performance re-

ports generated for capacity planning often force the

analyst to take sizable intuitive steps in reaching his con-

clusions. As a result, planning decisions must be based on
predictions of unknown accuracy and sensitivity to error.

A performance prediction system for capacity planning

is under development. The important events of

system/workload interaction are recorded and used to

drive an efficient hardware/software simulation model.
After each workload has been traced, the model can pre-

dict performance under a wide variety of loads, mixes, and
configurations. For a small but diverse domain of demand
paging environments, accurate response time predictions

have been achieved.

A FORTRAN synthetic program for benchmarking, P. M.
|

Fleming and A. C. Rucks, SP500-52. pp. 193-199 (Oct. I

1979).

Key words: benchmarking; performance evaluation;
]

synthetic program; workload mapping.
j

Benchmarking is a generally accepted and essential ele-
|

ment in the competitive procurement of computer systertis.

A benchmark workload consists of a set of application pro- I

grams, synthetic programs, or a combination of these

designed to be representative of expected system workload. Ij

A benchmark workload developed from application pro-

grams is unacceptable because it ( 1 ) is potentially biased

in favor of the incumbent vendor, (2) may not be truly

representative, and ( 3 ) may contain data that is subject to

privacy and security restrictions. A benchmark workload

constructed from synthetic programs does not suffer from
|

these limitations. The basis for employing synthetic

benchmarks is well established; however, previous

synthetic programs have failed to provide a means to test

system capacity through the execution of a reasonable

variety of programming functions. The FORTRAN
Synthetic overcomes this disadvantage of previous

synthetics by providing a set of programming functions

which test a wide rant,e of system capabilities. The
Synthetic is modular in structure to provide representative-

ness and control of instruction mixes; parameter driven to

provide control of processing time; and provides a means
of controlling memory usage. The structure of the FOR-
TRAN Synthetic and the process of workload mapping is

presented.

The NBS Network Measurement Instrument, M. D. Abrams
and D. C. Neiman, SP500-52. pp. 201-2 1 1 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: computer; computer communications; com-
!

puter performance measurement; data measurement; mea-
surement; performance measurement.

The NBS Network Measurement Instrument (NMl)
represents the third generation implementation of an ap-

proach to the measurement of interactive computer net-

works, teleprocessing systems, and network services which

focuses on the service delivered to users rather than on the

internal operating efficiency of the system. The informa-

tion obtained aids users in the quantitative evaluation of

such systems and services. The performance measures and

measurement conditions are described. The applicability of

the stimulus—acknowledgement—response model to in-

teractive asynchronous, character synchronous (e.g., bi-

sync), and bit synchronous (e.g., SDLC and ADCCP) com-
munication is discussed. The NMI is presented in terms of

its functions, statistical capabilities, architecture, and com-
munications protocol state transitions.

Performance analysis of a saturated system—A case study,

N. Lennon and W. P. Bond, Jr.. SP500-52, pp. 215-218 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: inventory management; on-line; performance;

response time; saturated system; transaction processor.

This paper describes some recent experiences that the

authors have had in attempting to gather decision-making

data from an on-line system which was totally saturated,

and for which minimal performance measurement tools

were provided. The case study presented illustrates the

limited use of data resulting from post facto measurement

techniques. An attempt has been made to illustrate the

type and quality of results which can be expected under

these circumstances.
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Teleprocessing transaction thruput performance, B. Irwin,

SP500-52, pp. 219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: input lockout; mathematical modeling; queuing

models; race conditions; TCAM data flow; teleprocessing.

Financial industries are dependent on Teleprocessing

systems to execute their daily transactions. Unacceptable
Teleprocessing performance can, and does, impede the ex-

pected flow of line of business transactions, thus degrading

the anticipated level of work units for that line of business.

This paper is an analysis of TCAM's tuning parameter:

BUFFER DELAY VALUE. The analysis develops a mathe-
matical characterization of TCAM's BUFFER DELAY
VALUE which describes the race conditions inherent in

TCAM logic. Such race conditions potentially degrade
Teleprocessing transaction throughput. The analysis

resulted in a TCAM modification to search a table of

BUFFER DELAY VALUES, where each value cor-

responds to a number of stations currently active on the

line. The instantaneous optimal DELAY VALUE
generated by this table acts to optimize line utilization and
prevents station input transaction line lockouts.

Methodology for performance evaluation and capacity

planning, A. O. Allen, SP500-52, p. 227 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: analytic queueing theory models; capacity

planning; performance evaluation.

In this tutorial we summarize a methodology taught at

the Los Angeles IBM Systems Science Institute in a class

called Performance Evaluation and Capacity Planning.

Benchmarking with remote terminal emulation, T. F.

Wyrick and R. E. Youstra, SP500-52. pp. 229-230 (Oct.

1979).

Planning and implementing remote teleprocessing services:

Management perspectives of the TSP, R. L. DeMichiell and
G. L. Underwood, SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: competitive negotiated procurement; computer
management; remote teleprocessing; statement of work;
teleprocessing services program; timesharing.

This tutorial addresses a competitive negotiated procure-
ment of remote timeshare services under the

Teleprocessing Services Program (TSP). The guidelines

provided by the Department of Transportation and the

General Services Administration governing the U.S. Coast

Guard have resulted in the implementation of timeshare

services for the U.S. Coast Guard Academy. A final com-
prehensive rejxjrt culminated a rather extensive effort.

It is the intention here to discuss many aspects of the

procurement from the perspective of the personnel in-

volved in the various phases of the process. The relevant

issues will be examined and some reference literature on
the general subject will complement the two main thrusts

of the presentation: ( 1 ) to identify and clarify the

procedures and options, and (2) to provide practical, lo-

cally-derived guidelines for future implementation of the

program.

Although the guidelines are general in nature, they were
derived from a detailed analysis of the events which
recently were experienced by the authors. The completion

of the negotiation for a five-year systems life procurement
under TSP resulted in a savings in excess of half a million

dollars.

Selection and evaluation of instructional time-sharing ser-

vices—(A tutorial outline), R. T. Close and R. A. Kambeitz,

SP500-52, pp. 233-234 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: benchmarking; cost analysis; evaluation;

procurement; technical analysis; time-sharing; TSP.

The U.S. Coast Guard Academy has completed a mul-

tiyear procurement of instructional time-sharing services

using the General Services Administration Teleprocessing

Services Program (TSP). This fully competitive procure-

ment included extensive technical and cost evaluations and

adhered to Department of Transportation and Coast Guard
directives for data processing contracts. The technical

evaluation included an on-site operational capability

demonstration with benchmarking. The final ranking of

vendors used a point scoring system which included both

the technical and cost analyses.

Tutorial on benchmark construction, H. Letmanyi, SP500-

52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: benchmark construction process; benchmark
validation; competitive evaluation; tutorial; vendor systems;

workload requirements.

This tutorial will provide participants with a detailed

overview of the benchmark construction process—the steps

involved and the tools that can be employed to construct

a benchmark. This tutorial is recommended for those who
have an interest in constructing benchmarks for use in the

competitive evaluation of vendor systems.

A brief review of the ADP system evaluation and selec-

tion process within the Federal Government will first he

given to identify how the benchmark construction process

fits into the total selection process. Next, the tutorial will

discuss in a step-by-step fashion those tools and techniques

which can be used to analyze existing workloads, project

future workloads, and represent workload requirements via

benchmarks. The importance of having definite objectives

and goals prior to constructing a benchmark, as well as the

need for benchmark validation and documentation will also

be discussed. An outline of the topics to be covered in the

tutorial follows.

Using accounting log data in performance reporting, J. P.

Bouhana, SP500-52, pp. 241-243 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: accounting logs; performance evaluation; wor-

kload characterization.

This tutorial summary outlines several topics pertinent to

using a computer system's accounting log file as a basis for

performance reporting. Some major topics are a log's or-

ganization and contents, the types or reports and displays

which can be generated, and the problems encountered in

using log data. It is concluded that although accounting

logs have an understandably principal orientation toward

accounting, they can be effectively used for performance

reporting and for operations reporting as well.

SP500-53. Computer science & technology: Technology assess-

ment: ADP installation performance measurement and report-

ing, C. B. Wilson, Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Spec. Publ. 500-

53, 37 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 123-7.

Key words: computer performance evaluation (CPE); com-
puter performance management (CPM); installation

management; installation performance management; per-

formance measurement and reporting; resource manage-
ment; standard performance measures.

This report compares the current status of ADP installation

performance measurement and rep>orting in the Federal ADP
community with the best practices as found in the Federal and
private sectors and described in the literature. The comparison
reveals that more effort could be expended by Federal sites in
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the area of computer performance management. The principal

obstacles to more and better performance programs are per-

ceived to be the lack of needed measures on many systems and

the magnitude of the effort involved in accessing and analyzing

the measures which are available. The report discusses several

underlying causes for these obstacles and makes three recom-
mendations which could partially relieve the situation: ( 1 )

development of standard performance measures, (2) develop-

ment of a Government-wide data base for normative per-

formance ranges, and (3) development of statistical computer
performance evaluation techniques.

SPS00-S4. Computer science & technology: A key notarization

system for computer networlts, M. E. Smid, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 500-54, 35 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-
02130-0.

Key words: cryptography; digital signatures; encryption;

identifiers; key management; key notarization.

A cryptographic, key notarization system is proposed for

computer networks to protect personal (nonshared) files, to

communicate securely both on and off-line with local and

remote users, to protect against key substitution, to authen-

ticate system users, to authenticate data, and to provide a

digital signature capability using a nonpublic key encryption al-

gorithm. The system is implemented by addition of key
notarization facilities which give users the capability of exercis-

ing a set of commands for key management as well as for data

encryption functions. Key notarization facilities perform
notarization which, upon encryption, seals a key or password
with the identities of the transmitter and intended receiver.

SPSOO-SS. Computer science & technology: Selection of data

entry equipment, S. A. Recicar, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 500-55, 11 pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 33-4.

Key words: application; character set; computer interface;

cost; data entry; edit; operator speed; record size; transac-

tion volume; transfer speed; validate; verify.

This publication provides information to be used by Federal

organizations in the selection of data entry equipment. It serves

as a supplement to the Federal Information Processing Stan-

dards Publication (FIPS PUB) 67, "Guideline for Selection of

Data Entry Equipment." The objective is to make available in-

formation that could lead to the selection of more efficient and
economical data entry systems. This report provides informa-

tion about economic and general operational considerations,

steps to be followed in acquisition and training, and other fac-

tors pertinent to data entry equipment selection. Equipment
profiles for the different data entry methods are also provided.

SPSI9. Trace organic analysis: A new frontier in analytical

chemistry. Proceedings of the 9th Materials Research Sym-
posium held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaither-

sburg, MD, Apr. 10-13, 1978, H. S. Hertz and S. N. Chesler,

Eds., Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 519, 788 pages

(Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02054-1.

Key words: drug analysis; food toxicants; hormones; neu-

rotransmitters; nutrients; organic pollutants; trace organic

analysis.

Researchers in diverse areas must currently perform critical

analyses on minute quantities of organic compounds in various

matrices. It was the aim of this Symposium to bring together

these scientists to discuss their common problems and to ex-

plore current and impending technology for organic analyses.

Emphasis was placed on the total analysis, from collecting the

sample through interpreting the results, rather than upon the

measurement only.

The Proceedings consist of a series of invited papers by ex-

perts as well as particularly appropriate contributed papers.

Topics covered in the Proceedings are as follows: Sampling and

Sample Handling for Trace Organic Analysis, State-of-the-Art

Analytical Systems, Analytical Techniques on the Horizon,

Analysis of Nutrients, Analysis of Organic Pollutants and Their

Metabolites in the Ecosystem, Analysis of Drugs in Body Fluid,

Analysis of Food Toxicants, and Analysis of Hormones and

Neurotransmitters. These proceedings include the following

papers (indented):

Statistical sampling and environmental trace organic analy-

sis, H. H. Ku, SP519, pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: environmental measurements; modeling; sam-

pling schemes; statistical sampling.

In the field of analytical chemistry, statistical sampling

traditionally did not play a prominent role. Samples were

usually drawn, or composited, from fairly homogeneous
material and the characteristic of interest determined. The
results were averaged and claimed to represent the value

of the property desired. This procedure has been used in

manufacturing and industrial processing for some time, and

has shown to be satisfactory for the purpose. For example,

in determining percent carbon in steel, only one prelimina-

ry grab sample from a melt is taken and analyzed to give

the carbon content representing the whole 160 tons.

Once the chemists ventured from manufactured goods

with controlled composition to natural products, the varia-

bility of the properties among samples began to pose a

problem. In determining the sucrose content of a shipload

of raw sugar, samples were taken systematically every 300

tons while unloading. The average of the 90 or so samples

in a shipload is considered to be "the sucrose content" of

the whole shipload by definition. Where the buyer and

seller can agree on a specified procedure, the purpose is

served.

In environmental measurements, or in analysis of low

level contaminants, time and space added dimensions to

the statistical sampling problem. Coupled with difficulties

in extraction and measurements in trace organic analysis,

the problem is indeed formidable. Any knowledge as to

sources of variability and pattern of variability, however,

would be helpful in dealing with the sampling problems.

It is suggested that the design of a proper statistical sam-

pling scheme depends almost entirely on the purpose for

which the results are going to be used. Hence, without an

explicit and defined purpose for an undertaking, the design

of the sampling scheme cannot be formulated for efficient

data collection and for the correct interpretation of results.

Sample preparation for environmental trace organic analy-

sis, F. C. McElroy, T. D. Searl, and R. A. Brown, SP519, pp.

7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: gas chromatography; gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; preconcentration techniques; sample

preparation; ultraviolet spectrometry.

This paper covers the handling of markedly different

sample tyf>es, namely gas (ambient air, stack gas), water,

and solid wastes. Emphasis will focus upon the sample

preparation for the measurement of EPA's priority pollu-

tants exclusive of pesticides and some specialty byproducts.

For gas samples, toxic compounds are present in the

gaseous and particulate phases. Volatile components are

concentrated by passing the gas through solvent, carbon,

or porous polymer resins. They are quantitatively dissolved

and introduced into the instrument. After removal of par-

ticulates by filtration or cyclonic action, the nonvolatile
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toxics are measured by GC/MS, GC with and without

specific detectors, or HPLC.
In the analysis of water, volatile compounds of low solu-

bility are removed by nitrogen sparging, trapped and

analyzed as mentioned above. Nonvolatiles such as

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, PCB's, or phenols are

adsorbed on porous polymer resins or solvent extracted.

The resulting organic concentrate is analyzed in the same
manner as particulates.

Solid wastes are simpler in that the toxics are already

present in a concentrated form. Volatiles are determined

by simply heating the sample in the instrument. Non-
volatile organics are dissolved by solvent in Soxhlet or ul-

trasonic extractors. Following extensive cleanings the pol-

lutants are determined.

It is convenient and desirable to employ internal stan-

dards for quantitation purposes. These may consist of 1 )

a representative organic known to be absent in the sample

to be analyzed, or 2) a compound especially labeled with

a halogen, deuterium or ''C atom.

Analysis of water for chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides

and PCB's by membrane filters, D. A. Kurtz, SP519, pp. 19-

32 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: cellulose triacetate filters; gas chromatography;

pesticide residues; sampling.

Pesticide residues in water have been analyzed through

the use of cellulose triacetate membrane filters. As a

chemisorption separation method DDT analogs, mirex, al-

drin, and PCB mixtures have been separated from water by
absorption to these filters. Recovery of these compounds
has been achieved through elution with diethyl ether. Fil-

ters were cleaned before use with diethyl ether.

Adsorption of p,p.-DDT, p,p.-DDE and Aroclor mixtures

1242 and 1254 were found to be 98-99% complete. Max-
imum loading studied at this time has been 385 ng/cm^ for

DDT analogs and 1650 ng/cm^ for Aroclor- 1254.

Recovery from membrane filters of these compounds
ranged from 69 to 113%. p.p.-DDT analogs (p,p.-DDT,

p,p.-TDE, and p,p.-DDE) at charge levels of 60, 300, and
1500 ng were recovered from 68 to 89%. Mirax at 300 and

7500 ng charge was recovered at 97-113%. Aroclor mix-

ture 1242 at charge levels of 400, 2000, and 10,000 ng

and Aroclor mixture 1 254 at similar levels were recovered

at 89-1 12% and 83-84%, respectively.

The recovery of DDT analogs and mirex were found to

be similar from water whose pH was 2 and 7 but at pH
1 2 it dropped to almost zero.

The importance of this new chemisorption separation

method is seen by its convenience of operation. Separa-

tions can be done in the field and filters stored easily. A
high degree of concentration can be achieved.

Application of liquid and gas chromatographic techniques to

a study of the persistence of petroleum in marine sediments,

R. G. Riley and R. M. Bean, SP5I9, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; gas chromatography—mass spectrometry; glass

capillary chromatography; high pressure liquid chromatog-

raphy; hydrocarbon persistence; infrared spectroscopy;

petroleum hydrocarbons; sediment analysis.

A technique employing high-pressure liquid chromatog-

raphy (HPLC) and glass capillary chromatography has

been used to monitor the long-term persistence of petrole-

um in marine sediments. Petroleum in sediments was stu-

died using Prudhoe Bay crude (PBC) as the host oil, as

part of a combined chemistry/biology study of the impact

of oil on marine ecosystems.

Total monoaromatic-diaromatic hydrocarbon concentra-

tions in extracts of oil polluted sediments were analyzed by

HPLC on series coupled columns containing Durapak ox-

ypropionitrile on Porasil C. Chromatographic separation of

the extracts produced a saturated fraction and a monoaro-

matic-diaromatic fraction which was approximately 80%
resolved as determined by the separation of model com-
pounds. The quantitative analysis of the summation of the

monoaromatic-diaromatic components was performed with

a calibration curve prepared from a PBC aromatics frac-

tion isolated by an ASTM method. Infrared analysis of car-

bon tetrachloride extracts of the same sediments provided

total oil concentrations as complementary information to

the HPLC analysis. More detailed compositional informa-

tion on individual saturate and aromatic hydrocarbons in

oil contaminated sediments was provided by glass capillary

chromatography

.

The above methods were applied to a study of the per-

sistence of PBC in two types of sediments that were ex-

posed to conditions which simulated possible environmen-

tal pollution situations. In a laboratory experiment, a fine-

textured sediment containing PBC oil was monitored

periodically over a period exceeding 1 year after deposi-

tion in a continuous-flow seawater bioassay apparatus.

Similarly, the fate of PBC in a field experiment involving

a coarse beach sediment located in an intertidal zone was

studied. The persistence of PBC in both sediment systems

is discussed in terms of total oil concentration, concentra-

tions of hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon classes, and some
of the physical, chemical, and biological parameters which

affect the degree of persistence.

The use of a fluorescence detector in high performance

liquid chromatographic routine analysis of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons in environmental pollution and occupational

health studies, B. S. Das and G. H. Thomas, SP519, pp. 41-

56 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: environmental pollution; fluorescence; high

performance liquid chromatography; occupational health;

picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity;

sensitivity; specificity; trace analysis.

A routine method for trace analysis of nine major poly-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) by high performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC) with fluorescence detec-

tion is described. The fluorimetric detection involves a

deuterium light source and excitation wavelengths below

300 nm. Careful selection of excitation and emission

wavelengths gives a high degree of selectivity and specifici-

ty in fluorescence detection and permits complete analysis

of individual PAH in a multi-component mixture. The ex-

tremely high sensitivity in fluorescence detection has

reduced minimum detectable concentration of the PAH
close to subpicogram levels, e.g., benzo(a)anthracene 0.19

pg, benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.11 pg, benzo(a)pyrene 0.34

pg. The sensitivity is found to be strongly influenced by the

amount of water present in the PAH solution to be

analyzed. The HPLC— fluorescence system allows the use

of dilute solutions, thus eliminating the usual clean-up

procedures associated with trace analysis. The application

of the method for the analysis of PAH in environmental,

process and occupational health samples is discussed.

Study of organometal speciation in water samples using

liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection, W. A.

MacCrehan, R. A. Durst, and J. M. Bellama, SP519, pp. 57-

63 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: electrochemical detection; liquid chromatog-

raphy; methylmercury ; organometals; water preconcentra-

tion.
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A new measurement technique for trace organometal

analysis employing liquid chromatography with elec-

trochemical detection is described. Important considera-

tions in the optimization of sensitivity and selectivity of this

detection approach are discussed.

A column preconcentration for methyl- and ethylmercu-

ry from water samples is outlined.

An automatic sampler, a master analytical scheme, and a

registry system for organics in water, A. W. Garrison, J. D.

Pope, A. L. Alford, and C. K. Doll, SP5/9, pp. 65-78 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: accumulators; analysis of organics in water; au-

tomatic sampler; master analytical scheme; non-purgeable

organics; organic pollutant, purgeable organics; Water-

DROP.

A three-phase analysis program for organics in water is

described. In the First phase, a prototype automatic sam-

pler was constructed to sample and concentrate organic

compounds from dilute systems, including finished drinking

water. The sampler collects and seals up to 26 "grab" sam-

ples for analysis of purgeable organics and concentrates up
to 14 samples on various accumulators, such as XAD
resins, for analysis of non-purgeable volatiles and perhaps

non-volatiles. Samples are collected according to preset

sampling frequencies, sequences, flow rates, and collection

periods. The sample water is exposed only to Teflon and

glass components. The sampler control circuits are AC or

DC powered; valving and switching mechanisms are pneu-

matically operated using bottled gas. The sampler is

refrigerated to 4 °C and is capable of unattended operation

for up to 7 days in a remote location.

The wide distribution of organics in water emphasizes

the need for development of a master analytical scheme
that will serve as a general protocol for analytical surveys

in which all volatile organic compounds above a specified

level in any type of water are identified and quantified. In

the second phase, such a scheme, which incorporates

modern GC-MS-computer analytical techniques, is cur-

rently being developed by the U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA), and should be available in early 1980.

In developing the scheme, emphasis will be on comparison,

selection, and optimization of techniques for sampling, ex-

traction, cleanup, and separation of all gas chro-

matographable organics in water. A computer program for

quantification will be based upon internal standards

selected for each major functional group and volatility

class of organics, and upon predetermined recovery and

detector response data obtained using several model com-
pounds from each class. The scheme will be tested and im-

proved using samples of surface water, drinking water, and
industrial and municipal effluents.

In the third phase, a comprehensive data collation and
retrieval system for oi;ganics in water will be developed by

the EPA. This system, called the Distribution Register of

Organic Pollutants in Water (WaterDROP), will include a

means for continual updating and dissemination of new in-

formation on organics identified in water. WaterDROP will

include various chemical and geographical descriptors for

each compound, as well as data on concentration, source,

analytical method, etc. The data base will reside in com-
puter storage to allow interactive data retrieval by a

remote operator and will, in addition be available in a

slightly abbreviated cross-indexed printed version. Water-

DROP will be searchable by several parameters to locate

compounds of particular interest to analytical chemists,

epidemiologists, enforcement groups, and others.

Identification and quantitation of aromatic hydrocarbon

metabolites in marine biota, L. C. Thomas, W. D. MacLeod,
Jr., and D. C. Malins, SP519, pp. 79-86 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: high-pressure liquid chromatography; marine

biota; metabolites; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons.

Many marine organisms metabolize polynuclear aromatic

hydrocarbons by adding oxygen directly to the aromatic

rings. Typical chemical species resulting from such ox-

ygenations are epoxides, dihydrodiols, phenols, and quin-

ones. A variety of conjugates may be formed in subsequent

reactions.

Separations of a number of conjugated and non-conju-

gated metabolites were achieved by high-pressure liquid

chromatography (HPLC). The analytical procedures em-

ploy an internal standard of metabolites obtained from the

urine of rats exposed to radio-labeled naphthalene. By use

of the internal standards it was possible to identify

metabolites in fish tissues, regardless of whether the com-
pounds were structurally identified, and obtain recovery

data on those metabolites that were common to both tissue

extracts.

Techniques to purify radiolabeled aromatic hydrocar-

bons by HPLC and to quantitate hydroxylated and conju-

gated metabolites of naphthalene are described.

The trace-level determination of organics by high-pressure

liquid chromatography, R. W. Edwards, K. A. Nonnemaker,
and R. L. Cotter, SP519, pp. 87-94 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: extraction; herbicides; high pressure liquid

chromatography; organics in water; pesticides.

High-pressure liquid chromatography holds great

promise as a tool for the rapid, trace-level determination

of multi-residue samples of organics in water. Because of

the great versatility available in selecting mobile

phase/stationary phase combinations, many organic com-
pounds can be collected and determined by HPLC without

the concommitant problems of extraction, derivatization,

clean-up, etc., that plague other methods. In addition,

HPLC can be used as a tool to fractionate multi-residue

samples of organics into smaller fractions, for further

study.

This paper will discuss several applications of HPLC to

the analysis of organics in a number of matrices.

One application to be discussed is the analysis of pen-

tachlorophenol in waste effluents. This HPLC method is

rapid, requiring no derivatization of the PCP, specific for

PCP and can determine PCP in the low ppb range.

Another application is the multi-residue determination of

chlorphenoxy acid herbicides in drinking water. Contrary

to the gas-chromatographic method, which requires several

hours per sample, the HPLC requires only minutes, and

determines the herbicides in the low ppb range.

A third application that will be discussed is the isolation

of a single pesticide metabolite from a soil extract contain-

ing a wide-array of organic components.

Co-condensation with n-pentane. A new route to concentra-

tion of atmospheric pollutants, D. J. Freed, SP5I9, pp. 95-99

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: air sampling; co-condensation; gas chromatog-

raphy; trapping.

An air sampling system has been developed in which

gaseous /t-pentane is introduced into the air stream during

collection of the analytical sample. The gases are mixed

and then passed through a cold trap maintained at liquid

nitrogen temperature during which time the pentane vapor
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is condensed to the solid. Trace organic constituents of the

sampled air stream are trapped in the matrix of solid pen-

tane and thereby concentrated. Flow rates of pentane in

the range 5 to 50 cm^/min have allowed the collection of

up to 1 gram of solid pentane for sampling times of up to

1 hour. Depending on the flow rate of the sampled air

stream and the original concentration of the gaseous pollu-

tant, concentration factors of up to three orders of mag-
nitude are achieved. As an example, an air stream contain-

ing 1 ppm by volume of benzene was sampled at a flow

rate of 100 cm^/min together with a pentane stream flow

rate of 10 cm'/min for a total period of 10 minutes. This
resulted in the collection of approximately 100 mg (150
microliters) of solid pentane. This was allowed to warm to

room temperature and subsequently analyzed by gas chro-

matography. The trapping efficiencies for a number of

common atmospheric pollutants have been measured and
all are greater than 90%. The technique is of particular

value in the case of reactive materials or those which react

with the commonly used charcoal tubes. Other factors and
possible interferences are discussed.

Analysis of organic ambient aerosols, E. S. Macias, K. S.

Kumar, and M. K. Hoffman, SP519, pp. 101-107 (Apr.
1979).

Key words: air pollution; ambient aerosols; computer con-

trolled gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; GRALE;
organic analysis; reflectance.

Methods for the determination of organic compounds in

atmospheric aerosols are described. The amount of carbon
in organic compounds is determined from the difference

between the total carbon content of the aerosol deter-

mined by the gamma ray analysis of light elements
technique and the elemental carbon (soot) content deter-

mined by reflectance. The detailed composition of the or-

ganic species in the aerosol is determined by gas chro-
matography-mass spectrometry.

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons associated with coal

combustion, L. Sucre, W. Jennings, G. L. Fisher, O. G.
Raabe, and J. Olechno, SP519, pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: coal combustion products; glass capillary gas

chromatography; high pressure extraction; polynuclear aro-

matic hydrocarbon.

Samples of coal tar exudate, coke and stack fly ash from
coal combustion were subjected to several extraction

procedures, including a novel high-pressure liquid COj ex-

traction. Extracts were analyzed on wall coated open tubu-

lar (WCOT) glass capillary columns; selected extracts were
also subjected to GC/MS analysis utilizing a glass capillary

as the inlet to the mass spectrometer, and a number of

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons were identified on the

basis of computer-matched fragmentation patterns, sup-

ported by retention data.

Diurnal and spatial variations of organic aerosol con-

stituente in the Los Angeles Basin, B. R. Appel, E. M. Hoffer,

E. L. Kothny, S. M. Wall, M. Haik, and R. L. Knights,

SP519, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass
spectroscopy; organic aerosol constituents; primary organic

carbon; sampling errors; secondary organic carbon; solvent

extraction; spatial variations.

Two-hour and 14-hour hi-vol aerosol samples were col-

lected simultaneously at Pasadena, Pomona and Riverside,

California on 4 successive days in July 1975. Simultaneous

ozone and visibility measurements were made for correla-

tion with aerosol constituents. Samples were analyzed for

primary (Cp), secondary (C,), and elemental carbon (C,)

by selective solvent extraction-carbon analysis. In addition,

high resolution mass spectroscopy was used to provide

detailed analysis of organic constituents and to evaluate

the selective extraction procedure. The composition of the

carbonaceous material at the three sites was found to be

similar with C,/Cp3=2. The C^, as estimated by insoluble

carbon, was the most abundant carbon form. Adipic and

glutaric acids were among the more abundant aerosol con-

stituents of probable secondary origin. Elevated morning

levels of C„ dicarboxylic acids and acid nitrates as well as

low morning Br/Pb ratios gave evidence of the retention of

secondary organic aerosol from preceding days. Cyclic

olefins appear to be the principal secondary organic*

aerosol precursor. Primary organics show evidence of a

motor vehicle origin plus additional unidentified sources.

Comparison between 2-hour and 14 -hour samples reveals

evidence of both loss of organics by volatilization and in-

creased collection efficiency for organics with increased

particle loading.

Trace analysis in respiratory carcinogenesis, D. Hoffmann,

K. D. Brunnemann, I. Schmeltz, and E. L. Wynder, SP519,

pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: aza-arenes; hydrazines; nitroalkanes;

nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; thermal energy analyzer;

tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride.

Carcinogenic polynuclear and N-heterocyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons are found in urban air in traces of 10"* to

10"* glm". Their quantitative determination is made by

using "C-labelled internal standards in distributions

between solvent pairs, followed by GLC and/or HPLC
separations and identification by UV and MS. Volatile car-

cinogens in tobacco smoke include hydrazines (2-4 X 10"*

g/cig), vinyl chloride (0.6 to 2 x 10"^ g/cig), certain nitroal-

kanes (10"' to 10"* g/cig) and N-nitrosamines (10"* to 10"*

g/cig). Development and application of specific analytical

methods for the quantitative analyses will be presented.

The highly reactive hydrazines are derivatized in the smoke
trap with pentafluorobenzaldehyde; vinyl chloride is

derivatized by bromination. The derivatives of the trace

compounds, as well as the nitroalkanes, are enriched by

chromatography and analyzed by GLC with a *'Ni-ECD.

Volatile and nonvolatile N-nitrosamines are determined by

GLC with a thermal energy analyzer (TEA) or by

HPLC/TEA, respectively (detection limit 10"'» g).

During cigarette smoking significantly greater quantities

of carcinogenic N-nitrosamines are formed in-between

puffs, than are produced in the mainstream during puffing.

Therefore, it was suspected that smoke polluted indoor en-

vironments would reflect these contaminants. Analyses of

various indoor atmospheres revealed concentrations up to

2x 10"' g/m' of N-nitrosamines depending on the degree

of tobacco smoke pollution. A portable collection device

and analytical methods for the determination of these

other indoor pollutants will be described.

A new approach to the trace analysis of mono- and di-

halogenated organics, an analysis of methyl chloride in the at-

mosphere, E. P. Grimsrud and D. A. Miller, SP5I9, pp. 143-

151 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: carrier gas doping; electron capture detector;

methyl chloride; monochlorinated organics.

The intentional addition of oxygen to the nitrogen carri-

er gas of a constant-current Electron Capture Detector

(ECD) is shown to provide a useful extension of ECD
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analysis capabilities. The ECD sensitivity to compounds
having few and particularly only one chlorine atom is

greatly increased. As an example of this use, an analysis of

methyl chloride in ambient air is reported. Oxygen doping

is also shown to be useful for compound identification in

ECD analyses, since the magnitude of the resf»onse

enhancements caused by the addition of a defmite amount
of oxygen to the carrier gas varies greatly with compound
type and is reproducible for a given compound. A syste-

matic study of oxygen doping for the ECD analysis of

CH3CI. CH2CI,, CHCI3, CCI4, and CHsBr along with the ac-

companying effects on baseline frequency and noise is re-

ported from which the selection of oxygen concentration

and detector temperature can be made to cause the most

favorable signals from sample components.

Analytical facilities for the analysis of trace organic volatiles

in ambient air, R. B. Denyszyn, J. M. Harden, D. L. Hardis-

on, J. F. McGaughey. and A. L. Sykes, SP519, pp. 153-159

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: complete analysis scheme; gas chromatography;

hydrocarbons; permanent gas analysis; trace organics in

air.

During the past 4 years the Research Triangle Institute

has developed state-of-the-art capabilities for the analyses

of wide varieties of organic volatiles in ambient air. The
facility in which analyses are carried out is described and
the philosophies and criteria utilized in developing the

methodology are discussed in this paper. In particular, the

instrumental approach, GC column selections, and sam-
pling methodology are specified. RTl capabilities include 5

gas chromatographs with 1 1 detectors, which have been
modified to accommodate analyses ranging from ppm to

ppt levels. Analyses can be performed on hydrocarbons

ranging from C,-Ci2, halocarbons, sulfur-containing com-
pounds, and photochemical byproducts such as ethyl

nitrate and peroxyacetyl nitrate. Calibration procedures,

generation of accurate standard materials, and quality con-

trol programs associated with ambient monitoring pro-

grams are also discussed.

Analysis of trace levels of petroleum hydrocarbons in

marine sediments using a so!vent/slurry extraction procedure,

D. W. Brown, L. S. Ramos, A. J. Friedman, and W. D.

MacLeod, Jr., SP5/ 9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: extraction, hydrocarbons; marine; petroleum;

sediments.

A solvent slurry technique for the extraction of

hydrocarbons in marine sediments has been developed

based on dewatering with methanol and extraction on a

ball-mill tumbler with 2:1 dichloromethane./methanol. After

filtration and preliminary chromatographic cleanup, the ex-

tract was fractionated into saturated and unsaturated

hydrocarbons using column adsorption chromatography.

Both fractions were analyzed by gas chromatography with

high resolution glass capillary columns. The procedure af-

fords quantitation of individual hydrocarbons at part-per-

billion levels in sediments.

Automatic analysis of organic 4>ollutants in water via

GC/MS, D. Beggs, SP5I9, pp. 169-173 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: gas chromatography/mass spectrometry;

microcomputer; routine analysis; trace organics in water.

The use of gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer

(GC/MS) systems for the routine analysis of organic pollu-

tants in water samples has grown significantly during the

last few years. However, these systems have had several

disadvantages; namely, the need for a highly skilled opera-

tor and the need for elaborate sample preparation prior to

analysis. A GC/MS system will be described which

eliminates these disadvantages.

The recent development of microcomputer controlled

GC/MS systems allows simplification of opseration for rou-

tine analysis. The ability to preprogram gas chromatograph

and mass spectrometer conditions as well as to format data

output reduces the need for operator attention. The instru-

ment is programmed to automatically tune itself and set up

proper GC and mass spectrometer conditions. The instru-

ment will accept raw water samples and automatically

prepare those samples for analysis. The subsequent data

acquisition and data analysis is carried out automatically.

A final report is prepared without the need for operator at-

tention. Several analysis schemes which demonstrate these

automatic techniques will be shown.

In addition, results of a real time qualitative and quan-

titative analysis scheme will be shown. This system auto-

matically defines qualitatively and quantitatively organic

compounds as they elute from the GC column. The sen-

sitivity of this method will be demonstrated down to the 60

parts-per-trillion level.

A simple, sensitive method for the quantitative analysis of

carbon tetrachloride and chloroform in water at the parts-per-

bilSion level, G. Brozowski, D. Burkitt, M. Gabriel, J. Han-

rahan, E McCarthy, and J. Smith, SP5/9, pp. 175-179 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: carbon tetrachloride; chloroform; drinking

water analysis; gas chromatography; parts per billion.

A chromatographic method has been developed and ap-

plied to the quantitative analysis of carbon tetrachloride

and chloroform in drinking water at the ppb level. The

method is simple and rapid with a turnaround time of 20

minutes or less. It is also largely interference free.

Analysis of tire cord emissions, D. Richton, J. Scott, J. S.

Smith, A. F. Weston, and C. Wezwick, SP519, pp. 181-184

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: emissions; gas chromatography; tensilization;

thermogravimetric analysis; tire cord; tire cord dip; tire

cord finish.

Current concern over industrial emissions has led us to

study emissions produced by dipped tire cords when they

are tensilized. Thermogravimetric analysis and gas chro-

matographic analysis have been used to study tensilization

emissions. A simple device has been designed to produce

emissions on a laboratory scale.

Trace organic analysis of wastewater by liquid chromatog-

raphy, H. F Walton and G. A. Eiceman, SP519, pp 185-190

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: liquid chromatography; trace enrichment;

wastewater analysis.

In the "trace enrichment" method, 1-2 liters of the

water to be analyzed are pumped through a column con-

taining reverse-phase, octadecyl-silica bonded packing.

This packing retains hydrophobic, weakly-polar solutes

while allowing highly polar and ionized solutes to pass.

After loading the column, distilled water is passed, fol-

lowed by a linear water-to-methanol gradient. The ab-

sorbed solutes are released in decreasing order of their

polarity. The ultraviolet absorbance of the effluent is

recorded.

The technique has been applied to treated wastewaters,

tap waters and natural waters. Characteristic chromato-
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grams are obtained that depend on the pH of the water

that is loaded; the lower is the pH, the more is the absorp-

tion and subsequent release of humic acids and weak acids

of low molecular weight. The effects of various kinds of

wastewater treatment are noted; for example, reverse os-

mosis removes humic acids and ionized compounds, but al-

lows less-polar nonionic compounds to pass; carbon treat-

ment removes humic acids and solutes of low polarity, but

not ionic compounds and solutes of intermediate polarity.

Effluent fractions are collected, concentrated, and ex-

amined by ultraviolet spectroscopy, as well as liquid chro-

matography on porous polymer gels and capillary gas chro-

matography followed by mass spectrometry. Certain com-
pound classes have been identified, such as phthalate esters

and phenol ethers of the type R.C„H4 0R.. A "flush peak"
appearing when the column is flushed with distilled water

following the loading step indicates the presence of carbox-

ylic acids; its origin will be discussed.

Analysis of soil and sediment to determine potential pesti-

cide contamination of a water supply impoundment, F.

Amore, SP519, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: carbamates; gas chromatography; or-

ganochlorides; pesticides; sediment and water.

Analysis of soil, sediment, and water for insecticides,

miticides, and fungicides was carried out to assess the

potential for contamination of a water supply impound-
ment. The drainage area which feeds the impoundment is

primarily agricultural with land in orchards or row crops.

The impoundment is the source of water for a community
of approximately 25,000.

An analytical method was developed to allow for the

determination of eleven pesticides in a single extract. The
compounds were chosen from about 25 compounds known
to have been used in the area. The compounds selected

were those most extensively used and/or known to be per-

sistent. The compounds determined were the or-

ganochlorides: lindane, dieldrin, endrin, DDT and

metabolites, and kelthane; the organophosphates:

malathion, parathion, and guthion; the carbamates: folpet

and captan; and tetradifon.

All of these compounds were determined by gas chro-

matograph with an electron capture detector after extrac-

tion. Using an OV-I7/QF-1 column all compounds except

captan and folpet could be detected separately, although

kelthane and malathion were poorly resolved as were

p.pDDE and dieldrin.

The soil and sediment samples were extracted with

acetone. The pesticides were flooded out of the acetone

and extracted with 10 percent diethyl ether in petroleum

ether. The water samples were extracted with 1 :

1

methylene chloride:hexane mixture. The detection limits

using the method were 0.004 /ig lindane per gram of soil

or sediment; 0.009 /xg DDE, DDD, DDT, dieldrin, endrin;

0.04 fjLg kelthane, malathion, parathion, captan/folpet; 0.08

/ig tetradifon; and 4 fjLg guthion using 50 g of air-dried soil

or sediment. For the water samples the sensitivity was

about a factor of 100 lower using 500 mL of water and

concentrating the final extract to 5 mL.
Soils contained primarily dieldrin and DDE, while sedi-

ment contained dieldrin and DDD. None of the pesticides

were detected in water. Recoveries were on the order of

75 to 95 percent for all compounds from both clay-like

and humus-type soils.

Confirmatory studies were carried out using fiame

photometric detector, p-values, and saponification.

The method proved to be efficient, simple, and

straightforward in providing reliable results. The method

could be easily run on a routine basis by a technician after

minimal training.

Sampling and analysis of beta-chloroethers in the environ-

ment, P. L. Sherman, A. M. Kemmer, L. Metcalfe, H. D.

Toy, and G. E. Parris, SP5I9, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: air; environment; gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; sampling; sediment; trace analysis; water; 0-

chloroethers.

Under contract with the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, Office of Toxic Substances, Monsanto Research

Corporation has developed and successfully utilized

methods for the sampling and analysis of trace levels of

^-chloroethers in the environment. The six compounds
analyzed in this study were: 2-chloroethylethyl ether, 2-

chloroethylvinyl ether, bis(2-chloroethoxy) methane, and

1,2 bis(2-chloroethoxy ) ethane. The methods for the sam-

pling, workup, and analysis of air, water, soil, and sediment

samples collected in the vicinity of potential producers and

users are discussed in this paper.

A statistical study of atmospheric sampling for an enclosed

inhabited environment, H. G. Eaton, F. W. Williams, J. R.

Wyatt, J. J. DeCorpo, F. E. Saalfeld. D. E. Smith, and T. L.

King. SP519, pp. 213-218 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: aging; analysis; atmosphere; sampling.

Maintaining the quality of an enclosed inhabited en-

vironment, such £is in the nuclear-powered submarine,

requires monitoring of the atmosphere by various sampling

procedures. One type of sampling procedure is grab sam-

pling, whereby atmosphere samples are obtained essentially

instantaneously in evacuated flasks. However, in many in-

stances these samples cannot be analyzed for days or

months. An extensive statistically based program was con-

ducted on selected contaminants to determine the effect of

time (shelf life) on the samples. In addition, a parallel

study was conducted in the grab sampling technique to

determine if there was a difference in flask preparation.

Although this study did not reveal any differences in

flask preparation, it did reveal that the samples do have a

shelf life. For all contaminants evaluated except the

refrigerants and methane, a statistically significant ex-

ponential time decay is present in the shelf life of a con-

taminant.

DeveiopmenI of an aqueous polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bon standard reference material, W. E. May, J. M. Brown, S.

N. Chesler, F. Guenther, L. R. Hilpert, H. S. Hertz, and S.

A. Wise, SP5I9, pp. 219-224 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: dynamic coupled-column liquid chromatog-

raphy; extractor column; generator column; polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbon; standard reference material.

The National Bureau of Standards currently issues over

900 Standard Reference Materials (SRM's), with various

groups being represented, such as: clinical laboratory stan-

dards, trace element standards, nuclear materials, glass

viscosity standards, rubber materials, color standards, and

coating thickness standards. We are now endeavoring to

add to this list an additional group, namely trace organic

chemical Standard Reference Materials.

The first SRM from this new group of materials will be

an aqueous polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
Standard Reference Material. There are several problems

associated with the preparation, storage and handling of

aqueous solutions of PAH that previously prevented the

development of this SRM. Now, through the use of a

dynamic coupled-column liquid chromatographic method
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developed in this laboratory, we have been able to circum-

vent these problems. The use of this technique for the

preparation and certification of an aqueous PAH SRM will

be discussed.

New column technology in the analysis of organics in water

by gas chromatography, R. Mindrup, Jr., SP519, pp. 225-229
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: aqueous organics; phenols; volatile organics,

Carbopack C/0.2% Carbowax 1500.

Recently EPA issued a protocol on the analysis of 1 14

organic pollutants in water. The proposed method of analy-

sis is by gas chromatography using selective columns and
detectors. The organic pollutants are concentrated from
water samples by solvent extraction or purge and trap

techniques. The volatile pollutants, which are purged and

trapped, are analyzed on a 80/100 Carbopack C/0.2% Car-
bowax 1500 column. Base-neutrals and pesticides are ex-

tracted from water with methylene chloride and analyzed

on a 1% SP-2250 column. The pesticides and Aroclors are

analyzed with selective detectors such as electron capture

or Hall conductivity. The analysis of phenols has been im-

proved with the use of a new deactivated phase, SP-1240
DA, instead of the EPA recommendation of Tenax.

Sampling methods for trace organic analysis in foods, W.
Horwitz and J. W. Howard, SP5I9, pp. 231-242 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: analysis; analytical food chemistry; errors; sam-

pling.

The operation of sampling permits a small, conveniently

handled portion to provide information as to the condition

or composition of a large lot. How well the small portion

represents the large portion is a function of the nature of

the sampling opyeration, number of units in the sample, and
the homogeneity of the parent lot. Many of the problems
in analytical food chemistry at /xg and mg per kg levels in-

volve a very heterogeneous distribution of toxic com-
pounds, causing the sampling error to be very much
greater than the analytical error. In such a situation it does

little good to improve the precision of the method of anal-

ysis, because the improvement is simply "swamped out" by
the magnitude of the sampling error. More reliable results

can only be obtained by taking and analyzing more and/or

larger samples.

The role of sample preparation in nutritional labeling analy-

sis, H. G. Lento, SP519. pp. 243-248 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: composite sampling; nutritional analysis; nutri-

tional labeling; sample preparation.

The broad spectrum of food products requiring analysis

for nutritional labeling and the ubiquitous nature of many
of the substances being determined has created many
diverse problems for the food scientist. Among these is the

need to obtain from rather large representative lots,

products prepared in such a manner so as to guarantee

uniformity of the sample and the integrity of their nutrients

which are by their very nature highly reactive and most la-

bile. The problem is compounded by the fact that in the

fmal actual analysis minute quantities of the original sam-
ple must be analyzed by using semi-micro and even micro

methods with the same precision and accuracy demanded
by macro techniques. This paper will discuss some of the

diversified products encountered by the food analyst in his

daily routine and the special techniques and equipment
which must be utilized to handle such samples. Also

stressed will be the importance of sample preparation and
how good sample handling techniques can be used to

minimize the loss of nutrients and sampling errors which,

unless corrected, are greatly amplified as a consequence of

nutritional labeling.

Nutrient analyses of foods: A reexamination, K. K. Stewart,

5^5/9, pp. 249-255 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: nutrient analysis; nutrition; standard reference

materials.

One of the key areas in the rapidly expanding field of

human nutrition is the quantitative analysis of nutrients in

foods. Contrary to popular belief, the nutrient analysis of

foods is noi routine, and much research is needed to obtain

accurate and precise data on the nutrient composition of

foods. This paper presents an overview of the analytical

aspects of the chemical analysis of food nutrients,

emphasizing the organic chemical nutrients (trace and

otherwise), and evaluates the state of current nutrient data,

the public health problems associated with certain

nutrients, and the analytical methodology. Rapid, inexpen-

sive, specific analytical procedures for trace compounds in

complex matrices and certified standards and standard

reference materials are needed to acquire the required

nutrient data.

Measurement of the trace amounts of vitamin B,2 present

in various foods by a new radiometric microbiologic

technique, M. Chen and P. A. Mclntyre, SP519, pp. 257-265

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: foods; radiometric microbiological assay;

vitamin 8,2.

A simple, sensitive and reliable radiometric microbiologi-

cal assay was developed for the assay of vitamin 8,2 con-

tent in foods. The evolution of '''CO2 by L. leichmannii

from L(guanido '''C) arginine was shown to be directly

proportional to the amount of cyanocobalamin added to

the usual assay medium. The assay requires less technical

time than the standard turbidimetric assay and is semi-au-

tomated. Comparison of the vitamin 8,2 content of a

variety of foods by this radiometric assay and the standard

microbiological assay gave an r value of 0.96. Recovery ex-

periments using cyanocobalamin gave good results with

foods of animal origin. Recovery from foods of vegetable

or grain origin were significantly lower. Reproducibility on

a variety of foods and replicate samples of the same foods

by the radiometric technique was satisfactory. This sim-

plified radiometric microbiological assay combines the

biologic specificity of the microorganism with the precision

and automation of measuring a physical event as the end

point (quantification of "CO2 evolved from a label sub-

strate).

Gas liquid chromatographic analysis of pantothenates and

panthenol, A J Sheppard and W. D. Hubbard, SP519, pp.

267-269 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: gas/liquid chromatography; panthenol; pan-

tothenates; pharmaceutical preparations.

Gas Liquid Chromatographic (GLC) methods are

described for the analysis of calcium and sodium pan-

tothenates and panthenol in pharmaceutical preparations.

In one method the acetate derivatives are prepared using

a pyridine: acetic anhydride mixture. The residue is dis-

solved in chloroform and injected onto a column packed

with 2% neopentyl glycol sebacate. In a second method
trimethyl silyl ester-ethers of the pantothenate compounds
are prepared using a mixture of silylating agents. GLC
column packings of 5% SE-30 and 3% OV-1 were used.

The application of these methods to pharmaceutical

preparations is discussed.
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Quantitative analysis of simple carbohydrates in foods, B.

W. Li and K. K. Stewart, SP5I9, pp. 271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-liquid

chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography;

maltose; raffinose; ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analy-

sis.

Liquid Chromatography and gas-liquid chromatography

methods were developed to separate the mono-, di-, tri-,

and tetrasaccharides commonly found in foods. The liquid

chromatography system uses an anion-exchange column to

separate the common food sugars as borate complexes. Su-

gars in the column eluate are quantified colorimetrically by
reaction with p-hydroxybenzoic acid hydrazide subsequent

to hydrolysis with sulfuric acid. In the gas-liquid chro-

matography system, the peracetylated aldononitriles or

trimethylsilylated oximes of sugars are chromatographed
on a column packed with either 3% SP2250 or 3% OV-
17.

Preparation and extraction of samples for two chro-

matography procedures and derivatization for gas-liquid

chromatography are discussed. The combination of the two
chromatography systems for the determination of sugars in

foods appears to be very useful. One or both of these

analytical systems will allow the sugar content of foods to

be determined in detail.

Determination of vitamins E and K in foods and tissues

using high performance liquid chromatography, J. N. Thomp-
son, G. Hatina, and W. B. Maxwell, SP519, pp. 279-288
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: high performance liquid chromatography; phyl-

loquinone; tocopherols; tocotrienols; vitamin E; vitamin K.

Foods and tissues were extracted with hot isopropanol

and acetone. Low polarity lipids, including vitamins E and
K, were obtained by addition of hexane, then water, to the

filtered extract. Tocopherols (a, /3, y, and S) and
tocotrienols were separated by high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) on LiChrosorb Si60 in hexane
containing either 0.2% isopropanol or 5% diethyl ether.

High sensitivity and specificity were obtained by using a

fluorometric detector. Vegetable oils, margarines, meat,
liver, grains, milk, plants and complete meals were success-

fully analysed by this method. In the analysis for vitamin

K, lipids were first filtered through a short column of

hydroxyalkoxypropyl Sephadex (HAPS). Triglycerides

were reduced in some samples (milk, vegetable oils) by

low pressure chromatography in hexane on a long column
of HAPS (120 cm X 1 cm). Crude or purified lipids were
then chromatographed on a preparative HPLC column (25
cm X 1 cm ) 5 LiChrosorb Si60 in hexane containing

0.03% isopropanol. A fraction containing phylloquinone
was collected and rechromatographed on a LiChrosorb

Reverse Phase column (25 cm X 3.2 mm) using a 30
minute gradient of 15% water in methanol to methanol.

Phylloquinone levels (^g/g) were measured in a variety of

foods including peas (0.36), cabbage (0.46), spinach

(2.44), green beans (0.47), lettuce (1.95) and cow's milk

(0.018).

Current status of lipoxidase method for determining 9,12-

di-ci5-polyunsaturated fatty acids, A. J. Sheppard and W. D.

Hubbard, SP519, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; fats; lipoxidase; oils; PUFA; 9,12-di-ci5-polyun-

saturated fatty acids.

The enzyme lipoxidase isolated from the soybean ex-

hibits a specificity for the cis, cj's-methylene interrupted

configuration in a straight carbon chain. MacGee in 1959
reported the development of a procedure for measuring

cis, cii-methylene interrupted polyunsaturated fatty acids

based on lipoxidase. The Canadian Food and Drug
Directorate modified the MacGee method and adopted the

modified procedure for legal use. The United States Food
and Drug Administration through the Association of Offi-

cial Analytical Chemists (AOAC) and others through the

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry have

been studying collaboratively either the MacGee method
or individualized versions of the MacGee Method. After a

number of collaborative attempts, the AOAC in 1977
completed a satisfactory study. The method has been
adopted as an "official interim first action method" by the

AOAC. Five oleo-margarine stocks in blind duplicates

were analyzed by 17 laboratories located in the United

States, Canada, England, Australia, The Netherlands, and

Sweden. The method that is being adopted is limited to the

official assays of fats and oils and does not include general

food extracts. A collaborative study of the additional

modifications of the basic method so that food extracts

may be analyzed is planned.

Trace analysis in agricultural products. Methods for

hydrazines, carbamates, N-nitrosodiethanolamine and other

compounds, I. Schmeltz, K. D. Brunnemann, and D. Hoff-

mann, SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-cap-

ture; hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy;

nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal

energy analyzer (TEA); tobacco.

Agricultural crops are often exposed to chemical agents

such as growth regulators, herbicides and pesticides. As a

result of processing and other factors, these chemical

agents undergo degradative reactions which lead to com-
pounds considered toxic, carcinogenic or otherwise

hazardous. Such compounds, however, are present in trace

quantities and their analyses and/or monitoring require

specialized techniques. Hydrazines, for example, have been

found in tobacco and mushrooms. In the case of the

former, the presence of hydrazine may be related to the

use of the chemical suckering agent, maleic hydrazide.

Determination of both the hydrazine and its suspected

precursor is facilitated by reaction with a halogenated

acylating or alkylating agent, and subsequent use of elec-

tron-capture gas chromatography. In addition, hydrazine

has been determined by mass-fragmentographic techniques,

and most recently thermal energy analysis (TEA) has been
proposed for its determination.

A number of N-nitrosamines have been shown to result

from the reaction of various pesticides and nitrite. N-
nitrosodiethanolamine, for example, arises from the reac-

tion of nitrite and diethanolamine (found in certain pesti-

cide formulations) or triethanolamine; this nitrosamine is

difficult to determine because of its polarity. In this case,

therefore, the analytical scheme involves methanol extrac-

tion, column chromatography and trimethylsilylation, fol-

lowed by combined gas chromatography-mass spectrosco-

py. A ''C-internal standard is also included to monitor the

analytical scheme. We can now analyze N-
nitrosodiethanolamine by HPLC/TEA as well.

Other chemical compounds likely to be found in agricul-

tural products in trace quantities as the result of pesticide

application (or processing) are carbamates and
halogenated hydrocarbons. The former require solvent par-

tition and column chromatography prior to gas chromatog-

raphy/mass spectroscopy. Chemical ionization mass spec-

troscopy is especially helpful here. Halogenated hydrocar-
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bons may be determined by electron-capture gas chro-

matography; however, in the case of vinyl chloride, prior

reaction with Brj facilitates the analysis.

Supported by National Cancer Institute Grant CA 17613

and by USDA Contract ARS No. 12-14-1001-607.

Criteria for purity of food additives used in biological tests.

Experience with saccharin and Amaranth (FD&C Red No. 2),

B. Stavric, D. R. Stoltz, and R. Klassen, SP5I9, pp. 311-319
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for purity; food

additives; mutagenicity; naphthylamines; saccharin;

saccharin impurities; Salmonella typhimurium.

The presence of traces of certain impurities in food addi-

tives used for various biological tests could significantly in-

fluence the results of biological testing and give an errone-

ous impression of the toxicity of the food additive. After

a brief review of the literature, the authors summarize their

results about the chemical purity of saccharin and
Amaranth samples used in biological tests. Criteria for

establishing and identifying the purity of chemicals used in

biological tests are suggested.

Advances in the analysis of natural food toxicants, D. L.

Park and A. E. Pohland, SP519, pp. 321-331 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: food toxicants; mycotoxins; review; seafood

toxins.

An overview of the latest developments in analytical

methods devised specifically for the detection of selected

naturally occurring food toxicants—mycotoxins, natural

plant toxins and seafood toxins— is presented. Special

emphasis is placed upon the need for careful attention to

sampling and sample preparation, the types of analytical

techniques available for qualitative detection and quantita-

tion, the need for confirmative techniques, and the require-

ment for high quality standard materials.

Analysis of potato for glycoalkaloid content by radioimmu-
noassay (RllA), R. P. Vallejo and C. D. Ercegovich, SP519,

pp. 333-340 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: potato alkaloids; radioimmunoassay; solanidine;

solanine.

Radioimmunoassay (RIA) provides a means of combin-
ing the specificity of immunology with the sensitivity of

radiochemistry to efficiently and economically analyze for

toxicants in food. The underlying principle of RIA is that

of competitive binding. The basic methodology of RIA
requires suitable antiserum as the source of specific an-

tibodies, radiolabeled tracer, and a means of measuring
precise quantities of reactants, separating the tracer that is

bound to the antibodies from that which is not and quan-
tification of the radioactive fraction(s). An antiserum

highly specific for solanidine, the aglycone of the potato

glycoalkaloid solanine, a potent cholinesterase inhibitor,

has been produced in rabbits after immunization with a

solanidine hemisuccinate-bovine serum albumin conjugate.

The RIA procedure which utilizes such antiserum and
dihydrosolanidine-^H has a high degree of reliability and is

capable of detecting as little as 1 50 pg of solanidine in a

potato sample. This RIA procedure greatly reduces the

amount of sample preparation, use of costly organic sol-

vents, and increases the number of analyses per unit of

time in comparison to conventional chemical methods of

analysis for the total glycoalkaloid content in potato.

Analysis of kepone" in biological samples, N. Mady, D.

Smith, J. Smith, and C. Wezwick, SP519, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).
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Key words: analysis; biological; gas chromatography; I

Kepone"; partition chromatography; parts per billion.
|

A simple, rapid and quantitative method for the analysis

of Kepone" in biological samples is presented. The sample
;

is extracted with ethyl ether. After removal of the solvent,

the residue is placed on a Florisil-based partition column
and lipophilic materials are eluted with hexane. Kepone" is

eluted with methanol-toluene and analyzed by gas chro-

matography using electron capture. Recoveries are 80-
:

105%.

Progress in the automation of extraction and cleanup |

procedures for detecting trace amounts of pesticides in en-
|

vironmental samples, M. E. Getz, G. W. Hanes, and K. R.
|

Hill, SP519, pp. 345-353 (Apr. 1979), |

Key words: continuous flow system; environmental analy- |

sis; pesticides; synthetic carbonaceous resins. (

The discovery of a class of reusable adsorptive silica gels

and the recent development of an effective commercial s

module for continuous evaporation to dryness have opened i

new possibilities for the eventual complete automation of

pesticide residue analysis.

Appropriate modules were assembled to index, blend,

extract, pump, filter, partition, concentrate, and chromato- i

graph (cleanup) fortified samples of vegetable, animal, or

mineral material according to conventional schemes for ,
i

residue analysis. The liquid effluent from this system was
j

then collected by a fraction collector for residue deter- j

mination by gas chromatography or alternatively, in favora- i

ble cases, the pesticide residues were measured directly by
j

means of a moving-wire/element selective (chlorine, (I

phosphorus, or nitrogen) detector. The standard peristaltic I

pump used in AutoAnalyzer systems was found to provide
(

sufficient pressure to give adequate solvent flow rates
|

through silica gel cleanup columns. The performance and 1

usable lifetimes of either charcoal or silica gel columns
|

under continuous-flow solvent gradient systems (step i

gradient or linear gradient) were evaluated. The efficacy of
;

the entire automatic extraction and cleanup system was I

tested using fortified samples selected to present specific j

problems such as alfalfa and tomato (pigments), beef fat

(lipids), soil, and water. Although the results show that au-

tomated extraction and cleanup systems for pesticide

residue and analysis are now both feasible and practical,

much development work yet remains to optimize such

systems for routine regulatory analysis.

Method of aflatoxin analysis, S. Nesheim, SP519, pp. 355-
,

372 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: aflatoxin analysis; food and feed analysis; i

methods; preparation; sampling.

A "State of the Art" summary of methods for the analy-

sis of foods and feeds for aflatoxins is presented. Included

are: preparation, distribution and handling of standards,

sample preparation, technique and solvents for extraction,

toxin separation, detection and quantitation by techniques

including two dimensional thin layer chromatography and

high performance liquid chromatography, and a discussion

of method limitations, problems, precision and accuracy.

Also included is a bibliography of aflatoxin methodology

covering the last 5 years.

Trace organic sampling in the clinical area, B. Halpem,

SP5I9, pp. 373-379 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: blood samples; clinical sampling of infants;

clinical trace organic sampling; Guthrie blotters.
j



Since the blood volume of a newborn is only about 270

mL and the clinical state of a sick infant may have to be

monitored several times a day it is essential that the quan-

tity of blood used for clinical analysis be kept to a

minimum (preferably < 10 /u,L per test). The collection of

blood by venipunctures is practical in older children, but

heel or finger punctures are the most efficient and least

traumatic for obtaining blood from infants. Heel pricks

must be performed carefully and a free flow of blood is es-

sential to avoid contamination with tissue fluid and to

prevent hemolysis of the specimen. Variability attributable

to collection factors may be minimized by reducing the

number of individuals who are allowed to collect blood. At
present, there is no mechanical device that can ensure

reproducibility of specimen collection. Sample identifica-

tion can also cause problems as it is impossible to attach

a label directly to a capillary blood tube. A convenient way
of manipulating, transporting, storing, and identifying

blood samples from newborns is to spot the blood onto
filter paper (Guthrie blotters). The dried blood spots can

then be punched out to deliver a fixed volume (5.5 /iL)

for clinical analysis. It is possible to selectively remove
metabolites such as the fatty acids, cholesterol, and the

amino acids or drugs from the filter paper by a sequential

solvent extraction. These extracts can then be analyzed by
conventional means, or more conveniently by a fast and
more sensitive direct mass spectrometric technique. The
new method has already been applied successfully, to con-

firm abnormals from a genetically oriented screening pro-

gram using the duplicate blood spots from Guthrie blotters.

Sample preparation for clinical trace organic analysis, K. H.

Dudley, SP519, pp. 381-390 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; clinical chemistry; drug analysis; gas chro-

matography; internal standards; methylation; sample
preparation.

An overview is presented of some common error sources

in analytical methods and of knowledge which has con-

tributed to the design of more reliable drug assays. Factors

related to the initial state of the biological specimen, which

can cause significant interferences and errors in measure-

ments, are reviewed. The principle of the distribution law

is utilized to explain the efficient extraction of acidic and
basic drugs from media in which the drugs are largely in

the ionic form. Extraction schemes which eliminate inter-

ferences by fatty acids in gas-liquid chromatographic
(GLC) methods, are discussed. The internal standard

method in GLC assays is reviewed. Ground rules for the

selection of an internal standard and the need for selecting

multiple, appropriate internal standards for the simultane-

ous determination of multiple drugs by GLC are also

reviewed. Some factors important to the design and prac-

tice of iVifra-laboratory quality control of a drug assay are

explained.

Measurement of catecholamines and their metabolites in tis-

sue and physiological fluids using reverse-phase liquid chro-

matography with electrochemical detection, L. J. Felice, C. S.

Bruntlett, R. E. Shoup, and P. T Kissinger, 5P5 7 9, pp. 391-

397 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: catecholamines; electrochemical detection;

liquid chromatography; phenolic metabolites.

Liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection

(LCEC) has proven to be a very versatile tool in the neu-

rosciences. A number of laboratories have now adopted

this technique as the principal means of investigation of

catecholamines and their acidic (DOPAC, HVA, VMA),

neutral (MHPG, etc.), and basic (3-MT, NM, M)
metabolites. The LCEC approach has also been used to

assay the activity of enzymes responsible for the synthesis

and catabolism of the catecholamines. Urine, blood, spinal

fluid, tissue slices, and tissue homogenates are the usual

sample matrices of interest.

Quantitative analysis of melatonin in human plasma by

negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry, S. P. Markey
and A. J. Lewy, SP519, pp. 399-404 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: human plasma; melatonin; negative chemical

ionization mass spectrometry.

A quantitative assay for melatonin in I mL of human
plasma has been developed using gas chromatography-

negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry. Extracted

melatonin, along with a tetradeuterated internal standard

can be measured from 1-100 pg/mL derivatized as the pen-

tafluoropropionyl ester.

A candidate definitive method for the determination of total

cholesterol in serum, R. Schaffer, E. White V, L. T.

Sniegoski, and A. Cohen, SP519, pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: cholesterol; gas chromatography/mass spec-

trometry; isotope dilution; serum.

An isotope dilution-mass spectrometry method for the

determination of total cholesterol was developed.

Cholesterol, isotopically labeled with deuterium at C-25 to

C-27, was added to serum samples. After an alkaline treat-

ment to hydrolyze esters of cholesterol, the cholesterol was

isolated from the serum and converted into the trimethyl-

silyl derivative for analysis by GC/MS. The ratio of the un-

labeled to labeled cholesterol TMS ether in the entire GC
peak was measured in the mass spectrometer by focusing

alternately on the molecular ions at m/e 458 and 465, and

summing both signals. Duplicate GC/MS isotopic ratio

measurements were bracketed by duplicate measurements
of standard mixtures containing comparable proportions of

SRM cholesterol and cholesterol-d,. To ensure stability of

measurement, the duplicate measurements of standard mix-

ture or of sample had to agree within 1%, and these

duplicate measurements of sample and standard had to be

repeated again on another day. The weight ratio of the

isotopic forms in a sample was obtained by linear inter^

polation between the bracketing standard mixtures whose
compositions were accurately known. An overall relative

standard deviation of 0.33 percent was obtained for the

measurement of total cholesterol in five different serum

pools that were analyzed as described on four different oc-

casions.

The determination of neurologically important tryptophan

metabolites in brain cerebrospinal fluid, G. M. Anderson, W.
C. Purdy, and S. N. Young, SP519, pp. 411-418 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: brain; cerebrospinal fluid; fluorescence flow

cell; liquid chromatography; tryptophan metabolites.

The compounds tryptophan (TRP), 5-hydroxyin-

doleacetic acid (5-HIAA), indoleacetic acid (lAA), and in-

dolepropionic acid (IPA) have been determined in human
and rat CSF. Absolute detection limits of 5-25 pg have

been obtained using a liquid chromatographic-fluorometric

method. TRP and 5-HIAA are quantitated by the direct in-

jection of 1-20 ^L of CSF. lAA and IPA are determined

by injection of 50 /xL of CSF. lAA is determined in rat

brain after homogenization and centrifugation by direct in-

jection of supernatant. The fluorometric system is

discussed in a signal/noise context, the limiting noise is

seen to be photon shot noise. Several neurochemical stu-

dies are presented illustrating the utility of the method.
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Applications of the nitrogen detector to the analysis of ste-

roid hormones and related compounds by gas chromatog-

raphy. J. P. Thenot and A. Hung, SP519, pp. 419-427 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: gas chromatography; nitrogen-phosphorus;

selective detection; steroid hormones.

The linearity and sensitivity of the nitrogen-phosphorus

(N/P) detector was assessed with quinoline as a model
compound. U was found that the selectivity ratio,

hydrocarbon to quinoline, was approximately 1 to 5000.

Direct comparison of a flame ionization with a N/P detec-

tor was made possible by splitting the effluent stream at

the end of a capillary column. The N/P detector was found

only 4 times more sensitive than the flame ionization de-

tector for steroid derivatives O-methyloxime tri-methylsilyl

(MO-TMS). Methods for removing the reagents are

described as well as other means to prepare nitrogen con-

taining-derivatives (enamines). The possibility of using

phosphorous containing derivatives is also discussed.

Analysis of neutral lipids by high-performance liquid chrtr-

matography and nephelometric detection, S. L. Smith, J. W.
Jorgenson, and M. Novotny, SP519, pp. 429-436 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-performance

liquid chromatography; light-scattering; lipids;

nephelometry; oils; reversed-phase; serum.

A nephelometric detector, developed for high-per-

formance liquid chromatography, has been applied to the

sensitive detection of nonpolar lipids. By utilizing reversed-

phase chromatography for the separation of cholesterol,

cholesterol esters, and triglycerides, the distribution of

these lipids in physiological fluids can be determined.

Procedures have also been developed for the determination

of the fatty acid composition of individual triglycerides in

plant oils. The current detection limit is 0.5 ^ig for lipid

solutes, and the response linearity of the system has been
extended to approximately 100 ^g.

The determination of anal>olic steroids in human body

fluids, H. W. Durbeck, C. G. B. Frischkom, I. Biiker, B.

Scheulen, and B. Telin, SP519, pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: anabolic steroids; clean-up; contamination; di-

anabol; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms);

gas liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms interface; high per-

formance liquid chromatography (hpic); inert columns;

metabolism; methandienone; urine.

For the determination and identification of synthetic

anabolic steroids in human body fluids some simple and

generally applicable screening procedures have been

developed employing HPLC, GLC and capillary GC/MS as

basic instrumental techniques.

This paper discusses steroids with a tertiary hydroxy

group at C-17 and their detection in urine by improved

GLC and capillary GC/MS methods

For reasons of analytical accuracy and precision, a

variety of important aspects and problems concerning

clean-up and instrumentation have to be considered: ( 1

)

Sampling, sample stabilization and storage; (2) problems

and sources of contamination; (3) problems of derivatiza-

tion and their solution; (4) preparation of inert packed
columns; and (5) GC/MS coupling of glass capillary

columns.

Recent fmdings of pharmacokinetic and metabolic stu-

dies after oral administration may be summarized as fol-

lows:

(1) Steroids with a tertiary hydroxy group at C-17 and

no other hydroxy group present in the molecule are nor-

mally excreted in their unconjugated form;

(2) For the same type of steroids the rate of metabolism

is more rapid than their excretion. A drug is therefore only

detectable via its metabolites;

(3) Without knowing the major metabolites of each

anabolic compound a reliable drug administration regimen

seems to be impossible; and

(4) The date of sampling is of great importance since all

metabolites are totally excreted within a few days after the

last drug application.

Development of a standard reference material for an-

tiepilepsy drugs in serum, D. J. Reeder, D. P. Enagonio, R.

G. Christensen, and R. Schaffer, SP519, pp. 447-453 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: antiepilepsy drugs in serum; serum matrix;

standard reference material (SRM).

This paper describes one of the procedures developed in

the process of producing and certifying an anticonvulsant

drugs-in-serum Standard Reference Material (SRM). Four

drugs, diphenylhydantoin ethosuximide, phenobarbital,

and primidone are used in the serum standards.

A human serum base is prepared from pooled human
plasma. Methods for removing and testing for interferences

are described. Uniformity of dispersed sample size is also

tested.

Drugs added to the serum matrix are quantitated by gas

chromatography using internal standards and bracketing

techniques, and by liquid chromatography using calibration

standards. The SRM will be supplied as a set of three sam-

ples, each having different concentration levels of the four

drugs. A serum bank is also included.

Potentiometric titration of microgram amounts of penicil-

lamine using ion selective electrodes, S. M. Donahe, G. E.

Janauer, T. D. Zucconi, and C. Lewkowicz, SP519, pp. 455-

459 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: clinical chemistry; ion selective electrodes;

penicillamine; potentiometric titration.

Over the last 20 years penicillamine (PA) has seen appli-

cation in the treatment of Wilson's Disease, Cystinuria, and

heavy metal poisoning. Recently it has shown promise as

an effective therapeutic agent in the treatment of rheuma-

toid arthritis (RA). However, its mode of action in RA
therapy is not known. To aid in more effectively monitor-

ing patients treated with this investigational drug and to

provide a tool for studying the fundamental aspects of PA
therapy, we have sought to develop a sensitive analytical

procedure applicable to physiological fluids.

That PA is a strong metal chelating agent is the basis of

its use in the treatment of heavy metal poisoning and Wil-

son's Disease. Very strong complexes are formed with

Hg^"^, Cu''"^, and Pb''*. This same characteristic was ex-

ploited in developing our analytical procedure.

The method utilizes an automatic titration system

equipped with a first derivative mode for the recorder. The

sample is maintained at a constant pH (usually 9) using a

Tris buffer. Ionic strength is adjusted by addition of sodium

perchlorate solution. Typically, the sample is titrated with

a standard solution of lead perchlorate (analyzed with

EDTA). Initially PA will complex Pb'+ as it is added to the

system. When all available PA is complexed, excess titrant

will add free Pb^""" to the solution. Pb^* is detected by a

lead specific electrode referenced to a double junction

reference electrode containing a solution of sodium nitrate
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in the outer chamber. A first derivative endpoint is

j

recorded. Less than 0.2 /ig PA/mL can be determined.

I

Detection and quantitative determination of tricyclic an-

I

tidepressants and benzodiazepines in serum and plasma by

i
high performance liquid chromatography, C. Hesse, SP5I9,

pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: benzodiazepines; clinical use; derivatization;

quaternary two-phase systems; serum; uv-detection;

tricyclic antidepressives.

Development and some applications of a liquid chro-

matographic method for the determination of most of the

tri- and tetracyclic antidepressives in use is presented. De-
tection limits range from 5 to 50 ng per sample. Routine
application to the determination of Maprotiline in serum
shows that patients can profit from this kind of therapy

control.

The identification of odoriferous compounds farmed by
coital ejaculate in collagen sponge contraceptives, C. D. Eskel-

son, S. Y. Chang, T. Chvapil, and M. Chvapil, SP519, pp.
^469-476 (Apr. 1979).

I Key words: butylamine; collagen sponge; contraceptive
device; gas chromatography; mass spectrometry;

! propylamine.

The study analyzed the molecular mechanism of the for-

mation of malodor related to the retention and decomposi-

tion of ejaculate in collagen sponge (CS) used as an in-

travaginal contraceptive barrier method. Parallel studies

I

were done in vitro with sponges soaked with semen and in-

cubated at 37 °C in a moist atmosphere. Gas samples from

||
the vials containing CS used intravaginally or CS soaked

,

with semen were analyzed by gas chromatographic and
mass spectrometric methods. These analyses indicated that

propylamine and butylamine were present in the gas sam-

j

pies analyzed. When ejaculate was incubated in vitro in

sealed vials, not only were butylamine and propylamine de-

tected, but also propanol. The incubation of radioactive

i

polyamines with ejaculate and the isolation of radioactive

1 products by derivatization and recrystallization to constant

specific activity indicates that propylamine is derived from
the spermine and spermidine in ejaculate, and that bu-
tylamine is derived from the putrescine contained in ejacu-

i
late.

It is concluded that the polyamines are converted to sim-

ple aliphatic amines by ejaculate enzymes and that the

aliphatic amines are responsible, in part, for the malodor
associated with collagen sponge worn postcoitally for

several days by sexually active women.

The assay of triamterene in human blood by Ion-pair ex-

traction and high performance liquid chromatography, S.

,

Sved and J. A. A. Sertie, SP519, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1979).

I Key words: clinical analysis; fluorescence detection; liquid

chromatography; triamterene assay.

j

The potent diuretic, triamterene (T), is often used in

cardiac patients in conjunction with quinidine. It is

,
metabolized in the body and appears in the urine mainly

in the form of the sulfate ester of the hydroxylated drug.

I

Most methods of assay of T in blood take advantage of its

ii
strong fluorescence, but difficulties may arise from inter-

jl
ference by its metabolites or quinidine. This paper

II

describes an assay which is highly specific and very rapid.

I

Plasma or whole blood (0.5 mL) is acidified with perchlo-

I

ric acid, extracted with methylisobutyl-ketone and an
aliquot of the organic phase passed on HPLC using silica

gel with dichloromethane-hexane-methanol-perchloric acid

(57:35:8:0.1) as mobile phase. The fluorescence detector

is set at 350 nm excitation (monochromator) and above

470 nm emission (sharp cut filter). Recovery after a single

extraction was 88.6 percent, and the calibration curve was

linear from l-IOOO ng/mL (slope: 0.59, intercept: 0.06)

with a C.V. of 3-9 percent over the entire range. The
method was used for one non-fasted human volunteer

given 50 mg T. The profile showed a peak at 3 h both for

plasma (16.2 ng/mL) and whole blood (20.3 ng/mL),

declining to 6.1 and 10.8 ng/mL at 7.6 h for plasma and

blood, respectively.

The gas chromatographic measurement of

dextromethorphan levels In human plasma, J. E. O'Brien, O.

N. Hinsvark, W. R. Newman, L. P. Amsel, J. E. Giering, and

F. E. Leaders, Jr., SP519, pp. 481-485 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: antitussive; dextromethorphan; gas-liquid chro-

matography; human plasma; nitrogen-sensitive detector.

A highly sensitive method for the determination of

plasma levels of the antitussive, dextromethorphan (DM),
is described. Following the administra- tion of a therapeu-

tic dose (30 mg) of dextromethorphan hydrobromide

(DM-HBr), pl<isma levels of intact drug can be expected

to be low due to rapid and ex- tensive demethylation. To
reliably and accurately measure such levels, an ultra-sensi-

tive means of determining the concentration was

developed. A preliminary extraction with hexane, a back-

wash into acid, a final basic extraction into hexane with

subsequent measurement by a gas chromatograph equipped

with a nitrogen sensitive detector provided the required

selectivity, sensitivity and speed of analysis. Less than 5

minutes of instrument time was required to reliably mea-

sure 1 ng DM/mL of plasma. Plasma levels of DM were

determined from human subjects receiving 30 mg orally

every 6 hours for a I -week period.

Chromatographic methods in organic trace analysis: Cur-

rent situation ami perspectives of future progress, M. Novot-

ny, SP5I9, pp. 487-499 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: ancillary methods; bonded phases; chromato-

graphic preconcentration; detector sensitivity; gas chro-

matography; glass capillary columns; high-performance

liquid chromatography; LC microcapillary columns; selec-

tive detectors.

Gas chromatography and high-performance liquid chro-

matography now belong among the most important

methods of trace organic analysis. The analytical aspects of

the column efficiency, detection sensitivity and ancillary

techniques arc reviewed for both methods. Future

methodological directions are indicated.

Flow injection analysis—A new approach to quantitative

measurements, J. Ruzicka and E. H. Hansen, SP519, pp. 501-

507 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: automation; continuous analysis; controlled

dispersion; flow injection analysis.

The reason for automation of chemical analysis should

not only be a necessity to analyze a large number of sam-

ples, but also less apparent advantages of automated sam-

ple handling, i.e., better reproducibility, instant availability

of analytical result, and new opportunities for innovation.

The continuous flow analysis is in comparison to batch ap-

proach closest to this ideal as it is easily programmable, yet

its conventional form based on air segmentation is aimed

to meet the first two goals, but certainly not the rest of

them. It is the nonhomogeneity of the carrier stream, seg-

mented by air, which causes pulsation and irregular move-
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merits of the liquids in the system, which requires a

"steady state" readout to be taken if sufficient reproduci-

bility of the measurement is to be achieved.

The new method of continuous flow analysis is based on

an entirely different approach and utilizes three principles;

1) sample injection, 2) controlled dispersion, and 3)

repri>ducible timing. In the absence of air, the sample

zone, injected into a carrier stream of reagent will disperse

on its way towards the detector. This process of 7<ine

dispersion can be used ( rather than unselectively retarded

by air bubbles) f<ir various analytical purposes. Following

the principles of chemical reactor engineering and the

theory of laminar flow in narrow tubes, limited, medium,
or large dispersion can be achieved. This allows a new ap-

proach to design of analytical methods based on spec-

trophotometric, fluorescence, nephelometric, voltammetric,

and ion-selective electrode measurement. As the flow

system is miniaturized, the sample has a dwell time in it

between 3 to 30 s which makes the readout instantly

available.

Emphasis will be given on explaining the theory of the

dispersion and its relation to the flow conditions in the

system. The ways to utilize the dispersion patterns for

analytical purposes will be illustrated by examples of

methods from clinical, agricultural, and pharmaceutical

analysis.

Ion-pair HPLC of drugs and related organic compounds, G.

Schill and K. G. Wahlund, SP5I9. pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids;

catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipep-

tides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chro-

matography; ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic

amines; selectivity; sulphonamides.

The principles for high performance liquid chromatog-

raphy (HPLC) based on ion-pair distribution are indicated.

Ion-pair HPLC can be performed in straight phase mode
with an organic mobile phase and an aqueous stationary

phase and in reversed phase mode with an aqueous mobile

phase and a non-polar surface or liquid as the stationary

phase. The retention can be regulated by the kind and con-

centration of the counter ion added to the aqueous phase.

The design and preparation of stable systems for ion-pair

HPLC is indicated and the influence of the composition of

the phases on the separating efficiency and selectivity is

demonstrated.

Straight phase systems for separation of amines, amino
acids and dipeptides as well as anionic compounds
(carboxylates, sulphates, sulphonates, sulphamates, conju-

gates of glycine and glucuronic acid) are demonstrated. By
use of counter ions with high U V-absorbance, down to a

few nanograms of non-absorbing compounds can be de-

tected.

Reversed phase systems are given for separation of

psychotropic amines (e.g., imipramine, amitriptyline,

fluphenazine, zimelidine) and their metabolites,

catecholamines and related phenylethylamine derivatives

(e.g., adrenaline, dopamine), sulphonamides, barbituric

acids and their metabolites, amino acids, dipeptides and

metabolites of biogenic amines (phenylacetic, mandelic

and indoleacetic acid derivatives).

Bio-selective membrane electrodes, G.

pp. 525-532 (Apr. 1979).

A. Rechnitz, SP5I9.

Key words: bio-selective membrane electrodes; bio-sensors;

enzymes; immunoelectrodes; trace organic electrochemis-

try.
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In order to prepare membrane electrodes with response!

and selectivity to biological molecules or species, othei

than simple ions or gases, it is necessary to modify conven-

tional potentiometric membrane electrodes with additional

components selected to "mediate" between biochemica

and electrochemical processes. Such mediation can be a^

simple as pH buffering to ionize a neutral biological sub-
|j

stance or extraordinarily complicated as in the case ol
|

sequential enzymatic conversions or immunochemical

steps.

Although much of the current research involves enzyme

electrodes, we should recognize that enzymes are only one

class of possible biological materials which could be used!

as mediators on membrane electrodes. Indeed, it is possible!

to construct a hierarchy of mediatt>r categories. ,

The lecture will consider several approaches to the

mediation problem including extrapolations to the future

based on high explorative, unpublished work currently in
j

progress in the author's laboratory. Such work includes the

use of hapten electrodes for monitoring immunoreaction>

and the direct employment of intact micro-organisms t<i i

develop a "living" membrane electrode.

Recent developments in homogeneous immunoassaj

'

techniques, D. S. Kabakoff, SP5I9. pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979). -

Key words: drug assay; EMIT" fluoroimmunoassay
j

fluorescence immunoassay; homogeneous enzyme immuil

noassay; immunoassay.

Immunoassay techniques, based on the .specific recogni-

tion of antigens by antibodies, are increasingly used in the|

measurement of analytes of clinical interest. During the

past decade, a number of immunoassays have beerj

developed which do not require physical separation of free|

and bound labeled analyte prior to quantitation. These ^

homogeneous immunoassay techniques may be furthei'

classified according to the type of molecule used as the,

reaction indicator or label. The review describes assay;;

employing free radicals, fluorescent molecules, chemilu-|

minescent molecules, enzyme cofactors, and enzymes. Th«;

EMIT" homogeneous enzyme immunoassay technique

representing the homogeneous immunoassay method ill

widest use, is described in detail.

Analytical systems for trace organic analysis, H. M. Mc
Nair, SP5I9, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: analytical systems; atomic absorption; gas chro

matography; liquid chromatography; mass spectrometry

trace organic analysis.

An overview of instrumental systems capable of trace or

ganic analysis will be presented. A simple statement o

operating principle will be followed by emphasis on specia

techniques available for trace work. Factors to be con

sidered in the evaluation include detectivity (M.D.Q.)

sample size required, type of detector response (universa

or selective) and availability. Advantages and limitation

will be presented. Systems which will be discussed will in

elude: MS, GC/MS, GC, LC, AA, NMR, fluorescence

radiochemical and electrochemical systems.

Selective detection in chromatographic analysis, L. S. Ettre

SP5I9. pp. 547-585 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: detector design; gas chromatography; liquii

chromatography; selective detection.
j

While being the best separation technique, chromatoj

raphy also excels in sensitivity: traces present in concentrs

tions at the parts-per-billion— 1:10*— level or lower can b

detected. However, at such low levels, positive identifies



tion is difficult since a large number of compounds may

emerge from the column within a short retention time

range.

The solution of this problem is to use substance-selective

detection, i.e., detectors which respond only to certain

types of compounds. In this way, two goals are achieved

simultaneously: one has information on the chemical na-

ture of the compound present and, at the same time, inter-

ferences of co-emerging compounds of dissimilar chemical

nature are eliminated.

Although selective detection is not new in chromatog-

raphy—after all the colored bands of Tswett already com-
pound identification— its real evolution started in the early

1960s, in gas chromatography as an answer to the require-

ment of detecting trace quantities of halogenated pesti-

cides. The electron capture and coulometric detectors have

been developed to fulfill this need. Based on new require-

ments a number of other detectors were also developed in

the last 15 years, providing e.g., selective detection of

phosphorus, sulfur and nitrogen containing compounds.

Most recently spectroscopic detectors based on the princi-

ples of IR and UV spectroscopy and applying on-the-fly

detection techniques further extended our possibilities for

selective detection.

In liquid chromatography the widely used variable

wavelength UV detectors also provide selective detection

since the absorptivity of different compounds—even within

one class—varies widely. In addition to these, a number of

other detectors have been introduced to further enhance

selectivity. From these the use of fluorescence is probably

the most important: such systems may provide even better

sensitivity than the highly selective and sensitive GC detec-

tors.

Automation of trace organic analysis, D. A. Bums, SP5J9,

pp. 587-600 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: automation; clinical chemistry; environmental

chemistry; gas chromatography; liquid chromatography.

As analysts' workloads rise in response to increasing

regulation, and as minimum detectable levels of organic

substances decrease with improvements in detectors, the

need for automation becomes more apparent. Although

start-up costs may seem appreciable, the ultimate benefits

of automation generally include lower cost per sample and

increased precision as human resources (expensive and

subjective) are diminished.

The technique of choice depends upon the structure of

the analyte and the accompanying interferants. For low

molecular weight substances (especially those containing

halogen, nitrogen, or sulfur) GC is a likely candidate. And
gaining rapidly in popularity is HPLC with its potential for

pre- or post-column derivatization to greatly enhance sen-

sitivity via UV or fluorescent tags. Where levels are espe-

cially low, instruments are available to perform continuous

sample concentration. For larger molecules, the principle

of the immune reaction can lead to biological amplification

as in radioimmunoassay (RIA) and enzyme-labeled an-

tibody (ELA) schemes, and automated instruments cur-

rently exist for both of these very sensitive techniques.

Applications for the automation of trace organic

analyses are found in clinical chemistry (e.g., trace drugs

in biological fluids), in the food industry (e.g., aflatoxins

in peanuts), and in environmental area (e.g., pesticides in

water). Examples of such automation will be cited, along

with factors which should be considered before undertak-

ing any program to introduce total or partial automation

into an analytical facility.

Electron capture negative ion chemical ionization mass spec-

trometry, D. F. Hunt and F. W. Crow, SP5I9, pp. 601-607

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: chemical ionization; electron capture; gas chro-

matography-mass spectrometry; negative ions.

The utility of the electron capture negative ion chemical

ionization technique for quantitating organic compounds

by conventional GC-MS selected ion monitoring

methodology is discussed. Detection of dopamine,

amphetamine, and A* tetrahydrocannabinol derivatives at

the attomol (
10"'* g) level is reported.

Mixture analysis by mass spectrometry, R. G. Cooks,

SP5I9, pp. 609-625 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry;

MIKES; mixture analysis; trace analysis.

Trace analysis is considered from general principles with

emphasis on the contrasting procedures of chromatog-

raphy/spectroscopy and mass spiectroscopy/spectroscopy.

The latter, embodied in the MIKES technique, uses the

mass spectrometer in both its mass transport and its com-

pound identification roles. The effects of chemical noise on

detection limits in chromatographic and non-chromato-

graphic techniques are emphasized. Alternatives to mass-

analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry (MIKES) for

direct analysis of mixtures by sequential ion separation and

identification are systematized. Studies using MIKES in

conjunction with a variety of methods of ion formation and

various ion dissociation processes are reviewed. The

technique of single reaction monitoring is presented and

examples of its use are covered.

The use of negative chemical ionization in conjunction

with MIKES for mixture analysis is explored. It is shown

that both positive and negative secondary ions may usefully

be detected, and that a systematic ion chemistry underlies

these MIKE spectra. Applications of CI/MIKES to

metabolites in urine, preservatives in foodstuffs, drug

preparations and to natural products are covered. Exam-

ples of isomer identification are given, including some

which employ high energy ion/molecule reactions other

than the usual collision-induced dissociation process. New
developments involving pyrolysis/MIKES, improvements in

the quantitative accuracy of the methodology, alternative

instrumentation, and extensions of the method to the study

of hitherto intractable biological materials are foreseen.

Organic secondary ion mass spectrometry, A.

Benninghoven, SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: amino acids; drugs; nonvolatile organic com-

pounds; organic trace detection; peptides; pharmaceuticals;

secondary ion mass spectrometry; sputtering; structural in-

formation; vitamins.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) provides infor-

mation on the chemical comjxjsition of a solid surface by

mass analysis of sputtered ions. Applying extremely small

primary ion current densities, the analysis of a single

monolayer becomes available (static SIMS). This technique

has been applied to metal supp>orted organic compounds

such as amino acids, peptides, drugs, pharmaceuticals,

vitamins, etc. From virtually all these compounds "parent-

like" molecular ions of the general composition (M-t-H)*

and/or (M-H)~ are emitted with high secondary ion yields

in the range of 0. 1

.

Experimental detection limits below 10"^ g were found.

The technique offers promising applications in the field of

trace detection and analysis, structural investigation, sur-
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face reaction studies etc. of high molecular weight organic

compounds. It is applicable, without any restriction, to

nonvolatile material.

The wire transport LC/MS system, R. P. W. Scott, SP519,

pp. 637-645 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry;

pesticides; vitamin A; wire transport.

The two basic types of interface for LC/MS systems will

be described and the characteristics of these interfaces that

can affect column performance will be discussed in detail.

The design of direct inlet systems developed by McLafferty
will then be described and the results obtained from this

device given. The wire transport interface system

developed by Scott et al., will also be discussed, together

with the results obtained using it in conjunction with high

efficiency microparticulate columns. Finally, the modified
form of wire transport system devised by McFadden et al.

and utilizing a belt transport system will be described, and
the results obtained from the Finnegan LC/MS system
utilizing the belt transport interface given.

Techniques for combined liquid chromatography-mass spec-

trometry, M. L. Vestal, SP5I9, pp. 647-654 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: laser ionization; laser vaporization; liquid chro-

matography; liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry.

High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) has

recently become established as a powerful separation

technique with many environmental and biomedical appli-

cations. HPLC is especially valuable for polar, involatile,

or thermally unstable compounds not amenable to gas

chromatography. The most serious obstacles to further

rapid development of HPLC appear to be problems as-

sociated with the versatility, selectivity, and sensitivity of

available detectors. The combination of mass spectrometry

with HPLC is an obvious possible solution to these detec-

tor problems, but the technical problems involved in the

LC-MS interface are substantially more difficult than those

encountered in the analogous development of GC-MS.
This paper presents a review of the current status of

combined LC-MS systems and focuses on techniques which
have demonstrated capabilities for trace organic analysis

not amenable to GC-MS. Several successful approaches to

LC-MS interfacing are described and the demonstrated
performances of the various techniques are compared.
Selected examples are given of applications of combined
LC-MS systems to trace organic analysis of environmental

and biomedical samples.

Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry, D. I.

Carroll, I Dzidic, R. N. Stillwell, and E. C. Horning, SP519,

pp. 655-671 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: atmospheric pressure ionization; bioanalytical

systems; mass spectrometry; negative ions; positive ions.

Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry dif-

fers in several significant ways from conventional mass
spectrometry. The ionization of samples occurs in a small

reaction chamber at atmospheric pressure, negative as well

as positive ions are detected, and the source does not con-

tain a heated filament. Samples can be introduced in or-

ganic solvents by direct injection or in the effluent stream

from a liquid chromatographic column, as well as in the

usual ways. Very short-lived, as well as very long-lived,

ions have been detected, and subpicogram sensitivity of de-

tection has been achieved for both positive and negative

ions. Ionization occurs through a sequence of ion molecule

reactions, or through electron attachment. Current studies

are concerned with negative ion mass spectrometry and

with conditions for attaining high sensitivity of detection in

bioanalytical studies.

^'^^Cf-piasma desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS) of an-

tibiotic molecules, R. D. Macfarlane, SP519, pp. 673-677

(Apr. 1979).

Key words; charge transfer; chlorophyll; erythromycin; fast

reactions; fission track; ion-dipole; /3-endorphin; ^"Cf.

The use of mass spectrometry for the analysis of an-

tibiotic molecules is mainly to confirm the molecular

weight of a structure deduced by NMR or x-ray analysis.

The chemistry of Cf-plasma desorption mass spectrometry

(PDMS) makes it possible to produce molecular ions of

the molecule by initiating fast chemical reactions in solid

films. The fission track formed by the passage of a high

energy heavy ion affords a means of exciting an ensemble
of molecules at solid-state density in times on the order of
10"'* s. Reactions that occur depend on the nature of the

inter-molecular interactions and can include electron

transfer (hedamycin), proton transfer (erythromycin) and

ion-dipole attachment (^-endorphin). Reaction products

can be desorbed from the solid surface by the shock wave
that follows the initial excitation. Although the application

is in mass spectrometry of biomolecules, PDMS may be

another approach to the study of solid state organic

photochemistry.

Recent advances in synchronous luminescence spectroscopy

for trace organic analysis, T. Vo-Dinh, R. B. Gammage, A.

R. Hawthorne, and J. H. Thorngate, SP5I9, pp. 679-684

(Apr, 1979).

Key words: cresol; luminescence spectrometry; organic pol-

lutants monitoring; synchronous excitation spectroscopy.

The use of the synchronous excitation technique and

second-derivative luminescence spectroscopy for monitor-

ing organic pollutants is reported. The combination of

these two methods can significantly improve the selectivity

of luminescence spectroscopy.

Analysis of individual polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and

their hepatic microsomal metabolites by HPLC-MS, P.

Dymerski, M. Kennedy, and L. Kaminsky, SP519, pp. 685-

690 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; cytochrome P-450; liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry; PCB metabolism; polychlorinated

biphenyls.

The new technique of liquid chromatography interfaced

mass spectrometry (LCMS) was applied to reactant and

product identification in the in vitro metabolism of 2-, 3-,

and 4-chlorobipheny I by hepatic microsomal cytochrome

P-450. Individual monochlorinated biphenyl (MCB)
isomers were purified and quantitated by HPLC with a

reverse-phase C,8 column (67.5% water/acetonitrile solvent

mixture). This system proved to be incompatible with

LCMS and therefore a normal phase Porasil column
method (0.5% methanol/methylene chloride solvent mix-

ture) was developed. The direct introduction of LC ef-

fluent into the mass spectrometer (via interface) supported

the purity of the reactant materials. Analysis of the

metabolized mixtures identified, in addition to several

nonchlorinated interfe rents, a monohydroxychlorobiphenyl

and, at trace levels, a dihydroxychlorobiphenyl for each of

the three MCBs. A second monohydroxychlorobiphenyl

product was also identified in the metabolism of 3-

chlorobiphenyl with a significantly different retention time

from the other products. Kinetic analysis of the metabolism
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I of the three MCBs showed that, for the production of the

monohydroxylated product, 4-chlorobiphenyl has a V„„j

significantly greater than those of the other two MCBs,
while 3-chlorobiphenyl has a significantly lower K,„.

Sub-part-per-trillion detection of organics in aqueous solu-

ion by laser induced molecular fluorescence, J. H. Richard-

son, S. M. George, and M. E. Ando, SP519, pp. 691-696
I;Apr. 1979).

j Key words: fluorescence; organics in water; pulsed laser.

Pulsed laser irradiation has been demonstrated to be a

superior excitation source for fluorescence analysis. Three

I

different configurations have been compared experimen-

i

tally, and the superior system used as the excitation source

in the trace analysis of several organics in aqueous solu-

tions. In favorable cases sub-part-per-trillion detection

limits can be achieved.

Analysis of polymer outgassing as studied by plasma chro-

niatography-mass spectroscopy, T. W. Carr, SP519, pp. 697-

p03 (Apr. 1979).

]

Key words: epoxy polymer; plasma chromatography-mass
1 spectroscopy; polymer outgassing.

[

The plasma chromatograph-mass spectrometer has been
I utilized to analyze the trace level organic species which

were outgassed from epoxy polymers. Direct measurements
' of such compounds as hexahydrophthalic anhydride

j

(HHPA), ethyl cellosolve acetate, and 2,6-ditertbutyl para

I
cresol (BHT) in complex mixtures are demonstrated.

I

Liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection.

State of the art and future directions, P. T. Kissinger, C. S.

Bruntlett, K. Bratin, and J. R. Rice, SP5I9, pp. 705-712
|(Apr. 1979).

ij
Key words: cell design; electrochemical detection; liquid

'! chromatography; oxidation; reduction.

Over the last 5 years our laboratory has invested a great

deal of effort in the development of reliable amperometric

detectors for trace organic analysis by liquid chromatog-

!
raphy. As a result of this work commercial detectors are

now available which exhibit excellent sensitivity and selec-

tivity at minimum cost. Electrochemical detectors provide

the instrumentation of choice for a number of important
assays where they easily out perform optical detectors.

I

At present, reverse-phase chromatography offers the

greatest compatibility with electrochemical detection due
to the polar nature of the mobile phase. The fact that pH,
ionic strength, and solvent composition are important vari-

ables for both chromatography and electrochemistry im-

plies the need for compromise in most cases. Likewise the

j

choice of stationary phase and column length enters into

I

the overall optimization process. The relatively recent use

I

of hydrocarbon phases intentionally modified by hydropho-

j

bic bonded solvents (e.g., pentanol) and/or polar lipids

1
(e.g., octyl sulfate) brings great flexibility to reverse-phase

separations and therefore further enhances the utility of
electrochemical detection.

The choice of electrode (glassy carbon, carbon paste,

amalgamated gold) and cell geometry play an important

role in optimizing the performance of an electrochemical

detector for ultimate sensitivity and linear range.

' Modification of conventional gas chromatographic inlets for

the use of glass capillary columns, L. S. Ramos, D. W. Brown,
R. G. Jenkins, and W. D. MacLeod, Jr., SP519, pp. 713-718
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: capillary columns; gas chromatography;

hydrocarbons.

A conventional packed column gas chromatographic

inlet has been adapted to accommodate glass capillary

columns. This simple inlet design requires only five inex-

pensive, readily obtainable parts, and is applicable to most
existing gas chromatographs. The system has performed

well with non-polar compounds as well as many polar com-
pounds in both split or splitless injection modes. Tempera-
ture programmed operation is routine with the system, and

either a manual or automatic sample injection configura-

tion is possible. Reproducibility of individual measurements
and linearities of response were determined using internal

reference standards. Chromatograms from complex en-

vironmental samples demonstrate performance of the

system.

Trace organic analysis using second-derivative uv-absorp-

tion spectroscopy, A. R. Hawthorne, J. H. Thomgate, R. B.

Gammage, and T. Vo-Dinh, SP519, pp. 719-722 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: absorption spectroscopy; derivative spectrosco-

py; PNA analysis; trace organic analysis.

Second-derivative uv-absorption spectroscopy is

discussed as a method of trace organic analysis. Various

ways of obtaining a second-derivative spectrum are

presented, along with examples of improved selectivity

between compounds due to the enhanced resolution of the

technique. The effect of sample turbidity on direct absorp-

tion and on second-derivative absorption spectra is also

discussed.

On the analytical potential of micro-Raman spectroscopy in

the trace characteris^ation of polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bons, E. S. EU, S. A. Wise, and K. F. J. Heinrich, SP5I9,

pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: laser-Raman microprobe; liquid chromato-

graph-Raman spectrometer interface; micro-Raman spec-

troscopy; organic microanalysis; PAH microsamples;

(PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; Raman spec-

tra; trace organic analysis.

The results of a feasibility study are reported aimed at

evaluating the analytical potential of micro-Raman spec-

troscopy (MRS) in the trace characterization of solid or-

ganic pollutants. In these experiments, a laser-Raman

microprobe developed at the NBS has been used to obtain

vibrational Raman spectra of microsamples of polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The spectra were obtained

with 514.5 nm (green), 568.2 nm (yellow), and 647.1 nm
(red) excitation from an Ar/Kr ion laser to specifically ex-

amine potential measurement difficulties arising from sam-

ple heating (due to radiation absorption) and sample

fluorescence. The PAHs were investigated as single

microparticles, generally of size 2-10 /nm, and include

representative compounds of the 3-ring (e.g., anthracene,

phenanthrene), 4-ring (e.g., chrysene, pyrene,

fluoranthene) and 5-ring (e.g., benzol a Jpyrene) systems.

The Raman spectra of these organic solids are highly

characteristic of crystal lattice (external) and molecular

(internal) vibrations. They can therefore form a basis for

the positive identification of the compounds in this class.

A detection limit (with the Raman microprobe in its

present state of development) of 10-100 pg is indicated for

many of these environmentally significant hydrocarbons.

These results demonstrate a considerable analytical poten-

tial of the MRS technique for application as a sensitive and
specific method for the detection and identification of



trace level PAHs separated by chromatographic

procedures.

Combined glass capillary-column gas chromatography and

mixed charge exchange-chemical ionization mass spectrometry

of isomeric polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons, M. L. Lee, D. L.

Vassilaros, W. S. Pipkin, and W. L. Sorensen, SP519, pp.

731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: capillary-column; charge exchange; chemical

ionization; gas chromatography; mass spectrometry; poly-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

Glass capillary-column gas chromatography combined
with mixed charge exchange-chemical ionization mass

spectrometry is used to differentiate between isomeric

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons found in Utah air par-

ticulate matter. A reagent-gas mixture of methane and

argon is used to produce unique mass spectra for isomers

eluted within the methylphenanthrene/anthracene and the

methylfluoranthene/pyrene regions of the chromatogram.

New concepts of quantitation in headspace gas analysis by

stripping and trapping components in a closed circuit, J.

Novak, J. Janak, and J. Golias, SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: equihbration trapping; gas chromatography;

headspace gas stripping; standard-addition calibration;

trace analysis; trapping column.

A theoretical analysis of the method of stripping and
trapping components in a closed circuit was carried out.

Alternatives involving the discontinuation of the stripping

and trapping process either before the frontal zone of a

component under determination starts breaking through

the trapping column or after the component reaches a

state of equilibration within the system are specified. Equa-

tions relating the amount of a solute component accumu-
lated in the trapping column and the initial total amount
of the component in the system analyzed were derived for

both of the above alternatives. The standard-addition

technique is shown to be a universal means of quantitation

in headspace gas trace analysis by the method studied.

Error estimates in total organic elemental content passive

personal samplers, J. G. Montalvo, Jr., SP519, pp. 747-752

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: ambient concentration; compute and limit;

error; sampler response factors; total elemental content

passive personal samplers; total organic chlorine; weighted

diffusion coefficient

The development of specific passive personal samplers

for each volatile organic form of an element will become
more complex, ultimately leading to a common monitor

which can detect any or all organic forms of that element.

Such a device is introduced here as a total organic elemen-

tal content passive personal sampler. The goal of this paper
is to show how to compute and limit the ambient concen-

tration error attributed to molecular diffusion approxima-

tions for total organic elemental content passive samplers.

Some of the implications of data collected by this ap-

proach are discussed. For example, calculations of the an-

ticipated error in determining total organic chlorine levels

(TOCl) at a vinyl chloride plant in known workplace situa-

tions indicated the maximum error between monitor and
ambient concentration values due to diffusion assumptions

would be less than 1 1%. The total organic elemental con-

tent sampler error depends upon the value of the weighted

diffusion coefficient used to convert the mass of element

collected to ambient concentration. The error is calculated

from the following equation derived for n species:

n

1 D,XiC,

j = i

where C,'"' = error in ambient total organic elemental content,

Dj = diffusion coefficient of the / form of the element, jti = "

number of equivalents per molecule for the / species, C, = am-
j

bient total organic elemental concentration of the / form of an

element, W„ = weighting factor of the occupational situation on
the diffusion coefficient of the j species of the element, and Dj

= diffusion coefficient of the j species. Unfortunately, the value !

of the weighted diffusion coefficient tends to be nonideal in oc-

cupational exposure situations, because the relative concentra-

tions of the different organic volatile forms of an element dif-

fusing into the sampler are variable. Since it is not possible to

calculate an exact weighted diffusion coefficient, an error will

exist between sampler and ambient concentration values. These

calculations are examples of what could be accomplished with

total elemental content passive samplers. The methods of ap-

proach should also be applicable to other occupational situa-

tions where there is a need for more comprehensive exposure

data. It is hoped that this paper will stimulate development of

this novel concept in personal sampling.

Concerted trace organic analysis in industrial research, S.

A. Liebman and E. J. Levy, SP5I9, pp. 753-760 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: Fourier transform infrared; gas chromatog-

raphy; modular organic analysis system; pyrolysis; trace or-

ganic analysis.
!

The three primary analytical fields utilized in the con-

duct of trace (submicrogram) organic studies are spec-

troscopy, chromatography, and thermal analysis. It is

within each of these specialities, developed with state-of-

the-art computer capabilities, that the field has advanced

to its present level. Complex problem-solving is seldom ac-

complished with a single analytical tool, even with the so-

phisticated instrumentation available to most researchers,
'i il

Thus, the interaction of the organic analysts with organic H

and physical chemists, chemical and instrument engineers,

and computer specialists provides a wide range of coopera-

tive efforts in basic and applied industrial chemical

research.

The modular unit incorporates a variety of sample injec-

tion modes (gas, liquid, solids, pyrolyzer) with an on-line

concentrator trap, and an analytical separation column t

with stop-flow valving to direct effluent peaks into an on-

line functional group or elemental reactor system. The

simultaneous determination of C,H,N,0 and certain

heteroatoms is achieved by microchemical conversions to

diagnostic products which are separated on a second inter-

nal chromatographic column to aid in peak identification.

Outline of the equipment design and engineering will be

presented and its adaptation to diverse applications in

trace organic analysis.

Diffusion tubes as a primary standard for OSHA-type
calibration. F. J. Debbrecht, D. T. Daugherty, and E. M.
Neel, 5P5/9, pp. 761-769 (Apr. 1979). I

"

C.

Key words: diffusion tubes; OSHA; primary standards. J|

The technique of diffusion tubes is presented as a means

of generating dynamically a primary standard of a material
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in a flowing air stream that can be used for calibration.

The entire technique of diffusion tubes is discussed includ-

ing both the theoretical and empirical data obtained from

typical diffusion tubes. An instrument is described to incor-

porate diffusion tubes in the development of these dynamic

standards. The use of dynamic standards generated from

diffusion tubes is used for the calibration of charcoal tubes.

This mode of calibrating charcoal tubes is compared with

the recommended way of calibration.

Methods for the organic analysis of the Mighei; a reputedly

contaminated meteorite, P. H. Buhl, SP519, pp. 771-775
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: abiotic synthesis; carbonaceous chondrite;

chemical evolution; meteorite; Mighei.

Of the various classes of meteorites, the Type 1 and II

carbonaceous chrondrites are the least metamorphosed and
contain the largest fraction of extractable organic com-
pounds. Since recently fallen Type I and 11 carbonaceous

chondrites are rare, occurring at —5-10 year intervals, it is

desirable to be able to use older fallen meteorites to add

to the specimens available for analysis. However the older

specimens, usually preserved in museum collections, were

considered contaminated and unsuitable for organic analy-

sis.

A sampling technique was developed and applied to a

fragment of the supposedly contaminated Mighei Type 11

carbonaceous chondrite which fell in Russia in 1889. Using

GC and GC-MS methods, protein and nonprotein amino
acids were identified. Equal amounts of the diastereomers

of alanine, a-aminobutyric, norvaline, /3-aminoisobutyric,

aspartic and a-aminoadipic acids were found. This distribu-

tion is not found in naturally occurring terrestrial materi-

als, thus the asymmetric amino acids are shown to be in-

digenous to the meteorite and not the result of contamina-

tion. The analysis of the Mighei demonstrates that older

fallen meteorites can be used to study indigenous organic

compounds. This makes additional and varied specimens of

these rare meteorites available for prebiotic studies of or-

ganic processes of the early solar system which may have

led to chemical evolution.

The use of a novel gas chromatographic detection system for

the analysis of trace halo-organics, J. D. Lupton, S. C.

Havlicek, and P. R. Loy, SP519, pp. 777-782 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: electron capture detector; gas chromatography;

halo-organics; ionization detector; porous anode.

A novel ionization (electron capture) gas chromato-

graphic detector is described. The new design features an

open cell, an anode-to-cathode gas flow and a porous

anode. These features greatly reduce recirculation in the

detector which in turn means that polar solvents may be

injected without loss of the ability to detect trace quanti-

ties of halo-organics. The new detector design is also re-

markably tolerant to highly impure samples and can be

used at low flows. The desirable properties of electron cap-

ture type detectors, such as selectivity, linearity of

response and extreme sensitivity are retained. A number of

practical applications are described.

Use of polymer supported functional groups for the selective

concentration of organic compounds, R. J. Kostyla, T. H.

Mourey, R. Cohen, M. E. Merritt, K. Simmons, R. LaFaucia,

G. Limentani, D. N. Washburn, and S. Siggia, SP5I9, pp.

783-787 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: affinity chromatography; environmental analy-

sis; functional group analysis.

The objective of this research has been the preparation

and characterization of chemically modified solid supports

containing specific functional groups for the separation

and/or concentration of selective classes of organic com-

pounds. These resins derive their high selectivity and

strong affinity from specific chemical reactions between

the polymer supported functional group and the solute.

A proposal for implementing a reference collection of humic

and fulvic acids, R. L. Malcolm and P. MacCarthy, SP5I9,

pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: aquatic humus; fulvic acid; humic acid; humic

substances; reference collection of humic substances;

reference samples; soil organic matter.

Four humic and fulvic acids from a mineral soil, an or-

ganic soil, a geologic deposit, and from a stream water are

proposed as international reference samples of natural or-

ganic matter. The acids will be extracted and isolated by

the best present technology to insure well-humified,

representative, ash-free preparations for geochemical

research. A proposed isolation procedure is outlined using

XAD-8, an uncharged acrylic resin. An international com-
mittee of scientists will oversee all aspects of the establish-

ment of the reference collection.

The need to establish a reference collection of humic sub-

stances, P. MacCarthy and R. L. Malcolm, SP519, pp. 793-

796 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: fulvic acid; humic acid; humic substances;

reference collection of humic substances; soil organic

matter; standard humic materials.

Humic substances constitute an ubiquitous class of natu-

ral organic matter occurring in soils, sediments and natural

waters. These materials are found in concentrations rang-

ing from trace to macroscopic levels, and they play an im-

portant role in many agricultural, environmental and

geochemical processes. Fundamental and applied research

on humic substances is hampered by the fact that presently

there is no objective mechanism for the interlaboratory

comparison of experimental data on humic substances. A
proposal to remedy this situation through the establishment

of an international stockpile of standard humic materials, is

discussed; the potential benefits of this program to

research on humic substances are outlined.

Analysis of 4.5 mol/L sulfuric acid for organic compounds
leached from battery separators, E. C. Laird and S. B. Hanna,

SP519, pp. 797-802 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; battery; chromatography; sulfuric acid; trace

organics.

Organic compounds present at X 10 ^g/mL in 4.5 mol/L

H2SO4 were separated, identified, and quantitated. These

compounds were solubilized from lead-acid battery separa-

tors, made of phenol-formaldehyde resin-impregnated cel-

lulose, by the action of 4.5 mol/L H2SO4 at 75 °C for 20

h. Separation techniques include: steam distillation, ion-

exchange, TLC, GC, centrifugation, chemical precipitation,

paper chromatography and reverse phase HPLC. Identifi-

cation and quantitation involved the use of GC, IR, NMR,
UV-visible and "total carbon" analysis. Glucose, formal-

dehyde, acetic acid, and formic acid are among the many
products found in the leach acid.

Analysis of trace plant constituents, N. Mandava, SP519,

pp. 803-807 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: abscisic acid; gas chromatography; liquid chro-

matography; plant constituents.
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The isolation and identification of trace plant con-

stituents such as N,N-dimethyltryptophan, m-hydroxyphen-

ylacetic acid, and 5/3-cholanic acid were achieved by

microanalytical methods. Two methods for analysis of ab-

scisic acid in the plant tissue are described.

GC-ECD assay after sample work-up: Nomenciature for

standards, and some points of practice, E. Reid, SP519, pp.

809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: chromatography/column packings (GC); elec-

tron-capture detection; evaporation; nomenclature; sample
work-up; standards.

For trace-organic assays where spiked-in standards are

put through the whole procedure, a nomenclature is ad-

vocated to reduce present-day diversity and ambiguity,

especially where the end-step is GC, HPLC or TLC. The
reliability of such assays, e.g., for basic drugs in blood, can

be improved by measures to deal with problems such as

adsorptivity.

SPS2S. Ultrasonic tissue characterization il. A collection of

reviewed papers based on talks presented at the Second In-

ternational Symposium on Ultrasonic Tissue Characterization

held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD,
June 13-15, 1977, M. Linzer, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Spec. Publ. 525, 339 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02058-
3.

Key words: absorption; attenuation; computerized tomog-

raphy; Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis; microscopy;

pattern recognition; scattering, signal processing; tissue

characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound, velocity.

The Second International Symposium on Ultrasonic imaging

and Tissue Characterization was held at the National Bureau of

Standards on June 13-15, 1977. The meeting was cosponsored

by the National Bureau of Standards, the National Science

Foundation, and the National Institutes of Health. This volume
contains extended and reviewed papers based on 43 of the 53
talks presented at the Symposium. Topics covered include

techniques for measurement of ultrasonic tissue parameters, the

dependence of tissue properties on physical and biological vari-

ables (e.g., ultrasonic frequency, temperature), mechanisms of

ultrasonic tissue interactions, propagation through bone and
skull, tumor Doppler signatures, computerized tomography,

signal processing and pattern recognition, and tissue phantoms.

A survey of velocity and attenuation data in mammalian tissue

is included in an appendix. These proceedings include the follow-

ing papers (indented):

Elements of tissue characterization. Part I. UEtrasomic

propagation properties, R. L. Johnston, S. A. Goss, V.

Maynard, J. K. Brady, L. A. Frizzell, W. D. O'Brien, Jr., and
F. Dunn, SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: absorption^ amino acids; attenuation; frequen-

cy; mammalian tissues; polypeptides; proteins; tissue

characterization; ultrasonics; velocity.

Tissues can be characterized ultrasonically by their at-

tenuation, absorption, and velocity, all of which correlate

well with the presence of the major tissue components of

water, and protein, particularly, collagen. This correlation

is examined in solutions of biologically important

molecules and in a number of tissues and organs. It is

shown that tissues can be grouped according to similar ul-

trasonic propagation properties, physiological functions,

and concentration of elementary constituents. The role of

collagen in determining ultrasonic properties of normal and
pathological tissues is discussed.

Absorption of sound in tissues, E. L. Carstensen, SP525,

pp. 29-36 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; absorption of ultrasound; macromolecular

relaxation; relaxation phenomenon; ultrasonic tissue ab-

sorption.

In spite of extensive applications of ultrasound in diagno-

sis, therapy and even surgery, there are still many problems

to be solved in the basic physics of sound propagation in

tissues. Absorption of longitudinal ultrasonic waves occurs

primarily at the macromolecular level. There is evidence to

indicate that this absorption can be profoundly modified by

macromolecular interaction. The specific structural or

chemical relaxation mechanisms responsible for the ab-

sorption are unknown. Microscopic inhomogeneities may
lead to certain forms of relative motion viscous losses or

thermal absorption. Macroscopic inhomogeneities in tissue

affect sound propagation and can lead to artifacts in cer-

tain methods of measurement of tissue absorption. Shear

waves are not important in the soft tissues of the body.

Mechanisms of ultrasonic attenuation in soft tissue, M.

O'Donnell and J. G. Miller, SP525, pp. 37-40 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: inhomogeneities; inhomogeneity thermal losses;

mechanisms; viscous relative motion.

Ultrasonic loss mechanisms which arise from the micro-

scopically inhomogeneous nature of soft tissue are in-

vestigated over the frequency range ~1 to ~10 MHz. Con-

tributions to the ultrasonic attenuation due to viscous rela-

tive motion losses and thermal losses are shown to exhibit

an approximately linear dependence on frequency. Numer-

ical estimates of the attenuation arising from these

mechanisms are compared with the results of experiments

for a representative substance in each of three attenuation

categories: low (blood), medium (heart), and high (skin).

Inhomogeneity losses can account for ~60 percent of the

attenuation observed in heart and skin, and thus may con-

tribute a non-negligible fraction to the attenuation ob-

served in most soft tissue.

Elements of tissue characterization. Part II. Ultrasonic

propagation parameter measurements, S. A. Goss, R. L. John-

ston, V. Maynard, L. Nider, L. A. Frizzell, W. D. O'Brien,

Jr., and F. Dunn, SP525, pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenuation;

ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic measurements; ul-

trasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue characterization; ul-

trasonic tissue parameters; ultrasonic tissue signature; ul-

trasonic velocity.

Methods employed at the Bioacoustics Research Labora-

tory of the University of Illinois for the determination of

ultrasonic propagation properties of biological media are

described, with attention devoted to attenuation, absorp-

tion and velocity measurements of both longitudinal and

shear ultrasonic waves. These include systems specifically

for the ultrasonic characterization of soft tissues and for

solutions of biologically significant macromolecules. Each

method is presented in terms of theory, limitations, ap-

plicability, and possible sources of error. Important new
techniques from other laboratories are also discussed.

A device for measuring ultrasonic propagation velocity In

tissue, B. D. Sollish, SP525, pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: propagation velocity; reflection technique;

solids; tissue; ultrasound.
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This paper discusses a device capable of measuring

propagation velocity in tissue, both excised and in vivo.

The device produces a 4-digit decimal readout of propaga-

tion velocity in the specimen relative to that in water. As

presently constituted the device is capable of 1 velocity

measurement per second, with one additional second
required for printout of the result.

The theory of the device is described, and experimental

results are presented for solids and soft tissues.

Measurement of the temperature dependence of the velocity

of ultrasound in soft tissues, T. Bowen, W. G. Connor, R. L.

Nasoni, A. E. Pifer, and R. R. Sholes, SP525, pp. 57-61

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: non-invasive temperature monitoring; soft tis-

sue; temperature dependence; ultrasound velocity; zero

crossing detection.

The velocity of 5 MHz ultrasound is being measured in

tissue samples in order to evaluate the feasibility on non-

invasive monitoring of temperature distributions produced
during hyperthermia treatments. By employing a pulsed-ul-

trasound technique in which the time of the first zero-

crossing of the received signal is recorded, the velocity

measurements are insensitive to reflections and to changes
of attenuation. Results in the 35 to 45 °C range for fresh

canine tissues, such as kidney, liver, and muscle, indicate

that the rate of velocity change with temperature is corre-

lated with the magnitude of the ultrasonic velocity, but the

relationship appears to be altogether different for tissue

fat. The results give encouragement to carry out the more
extensive measurements, particularly in vivo, which would
be needed to determine feasibility of an ultrasonic tem-
perature monitoring system.

Ultrasonic attenuation in normal and ischemic myocardium,
M. O'Donnell, J. W. Mimbs, B. E Sobel, and J. G. Miller,

SP525,x>p. 63-71 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: ischemic injury; myocardial infarction; ul-

trasonic attenuation.

The ultrasonic attenuation coefficient of dog myocardi-
um was measured in vitro over the frequency range 2 to

10 MHz. Changes in the attenuation of normal myocardi-

um were measured as a function of time after excision at

fixed temperatures. Results of measurements made on tis-

sue maintained at 35 °C revealed progressive changes in

the attenuation as a function of time, presumably indica-

tive of tissue degradation. Results of measurements at 19.5

°C, however, showed no significant changes in attenuation

up to 4 hours following excision. The temperature depen-
dence of the attenuation was measured over the range ~20
"C to ~37 °C, yielding the result that the attenuation coef-

ficient at 37 "C is about 20 percent lower than that at 20
°C. The attenuation coefficient was measured in vitro at

~20 °C in hearts from dogs previously subjected to coro-

nary occlusion and sacrificed at intervals ranging from 1

5

minutes to 3 days following occlusion. Results of these

measurements indicate a modest decrease in the attenua-

tion of ischemic tissue measured at 1 5 minutes, 1 hour, 6
hours and 24 hours, and an increase in attenuation of

ischemic regions studied 3 days following occlusion.

Acoustic microscopic analysis of myocardium, D. E. Yuhas
and L. W. Kessler, SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: acoustic microscopy; anisotropy; attenuation;

elastic microstructure; infarct; interferogram; myocardium;
phase cancellation; velocity.

Acoustic microscopy can be employed to measure varia-

tions in the ultrasonic attenuation and velocity over spatial

dimension of tens of micrometers. Knowledge of the in-

teractions at this fine-structure level provides a more

complete understanding of the response of tissues at diag-

nostic frequencies. In this article we investigate the ul-

trasonic characteristics of formalin-fixed infarcted and nor-

mal myocardium at the microscopic level. The elastic

microstructure of normal tissues is found to be uniform

over spatial dimensions of hundreds of micrometers. The
attenuation coefficient a, at 100 MHz, ranges from 37 to

68 cm"' while the velocity varies less than ± 20 m/s.

Acoustic anisotropy, attributed to muscle fiber orientation,

is found to be a primary source of attenuation variability.

The elastic microstructure in the zones of infarction is very

distinct from that in normal zones. With infarction, varia-

tions in the attenuation ranging from 38 to 100 cm"' occur

over dimensions of hundreds of micrometers. Accompany-
ing this variability in attenuation is a wide distribution of

velocity. The most highly attenuating regions in the in-

farcted tissue show localized increases in the velocity of

more than 75 m/s. Such large variations in sonic velocity

are sufficient in magnitude to be an important source of

phase cancellation in low frequency attenuation measure-

ments. Additionally, the 100 MHz data indicate that the

frequency dependence of the attenuation coefficient ob-

served in the 1 to 10 MHz range for infarcted and normal

myocardium may not hold in the 10 to 100 MHz frequency

interval.

Acoustic properties of normal and abnormal human brain,

F. W. Kremkau, C. P. McGraw, and R. W. Barnes, SP525,

pp. 81-84 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage;

hydrocephalus; imp)edance; infarct; speed; ultrasonic.

Attenuation and propagation speed at 1, 3, and 5 MHz
and specific acoustic impedance at 2 MHz were measured

in vitro in 10 tissue samples from 8 abnormal human
brains. The results were compared to values resulting from

a study of 5 normal human brains reported elsewhere.

Conclusions from literature review are that attenuation is

lower in gliobastoma than in normal brain and attenuation,

propagation speed and impedance are higher in menin-

gioma than in normal brain. Conclusions from the data of

the present study are that subarachnoid hemorrhage ap-

pears acoustically normal; infarcts have normal attenuation

but increased speed; clots, intracerebral hemorrhage, and

metastases have increased attenuation and speed;

hydrocephalic brain has very low attenuation and low

speed. In general, it appears that abnormal conditions

produce increases in all three acoustic properties studied.

Frequency dependent attenuation of malignant breast tu-

mors studied by the Fast Fourier transform technique, E. K.

Fry, N. T. Sanghvi, F. J. Fry, and H. S. Gallager, SP525, pp.

85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation of areola; attenuation of breast tis-

sue; attenuation of malignant tumors; breast cancer detec-

tion; breast carcinoma; breast examination techniques; FFT
techniques for breast; histology of breast tumors; signal

processing for tissue; x-ray examination of breast.

The work discussed in this paper comprises one aspect

of an experimental design concerned with the use of multi-

discipline examination methods to provide detailed infor-

mation on the interaction of normal and malignant breast

tissues with a high frequency sound field. The complete ex-

perimental design included x-ray and needle biopsy ex-
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amination of the breast of a patient prior to mastectomy,

followed by: x-ray examination of the excised breast (the

malignant tumor remained intact in the excised breast); ul-

trasound visualization and FFT studies of the formalin-

fixed, excised breast specimen; x-ray examination of 0.5

cm thick, whole breast sections of the tissue; and, finally,

sectioning and histological staining of the primary

malignant tumor region and other tissue areas of interest.

Emphasis is given in this preliminary report to a study of

attenuation of the sound beam as a function of frequency

for specific tissue paths (i.e.. from skin to back surface of

the excised breast), which included ( 1 ) the malignant
tumor, (2) the nipple and (3) the areola.

For the tissue path which included the malignant tumor,

the FFT studies indicate that the attenuation for the full

range of frequencies studied (l.i to 4.4 MHz) was greater

than that of any other area of the breast. A significant

result of the investigations reported in this paper is the

determination that this analytical technique is feasible and
can yield data on malignant and normal regions of breast

tissue which correlate with the ultrasound visualization

imaging information and with the tissue structure informa-

tion as revealed by histological examination.

Correlation of ultrasonic attenuation with connective tissue

content in breast cancers, T. Kobayashi, SP525, pp. 93-99

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; connective

tissue; differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma; papilla-

ry carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ultrasound.

In recent years, ultrasonic techniques have been applied

to the diagnosis of breast cancer. Various characteristics

suggestive of tumor pathology have been determined. In

this paper, some of these signs, such as the acoustic middle

shadow and the complete disappearance of the distal limit

of the tumor mass echo, are correlated with the connective

tissue content of various breast cancers. Because of the

high acoustic impedance of connective tissue relative to

the other tissues, tumors rich in connective tissue are be-

lieved more strongly to attenuate the ultrasonic waves and
thus to cause shadows in the tissues beyond them.

The attenuation of selected soft tissue as a function of

frequency, D. H. Le Croissette, R. C. Heyser, P. M. Gam-
mell, J. A. Roseboro, and R. L. Wilson, SP525, pp. 101-108

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; tissue properties; transmission; ul-

trasound.

Measurements of attenuation versus frequency have been
made on pancreas, kidney, fat and liver specimens of hog
tissue. Hogs were of the "Berkshire" variety and the tissue

obtained from a slaughterhouse. The measurements were

taken under controlled conditions of temperature and for-

malin fixing to determine the effects of aging and fixing on
the tissue. A swept-frequency transmission system was used

operating over the range of about 1.5 to 9.5 MHz. The
curves show the changes occurring in fresh tissue as a

result of several days of aging at refrigerator temperatures

(5 °C) and the effects of fixing the tissue in formalin im-

mediately post-mortem or after several days of 5 °C
storage. All measurements were made at 37 °C.

Clinical spectrum analysis techniques for tissue charac-

terization, F. L. Lizzi and M. E. Elbaum, SP525, pp. 111-119

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: clinical ultrasound; ocular tumor; power spec-

tra; Rayleigh scattering; ultrasonic spectrum analysis.

A spectrum analysis system is being used in a clinical

measurement program to examine the reflectance charac-

teristics of intraocular structures. The on-line system com-

putes power spectra descriptive of echoes returned from

well-defined tissue segments chosen by the examiner. Clini-

cal data are digitized for subsequent post-processing and

cataloguing. This paper presents an overview of the

theoretical analysis used to formulate system design and to

guide data interpretation. The analysis accounts for

stochastic tissue architectures and treats the specific illu-

mination conditions employed in the system. The paper

also discusses system parameters as related to observable

tissue characteristics and presents typical test data and

clinical spectra for several pathologic conditions.

Tissue characterization in vivo by differential attenuation

measurements, S. Levi and J. Keuwez, SP525, pp. 121-124
((

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: characterization; differential attenuation;

tumor; ultrasound.

A practical ultrasound method has been applied for the

differentiation in vivo of pelvic tumors. This method has

the advantage of being applicable during usual ultrasonic

examination and does not require information about the

tissues involved, nor the surrounding tissues.

The method is based upon the fact that the ultrasonic at-

tenuation increases with frequency; the comparison of the

echoes from the posterior and anterior boundaries of the

tumor leads to a coefficient of differential attenuation. This

coefficient has been determined in examinations of 95

gynecological patients; the organs and tumors explored

were normal uteri, leiomyomas and ovarian cysts. The

values of the coefficient of differential attenuation ob-

tained for these three categories of tissue are sufficiently

separated, which enables us to make a differentiation.

Statistical estimation of the acoustic attenuation coefficient

slope for liver tissue from reflected ultrasonic signals, R. Kuc,

M. Schwartz, N. Finby, and F. Dain, SP525, pp. 125-132

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: computer processing; estimation theory; liver

attenuation; spectral analysis; statistical modeling; ul-

trasonic tissue characterization.

The acoustic attenuation coefficient measured in dB/cm
is known to increase linearly with frequency for liver tis-

sue The slope of this linear function, denoted by p, has

been shown by other investigators to be an indicator of tis-

sue state, p is usually measured from the change in the log

spectrum experienced by an acoustic pulse when it is trans-

mitted through the tissue. This paper presents research in

estimating /3 from the reflected signals which are currently

used in the clinical environment to generate diagnostic

images. The reflected signals from internal tissue structures

(in liver—the vascular and biliary systems) are distorted by

the irregular reflector shapes. By modeling the roughness

of the typical acoustic reflector, the distribution of the

received spectra can be derived and the 95 percent con-

fidence limits for the measured ^ can be calculated. The

confidence limits are presented in terms of the tissue size

and average reflector density. Experimental results using

the reflected signals from in vitro refrigerated and for-

malin-fixed liver sections are presented.

An ultrasonic tissue signature for the lung surface, T. L.

Rhyne, SP525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: detection of lung disease; frequency signature;

statistical scattering; tissue signature; ultrasonic scattering;

ultrasound.
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The normal lung surface is modeled as a statistically

rough surface composed of the air-containing alveolar sacs

at the periphery. The ultrasonic reflection (scatter) from

the rough surface is analyzed as a random process and a

frequency signature, which depends upon alveolar sac radii

statistics, is predicted for the reflectance. Pulse-echo ul-

trasonic instrumentation for the measurement of the ab-

solute reflectance from the lung surface is presented. Lung
reflectance data confirming the lung surface frequency
signature is presented for humans. Applications of the

model are discussed to the detection of pulmonary embol-
ism, atelectasis, pulmonary edema, and chronic lung dis-

ease.

Angle scan and frequency-swept ultrasonic scattering

ciiaracterization of tissue, R. C. Waag, P. P. K. Lee, R. M.
Lemer, L. P. Hunter, R. Gramiak, and E. A. Schenk, SP525,

pp. 143-152 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: angular scattering; characterization of tissue;

optical correlation; scattering; swept-frequency diffraction.

Ultrasonic wave interference has been applied to charac-

terize tissue by measuring scattered wave intensity as a

function of frequency and angle. A theory of acoustic wave
propagation and scattering in an inhomogeneous medium
has been employed to show that received ultrasound may
be expressed in terms of medium refractive index varia-

tions via a Fourier transform. Using a computer-based
system, measurements were made on model targets and
post-mortem liver specimens. Model studies demonstrate
that regular scatterer spacing can be inferred from mea-
sured diffraction data by Fourier inversion and that scatter-

ing differences can be observed from random media con-

sisting of particles of different average sizes. Scattering

from liver indicates there is significantly more energy scat-

tered at small angles than is backscattered. Correlation of

ultrasound scattering with structure observed through a

microsocpe has been obtained by computing the diffraction

pattern of the two-dimensional optical transmittance

images acquired through a microscope-TV chain attached

to the computer. Average particle sizes of the model ran-

dom media determined by Fourier analysis that exhibited

diffraction rings of the digitized cross-sections yielded scat-

tering predictions which were in agreement with measured
acoustic data.

Quantitative measurements of scattering of ultrasound by
heart and liver, J. M. Reid and K. K. Shung, SP525. pp. 153-

156 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; absorption; attenuation; heart; liver; scattering;

scattering cross-section.

Quantitative backscattering measurements have been
made using the substitution method used to measure the

scattering properties of blood previously. We have ob-

tained preliminary experimental values for the backscatter-

ing coefficients of liver and myocardium, fully corrected

for equipment and transducer parameters as well as at-

tenuation of the scattering tissue. Results show that scatter--

ing for both liver and myocardium is an increasing function

of frequency up to 10 MHz. This increase indicates that

the tissue elements responsible for the scattering must be

less than 30 micrometers in diameter. The level of scatter-

ing from liver tissue indicates that if it is isotropic scatter-

ing the scattering loss is large enough to account for about
28 percent of the total attenuation reported at 10 MHz
frequency.

Dependence of ultrasound backscatter from human liver tis-

sue on frequency and protein/lipid composition, M. Freese

and E. A. Lyons, SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: backscatter frequency dependence; cirrhosis;

composition-dependent scattering; fatty liver; stochjistic

scattering; tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue scatter-

ing; ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis.

The dependence of ultrasonic volume backscatter on
frequency, lipid and protein content in normal and fatty

human (post-mortem) liver tissue was investigated with a

view towards the possible development of a noninvasive

quantitative diagnostic test for fatty liver. Mean values of

the backscatter coefficient, its range and frequency depen-

dence were determined for normal liver in the 1 to 5 MHz
range and for fatty liver at frequencies of 2.25 and 3.56

MHz. The results indicate that frequencies below about 2

MHz should be avoided for quantitative measurements of

the backscatter in liver. Although the measurements
revealed considerable variation in the backscatter levels of

normal liver, the backscatter levels in moderately and
severely fatty liver were significantly greater than the nor-

mal range. Simple linear correlation of the backscatter

magnitude with the lipid content for 21 samples (10 nor-

mal, 8 fatty, 1 cirrhotic, 2 other abnormal) yielded a value

of 0.94, significant at the 1 percent level.

Ultrasound backscattering from blood: Hematocrit and
erythrocyte aggregation dependence, M. Hanss and M.
Boynard, SP525, pp. 165-169 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: blood erythrocytes aggregation; blood he-

matocrit; ultrasound backscattering from blood.

The ultrasound back-scattering of blood has been shown
to be increased when the erythrocytes sedimentation rate

is high. Moreover, in this case, temporal fluctuations of the

back-scattered intensity have been also demonstrated. To
explain these results, a simplified theory of ultrasound

back-scattering by blood is presented. The model of the

blood structure used is: the erythrocytes are associated to

form spherical transient aggregates having the same cell

number, m. The acoustic wave is scattered by these

clusters called "scattering units." The scattered intensity is

calculated for one scattering unit taking a spherical elastic

model, then for a blood unit volume, when the hematocrit

H is very low. It is found that the back-scattered intensity

is proportional to H and to m. When H is not negligibly,

a simplified statistical theory is proposed. The main result

is that the back-scattered intensity is still proportional to

m but that it passes through a meiximum value when H get

near 0.3. An explicit relation between the mean relative

value of the intensity fluctuation, H and m is given. There-

fore, the aggregation state of blood can in principle be
determined through ultrasound scattering studies. Further

theoretical developments are in progress so as to take into

account the distribution of the number of erythrocytes in

each kinetic units and the variation of this number with H.

Tumour detection by ultrasonic Doppler blood-flow signals,

P. N. T. Wells, M. Halliwell, R. A. Mountford, R. Skidmore,
A J. Webb, and J. P. Woodcock, SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: blood flow; breast cancer; diagnosis; Doppler;

screening; ultrasonics.

An in situ cancer is avascular and harmless. Vascularisa-

tion is necessary before a tumour is potentially capable of

rapid growth. Distinctive continuous-wave ultrasonic Dop-
pler signals have been obtained transcutaneously from
malignant breast tumours. Similar signals have been de-

tected from abdominal malignancy, by means of a pulsed

Doppler. These signals may form the basis of a practicable

method of screening for breast cancer, and of improving

the accuracy of cancer diagnosis.
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A theory relating sonic velocity to mineral content in bone,

S. Lees and C. L. Davidson, SP523, pp. 179-187 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: bone; collagen; crosslinking modification; cur-

velinking; hydroxyapatite; sonic velocity.

Bony tissues consist primarily of mineral hydroxyapatite

(HAP) crystallites embedded in a matrix of a much softer

material, collagen. Currey and others suggested that bone

is a two-phase composite, like mineral filled plastics, but

the known laws of mixtures give at best a crude approxi-

mation of the observed elastic properties of bone. We have
investigated the problem by measuring the ultrasonic

velocity in mineral filled particulate composites as a func-

tion of the mineral concentration.

It was found that the ultrasonic velocity can be predicted

for some mineral filled plastics by applying the Reuss for-

malism to the longitudinal elastic modulus, indicating that

these are families of Reuss solids in some sense. Other
mineral filled plastics do not seem to obey this rule, the

ultrasonic velocity being greater than predicted. Bone ap-

pears to belong to this latter class of particulate com-
posites.

The literature indicates that in certain situations the

mineral filler affects the plastic matrix, giving the plastic

constituent a higher modulus. A maximum longitudinal

modulus is ultimately attained so that two Reuss formalism

bounds can be obtained, the lower one calculated from the

modulus of the unfilled plastic, the upper using the max-
imum modulus. The ultrasonic velocities of a system of

fluorapatite (FAP) filled epoxy was found to lie between
such bounds.

Currey and his successors assumed bone collagen has the

same elastic properties as tendon collagen and that these

are invariant with respect to contained HAP. The literature

shows the contrary, that bone collagen, even when
demineralized, is more highly cross linked than any other

collagen. Moreover, the literature indicates that HAP
crystallites are chemically bonded to the collagen

molecules.

It is postulated that bone collagen is stiffened because

HAP crystallites form on the intermolecular cross links, en-

casing them and making their effective lengths very short.

It is shown that the sonic velocity for bone can be bounded
by two Reuss formalism curves in the same manner as for

FAP epoxy.

Ultrasonic properties and microtexture of human cortical

bone, H. S. Yoon and J. L. Katz, SP525, pp. 189-196 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; human bone;

microhardness; microstructure; piezoelectricity; ther-

modynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity; wave propagation.

The wave propagation in human cortical bone (dried)

was investigated, using ap ultrasonic pulse transmission

method at room temperature. Firstly, it has been found
that the symmetry of human cortical bone is consistent

with the hexagonal system, based on the ultrasonic velocity

measurement and microscopic observations. The five inde-

pendent elastic stiffnesses were determined at 5 MHz, and
they are (in GPa): c,, = 23.4 ±0.31, C33 = 32.5 ± 0.44, c„
= 8.71 ± 0.13, c,j = 9.06 ± 0.38, c,3 = 9.1 1 ± 0.55.

Secondly, this study shows that bone filters and polarizes

ultrasonic waves. Thirdly, since, in a piezoelectric medium
such as bone, the wave propagation (or elastic stiffnesses)

is modified by the piezoelectric coupling, the piezoelectric

contribution or "stiffening" was calculated for bone, em-
ploying the piezoelectric and dielectric constants of bone

reported in the literature. Compared with the correspond-

ing values of two well-known piezoelectric materials, a-

quartz (single crystal) and "poled" barium titanate ceramic

(polycrystalline), it has been found that the piezoelectric

"stiffening" in bone is negligible. Finally, the sound veloci-

ties were measured over the frequency range of 1 to 5

MHz for the transverse mode and of 2 to 10 MHz for the

longitudinal mode. For all the eight independent modes the

ultrasonic velocities are found to increase with increasing

frequency, implying that bone is viscoelastic even at these

high frequencies.

Attenuation and dispersion of ultrasound in cancellous bone,

J. E. Barger, SP525, pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; dispersion; skull bone; sound

speed; ultrasound.

Measurements of the insertion loss and insertion phase

shift for ultrasound transmitted through sections of cancel-

lous bone from human skull are reported as functions of

frequency over the range extending from 0.3 MHz to 3.0

MHz. The frequency dependence of insertion loss and of

phase speed are both found to be caused principally by

scattering of sound by the blood and fat filled interstices

in the bone matrix. Independent scattering measurements

made at all observation angles confirm the scattering '

phenomenon. It is concluded that both the high attenua-

tion and the significant dispersion at frequencies above

about 1 MHz will limit the ability to characterize brain tis-

sue by its backscatter at these high frequencies. Also, most

reported sound speeds in cancellous bone have been calcu-

lated from the time-of-flight of broad-band pulses, and are

therefore group speeds. These group speeds will exceed the

phase speeds by about 15 percent in magnitude.

Transkull transmission of axisymmetric focused ultrasonic

beams in the 0.5 to 1 MHz frequency range: Implications for

brain tissue visualization, interrogation, and therapy, F. J.

Fry, SP525, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: axisymmetric; beams; focal thermal flaw; skull

transmission; ultrasound.

In order for ultrasound to become a practical clinical

technique for diagnosis of many intracerebral diseases in

the adult human, it has been necessary to answer questions

concerning insertion loss of skull, temporal and spatial

characteristics of beams operating in the 0.5 to 1.0 MHz
range (the requisite frequency is a function of the particu-

lar adult skull) have a maximum single pass skull insertion

loss of nearly 10 dB ( 20 dB for a pulse echo system) which

can be handled with present techniques to provide

adequate signal strength from normal and pathological fea-

tures of brain. In this frequency range, for skulls in our stu-

dies, the appropriately selected frequency is unchanged

after double pass skull transmission, the 6 dB beam width

is increased by a maximum of 40 percent and the beam
focus is shifted laterally by a maximum of 3 mm. Resolu-

tion of string targets or live brain targets has been demon-

strated to be in the 2 to 3 mm range at 1 MHz and at 0.5

MHz it appears that 4 to 6 mm resolution can be achieved.

A high intensity focused ultrasonic beam (1 MHz) has

been transmitted through an excised adult skull and used

to produce a focal thermal flaw in lucite. This simulation

test indicates that the induction of transkull focal lesions

in live adult brain may now be possible.

Some advances in acoustic imaging through skull, S. W.
Smith, D. J. Phillips, O. T. von Ramm, and F. L. Thurstone,

SP525, pp. 209-218 (Apr. 1979).
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Key words: brain scanning; echoencephalography; neurolo-

gy; phase compensation.

Previous attempts to image the adult brain through the

sicull using diagnostic ultrasound have resulted in images of

poor lateral resolution and limited dynamic range. The
skull can be modeled as an acoustic lens whose attenuation

increases rapidly above the 1 MHz and whose thickness

variations introduce phase aberrations on the order of

several wavelengths across the transducer aperture. Statisti-

cal analysis of skull thickness data indicate that an elec-

tronic sector scanner using a 1 MHz linear array trans-

ducer is less sensitive to these effects of the skull than
traditional pulse echo systems operating at higher frequen-

cies. Representative ultrasound tomograms of the brain are

shown. In addition, water tank experiments are described

in which the skull phase aberration, <^(x), was measured on
line and removed by incorporating a compensating phase
variation, —<^)(x), into the transmit and receive timing of a

digitally controlled real time phased array imaging system.

Preliminary results show that the lateral resolution of the

imaging system is restored in both the transmit and receive

modes.

Characterization of in vivo breast tissue by ultrasonic time-

of-flight computer tomography, G. H. Glover, SP525, pp.
221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: breast cancer; computerized tomography;
mammography; time-of-flight; tissue characterization; ul-

trasonic imaging; ultrasound.

The use of ultrasonic time-of-flight (TOP) computed
tomography for characterization of tissue in live breasts is

reported. Quantitative distributions of the refractive index

within a tomogram of the specimen were obtained by
reconstruction from 5 MHz TOP projection data. Pifteen

breast cancer patients and five asymptomatic volunteers

were scanned during the clinical feasibility study. The
results indicate that young, dense breasts have wide varia-

tion in the refractive index distributions. In older subjects,

however, various lesions are found to have distinctive in-

dices. Histograms of the reconstructions show differences

between pathological and normal breasts.

Variation of acoustic speed with temperature in various ex-

cised human tissues studied by ultrasound computerized

tomography, B. Rajagopalan, J. P. Greenleaf, P. J. Thomas,
S. A. Johnson, and R. C. Bahn, SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: aperture synthesis; computed tomography;
Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; tem-

perature reconstruction; ultrasound.

Variation of acoustic speed as a function of temperature

was measured in fresh excised human liver, psoas muscle,

spleen, spinal cord, kidney and fat, parenchyma and
muscles associated with female breasts. Tissues were en-

cased in rubber finger cots and suspended in a temperature

controlled bath. A prototype clinical ultrasound breast

scanner was used to obtain data required to reconstruct

distributions of acoustic speed within two-dimensional

planes through the tissue specimens over a temperature

range of 20 to 40 °C. Quantitative images (printer listings

of acoustic speed) of 64x64 pixels were used to obtain

averages of up to 16 speed measurements within the image

of each tissue. The acoustic speed in most tissues increased

monotonically with temperature following the behavior of

water. Acoustic speed of fat showed an anomalous

decrease in acoustic speed around 34 °C suggesting possi-

ble phase transition.

High spatial resolution ultrasonic measurement techniques

for characterization of static and moving tissues, S. A. John-

son, J. F. Greenleaf, B. Rajagopalan, R. C. Bahn, B. Baxter,

and D. Christensen, SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: aperture synthesis; computed tomography;

Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; tem-

perature reconstruction; ultrasound.

Clinical and pathology-based arguments are presented

for the need for higher resolution ultrasound images. The
theoretical foundation and experimental characteristics of

a high resolution, sampled aperture, reflection technique

termed "synthetic focus" imaging are given. It is shown by

theory and simulation that such synthetic focus images may
be corrected for attenuation and refraction effects anc^

thereby approach one-half wavelength resolution. The
similarity between synthetic focus and seismic migration

techniques is discussed. An example of a high resolution,

seismic processed {i.e., migrated) image obtained from real

data at medical ultrasound frequencies is shown. Synthetic

focus imaging theory is extended to moving coordinate

systems and the effect of Doppler shift effects on echo

pulse shape is discussed. A generalized wide aperture Dop-
pler imaging theory is presented which suggests further im-

provements in signal-to-noise ratio, spatial resolution and

flow velocity over narrow aperture systems is possible. A
new computed tomographic flow measurement and recon-

struction technique based on transmission measurement^ is

presented. This technique permits imaging the three flow

velocity components and temperature of homogeneous
fluids in a three-dimensional domain.

A comprehensive ultrasonic tissue analysis system, M.
Linzer, S. I. Parks, S. J. Norton, F. P. Higgins, D. R. Dietz,

R. W. Shideler, T. H. Shawker, and J. L. Doppman, SP52S,

pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals;

imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity;

signal averaging; signal processing; tissue characterization;

tomography; transducers; ultrasonics.

A progress report on the development of a comprehen-

sive system for ultrasonic tissue characterization is

presented. Major elements of the program include compu-

terized tomography studies, particularly for breast cancer

detection; opto-acoustic visualization of ultrasonic fields,

for testing of new imaging schemes, studies of propagation

through inhomogeneous media, in vitro measurements, and

transducer calibration; electronic focusing, especially annu-

lar array imaging; sensitivity enhancement, using digital

signal averaging and pulse compression techniques; com-
puter and chirp waveform techniques for compensation of

frequency-dependent attenuation; the SonoChromascope, a

digital device for real-time acquisition, processing, and dis-

play of B-scan images; and computer-based image

processing.

Theoretical analysis of instantaneous power spectra as ap-

plied to spectra-color ultrasonography, W. D. Jennings, E.

Holasek, and E. W. Pumell, SPS25, pp. 261-266 (Apr.

1979).

Key words: instantaneous power spectra; color-coded B-

scan; spectra-color ultrasonography (SCU); spectrum anal-

ysis; ultrasonic spectroscopy.

Spectra-color ultrasonography (SCU), a technique for

two-dimensional (B-mode) display of ultrasonic spectral

data, has been analyzed theoretically. The analysis includes

the use of an instantaneous power spectrum calculated
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from broadband gated echo spectra produced by an analog

spectrum analyzer. The results of the analysis indicate that

additional signal processing factors must be added to the

SCU system as it was originally designed. With the inclu-

sion of these modifications, the SCU scan represents a true

low resolution instantaneous spectral analysis of ultrasonic

echo waveforms. An experiment was performed to test the

theoretical equations we have developed relating SCU to

an instantaneous spectral analysis. The comparison of the

SCU signals and the computed SCU equivalent based on
an instantaneous power spectrum is presented.

Identification of tissue parameters by digital processing of

real-time ultrasonic clinical cardiac data, L. Joynt, D. Boyle,

H. Rakowski, R. Popp, and W. Beaver, SP525, pp. 267-273
(Apr. 1979).

Key words: clinical cardiac data; digital processing; Fast

Fourier Transform; frequency spectra; in vivo;

microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocardial in-

farction; real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound diag-

nosis.

A study to assess the feasibility of obtaining diagnosti-

cally useful tissue characterization information by digitally

processing clinical cardiac data is described. Normal sub-

jects, myocardial infarction, IHSS, and amyloid patients

were studied. The data acquisition system used to record

data from a real-time scanner is also described. Significant

changes in the RF signals and frequency spectra as the

heart moves were noted over very short time intervals, in-

dicating the need for a dynamic tissue characterization

measure. Wide variation in the spectral characteristics of

the signals from the normal population were found.

Behavior of the spectra for the MI patient data v/ere noted

wich differentiated them from the other subjects.

Dynamic autocorrelation analysis of A-scans in vivo, J. C.

Gore, S. Leeman, C. Metreweli, N. J. Plessner, and K. Will-

son, SP525, pp. 275-280 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: A-scan; correlation analysis; temporal changes.

A realistic tissue model has been analysed to indicate the

information that may be derived from autocorrelation stu-

dies of in vivo A-scan echograms, as well as to show some
of the limitations of such techniques. Although many of

these difficulties are not easily overcome when considering

single, or even averaged, realisations of the autocorrelation

function ( ACF), an analysis of the time course of the ACF
is less subject to such objections.

Several potentially useful clinical applications of such

temporal changes are being investigated. These include

measurements of echoes from within heart muscle

throughout the cardiac cycle as a possible indicator of car-

diac disease; similar variations in echoes from the stomach
wall during gastric emptying are demonstrated, and a rela-

tionship to contractile state is postulated.

Results are also presented which indicate that the perfu-

sion of tissues with blood may be assessed by this

technique, and, on a different physiological time scale,

changes in the placenta throughout pregnancy have been

investigated. The technique is being extended to the study

of the response of malignant tumours to treatment.

Computer spectral analysis of ultrasonic A mode echoes, D.

E. Robinson, SP525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: acoustic; computer processing; digital acquisi-

tion; digital signal processing; pulse-echo techniques; spec-

trum analysis; ultrasonics.

Tissue attenuation as a function of frequency measured

by the effect on the power density spectrum of the echo »

off glass shadowed by the tissue sample is shown to give '"j

results comparable to those published previously. A
method of measuring attenuation within tissue by com-

parison of the scattered echoes from shallow and deep

scatterers is investigated and shown to have limitations. An
assessment of properties of the scatterers from investiga-

tion of the spectral properties of the echoes from a scatter-

ing region is suggested.
|

Cepstral signal processing for tissue signature analysis, J.

Fraser, G. S. Kino, and J. Birnholz, SP525, pp. 287-295

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; B-scan;cepstrum; computer; con-

volution; de-convolution; liver; power spectrum; signal

processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ul-

trasound.

The reflected signal received by an ultrasonic transducer

is modeled as a convolution of a transducer response with

a reflection function for the target region. Cepstral analysis

translates that signal into a domain where those com-
ponents interact additively rather than through convolution

and where separation can be accomplished with simple

bandpass filtering operations. The cepstral transform of the

pulse echo signal also provides direct access to any

periodic behavior of reflectors arising from their spacing.

As an example of these capabilities, the technique is used

experimentally to describe the characteristic spacing of

macrostructural reflecting elements in the pig liver in vitro

and to determine the frequency dependent attenuation

behavior of normal human liver in vivo.

Recognition of patterns in ultrasonic sectional pictures of

the prostate for tumor diagnosis, W. von Seelen, A. Gaca, E.

Loch, W. Scheiding, and G. Wessels, SP525, pp. 297-302

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: pattern recognition; prostate tumors; ul-

trasound.

We examined the prostate with ultrasonics to diagnose

tumorous alterations of the organ. We scanned directly

from the abdominal wall through the filled bladder

(transvesical). The research is aimed at: 1) improvement

and mathematical preparation of the ultrasonic pictures to

assist the physician in his diagnosis; and 2) ascertainment

of significant parameters which allow the classes "normal

prostate," "adenoma" and "carcinoma" to be distinguished

in screening examinations. The results show that with ul-

trasonics, adenomas and carcinomas are recognizable in 96

percent of the examined patients and can be differentiated

from normal prostate tissue. The palpation finding was

used as a reference in most cases.

Recent developments in obtaining histopathological informa-

tion from ultrasound tissue signatures, K. Preston, Jr., M. J.

Czerwinski, M. L. Skolnik, and D. E. Leb, SP525, pp. 303-

313 (Apr 1979).

Key words: picture processing; signal analysis; ultrasound.

Statistical, signal-analytic techniques may be applied to

ultrasonic pulse-echoes received from organs of the human
body. Simultaneous tissue biopsies of these organs may be

sectioned, stained, and measured by the computerized opti-

cal microscope using various image -analytic techniques.

This paper reports some preliminary work along these lines

as related to the kidney and liver.
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Damage and death in tissues and associated changes in their

mechanical properties, L. Weiss, SP525. pp. 317-322 (Apr.

1979).

Key words; cell detachment; mechanical properties; tissue

damage; tissue death.

Mechanical effects of tissue damage associated with ar-

tefactual change during examination, and that developing

naturally during tumor development, have been demon-
strated by a quantitated cell detachment test. Although the

precise relationship between this semi-destructive test of

tissue properties and ultrasonic, nondestructive tests is un-

certain, it appears feasible to consider the following points

in studies of the interaction of ultrasound with tissue

specimens; a) thin specimens should be examined quickly

to avoid anoxic and hypoxic damage; b) note must be

made of the heterogeneities within solid tumors, particu-

larly those produced by necrosis; c) degenerative changes

in a tumor and surrounding non-malignant tissues may act

as image-enhancers.

A human abdominal tissue phantom, P. D. Edmonds, Z.

Reyes, D. B. Parkinson, R. A. Filly, and H. Busey, SP525,

pp. 323-326 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: gelatin; human abdominal tissues; phantom.

The objective of this work was to determine the feasibili-

ty of constructing a phantom that would simulate human
abdominal tissues when interrogated by advanced B-scan

diagnostic ultrasound equipment operating 2.25 and 3.5

MHz. Satisfactory results were obtained with gelatin based
components having dispersed scatterers and embedded
sponge, plastic tubes and rubber bulbs filled with saline

solution. Stability of the gelatin was achieved by addition

of a stabilizing agent, a preservative and impervious

coatings to prevent water evaporation.

Tissue simulators for diagnostic ultrasound, R. C. Eggleton

and J. A. Whitcomb, SP525, pp. 327-336 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; tissue signature; tissue simulators; training

phantoms; ultrasonic phantoms.

Factors are presented related to the design, construction

and use of phantoms to replace human patients or subjects

in the development, testing, clinical training and promotion
of ultrasonic diagnostic equipment. Materials are described

which match the acoustic properties of tissue. Realistic

echograms can be obtained by scanning properly con-

figured phantoms using such materials.

The phantoms may be simple geometric test patterns,

sections of human torso or complete human torsos simulat-

ing dynamic cardiovascular and respiratory movements to

evaluate the real-time systems.

Tissue equivalent test objects for comparison of ultrasound

transmission tomography by reconstruction with pulse echo ul-

trasound imaging, P. L. Carson, L. Shabason, D. E. Dick, and
W. Clayman, SP525, pp. 337-340 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; computed tomography-ultrasonic; diagnosis-ul-

trasonic; tissue equivalent test objects and phantoms; ul-

trasonic tissue characterization; ultrasound imaging.

Tissue equivalent materials have been investigated for

evaluation and comparison of pulse echo ultrasound imag-

ing and ultrasound transmission tomography by reconstruc-

tion (UTTR). Investigations have centered primarily on

various urethane polymers and 3M Reston Brand Flotation

Pad material. Attenuation coefficients of the urethane

polymers still are somewhat too high, and thus initial test

objects or "phantoms" have been constructed from the

flotation pad material. One phantom chosen to simulate

several characteristics of human breast tissue consists of an
annulus of unaltered flotation pad material surrounding a

center region in which scattering polystyrene microspheres

are embedded. Contrasting material such as polyethylene

rods can be inserted between the inner and outer areas of

the phantom. The UTTR technique clearly delineates

polyethelene rods in the phantom as small as .6 mm in

diameter. The scattering at 2.2 to 3.5 MHz nominal

frequency exhibits a pulse echo appearance, similar to that

of liver tissue, and causes only approximately a 5 percent

increase in the attenuation coefficient of the pure flotation

pad material.

Data of the velocity and attenuation of ultrasound in mam-
malian tissues—A survey, R. J. Parry and R. C. Chivers,

SP525, pp. 343-360 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: attenuation; mammalian tissues; ultrasound;

velocity.

A compilation of the reported values of velocity and at-

tenuation of ultrasound in mammalian tissues is presented

to give a clear picture of the state of knowledge and ena-

ble it to be assessed. In the twenty years since the last such

compilation, the progress in estimating the relative con-

tributions of the animal species, tissue condition, tempera-

ture and frequency at which measurements were made and

the method of measurement to the observed variation has

been small. It is hoped that this compilation will both be

of practical use and also encourage the establishment of a

stronger body of fundamental information for the applica-

tion of ultrasound in medicine and biology.

SP527. Footwear technology symposium— Manufacturing a com-
petitive advantage. Proceedings of the Footwear Technology

Symposium held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD, June 1-2, 1978, M. H. King, Ed., Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 527, 348 pages (Feb. 1979)
SN003-003-02025-7.

Key words: computer-aided design and manufacture

(CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented industries;

government-industry cooperation; imports; innovation;

leather; manufacturing technology; materials development;

shoes; technology transfer.

The Footwear Technology Symposium, hosted by the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, was held in Gaithersburg, Maryland

on June 1 and 2, 1978. Approximately 220 people participated

representing the manufacturing, supplier and retailing segments

of the footwear industry, as well as federal officials concerned
with assistance to the industry. The objective of this symposium
was to assess manufacturing technologies which could be

adapted or developed to provide a competitive advantage for

the U.S. footwear industry, and to develop a specific plan for

activities that would be appropriate for government and indus-

try cooperation. The meeting was part of a three-year Depart-

ment of Commerce Program to help restore the growth and
vitality of the domestic footwear industry. Initial sessions

presented technical and evaluative information as an input to

the subsequent working group discussions of footwear industry

representatives. Government staff described the results of their

assessment of the problems and opportunities of the industry.

To stimulate constructive dialogue, five private research or-

ganizations presented ideas and recommendations for future

footwear technological development resulting from Commerce
Department sponsored studies. The major new technologies and

processes presented addressed materials development, leather

technologies, customfitting and computer assistance in shoe
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design and manufacture (CAD/CAM). In other presentations,

the President of the American Footwear Industry Association

shared his concerns, a leading footwear designer explored

design, marketing and the technology interfaces, and represen-

tatives of technologically advanced industries, (aerospace, au-

tomobiles, communications) shared their views on manufactur-

ing technologies and applications to footwear industry

problems. Preliminary symposium results were evidence of in-

dustry enthusiasm and support for government-industry

cooperative activities, interest in establishing a footwear center

to provide industry-wide technical assistance, and a desire to

assess computer-aided design and manufacture (CAD/CAM).
Reports by the consulting firms on new technologies and busi-

ness strategies for the footwear industry are included as appen-

dices. These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

Manufacturing a competitive advantage, J. Baruch, SP527,

pp. 3-6 (Feb. 1979).

General accounting office perspective, F. Haynes, SP527,

pp. 7-10 (Feb. 1979).

Fitting technology into the picture, M. King, SP527, pp. 13-

20 (Feb. 1979).

Technology reviews, A. D. Little, SP527, pp. 21-50 (Feb.

1979).

The potential ot new technology, F. Daley, SP527, pp. 51-

59 (Feb. 1979).

A matter of trust, S. Harman, SP527, pp. 73-77 (Feb.

1979).

Industry response, R. M. Ansin, SP527, pp. 79-80 (Feb.

1979).

Industry view, F. A. Meister, SP527, pp. 83-86 (Feb.

1979).

Relating technologies to the marketplace, B. Levine, SP527,

pp. 87-91 (Feb. 1979).

Symposium integration and future directions, J. Baruch,

SP527, pp. 95-97 (Feb. 1979).

SP532. Report of the 63d National Conference on Weights and
Measures 1978, H. F. Wollin, L. E. Barbrow, and A. P. Hef-

feman, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 532, 323 pages

(Feb. 1979) SN003-003-02045-1.

Key words: consumer affairs; education; electromagnetic

interference; electronic devices; International Organization

of Legal Metrology; measurement assurance; metrication;

model laws and regulations; national type approval;

packaging and labeling; specifications and tolerances;

vapor recovery; weights and measures.

This is a report of the proceedings (edited) of the Sixty-Third

National Conference on Weights and Measures, sponsored by

the National Bureau of Standards, held in Washington, DC,
July 9-14, 1978, and attended by State, county, and city

weights and measures officials, and representatives of the

Federal Government, business, industry, and consumer or-

ganizations.

Major issues discussed at this Conference included metric

conversion in the United States; problems relating to the quan-

tity fill, labeling, and inspection of packaged commodities;

requirements covering the design and performance of new
weighing and measuring technology; and recommendations for

improvement in weights and measures administration. These

proceedings include the following papers (indented)

:

Electromagnetic interference—A problem of growing con-

cern, C. K. S. Miller, SP532, pp. 1-12 (Feb. 1979).

A practical approach to the EMI-RFI problem in the field,

F. L Piatt, SP532, pp. 13-16 (Feb. 1979).

Laboratory metrology— Its goals and needs, R. C Egnew,

SP5i2, pp. 17-19 (Feb. 1979).

National Food Processors Association solid content weight

labeling program, A. W. Matthys, SP532, pp. 20-23 (Feb.
j

1979).

An industry perspective on packaging regulations, R. W.
Miller, SPS32, pp. 24-28 (Feb. 1979).

Measurements in the United Kingdom market place, F. L.

N. Samuels, SP532, pp. 29-41 (Feb. 1979).

Food labeling—The next step, E. Williams, SPS32, pp. 42-

47 (Feb. 1979).

Measurement assurance—The future of legal metrology, A.

O. McCoubrey, SP532, pp. 48-54 (Feb. 1979).

Experience in program evaluation, D. Guensler, SP532, pp.

55-58 (Feb. 1979).

Cost-benefit performance auditing—A tool for weights and

measures program improvement, C. H. Vincent, SP532, pp.

59-60 (Feb. 1979).

Cost-benefit performance auditing—A tool for weights and

measures program improvement, R. Lockridge, SP532, pp.

61-65 (Feb. 1979).

Application of quantity of contents requirements to

packaged seafoods, I. D. Sackett, Jr., SP532, pp. 66-71 (Feb.

1979).

Pressure measurement—A new activity for weights and

measures, C. R. Tilford, SP532, pp. 72-77 (Feb. 1979).

Net weight assurance—A responsibility for both government

and industry, S. J. Butler, SP532, pp. 1 18-124 (Feb. 1979).

SP534. Utility and use of large-scale mathematical models.

Proceedings of a Workshop held at the National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, Apr. 28-29, 1977, S. I. Gass,

Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 534, 217 pages

(May 1979) SN003-003 -02060-5.

Key words: documentation; energy; evaluation; guidelines;

implementation, large-scale; management; mathematical

models; policy analysis; software; standards; transfer.

The Workshop on the Utility and Use of Large-Scale Mathe-

matical Models, held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, Maryland (Apr. 28-29, 1977), was a "first" in its

purpose: to examine the problem of how to improve the use

and utility of large-scale mathematical models in the Federal

Government. The Workshop speakers addressed specific

problem areas of concern, including: the present status of

model use in DOD and non-DOD applications; issues facing

developers; problems of model implementation; transfer and

development in the energy field; model assessment and evalua-

tion; use in analysis; comparison of models; management of the

modeling process; model software and documentation;

guidelines, standards and management improvement activities,
j

This proceedings volume presents the papers and much of the

discussion presented at the Workshop, along with a summary
of directions for needed research. These proceedings include the

following papers (indented):
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The workshop issues, S. I. Gass, SP534, pp. 3-7 (May
1979).

Review of the DOD modeling effort and modeling as a

profession, G. D. Brewer, SP534, pp. 9-14 (May 1979).

Review of the non-DOD modeling effort, G. Fromm, SP534,

pp. 15-21 (May 1979).

Issues facing model developers I, S. Bonder, SP534, pp. 23-

44 (May 1979).

Issues facing model developers II, D. Meadows, SP534, pp.

45-50 (May 1979).

Issues facing model developers III, D. Maxim, SP534, pp.
51-55 (May 1979).

Issues facing model developers IV, A. Pugh III, SP534, pp.
57-59 (May 1979).

Model implementation, R. Larson, SP534, pp. 61-92 (May
1979).

Implementation of emergency service deployment models in

operating agencies, J. M. Chaiken, SP534, pp. 93-106 (May
1979).

The PTI experience, J. Barrett, SP534, pp. 107-110 (May
1979).

The FEA project independence model experience, H. Green-
berg, SP534, pp. 1 1 1-122 (May 1979).

The EPRI/NBER energy model assessment project, D.
Kresge, SP534, pp. 123-135 (May 1979).

The energy modeling forum, W. Hogan, SP534, pp. 137-

161 (May 1979).

Models in the policy process: A framework, B. Crissey,

SP534, pp. 163-175 (May 1979).

Strategies in the model management, J. Mulvey, SP534, pp.

177-193 (May 1979).

Software requirements for an improvement in transfer and
adaptability of models, S. Dickhoven, SP534, pp. 195-203
(May 1979).

SP536. Selected papers dealing with regulatory concerns of

building rehabilitation, P. W. Cooke, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Publ. 536, 93 pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-
02032-0.

Key words: adaptive reuse; building codes; buildings; build-

ing safety; code enforcement; construction; fire safety;

housing; preservation; regulations; rehabilitation.

This publication consists of a collection of six papers com-
mon to the subject of rehabilitation and preservation of existing

buildings and how our present system of regulating construction

for the public benefit presents various barriers that must be

more fully understood in order that rational solutions can be

developed and implemented. The papers have been reprinted

from the Proceedings of previous national conferences dealing

with building regulatory research held under the joint sponsor-

ship of NBS and the National Conference of States on Building

Codes and Standards. This publication includes the following

papers {indented):

Building codes: Preservation and rehabilitation, R. J.

Kapsch, SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

Key words; adaptive reuse; architecture; building codes,

building regulations; building safety; construction; per-

formance; preservation; rehabilitation; renovation.

There has been a large rise in interest in the last ten

years in building reuse, rehabilitation and preservation pro-

jects. This trend is expected to continue in the foreseeable

future. Such projects pose difficulties for the building regu-

latory system since many of these buildings were originally

constructed prior to the existence of building codes. Most
of these buildings do not meet modem levels of building

regulation and application of building regulations to them
poses difficulties as these regulations are essentially

designed for new construction. The potential impact of

these regulations includes the increase of project costs and
damage to the fabric of the building intended to bp

preserved. Yet safety and health must be achieved in exist-

ing buildings as well as new. This paper summarizes studies

and other activities that are presently being conducted by

a number of organizations on this subject. One such study

conducted by NBS has indicated that numerous State and

local jurisdictions and model code organizations are adopt-

ing historic building waiver clauses and similar regulations

as a partial answer to this problem. The National Trust for

Historic Preservation sponsored the first national con-

ference, in 1974, on this question and is currently

cooperating with NBS in a study of the effectiveness of

selected historic building waiver clauses. The National En-

dowment for the Arts has sponsored a grant that would

identify tradeoffs that could be used in building regula-

tions. NBS has also sponsored a study, reported in a

separate paper in these Proceedings, on how a standard

designed for existing buildings might be structured and for-

matted. NBS is also studying, for the Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development, technological aspects of

neighborhood conservation, including the role of building

regulations. As of this writing, no final or definitive answer

has been developed for the problem of achieving contem-

porary levels of safety and health in existing buildings.

Information structure of building codes and standards for

the needs of existing buildings, B. Smith, SP536, pp. 17-53

(Feb. 1979).

Key words: building codes and standards; building code

structure; existing buildings; historic preservation; per-

formance attributes; performance evaluation.

With the increased occurrence of rehabilitation and

preservation projects, the problem of code compliance for

these buildings is growing in magnitude. We are no longer

dealing with isolated historic buildings, but with both entire

historic districts and an ever increasing number of recy-

cled, adaptively used buildings. The problem of code com-

pliance for these projects frequently causes the destruction

of the historic integrity of the building, the replacement of

serviceable materials and, at the same time, increases pro-

ject costs. The compliance problems may stem from the

organization and format of the model codes which are

based on new construction materials and techniques. This

study examines the present organization and format of the

three model codes, and develops a decision flow chart

which analyzes how these model codes are used. The regu-

latory problems facing rehabilitation and preservation pro-

jects are then reviewed. From this investigation, a

proposed decision process, based on the needs of reha-

bilitation and preservation projects is developed. Such a

decision process could be used if and when building regu-

lations are developed for the unique needs of these type

projects.
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Contractor understanding relative to rehab costs, R. S. Har-

rington, SP536, pp. 55-61 (Feb. 1979).

Key words; building codes; community development; con-

struction costs; contractors; housing; rehabilitation; stan-

dards.

The nature of rehabilitation, with its nonvisible elements

and its potential for self-help, makes it extremely difficult

to accurately estimate the costs involved. The uncertainty

is passed on by the Contractor in the fees he charges. Un-
certainty exists, as well, in the standards for accomplishing

the work at hand. Specifications are normally cumbersome.
Work Write-Ups lacking in detail. Therefore understanding

is diminished, and costs rise, while quality falls below stan-

dards.

With the pending increase in neighborhood code reha-

bilitation projects, there is the need to increase the supply

of competent contractors interested and experienced in

rehab. This requires both a method for offering stan-

dardization of specifications and work-write-ups with more
detail, and the ability to assure a steady flow of work into

bidding channels.

The role of fire prevention and control in building con-

struction and regulations, W. H. McLain, SP536, pp. 63-74

(Feb. 1979).

Key words: building codes; control measures; fire codes;

fire safety; governmental actions; life safety; regulation;

risk assessment; societal goals.

Fire prevention and control is an important feature of

the modem building codes. Building set-back limits, struc-

tural design, and limitations on interior finish materials are

among the building design parameters that reflect the

public need for fire safety. Historically, codes have been
developed to reduce mass urban fires and to limit property

damage from the structural collapse of single building

units. For example, a standard time-temperature curve has

been developed and widely used (ASTM El 19) for classifi-

cation of building structural components in terms of a fire-

time rating. More recently, there has developed an in-

creased concern about life safety. Smoke and toxic gas

produced by materials subjected to fire exposures are

being evaluated and in some cases form part of a develop-

ing set of new regulations. The implementation of these

new regulations pKJses a number of difficult problems to

the local code regulatory and enforcement officials. An
analysis is made of some of the alternative approaches

which may be considered to aid the local building official

in this important area of control.

Rehabilitation as an instrument in meeting housing need:

Can it really work?, J. Heron, SP536, pp. 75-81 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: decision criteria; demolition; housing needs;

physical condition rehablitation.

There is an increasing trend in city planning toward

rehabilitating older buildings and conserving neighbor-

hoods that might have become slums, but the rehabilitation

process is slow and unreliable. Few builders are interested

in rehabilitation, most preferring new construction in the

suburbs. A major question is: can the rehabilitation process

be changed to attract more builders and become a high-

volume business?

The suggested answer is that criteria to identify buildings

needing rehabilitation and to specify what repairs need to

be made must be developed, using the cumulative

knowledge of builders who have done such work and the

insight of people involved in building regulation. These

criteria should deal with the fundamental structural and
safety characteristics of buildings, to provide a yardstick

for selecting the right buildings and deciding how much
work is required.

Building codes and historic preservation in Savannah Geor-

gia, M. Rosenthal, SP536, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: barriers; building codes; code enforcement;

historic district; historic preservation; regulations; reha-

bilitation; safety.

The City of Savannah has the largest registered urban
historical district in the United States. Over 900 structures

have been restored or are awaiting restoration. Building

code barriers that once existed were overcome through

cooperation and communications with results that satisfy

the intent of code criteria while also maintaining the in-

tegrity of historic preservation. The experience gained in

Savannah suggests that code compliance responsibilities in

historic preservation projects rests jointly with designers,

preservationists, owners and builders as well as code en-

forcement personnel. Recommendations include the need

for guidelines in the use of codes for dealing realistically

with building rehabilitation projects.

SP537. A bibliography of sources of experimental data leading

to thermal properties of binary aqueous electrolyte solutions,

D. Smith-Magowan and R. N. Goldberg, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Publ. 537, 89 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-

02033-8.

Key words: apparent molal heat capacity; aqueous systems;

bibliography; electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy of

dilution; heat capacity; relative apparent molal enthalpy;

salt solutions; thermochemistry; vapor pressure.

Contained herein is a bibliography of sources of experimental

data that can be used to calculate either relative apparent

molal enthalpies or apparent molal heat capacities for aqueous

electrolyte solutions. The data types included are calorimetric

heat capacity measurements, enthalpies of solution as a func-

tion of molality, enthalpy of dilution measurements, electromo-

tive force measurements as a function of temperature, and

vapor pressure measurements as a function of temperature. Ap-

proximately 900 references to the primary literature are in-

cluded.

SPS38. National Bureau of Standards: A national resource for

science and technology, M. Heyman, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Spec. Publ. 538, 86 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02093-1

.

Key words: basic research; computer; energy conservation;

environmental quality; industrial productivity; materials

utilization; measurement capabilities; medical aids; product

safety; public health and safety; science and technology

transfer; standards.

This report highlights key accomplishments of the National

Bureau of Standards during fiscal year 1978. NBS is the Na-

tion's central reference laboratory for measurements in the

physical sciences and engineering. The Bureau is a source of

reference materials, data, standards, and technical guidelines

needed to improve measurement techniques; it is also an inde-

pendent government source for objective and technical

research.

This year's report includes summaries of NBS research on

basic measurement improvement, electromagnetic interference,

medical aids, consumer product safety, fire, building technolo-

gy, nuclear safeguards, and energy. It details work on corrosion

and other materials research, semiconductor technology, auto-

mation and computers, and environmental research. Also listed

are the services and special programs which NBS offers, a
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review of NBS funds and facilities, and a summary of important

legislation affecting NBS.

SP539. Metrology in industry and government: How to find out

who needs what services. Proceedings of a Regional Seminar

held at the Korea Standards Research Institute, Dae Jeon,

Korea, Sept. 27-28, 1978, H. S. Peiser, R. C. Sangster, and
W. Jung, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 539, 165

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02040- 1

.

Key words; developing countries; industrializing countries;

Korea; measurements; metrology; physical standards;

seminar; South Asia.

A regional seminar sponsored by the Korea Standards

Research Institute, the National Bureau of Standards, and the

U.S. Agency for International Development was held at the

new K-SRI Laboratories at Daeduk near Dae Jeon in the

Republic of Korea on September 27-28, 1978. The participants

representing most of the countries in the South Asian and
|i Western Pacific Region discussed the importance of providing

services in measurement science and technology (metrology) to

governmental and industrial organizations in the region. The
consensus was that a need for a central national capability in

metrology existed in countries at all levels of development, and
that central organization could be a focal point for intra- and
international coopyeration, which alone could lead to compati-

bility of measurements, a prerequisite for quality control for all

kinds of products in domestic and international markets. Aus-

tralia and New Zealand had established a group of accredited

test laboratories to disseminate the accuracies inherent in the

national measurement system. Industry was increasingly aware
that metrology was essential to development, but the specific

needs at appropriate accuracies needed to be established by

surveys. The Korean Government strongly supported the

establishment of metrological services as is well illustrated by

the new K-SRI laboratories. These proceedings include the fol-

U

lowing papers {indented):

I

Quantitative measurement is the basis for all science and
technology—But are we aware of the need for metrology?, H.

S. Peiser, SP539, p. 17 (Apr. 1979).

Quantitative measurement, the basis for all science and
technology, H. S. Peiser, SP539, pp. 19-22 (Apr. 1979).

Importance of national capability in metrology for industrial

development—The Indian experience, A. R. Verma, SP539,

pp. 23-28 (Apr. 1979).

Quantitative measurement as a basic framework for science

and technology, S. Takata, SP539, pp. 29-32 (Apr. 1979).

The need for quantitative measurement in Hong Kong, H.

K. Lam, SP539, pp. 33-34 (Apr. 1979).

National measurement capabilities for industrial develop-

ment in Korea, J. W. Choi, SP539, pp. 37-41 (Apr. 1979).

Development of metrology capabilities in step with industry

needs—A New Zealand experience, M. C. Probine, SP539, pp.

43-66 (Apr. 1979).

Implementing metrology for developing industrialization, H.

Kartowisastro, SP539, pp. 67-78 (Apr. 1979).

Assessment of the requirement of industries/institutions for

services in the field of standards, A. Ghani, SP539, pp. 79-

90 (Apr. 1979).

A national capability in metrology is essential to industrial

development, M. Z. Hashim, SP539. pp. 91-93 (Apr. 1979).

The National Measurement Laboratory and Australian

manufacturing industry, W R Blevin, SP539, pp. 97-100
(Apr. 1979).

A study of the National Measurement System in Korea—An
interim report: How we approached it and what we found, W.
Jung, SP539. pp. 101-112 (Apr. 1979).

But is industry aware of its dependence on metrology?, H.

L. K. Goonetilleke, SP539. pp. 1 13-1 16 (Apr. 1979).

The National Metrology and Calibration Service for Indus-

try in Thailand, C. Vashrangsi, SP539. pp. 117-124 (Apr
1979).

SP540. Fire research and safety. Proceedings of the Third Joint

Panel Conference of the U.S. -Japan Cooperative Program in

Natural Resources held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD, Mar. 13-17, 1978, M. A. Sherald, Ed.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 540, 729 pages (Nov.

1979) SN003-003-02141-5.

Key words: building fires; conferences; fire detection; fire

investigations; fire models; fire research; fire retardants;

flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; tox-

icity.

The Third Joint Panel Meeting of the United States—Japan

Panel on Natural Resources (UJNR), Fire Research and Safety,

was held at the National Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg,

MD, from Mar. 13-17, 1978. The meeting consisted of in-depth

technical sessions on detection and smoke properties, modeling

of fire, and toxicity of fire gas. Progress reports briefly covered

human behavior, building systems, and smoke control. This

proceedings includes the technical papers presented at the

meeting along with the ensuing discussion and the summary re-

ports prepared by each session chairman.

The first meeting of UJNR Panel on Fire Research and

Safety was held in Washington, DC, from Apr. 7-8, 1976,

where the current activities in the United States and Japan on
fire research and safety were introduced. After this exchange,

the following 6 topics were selected for initial cooperation: tox-

icity, building systems, human behavior, smoke control, detec-

tion and smoke properties, and modeling of fire. These

proceedings include the following papers (indented):

Smoke detector design and smoke properties, R. W. Bu-
kowski and G W. Mulholland, SP540, pp. 1-45 (Nov. 1979).

False alarm of smoke detectors, J. Miyama and A.

Watanabe, SP540, pp. 46-53 (Nov. 1979>.

Researches in smoke properties in Japan, F. Saito, Chair-

man, SP540, pp. 54-101 (Nov. 1979).

Human behavior, J. L. Bryan, SP540, pp. 115-133 (Nov.

1979).

Human Behavior, S. Horiuchi and T. Jin, SP540, pp. 134-

137 (Nov. 1979).

Current U.S. systems activities in fire safety design, H. E.

Nelson, SP540, pp. 138-147 (Nov. 1979).

Present status of research on fire safety systems for

buildings, K. Kawagoe and Y. Morishita, SP540, pp. 148-161

(Nov. 1979).

Smoke control, I. Benjamin, SP540, pp. 162-165 (Nov.

1979).

Smoke control, T. Wakamatsu, SP540, pp. 166-169 (Nov.

1979).
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Subprograms: A state-of-the-art review, J. de Ris, SP540,

pp. 1 10-208 (Nov. 1979).

Mathematical modeling of enclosed fires—A review of cur-

rent U.S. research, C D. MacArthur, SPS40, pp. 209-232

(Nov. 1979).

Basic problems in physical understanding of compartment
fire, Y. Hasemi, SP540, pp. 233-263 (Nov. 1979).

A model on fire spread in small scale building, T. Tanaka,
SP540. pp. 264-355 (Nov. 1979).

Statistical analysis of fire spread process in houses, Y.

Morishita, SP540, pp. 356-381 (Nov. 1979).

Experimental study of compartment fires using model
boxes, F. Saito, SP540, pp. 382-447 (Nov. 1979).

Research on evaluation of relative toxicities of combustion
products of various materials, K. Kishitani and S. Yusa,
SP540, pp. 453-484 (Nov. 1979).

Research on evaluation of toxicities of combustion gases

generated during fires, K. Kishitani and K. Nakamura, SP540,

pp. 485-519 (Nov. 1979).

On the acute toxicities of the combustion products of vari-

ous fibers, with special reference to blood cyanide and Po,

values, K. Yamamoto, SP540, pp. 520-527 (Nov. 1979).

Factors accelerating the gas toxicity in a fire, F. Saito.

SP540, pp. 528-548 (Nov. 1979).

Biological testing in fire toxicology, P. W. Smith and C. R.

Crane, SP540, pp. 549-565 (Nov. 1979).

Recent test results from the FAA/NAFEC cabin fire safety

program, C. P. Sarkos, SP540, pp. 589-623 (Nov. 1979).

Brief comments on fire research at the U.S. Bureau of

Mines, R. F. Chainen, SPS40, pp. 624-625 (Nov. 1979).

Instrumentation for the size determination of submicron
particulates systems by sideway light scattering method and
the characteristics of smokes from polymerized materials in

fire, T. Handa, K. Suda, T. Nagashima, K. Kaneko, T.

Yamamura, Y Takahashi. H. Suzuki, and F. Saito, SP540,

pp. 626-71 1 (Nov. 1979).

Technical session on detection and smoke properties, J.

Miyama, SP540, p. 7 1 3 (Nov. 1979).

Progress report session on human behavior, building

systems and smoke control, G. Bates. Jr., SP540, pp. 714-715
(Nov. 1979).

Technical session on fire modeling, H. Emmons, SP540, p.

716 (Nov. 1979).

Technical session on toxicity, A. Watanabe, SP540, p. 717
(Nov. 1979).

SP54I. Laser induced damage in optical materials: 1978.

Proceedings of a Symposium Sponsored by: National Bureau
of Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials,

Office of Naval Research, Department of Energy, Defense
Advanced Research Project Agency. NBS Boulder, CO. Sept.

12-14, 1978. A. J. Glass and A. H. Guenther. Eds.. Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 541, 362 pages (Dec. 1978)
SN003-003-02052-4.

Key words: laser damage; laser interaction; optical com-
ponents; optical fabrication; optical materials and proper-

ties; thin film coatings.

The Tenth Annual Symposium on Optical Materials for High
Power Lasers ( Boulder Damage Symposium ) was held at the

National Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Colorado, from 12-

14 September 1978. The Symposium was held under the

auspices of ASTM Committee F-I, Subcommittee on Laser

Standards, with the joint sponsorship of NBS, the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Project Agency, the Department of Energy,

and the Office of Naval Research. About 175 scientists at-

tended the Symposium, including representatives of the United

Kingdom, France, Canada, Japan, West Germany, and the

Soviet Union. The Symposium was divided into sessions con-

cerning the Measurement of Absorption Characteristics, Bulk

Material Properties, Mirrors and Surfaces, Thin Film Damage.
Coating Materials and Design and Breakdown Phenomena. As
in previous years, the emphasis of the papers presented at the

Symposium was directed toward new frontiers and new
developments. Particular emphasis was given to materials for

use from 10.6 /xm to the uv region. Highlights included surface

characterization, thin film-substrate boundaries, and advances

in fundamental laser-matter threshold interactions and

mechanisms. The scaling of damage thresholds with pulse dura-

tion, focal area, and wavelength were also discussed. In com-
memoration of the Tenth Symposium in this series, a number
of comprehensive review papers were presented to assess the

state of the art in the various lacets of laser induced damage
in optical materials. Alexander J. Glass of Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory and Arthur H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory were cochairpersons of the Symposium. The
Eleventh Annual Symposium is scheduled for 30-31 October

1979 at the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.

These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

Discussion of a theory of analysis of rate calorimetry which

includes coating absorption, N. C. Femelius and G. T. John-

ston. SP541, pp. 7-12 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: coating optical absorption; laser calorimetry

theory; optical calorimetry theory; surface optical absorp-

tion.

A simplified method of analyzing laser rate calorimetry

on samples with absorbing coatings is presented. Special

cases of rate calorimetry are shown to agree with previ-

ously derived cases. Results are given for samples with dis-

similar faces in which the temperature rise and the

reflected power in both orientations to the laser beam are

measured. A computer program was written to reduce

data. A sample case shows that the output requires the

reflected and transmitted powers to be measured to three

significant figures for meaningful results.

Absorption coefficient of NaF by attenuated total reflection

spectroscopy, D. L. Burdick, SP541, pp. 13-18 (Dec. 1978).

Key words; absorption coefficient; sodium fluoride film;

total internal reflection; 0.65 to 3.0 microns.

Attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy has been

employed to measure the absorption coefficient of NaF
films from the visible to 3 ^tm. A 1-mm-thick ZnSe ATR
plate (50-mm long) was coated on two sides with NaF
(0.55- and 0.57-/xm-thick films). By coating half the width

of the ATR plate, " sample-in/sample-out" measurements

could be performed to reduce substrate effects. The spec-

tra reveal a strong water band in NaF peaking at 2.95 /xm

with a peak absorption coefficient at 165 cm"' relative to

the substrate. Scattering effects are noted at shorter

wavelengths, and it is estimated that 7 A of water are ad-

sorbed onto the bare ATR plate.

Laser calorimetric measurement of two photon absorption,

M. Bass, E. W. Van Stryland, and A. F. Stewart, SP54I, pp.

19-23 (Dec. 1978).
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Key words: CdSe; CdTe; internal reflections; laser

calorimeter; linear absorption; Nd:YAG laser; two photon

absorption.

A laser calorimeter has been used to measure two

photon absorption in solids. This new technique provides

greater sensitivity than is possible in nonlinear transmission

measurements. The two photon absorption coefficients of

CdTe and CdSe at 1.06 (xm using -16 nsec (FWHM) pul-

ses are 0.13 ±0.04 cm/MW and 0.050 ± 0.014 cm/MW
respectively.

A comparison of bulk and surface absorptions in NaCI and
KCl between 9.2 and 10.8 /im, H. Vora, M. C. Ohmer, and
T. G. Stoebe, SP54I, pp. 24-32 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; KCl; NaCl; tuneable laser

calorimetry; 9.2 to 10.6 jum.

Tunable COj laser calorimetry has been used to study

the wavelength dependence of optical absorption at 1 6 dif-

ferent wavelengths between 9.2 and 10.85 ftm in NaCl and
KCl. Samples prepared on a small scale using the reactive

atmosphere process (RAP) growth, as well as samples cut

from large diameter ingots prepared commercially for high-

power COj laser windows, have been investigated. A dif-

ferentiation between the bulk and surface absorption has

been made in several cases using long bar samples. The
measured bulk absorption in the best RAP-grown NaCl
crystal is intrinsic over the entire wavelength range from
9.2 to 10,85 ^m, showing bulk absorption values near 9

X 10-* cm-' at 10.6 /itm and 1.4 x 10"^ cm"' at 9.2 ^m. The
best KCl shows bulk absorption values near 9 X 10-* cm"'

at 10.6 ftm and 4X 10-* cm"' at 9.2 /xm; these values are

above the expected intrinsic limit due to residual absorp-

tion caused by the presence of at least two bulk impurities,

possibly CIO3- and ClOj-.

A 1.06 nm laser absorption calorimeter for optical coatings,

T. H. Allen, J. H. Apfel, and C. K. Carniglia, SP54I, pp.
33-36 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; calorimetry; optical coatings.

We describe a laser calorimeter for measuring the ab-

sorption of an optical coating deposited on a thin disc. The
sample with diameter 2.54 cm and thickness between 0.02

to 0.13 cm is irradiated with 6 watt CW Nd:YAG laser.

The temperature of the coated disc is compared to that of

a reference disc using the thermistors in mechanical con-

tact with the samples. Measurements are made under

vacuum (100 torr) to reduce temperature variations

caused by convection. The calorimeter was evaluated by

measuring coated and uncoated discs of various

thicknesses with absorptances from 9 x 1
0"* to 5 x 1

0"^.

These measurements demonstrated a repeatability of ± 2%
at an absorptance level of 1 x 10~* and a sensitivity for a

0.04 cm thick substrate of 3.8 x 10* /xV/watt. The lower

absorption limit of the calorimeter is 2 X 10-*. The results

of measurements on polished, uncoated fused silica discs

with thicknesses from 0.04 to 0.13 cm show a surface ab-

sorptance of 6 X 10-* and a bulk value of 5 x 10-*/cm.

Measured thin film absorption at the air-film interface, the

film bulk, and the film-substrate interface, P. A. Temple, D.

L. Decker, T. M. Donovan, and J. W. Bethke, SP54I, pp.

37-42 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption coefficient; adiabatic calorimetry;

AsjSca; interface absorption; laser calorimetry; NaF; thin

film absorption; water absorption; wedged film.

A measurement technique is described where the ab-

sorption introduced by the addition of a single-layer thin

film is separated into three parts: absorption (a) within the

bulk of the film; (b) at the air-film interface; and (c) at

the film-substrate interface. The technique employs a

scanning adiabatic calorimeter to measure substrates which

are partially coated on the entrance surface with films of

continuously varying thickness. By measuring the absorp-

tion on the bare substrate and at various film thicknesses,

we have unambiguously determined the film-bulk absorp-

tion coefficient. We have also measured the combined ab-

sorption due to the two film interfaces. It will be shown
that, in some cases, it is possible to distinguish between

air-film interface absorption and film-substrate interface

absorption and determine the magnitude of each. Data will

be presented for 2.9 and 2.7 /j,m for films made of NaF
and AsjSca on CaFj. These films show the presence of im-

purities in the film and/or at the film interfaces. The rela-

tive magnitude of absorption in the three regions will be

discussed.

i

'

Photoacoustic spectroscopy studies of thin film coatings on

laser windows, N. C. Fernelius and D. A. Walsh, SP54I, pp.

43-49 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption edge; CaFj; KCl; optical absorption

coefficient; optoacoustic spectroscopy; PbFj; photoacoustic

spectroscopy; Til; ZnSe.

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) studies have been/

made of Til and graded PbFj-TlI coatings on KCl.

Wavelength dependent PAS studies on the Til absorption

edge indicate impurities in Tll in the graded coating and/or

the existence of cubic Til layers. PAS wavelength studies

were made on a solid ZnSe window and various ZnSe
coatings on CaFj. Wavelength dependent studies show

poorer stoichiometry as the coating gets thinner. Frequen-

cy dependent PAS studies at 440 nm on the solid and thin

film ZnSe all showed a signal dependence of S = Af"'.

Theoretical calculations based on the Rosencwaig-Gersho

theory show that these results are consistent if /3 is greater

than 500 cm"' for ZnSe at 440 nm.

Piezo-optic coefficients of some neodymium doped laser

glasses and single crystals of CaFj, BaFj and SrF,, R. M.
Waxier, A. Feldman, and D. Horowitz, SP541, pp. 50-54

(Dec. 1978).

Key words; BaF2; CaF^; laser glass; photoelasticity; piezo-

birefringence; piezo-optic constants; SrFz; stress-optical

coefficient.

The piezo-birefringence coefficients of one neodymium
doped phosphate laser glass and three neodymium doped
fluorophosphate laser glasses have been measured at

0.6328 /i.m and 1.15 /xm. All of the piezo-optic constants

have been obtained for two of the glasses. The piezo-optic

coefficients, q,,, q,2 and q44, of CaF^, BaFj, and SrFj have

been measured at 0.6328 /im, 1.15 ju-m, and 3.39 /xm. The
coefficients were obtained by interferometric and
polarimetric techniques.

Refractive index of strontium fluoride, M. J. Dodge, SP54J

,

pp. 55-58 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: alkaline earth fluorides; refractive index; stron-

tium fluoride.

The refractive index, relative to air, of fusion-cast stron-

tium fluoride was determined from 0.2138 /xm to 1 1.475

/xm by means of the minimum-deviation method. Measure-

ments were made on a precision spectrometer at a con-

trolled room temperature near 20 °C. The experimental
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data were fitted to a Sellmeier-type dispersion equation

which permits refractive index interpolation within several

parts in 10^. The index of SrFj is compared graphically

with that of BaFj and CaF2.

The development of fluorides for high power laser optics, J.

F. Ready, H. Vora, R. A. Skogman, K. M. Leung, and E.

Bernal, SP54I , pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Key words; fluorides; forging; laser windows; lithium

fluoride; mechanical properties; optical properties; ul-

traviolet transmission.

The development of improved optical materials with low

nonlinear refractive index and good vacuum ultraviolet

transparency is needed for future laser systems to heat fu-

sion targets. This program has produced lithium fluoride

windows through isostatic forging of single crystalline

material. For reductions around 60%, forging yields fine-

grained material with considerably increased yield strength

and fracture energy. The ultraviolet transparency of the

material is not degraded by the forging.

This paper will describe the improvement of yield

strength and fracture energy as a function of forging

parameters. It will discuss measurements of optical

homogeneity, optical scattering and visible and ultraviolet

transmission for both the original material and the forged

material.

Optical properties of KCI forged between optically polished

dies, R. H. Anderson and J. M. Bennett, SP541, pp. 65-69

(Dec. 1978).

Key words; alkali halides; backward scattering; forward

scattering; grain boundaries; isostatic forging; optical

figure; optical homogeneity; single crystal; Talystep traces.

Plano-plano and plano-concave KCI optical elements

have been isostatically forged using a two-step forging

process in a closed die. No optical polishing was required

for the finished surfaces. The initial forging was performed

between teflon sheets, the sample was then water polished,

and the final forging was done between optically figured

fused quartz or pyrex dies. Forgings were typically done in

the 200 to 275 °C temperature range in a helium at-

mosphere at 29.65 MN/m' (4000 psi). Measurements on
the finished samples include optical figure, homogeneity,

internal strain, total integrated forward and backscattering,

surface texture (Nomarski microscopy), and surface

roughness. The results of these measurements are com-
pared with similar measurements on optically polished sin-

gle-crystal and press-forged KCI samples.

Bulk optical properties of fine grained forged calcium

fluoride, R. H. Anderson, R. A. Skogman, J. F. Ready, and
J. M. Bennett, SP54I, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: calcium fluoride; forging; laser windows; opti-

cal properties; scattering.

Single crystals of CaFj having < 1 1 1 >, <100>,<I12>,
and < 1 1 3 > orientations have been routinely isostati-

cally forged in a helium atmosphere at 750 °C. The
crystals were deformed 60 percent to ensure a uniform

grain size of less than 15 fjLm. A fine cloudiness of

"veiling" occurs when the forging" is done below the

recrystallization temperature of about 800 °C for CaFj.

Nomarski micrographs show that voids are distributed

within the bulk of the forgings. Polariscope photographs

show internal stress. Total integrated forward scattering

measurements have been made on the sample immersed in

a cell containing index matching fluid to eliminate scatter-

ing from the sample surfaces. These measurements show

variations cannot be definitely correlated with the positions

of veils in the CaFj.

CW laser damage in AR coated alkaline earth fluorides at

3.8 urn, J. A. Detrio and R. D. Petty, SP54I, pp. 78-85

(Dec. 1978).

Key words: antireflection coatings; calcium fluoride; cw
laser damage; DF laser; fusion cast; laser damage; laser

window; single crystal; strontium fluoride.

We have measured the damage threshold of AR coated

SrFj and oriented single crystals of CaFj using a cw chemi-

cal laser operating at approximately 3.8 /xm. The samples

were irradiated for three seconds up to a total power of

8.4 kW. The specimens all failed at a power density of 22

kW/cm'' over a 0.3 cm^ area. The failure mode was not

catastrophic and is believed to consist of plastic deforma-

tion due to compressive loading in the center of the ir-

radiated region on the exit surface. The surface absorption

is the dominant contributor to the failures. A novel statisti-

cal approach to defining the damage threshold and as-

sessing the confidence level of the data was used.

Lattice absorption, phonon assignments, and image spoiling

properties of CVD ZnS in the infrared, C. Klein, B.

diBenedetto, R. Donadio, T. Kohane, and J. Pappis, SP541,

pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: characteristic phonons; chemical-vapor deposi-

tion; image spoiling; infrared imaging; lattice absorption;

zinc sulfide.

Chemical-vapor-deposited zinc sulfide (CVD ZnS) has

been established as a highly promising material for ad-

vanced infrared imaging applications and is attracting at-

tention as a potential window material at HF/DF laser

wavelengths. The present contribution concerns work that

has been carried out in the context of assessing the optical

characteristics of CVD-ZnS blanks, particularly with regard

to: (a) lattice absorption. Careful examination of transmis-

sion traces at wavelengths up to 25 /xm indicates that mul-

tiphonon processes dominate at frequencies below 1000

cm"'; peak-absorption assignments in terms of zone -boun-

dary phonons have been made on the basis of best availa-

ble inelastic neutron-scattering results for zincblende ZnS.

(b) Temperature dependence. Absorption coefficients at

temperatures up to 600 K have been investigated in light

of spectral transmittance and emittance measurements sup-

plemented by calorimetric data at HF, DF, CO, and CO2-

laser wavelengths, (c) Image spoiling. Line-spread func-

tions in conjunction with index-inhomogeneity maps

demonstrate that wavefront distortions resulting from the

presence of a CVD-ZnS window do not inject any detecta-

ble degradation in contrast transmittance.

Laser induced damage in fluoride glasses: A status report,

S. E. Stokowski, D. Milam, and M. J. Weber, SP54I, pp.

99-108 (Dec. 1978).

Key words; damage thresholds; fluoroberyllate glass;

fluorophosphate glass; inclusions; pulse duration.

Bulk and surface damage thresholds of fluorophosphate

and fluoroberyllate glasses have been measured for 1-ns

1064-nm laser pulses. For crystal-free samples, threshold

values for fluoride glasses are comparable to those mea-

sured in optical quality fused silica and borosilicate glasses.

However, for many samples investigated the presence of

solid inclusions results in low damage thresholds. Some ex-

amples of solid inclusions are shown and discussed. Surface

damage thresholds in FK-5 1 fluorophosphate glass are

uniformly high and exhibit an approximate square root de-

pendence on pulse duration in the range of 0.1-1.0 ns.
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I Liquids for high repetition rate glass laser systems, J. M.

{

Rinefierd, S. D. Jacobs, D. C. Brown, J. A. Abate, O, Lewis,

! and H. Appelbaum, SP54I . pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: Abbe value; coolants, dn/dT; index matching

liquids; neodymium glass lasers; nonlinear refractive index;

thermal conductivity; viscosity.

We present physical properties data for a number of

liquids currently being used for cooling and/or index

matching of components in high peak power, low repeti-

tion rate Nd:glass laser systems. Liquids examined include

saturated water solutions of ZnCI., and ZnBr^, TCP,
benzene, DMSO, glycerol, ethylene glycol, FC-1()4, Dow-
Corning 7 10, and Cargille 5040 and 5610. Thermal pro-

perties (conductivity, diffusivity ), mechanical properties

(viscosity, density), chemical properties (pH, materials

compatibility), and optical properties (refractive index

Abbe value, nonlinear index, dn/dT, optical transparency)

are tabulated and compared to projected liquid properties

requirements for high repetition rate systems.

Physical and optical properties of surfaces generated by
diamond-turning on an advanced machine, D. L. Decker and
D. J. Grandjean, SP541, pp. 122-130 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; diamond-turning; scattered light;

surface roughness.

A superprecision, two-axis, air-static bearing, diamond-
turning machine of advanced design has been previously

described at this conference and is now operational. The
microtopography and other physical characteristics of sur-

faces turned by this machine will be examined in detail.

Some effects of machining parameters will be briefly

discussed. The ability of this machine to turn surfaces with

very small slope errors (< 10^'') and small rms roughness

(~10 A) is discussed with relation to the resulting optical

absorption, scattering, and laser damage resistance. The
characteristics of the machine which permit these high

quality surfaces are identified, and some projections are

given to the future application of diamond-turned optics at

near infrared or visible wavelengths.

Optical and metallurgical characterization of molybdenum
laser mirrors, S. M. Wong, G. Krauss, and J. M. Bennett,

SP541, pp. 132-163 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: laser mirror; metallurgical characterization;

microstructures; molybdenum; optical characterization.

A study has been performed to determine the correlation

between the microstructure, metallurgical processing, and
surface finish of eight specially selected molybdenum (Mo)
specimens from various sources. Samples of bar and plate

stock produced from pure Mo either arc-cast or pressed

and sintered, and TZM (Ti-Zr-Mo) Mo alloy were ex-

amined in the form of optically polished 1 1/2-inch- (3.86-

cm-) diameter discs. Metallurgical characterization in-

cluded hardness measurements, grain size and shape deter-

minations from polished and etched sections, scanning

electron microscopy, and Auger electron spectroscopy.

Optical characterization consisted of measurements of total

integrated scattering, rms roughness, height distribution

functions, and autocovariance. In some cases, the surface

roughness of as-polished mirror surfaces could be directly

related to grain structure and substructure as revealed by

etching. These observations and their implications for the

selection of Mo starting stock to be used in the production

of low-scatter laser mirrors will be discussed.

1064-nm laser damage thresholds of polished glass surfaces

as a function of pulse duration and surface roughness, D.

Milam, pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: BK-7 glass; fused silica; laser damage; polished

surfaces; pulse duration dependence of damage; surface

roughness.

Laser damage thresholds were measured for four

polished glass surfaces, using linearly polarized 1064-nm

pulses with durations of 0. 1 7 ns, 1.0 ns, 1.6 ns, and 3.2 ns.

Thresholds scaled approximately as the square root of

pulse duration, but were insensitive to variations in surface

roughness when the roughness was < 25 A rms. Careful

cleaning increased the damage threshold at 3.2 ns by

removing particulates.

Large giant and free-running laser pulse energy and power

densities through optical fibers. M. J. Landry, SP54I, pp.

168-1S9 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: free-running laser pulses; giant laser pulse; op-

tical fiber damage; pulsed Nd'* laser damage, single and

multiple element fibers; surface threshold damage.

The surface threshold damage levels (STDL) and

coupling efficiencies, e, (ratio of output-to-input energy)

have been determined for single and multiple optical fibers

of five manufacturers. For giant laser pulses of 30 nsec du-

ration, the largest STDL's were observed in American Op-
tical Company fibers for single and multiple laser shots

with values of 48.2 and 31.6 J/cm^, respectively. For free-

running laser pulses of 100 /xsec duration, the largest

STDL was observed in Corning Glass Works fibers for sin-

gle laser shots with a value of 4.66 kj/cm^. For multiple

laser shots increased energy caused the initial damage sites

in the binding or fiber cladding materials to increase in size

and cause new sites in these materials at lower STDL's

than for single laser shots. The giant laser pulses caused

the most severe surface damage. There is no evidence to

suggest that the observed decrease in e was caused by

other than the increase in damage to the input surface of

the fibers.

Ultraviolet damage resistance of laser coatings, B. E.

Newnam and D. H. Gill, SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: damage thresholds; electric fields; laser

damage; nanosecond pulses; pulsewidth dependence; stand-

ing waves; thin-film coatings; two-photon absorption; ul-

traviolet wavelength scaling.

The damage resistance of several thin-film materials used

in ultraviolet laser optics was measured at 266 nm and 355

nm. The coatings included single, quarter-wave (QW)
layers of NaF, LaFj, MgFz, ThOj, AI2O3, WO^, ZrOj, Y2O3
and Si02, plus multilayer reflectors composed of some of

these materials. The substrates were uv-grade fused silica.

Single-shot thresholds were obtained with 22-ns and 27-ns

(FWHM) pulses at 266 and 355 nm, respectively. One of

the samples had previously been tested using 20-ps pulses,

providing a pulsewidth comparison.

At 266 nm the coating with the highest damage
threshold was a QW layer of NaF at 10.8 J/cm^ (450

MW/cm^), whereas for a maximum reflector of AljOj/NaF

the value was 3.6 J/cm^ (154 MW/cm^). At 355 nm the

QW layer of NaF could not be damaged at 38 J/cm= ( 1390

MW/cm^), and the threshold of the maximum reflector was
12.2 J/cm^ (470 MW/cm^).
The results were analyzed to determine correlations with

standing-wave electric fields and linear and two-photon ab-

sorption. Scaling relationships for wavelength, refractive

index and atomic density, and pulsewidth were found.

Multithreshold evaluation of 100-nsec pulsed laser damage
to coating materials at 2.7- and 3.8-/im wavelengths, J. O.
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Porteus, T. M. Donovan, J. L. Jernigan, and W. N. Faith,

SP54I, pp. 202-211 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; antireflection coatings; damage
thresholds; impurities; laser-induced damage; thermal

damage.

In this time and wavelength regime optical coatings typi-

cally fail from thermal damage. Unlike catastrophic

damage resulting from dielectric breakdown, one finds

disparity among the thresholds for one or more of the fol-

lowing damage characteristics; delamination, cracking,

flow, erosion, perforation, ion emission, and light emission.

Comparison of the different thresholds provides useful in-

formation on how damage proceeds, and how the absorbed

energy is distributed in the coating layer. Comparison of

multithreshold damage data at the two different

wavelengths permits evaluation of the importance of impu-

rities which absorb preferentially at one of the

wavelengths, such as water. Comparing thresholds at the

two wavelengths after N/1 conditioning provides detection

of preferentially absorbing impurities which are lasSr-

desorbed. Complementary information may be obtained

from laser calorimetry. The following materials, prepared

as single-layer, antireflection coatings, were evaluated:

NaF, SiOj., AI2O3, ZnS, AS2S3, and Si. Samples of the first

three were prepared in ultra-high vacuum, in addition to

the usual standard vacuum preparation. Thresholds are ex-

pressed in terms of the theoretical energy per unit area in

the coating layer in order to permit a practical intercom-

parison of materials for multilayer coating design.

Multithreshold damage measurements on As^Sj, AsjSej, and
NaF at HF and DF wavelengths, T. M. Donovan, J. O. Por-

teus, J. L. Jernigan, and E. J. Ashley, SP541, pp. 212-217
(Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; arsenic selenide; arsenic trisulfide;

defects; laser damage; sodium fluoride.

We previously reported on the deposition, absorption,

and COi-laser damage threshold for AsjS,, As2Se3, and
NaF coatings. It was shown that the damage threshold was

much lower for coated than uncoated substrates and that

the mechanism for damage was different in the coatings

than in the substrates. We speculated that the damage in

the coatings was related to the presence of micron-sized

crystalline defects distributed in the amorphous chalcoge-

nide matrix. In this paper we report the results of damage
measurements on these materials at 2.8 and 3.8 ti.m and
identify two operating damage processes: "uniform"

damage, which we associate with the amorphous chalcoge-

nide matrix, and "selective" damage, which we associate

with the crystalline defects. For single-layer films, we find

that N/1 conditioning generally produces an increase in the

damage thresholds. The wavelength dependence of mul-

tithreshold results in single-layer coatings of AsjSj and NaF
suggests that improvement in threshold results from the

thermal desorption of contaminating layers of water at 2.7

/u.m. However, for a dielectrically enhanced reflector con-

taining quarter-wave layers of AsjSca and NaF, N/1 condi-

tioning promoted crystallite growth which resulted in a

definite deterioration of N/l thresholds.

TEM investigation of effects of a barrier layer on damage
to 1.064 n Ar coatings, C. K. Camiglia, J. H. Apfel, G. B
Carrier, and D. Milam, SP54I, pp. 218-225 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: antireflection coatings; electron microscopy;

laser damage; optical coatings; thin films.

Silica/titania 4 layer AR coatings on BK-7 glass, with

and without a half-wave silica barrier layer, have been

damaged at 1.064 /x by 150 ps laser pulses. The damage
sites have been examined by TEM replica techniques at a

magnification of 70,000. The size of the damage sites ap- I.

pears to be "quantized." Most sites consist of a 1 pi !

nucleus which leads to a 3 /x crater in a fully developed

site. The mechanical properties of the films appear to play

a role in the morphology of the damage sites. The titania

layers seem to fracture while the silica layers seem to melt
ll

or tear. A series of micrographs of near threshold damage
sites shows the development of the sites from a rupture

which appears to occur at or near the substrate surface.

Evidence of heating in the substrate is also present,

although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact starting point

of the damage mechanism.

Optical techniques for the determination of pulsed laser

damage in thin films, T. W. Walker, A. H. Guenther, and P.

E. Nielsen, SP541, pp. 226-234 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: laser damage; optical probe technique; radia-

tion scattering; thin films.

Two techniques, to determine the occurrence of pulsed

laser induced damage in thin film dielectric coatings, were

compared and evaluated against normally employed

methods. One of the new techniques utilized near back

scattered radiation from the damaging pulse and proved to

be as sensitive as the best existing optical probe method
while being experimentally facile. The second new method

recorded a time delayed probe pulse which was reflected

from the thin film damage site. This method appears to be

more sensitive to a local index of refraction change in the

thin film rather than increased reflectance/scattering from

the damage site. Preliminary test results show that most of

the morphological damage occurs after the damaging pulse

has passed.

A statistical analysis of absorptive laser damage in dielectric

thin films, A. B. Budgor and K. F. Luria-Budgor, SP54I, pp.

235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: laser damage; probability; statistical analysis;

thin films; WeibuU distribution.

The Weibull distribution arises as an example of the

theory of extreme events. It is commonly used to fit

statistical data arising in the failure analysis of electrical

components and in DC breakdown of materials.

This distribution is employed to analyze time-to-damage

and intensity-to-damage statistics obtained when irradiating

thin film coated samples of Si02, ZrOj, and AI2O3 with

tightly focused laser beams. The data used is furnished by

Milam. The fit to the data is excellent; we often obtain

least squared correlation coefficients greater than 0 9.

It is found almost universally that statistical models of

breakdown, such as the lucky electron theory, oversimplify

the damage process by neglecting nonlinear interactions

and anisotropics induced by impurities. Thus, the funda-

mental intensity I relation on pulse length tp often deviates

from the classical tp""^ dependence resulting from 2-

photon absorption without diffusion, or from linear absorp-

tion with diffusion, to dependencies as high as tp""'" for the

former to tp"""" for the latter. This fact, coupled with the

experimental nonobservability of higher than 2-photon ab-

sorption seems to imply that the avalanche mechanism is

the most likely initiator of the plasma requisite for lattice

meltdown.

Statistical confidence bands for material survivability as

a function of laser intensity and pulse length can be con-
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structed; this lends high practical utility to the Weibull dis-

tribution as an engineering diagnostic tool.

New coating materials for IR laser optical components, R.

C. Pastor, J. A. Harrington, L. E. Gorre, and R. K. Chew,
SP54I. pp. 249-256 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: infrared laser windows; materials purification;

reactive atmosphere process (RAP) chemistry; thin film

coating materials.

Six materials (LaFa, PrFj, CeFj, BiF,, KGaF4, and B'll^)

were prepared and optical evaluated for use as thin film

coating materials at 3.8 and 9.27 /itm.

Improved PbFj coatings for the infrared, P. Baumeister, G.

P. Arnold, and D. F. Edwards, SP541, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).

Key words; antireflection coatings; CdSe; coating substrate;

damage resistant; Ge; PbFj; pulsed HF laser.

A technique is described for reproducibly depositing sin-

gle layer PbFj antireflection coatings for CdSe that have a

damage threshold of about 50 MW/cm' for 2.87 /itm laser

radiation. This is an 8-fold increase in damage resistance

over coatings made by other methods. These same coatings

applied to Ge have a damage threshold of about 22
MW/cm^. The coated Ge value is less probably due to the

index mismatch between the PbFj and the Ge.

Graded index coatings of cubic thallium iodide (Til) and
lead fluoride (PbFj), T. J. Moravec and R. A. Skogman,
SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: graded index; lead fluoride; polymorphism;
thallium iodide; thin films.

We present a new technique for producing graded index

films from alternating very thin layers of two materials.

During deposition the thickness of the layers is adjusted so

that the resulting average index matches the index of the

profile for that total thickness. This method shows great

promise for making films with any desired complicated

index profile in a very straightforward manner. Results are

presented for graded index AR films near 10 /im made
from Til and PbFj. The 10.6 ^m absorption of these films

was similar to that of discrete, multilayer AR films com-
posed of the same materials.

The alternating layer method also takes advantage of the

polymorphism of Til in thin layers to produce films in the

cubic phase. We show by x-ray and optical measurements
that each Til layer possesses the CsCl structure at room
temperature. It thus appears that each layer of Til is

ignorant of the existence of the previous layer of Til due
to the layer of buffer material (PbFj).

Simple expressions for calculating the effect of volume or in-

terface absorption in thin films on the performance of high

reflectance or antireflectance multilayer coatings, H. E.

Bennett and D. K. Burge, SP541, pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: absorption; antireflectance coatings; high

reflectance coatings; interface absorption; multilayer films;

scattering.

Approximate closed-form expressions are developed for

predicting the effect of volume and interface absorption in

thin films on the performance of quarter-wave multilayer

coatings. For highly reflecting coatings on dielectric sub-

strates the volume absorption expressions are equivalent to

those obtained by Sparks using a perturbation approach.

The results are extended to metal substrates by introducing

the concept of a generalized substrate index. An approxi-

mate expression for scattering losses for high reflectance

coatings is included. Multiple quarter-wave antireflectance

coatings are also analyzed using admittance theory. A
technique for experimentally separating and determining

interface and volume absorption in single-layer films has

recently been reported. The expressions developed in this

paper make it possible to predict the performance of high

reflectance and antireflectance multilayer stacks from

these single-film measurements without recourse to a com-
puter.

Simplified description of dielectiic reflectors, M. Sparks and

M. Flannery, SP541, pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: asymmetric absorptance; damage thresholds;

dielectric reflectors; electric-field distribution; high-power;

reflectance; spectral absorptance; theory.

The spectral reflectance, R(tij ), of a quarter-wave reflec-

tor is quite asymmetric in general as a result of absorption.

The maximum electric field E in an infinite stack is in the

center of the high-index (low-index) layer at the low-

frequency (high-frequency) end of the high-reflection

band. Thus, the absorptance minimum of a stack having

much greater absorption in the high-index material occurs

at (u ><oe^ (band center). Operation at cu ><t»c could in-

crease the damage resistance if the high-index material is

easily damaged. At o),., E decays rapidly. As ca departs from

o>c in an infinite reflector, E penetrates deeper into the"

coating, with no decay at the band edges. The peak-to-

peak distance in an infinite dielectric stack is constant for

all frequencies in the band. By using the continuity of E
and dE/dz, E can be obtained from E = 0 at the metallic

substrate or, in an infinite stack, from E = 0 at the reflec-

tor surface for a» = a>cOrE = 0in the center of the high-

or low-index layer at the band edges. Simple closed-form

approximations for the spectral absorptance and the phase

of E are accurate and sufficient for present applications.

Electric fields near coated surfaces: Application to damage

protection, H. B. Rosenstock, SP541, pp. 288-295 (Dec.

1978).

Key words: damage threshold; electric fields; internal

reflection; protective coatings.

Damage to transparent materials from intense light pul-

ses usually begins at the exit surface. This is usually ex-

plained by "constructive" interference between incident

and reflected waves: The total electric field may exceed

the threshold for damage only upon reflection from the

exit surface. However, in case of a surface coated with a

thin film, interference may either increase or decrease the

total electric field. Details depend on the optical constants,

thickness, and wavelengths. A film designed to provide

protection against excessive electric fields at one

wavelength may not do so at other wavelengths. Also, at-

tempts to minimize the field in the material proper may en-

tail novel problems in the film, in which the damage
mechanism may be an absorptive one.

Computer simulation of laser damage morphology in the al-

kali-halides, P. Kelly, D. Ritchie, P. Briiunlich, and A.

Schmid, SP54I, pp. 296-298 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: alkali-halides; laser pulse; pico-second; pico-

second laser pulse.

A numerical model of the spatio-temporal behaviour of

a pico-second laser pulse has been developed wh'ch allows

the study of the interaction of macroscopic photons with

electrons in an alkali-halide lattice. Trajectories of the

photons are computed. Gradients in the refractive index
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change the direction of the photons and this can lead to

focusing or defocusing of the pulse. Rotational symmetry

is assumed for both the pulse and background. Results ob-

tained to date will be presented.

The relative role &i isnpect and multiphoton ionization

mechanisms in laser induced damage of transparent dielec-

trics, B. G. Gorshkov, A. S. Epifanov, and A. A. Manenkov,
SP54}, pp. 299-302 (Dec. 5978).

Key words: damage threshold; electron avalanche; frequen-

cy and pulse width dependencies of the critical field; mul-
tiphoton ionization.

The results of a theoretical analysis of the electron

avalanche process at high frequencies of the electromag-

netic field are presented. The dependence of the avalanche

rate on radiation intensity and of the critical field on
frequency are obtained for nanosecond and picosecond

pulse durations. The relative role of electron avalanche

and multiphoton ionization in laser damage of transparent

dielectrics is discussed and it is shown that it is strongly in-

fluenced by the pulse widths.

Theory of laser damage in dielectric solids, S. Brawer and
W. L. Smith, SP54I. pp. 303-304 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: conduction band (CB) electrons; dielectric

solids; electrons, conduction band (CB); laser damage.

In this theory a new approach to the interaction of con-

duction band (CB) electrons with damaging radiation is

considered. We assume band gaps greater than 4 eV and
radiation frequencies greater than 1 eV. Two processes are

required for damage. First, the incident radiation rapidly

excites a few "primer" electrons from trap levels to the

bottom of the CB. Next these primer electrons can either

cause enough energy to be absorbed to cause damage
without avalanche, or they can trigger an electron

avalanche and subsequent damage. In either case a

mechanism for the excited-state absorption process is

required.

Laser-induced damage in semiconductors, Y. K. Danileiko,

A. A. Manenkov, and A. V. Sidorin, SP54I, pp. 305-308
(Dec. 1978).

Key words: laser induced breakdown; laser-induced

,
damage threshold; nonequilibrium carriers; semiconduc-
tors, Ge, Si, GaAs.

The laser-induced bulk breakdown in Ge, Si and GaAs
crystals at the 10.6 ^m, 2.76 fxm, and 2.94 /urn radiation

wavelengths of the pulsed COj, Ca2F;Er'+ and YAG:Er'+
lasers is investigated. Generation of free carriers has been
observed and their kinetics studied by the dc and

microwave photoconductivity measurement techniques. In

Si and GaAs, the laser-induced bulk damage has been ob-

served and the damage threshold measured. In Ge, the

damage was not observed due to a self-defocusing effect

associated with the negative contribution of nonequilibrium

electrons in the refractive index. Mechanisms of free carri-

er generation and laser-induced damage are discussed.

Frequency dependence of brealtdown fields in single-crystal

NaCI and KCI, M. J. Soileau, M. Bass, and E. W. Van Stry-

land. SP54I, pp. 309-317 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: breakdown fields; KCI; NaCl; spot-size depen-

dence.

In this paper new observations of the breakdown fields

in single-crystal NaCI and KCI are reported. Measurements

were made of the wavelength and focal spot radius depen-

dence of breakdown fields in NaCI and KCI at optical

frequencies. The measurements at different focal spot radii

were used to establish empirical scaling laws for these two

materials over the range of focal spot radii studied. Correct

application of these scaling laws gives directly comparable

fields at all frequencies. The results indicate little disper-

sion in breakdown fields over the wavelength range of 10.6

to 0.53 fJi.m. The ratio of the NaCI and KCI breakdown

fields are found to depend on frequency and this implies

that extrinsic phenomena were being probed by these ex-

periments.

Investigation of surface breakdown mechanism in IR-optical

materials, V. I. Kovalev and F. S. Faizullov, SP54I, pp. 318-

326 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: adsorbed water; breakdown mechanism;

frequency and time dependence of breakdown thresholds;

IR window materials; NaCI; pressure; pulsed TEA COj
laser surface breakdown; spot size; surface absorption;

transmitted pulse.

It has been found that with a decrease in ambient gas

pressure, there takes place a decrease of surface break-

down threshold in IR-optical materials under TEA CO2-
laser radiation. To explain this fact, a new mechanism of

the breakdown has been proposed, which is connected

with evaporation of adsorbed water. The breakdown stage

has been experimentally investigated and a theoretical

analysis has been performed. The dependence of the sur-

face breakdown in NaCI on ambient gas pressure, spot

size, frequency and time have been studied. The depen-

dence on the quantity of adsorbed water (surface absorp-

tion) has been studied as well. The breakdown thresholds

have been measured with a calibrated, photon drag detec-

tor by the amplitude of the transmitted pulse. The results

obtained are in good agreement with the proposed model.

SP542. Possible contributions of cement and concrete technology

to energy conservation, G. Frohnsdorff, P. W. Brown, and J.

R. Clifton, Nat. Bur. Stand. (t/.S.), Spec. Publ. 542, 76 pages

(May 1979) SN003-003-02059-1.

Key words: cement; concrete; energy saving opportunities;

research needs.

A workshop on Possible Contributions of Cement and

Concrete Technology to Energy Conservation by the Year

2000 was held at the National Bureau of Standards on October

3 and 4, 1977. The purpose of the workshop was to identify

and record ideas on possible contributions of cement and

concrete technology to energy conservation in the near term

and by the Year 2000. This included consideration of current

technology as well as areas in which technological advances

might be realized.

The workshop was divided into working groups on cement

composition, cement production, blending materials, concrete

production, efficient use of concrete, and institutional factors.

The essential results from the six working groups were state-

ments of Energy-Saving Opportunities, Research Needs, and

Unresolved Issues. The statements, which are the major part of

this report, are presented without critical analysis. They sug-

gest, however, that there are a large number of possible oppor-

tunities which should be evaluated for their ability to contribute

to energy conservation in the cement and concrete industries.

SP543. The technological knowledge base for industrializing

countries. Proceedings of the NBS/AID UNCSTD Seminar

held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD,
Oct. 16-17, 1978, R. C. Sangster, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 543, 239 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-
02057-5.
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Key words: Africa; Asia; developing countries; industri-

alization; Latin America; management; measurement;

metrology; quality control; standards; technology transfer;

UN Conference on Science and Technology for Develop-

ment (UNCSTD).

The National Bureau of Standards held a two-day seminar to

explore needs for the technological knowledge base for indus-

trializing countries and procedures for acquiring and applying

; it, in the areas of measurement capabilities and services

i

required by technological industry, national and international

' standards that must be satisfied by industrializing nations,

knowledge required for industrial quality control, knowledge
; required to enable a country to acquire commercial industrial

technology, and managerial responsibilities and technical

knowledge. The Proceedings are background material for

preparation of U.S. positions at the UN Conference on Science

and Technology for Development in Vienna, August 1979.

Cosponsors included the Office of Science and Technology,

Dept. of Commerce; U.S. Coordinator for the UN Conference,

Dept. of State; and the Agency for International Development.

The 97 registrants came from Argentina, Barbados, Brazil,

Egypt, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, Korea,

Lesotho, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Saudi Arabia,

Singapore, South Africa, Sudan, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tanzania,

Tunisia, Turkey, and many public and private organizations in

the U.S. Key words used to summarize the conclusions were:

local realities; industrialization; import, adapt, and innovate;

complexity; technology assessment; indigenous capabilities;

metrology, standardization, and quality control; survey projects;

instrumentation; international standardization; existing plant;

access to industrial technology; management; organizational cli-

mate; the human resource; the UN. All are important and need

attention/support. These proceedings include the following papers

(indented):
I

Expanding horizons: Technological knowledge for industrial

I

takeoff, H. I. Fusfeld, SP543, pp. 24-28 (Apr. 1979).

\ Korean measurement capabilities: Past and present, J. W.

I

Choi, SP543, pp. 34-39 (Apr. 1979).

On the National Standards System in Korea, D. H. Kim,

SP543, pp. 41-44 (Apr. 1979).

Experience of a major U.S. firm in a newly industrializing

[

country, R. Coria, SP543, pp. 46-50 (Apr, 1979).

I

Electronics metrology in Argentina, H. F. Mazza, SP543,

I

pp. 53-54 (Apr. 1979).

Programs of IPT, J. C. Waeny, SP543 , pp. 55-57 (Apr.

1979).

Ij
Standardization and measurement services in Indonesia, M.

ij

E. E. Gandhi, SP543, pp. 58-61 (Apr. 1979).

I
Present status of electronic measurement standards and

calibration services in India, K. Chandra, SP543, pp. 62-63

!(Apr. 1979).

Standardization in the developing nations, A. Fadlalla,

SP543, pp. 65-72 (Apr. 1979).

The international standards picture, R. B. Belford, SP543,

I

pp. 73-76 (Apr. 1979).

' Towards standardization in Guyana, L. Lawrence, SP543,

II

pp. 78-86 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization in Panama, M. F. de Chan, SP543, pp. 87-

88 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization as seen in Tanzania, T. Rajaraman, SP543,

pp. 89-93 (Apr. 1979).

Views on slasndardization, J. E. Owino-Okwero, SP543, pp.

94-98 (Apr. 1979).

Progress of standardization in the Sudan, A. G. Suliman,

SP543, pp. 99-100 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization in Tunisia, R. Bouhalila, SP543, pp. 101-

105 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization in Saudi Arabia, K. Y. Al-Khalaf, SP543,

pp. 106-107 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization in Jordan, R. B. Halteh, SP543, pp. 108-

1 10 (Apr. 1979).

Establishing a quality control system in an industrializing

country, K. S. Stephens, SP543, pp. 113-132 (Apr. 1979).

High technology quality control in a newly industrializing

society, L. K. Tatt, SP543, pp. 134-141 (Apr. 1979).

On providing the technological knowledge base for industri-

alizing Barbados, J. L. Tudor, SP543, pp. 144-147 (Apr.

1979).

Certification and quality control problems in Ghana, A. O.

Ntiforo, SP543, pp. 148-149 (Apr. 1979).

United States preparations for the United Nations con-

ference on science and technology for development, J. Wil-

kowski, SP543, pp. 151- 155 (Apr. 1979).

A survey of development efforts in Turkey, T. G. Somer,

SP543, pp. 163-172 (Apr. 1979).

Experience of an industrializing nation in deployment of

technical knowledge to meet national needs, M. M. Qurashi,

SP543, pp. 173-190 (Apr. 1979).

Management principles in industrialization, J. A. Slater,

SP543, pp. 192-193 (Apr. 1979).

Remarks prepared for the NBS/A!I> UNCSTD seminar: The
technological knowledge base for industrializing countries, 1.

S. Djermakoye, SP543, pp. 196-198 (Apr. 1979).

Knowledge required to enable a country to acquire commer-

cial industrial technology—Experience of a fountry with an in-

termediate economy, A P. de Castro, SP543, pp. 199-208

(Apr. 1979).

The role of technology negotiators, R. J. Radway, SP543,

pp. 209-214 (Apr. 1979).

A public interest point of view of science and technology for

development, J. Gudaitis, SP543, pp. 216-217 (Apr. 1979).

SPS45. Contributions to color science, D. B. Judd and D. L.

MacAdam, Ed.. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 545, 760
pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02126-1

.

Key words: color; colorimetry; color spacing; color vision;

Deane Judd; selected writings; spectrophotometry.

This book is a collection of fifty-seven papers written by

Deane B. Judd, a staff member of the National Bureau of Stan-

dards from 1926 to 1969, and an internationally recognized

authority on color. The contents of this collection include some

of the major contributions of Dr. Judd to such areas as the

measurement and specification of color, spectrophotometry,

color appearance and spacing, and color vision. Each paper is
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preceded by an introduction which provides general commenta-

ry on the article and explains the terminology used. Some in-

troductions also direct the reader to related articles in the col-

lection and point out significant developments, such as interna-

tional agreements, which were based on Judd's work. A list of

the more than 200 articles written by Dr. Judd is included in

an appendix.

SPS46, 1979 Edition. Catalog of Federal metrology and calibra-

tion capabilities, K. O. Leedy, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Puhl. 546, 1979 Edition, 52 pages (June 1979) SN003-003-
02082-6.

Key words: calibration; Federal Government; laboratory;

measurement; metrology; precision; test equipment.

This publication lists Federal laboratories involved in

metrology and calibration. Included is the name of a person at

each laboratory to contact for more information as well as the

laboratory telephone number and address. The capabilities of

each laboratory are indicated in a tabular listing by agency. To
provide geographical distribution, the laboratories are listed by

States. In addition, the laboratories are shown on a map By

coded number. Other references are described.

SPS47. MFPG—Detection, diagnosis, and prognosis.

Proceedings of the 28th Meeting of the Mechanical Failures

Prevention Group, held at San Antonio, TX, Nov. 28-30,

1978, T. R. Shives and W. A. Willard. Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Publ. 547, 368 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-
02083-4.

Key words: bearing analysis; condition monitoring; engine

diagnosis; failure detection; failure diagnosis; failure

prevention; maintenance; performance monitoring.

These proceedings consist of a group of twenty-five sub-

mitted papers from the 28th meeting of the Mechanical

Failures Prevention Group which was held in San Antonio, TX,
Nov. 28-30, 1978. The central theme of the proceedings deals

with detection, diagnosis, and prognosis as related to mechani-

cal failure prevention. Special emphasis is on aerospace appli-

cations, land based applications, marine applications and indus-

trial applications. These proceedings include the following papers

(indented):

Space shuttle diagnostics, D. J Webb, SP547, pp. 3-16

(July 1979).

Key words: automatic monitoring; failure annunciation;

malfunction procedures; manned spaceflight failures;

redundancy management; training for diagnosis.

The Space Shuttle Orbiter employs an elaborate onboard
failure diagnosis system. Failure detection, accomplished in

a variety of ways by the vehicle's data processing system,

provides aural and visual cues to the flight crew on vehicle

anomalies. In some cases, redundancy management is auto-

matically performed to cojnpensate for the failure. The
flight crew then refers to a comprehensive body of mal-

function procedures, developed by mission control center

personnel, to analyze the detailed symptoms, identify the

scope of the failure, and reconfigure the vehicle for safe

continuation of the mission. Operational verification of the

diagnosis system and training in its use by the flight crew

and mission control center personnel is accomplished by

classroom instruction and simulation experience. Examples
and philosophy of the diagnosis system design and the

responsibilities of the flight crew and mission control are

discussed.

Multispectrai scanner on LANDSAT, S. M. Gritton and A
B. Marchant, SP547, pp. 17-30 (July 1979).

Key words: crosstrack scan; earth imagery; ERTS; LAND- ,(

SAT; multispectrai scanner; reflective optics. I

The multispectrai scanner (MSS) is described; it is an in-
j

|

strument onboard the earth resources satellite that was for- 3
^

merly called ERTS, but is now referred to as LANDSAT.
|

Since July 1972, three scanners have been launched that
,

!(

have provided tens of thousands of pictures of the earth.
jp

The scanning mechanisms that produces these pictures has
i

proven to be extremely reliable and repeatable. After the i
'

first scanner was turned off after five years of operation in ' 1

orbit, the scan mirror had accumulated 90 million cycles h I

and was still performing flawlessly. The design approach

that was taken in order to achieve reliability is discussed
,

j

as well as the scan monitor that serves both to provide a
|

correction signal for data processing on the ground and as
j,

|

a diagnostic device to detect impending trouble. '

^

Drivetrain bearing analysis, T. C. Belrose and D. Board,
J

'

SP547, pp. 31-35 (July 1979). ^
'

|J

Key words: aircraft diagnostics; bearing; condition monitor-
j

ij

ing; diagnostic equipment; shock pulse.
j (

The U.S. Army has recognized for some time the need

for improved condition monitoring and diagnostic equip- '

ment for helicopter drivetrain systems. Recent studies have '

confirmed that an unacceptably high false removal rate ex- '

ists on many helicopter drivetrain components and that '

"phenomenal savings ' would accrue to the Army by im- '

proving the diagnostic effectiveness. There have been i' '

several attempts at developing cost effective, affordable '
'

and reliable equipment. It now appears that such a system

exists. It is the Small Portable Analyzer Diagnostic Equip- 1

ment (SPADE). The equipment has been under develop- I

ment for several years and is currently in a Development i

Test at Ft. Rucker and an Operational Test at Ft. Hood.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review the program, '

the equipment characteristics and to review in detail the
'*

results of the Contractor Demonstration Phase. "

I

Light helicopter detection, diagnosis and prognosis objec-

tives and applications, H. G. Smith and R. E. Rohtert, SP547,

pp. 36-57 (July 1979).
'

Key words: detection; diagnosis; prognosis.
^

The need for obtaining adequate diagnostic data on air-
j j

craft and helicopters and the processing thereof for practi- -
n

cal utilization has long been recognized by both the airlines ) t

and the military. The implications in regard to flight safety, a
j

operational availability of the vehicle, and maintenance J
,

and logistics economics are too tremendous to ignore. The
:,

(

techniques for obtaining and processing such diagnostic in- :

,

formation have been the subject of considerable experi-

mental research and development over the past several
,

years. The advent of reliable miniaturized transducers as
,

j

well as data processors/computers has now made onboard
;

j

diagnostics a current technical feasibility for even a light

helicopter such as the Hughes 500D. j

Data projected to be measured and processed include
,

^

engine condition, gearbox condition, vibration levels, rotor
,

^

hub and swashplate bearings condition, and flight struc-

tural envelope exceedance.
i, ^.

Detection, diagnosis and prognosis (DD&P) applications ,

^

that either have been, or are being, considered by Hughes
„

^

Helicopters in regard to its 500D light helicopter are: 1 )
^

Use of the recently developed and FAA certified onboard
j

computer system; 2) Installation of a system for providing
[

^

a quantitative display in the cockpit in the event of tail
(,

rotor imbalance; 3 ) Development of an engine data record-

ing and analysis system with the objective of establishing
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criteria and method for substantially extending the time

between overhaul (TBO) on all engine components; (4)

Sampling and analysis of oil from main transmission and

tail rotor gearbox at regular intervals with the objective of

developing criteria and technique for extending the TBO.

Gas turbines and millimeter-wave radar, N. B. Kramer,

SP547, pp. 58-62 (July 1979).

Key words; advanced sensors; Doppler millimeter radar;

j

gas turbine monitoring; remote motion detection; static dis-

placement measurement; vibration measurement.

The Doppler Effect is widely used for detection and

analysis of remote moving objects via radar, sonar and
' beacon systems. Doppler radar at millimeter wavelengths

has been used to measure vibration amplitude and frequen-

I

cy in physically confined systems at short ranges. Methods

I

for calibration of the radar for accurate vibration am-

jj

plitude and static displacements have been worked out in

f principle. Limited testing has been done on an operating

gas turbine proving the feasibility of the millimeter radar

technique.

]

Some background to support the Doppler radar

1 technique is presented. However, the principal point to be
made is that in the last several years, significant advances
have been made in extending the frequency range of prac-

tical millimeter hardware to 100 GHz and above and in

building extremely tiny and simple radar sensors to operate

at these frequencies. This means that sensors for a wide

variety of applications can be tailored to exact require-

ments and produced at low cost. Practical considerations

for gas turbine measurements include probe design and
transmission and absorption of millimeter radiation in vari-

ous materials and gases.

j
Improving vehicle life-cycle reliability by prognostic main-

tenance management through geriometry, R. G. Salter,

5^547, pp. 65-77 (July 1979).

Key words: geriometry; life cycle reliability; on-vehicle

computing instrumentation; prognostic maintenance
management.

SLand vehicle life cycle reliability is a topical subject. The
military is recognizing the necessity to survive the

j

peacetime environment in order to improve combat readi-

ness. Government intervention in the automotive world in-

creases on behalf of energy, the environment, and the con-

i sumer. This intervention forces the implementation of

revolutionary designs and technology while insisting on

I

concurrent reductions in consumer maintenance problems
and costs. Automobile first costs are showing the effects.

On-vehicle computing instrumentation technology now
offers new capabilities to fight the battle through prog-

nostic maintenance management (PMM). Prognosis ena-

bles the selection of the best time for maintenance while

reducing inspection requirements, vehicle breakdowns and
secondary failures. A PMM program enables an improved

user confidence while maximizing the productivity of

scarce maintenance resources.

On-vehicle microdata systems enable two prognostic

techniques: ( 1 ) the automation of condition trend analysis,

and (2) a new capability—geriometric accounting—the cu-

mulative recording of stress energy and cylic stress func-

tions which contribute to wear and fatigue damage.

Some homework is required, however—on-vehicle data

acquisition sufficient to identify the service parameters to

monitor and the necessary maintenance criteria expressed

in terms of these parameters. In a practical sense, a boot-

strap program is required in which an initial system design

will provide for both an operational PMM program as well

as the acquisition of data with which to improve both the

hardware and the software of the evolving system. We are

now in a position to design such an initial system.

Motor vehicle fault detection and diagnosis, J. J. Innes,

SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Key words: diagnosis; emissions inspections; fault detec-

tion; fuel economy; motor vehicle.

Motor vehicle diagnostic inspection demonstration pro-

jects conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration under Title III of the Motor Vehicle Infor-

mation and Cost Savings Act indicate that high volume
diagnostic inspections can result in greater safety, improve

fuel economy, and reduce the number of faulty and un-

necessary repairs and the amount of motor vehicle pollu-

tants. The projects conducted periodic safety and emissions

inspections for a period of 1 5 months. They provided

direct experience and documentation of the benefits and

costs of diagnostic motor vehicle inspection.

Diagnosis of combat vehicle systems using simplified test

equipment, T. E. Fitzpatrick, R. E. Hanson, and F. W. Hohn,
SP547, pp. 98-110 (July 1979).

Key words: combat vehicles; diagnostic connector as-

sembly; fighting vehicle systems; generic DCA; Hull

systems; simplified test equipment for internal combustion

engines; turret systems; vehicle maintenance. '

In response to the current requirement to improve both

the efficiency and the effectiveness of U.S. Army vehicle

maintenance, the U.S. Army Tank- Automotive Research

and Development Command has developed Simplified Test

Equipment for Internal Combustion Engines (STE/ICE).

Although the STE/ICE system has been developed for ap-

plicability across the entire Army vehicle fleet, this paper

describes the STE/ICE application to combat vehicles only.

Because of the complexity of combat vehicle systems and

attendant problems associated with test accessibility, main-

tenance training and documentation, combat vehicle main-

tenance represents the most demanding challenge to the

U.S. Army vehicle combat service support mission.

This paper discusses the STE/ICE application to Combat
Vehicle Hull systems. A specific vehicle application is

described as an example of STE/ICE test capability within

the framework of the standard vehicle diagnostic connec-

tor interface definition.

A newly developed extension of STE/ICE test capability

to Turret Systems is also presented. This extension demon-
strates that test of the entire Combat Vehicle with a single

test system is possible

.

The STE/ICE System, capable of hull system test of the

existing combat vehicle fleet, and its demonstrated suita-

bility for turret test extension provides a basis for conclu-

sions relative to test system and vehicle design approaches

for enhanced combat vehicle maintenance.

Automated vehicular test equipment, L. T. Carter, SP547,

pp. 1 1 1-126 (July 1979).

Key words: automated test and diagnostics; automotive test

and diagnostics; vehicle test and diagnostics.

Motor vehicles are becoming increasingly more complex
as radically new vehicle systems are being incorporated as

standard equipment with each new model year. Govern-

ment regulation- of vehicle performance is having a signifi-

cant impact upKjn the design and maintenance of these

vehicles. Ever-increasing fuel costs are becoming a tremen-

dous incentive to keep vehicles in an optimum state of
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tune to reduce fuel consumption and minimize pollution.

These situations have combined to form a formidable chal-

lenge to the automotive repair industry. To meet this chal-

lenge, the automotive repair industry will have to define a

revised approach to vehicle test and diagnostics. Any new
approach must be cost effective, minimize dependence on

mechanic's skill and experience while increasing the quali-

ty of diagnosis and subsequent repair; it must be adaptable

to new vehicle systems with minimum test equipment ob-

solescence; and it must be compatible with Government
regulations and provide acceptable service to the customer.

One such approach to vehicle test and diagnosis which is

described in this paper, involves one piece of self-con-

tained computerized test equipment—Autosense"—which
performs both the test and diagnosis.

The acoustic valve leak detector—A new tool for fluid

systems maintenance, J. G. Dimmick and J. W. Dickey,

SP547, pp. 129-152 (July 1979).

Key words: acoustic emission; failure detection; preventive

maintenance.

The operations, limitations and successful applications of

a portable, non-intrusive instrument currently in use by the

U.S. Navy to detect internal leakage through shipboard

steam, water, hydraulic and high-pressure air valves are

described. The Acoustic Valve Leak Detector (AVLD),
developed by the David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D
Center, listens for the ultrasonic emissions characteristic of

internal valve leakage. The AVLD is being used for

troubleshooting, for overhaul planning, and in a sytematic

preventive maintenance monitoring program.

Pielstick engine diagnostics, A. Genot, SP547, pp. 153-166

(July 1979).

Key words: crankshaft displacement; medium speed diesel

engine; piston ring wear; turbocharging monitoring.

In order to improve engine reliability and reduce main-

tenance expenses on ships, S.E.M.T. has developed a moni-

toring and diagnostic system for medium speed diesel en-

gines used in marine propulsion. The system was designed

to monitor ship's engines automatically, and without

manual intervention, while underway. The aim was both to

prevent failures and to perform maintenance only when
necessary. The Pielstick Engine Diagnostic system auto-

matically monitors wear of the piston top ring, main bear-

ing alignment and shell wear, pressure charging circuit

fouling condition, and exhaust gas temperatures. The use

of the system will result in the extension of piston on-line

time between inspections, in the elimination of alongside

monitoring of the shafting, and in the improvement of the

operating environment of the engine. The economical

justification will be extended engine life while eliminating

unnecessary labor and engine outages.

This paper describes the monitoring arrangement, in-

cluding data acquisition and processing, with results from

both land tests and a seagoing vessel.

Machinery condition analysis for maintenance

planning—The aircraft carrier experience, M. D. Dougherty,

SP547, pp. 167-175 (July 1979).

Key words: aircraft carrier; condition analysis; machinery;

. maintenance; monitoring; repairs; vibration.

In 1970, Machinery Condition Analysis (MCA) began to

replace the more traditional methods of planning the over-

haul of aircraft carrier machinery. These traditional

methods included overhauling all machines, opening each

machine up and inspecting to see what was wrong, or

running until failure. None of these methods, however, was

particularly conservative in either money or time, and

MCA was intended to take a more objective look at high

cost, mission critical machines, and identify which ones

were most in need of overhaul.

This paper addresses the evolution of MCA at PERA
(CV), the process as it is conducted today, and the varied

uses of its results. Particularly addressed are the benefits

derived from the program and the possible expansion of

the program in the future.

Diesel engine analyzer: Past experience and future plans, H.

W. Rethmann, SP547, pp. 176-190 (July 1979).

Key words: automatic test system; diesel engine analyzer.

A computer-automated diesel engine analyzer system

with four test cells was developed in 1973-74 for use at the

Long Beach Naval Shipyard. As originally designed, the

system performed fully automatic final testing of nine

specific type diesel engines or manual testing of any diesel

engines which could be fit into one of the four test cells.

The nearly four years of operation has proven many of the

original design concepts, as well as revealed some areas

where changes were needed if the full potential of the

system was to be realized. Operation of the automated

diesel engine analyzer has also stirred the imaginations of

both the original designers and the test system operators as

to how the existing system might be augmented to perform

final test after overhaul on equipments other than diesel

engines. This paper gives a brief description of the system

as originally constructed and implemented. It points out

those facets of original design that have proven to be help-

ful in updating and modifying the system to perform the

task at hand. It also points out areas where major changes

will be made both in hardware and software to take ad-

vantage of the experience gained over the several years of

testing, as well as those required to cope with changing

Navy test requirements. The final portion of the paper

deals with augmentations that will be made to the system

to test shipboard air compressors. The descripticfi of a

proposed fifth engine test cell for testing large diesel en-

gine subsytems is also included.

Fiber optics for bearing performance monitoring, G. J.

Philips, SP547, pp. 191-199 (July 1979).

Statistical techniques for automating the detection of

anomalous performance in rotating machinery, K. R. Piety

and T. E. Magette, SP547, pp. 203-231 (July 1979).

Key words: automated surveillance; rotating machinery

monitoring; statistical detection algorithm; vibrational

signatures.

We have assessed the level of technology utilized in au-

tomated systems that monitor industrial rotating equipment

and the potential of alternative surveillance methods. We
conclude that changes in surveillance methodology would

upgrade ongoing programs and yet still be practical for im-

plementation. We formulated an improved anomaly recog-

nition methodology and implemented these methods on a

minicomputer system. The effectiveness of our monitoring

system was evaluated in laboratory tests on a small rotor

assembly, using vibrational signals from both displacement

probes and accelerometers. Time and frequency domain

descriptors are selected to compose an overall signature

that characterizes the monitored equipment. Limits for

normal operation of the rotor assembly are established au-

tomatically during an initial learning period. Thereafter,

anomaly detection is accomplished by applying an approxi-

mate statistical test to each signature descriptor. As
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demonstrated over months of testing, this monitoring

system is capable of detecting anomalous conditions while

exhibiting a false alarm rate below 0.5%.

Vibration analysis method for detection of abnormal move-

ment of material in a rotary dissolver, C. M. Smith, D. N.

Fry, and W. T. King, 5^547, pp. 232-249 (July 1979).

Key words: monitor system; rotary dissolver; signature

analysis; vibration analysis.

Vibration signals generated by the movement of simu-

lated nuclear fuel material through a three-stage, continu-

ous, rotary dissolver were frequency analyzed to determine
whether these signals contained characteristic signal pat-

terns that would identify each of five phases of operation

in the dissolver and, thus, would indicate the proper move-
ment of material through the dissolver. This characteriza-

tion of the signals is the first step in the development of

a system for monitoring the flow of material through a dis-

solver to be developed for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel.

Vibration signals from accelerometers mounted on the dis-

solver roller supports were aniayzed in a bandwidth from

0 to 10 kHz. The analysis established that (1) all five

phases of dissolver operation can be characterized by
vibration signatures; (2) four of the five phases of opera-

tion can be readily and directly identified by a charac-

teristic vibration signature during continuous, prototypic

operation; (3) the transfer of material from the inlet to the

dissolution stage can be indirectly monitored by one of the

other four vibration signatures (the mixing signature) dur-

ing the prototypic operation; (4) a simulated blockage

between the dissolution and exit stages can be detected by

changes in one or more characteristic vibration signatures;

and (5) a simulated blockage of the exit chute can not be

detected.

Monitoring inlet steam valves of PWR 900 MW tur-

bogenerators, A. Jaudet and J. C. Sol, SP547, pp. 250-279

(July 1979).

Key words: detection procedures; mechanical failures;

steam-valves; turbine operational safety; turbogenerators.

A study of the reliability of overspeed protection systems

for turbines associated with nuclear reactors, confirms the

essential role of steam valves in the general reliability of

these systems, and consequently in the operational safety

of the units.

Over and above the obvious reasons concerning opera-

tional safety, an improvement in investigation and diag-

nostic methods clearly provides beneficial spin-off in terms

of equipment availability.

Assessment of turbine operational safety, and more par-

ticularly evaluation of the risks generated by non-closure

of steam-valves, has led to a concentration of interest

about three functional characteristics: steam movement
quality; seal-tightness; "general condition."

Each of these characteristics can be subject to specific

mechanical failures for which detection procedures exist,

and which are described in this paper.

In application of these principles, examples of the

technological solutions (including automatic surveillance

system) adopted for monitoring the steam-valves of the

units of the 900 MW standard are described, together with

the first operating results for these methods and this equip-

ment.

An approach to monitoring existing utility turbogenerators,

S. Doughty, SP547, pp. 280-285 (July 1979).

Key words: rotating equipment; vibration monitoring;

vibration signal processing.

A three stage program of minicomputer based, continu-

ous monitoring development and application is currently in

progress on several large turbogenerators. The first stage is

a period of planning the primary development effort in

terms of review of existing vibration sensors, selection of

additional sensors, and identification of operating parame-

ters which influence vibration. The second stage involves

gathering data in many different operating states in order

to develop a vibration comparison algorithm which

removes the effects of the operating state. In the final

stage, the machine is monitored quasi-continuously with

the intent of detecting progression of failure modes as

changes in the vibration response of the machine.

Enhancing machinery protection through automated diag-

nostics, J. L. Frarey, SP547, pp. 286-295 (July 1979).

Key words: automatic diagnostics; digitized data; spectrum

analyzers; steady state mode; tolerance vibration levels.

Shaker Research Corporation under contract to Electric

Power Research Institute, has installed an automated vibra-

tion monitor system in Northeast Utilities Millstone II

Nuclear Power Plant. The objective of the program is to

demonstrate that the system can provide insight into the

condition of critical pumps and thus guide the planned

maintenance during scheduled shutdowns. To provide this

insight, the system must be capable of processing a large

amount of vibration data and based on the results, draw

conclusions about the condition of the unit. Both aspects

of the system will be discussed.

Report on industry/joint services project task group 1-d, J.

P. Wright, SP547, pp. 299-302 (July 1979).

Key words: military systems; non-electronic equipment;

testing.

Recognition by the armed services of a need for defini-

tion in Automatic Test Arena led to the establishment of

first a Navy/Industry project and later to the establishment

of a Tri Service/Industry project. The Tri Service project,

started in the last quarter of 1976, included numerous

committee meetings, a general meeting in January of 1977

and a major working symposium in April of 1977. The
symposium attendance was 860 with an approximate 60/40

,

ratio of industry/DOD attendance. The project included a

specific task group to deal with the application of Auto-

matic Test Techniques and Equipments to the testing of

non-electronic equipments.

The non-electronic testing group, chaired by Donald A.

Prue of Hamilton Standard, presented a series of findings

regarding the application of automatic testing to non-elec-

tronic equipments. These findings include the recommen-
dation for: Equipment failure mode analysis; Equipment
designed for testability; Standardization of test interfaces.

The implications of these recommendations in terms of

acquisition costs were recognized by the group and the

need for an effective means of demonstrating cost effectivi-

ty was established.

A polymer sensor for monitoring ball-bearing condition, S.

Edelman, J. M. Kenney, J. P. Mayo-Wells, and S. C. Roth,

SPS47, pp. 303-314 (July 1979).

Key words: bearing noise; failure prevention; machinery

noise; noise signature; non-destructive evaluation;

piezoelectric polymer; spectrum analysis; strain gage.

Noise spectra have been used frequently in the past to

detect faulty bearings and to provide some indication of

how the faults worsened with time. Usually accelerometers

or microphones were used to detect the noise spectrum.
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This paper describes how the use of piezoelectric polymer

sensors couple with spectrum analyzers now available

make this technique more useful. Improvement in accuracy

and reproducibility, lower cost, greater convenience, and

speed are potential benefits.

An instrumentation technique to evaluate spectra for engine

diagnostics, T. Carolan, SP547, pp. 315-322 (July 1979).

Key words: gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; im-

pulsive complex signals; linear averaging; reciprocating;

records after trigger; tape loop; time signal; time window.

This paper describes a method of using a digital frequen-

cy analyzer as a "sliding time gate" when analyzing com-
plex time signatures (e.g., as those produced by reciprocat-

ing machines). To isolate individual events such as valves

opening and closing, firing and exhaust pulses, rather than

take a composite frequency analysis of the complete en-

gine signature produced during one rotation, implies a trig-

gered, movable, variable width window which can be used

to view each occurrence. Timing can be with reference to

any arbitrary occurrence during a cycle, but a known
reference such as Top Dead Center (TDC) is normally

used. An integral part of any flexible Digital Narrow Band
Analyzer should be the sellable After Trigger Recording
facility allowing the memory contents to be locked at any
time relative to an incoming trigger pulse. If the incremen-

tal settings available on the After Trigger Recording are

sufficiently small, this will enable the memory length to be

used as a window to look at any part of the incoming time

signal. A triggerable Gating System with variable delay and
window length will also be described. The results gathered

from using the technique on a marine diesel engine will be
presented.

The direct reading ferrograph, D. P. Anderson, SP547, pp.

323-329 (July 1979).

Key words: ferrography; machine condition monitoring; oil

analysis; oil sampling; wear; wear particles.

The principle of operation, design, calibration, and a

field application are discussed for the direct reading ferro-

graph, a system for rapid on-site monitoring of wear in oil-

lubricated machinery. The principle of operation is the

magnetic precipitation of wear particles from an oil sample
within a glass tube. Light attenuation measurements at two
cross sections of the glass tube provide a measure of large

and small wear particles present in the oil sample. Oil sam-
ples resulting in high severity of wear indices may be

further scrutinized by analytical ferrography. Calibration of

the direct reading ferrograph was performed with known
weight concentration samples of ferrous wear particles

generated in a gear box. Comparison of direct reading fer-

rograph data to spectrometric data for the same oil sam-
ples is made. A typical field application and results are

discussed.

An advanced real-time oil debris monitor, T. E. Tauber,

SP547. pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Key words: aircraft component failure; condition monitor-

ing; debris monitoring; diagnostic techniques; failure detec-

tion; lubrication system monitoring.

Diagnostic methods based on oil sampling tend to disre-

gard the fact that particles larger than 200 microns are re-

liable indicators of incipient failure. This is confirmed by

the success of diagnostic methods which utilize visual in-

spection of lube system filters and of magnetic chip collec-

tors. Apart from the morphology of such particles, these

methods rely on correlating the particle size and quantity

with data obtained from previous experience.

TEDECO has developed an in-line centrifugal oil moni-

tor which separates debris particles above 100 micron from

the oil stream and deposits them on a magnetic sensor.

Each particle is counted individually in accordance with its

mass, magnetic susceptibility and shape. Digital circuitry

registers and stores each event and permits calculation of

debris production rates. The debris is retained and easily

accessible for visual inspection.

A number of such systems are currently undergoing field

evaluation on an Air Force TF-39 engine, on a Navy LM-
2500 engine and on a Westland Lynx helicopter transmis-

sion.

A similar system tested during the Army AIDAPS pro-

gram on a transmission implanted with defective parts con-

firmed the soundness of this diagnostic approach.

A practical approach to aircraft system component malfunc-

tion diagnosis, F. E. Bishop, SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Key words: accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out

system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; fil-

ters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout;

hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis;

level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detection; moni-

toring; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sen-

sors; tailorable; temperature.

Aircraft fluid system component failures and the as-

sociated costs of unscheduled maintenance and loss of

operational readiness can be reduced significantly with

proper system monitoring. The author describes a multi-

function monitoring system built into the aircraft that will

provide a signal at one central location when the maximum
allowable limit has been reached for the system and/or

component function being monitored. The appropriate

maintenance action can then be implemented or scheduled

for a convenient time without interrupting the operational

service of the aircraft. This concept would give a go-no-

go signal and not require interpretation or special training.

Another feature is that the monitoring is performed by

ground personnel at pre-flight or post-flight checkout. The

benefits of a system incorporating instant diagnosis and

analysis of fluid system component malfunctions are in-

creased system operating utility, reliability, and safety

along with reduced logistic supp)ort and reduced main-

tenance and operating costs.

SP548. Summer attic and whole-house ventilation. Proceedings

of a Workshop held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD, July 13, 1978, M H. Reppert, Ed., Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 548, 153 pages (July 1979)

SN003-003-02089-3.

Key words: attic ventilation; energy conservation; solar ab-

sorptance of roofing materials; whole-house ventilation.

These are the proceedings of the Summer Attic and Whole-

House Ventilation Workshop sponsored by the National Bureau

of Standards in collaboration with the Department of Energy

and the attic ventilation industry. The purpose of the Workshop
was to provide a forum for technical discussion to assess

summer energy savings that might be achieved from the use of

static and powered attic ventilation and wholehouse ventilation

equipment. Papers on experimental and mathematical model

studies relating to attic and whole-house ventilation were

presented. In addition, a paper on roof solar absorptance and

its effect on the cooling requirement of a residence was

presented.

After each paper was presented, participants of the

Workshop were given an opportunity to question the speaker

concerning his paper. The resulting questions and responses are
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included at the end of each of the papers. These proceedings in-

clude the following papers (indented):

Solar reflectivity of common roofing materials and Its In-

fluence on the roof heat gain of typical southwestern re-

sidences, J. A. Reagan and D. M. Acklam, SP548, pp. 1-13

(July 1979).

Measurement of attic temperatures in Florida, T. I.

Wetherington, Jr., SP548, pp. 15-24 (July 1979).

{

Forced ventilation for cooling attics in summer, G. S. Dutt
' and D. T. Harrje, SP548, pp. 25-38 (July 1979).

I

Effect of powered attic ventilation on ceiling heat transfer

and cooling load in two townhouses, R. A. Grot and C. I. Siu,

SP548, pp. 39-56 (July 1979).

Attic ventilation research conducted by Arkansas Power and
Light Company, F. B. Clark, SP548. pp. 57-72 (July 1979).

Ventilating residences and their attics for energy conserva-

tion—An experimental study, D. M. Burch and S. J. Treado,
SP548, pp. 73-104 (July 1979).

Analysis of attic ventilation test, D. Brewster and T. Ark-
feld, SPS48, pp. 105-1 17 (July 1979).

j

A model for predicting the thermal performance of venti-

lated attic-ceiling-roof combinations, B. A. Peavy, SP548, pp.
1 19-149 (July 1979).

I

SP549. Proceedings of the National Conference on Regulatory
Aspects of Building Rehabilitation. Proceedings of a Con-
ference held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaither-

sburg, MD, Oct. 30, 1978, S. A. Berry, Ed., Nal. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Publ. 549, 220 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-
02107-5.

Key words: building; code administration; codes; evalua-

tion; existing buildings; performance standard.

This document contains the edited Proceedings of the Na-

j tional Conference on Regulatory Aspects of Building Reha-
bilitation held Oct. 30, 1978, at the National Bureau of Stan-

dards.

It contains a total of 18 presented papers, all of which ad-

dress the subject of rehabilitation—currently a critical issue in

the Nation's effort to revitalize its cities and house its citizens.

I' Public sector, as well as private sector programs and ex-

periences toward achieving this goal are covered in one general

, and three technical sessions. These proceedings include the fol-

;

lowing papers (indented):

Public programs for housing rehabilitation, A. Rechler,

5P549, pp. 19-21 (Aug. 1979).

HUD rehabilitation guidelines, R. J. Kapsch, SP549, pp. 23-

27 (Aug.' 1979).

Application of Article 22 of the Massachusetts State Build-

ing Code, P. Folkins, SP549, pp. 33-38 (Aug. 1979).

Impact of new construction orient ed codes on building reha-

bilitation, R. P. Kuchnicki, SP549, pp. 39-42 (Aug. 1979).

Code requirements for existing buildings: A new approach,

K. M. Schoonover, SP549, pp. 43-50 (Aug. 1979).

A "professional practice" approach to the rehabilitation

process, W. E. Lewis, SP549, pp. 71-84 (Aug. 1979).

A fire evaluation system for health care facilities, H. E. Nel-

son, SP549, pp. 85-102 (Aug. 1979).

Rehabilitation standards: What are they? Who is to

develop, maintain, and enforce them?, B. A. Cummings,
SP549, pp. 103-106 (Aug. 1979).

Rehabilitation, performance and the 'real world' of the code

official, J. Stein, SP549, pp. 119-123 (Aug. 1979).

An architect's view of rehabilitation regulation, F. A. Stahl,

SPS49, pp. 125-129 (Aug. 1979).

Administration of a rehabilitation code in a major city, C.

C. Lederer, SP549, pp. 131-134 (Aug. 1979).

SP550. A bibliography on the corrosion and protection of steel

in concrete, E. Escalante and S. Ito, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Spec. Publ. 550, 24 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-02 106-7.

Key words: bridge deck; concrete; corrosion; corrosion of

steel; rebar corrosion; reinforced concrete.

This is a bibliographic list of references of published papers,

reports, and talks about the corrosion of steel in concrete and
related subjects. The references are presented in two forms: 1

)

a subject index divided into six major subheadings including

reviews, factors affects corrosion, measurement techniques,

protection techniques, concrete design, and related fields, and
2) an author index in alphabetical form. A total of 394
references are listed covering the period frof" 1964 to

November 1978.

SP551. Proceedings of the 1978 Electromagnetic Interference

Workshop. Proceedings of a Workshop held at the National

Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg, MD, Nov. 2-3, 1978, M.
G. Arthur, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 551, 57

pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02099-1

.

Key words: electromagnetic bioeffects; electromagnetic

compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; electromagnetic

interference; electromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic

susceptibility; electronic smog; home entertainment elec-

tronics; industrial electronics; medical electronics;

microwave electronics; nonionizing radiation; radiation

hazards; radio regulations; radio standards; RFI; spectrum

management; standardization organizations; telecommuni-

cations; TVI; vehicular electronics.

This report is a summary of the overview talks and session

discussions at the 1978 Electromagnetic Interference

Workshop, held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaither-

sburg, Maryland, on November 2 and 3, 1978. These discus-

sions addressed the following questions: What are the signifi-

cant Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) problems? How seri-

ous are they? Which should be tackled first? What solutions are

practical? Who is responsible for solutions? What new stan-

dards or changes in present voluntary standards are needed?

What is needed for progress? Impacted areas featured at the

workshop included communications, transportation, consumer

products, industrial, and medical. Workshop speakers and at-

tendees represented a broad segment of decision-makers in

both industry and government. These proceedings include the

following papers (indented)

:

The extent of today's EMI problems and prioritizing EMI
problems, C. M. Kendall, SP55I, pp. 3-4 (July 1979).

Biological electro-magnetic interference (BEMI), D. R.

Justesen, SP55I, pp. 5-6 (July 1979).

FCC activities regulating electromagnetic Interference, A.

W. Paul and J. Krauss, SP55/, pp. 7-9 (July 1979).

EMI/EMC legislation in the 95th and 96th Congresses, C.

L. Jackson, SP55t, pp. 10-11 (July 1979).
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Voluntary standardization for electromagnetic compatibility,

R. M. Showers, SP551, pp. 12-19 (July 1979).

What is needed for progress in EMC?, H. M. Schlicke,

SP55I, pp. 20-22 (July 1979).

Communications working group summary, J. P. Murray,

SP551, pp. 23-26 (July 1979).

Transportation working group summary, R. J. Wasko,
SP55I, pp. 27-28 (July 1979)

Consumer products working group summary, W. T. Col-

lins, SPSS I. pp. 29-31 (July 1979).

Industrial working group summary, G. H. Hagn, SP5S1,

pp. 32-37 (July 1979).

Medical working group summary, J. C. Toler, SP551, pp.
38-41 (July 1979).

Plenary session IV summary "The Last, Last Word", M. G.

Arthur, SPSS I, pp. 42-44 (July 1979).

SPSS2. Research and innovation in the building regulatory

process. Proceedings of the 3d Annual NBS/NCSBCS Joint

Conference held in Annapolis, MD, Sept. 12, 1978, in con-

junction with the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the National

Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards, Inc.

(NCSBCS), P. W. Cooke, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 552, 358 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-0209 1 -5.

Key words: administrative procedures; building codes;

building regulations; buildings; construction; economic im-

pacts; environmental considerations; innovative practices;

regulatory research; standards development.

The third NBS/NCSBCS Joint Conference on Research and
Innovation in the Building Regulatory Process was held in An-
napolis, MD, on September 12, 1978. The proceedings of the

Joint Conference include the opening remarks, the Keynote
Address and the 24 papers presented at the technical sessions

dealing with various aspects of building regulatory research and

innovative administrative application of building codes and

standards. The eight technical sessions were organized around
the following themes: Regulatory Aspects of Fire Safety; Stan-

dards Development Activities and the Building Regulatory

Process; Accommodating Provisions for the Elderly and Han-
dicapped in Building Regulations; Implementation of Energy
Conservation Building Regulations at the State Level; Applica-

tion of Computers and Information Systems for Building Regu-

lation and Construction; Energy Conservation, Solar Energy

and the Built Environment; Issues Concerning the Intent, For-

mulation and Economic Impact of Regulations; Metrication, In-

dustrialized Buildings and Complex Structures.

In addition, three other research papers covering Lighting,

Tax Shelters, Resource Zoning, and Land Use Planning are also

included. These proceedings include the following papers

(indented):

A defensible technique for determining code equivalency in

buildings, G. N. Berlin, SPSS2, pp. 13-27 (July 1979).

Key words: building fires; equivalency; evaluation; fire

safety; models; research; standards; systematic procedure.

New materials, construction methods, and contents are

rapidly changing the nature and magnitude of the fire

problem in the United States. These changes often provide

a situation that is not covered explicitly in existing codes

or that requires amendments to allow their installation. In

some cases, these changes in construction or materials pro-

vide a safer environment. It is desirable to take advantage

of these changes and to encourage similar advances within

the framework of the codes. An important step in that

direction is the development of rigorous procedures for ob-

jectively evaluating the equivalency of such changes to the

accepted standards.

A systematic procedure for measuring the hazards of

building fires has been developed as part of a project
^

funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment. This procedure, called the "Building Firesafety

Model" incorporates data derived from actual fire tests to

describe the rate of fire growth, the likelihood of entrap- \

ment, and estimates of structural damage.
It is expected that this tool will assist government offi-

cials, architects and engineers in evaluating the design (or

rehabilitation) of buildings with regard to the level of fire

safety. Such a tool could potentially be used to evaluate

the comparative levels of fire safety implied by compliance

with codes and to identify voids in fire test data. In addi-

tion, the model can be used for evaluating the allocation

of fire service resources and pre-fire tactical planning.

The liability of municipalities and municipal officials for

negligence in the regulation of buildings, V. Brannigan,

SPS52, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Key words: duty; liability; municipal corporations;

negligence; sovereign immunity; tort.
,

i

Building and fire codes and inspections have spawned
lawsuits charging both cities and individuals with I

negligence. This paper explores the development of mu-
nicipal liability, the elements of a negligence action, and

specific defenses and immunities which are available to a

city and individual. Special attention will be given to high

risk activities of municipalities. .

!

Buildings engineer emergency response team, S. S. Koren, !

SP552, pp. 39-44 (July 1979).

Key words: crisis; flood recovery effort; missing link;

rebuilding.

Code enforcement embraces the cycle of Construction-

Crisis-Reconstruction.

Baltimore County has added a code enforcement team

to its emergency forces. This allows both staff assistance to

other county emergency forces as well as immediate par- a

ticipation in the reconstruction phase. -

The development and implementation of building standards

in France, 1. Martinez, SPSS2, pp. 45-56 (July 1979).

Key words: building standards; foreign building standards;

French building standards; French standards system; mark-

ing and certification; types of French standards.

The systems available today in the U.S. for developing '

standards are being subjected to much scrutiny and criti-

cism. Many of the organizations involved in the stan-

dardization process are striving for better ways to produce

standards. Attempts are being made to make the process

more dynamic, more representative for general interest

groups and better able to handle revisions and updatings.

One way to obtain a wide perspective of the options

available is to examine standards development practices in

other countries. It is difficult to find a foreign country that

has a well-developed standards promulgation system and

enough points in common with the U.S.— in the economic,

political, geographic, and technological areas—to be used
,

as a reference. ,

The French standards system, discussed here, does not

coincide exceptionally well with the U.S. system. However,

a study of the procedures used in France might give some
;
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insight and suggest different ways of approaching the

problem. Hopefully, interesting elements and specific rele-

vant procedures which might be adapted to U.S. practices

will emerge.

A case history of the integrity of the National Electrical

Code. D. J. MacFadyen, SP552, pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Key words: appeals process; consensus standards; electrical

distribution systems; flat conductor cable; National Electri-

cal Code; technological innovation.

A new system for surface-mounted branch-circuit build-

ing wiring is being commercialized that holds substantial

promise for flexibility and cost-effectiveness. This system is

based on the flat conductor cable technology developed by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for

aerospace use. NASA sponsored a project to commercial-

ize flat cable-based building wiring systems, which included

a NASA contractor and a consortium of twelve major
American corporations.

One of the most critical aspects of making advanced wir-

ing systems available to the public is the development of

code provisions to allow their use. The process of

establishing a new National Electrical Code Article 328
permitting flat conductor cable wiring systems involved use

of every procedural step available in the Code-making
regulations of the National Fire Protection Association.

Unfounded technical objections and procedural irregulari-

ties on the part of opponents to the new technology neces-

sitated the use of every protest and appeals process availa-

ble under those regulations. It was only at the highest level

of the Code-making organization—the NFPA Board of

Directors— that the final favorable action was taken on the

basis of proper technical justification

The adoption of Article 328 as an amendment to the

1978 National Electrical Code was a victory, not only for

the public and the proponents of the Code change, but

also for the NFPA and the whole concensus approach to

Code making. The checks, balances, and recourses in the

system were shown to be adequate to assure that the Code
change was ultimately resolved on technical merit.

Federal Government activities relative to the development of

voluntary consensus standards, D. R. Mackay, SP552, pp. 79-

93 (July 1979).

Key words: consensus standards; Federal policies; Federal

voluntary standards policy; voluntary standards; voluntary

standards system.

Federal government agencies have been involved in

voluntary standards activities for many years and have

made significant contributions to the development of con-

sensus standards covering many product areas. This in-

volvement of Federal agencies has strengthened the volun-

tary standards system and has tended to reduce the need
for government regulations.

The policy established by one Federal regulatory agen-

cy—the Consumer Product Safety Commission—regarding

the involvement of its staff in the development of voluntary

standards is discussed in this paper along with the criteria

that have been imposed on the staff in an attempt to

reduce the appearance of any conflict of interest between
these activities and the agency's regulatory responsibilities.

The philosophy and requirements of the proposed circu-

lar published by the Office of Management and Budget is

also described in this paper. The restrictions on Federal

agency involvement in voluntary standards activities and
the objectives of this proposed uniform Federal agency

policy are discussed.

The paper also presents a summary of the voluntary

standards activities of several Federal regulatory agencies

and compares the similarities as well as the differences of

some Federal agency policies and programs.

The formulation of sensible regulations for accessible reha-

bilitation housing, A. E. Osterberg, SP552, pp 95-100 (July

1979).

Key words: accessible; disabled; housing; regulations.

In order to achieve better housing alternatives for Amer-

ica's elderly and disabled populations, sensible regulations

covering accessibility are necessary. A more accessible

housing market could help reverse the present rise in the

number of dependent care settings. The regulation of new
construction in terms of accessibility will soon be easier

with the publication of the American National Standards

Institute, Inc. (ANSI) standard on accessibility for the

physically disabled. While the document is expected to be

comprehensive in terms of new construction, the same

standards may not be appropriate in regards to the adapta-

tion of existing housing. Additional research on adaptation

is necessary in order to formulate guidelines for making ex-

isting housing units accessible for wheelchair bound in-

dividuals.

The new research should include a study of a variety of

existing housing units which have been adapted and

modified by disabled users to become more accessible.

Methods for programming designs of housing projects with

future adaptations in mind need to be explored. Until these

new research findings become available, regulatory officials

will have little to guide them in regulating housing adapta-

tions.

Designing for access to, movement within, and egress from

building and sites: Effective research for more reasonable

regulation, F. I. Stahl, SP552. pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Key words: architectural barriers; building design; building

site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire

escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian move-
ment; regulation; safety; standards.

This paper discusses needs for a more complete and ef-

fective technical bjisis for design standards impacting occu-

pants' access to, movement within, and egress from

buildings and building sites. It is suggested that a major

cause of injury and death from fire, and of inconvenience

and psychological stigmatization to physically handicapped

persons, results (even in code-complying buildings and

sites) from adherence to design regulations narrowly

founded upon physical and engineering principles alone.

This paper recommends that psychological aspects of dan-

gerous and stressful situations guide the development of

standards for emergency egress facility design, and that

such therapeutic objectives as "normalization" guide

development of barrier-free design regulations. Finally, this

paper outlines particular programmatic themes and

research tasks, and discusses the role of the National Bu-

reau of Standards in improving the technical basis for

egress and accessibility design regulations.

Communication techniques in building code implementation,

T. J. Rosenberg, SP552, pp. 1 15-120 (July 1979)

Key words: accessibility standards; building codes; code ad-

ministration; communication; physically handicapped;

public awareness; public relations.

Communication is essential in any process of change.

Occasionally, when a building code is altered, changes are

made which substantially influence users of the built en-
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vironment. This is certainly true of building code specifica-

tions regarding accessibility for physically handicapped

persons.

North Carolina pioneered the development of code

requirements for accessibility. Since implementation of the

fundamental provisions in 1973, the State has embarked on

a vigorous educational campaign to increase understanding

of environmental barriers, needs of disabled people, laws

and codes. This project has included the production of il-

lustrated handbooks, brochures, manual and automatic

slide presentations, radio and television announcements
and newspaper articles.

This report explains the selection and development of

appropriate media for presentation to audiences including

the building community, owners, consumers and others.

The techniques are pertinent to other areas of concern,

such as energy efficiency in buildings, which affect a wide

spectrum of interests.

A summary of Kentucky's experience in implementing a

statewide energy code, J. R. Groves, Jr., SP552, pp. 121-L30
(July 1979).

Key words: design professionals; energy audits; energy

codes; Kentucky Fire Marshal's office; lighting and thermal

efficiency standards; local governments; new construction

plans review; training and education.

In the near future, every state will have to adopt some
form of energy code. Compatibility with existing codes and

code enforcement procedures will be a major consideration

in the adoption and implementation process. Public Law
94-163 made funds available to states for the adoption of

a five part energy conservation program. Of primary sig-

nificance where codes and standards are concerned are the

lighting and thermal provisions of that plan. To implement

those provisions has called for the adoption of an energy

code.

For many states, the energy code represents one of if not

the most all inclusive code application and enforcement ef-

fort in the area of code enforcement. Especially in those

primarily rural states where building code applications has

been limited to the more urban areas, the adoption of a

uniform energy code which applies to all new buildings in-

cluding single family residences has posed special

problems.

Energy conservation in building codes and standards, R. W.
Lisle, SP552. pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Key words: building official; energy code; energy efficient;

enforcement; implementation and effective U value; on-site

construction.

Many states have recently adopted energy model codes

and standards or are considering the adoption of such

regulations.

This paper explains what has happened in New Mexico
since the adoption of an energy model code two years ago.

(September 10, 1976.) The implementation of the code in

the real world of on-site construction projects has revealed

several special problems with enforcement and/or in-

terpretation of the code. The effective U values being

developed and implemented in New Mexico are adding a

new perspective to the traditional understanding of the

thermal conductance characteristics of building envelopes.

It may be more cost-effective to paint a south facing wall

a dark color than to add insulation.

Implementation of energy conservation standards, J. T.

Ouinn, 5P552, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

Key words: education; energy utilization codes; illustrated

handbook; legislation; thermal envelope criteria; thermal

performance criteria.

Energy conservation in new buildings is one area where

a code will affect virtually all aspects of the building con-

struction. It is an area that can create confusion, misun-

derstanding and even resentment over a short time span.

This can be further heightened when the code is imple-

mented in areas where no code enforcement previously ex-

isted.

Chapter XXXII "Efficient Energy Utilization in New
Buildings" of the North Carolina State Building Code was

by necessity implemented over a short time frame, and en-

forced without exception across the state. The Engineering

and Building Codes Division of the North Carolina Depart-

ment of Insurance used its previous experience in new
code implementation, the research presented by NCSBCS,
ERDA, and DOE, and some innovative ideas of its own to

bring this code into reality across the state, and it is hoped
this experience may be of some benefit to other states as

energy conservation codes are implemented by those

states.

The uses of an integrated data base in municipal computer

assisted regulatory systems, N. S. Remmer, SP552, pp. 153-

165 (July 1979).

Key words: computer facilities; integrated data base; mu-
nicipal governments; regulatory.

Computer based systems are becoming more prevalent

as the basic means of administrative and financial control

of municipal governments. With the availability of com-

puter hardware or the access to computational facilities

well established in most cases, the consideration of the ad-

ditional uses for the municipality of such facilities becomes
important.

Two of the many areas receiving considerable attention

at this time relate to building regulatory functions and

housing inspection functions. Several cities have already in-

stituted departmental programming for use in normal ad-

ministrative and control functions. The system in Chicago

for the building department has already been reported at

the 1976 NBS Conference. The Boston Housing Inspection

Department has incorporated the use of the computer ex-

tensively for their daily operational functions. Many other

cities are in the process or have recently installed systems

to computerize one or more aspects of their housing or

building regulatory functions.

The City of Worcester, population of about 180,000, has

been studying for almost two years the potential for a

system that would not only provide computerization of

normal building and housing inspection administrative and

control function, but could provide a base for many inter-

related functions, and process specialized data for many

coordinated municipal programs.

The size of the city precludes the availability of separate

computer facilities for each department. Therefore, the

study developed requirements based on a central computer

and interdepartmental accessibility of data and results. By

looking at a coordinated system, it became apparent that

many benefits could be derived for a choice of proper ini-

tial hardware and careful software considerations. Studies

by departmental personnel and interns from Clark Univer-

sity indicated the following as some examples of potential

use: 1 ) Correlation between housing inspection abatement

notices and building or demolition permit issuances. 2)

Evaluation of potential arson sites based on coordination

of housing inspections and building inspection records and

outstanding tax and water bills. 3 ) Evaluation of overall
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neighborhood physical characteristics to determine blight

I
areas, potential blight areas and establish the boundaries of

such areas. 4) Coordination of Fire Dept. building data

and building and housing data.

' In addition, there is the potential for coordination of mu-
nicipal programs involving many other functions and in-

tegrated programs involving the building inventory or its

infrastructure.

The results of the studies so far indicate that while the

J

normal control and administration functions of computer
programs, such as used in Chicago and Boston, have great

potential, the readily available spinoffs from the data base
and information have even more important potential for

municipal planning and control of all city programs relat-

I ing to buildings and their infrastructure.

Exploiting the computer to control the application of design

'.criteria to construction, R. E. Larson, SP552, pp. 167-183
j(July 1979).

f
Key words: design criteria; guide specifications; habitability

criteria; Computer-Aided Engineering and Architectural

I

Design System (CAEADS).

1
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is sponsoring the

J development of a Computer-Aided Engineering and

I

Architectural Design System (CAEADS) to aid the pro-

I grammer, planner, designer, and constructor of facilities,

j
.One of the basic objectives of CAEADS is to provide for

I systematic application of design and habitability criteria

j

that are the counterpart of building codes and standards

I

adopted by federal, state, and municipal agencies. This

I paper will describe the overall conceptual design of

1 CAEADS and then go into some detail on the specific

system features that deal with criteria.

[I Construction labor demand system: An overview, W. F.

[ Hahn, SP552, pp. 185-196 (July 1979).

Key words: building trades; construction industry; forecast-

ing; labor information systems; manpower projections;

modelling.

Currently under development by the Department of

Labor is an extensive modelling effort designed to provide

accurate forecasts at a local level of future construction

levels and on-site labor requirements. The Construction

Labor Demand System (CLDS) is a computerized manage-
ment information system that provides continuously up-

dated forecasts for local regions, for specific types of con-

struction, and for precise construction trades.

Actual construction project information is the nucleus of

the CLDS system. Information on hundreds of thousands

of current and planned projects are included in CLDS.
Each project is time-phased to completion and estimates

generated of the associated craft requirements.

Forecasts of construction initiations are accomplished

through econometric modelling. Initiation forecasts are

transformed into pseudo-projects within CLDS and pseudo-

projects are combined with hard project data for the

|||

generation of forecasts of construction activity.

[

A conversion subsystem translates construction activity

into demand for labor. Over 200 conversion profiles trans-

late activity levels into time-phased flows of requirements

by occupation.

I Proposed criteria for establishing energy consumption stan-

I'l dards for existing buildings, R. R. Somers II, T. C. Scott, and

L. S. Fletcher, SP552. pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Key words: conservation; energy cost; existing buildings;

regulation; retrofit; standards.

Rising energy costs recently have compelled many mu-
nicipalities and industries to undertake energy conservation

programs in the hopes of reducing energy expenditures.

The current lack of government and industrial standards

specifying acceptable levels of energy use by existing struc-

tures, however, makes it difficult for these organizations to

determine if their facilities are wasting fuel. This paper

proposes that standards be established for the overall ener-

gy efficiency of existing buildings in terms of quantities

which can be computed readily from available data,

without need for elaborate computer programs and/or en-

gineering analyses. The paper discusses the type of stan-

dards needed to meet these objectives, techniques for for-

mulating the standards, and facility classifications (based

upon building functions) for which guidelines should be

developed. By being able to pinpoint buildings using exces-

sive energy without costly or time-consuming analyses,

government and business groups can direct conservation

efforts and funding to the most inefficient facilities, where
conservation programs will be of the greatest value.

Proposed solar energy legislation likely to affect the building

regulatory process, R. J. Smith, SP552, pp. 211-216 (July

1979).

Key words: building regulation; energy conservation;

legislation; solar energy.

A number of researchers have identified and discussed

numerous legal barriers to the effective utilization of vari-

ous types of solar energy. Much of the literature also

makes specific recommendations for legislation directed at

removal of these barriers to solar utilization. This paper

discusses the context in which the legislation has been

drafted, the key features of the legislation, and their poten-

tial effect on the building regulatory process. The objective

is to give state and local building regulatory officials and

code administrators an overview of what sorts of legislation

may be introduced at the state and local level so that they

may be better prepared to deal with both the legislative

proposals, and their implementation.

Critical performance standards for passive solar buildings,

J. K. Holton, SP552, pp. 217-224 (July 1979).

Key words: passive solar systems; performance standards;

system classification.

An outline of a limited number of performance stan-

dards and evaluation criteria for passive solar buildings is

presented. Three levels of criteria are described which are

intended to categorize these into a few most needed
criteria concerning basic thermal performance, health and

safety, and two levels of additional criteria that are thought

desirable to assess long term usefulness of passive installa-

tions. Status of development of the criteria is also

discussed.

A case for more rational and explicit building regulations,

H. M. Markman, SP552, pp. 225-247 (July 1979).

Key words: building codes; code enforcement; fire preven-

tion codes; fire safety; master planning; regulation; stan-

dards.

Building regulations are unique in that they are as much
a statement of social attitudes and policies as they are of

engineering and technology. To be responsive to one con-

cern is not enough. The consensus of the literature on the

Beverly Hills Supper Club Fire in Southgate, Kentucky,

was that the codes as written are adequate and that this

incident should have not occurred. The fault was said to

lie in the improper enforcement of the applicable codes.
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While this statement may be true, the broader social and

policy issues were nowhere addressed.

Safety is a relative rather than absolute concept. No
safety is obviously not acceptable; total safety is not af-

fordable, if possible at all. To date, the building regulatory

community has fixed the level of safety with minimal input

or interest from the public at large. But inflation, the in-

creasing cost of regulation, and the resistance to excessive

government spending will lead to greater public interest in

the regulatory process. Regulations will be scrutinized as to

their necessity, effectiveness, and utility as a means of effi-

ciently allocating protection costs between the public and
private sectors.

The challenge for the building regulatory community is

to recognize and meet this growing public concern.

Formulation and expression analysis of standards and regu-

lations, J. W. Melin and R. L. Tavis, SP552, pp. 249-266
(July 1979).

Key words: decision tables; formulation analysis; informa-

tion networks; regulations; standards.

A systematic technology for the translation of a stan-

dard, building code, regulation or specification into a

graphical network and decision tables is presented. This

technology leads to a clear concise expression which aids

in the understanding of the document. It may also be used

to improve the clarity, consistency, completeness of the

provisions. A brief example is used to illustrate the process

of using the technology.

Life-cycle benefit-cost analysis of housing safety regulations,

J. L. Walters, SP552, pp. 267-282 (July 1979).

Key words; building codes; building regulations; cost-

benefit analysis; life-cycle analysis; safety regulations.

Increasingly the public is demanding that proposed
building safety regulations be justified by evidence that

they generate benefits commensurate with their costs. This

paper discusses a methodology developed by the author to

assess the life-cycle costs and benefits of performance stan-

dards for increased safety in the home. The methodology

was developed, under contract with the Department of

Housing and Urban Development, for the assessment of

the life-cycle costs and benefits of proposed performance
standards for mobile homes. However, with appropriate

modifications, it can be applied to the analysis of virtually

any building regulations for increased safety.

The need for life-cycle analyses of building regulations

is being increasingly acknowledged, and some excellent ef-

forts have been made to develop comprehensive practical

methodologies, but not all of the fundamental issues have

been addressed at this time. Therefore, this paper focuses

principally on fundamental conceptual issues. A secondary

purpose is to describe the basic methodology for actually

measuring the costs and benefits of regulatory options.

Regulatory implications of adopting a metric building code

for the Province of Alberta, Canada, A. J. M. Aikman,
SP552, pp. 283-291 (July 1979).

Key words: building codes; construction; metric.

With the notable exception of the United States and

Canada the majority of the world's countries use the met-

ric system of measurement. Canada is now converting to

the metric system on a voluntary basis. The period of con-

version is spread over a number of years with each section

of the economy establishing its own targets. The construc-

tion industry established January I, 1978 as the date to

begin using metric measurements. The Province of Alberta

is experiencing a rapid and smooth transition from foot-

pound units to SI (metric) units and the construction in-

dustry is in the forefront.

The Alberta Construction Association receives major

credit for its educational programmes and government has

co-operated fully by responding to the industry's require-

ments rather than by dictating its own ideas. The province

introduced a metric building code in April 1978 with no

opposition because it was supported by all groups involved

in construction.

An approach to third party approval for industrialized

housing, C. M. Edwards, SP552, pp. 293-309 (July 1979).

Key words: agencies; approval process; evaluation; industri-

alized housing products; inspection; regulation; third party.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania a few years ago

found themselves in a unique position of trying to deter-

mine which agencies were qualified to represent the state

for the evaluation and inspection of industrialized housing

products to be sold in the state. This paper is a summary
of the experience of Pennsylvania in this area. The use of

Third Party agencies was not created by Pennsylvania, but

it is believed that the approach used by Pennsylvania

deviated from previous practices at the time.

It is the hope of the writer of this paper that by sum-

marizing the Pennsylvania experience, others will be stimu-

lated to refine the approval process for selection and use

of third party agencies.

Structural inspection of complex structures, C. G. Cooper
and G. P. Berson, SP552, pp. 3 11 -320 (July 1979).

Key words: code enforcement; county building code; criti-

cal structures program; expense; inspection requirements;

pre-construction conference.

This paper provides a look at what a local county

government, burdened with the responsibility of inspecting

all new construction, has done to insure quality construc-

tion, proper inspection and code compliance for large or

complex structures, with a minimum of expense to the tax

payers.

Lighting and building codes for energy conservation, M. S.

Millet, J. R. Bedrick, G. S. Spencer, and G. B. Varey, SP552,

pp. 321-335 (July 1979).

Key words: building codes; building performance simula-

tion; computer applications; energy conservation; illumina-

tion standards; lighting distribution simulation; visual per-,

formance.

The role of lighting within the purpose of building codes

is discussed. A review is made of the continuing con-

troversy over the visual performance criteria being used as

the basis for lES (Illuminating Engineering Society) recom-

mended levels of illumination. These levels are the present

design procedure base levels for the ASHRAE 90-75 and

NCSBCS Code for Energy Conservation lighting power

budget procedure. The third section of the paper lists the

objectives of an energy-conserving building code for

lighting and compares the NCSBCS code with a lighting

power budget approach recommended for Seattle by the

Citizens' Task Force on an Energy -Conserving Building

Code, on which the author serves. The final issue discussed

is an alternative for the future, a performance standard.

Thorough evaluation of lighting alternatives for energy

conservation will require detailed analysis, such as com-

puter simulation, that looks at the interaction of the build-

ing components and systems. A lighting computer program

which has been developed at the University of Washington
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to predict illumination levels from daylight and from artifi-

cial light sources is described briefly, and its inclusion in

a larger building performance simulation outlined.

Tax shelter in construction: Public objectives and private in-

centives, U. P. Gauchat, SP552, pp. 337-346 (July 1979).

Key words: building; private interests; public objectives;

taxation; tax incentives.

Building as an activity is strongly conditioned by both

the taxation system and the building regulatory mechanism.
Since both of these systems represent public commitments
and funds, it is reasonable to assert that the ensuing con-
sequences should, whenever possible, be mainly in the

public interest. The main purpose of the regulatory system

is to protect the public by maintaining adequate health and
safety standards. An ostensible goal of the incentives as re-

lated to building is to further public objectives by en-

couraging specific activities perceived to be of societal

value, which are not adequately covered by a free market
situation. It is felt that current tax incentives in building,

however, are not always in the public interest, but rather

serve private interests instead.

It is felt that some conceptual changes in the building

process and pattern of ownership could best combine the

(
intent of the regulatory and taxation systems with public

' interest objectives. It is suggested that the tax incentives in

building could be designed to draw distinctions between
' those aspects of building which are market-related (and

hence in the private interest) and those portions which are

health and safety oriented (and hence in the public in-

' terest). It is futher suggested that tax incentives in building

bear a direct relationship to the degree of public utility in-

volved.

The implications of this proposition are examined in the

light of increasing economic pressures to produce large

quantities of housing efficiently and economically.

' Resource zoning and land use planning: An examination of

urban infrastructures, U. P. Gauchat and D. L. Schodek,
SP552, pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Key words: infrastructure; land use; resource zoning;

urban; zoning regulations.

Buildings cater to the full array of human activities.

They are disposed over the landscape in a range of pat-

terns and densities. Each pattern not only designates spa-

tial arrangements of building masses, but also sponsors a

series of mostly invisible supply and distribution networks.

Existing infrastructures, particularly in urban areas, tend

to be old, badly maintained and often in less than excellent

condition. Each network has a maximum carrying capacity

which is determined by the type of system and its state of

repair. While it is possible to envision far more technologi-

cally advanced infrastructure systems than we now possess,

the extent of the investment in our current systems is so

vast as to mitigate against any radical changes in the for-

seeable future. Land use policies therefore must more
directly begin to face the issue of how best to cope with

an infrastructure system of a fixed or even declining quali-

ty and capacity.

The capacity of existing infrastructure systems, particu-

larly of water and sewerage, can be a determining

factor in imposing density and other land use constraints.

Thus, many typical city zoning ordinances are directly or

indirectly influenced by the character of the existing infras-

tructure. Zoning regulations based mainly on these con-

siderations may not, however, be the most socially or

economically advantageous.

This paper proposes an approach to land use planning

involving the concept of Resource Zoning. This type of

zoning draws a clear distinction between ordinances that

relate to social goals and those that relate to constraints

imposed by the existing infrastructure. It is felt that the

idea of Resource Zoning would not only prove valuable in

the context of land use planning but could also provide the

necessary incentive for the development of innovative

practices in the design of service systems for individual

buildings.

SP553. Water supply and drainage in buildings. Proceedings of

an International Symposium, National Academy of Sciences,

Washington, DC, Sept. 28-30, 1976, L. S. Galowin and J. R.

Debelius, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 553, 232
pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-02101-6.

Key words: building water systems; CIB; international

plumbing research; plumbing and drainage; U.S. research

in plumbing.

This report contains the papers presented at the International

Symposium on Water Supply and Drainage convened on Sep-

tember 28-30, 1976 at the National Academy of Sciences,

Washington, DC, and conducted by the U.S. National Commit-
tee for the International Council for Building Research, Studies

and Documentation (CIB) Counterpart Commission W-62. The
meeting provided the opportunity to exchange information and

identify general needs and common perspectives of plumbing in

on-going research applications and practices in the United

States and other countries. These proceedings include the follow-

ing papers (indented):

Water requirements and procedures for estimating the de-

mand for water in buildings, R. V. Benazzi, L. Guss, R.

Orend, R. S. Wyly, and T. P. Konen, SP553, pp. 3-13 (Aug.

1979).

Protecting water quality in buildings, G. Williams, T. P.

Konen, F. Liposki, J. R. Myers, L. Nielsen, W. Mikucki, and
W. Staton, SP553, pp. 15-19 (Aug. 1979).

Water and water-related conservation in buildings, A. J.

Powell, A. Bransdorfer, P. Fletcher, R. J. Orend, H. J. Pavel,

and G. H. Williams, SP553, pp. 21-31 (Aug. 1979).

Hydraulics of gravity drainage systems, R. S. Wyly, R. V.

Benazzi, T. P. Konen, R. R. Manfredi, and L. S. Nielsen,

SP553, pp. 35-51 (Aug. 1979).

Performance concepts for water supply and drainage

systems in buildings, L. S. Galowin, W. J. Downing, L. S.

Nielsen, M. J. Orloski, and R. S. Wyly, SP553, pp. 53-70

(Aug. 1979).

Alternative concepts for transporting and treating wastes

within buildings, T. P. Konen, R. S. Bevans, W. J. Boegly, D.

Savitsky, and C. Cole, SP553, pp. 71-77 (Aug. 1979).

CIB W-62 purpose, methodology and fields of work, K.

Ovesen, SP553, pp. 81-88 (Aug. 1979).

Standardization structure in Europe, F. Perrier, SP553, pp.

89-99 (Aug. 1979).

Certification and agreement system in Europe, D. Trinkler,

SP553, pp. 101-108 (Aug. 1979).

Research laboratories with CIB interest, R. Hanslin, C. D.

J. Webster, and V. Nielsen, SP553, pp. 109-128 (Aug.

1979).
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Cost benefit of plumbing: Large fringe benefits for sanitary

instailations by thorough analysis of system, T. Rosrud,

SP553, pp. 131-135 (Aug. 1979).

Economic water supply design based on performance

requirements, E. Olsson, SP553, pp. 137-159 (Aug. 1979).

Production, transport and use of hot water, F. Perrier,

SP553, pp. 161-173 (Aug. 1979).

Performance requirements for taps: A consensus from Scan-

dinavia, V. Nielsen, SP553, pp. 175-192 (Aug. 1979).

Code structure and standardization in the United States, M.
Snyder, SP553, pp. 193-205 (Aug. 1979).

Potential savings from using reduced-size venting in the

United States, H. Marshall, R. Ruegg, and R. Wyly, SP553,

pp. 207-225 (Aug. 1979).

SP554. Proceedings of a conference on neutrons from electron

medical accelerators. Proceedings of a Conference held at the

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, Apr. 9-10,

1979, H. T. Heaton II and R. Jacobs, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Publ. 554, 172 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-
02115-6.

Key words: dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams;

leakage; measurement techniques; medical accelerators;

neutrons; relative biological effect; shielding techniques;

standards.

These proceedings are the compilation of 1 8 papers

presented at the Conference on Neutrons from Electron Medi-

cal Accelerators held in Gaithersburg, MD, on April 9 and 10,

1979. The topics addressed include: properties of high energy

beams for radiotherapy, regulations, biological interpretation,

physical measurements and calculations, and neutron reduction

techniques. These proceedings include the following papers

(indented):

Unwanted neutron contribution to megavoltage x-ray and
electron therapy, J. S. Laughlin, A. Reid, L. Zeitz, and J.

Ding, SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: accelerators; betatrons; electrons; megavoltage;

neutrons; therapy; x rays.

The significance of megavoltage x-ray and electron

therapy and their development is briefly outlined and illus-

trative plans presented. Early and recent measurements of

photoneutron fluence present in the x-ray beam, and out-

side the x-ray beam but also incident on a patient, have

been reviewed. The variation of incident neutron produc-

tion with x-ray energy, as well as that of the dose in the

patient due to internally produced photoneutrons, has been
estimated.

Advantages and properties of high energy photon beams, H.

E. Johns, SP554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: betatrons; cobalt units; dose buildup; linacs;

patient survival.

A brief history of the development of high energy

machines—cobalt 60 units, betatrons and linacs is

presented. The properties and advantages of these

machines are discussed. The large increase in cure rate

resulting from the use of these machines in the treatment

of cancer of the cervix is presented. Instead of worrying

about neutrons, we should be dealing with the properties

of these beams. They should be designed to give as small

an entrance dose as possible and the peak dose should be

placed as far below the skin as possible. These parameters

are much more important than neutron leakage. Ways of

improving these beams by altering the flattening filter and

other components are described. Problems arising from the

use of very large half body fields are discussed. With very

large fields, surface doses become large and the buildup

properties of the beam disappear. Ways of improving these

fields are dealt with. It is suggesed that regulatory agencies

should be more concerned with beam improvements than

with neutron leakage which is not a problem. The hope is

expressed that with CT scanning and the possible improve-

ments in beam direction and dose calculations, a further

dramatic increase in cure rate will result.

Scattered radiation relative to leakage radiation in high

energy s-ray beams, J. A. Rawlinson, SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept.

1979).

Key words: dose; leakage; medical accelerator; neutrons;

scatter; x rays.

It has been common practice recently to limit the

neutron leakage reaching the patient outside the useful

beam to 0.1% in rems of the dose on the central axis. This

value appears to be based on earlier recommendations re-

garding x-ray leakage. It is shown by comparison to the

dose received by the patient due to photon scatter that this

value is unnecessarily low.

International standards for medical accelerators, G. R. Hig-

son, SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: accelerators; lEC; interlocks; leakage; radia-

tion; safety; standards.

The International Electro-technical Commission is en-

gaged in a major programme for the development of stan-

dards for medical electrical equipment. A standard for the

radiation safety of electron medical accelerators will soon

be published. The main features of this standard are

described and some of the background to them is

discussed.

State regulations for medical accelerators, C. H. Smith,

SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: accelerators; leakage radiation; regulations;

SSRCR; state.

The "Suggested State Regulations for the Control of

Radiation" includes a section regarding medical accelera-

tors. The provisions of that section are reviewed.

The RBE of neutrons, H. H. Rossi, SP554, pp. 37-40 (Sept.

1979).
I

Key words: neutrons; radiotherapy; RBE.
!

The RBE of neutrons is not only a function of energy

but more importantly a function of absorbed dose. A com-

bination of experimental and theoretical findings permits at i

least a fair estimate of the dependence of neutron RBE on J

both of these factors. It would appear that in radiotherapy

with high voltage electron accelerators neutrons have a

minimal biological effect on the treatment volume but that

they may be an important and perhaps a biologically domi-

nant factor in leakage radiation.

Risk of cancer based on promotion from cytotoxicity, T. D.

Jones, D. G. Jacobs, J. A. Auxier. and G. D. Kerr, SP554,

pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: cell-proliferation; cell-turnover; cytotoxicity;

homeostasis; promotion; RBE; risk.
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Cytotoxicity is reviewed as a basis of risk assessment for

environmental cancers. Linear relations of several cancers

to organ-specific cell-surviving fractions have led to the

practical assumption that cytotoxicity can stimulate cell

proliferation which may permit altered cells to become tu-

mors. Furthermore, an insult which retards cell prolifera-

tion or selectively blocks or destroys transformed cells may
decrease tumor incidence. This simple assessment model
for cancer growth seems to be unique because it requires

no assumptions about the number of initiating events per

cell, bases the increased demand for proliferation on
cytotoxicity estimates by mathematical analyses of in vivo

and in vitro irradiation of cells, and also assumes that the
exact number of neoplastic cells, their death rate, and the

repair rate, are of secondary importance. The significant

point appears to be that a sufficient quantity of altered

cells exist in order to respond to the proliferation stimulus

from normal or enhanced cell turnover. The use of this

model for extrapolation to spontaneous cancer incidence in

a population is discussed. Many investigators suggest that

cancers occur linearity with low dose; however, car-

cinogenic response based on linearity with cytotoxicity

does not seem inconsistent with linearity at low dose, and
furthermore this relation seems to hold to saturated cell-

killing levels. Cytotoxicity may also provide a common
basis for comparing risk from ionizing insults with risk

from chemical insults; relating risk in different organisms
(over a wide insult range) to an experimental determina-

tion at a single insult level; summing risk to different tis-

sues; and estimating risk for partial body or nonuniform ir-

radiation.

Clinical tradeoff: The maximum probability of uncom-
plicated cure, L. Cohen, SP554, pp. 57-61 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: instantaneous optimization; radiation therapy;

uncomplicated cure.

Any new procedure intended to yield more effective

tumor control in clinical radiation therapy carries the con-
comitant risk of more severe acute and remote side effects.

The effective gain or trade-off can then be evaluated in

two ways. One is an instantaneous optimization function

(cure-rate minus complication-rate) determining the proba-
bility of uncomplicated cure, which can presumably be
maximized by judicious choice of technique. Consideration

of long-term effects however suggests that a different op-

timization algorithm, integrating the total expectation of
disease-free person-years is more realistic. It can be shown
that even if higher energy radiation leads to a small in-

crease in the rate of local control, or in the time to recur-

rence in uncontrolled cases, these gains would effectively

offset the risk of induced neoplasia or similar remote com-
plications.

Dependence of radiation-induced neoplastic transformation

in vitro upon radiation quality and repair, A. Han and M. M.
Elkind, SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: carcinogenesis; neutron; repair; survival; trans-

formation; X ray.

C3H/10T1/2 mouse embryo cells grown in culture were
irradiated with single or fractionated doses of fission-spec-

trum neutrons from the JANUS reactor or with 50-kV x-

rays; survival and frequencies of neoplastic transformation

were measured and the relative biological effectiveness

(RBE) for each end point was estimated. As expected, for

both survival and transformation, RBE's depend upon level

of effect, being higher for small than for large doses.

Changes in transformation frequencies following x-ray dose

fractionation indicate appreciable repair of both sublethal

and subtransformation damage. Results of fractionation of

the fission-spectrum neutron dose suggest repair of the

first-dose subtransformation damage and no repair of

sublethal damage. The observed results for the induction of

neoplastic transformation in C3H/10TI/2 cells are qualita-

tively similar to data for tumor induction in animals.

Neutron sources and their characteristics, R. C. McCall and
W. P. Swanson, SP554, pp. 75-86 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: accelerator; neutron fiuence; photoneutrons.

The significant sources of photoneutrons within a linear-

accelerator treatment head are identified and absolute esti-

mates of neutron production per treatment dose are given

for typical components. It is found that the high-Z materi^-

als within the treatment head do not significantly alter the

neutron fiuence but do substantially reduce the average

energy of the transmitted spectrum. Reflection of neutrons

from the concrete treatment room contribute to the

neutron fluence, but not substantially to the patient in-

tegral dose, because of a further reduction in average ener-

gy. The ratio of maximum fluence to the treatment dose

at the same distance is given as a function of electron

energy. This ratio rises with energy to an almost constant

value of 2.1 x 10* neutrons cm"^ rad"' at electron energies

above about 25 MeV. Measured data obtained at a variety

of accelerator installations are presented and compared
with these calculations. Reasons for apparent deviations

are suggested. Absolute depth-dose and depth-dose-

equivalent distributions for realistic neutron spectra that

occur at therapy installations are calculated, and a rapid

falloff with depth is found. The ratio of neutron integral

absorbed dose to leakage photon absorbed dose is esti-

mated to be 0.04 and 0.2 for 14 and 25 MeV incident

electron energy, respectively. Possible reasons are given for

lesser neutron production from betatrons than from linear

accelerators. Possible ways in which neutron production

can be reduced are discussed.

Mixed photon-neutron field measurements, R. Nath, K. W.
Price, and G. R. Holeman, SP554, pp. 87-97 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: high energy x-ray radiotherapy machine; mixed

photon-neutron field dosimetry; neutron leakage.

High energy x-ray radiotherapy machines produce

neutrons by photonuclear reactions which present a poten-

tial radiation hazard to the personnel and patient. A series

of measurements of the neutron flux and spectrum from a

25 MV x-ray linear accelerator, inside and outside the

treatment room, have been performed using a multisphere

spectrometer. Nemo dosimeter, and activation detectors.

These results are compared with other mixed photon-

neutron field measurements for the same machine using an

argon/propane ionization chamber, moderated gold foil, sil-

icon diode, track-etching detectors, and Monte Carlo cal-

culations illustrating some of the experimental difficulties

which are encountered in an accurate measurement of the

neutron contamination of a high energy photon beam.

Neutron contamination in the primary beam, P. H. McGin-
ley and M. Sohrabi, SP554, pp. 99-107 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: activation; detectors; dose; fast; neutrons;

track.

In this work the absorbed dose due to neutrons was mea-

sured at points' inside and outside of a lOx 10 cm photon

beam for several medical treatment units (Varian Clinac-

18, AUis-Chalmers 25 MeV betatron, and Brown Boveri 45

MeV betatron). The neutron dose was evaluated using a
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moderated activation detector, solid state track detectors,

and by the fast neutron activation of phosphorous. For the

linac it was found that the maxitnum neutron dose at the

beam center was 0.004% the photon dose and maximum
values of 0.054% and 0.08% were observed for the AUis-

Chalmers betatron and the Brown Boveri betatron.

Neutron production from electron accelerators used for

medical purposes, E. J. Axton and A. G. Bardell, SP554, pp.
109-123 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multisphere;

photon; photoneutrons; radiotherapy; spectrometry.

Measurements have been made of the photoneutron
production in and out of the photon and electron beams
produced by the SL75-20 linear accelerator installed at

Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge. The in-beam neutron

dose-equivalent to the patient per treatment rad in water
is estimated at 4.38 mrem in the photon mode and 0.249
mrem in the electron mode. The present results confirm
less accurate measurements published earlier by the same
authors, based on a prototype accelerator of this type.

Similar measurements on a 33 MV Brown Boveri betatron

published at the same time should be reduced by 25-30%
to obtain the neutron dose-equivalent to the patient from
externally generated neutrons, although the published

values were probably a truer representation of the total pa-

tient dose-equivalent.

Survey of European measurements on photoneutron produc-
tion from electron accelerators used for medical purposes, E.

J. Axton and A. G. Bardell, SPS54, pp. 125-127 (Sept.

1979).

Key words: dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multi-

spheres; photoneutrons; photons; radiotherapy; spec-

trometry.

Brief details are presented of European work on
problems associated with neutron production from electron

accelerators used for medical purposes. For completeness,

the earlier references which have already received citation

in the literature have been included.

Neutron leakage from current machines, P. R. Almond,
SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: betatrons; detectors; dosimetry; leakage; linear

accelerators; neutrons.

A survey has been made of published, and unpublished

reports during the last ten years, of neutron leakage mea-
surements around medical linear accelerators. The review

involved seventeen different studies involving fourteen dif-

ferent types of machines, six betatrons and eight linear ac-

celerators with measurements reported on twenty-eight dif-

ferent machines. It was found that as the energy increases,

the neutron leakage increases and is a maximum at around
25 MV and then remains constant. The target appears to

be the main source of neutrons. In a treatment room, the

neutrons can be identified as fast primary neutrons, fast

scattered neutrons from the walls and a constant

background of thermal neutrons. The neutron dose in the

photon beam is approximately four times higher than 50

cm from the beam edge. At greater distances, the neutron

dose becomes constant. Due to tlie large number of varia-

bles in the different reports, it is possible to draw definite

conclusions. It is recommended that standards be

established for neutron leakage measurements.

Design criteria for photon beam exits on high energy medi-

cal accelerators to minimize neutron production, L. Taumann,
SPii-*, pp. 139-144 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: beam quality; neutron production; photon
beam exit.

The major components of the photon beam exit of a

medical linear accelerator are discussed from the viewpoint

of beam quality and neutron production. It is pointed out

that the optimization of the beam quality also leads to a

minimum in the neutron production.

Neutron leakage characteristics related to room shielding, E.

Tochilin and P. D LaRiviere, SP554, pp. 145-154 (Sept.

1979).

Key words: gamma rays; neutron leakage rates.

A systematic study of neutron leakage rates has been

made over a range of x-ray energies 10-19 MeV in one of

Varian's test cells. Leakage was evaluated at one meter

and in the patient plane. Measurements were presented of

neutron and gamma ray leakage in the concrete test cell,

together with door shielding calculations. The information

allows scaling of neutron leakage to other size rooms and

x-ray energies extending to 25 MV. The neutron activation

of concrete and its contribution to treatment room dose

was investigated. Gamma rays from radiative capture in

concrete and their influence on leakage through the exit

door were also examined.

SP556. Measurements and standards for recycled oil— II.

Proceedings of a Conference held at the National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, Nov. 29-30, 1977, D. A.

Becker and H. A. Hurd, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 556, 212 pages (Sept 1979) SNOO 3-003-02 108-3.

Key words: engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil;

lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum standards;

petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; used

oil; waste oil.

This publication is a formal report of the second Conference

on Measurements and Standards for Recycled Oil, held at the

National Bureau of Standards on November 29 and 30, 1977.

There were seven sessions on specific subject areas, with a total

of 32 presentations. The subject areas were as follows: (I) The
Existing Situation, (II) Environmental Considerations, (III)

Nonlubricating End Uses, (IV) Legislation and Studies, (V)

Evaluation of Re-refined Engine Oils, (VI) Additional Recycled

Oil Activities, and (VI!) A panel discussion on the topic:

"What Data Base is Required to Establish the 'Substantial

Equivalency' on Re-refined Motor Oils to Virgin Motor Oils."

Included in this report are invited talks given and a summary

of the discussion following session VII. These proceedings in-

clude the following papers (indented):

Conference objectives and the NBS recycled oil program, D.

Becker, SP556, pp. 5-8 (Sept. 1979).

The current status of the re-refining industry, D. Ekedahl,

SP556, pp. 9-13 (Sept. 1979).

A limited integrated assessment of the waste oil re-refining

industry, S. Liroff, SP556, pp. 15-20 (Sept. 1979).

A survey of metals in oil: Occurrence and significance for

reuse of spent automotive lubricating oils, T. Coyle and A.

Siedle, SP556, p. 23 (Sept. 1979).

Speciation of metals in used oils: Recent progress and en-

vironmental implications of molecular lead compounds in used

crankcase oils, F. Brinckman and W. Blair, SP556, pp. 25-38

(Sept. 1979).
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The analysis of some residual fuel and waste lubricating oils

i by a high-performance liquid chromatographic procedure, W.
May and J. Brown. SP556, pp. 39-44 (Sept. 1979).

Current EPA views on ambient air lead standards, J.

Cooper, SP556, p. 47 (Sept. 1979).

An updated look at the fuel potential of waste automotive

oil, P. Spawn and P. Fennelly, SP556, pp. 49-55 (Sept.

1979).

The burning of used oil as a fuel in cement manufacture,

J. Armstrong and L. MacDonald, SP556, pp. 57-64 (Sept.

1979).

Industrial oils used as fuel, J. Swain, Jr., SP556, pp. 65-70
' (Sept. 1979).

I

Runoff of oils from rural roads treated to suppress dust, F.

Freestone, SP556, pp. 71-86 (Sept. 1979).

Test procedures for recycled oil used as burner fuel, J.

'i Comeford, SP556, pp. 87-92 (Sept. 1979).

Recent Federal and State legislative developments in used

oil recycling, W. Irwin and K. Heimann, SP556, pp. 95-100
' (Sept. 1979).

I EPA activities in waste oil management, H. Kaufman,
' SP556, pp. 101-104 (Sept. 1979).

The role of the FTC in recycled oil labeling, C. Aldhizer,

SP556, pp. 105-106 (Sept. 1979).

I

< Used oil recycling program issues: The Department of Ener-

gy, D. Ellerbe, SP556, pp. 107-108 (Sept. 1979).

I

Utilization of used oil: Energy conservation aspects, G.

Mascetti, SP556, pp. 109-113 (Sept. 1979).

I

The EPA/DOD investigation of re-refined engine oil, T.

i Bowen, 5P556, pp. 1 17-122 (Sept. 1979).

Iowa re-refined oil fleet test, D. Ulrichson and D. Yake,

j

SP556, pp. 123-132 (Sept. 1979).

Phillips recycled oil program, R. Linnard, SP556, pp. 133-

137 (Sept. 1979).

The system of used oil regulation in the Federal Republic

I

of Germany, F. Irouschek, SP556, pp. 139-140 (Sept. 1979).

Testing and use of re-refined engine oils in Europe, D.

Becker, SP556, pp. 141-144 (Sept. 1979).

Waste oil recycling utilizing solvent pretreatment, C.

Thompson and W. Whisman, SP556, pp. 147-151 (Sept.

1979).

API activities in used oil, B. Hutchings, SP556, pp. 153-155

(Sept. 1979).

Voluntary test method and specification standards (ASTM)
for petroleum products from waste (used) oil, P. Strigner,

SPS56, pp. 157-158 (Sept. 1979).

Establishing substantial equivalency for motor oils, J.

Comeford, 5P556, pp. 161-163 (Sept. 1979).

Activities of the SAE Fuel and Lubricants Technical Com-
mittee, C. Schwarz, SP556, pp. 165-166 (Sept. 1979).

Some views on substantial equivalency, J. Creedon, SP556,

pp. 167-170 (Sept. 1979).

Field experiences with re-refined motor oils, R. Pedall,

SP556, pp. 171-173 (Sept. 1979).

An approach to qualification of re-refined engine oil under

military specifications, T. Bowen, SP556, pp. 175-177 (Sept.

1979).

Performance testing is the key to engine oil quality, D.

Stehouwer, SP556, pp. 179-182 (Sept. 1979).

Re-refined oil in our future, R. Bjomdal, SP556, pp. 183-

184 (Sept. 1979).

SP557. Chemical kinetic data needs tor modeling the lower

troposphere. Proceedings of a Workshop held at Reston, VA,
May 15-17, 1978, J T. Herron, R. E. Huie, and J. A.

Hodgeson, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 557, 105

pages (Aug. 1979) SNOO 3-003-02 1 1 1-3.

Key words: aldehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; data

needs; free radicals; modeling; NO^; olefins; SO^.; tropo-

sphere.

This is a report of the proceedings of a workshop on chemi-

cal kinetic data needs for modeling the lower troposphere, held

at Reston. Virginia, May 15-17, 1978. The meeting, sponsored

by the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Bu-

reau of Standards, focused on six key problem areas in tropo-

spheric chemistry: reactions of olefins with hydroxyl radicals

and ozone, reactions of aldehydes, free radical reactions, reac-

tions of oxides of nitrogen, reactions of aromatic compounds,

and reactions of oxides of sulfur.

The report includes a summary and list of major recommen-
dations for further work, review papers, discussion summaries,

contributed comments, recommendations, and an attendance

list. These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

An evaluation of chemical kinetic data needs for modeling

the lower troposphere: Reactions of olefins with hydroxyl radi-

cal and with ozone, H. Niki, SP557, pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

Key words; hydroxyl; kinetics; olefin; ozone; review; tropo-

sphere.

Needs for improved kinetic and mechanistic data for the

reactions of olefinic hydrocarbons with hydroxyl radical

and with ozone have been evaluated from the view point

of modeling the chemistry of the lower troposphere.

Research priorities for removal of various uncertainties in

these reactions have been discussed briefly.

Tropospheric chemistry of aldehydes, A. C. Lloyd, SP557,

pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: aldehyde; free radical; photolysis; reactions;

review; troposphere.

This paper presents a survey of the current published

literature on aldehydes, and to a lesser extent, the other

oxygenated hydrocarbons, as related to their role in model-

ing the troposphere. Sources, ambient levels, photochemis-

try, and free radicals, reactions of these substances are

treated

.

Organic free radicals, D. M. Golden, SP557, pp. 51-61

(Aug. 1979).

Key words: alkoxyl; kinetics; radicals; review; tropiosphere.

The role of free radicals in the chemistry of the lower

troposphere is reviewed. Methods of predicting and esti-

mating kinetic parameters are discussed with particular

reference to alkoxyl radical decomposition, isomerization,

and reaction with oxygen. Data needs, accuracy and priori-

ties are considered.
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Tropospheric chemistry of nitrogen oxides—A summary of

the status of chemical Itinetic data, R. A. Cox, SP557, pp.

71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: nitrates; nitrites; nitrogen oxides; photolysis;

reactions; review; tropospheric chemistry.

This paper is a review of the tropospheric chemistry of

nitrogen oxides. The important atmospheric reactions and
the photolysis of these compounds are discussed and
problem areas are emphasized.

Reactions of aromatic compounds in the atmosphere, D. G.
Hendry, SP557, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Key words; aromatics; free radicals; mechanism; reactions;

tropospheric chemistry.

This paper is a review of the tropospheric chemistry of

aromatic compounds. The reactivity of aromatic com-
pounds is discussed and rate constants for their reactions

with OH are tabulated. The reaction mechanisms are

discussed in detail.

SO^ chemistry, J. G. Calvert, SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug.

1979).

Key words: kinetics; photochemistry; review; sulfur diox-

ide; troposphere.

An evaluation has been made of the existing kinetic data

related to the elementary, homogeneous reactions of SOj
within the troposphere. A set of recommended values of
the rate constants for these reactions is presented. The
results show that the direct photooxidation of SOj by way
of the electronically excited states of SOj is relatively

unimportant for most conditions which occur within the

troposphere. The oxidation of SOj within the natural

troposphere is expected to occur largely by way of reac-

tions 39, 31, and 33, with reaction 39 being the dominant
path: HO-l-SOj (-l-VD^HOSOj (-I-M) (39); HOj -1- SOj
-HO -I- SO3 (31 ); CH3O2 + SOj-^CHjO -I- SO3 (33). For
certain special conditions within the troposphere the oxida-

tion of SO2 by way of the products of the ozone-olefin

reaction may be significant. Also the reaction of 0(*P)
with SO2 may contribute somewhat to the SO, removal in

NOj-rich, Oj-deficient stack gases in sunlight during the

early stages of dilution of the plume.
The complete paper upon which most of the talk was

based is: "Mechanism of the Homogeneous Oxidation of
Sulfur Dioxide in the Troposphere," by Jack G. Calvert,

Fu, Su, Jan W. Bottenheim, and Otto P. Strausz which ap-

peared in the Preprint Volume I, Plenary Papers, Interna-

tional Symposium on Sulfur in the Atmosphere, July, 1977,
and which was presented at the Symposium on September
7-14, 1977, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. The paper has been
published in Atmospheric fnvironment, 12, 197 ( 1978).

SP5S8. Efficient allocation of research funds: Economic evalua-

tion methods with case studies in building technology, H. E.

Marshall and R. T. Ruegg, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 558, 56 pages (Dec. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 32-6.

Key words: benefit-cost analysis; building technology;

economic impacts; economics; efficiency; payback; plumb-
ing; roofing; shingles; venting.

Public and private administrators of research programs are
concerned with maximizing the payoffs from their research in-

vestments; that is, with allocating their limited budgets most ef-

ficiently. Benefit-cost, rate-of-retum, payback, and other
evaluation methodolgies are examined for their usefulness in

helping administrators to decide whether to accept or reject

research projects leading directly to applications; to plan the

scale of these research projects; and to identify priorities

among alternative research investments, all of which may be

profitable. Data needs for applying these evaluation methodolo-

gies are outlined. The net-benefits and rate-of-return

methodologies are applied to two case studies involving

research in the Center for Building Technology (CBT) of the

National Bureau of Standards. The first deals with a heavier

asphalt shingle for roofing, and the second deals with reduced-

size venting in plumbing. The case studies show high payoffs in

these two areas of research, both for society as a whole and
and for CBT's contribution in undertaking the research.

Recommendations from the study are that research funds be al-

located on the basis of anticipated payoffs determined through

these evaluation techniques, and that benefit and cost data for

evaluating new technologies be collected.

SP559. Time and frequency users' manual, G. Kamas and S. L.

Howe, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 559, 256
pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 37-1

.

Key words: frequency calibration; high frequency; Loran-

C; low frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts;

standard frequencies; television color subcarrier; time and
frequency calibration methods; time calibration; time

signals.

This manual has been written for the person who needs infor-

mation on making time and frequency measurements. It has

been written at a level that will satisfy those with a casual in-

terest as well as laboratory engineers and technicians who use

time and frequency every day. It gives a brief history of time

and frequency, discusses the roles of the National Bureau of

Standards, the U.S. Naval Observatory, and the International

Time Bureau, and explains how time and frequency are interna-

tionally coordinated. It also explains what time and frequency

services are available and how to use them. It discusses the ac-

curacies that can be achieved using the different services as

well as the pros and cons of using various calibration methods.

SP561, Vols. 1 and 2. Characterization of high temperature

vapors and gases. Proceedings of the 10th Materials Research

Symposium held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD, Sept. 18-22, 1978, J. W. Hastie, Ed., Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 561/1, 800 pages; 561/2, 901

pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 24-5.

Key words: combustion; equilibrium; high temperature;

isolation; lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling;

vapors.

This book is based on the proceedings of the 10th Materials

Research Symposium, held at the National Bureau of Stan-

dards, Gaithersburg, MD, Sept. 18-22, 1978. The symposium
was sponsored by the National Measurement Laboratory

(formerly Institute for Materials Research). Modern technology

increasingly requires materials and processes to function at high

temperatures—a condition where the vapor, gaseous or plasma

phase becomes significant. Characterization of such at-

mospheres, or components thereof, is a challenging problem
requiring adaptation of existing and development of new ex-

perimental and theoretical techniques. The aim of the symposi-

um was to assess the state-of-the-art and future directions and
characterization methods for high temperature vapors includ-

ing, where appropriate, gases and, to a lesser extent, plasmas.

In order to prevent, as far as possible, serious omissions of im-

portant new or improved techniques, a number of papers not

delivered at the Symposium were solicited for inclusion in this

publication. A total of eighty-six papers (invited and con-

tributed) or chapters representing nine countries are contained
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in these volumes. The discussion, which followed most of the

delivered papers, is also included. These proceedings include the

following papers (indented):

The effusion method at age 69: Current state of the art, E.

D. Cater, SP56I/I, pp. 3-38 (Sept. 1979).

General theoretical angular number distribution functions

of Knudsen flow through the following single and double-siit

orifice geometries: Circular, rectangular, and cylindrical, F.

Miller, SP561/I, pp. 39-65 (Sept. 1979).

Automatic data acquisition by the torsion-effusion method,

J. G. Edwards, SP561/I, pp. 67-81 (Sept. 1979).

Application of laser pulse heating for the study of high tem-

perature vapors, phase transitions and equation of state, R.

W. Ohse, J. F. Babelot, L. Cercignani, P. R. Kinsman, K. A.

Long, J. Magill, and A. Scotti, SP56I/1, pp. 83-109 (Sept.

1979).

A high temperature transpiration apparatus for the study of

the atmosphere above viscous incongruently vaporizing melts,

D. M. Sanders and W. K. Haller, SP56I/I, pp. 111-123
(Sept. 1979).

Vaporization thermodynamics and kinetics of hexagonal sil-

icon carbide, R. G. Behrens and G. H. Rinehart, SP561/1, pp.
125-141 (Sept. 1979).

A very accurate pyrometer for general laboratory use, E. K.

Storms and B. A. Mueller, SP56I/I, pp. 143-151 (Sept.

1979).

Operation of near ideal heat pipes, L. A. Melton, SP561/1

,

pp. 153-166 (Sept. 1979).

Attainment of chemical equilibrium in effusive beam sources

of the heterogeneous reaction type, D. L. Hildenbrand,
SP561I1, pp. 171-179 (Sept. 1979).

Thermodynamic and physico-chemical behavior of the in-

teractions between Knudsen-effusion-cells and the systems

under investigation. Analysis by high temperature mass spec-

trometry, C. Chatillon, M. Allibert, and A. Pattoret, SP561/1,

pp. 181-210 (Sept. 1979).

Characterization of high temperature vapors by angular dis-

tribution mass spectrometry, R. T. Grimley and J. A.

Forsman, SP561I1, pp. 2 11 -229 (Sept. 1979).

The high temperature vaporization and thermodynamics of

the titanium oxides. XIV. Relative ionization cross-sections of

Ti, TiO, and TiOj, R. I. Sheldon and P. W. Gilles, SP56I/1,

pp. 231-234 (Sept. 1979).

Congruent vaporization and thermodynamics in the

praseodymium-sulfur system, E. D. Cater, B. H. Mueller, and
J. A. Fries, SP561II, pp. 237-262 (Sept. 1979).

Vapor pressure measurements of potassium over KjO-SiOj

solutions by a Knudsen effusion mass spectrometric method,

E. R. Plante, SP56I/I, pp. 265-281 (Sept. 1979).

Mass spectrometric investigation of vapor species over

liquid germanium dioxide, T. Sasamoto, M. Kobayashi, and
T. Sata, SP561/1, pp. 283-286 (Sept. 1979).

Mass spectrometric determination of atomization energies of

inorganic molecules and their correlation by empirical models

of bonding, K. A. Gingerich, SP561/1, pp. 289-300 (Sept.

1979).

High pressure molecular beam mass spectrometric sampling

of high temperature molecules, C. A. Steams, F. J. Kohl, G.

C. Fryburg, and R. A. Miller, SP561/I, pp. 303-354 (Sept.

1979).

Transpiration mass spectrometry of high temperature

vapors, D. W. Bonnell and J. W. Hastie, SP561/1, pp. 357-
408 (Sept. 1979).

In situ analysis of minor gaseous species in crystal growth
ambients using molecular beam mass spectrometry, H. Dun,

B. L. Mattes, and D. A. Stevenson, SP56I/1, pp. 411-428
(Sept. 1979).

Molecular beam mass spectrometric sampling of minor spe-

cies from coal dust-air flames, F. T. Greene, J. E. Beachey,
and T. A. Milne, SP561II, pp. 431-442 (Sept. 1979).

The use of flames as media for the study of ion-molecule

thermochemistry, W. J. Miller, SP561I1 , pp. 443-456 (Sept.

1979).

Mass spectrometric determination of negative and positive

ion concentrations in coal-fired MHD plasmas, J. Wormhoudt
and C. E. Kolb, SPS61/1, pp. 457-476 (Sept. 1979).

Mass spectrometric sampling of condensed system flames,

O. P. Korobeinichev and A. G. Tereshenko, SP561/1, pp.
479-491 (Sept. 1979).

Matrix isolation studies of high temperature species, R. H.

Hauge and J. L. Margrave, SP561/1, pp. 495-509 (Sept.

1979). . .

The characterization of high temperature molecules using

matrix isolation and isotope fine structure, J. S. Ogden,
SP561/1, pp. 51 1-520 (Sept. 1979).

Matrix isolation of high temperature species and matrix

perturbation effects, F. W. Froben, SP561/1, pp. 523-527

(Sept. 1979).

Matrix isolation study of the vibrational and electronic spec-

tra of PO and HPO, M. Larzilliere and M. E. Jacox, SP561/I,

pp. 529-543 (Sept. 1979).

ESR matrix isolation of AIH~^ formed during the high tem-

perature vaporization of AI2O3, L. B. Knight, Jr., R. L. Mar-
tin, and E. R. Davidson, SP56I/1, pp. 545-555 (Sept. 1979).

Matrix isolation studies of magnesium and iron atom reac-

tions with water, R. H. Hauge, S. E. Gransden, J. W. Kauff-

man, and J. L. Margrave, SP56I/I, pp. 557-566 (Sept.

1979).

Photoselective bimetallic aggregation: A new route to

bimetallic clusters, W. E. Klotzbucher and G. A. Ozin,

SP561/I, pp. 567-585 (Sept. 1979).

Transition-metal molecules and Walsh's

rules—Rationalization of optical and ESR data, W. Weltner,

Jr., SP561/I, pp. 587-594 (Sept. 1979).

The determination of the molecular shapes of 'high tem-

perature' species, 1. Beattie and D. A. Greenhalgh, SP56III,

pp. 597-606 (Sept. 1979).

Raman spectroscopy in high temperature chemistry, M. C.

Drake and G M. Rosenblatt, SP561II, pp. 609-646 (Sept.

1979).

Resonance Raman spectra of metal halide vapor complexes,

G N Papatheodorou, SP56I/1, pp. 647-678 (Sept. 1979).
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Infrared spectral measurements of species in a high tem-

perature flow tube, M. E. Gersh and C. E. Kolb, SP561/1, pp.

679-693 (Sept. 1979).

Rotational spectroscopy of high temperature molecules, T.

Torring and E. Tiemann, SP561/1, pp. 695-709 (Sept. 1979).

Modern high-temperature electron diffraction, V. P.

Spiridonov and E. Z. Zasorin, SP561/I, pp. 71 1-755 (Sept.

1979).

Photoionization mass spectrometry and photoelectron spec-

troscopy of high temperature vapors, J. Berkowitz, SP56I/I,

pp. 757-769 (Sept. 1979).

The photoelectron spectroscopic characterization of vapors

over heated inorganic solids, R. A. Bowling, T. W. Lassiter,

D. O. Vick, and G. K. Schweitzer, SP56I/1, pp. 771-789
(Sept. 1979).

Ah initio molecular orbital studies of some high temperature

metal halide complexes, L. A. Curtiss, SP561/1, pp. 791-801

(Sept. 1979).

New optical diagnostic techniques for temperature and spe-

cies concentration measurements in flames, J. R. McDonald,
A. P. Baronavski, L. Pastemack, S. Lamont, and A. B. Har-
vey, SP561I2, pp. 817-831 (Sept. 1979).

Laser-absorption methods for characterizing high tempera-

ture gases, W. C. Gardiner, Jr., SP56I/2, pp. 835-846 (Sept.

1979).

Near-resonance Rayleigh scattering and atomic flame

fluorescence spectroscopy, C. Chan and J. W. Daily, SP56I /2,

pp. 847-853 (Sept. 1979).

Laser induced reactions of lithium in flames, C. H. Muller

III, K. Schofield, and M. Steinberg, SP56I/2, pp. 855-864
(Sept. 1979).

Opto-galvanic spectroscopy: A new look at atoms and

molecules, K. C. Smyth, P. K. Schenck, W. G. Mallard, and
J. C. Travis, SP56II2, pp. 865-882 (Sept. 1979).

SiCI^ fluorescence as a chemical vapor deposition reactor

probe, T. O. Sedgwick and G. U. Arbach, SP56I/2, pp. 885-
896 (Sept. 1979).

Raman scattering of the gaseous phase at high temperature,

R. Hillel, J. Bouix, and A. Machaelides, SP561/2, pp. 899-

911 (Sept. 1979).

Diagnostic techniques in combustion MHD flows, S. A. Self,

SP56//2, pp. 915-941 (Sept. 1979).

CARS diagnostic investigations of flames, A. C. Eckbreth

and R. J. Hall, SP56II2, pp. 943-972 (Sept. 1979).

Comparison of thermocouple, gas sampling and Raman
measured temperatures in an afterburning turbojet engine

plume, W. M. Roquemore and P. O. Yaney, SP56I/2, pp.
973-1023 (Sept. 1979).

Use of thermocouples for gas temperature measurements in

gas turbine combustors, R. R. Dils and P. S. Follansbee,

SP56I/2, pp. 1027-1070 (Sept. 1979).

Moving thermocouple measurements of heat transfer in hot

gases, L. W. Hunter, C. H. Hoshall, C. Grunfelder, and R.

M. Fristrom, SP56I/2, pp. 1071-1078 (Sept. 1979).

Application of the two line atomic fluorescence technique to

the temporal measurement of small volume flame tempera-

tures, J. Bradshaw, J. Bower, S. Weeks, K. Fujiwara, N.

Omenetto, H. Haraguchi, and J. D. Winefordner, SP56I/2,

pp. 1079-1 102 (Sept. 1979).

A comparison of spectroscopic flame temperature measure-

ments: Na-D line reversal, rotational and vibrational Raman,
and OH absorption spectroscopy, M. C. Drake, L. H.

Grabner, and J. W. Hastie, SP561/2, pp. 1105-1134 (Sept.

1979).

Optical diagnostics in CVD reactors, G. H. Miller, A. J.

Mulac, and P. J. Hargis, Jr., SP561I2, pp. 1135-1151 (Sept.

1979).

Laser-generated opto-acoustic pulses in an atmospheric

pressure flame, W. R. Anderson, J. E. Allen, Jr., T. D.

Fansler, and D. R. Crosley, SP56I/2, pp. 1153-1 167 (Sept.

1979).

Measurement of rotational distributions within OH(A^S''', v'

= 0) in flames, M. A. DeWilde and D. R. Crosley, SP56I/2,

pp. 1 171-1 179 (Sept. 1979).

Rotational dependence of transition probabilities in the OH
A-X band system, I. L. Chidsey and D. R. Crosley, SP561/2,

pp. 1181-1 191 (Sept. 1979).

Chemical processes in high Reynolds number turbulent dif-

fusion flames, D. E. Jensen, SP561/2, pp. 1 195-1220 (Sept.

1979).

Modeling study of flame structure in low-pressure, laminar,

pre-mixed methane flames, J. R. Creighton and C. M. Lund,

SP561/2, pp. 1223-1244 (Sept. 1979).

Predictive modeling of diborane oxidation, W. M. Shaub

and M. C. Lin, SP561I2, pp. 1249-1261 (Sept. 1979).

New computational algorithms for chemical kinetics, D. T.

Pratt, SP561I2, pp. 1265-1279 (Sept. 1979).

Measures of effectiveness and mechanisms for chemical and

physical inhibition of quenched and adiabatic premixed

flames, J. J Reuther, SP561/2, pp. 1281-1312 (Sept. 1979).

Influence of water vapor on hydrogen combustion, A.

Feugier, SP561/2, pp. 13 15-1325 (Sept. 1979).

Inhibition on the propagation of flame, T. Inomata, S.

Okazaki, T. Moriwaki, and M. Suzuki, SP56I/2, pp. 1327-

1337 (Sept. 1979).

Measurements of some elementary hydrocarbon reactions at

high temperatures, P. Roth and T. H. Just, SP561I2, pp.

1339-1352 (Sept. 1979).

The wall-less reactor. A technique for the study of gas phase

oxidations and pyrolyses of hydrocarbons, J. E. Taylor,

5P56//2,pp- 1353-1358 (Sept. 1979).

Studies of the elementary reaction kinetics of high-tempera-

ture species using optical measurement techniques, A. Fontijn,

SP561I2, pp. 1359-1370 (Sept. 1979).

Diffusion of carbon dioxide at high temperatures, J. R. Fer-

ron, D. L. Kerr, and A. U. Chatwani, SP561/2, pp. 1373-

1402 (Sept. 1979).

The combustion of pulverized coals—An assessment of

research needs, D. R. Hardesty and J. H. Pohl, SP56II2, pp.

1407-1449 (Sept. 1979).
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Transport, thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of salt/ash

deposition rates from combustion gases, D. E. Rosner, K.

Seshadri, J. Fernandez de la Mora, G. Fryburg, F. Kohl, C.

Stearns, and G. Santoro, SP561I2. pp. 1451-1474 (Sept.

1979).

The modeling of modern high pressure arc lamps, R. J.

•Zollweg, SP561l2.pp. 1 477- 1 494 (Sept. 1979).

The future of gas transport reactions, V. P. Orlovskii,

SP56I/2, pp. 1497-1506 (Sept. 1979).

New molecules involved in chemical transport reactions:

Gaseous halide complexes, H. Schafer, SP561I2, pp. 1507-

1515 (Sept. 1979).

Metal halide—Group III halide vapor complexes with

emphasis on aluminum chloride, H. A. Oye and D. M. Gruen,
SP561I2, pp. 1517-1537 (Sept. 1979).

Formation of chromates from the reaction of alkali

chlorides with Cr203 and oxygen, C. Hirayama and C. Y. Lin,

SP561I2, pp. 1539-1547 (Sept. 1979).

Catalytic reactions studies by a matrix isolation technique:

Decomposition of HCOOH on Pt, D. Tevault and M. C. Lin,

SP561I2, pp. 1551-1568 (Sept. 1979).

Reference data for high temperature systems, L. N. Gevant-

man, H. J. White, Jr., and D. R. Lide, Jr., SP56I/2, pp.
1571-1579 (Sept. 1979).

Evaluation and compilation of the thermodynamic proper-

ties of high temperature species, M. W. Chase, J. R. Downey,
and A. N. Syverud, SP561/2, pp. 1581-1594 (Sept. 1979).

Dimensional analysis of partition functions for ionic

molecules: Thermodynamic properties of vapors, D. J. Frurip

and M. Blander, SP561/2, pp. 1597-1609 (Sept. 1979).

Thermodynamics of non-rigid molecules at high tempera-

ture, P. Ip and H. L. Strauss, SP56I/2, pp. 1611-1618 (Sept.

1979).

Graph theory prediction of the pressure second virial coeffi-

cients of some hydrocarbons, fluorocarbons, and their mix-

tures, W. Brostow, SP56I/2, pp. 1619-1638 (Sept. 1979).

Mechanisms of oxidation and hot corrosion of metals and

alloys at temperatures of 1150 to 1450 K under flow, E. A.

Gulbransen and G. H. Meier, SP561/2, pp. 1639-1682 (Sept.

1979).

Potassium seed activities in open cycle MHD systems: Pre-

dictions using a multiphase multicomponent solution model, C.

C. Hsu and C. E. Johnson, SP561/2, pp. 1683-1704 (Sept.

1979).

Computer modeling of gas-condensed phase equilibria:

Present status and some future needs in science and technolo-

gy, M. Blander, SP56I/2. pp. 1707-1715 (Sept. 1979).

SP562. The science of ceramic machining and surface finishing

II. Proceedings of a Symposium held at the National Bureau

of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, Nov. 13-15, 1978, B. J.

Hockey and R. W. Rice, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 562, 524 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 22-9.

Key words: abrasion; ceramic machining; ceramics; effects

of machining on ceramic properties; hardness; surface

characterizations; surface finishing.

This volume presents the proceedings of the Second Sym-
posium on the Science of Ceramic Machining and Surface

Finishing held at the National Bureau of Standards in Gaither-

sburg, MD, on November 13-15, 1978. The symposium was

jointly sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research, the American Ceramic Society, the Office of Naval

Research, and the National Bureau of Standards. The purpose

of the symposium was to review recent progress by discussion

of current problems and research efforts. The proceedings con-

tain forty of forty-three research papers, together with floor

discussions, presented at the Symposium. Specific topics

covered include: 1 ) mechanisms of abrasive machining and sur-

face finishing; 2) technology of machining and surface finish-

ing; 3) characterization of machined surfaces; and 4) effects of

machining on the properties of ceramics. Also included is an

edited discussion on hardness and its relation to machining.

These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

Abrasive wear in ceramics: An assessment, A. G. Evans,

SP562, pp. 1-13 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: abrasive wear; ceramics; fracture; plastic

penetration; thermal stresses.

The mechanisms of material removal during abrasive

wear have been examined, and preliminary analyses

presented. Primary emphasis has been placed on the lateral

fracture mechanism, in an attempt to elucidate both its

realm of importance and the concomitant material removal

rates. Thermal stresses induced by plastic penetration have

also been shown to be a potential source of material

removal, especially at low levels of the normal force.

Nucleation of median and lateral cracks around Vickers in-

dentations in soda-lime glass, J. T. Hagan, M. V. Swain, and

J. E. Field, SP562, pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: crack nucleation; fracture; median, radial and

lateral cracks; plastic indentations; residual stresses; shear

flow lines.

The median, radial and lateral cracks that form around

Vickers indentations in soda-lime glass have been studied.

Cross sections of the plastic indentations have revealed a

system of intersecting flow lines in the deformed zone

directly beneath the indenter; these flow lines lie close to

the elastic shear trajectories beneath a pointed indenter

and also around a radially expanding cylinder. It is sug-

gested that the nucleation of both the median (radial) and

lateral cracks arise from the inhomogeneous nature of the

subsurface deformation. The nucleation of the bulk median
crack occurs at the intersection point of two limiting flow

lines and is therefore similar to crack nucleation from a

pile of dislocations at an obstacle, or the interaction of

dislocations on two intersecting slip planes. The radial

cracks are nucleated from the interaction of similar flow

lines that develop on the sample surface and around the

indentation. The lateral cracks appear to form as shear

cracks along the flow lines and are propagated by the un-

loading residual stresses. The interaction of the flow lines

may also be responsible for the powdering or crushing of

material that occurs at high indenter loads.

Fragmentation and damage penetration during abrasive

machining of ceramics, H. P. Kirchner, R. M. Gruver, and D.

M. Richard, SP562, pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: abrasive machining; ceramics; contact stress;

damage penetration; fracture mechanics; fragmentation;

glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength; stress in-

tensity factor.
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Mechanisms of fragmentation and damage penetration

during abrasive machining of ceramics were investigated

using indentation fracture mechanics. Specimens of glass

and hot pressed silicon nitride were damaged by controlled

scratching and single point diamond grinding. Vertical and
horizontal forces acting on the material were measured for

various diamond shapes, set depths and wheel speeds. The
damage was characterized by optical and scanning electron

microscopy. Cracks, similar to those formed by static con-
tact and particle impact, were observed. The vertical

forces were correlated with the extent of damage yielding

results consistent with those expected based on indentation
fracture mechanics.

Initially, the penetration of damage was analyzed in

terms of point contact loading. This analysis resulted in im-

proved understanding of the effect of diamond shape on
the variations of the forces and damage penetration which
were manifested by variations in the dimensionless contact
constant x- Subsequently, the results were analyzed in

terms of line contact loading which allowed the results for

hot pressed silicon nitride and various diamond shapes to

be represented by a single value of x -

Single-poini scratches as a basis for understatiding grinding

and lapping, A. Broese van Groenou, N. Maan, and J. B. D.
Veldkamp, SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: ceramics; chipping; crack formation; fracture

toughness; friction; hardness; liquid softening; oxides;

scratching; size effect; specific energy.

Considering grinding as a multi-scratch process we have
used single-point, low-speed, scratch experiments with

pyramidal diamonds in an attempt to understand such
quantities as the force ratio and the specific energy in

terms of the shape of the diamond and of the properties

of the workpiece, here ferrites, glasses and various oxides.

The force ratio is found to be dominated by the geometry
of the diamond, while the interface friction is small. The
specific energy for groove formation is determined by the

Vickers hardness. A depth dependence ("size effect") oc-

curs with the harder materials. Moreover, scratch experi-

ments yield information on the resistance of cracking on
a microscopic scale and therefore give some idea of the

relative strength of the grain boundaries with respect to the

grains. A liquid environment of e.g. n-alcohols does not
have a pronounced influence on the force ratio and the

specific energy for grooving, in contrast to water. Experi-

ments made with a loose particle between a binder materi-

al (brass, pitch, steel) and an oxide or a metal shows that

the particle motion depends on its shape and on the hard-

ness of the two materials. Rolling occurs where the hard-

ness values are about equal. For a spherical particle a high

load favours rolling, deforming both materials to a

moderate extent. Sharp particles behave in an irregular

manner and scratch both materials. Finally, scratching is a
useful means of testing the* homogeneity of materials.

Experiments on high-speed grinding of ferrites and glasses,

A. Broese van Groenou and R. Brehm, SP562, pp. 61-74
(Oct. 1979).

Key words: chipping; ferrites; glass melting; grinding; grind-

ing model; high-speed grinding; pyrex; size effect.

At wheel speeds of 60-100 m/s measurements have been
made on a horizontal-spindle grinder with a nickel-plated

diamond wheel. The grinding force components are unique

functions of the continuum chip thickness h^., = av„/v„
over a large range of the depth of cut a, the workpiece
speed v„ and the given range of wheelspeed v,. The v, de-

pendence is different for those glasses where melting oc-

curs. Where a specific energy can be determined, it shows

a dependence on the depth of diamond penetration. This

"size effect" is strong in the case of low-toughness materi-

als. The energy data are compared with those obtained for

grooving in low-speed scratching experiments. Deviations

occur where groove formation is accompanied by heavy
chipping. Finally, for brittle materials, the requirements of

a grinding model are considered, with emphasis on the

amount of chipping and the diamond distribution on the

grinding wheel. In this mode! the specific energy is a

characteristic of the grinding system and not of the work-
piece alone.

Effect of workpiece properties on grinding forces in

polycrystalline ceramics, B. G. Koepke and R. J. Stokes,

SP562, pp. 75-91 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: chip formation; grinding forces; surface condi-

tion; surface grinding.

Grinding forces have been measured on a number of

polycrystalline ceramics and correlations between the

forces and workpiece properties have been attempted in an

effort to gain insight into mechanisms of chip formation.

The closest correlations were with a parameter related to

the indentation fracture characteristics of each workpiece.

This suggests that a major mechanism of chip formation

during multipoint abrasive machining of ceramics is frac-

ture resulting from the plastic indentation of the workpiece

by the abrasive grains. Grinding forces during up and down
grinding were different but both correlated with the in-

dentation fracture parameter when the comminution
characteristics of the chips during down grinding were ac-

counted for.

Glass grinding mechanisms and influence on the finished

surface and strength, S. Malkin and M. Huerta, SP562, pp.
93-106 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; glass, grinding; strength; surface damage.

Mechanisms for grinding of glass were investigated and

related to the finished surface morphology and fracture

strength. The abrasive-glass interaction was found to in-

volve flow into chips for grinding with silicon carbide abra-

sive, and flow followed by concoidal fracture for grinding

with diamond abrasive. Much less energy was required for

grinding with diamond, since much less of the material

being removed is deformed. Grinding conditions causing

more flow were generally found to give less surface

damage and higher fracture strengths after grinding.

The fine grinding of glass and ceramic material using con- '!

ventional grinding wheels, E. D. Doyle and S. K. Dean, I

5P562, pp. 107-114 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: abrasive machining; chip formation; fine grind-

ing; glass; ceramics; material removal.

The fine grinding of glass and ceramic material, using

standard silicon carbide and aluminum oxide grinding

wheels was studied.

Transparent glass surfaces were produced by both grind-

ing wheels using wheel depths of cut of less than 1 fim.

Electron microscopy of the glass grinding debris produced

with the silicon carbide wheel showed that the glass was
removed by a chip-formation process, leaving a finely

grooved surface. On the ohter hand, the aluminum oxide

wheel removed glass by a ploughing process, whereby the

appearance of the ground surface on a micro-scale was

relatively rough. Surface quality of fine ground glass was

found to be dependent on the type of cutting fluid used.
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The silicon carbide grinding wheel produced a smooth
surface finish on an alumina workpiece. The mechanism of

material removal was predominantly by chip formation.

Some wear debris was also produced as a result of a

chemical reaction between the wheel and the workpiece in

the region of rubbing contact. Alumina workpieces could

not be ground with aluminum oxide grinding wheels due to

high frictional interactions.

Some observations on environmental effects when diamond
drillinK, G. A. Cooper. SP562, pp. 1 15-137 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: diamond drilling; drilling: drilling additives;

Rehbinder effect; rock fracture; surface chemistry; wear.

During the forties, the Russian scientist P. A. Rehbinder
presented evidence to show that when drilling in rock, the

addition of certain chemicals to the flushing liquid had the

effect of markedly increasing the rate of penetration. He
explained the effect by supposing that the rock was sof-

tened or made more brittle by the additive, and hence was
more easily drilled.

Results which have been published subsequently have

been contradictory and have shown that, inter alia, the

rock may be either hardened or softened by the additive.

It is significant that even though the original work dates

from thirty years ago, there has as yet been no commercial
exploitation of the so-called Rehbinder effect.

The present report describes an investigation of the ef-

fects of some additives recommended in the literature on
the speed of diamond drilling in marble and granite. It is

found that at the speeds of penetration common in com-
mercial practice, none of the additives has any effect on
the rate of penetration. By contrast, however, they have a

very significant effect on the wear of the diamonds. It is

this effect which is now thought to be at the root of

Rehbinder's observations, and it may well explain the con-

flicting results obtained by different groups of workers.

Having established this explanation, one then asks how
the environment influences the wear of the diamonds. The
process is almost certainly chemical, rather than mechani-

cal, and related to frictional heating. Three possible effects

of the environment are then possible: 1 ) the heat

generated during cutting is reduced by the environment, 2)

the efficiency by which it is carried away is improved, or

3) the chemical nature of the additive can influence the

wear of the diamond. Work described shows that any or

all of these influences can be significant.

The effect of chemical environments on the fracture of

ceramic surfaces, R. E. Cuthrell, SP562, pp. 139-145 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: acoustic emission; chemomechanical effects;

environmental effects; fracture of brittle materials;

hydrogen embrittlement; Rehbinder effects; Westwood ef-

fects.

Environmental effects on the deformation and fracture

of a variety of materials during drilling/grinding and four

point bending to failure have been traced to embrittlement

by hydrogen. The extent of embrittlement is determined by

the availability of hydrogen in the drilling fluid or in the

gaseous environment in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber

(lO"'" Torr). The hydrogen availability is in turn dependent

on its binding in liquids (ionic, covalent, ion paired in

media of low dielectric constant) or by the blocking effect

of adsorbed carbon monoxide in the vacuum chamber.

These hydrogen effects were shown in drilling rates, max-

imum strain to fracture, acoustic emission amplitude

(energy) distributions accompanying fracture, and scanning

electron microscope photomicrographs of the fractured

surfaces. The embrittling effect appears to be universal, af-

fecting in varying degree the behavior of ceramics, glasses,

single crystal minerals, polycrystalline materials, semicon-

ductors, refractory coatings, rocks, and metals containing

brittle phases (organic solids may be exceptions).

Some results on the wear of a bronze-bonded grinding

wheel, A. Broese van Groenou, SP562, pp. 147-155 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: bronze binder; diamonds; erosion; grinding;

wear.

Small parts of a diamond grinding tool have been in-

vestigated in a grinding apparatus where the tool is fixed

whereas the workpiece material, here a MnZn ferrite,

moves at 20 m/s. The wear of the bronze binder and of

the diamonds can be measured on plastic replicas.* Apart

from an estimate of the average G value it is possible to

study locally the erosion of the binder and the wear of the

diamonds. Two areas of erosion are distinguished: the re-

gion between the diamonds and the zone in front of a

diamond. For a dozen diamonds it is found that the

average erosion rate is proportional to the removal rate of

the workpiece, whereas the local rate of increase of zone

depth is about twice as fast. For this type of wheel the con-

ditions for self-sharpening can be formulated. For a nickel-

plated wheel the wear was too small to be measureable.

New concepts on surface finishing and its application to

ceramics—Recent progress in ultra-fine finishing iii Japan, O.

Imanaka and M. Okutomi, SP562, pp. 157-169 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: damaged layer; elastic emission machining; en-

vironmental effect; hydrate; hydration polishing;

mechanochemical polishing with soft powder; pre-existing

defect; sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor; working

unit.

This paper outlines the ultra-fine finishing techniques

developed in Japan. First, mechanical behavior of a crystal

is considered in connection with the "working unit," that

is, a bit of stock removal or the range of stress field in-

duced in the working zone. Since the defects pre-existing

in the stressed part affect the microscopic deformation or

fracture of the material, importance of the working unit as

a basic concept in machining or fine finishing should be

emphasized. As an attempt to realize ultra-fine finishing by

minute elastic fracture of the lattice size order, the study

on "Elastic Emission Machining" is described. Chemical

phenomena in abrasive machining process are also dealt

with; these have led the development of mechanochemical

finishing techniques, e.g., "mechanochemical polishing of a

hard crystal with a softer powder," and "hydration polish-

ing." Polishing characteristics for the latter method are

somewhat detailed. Additionally, fine finishing techniques

of ceramics by electron beams and ion beams are

reviewed.

Mechanism and application of the "mechanochemical

polishing method using soft powder", N. Yasunaga, N. Taru-

mi, A. Obara, and O. Imanaka, SP562, pp. 171-182 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: high pressure; high temperature;

mechanochemical polishing; quartz crystal; sapphire; Si sin-

gle crystal.

Polishing mechanisms of the mechanological polishing

method using soft powders are discussed by estimating the

reaction rates at interfacial contact points from static reac-

tion experiments of mixed powder. Considering the case of
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polishing sapphire by SiO^ powder, reaction process of a-

AljOa-SiOj powder was examined at high pressures ( 36, 50

kbar) and high temperatures (630—1230 °C) which were

supposed to be generated at real contact points in polish-

ing operation. The following are the main results obtained.

( 1 ) Reaction rates for kyanite formation at high pressures

were much higher than those for mullite formation at at-

mospheric pressure. (2) The theoretical polishing rate esti-

mated from these reaction rates approximately coincides

with the one measured in the actual processing of sapphire

by SiOj powder. (3) Polishing of sapphire could proceed
only by mechanochemical reactions at contact points.

Mechanochemical polishing of Si single crystals and
quartz crystals were tried in order to extend the applica-

bility of this surface finishing method to other hard materi-

als besides sapphire. It was disclosed that damage-free mir-

ror surface could be obtained by mechanochemical polish-

ing using powders such as BaCOs, CaCOj etc. for Si single

crystals and FejO^, MgO etc. for quartz crystals.

Extended discussion: Hardness and its relation to machin-
ing, R. W. Rice and A. G. Evans, SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct.

1979).

Key words; load application factors; load hardness; load

rate; machining; translational motion.

During the conference, a number of questions arose

about hardness and its relation to machining. As a con-

sequence, time was set aside for a general discussion; A.

G. Evans volunteered to present some specific considera-

tions on this subject as an aid in focusing this discussion.

The following note, subsequently prepared by R. W. Rice

and A. G. Evans, represents a summary of both his specific

considerations and the general group discussion. Basically,

three issues were addressed: 1) the meaning and technique

of hardness measurements; 2) the appropriate hard-

ness/load values to use in machining considerations, and,

3) the relevance of hardness to multipoint machining.

Optimization of multistage grinding operations: The choice

®f consecutive removal rates, A. Broese van Groenou, SP562.

pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: grinding; grinding damage; lapping; polishing;

polishing times.

The optimum choice of removal rates is determined in

a model for multistage grinding on the basis of remedying

the damage introduced in the previous stage. A set of

second order difference equations is derived from the rela-

tion between the depth of damage d and removal rate Z,

written in the form d = a Z"". The boundary conditions are

the shape error in the workpiece d^ and the final, accepta-

ble, depth of damage d. The solution shows that the

minimum total time is achieved when the number of stages

increases; more than three or five stages are ineffective

both as regards the constant duration of each stage and the

optimum duration. In contradistinction to normal practice,

the first stage—to be optimum—should ensure a high

removal rate over a short period of time. The following

rates are one order of magnitude smaller and last longer.

A map with time contours is given for three-stage grinding;

a shallow minimum is found which allows v/ide margins for

choosing removal rates.

Grinding stone, concrete and ceramics with coated abra-

sives, R. C. Lokken and E. J. Duweii, SP562, pp. 201-207

(Oct. 1979).

Key words: abrasives; ceramics; coated abrasives; grinding;

stone.

Silicon carbide coated abrasives grind stone or ceramics

most efficiently when run dry and at high speeds. This high

energy process appears to heat the surface layer of the

workpiece to temperatures which make "chip formation"

easy. However, neither the ground surface of the work-

piece nor the coated abrasive is thermally damaged to any

significant degree. Dry dust collection may be an attractive '

alternative to the removal of wet debris in water lubricated

operations.

Turbine component machining development, D. W. Richer-

son and M. W. Robare, SP562, pp. 209-220 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: as-machined material strength; dimensional

tolerances; profile grinding; silicon nitride; ultrasonic

machining.

Various machining methods that have been evaluated to

produce ceramic turbine components from high-strength

ceramic materials are discussed. These machining methods

are compared in terms of economics, dimensional

tolerances, surface finish, and strength of the resulting

product. Special emphasis is on the machining methods

developed for fabrication of rotor blades from hot-pressed

silicon nitride (Si3N4).

Machinability studies on MACOR™ glass-ceramic, D. G.

Grossman and D. L. Taylor, SP562, pp. 221-229 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: Corning code 9658; glass-ceramic; machinable;

MACOR™.

MACOR™ glass-cetamic is a class of ceramic material

which lends itself to conventional machining tools and

equipment. This machinability is attributed to the unique

microstructure which consists of a highly interlocked array

of plate-like mica crystals dispersed in a glassy matrix. The

machining of this materia! is unlike machining ductile

metals and this paper makes some comparisons of the

energy requirements, cutting forces and tool wear in turn-

ing and drilling operations.

Effects o? various polishing media and techniques on the

surface finish and behavior of laser glasses, R. L. Lan-

dingham, A. W. Casey, and R. O. Lindahl, SP562, pp. 231-

244 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: laser glass; particle characterization; polishing

compounds; subsurface defects; surface contamination; sur-

face preparation.

The advance of high-power laser technology is depen-

dent on the rate of advancement in laser glass forming and

surface preparation. The threshold damage of glass sur-

faces continues to be a weak link in the overall advance-

ment of laser technology. Methods were developed and

used in the evaluation of existing glass surface preparation

techniques. Modified procedures were evaluated to reduce

surface contamination and subsurface defects. Polishing

rates were rtionitored under controlled polishing conditions

(purity, pH, particle size distribution, particle concentra-

tion, etc.). Future work at LLL for this ongoing investiga-

tion are described.

The fabrication of alumina tooth roots by diamond contour

grinding, G. L. Messing, L. G. McCoy, and C. R. Hassler,

SP562, pp. 247-254 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: alumina; diamond contour grinding; flexure

strength; prosthetic device; serrated surface design; tooth

roots.
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To determine if the process of fabricating alumina tooth

roots by diamond contour grinding significantly reduces

the strength of the tooth root, flexure strengths were deter-

j
mined for four different grinding conditions. The grinding

' conditions studied were grinding direction (longitudinal or

transverse) and the sintered state of the alumina during

grinding (bisque or fully sintered). Only for one condition

(transversely ground, sintered alumina), did the grinding

process lead to the strength-limiting flaw. For the other

conditions the strength limiting flaw was entirely intrinsic

I (i.e., pores) or an interaction of a pore with surface

damage from grinding.

Simultaneous finishing of both surfaces of hemispherical

domes, R. Gentilman, F. Cooke, and P. Miles, SP562, pp.
i 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: dome fmishing; finishing technique; hemispher-
ical domes; oxides; sapphire; two-surface lapping; two-sur-

I

face polishing.

I The high cost of fmishing durable oxide materials is the

major factor limiting their use as infrared domes for future

missiles. A novel technique has been developed for lapping
' and polishing both surfaces of hemispherical domes simul-

taneously. The technique, which halves fmishing time and
costs, has been successfully demonstrated for sapphire and
glass.

Abrasionless machining methods for ceramics, R. F.

Firestone, SP562, pp. 261-281 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: ceramics; chemical milling; electric discharge

machining; electron beam machining; glass; hydrodynamic
machining; ion beam machining; water jet cutting.

Abrasionless machining methods for ceramic materials

are reviewed with extensive references to the recent litera-

ture. These methods offer significant advantages over tradi-

tional abrasive machining methods since they are not

limited by the hardness of the ceramic and easily machine
' delicate or complex parts.

Shaping silicon compound ceramics with a continuous wave

carbon dioxide laser, S. M. Copley, M. Bass, and R. G. Wal-

I

lace, SP562, pp. 283-292 (Oct. 1979).

' Key words: laser; shaping; silicon compound ceramics.

Results are presented on the use of a high power con-

tinuous wave carbon dioxide laser to shape workpieces of

SijN^, SiAlON and SiC. Several shaping operations have

been investigated in the turning configuration including

grooving, threading and the production of convex and con-

cave surfaces. A straightforward analysis is presented,

which predicts the feed and beam power corresponding to

a specific surface roughness grade and effective material

removal rate.

Optical and surface physical characteristics of diamond-

machined infrared windows, D. L. Decker, D. J. Grandjean,

and J. M. Bennett, SP562, pp. 293-303 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: diamond single-point machining; dielectrics; in-

frared optical components; laser damage; optical proper-

ties.

This paper presents the results of the diamond turning

of surfaces of a wide range of single-crystal and

polycrystalline infrared window materials, including Ge,

CaFj, MgFj, SrFz, KCl, and GaAs. These surfaces were ob-

tained from an advanced air-bearing, diamond-turning

machine recently brought to an operational state at the

Naval Weapons Center. The surface characterization per-

formed includes a wide range of optical and surface physi-

cal examination including an analysis of scattered and ab-

sorbed light, and a surface microtopographic examination

by diamond profilometry, phase contrast interference

(Nomarski), and scanning electron microscopy. These data

are compared with earlier results and are related to the

characteristics of the Naval Weapons Center diamond-

turning machine and to the machining parameters. A com-

panion paper at this conference discusses the laser damage
resistance of these surfaces with Implications for their use

in laser applications.

Electrochemical grinding and surface damage for cemented

carbides, S. Malkin and R. Levinger, SP562, pp. 305-315

(Oct. 1979).

Key words: cemented carbides, electrochemical grinding;

grinding; tungsten carbide.

The electrochemical grinding process (ECG) for WC-Co
cemented carbides is shown to be governed by differences

in electrochemical dissolution rates into the two phases.

An electrochemical analysis indicates that the initial elec-

trochemical etching rate into the cobalt phase is much
faster than into the WC. This facilitates mechanical

removal during ECG but produces a damaged surface

weakened by partial cobalt depletion. The degree of sur-

face damage is quantitatively measured as the reduction in

mechanical grinding resistance as a function of depth

below the finished surface.

A new ultra-fine polishing technique for sapphire, T. Sugita,

S. Kawakami, and O. Imanaka, SP562 , pp. 317-323 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction

images; hydrated layer; ion microprobe mass spectrometer;

roughness; sapphire; ultra-fine polishing; water; x-ray

photoelectron spectrometer.

A new method of ultra-fine polishing for sapphire

oriented with the polishing surface parallel to the (0001)
plane is proposed, and the nature of the polished surface

is analyzed. Experimental polishing is performed in water

using a pin-on-disk machine with a tool disk made of sin-

tered alumina. The sapphire is remarkably polished by fric-

tion action causing removal of the surface asperities; the

polishing rate is significantly decreased as the smoothed
surface is formed. Roughness of the polished surface is less

than Rmax of 200 A. Behavior of friction is very stable in

comparison with specimen worked in air. A high crystallo-

graphic integrity of the surface polished in water is con-

firmed from electron diffraction images. Analyses of the

surface with x-ray photoelectron and ion microprobe mass
spectrometers indicate the presence of a very thin hydrated

layer which acts as an anti-friction agent preventing the

damage of the nonhyd rated substrate.

Fine polishing of sapphire crystals, M. Ikeda, A. Yamada,
Y. Kokaji, and S. Kimura, 5^562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: damaged layer; fine polishing; sapphire; silicon;

solid state reaction; wear debris.

A new method for polishing sapphire crystals has been
developed which is based on a chemical reaction at the

contact area between surfaces of solids to be polished and

a polishing disc. Special features of this method are as fol-

lows: ( 1 ) A scratch-free and smooth surface is produced

on the basis of reaction between silicon oxide and alumina.

(2) The worked layer left in a subsurface polished is so

thin as not to be detected with a Berg-Barrett method. (3)

Use of a rigid polishing disc results in a highly flat finished
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surface. (4) Since no abrasive particles are used, a clean

working environment is maintained.

Surface characterization of optical materials, H. E. Bennett,

SPS62, pp. 337-350 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films; ESCA;
impurities; microroughness; optical microscopy; polishing

defects; scattered light; SIMS; stylus instruments.

A complete description of the surfaces of optical materi-

als involves their topography, presence of particulates,

crystallinity and degree of disorder at the surface, impuri-

ties in the vicinity of the surface, stoichiometry at the sur-

face, and surface films. The most direct method for observ-

ing small surface imperfections is by using electron or opti-

cal microscopy. Often transmission electron microscopy

using replication has too high a lateral resolution and too

low a depth resolution to ivestigate imperfections of

greatest optical interest. Surprisingly, optical interference

microscopy has one to two orders of magnitude higher

depth resolution than electron microscopy, and techniques

such as differential interference contrast, sometimes called

Nomarski microscopy, are extremely useful in evaluating

surfaces qualitatively. For quantitative results, stylus

techniques and interometry using fringes of equal chro-

matic order are very useful and give results in good agree-

ment with those obtained by scattered light measurements.

Total integrated scattering provides a simple noncontact

method for determining the rms height of surface irregu-

larities and may be applied in various surface roughness

determinations. Evaluating the roughness of ball bearings is

one example.

Surface impurities and stoichiometry at the surface also

affect the performance of optical materials. Impurity atoms

in concentrations as low as 0.001 monolayer can be de-

tected using Auger spectroscopy. There is a danger how-

ever, of disturbing the surface with the high energy elec-

trons required to produce the Auger electrons unless very

low electron currents are used. This problem is alleviated

by using electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA), which depends on photoemission induced by x-

ray or vacuum ultraviolet irradiation rather than on elec-

tron bombardment. ESCA is also more sensitive to molecu-

lar forces than is Auger spectroscopy, so that compounds
as well as the atomic constituents can often be detected.

Even more sensitive is secondary ion mass spectroscopy. In

many cases, surface impurity levels in the lO^ range can

be detected using this technique. Surface films also affect

the optical properties of materials, often significantly.

Their growth can be monitored using ellipsometry, which

is insensitive to roughness introduced by the film and is

sensitive to changes in average film thickness of a fraction

of a monolayer. A new surface evaluation technique being

developed is high fluence diagnostics and multithreshold

analysis. Most of the techtiiques discussed are applicable to

nonoptical surfaces as well as optical surfaces, and should

be used more widely in analyses of surfaces produced by

ceramic machining.

The nature of strength controlling machining flaws in

ceramics, R. W. Rice and J. J. Mecholsky, Jr., SP562, pp.
351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: brittle failure; flaw populations; flaws; fractog-

raphy; fracture origins; grinding; machining; polishing;

sanding; strength-size effects.

The nature of machining flaws introduced in a variety of

glass, single crystal, and especially polycrystal bodies are

reported, based on fractographic determination of such

flaws as the source of mechanical failure. Particular at-

tenuation is given to grinding where the anisotropy of

strength due to the direction of grinding relative to the ten-

sile axis is shown to be due primarily to a dual population

of flaws of differing shapes. One set of flaws form ~ per-

pendicular and another ~ parallel to the grinding

direction. The latter flaws are typically substantially more

elongated and often larger than the former and thus give

lower strengths for stressing perpendicular to the direction

of grinding. Sawing, sanding, and polishing are also shown

to result in similar dual flaw populations. The character of

flaws are examined as a function of the type of material

and machining, as well as specimen size and shape. The
latter suggests a limited strength-size effect due to machin-

ing flaws. However, the key t'mdings are that machining

flaws do not vary greatly with typical variations of machin-

ing or material parameters, e.g., composition, grain size, or

hardness.

Acoustic surface wave measurements of surface cracks in

ceramics, B. T. Khuri-Yakub, A. G. Evans, and G. S. Kino,

SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: acoustic surface wave; ceramic; surface charac-

terization; surface crack; turbine blade.

Acoustic surface wave techniques for detecting and

characterizing surface cracks in ceramics have been

devised. The techniques have been demonstrated to detect

cracks at least as small as 60 /itm in depth, on polished

samples. The crack detectability was diminished by surface

grinding, because of a background effect attributed to the

backscattering from surface microcracks. Preliminary ex-

periments conducted on turbine blades indicated that the

techniques can be applied to components of complex

shape.

Characterization of surface damage in ceramics using

selected area electron channeling, J. Lankford and D. L.

Davidson, SP562, pp. 395-404 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: electron channeling; plasticity; subsurface

damage; surface damage.

The technique of selected area electron channeling has

been applied to the problem of characterizing subsurface

plastic damage introduced during ceramic machining and

polishing operations. The surfaces of ceramics spanning a

wide range in hardness were prepared under controlled

grinding and polishing conditions. Subsurface regions of

sectioned specimens were subjected to electron channeling

analysis, enabling the boundaries of the subsurface damage

(plastic) zones to be mapped out. It was determined that

under conditions of constant applied load, the depth of

damage during polishing is inversely proportional to the

square root of the hardness; this finding is in good agree-

ment with predictions based on indentation theory.

Y-deflection modulated secondary electron images in the

evaluation of ceramic surface finish, L. P. Cook, E. N.

Farabaugh, and C. D. Olson, SP562 , pp. 407-415 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: ceramic; scanning electron microscope; secon-

dary electron emission; silicon; surface roughness; y-deflec-

tion modulation.

Variations in secondary electron emission intensity as a

function of surface topography have been examined for

single crystal silicon surfaces of three different

roughnesses. It is possible to calibrate absorbed current,

and under carefully controlled conditions, to calibrate

secondary emission for quantitative study of surface angu-
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lar variation. Such data can be statistically processed to

give information on surface slopes analogous to that ob-

tained from profilometry. The agreement between

profilometer and preliminary SEM data appears to be good

for the roughest of the silicon surfaces. The utility of this

as a general method for the examination of ceramic sur-

faces is suggested for instances where specimen charging

can be properly eliminated.

Latent scratches on optical glasses that appear after clean-

ing, T. Izumitani, E. Miyade, S. Adachi, and S. Harada,

SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

I Key words: cleaning; chemical durability; glass surface;

latent scratch; optical glass; polishing.

j

The latent scratch which appears on polished optical

!
glass surfaces was studied. The latent scratch, as the word
implies, can be hardly detected in polishing process, but
becomes evident after cleaning or after antireflection coat-

I
ing. The appearance of the latent scratch is affected by ( 1

)

I
the polisher, (2) the polishing grains, (3) the mechanical
condition of the polishing, and (4) the glass property. And
it is also affected by the corrosion power of the cleaning

|i solution. It is concluded that the latent scratches are the
' scratches which are formed as undetectable fine scratches

I

in the polishing process and grow to the detectable size in

I cleaning process. On the basis of this fact, a method of

preventing latent scratches was suggested.

Machining flaws and the strength grain size behavior of

j

ceramics, R. W. Rice, SP562, pp. 429-452 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: brittle failure; flaw sizes; grain size dependence
of strength; strength.

A model for the strength-grain size dependence of

ceramics failing from machining flaws is presented based
on the observation that the size of machining flaws (C)
shows little or no dependence on grain size. Two regimes
of behavior are seen. At finer grain sizes, little or no
strength dependence on grain size (G) exists because flaws

are > G. For large G, the significant decrease of strength

with increasing G is attributed to a transition from
polycrystalline to either lower single crystal or grain boun-
dary (i.e. bicrystal) fracture energies was the ~ constant

1

(C) becomes significantly less than the G as G increases.

The transition between the two regimes is when C and G
are similar. Extensive analysis of strength-grain size data,

and more limited directly correlated fractographic data

support the projjosed model. Spontaneous cracking in non-

j
cubic materials is shown to support the model, but not be

! an alternate explanation for the transitions seen in

machined AljOj or BeO. This analysis also further supports

the observation that machining flaws do not vary greatly

with typical variations in machining parameters.

! Surface machining effects on the strength distributions of

j
aluminas, T. E. Easier, T. A. Countermine, R. E. Tressler,

I
and R. C. Bradt, SP562, pp. 455-462 (Oct. 1979). removal

rate; WeibuU function.

Three microstructurally different, dense polycrystalline

aluminas were machined with 400-grit diamond at two dif-

ferent rates of surface removal. Flexural strengths were

I

measued in four-point bending under toluene and the

strength distributions analyzed by two-parameter Weibull

statistics. Effects of edge-bevelling on the distributions

were also examined. Machined surfaces and the bevelled

and non-bevelled sample edges were examined by SEM.
For all of the materials, the lesser rate of surface removal

was less severe in edge chipping, and yielded higher

average strengths and increased values of the Weibull

parameters, m and cto.

Effect of surface finish on the strength of hot pressed silicon

nitride, C. A. Andersson and R. J. Bratton, SP562, pp. 463-

474 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: finishes; flexure; fracture; fracture mechanics;

grinding; silicon nitride; strength; surface.

Statistical flexural strenghts of hot pressed silicon nitride,

Norton NC 132, were determined as functions of the stress

axis to hot pressing direction, the coarseness of grinding

and the stress axis to grinding orientation. The higher

strengths of the material tested perpendicular to the hot

pressing direction rather than parallel to it can be at-

tributed to a proportional difference in the critical stress

intensities between the directions. Coarser grinding media

introduces larger flaws and reduces strength. Finally, trans-

verse grinding produces stress concentrating grooves, effec-

tively deeper cracks and possibly wider ones which reduce

the applied stress necessary to cause propagation.

The effect of surface finishing on the strength of commercial

hot pressed SijNi, C. C. Wu and K. R. McKinney, SP562, pp.

477-481 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: fracture origin; fracture strength; machining of

ceramics; oxidation and degradation; silicon-nitride.

Effects of diamond grit size on the as-ground and ox-

idized strength of commercial hot-pressed Si3N4 were stu-

died. Finer grit sizes gave higher as-ground strengths. Pro-

longed high temperature oxidation negates effect of

machining on strength.

Surface condition and strength of silicon carbide—Silicon

materials, T. J. Whalen and L. L. Terner, SP562, pp. 483-

488 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: coatings; SiC; strength; surfaces.

The measured strength of SiC-Si materials with as-sili-

cided ground, and ground and polished surfaces was deter-

mined. The influence on strength of SiC and nickel

coatings and the geometry of test specimens was studied.

The effect of grinding and polishing on the strength of an-

nealed soda-lime-silica glass, R. Bowles, SP562, pp. 489-500

(Oct. 1979).

Key words: defects; etching; glass; grinding; polishing;

strength.

As part of the continuing studies sponsored by the

Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence (UK), recent

work at British Glass Industry Research Association has

aimed at assessing the defects generated in glass during its

working under conventional grinding and polishing

procedures.

The assessment has been mainly based upon mechanical

strength property measurements of lath specimens typically

150 X 25 X 3.5 mm either at specific stages of processing or

after a controlled sequence of operations designed to

produce a state of minimum surface damage.

The strength of laths was determined under four point

flexure test, at a nominal stress rate of 5 MPa/s under nor-

mal ambient conditions of temperature and humidity.

The resulting fracture stress data was calculated on sim-

ple bending theory after bonded strain gauge tests in-

dicated its adequacy under observed deflections to frac-

ture. Group statistics were largely calculated assuming nor-

mal distribution theory but tests on aggregated groups of

specimens were also examined by Weibull distribution

theory to determine the probability of fracture under rela-

tively lower stresses.
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Surface flaw effects on crack propagation from subsonic

water drop Impact, Y. M. Ito and M. Rosenblatt, SP562, pp.

501-511 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: crack activation; numerical simulation; sub-

sonic water drop impact; surface flaws.

The effects of surface flaws on ceramic target damage
from subsonic water drop impacts are investigated using

numerical code simulations based on fundamental wave
propagation and fracture mechanics concepts. The water

drop impact generates a tensile stress wave with a steep

near-surface gradient. As a consequence of this steep stress

gradient, crack activation is dependent on the depth of sur-

face flaws. In addition, a relatively large flaw can perturb

the stress field such that crack activation in its vicinity is

suppressed.

Surface characteristics of diamond-machined ceramic sur-

faces evaluated by high fluence diagnostics, M. J. Soileau, J.

O. Porteus, and D. L. Decker, SP562, pp. 513-518 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: ceramic surfaces; diamond single-point machin-

ing; high fluence; laser irradiation.

Ceramic surfaces prepared by precision diamond-
machining are compared with surfaces prepared by con-

ventional polishing. Comparison is made on the basis of

high fluence diagnostics. The results indicate that the

diamond-machined surfaces have as high or higher failure

resistance under high fluence loading as surfaces prepared

using conventional techniques. Failure of both diamond-
machined and polished surfaces are strongly dependent
upon surface structure and surface contamination. These
findings indicate that diamond-machining is an attractive

alternative for generating optical surfaces on ceramic
materials.

SP563. MFPG—Advanced composites: Design and applications.

Proceedings of the 29th Meeting of the Mechanical Failures

Prevention Group, held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithersburg, MD, May 23-25, 1979, T. R. Shives and W. A.

Willard, Eds., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 563, 304
pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-02I20-2.

Key words: advanced composites; applications of com-
posites; composites; compKJsite structures; design using

composites; fiber composites; fiber glass; filament wound
composites.

These proceedings consist of a group of thirty one submitted

entries (twenty one papers and ten abstracts) from the 29th

meeting of the Mechanical Failures Prevention Group which
was held at the National Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg,

MD, May 23-25, 1979. The subject of the sympKJsium was the

design and application of advanced composites. Special empha-
sis was directed to aerospace, aircraft, automotive, marine, and
industrial applications and design. Failure modes in advanced
composites were also discussed. These proceedings include the

following papers (indented):

Characterization and application of advanced composite

materials, M. Waddoups, SP563, p. 3 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: aircraft structural components; composite

materials; linear elastic materials; tensile fracture.

A technical understanding of the structural charac-

teristics of composite materials and the critical issues in

aircraft structural component development have been
simultaneously generated. It is established that the

strengthening concept, structural characteristics, and fabri-

cation techniques are distinct from metals. These dif-

ferences and the resultant structural implications are the

subject of this lecture.

For practical purposes, composites are linear elastic.

Tensile failure modes are brittle fracture governed, and
compressive failure modes are micro and macro stability

governed. Even though composites have no classical duc-

tility, they are surprisingly tough materials. In most full-

scale structures currently developed, tensile fracture con-

stitutes the critical strength failure mode.
While generally tensile fracture governs strength, an

equivalent-to-crack coalescence and monotonic growth in

tension are not observed in composites (except glass-fiber-

reinforced plastics). In fact, tension-dominated cracking is

not of serious consequence in advanced laminates. Weak
plane (intralaminar and interlaminar) flaw propagation,

predominantly in compressive and shear loadings, yields

the lift limiting failure modes for composites. When
modeled as strain-energy release-rate-driven flawgrowth

processes, different growth rates and initial strengths

generate competing failure modes in full-scale structures.

Simple structural forms that control the life-limiting

failure processes will become the rule for successful struc-

tures. Only on stiffness critical or fairing type of structure

will the complex shape moldability advantages of com-
posites be used.

Because of the scale effects in the fracture process zone

and the ability to react significant out-of-plane loads, sim-

ple mechanical fastening will dominate highly loaded,

strength-critical structure. Secondary adhesive bonding will

not be very successful in highly fracture critical structure.

Physical and mechanical response of graphite/polyimide

materials to long term exposure in a space environment;

material preparation and control testing, J. H. Powell, SP563,

pp. 4-16 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: cocured and precured laminates; exoat-

mospheric exposure of composites; Long Duration Expo-

sure Facility (LDEF); polyimide composite stability in

space; polyimide/graphite mechanical properties; ultrasonic

inspection.

Graphite/polyimide (Gr/PI) composite laminates are cur-

rently being prepared for deployment on NASA Langley

Research Center's Long Duration Exposure Facility

(LDEF). The experiment is intended to provide scientific

and engineering design information on the response of

Gr/PI composites to an actual exoatmospheric environ-

ment. Material systems to be exposed are a bismaleimide

PI (Hexcel F-178) on Thomel 300 graphite fibers and a

condensation PI (Monsanto Skybond 703) on HT-S gra-

phite fibers, including both "precured" and "cocured"

laminates. Initial physical characteristics determined on
both exposure and simultaneously processed control panels

include flatness, microcracking, void content, dry weight,

and general appearance. Mechanical tests performed to

date (on control panels only) are the basis for strength and

elastic properties in tension, compression, and (rail) shear

at ambient and elevated temperatures. Following in-space

exposure of test panels and return to earth, identical physi-

cal and mechanical determinations will be made. Data

generated before and after exposure will be compared to

identify any changes in physical or mechanical charac-

teristics, particularly any unexpected changes. The ultimate

output of the experiment will be either confirmation of

predicted material behavior or the basis for revised predic-

tion methods.

Effects of room-temperature aging on composite prepregs,

H. C. Nash, C. F. Poranski, Jr., and R. Y. Ting, SPS63, pp.

17-21 (Oct. 1979).
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Key words: aging of polymer; composite; fiber; mechanical

properties; moisture; prepreg.

Prepreg materials of organic-matrix composites have

very limited shelf-life, even under the required cold-storage

conditions. A prepreg aging study has been carried out by

storing prepreg materials at room temperature under three

different controlled humidity levels. Exposed samples were

examined periodically by proton NMR spectroscopy, and
unidirectional 16-ply laminates were fabricated. Prepreg

appearance, curing behavior, and laminate properties were

found to change with prepreg out-time.

Application of instrumental techniques to the study of the

cure of phthalocyanine/graphite composites, R. Y. Ting,

SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber;

polyphthaiocyanine; prepreg; TGA; V/STOL.

Work on resin evaluation in the NRL V/STOL aircraft

program is directed toward the development of high tem-

perature resins for application as potential composite

matrix materials. As successful prepregging of the

polyphthalocyanine/graphite-fiber system has recently been
demonstrated, the processability of this material is now
under study. Instrumental techniques including differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) and dynamic dielectric analysis are employed to ex-

amine the thermal properties of unidirectional prepregs

and the fabrication of unidirectional laminates. Results of

these studies have led to the development of a cure cycle

for this new resin system.

Moisture diffusion analysis for composite microdannage, C.

L. Leung and D. H. Kaelble, SP563, pp. 32-46 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: diffusion coefficents; iteration; moisture profile

modeling; nondestructive evaluation; statistical estimation.

Because of their favorable performance characteristics,

advanced composites using graphite fibers as reinforcement

are increasingly being used in aerospace and commercial

applications. There has been much concern, however,

about the extent and mechanisms of strength degradation

of these composites when exposed to moisture for long

periods of time. In this paper, methods to obtain

directional diffusion coefficients, i.e., Dj., D„ and D^ for

the principal axis of a unidirectional fibrous composite are

described by moisture absorption and effusion measure-

ments. Additionally, analytical models have been

developed to calculate, using the previously established dif-

fusion coefficients, the moisture profile of the composite

after periods of moisture exposure. The feasibility of the

integration of the effusion rate measurement, moisture

profiling, and strength prediction into a computer-aided

analyzer for composite microstructure damage or defect is

discussed.

Recent work on techniques and applications of moisture

barriers to graphite epoxy composites, J. F. Haskins, SP563,

pp. 47-56 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: advanced composites; dimensional stability; eu-

tectic coating; graphite/epoxy; moisture barrier; space op-

tics.

A number of space systems such as Thematic Mapper,

MAGSAT and other space optical devices require that the

components be dimensionally stable during both ground

and space operation. It has been found that certain gra-

phite/epoxy composite laminates can provide extremely

low coefficient of thermal expansion (a < 0.05 x 10"*

in./in.F) and because of this are ideally suited to optical

benches, telescope housings, and mirror substructures.

However, the epoxy must be protected from moisture

because it is hygroscopic and does change dimensions as

it absorbs or desorbs moisture. Typically it may change as

much as 100 microinches/inch over a period of several

months when exposed to high relative humidity. This

becomes a problem because most of the equipment will be

manufactured, assembled, and operated in a humid en-

vironment before it is launched into space. Holding the hu-

midity at low level lessens this problem but does not

eliminate it.

A real advance in optical equipment for use in space can

be made if graphite/epoxy can be sealed from moisture

without substantially changing its weight and coefficient of

expansion. The objective of this work was to test the effec-

tiveness, develop inspection procedures, and check the re-

liability of a moisture barrier developed previously at

General Dynamics Convair Division.

This paper gives the results of a critical evaluation of the

effectiveness and reproducibility of the eutectic coating.

Fifteen-inch long graphite/epoxy coated specimens were

used to study processing variables, inspection techniques,

and dimensional changes due to moisture pickup.

In-service ultrasonic inspection system for composites, F. H.

Chang, J. R. Bell, A. H. Gardner, C. P. Fisher, and G. P.

Handley, SP563, p. 59 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: composite structures; flaw simulation; semi-au-

tomated ultrasonic inspection; ultrasonic inspection system.

Advanced composite structures are presently used on

high performance U.S. Air Force aircraft to save weight

and increase performance. These structures are often dif-

ficult to inspect because of their complex/multi-bondline

construction and because of the general lack of experience

in the inspection of composite structures in the field en-

vironment. Ultrasonic techniques have generally been em-
ployed for the detection of service induced discontinuities

such as disbonds and delaminations. They are not con-

sidered cost effective for inspection of large areas for small

flaws or for monitoring areas containing known small flaws

for propagation during service, primarily because of the

lack of flaw position locating and permanent inspection

result recording devices. An ultrasonic technique was

developed under an AFML contract to record the position

and flaw indication in a permanent manner and minimize

operator dependence to obtain a high level of inspection

reliability. The technique is simple to apply in the field en-

vironment by personnel without advanced training. In the

program, specimens representing typical composite struc-

tures and containing implanted flaws simulating service in-

duced or production type defects were fabricated. Im-

provements were made to the state-of-the-art ultrasonic in-

spection techniques to detect these defects. A follow-on

program is being conducted to establish the producibility

of the semi-aiJtomated ultrasonic inspection system for air-

craft composite structure, based on the preliminary design

developed in the previous contract, to provide a complete

inspection system from inception to obsolescence.

Design considerations for graphite-epoxy laminates of low

thermal expansivity. D. D. Smith, SP563, pp. 60-71 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: advanced composite materials; graphite-epoxy

laminate design; laminate design sensitivities; thermal ex-

pansion.
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The development of graphite-epoxy laminate designs for

space missions requiring structural components with near

zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is examined.

The selection of fiber systems and laminate designs is ap-

proached by evaluating CTE sensitivities to material and

process variabilities. Uniaxial and biaxial thermal stability

laminates are considered. From this design approach,

material and process specification tolerances can be deter-

mined to control laminate CTE within design objectives.

Design examples are presented to illustrate this laminate

design approach.

Aircraft composite materials selection and application, V. L.

Reneau, SP563, pp. 72-79 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: aircraft; composites; design allowables.

Composite aircraft structure requires proof of safety and

durability similarly to metallic structure. The proofs of

structural analysis methods, reliable material properties,

and of assembly methods are similar to those required for

metal structure. The effects of environment, time and
fatigue damage are different than for metal and must be

compensated for when design properties (allowables) are

developed. Design allowables are not as readily available

for composites as for metals and frequently must be ob-

tained by testing.

Composite structures in rotors and propellers, D. F.

Thompson, SP563. pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; blade aeroelastic behaviour; blade manufacture

and quality control; composite propellers and rotors; fail-

safe blade design; propeller fatigue behaviour; propeller

materials requirements.

A variety of composite rotor blade and propeller designs

are reviewed. Desirable blade composite material qualities

are enumerated. Various failsafe design features are shown
for propeller blades. Multiple load path design features are

discussed. Some manufacturing and quality control aspects

of composite blade construction are discussed. Composite
material properties versus cost factors are discussed.

Development of a library module tor the analysis of ad-

vanced composite materials, K. T. Knoll, SP563, pp. 91-107
(Oct. 1979).

Key words: advanced composite materials; composite

materials analysis; orthotropic materials; programmable
calculators; solid state software.

Because of their orthotropic nature, advanced composite
materials present some special problems to the engineer.

The relation between the elastic constants of an orthotrop-

ic material is more complex than that of an isotropic

material. In addition, composites exhibit coupling between
normal and shear deformations as well as between bending

and stretching load responses. The more complicated

behavior of advanced composites is usually handled using

techniques of matrix mathematics, but the required book-

keeping often overwhelms the isotropic-trained engineer

who is used to working with fewer terms and less com-
plicated equations. This paper discusses the development

of a module, designed to be used with the Texas Instru-

ments TI-58 and TI-59 desktop calculators which can be

used to handle much of the required "bookkeeping."

Given such input as the elastic constants of a single ply of

composite material, the stacking sequence of a laminate,

and the applied loads (or strains), the module will output

desired information such as the physical properties of a

laminate, the strains (or loads) in both the whole laminate

and the individual plies, and the values of the laminate

properties as the laminate is rotated. The module will also

provide "strength ratios" for particular laminate and load

vector to indicate how close the material is to failure. It

is hoped that this module will make the analysis and use

of advanced composites seem less formidable to both

research and developmental engineers.

Structural SMC—Material, process and performance

review, R. B. Jutte, SP563, pp. 108-129 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: glass fiber reinforcement; polyester resin; struc-

tural sheet molding compound.

Sheet molding compound (SMC) has been used for

functional or fascia automotive parts such as front and rear

panels for several years. When properly formulated,

processed, and molded, SMC has a potentially substantial

role in the manufacture of more structurally demanding

automotive parts.

Through variations in the materials, equipment and

processing techniques, different types of SMC can be

produced. These are random fiber SMC (SMC-R); con-

tinuous fiber SMC (SMC-C); and directional fiber SMC
(SMC-D).

Representative formulations show how static mechanical

properties are dependent upon glass content, glass orienta-

tion, and on the test temperature.

Based on equivalent performance, these systems are

lighter in weight than steel and are generally less costly, on

a material basis, than aluminum.

Development of a graphite-epoxy spacecraft precision

mounting platform, K. S. Budlong and A. W. Sheffler, SP563,
p. 130 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: composite design; graphite-epoxy; Precision

Mounting Platform; resonant frequency.

A wide variety of spacecraft applications require struc-

ture which is ultralight in weight while satisfying tight stiff-

ness (resonant frequency) criteria, along with critical

pointing accuracy and thermal distortion requirements.

This paper presents the design, analysis, and test of a gra-

phite-epoxy precision mounting platform intended to

replace the current aluminum platform being flown on an

Air Force satellite program.

The Precision Mounting Platform (PMP) provides an in-

strument mounting surface which is defined and controlled

for each instrument to within 0.01 degree. It maintains a

mutual alignment of the instruments to within 0.003 degree

through the full range of thermal gradients occurring on

orbit. While the aluminum PMP uses active thermal con-

trols to minimize thermal gradients and maintain align-

ment, the composite design takes full advantage of the

near zero coefficient of thermal expansion of the GY70/X-
30 graphite-epoxy, thus eliminating active control. The

ultra-high stiffness of the composite is also critical in main-

taining the resonant frequency range defined by overall

spacecraft dynamics for the aluminum PMP. The graphite-

epoxy PMP provides in addition a weight savings of 32

percent while fulfilling all the requirements of a direct

replacement for the current aluminum version.

Design analysis of automotive composite structures, M. F.

Kowalski, D. S. Fine, and R. K. Herrman, SP563, p. 133

(Oct. 1979).

Key words; automotive structures; composite material;

composite material analysis program; Tsai-Wu tensor

polynomial lamina strength failure criterion.

Advanced composite materials offer potential for struc-

tural mass reduction in automotive structures due to their
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high strength-to-weight ratios. In addition, they provide

styling freedom to reduce aerodynamic drag forces and

part consolidation advantages for vehicle system design.

Consequently, they may play an increasing role in the

;
reduction of fuel consumption in the next generation of au-

tomobiles.

Traditionally, prevention of mechanical failure has been
a key automotive design goal. This is necessitated because

our products are often subjected to abuse for lack of

required periodic inspections and maintenance. Failures

lead to product liability claims, high warranty repair costs,

and dissatisfied customers. Failure prevention is difficult

because of the wide variety of operating conditions and en-

vironments our product experiences, and because the

product must be produced by a mass production technolo-

gy at a cost our customers can afford. Considering the fact

that there are over 15,000 parts in an average automobile,
our components must be designed for very high reliability.

Because of the nature of advanced composite materials,

I
particularly their anisotropy and their multiple failure

modes, the design and analysis procedures currently em-
ployed to minimize failure on metal structures are not

adequate for composite structures. In anticipation of the

need to address the automotive design possibilities of com-
posite materials, a study has been conducted to determine
what modifications are needed in the existing finite ele-

ment structural analysis procedures. It has been found that

a composite material analysis program, SQ5, now widely

used in the aerospace industry, offers potential for automo-
tive structural analysis.

SQ5 is based on classical laminate plate theory and can
be used in two modes. The first is an input pre-processor

to compute equivalent orthotropic properties from a

laminate description. The second is an output post-proces-

sor to predict first ply failure and safety margins from
laminate strength data. The program has been modified to

employ the interactive Tsai-Wu tensor polynomial lamina
strength failure criterion. Limited comparisons have been
performed with theoretical solutions, based on classical

laminate plate theory, and with test data for static and
dynamic response of composite panels. Predicted failure

loads have also been compared with measurements.

Fiberglass reinforced plastics use in transportation vehicles,

R. D. Pistole, SP563, p. 134 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: fiberglass composites; fiberglass reinforced

plastics.

The use of Fiberglass Reinforced Plastics (F.R.P.) in

ground vehicles has steadily increased in recent years.

In 1975 one of F.R.P. 's largest penetrations into exterior

passenger car panels was grille opening panels or front

headers. This use was cost effective due to the consolida-

tion of many metal parts by one F.R.P. molded panels.

Today, with the need for lighter weight automobiles to

improve fuel economy, F.R.P. is again the answer with its

additional advantages.

One piece truck hoods are becoming more popular as

they too turn to fiberglass composites. Many new truck

designs utilizing F.R.P. are appearing on our highways.

The manufacturing of F.R.P. car and truck components
will be discussed in this presentation.

Designing automotive components with continuous fiber

composites, H. T. Kulkami and P. Beardmore, SP563, pp.

135-151 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: automotive comfjonent design; continuous fiber

composite materials; fabrication; finite element stress anal-

ysis; front end; graphite; part integration; wheel.

The primary characteristics of continuous graphite fiber

reinforced plastics as structural materials are high specific

strength and modulus and exceptional fatigue strength. All

these properties are a function of fiber orientation in the

individual layers and the lay up sequence. The advantages

of continuous fiber reinforced composites relative to the

conventional chopped fiber systems currently utilized in

automobiles lies in the ability to apply these composites in

major load/stiffness critical components. The application of

a composite materials design methodology to prototype au-

tomotive components is described. Examples of different

types of components are given, specifically wheel and body
structures. Both the design and the fabrication of these

structures in composite materials are described and any

specific problems are outlined.

Fabrication of large composite spars and blades, O. Wein-

gart, SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: composite materials; filament winding; large

composite structures; rotor blades; wind turbine.

A national wind energy program has been established to

develop the technology necessary to enable wind energy

systems to be cost-competitive with conventional power
generation systems and capable of rapid commercial ex-

pansion for producing significant quantities of electrical

power. Wind Turbine Generators being developed under
this program will require rotor diameters of up to 300 ft.

Because of the considerable extension in the technolopf

required to design and construct blades of this size, it was

highly desirable to establish an early technology base. To
that end, the Department of Energy, through NASA-Lewis
Research Center has awarded several contracts for the

design, fabrication and test of large low-cost wind turbine

blades built of composite materials.

This paper describes SCI's fabrication of a 20,000 lb.

one piece, composite spar for a 150 ft. long developmental

blade. Also discussed are a recent SCI design study of a

composite blade for the 300 ft. diameter Mod-2 Wind Tur-

bine, and a new SCI contract from DOE/NASA for design

and possible fabrication of low cost composite blades for

the 1 25 ft. diameter Mod-OA Wind Turbine.

The effect of fiber orientation on the design parameters of

reinforced and filled thermoplastic compounds, P. J. Cloud
and R. T. Alvord, SP563 , p. 173 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: fiber reinforced; thermoplastics.

To determine the limiting design stress and modulus
value which can be substituted into Hookeian stress-strain

equations to enable the engineer to safely design with

discontinuous fiber reinforced injection moldable ther-

moplastics.

Quality assurance of manufactured components, R. D. Mar-
golis, SP563, p. 174 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: adhesive bond integrity, control testing; sonic

testing device.

This paper describes progress to date on a joint effort of

Rockwell Plastics and Ford Motor Company to apply non-

destructive testing techniques in the quality control testing

of adhesive bonded plastic truck hood assemblies. The pro-

gram involves selection of a suitable sonic testing device to

measure adhesive bond integrity along with laboratory tri-

als to establish procedures and measure the instrument's

flaw detection capabilities. In addition, several plant trials

are underway to test the instrument's viability in an indus-

trial environment and provide a data base for establishing

quality control specifications.
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Degradation data of Kevlar pressure vessels, W. D.

Humphrey. SP563, pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: degradation; epoxy resins; Kevlar 49; moisture;

one-tenth scale motor case; S-glass; temperature effects;

water boil.

Recent hydroburst tests of Kevlar/epoxy composite pres-

sure vessels showed losses in strength when subjected to

extended periods of high temperature and high humidity.

These pressure vessels had served to monitor the aging

characteristics of Rocket Motor Cases during Engineering

Development tests. Since Kevlar was a relatively new
material replacing fiberglass in this application, it was con-

sidered important that these results be verified in a con-

trolled experiment utilizing accelerated aging methods.

To measure these effects, two series of tenth-scale

models of Rocket Motor Cases were fabricated, which in-

cluded two different resin systems and two very different

design concepts. The accelerated degradation of Kevlar

composites from high temperature and humidity was evalu-

ated by means of water boil tests for periods of up to ten

days.

Hydroburst tests of these aged vessels showed Kevlar to

have much less degradation than fiberglass. Actual values

were determined to be dependent on the resin system used

and also dependent upon the dryness of the composite at

the time of test. Wet composites acted as if a plasticizer

was added to the resin system and in the configuration

tested actually regains virgin strength.

Design assurance of a leak failure mode for composite over-

wrapped metal tankage, W. W. Schmidt, SP563, pp. 198-207

(Oct. 1979).

Key words: composite materials; critical flaw size; cyclic

fatigue life; filament wound tankage; leakage failure mode;
linear elastic fracture mechanics; metal liner.

Assuring a leakage failure mode requires that the outer

composite shell be designed such that its minimum cyclic

fatigue life is approximately an order of magnitude greater

than that of the metal liner. This requires making an accu-

rate fatigue life prediction for both the composite shell and

metal liner. It is further possible to determine the critical

flaw size for unstable crack growth within the metal liner

by application of fracture mechanics principles. A semi-

empirical formula has been developed for this purpose

since the stresses induced in the metal liner upon initial

pressurization exceed the yield strength of the liner materi-

al in all cases, which violates a basic assumption of linear

elastic fracture mechanics. It is often found that the critical

flaw depth is greater than the thickness dimension of the

metal liner. In these instances, leakage will occur prior to

unstable crack growth. For designs in which unstable crack

growth can occur, a dynamic analysis has been developed.

This analysis provides a means of assessing the magnitude

of shock induced stresses in the composite shell due to the

sudden loss of the liner's load carrying capability. Details

of these design procedures are provided.

Composite materials in recreational equipment, D.

Ratchford, SP563, p. 208 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: composites; durability; (lexural characteristics;

recreational equipment; strength-to-weight ratio.

The general requirements of materials for recreational

equipment are discussed, these being high strength-to-

weight ratio, fatigue resistance, the ability to store and

release energy, durability, aesthetic acceptability, and
manufacturing capability.

It is developed, by engineering analysis, that composites

of glass fibers, graphite fibers, or their combination,

bonded into a resinous matrix of thermo-setting polyester

or epoxy are uniquely suited to these purposes. These com-
posites have extremely high strength-to-weight ratio, excel-

lent durability and excellent fatigue characteristics, all

unaltered through wide environmental extremes. Addi-

tional advantages are that the flexural characteristics of the

material can be designed, through stress-directed fibers, to

suit the purpose; and that glass fibers are nonyielding, i.e.,

yield and ultimate strength are the same, meaning that

lower safety factors can be used. Such composites are

ideally suited for handling, for the storage and release of

energy and for the durability required of rough treatment.

An important and large scale application is limbs for

bows used in archery. Design parameters would be light

weight, high strength, fatigue resistance and quick energy

release.

The limbs may be solid FRP composites, or FRP com-

posites in the form of "backing" which is laminated to

wood cores. In either case the limb is formed to a taper

in order to minimize weight and to reduce inertia and

present a low profile to wind resistance upon release. Load

requirements are almost purely flexural, therefore fiber

orientation is 100% parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

limb. Glass or graphite fiber content is usually in the order

of 70%. The limb has a flexural strength of approximately

150,000 psi, and a flexural modulus of 5.5 x 10* psi. High

heat-distortion resins are used so that the bow can be

stored in automobile trunks where temperatures can go

above 1 50 °F. An aesthetically attractive, abrasive-resistant

finish is usually applied to the limb.

Additional applications in archery are bows molded en-

tirely in one piece, and arrow shafts.

Holographic nondestructive evaluation of spherical

kevlar/epoxy pressure vessels, D. M. Boyd and B. W. Max-

field, SP563, pp. 211-212 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: composites; holography; interferometers;

matrix crazing; nondestructive testing; pressure vessels.

Three spherical kevlar/epoxy pressure vessels were eval-

uated using holographic interferometry. The holographic

interferograms provide information on the failure modes,

displacement profile, and possible fiber damage. The holo-

grams show a symmetric anisotropic displacement pattern

even though the vessels failed due to a leak in the alu-

minum mandrels. The presence of a biconvex fringe pat-

tern found during the testing of vessel three is believed to

indicate matrix crazing. This information would be useful

for burst-type failure analysis. Holographic interferometry

has been shown to supply information on the charac-

teristics of kevlar/epoxy pressure vessels under stress.

The Air Force "Manufacturing Cost/Design Guide

(MC/DG)", B. R. Noton and D. L. Shunk, SP563, pp. 226-

227 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: airframe structure; cost-trade comparisons;

manufacturing technologies; structural performance/cost

trade-offs.

The purpose of the MC/DG is to enable designers at all

levels to conduct, firstly, urgently needed, quick, simple,

cost-trade comparisons of manufacturing processes, and,

secondly, structural performance/cost trade-offs on both

components and subassemblies. The MC/DG will consist of

two volumes— "Airframe Structure" and "Manufacturing

Technologies." The MC/DG is being developed for the Air

Force by a team consisting of Battelle's Columbus Labora-
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lories (BCD and the following aerospace companies:

General Dynamics Corporation, Fort Worth Division;

Grumman Aerospace Corporation; Lockheed-California

Company; Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Group;

Rockwell International Corporation, Los Angeles Division.

Tensile strength and failure modes of boron-epoxy com-

posite with a notch, C. E. S. Ueng, SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: boron-epoxy; edge cracks; failure modes; finite

element method; tensile strength.

The purpose of this paper is to study the tensile strength

and failure modes of boron-epoxy composites with an

edged notch. Through the use of finite element crack pro-

gram, both heterogeneity and orthotropy of material pro-

perties are brought into consideration in this paper. For

comparison purposes, tension tests of actual composite

samples with notches are also performed. Notch insensitivi-

ty and the failure modes are discussed. The fracture

toughness of the test material is also determined. The
results obtained here are important for further understand-

ing of the failure of unidirectional boron-epoxy advanced

composites.

Failure criteria for composites under complex loading, P

W. Mast, L. A. Beaubien, D. R. Mulville, S. A. Sutton, R.

W. Thomas, J. Tirosh, and I. Wolock, SP563, p. 241 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: bonded joints; composites; failure criteria; in-

plane loads.

Studies are in progress to develop failure criteria for

composites and bonded joints under a broad range of in-

plane loads. Criteria for predicting the conditions under

which a defect will grow in composites structural com-

ponents, in such applications as Naval high performance

craft, will be demonstrated. Validity of a new technique for

determining failure criteria for composites has been

verified in laboratory tests.

Failure analysis of an idealized composite damage zone, C.

T. Herakovich and D. A. O'Brien, SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: compression; failure; finite elements; graphite-

epoxy; interlaminar stresses; laminated composites; stress

concentrations; tension; tensor polynomial.

First failure of finite width laminates with an idealized

composite damage zone is analyzed through the use of a

linear elastic finite element stress analysis and the tensor

polynomial failure criterion. Crossply and angleply [±45),

laminates are analyzed under tension and compression

loading. It is shown that a boundary layer exists near the

damage zone which is very similar to the boundary layer

which has been shown previously to exist along free edges.

Comparisons are made between predicted initial failure of

damaged and undamaged laminates. Transverse tension is

the dominate mode of failure for tensile loading, but com-

pressive loading leads to a variety of failure modes depend-

ing upon the laminate configuration.

Interlaminar failure in epoxy based composite laminates, A.

S. Wang, F. W. Crossman, and G. E. Law, Jr., SP563, pp.

255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: delamination mechanisms; energy release rate;

finite element method; free-edge stresses; graphite epoxy

composites; interlaminar cracks; stability of cracks; virtual

crack closure.

One of the common failure modes in fibrous composite

laminates involves interlaminar cracks which cause

delamination. Several questions arise in the course of a

delamination analysis. Notably these include (a) how is a

delamination initiated? (b) under what condition will a

delamination grow? and (c) what determines the stability

of a delamination growth? Owing to the unusual complexi-

ty of composite laminate systems, there appears no simple

way to answer these questions satisfactorily.

In this paper, a method is developed based on the energy

principle of the classical linear fracture mechanics, in

order to describe the various aspects of the delamination

mechanisms. Specifically, free-edge induced delamination

failure in some epoxy based composite laminates are in-

vestigated employing this method. And, the results ob-

tained are compared with experiments. It will be shown
that the energy method predicts well free-edge delamina-

tion in laminates under uniaxial tension, including the in-

itiation, the growth and the growth stability of the

delamination.

Current developments in advanced composites for naval

ship application, J. J. Kelly and H. H. Vanderveldt. SP563,

pp. 267-275 (Oct 1979).

Key words: composites; hydrofoils; maintenance require-

ments; naval ship application.

The reasons for and the limitations on the use of com-
posites for ship applications are described. The current ex-

ploratory development program in advanced composites

for Navy ship applications emphasizes high performance

craft such as hydrofoils. The future program will complete

these efforts and stress broader applications for com-
posites. Development of fire resistant composites, surviva-

ble structural concepts and materials which reduce main-

tenance requirements will be emphasized.

Environmental effects on fiber reinforced organic matrix

composites, M. Silvergleit, A. B. Macander, F. A. Brauer, and

H. P. Edelstein, SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: advanced composites; cavitation erosion; ex-

tended immersion; flammability; glass reinforced plastics;

graphite epoxy; impact; marine environment.

A review is presented on the effects of the marine en-

vironment on fiber reinforced organic matrix composites.

In addition to the effects of extended immersion in sea-

water on composite properties, the limiting utility of com-
posites due to cavitation erosion, flammability and smoke

spread evolution and damage due to impact are discussed.

In general, high quality, low void content glass reinforced

plastics (GRP) and graphite epoxy composites retain over

90% of their initial strength after three years immersion in

seawater. Organic matrix composites, which are subjected

to high speed fluid flow are degraded by erosion due to the

collapse of the cavitation cloud, however, erosion re-

sistance 'can be improved by using elastomeric or thin

metallic overlays. With the exception of polyimides, or-

ganic matrix composites have poor resistance to flamma-

bility and emit large quantities of dense smoke. Impact re-

sistance of composites is a function of fiber/resin proper-

ties and composite orientation. Incorporation of high

toughness flexible matrices and/or high strength, low

modulus fibers will increase composite impact resistance.

Composite technology for marine application, W. P. Couch,

SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: advanced composites; advanced ships; elastic

properties; fatigue tests; nondestructive tests; structural

analysis; ultimate strength.
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Under the sponsorship of the Naval Sea Systems Com-
mand (NAVSEA 035), the David W. Taylor Naval Ship

Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC) has been

conducting a program to assess the current technology

status of advanced composites, and to determine the feasi-

bility of application to marine structures. The approach
being utilized to achieve this objective involves a coor-

dinated structures/materials community effort seeking

input from private industry and other government agencies.

As a result of feasibility studies performed by the McDon-
nell Douglas Astronautics Company and the Grumman
Aerospace Corporation and a review of high payoff areas

for structural application of advanced composites by the

Naval Ship Composites Community, the hydro-foil

strut/foil system was selected as the primary structural ele-

ment to evaluate the use of advanced composites for ad-

vanced naval ship structures. Two subcomponents were

selected for this evaluation; a foil test component (tapered

box beam), and a hydrofoil control flap. Concurrently,

analytical methods incorporating composite mechanics
developed by the aerospace composites program are

reviewed, modified and utilized when applicable to deter-

mine the structural behavior for marine, load-carrying

components. In addition, preliminary design studies are

conducted on other naval ship structures to determine the

feasibility of composite construction. The following text

describes the current effort under investigation related to

the four program subtasks; box beam validation, foil flap

validation, analytical methods and design application stu-

dies.

SPS6S. A history of walkway slip-resistance research at the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards, S. C. Adier and B. C. Pierman,

Nal. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 565, 36 pages (Dec.

1979) SN003-003-02I42-3.

Key words; friction; measurement; reference standards;

safety research; walkway slip-resistance.

This report summarizes NBS research in the area of walkway
and shoe slip-resistance measurement since 1924 and outlines

current activities that will provide a technical basis for slip-re-

sistance measurement. The work of Sigler, Hunter, Boone and

Brungraber represents the historic perspective. Current activi-

ties in data base development and identification of standard

reference surfaces contribute to a rational basis for quantitative

slip-resistance criteria for building codes and standards.

Proposed future research thrusts include personal factors such

as human biokinetic and perceptual variables, as well as en-

vironmental factors such as lighting in the built environment.

This research will contribute to the development of new inter-

vention strategies to reduce deaths and injuries due to slips and
falls.

5.7. APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES

Mathematical tables, manuals, and studies of special interest

to physicists, engineers, chemists, biologists, mathematicians,

computer programmers, and others engaged in scientific and

technical work.

No publications issued in this series during this period.
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5.8. NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SERIES

Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical pro-

perties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and
critically evaluated. Developed under a worldwide program
coordinated by NBS. Program under the authority of National

' Standard Data Act (Public Law 90-396).

NSRDS-NBS3, Section 8. Selected tables of atoinic spectra. A:
Atomic energy levels—Second edition. B: Multiplet tables. O
VI, O VII, O VIII, C. E. Moore, Nat. Stand. Ref. Data Ser.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 3, Sec. 8, 31 pages (Jan. 1979)
SN003-003-0 1964-0.

Key words: atomic energy levels, O vi-O viii; atomic spec-

tra, O vi-O viii; multiplet tables, O vi-O viii; oxygen, spec-

tra, O vi-O viii; spectra, O vi-O viii; wavelengths, O vi-O
VIIl.

The present publication is the eighth Section of a series being

prepared in response to the need for a current revision of two
!

sets of the author's tables containing data on atomic spectra as

derived from analyses of optical spectra. As in the previous

I Sections, Part A contains the atomic energy levels and Part B
the multiplet tables. Section 8 includes these data for O vi, O

\ VII, and O viii, thereby completing the spectra of oxygen. The
! form of presentation is described in detail in the text to Section

1.

NSRDS-NBS61, Part 11. Physical properties data compilations

relevant to energy storage. II. Molten salts: Data on single and
multi-component salt systems, G. J. Janz, C. B. Allen, N. P.

Bansal, R. M. Murphy, and R. P. T. Tomkins, Nat. Stand.

Ref. Data Ser., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 61, Part II, 442 pages
(Apr. 1979) SN003-003-0205 1-6.

Key words: corrosion; data compilation; electrochemical

energy storage materials; molten salts; physical properties;

safety and hazards; thermal energy storage materials; ther-

mal properties; thermodynamic properties; transport pro-

perties.

The present work provides selected data with value judge-

ments for a set of 49 salt systems of interest as candidate

materials for thermal energy storage sub-systems and for elec-

trochemical energy storage systems. The physical properties as-

sessed are: melting points; phase diagrams; eutectic composi-

I

tions; density; surface tension; viscosity; electrical conductivity;

! diffusion constants for ions; heat of fusion; heat capacity;

j
volume change on fusion; vapor pressure; thermal conductivity

j
(liquid and solid); and cryoscopic constant. The status of corro-

I

sion studies in the form of annotated bibliographic summaries,
and salient observations on safety and hazards are also re-

' ported. A summarizing series of tables is provided as index to

the data-gaps status for this set of candidate materials.

NSRDS-NBS61, Part III. Physical properties data compilatioms;

relevant to energy storage. III. Engineering properties of sin-

gle and polycrystalline sodium beta and beta"-alumina, G. R.

Miller and D. G. Paquette, Nat. Bur. Stand. Ref. Data Ser.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 61, Part III, 19 pages (June 1979)

SN003-003-02079-6.

Key words: battery application; engineering properties

data; evaluated data; polycrystaUine; single crystal; sodium

beta alumina; sodium beta double prime alumina.

A review of the properties of the two dimensional superionic

conductors of the sodium beta alumina family is presented,

with emphasis on the variability of properties with composition

and processing. Processing methods, including methods of dis-

tributing additives, may strongly influence engineering proper-

ties of these substances through changes in microstructures.

Described are common methods of measurement of properties

with generally accepted ranges of property values. The need to

compromise in the design of devices requiring several coin-

cident optimal properties is, at this time, a necessary ingredient

in the use of these materials as device components.

NSRDS-NBS64. Rate coefficients for ion-molecule reactions. Or-
ganic ions other than those containing only C and H, L. W.
Sieck, Nat. Stand. Ref. Data Ser., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 64,

27 pages (Feb. 1979) SN0O3-O03-02O27-3.

Key words: chemical kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase
ion-molecule reactions; mass spectrometry; organic

molecules; rate coefficients.

A compilation is presented of all experimentally determined
bimolecular and termolecular rate coefficients for the reactions

of organic ions (other than those containing only C and H)
with neutral molecules in the vapor phase. The literature

covered is from 1960 to the present, and both positive and
negative ions are considered. Five hundred and seventy-seven

separate reaction-partners are tabulated, and experimental con-

ditions are specified wherever possible. Preferred values are

suggested for a number of these processes.

NSRDS-NBS65. Rate constants for reactions of inorganic radi-

cals in aqueous solution, A. B. Ross and P. Neta, Nat. Stand.

Ref. Data. Ser., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 65, 62 pages (June

1979) SN003-003-02072-9.

Key words: aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical

kinetics; halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion

radicals; phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis; rates;

selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical

anion.

Rate constants have been compiled for reactions of various

transient inorganic radicals produced by radiolysis or photolysis

in aqueous solution. Data are included for the carbonate radi-

cal, sulfate radical, phosphate radical, nitrate radical and other

nitrogen-, sulfur- and selenium-containing radicals, and the ha-

lide and pseudohalide radicals Clj", Br^", Ij", and (SCN)2". The
radicals react with other inorganic ions, as well as aliphatic,

aromatic and heterocyclic compounds.
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5.9. BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES

Disseminates technical information developed at the Bureau
on building materials, components, systems, and whole struc-

tures. The series presents research results, test methods, and
performance criteria related to the structural and environmen-

tal functions and the durability and safety characteristics of

building elements and systems.

BSS7S. Building research at the National Bureau of Standards
1968-1974, N. Gallagher, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), BIdg.

Set. Ser. 75, 126 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-02029-0.

Key words; building technology; Center for Building

Technology; history of building research.

This report details the progress of building research at the

Center for Building Technology from the year 1968 to 1974.

Starting with the backlog of needed research in building

techniques, components, and materials that faced researchers in

the 60's, this history covers the evolution of the performance
concept for building specifications, cooperation with states and
codes-generating organizations, and specific technical accom-
plishments. The report continues with discussions of programs
involving the building community, research on the needs of the

building users, and technology transfer. A special chapter is

devoted to energy conservation in buildings and how CBT's test

methods and other programs—including solar—were pressed

into this vital national struggle.

BSS9S. The development of an improved compression test

method for vrall panels, C. W. C. Yancey and L. E. Cattaneo,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Set. Ser. 95, 108 pages (Feb.

1979) SN003-003-01697-7.

Key words: compression; eccentric loading; flat-end; kern;

loading rate; pin-end; test method; wall panels; walls.

An experimental and analytical investigation of the primary

factors involved in the testing of prototype wall panels under

axial compression loading is reported. The objective of the in-

vestigation was to develop a method of testing wall specimens

that incorporates the best features of ASTM Standard Method
E 72 while at the same time incorporating improvements in the

areas of deficiency in the Standard. Twenty-five laboratory tests

were conducted on samples composed of five types of wall

panel construction. The panels were tested to failure under
either of two different eccentricities of load, while being sup-

ported with one of two types of idealized end conditions.

Selected test results and detailed descriptions of the laboratory

procedures used are presented. A computer-aided analytical

study of the variables affecting the degree of uniformity of

loading was conducted. Equations based on the analogy of

beams supported on elastic foundations were used in the analy-

sis. A study of the statistical parameters commonly used to in-

terpret test results was conducted to establish useful guidelines

for predicting structural perforniance on the basis of small sam-

ple test results. A compression test method applicable to tradi-

tional and innovative wall constructions is presented. The prin-

cipal additions in the revised test method are as follows: (a) a

provision for variable eccentricity, (b) a procedure for selecting

a load distribution assembly which will be compatible with the

test-panel.

BSS107. Soil and rock anchors for mobile homes—A state-of-

the-art report, W. D. Kovacs and F. Y Yokel, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 107, 164 pages (Oct. 1979)

SN003-003-0212I-I.

Key words: anchors; mobile home foundations; soil

anchors; soil mechanics; wind upset.

Available anchor hardware is surveyed and evaluated and

pull-out capacity data are compared with hypotheses for pre-

dicting anchor pull-out capacity based on soil mechanics princi-

ples. The evidence suggests that our ability to predict anchor

pull-out capacity by soil mechanics principles is inadequate,

and that there is a need for the standardization of test

procedures and soil classification and for further test data. Sug-

gestions for future research are presented.

BSSl IS. Fire safety for high-rise buildings: The role of commu-
nications, R. A. Glass and A. I. Rubin, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 115,47 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-
02016-8.

Key words: buildings; communications systems; fire safety;

high-rise; model codes; people movement; systems design.

This literature survey reviews the communications require-

ments for fire safety in buildings from the standpoint of the

building occupant and the control operator. It traces the

development of the problem of communications in buildings

and the specialized needs that exist today.

An examination is made of the purposes of a communica-
tions system in buildings as well as some of the psychological

design requirements necessary for such a system.

The communications requirements of the building occupants

are also covered, with emphasis on the types of information

communicated by signals and the integration of those signals

into an overall system design.

Personnel requirements for staffing a control center are also

discussed, along with common problems in several operational

communications systems.

Detailed examples of communications systems are provided.

Portions of several model codes which cover communications

systems are presented. Suggested areas for future research on

fire safety in buildings are identified.

BSSl 17. Experimental verification of a standard test procedure

for solar collectors, J. E. Hill, J. P. Jenkins, and D. E. Jones,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 117, 126 pages (Jan.

1979) SN003-003-02008-7.

Key words: measurement; solar collector; solar energy;

solar radiation; standards; standard test; testing.

A 'proposed procedure for testing and rating solar collectors

based on thermal performance was published by the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) in 1974. Subsequently, the Amer-

ican Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning

(ASHRAE) developed a modified version of the NBS
procedure which was adopted in early 1977 as ASHRAE Stan-

dard 93-77. A test facility for water-heating and air-heating col-

lectors has been built at NBS and was used to support the

development of Standard 93-77. The purpose of this report is

to describe the recently adopted test procedure, the NBS test

facility, and the tests that were conducted to support the

development of the procedure.

BSSl 18. Extreme wind speeds at 129 stations in the contiguous

United States, E. Simiu, M. J. Changery, and J. J. Filliben,

Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 118, 318 pages (Mar.

1979) SN003-003-02041-9.
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Key words: building (codes); probability distribution func-

tions; statistical analysis; storms; structural engineering;

wind pressure; wind speeds.

The purpose of this report is to present information on

recorded and predicted wind speeds at 1 29 airport stations in

the contiguous United States at which reliable records are

available over a number of consecutive years. This information

is provided to serve as basic documentation from which ap-

propriate decisions can be made on values of design wind

speeds to be specified in building codes and standards or on

I
specific projects. Included in the report are: recorded wind

i speeds and anemometer elevations; predicted wind speeds

based on probability distributions of the largest values; esti-

mates of the sampling errors inherent in the predicted wind

speeds; a description of the statistical procedure used in the

analysis of the data; and a discussion of the results of the analy-

!
sis.

: BSS119. Economic evaluation of windows in buildings:

Methodology, R. T. Ruegg and R. E. Chapman, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 119, 118 pages (Apr. 1979)

SN003-003-02042-7.

Key words: building economics; daylighting; economic
analysis; energy conservation; engineering economics; life-

cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal efficiency; window;
window management.

j
This study, which is one part of a National Bureau of Stan-

I
dards interdisciplinary project on windows, is aimed at improv-

i

ing the cost-effectiveness of window selection and use in

1 buildings. It develops and illustrates a life-cycle costing evalua-
' tion model and computer program for assessing for alternative

I

window systems the net dollar impact of acquisition, main-

tenance and repair, heating and cooling energy gains and
losses, and artificial lighting and daylighting tradeoffs. The

I

I method is applicable to the evaluation of many different win-

j

dow sizes, designs, accessories, and uses, both for new and ex-

i| isting residential and commercial buildings. Two step-by-step

' examples of evaluating selected window alternatives in a re-

^
sidence and in an office building in Washington, D.C., serve to

illustrate the application of the method.
I A companion report, A Regional Economic Assessment of

,
Selected Window Systems, presents the results of eight addi-

tional residential case studies and eight additional commercial
case studies. While the emphasis of this report is on the method
of evaluation, the companion report focuses on summarizing

; the results of a regional analysis in a form that will be con-

venient for use by building owners, operators, designers, finan-

I

ciers, and builders, those whose interest centers on the actual

I

implementation of research results.

!j
BSSI20. Guidelines for stair safety, J. Archea, B. L. Collins,

1 and F. I. Stahl, Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 120,

129 pages (May 1979) SN003-003-02063-0.

Key words: accidents; architectural design; architectural

psychology; architectural research; building codes; building

design; building regulatory standards; floor coverings;

home safety; safety standards; stair safety; stairway design.

i. This report summarizes information and research in the area

of stair use and provides design guidelines for improving stair

safety. These guidelines are directed toward seven major

categories of stairway design and construction: ( 1 ) structural

.; integrity and quality of stairs, (2) physical attributes of stair

' surfaces, (3) appearance of stair surfaces, (4) handrails, (5)

, physical attributes of the surrounding stairway environment, (6)
' appearance of the surrounding stairway environment, and (7)

signs and symbols.

In general, the recommendations offered in this report derive

from the premise that stairway accidents are caused by human
perceptual errors, which are frequently triggered by some flaw

in the design or construction of stairways themselves. Evidence

describing the severity and frequency of residential stairway

hazards, and supporting premises underlying design guidelines

were obtained from epidemiological, experimental, exploratory,

and survey research sources. General directions for future in-

vestigation are suggested.
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5.19. FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS PUBLICATIONS

Publications in this series collectively constitute the Federal

Information Processing Standards Register. Register serves as

the official source of information in the Federal Government
regarding standards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal Pro-

perty and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended.
Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1 127), and as implemented by Ex-

ecutive Order 1 1717 (38 PR 12315, dated May 1 I, 1973) and
Part 6 of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations). This se-

ries is available only from the National Technical Information

Services, Springfield, VA 22161. See page 24 for price list.

FIPS PUB 58. Representations of local time of the day for infor-

mation interchange, H. McEwen, Standards Coordinator, Nal.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ. {FIPS
PUB) 58, 4 pages (Feb. 1979).

Key words: American National Standard Representation

for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information in-

terchange; meridian designators; separators; sequencing;

time elements; timekeeping systems; time representations.

This FIPS PUB announces the adoption of American Na-
tional Standard X3.43-1977, Representations of Local Time of

the Day for Information Interchange. This standard provides

the means for representing local time of the day to facilitate

the interchange of information among data systems.

FIPS PUB 59. Representations of universal time, local time dif-

ferentials, and United States time zone references for Informa-

tion interchange, H. McEwen, Standards Coordinator, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ. (FIPS
PUB) 59, 4 pages (Feb. 1979).

Key words: American National Standard Representation

for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information In-

terchange; local time differentials; meridian designator;

time differential factor; time zone references; Uniform
Time Act of 1966; universal time.

This FIPS PUB announces the adoption of American Na-
tional Standard X3. 51-1975, Representations of Universal

Time, Local Time Differentials, and United States Time Zone
References for Information Interchange. This standard provides

the means for representing universal time, local time dif-

ferentials, and U.S. time zone references to facilitate in-

terchange of information among data systems.

FIPS PUB 64. Guidelines for documentation of computer pro-

grams and automated data systems for the initiation phase, B.

Leong-Hong, Standards Coordinator, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ. (FIPS PUB) 64, 54 pages

(Aug. 1979).

Key words: automated data systems; computer programs;

cost/benefit analysis; documentation; documentation con-

tent guidelines; feasibility study; FIPS guidelines; initiation

phase; project request; software.

These guidelines provide a basis for determining the content

and extent of documentation for the initiation phase of the soft-

ware life cycle. Content guidelines are given for the following

document types: Project Request Document, Feasibility Study

Document, and Cost/Benefit Analysis Document.
The guidelines are intended to be a basic reference and a

checklist for general use throughout the Federal Government to

plan and evaluate documentation practices.

FIPS PUB 65. Guideline for automatic data processing risk anal-

ysis, S. K. Reed, Standards Coordinator, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ. (FIPS PUB) 65, 27

pages (Aug. 1979).

Key words: ADP availability; annual loss exposure; applica-

tion system vulnerability; computer security; data con-

fidentiality; data integrity; data security; physical security;

procedural security; risk analysis; risk assessment; systems

security.

This document presents a technique for conducting a risk

analysis of an ADP facility and related assets. Risk analysis

produces annual loss exposure values based on estimated costs

and potential losses. The annual loss exposure values are funda-

mental to the cost effective selection of safeguards for the

security of the facility. An ADP facility of a hypothetical

government agency is used for an example. The characteristics

and attributes of a computer system which must be known in

order to perform a risk analysis are described and an example
is given of the process of analyzing some of the assets, showing

how the risk analysis can be handled.

FIPS PUB 66. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes, H.

McEwen, Standards Coordinator, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ. (FIPS PUB) 66, 23 pages

(Aug. 1979).

Key words: computers; data processing; Federal Informa-

tion Processing Standards Publication; industries; represen-

tations and codes; Standard Industrial Classification.

This standard provides classifications, short titles, and codes

for representing industries. The general concept of an industry

is one of a group of establishments with similar economic ac-

tivities. The SIC codes, initially developed by the Office of

Management and Budget, are currently being maintained and

published by the DOC Office of Federal Statistical Policy and

Standards, the organization to which this function has been

transferred. Their implementation in Federal ADP systems will

avoid unnecessary and costly incompatibilities in the collection,

processing and dissemination of data.

FIPS PUB 67. Guideline for selection of data entry equipment,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Publ.

(FIPS PUB) 67, 23 pages (Sept. 1979).

Key words; data entry; economic considerations; keyboard;

keypunch; optical character recognition; optical mark
sensing; source data entry.

This publication provides a guideline to be used by Federal

agencies in the selection of data entry equipment. The objec-

tive is to make available information that will assist in the

selection of more efficient and economical data entry systems.

The guideline provides information about economic and

general operational considerations, steps to be followed in

acquisition and training, and other factors pertinent to data

entry equipment selection.
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5.11. VOLUNTARY PRODUCT STANDARDS

Developed under procedures published by the Department of

Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regula-

tions. The purpose of the standards is to establish nationally

recognized requirements for products, and to provide all con-

cerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the

characteristics of the products. The National Bureau of Stan-

dards administers the Voluntary Product Standards program as

a supplement to the activities of the private sector standardiz-

ing organizations.

No publications issued in this series during this period.
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5.12. TECHNICAL NOTES

Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but

restrictive in their treatment of a subject. Analogous to mono-
graphs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treat-

ment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final re-

ports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other
Government agencies.

TN910-4. Se!f-s(udy mamisal on optical radiation measurements:
Part I—Concepts, chapters 7, 8, and 9, F. E. Nicodemus, Ed.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Tech. Note 910-4, 134 pages (June

1979) SN003-003-02067-2.

Key words: aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair;

calibration; convolution; deconvolution; geometrical-optics

radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam geometry; rela-

tive spectral responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scat-

tering function corrections; spectral line radiometry; spec-

troradiometer characterizations; spectroradiometry;
vignetting.

This is the fourth in a series of Technical Notes (910- ) enti-

tled "Self-Study Manual on Optical Radiation Measurements."
!t contains Chapters 7, 8, and 9 of this Manual. Additional

chapters will continue to be published, similarly, as they are

completed. The Manual is a comprehensive tutorial treatment
of the measurement of incoherent radiation that is complete
enough for self instruction. Detailed chapter summaries make
it also a convenient authoritative reference source.

The manner in which the spectral responsivity of a spec-

troradiometer containing a monochromator varies with

wavelength is treated in Chapter 7. The nature and charac-

teristics of this function, how it is determined, and the effects

it has on spectroradiometric measurements are discussed in

detail. The traditional, indirect determination, involving the slit-

scattering function, is shown to be highly inaccurate except for

wavelengths in the central portion of the function. An introduc-

tion to the measurement of spectral line radiation is also

presented.

Deconvolution, discussed in Chapter 8, is the numerical

process of recovering an improved spectral distribution from
spectroradiometric measurements inevitably smeared spectrally

by the spectral-responsivity function of the radiometer. A sim-

ple, iterative technique, which is extensively used, will be

completely satisfactory in almost all radiometric situations. A
more sophisticated technique, which is founded on a sounder

theoretical basis, should succeed in many of the few remaining
instances where the simpler technique fails. Examples of com-
puter programs for the two techniques are given in an appen-

dix. Both are applied to a simple illustrative numerical example
with brief mention of some of the sources of difficulty and the

limitations of deconvolution. Finally, we touch on the question

of errors and describe a couple of useful measures of accuracy.

The physical definition of measurement beams, including the

integration limits in the measurement equation, is treated in

Chapter 9 in terms of geometrical-optics quantities and con-

cepts. The usual definitions oF geometrical optics are extended
to situations where defining the measurement beam may not in-

volve the imaging of any source. The importance of aperture

pairs or equivalent aperture/aperture-image pairs, in defining

measurement beams without vignetting, is developed. Also

discussed are entrance pupils as receiving apertures in

radiometry (their positions and dimensions), diffusers,

vignetting, and the effects of beam geometry on overall instru-

ment radiance and irradiance responsivitias. The treatment is in

terms of simple, ideal, geometrical optics, with sharp image and
shadow boundaries, and only passing mention is made of per-

turbations caused by imperfect imaging, aberrations, scattering,

and diffraction.

TN97 1 . Guidelines for cost-effective lead paint abatement, R. E.

Chapman and J. G. Kowalski, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech.

Note 971, 88 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-020 14-1

.

Key words: abatement; building economics; building

materials; economic analysis; housing; lead-based paint;

lead poisoning.

Public and private concern about the potential for lead

poisoning in children due to the ingestion of lead-based paint

chips has resulted in a Federally sponsored program to develop

technologies by which the lead-based paint hazard may be

eliminated from the nation's housing. Through this program
lead-based paint abatement techniques were tested in field de-

leading operations conducted in Boston, Massachusetts. The
major focus of the program was on the collection of data on
the direct costs of labor, materials and special equipment as-

sociated with these abatement techniques. Data were also col-

lected on contractors' bids so that markup ratios could be cal-

culated.

This report provides an overview of the statistical analysis of

these direct cost data by abatement technique and building

component (i.e, walls, doors and frames, windows and frames,

and miscellaneous trim). An overview of the statistical analysis

of the markup ratio is also included. Cost models are developed

for each abatement technique which identify the key factors

which affect direct cost and markup. Guidelines are given so

that these models can be used by municipal officials and build-

ing owners to estimate deleading costs as well as provide input

to policy evaluation and formulation.

TN979. Lead paint abatement costs: Some technical and

theoretical considerations, R. E. Chapman and J. G. Kowalski,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 979, 153 pages (Feb.

1979) SN003-003-02022-2.

Key words: abatement; building economics; building

materials; cost estimation; econometric models; economic

analysis; housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning.

Public and private concern about the potential for lead

poisoning in children due to the ingestion of lead-based paint

chips has resulted in a Federally sponsored program to develop

technologies by which the lead-based paint hazard may be

eliminated from the nation's housing. The nature and design of

the Experimental Hazard Elimination Program (EHEP) is

thought to be unique in that it permitted the costs of the alter-

native lead paint abatement techniques to be rigorously

analyzed.

The focus of this report is on the design, implementation and

analysis of EHEP and the cost information it produced. Statisti-

cal analyses which permitted the development of econometric

models capable of estimating abatement technique costs and

expected contractor markup are described. Structural equations

relating changes in the values of certain key factors to varia-

tions in direct cost and contractor markup are also presented.

Guidelines, including a national deleading cost estimate, are

given so that these econometric models can be used by mu-
nicipal officials and building owners to estimate deleading costs

as well as provide input to policy evaluation and formulation.
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TN980. Historic preservation incentives of the 1976 Tax Reform

I
Act: An economic analysis, S. F. Weber, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Tech. Note 980. 32 pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-
02015-0.

Key words: adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition;

economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives.

j
The Tax Reform Act (TRA) of 1976 includes several provi-

j
sions which affect the financial position of owners of income-

I
producing historic buildings. This report analyzes the effect of

the TRA on the after-tax cost of two basic alternatives facing

the owner: (1) rehabilitate the structure; or (2) demolish it and
redevelop the site. A life-cycle minimization model was

I

developed, programmed in BASIC language, and applied in an

afler-tax comparison of six alternative situations representing

rehabilitation and redevelopment both before and after the

TRA. Under the assumptions of the model used in this analysis,

, the TRA has made the rehabilitation option significantly more
attractive than previously. The former tax bias in favor of

demolition and redevelopment has been reversed. Until now,

, this information on the life-cycle tax advantages of rehabilitat-

!
ing historic buildings has been unavailable. This report will help

corporate investors make cost-effective decisions regarding
' historic preservation of nonresidential buildings and provide

policy makers with information on the effectiveness of these tax

I
incentives. The approach utilized could be adapted to analyze

incentives for other types of building rehabilitation.

TN985. Fire effects on reinforced concrete members, B. EUing-

wood and J. Shaver, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 985,
42 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 04-1

.

I
Key words: concrete (reinforced); fire load; fire resistance;

fire tests structural engineering; temperature; thermal anal-

ysis.

]

Fire ratings for structural assemblies in the U.S. are currently

j|

measured by endurance of or temperature rise in components
I subjected to a standard test. Analytical procedures show con-

siderable promise for alleviating the extensive testing required,

! and for placing fire resistant structural design on a limit states

I

basis. In this study, thermal and structural analyses for rein-

forced concrete members are validated using experimental

data. Temperature distributions computed in reinforced

concrete members for several realistic fire exposures are ex-

! amined and compared to the distributions measured in a stan-

dard test. Parameter studies show the effect of typical varia-

I tions in thermal diffusivity, emissivity and conductivity. Struc-

tural responses for the different fire exposures are also briefly

I
compared.

TN987. A servo controlled electro-optic modulator for cw laser

power stabilization and control, J. B. Fowler, M. A. Lind, and

E. F. Zaiewski, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 987, 16

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02049-4.

Key words: laser power modulator; laser power stabilizer;

photodetector characterization; radiometric instrumenta-

tion.

I

I
Two simple designs for a low cost laser stabilization system

!
are presented. The systems described are capable of stabilizing

the power output of a cw laser line to better than .05% from
DC to 100 kHz in the 350 to 1 150 nm spectral range.

TN989. A low-velocity airfiovy calibration and research facility,

L. P. Purlell and P. S. Klebanoff, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 989, 21 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-02038-9.

Key words: airflow; calibration; facility; laser optics; low

velocity; mine ventilation; velocity standard.

A low-velocity airflow facility suitable for the calibration of

wind speed measuring instruments and research in aerodynam-

ics is described. The flow facility is of the open-return type

with a test section 20 feet (6.1 meters) long, and nominally 3

X 3 feet (0.91 xO.91 m) in cross section. Special attention was

given to obtaining an air stream with a high degree of spatial

uniformity and low turbulence with excellent speed control

over the range from 3 to 1000 meters ( 10 to 3300 feet) per

minute. Laser-optical methods with appropriate signal

processing electronics are employed to establish a primary stan-

dard for the measurement of very low velocities. A crossed-

beam dual-scattering laser-optical system is used that can
operate with either forward or backscattering, and in a frequen-

cy shifted Bragg cell mode, or in a non-frequency shifted opti-

cal beam-splitter block mode. Detailed performance charac-

teristics of the flow facility and the laser velocity standard are

presented.

TN99 1 . COMPF2—A program for calculating post-flashover

fire temperatures, V. Babrauskas, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 991, 76 pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02080-0.

Key words; computer programs, fire protection; fire pro-

tection; fire resistance: fire tests; fire walls; safety engineer-

ing, fires.

COMPF2 is a computer program for calculating the charac-

teristics of a post-flashover fire in a single building compart-

ment, based on fire-induced ventilation through a single door

or window. It is intended both for performing design calcula-

tions and for the analysis of experimental bum data. Wood,
thermoplastic, and liquid fuels can be treated. In addition to

the capability of performing calculations for compartments with

completely determined properties, routines are included for cal-

culating fire behavior by an innovative variable abstraction

method. A comprehensive output format is provided which

gives gas temperatures, heat flow terms, and flow variables. The
documentation includes input instructions, sample problems,

and a listing of the program. The program is written in Fortran

and constitutes an improved version of an earlier program,

COMPF

TN992. An investigation of air-infiltration characteristics and

mechanisms for a townhouse, S. J. Treado, D. M. Burch, and
C. M. Hunt, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 992, 36
pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-02090-7.

Key words: air infiltration, residential; air permeability of

houses; energy conservation; pressurization technique;

tracer-gas technique.

Air infiltration measurements using a tracer-gas technique

and the pressurization technique were performed on a three-

bedroom townhouse having a gas-fired, forced-air furnace

system, in order to quantify the amount of air infiltration due

to various mechanisms. These mechanisms include combustion

and draft-diverter air requirements, air leakage from supply-air

ducts, and air leakage through the solid parts of the building

envelope as well as air leakage through cracks around windows
and doors. A thermographic survey was also performed in con-

junction with pressurization of the structure, in an attempt to

identify specific leaks. An apparatus for measuring the air

permeability of building materials was used to analyze the sig-

nificance of air permeation through solid building elements.

Based on the findings of the study, general guidelines are

presented for reducing air infiltration in residences.

TN993. Optical materials characterization—Final technical re-

port, February 1, 1978-September 30, 1978, A Feldman, D.

Horowitz, R. M. Waxier, and M. J. Dodge, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Tech. Note 993, 71 pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-
02031-1.
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Key words: AI2O3; As^Sj glass; BaFi; CaF2; CdF2; chalcoge-

nide glass; elastic compliances; elastic constants; elasto-

optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCl;

KC1;KI; LiF; MgF2; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants;

refractive index; SiOz; SrF2; thermal expansion coefficient;

thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe.

Data obtained as part of the Optical Materials Characteriza-

tion Program are summarized in this report. Room temperature
values of refractive index as a function of wavelength are

presented for the following materials: commercially grown KCl,
reactive atmosphere processed (RAP) KCl, KCl nominally
doped with 1.5% KI, hot forged CaFz, fusion cast CaFj, CaF2
doped with Er (0.001% to 3% Er), SrFj, chemical vapor
deposited (CVD) ZnSe (2 specimens), and ZnS (CVD, 2

specimens). Data for the thermo-optic constant (dn/dT) and
the linear thermal expansion coefficient are given for the fol-

lowing materials over the temperature range —180 °C to 200
°C: AI2O3, BaF^, CaFj, CdFj, KBr, KCl, LiF, MgFj, NaCl, NaF,
SrFj, ZnS (CVD), and ZnSe (CVD). The piezo-optic constants
of the following materials are presented: AsjSj glass, CaF2,
BaFj, Ge, KCl, fused SiOj, SrFj, a chalcogenide glass (Ge >3%,
As 12%, Se 55%) and ZnSe (CVD),

TN995. NBS Reactor: Summary of activities—July 1977 to June
1978, F. J. Shorten, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note
995, 147 pages (May 1979) SN003-003-02070-2.

Key words: activation analysis; crystal structure; diffrac-

tion; isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron

radiography; nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reactor;

radiation.

This report summarizes all those programs which depend on
the NBS reactor. It covers the period from July 1977 through

June 1978. The programs range from the use of neutron beams
to study the structure and dynamics of materials through

nuclear physics and neutron standards to sample irradiations

for activation analysis, isotope production, radiation effects stu-

dies, neutron radiography and nondestructive evaluations.

TN996. Mechanical properties of adobe, J. R. Clifton and F. L.

Davis, Nal. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 996, 45 pages

(May 1979) SN003-003-02066-4.

Key words: adobe; adobe soil; compressive strength; creep;

flexural strength; mechanical properties; moisture; non-

destructive testing; preservation.

Relationships between the compressive strength and creep,

and the moisture contents of adobe were investigated. Moisture

was found to have a deleterious effect on these mechanical pro-

perties of adobe, its severity increasing with increasingly higher

relative humidities and higher moisture contents. It was con-

cluded that rain and ground water would have a greater

deleterious effect on the mechanical properties of adobe than

high relative humidities.

The physicochemical properties of adobe, mix proportions,

drying conditions, and shrinl«age of specimens were also found
to influence the compressive strength of adobe. Procedures for

preparing, curing and testing of adobe specimens are given.

A nondestructive test method, based on measuring the

penetration resistance of adobe, was found to give reliable pre-

dictions of the compressive strength and moisture content of

adobe specimens.

TN998. Impact of building regulations on rehabilitation—Status

and technical needs, J. G. Gross, J. H. Pielert, and P. W.
Cooke, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 998, 50 pages

(May 1979) SN003-003-02062-1.

Key words: building code; building research; code adminis-

tration; existing buildings; model codes; preservation; regu-

lation; rehabilitation; renovation.

This report presents the results of a study of the impact of

regulations on building rehabilitation and includes a discussion

of the activities of the Building Rehabilitation Technology Pro-

gram of the Center for Building Technology. Particular activi-

ties discussed relative to existing buildings include: (a) develop-

ment of the technical bases for regulations and an improved

regulatory process, (b) development of new technology and

evaluation tools, and (c) development of responsive and cost-

effective decision tools. A new code concept is outlined which

could be a replacement for the "25-50 percent" rule presently

in codes for new construction. This rule often controls the

amount of work that may be required in the rehabilitation of

existing buildings. The status of existing code documents for

building rehabilitation is provided along with an overview of

other publications which discuss the impact of building regula-

tions on rehabilitation.

TN999. A study of the dynamic flue-gas temperature and off-

period mass flow rate of a residential gas-fired furnace, C.

Park, W. J. Mulroy, and G. E. Kelly, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 999, 41 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02092-3.

Key words: automatic stack damper; flue-gas temperature

profile; gas-fired furnace; off-period mass flow rate; part-

load performance; seasonal efficiency.

The flue-gas temperature and mass flow rate through a gas-

fired furnace were studied in the laboratory. Temperature

profiles were measured under cycling conditions and compared
with profiles predicted mathematically using data obtained

while the furnace was cooling down from steady-state operation

and warming up from equilibrium. The mass flow rates at vari-

ous flue-gas temperatures were measured using both a vane

anemometer and a tracer-gas technique, and these results are

compared with the mass flow rate predicted by the theoretical

equations. The effect on the off-period flow rate of automatic

stack dampers having different sized damper openings was ex-

perimentally determined. Theoretical equations are presented

for predicting the effectiveness of a stack damper as a function

of the ratio of the area of the damper to the area of the stack

and a system friction factor.

TNI 008. Antennas and the associated time domain range for the

measurement of impulsive fields, R. A. Lawton and A. R. On-
drejka, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1008, 68 pages

(Nov. 1978) SN003-003 -01 998-4.

Key words: antenna; conical transmission line; impulse

response; impulsive fields; standards; TEM horn antenna.

This report describes the construction and evaluation of a

TEM horn antenna designed at NBS to be used as a transfer

standard to generate and measure impulsive electromagnetic

fields. Our purpose in the evaluation was to analyze the dif-

ferent electrical field generation and measurement techniques

thoroughly enough to determine the major sources of error and

establish a standard of impulsive field strength having a well

established statement of accuracy.

The evaluation of this horn was done in two independent

ways; by placing the horn in the field of a conical transmission

line and by a three antenna intercomparison. The two methods
were found to agree within ± 3 dB over the range of 0.6 to 5

GHz. Part of this disagreement is due to the assumption of far

field conditions, and an experimental technique is described

which determines the frequency range over which this assump-

tion is valid.

TNI 009. Laser beam profile measurements using spatial sam-

pling, Fourier optics, and holography, E. G. Johnson, Jr., Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1009, 96 pages (Jan. 1979)

SN003-003-02019-2.
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Key words: amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation;

digital sampling; Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser

parameters; laser pulse; optical processing; phase; precision

measurements; wave front.

Using appropriate holography, lenses, mirrors, and a two-

jl

dimensional array of small holes to sample the electric field of

i a laser pulse, we demonstrate a technique for beam profile

;
measurements at a preselected observation plane. This method

i

can measure the amplitude and phase of a laser pulse at each

I

preselected sampling point on a transverse observation plane,

i Subject to constraints, these measurements can provide

j

separated visual images of the temporal pulse shapes for the
i amplitude and phase at each of the sampled electric fields. This
paper describes the basic concepts for beam profile measure-

j

ments via holography and uses pictures generated by a proto-

I type system for illustration.

! This unit may be calibrated by using a cw laser beam of the

same wavelength as the carrier or a Q-switched laser pulse.

I
Therefore, a user can make beam profile measurements of a

I

laser pulse in real time. This technique requires appropriate

scaling of the lenses and mirrors, and uses a different hologram

j

to allow the unit to work optimally for each wavelength.

i! We define the potential limits and virtues of the holographic

method. In addition, we define limits and virtues of other beam
|l profile techniques such as the two-pinhole scanning method

I

and the Hartmann plate method.

J

Finally, we indicate possible directions for eventual commer-
i.cial and scientific exploitation of the holographic method. The
: technique can be used for near- and far-infrared wavelengths

i £md, with appropriate changes in the optics, for visible

Li wavelengths.

TNIOIO. Measurement of pulsed-laser power, M. Young and R.

A. Lawton, Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Tech. Note 1010, 40
pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-02028-1.

Key words: attenuators; calibration; laser; neodymium
laser; peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; Q-switched;

risetime; speckle; waveform.

We describe calibrating several optical-pulse power meters to

an accuracy of about 8% or better. The meters are designed

for Q-switched neodymium lasers with peak powers in excess

I
of a few megawatts and pulses longer than five or ten

' nanoseconds. Combined with a fast oscilloscope or a transient

digitizer, the meters display the time-domain waveform of the

laser emission and thereby allow determination of parameters

I

such as transition duration (risetime, falltime), duration and

I

peak power. We discuss calibrating the meters by both pulsed
I and cw methods, and show why each method is useful as a

check on the other. We treat in some detail the effect of

speckle on the use of diffusers as attenuators in power meters
such as ours.

TN 1011. Construction of a large transverse electromagnetic cell,

W. F. Decker, W. A. Wilson, and M. L. Crawford, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (.U.S.), Tech. Note 1011, 92 pages (Feb. 1979)
SN003-003-02034-6.

Key words: electromagnetic susceptibility testing; structural

design and fabrication procedures; transverse electromag-

netic (TEM) cell.

In support of the electromagnetic interference studies under-

:|
way in the Electromagnetic Fields Division of the National Bu-

reau of Standards, a 2.8 meter transverse electromagnetic

(TEM) cell was constructed by the Instrument Shops Division

of the NBS Boulder Laboratories.

The cell requirements, design concepts, and fabrication

procedures were developed through the coordination of both

j

the Electromagnetic Fields Division personnel and the Instru-

ment Shops Division personnel. This paper provides the

sequential procedure used to fabricate this cell, in conjunction

with a complete set of detail and assembly drawings used to il-

lustrate the complete fabrication process. The purpose of this

publication is to provide documented information sufficient for

any outside vendor, with the proper facilities, to construct a

similar TEM cell.

TN1012. Calibrating a six-port reflectometer with four im-

pedance standards, C. A. Hoer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech.

Note 1012. 24 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-02036-2.

Key words: calibration; impedance; reflection coefficient;

reflectometer; six-port.

This report is a theoretical study showing how four termina-

tions of known impedance can be used to calibrate a six-port

reflectometer for measuring other terminations of unknown im-

pedance. The equations for obtaining the calibration constants

are exact but nonlinear, requiring an iterative solution. Several

ways are described for using these constants to calculate the

impedance of terminations being measured with the six-port

reflectometer.

TN1013. Using a TEM cell for EMC measurements of electronic

equipment, M. L. Crawford and J. L. Workman, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1013, 72 pages (Apr. 1979)

SN003-003-02053-2.

Key words: measurement procedures; susceptibility and

emission measurements; transverse electromagnetic ceJJ.

This publication describes the physical design and electrical

evaluation of pertinent parameters which influence the use and

operation of a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell. Detailed,

step by step procedures are given for using a TEM cell for per-

forming either radiated EM susceptibility testing or for measur-

ing radiated EM emissions from electronic/electro-mechanical

equipment. These measurement procedures provide guidelines

to potential users and also indicate precautions to observe to

minimize problems often encountered when performing EMC
measurements and hence to enhance the cell's usefulness.

Where available, a brief error analysis associated with the mea-
surement technique is included.

TN1014. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) radiative measure-

ments for automotive applications, J. W. Adams, H. E. Tag-

gart, M. Kanda, and J. Shafer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech.

Note 1014, 48 pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02086-9.

Key words: mobile-radio; near-field strength levels; vehicu-

lar electromagnetic environment; vehicular near-zone elec-

tric fields; vehicular near-zone magnetic fields; worst-case

EM fields.

This report describes the measured results of the electromag-

netic (EM) environment encountered by three different-sized

vehicles exposed to a selection of CB and mobile radio trans-

mitters and broadcast stations. The vehicle in these situations

is immersed in the near field of the radiating signals and the

measured data is near-field data. This report gives measured

data of electric and magnetic fields measured inde[}endently.

The purpose of the report is to identify the EM environmental

conditions under different circumstances in order to estimate

EMC testing criteria for vehicles and their electronic systems.

TNIOIS. Design of a reflection apparatus for laser beam profile

measurements, E. G. Johnson, Jr., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech Note 1015. 124 pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02 103-

2.

Key words: beam profile; calibrated system; holography; ir-

radiance; laser diagnostics; phase front.
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Measurement of both the irradiance and phase front (the

beam profile) in real time from the output of a laser has in-

terest for control of that beam and for efficient energy and

economic design of the source and the resulting optical

systems. The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has begun

a program to build a unit that can measure, at numerous
wavelengths from 1.06 fj.m to 10.6 ^m, a selected spatial sam-

ple of the beam profile. This device would have the following

features: ( 1 ) The different carrier wavelengths use the same ap-

paratus by changing two mirrors. (2) The beam profile is sam-

pled simultaneously with no time-shift distortions. (3) The out-

put data streams documenting the sampled beam profile are

continuous and are distorted only by the finite number and the

time constants of the detectors. (4) The phase-front informa-

tion is generated before the detectors create the data streams.

(5) The apparatus uses mirrors and a reflection hologram that

is computer generated. (6) The unit is calibrated piecewise

over the range of relative phase and irradiances for each pair

of neighboring sampling holes which are 5 mm apart. (7) The
resulting calibrated unit can measure profiles near 10 cm in

diameter with phase-front variations of less than 5 wavelengths.

(8) The expected response time for measurements as controlled

by the electronics is of the order of several tens of

nanoseconds.

The design analysis reported here includes: ( 1 ) the theory

which uses Fourier optics concepts with off-axis reflections and

rough surfaces to provide the basis for accurate computer simu-

lation of laser beams; (2) the program, BEAM, which generates

the expected behavior of the apparatus under variation of laser

wavelength, physical dimensions for curvatures, hologram struc-

ture, and changes in positions of the various components; (3)

the simulation results which demonstrate the expected charac-

teristics for the apparatus; and (4) the key element in the ap-

paratus, namely the reflection hologram, which requires discus-

sion of the design, construction, and testing of this element.

The Hartmann plate method is described briefly so that a

comparison between it and the holographic method can be

made. The comparison shows why the holographic method is

best for a standard for irradiance and phase-front measure-

ments.

TN1016. A standard for rf modulation factor, M. G. Arthur and

G. R. Reeve, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1016, 92
pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 25-3.

Key words: amplitude modulation; instrument landing

system (ILS); measurement instrumentation; measurement

standard; modulation; modulation factor; modulation

meter; Newton-Raphson method; percent modulation;

signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio range (VOR).

A modulation factor standard has been developed to support

the Federal Aviation Administration's requirements for a mea-
surement capability for the ILS and VOR navigation systems.

The standard consists of both a precision modulation meter and

a stable amplitude-modulated signal source. Although designed

primarily for ILS and VOR signals, it has general purpose capa-

bilities within an rf range of 10 MHz to 500 MHz and an af

range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Measurement uncertainty is less

than 0. 1 1 percent modulation below 90 percent modulation for

ILS/VOR tones of 90 Hz and above, and is somewhat greater

than 30 Hz. Included are a circuit description and an error

analysis.

TNI 100. Analysis of tentative seismic design provisions for

buildings, J, R. Harris, S. J. Fenves, and R. N. Wright, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Tech. Note 1100, 599 pages (July 1979)

SN003-003-02084-2.

Key words: building codes; buildings; building standards;

classification; decision tables; earthquake-resistant design;

information networks; network; seismic design; systems

analysis.

This report presents the results of a thorough study of the in-

ternal logic of the Tentative Provisions for the Development of

Seismic Regulations for Buildings developed by the Applied

Technology Council. The methods of analysis employed in the

study provide objective measures of clarity, completeness, and

consistency and an alternative form in which to examine the

technical validity of the provisions. These methods include

decision logic tables for examining individual provisions, infor-

mation networks for representing the precedence among provi-

sions, and classification of the provisions to study their scope

and arrangement. A formal representation of the provisions is

presented by the data items, decision tables, networks, and

classification systems developed in the study. An index and

several alternate arrangements of the provisions are also in-

cluded. Opportunities for improvement of the tentative provi-

sions are identified and discussed, and considerations for their

future development and implementation within various national

standards are highlighted.

TN 1101. Decision analysis of strategies for reducing upholstered

furniture fire losses, S. G. Helzer, B. Buchbinder, and F. L.

Offensend, Nat. Bur. Stana. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1101, 155

pages (June 1979) SNOO3-0O3-O2078-8.

Key words: building fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; deci-

sion analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis; proba-

bility; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke de-

tectors; standards; upholstered furniture.

Decision analysis is used to evaluate alternative strategies for

reducing residential upholstered furniture fire losses. Three al-

ternatives are evaluated: no-action, mandatory smoke detector

installation, and the proposed upholstered furniture standard

under consideration by the Consumer Product Safety Commis-

sion. Quantitative models are developed to assess fire losses

and cost under each alternative. The alternatives are evaluated

on the basis of minimizing the total cost plus loss to society

over time. Subject to the assumptions set forth in the report,

the analysis shows that the detector alternative and the

proposed standard are essentially equivalent and preferred to

the no-action alternative. The proposed standard is more effec-

tive in saving lives, whereas the detector alternative is less

costly to implement. The sensitivity of the results to key as-

sumptions and input parameters is tested. The results are shown

to be particularly sensitive to the cost of the proposed standard,

the loss of life value assignment, and the upholstered furniture

replacement pattern.

TNI 102. Large scale integration digital testing—Annotated

bibliography, 1969-1978, T. F. Leedy, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Tech. Note 1102, 44 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-

02097-4.

Key words: electronics; integrated circuit; large scale in-

tegration; memory; microprocessor; testing.

This annotated bibliography covers articles published in the

field of semiconductor device testing. The bibliography con-

tains (1) entries divided into six economics of testing, (2)

monolithic circuit testing, (3) the testing of subsystems of large

scale integrated circuits such as microcomputer boards and

memory arrays, (4) various test strategies used to locate a de-

fective LSI circuit, (5) test equipment available for LSI testing,

and (6) various measurement methods that may be of interest

to the test engineer.

TNI 103. Full-scale burning behavior of upholstered chairs, V.

Babrauskas, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1103, 86

pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-021 10-5.
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Key words: chairs; compartment fires; fire tests; flamma-

bility; furnishings; upholstered furniture.

A test program was conducted to determine the fire behavior

of a variety of upholstered chairs subjected to a flaming igni-

tion. Major variables were materials and construction of chairs,

room ventilation, and type of ignition sources. A total of 1

6

types of traditional and modern design chairs were tested in a

full-scale, otherwise unfurnished room. A folded up newspaper

at the seat area was used as the standard ignition source. Room
tenability criteria were based on smoke, concentrations of gase-

ous combustion products, and heat flux. One or more tenability

criteria were exceeded for 14 chairs, in times ranging from 100

sec to 650 sec; two chairs burned without exceeding any of the

tenability criteria. A review is included of previous upholstered

furniture experiments using flaming ignition sources and of ex-

isting or proposed small-scale standard tests.

TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2. The FCC public message services policy

change: An ETIP evaluability assessment report, J. Bell, S.

Kirby, R. G. Weiss, and S. Watson, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 1104/1, 232 pages, 1104/2, 110 pages (Sept.

1979) SN003-003-021 17-2.

Key words: administrative experimentation; economic
deregulation; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Communi-
cations Commission; regulatory experimentation; regulato-

ry policy; technology innovation; telecommunications.

This document is a report of work in progress toward
evaluating effects of the recent decision of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission to open public message services to com-
petition. It is one product of the Regulatory Processes and Ef-

fects Project of the Center for Field Methods (ETIP). The
broader project, described elsewhere, is attempting to analyze

the effects of changes in regulatory processes on industrial in-

novation. The joint ETIP/FCC project will involve measuring
whether the FCC policy change leads to increases in competi-

tion, technological innovation, and public benefit.

The first two chapters provide an introduction and synopsis.

Chapter II examines the setting in which the decision occurs in

terms of historical developments, industry trends, and views

held by various observers. Chapter IV describes the; Commis-
sion's mandate for regulation, process for implementing this

mandate in terms of regulations and operations, and current in-

dustry status. The fifth chapter describes the evaluation logic.

The last chapter is an assessment which shows that there are

many choices to be made to target the evaluation. A glossary

of terms and bibliography are included. Seven appendices are

bound separately.

TNI 105. A 20 bit -l- sign, relay switched D/A converter, T. M.
Souders and D. R. Flach, Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Tech. Note

1105, 21 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 29-6.

Key words: digital-to-analog converter; high resolution;

multirange; R-2R ladder; relay switching; self-calibration;

twenty bits + sign; voltage output.

A multirange, 20-bit -I- sign, voltage output d/a converter is

described. The converter exhibits less than 1 ppm (of full scale

range) linearity error, and temperature coefficients of gain, off-

set and linearity of less than 0.5 ppm/°C. The design is based

on the R-2R ladder network in the current steering mode, using

miniature latching relays with mercury wetted contacts for

switching. Ten buffered, temperature-controlled unsaturated

standard cells comprise the voltage reference.

Techniques with design details are presented for minimizing

errors due to relay thermal emfs, for implementing a self-

calibration of linearity errors, and for obtaining optional coding

formats. Calibration techniques are discussed and representa-

tive calibration data are presented.

TNI 106. Frame C: A compact procedure for quantitative ener-

gy-dispersive electron probe x-ray analysis, R. L. Myklebust,

C. E. Fiori, and K. F. J. Heinrich, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 1106, 111 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 1 3-

0.

Key words: computer program; energy dispersive detector;

multichannel analyzer; peak overlap; quantitative electron

probe microanalysis; x-ray continuum; x-ray spectrum.

A data evaluation procedure (FRAME C) for carrying out

quantitative electron probe microanalysis with a lithium-drifted

silicon detector was developed for use with a small computer.

The procedure consists of a background correction calculated

from two selected background regions of interest, a simple

method of resolving overlapping peaks, and the matrix cor-

rections for characteristic radiation (ZAF). To save computa-

tion time, small groups of adjacent channels (regions of in-

terest) in the multi-channel analyzer rather than individual

channels are used for the calculations. The method for comput-

ing the overlap factors is described. Examples of several types

of analyses are presented.

TNI 107. The use of aerial infrared thermography to compare

the thermal resistances of roofs, D. M. Burch, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1107, 38 pages (Aug. 1979)

SN003-003-02 102-4.

Key words: aerial flyovers; aerial infrared thermography;

energy conservation; roof heat-loss survey.

The paper investigates whether a comparative roof survey

using aerial infrared thermography can be used to rank the

roofs of residential and commercial buildings according to their

thermal resistance. Mathematical models are presented for pre-

dicting the apparent radiance temperatures of these roof

systems. These models are used to investigate the differences

in apparent radiance temperature between roofs having various

thermal resistances. These predicted differences are then com-
pared with predicted differences in apparent radiance tempera-

ture caused by typical variations in roof emittance, local out-

door temperature, and local wind speed throughout the

macroclimate. The transmission characteristics of the at-

mosphere are reviewed, and the required dew-point spread for

preventing dew or frost formation on a roof is examined.

TNI 108. SPEED2, a computer program for the reduction of

data from automatic data acquisition systems, R. D. Peacock
and J. M.Smith, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1108,

153 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 12-1.

Key words; computer program; data acquisition systems;

data reduction; plotting.

The voluminous amount of data that can be collected by au-

tomatic data acquisition systems requires the use of a digital

computer for the reduction of data. A general purpose com-
puter program for the reduction of data collected by automatic

data acquisition systems is presented. The program is written

with the ability to accept data from a number of different data

acquisition systems, with the ability to check the correctness of

data included. Through the use of FORTRAN computer pro-

gramming, the data can be converted to meaningful scientific

and engineering units. The data can then be presented in tabu-

lar, printer plot or ink pen plot form.

The program is documented, and detailed instructions for its

use, with examples, are presented. The use of SPEED2 requires

some knowledge of FORTRAN programming language and the

executive control language for the computer system in use.
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TNI 109. Characterization of electrical ignition sources within

television receivers, G J Rogers and D. D. Evans, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1109, 60 pages (Oct. 1979)

SN003-003-021 19-9.

Key words: electrical failure; fire containment; ignition;

television fire.

The ignition of television receivers initiated by electrical

failures in the circuitry was examined by studying four

receivers. They were; two black and white portables, a color

portable, and a color console receiver. Selected locations

within the circuitry were stressed by introducing full or partial

short circuits to simulate the failure of electronic components.

The temperatures and increased power dissipation generated by

short-circuited components were recorded. Although com-
ponent temperatures greater than 500 °C were achieved, no
flaming ignition sources were generated.

For comparative purposes the energy release rate of the igni-

tion source specified in the UL 1410 test procedure was mea-
sured. Supplemental measurements on the operating tempera-

tures of chassis components under varying ventilation condi-

tions were also made.

TNI 110. NBS interagency transducer project 1951-1979—Am
overview, P. S. Lederer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note

11 10, 45 pages (Aug. 1979) SN003-003-02 109-1.

Key words: dynamic calibration; evaluation; interagency

transducer project; performance characteristics; telemetry;

transducer.

Between 1951 and 1979, the National Bureau of Standards

was engaged in a continuing project to study the performance

of sensory transducers, primarily those used in telemetry. This

project has been supported by agencies of the Defense Depart-

ment and NASA. This report provides a brief description of the

background and history of the project, of its objectives, of

some of the techniques and specialized facilities developed and

used, and of some of the publications that have been issued

from the project.

5.13. CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES

Practical information, based on NBS research and ex-

perience, covering areas of interest to the consumer. Easily un-

derstandable language and illustrations provide useful

background knowledge for shopping in today's technological

marketplace.

CIS4, Revised 1978. Corrosion, E. L. R. Corliss, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Consum. Inf. Ser. 4, 31 pages (Revised 1978)

SN003-003-02024-9.

Key words: audition; communications; hearing; hearing

aids; selection of hearing aids; speech communication.

A consumers information publication containing information

on hearing aids including selection, use, and maintenance.

CIS9, Revised 1979. Facts about hearing and hearing aids, J.

Kruger and S. Halpin, Eds, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Consum.

Inf. Ser. 9, 12 pages (Revised June 1979) SN003-003-01947-
0.

Key words: corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic corro-

sion; inhibitors; pitting corrosion; rust; stress corrosion.

This document explains what corrosion is, how it affects cer-

tain metals and, how to prevent it.
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5.14. NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS

A special series of interim or final reports on work per-

formed by NBS for outside sponsors (both government and

non-government). In general, initial distribution is handled by

the spKjnsor; public distribution by the National Technical In-

i formation Service (NTIS), Springfield, VA 22161, in paper
copy or microfiche form unless otherwise stated. When order-

ing this series from NTIS you must order it by the "COM, PB,

or AD" number listed at the end of each entry.

^

NBSIR 75-935. The National Measurement System for electrici-

I

ty, N. B. Belecki, B. L. Dunfee, and O. Petersons, 86 pages
(Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB299158.

II Key words: calibrations; dissemination of units; electrical

measurements; electric power measurements; elec-

trotechnology; impact of measurements; measurement
technology assessment; National Measurement System;

standards.

The National Electrical Measurement System, by which all

measurements of electrical quantities are made in the U.S., is

reviewed. This overview, based on the results of a four-year

study, details the organizational structure of the system; the

technical aspects of realizing, maintaining, dissemination and
using the units for measurements; and the economic charac-

teristics of its basic industry, the instrumentation industry, and
the system's user constituency. Documentary standards and the

organizations producing them are discussed, concluding with a

survey of presently adopted documents. Its two major com-
ponents, the electronics subset and the electric power subset,

are defined, described, and contrasted. Major technical,

management, and logistics problems facing the system are

delineated. An in-depth view of the Electricity Division, which
supplies the measurement base of the system, is given. Finally,

recommendations for technical and management action by NBS
in a number of areas are given.

NBSIR 77-1289. The measurement of wind loads on a full-scale

mobile home, R. D. Marshall, 132 pages (Sept. 1977). Order
from NTIS as PB297463.

Key words: aerodynamics; building; codes and standards;

full-scale testing; mobile homes; wind loads.

I

An experimental investigation of wind loads acting on a full-

Ij
scale mobile home is reported. The objectives of the investiga-

tion were ( 1 ) the direct measurement of surface pressures and
overall drag and lift forces, (2) the formulation of recom-

mended loads for the design of mobile homes and their anchor-

ing systems to resist forces due to wind and ( 3 ) the measure-
ment of deflections and the identification of failure modes with

application of simulated wind loads.

I

Measurements were obtained for a variety of wind speeds

I
and relative wind directions using a mobile home with nominal

plan dimensions of 12 by 60 ft (3.7 by 18.3m). Wind speeds

were measured at five levels ranging from 3 to 1 8m and the

I

mean velocity profiles were found to be best described by a

power law with exponent a = 0.18. Extreme negative pressure

fluctuations were found to occur on the end walls and along

the perimeter of the roof. The resonant component of response

of the mobile home to drag and lift forces is negligible for basic

wind speeds up to 90 mph (40 m/s) and the average maximum
lift loads are not strongly influenced by the presence or

absence of skirting.

Recommended design loads are based on the average max-

imum event in a time interval of 1000 seconds and are tabu-

lated for assumed basic wind speeds of 70 and 90 mph ( 3 I and
40 m/s) and a moderately open wind exposure.

NBSIR 77-1298. Power lawn mowers: Ease of pull, V. J.

Pezoldt and J. J. Persensky, 32 pages (June 1977). Order
from NTIS as PB271974.

Key words: consumer products; human factors; hyman per-

formance; lawn mowers; psychophysics; safety; standards.

This study was designed to provide objective information

about the subjective judgement of "easy to pull" as it relates

to the effort required to restart manual pull-start power lawn

mowers. Seventy-four lawn mower users performed a total of

more than 1 0,000 pulls on two simulated pull-start mechanisms.

The peak forces applied in the pulls were associated with the

subjects' judgements about the ease or difficulty of the pulls.

These data were used to generate sample distributions of the

maximum forces judged easy and the minimum forces judged

hard. While not providing a definitive answer to the question

of what is easy to restart, the data generated in tfie study pro-

vide a practical basis upon which an upper force limit for easy

to restart can be based.

NBSIR 77-1299. Power lawn mowers: Time-to-blade access, A.

M. Ramey and J. J. Persensky, 22 pages (May 1977). Order

from NTIS as PB297641

.

Key words: consumer product; human factors; lawn

mowers; reaction time; safety; standards.

This document is the final report for the Consumer Product

Safety Commission of an investigation of time-to-blade access

for walk-behind power mowers. The problem studied was:

"How long after the dead-man control is released should a lawn

mower blade be allowed to rotate?" The Human Factors Sec-

tion at NBS performed this empirical study of operator move-

ment time to determine an ergonomically sound recommenda-
tion for blade stopping time.

One hundred participants were tested using a reaction time

device designed to measure mower users' approach times to

various areas of potential blade contact. The test apparatus per-

mitted measurement of both reaction time—or time to release

a simulated dead-man control at the onset of a cue light and,

more importantly, movement time—or the time from the

release of the dead-man control to activation of one of five

switches in the blade access area.

Analysis of the data reveal no statistically significant dif-

ferences in reaction time as a function of movement distance.

As expected, however, movement time does increase linearly as

movement distance increases. The range of average movement
times observed was from 0.6 to 3.3 seconds. The median move-

ment time at the shortest and longest distances were 1 .4 and

2.2 seconds respectively. An inspection of percentile informa-

tion for movement time suggests a blade -stopping time of 0.7

seconds in order to protect the maximum number of people.

Recommendations for needed further research are discussed.

NBSIR 77-1401. Processing and characterization of NBS stan-

dard polyethylene for use as a negative control material, A.

J. Bur, 32 pages (Jan. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB297464.
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Key words: biomaterials; negative control; polyethylene;

processing sheets and rods; surface characterization; sur-

face contamination.

This work was initiated in order to fulfill a need for a

polymer which can serve as a negative control material for

biocompatibility studies involving new polymer implant materi-

als. Two large batches of well-characterized polyethylene resin

are the sources of the candidate negative control material. The
original polyethylene resin, in pellet form, was processed into

sheets and rods and examined for surface contaminants and

uniformity. Surface observations consisted of measurements of

contact angle, attenuated total reflectance infra-red absorption

and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). Bulk measure-

ments consisted of density, differential scanning calorimetry,

and transmission infra-red spectroscopy. All of the measure-

ments, except SIMS, indicated that the material was uniform

and typically polyethylene with no macroscopic contamination.

The SIMS measurement, which is a sensitive analytical tool for

detecting low levels of elemental contamination, showed signifi-

cant differences between the types of contamination on the sur-

faces of the starting material and the type of contamination on
the processed sheet and rod. The method of processing was

also significant because the extruded rod showed much more
contamination than did the compression molded sheet. The sur-

faces of the rod were found to contain metallic oxides and
several other metals which were not present in the unprocessed

polyethylene. It is concluded that close attention must be paid

to the method of processing and that only a sensitive analytical

tool such as SIMS can be used to detect surface contamination

and the differences between these samples.

NBSIR 78-887. Development and evaluation of an LNG sans-

pling measurement system, W. R. Parrish, J. M. Arvidson,

and J. F. LaBrecque, 200 pages (July 1978). Order from
NTIS as PB289938.

Key words: custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chro-

matography; heating value; hydrocarbon; liquefied natural

gas; phase equilibrium; pipelines; sampling.

This report describes the development and evaluation of

procedures and components for sampling and analyzing LNG
from flowing streams. Laboratory and field test results showed
the total uncertainty in the computed heating value of samples

taken with the recommended sampling system could be routine-

ly within ±0.3 percent; this included the ± 0.1 percent uncer-

tainty in analysis by gas chromatography. Three sample probes

and two vaporizer designs were considered. Of the ten operat-

ing variables considered, six were found to be important in

sampling. Test results were used to establish recommended
design and operating criteria.

NBSIR 78-1432. Automation of the ion energetics data center,

R. Thompson, W. Webb, and H. M. Rosenstock, 84 pages

(Dec. 1977). Order from NTIS as PB293918.

Key words: abstract; appearance potential; archival tape;

computer program; data base; data base management; em-
pirical molecular formula; GPSDC; ion energetics; ioniza-

tion potential.

The Ion Energetics Data Center is engaged in the compila-

tion, evaluation and dissemination of experimental information

on gaseous ion energetics. Outputs include bibliographic and

tabular information on ionization potentials, appearance poten-

tials, electron affinities and heats of formation of gaseous posi-

tive and negative ions. The operation of the data center is

discussed. This operation has recently been automated by the

development of a set of computer programs, called lONPACK,
which minimize the manual effort required for the numerous

file manipulations and editing steps necessary to produce the

data center output. The functions of the programs are outlined

and the associated operating procedures are described in detail.

Full documentation of the programs is presented in a separate

report.

NBSIR 78-1433. Low velocity performance of a bronze bearing

vane anemometer, L. P. Purtell, 23 pages (Feb. 1978). Order
^

from NTIS as PB29 1 366.
'

J

Key words: airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low

velocity; performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel.

Performance of a bronze bearing vane anemometer is evalu-
j

ated over the speed range of 64 to 690 feet per minute includ-
j

ing starting speed and stopping speed. The tests were per-
^

formed in the NBS Low Velocity Airflow Facility which pro-
t,

vides a uniform flow of low turbulence and utilizes a laser
|

velocimeter as the velocity standard. v

K

NBSIR 78-1444-3. Semiconductor technology pro-
^

gram—Progress briefs, W. M. BuUis, Ed., 16 pages (Oct.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB292681.
^

Key words: electronics; integrated circuits; measurement '

technology; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; "

semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control;

silicon. t

This report provides information on the current status of '

NBS work in measurement technology for semiconductor

materials, process control, and devices. Results of both in-

house and contract research are covered. Highlighted activities
]

include: determination of resistivity-dopant density relationships
j

in silicon; measurement of ion-implanted dopant profiles by

spreading resistance; optical measurement of line widths on ^

chrome photomasks, iron-oxide photomasks, and silicon wafers; i

additional data on sulfur impurity levels in silicon; conduct of 1

a workshop on stability of thin film solar cells; analysis of *

leakage currents in gated diode test structures; calculations of

the radiation dose incurred by oxide layers during x-ray and '

e-beam lithographic steps; correlation of selected electrical

parameters on commercial rectifier diode wafers; and availabili-

ty of a test pattern for determining alignment between mask

levels. In addition, brief descriptions of new and selected on- '

going projects are given. The report is not meant to be ex-
j

haustive; contacts for obtaining further information are listed.

Compilations of recent publications and publications in press

are also included.

NBSIR 78-1478. A universal set of test data for computer imple-

mentations of elementary mathematical functions, D. W. Lozi-

er, 29 pages (May 1978). Order from NTIS as PB291961.

Key words: elementary function testing; Fortran library test
j

data; Fortran library testing; mathematical function testing;

test data for elementary functions; test data for mathemati- i

cal functions. )

A short table of values of 20 mathematical functions com-

monly found in computer libraries is given. The data was
|

chosen to sample the functions throughout the range of a typi-

cal floating-point arithmetic. Computer implementations can be

tested by comparing computed function values against the tabu-

lar values. A discussion on how to interpret the test results is
|^

included, for both decimal and non-decimal implementations.
^

NBSIR 78-1494. Test procedures for the determination of the
^

gross calorific value of refuse and refuse-derived-fuels by ox-

ygen bomb calorimetry. Summary of the 1977 fiscal year

results, D. R. Kirklin, D. J. Mitchell, J. Cohen, E. S. Domal-

ski, and S. Abramowitz, 35 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB290160.
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Key words: bomb calorimetry; gross calorific values;

refuse-derived-fuels; sample characterization; test

procedures.

Gross calorific values have been determined for refuse-

derived-fuels (RDF) from two manufacturers, Teledyne Na-

tional and Combustion Equipment Associates. Test procedures

used are modifications of those used for coal and coke. The
calorific values (moisture- and ash-free basis) obtained for

Teledyne National RDF ranged from 24.51 to 25.20 MJ kg-'

(10539 to 10835 Btu lb"') with a standard deviation of 0.8 per-

cent. The calorific values (moisture- and ash-free basis) of
Combustion Equipment Associates ECO-FUEL 11 RDF ranged
from 21.93 to 22.16 MJ kg-' (9427 to 9528 Btu lb"') with a

standard deviation of 0.4 percent. Results of 23 laboratory sam-

ples are presented at various stages of sample preparation

which were derived from single field samples from each of the

two sources. Calorimetric results based on an equilibrated

laboratory sample are presented along with some semi-quantita-

tive spectrochemica! results. The results indicate that the

techniques of oxygen bomb calorimetry can be successfully ap-

plied to a non-homogeneous refuse stream after considerable

processing to prepare a "homogeneous" refuse-derived-fuel

(RDF).

NBSIR 78-1496. Preliminary data on the field performance of

storage-type residential water heaters, R. A. Grot and L. S.

Galowin, 27 pages (Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB295431.

Key words: energy usage; load profiles; water heaters.

The early results of a field experiment for determining the

performance of gas and electric residential storage water

heaters are presented. Energy requirements for hot water

supply and hot water consumption and usage pattern data are

presented and analyzed using statistical techniques in order to

display average load curves and the variation about the

average. It is shown that the daily energy usage of these water

heaters is approximately a linear function of the energy content

of the drawn daily water consumption. This fact allows a simple

procedure to be used for evaluating the effects of retrofit ac-

tions on the performance of the water heater.

NBSIR 78-1501. Quantified occupant-use factors affecting ener-

gy consumption in residences, R. E. Clark and S. R. Hastings,

143 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as PB298052.

Key words: appliance energy consumption; energy con-

sumption of residences; lighting energy consumption; occu-

pant factors; residential air conditioning; service hot water;

space heating; ventilation.

Predicting energy consumption for a building requires three

types of data: climatic data, component performance data, and
occupant-use data. Historically, few data on occupant use of a

building have been collected, and the data which are collected

are not easily referenced. Consequently, it is common for ener-

gy analysts to establish values for occupant variables merely on
the basis of their own personal experience. In response to this

dilemma, this report assembles residential energy-use-data, as

could be found, from field metering studies, surveys, utility

company estimates, and government sponsored statistical pro-

jections. From these data the authors have determined recom-
mended occupant-use values based on their analysis and

judgments. These "recommended values" represent the best

judgment of the present authors, but are not to be interpreted

as "NBS recommended" values. Data, and assessment of their

validity for input in models for predicting energy consumption,

are organized into six groups by energy end-use: ( 1 ) heating,

(2) service hot water, (3) appliances, (4) lighting, (5) air con-

ditioning, and (6) ventilation. The use of more soundly derived

values for occupant-use variables will result in a better correla-

tion between the energy use predicted for buildings being

designed today and the actual energy use of the buildings when
occupied.

NBSIR 78-1505. Characteristics of helicoid anemometers, J. M.
McMichael and W. G. Cleveland, 17 pages (Aug. 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB291987.

Key words: air; anemometer; helicoid anemometer; lag;

overspeeding error; rotary anemometer; unsteady flow.

An experimental study of the overspeeding error for helicoid

anemometers in periodic air flows is described. The ranges of

amplitude and frequency for which a simple nonlinear model

for the dynamic response of such instruments remains valid are

presented. It is shown that the model is valid for typical at-

mospheric applications of such instruments. A simple method

is presented whereby the effects of inertial lag and nonlinearity

may be taken into account in obtaining measurements of along-

wind power spectra in the atmosphere.

NBSIR 78-1507. Some thoughts on electrical connections, J.

Rabinow, 35 pages (Aug. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB29049 1

.

Key words: aluminum wiring; electrical connections; pres-

sure terminals; wire creep.

This report is a subjective and personal statement of my ex-

periences and thoughts regarding electrical connections, in

general, and aluminum wiring for homes, in particular. It is not

a statement of official position of the National Bureau of Stan-

dards (NBS). It is entirely possible that other members of the

NBS staff may not agree with many statements made in this re-

port. It is based on some considerable experience and where

the ideas expressed are not based on such experience, I hope
this is clearly indicated.

My conclusions are that present day technology of electrical

distribution wiring in residences is not in keeping with good en-

gineering practices available today. This is true relative to both

copper and aluminum wiring.

NBSIR 78-1509. An algorithm and basic computer program for

calculating simple coal gasification equilibria, W. S. Horton,

83 pages (Aug. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB291241.

Key words: BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal

gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive computer
program; methane; minimization of Gibbs energy; phase

rule; simultaneous chemical equilibria; water.

Calculation of the equilibrium composition for the gases CH4,

CO, CO2, H2, and H2O is treated by minimizing the Gibbs ener-

gy, G. Minimization is constrained by the conservation of

chemical elements. With the use of Lagrangian multipliers, the

minimum is found by setting the partial derivatives of G with

respect to the amount of each substance equal to zero. The
resulting non-linear equations are solved iteratively by the New-
ton-Raphson method. This algorithm is implemented with an in-

teractive computer program written in the BASIC language

named COLGAS. The aim of this work was to provide people

who test materials in coal-gasification-like atmospheres an easy

way to obtain the equilibrium comjxjsition of their gas mix-

tures. A knowledge of computer programming is not required

in order to use the program. A listing of the program is given

and also six sample computer calculations. The phcise rule is

applied to the C-H-O system and two ternary diagrams are

shown illustrating the condensation of solid carbon and liquid

water.

NBSIR 78-1521. French schools—A report of the U.S. team visit

to France from November 13 to 23, 1977, P. Driscoll, Coor-
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dinator, 42 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB296148.

Key words: building technology; France/NBS cooperative

program; French schools.

By June 1970, the National Bureau of Standards and the

Centre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment had effectively

begun a cooperative program in building technology. The pur-

pose of this program was to increase jointly the French and
United States capability to develop building sciences and
technology; seek answers to significant building problems; and
reduce costly and wasteful duplication of parallel national ef-

forts. This collaboration has provided opportunities for

representatives of both nations to exchange ideas, skills, infor-

mation and techniques in attacking problems of particular mu-
tual interest. These opportunities have included the exchange
of selected literature, with translations of main papers and
publications; the exchange of long-term interns working in the
organization of the other country on subjects requiring special

facilities; work by one organization for the benefit of the other

not as well equipped, either in staff or in equipment; and-the
exchange of missions of experts from one country to the other

to study special work. It is precisely this exchange of missions

of exp>erts, to study specific work, that produced the report
which follows.

NBSIR 78-1526. Annual conference on fire research, C. Hug-
gett, Ed., 217 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB291930.

Key words: combustion products; fire hazards; fire model-
ing; fire research; human behavior in fires.

This report contains extended abstracts of grants and con-

tracts for fire research sponsored by the Center for Fire

Research, National Bureau of Standards and descriptions of the

internal programs of the Center for Fire Research.

NBSIR 78-1539. Mathematical models for selecting catalogs of

standard-sized items, D. R. Shier, 80 pages (Sept. 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB289803.

Key words; catalog; dynamic programming; iterative

procedure; models; optimization; stability; standards.

This report identifies and discusses various mathematical
models for selecting a "best" catalog of standard sizes. A sur-

vey of existing models for continuous and discrete versions of

the catalog selection problem is presented. The advantages and
disadvantages of such models are assessed with regard to both

range of applicability and computational feasibility. This

evaluation shows that a frequently-advocated iterative

procedure may produce erroneous results and identifies another

approach as the most promising. Various refinements and ex-

tensions are then proposed for this latter (discrete) model and
its associated solution technique (dynamic programming). In

particular, a multidimensional version of the catalog selection

problem is formulated and* analyzed. Areas for further in-

vestigation, and unresolved issues, are also discussed.

NBSIR 78-1545. Low velocity performance of a high speed vane
anemometer, L. P. Purtell, 23 pages (Sept. 1978). Order
from NTIS as PB291409.

Key words: airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low
velocity; performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel.

Performance of a high speed vane anemometer is evaluated

over the speed range of 43.4 to 741 feet per minute including

starting speed and stopping speed. The tests were performed in

the NBS Low Velocity Airflow Facility which provides a

uniform flow of low turbulence and utilizes a laser velocimeter

as the velocity standard.

NBSIR 78-1547. Methodology for choosing test parameters to

evaluate protective headgear, R. E. Berger and N. J. Calvano,

77 pages (Nov. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292284.

Key words: headform; headgear; head injury; helmet; im-

pact; test method.

The effects of changing test variables (headform, impact

velocity, impact surface, impact site) on output parameters

(peak acceleration, severity index) were studied. Twelve foot-

ball helmets representing six different types of energy absorbing

systems were used in the test. Results show good correlation

between metal and humanoid headforms during top impacts but

poor correlations when helmets were impacted on the back.

Correlation between impact surfaces was high. Peak accelera-

tion correlated well with severity index.

NBSIR 78-1555. A system for fire safety evaluation of health

care facilities, H. E. Nelson and A. J. Shibe, 146 pages (Nov.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB292273.

Key words: automatic sprinklers; building codes; building

construction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facili-

ties; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing

homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety evaluation;

smoke detection.

A quantitative evaluation system for grading health care

facilities in terms of fire safety is described. The system can be

used to determine how combinations of widely accepted fire

safety equipment and building construction features may pro-

vide a level of safety equivalent of that required by the widely

accepted Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection As-

sociation. The system will provide flexibility to both the

designer of new facilities and to the renovator of existing health

care facilities.

Three major concepts form the basis for code equivalency:

a. Occupancy Risk—the number of people affected by a given

fire, the level of fire they are likely to encounter, and their

ability to protect themselves; b. Building Safety Features—the

ability of the building and its fire protection systems to provide

measures of safety commensurate with the risk; c. Safety

Redundancy—in-depth protection, through the simultaneous

use of alternative safety methodologies such as containment,

extinguishment, and people movement methodologies. The
design of the complete fire safety system is intended to ensure

that the failure of a single protection device or method will not

result in a major failure of the entire system.

In this system, equivalency is judged to exist when the total

impact of the occupancy risk factors and the compensating

building safety features produce a level of safety equal to or

greater than that achieved by rigid conformance to the explicit

requirements of the NFPA Life Safety Code. In this evaluation,

safety jjerformance is gauged both in terms of overall safety im-

pact and depth of redundance.

NBSIR 78-1556. Kitchen range energy consumption, J. V.

Fechter and L. G. Porter, 68 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB294880.

Key words: appliance; cooking; efficiency; energy; human
factors; kitchen ranges; labeling; stoves; test methods.

In support of the national appliance energy conservation pro-

gram, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has been

developing, evaluating, and recommending standard methods

for measuring appliance energy efficiency. This report describes

a study where 58 non-professional cooks prepared 21 standard

meals each on kitchen ranges, and compares the results with

a laboratory test method which does not utilize such cooks.

Ten different ranges were tested—five gas and five electric.

The results are ( 1 ) the rank order (least to most efficient) cor-
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relations between laboratory measured efficiency and energy

used by cooks were not significantly different, (2) the cooking

practices of the 58 cooks were sufficiently alike that no major

modification to the laboratory test method was required, (3)

homemakers showed greater variability in energy use than did

laboratory tests with the same ranges, (4) energy consumption

I

labels on appliances should include information about that

I

variability, and (5) evaluation of range efficiencies could be

done with only three to five energy intensive meals.

NBSIR 78-1558. Development of hydrogen and hydroxyl con-

tamination in thin silicon dioxide thermal films, S. Mayo and
W. H. Evans, 39 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB293556.

Key words: dry oxidation of silicon; hydrogen contamina-
tion; hydroxyl contamination; semiconductor device fabri-

cation; silicon; sihcon dioxide; thermal oxidation of silicon.

Hydrogen and hydroxyl incorfjoration into thin silicon diox-

ide films thermally grown on silicon in dry oxygen atmospheres
contained in resistance-heated fused silica or polycrystalline sil-

icon tubes is analyzed. The mechanisms leading to incorpora-

tion of these impurities in the film are discussed in terms of

trace water and hydrocarbon contamination in the oxygen used,

room ambient humidity permeation through the fused silica

tube, the silicon wafer preparation prior to oxidation, and other

environment factors. The most significant reactions occurring

the water-silica-silicon system during wafer oxidation at tem-
peratures in the range from 800 °C to 1200 °C are discussed.

It is shown that, during the oxidation period required to grow
a 100-nm thick silicon dioxide film on a < 100 > silicon wafer
in nominally dry oxygen containing water contamination in the

ppm range, the introduction of hydrogen and hydroxyl con-
tamination into the oxide film can be explained in terms of the

water-silica interaction. The use of polycrystalline silicon oxida-

tion tubes is discussed with reference to the inherent water get-

tering action of silicon at oxidation temperatures.

NBSIR 78-1564. Tabulation of published data on electron

devices of the U.S.S.R. Through December 1976, C. P. Mar-
sden, 137 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB291959.

Key words: electron devices; electron tubes; semiconduc-
tors; U.S.S.R.

This tabulation includes data on U.S.S.R. electron devices as

collected from publications, mostly handbooks published by the

various ministries and institutes of the U.S.S.R. Information is

given on all active devices ranging from receiving to microwave
devices, semiconductor devices, and miscellaneous devices such
as photographic flash tubes and thermistors.

NBSIR 78-1569. End-of-year-report. Micromechanical proper-

ties of beryllium and other instrument materials, B. W. Christ,

R. S. Polvani, and R. J. Hocken, 42 pages (Oct. 1978)

Order from NTIS as PB299654.

Key words: beryllium; dimensional stability; gyroscope; in-

strument materials; microcreep; micromechanical proper-

ties.

This research program was initiated on October 1, 1977. It

is sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. TTie objective of

the program is to evaluate and understand the micromechanical

properties of beryllium and other instrument materials for use

in gryoscopes, so that dimensional stability can be improved.

Improved dimensional stability is expected to lessen the need
to periodically align gyroscopes in service.

NBSIR 78-1571. Sprinkler-vent and spray nozzle systems for

fire protection of openings in fire resistive walls and

ceilings—The state-of-the-art and a plan for future research

work, J. G. O'Neill, 29 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS
asPB291889.

Key words; automatic sprinkler; building code; smoke
movement; spray nozzle; stairway protection; ventilated

stair.

A review of literature was conducted to determine the state-

of-the-art of automatic sprinkler, sprinkler-vent and spray noz-

zle methods of protecting openings in fire resistive assemblies.

A review of nationally used model building codes and standards

indicated that they have varying provisions for these types of

systems. Generally, the use of these systems is only applied to

escalator openings in fully sprinklered buildings. Previous ex-

perimental work, however, demonstrated that these systems can

also be effective in preventing passage of heat and smoke
through other types of openings in structural assemblies.

An outline of a planned research project and a description

of the test facility are given. The project will develop design

parameters for sprinkler-vent and spray nozzle methods for pro-

tecting stairways and other openings through floor ceiling as-

semblies. Results from this project may suggest improvements

to current codes and standards involving these systems and
possibly permit their wider use in unsprinklered buildings.

NBSIR 78-1573. Properties and interactions of oral structures

and restorative materials, J. M. Cassel, 94 pages (Dec. 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB289913.

Key words: accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting; com-
posite; cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; resin; wear.

To improve the storage stability of dental composite resin

systems, alternative catalyst systems to the commonly used

benxoyl peroxide-tertiary amine are being developed. Increased

storage stability is attainable with organic peresters or

hydroperoxides but requires more efficient accelerators than

the presently used amines. Ascorbic acid or ascorbyl palmitate

offer promise as useful accelerators which give good biocom-

patibility. To develop more reactive amine accelerators with

perhaps less toxicity than those currently in use, p-

dimethylamino-phenylacetic acid (or ester derivatives) and

dimethylaminoglutethimide were synthesized and shown to

yield composite restorative specimens of good mechanical

strength and color stability. A wide range of cyanoacrylates

from the simplest, 2-ethyl cyanoacrylate, to the more complex
type such as viscous isoamyl product have been examined for

their capacity to achieve and retain bonding between acrylic

resin and dentin. Very high initial bond strengths were achieved

with isobutyl-2-cyanoacrylate on dentin pretreated with dilute

acid but a one-month thermal cycling test in water indicated

the bonding was not sufficiently stable. Initial pin on disc wear

measurements with a synthetic hydroxyapatite pin have shown
promise.

A pattern modification to reduce variability in the alloy

castability test has been developed. Variations in the number
of firing cycles and amount of condensation of green porcelain

have been shown to cause significant differences in dimensional

characteristics on cooling of fused dental porcelain.

NBSIR 78-1575. Erosion by solid particle impact, A. W. Ruff

and S. M. Wiederhom, 103 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB291988.

Key words: abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact; metals;

particle erosion; wear.

A review of the methods and findings associated with solid

particle impact erosion of metals and ceramics is presented.

Modem theories of particle erosion and critically reviewed ex-

perimental observations are brought together and compared.
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Conclusions regarding the present state of understanding of

erosion are given.

NBSIR 78-1576. Final Report—Proximity-vision system for

protoflight manipulator arm, J. S. Albus, 22 pages (Aug.

1978) . Order from NTIS as PB291335.

Key words; depth image; proximity sensor; robot vision;

teleoperator vision; wrist-mounted TV.

The NBS Proximity-Vision System consists of two separate

but complementary subsystems: 1 ) A solid-state TV camera
with 128 X 128 resolution elements mounted on the manipula-
tor wrist. Coordinated with this camera is a high intensity

strobe flash system with optics which project a thin fan-shaped

plane of light into the region viewed by the camera. 2) A pair

of close-range infra-red proximity sensors mounted in the fin-

gertips.

The system is built for a manually controlled teleoperator.

However, the design is also suitable for computer image analy-

sis in the control of an autonomous robot manipulator.

NBSIR 78-1577. Data bases available at the National Bureau of

Standards Library, D. Cunningham, 53 pages (Mar. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB293 1 70.

Key words: bibliographic data bases; computerized data

bases; information storage and retrieval systems; libraries-

automation; machine-readable-bibliographic data.

An alphabetical listing of data bases available on-line at the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Library is listed by either

acronym or full title of the data base. Other additional informa-

tion includes description of the data base, period of coverage,

producer(s), corresponding hard copy, principal sources and

vendors. A general subject and a cross reference index to the

data bases is also supplied.

NBSIR 78-1581. Annual Report 1978. Office of nondestructive

evaluation, H. Berger and L. Mordfin, Eds., 58 pages (Jan.

1979) . Order from NTIS as PB291946.

Key words: acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; inspec-

tion; magnetic particles; nondestructive evaluation;

penetrants; radiography; statistics; ultrasonics; visual-opti-

cal tests.

This report summarizes the activities of the National Bureau

of Standards (NBS) Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) Pro-

gram. It emphasizes activities over the Fiscal Year, 1978. How-
ever, since this is the Program's first Annual Report, some
material is included to summarize activities since the Program
was formally instituted in June 1975.

NBSIR 78-1584. Submarine compartment fire—Study-fire per-

formance evaluation of hull insulation, B. T. Lee and J. N.

Breese, 49 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB298264.

Key words: combustion products; fire barrier coatings; fire

growth; flame spread; foam insulation; heat release; interi-

or finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; sub-

marine compartment.

Certain foam rubber materials which are currently used to in-

sulate the interior of submarines are shown to possess a serious

fire risk potential. Flame spread tests often do not adequately

reflect the fire hazard potential of these materials. It is shown
that compartment fire testing is the only satisfactory method of

evaluating these kinds of materials at the present time.

Fire barrier coatings for protecting these hull insulations are

also investigated. Two candidate coatings are found to prevent

full fire involvement of an insulated compartment following a

moderately large flame exposure and at the same time meet the

Navy's elasticity requirement for submarine application. The '

study includes comparisons of model and prototype compart- mi"

ment fire behavior and demonstrates the practicality of using Jm
quarter-scale fire tests for screening compartment finish materi- Jlio

als. Jilii

I id

NBSIR 78-1586. Fire safety guidelines for vehicles in a

Downtown People Mover system, R. D. Peacock, 57 pages Jj.

(Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB292600.
^

Key words: emergency communications; emergency '
"

evacuation; fire detection; fire safety; fire suppression; i

mass transportation; material flammability; people movers; '

"

smoke. 1

t El

The results of a study to formulate fire safety guidelines to ^ j

be required for vehicles used in Downtown People Mover i,

j

(DPM) systems for the movement of people in a congested 3
j

urban area are presented. Through a review of the design fea-

tures of existing people mover vehicles and systems, and a
\i S

review of proposed new systems, fire scenarios are developed

and guidelines suggested to minimize the fire risk to passengers.

Methods and criteria, based on established test procedures,

are proposed for assessing the flammability and smoke genera-

tion of interior finish and furnishing materials. Fire and smoke
detection and suppression equipment are recommended, along

with proposed guidelines for emergency evacuation provisions

and emergency communication requirements.

An extensive bibliography of flammability in fixed guideway .

transit systems is included.

NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA). Loose-particle detection in microelec-
'

tronic devices, J. S. Hilten, P. S. Lederer, J. F. Mayo-Wells,
;

and C. F. Vezzetti, 73 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS '

as PB290679.

Key words: acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant; detec-

tion; electronic package; impact noise; microcircuit device;
,

particle detection; particle impact noise detection; PIND; .

pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer. ,

The work described constitutes an evaluation of the test

procedures and apparatus specified in MIL-STD-883, Test '

Method 2020, Particle Impact Noise Detection Test. The major '

experimental effort described—a comparison of procedures and

apparatus— is based on the use of specially prepared specimen S

device packages known either to have or not to have a particle

present. Other experimental efforts reported include charac- s

terization of the accelerations imparted to a specimen device !'

by pre- and co-shock apparatus, a brief study of the effective- |i

ness of couplant materials in transmitting mechanical energy to i

the specimen device, and a comparison of the output signal (

level from four different ultrasonic detection transducers under J

otherwise identical test conditions. As part of the plan of work, i

252 of the specially prepared devices, representing six package

types, were characterized (as containing particles or not) by
:

several test procedures in order to provide a set of specimens i

for use by the sponsor in a proposed interlaboratory evaluation (

of PIND testing. Problems associated with this effort are

discussed. Results of the work are presented, together with con- '

elusions and recommendations for further work. A result of in-

terest is that the acceleration imparted by the single sample of

the pre-test shock apparatus tested is on the order of 1.5 times

the maximum specified by the Test Method.

NBSIR 78-1712. Report to AID on an NBS/AID workshop on

standardization and measurement services, H. S. Peiser, C. C.

Raley, and P. M. Odar, Eds., 156 pages (May 1979). Order

from NTIS as PB296326. I;

Key words: AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign

relations; industrializing nations; international relations;

LIXI"s; measurement services; standardization.
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From October 1-18, 1977, a Workshop was held at the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, and at selected

i universities, research institutes, standards developing organiza-

tions, test centers, and industrial companies, under the sponsor-

ship of AID. The object of the Workshop was to give standards

ofTicials of industrializing nations insight into the standards and

I

measurement systems of the United States and the role of the

I

National Bureau of Standards, so that these officials might con-

j

sider what parts of the U.S. system might usefully be adapted

I

to conditions in their home countries. An exchange of stan-

j

dardization experience in each of the participant's countries

i was presented by delivered papers which are reproduced here.

[

Countries represented included Argentina, Bangladesh, Bolivia,

Egypt, Ghana, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya, Korea, Phillipines, and
Thailand. In addition, there were representatives from the Arab

1
Organization for Standardization and Metrology and the Inter-

I

national Organization for Standardization.

NBSIR 79-1588. Interlaboratory evaluation of the attic floor

I
radiant panel test and smoldering combustion test for cellulose

'l

thermal insulation, J. R. Lawson, 38 pages (Feb. 1979).

I

Order from NTIS as PB293 159.

'! Key words: attic floor radiant panel; cellulose thermal insu-

lation; critical radiant flux; flame spread; smoldering com-
bustion; test methods.

I;

i An interlaboratory test program was conducted to provide

! estimates of repeatability and reproducibility of fire tests for

cellulose loose fill insulation. The test methods evaluated were

for critical radiant flux, using the Attic Floor Radiant Panel,

and for smoldering combustion; they were based on Federal

Specification HH-I-515D. Seven commercially manufactured

cellulose thermal insulations marketed for residential use were

evaluated by each procedure. An additional set of four

replicate hardboard specimens were tested by each participant

using the Attic Floor Radiant Panel. Nine laboratories con-

ducted the Attic Floor Radiant Panel test, and ten conducted

tests for smoldering combustion. The testing was conducted

during the month of June 1978. The participating laboratories

were surveyed prior to testing in order to ensure conformance
to the critical details of the test apparatus and procedures.

The between-laboratory coefficient of variation for critical

radiant flux ranged from 1 3 to 30 percent with an average for

I

seven insulation materials of 2 1 percent. Estimated precision

levels of repeatability and reproducibility for the Attic Floor

Radiant Panel test when compared to other standard flame

spread tests and materials are favorable. Data from the Smol-

j

dering Combustion test was evaluated on a pass/fail basis with

I agreement by nine of ten laboratories for six of the seven

I materials tested. Seven of ten laboratories also agreed on the

seventh material.

Based on work of this study, there is reasonable assurance

that results from different laboratories evaluating the same
I material for compliance with Federal Specification HH-I-515D

I

will be consistent.

NBSIR 79-1591. Semiconductor technology program—Progress

briefs, W. M. Bullis, Ed., 12 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB294846.

Key words: electronics; integrated circuits; measurement

technology; microelectronics; semiconductor devices;

semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control;

silicon.

This report provides information on the current status of

NBS work on measurement technology for semiconductor

materials, process control, and devices. Results of both in-

house and contract research are covered. Highlighted activities

include studies of: laser annealing of low-fluence implants in sil-

icon; analysis techniques for spreading resistance profiling mea-

surements; Hall effect measurements in two-layer structures; in-

corporation of hydrogen and hydroxyl impurities in silicon

dioxide films; an integrated gated-diode electrometer test struc-

ture; defect-density profiling by constant-capacitance deep-level

transient spectroscopy; and a spatial integrity test pattern for

electrical measurement of intra- and inter-die line-width varia-

tions. In addition, brief descriptions of new and selected on-

going projects are given. The report is not meant to be ex-

haustive; contacts for obtaining further information are listed.

Compilations of recent publications and publications in press

are also included.

NBSIR 79-1591-2. Semiconductor technology pro-

gram—Progress briefs, W. M. Bullis, Ed., 12 pages (Mar.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB298063.

Key words: electronics; integrated circuits; measurement
technology; microelectronics; semiconductor devices;

semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control;

silicon.

This report provides information on the current status of

NBS work on measurement technology for semiconductor

materials, process control, and devices. Results of both in-

house and contract research are covered. Highlighted activities

include studies of: process-induced radiation damage; resistivi-

ty-dopant density relationships in silicon; spreading resistance

measurements; spreading resistance profiling; cross-bridge sheet

resistor test structure; PIND test; and moisture infusion into

hermetic packages and conduct of a workshop on power

semiconductor devices. In addition, brief descriptions of new
and selected on-going projects are given. The report is not

meant to be exhaustive; contacts for obtaining further informa-

tion are listed. Compilations of recent publications and publica-

tions in press are also included.

NBSIR 79-1591-3. Semiconductor technology pro-

gram—Progress briefs, W. M. Bullis, Ed., 12 pages (June

1979). Order from NTIS as PB298064.

Key words: electronics; integrated circuits; measurement
technology; microelectronics; semiconductor devices;

semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control;

silicon.

This report provides information on the current status of

NBS work on measurement technology for semiconductor

materials, process control, and devices. Results of both in-

house and contract research are covered. Highlighted activities

include studies of: reverse-bias second breakdown, an in-

tegrated gated-diode electrometer, random fault measurements,

pattern generator positional accuracy, intrachip linewidth varia-

tion, transient upset in TTL circuits, photoresist sensitometry,

optical linewidth measurements, spreading resistance profiling,

model spreading resistance data, silicon resistivity SRMs, and

sheet resistance measurements. In addition, brief descriptions of

new and selected on-going projects are given. The report is not

meant to be exhaustive; contacts for obtaining further informa-

tion are listed. Compilations of recent publications and publica-

tions in press are also included.

NBSIR 79-1595. CMOS/SOS test patterns for process evaluation

and control: Annual report, March 1 to November 1, 1978,

L. W. Linholm, 53 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB293487.

Key words: CMOS/SOS; process control; process metrolo-

gy; silicon gate; test patterns; test structures.

The National Bureau of Standards in collaboration with the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, and RCA, Somer-

ville, NJ, has designed a CMOS/SOS test pattern, NBS-16, and
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the necessary measurement techniques. RCA is required to

process one test pattern wafer with each CMOS/SOS wafer lot

being fabricated for the radiation hardened microprocessor

chip set. Each test pattern is to be tested at NBS and JPL and

recommendations for improvements made to the Air Force

Avionics Laboratory (AFAL), the Air Force Materials Labora-
tory (AFML), and RCA. A second generation test pattern will

be designed later based on information and experience ob-

tained from the first. To date, the NBS- 16 test pattern has been
designed, a pattern generator tape has been delivered to RCA,
and the testing hardware and software has been developed. A
program schedule and a description and illustration of each test

structure are found in the appendices.

NBSIR 79-1596. Studies of flam inability test procedures for cur-

tains and drapes, D. E. Hopkins and J. F. Krasny, 25 pages
(Mar. 1979). Order from NT!S as PB295039.

Key words: curtains; drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; in-

ternational; self-extinguishment; ships; standards.

The Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization

(IMCO) is in need of a simple, relevant flammability test

method for the curtain and drapery fabrics used aboard ships.

Two methods for measuring self-extinguishment of fabrics upon
removal of the flame were compared. One was proposed by the

United States' representative to IMCO, the other was an adap-

tation of a recently proposed method of the International Stan-

dards Organization (ISO). The effects of variations of the

proposed test methods (changes in the ignition flame charac-

teristics, bottom edge or surface ignition, and in the specimen
suspension) were also investigated. In general, the relative

ranking of the fabrics was not changed, though the individual

afterflame time and char length results were affected by some
of these variables. The advantages and disadvantages of the two
proposed test methods are discussed and an improved method
is recommended.

NBSIR 79-1599. Microphone windscreen performance, R. N.

Hosier and P. R. Donavan, 85 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB292967.

Key words: acoustics; flow; insertion loss; microphone;

porous sphere; sphere; spheres; wind noise; windscreen;

windscreen performance; windscreens.

Measurements were made of the wind-induced noise and
acoustic insertion loss of ten microphone windscreens. Eight of

these were reticulated polyester spheres of varying porosity.

The other two were the metal cage type typically used in long

term outdoor noise monitoring. The measurements were made
under laboratory conditions for normal and grazing flow in-

cidence at wind speeds up to 14 m/sec. The data show that the

windscreens are very different in the amount of wind-induced

noise reduction they provide, with some achieving more than

25 dB. In general the foam windscreens provided more wind-

induced noise reduction than the cage windscreens; however,

the cylindrical cage windscreen performed better than any of

the foam windscreens for normal flow incidence. The insertion

loss measurements proved difficult to make because of the

small insertion losses encountered. However, data for grazing

flow and normal acoustic incidence show no strong velocity de-

pendence for any of the windscreens tested. Examination of the

wind-induced noise spectra provided significant insight into the

noise generating mechanisms associated with flow around a

porous sphere. Effects of inflow turbulence, self-generated tur-

bulence, mean flow, flow through the sphere, and flow in-

cidence angle were identified. Test results are provided in the

form of curves and tables for easy use in evaluating potential

wind noise levels in outdoor measurements.

NBSIR 79-1604. A comparison of centrifuge and freezingo

calorimeter methods for measuring free water in snow, R. N.s
Jones, 43 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as PB29632I.1

Key words: centrifuge; comparison of measurement"

methods; free water; freezing calorimeter; hydrology

forecasting; microwave remote sensing; snow.
|

In using microwave measurements in hydrological studies of'

snowpack or avalanche prediction, the presence of free water'

in the snow has a strong influence on observed data because

it affects the dielectric characteristics. Although several

methods are in use for determining the percent of free water

in snow, there is very little information in the literature as to

how well the various methods agree. This paper reports on a
'

comparison of two popular methods; namely, the centrifuge

and the freezing calorimeter. Results from measurements over
|i

a two-month period in the Colorado mountains in the winter

of 1978 indicate serious disagreement between these two

-

methods. Some reasons for the disagreement are presented and
verified. This raises some important questions pertaining not

only to what the two methods actually measure, but also which
methods may be appropriate for particular applications.

NBSIR 79-1605. A theoretickl study of unbalanced ground ef-

fects on receiving dipoles, M. T. Ma, 15 pages (May 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB296207.
j

Key words; dipole antenna; ground effect; unbalanced I'

system. I'

l:

Balanced ground effects on the performance of some antenna ji

systems are relatively well known and can be taken into ac- ':

count by the design engineer. Unbalanced ground effects on a

measuring system are, however, more complicated and make a

thorough understanding difficult. In this report, specific ground

effects on the calibration of a dipole antenna with an arbitrary

inclination angle with respect to the ground are analyzed by

means of a theoretical model. Numerical results representing

this undesired effect are also included.

NBSIR 79-1606. A variational expression for the scattering

matrix of a coaxial line step discontinuity and its application

to an over moded coaxial TEM cell, I. Sreenivasiah and D. C.
i

Chang, 47 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as »

PB296324. 1^'

Key words: coaxial transmission line; cut-off frequency; ..

equivalent circuit; modal analysis; scattering matrix; step
^

discontinuity; TEM-cell; variational formulation.
^

A step discontinuity in a coaxial transmission line, where one ^

of the sections is large enough to support both TEM and TMo, '

modes, may be modeled as a 3-port junction. A variational ex-
j

pression for the (3x3) scattering matrix of such a junction is
j

obtained in simple closed form. The scattering matrix, so ob- '{

tained, is used to analyze the tansmission characteristics of a

coaxial TEM cell beyond the cutoff point of the TMoi mode.
Finally, an equivalent circuit, along with the expressions for the

circuit parameters, is given for the general case where the

number of propagating modes in each section is finite but ar-

bitrary.

NBSIR 79-1607. Producing slush oxygen with an auger and

measuring the storage characteristics of slush hydrogen, R. O.

Voth and P. R. Ludtke, 41 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB298555.

Key words: cryogenic; hydrogen; oxygen; scraping auger;

slush; slush production; slush storage.

Part 1 . Producing Slush Oxygen With An Auger: An auger

rotating inside a brass tube refrigerated with liquid helium was I
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\i used to produce liquid-solid (slush) mixtures of oxygen. The
' auger produced small particles of solid oxygen so that the

resulting mixture could be transferred and sorted. The auger

could produce slush continuously in an appropriate system, and

it could produce slush at pressures higher than the triple point

' pressure of the oxygen.

Part 2. Storage Characteristics of Slush Hydrogen: Three

)
long term storage tests were conducted on an Apollo hydrogen

,
vessel. The vessel was filled to 88 percent with normal boiling

, point liquid hydrogen then the pressure rise rate to 17.6 bar

I

and the venting rate at 17.6 bar were measured. The two other

J

tests were similar except the vessel was filled with slush

hydrogen. In one of these tests, the slush was mixed to

eliminate thermal stratification. Filling with slush instead of

I

liquid hydrogen increased the storage time before venting by
1 .08 to 1.17 times and increased the mass loaded by 1.11 to

1.13 times.

I NBSIR 79-1608. Attenuation measurements on optical fiber

waveguides: An interlaboratory comparison among manufac-
turers, G. W. Day and G. E. Chamberlain, 35 pages (May

I 1979). Order from NTIS as PB29695 1.

Key words: attenuation; fiber optics; interlaboratory com-

{
parison; measurements; optical communications; quality

control.

I In late 1978, the National Bureau of Standards invited U.S.

I

manufacturers of optical fiber waveguide to participate in an
I

interlaboratory comparison of attenuation measurements. Seven
manufacturers performed four different measurements on each

i; of two fibers. The range of results was typically 1 to 1.5 dB/km
for fibers with 3 to 7 dB/km nominal attenuation. This report

i
contains the results and an analysis based on additional data

j
taken by NBS.

I

NBSIR 79-1609. Materials studies for magnetic fusion energy

applications at low temperatures— II, F. R. Fickett and R. P.

Reed, Eds., 495 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB299288.

Key words: alloys; fiberglass; mechanical properties; non-
metallics; physical properties; stainless steel.

The reports presented here summarize the work of the low

temperature materials research project for the second year of

j

the program. The various projects are outlined and the research

results are presented. The major thrust of the measurements
' has been the evaluation of the low temperature mechanical and

I

physical projjerties of stainless steel base metal and welds, with

j

particular emphasis on the nitrogen strengthened stainless

I

steels. Aluminum alloys have received some consideration also.

I

Work has been done on the production of nonmetallics,

primarily industrial laminates for low temperatue applications

and on the measurement of their properties at cryogenic tem-
peratures. The second NBS/DOE Vail workshop was held in

October 1978. A brief description is given of that program.

j

NBSIR 79-1612. Isobutane: Provisional thermodynamic func-

tions from 114 to 700 K at pressures to 700 bar, R. D. Good-
win, 191 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as PB299361.

I Key words: densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane; isochores;

I isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of

I

vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific

heats; spteeds of sound; vapor pressures.

Thermophysical properties of isobutane are tabulated at in-

tegral temperatures along isobars over the entire range of fluid

states. Results for the compressed liquid, from the triple- to the

boiling-point, have been estimated by use of the highly con-

strained, nonanalytic equation of state, because experimental

P-p-T data are lacking in this region.

NBSIR 79-1613. Radar absorber measurement techniques at

frequencies above 20 GHz, N. S. Nahman, C. M. Allred, J.

R. Andrews, C. A. Hoer, and R. A. Lawton, 70 pages (Aug.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB299576.

Key words: dielectrics; frequency-domain measurements;

magnetic materials; microwaves; millimeter waves; permea-

bility measurements; permittivity measurements; radar ab-

sorbers; time-domain measurements.

New methods for implementing automatic permittivi-

ty/permeability measurements of radar absorber materials for

applications primarily above 20 GHz and into the millimeter

wave region to about 100 GHz are discussed. A brief review

of the state-of-the-art of dielectric and magnetic material mea-

surements is given. Automated time domain and frequency

domain methods are considered including time domain auti)-

matic network analyzers, correlation measurement systems

using noise signal sources, and six-port network analyzers.

NBSIR 79-1615. Dispersion and attenuation characteristics of

modes in a TEM-cell with a lossy dielectric slab, J. C. Tippet

and D. C. Chang, 37 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS
as PB80-105141.

Key words: attenuation; coupled integral equations; disper-

sion; lossy dielectric slab; modes considerations; TEM-cell.

Dispersion and attenuation characteristics of the dominant

mode in a TEM cell, loaded with a lossy dielectric slab, are in-

vestigated. It is shown that, while the insertion of the lossy

material can indeed lower the Q-factor of the higher-order

modes, the attenuation of the dominant mode also increases

drastically as frequency increases. Correction to that effect

must be taken before measurements in the cell are used to cor-

relate those taken in a free -space environment.

NBSIR 79-1618. Helium research in support of superconducting

power transmission, D. E. Daney, 61 pages (Oct. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB80-1 16502.

Key words: cable cool-down; cool-down helium; liquid heli-

um; superconducting power transmission; thermal cycling;

thermal stress.

During FY 78, the NBS Thermophysical Properties Division

program of supporting research for Superconducting Power

Transmission Line (SPTL) development focused on three tasks:

1 ) Numerical computation of SPTL cool down by both single

stream and counter flow methods. 2) Experimental modeling of

counterflow SPTL cool down. 3) Thermal cycling of lengths of

lead-sheathed model cable destined for testing in the BNL 5th

Ave. facility.

The preparation of computer codes and numerical computa-

tion of SPTL cool down were completed and the results are

given in Section 3. These calculations confirm our original in-

tuitive judgment that cool-down times for the counterflow ar-

rangement can be long—twenty days or more.

Greater than anticipated computer run times and costs

required a reduction of effort on experimental modeling of

counterflow cool down. Consequently, completion of this task

will be delayed until FY 79.

Xwo sections of cable underwent extensive thermal cycling,

and the results of these tests are given in Section 1. The com-

plex structure of the cable leads to unusual (although

reproducible) load vs time curves.

Funding limitations required postponement until FY 79 of

the experimental evaluation of heat flow sensors as a means of

non-intrusive vacuum indication for SPTL vacuum envelopes.

This task together with experimental modeling of cool down
will form the heart of our program in FY 79.
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NBSIR 79-1619. Quality assurance program for the NBS C, K,

and Q laser calibration systems. W. E. Case, 101 pages (Aug.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-1 18508.

Key words: calorimetry; laser beamsplitter system; laser

calibration system; laser measurements; laser power
calibration.

This report is a detailed procedure of how to set up and
operate a Measurement Assurance Program (MAP) for a laser

power and energy calibration facility. Items such as traceability,

methods of self-checking measurement consistency, computer
documentation and statistical analysis are discussed.

NBSIR 79-1620. Time domain pulse measurements and com-
puted frequency responses of optical communications com-
ponents, J. R. Andrews and M. Young, 35 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PESO- 1 20066.

Key words: avalanche photodiode; FFT; fiber optics;

frequency response; impulse response; laser; photodiode.

The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the application

of the NBS Automatic Pulse Measurement System (APMS) to

measuring the pulse responses of optical communications com-
ponents and to computing their impulse and frequency respon-
ses. For example we describe measurement of the properties of
two glass fibers and an avalanche photodiode using both a

pulsed GaAs laser diode (X = 0.9 ixm) and a mode locked,

Nd:YAG laser (X = 1.06 /xm). All measurements were per-

formed in the time domain; frequency domain data were ob-

tained from the time domain data by using the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT). The impulse response was obtained by
deconvolution.

NBSIR 79-1621. Normtsl butane: Provisional thermodynamic
functions from 135 to 700 K at pressures to 700 bar, R D.

Goodwin, 171 pages (Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB80-1 18193.

Key words: densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of
state; internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-

Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting

line; n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific heats; sfteeds

of sound; vapor pressures.

Thermophysical properties of n-butane are tabulated at in-

tegral temperatures along isobars over the entire range of fluid

states. Results for the compressed liquid, from the triple- to the

boiling-point, have been estimated by use of the highly-con-

strained, nonanalytic equation of state, because experimental

P-p-T data are lacking in this region. Only available, published

physical properties data are used in this work.

NBSIR 79-1700. Fare performance guidelines for shipboard In-

terior finish, B. T. Lee and W. J. Parker, 24 pages (June
1979). Order from NTIS as PB297765.

Key words: compartment fires; fire tests; fiame spread;

heat release rate; ignition; interior finish; passive fire pro-

tection; potential heat; smoke.

The present Navy fire performance requirements given in

Military Standard 1623B (SHIPS) for shipboard interior finish

provide a means for selecting fire safe materials. However, a

recent evaluation of the Navy fire safety requirements along

with an experimental berthing compartment fire study have
suggested more rational design rulesv New guidelines are

recommended to update this standard with improved fire risk

critera.

NBSIR 79-1703. The iameSy development of environmental,

safety, and health standards for energy technologies, B. W.
Steiner, 40 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB292753.

Key words: energy standards; environmental standards;

safety and health standards; standards development.

The Division of Operational and Environmental Safety (OES)
was established in the spring of 1977 as a division of the former

Energy Research and Development Administration. As one of

its first tasks, OES commissioned the National Bureau of Stan-

dards to develop a comprehensive plan for the development of

non-nuclear energy-related environmental, safety, and health

standards for the Department of Energy. The objective was to
i

provide assurance that the exploitation of new energy technolo-

gies by the private sector would not be hindered by the absence I

in the private sector of ( 1 ) all necessary environmental, safety, i:

and health standards; or (2) the ability to comply with them. '

A detailed plan was submitted to the Division in September *

1977.
,

During the preparation of that report it became clear that the
'

effort commissioned by the OES was representative of a broad
transformation with great significance for the standards

development process in the United States. The present report

consists of a paper describing that transformation in the role of

standards, its significance, and the broad implications.

NBSIR 79-1705. State solar entrgy legislation of 1977: A review

of statutes relating to buildings, R. M. Eisenhard and L. A.

Santucci, 396 pages (Feb. 1979). Order from NTIS as *

PB295642. '

Key words: buildings; design; energy; legislation; solar; ,

standards; State.
j

This report reviews State legislation on solar energy, as ap-

plied to buildings, which was enacted in 1977. Acts involve tax

incentives, sun rights, standards for solar units, and State sup-
!

port of promotion of solar research, solar demonstrations, and

solar loans. The Acts are identified and abstracted, and respon-

sible State agencies and officials identified. The Acts, support-

ing forms and other documents are included in the Appendices.

NBSIR 79-1706. CSA weatherization demonstration project

plan, R. Crenshaw, R. Clark, R. Chapman, R. Grot, and M. I

Godette, 81 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as I

PB293498.
I

Key words: Community Services Administration; heating

balance point analysis; low-income residences; marginal

cost/benefit analysis in weatherization; optimum '

weatherization retrofit combinations; thermal analysis of

residences.

This report comprises the plan of a research and demonstra-

tion effort to determine the fraction of energy that may be

saved by installing weatherization retrofits in poor peoples'
[

homes throughout the United States. Two broad groups of
{

weatherization retrofits are considered for application in each
|f

dwelling: 1 ) "architectural," those affecting the building shell;
[

and 2) "mechanical," those affecting space heating and service

hot water systems. The optimum combination of weatherization i'

options is defined as that set of retrofits which maximizes net i

savings (the difference between savings in fuel usage and the

cost of the retrofits) over 20 yeais for a particular house and
1

1

climatic environment. The retrofits will be selected through

present-value benefit/cost analysis. The savings will be

established through analysis of utility billings and fuel delivery m
records before and after weatherization. The report presents I

the background of the demonstration, the research tasks as- I

sociated with the demonstration, a description of the diagnostic I I

tests to be used, the rationale for economic decisions, the tests i I

for evaluating mechanical systems, and the calculation methods I

used in selecting architectural options. I
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NBSIR 79-1707. Impact attenuation performance of surfaces in-

stalled under playground equipment, B. M. Mahajan and W.

B. Beine, 53 pages (Feb. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB292743.

Key words: head injury criterion; impact; peak accelera-

tion; performance; playground surfaces; test method.

This report describes a test method and a suggested criterion

for evaluating the impact attenuation performance of

playground surfacing materials intended to protect against head
injury due to falls. Several types of surfacing materials have

been tested and the results are included. These results indicate

that some surfacing materials impart peak accelerations below
this criterion for fall distances up to 10 feet while others ex-

ceed the criterion for relatively short fall distances.

NBSIR 79-1709. Description of the data acquisition and instru-

mentation systems: Jersey City total energy project, C. Bulik,

W. G. Rippey, C. W. Hurley, and D. E. Rorrer, 160 pages
(Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294926.

Key words: data acquisition system; digital tape recorder;

fuel measurement; instrumentation; total energy; transdu-

cers; weather station.

Under the sponsorship of the Department of Housing and

j

Urban Development (HUD), the National Bureau of Standards

'] (NBS) gathered engineering data on an operating diesel total

!
energy plant which supplies all electrical power, hot water, and

I

chilled water to a 485 unit apartment/commercial building

I

complex in Jersey City, New Jersey. Engineering data was con-

! tinuously collected from April 1975 to December 1978 by a

j

data acquisition system (DAS) which recorded the outputs
' from approximately 200 sensors located in the plant and site

buildings.

This report describes the design and operation of the instru-

mentation system and the data acquisition system used to moni-
tor the total energy plant and certain utility services to the site

buildings. The report contains a description of the types,

characteristics and locations of instruments used to measure
physical variables. The capabilities and operational modes of

the data acquisition system components are described in detail.

The report also contains a brief description of the total energy

plant and site, instrument costs, data processing procedures and
some of the instrumentation problems encountered.

NBSIR 79-1710. Electrical injuries—A literature review, Y. C.

Wu, 36 pages (Feb. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB298622.

Key words; arc bum; contact bum; current threshold; elec-

trical injury; electrolyte shift; heat effect; injury

mechanism; injury statistics; mouth bum; specific electrical

effect.

This report reviews and discusses the frequency, severity and

mechanisms of the electrical injury as reported in the literature.

Detailed national statistics on the frequency and severity of

specific types of electrical injury are not available, however,

limited data from the literature and from a survey of a few ran-

I

domly selected hospitals are summarized and presented. The
mechanisms of injury involve the physical and physiological

parameters of the electrical source and the human body. These

parameters are discussed according to known principles.

Injury to the human body, initiated by the flow of electrical

current, is the consequence of disturbance, change or destmc-
tion of physiological entities such as nerves, blood vessels, or-

gans, muscles and bones. For interpreting the electrical injury

phenomena two theories exist in the literature. One theory sug-

gests that electrical injury is thermal in nature and is caused by

the Joulean heat (FR) resulting from current flow through the

body. The other theory suggests that injury is caused by

specific electrical effects such as electrolyte shifts that are in-

duced by the current flow. Evidence to support or dispute both

theories was found in the literature. Due to the lack of quan-

titative data, however, the validity of these theories can only be

assessed qualitatively.

NBSIR 79-1713. Final report on the "BFIRES/Version I" com-

puter simulation of emergency egress behavior during fires:

Calibration and analysis, F. I. Stahl, 179 pages (Mar. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB295063.

Key words: architectural research; building fires; computer-

aided design; environmental psychology; fire research; fire

safety; human performance; modeling technique; pro-

gramming; sensitivity analysis; simulation.

This report documents computer simulation experiments

designed to calibrate and analyze BFIRES, a computer program

which simulates building occupants' egress behavior during

fires. This report demonstrates that emergency egress behavior

under certain specified conditions can be systematically con-

ceptualized, and simulated through the use of a digital com-
puter. Important findings concerning the calibration and sen-

sitivity of BFIRES are also discussed. In particular, it is shown

that: (a) a variety of general egress situations may be simulated

through the application of BFIRES; (b) every such event is

unique, and is defined by the set of user-supplied input parame-

ter values which describe the building, the threat, and the occu-

pants; (c) BFIRES may be used in simulated environments of

known (or desired) spatial dimension, and events of known (or

desired) temporal duration; and (d) BFIRES simulation out-

comes are sensitive to variations in a number of parameters of

immediate interest to the building design and regulatory com-
munities.

NBSIR 79-1714. Fire buildup in shipboard compart-

ments—Characterization of some vulnerable spaces and the

status of prediction analysis, B. T. Lee and W. J. Parker, 45

pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as PB297631.

Key words: fire growth; fire statistics; flame spread; fuel

load survey; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire

tests; material ignitability; prediction model; shipboard

spaces.

A review of shipboard fire incidents in the Navy over the

past six years was made to determine the spaces of greatest vul-

nerability to fire and the most common sources of ignition in

these areas. Some of these compartment spaces are charac-

terized with regard to their fumishing and interior finish materi-

als. Their fire loads are specified. The various factors which

determine the extent and rate of fire buildup in a compartment

are discussed in terms of a simplified prediction model.

Although substantial progress has been made in developing a

prediction model for room fire development, a satisfactory

treatment of flame spread on combustible interior finish materi-

als along with a better understanding of the effect of the fire

environment on fire buildup are needed. Meanwhile, criteria

for choosing fire safe materials must continue to rely on exist-

ing laboratory fire tests. The application of laboratory fire tests

on ignition, flame spread, and heat release rate to control the

use of interior finish materials aboard ship is explored. Test

data on ignition, flame spread, and heat release rate of typical

shipboard materials are provided.

NBSIR 79-1716. Possible fire and electric shock hazards from

hot lamps in miniature Christmas tree light strings and

decorations, P. M. Fulcomer, 34 pages (Mar. 1979). Order

from NTIS as PB295357.

Key words: electric shock; fire; flaming ignition; glowing

ignition; hazard; ignition temp>erature; lamp surface tem-
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perature; melting temperature; miniature Christmas lights;

plastic insulating material; polyethylene; series-constructed.

Failure to replace burned out lamps in series-constructed

miniature Christmas light strings, or replacement with lamps of

incorrect voltage rating, can lead to very high power dissipation

by some or all of the lamps in the series string. Hot spot sur-

face temperatures as high as 470 °C were measured for lamps

subjected to simulation of the above conditions. Additional

testing showed that contact with surface temperatures above

390 °C can cause glowing ignition, within two minutes, of cellu-

lose material (e.g., tissue paper, decorative cotton) often found
in the vicinity of Christmas light strings, and can cause flaming

ignition in some samples of absorbent, untreated cotton.

Furthermore, the hot spot surface temperature of normally

operating lamps (no excessive power dissipation) can, particu-

larly if the filament is off center, be higher than the melting

temperature of some commonly used plastic insulating materi-

als such as polyethylene. Contact between a hot lamp and insu-

lating material can thus cause a shock hazard due to exposure

of current carrying parts. Light string design and perforfnance

requirements that would prevent these hazards are discussed in

the report.

This report is based on work funded by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission as part of its program for develop-

ment of a mandatory standard for miniature light sets.

NBSIR 79-1720. Mobile home fire studies: Summary and

recommendations, E. K. Budnick and D. P. Klein, 94 pages

(Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB293527.

Key words: ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construction stan-

dard; fire growth; fire tests; flame spread; flashover; impact

assessment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile

homes; room fires.

Since 1974, a major research project has been ongoing at the

National Bureau of Standards to investigate various aspects of

fire growth and spread in typical single-wide mobile homes.

The objective of this project is to provide recommendations for

possible changes to the Federal Mobile Home Construction and

Safety Standard promulgated in June, 1976 by the Department

of Housing and Urban Development. These changes are in-

tended to provide an improved level of fire safety in mobile

home construction.

This report provides a summary of the important findings

from previously reported parts of the project which involved

the conduct of full-scale fire tests in the kitchen, corridor, liv-

ing room and bedroom areas of typical mobile homes. Also in-

cluded in this summary are the findings from a previously unre-

ported series of full-scale living room tests, which are discussed

in some detail in Appendix A.

This report describes the rationale upon which the overall ex-

perimental approach was based, and provides a series of recom-

mendations, some in the form of design options, for possible

changes to the standard. A limited impact assessment is in-

cluded to provide a relative measure of the potential impact of

each of three design options for flame spread requirements for

interior wall and ceiling materials. This assessment is based on

the likely effect of each option on fire severity, and does not

include an economic analysis.

NBSIR 79-1721. Report to AID on an NBS/AID course on

weiglits and measures services, H. S. Peiser, C. C. Raley, and

A. D. Tholen, Eds., 64 pages (Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS
as PB295838.

Key words: AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign

relations; industrializing nations; international relations;

measures; weights; weights and measures.

During the period June 25 to July 14, 1978, a course on

weights and measures was held at the National Bureau of Stan-

dards, Gaithersburg, Maryland, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,

and Richmond, Virginia, under the sponsorship of AID. The

object of the course was to give weights and measures officials

of Industrializing nations insight into the weights and measures

systems of the United States and the role of the National Bu-

reau of Standards, so that these officials might consider what

parts of the U.S. system might usefully be adapted to conditions

in their home countries. An exchange of experience in each of

the participant's countries was presented by delivered papers

which are reproduced here. Countries represented included Ar-

gentina, Ecuador, Indonesia, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Korea,

Morocco, Panama, Philippines, and Sudan.

NBSIR 79-1723. Standard procedure for use of thermolu-

minescence dosimetry in radiation-hardness testing of elec-

tronic devices, J. C. Humphreys and S. E. Chappell, 74 pages

(Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB297518.

Key words: electronic devices; electrons; photons; radiation

hardness; standard practice; thermoluminescence dosime-

ters.

A standard recommended practice for the use of thermolu-

minescence dosimetry (TLD) systems has been developed. It is

intended for the use of facilities that are engaged in the radia-

tion-hardness testing of electronic components and systems.

The practice has been written in the form of an ASTM stan-

dard for determination of absorbed dose in a medium as a

result of photon or electron irradiation. It covers various

aspects of TLD systems such as performance testing, dose

calibration, and use procedures and precautions. A selected

bibliography of TLD characteristics is included.

NBSIR 79-1725. Phase II final report. Computerized site securi-

ty monitor and response system, R. T. Moore, R. J. Car-

penter, A. W. Holt, A. L. Koenig, and R. B. J. Warnar, 118

pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294343.

Key words: central unit; computerized; detection; elec-

tronic lock; exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems;

guard control station; higher headquarters; perimeter sta-

tion; remote unit; response force; triply redundant central

computer.

The Computerized Site Security Monitor and Response

System (CSSMRS) is conceived as an integrated, state-of-the-

art, computer-based system to enhance and improve the overall

physical security of storage sites for nuclear weapons and

materials. This would result from the interconnection of all site

security systems, including intrusion detection equipment, du-

ress alarms, guard radio and telephone systems, guard activity

sensors, access control equipments, meteorological and en-

vironmental sensors, and deterrent systems to a distributed

processing network of computers. These would be expected to

provide timely, accurate, and unambiguous information about

the site security status or the progress of an attack or intrusion

attempt. To the extent that is feasible, appropriate response in-

itiatives would be preprogrammed into the system. Changes in

site security status and the resulting response actions would be

automatically reported up -channel to higher command levels

and backup and reserve forces would be automatically called

out in the event of certain identifiable threat situations, particu-

larly those in which continued survival of local guard forces

might be doubtful.

NBSIR 79-1727. Group homes for the developmentally disabled:

Case histories of demographics, household activities, and room

use, A. M. Ramey-Smith and J. V. Fechter, 66 pages (Apr.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB295037.
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Key words: demographics; developmental disabilities; fire

protection; group homes; household activities; room use.

This document is the final report to the National Bureau of

Standards' Center for Fire Research as part of their support to

the Developmental Disability Office of the U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare. The objective of the present

study was to obtain case history information on a sample of

group homes for the developmentally disabled. Survey
techniques were used to compile summary data on residents'

room use and activities, the group home facilities, and demo-
graphics of the supervisors and residents. Data are presented
for room use and activities of developmentally disabled re-

sidents and these data are compared to results available for the

normal population. Summary data describe characteristics of

the group homes, supervisors, and residents. Recommendations
are presented regarding fire safety for developmentally disabled

residents of group homes.

NBSIR 79-1728. A low-cost method for measuring air infiltra-

tion rates in a large sample of dwellings, R. A. Grot, 14 pages

^

(Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB295444.

Key words: air infiltration; air sample bags; energy conser-

vation; retrofit; sulfur hexafluoride; tracer gas; weatheriza-

tion.

A method for collecting air infiltration data in a large sample
of dwellings is presented. The method consists of a tracer gas

dilution technique employing air sample bags which are

analyzed in a central laboratory. The method will be applied to

a Community Services Administration optimal weatherization

demonstration in approximately 300 dwellings on 16 sites

throughout the United States. The method will yield air

exchange rates under typical heating season condition for each
dwelling in the demonstrations. Preliminary data on air infiltra-

tion rates in low-income housing in Portland, Maine are

presented.

NBSIR 79-1729. Pedestrian movement on ramps—A prelimina-

ry investigation, G. E. Turner and B. L. Collins, 62 pages
(Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294856.

Key words: building circulation; building ramps; pedestrian

circulation; pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement;
pedestrian ramps; ramps.

The research described in this report was a preliminary in-

vestigation of pedestrian movement characteristics on two
specific building ramps. Variables of pedestrian movement such

as speed, flow, and area were studied, as well as the relation-

ships between these variables. In addition, the specific measure-

ments of speed, flow and area were compared with similar mea-
surements determined by other researchers not only for ramps,

but also for stairs and level surfaces. Finally, suggestions were

made for additional research into the characteristics of

pedestrian movement on various elements of the building circu-

lation system.

NBSIR 79-1730. Protecting adobe walls from ground water, J.

R. Clifton and F. Davis, 29 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB295041.

Key words: adobe building materials; chemical grouts;

damp course membrane; metallic membrane; permeability;

preservation technology.

Two methods for creating impervious membranes in existing

adobe walls were investigated. They were the injection of

chemical grouts and installation of a metallic membrane.

Chemical grouting was unsuccessful because of the low

permeability of the tested adobe materials. The metallic mem-
brane did prevent the migration of moisture in the adobe un-

derneath the membrane, weakening the adobe. Further, soluble

salts migrated to the surface of the wet adobe. Alternative

methods for protecting adobe structures from ground water and

runoff water are discussed, including the installation of effec-

tive drainage systems and upgrading the foundations.

NBSIR 79-1731. A review of fire incidents, model building

codes, and standards related to wood-burning appliances, R.

D. Peacock, 60 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB298289.

Key words: accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood.

As a part of the Department of Energy program to advance

the technology for the utilization of fuel wood as an alternate

energy source for applications ranging from single-famil^

dwellings to apartment complexes and small industries, a review

is presented of fire incidents and fire deaths attributable to

wood-burning appliances. Initiated to establish accident pat-

terns and to determine the risks involved with the use of wood-
burning equipment, the survey represents a compilation of ap-

proximately 1 1 ,800 fire incidents including injuries and deaths

associated with solid fuel burning appliances. In addition, a

review of model building codes and of test methods currently

used to test or certify wood-burning equipment is included to

identify priorities for future research in wood-burning safety.

NBSIR 79-1732. Computer analysis of energy requirements in

single-family residences: A limited rase study of the effects of

envelope design, W. L. Carroll and J. P. Bamett, 31 pages

(July 1979). Order from NTIS as PB299448.

Key words: building energy consumption analysis; compu-
terized building energy analysis; cooling load calculation;

energy conservation; heating load calculation; NBSLD
analysis of residences; residential energy conservation;

thermal mass effect in buildings.

A number of design variations of a typical one-story single-

family residence were analyzed to determine annual heating

and cooling energy requirements. The National Bureau of Stan-

dards Load Determination computer program, NBSLD, was

used to accomplish the analysis. Design details for each of the

residence variations are described in detail. Annual heating and

cooling energy requirement calculations are presented and

discussed. The results show only a small dependence on the

thermal mass of the building envelope for the two climates stu-

died (Washington, D.C. and Orlando, Florida). The thermal

properties of the windows had a greater effect. Concluding the

report are technical generalizations based on the present study,

and recommendations for further work in order to produce a

definitive study of the effect of selected building design

parameters on energy consumption.

NBSIR 79-1734. Guide to technical services and information

sources for ADP managers and users, S. M. Radack, SO pages

(Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294845.

Key words: ADP information sources; ADP management;
ADP policies; ADP services; automatic data processing;

computer services; Federal Information Processing Stan-

dards; Federal standards.

This publication contains brief descriptions of technical ser-

vices and resources available to Federal ADP managers and

users from other agencies in the U.S. Government. The names,

addresses and telephone numbers of the agencies providing

computer-related services and information are included. Sub-

ject areas covered include ADP standards, reports, manage-

ment, performance evaluation, training, magnetic media, soft-

ware, security and technical assistance. Also included is infor-
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mation about Federal Information Processing Standards,

Federal Standards for data communications, OMB policy

guidance for ADP, procurement regulations, and GSA regional

services. Federally sponsored ADP users' groups are listed.

Sources are given for the documents and publications are cited.

NBSIR 79-1736. Evaluation of hand-held infrared thermometers

for wall thermal resistance determinations, S. J. Treado and

D. M. Burch, 26 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB298057.

Key words: infrared thermometers; in situ evaluation of in-

sulation; R-value measurement by spot radiometer; thermal

resistance of walls.

Hand-held infrared (IR) noncontact surface thermometers
from two manufacturers were tested to evaluate their effective-

ness in measuring surface temperatures for the determination of

the thermal resistance of walls. Two phases of the test were
performed, first a laboratory test of a wood-frame wall, fol-

lowed by a field test of a brick veneer wood-frame wall. During
both phases of testing, additional measurements of thermal re-

sistance were made for comparative purposes, using multijunc-

tion thermopiles and heat flow meters. An error analysis of the

thermal resistance measurement procedure utilizing IR surface

thermometers was also performed.

NBSIR 79-1737. Testing of pebble-bed and phase-change ther-

mal energy storage devices according to ASHRAE Standard

94-77, D. E. Jones and J. E. Hill, 48 pages (May 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB295898.

Key words. ASHRAE Standard 94-77; Glauber's salt; latent

heat storage; pebble bed; phase-change unit; solar energy

storage; thermal energy storage device.

The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air

Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has recently adopted

ASHRAE Standard 94-77—Methods of Testing Thermal
Storage Devices Based on Thermal Performance. Experiments

have been completed at the National Bureau of Standards in

which a 7 m^ (250 ft^) pebble-bed and a similarly-sized 264 MJ
(250,000 Btu) phase-change unit utilizing sodium sulfate

decahydrate, both using air as the transfer fluid, were tested in

accordance with this Standard. A description of the test

procedure, test apparatus, and detailed test results is given.

Some problems were encountered in using the Standard for

these kinds of thermal energy storage devices, and modifica-

tions to the Standard are recommended based on these experi-

ments.

NBSIR 79-1738. EVACNET: Prototype network optimization

models for building evacuation, R. L. Francis and P. B. Saun-

ders, 164 pages (Oct. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-
1 13780.

Key words; building evacuation; high-rise building design;

network flow.

This report presents the results of a pilot project conducted

to explore how the evacuation and "evacuability" of buildings

can be analyzed with the aid of mathematical network flow op-

timization models. As a research vehicle. Building 101, an

eleven-floor building located on the Gaithersburg, MD, campus
of the National Bureau of Standards, has been studied; mathe-

matical models pertinent to evaluating that building under a

number of different circumstances have been develojjed and
solved on the computer.

NBSIR 79-1739. Tests on the performance of automatic fire de-

tectors in health care occupancies—A preliminary report, R.

W Bukowski, 29 pages (Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB297I50.

Key words: corridors; escape; fire detectors; full-scale tests;

heat detectors; hospitals; ionizaton detectors; mattresses;

nursing homes; photoelectric detectors.

The paper reports the results of the first series of eight full-

scale fire tests to evaluate the response of automatic fire detec-

tors in health care occupancies to flaming ignition mattress

fires. Comparisons were made between three types of detectors

(ionization, photoelectric, and heat) installed in the patient

room versus in the corridors.

For the fire scenario selected (flaming ignition of bedding

and mattress), the results indicated that the ionization-type de-

tectors in the patient room provided the maximum time for

escape. The maximum time period available for either rescue

of a non-ambulatory patient in the room of origin or for use

of the corridor past the room of origin as a means of escape

averaged only about five minutes. The times available for

escape or rescue were based on the time provided between de-

tector alarm and the time that one of several criteria selected

for occupant tenability was exceeded.

NBSIR 79-1740. The influence of polymer membrane properties

on the performance of dissolved oxygen sensors, J. D. Barnes,

33 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as PB296299.

Key words: diffusion; dissolved oxygen; mathematical

model; oxygen; oxygen sensor; permeation; polarographic

sensor; polymer membrane.

This report examines polarographic dissolved oxygen sensors

using a polymer membrane in order to design experiments

aimed at minimizing the contribution of the polymer membrane
to instabilities observed during the testing of these sensors. A
mathematical model is presented which links the transport pro-

perties of the membrane layer and the electrolyte layer to the

overall performance of the sensor. The confounding effects of

other elements of the measuring system are so severe that the

most satisfactory experiments are those which directly measure

the transport properties of the polymer membrane. In view of

other uncertainties found in the polarographic method for mea-

suring dissolved oxygen it is unlikely that processes in the

polymer membrane make an important contribution to the ob-

served instabilities. A critical examination of the effect of mem-

brane permeance on sensor performance should be undertaken

so that optimum choices of membrane materials can be made.

NBSIR 79-1741. Physical testing of polymers for use in circula-

tory assist devices, R. W. Penn and G. B. McKenna, 45 pages

(July 1978). Order from NTIS as PB295085.

Key words: additive damage; biaxial fatigue; biomaterials;

circulatory assist devices; fatigue of polymers; mechanical

testing.

The concept of linear additive damage has been used to re-

late sinusoidal fatigue data with creep failure time data on two
j,

polymers. Deviations of fatigue data from predictions made
||

from creep failure time data were found to be in opposite
|

directions for a glassy and a semicrystalline polymer. Further

work will extend this study to elastomers and candidate

biocompatible materials. Specimens of Avcothane 51, obtained

from rejected intra-aortic balloons, reflection spectroscopy, as

well as by optical microscopy. Significant differences were ob-

served between the two surfaces of the intra-aortic balloon

similar to those which had been previously reported.

Optical microscopy has revealed circular features near the

surface of the balloon wall which were are tempted to charac-

terize as regions of segregated PDMS on a much grosser scale

than has been previously reported.

We have prepared carefully controlled samples of an NBS
standard butyl rubber and distributed test specimens to other

investigators involved in physical testing of polymers for use in
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circulatory assist devices. This material has mechanical proper-

ties similar to candidate biocompatible materials and may be

useful as an interlaboratory standard and for test method
development.

Preliminary design and construction of a biaxial fatigue test

cell has been completed. Fatigue experiments on butyl rubber

using this device have indicated that only minor modifications

will be necessary before initiation of fatigue testing on can-

didate biomaterials. A multiposition test station for these cells

I

is being assembled.

NBSIR 79-1742. Recent improvements to the ASTM-type ul-

trasonic reference block system, D. J. Chwirut, 54 pages
(Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB296044.

Key words: calibration; diffusion bonding; measurement as-

surance program; reference blocks; standards; ultrasonics;

variability.

Recent activities aimed toward improving the ASTM-type ul-

I trasonic reference block system are described. On the alu-

minum block system (ASTM E 127 and NBS TN 924), efforts

I

were focused on better definition of the measurement equip-

j

ment (transducer and instrument), the implementation of a

i Measurement Assurance Program and Loaner Block Service,

and modeling of the distance-amplitude relationship. It is shown
I that a large increase in the precision of reference block

I

readings is easily achievable by implementing simple changes
and controls in the measurement procedure. On steel and
titanium blocks (e.g. ASTM E-428), efforts were directed

toward quantifying the extent of reproducibility possible among
blocks fabricated by both conventional drilling and by diffusion

bonding. Reasonable reproducibility is achieved by both, with

I

the diffusion-bonding process offering both advantages and dis-

advantages.

NBSIR 79-1743. Standards for photovoltaic energy conversion

systems, H. A. Schafft, 18 pages (May 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB296274.

Key words: batteries; photovoltaic energy conversion;

power conditioning; power systems; solar cells; standards;

test methods.

This report provides the results of a search for existing

. domestic standards and related documents for possible applica-

I
tion in the development of a standards base for photovoltaic

energy conversion systems. The search resulted in locating

about 150 test methods, recommended practices, standards,

solar-thermal performance criteria, and other standards-related

documents. They are listed by topic areas in the appendix. The
listing was prepared to assist those involved in developing per-

formance criteria for photovoltaic systems and in identifying

methods to test system performance against these criteria. It is

clear from the results of the search that few standards are

directly applicable to terrestrial solar photovoltaic systems and

that much standards development is required to support the

commercialization of such systems.

NBSIR 79-1744. The development of test structures for charac-

terization of the fabrication and performance of radiation-

hardened CCD imagers, G. P. Carver and M. G. Buehler, 54

pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as PB296167.

Key words: CCD; electrical test structure; gated diode;

generation lifetime; integrated gated-diode electrometer;

integrated test structure; leakage current; MOSFET dc
profiler; surface recombination.

A set of production-oriented parametric test structures has

been proposed for use in the evaluation of the radiation-

hardened processes for radiation-hardened CCD imagers. The
proposed test structures specified in this report include ad-

vanced test structures which were developed during this pro-

gram, improved versions of existing NBS test structures, and

various other commonly used test structures. Some of the

designs for test structures were modified for compatibility with

the radiation-hardened processes and with radiation testing.

Procedures are described for testing the test structures using

high-speed computer-controlled data acquisition techniques.

Two of the test structures developed for this program

represent new and unique test vehicles which allow the deter-

mination of relevant physical parameters which are difficult to

obtain by other methods.

NBSIR 79-1745. Fire research publications, 1978, N. H. Jason,

17 pages (Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB295395.

Key words: arson; bibliographies; building fires; compart-

ment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection systems; fire

tests; flammability tests; human behavior; plastics;

polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity;

upholstered furniture.

"Fire Research Publications, 1978" is a supplement to the

previous edition: 1969-72 (NBSIR 73-246, NTIS Order No.

COM-74-10989, $3.25); 1973 (NBSIR 74-51 1, NTIS Order No.

COM-74-1 1448, $3.25); 1974 (NBSIR 75-736, NTIS Order No.

COM-75-1 1018, $3.25); 1975 (NBSIR 76-1120, NTIS Order
No. PB-257837, $3.50); 1976 (NBSIR 77-1277, NTIS Order

No. PB-269965, $3.50); 1977 (NBSIR 78-1504, NTIS Order
No. PB-284462, $4.00).

Only publications prepared by members of the Center for

Fire Research (CFR), by other National Bureau of Standards

(NBS) personnel or external laboratories under contract or

grant from CFR are cited. Articles published in NBS house or-

gans also are cited.

NBSIR 79-1746. Mathematical modeling and new experiments

on durability of paper: A progress report, J. T. Fong, I. K.

Fong, E. E. Toth, and E. L. Graminski, 83 pages (Apr. 11,

1979). Order from NTIS as PB295789.

Key words: computer graphics; data base management;
data retrieval; durability; fatigue; interactive system;

mathematical modeling; paper; paper fiber; report

retrieval; scientific data.

As a necessary step towards the modeling of the microstruc-

tural changes of paper due to environmental and mechanical

loadings, a computer-aided data file for a collection of 47 NBS
reports (1953-1976) is created. Using an in-house experimental

database management system (COLLIN) as implemented on an

NBS computer (DEC PDP-10), a mini-data bank for the 47

technical reports is set up with the following searchable

parameters: (a) report number, (b) author's name, (c)

keyword, (d) test sample label, and (e) primary test variable.

Each search will yield a complete record containing all the

searchable information as well as (f) title of report, (g) cita-

tion, (h) the abstract, and (i) the so-called secondary test varia-

ble. To obtain quantitative information from any specific report

for some combinations of sample labels and test variables for

which experimental data were reported, a data tape is prepared

and implemented for retrieval on a leased mini-computer

graphical system (Tektronix 4051 with printer 4641 and plotter

4662). The operating system using the computer language

BASIC is general enough to assist any scientist or engineer to

create a personal data file at a reasonable cost. It is clearly

demonstrated that no prior training in the use of a computer
is necessary for the implementation of this project.

During this reporting period, experiments on relating the

quantity of water in the cellulose walls of pulp fibers to the

cross-sectional morphology of fibers in paper were in progress.

A brief discussion of this aspect of work is included in this re-

port.
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NBSIR 79-1747. Stairwell pressurization systems, I. A.

Benjamin and J. H. Klote, 31 pages (June 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB297479.

Key words: bottom injection; multiple injection; smoke
candle test; smoke control; stairwell pressurization; top in-

jection; tracer gas test.

The use of stairwell pressurization systems has grown in the

U.S. over the past few years. However, there are no accepted

design procedures for the systems. The paper discusses several

of the designs now being used in the U.S., with some of the

assumptions used for design of the systems. In particular, single

and multiple injection systems are discussed. A report is made
on field tests on two systems. The testing is part of a continu-

ous program to evaluate alternate systems, in an attempt to

establish design recommendations for the future.

NBSIR 79-1748. Detection of phosphorus in epitaxial silicon by

EPR, T. T. Chang, 16 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS
as PB296I66.

Key words: electron paramagnetic resonance; epitaxial sil-

icon; Hall-effect measurements; phosphorus in silicon.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has

been used to identify phosphorus in an epitaxial layer of silicon.

The concentration of phosphorus atoms was estimated using a

ruby standard sample (NBS SRM 2601) to establish a calibra-

tion for the spectrometer. The concentration obtained with

EPR is in satisfactory agreement with the concentration ob-

tained from Hall-effect data on the same specimen.

NBSIR 79-1749. Full-scale fire tests with automatic sprinklers

in a patient room, J. G. O'Neill and W. D. Hayes, Jr., 52

pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as PB297417.

Key words: health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses;

smoke movement; sprinkler systems.

The Center for Fire Research is conducting a research pro-

gram to examine the use of automatic sprinklers in patient

rooms of health care facilities. This is an interim report of eight

full-scale fire tests in which the effectiveness of automatic

sprinklers was measured in terms of fire control and overall life

safety. These fire tests simulated the scenario in which mat-

tresses with bedding constituted the burning items.

Analysis of test results indicate that prior to sprinkler opera-

tion, smoke obscuration reached critical levels in the burn

room doorway and adjacent corridor such that rescue of pa-

tients in the bum room and the use of the corridor as an exit

way would have been seriously impeded. Immediately following

sprinkler operation, there was total obscuration from floor to

ceiling throughout the corridor and lobby area.

For several tests, a privacy curtain was installed between the

sprinkler head and the bed and, despite the shielding action of

the curtain, the overall cooling of the sprinkler spray prevented

the fire from spreading to the combustible wall finish. However,

the shielding action delayed extinguishment and the carbon

monoxide concentrations increased significantly. In these cases

it was estimated that the carboxyhemoglobin level for a patient

in an adjacent bed would reach levels considered hazardous. In

other tests where the privacy curtain was not installed and this

shielding did not occur, the estimated hazardous threshold was
not reached.

NBSIR 79-1751. Custody transfer systems for LNG ships: Tank
survey techniques and sounding tables, R. H. F. Jackson, R.

S. Collier, S. Haber, and P. V. Tryon, 85 pages (May 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB29594 1

.

Key words: accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied

natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical modeling; mea-

surement; photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo; statisti-

cal analysis; strapping; survey.

Static measurements of liquefied natural gas (LNG) for cus-

tody transfer purposes require an accurate and precise

knowledge of the container volume and the volume-height rela-

tionship. The extremely low temperatures of LNG (less than

150 °K) preclude in situ surveys; however, the increasing value

of the cargo requires more precise and accurate measurements

than previously used for bulk marine cargoes.

A description and assessment of the application of photo-

grammetric techniques to the ambient temperature survey of a

35-meter diameter spherical aluminum container are presented.

Sample sounding tables (height-volume) are calculated, and an

estimate of error is given.

NBSIR 79-1753. Radiation-induced acoustic cavitation;

Threshold vs temperature for some liquids, M. Greenspan and

C. E. Tschiegg, 54 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB296228.

Key words: acoustic cavitation; cavitation; cavitation

threshold v5 temperature; radiation-induced cavitation;
j|

temperature dependence of cavitation threshold; threshold.

Neutron thresholds at various temp)eratures were measured

for methanol, ethanol, l-propanbl, 2-propanol, n-pentane,
,

diethyl ether, fluorocarbon 113 and fluorocarbon 11, and fis-

sion thresholds were similarly measured for water, 1-propanol

and 2-propanol. The work was done in 1 969, but not reported

then because the project had not been completed owing to the

pressure of other duties. However, there seems to be a revival

of interest in this sort of thing and we have been persuaded to

work up and publish the data, such as it is. So here goes.

NBSIR 79-1754. A linearized finite difference computation of

fluid heating in an enclosure, R. G. Rehm, M. R. Cordes, H.

R. Baum, and J. Lewis, 76 pages (May 3, 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB298053. '

Key words: buoyant convection; finite-difference computa- .

tions; fire in an enclosure; heat addition; hyperbolic, ellip-

tic equations; initial, boundary-value problem; linearized

equations; partial differential equations.
;

In an earlier paper, approximate equations of motion were '

derived which are applicable to nondissipative, very

nonadiabatic, buoyant flows of a perfect gas. In the present f

paper, these approximate equations are in a form in which they *

can be integrated by finite difference techniques. The nonlinear

equations are made dimensionless, sjjecialized to two dimen- t

sions and linearized. Finite difference approximations, using ri

central differences in space and leapfrog in time, are made to 1

the linearized equations. To start the computation, a first-order <

scheme is used for the initial time step. The dependent varia-

bles are density, the horizontal and vertical velocity com-

ponents and pressure, and these variables are defined at various

positions within a grid cell. The computer time required for

various size computations and the accuracies obtained are re-

ported.

At each time step, a large sparse system of linear algebraic

equations, the finite difference approximation to the elliptic

equation for the pressure, must be solved. A hybrid method,

combining the interactive algorithm called conjugate gradients

with a fast direct method for solving Poisson's equation, is used *

to solve the algebraic system efficiently and accurately. Exam- i|

pies of computations of the flow fields induced by heating are "

presented and discussed.

|

NBSIR 79-1755. Fire accident simulations with apparel fabrics,

A. W. Meierhoefer, E. Braun, J. F. Krasny, and R. D. |i

Peacock, 31 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as
j

PB2978I5. I
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Key words: accident; apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric

flammability; fabrics; fire; garments; heat transfer; injury

potential; simulation.

The objective of the work described here was to continue

earlier garment burn simulations and to establish further

background for the estimation of the relative bum injury poten-

I tial of flammable apparel fabrics. The apparatus used was the

Apparel Fire Modeling Apparatus (AFMA). The AFMA is a
i semicylinder almost completely covered with heat sensors. It

i

simulates part of a human leg or torso. Fabrics can be burned

i on the AFMA in the free-hanging mode or can be brought into

I

contact with its surface after a small amount of heat is sensed

[

by the AFMA. The bum injury potential of the fabrics can be

evaluated by such heat transfer characteristics as the total heat

i
transferred to the AFMA and the area of the AFMA which

i would be susceptible to a second-degree bum, as well as the

rate of increase of this injury area. The results are related to

fiber content, and weight and construction of the fabrics. The
fabrics used were selected from a series used in the Coopera-
tive Program on Apparel Flammability sponsored by the Amer-

i
ican Textile Manufacturers Institute.

!

NBSIR 79-1756. Measurement techniques for high power
semiconductor materials and devices: Annual report, October

1, 1977 to September 30, 1978, F. F. Oettinger, Ed., 144
pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as PB298574.

Key words: d-c transmission; deep level measurements;

energy conservation; measurement methods; power-device

grade silicon; resistivity variations; silicon; spreading re-

sistance measurements; thermally stimulated measure-

j

ments; thyristor materials measurements; thyristor mea-
I surements.

This annual report describes NBS activities directed toward

the development of measurement methods for semiconductor

materials and devices which will lead to more effective use of

high power semiconductor devices in applications for energy
generation, transmission, conversion, and conservation. It

responds to national needs arising from rapidly increasing de-

rriands for electricity and the present crisis in meeting long-

term energy demands. Emphasis is on the development of mea-

I

surement methods for thyristors and rectifier diodes.

jj

The major tasks under this project are ( 1 ) to evaluate the

use of thermally stimulated current and capacitance measure-

ments and other deep level measurement techniques as a means
for characterizing lifetime controlling or leakage source defects

in power grade silicon material and devices, and (2) to develop

procedures to enable spreading resistance measurements of

thyristor starting material and layer profiles to be made on a

reliable basis.

NBSIR 79-1757. Data reduction processes for the Jersey City

total energy project, D. E. Rorrer, W. G. Rippey, and Y. L.

Chang, 117 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

j

PB296482.

Key words: computerized processing; data editing; data

flow; data processing; data reductions; raw data conversion

to engineering units; total energy; total energy data flow.

I

The major processes used in the reduction of the data ob-

I

tained from the Jersey City, New Jersey, Total Energy Site are

! discussed. These discussions begin with the acquisition of the

;
raw engineering data and carry through to the final data

,

presentation in a form from which the summary performance
ij reports of the Total Energy Site are produced.

l\

The major functions of the Jersey City total energy data edit-

•j
ing and conversion software program developed by the Na-

' tional Bureau of Standards are described in some detail. In-

I
eluded are descriptions of the command structure, overall data

flow, data editing, data conversions, error processing, and the

creation of data output tapes for use in further analysis. The
more important subroutines which are used to handle the in-

dividual operations are also discussed. The equations used in

the calculation of engineering units are described, along with

their derivations where appropriate.

The report assumes that the reader has a basic familiarity

with computer and engineering terminology.

NBSIR 79-1758. The calibration of a roundness standard, C. P.

Reeve, 22 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB297708.

Key words: least squares circle; least squares estimation;

polar graph; restraints; roundness standard; spindle error;

standard deviation; stylus. *

For the past decade the National Bureau of Standards has

been making high precision roundness measurements using an

algorithm which allows the spindle out-of-roundness to be

separated from the true profile of the workpiece. The algorithm

requires multiple traces on a roundness measuring instrument,

and the resulting redundancy provides an estimate of the mea-

surement precision. The primary purpose of this paper is to

describe in detail the mathematical model used for this mea-

surement process. Some related topics are discussed briefly and

an example is given.

NBSIR 79-1760. Evaluation of safety symbols, B. L. Collins^and

B. C. Pierman, 38 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB298175.

Key words: communication; evaluation methods; fire

safety; hazard wamings; pictograms; safety information;

standardization; symbols.

The increasing use of symbols to convey fire safety informa-

tion nonverbally is described. In addition, the trend toward in-

temational standardization of symbols is discussed for transpor-

tation and other systems. The need for further research on sym-

bols is discussed in terms of the advantages and disadvantages

of symbol use. Advantages include rapid and accurate commu-
nication without the barriers of verbal language. Disadvantages

include the too rapid proliferation of different symbols and in-

appropriate or misleading application. Furthermore, the failure

to evaluate the understandability of each symbol is cited as a

major problem. A case study which documents some of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of a set of proposed fire-safety sym-

bols is presented. Finally, areas for further research on symbol

evaluation are discussed.

NBSIR 79-1762. Residential solar data center—Data resources

and reports, P. M. Christopher and J. E. Krzewick, 68 pages

(June 1979). Order from NTIS as PB297582.

Key words: automatic data processing; data base; re-

sidential buildings; solar data center; solar energy systems;

solar heating and cooling.

The Residential Solar Data Center (SDC) is responsible for

the establishment and operation of a computerized data base

containing non-instrumented residential data collected from the

DOE/HUD Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program.

This document includes a summary of the history and

background of the SDC and it's role in the Demonstration Pro-

gram, a list of the computer reports which are available and

sample pages of representative reports, a description of the

data files which comprise the solar data base, a description of

the interactive access to the solar data base, a set of figures

showing the amount of data on the computer, and a list of

other Solar Data Center publications.
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NBSIR 79-1764. Image pattern recognition in industrial inspec-

tion, G. J. Vanderbrug and R. N. Nagel, 48 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-108871.

Key words: automation; image processing; inspection;

manufacturing; pattern recognition; robotics; vision

systems.

Most manufacturing processes require a visual inspection of

some aspect of the process. In the most straight forward appli-

cations, a vision system is used to inspect for part complete-

ness, or to check for flaws in the manufacturing product. In

more sophisticated use of vision systems the inspection task

may be secondary to tasks such as part location, identification,

or determining part orientation. In general these tasks are im-

portant when the vision system is used in conjunction with a

robot manipulator. In robot systems, vision is needed to allow

the robot to acquire, manipulate, and inspect parts without the

need for elaborate fixturing, or complex part delivery systems.

The labor cost of manual inspection, and the high cost of spe-

cial purpose part delivery systems for robots have led many
manufacturers to investigate vision systems for use in manufac-

turing. Digital image processing and pattern recognition are

providing the basis for a growing number of attempts to

achieve an automated vision system.

This paper begins with a brief historical perspective on image

processing and pattern recognition. Next a series of state of the

art examples of visual inspection systems, and then robot vision

systems is presented. The paper contains a list of other areas

in manufacturing for the application of vision systems, and con-

cludes with an assessment of the future of vision systems in

manufacturing.

NBSIR 79-1766. Studies on the plioto<llegradation of poly

(methyl methacrylate), M. Abouelezz and P. F. Waters, 52

pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as PB281828.

Key words: degradation; IR; photodegradation; poly

(methyl methacrylate); UV; visible.

When poly (methyl methacrylate), PMMA, is exposed to

sunlight, it gradually degrades and, after long-term exposures,

may be unable to perform its intended functions. While the

photodegradation of PMMA has been studied extensively using

radiation sources below 300 nm, natural sunlight at the earth's

surface does not extend below 292 nm. This study was per-

formed in order to examine the effect of the radiation from the

upper part of the ultraviolet, UV, and the visible regions on

PMMA and to identify the mechanism(s) of degradation in-

duced by the radiation.

Thin films of PMMA were irradiated in air with upper UV,
upper UV-visible, upper UV-visible-near infrared and 436 and

546 nm radiation. Exposure to either the upper UV or visible

radiation caused degradation of the polymer. The data show

that both random scission and unzipping of the polymer chain

are operative in the degradation. Unzipping becomes increas-

ingly important with incident radiation of increasing

wavelength.

NBSIR 79-1767. NBS: Properties af electronic materials, J. R.

Manning, 137 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB297465.

Key words: convection; heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn

off-eutectic alloys; phase diagram of KjO-FcaOs system;

solidification; surface tension of liquid gallium; ther-

modynamic properties.

The report describes NBS work for NASA in support of

NASA's Materials Processing in Space Program covering the

period April 2. 1978 to April I, 1979.

The results obtained are given in detailed summaries in the

body of the report. Briefly, in Task I—Surface Tensions and

their Variations with Temperature and Impuri-

ties—measurements of the surface tension y of liquid gallium

were made in vacuum by the sessile drop technique as a func-

tion of temperature T and, in the range 100 °C to 750 °C, it

was found that d-y/dT = -0.068 mJ/m^ °C. In Task 2—Solutal

Convection and Liquid Diffusion Coefficients—samples of ofF-

eutectic Pb-rich Pb-Sn were directionaliy solidified, and the

macrosegregation and changes in microstructure along the

length of the sample, attributed to solutal convection, were

measured. In Task 3—A Thermochemical Study of Corrosion

Reactions in Oxide Materials—phase relationships in the K2O-

FejOa system were investigated up to 1600 °C with major cor-

rosion of the platinum containers being avoided, perhaps

because of the small amount of Fe*^ in the specimens. In Task

4—Thermodynamic Properties of Refractory Inorganic Materi-

als as Functions of Temperature—methods of determining heat

capacities in reactive liquid samples levitated at high tempera-

tures, especially by use of freely-cooHng spherical samples,

were analyzed.

NBSIR 79-1768 Performance of plastic packaging for

hazardous materials transportation. Part IV. Standardizing

permeation measurements, J. D. Barnes, G. M. Martin, and

F. L. McCrackin, 48 pages (June 1979). Order from NTIS
as PB298047.

Key words: effective carbon atom number; hazardous

materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; transporta-

tion.

This report describes experiments which confirm the essential

features of the "permachor" method for estimating the permea-

bility of polyethylene to various liquids. The variables con-

trolled in these experiments were temperature, resin, and al-

kane chain length. A statistical analysis based on the Linear

Model revealed that the data could be described by a function

of the form:

G(T,o-,n) = exp (X(T,o-) + B (T,o-) x H(n)],

where G(T,o-,n) is the transmission rate of lading n through

resin <r at temperature T and B, X, and H are empirically

determined functions. The broader implications of this result

with respect to possible standard artifacts for use in permeabili-

ty testing are described. A concept we have called the

"effective carbon atom number" is introduced as a means of

correlating data. Once the effective carbon atom number of a

liquid is known from measurements on one kind of

polyethylene, it should be possible to predict what its permea-

bility performance will be in containers made from different

polyethylenes. Procedures are presented for implementing a

standard-based system for measuring effective carbon atom

numbers of various liquids and using this information to make

permeability performance predictions. The major advantage of

such a system is that it minimizes the number of tests which

must be made using full-scale containers.

NBSIR 79-1770. The potential for energy savings with water

conservation devices. R. L. Palla, Jr., 32 pages (Sept. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB80-] 27202,

Key words: energy; energy consumption; grey water; heat

recovery; recycling; residential; wastewater treatment;

water; water conservation; water heating; water usage.

With the use of residential water saving devices, substantial

decreases in water consumption may be realized. Perhaps of

even greater significance, however, are the resultant reductions

in water-related energy requirements—for water supply, waste-

water treatment, and water heating.
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Through a survey of water-related energy use, a relationship

i between water usage and energy consumption is developed.

I

Results obtained indicate that energy requirements for water

I

heating far exceed those for water supply and wastewater treat-

! ment. Based on estimates of residential water consumption with

I

and without water conserving products, the potential for energy

;

savings is assessed. Reduction in household water heating ener-

gy consumption of about 35 percent are predicted with the use

[
of "conventional" water saving products. Also considered in

j

this study are the energy saving potentials of grey water

j

recycling and grey water heat recovery systems.

!
NBSIR 79-1771. An investigation of preferences for various

! types of energy cost feedback, A. Ramey-Smith and J. L. Gag-
non, 72 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300314.

Key words: attitudes; consumer preference; energy; energy

cost; feedback; feedback meters.

The present study addressed the issue of consumer
preferences for various types of energy cost feedback for in-

dividual consumers. Its purpose was to provide human factors

j
recommendations to DOE related to the performance charac-

I

teristics of energy cost feedback devices for use by DOE in

I

testing energy cost feedback meters. Simulation and interview

! techniques were used to provide consumer reaction to cumula-

1

tive, instantaneous, and projected feedback presented as dollar

and cent values. A majority of participants indicated a

preference for cumulative feedback types. All types of cumula-
tive feedback are easily understood, accurate in reflecting ac-

tual energy consumption and suitable to several uses. Hourly

instantaneous feedback was considered useful for monitoring

energy use of individual appliances. All participants having two
energy sources in their home expressed a preference for having

I feedback presented as separate cost figures rather than as a

j

total cost. Recommendations for feedback types as well as

some [jerformance characteristics of energy cost feedback me-
ters for further testing by DOE are discussed.

I NBSIR 79-1777. A compendium of gas phase basicity and
proton affinity measurements, K. N. Hartman, S. Lias, P.

Ausloos, H. M. Rosenstock, S. S. Schroyer, C. Schmidt, D.

Martinsen, and G. W. A. Milne, 563 pages (July 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB299289.

Key words: data compilation; ion thermochemistry; proton

affinity; proton transfer equilibrium.

Literature values of experimental measurements, calculations

and estimations of gas phase basicities and proton affmities are

presented. Where appropriate they are recalculated to common
values for the proton affmity of ammonia and the heat of for-

mation of the proton. The annotated information is ordered by

molecular formula following the Hill System. Indices are given

to permit location of information of by numerical value of the

measurement(s), the compound formula, name and synonym,
I and CAS Registry Number. The literature coverage is essen-

jl

tially complete through 1977.

NBSIR 79-1778. A perspective of a workshop on stability of

(thin film) solar cells and materials, H. A. Schafft and D. E.

Sawyer, 16 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB297396.

Key words: accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure

modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar

cells; stability; testing; thin films.

The results of a workshop on the Stability of (Thin Film)

Solar Cells and Materials are reviewed from a measurements

perspective. Solar cells of the following three material

groupings were considered at the workshop: (1) Cu2S/(CdZnl
S, Cu-ternaries/CdS, InP/CdS, and amorphous Si; (2)

polycrystalline, MIS, and conducting-oxide Si; and, (3)

polycrystalline and AMOS GaAs. Considering the relative state

of immaturity of these developing cells and the goal for high

reliability and stability, two general areas of work are recom-

mended. One is to develop an improved understanding of cell

operation and of component structures of these cells. The other

is to develop an improved measurements base. Specific needs

and recommendations are provided.

NBSIR 79-1780. Post-occupancy evaluation: A case study of the

evaluation process, J. Elder, G. E. Turner, and A. I. Rubin,

67 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from IMTIS as PB80-1 19712.

Key words: building evaluation; design process;

man/environment research; post-occupancy evaluation;

questionnaire; user needs.

Within the past decade, growing numbers of architects, edu-

cators, building users and researchers have begun to question

the state-of-the-art of building design. The most common com-
plaint is that buildings do not adequately fulfill the needs of

their users. This report addresses the problem by examining the

need to identify, develop and apply user information as an in-

tegral part of the design process.

The study reported here was conducted for GSA at the

Richard H. Poff Courthouse and Federal Building in Roanoke,
Virginia. This was a limited study examining: ( 1 ) the design

process, (2) the information available to those making design

decisions, (3) how that information was used and (4) the ef-

fects of selective design decisions. In addition, design problems

of particular interest to GSA were considered from the view-

point of several groups involved with the design and use of the

building—GSA, the architect, the building manager, the agen-

cies and the employees.

NBSIR 79-1781. Field performance of residential refrigerators

and combination refrigerator-freezers, Y. M. L. Chang and R.

A. Grot, 46 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB299058.

Key words: combination refrigerator-freezer field data;

daily load profiles; energy consumption; field measurments;

hourly load profiles; refrigerator field data; usage profiles.

Evaluation of the performance of household refrigerators and

combination refrigerator-freezers was undertaken in a field ex-

periment to determine the effect of room environment and oc-

cupant-usage habits on energy consumption of these appliances.

This report presents the results of such an experiment in ten

townhouses at Twin Rivers, N.J. One-door manual defrost and

two-door frost-free models of various sizes were studied. Ener-

gy consumption, kitchen temperature, refrigerator temperature

and door openings were measured for each model by data

acquisition systems located in the townhouse basements. Both

daily and hourly averages and variations about the average for

each variable were calculated to determine occupant-usage pat-

terns.

Statistical techniques were utilized to obtain the effect of

parameters on energy consumption of these appliances by
linear regression of both one- and two-parameter models.

It was found that for a given model the temperature dif-

ference between the kitchen and the refrigerator (either main

or freezer section) had the most effect on energy consumption,

with a lesser, though still important, contribution from the door
openings.

In addition, the normalized energy consumption of each

model, in different combinations of variables, was calculated

from its regression coefficients and the overall average values

of parameters from the measurements. The results of these nor-

malized values turned out to be within 5%. Therefore, their

mean values could be considered as the typical energy con-
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sumption for each refrigerator or combination, under usage

conditions.

The Hnear relationship among the combination refrigerator-

freezers according to their physical sizes indicated an increase

of about 0.55 kWh per day for each additional cubic foot in-

crease in volume. Energy conservation by using a manual-

defrost refrigerator was predicted at approximately 40% from
the available measurements and other related laboratory test

results.

NBSIR 79-1784. Interaction of blood proteins with solid sur-

faces, R. E. Dehl and W. H. Grant, 47 pages (Aug. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB299447.

Key words: adsorption; biomaterials; blood proteins; ellip-

sometry; polymer adsorption; protein adsorption; protein

chromatography; radiolabeled proteins.

The purpose of this investigation is to help develop methods
of charactei^zing the surface properties of implant materials for

use in the cardiovascular system. These properties are related

to the ultimate success or failure of an implant in vivo. The in-

vestigation during the current reporting period has been clTiefly

concerned with the amount of protein deposited on implant

material surfaces. Ion exchange treatment of radiolabeled

proteins has been found to lead to much greater accuracy and
reliability of adsorption measurements. Results are reported for

the quantitative adsorption of labeled proteins thus purified

onto well characterized test surfaces, and onto the surfaces of

materials supplied by contractors to the NHLBI Biomaterials

Program. The effect of the label ('"I vs. ''C) on adsorption of

proteins was studied. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic oxidized sil-

icon surfaces were used to demonstrate that the adsorption of

•y-globulin, measured by ellipsometry, and serum albumin, mea-
sured by radiolabeled protein, both are significantly affected by

charge interactions between the surface and the protein.

NBSIR 79-1789. Exonomic analysis of insulation in selected

masonry and wood-frame walls, S. R. Petersen, 137 pages

(Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-101967.
I

Key words; building economics; energy conservation; insu-

lation; life-cycle cost analysis; masonry construction; space

heating and cooling requirements; thermal mass.

This report provides a life-cycle cost-benefit analysis of

several alternative methods for insulating 8 in (200 mm)
concrete masonry walls in new single-family residences. In addi-

tion, a cost-benefit analysis for insulation in wood-frame walls

is provided, consistent with the assumptions used in the mason-

ry wall analysis. A dynamic load simulation model, NBSLD,
was used to calculate the heating and cooling requirements for

a 1 176 square foot (110 m') house with different levels of ther-

mal resistance for both wall types in eight geographic locations.

These data are used to calculate the reduction in annual heat-

ing and cooling requirements due to several different types of

insulation in the cores and furring spaces of the masonry wall

and the cavities of the wood-frame wall.

Economic analysis is applied to determine estimates of life-

cycle savings from insulation for different locations and furnace

types in order to determine the most cost-effective insulation

level. In general it is found that the maximum economically

justifiable level of insulation in the masonry wall is considerably

lower than for the wood-frame wall because of the significantly

higher cost of insulating masonry walls.

NBSIR 79-1790. A comparison of American and European ul-

trasonic testing standards, S. Golan, 73 pages (Aug. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB298809.

Key words: evaluation; international; standardization; stan-

dard recommended practice; synopsis; ultrasonic standards;

ultrasonic testing.

In this work twenty-seven general ultrasonic standards from ;

eleven countries and international organizations were reviewed. ,

Thirty-seven ultrasonic product standards from five countries
,

were studied to evaluate the utilization of the general ultrasonic

standards, i.e., to what extent the procedures outlined in the

general standards are applied by the product standards. i

NBSIR 79-1792. International activities—The fiscal year 1978 '

survey of international programs at NEL, S. Kramer and M.
Olmert, Ed., 121 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as

i

PB30049I.

Key words: engineering; international cooperation; interna-

tional research; international standards; National Bureau of

Standards (NBS); National Engineering Laboratory (NEL);
technology transfer. !

This report presents a survey of a major phase of the interna-

tional activities of the National Engineering Laboratory (NEL), (

NBS, for the Fiscal Year 1978.

There are a number of media through which international ac- !

tivities are conducted. The first of these is the formal visit by a

one or more NEL staffers to a foreign research organization or
!^

conference. The second category covers visits by foreign ;!

government scientists and research institutions to the NBS
facilities. Other media include exchange visits and the hosting

j

of overseas guest workers at NBS. Although this report covers
j

only the first category , some significant and gratifying contribu-
i

tions to international technical progress are detailed here. i

The report is organized by countries, international organiza- '

tions and conferences. NEL professional staff involved in these

activities are readily identified. The report is intended to serve

as a directory and reference document for all those who seek

information on the international activities of the National En-

gineering Laboratory, NBS.

NBSIR 79-1793. Privacy as information management: A social

psychological and environmental framework, S. T. Margulis,
|

28 pages (Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300986.

Key words: architectural psychology; bibliography;

buildings; communication; cost; human characteristics; per-

sonal control; physical environment; privacy.

A social-psychological and environmental framework for a

theory of privacy is summarized. The framework focuses on the
|;

management of information the loss of which would or could

have costly consequences for the target of the information. Key i

concepts, such as information, communication, personal con-

trol, cost, and barrier, are defined and discussed. Particular

emphasis is placed on influence of the objective physical en-

vironment on privacy.
j

NBSIR 79-1796. Preliminary findings concerning the validity of

"BFIRES'": A comparison of simulated with actual fire events,
|

F. I. Stahl, 22 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as'

PB299451.

Key words: architectural research; building fires; computer- i

aided design; computer simulation; environmental I if

psychology; fire research; fire safety; human performance; ' S

modeling technique; simulation. '• i

. . > ii

This report presents preliminary findings regarding the validi-

j

ty of BFIRES/VERSION 1, a computer program developed ati
^

the National Bureau of Standards to simulate egress movement
j |^

by building occupants during fires. A computer simulation ex-j,
^

periment was conducted in order to compare outcomes fromi
^

BFIRES runs with data selected from an archival file summariz-|.
^

ing actual fire results. Findings from this experiment suggest^
^

that BFIRES is capable of reproducing such important fire out-
,

^

comes as loss-of-life indices and numbers of persons ultimately.
^

escaping. In addition, patterns of egress behavior produced by

,
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BFIRES were compared with those found in the literature, with

professional opinions, and with impressions gathered from

anecdotal accounts. With few exceptions, these comparisons il-

lustrate agreement between simulations and other data sources.

NBSIR 79-1799. Performance of a packaged solar space-heating

system used with a mobile home, D. E. Jones and J. E. Hill,

44 pages (Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300890.

j

Key words: mobile home; packaged solar space-heating

system; rating; standards; testing.

j As part of a continuing program to develop test methods for

solar heating equipment, NBS is now developing a standard test

procedure for packaged solar space-heating systems similar to

I test procedures now used for solar collectors and thermal

I
storage devices, and now under development for packaged
solar water-heating systems. As a first step, a mobile home,
which was previously tested for thermal performance in an en-
vironmental chamber, was equipped with a packaged solar

space-heating system using air-heating collectors and pebble-

bed storage. The system was fully instrumented and data were
I collected over the 1977-78 heating season at the NBS site in

I
Gaithersburg, MD. The performance of the system was deter-

I

mined and various methods of correlating performance were

,

explored.

I

NBSIR 79-1900. Bibliography on the voluntary standards

system and product certification, C. Chapman, 28 pages (Oct.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-1 17922.

Key words: bibliography; buildings; certification;

economics of standards; legal aspects of standards; product

I

certification; product liability; regulation; standards system;

voluntary standards.

This bibliography lists references accumulated by the NBS
Office of Engineering Standards in the course of its research

into the workings of the voluntary standards system and the

Iji
economic and legal effects of standards. The first portion of the

j bibliography lists references alphabetically by author. The

I

second portion groups references by subject. Subject categories

I

include: standards system reform, regulatory use of standards

(buildings, safety, environment), certification and laboratory

accreditation, solar heating and cooling, product liability, and
international and foreign.

I

NBSIR 79-1902. Economic aspects of fire safety in health care
^ facilities: Guidelines for cost-effective retrofits, R. E. Chap-

I

man, P. T. Chen, and W. G. Hall, 118 pages (Nov. 1979).

I
Order from NTIS as PB80-120165.

Key words: applied economics; building codes; building

economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

1^ facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming;
nursing homes; renovation.

This study focuses upon one aspect of the fire safety problem
ji in health care facilities; the use of the Fire Safety Evaluation

{; System developed by the Center for Fire Research at the Na-

;

tional Bureau of Standards for determining equivalence to the
' Life Safety Code. The Life Safety Code, a voluntary code
developed by the National Fire Protection Association, is cur-

rently the most widely used guide for identifying the minimum
}

level of fire safety in buildings. Using the Fire Safety Evaluation

System as a basis, this study develops a computerized

procedure which permits the least-cost means of achieving
'

[ compliance to the Life Safety Code in health care facilities to
' be identified. Since each of the parameters used in the Fire

'

' Safety Evaluation System has a unique value which corresponds

to strict compliance, it is possible to quantify the cost savings

I \ attributable to the use of the Fire Safety Evaluation System
'

'I
over strict compliance to the Life Safety Code. Preliminary stu-

dies conducted by the National Bureau of Standards of a

prototypical hospital have concluded that the use of this com-
puterized procedure can result in cost savings of 50 percent or

more over those associated with strict compliance to the Life

Safety Code.

NBSIR 79-1906. The evacuation of non-ambulatory patients

from hospital and nursing home fires: A framework for a

model, J. Archea and S. T. Margulis, Ed., 65 pages (Nov.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-1 19530.

Key words: building codes; building evaluation; elderly; fire

safety; handicapped occupants; health care facilities;

nursing homes; user needs.

This report is directed toward the problem of evacuating de-

pendent, non-ambulatory persons from fires in nursing home^
and other health care facilities. It deals only with those

behavioral and building factors that bear on the activities that

follow directly from a decision to evacuate patients from a fire

zone in a nursing home or similar facility. The examination is

based on the rejection of the model which is the basis for cur-

rent life safety regulations because it assumes independent oc-

cupant mobility. This assumption does not apply to dependent,

non-ambulatory persons. The major objective of the report is

to identify those factors that must be considered in order to

determine the ideal performance of a hospital or nursing home
evacuation system for non-ambulatory patients when all com-
ponents or persons in that system act as they are designed or

trained to act. These factors are presented as part of an analy-

sis of evacuation as a five phase process: manpower supply

phase, patient preparation phase, patient removal phase, rest

and recovery phase, and manpower resupply phase. Research

findings are reviewed and a research agenda is proposed.

NBSIR 79-1909. Measurement techniques for solar cells. Quar-

terly Report: April 1 to June 30, 1978, D. E. Sawyer, H. K.

Kessler, and H. A. Schafft, 27 pages (Oct. 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB301309.

Key words: device measurements; laser scanning; light-bias-

ing; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconduc-

tor measurements; sheet resistance; solar cells; solar cell

stability.

This is the quarterly report of the work in a program on solar

cell measurement technique development and other services

which was performed in the period from April 1 to June 30,

1978. The objectives of the program are to assist the DOE thin-

film photovoltaic effort by developing solar cell device and

material measurement techniques using the NBS-developed

laser f1ying-sp>ot scanner, by assisting DOE in organizing and

hosting appropriate workshops and symposia, and by providing

general consultation and liaison services.

The technique proposed last quarter employing cell forward-

biasing during scanning to reveal cell defects was implemented.

Using an electrical current source, cell cracks and metallization

regions disconnected from the cell output electrode have been

readily revealed. The mathematical analysis work supporting

the experimental scanning of cells has been extended to more
realistic cell geometries than the one-dimensional one previ-

ously treated. Developments in scanner equipment and ancilla-

ry techniques include the completion of the high-intensity isola-

tion source for forward-biasing cells with light during scanning,

an improvement in coupling biased and scanned cells to the

display-screen electronics, and an increase in the cell scanning

area.

The workshop on Stability of (Thin Film) Solar Cells and

Materials was held May 1-3, 1978 at the National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD.
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NBSIR 79-1910. Purely buoyant diffusion flames: Some experi-

mental results, B. J. McCaffrey, 51 pages (Oct. 1979). Order

from NTIS as PB80- 1 1 2 1 1 3

.

Key words: buoyancy; diffusion flames; fire entrainment;

flame oscillations; plume; scaling.

Measurements of temperature and velocity using thermocou-

ples and an impact probe were made in the near field of a

purely buoyant diffusion flame produced by a porous refractory

burner. Based on time-averaged center line value of V and AT
together with photographic records the flame can be con-

veniently divided into three distinct regimes: ( 1 ) a continuous
flame region, starting from the surface of the burner with V
equal to zero at the surface and rising with the height above

the burner, z, to the 1/2 power. AT is constant over this

regime. Higher up is (2), an intermittent regime, with pulsating

flame (~ 3 Hz) exhibiting approximately constant V and AT
falling with z to the first power. Still higher is (3) the plume
region which is, most of the time, free of flames with V ~ z""^

and AT ~ z^'^ as predicted by conventional plume theory.

Throughout the three regimes and indistinguishable among
these is the consistency of the buoyance relation, V/V2gz
AT/T„ which has a value of approximately 0.9, a factor 2.5

times previous estimates in the flame region and confirming the

recent correlation measurements of Cox'. Different heat release

rates, Q, can be scaled to a "universal" fire if the length is nor-

malized as z/O^'^ and the velocity scale as V/Q"^. The flame

regime is thus independent of Q.

!n the radial direction for time-averaged quantities only the

plume region appears reasonably Gaussian. The data in the

flame and intermittent regimes do not fall as rapidly as that dic-

tated by a Gaussian distribution. In all three regimes the

velocity profile is wider than the temperature profile.

Large scale, low frequency Ap fluctuations are about 35% of

the time-averaged signal on the center line throughout the

three regions. Radially the fluctuating to time-averaged signal

ratio rises from the center line value and approaches 100% in

the wings. Elementary spectral analysis indicates that most of

this energy is concentrated in a narrow band centered around
3 Hz.

Implications of these results for flame entrainment calcula-

tions and heat release rates will be discussed.

NBSIR 79-1912. Temperature measurement on operating sur-

face mounted lighting fixtures, P. M. Fulcomer, 24 pages

(Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-103682.

Key words: branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

hazardous temperatures; load current; overlamping; surface

mounted incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

thermocouple.

Potentially hazardous temperatures may result from adding

thermal insulation in the attic above mounted incandescent

lighting fixtures and/or operating these fixtures with lamps of

higher wattage than specified. This study was concerned with

the range of temperatures generated ( I ) within the fixture, (2)

within the electric junction box associated with the fixture and

(3) on the adjoining ceiling and attic surfaces.

Test results indicate that the addition of minimal insulation

(equivalent to Rll) over a surface mounted lighting fixture

which contains two or more rated lamps, is likely to cause nor-

mal household branch circuit supply wiring associated with the

fixture to operate above its specified.60 °C temperature rating.

Overlamping (using lamps of higher wattage than specified for

the fixture) and/or additional load current flowing through the

branch circuit wire will cause even higher supply wire tempera-

tures.

With all three conditions present (i.e., insulation over the fix-

ture, overlamping, and an additional 1 5 ampere load current

flowing through the supply wire), the tests indicate that the

temperature of associated branch circuit wiring will exceed 80
°C for a one lamp fixture and 100 °C for fixtures with two or

more lamps.

NBSIR 79-1913. Temperature measurement on operating

recessed lighting fixtures, P. M. Fulcomer, 23 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80- 104722.

Key words; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

hazardous temperatures; load current; protective barrier;

recessed incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

thermocouple.

Potentially hazardous temperatures may result from adding

thermal insulation in the attic above recessed incandescent

lighting fixtures. The National Electric Code for 1978 specifies

that "...thermal insulation shall not be installed within three

inches of a recessed fixture enclosure, wiring compartment or

ballast and shall not be so installed above the fixture as to en-

trap heat and prevent the free circulation of air...." The pur-

pose of this investigation was to determine the effectiveness of

various protective barriers in maintaining the requisite three-

inch spacing and in preventing over-temperature conditions

when loose-fill insulation is installed around recessed lighting

fixtures.

For the devices tested, the results indicate that properly in-

stalled open-top barriers are sufficient to allow the fixture and

associated branch circuit wiring to operate within specified

ratings. However, a barrier closed at the top by any method,

can cause branch circuit wiring, the external surface of the bar-

rier and/or parts of the fixture to operate at temperatures

above those designated as "safe."

NBSIR 79-1914. Assessment of the quality of pulp fibers by

short span tensile analysis, E. L. Graminski and K. Bonin, 22

pages (Oct. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-101918.

Key words: fiber length distribution; fiber strength; inter-

fiber bonding; recycled pulps; short span tensile analysis;

zero span tensile.

Fiber strength is an important factor in paper strength, but

despite its importance fiber strength is rarely assessed as it in-

volves the tedious and time consuming testing of single fibers.

In the recycling of paper, especially of the abundant low grades

of waste paper, the question of fiber quality always arises. The

inability to monitor fiber quality of recycled pulp, especially

from low grade waste paper has led to the practice of utilizing

this pulp only for low grade papers regardless of the actual

quality of the pulp fibers. Unfortunately, there is a a limited de-

mand for low grade papers. Increased utilization of low grade

waste paper could be enhanced if the fiber quality of the recy-

cled pulps could be monitored routinely. As the strength of

fibers is affected by defects that are randomly distributed

among and within fibers it appeared a short span tensile test

might provide a means for assessing fiber quality. In short span

tensile testing of fibrous webs the load at the break declines as

the span increases. The rate of decline is partly controlled by

the fiber length distribution. Since the probability of locating

defects in fibers increases with increasing span lengths the rate

of decline in web strength with increasing span lengths should

be a function of fiber quality for a specific fiber length distribu-

tion, all things being equal. The results of this investigation in-

dicate that the rate of decline in web strength with increasing

span length is indeed a function of fiber quality. It appears that

the test method could be used to monitor fiber quality routine-

ly

NBSIR 79-1915. Investigation of the effects of heating and air 1

conditioning on the performance of smoke detectors in mobile

homes, R. W. Bukowski, 181 pages (Oct. 1979). Order from

NTIS as PB80- 100001.
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Key words: detection time; detector location; fire tests; gas

detectors; Icitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke detectors;

j

tenability limits; upholstered furniture.

Since its original promulgation in June 1^76, the U.S. De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development's Federal Mobile

Home Construction and Safety Standard has required the in-

stallation of at least one smoke detector to protect the mobile

I home occupants. The location of the smoke detector was based

on earlier tests in a mobile home conducted by NBS in 1976.

Because of the limited scope of the earlier NBS tests and
subsequent improvements in the design of smoke detectors and
the construction of mobile homes, a new series of tests was
conducted to evaluate the influences of the operation of central

forced-air heating and air conditioning systems on the per-

formance of smoke detectors representative of those which are

currently being installed. The tests were conducted with uphol-

,
stered chairs in smoldering and flaming fire modes, represent-

j

ing key residential fire death scenarios. Tests were conducted
I in both summer and winter weather conditions. The effects of

I

detector location (wall or ceiling and position within the

i
bedroom corridor) and the effects of open and closed bedroom

! doors were also investigated.

I The report concludes that, for the scenarios examined, a

j

properly functioning ionization or photoelectric smoke detector

! mounted near the ceiling on the inside or outside wall at the

living room end of the corridor should provide an alarm in suf-

I ficient time for occupant escape.

NBSIR 79-1916. Third annual conference on fire research, I. M.

I

Martinez, Ed., 188 pages {Oct. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB80- 110240.

I Key words: chemistry of fire; combustion products; fire

I

hazards; fire modeling; fire research; human behavior in

!
fires; physics of fire; toxicity of combustion products.

This report contains extended abstracts of grants and con-

jlj tracts for fire research sponsored by the Center for Fire

I

' Research, National Bureau of Standards, as well as descriptions

of the internal programs of the Center for Fire Research.

NBSIR 79-1917. Solar energy systems—Standards for rubber

hose, R. D. Stiehler and J. L. Michalak, 36 pages (Nov.

j

1979). Order from NTIS as PB«()- 1 29X28.

Key words: hose; hose specifications; rubber hose; solar

energy systems.

A study of commercial rubber hose was made to develop

standards for hose used in solar energy systems. Twelve hoses

j

were evaluated by cycling between temperatures of about 100

°C and temperatures as low as —40 °C during a period of about

seven months. Laboratory tests for bursting strength, compati-

bility with metals, compression set, ozone resistance, and water

(j

vapor transmission were also made.

I

The results of this study and tests are presented. Based on

I
these findings, a standard for rubber hose used in solar energy

''' systems is proposed.

NBSIR 79-1923. Residential solar data center grant reports, P.

M. Christopher and M. J Aronoff, 74 pages (Oct. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB80-1 19928.

Key words: automatic data processing; computer reports;

grant data; residential buildings; solar database; solar ener-

gy system; solar heating and cooling.

The Residential Solar Data Center project staff in the Center

I

for Building Technology, National Bureau of Standards, is

J responsible for the establishment and operation of a compu-
' terized database containing non-instrumented residential data
' generated by the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration

Program sponsored by the Department of Energy and the De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). This

document includes computer reports of data contained in the

Grant file, one of six computer files comprising the database.

These reports contain data recorded on applications submitted

to HUD by organizations or individual builders applying for

grants to build solar energy systems in new and/or existing

homes. To date, approximately 450 grants have been awarded

in the first four award cycles.

NBSIR 79-1927 Recovery from soft errors in triplicated com-

puter systems operating in lock-step, A. L. Koenig and A W
Holt, 28 pages (Nov 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80- 126931

Key words: fault tolerant computer; soft errors; TMR;
triply modular redundant.

A Triply Modular Redundant (TMR) computer system

operating in clocked lock-step is being investigated for an ap-

plication requiring a Mean Time Between Failure of five years.

No mechanical memories are used; this allows comparison of

the outputs of the three computers to be made each clock

period. The most novel contribution is the method of recovery

from soft errors, such as those produced by lightning strokes

or alpha particles. Data are provided on the uptime history of

an experimental system, which uses three commercial
microcomputers.

NBSIR 79-1928 (NBS). NBS library handbook for NBS staff,

N. H. Knight, 76 pages (1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-
106420.

Key words; library policy; library procedures; library ser-

vices.

This publication describes NBS Library services, policies,

resources, and lists personnel.

NBSIR 79-1933. Evaluation of a multimegavolt impulse mea-

surement system, R. E. Hebner, Jr., D. L. Hillhouse, and R.

A. Bullock, 102 pages (Nov. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB80-1 19720.

Key words: divider; Duhamel's integral; high voltage; im-

pulse; pulse measurements; response time; step response;

transients.

The calibration of a 4.5 MV impulse divider was evaluated

by measuring both the input and output waveforms and the

response of the divider to a low voltage step. The measured

output was compared to an output calculated from the step

response and the measured input waveform using Duhamel's In-

tegral. The validity of the approach for this large measurement
system was demonstrated for the specific waveforms studied.

NBSIR 79-1941. Table of recommended rate constants for

chemical reactions occurring in combustion, F. Westley, 169

pages (Nov. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-I28531.

Key words: Arrhenius parameters; combustion; decomposi-

tion; free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; or-

ganic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate con-

stant; sulfur.

A table of recommended rate constants for gas phase chemi-

cal reactions occurring in combustion is presented. Specifically,

it gives in tabular form the values of the parameters for the

modified Arrhenius equation k = AT*exp(—E/RT). The table

covers reactions occurring in the combustion, oxidation and

decomposition of aliphatic saturated or unsaturated C, to C,o

hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, thiols, ethers,

peroxides, amines, amides and their free radicals, as well as the

reactions of O, O,, H, H^, OH, H^O, H^Oj, N, Nj, NO, NjO,

NO2, N2O4, N2O5, S, S2, SH, SO, SO2, SOH, NS, with each
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other. The table includes approximately 170 first order reac-

tions 760 second order reactions and 50 third order reactions.

There are 1805 entries covering about 1 100 distinct chemical

reactions. These recommendations have been taken from

eleven evaluations and critical reviews published between 1970

and 1976. The papers examined by the evaluators extend from

the nineteen fifties up to—and including— 1975.
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5.15. GRANTEE/CONTRACTOR REPORTS AND NBS PATENTS

Grantee/contractor reports are prepared by non-NBS persons

or organizations working under grant or contract from the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards. Those contract reports not incor-

porated into the formal NBS publication series are available

directly from the National Technical Information Service

(NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161) in paper copy or microfiche

form unless otherwise stated. When ordering a report from
NTIS you must order it by the "COM, PB, AD, or N" number

{
as indicated.

Patents are legal documents which fully describe inventions

in return for the right for 1 7 years to exclude others from mak-
ing, using, or selling the inventions. They are obtained on NBS

j

inventions of high commercial potential in order to establish

j

Government ownership of the patent rights. The patents are

then made available for the grant of nonexclusive licenses to

! all qualified applicants. A limited exclusive license may be

I granted under a particular patent, however, if it appears that

I

some period of exclusivity is necessary as an incentive for the

investment of risk capital. For information on licensing any of

j

the following patents, write to the Office of the Legal Adviser,

I National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234. Copies
of patents may be obtained from the U.S. Patent and Trade-

mark Office, Washington, DC 20231 for 50 cents each.

NBS-GCR-78-127. Comparison of tape drive interface charac-

^

teristics, Auerbach Associates, Inc., 75 pages (June 15,

1978). Order from NTIS as PB282291.

Key words: computer magnetic tape drives; computer tape

controllers; group coded recording; interface electrical

characteristics; interface functional characteristics; mag-
netic tape drives; NRZI recording; phase encoded record-

ing; tape drive characteristics.

This report describes and compares the various charac-

teristics of the interface between computer tape drives and
their controllers for 9-track tape drives operating at 75 inches

j

per second or more, using the 800 bpi NRZI, 1600 bpi Phase

]l

Encoding and 6250 bpi Group Coded Recording methods. It

;
presents the results of an investigation conducted for the Na-

I
tional Bureau of Standards in support of the possible develop-

; ment of a Federal Information Processing Standard for the

device level interface. Through textual descriptions and an ex-

tensive series of tables, the various functional and interface

electrical characteristics of the tape drives are compared.

,
It was concluded that the drives reviewed could be placed in

) one of two general types, those with explicitly defined signal

lines and those with multiplexed signalling between drive and
1 controller. Within each of these types there is a substantial

])
degree of commonality among drives but also important dif-

i ferences. At the electrical signal and physical interface level

''li
there are also significant differences of a detailed engineering

jj

nature among the drives.

I
NBS-GCR-78-1 28. Environments of fire detectors—Phase II: Ef-

{
feet of ceiling configuration. Volume I. Measurements, G.

Heskestad and M. A. Delichatsios, 180 pages (June 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB29095 1

.

Key words: beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors;

i fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors;

' spacing; velocity.

This report describes Phase II of a sustained research pro-

gram to map ceiling environments to which fire detectors are

exposed. Phase I, reported previously, concerned flat, horizon-

tal ceilings of large extent. Phase II extends ceiling measure-

ments of temperature, velocity and optical density to six dif-

ferent beam configurations in extensive, horizontal ceilings. As
in Phase I, the response times of variously located sets of fire

detectors were measured (three types of heat detectors, an

ionization detector and a photoelectric smoke detector). A
total of 21 fire tests were conducted. The reduced data are

presented in two tables, one listing detector response times and

the other listing environmental data. Analysis of the data is^

presented in a second volume (Volume II).

NBS-GCR-78-1 29. Environments of fire detectors—Phase II: Ef-

fect of ceiling configuration. Volume II. Analysis, G.

Heskestad and M. A. Delichatsios, 112 pages (June 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB284042.

Key words: beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors;

fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors;

spacing; velocity.

This volume contains an analysis of experimental data

presented in Volume I on I ) the ceiling environment generated

by flaming fires under extensive beamed ceilings and 2)^the

response to this environment by various types of fire detectors.

Data on gas temperatures, gas velocities and optical densities

have been presented in readily usable form for each of six

beam configurations. These data have been converted to

"reduced" forms which allow predictions to be made of the en-

vironmental variables for any combination of ceiling height and

fire growth rate. The experimental response of fire detectors

was generally found to conform with available response theo-

ries. With the aid of these theories and the data on the

"reduced" variables, optimum spacing configurations of fire de-

tectors have been determined as a function of ceiling height for

each beam configuration. It is cautioned that the resulting spac-

ing configurations pertain to large, unobstructed beamed
ceilings and may be overly conservative in many practical situa-

tions.

NBS-GCR-78-1 34. Development of measurement techniques for

monitoring chemical purity of materials used in digital IC

processing, J. Stach, M. B. Das, and R. E. Tressler, 88 pages

(Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB291427.

Key words: boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in sil-

icon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide

growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement;

thermal oxidation; Zn-doped glasses.

The rei>ort is in two principal parts: I. The transport of impu-

rities from specially prepared boron nitride diffusion sources

onto silicon slices was investigated. Tlie sources were of varying

degrees of purity. No transport was detected by thermally

stimulated capacitance and current measurements having an

estimated detection limit of 10" cm~^. Zinc, one of the more

probable contaminating impurities, was introduced in excess

and detected down to a level of 2 x 10" cm"'.

II. The kinetics of silicon thermal oxidation in the presence

of chlorine, from HCl gas or from trichloroethylene vapor,

were studied using the SOLGAS computer program. Calculated

data are presented to show the equilibrium partial pressures of

the various chemical species in the diffusion furnace at-

mosphere as a function of temperature in the range 800 to
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1300 °C for a variety of mixtures of gases. Experimental work

was also done; parabolic rate coefficients, index of refraction,

etch rate, and stored charge measurements are presented.

NBS-GCR-78-135. An exploration of non-sampling error in fire

incident surveys, M. A. McDaniel, L. Bickman, P. Edelman,

and E. Herz, 24 pages (Dec. 1977). Order from NTIS as

PB284849.

Key words; fire departments; fire incidence; fire reporting;

fire victims; human behavior; statistical sampling; surveys.

Non-sampling error in fire incident surveys is a potential

problem for fire and human behavior research. The present re-

port was prepared in an effort to examine fire victims' report-

ing biases concerning fire incidents. The telephone numbers of

household fire victims in a midwestem city, during the months
of September 1975 through August 1976, were obtained from

the fire department. Also a sample of telephone numbers in the

same area was randomly generated. All eligible and cooperative

respondents were asked a series of questions concerning

whether they experienced a fire during the target interval and,

if they had a fire, they were questioned about it. Approximately

one-half of the respondents who, according to fire department

records, had had a fire failed to report it to the interviewer.

Results indicated that respondents who had more serious fires,

reported the incident to the interviewer significantly more often

than respondents who had less serious fires. Also fires which

occurred later in the 12 month reference period (i.e., closer to

the time of the interview) were more often reported to the in-

terviewer than those which occurred earlier in the reference

period. Several analyses indicated that, in most cases, the fire

reporters' responses agreed with fire department records con-

cerning the characteristics of the fire incident; however, total

agreement was seldom found. In addition, it was found that fire

reporters tend to be similar to fire-nonreporters in terms of

demographic characteristics and most survey responses

although some statistically significant differences were ob-

tained.

NBS-GCR-78-138. Human behavior in fire—A bibiiography. J.

L. Bryan, 23 pages (Aug. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB287412.

Key words; bibliographies; building fires; escape; evacua-

tion; fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; human behavior;

nursing homes.

This bibliography was originally prepared for the Third Joint

Panel Meeting, United States-Japan Natural Resources Panel

on Fire Research at the Center for Fire Research, National Bu-

reau of Standards, March 13-17, 1978. The bibliography was

revised as the result of additional literature reviews during Au-

gust, 1978. The previously developed bibliographies of Dr.

Leonard Bickman, Fire and Human Behavior Research Center,

Applied Social Psychology Program, Loyola University; Fred I.

Stahl and John Archea of the Center for Building Technology,

National Engineering Laboratory, National Bureau of Stan-

dards; J. L. Pauls of the Division of Building Research, Na-

tional Research Council of Canada; and Dr. Tadahisa Jin, Fire

Research Institute, Fire Defense Agency, Ministry of Home Af-

fairs, Japan were valuable sources of citations.

NBS-GCR-78-140. An examination and analysis of the dynamics

of the human behavior in the fire incident at St. Joseph's

Hospital, Philadelphia, PA, on August 10, 1977, J. L. Bryan

and P. J. DiNenno, 62 pages (May 31, 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB287935.

Key words: breathing apparatus; death; evacuation; fires;

flashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; pa-

tients; room fires.

The fire incident at St. Joseph's Hospital on August 10, 1977

was detected by the nursing staff at approximately 8:45 p.m.,

at which time the fire had obtained a post flashover develop-

ment in the area of origin, a bathroom on the second floor. The
130 year old, four-story building of ordinary construction had

1 7 1 patients. The fire extended from the second floor to the

ceiling of the third floor through a pipe chase and the wall stud

spaces.

The fire department was notified automatically with the ac-

tivation of the local fire alarm system within the facility at 8:48

p.m. through an auxiliary system arrangement with the public

fire alarm system. The seven nursing staff assigned to the area

of fire origin evacuated a total of thirty-four patients in a

period of 6 to 7 minutes, with twenty-two of these patients

being evacuated in less than three minutes. At the time of fire

department arrival on the fire floor, all the patients had been

evacuated from the fire area with the exception of two male

patients. The fire department personnel using breathing ap-

paratus removed both patients. One patient could not be

revived, while the other died approximately one week later.

Total evacuation of the hospital was accomplished by the

staff, fire and police department personnel, with assistance

from some citizens. The 1 7 1 patients were evacuated in a time

period from 16 to 19 minutes.

NBS-GCR-78-141-1. Solar building regulatory study. Volume I,

J. Greenberg, 93 pages (Nov. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB289823.

Key words: codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating

and cooling; solar model code; solar regulatory provisions;

solar regulatory requirements.

The reports contained in Volumes I and II represent studies

and recommendations prepared under contract for the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) with funding provided by the De-

partment of Energy (DoE). These reports document the results

of an important project oriented toward obtaining the views of

organizations representing diversified interests within the build-

ing community regarding: ( 1 ) the need for a solar regulatory

system; and (2) the form such a system should take if indeed

a solar regulatory system were recommended. The work was

conducted under the leadership and coordination of NBS with

the various participants providing their inputs and recommen-
dations in various stages during the conduct of this project.

NBS-GCR-78-141-2. Solar building regulatory study. Volume II,

J. Greenberg, 385 pages (Nov. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB289824.

Key words: codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating

and cooling; solar model code; solar regulatory provisions;

solar regulatory requirements.

The reports contained in Volumes I and II represent studies

and recommendations prepared under contract for the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) with funding provided by the De-

partment of Energy (DoE). These reports document the results

of an important project oriented toward obtaining the views of

organizations representing diversified interests within the build-

ing community regarding: ( 1 ) the need for a solar regulatory

system; and (2) the form such a system should take if indeed

a solar regulatory system were recommended. The work was

conducted under the leadership and coordination of NBS with

the various participants providing their inputs and recommen-

dations in various stages during the conduct of this project.

NBS-GCR-78-147. Review of smoke particulate properties data

for burning natural and synthetic materials, C. P. Bankston,

R. A. Cassanova, E. A. Powell, and B. T. Zinn, 61 pages

(May 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292066.
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Key words: combustion; flaming combustion; flexible

foams; optical density; particle size; polypropylene; polyu-

rethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams;

smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood.

This report comprises a catalogue of smoke particulate pro-

perties data which were taken in the Combustion Products Test

Chamber at the Georgia Institute of Technology through Oc-

tober I, 1977. Results of smoke tests conducted under a variety

of environmental conditions are presented for the following

natural and synthetic materials: Douglas fir (wood), polyvinyl

chloride (PVC), rigid and flexible polyurethane foams, and
polypropylenes. Comparisons are provided which illustrate the

effects of material variables, radiant heating rate (nonflaming),

type of combustion (flaming vs. nonfiaming), ventilation gas

composition, and ventilation gas temperature upon smoke pro-

perties. The smoke particulate properties which have been

tabulated are: fraction of sample weight loss which becomes
particulate matter, particle mass median diameter and standard

deviation, maximum optical densities at 633 nm and 458 nm,
volume-surface mean particle diameter at maximum optical

density, and plots of the cumulative particle mass-size distribu-

tion.

NBS-GCR-78-148. Effectiveness of program validation methods

for scientific programs, W. E. Howden, 1 10 pages (Dec.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB289930.

Key words: program testing; scientific programs; software

errors; software validations.

This report describes the results of an investigation of the ef-

fectiveness of different software validation techniques. The in-

vestigation involved two types of activities. The first included

a survey of software validation methods and of previous studies

of effectiveness. The second involved a project in which each

of the errors in a collection of scientific programs was carefully

analyzed to determine which validation method would have

been most useful in preventing the error from occurring.

The report contains five sections, in addition to an appendix.

Each section consists of a paper which was written to cover

a specific topic. The first two papers are surveys of previous

studies of dynamic and static analysis. The third paper is a sur-

vey of previous studies of the effectiveness of software valida-

tion methods. The fourth and fifth papers describe the results

of the analysis of the errors in the scientific programs studies

in the project.

The errors that were analyzed occur in 50 programs in edi-

tion five of the IMSL Scientific Subroutine Library. All errors

were corrected in edition six. The errors are described in IMSL
maintenance and recipient's letters.

The dynamic analysis method which was most effective in

discovering the IMSL errors was a form of functional testing

which was developed during the research project. The details

of the method are contained in the paper in section four. The
paper compares the method with the more widely studied kind

of testing—structured testing.

NBS-GCR-78-149. Analysis of fire reports on file in the Mas-

sachusetts State Fire Marshal's Office relating to wood and

coal heating equipment, J. W. Shelton, 9 pages (Nov. 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB292521.

Key words: accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood.

An analysis of solid-fuel related fires reported by local fire

departments to the Massachusetts State Fire Marshal's Office

from late 1977 through June 1978 indicates that of the fires at-

tributed to specific causes, roughly 3/4 were attributed to un-

safe installations, and about 1/4 were attributed to unsafe

operation/maintenance. In less than 2 percent of the fires was

the cause attributed to defects or poor design in the heating ap-

pliance itself. Thus, to the extent that the local fire department

reports are complete and reliable, it appears that attention to

installation, operation and maintenance is what has the most

potential for reducing fires.

NBS-GCR-78-150. UNDSAFE-II—A computer code for buoyant

turbulent flow in an enclosure with thermal radiation, K. V
Liu and K. T. Yang, 172 pages (July 15, 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB29I516.

Key words: buoyant flow; compartment fires; computer

programs; corridor fires; fire models; fire spread; room

fires; thermal radiation; turbulence.

This report describes a numerical computer code known as

UNDSAFE-1 for predicting the flow, temperature and pressure

fields in a simple two-dimensional rectangular enclosure due to

a volumetric heat source. A variety of conditions such as loca-

tion, extent, strength of the heat source and extended outside

free boundary region as well as various thermal boundary con-

ditions along the ceiling and the floor of the enclosure. Physical

effects taken into account in this code include strong buoyancy,

compressibility, turbulence and thermal radiation. The code is

fully documented and explained in this report in terms of input

data and format as well as available output options. A complete

numerical example is presented.

NBS-GCR-78-151. One dimensional radiation mode! for sur-

faces and non-homogeneous gases and soot, V. K. Liu and J.

R. Lloyd, 96 pages (Mar. 6. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB291099.

Key words: fire models; heat transfer; room fires; smoke;

soot; thermal radiation.

This report presents a detailed description of the one dimen-

sional radiation model which is currently employed in the

UNDSAFE code. The model includes surface, soot and gas

radiation with adiabatic boundaries for the enclosure. Interac-

tions between gas and soot radiation are accounted for as well

as the effect of overlapping bands in the gaseous radiation. The

soot radiation model does not consider scattering and the gas

radiation model includes the 2.7 and 6.3 fivn bands for HjO
and the 2.7 and 4.3 ftm bands for COj. The overlap of the 2.7

fjLtn bands is accounted for. Samples of the results of calcula-

tions for three limiting cases including no radiation in the cal-

culation, surface and heavy soot radiation only in the calcula-

tion, and surface and gaseous radiation only in the calculation

are presented to demonstrate the model.

NBS-GCR-78-153. The architect's access to information, C. H.

Bumette, 97 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB294855.

Key words: access to information; architect; information

format; information sources; technical information;

technology application.

The purpose of this report is to provide an overview and

some insight into the circumstances which constrain and in-

fluence architects when they must obtain information during

the course of the design and construction process. It is intended

for those outside the profession who wish to understand the

conditions which influence the use of the information they pro-

vide to architects, and for architects who would consider the

nature and context of their difficulties in obtaining information

as they need it. While some avenues of progress and change are

indicated, this report does not propose detailed solutions and

improvements to be sought in the media, forms and channels

of access or dissemination nor is it entirely an explanation of

the systems which exist. It is, rather, a brief guide to the major
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features of the problems and to the nature of their effects. A
second report in this series will present exemplary formats and
guidelines for the successful delivery of information to

architects. An extensive bibliography is attached.

NBS-GCR-78-154. Making information useful to architects, C.

H. Burnette, 101 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB292782.

Key words: access to information; architect; information

format; information sources; technical information;

technology application.

The purpose of this report is to present rationales, practical

formats and dissemination guidelines to foster the successful

delivery of information to practicing architects by those in

commerce, government, research organizations and trade or

professional associations who produce and supply information

useful to them. This report is intended as a complement to

"Architect's Access to Information; Constraints on the

Architect's Capacity to Seek, Obtain, Translate and Apply In-

formation." It presents a comprehensive spectrum of exemplary
practices in such a way as to provide a coordinated baisTs for

both informal and formal actions to improve the delivery of in-

formation to architects. It is, therefore, an independent ex-

planatory critique of the state of the art of current practice in-

tended as a useful reference for those considering the structure,

content, form and delivery of information services. A bibliog-

raphy is included.

NBS-GCR-78-155. Extended range MIS C(V) measurement: A
technique for monitoring semiconductor device processing, A.

M. Goodman, 18 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB29101 1.

Key words: extended-range capacitance and conductance
measurements; high-voltage C(V) and G(V) measure-

ments; semiconductor device measurements; silicon-on-sap-

phire measurements.

Equipment has been developed which allows the straightfor-

ward implementation of extended-range MIS C(V) and G(V)
measurements for a variety of applications at applied-bias volt-

age magnitudes as large as 25 kV. This report briefly sum-

marizes the objectives and the resulting accomplishments lead-

ing to the development of the apparatus. It also provides cor-

rections and additions to previously published documents to aid

in the construction and operation of the apparatus.

NBS-GCR-78-156. Home safety guidelines for architects and
builders, D. Alessi and M. Brill, 126 pages (Dec. 1978).

Order from NTIS as PB292928.

Key words: accident avoidance; accidents in the home;
door accidents; home accidents; home safety; safety in the

home; stair accidents; stair safety; window accidents; win-

dow safety.

This document has its goal the analysis, organization and

presentation of state-of-the-art information on home accidents

and ways to reduce their frequency and/or severity. It is in-

tended to be used in the design and rehabilitation of dwellings

and its primary users are intended to be architects, followed by

homebuilders, product designers and homeowners.

The National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)

of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), col-

lects and organizes accident data according to product,

frequency, severity of injury and on age and sex of accident

victims. These data are statistically representative of accidents

occurring nationwide, as are the injury costs associated with

each accident type.

Using this substantial and elegant data beise, several so-

phisticated analyses of accidents involving the fixed architec-

tural elements of homes, such as stairs, floors, bathtubs and
showers, doors, and windows have recently been undertaken

under the sponsorship of various government agencies. This se-

ries of analyses has resulted in a much clearer picture of how
accidents involving these housing elements occur and of their

associated costs to the nation. This document brings together

these research findings as a guide to design and construction.

NBS-GCR-79-157. The psychology of firesetting: A review and
appraisal, R. G. Vreeland and M. B. Waller, 58 pages (Dec.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB290821.

Key words: abnormal psychology; arson; arsonists; fireset-

ters; human behavior; literature reviews; pyromaniacs.

Despite a rather large and diverse literature on firesetting,

relatively little is understood about its determinants. This situa-

tion exists partly because of the enormous difficulties in carry-

ing out systematic, well-controlled research studies on
firesetting. Legal difficulties in accessing samples of arsonists,

the manner of legal disposition of arson cases, and the fact that

relatively few arsonists are apprehended makes it likely that

research samples will be narrow and biased; it is not surprising

that conclusions have often been contradictory and com-
parisons between groups have been extremely difficult. A
further problem is that previous attempts at classification of

firesetters have usually been based arbitrarily upon one aspect

of the act, such as the firesetting motive, while other, poten-

tially more important, distinguishing features may have been
overlooked. After reviewing previous attempts at classifying

firesetters, the present study organizes current knowledge about

the characteristics of firesetters into four major categories: an-

tecedent environmental conditions, organismic variables, actual

firesetting behavior, and the consequences of firesetting. Un-
derstanding a firesetter's behavior requires an assessment of

each of these categories, and types of firesetters may eventually

be defined by clusters or patterns of characteristics rather than

by a single, overriding feature. This approach is also useful in

that it has theoretical implications as well as implications for

prevention and treatment strategies.

NBS-GCR-79-I58. Techniques for the preparation and analysis

of standard silicon semiconductor specimens for the ion

microprobe mass analyzer, G. Larrabee and R. Dobrott, 62

pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB292806.

Key words: dopant analysis; impurity analysis; ion

microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA); microdot reference

specimens; secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); sil-

icon sputtering.

A technique was developed to prepare sodium-, phosphorus-,

arsenic-, antimony-, and gold-doped silicon and silicon dioxide

reference specimens using ion-implantation techniques. The im-

plants were done in small islands or microdots of various sizes

to simulate geometries encountered in semiconductor in-

tegrated circuits. The number of dopant atoms per unit area

was determined by neutron activation analysis. The reference

specimens were applied to methods development and calibra-

tion of the ion microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA). IMMA de-

tection limits were experimentally determined. A model for ex- |/

perimentally determining the parameters governing detection

limits was developed.

NBS-GCR-79-1 59. An examination and analysis of the dynamics

of the human behavior in the fire incident at the Kensington

Gardens Nursing Home on January 1, 1978, J. L. Bryan and

P. J. DiNenno, 67 pages (June 30, 1978). Order from NTIS
as PB290892.

Key words: chairs; doors; evacuation; fire departments; fire^

fighters; nursing homes; patients; room fires; smoke; uphol

stered furniture.
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The fire incident at the Kensington Gardens Nursing Home
I on January 1, 1978 was detected by the nursing staff at approx-

imately 9:56 a.m., at which time the fire consisted of

i preflashover state in patient room 250. The fire apparently

I originated in an upholstered chair from discarded smoking

'I
materials or matches by the room's occupant. The fire con-

j
sumed the chair, spread to sheets on an adjacent bed, and the

I

privacy curtains hanging between the beds. The fire was con-

I
fined to the room of origin and did not achieve flashover. The
two story building consisted of an original section of ordinary

construction, erected in 1937, and a new addition of protected

, noncombustible construction which was six years old.

The fire department was notified at 9:59 a.m. by telephone.

Housekeeping and nursing personnel assigned to the second

floor, west wing, detected the fire in patient room 250 and im-
I mediately closed the door to this fire room. Other patient room
• doors in the fire zone were then closed, and three patients were

evacuated from the fire zone before the corridor became un-

jl

tenable from smoke migration. The housekeeping staff directed

}'
arriving fire department personnel up the exterior stairway to

J the fire zone. The fire department personnel removed four

J
male patients from patient rooms within the fire zone. The

|!
seven patients in the fire zone were evacuated by the staff and

• the fire department in approximately ten minutes from the time

I of fire detection. The closing of the door to the fire involved

!
room, and the closing of the patient room doors appeared to

I

be critical adaptive actions in this fire incident.

i NBS-GCR-79-160. Reliability modeling of smoke detectors, H.

j
C. Rickers, 110 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB295176.

Key words: component screening; electronic component
reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; re-

liability; residential buildings; smoke detectors.

This report presented the results of a study to evaluate cur-

rent reliability prediction methods for electronic devices and
determine which of these methods can be best applied to re-

sidential smoke detectors. In addition, data collection efforts

were initiated to establish a basis for more realistic reliability

I prediction models for the components employed in residential

• smoke detectors. TTiis failure rate data was collected from

smoke detector manufacturers, component manufacturers, and

I

manufacturers of other electronic equipment employing similar

i
devices used at similar stress levels in residential type environ-

[. ments. The study found that Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and

I

Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

j

techniques together with failure rate models for individual com-

1 ponents, modified to better agree with the actual data, provides
' the best approach. A handbook was then prepared which in-

cludes the modified component models and data in the forms

of parts stress analysis prediction techniques, a description of

^

how to conduct the FTA and FMECA procedures, and a

, discussion of component screening and test techniques. TTiis

I

handbook is available in two parts as NBS-GCR-79-161 and

J

NBS-GCR-79-162.

ji NBS-GCR-79-161. Residential smoke detector reliability hand-

I book. Section 1: Parts stress analysis, H. C. Rickers, 226
i pages (Feb. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB295178.

' Key words: component screening; electronic component

l'

reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; re-

" liability; residential buildings; smoke detectors.

This Residential Smoke Detector Reliability Handbook is

designed to provide a means for the accurate prediction of

' smoke detector failure rates in a residential environment. The
methodology developed by which a smoke detector critical

failure rate can be determined is divided into three major sec-

tions. Section 1 .0 contains the parts stress reliability prediction

techniques for each major generic component type currently

being used in residential smoke detectors, or exhibiting the

potential for being in future designs. Section 2.0 through the

application of FMECA and/or FTA techniques, presents the

guidelines for the determination of those components, and their

associated failure modes, which are considered critical to the

audible warning capabilities of the detector. The process of ap-

plying the predicted failure rates of Section 1 .0 to the

FMECA/FTA guidelines of Section 2.0 will result in a critical

failure rate for residential smoke detectors; i.e., the rate at

which failures that will not trigger the audible alarm circuitry

may occur, thus negating the protective characteristics of the

unit. Finally, Section 3.0 discusses methods of screening for the

predominant failure modes of those electronic components

characterized as most critical to smoke detector operation, to

efficiently detect and eliminate infant mortality failures.

NBS-GCR-79-162. Residential smoke detector reliability hand-

book. Section 2: System reliability evaluation techniques. Sec-

tion 3: Component screening/test techniques, H. C. Rickers,

103 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB295177.

Key words: component screening; electronic component
reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; re-

liability; residential buildings; smoke detectors.

This Residential Smoke Detector Reliability Handbook is

designed to provide a means for the accurate prediction of

smoke detector failure rates in a residential environment. The
methodology developed by which a smoke detector critical

failure rate can be determined is divided into three major sec-

tions. Section 1 .0 contains the parts stress reliability prediction

techniques for each major generic component type currently

being used in residential smoke detectors, or exhibiting the

potential for being in future designs. Section 2.0 through the

application of FMECA and/or FTA techniques, presents the

guidelines for the determination of those components, and their

associated failure modes, which are considered critical to the

audible warning capabilities of the detector. The process of ap-

plying the predicted failure rates of Section 1.0 to the

FMECA/FTA guidelines of Section 2.0 will result in a critical

failure rate for residential smoke detectors; i.e., the rate at

which failures that will not trigger the audible alarm circuitry

may occur, thus negating the protective characteristics of the

unit. Finally, Section 3.0 discusses methods of screening for the

predominant failure modes of those electronic components

characterized as most critical to smoke detector operation, to

efficiently detect and eliminate infant mortality failures.

NBS-GCR-79-163. A theoretical rationalization of a goal-

oriented systems approach to building fire safety, J. Watts,

266 pages (Feb. 28, 1978). Order from NTIS as PB294684.

Key words: barrier analysis; compartment fires; compart-

ments; fault tree analysis; fire models; fire protection en-

gineering; probability statistics; systems analysis; systems

safety; walls.

The Goal Oriented Systems Approach to Building Fire Safety

developed by the U.S. General Services Administration is

presently the only probabilistic methodology for fire protection

evaluation in use in the United States. This paper describes and

analyzes the GSA approach and formulates a more scientific

procedure by synthesizing GSA concepts with additional proba-

bility theory. Discussion of systems analysis and modeling con-

cepts emphasizes the need for probabilistic considerations of

fire safety. The revised model, identified by the hyphenated ex-

pression: Goal-Oriented, simplifies data requirements through

parameter estimation techniques. The new approach is con-

sistent with the GSA model for several example cases. A
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demonstrated advantage of the new methodology is the facility

for sensitivity analysis of alternative fire protection strategies.

NBS-GCR-79- 1 67. Behavioral and physical characteristics of

developmentally disabled individuals, C. J. Overboe and Y. Y.

Wang, 109 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB294970.

Key words: ambulatory people; autism; cerebral palsy;

deafness; developmentally disabled; epilepsy; fire safety;

group homes; handicapped; mental retardation.

A vast body of scientific research exists with regard to the

conditions considered as the developmental disabilities. The
purpose of this report is twofold. First, it describes the consen-
sus of available research on the functioning capacities of

developmentally disabled persons. Second, it represents an ef-

fort to present the information in a concise and usable format.

The goal of the study is to provide a baseline of information
to assist planners, consultants and decision-makers in determin-
ing realistic requirements for life safety in community-based
group homes for the developmentally disabled.

The paper is divided into three major sections. The first part

provides an overview of the concept of developmental disabili-

ties and discusses its prevalence. A section on the individual

characteristics of mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy

and autism is included. The second major part contains two
sections. One describes the characteristics found in the current

population of group home residents. The next section provides

information on individuals presently residing in institutions for

the mentally retarded and the developmentally disabled who
may form part of the future population in community housing.

The last major part provides a summary of descriptive data re-

garding severely retarded individuals.

NBS-GCR-79- 168. Human fatalities from unwanted fires, W. G.
BeH and B. M. Halpin, 64 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from
NTIS as PB29541 1.

Key words: alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building fires;

cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire statistics; patholo-

gy; toxic gases.

World-wide demographic information on human fire fatalities

is reviewed. Particuair emphasis is given to the physical causes

and medical consequences of fire fatalities in the State of

Maryland, USA, during 1972-1977. The analysis and conclu-

sions are based on investigations of 463 fire deaths. The im-

portance of toxic gases as the cause of death, of cigarettes as

one of the principal ignition sources and of alcohol as an im-

portant contributing factor is discussed.

The widely differing fire fatality rates among the various

States of the U.S. are correlated by means of Ignition and
Potentiating Indices which are based, in turn, on a variety of

physical, social and economic factors that are responsible for

the frequency of unwanted ignition and the likelihood of a fatal

outcome.

NBS-GCR-79- 1 69. Critical evaluation of data for a standard er-

gonomics reference data system (SERDS), W. H. Teichner and

E. Williams, 37 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB295088.

Key words; anthropometry; data base; engineering

psychology; ergonomics; evaluation; human engineering;

human factors; human performance; standard reference

data.

This report discusses quality control procedures appropriate

for a Standard Ergonomics Reference Data System (SERDS).

Suggested procedures include maintaining and utilizing existing

centers of excellence in specific areas of ergonomics to perform

the critical reviews of published research and also produce

handbooks of suggested data collection methodologies.

Methodology handbooks would serve not only to maintain

quality control for data accepted into SERDS, but would also

improve the quality of ergonomic research in general if the sug-

gested methodologies became standard practice for researchers.

Problems of data validity, reliability, and sensitivity are

discussed. Without reaching any final conclusion because the

system is not yet established, suggestions are made to include

foreign language experts in evaluation center staffs; to use dif-

ferent quality control levels as a function of the type of er-

gonomic data being collected; to plan on reconsidering ac-

ceptable quality control levels as the amount and quality of

data improves in a given area of ergonomics; and to include

formal advisory boards to review SERDS operation and quality

control procedures. Coding schemes for categorizing data and
querying the system are also suggested.

NBS-GCR-79- 1 70. Investigation of moisture measurements,

failure rate and leak rate and a study of moisture infusion, R.

L. Sulouff, 57 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as 1^

PB299172.
f.

Key words: accelerated stress test; capillary leaks; corro-
(

sion failure; hermeticity moisture infusion; oxide moisture

sensors. *

A preliminary study of the relationships between moisture in-

fusion, leak size, and device reliability has been completed.
!

Two sets of experiments were conducted. In one, packages con-

structed with a controlled leak and an oxide-type moisture sen-

sor were placed in a controlled humidity environment and the

water vapor content measured as a function of time. The
jj

packages tested had leak sizes in the range between 10"' and
j

10"* atm cmVs. The second experiment was a 5,000-h life test
|;

in which 1 86 packages, each of which contained unpassivated

741 operational amplifier chips, were subjected to an atomo-

sphere with 85-percent relative humidity at 85 °C. In this case,

the packages had measured leak sizes between 10"^ and 10"^

atm cm'/s. The results exhibited a great amount of scatter,

both because of the primitive nature of the measurement

methods available for use in this type of experiment and

because of the large variability in both water vapor infusion

and the reactions of water vapor on device surfaces. Neverthe-

less, it can be safely concluded that present leak rate limits for

large packages are not low enough to insure that the maximum
permissible moisture level will not be exceeded during a

reasonable service life.

NBS-GCR-79- 172. Standards systems in Canada, the UK, West

Germany, and Denmark: An overview, D. Hemenway, 195

pages (Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB296912.

Key words: antitrust; Canada; certification; Denmark;

economics of standards; government policy; international

standards; laboratory accreditation; standards systems;

United Kingdom; West Germany.

This report provides an overview of the voluntary standards

systems of Canada, the UK, West Germany, and Denmark. The
immediate purpose is to identify areas where further research

might be useful. Ultimately, the aim is to gain a better un-

derstanding of national standards systems in other highly indus-

trialized countries. Based on interviews and other research, the

author discusses these aspects of the four standards systems:

(1) history; (2) organization and finances; (3) standards

development; (4) certification and accreditation; (5) interna-

tional standards work; (6) consumer and labor participation;

(7) metric conversion; (8) antitrust aspects; (9) research into

economic impacts; (10) the government's use of standards and

its role in standards work; and (11) other activities. The author

concludes that further research is needed into standards
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systems of these and additional countries—for example, Aus-

[ tralia, Japan, and Sweden.

i NBS-GCR-79-176. Fire protection design standards for

buildings and construction, Nat. Committee of the Council of

Ministers USSR on Building Construction (GOSSTROY
USSR), 36 pages (Sept. 1970). Order from NTIS as

PB298901.

Key words; building design; buildings; construction materi-

als; evacuation; exits; fire endurance; fire protection; stair-

ways; standards.

SNiP Chapter II-A.5-70 "Fire Protection Standards for the

Design of Buildings and Structures" has been developed by

j

TsNII promzdaniy [Central Scientific Research Institute for In-

t
dustrial Buildings), Promstroyproyekt (Department of Industrial

j

Building Design] of Gosstroy USSR, TsNHEP zhilishcha Gos-

grazhdanstroy (Central Scientific Research Institute of Experi-

J mental Design of Residential Buildings, Department of Public

j!
Buildings], and VNIIPO MVD SSSR (All-Union Scientific

j

Research Institute of Fire Protection, Ministry of the Interior,

I

USSR]. This Chapter Supercedes SNiP II-A.5-62 "Fire Protec-

ij tion Requirements. Principles of Design."

NBS-GCR-79-1 77. Investigations of surface flashover

j

mechanisms, J. E. Thompson, 18 pages (June 1979). Order

!
from NTIS as PB297 193.

I
Key words: breakdown; electro-optics; gas-solid interface;

!
KDP; Pockels effect; space charge.

This report describes the following activities: ( 1 ) analysis of

, the transverse Pockels effect relevant to the measurements to

be made; (2) construction of the test cell and power supplies

'l

for vacuum/solid interface measurements; (3) construction of

I,
the polarization analyzer; (4) preliminary Pockels effect mea-

I surements in KDP; (5) measurement of the special electric field

distribution in KDP for dc and pulsed excitation; (6) electrical

jl

flashover tests of KDP, LiNbOj, and Plexiglas; and (7) estima-

j tion of the surface electric fields for pulsed excitation.

I NBS-GCR-79-179. An evaluation of planning and training for

r fire safety in health care facilities—Phase two, L. Bickman, E.

Herz, P. Edelman, and D. Rivers, 179 pages (Aug. 1979).

I Order from NTIS as PB299023.

I

Key words: evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; fire extin-

guishers; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; human
'( behavior; nursing homes; nursing staff; training.

I Training for fire emergencies has always been assumed to ap-

propriately affect knowledge and behavior. This assumption has

not been systematically tested until now. Six nursing homes in

Evanston, Illinois, were matched and randomly assigned to ex-

perimental and comparison groups. A quasi-experimental

pretest-posttest research design was employed to evaluate the

impact of training on knowledge (assessed with paper and pen-

cil surveys) and behavior (drill observational assessments) of

nursing home staff. Results indicated that training augmented
knowledge in the experimental group, as expected. Various

' threats to the internal and external validity of the design, such
" as selection biases, sample attrition and pretesting by treatment

interaction effects were ruled out, on a statistical basis, as

plausible alternative explanations for the training effect. The
results of the fire drill behavior analyses indicated a measurable

i impact of training on the overall behavior of the experimental

group during the post-training fire drills. Several events, or

' procedures, that should take place during a fire emergency

I

were evaluated on the basis of a content-related scheme and a

time-related scheme. Specific behaviors of staff members dur-

[

ing the drills were discussed. This study demonstrated that a

1
modest investment in training produced changes in both

knowledge and behavior. However, the impact of the training

was not as strong as anticipated. A more detailed study of the

various types of training is strongly recommended.

NBS-GCR-79-181. Snow and ice accumulation at solar collector

installations in the Chicago metropolitan area, R. B. Corotis,

C. H. Dowding, and E. C. Rossow, 109 pages (Oct. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB80-1 13749.

Key words: building; ice; load; roof; roof load; snow; solar

collector; structural engineering.

This report presents observations and data concerning snow
and ice on eighteen fiat plate solar collector installations in the

Chicago area. The data was collected in February and March
of 1979, following a record snowfall in January. Nearly all of

the installations were on the roofs of buildings, and about half

were mounted flush with the roof. The remainder were

mounted on racks at an angle to the roof. Sketches and photo-

graphs of the buildings and snow accumulation, weather data

for the entire winter, and comments of the owners are in-

cluded, as well as a technique for the extraction of linear mea-
surements from the photographs. A significant observation was

that the loss of operation of the solar collectors due to snow

covering the collector exceeded two months at several sites.

This is apparently due to the heavy snowfall, extreme cold, and

lack of manual snow removal capability. Other observations

and recommendations concerning functional and structural

problems are included in the report.

NBS-GCR-79-1 82. Comparison of high speed printer interface

characteristics, Calculon Corp, 144 pages (July 31, 1979)

Order from NTIS as PB298943.

Key words: cable interface; computer; controller; control

units; hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; interface

signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller;

printer.

This report describes and compares the characteristics of the

interface between various high speed printers and their control

units, for line printers operating at 600 lines per minute and

above. It presents the results of an investigation conducted for

the National Bureau of Standards in support of the possible

development of a Federal Information Processing Standard for

the high speed printer device to controller interface. Through
textual descriptions and an extensive series of tables, the func-

tional and electrical interface characteristics of the various

printer mechanisms are compared.

It is concluded that the high speed printers considered could

be placed into three general types according to their arrange-

ment of hammer drive signals, i.e., those with individual

hammer drive signals, those with coded hammer address

signals, and those which include a line buffer and control elec-

tronics within the printer and therefore accept coded data

signals representing successive characters in the line to be

printed.

Among each of these three types of printers, only the third

type exhibits significant commonality of interface among the

various printers and suppliers.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Municipal watewater treatment facilities.

Volume 1, Charles River Associates Inc., 150 pages (Sept.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB285288.

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; municipal

wastewater treatment facilities; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The



tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the suppher and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

The analysis is confined to the single most important pro-

gram in this area, namely federal grants to assist in the con-

struction of municipal waste treatment plants as called for in

the 1972 Water Quality Amendments.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-41. Subsidies, capital formation, and
technological change: Mass transit. Volume 2, Charles River

Associates Inc., 196 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB285289.

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; mass
transit; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The
tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

Because the bulk of the stimulus to technological change in

the transit industry represents a secondary impact, the main
focus of this study is on the ways in which the subsidies affect

the demand for inputs into the provision of transit service.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-42. Subsidies, capital formation, and
technological change: First generation nuclear power plants.

Volume 3, Charles River Associates Inc., 97 pages (Sept.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB285290.

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; nuclear

power plants; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technolog-

ical change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The
tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

This study identifies the principal forms of government aid to

the first-generation nuclear power plants to attempt an assess-

ment of the contribution of each form of aid to the attainment

of economical nuclear power and to analyze the more impor-

tant economic effects of the subsidies, particularly what effects

there may have been on capital formation and technological

change in the electric utilities and nuclear components indus-

tries.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-43. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Maritime transport. Volume 4, Charles

River Associates Inc., 86 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB285291

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; maritime

transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The
tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

The analysis assesses the impact of the subsidies on the

achievement of the goals of national security and several

economic objectives.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-44. Subsidies, capital formation, and
technological change: Primary scientific and technical journal

publishing. Volume 5, Charles River Associates Inc., 172

pages (Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB285292.

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; journal

publishing; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The
tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

This study examines the economic effects of subsidization on
the publication of primary scientific and technical journals. The
major subsidy programs are described and their effects assessed

on resource allocation, income distribution and technological

change.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-45.

technological change:

River Associates Inc.,

NTIS as PB285293.

Subsidies, capital formation, and
Health facilities. Volume 6, Charles

212 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; health

facilities; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The
tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

This study focuses on the Hospital Construction Act of 1946

(the Hill-Burton Act). It analyses the effects of the Act on
resource allocation, market structure, investment by hospitals,

and the diffusion of technology. The research relies predomi-

nantly on information already available in the literature, but

some original quantitative research is undertaken.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-46. Subsidies, capital formation, and e

technological change: Local air transport. Volume 7, Charles

River Associates Inc., 171 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB285294.

Key words; capital formation; economic growth; local air

transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change.

This volume is one of seven case studies conducted under the

project Subsidies, Capital Formation, and Technological Change
(Volume eight summarizes the policy-relevant findings). The

tools of microeconomic analysis are applied to assess the

responsiveness of both the supplier and the user of the sub-

sidized product or service. Particular attention is given to the

effects of the subsidies on capital formation and technological

change, but general efficiency effects are also considered.

Subsidies for local air transport are analyzed to determine

their effects on output levels which in turn may affect aircraft

stock levels and consequently the level and rate of capital in-

vestment including embodied technological change.
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NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Summary and conclusions. Volume 8,

Charles River Associates Inc., 1 14 pages (Sept. 1978). Order

from NTIS as PB285295.

Key words: capital formation; economic growth; public

sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change.

This volume summarizes fmdings and conclusions from seven

case studies (volumes one through seven) of the

microeconomic impacts of Federal subsidies on the U.S. econo-

'i
my. The case studies provided a cross section of recipient in-

' dustries and industry segments, industries which supply the

recipients, and the industries or consumers who purchase their

output. Particular attention is given to the effects of the sub-

.|

sidies on capital formation and technological change. From
I

these case studies, general relationships among subsidies,

;

capital formation, and technological change are inferred. Policy

. guidelines are developed.

|j

The study found that these relationships are intertwined with

I
the relationships among subsidies, accompanying regulations,

J
and the output and factor mix in the subsidized industry. The

I
subsidies altered the quantity and quality of output in most of

i; the industries studied. In several instances they also altered the

Ij mix of factors of production (capital and labor) used to

ji produce this output. These effects of the subsidies in turn al-

I

tered to varying degrees the rate and direction (or type) of
i

'
capital formation and technological change in the subsidized in-

dustries and their supplying industries.

\ NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49. The influence of defense procurement
and sponsorship of research and development on the develop-

ment of the civilian electronics industry, J. M. Utterback and
i(j A. E. Murray, 56 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

III
PB290164.

Key words: Experimental Technology Incentives Program;
impact of government on industry; procurement experi-

I
ments; procurement policy; research and development pol-

j
icy; technological change.

As part of its research program on the commercial impacts

j

of government procurement, the Exjjerimental Technology In-

centives Program of the National Bureau of Standards con-

I

ducted a study of the influence of Department of Defense

j

procurement and sponsorship of research and development on
I the development of the civilian electronics industry. The goals

! of the study were to identify the means through which govem-

iment
purchasing and R&D sponsorship may have affected the

industry and to discuss the implications for procurement policy

experimentation by the Program. Available literature was
reviewed and interviews were conducted with industry and

'< government executives. Results have been divided into impacts

( on technology, which appear to be mostly indirect, and impacts

I

on economics and manpower which are more direct. Charac-

j teristics of the industry that may have conditioned the effect of

1 the government actions are also discussed.

j

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-50. Assessing the results of the portable ox-

jl ygen generator experiment, N. B. McEachron and E. G.

I Woodward, 79 pages (Oct, 1977). Order from NTIS as

I PB289886.

]' Key words: Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

^
portable oxygen generator experiment; procurement policy;

(
two-step prototype procurement; Veteran's Administration.

This report is the result of an exploratory evaluation of the

portable oxygen generator (POG) procurement experiment
' conducted by the Veteran's Administration (VA) under the

sponsorship of the Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram (ETIP) of the National Bureau of Standards. The report

is intended for use by procurement policymakers within and

outside the VA and ETIP who are concerned with improving

procurement practices. The SRI overall assessment is that the

VA attempted through this experiment to substantially improve

the state of the art for supplying oxygen to chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease patients, and that for the most part such an

improvement did not occur. However, this attempt has pro-

vided useful lessons for the appropriate role of two-step proto-

type procurement (TSPP) and for the appropriate processes by

which specifications should be developed.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-51. Assessing the results of the LCC water

heater experiment. Volume I: Main report, N. B. McEachron,

D. C. Hall, and L. F. Lewis, 50 pages (Sept. 1977). Order
from NTIS as PB29I826.

Key words; commercial impacts; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; Federal Supply Service; life cycle cost-

ing; procurement of water heaters; technological change.

This report presents an exploratory evaluation of the com-
mercial impact of experiments using a life cycle costing (LCC)
strategy in the procurement of water heaters; the experiments

were conducted by the Federal Supply Service (FSS) and the

Experimental Technology Incentives Program (ETIP). The pur-

pose of the evaluation was to answer three questions; 1 ) What
was industry's response to the procurement by FSS, in terms of

technological changes in water heaters supplied and sub-

sequently commercialized? 2) How appropriate have FSS

methods been for measuring the value of these product changes

to the government as user? 3) If the procurement strategy were

altered in various ways, what would be the likely changes in

these commercial impacts?

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-52. Assessing the results of the LCC veater

heater experiment. Volume II: Appendices, N. B. McEachron,

D. C. Hall, and L. F. Lewis, 139 pages (Sept. 1977). Order

from NTIS as PB291827.

Key words: commercial impacts; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; Federal Supply Service; life cycle cost-

ing; procurement of water heaters; technological change.

This report presents an exploratory evaluation of the com-
mercial impact of experiments using a life cycle costing (LCC)
strategy in the procurement of water heaters; the experiments

were conducted by the Federal Supply Service (FSS) and the

Experimental Technology Incentives Program (ETIP). The pur-

pose of the evaluation was to answer three questions: 1 ) What
was industry's respwjnse to the procurement by FSS, in terms of

technological changes in water heaters supplied and sub-

sequently commercialized? 2) How appropriate have FSS
methods been for measuring the value of these product changes

to the government as user? 3) If the procurement strategy were

altered in various ways, what would be the likely changes in

these commercial impacts?

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53. Taxonomy of incentive approaches for

stimulating innovation, J. Booth, Z. Cook, and A. R. Fer-

guson, 103 pages (Aug. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB287932.

Key words: air pollution-regulatory policy; economic incen-

tives; Federal funding of civilian R&D; regulatory policy;

subsidy policy; technological innovation.

This report consists of a taxonomy of incentive approaches

for stimulating technological innovation in the private sector

with an example of how the table can be used. The example

used is the need to spur new technology for stationary air pol-

lution abatement.
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NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57. Management of Federal R&D for com-
mercialization—Executive summary, N. B. McEachron, H. S.

Javitz, D. S. Green, J. D. Logsdon, and E. Milbergs, 19 pages

(Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292851.

Key words: commercialization; empirical investigation;

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management
practices; technological change.

This document is the executive summary of an empirical in-

vestigation of federal civilian R&D management practices, con-

ducted by SRI International for the Experimental Technology
Incentives Program (ETIP), National Bureau of Standards. The
report is addressed to federal civilian policymakers and R&D
managers responsible for planning, developing, and implement-

ing R&D programs whose results are intended for eventual

commercialization by the nonfederal private sector

The management of federal R&D intended for commer-
cialization must consider issues of commercial acceptability as

well as technical success. It is with these management issues

that this report is concerned. Specifically, the purposes of the

study was to: Describe current policies and practices of federal

agencies regarding the management of federally funded R&D
intended for nonfederal application. Develop a set of empiri-

cally grounded recommendations for policies and practices that

would improve the commercialization of federally funded R&D
results.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58 Management of Federal R&D for com-
mercialization—Final report, N. B. McEachron, H. S. Javitz,

D. S. Green, J. D. Logsdon, and E. Milbergs, 143 pages

(Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292852.

Key words: commercialization; empirical investigation;

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management
practices; technological change.

This document is the final report of an empirical investiga-

tion of federal civilian R&D management practices, conducted

by SRI International for the Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program (ETIP), National Bureau of Standards. The re-

port is addressed to federal civilian policy makers and R&D
managers responsible for planning, developing, and implement-

ing R&D programs whose results are intended for eventual

commercialization by the nonfederal private sector.

The management of federal R&D intended for commer-
cialization must consider issues of commercial acceptability as

well as technical success. It is with these management issues

that this report is concerned. Specifically, the purposes of the

study was to: Describe current policies and practices of federal

agencies regarding the management of federally funded R&D
intended for nonfederal application. Develop a set of empiri-

cally grounded recommendations for policies and practices that

would improve the commercialization of federally funded R&D
results.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A. Management of Federal R&D for com-

mercialization—Appendices: Supporting documentation, N. B.

McEachron, H. S. Javitz, D. S. Green, J. D. Logsdon, and E.

Milbergs, 175 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB292853.

Key words: commercialization; empirical investigation;

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing.

This document is the supporting documentation of an empiri-

cal investigation of federal civilian R&D management practices,

conducted by SRI International for the Experimental Technolo-

gy Incentives Program (ETIP), National Bureau of Standards.

The report is addressed to federal civilian policymakers and

R&D managers responsible for planning, developing, and im-

plementing R&D programs whose results are intended for even-

tual commercialization by the nonfederal private sector.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59. A real-time case history of ETIP Project

67—Integrated utility system application, J. G. Taylor and L.

Q. C Lamar III, 151 pages (Mar. 1978). Order from NTIS
as PB292770.

Key words: case study; cogeneration; demonstration pro-

ject; ETIP; evaluation; information intervention; integrated

utility systems.

The major purpose of this report is to provide the real-time

case history of ETIP Project 67—Integrated Utility System

(lUS) and to provide the information that would permit lessons

learned to be derived that, in turn, would be applicable to

other ETIP projects.

The Office of Facilities Engineering and Property Manage-
ment (OFEPM) of the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare initiated discussions with ETIP in 1973 to undertake

a feasibility study and conceptual design of the Modular In-

tegrated Utilities System (MIUS) for university/medical com-
plexes. These discussions resulted in OFEPM submitting a

proposal to ETIP in March 1974 requesting funds for the MIUS
Application Project and the transfer of $220,000 by ETIP to

OFEPM in June 1974. The lUS concept is on-site integration

of five basic utility subsystems that serve building complexes:

electrical power generation; heating and cooling; water supply;

sewage treatment; and solid waste disposal.

An A&E firm was contracted to conduct another feasibility

and conceptual design study for an lUS at a

town/university/medical complex.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-60. An international study of economic

benefits attributable to R&D, by source and sector of per-

formance, R. U. Ayres, J. Lewis, and S. D. Collier, 71 pages

(June 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292783.

Key words: economic performance; produc-

tion/consumption; public and private R&D.

This study reports evidence found in a study performed for

the Experimental Technology Incentives Program on the nature

of the interrelationships between public and private R&D and

economic performance comparing the historical records of vari-

ous countries.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62 Balancing the objectives of clean air and

economic growth: Regulated markets in emission reductions,

W. A. Foskett, D. M. Klaus, and J. Haberle, 103 pages (June

1979). Order from NTIS as PB300835.

Key words: administrative experimentation; Environmental

Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; industrial pollution regula-

tion; market mechanism; offset policy; regulatory policy;

technological innovation.

This document reports work in progress toward the evalua-

tion of implementation and effects of market mechanisms for

regulation of major stationary sources of air pollution. It is one

product of the Regulatory Processes and Effects Project of the

Center for Field Methods (ETIP). The broader project,

described elsewhere, is attempting to analyze the effects of

changes in regulatory processes on industrial innovation. The

joint ETIP/EPA project will involve/measure whether regulated

markets in emission reductions can balance the objectives of

clean air and economic growth by stimulating continual

technological innovation in pollution control.

The first chapter introduces and synopsizes the report. The

second chapter describes the context in which market

mechanisms are being introduced. The third chapter discusses

the underlying logic of various market mechanisms and an

operating prototype of a market mechanism. The fourth

chapter discusses potential effects of market mechanisms on air
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pollution regulation. The fifth chapter reports expectations as-

sociated with EPA's introduction of a prototype market

mechanism offset policy. Chapter six describes the general

direction of continuing work on this particular project.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63. Environmental regulation in theory and

practice: EPA's process of setting best practicable control

technology standards, W. A. Magat, L. P. Gianessi, and W.
Harrington, 175 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB297499.

Key words: administrative experimentation; best practica-

ble technology; clean water regulation; Environmental Pro-

tection Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program; regulatory experi-

mentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking; technological in-

novation.

j

This document is a report of work carefully laying out the

ji
rulemaking process that had been used at EPA to prepare a

! large number of highly technical regulations in the clean water

area. It is one product of the Regulatory Processes and Effects

I

Project of the Center for Field Methods (ETIP). The broader

i| project, described elsewhere, is attempting to analyze the ef-

fects of changes in regulatory processes on industrial innova-

tion. Under a subcontract to the project. Resources for the Fu-

I

ture has carefully examined and laid out the steps that were fol-

j

lowed to convert the legislative mandate into actual writing and
issuance of permits.

Section 1 introduces the study of rulemaking and some of the

reasons for carrying it out. Section 2 covers the "Best Practica-

ble Technology" rulemaking process in detail. Section 3 con-

tains a review of much expert literature and its applicability

here. Section 4 discusses a methodology for continuing the pro-

ject. Much supporting material is contained in an appendix.

ETIP's next steps to build on this work would be to expand
it in a similar level of detail into industry and industrial effects

and to work from both the industrial and rulemaking domains
simultaneously

.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64. Regulatory administrative experiment

manual, J. N. Nay and J. Waller, 114 pages (June 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB298446.

Key words: administrative experimentation; evaluability as-

sessment; evaluation; experimental methods; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; regulation; regulatory

oversight; regulatory processes and regulatory effects; regu-

latory reform; social science; technological innovation.

This document is an interim repository of material related to

methods and processes for carrying out regulatory administra-

tive experiments. It is one product of the Regulatory Processes

and Effects (RPE) Project of the Experimental Technology In-

centives Program (ETIP). The broader project, described in

greater detail elsewhere, is attempting to analyze the effects of

changes in regulatory processes on industry and industrial in-

novation. The development and testing of methods and

processes for carrying out this work is one of several related

aspects of the RPE project.

The first two chapters provide an introduction to ETIP, the

specific program involved, and the RPE project. Chapter III

describes Evaluability Assessment, one of the methods used in

this work. Chapter IV outlines the general approach to carrying

out the work. The last chapter is an outline for reporting on
interim progress of experimental situations. Two appendices are

included.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65 The regulatory processes and effects

project, J. N. Nay and W. Frederick, 183 pages (June 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB298631.

Key words: administrative experimentation; Environmental

Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Com-
munications Commission; Federal Trade Commission;

Food and Drug Administration; Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; regulation; regulatory processes and regulatory ef-

fects.

This document is a summary of progress on the Center for

Field Method's (ETIP) Regulatory Processes and Effects Pro-

ject (RPE). The RPE project is working to analyze the effects

of changes in regulatory processes on industrial innovation. The
approach used in this work has several aspects. One is to assist

in the examination, development, conduct, and assessment of

actual changes in regulation implemented by regulatory agen-

cies. A second is to develop methods and processes for carrying

out such regulatory administrative experiments. A third aspect

is to assist in institutionalization of these methods when ap-

propriate.

Chapter I provides an overview of the project. Chapter II

contains brief descriptions of each of ten regulatory situations

included in the first year's work. The regulatory contexts and
experimental changes are described together with a report on

progress, implications of the work to date, and a listing of

possible next steps. The final chapter describes implications for

the future RPE project work. A number of detailed reports on
specific regulatory situations are referenced in Chapter II.

The Regulatory Processes and Effects project is conducted

under the direction of ETIP and includes people from the regu-

latory agencies. The Urban Institute, The Performance

Development Institute, and consultants.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66. An exploration of regulatory incentives

for innovation: Six case studies, J. Booth and Z. Cook, 110

pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB299006.

Key words: administrative experiment; anti-trust regulation;

economic incentive; environmental regulation; innovation;

regulatory reform; technological changes.

This document is an overview and synthesis of six feasibility

explorations of changes in Federal regulation which might

stimulate industrial innovation. Each case looks at a specific

regulatory situation to identify a change which could be experi-

mentally implemented in the present system to gage actual im-

pacts on industrial innovation. These changes include com-
pliance delays, effluent taxes and anti-trust exemptions.

Because the underlying regulations have changed in some cases

since the studies were completed, epilogues update the current

regulatory situation.

From the individual cases a number of generalizations are

drawn. These include: a critique of regulation by technical stan-

dard (including firm/industry response), a summary of stan-

dard-setting reforms, and a discussion of the general obstacles

to implementing economic incentives.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67. Impacts of government regulations on

the iron and steel industry, I. Gutmanis, 210 pages (Aug.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB289352.

Key words: capital formation; Experimental Technology In-

centives Program; regulatory impact; research and develop-

ment; steel industry; technology.

This study examines the effects of the growth of government

regulation of the steel industry and the contribution of those

regulations to the recent lack of innovation in that industry.

The study considers the position of the U.S. Steel Industry in

both domestic and world markets and suggests a number of

protective remedies that should be considered under the Trade

Act of 1974. The study finds that government regulation of

depreciation and investment tax credits have inhibited capital
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formation and subsequent technological change. A number of

regulatory alternatives are listed which could encourage and aid

in acquisition of capital.

The study addresses the impact of environmental regulations

and provisions of the Internal Revenue Service Code that bear

on cost and funding of treatment equipment. Here again,

recommendations are suggested for government action.

The major recommendation that rises from consideration of

the impact of OSHA regulations on the steel industry is that

OSHA should consider broader use of performance standards.

Finally, the report recommends actions that the government

could take to encourage research and development in the steel

industry.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70 Overview report: Experiment in com-
puter applications for regulatory agencies. Temple, Barker &
Sloane, Inc. (NBS contact: Darlene Carver), 115 pages

(Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300770.

Key words: computer program; economic performance;

electric utilities; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; productivity; regulatory commission; regulatory pol-

icy; technological innovation.

This overview undertaken by ETIP was one of several pro-

jects designed to learn about regulatory influences upon in-

novation. These policy experiments were developed in both

state and federal situations.

This report presents an overview of research into methods
for improving the electric utility regulatory process conducted

under Project No. 76 of the Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program (ETIP), National Bureau of Standards, U.S. De-

partment of Commerce. More detailed reports on the results of

the research may be found in separate volumes which are

referenced in this overview.

The purpose of the Project was to provide improved analyti-

cal and managerial techniques for use in the electric utility

regulatory process to learn how technological innovation could

be promoted among regulated industries. Computerized tools

that would reduce the time required for various analyses un-

dertaken in rate cases and in other regulatory decision

problems were developed. The study also considered the need

for improvements in the quality and scope of analysis. A secon-

dary emphasis was on managerial and administrative

procedures in regulatory commissions.

Four specific areas were addressed in this study. The first

area was regulatory lag. This area included: managerial and ad-

ministrative issues that contribute to regulatory lag; and

methods for handling routine calculations required in determin-

ing rates. The second area was rate design. The third area was

performance evaluation and factor productivity analysis. The
fmal area was long-range planning.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-7 1 . An evaluation design concept for regula-

tory reform: The waiver of efficacy data, H. D. Ojha, T. V.

Renda, J. E. Harrison, and J. H. Perwak, 182 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB300846.

Key words: administrative experimentation; Environmental

Protection Agency; evaluation design; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; pesticide policy; regulato-

ry policy; regulatory reform; technological innovation.

This report presents an evaluation design concept aimed at

supporting the Office of Pesticide Programs of the U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency in implementing one of its

recently adopted regulatory reform efforts—the efficacy data

waiver. It documents the policy and administrative settings as

well as the evaluation problem associated with the waiver and

its implementation. This report also marks the beginning of an

experiment evaluation design phase of a larger joint project

between EPA and the Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram of the National Bureau of Standards Center for Field

Methods. The whole project is aimed at improving pesticide ^ i

regulation so as to improve the environment for technological

innovation.

The purpose of this project, as an administrative experiment,

has been to develop and evaluate a change in the policy or

process of pesticide regulation which could improve the en-

vironment for technological innovation. It has proceeded

through several stages involving background investigations of

pesticide regulations, effects on industry, stakeholders' views,

and administrative and regulatory processes. At the present

stage, the project is focused on documenting an evaluation

design concept which can be used in subsequent phases by OPP
to evaluate the efficacy data waiver policy implementation.

U.S. Patent 4,139,933. Method for fabricating a scanning elec-

tron microscope micrometer scale, D. B. Ballard, F. Ogbum,
and J. P. Young, 6 pages (Feb. 20, 1979).

Key words: electrodeposited metal layers; gold-nickel

layers; micrometer scale; scanning electron microscope

scale.

A microscopic length scale typically about 50 ^m long and

graduated in several intervals ranging from 1 fim to 20 /xm.

The scale is useful in calibrating the magnification of scanning

electron microscopes (SEMs) and other electron imaging in-

struments. The scale comprises alternating layers of two metals

deposited on a substrate. The two metals have substantially/ dif-

ferent electron emission coefficients to provide contrasting

emission signals when scanned by an electron beam. One of the

metals, preferably gold, is deposited in uniform layers about

40-80 nm thick. The other metal, preferably nickel, is

deposited in several layers ranging from 1 /ixm or so thick near

the substrate to 20 /xm thick in the outermost layer. The

resultant multilayer comptosite is cut into one or more samples

and each sample is mounted on edge. The exposed edge is

ground and metallographically polished and a microscopic in-

dentation is made in the substrate near the first gold layer. The

indentation defines a reference region, and the distances

between the first gold layer and the subsequent gold layers in

the reference region are measured. The measurement is made

using a similar sample which was previously calibrated with the

aid of a polarizing layer interferometer.

U.S. Patent 4,140,393. Birefringent crystal thermometer, T. C.

Cetas, 9 pages (Feb. 20, 1979).

Key words: aligned sheet polarizer; birefringent crystal; op-

tical analyzer; polarized light; probe thermometer; tem-

perature sensitive parameter.

This invention relates to the use of a birefringent crystal as

the sensing element in a probe thermometer constructed of cer-

tain basic optical components utilized in three separate modes.

Thus, all of the modes of the invention are directed to a probe

thermometer which uses the temperature dependence of the

birefringence of certain single crystals as the temperature sensi-

tive parameter. One such crystal is a Y-cut single crystal of

LiTaOj. Alternative crystals having adequate sensitivity in the

desired temperature range may be constructed from LiNbOj or

BaTiO,. Polarized light propagates through the crystal in two

modes, the ordinary ray and the extraordinary ray, which have

indices of refraction n° and n'. For LiTaOa at room tempera-

ture, n = 2.2, B = n'-n" = 0.004, and dB/dT = 4.4 X 10-»/°C.

The intensity of light passed through a sandwich of aligned

sheet polarizer, crystal, and optical analyzer is a function of B

and hence also is temperature dependent. A thermometer

probe is constructed by bonding this sandwich to a bundle of

optical fibers along with a dielectric mirror so that the sensor
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»• I will be at the probe tip. The probe has been constructed for

d
,

! use in the presence of intense electromagnetic fields and also

e ! designed to eliminate the possible hazard of an electrical

li leakage back to the subject.

, U.S. Patent 4,143,520. Cryogenic refrigeration system, J. E.

J
Zimmerman, 8 pages (Mar. 13, 1979).

Key words: low input power cyclic cryogenic refrigerator;

1 , multi-stage displacer; Stirling machine; superconducting
f

!
quantum interfering devices (SQUID).

' A simply- constructed low input power cyclic cryogenic
refrigerator suitable for cooling superconducting quantum inter-

fering devices (SQUID) and similar instruments is provided. A
Stirling machine having a multistage displacer and a piston as

1

1 its only essential moving parts, with helium gas as the working
{fluid, achieves and maintains a temperature of substantially 8.5

j
I

°K. The working cylinder and displacer are separated by a tube

1

1 and are fitted together precisely at steady-state operation rather
' than at room temperature. The displacer preferably is made of

nylon and its cylinder of an epoxy-glass composite to provide

the nearly optimum clearance required to maintain the 8.5 °K
' temperature for continuous periods on the order of several

|l weeks.

' U.S. Patent 4,146,848. Frequency stabilizing system and method

I

for beam type device, H. W. Hellwig, S. Jarvis, Jr., and D.
' J. Wineland, 10 pages (Mar. 27, 1979).

Key words: beam type device; frequency stabilizing system;

microwave interaction regions; microwave signals.

Frequency stabilization of a beam type device is disclosed

that is particularly well suited for avoiding cavity phase shift

problems. A beam generator provides a molecular or atomic
beam that is directed through a pair of spaced and separate in-

teraction regions to a detector. The two interaction regions,

such as cavities, provide independent regions into which dif-

ferent signals are injected with the injected signals being
derived from an oscillator such as a crystal oscillator. The
signal coupled to the interaction regions may be varied accord-
ing to a general equation. The first signal may also be coupled
into one of the interaction regions at a frequency substantially

the same as the resonance frequency of the particles in the

beam directed through the cavity, while the signal coupled to

the other cavity may be caused to vary above and below the

resonance frequency. At the detector, the envelope of the pat-

tern impressed on the beam is detected and a correction signal

derived therefrom with the correction signal then being coupled

i
as a feedback signal to the oscillator for frequency stabilization

thereof.

'I U.S. Patent 4,148,586. Apparatus for galvanic detection of opti-

cal absorptions, R. B. Green, R. A. Keller. G. G. Luther, P.

C. Schenck, and J. C. Travis, 7 pages (Apr. 10, 1979).

Key words: opto-galvanic effect; predetermined frequency;

spectroscopic and analytic determinations; variable

wavelength monochromatic light.

j
An apparatus and method for utilizing the opto-galvanic ef-

' feet to perform spectroscopic or analytic investigations of

atomic or molecular species. A sample of the substance to be
analyzed is vaporized in an analytical flame, gas discharge tube,

high temperature furnace or the like, and the vapor is ir-

radiated with chopped or pulsed variable wavelength

monochromatic light. The electrical .resistance of the vapor is

monitored as the frequency of the radiation is tuned through

one or more electronic transition frequencies of the substance.

The resistance spectrum resembles the optical absorption spec-

trum of the species in the vapor. The opto-galvanic effect may
also be used to frequency lock a laser to a transition frequency

of a substance in a gas discharge cell.

U.S. Patent 4,152,074. Inverse fourth power photometric

calibrator, D. A. Swyt, 6 pages (May 1, 1979).

Key words: inverse fourth power; light flux; photometric

calibrator.

A photometric calibrator is disclosed wherein a known and

continuously variable amount of light flux received at a detec-

tor is linearly proportional to the inverse fourth power of the

optical path length between the detector and a primary, quasi-

point source of the light flux. The calibrator includes a secon-

dary, quasi-point light flux source wherein the total flux emitted

thereby is proportional to the flux received thereby over a

quasi-point detecting area located at some distance, d, from the

primary source. The detector is located at an equal distance d
from the secondary source.

U.S. Patent 4,158,944. Rotary blade coupling for lawn mower,
J. Rabinow, 9 pages (June 26, 1979).

Key words: brake; coupling device; cutting blade; dead-

man's handle; disconnect element; lawnmower; motor
shaft.

This invention relates to a coupling device and especially a

coupling device operable by a dead-man's handle on a

lawnmower. When used in a lawnmower the coupling device

couples the motor shaft to the cutting blade. A spool has a hole

in it that surrounds the shaft. A rotary connecting device nor-

mally couples the spool to the shaft so that the spool and shaft

rotate together. A disconnect element and brake are operated

when the dead-man's handle is released to disconnect the spool

from the shaft and subsequently stop the spool. The cutting

blade has a central hole through which the spool passes. The
blade is in frictional contact with the flanges of the spool and

is rotated thereby.

U.S. Patent 4,165,183. Fringe counting interferometric system

for high accuracy measurements, J. L. Hall and S. A. Lee, 15

pages (Aug. 21, 1979).

Key words: counting and control circuitry; fringe counting

interferometric method and apparatus; Michelson inter-

ferometer; phase locked oscillators; retroreflectors.

A fringe counting interferometric method and apparatus is

disclosed. The apparatus comprises a fringe-counting Michelson

interferometer employing a velocity-stable carriage means for

translating the two comer-cube retroreflectors, two phase

locked oscillators and counting and control circuitry. Fringe in-

tensity signals are counted for both a reference and unknown
beam, and high accuracy is obtained by multiplying reference

beam fringe signals by a fixed integral multiplier employing a

phase-lock circuit. In comparing the unknown wavelength with

the reference, the convenience of direct readout in wavelength

units arises from the use of a high resolution preset counter.

U.S. Patent 4,166,229. Piezoelectric polymer membrane stress

gage, A. S. DeReggi and S. Edelman, 5 pages (Aug. 28,

1979).

Key words: acoustic waves; piezoelectric polymer; preset

tensile stress; pressure variations.

Apparatus and method for detecting pressure variations

because of acoustic waves by modulating a preset tensile stress

in a stretched thin sheet of a piezoelectric polymer. The modu-
lation is provided by the changing stress caused by an imping-

ing acoustic signal or the like. The piezoelectric polymer sheet

under a preset tension acts effectively as a membrane resulting

in a high output combined with a high resonance frequency and
a wide operating frequency range.
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U.S. Patent 4,168,441. Picosecond pulse generator utilizing a

Josephson junction, D. G. McDonald and R. L. Peterson, 6

pages (Sept. 18, 1979).

Key words; ac current; high frequency oscillator;

Josephson junction; picosecond pulse generator.

A picosecond pulse generator for producing pulses having

widths in the order of 10"'^ seconds utilizes a Josephson junc-

tion that has an external load resistor connected in shunt

therewith by a balanced transmission line. The Josephson junc-

tion is driven by a high frequency oscillator, and the AC cur-

rent, I,, flowing through it is adapted to have its amplitude
varied with respect to 1^, the critical current of the junction. As
the value of 1,/!^ exceeds one and increases, first a single and
then an increasing number of picosecond pulses are produced
during each half cycle of the high frequency oscillator.

U.S. Patent 4,173,442. Apparatus and method for determination

of wavelength, J. J. Snyder, 14 pages (Nov. 6, 1979).

Key words: Fizeau-type interferometer; fringenpattern; spa-

tial period; wavelength of light.

An apparatus and method for determining the wavelength of

light such as monochromatic radiation from a laser source. The
apparatus comprises a Fizeau-type interferometer, photoelectric

means for receiving the interference fringe pattern produced in

the interferometer, means for determining the spatial period

and phase of the fringe pattern, and means for calculating from
the spatial period and phase the wavelength of the radiation.
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6. TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PUBLISHED IN NON-NBS MEDIA, 1979

Reprints from the journals listed in this section may often be

obtained from the authors. See page 3 for additional informa-

tion.

18318. Hartman, A. W., Piezoelectric inchworm operation in a

vacuum. Opt. Eng. 17, No. 6, 645-646 (Nov. -Dec. 1978).

Key words: high vacuum; interferometry; piezo-electric

positioner.

An "inchworm'"-type piezoelectric displacement device has

been tested for operation in a vacuum. Comparative data are

given for its operation at two pressures { 1 atmosphere and 10"*

to 10"' torr), three loads (0, 8, 15 N), and four speeds in the

range 0.5 to 50 micrometers per second. The results are such

that the device is now being applied successfully to drive an

X-Y stage in a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

18319. McNeil, J. R., Johnson, W. L., Collins, G. J., Persson,

K. B., Franzen, D. L , Laser action in sputtered metal vapors,

Proc. IXth Int. Conf. on Quantum Electronics, Amsterdam,

The Netherlands, June 14-18, 1976, pp. 162-163 (North-Hol-

land Publishing Co., Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1976).

Key words: Cu II; cw laser action.

We have obtained cw laser action on twenty-eight transitions

of Cu II spanning the wavelength region from 2486 A to 7988

A and on four transitions of Ag II in the visible region.

Threshold currents for the 2500 A transitions of Cu II are typi-

cally 6 A and 10 mW of cw output power was obtained at 10

A, the limit of our d c. power supply.

18320. Miller, C. K. S., Millimeter wave metrology capabilities

at NBS, Proc. 1974 Millimeter Waves Techniques Conf., San

Diego, CA, Mar. 26-28, 1974, 11 pages (Naval Electronics

Laboratory Center, San Diego, CA, 1974).

Key words: millimeter waves; standards.

This paper is a brief survey paper of the millimeter wave

metrology capabilities of the Electromagnetics Division of the

National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado. The mea-

sures and quantities covered include power, attenuation, im-

pedance, noise, and antenna gain. The basis for the metrology

capabilities are briefly sketched to identify the reference stan-

dards used, the transfer system, measurement techniques, and

accuracy of the final measurement process. Calibration services

offered are identified. A few comments are made about mil-

limeter wave fianges and the precise measurement of amplifier

noise. This paper gives an overview of the state of precise mil-

limeter wave measurement capabilities at NBS and refers

liberally to recent publications that detail these capabilities.

18321. Robertson, B., Application of maximum entropy to

nonequiiibrium statistical mechanics, Proc. Maximum Entropy

Formalism Conf., Cambridge, MA, May 2-4, 1978, R. D.

Levine and M. Tribus, Eds., pp. 289-320 (The MIT Press,

Cambridge, MA, 1978).

Key words: correlation functions; equations of motion;

maximum entropy; nonequiiibrium statistical mechanics;

nonequiiibrium thermodynamics; projection operator.

This paper reviews the use of the maximum entropy formal-

ism (MEF) on an isolated system that may be arbitrarily far

from thermodynamic equilibrium. Information for one instant

of time is collected because it gives the entire equilibrium ther-

modynamic formalism for a system far from equilibrium. In

particular, the MEF entropy is then a suitable expression for

the thermodynamic entropy for a nonequiiibrium system. The
MEF yields a general expression for a projection operator. This

is used with the Liouville equation to derive an exact expres-

sion for the nonequiiibrium statistical density. This immediately

gives exact closed equations of motion for the time dependence
of the expectations that appear as constraints in the MEF. The
equations are integrodifferential equations whose kernels are

generalizations of rate-rate time-correlation functions. The
equations are also written using flux operators satisfying conser-

vation equations, and the memory-retaining nonlocal

generalizations of the equations of nonequiiibrium ther-

modynamics are obtained. The kernels in these equations are

flux-flux time-correlation functions. The appearance of the pro-

jection operator in the correlation functions has important con-

sequences for their asymptotic time dependence. References to

specific applications of the formalism and to related work are

given.

18322. Sawyer, D. E., Solar cell measurement technique

development and other services, Proc. Photovoltaics Program

Semi-Annual Review Advanced Materials R&D Branch, Gol-

den, CO, Oct. 4-6, 1977, pp. 708-713 (Available as Dept. of

Energy CONF-771051 from National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: laser scanner; measurement development;

photovoltaics; reliability; solar arrays; solar cells;

workshops.

The development of solar cell measurement techniques using

a laser scanner is a major portion of a new program which will

be initiated for ERDA. The other portion is to assist ERDA
with supportive activities such as helping organize workshops

and symposia and hosting these events.

18323. Waclawski, B. J., Gadzuk, J. W., Herbst, J. F., uv

photoemission for rare gases implanted in Ge, P^y^. Rev. Lett.

41, No. 8, 583-586 (Aug. 21, 1978).

Key words; amorphous germanium; binding energy shifts;

extra-atomic screening; implants; ion bombardment; rare-

gases; relaxation energy; ultraviolet photoelectron spec-

troscopy.

The first ultraviolet photoemission spectra of the valence

electrons of rare-gas atoms, implanted by ion bombardment
into an amorphous Ge matrix, are presented here The posi-
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lions of the peaks in the observed spectra are shifted relative

to gas-phase spectra, consistent with a final-state screening-

energy shift which varies inversely with the radius of the par-

ticular implant, as predicted by a linear-response relaxation

model described herein.

18324. Yokel, F. Y., Guidelines for housing construction in

mine subsidence areas, Proc. Int. Conf. on Evaluation and Pre-

diction of Subsidence, Pensacola Beach, FL, Jan. 1978, S. K.

Saxena, Ed., pp. 129-139 (American Society of Civil En-
gineers, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: foundation design; geotechnical engineering;

housing construction; mine subsidence; mining; site

development; standards; structural design.

Suggested guidelines for the construction of housing in mine
subsidence areas are outlined and discussed. The guidelines

deal with site evaluation, site development, and housing con-
struction.

18325. Blanchard, D. B., Harrison, S. H., Trace element profiles

and ratios determined by instrumental neutron activtffion

analysis for fine paper identification, J. Forensic Sci. 23, No.

4, 679-686 (1978).

Key words: analysis; clay; forensic; INAA; paper; trace ele-

ments.

Investigation into the use of (INAA) instrumental neutron
activation analysis for determination of trace element profiles

and ratios of clay filled fine papers for forensic purposes. First

part of investigation directed toward determining if clays varied

substantially in their trace-element profiles. Second part ascer-

tained that resultant trace-element profiles and resf>ective ele-

mental ratios of clay filled papers could serve as a "fingerprint"

of a specific piece of paper for forensic purposes.

18326. Pong, J. T., Uncertainties in fatigue life prediction and

a rational definitidn of safety factors, Nucl. Eng. Des. 51, 45-

54 (1978).

Key words: corrosion fatigue; design; engineering

judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling;

nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety factor; sam-

pling; Weibull distribution.

To cope with uncertainties in mechanical and structural

design, engineers exercise their judgment through the use of

safety factors based on service experience and laboratory data

on relevant design parameters. Using the problem of fatigue life

prediction as a vehicle, the relationship between the size of a

safety factor and the associated risk and cost-benefit estimates

of the engineering judgment based on new technical informa-

tion, is demonstrated. The subtle influence of the choice of a

distribution function for a given set of data is exhibited by com-
paring the gaussian with the three-parameter Weibull fits of a

set of fatigue life data on 6061-T6 aluminum. A system of

ranking the importance of different sources of uncertainties

based on an analysis of service data is proposed along with an

example to "refine" the system using up-to-date laboratory and

field measurerhents. The concept of a rational definition of

safety factors as a tool for engineers who design under uncer-

tainty is discussed.

18327. Scire, F. E., Teague, E. C, Piezodriven 50-^im range

stage with subnanometer resolution. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 49,

No. 12. 1735-1740 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: flexure pivots; linear positioning; micromanipu-

lator; optical microscope stage; piezoelectric drives;

scanning stage; SEM microscope stage; submicrometer

positioning instrumentation; TEM microscope stage.

A micropositioning stage has been developed for use with op-

tical and electron microscopes in the accurate measurement of

fine lines used by the microelectronics industry and microscop-

ic objects such as biological cells, air pollution particles, and
asbestos fibers. The stage combines a piezoelectric driving ele-

ment and flexure pivoted lever arms to achieve a compact,
vacuum compatible device with a resolution of 0.001 /nm or

less over a range of 50 fim.

18328. Siedle, A. R., Bodner, G. M., Garber, A. R., Wright, R.

F., Todd, L. J , A high-resolution "B NMR study of the

[(B,oH,2)2Ni]2- ion, y. Magn. Reson. 31, 203-206 (1978).

Key words: boron hydride; metalloborane; nickelaborane;

nuclear magnetic resonance.

The 70.6-MHz "B NMR spectrum of [(B,oH,2)2Ni]='- has

been assigned: S,,b, 10.1 [8(5,7,8,10)1; ~8 [B(l or 3)); 0.4

(B(3 or 1)1; -4.1 [B(6,9)l; -21.7 [8(2,4)1.

18329. Abbundi, R., Rhyne, J. J., Sweger, D. M., Segnan, R.,

Magnetic relaxation phenomena in Dy-Sc alloys, Phys. Rev. B
18, No. 7, 3313-3317 (Oct. 1, 1978).

Key words: hyperfine fields; magnetic relaxation; mag-
netism; Mossbauer; rare earths; spin glass.

Neutron-scattering and magnetization experiments on /?xSc,_,

(R - Gd, Tb, Ho, and Er) alloys have given anomalous results

for the concentration dependence of the magnetic-ordering

temperature. In contrast to conventional theoretical arguments

and to data on other rare-earth alloys, these systems require

large rare-earth concentrations (15% « jc « 39%) for the onset

of long-range magnetic order to occur. The work which we re-

port here deals with the investigation of the DyjSc,_j system in

the concentration range 0.02 « x « 0.75. The Mossbauer effect

was used to examine the magnetic hyperfine interaction at the

•«'Dy nuclei both as a function of temperature and concentra-

tion. Neutron scattering on the samples containing < 35-at.%

Dy indicated no long-range magnetic order at 7"= 4.2 K. How-
ever, each of the alloys investigated, including the 2-at.% Dy
alloy which was the lowest concentration measured, exhibits a

well-defined magnetic hyperfine splitting at this temperature.

The magnitude of this splitting is 45 ± 0.5 cm/sec and cor-

responds to a field approximately equal to that found in pure

Dy metal, and is independent of the Dy concentration con-

tained in the alloy. The observed magnetic hyperfine lines for

the alloys in the lower Dy concentration region («25%) are

relaxation broadened with increasing temperature, while the

overall splitting remains essentially independent of temperature.

These spectra are analyzed in terms of an electronic-spin-relax-

ation model for an effective spin- 1/2 system.

18330. Armstrong, G. T., Cezairliyan, A., Calorimetry, Chapter

in Kirk-Othmer Encycl. Chem. Technol., 3d Ed. 4, 449-474

(John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; elec-

tromagnetic power calorimetry; energy measurement;

enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement; fuels, heat-

ing values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity measure-

ment; heat measurements; levitation calorimetry; micro-

calorimetry; radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry.

Calorimetry is defined on the basis of its historical origins

and in terms of the first law of thermodynamics. The
technological and scientific applications of calorimetry are

described: fuel technology, the properties of materials (heat

capacities, internal energies, enthalpies, entropies, Gibbs ener-

gies), changes during reaction, the calorimetry of physical

processes (radioactive decay, electromagnetic radiation), the

application to process design, and industrial process control.

Calorimetric instruments are discussed in terms of the theoreti-
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cal basis of calorimetry, optional modes of operation, and kinds

' of processes to be measured. Calorimeters for reacting systems

and their principles are described: bomb calorimeters, continu-

'
) ous-flow gas-combustion calorimeters, solution calorimeters and

microcalorimeters. Calorimeters for nonreacting systems are

described; including isothermal (Bunsen) calorimeter,

isoperibol calorimeter, adiabatic calorimeter (low temperature

and medium temperature), receiving calorimeter (using con-

ventional furnace or levitation), high-sneed calorimeter, and
modulation calorimeter. Trends are discussed. A reading list of

19 entries and a bibliography of 96 entries are provided.

18331. Ausloos, P., Lias. S. G., Proton affinity of dichlorocar-

bene, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 100, No. 14, 4594-4595 (July 5,

1978).

I
Key words: dichlorocarbene; heat of formation; ion-

I molecule reactions; proton affinity; proton transfer reac-

tion.

It is demonstrated that the recently reported value for the

j

proton affinity of CClj determined through the well known
i
bracketing technique is too high by approximately 14

jj

kcal/mole. The assignment of a value for this proton affinity

j

was based on the observation or nonobservation of proton
transfer from CCljH"^ to selected bases of known proton affinity

i

I

(CCI2H+ -t- CClj + BH+). It is shown that in some experi-

I ments described in the recent study, exothermic proton transfer

reactions were in competition with energetically more favorable

i

reaction channels which strongly predominated, usually to the

I

exclusion of proton transfer. This letter expands our earlier ex-

!
haustive study of proton transfer and competing reactions of

il CCljH* to include the bases used by Levi, Taft, and Hehre (J.

I

Am. Chem. Soc. 99, 8454 (1977)). All reaction channels as

'i well as rate constants have been determined, and some of our
earlier measurements have been refined.

18332. Ausloos, P., Lias, S. G., Reactions of NOj'*' and solvated

j

fiO^* ions with aromatic compounds and alkanes. Int. J.

Chem. Kinet. X, 657-667 (1978).

Key words: aromatic substitution; association ions; charge

transfer; ethyl nitrate; ion-molecule reactions.

The rate constants and modes of reaction of NOj* and

j

CjHjONOjNOj* with aromatic compounds and alkanes have

I

been determined in a pulsed ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometer. Both ions undergo competing charge transfer and
subsitution reactions (NOj* + MO+ -t- NO; C2H5O
NO2NO2+ -I- M-» MNO2* -I- C2H5ONO2) with aromatic

molecules. In both cases, the probability that a collision results

in charge transfer increases with increasing exothermicity of

that process. The C2H50N02N02"'^ ion does not undergo charge

transfer with molecules having an ionization potential greater

than about 212 kcal/mol (9.2 eV); this observation leads to an
. estimate of 1 3 kcal/mol for the binding energy between N02'^

I and C2H5ONO2. The importance of the substitution reaction de-

I

pends on the number of substituents on the aromatic ring and
« the molecular structure, and, in the case of C2H50N02N02'^

ions, on the energetics of the competing charge transfer

,
process. Both NO2* and C2H5ONO2NO2* undergo hydride

" transfer reactions with alkanes. For both these ions, A:( hydride

transfer )/A:( collision) increases with increasing exothermicity of

I
reaction, but in both cases the rate constants of reaction are

unusually low when compared with other hydride transfer reac-

j tions of comparable exothermicity which have been reported in

j
the literature. This is interpreted as evidence that the attack on

j
the alkane preferentially involves the nitrogen atom (where the

' charge is localized) rather than one of the oxygen atoms of

NO2*.

18333. Unassigned.

18334. Durst, R. A., Sources of error in ion-selective electrode

potentiometry. Chapter 5 in Ion-Selective Electrodes in

Analytical Chemistry, H. Preiser, Ed., Vol. 1, 311-338
(Plenum Publishing Corp., New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: electrodes; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes,

reference; errors; ion-selective electrodes; sensors, chemi-
cal; standards.

While the advantages and unique features of ion-selective

electrodes are widely known and anpreciated, the potential

sources of error are numerous and the analyst must be aware

of these pitfalls in order to be able to minimize their effects.

The causes of these errors are almost as varied as the sensors

and samples, but several common sources can be identified: in-

terferences, and/or fouling of the indicator electrode, sample

matrix effects, reference electrode instability, and imprpper

calibration of the measurement system. These sources of error

are discussed in some detail with suggestions for overcoming or

minimizing the problems and their analytical effects.

These sensors can be a useful and convenient means for the

analysis of a wide variety of ionic, molecular and gaseous spe-

cies, but only if the sources of error are recognized and

eliminated. More than any other modem analytical technique,

ion-selective electrode potentiometry require a sound
knowledge of solution chemistry in order to achieve maximum
effectiveness.

18335. Hudson, R. P., NBS standards for pressure, tempera-

ture, and humidity, (Proc. Air Quality Meteorology and At-

mospheric Ozone, Boulder, CO, July 3 1 -Aug. 6, 1977), Am.
Soc. Testing Mater. Spec. Tech. Publ. 653, A. L. Morris, R.

C. Barras, Eds., pp. 13-26 (1978).

Key words: humidity; ozone; pressure; standards; tempera-

ture; vacuum.

A summary is presented of the metrological activities in the

Heat Division of the National Bureau of Standards, covering

the calibration and other service activities in temperature, pres-

sure, and humidity, together with a description of some
representative examples of related current research and

developmental work.

18336. Kusuda, T., Use of simulation models of buildings in as-

sessing energy conservation strategies, Proc. Symp. Energy

Conservation Strategies in Buildings: Comfort, Acceptability,

and Health, New Haven, CT, Jan. 25, 1978, J. A. J. Stolwijk,

Ed., pp. 143-156 (J. B. Pierce Foundation Laboratories,

Hartford, CT, 1978).

Key words: heating and cooling load; hybrid computer;

NBSLD; thermal comfort.

A comprehensive treatment of building heat transfer

processes is employed by the National Bureau of Standards

Heating and Cooling Load Calculation program NBSLD to

study the effect of various building parameters upon the result-

ing heating and cooling load and thermal comfort of occupants,

in order to evaluate energy conservation strategies. The basis

of the computation is the detailed solution of simultaneous heat

balance equations at all of the interior surfaces of a room or

space. Transient heat conduction through the exterior walls and

in the interior structures is handled by using conduction

transfer functions. The use of heat balance equations, although

more time consuming than the conventional load calculation

procedures, avoids the vagueness and uncertainties inherent in

the latter. In addition, it is more accurate for a specific building

design. Also mentioned in this paper is use of a hybrid comput-

ing system whereby simultaneous transfer of air, moisture and

heat in and through the building can be studied more efficiently

than by the conventional digital computer.
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18337. Lias, S. G., Ausloos, P., Ionization energies of organic

compounds by equitibrium measurements, J. Am. Chem. Soc.

100, No. 19, pp. 6027-6034 (1978).

Key words: aromatic compound; charge transfer equilibria;

entropy change; ion cyclotron resonance; ionization ener-

gy

The determination of the equilibrium constants for a number
of charge transfer equilibria has generated a scale of relative

values of AG" for the charge transfer reactions. The factors

contributing to AS° for these reactions were elucidated by car-

rying out experimental determinations of the entropy changes
for some of the equilibria. The values of AH° were used to

generate a scale of relative ionization energies of 41 organic

compounds and NO. Standardization of the scale using the

spectroscopically determined values of the ionization potentials

of NO, benzene, and furan was accomplished by calculating the

relationship between adiabatic ionization potentials and the

"enthalpies of ionization" measured in these experiments. The
spectroscopically determined IPs of six of the compounds were
reproduced in this way, thus verifying the technique.

18338. Lindstrom, R. M., Fleming, R. F., Optimized measure-
ment of aluminum in high-purity silicon, Proc. Nuclear
Methods in Environmental and Energy Research, Columbia,
MO, Oct. 10-13. 1977, pp. 90-98 (Technical Information

Center, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, E>C, 1978).

Key words: activation analysis; cadmium ratio; east neutron

reactions; interfering nuclear reactions; optimization of

analysis; silicon; trace analysis.

Measurement of small quantities of aluminum in silicon of

semiconductor or solar grade is complicated by production of

^Al by an (n,p) reaction on the matrix, in competition with the

(n,-^) reaction on the trace aluminum sought. In selecting the

optimum irradiation facility, the conflicting requirements of

high thermal flux for the greatest signal and of low fast flux for

the smallest interference must be balanced. The present work
outlines a simple experimental procedure for assessing and cor-

recting for interferences. No explicit knowledge of fast fluxes

or cross sections is required; these are often poorly known. The
procedure is generally applicable to other cases of competing

reactions.

18339. Peavy, B. A., A note osi response factors and conduction

transfer functions, (Proc. Symp. American Society of Heating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers Annual Meeting, Atlanta,

GA, Jan. 29-Feb. 2, 1978), ASHRAE Trans. 84, Pt. 1, 688-

690 (1978).

Key words: computer time; conduction-transfer functions;

dynamic heat transfer; thermal response factors.

The thermal response factor technique for calculating

dynamic heat conduction through walls, floors, and roofs is util-

ized in many computer programs for determining building heat-

ing and cooling loads. Considerable computation time and com-
puter memory space are devoted to the use of this technique,

and it is advantageous to reduce the time and space required.

Reduction in computation time and computer memory space

can be achieved by the use of the zeroth through fifth-order

conduction-transfer functions. Computation time can be

reduced by about one-half, and it is possible to reduce the

memory space to one-fourth of that pwesently used in the com-
puter program NBSLD.

18340. Shold, D. M., Rebbert, R. E., The photocliemistry of

methyi chloride, J. Photochem. 9, 499-517 (1978).

Key words; chloride; methyl; methyl chloride;

photochemistry.

Methyl chloride and CH3CI-CD3CI, CHaCl-Brj and CD3CI-HI
mixtures have been photolyzed at 163.3, 147.0 and 123.6 nm
in the gas phase and methyl chloride has also been photolyzed

at 147.0 nm in the liquid phase. Over this range of

wavelengths, there are four principal primary processes:

CH3CI + hv-> CH3 + CI

CH2CI -I- H

CH2 -I- HCL (or H + CI)

CHCl + Hj (or 2H)

At 163.3 nm, process ( 1 ) is almost exclusively responsible for

the photodecomposition. However, at shorter wavelengths

processes (2), (3) and (4) increase while process ( 1 ) decreases

in importance. At all wavelengths these four processes account
for a total quantum yield of 0.75-1.0.

18341. Armstrong, R. W., Wu, C. C, Farabaugh, E. N., Crystal

subgrain misorientations via x-ray diffraction microscopy,

Adv. X-Ray Anal. 20, 201-206 (1977).

Key words: AI2O3; Berg-Barrett; Lang; misorientation con-

trast; x-ray topography; Zn.

The "misorientation contrast" which occurs at boundaries

marking the relative displacement Of adjacent subgrain reflec-

tions in x-ray diffraction images is shown by a stereographic

projection method of analysis to be useful for deciphering x-ray

images obtained by the Berg-Barrett and Lang techniques. Ex-

perimental results are given for subgrain structures observed in

Zn and AI2O3 crystals.

18342. Carpenter, B. S., Mapping and detecting elements .selec-

tively by the Nuclear Trace Technique, Proc. Int. Conf. on

Nuclear Methods in Environmental and Energy Research,

Columbia, MO, Oct. 10-13, 1977, pp. 136-143 (Available as

Department of Energy CONF-771072 from National Techni-

cal Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fission tracks;

geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices;

trace analysis; uranium.

The nuclear track technique (NTT) has been routinely used

to determine trace concentrations of uranium, boron and lithi-

um in a variety of matrices, as well as macro-concentrations

(e.g. 3= 500 fjigjg) of nitrogen in steels and biological materials.

In addition to the trace element determinations, the NTT has

found significant applications in geology as a viable method for

geochronology and geothermometry. Aside from the analytical

and geological applications, the NTT is being used to micromap
the location, distribution and behavior of dopants, such as

boron, lithium, oxygen and uranium, in various materials. This

is particularly the case in the semiconductor and biomedical

areas, since no convenient long lived radioactive nuclides of

these elements exist.

18343. Gills, T E., Gallorini, M,, Greenberg, R. R., The deter-

mination of selected toxic elements in biological matrices using

radiochemical activation analysis, Proc. 3d Int. Conf. on

Nuclear Methods in Environmental and Energy Research,

Columbia, MO, Oct. 10-13, 1977, pp. 597-609 (Available as

Department of Energy CONF-771072 from National Techni-

cal Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: radiochemical; selectivity; sensitivity; toxic ele-

ments.

Neutron activation analysis, coupled to improved or modified

radiochemical procedures, was used in the analysis of several

selected toxic elements in biological matrices. These

procedures proved effective in achieving maximum sensitivities
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and accuracies for the following elements; Hg, Se, As, Sb and

Cd. This paper describes the application of these radiochemical

procedures and their use at the National Bureau of Standards

I

in the Standard Reference Material certification program.

18344. Schenck, P. K., Mallard, W. G., Travis, J. C, Smyth,

K. C, Absorption spectra of metal oxides using optogaivanic

spectroscopy, J. Chem. Phys. 69, No. 11, 5147-5150 (Dec. 1,

1978).

Key words: light absorption; metal oxides; molecular ab-

sorption; opto-galvanic spectroscopy; uv irradiation.

The absorption spectra of neutral flame species may be de-

1

tected by measuring current changes induced by photon ir-

radiation at wavelengths corresponding to electronic transitions.

I

This paper presents the first results using this optogaivanic

I

j

spectroscopy to study molecular absorption. Numerous transi-

I

tions have been detected for ScO, YO, and LaO in the 360-

I

630 nm wavelength region. The most extensive data have been

I

obtained for LaO, where we observe a total of at least four
' electronic states and 18 sequences. Five of the sequences have

not been seen in previous emission studies.

I

18345. Tippet, J. C, Chang, D. C, A new approximation for

I

the capacitance of a rectangular-coaxial-strip transmission

, line, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., pp. 602-604

I

(Sept. 1976).

Key words: EMC measurements; radiation resistance;

rectangular coax; shielded strip line; TEM cell.

The method of conformal transformation is used to obtain

the exact capacitance of a rectangular-coaxial-strip transmission

K line. An approximate form, which includes the edge-interaction

!
capacitance of the strip, is obtained and is shown to reduce in

' an appropriate limit to a form obtained by other authors,

ii

18346. Hellwig, H., Evenson, K. M., Wineland, D. J., Time,
frequency and physical measurement, Phys. Today, pp. 23-30

j
(Dec. 1978).

I

Key words: atomic clocks; frequency standards; frequency
'

' synthesis; fundamental constants; length standards; physical

measurement systems; review article; speed of light; time

standards.

Frequency, time, and wavelength measurements of precision

I

have been brought about by fundamental advances in spec-

j

troscopy. These include: Sub-Doppler techniques, the stabilized

j

laser, and the extension of direct frequency measurements to

I

the near infrared region of the spectrum. In fact, significant

changes in our system of physical measurements are taking

place. This article attempts to focus on several of these

developments, which, we feel, are likely to substantially impact
many areas of science, technology and physical measurement.

, 18347. Himes, V. L., Hubbard, C. R., Mighell, A. D., 3a,6a-

f dimethylglycouril {3a,6a-dihydro-3a,6a-dimethylimidazo [4,5-

I

rf)imidazole-2,5(l//,6/0-dione}, Acta Cryst. B34, 3102-3104
(1978).

(Key words: biomedical standard; diacetylurea; molecular

structure; urea; urea determination; x-ray diffraction.

CbHioN^Oj, 170.17, orthorhombic, Cmcm, a = 1.351

(2), b = 10.836 (5), c = 10.180 (6) A; Z = 4, = 1.389, D„
= 1.39 g cm-3 (flotation); final R = 0.040 (463 reflections with

/ > 3<t/). Crystallographic symmetry requires the molecule to

have point symmetry 2mm. In the molecule are two planar five-

membered rings with a 65.0° angle between the plane normals

of the rings. Each molecule is hydrogen bonded to four

neighboring molecules by eight N—H...O hydrogen bonds

[d;v. .„ = 2.869 (2) A].

18348. Barnes, J. D., Assessing permeation performance of in-

dustrial plastic shipping containers, Proc. 36th Annual Techni-

cal Conf. Society of Plastics Engineers, Washington, DC, Apr.

24-27, 1978, pp. 824-826 (Society of Plastics Engineers,

Greenwich, CT, 1978).

Key words: compatibility; permachor; permeation; plastic

containers; polyethylene; standards.

This paper presents a proposal for a standards-based mea-
surement system for predicting the permeation performance of

industrial plastic shipping containers. The scheme is based on
early work which demonstrates that there is a systematic way
(known as the "permachor") to characterize the tendency of

a given molecular species to permeate polyethylene. It is possi-

ble to establish a scale for calibrating a permachor measuring

system and to establish standardized conditions for making the

measurements.

If such a system were operational, it would be expiected that

the measurements required to establish compatibility between
a lading and a shipping container could be carried out more
economically and with greater confidence. The number of hold-

ing tests of individual ladings in large shipping containers would
also be much reduced under the proposed scheme.

18349. Becker, D. A., Environmental sample banking-research

and methodology, Proc. Symp. on Trace Substances in En-

vironmental Health-X, Columbia, MO, June 8-10, 1976, D. D.

Hemphill, Ed., pp. 353-359 (University of Missouri, Colum-
bia, MO, 1976).

Key words: analytical techniques; contamination; environ-

ment; retrosi>ective; sample storage; trace analysis.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS), in cooperation

with the Environment Protection Agency and the National

Science Foundation, is engaged in a research program

establishing methodology for environmental sample banking.

This program is aimed toward evaluating the feasibility of a Na-
tional Environment Specimen Bank (NESB).
The capability for retrospective chemical analyses to evaluate

changes in our environment would provide useful information.

Much of this information could not be obtained using data

from previously analyzed samples. However, to assure validity

for these stored samples, they must be sampled, processed and
stored under rigorously evaluated, controlled and documented
conditions. Such conditions must also be specific for the vari-

ous components of interest.

The program currently under way in the NBS Analytical

Chemistry Division has 3 main components. The first is an ex-

tension survey of available literature concerning problems of

contamination, losses and storage. The components of interest

include trace elements, pesticides, other trace organics ( PCBs,

plasticizers, etc.), radionuclides and microbiological species.

This survey has been completed and the limited and often con-

tradictory information will be outlined. An important output of

this effort has been the development of suggested "guidelines"

for sampling, cleaning and storage techniques. These guidelines

are being circulated through the scientific community for com-
ment and suggestions.

The second component is an experimental evaluation of con-

tamination and losses during sampling and sample handling. Of
particular interest here is research into container cleaning

methodology for trace elements, with respect to adsorption,

desorption, leaching and partial dissolution by various sample

matrices.

The third component of this program is an evaluation of ex-

isting methodology for long-term sample storage. Techniques

under investigation include lyophilization, low-temf>erature

(oxygen-plasma) ashing, air drying and freezing (at —20 °C and
at —70 °C), including evaluation of an optimum storage con-

tainer for the different trace substances.
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This program is a concerted effort to bring together many
aspects of sampling, sample handling and storage. The results

seem to be useful not only for sample banking purposes but to

the general trace substance analytical community as well.

183S0. Becker, D. A., LaFleur, P. D., LeRoy, A., Spontaneous

deposition radiochemical separation for platinum determina-

tion in biological materials, Proc. Int. Nuclear and Atomic Ac-

tivation Analysis Conf. and Nineteenth Annual Meeting on

Analytical Chemistry in Nuclear Technology, Gatlinburg, TN,
Oct. 14-16, 1975, 1 page (American Nuclear Society, Hin-

sdale, IL, 1976).

Key words: biological materials analysis; environmental

materials analysis; neutron activation analysis; noble metals

analysis; platinum determination; radiochemical separation;

spontaneous deposition technique.

The use of platinum and possibly other noble metals in motor
vehicle emission control systems has recently been made
public. The method developed and described is capable of

quantitatively determining gold, platinum, and palladium in a

wide variety of biological and environmental matrices. The
analytical procedure entails wet-ashing with nitric-perchloric

acids with carriers, redissolving the residue in aqua regia, and
then plating out on silver metal powder. This technique is also

currently being evaluated for possible use in simultaneous

determination of additional noble metals.

1S3S1. Bietry, J., Sacre, C, Simiu, E., Mean wind profiles and
change of terrain roughness, J. Struct. Div., Am. Soc. Civ.

Eng. 104, No. STIO, Proc. Paper 14099, 1585-1593 (Oct.

1978).

Key words; aerodynamics; boundary layer; loads (forces);

roughness; structural analysis; tall buildings; wind pressure.

Information is presented on the wind structure in established

flow over terrains with various roughness characteristics (open
water, open terrain, suburban terrain, towns, centers of large

cities). Based on recent results of theoretical and experimental

meteorological studies a simple procedure is then proposed,

enabling the designer to assess the effect upon the mean wind

profile of a roughness change upwind of the structure under

consideration. The procedure, which is approximate but

adequate for structural engineering purposes, is then illustrated

in a numerical example.

18352. Bowman, R. C, Jr., Carter, G. C, Chabre. Y., Nuclear

magnetic resonance studies of diffusion in FeTiH^, Proc. 2d
Int. Congress on Hydrogen in Metals, Paris, France, June 6-

II, 1977, 8 pages (Pergamon Press, Paris, France, 1977).

Key words; diffusion; energy; hydrides; hydrogen storage;

nuclear magnetic resonance; nuclear spin relaxation.

Proton NMR of FeTiH^ has been studied for x values in the

/3 and y hydride phases. Knight shifts, linewtdths, spin-lattice

relaxation times, and spin-spin relaxation times have been mea-
sured and a temperatufe of sudden hydrogen loss has been ob-

served. Activation energies have been deduced from these mea-
surements.

18353. Unassigned.

18354. Belanger, B. C, The role of NBS in traceability to na-

tional standards for advanced measurement systems, Proc. In-

dustry/Joint Services Automatic Test Conf. arul Workshop on
Advanced Test Technology Management and Support, San
Diego, CA, Apr. 3-7, 1978, pp. 295-296 (National Security

Industrial Association, Washington, DC, 1978).

Key words: automated test equipment; measurement as-

surance; traceability.

NBS's role in traceability to national standards for automated
j

test equipment (ATE) is described. The meaning of traceability
j

vis-a-vis ATE is discussed.

18355. Ehrlich, M., Soares, C. G., Jackson, B., Lanoue, P., In-

fluence of source configuration on spectral composition of

gamma-ray beams from ''*'Co teletherapy units. Int. J. Appl. i

Radiat. hot. 29, 741-747 (1978). '

Key words: atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; configura-

tion; plug; scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule;
j

source pellets; spacer; spectra; spectrometry. i
!

Measurements were made of the photon spectra of simulated

^'Co teletherapy beams. Various source configurations and ji

source environments of practical interest were employed for i

this purpose. The sources consisted of activated cobalt pellets ii
|

packed into steel capsules. Several combinations of capsule
ij

j

diameters and heights of pellet layers were used. The spacer i
\i

materials filling the remaining capsule volume were chosen to
f

be of high, intermediate, or low atomic number. The capsules 1

could be inserted, one at a time, into a compartment of either i

tungsten or brass, simulating the central section of popular

commerical *"Co teletherapy units. There also was some choice il

in the atomic number of the structural elements holding the

capsules in place in the compartment. The largest contribution

of scattered photons was found to occur when the materials

close to the source pellets had atomic numbers in the vicinity

of 30.

18356. Nyyssonen, D., Optical linewidth measurements on
I

wafers, SPIE Semin. Proc. 135, 1 1 5-1 19 ( 1978 ).
;

Key words; mensuration; microdensitometry; microlithog-
j

raphy; micrometrology; microscopy; partially coherent

imaging.

An optical scanning microscope system for accurate mea-

surement of linewidth on wafers is described. The development

of this system in both theory and experiment parallels the treat-

ment of transmitted light measurements on see-through

photomasks as previously described. Threshold equations for

determining edge location have been developed which include

corrections for contrast phase. In reflected light, the

wavelength dependence of these parameters due to thin film in-

terference requires a much narrower spectral bandwidth. In ad-
ii

dition, other light losses dictate the use of laser illumination. •/

Control of the spatial coherence of the laser is discussed. A j

comparison of theoretical and experimental results is given 5

along with a comparison of reflected and transmitted light mea-

surements. '

18357. Watson, R E., Bennett, L. H., Electron factors in the

occurrence of sigma and structurally related transition metal

alloy phases, Scr. Metall. 12, 1 165-1 170 ( 1978).
j

Key words; alloy phases; electronegativity; electron factors; ^

electron vacancies; Laves phase; sigma phase; transition

metal.

The sigma phase, a complex structure occurring in many
transition metal systems, is of considerable practical and

theoretical interest. Its presence can cause a normally ductile

high performance steel or superalloy to embrittle and fail in

service. There are a number of structurally related phases,
1

^

some of which have properties which are of interest for other 1

j

reasons. For example, the A15 structure includes the highest
^

^

transition temperature superconductors, such as Nb^Sn, while 1

j

the CaCu^ structure includes LaNi^ which is an excellent
|

j

hydrogen storage alloy, and SmCoj which is an extremely use-
j

^

ful hard magnet. The stability of the cr phase has generally been
(

discussed in terms of electron and size factors. This note con- '

|

centrates on the role of electron factors, and uses a pair of
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electronic coordinates derived from fundamental microscopic

theory for a structural map of these alloy systems.

18358. Berger, M. J., Planned compilation of stopping power

and range data, Proc. Sixth Symp. on Microdosimetry , Brus-

sels, Belgium, May 22-26. 1978, i. Booz and H. G. Ebert,

Eds., I, 639-649 (Harwood Academic Publishers, Ltd., Lon-
don, England, 1978).

Key words: a-particles; electrons; heavy ions; international

commission on radiation units and measurements; protons;

stopping power.

In recent years there has been a steady accumulation of new
information about the penetration of charged particles through

matter. The ICRU has appointed a committee that is charged
with the task of digesting this new information and of preparing

an up-to-date compilation of stopping-power and range data for

electrons, protons and heavy ions, with emphasis on the needs
of medical physics and radiobiology. The purpose of this talk

is to indicate the plans, priorities and initial activities of the

committee, and to discuss some recent development in

I

stopping-power research which will facilitate the committee's
task.

j
18359. Callcott, T. A., Arakawa, E. T., Ederer, D. L., Emission
and absorption x-ray edges of Li, Phys. Rev. B 16, No. 12,

5185-5192 (Dec. 15, 1977).

Key words: core hole hfetime; core hole relaxation; K x-

ray absorption spectrum; K x-ray emission spectrum; many
body effects; rhonon interactions.

The K x-ray emission edge of Li is measured between 85 and
490 K and analyzed to obtain the temperature dependences of

the edge position and of a Gaussian edge-broadening function.

Full width at half-maximum edge widths range from 0.22 ±
0.05 eV at 85 K to 0.38 ± 0.05 eV at 440 K. Edge positions

shift from 54.81 ± 0.02 eV at 85 K to 54.86 m 0.02 eV at 440
K and to 54.91 ± 0.02 eV after melting. Emission and absorp-

tion spectra measured with the same spectrometer establish a

0. 10 ± 0.02 eV separation between the emission and absorption

edges. These results are compared with recent theories describ-

ing incomplete lattice relaxation about the core hole. We con-

I

elude that for a core-hole lifetime of 0.016 to 0.030 eV the

theories give a satisfactory explanation of the premature peak
in the emission spectra. We suggest also that phonon-core-hole

interactions provide the dominant edge-broadening mechanism,
and that many-body effects are small.

I
18360. Caswell, R. S., Coyne, J. J., Influence of nuclear data

on calculations of neutron energy deposition, Proc. Third

Symp. on Neutron Dosimetry in Biology and Medicine, Neu-
herberg/Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany, May 23-27,

1977, G. Burger and H. G. Ebert, Eds., pp. 29-43

(Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-

General, Scientific and Technical Information Management,
Bdtiment Jean Monnet, Luxembourg, 1978).

Key words: kerma factors; neutron cross section; neutron

energy deposition; nuclear data; nuclear reactions; secon-

dary particle spectra.

It is often assumed that if one has a set of evaluated neutron

cross sections such as ENDF/B-IV, that it is then possible to

determine physical properties of the neutron energy deposition

process, such as kerma factors and secondary particle spectra,

unambiguously. While this is true for some elements, it is not

true for others. In the case of kerma factor calculations, nart

of the calculational problem caused by lack of data can be

side-stepped by use of the relation: (kerma) = (energy availa-

ble )-(energy carried off by secondary neutrons )-( energy carried

off by gamma rays). In all cases the energy available is known.

In elastic scattering the scattered neutron energy is known (if

the angular distribution is known) and there are no gamma
rays. For (n, charged particle) reactions with cross sections

given to known final states the second term is zero and the

third term is determined by the cross section. In other reac-

tions, such as (n,n' a) (n,n' p), and (n,n' 3a), the kerma factor

is very sensitive to information about the outgoing neutron

energy (direct reaction versus boil-off reaction), and to the

final states assumed (i.e. energy carried off by gamma rays).

We will discuss some "global" assumptions made in kerma fac-

tor calculations—uniform assumptions based on reasonable

nuclear physics used when specific data is not available. In the

case of secondary particle spectra, the above simplifying rela-

tion usually does not work since energy distributions of all

secondary charged particles are needed. Here the choice of

nuclear reaction mechanisms is crucial. Examples will be giv^n

of alternatives and choices made for specific nuclides.

In the higher energy regions where evaluated cross sections

are not available, there are several ways to go. One is essen-

tially an extrapolation of data at lower energies using what

guides (total cross sections, optical model calculations) are

available. A second method is the use of optical model and

nuclear statistical model cross sections to produce the complete

set of data needed. A third model is the use of the Intranuclear

Cascade Model (INC). Results of some of these methods will

be compared.

18361. Cavallo, L., Ehrlich, M.. Hutchinson, J. M. R., Tracea-

bility in ionizing radiation measurements systems, Pro<i. Int.

Symp. on National and International Standardization of Radia-

tion Dosimetry, Atlanta, GA, Dec. 5-9, 1977, lAEA-SM-
222/18, 1, 65-87 (International Atomic Energy Agency,

Vienna, Austria, 1978).

Key words: dose; ionizing; radioactivity; standards; testing;

traceability.

There are many demands for traceability to the national

radiation measurements systems (NRMS) stemming from

groups such as the regulatory agencies, state health laborato-

ries, commercial suppliers of radioactive materials and their

customers, hospitals and their patients. The United States Na-

tional Bureau of Standards supervises and administers measure-

ments assurance programmes for radiation therapy depart-

ments, the radiopharmaceutical industry, federal agencies

charged with radiation and radioactivity monitoring and surveil-

lance, and for manufacturers and users of radioactivity stan-

dards, and administers to the radioactivity measurements as-

surance programme of the College of American Pathologists.

These efforts are described and the results are tabulated.

18362. Durst, R. A., Potential pitfalls in the use of ion-selective

electrode-reference electrode pairs. Paper in Theory, Design,

and Biomedical Applications of Solid State Chemical Sensors,

op. 155-163 (CRC Press, Inc., West Palm Beach, PL, 1978).

Key words: electrodes, errors; electrodes, ion-selective;

electrodes, reference; ion-selective electrodes; reference

electrodes; sensors, chemical.

Ion-selective electrodes have demonstrated unique features

for the measurement of a variety of ionic and gaseous species.

While the advantages of these electrodes are widely known and

appreciated, it is usually not until one is actually using these

sensors that the problems and pitfalls become apparent and

may result in serious errors and considerable aggravation. The
causes of these problems are almost as varied as the sensors

and the samples, but several common sources can be identified:

interferences and/or fouling of the electrode, sample matrix ef-

fects, reference electrode instability, and improper calibration

of the measurement system. These pitfalls are discussed in
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some detail with suggestions for overcoming or minimizing the

problems and their associated errors.

These sensors can be a useful and convenient means for the

determination and monitoring of selected species, but only if

the potential pitfalls are recognized and eliminated. More than

any other modern analytical technique, ion-selective electrodes

require a sound knowledge of solution chemistry in order to

achieve the maximum effectiveness of these sensors.

18363. Holton, J. K., Interfacing building design and solar ener-

gy research and standards, Proc. Joint Conf. 1976 of the

American Section of the Int. Solar Energy Society and the

Solar Energy Society of Canada, Winnipeg, Canada, Aug. 15-

20. 1978, pp. 74-82 (American Section of the Int. Solar

Energy Society, Cape Canaveral, FL, 1978).

Key words: building research; NBS solar standards pro-

jects; solar energy.

An extensive program of solar energy research and standards

development has been undertaken by the National Bureau of

Standards in support of the national effort to expedite the in-

troduction of solar usage. The communication between

researchers and the building community, who will utilize the

products of this research, is of critical importance for effective

conduct of this program. This paper examines a number of the

programs being conducted at NBS, identifies the intended user

groups, and describes some of the paths of communication that

are being used. It is hoped that a clearer understanding of the

research/user linkage will lead to more effective communica-
tion between those working in the field.

18364. Keller, R. A., Travis, J. C, Recent advances in analytical

laser spectroscopy. Paper in Analytical Laser Spectroscopy, N.

Omenetto, Ed., Chapter 8, 493-538 (John Wiley & Sons,

Inc., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorp-

tion; isotope analysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence;

laser spectroscopy; microfluorescence; saturation spec-

troscopy; tunable laser.

A review of new, potentially analytical applications of lasers

is presented. Topics include: description of laser properties,

direct absorption measurement, frequency modulation, in-

tracavity absorption, fluorescence measurements, saturation

spectroscopy, isotope analysis, CARS, flame fluorescence, con-

densed phase fluorimetry, energy state population distribution,

and microfluorescence.

18365. Tewksbury, S. K., Meyer, F. C, Rollenhagen, D. C,
Schoenwetter, H. K., Souders, T. M., Terminology related to

the performance of S/H, A/D, and D/A circuits, IEEE Trans.

Circuits Syst. CAS-2S, No. 7, 419-426 (July 1978).

Key words; analog-to-digital converter; digital-to-analog

converter; IEEE subcommittee; performance specifications;

sample/hold circuit; standards; terminology.

A review of terminology, often misunderstood or misused,

concerning the performance of sample-and-hold (S/H) circuits,

analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, and digital-to-analog (D/A)
converters is presented. Although a set of general definitions is

presented, definitions consistent with the needs of users and
with the measurement capabilities of manufacturers are not

easily obtained. The definitions presented have been selected

by the authors from among definiticfns suggested by members
of the Subcommittee on A/D and D/A Converters of the IEEE
Network Applications and Standards Committee. It is hoped

that others interested in the problem of terminology will submit

their opinions to one of the authors before any final recommen-
dations are made by the Subcommittee.

18366. Younger, S. M., Wiese, W. L., Systematic trends for the i

oscillator strengths of resonance transitions in the Cu and Zn
isoelectronic sequences, Phys. Rev. A 18, No. 5, 2366-2368

(Nov. 1978).

Key words: Cu sequence; oscillator stength; Zn sequence.

New systematic trend curves for the oscillator stengths of the ji

4s-4p resonance transitions of Cu- and Zn-like ions have been

derived from a critical analysis. This analysis takes into account
,

recent theoretical results as well as a simulation study of

cascade effects in beam-foil experiments which showed that the

currently available experimental data for high ions may be too
f

low by as much as 40-70%. The new analysis yields reliable in- I

terpolated data for many ions within the Cu and Zn isoelec-

tronic sequences. i

18367. Chang, S. J., Zapas, L. J., Several relations for com-

parison of a general rate fluid and the BKZ fluid, Proc. VUth

Int. Congress of Rheology, Gothenburg, Sweden, Aug. 23-27,

1976, C. Klason and J. Kubat, Eds., pp. 566-567 (Tages-An-

zeiger/Regina-Druck, Zurich, Switzerland, 1976).

Key words: BKZ fluid; constitutive equation; non-linear

flow histories; rate fluid; simple shear.

In the framework of a general rate fluid and a BKZ fluid the
^

stress components for a shearing flow history can be obtained

from a knowledge of the behavior in other flow histories. In

some cases the two fluids are indistinguishable. To avoid spe-

cialized forms of either fluid we obtained a set of rheological

relations (relations which are independent of the material pro-

perties) for two flow histories, stress relaxation after shear and

suddenly applied steady shear. It is found that the relations are

identical for the two fluids only in shear rates in the range of
,

a second order fluid.

18368. Christ, B. W., Smith, J. H., Brady, C. H., Analyzing fire

extinguisher failures. Met. Prog. 114, No. 8, 28-32 (Dec.

1978). '

Key words: circumferential tearing; fire extinguisher; i

hydrostatic pressure testing; intergranular cracking stainless
i

steel; sensitized metal.
i

Hydrostatic pressure testing and metallographic examination "

was carried out on stainless steel inverting type fire extin-

guishers to determine the cause of failures by circumferential

tearing at the dome end of the extinguishers. Intergranular
^

cracking of sensitized metal, perhaps over a period of 1 5-20

years, seemed to be the cause of these failures.
1 ;i

18369. Kaufman, V., Sugar, J., Analysis of the spectrum of
|^

four-times-ionized lutetium (Lu v), J. Opt. Soc. Am., 68, No.

1 1, 1529-1541 (Nov. 1978).
|

Key words: energy levels; lutetium; spectrum; wavelengths.

Spectra of Lu obtained with a sliding spark discharge at peak

currents of 50-500 A were recorded with a 10.7 m normal in-

cidence spectrograph in the range of 500-2100 A. Intercom-

parison of spectra revealed a distinct separation of Lu ill, iv,
^

^

and V, the first two of which have already been analyzed. The
^

^

present work contains an interpretation of Lu v in which 419 j
^

lines are classified as transitions among 136 energy levels of the

4/"^, 4/'*5d, 4/'*6i, and Afbp configurations. Calculated energy i
|

levels and eigenvectors, obtained with fitted values for the radi-
^

al integrals, are given.
[

18370. Olsen, H. A., Maximon, L. C, High-frequency limit of

bremsstrahlung, Phys. Rev. A 18, No. 6, 2517-2522 (Dec.

1978).
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Key words: atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high

frequency limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x

rays; Coulomb field; non-rclativistic bremsstrahlung.

It is shown that, contrary to common belief, the- bremss-

trahlung cross section vanishes at the high-frequency limit for

a neutral atom. The Sommerfeld finite value at the upper limit

is valid only for atomic fields falling off as r^' for large

distances, i.e., for ionized atoms. The behavior of the cross sec-

I

tion at the high-frequency limit is closely connected to the posi-

i| tion of bound states close to the continuum limit for the atom.

I An explicit calculation is performed for a particular screened

I

atomic field. It is shown that the resonances in the bremss-

trahlung cross section close to the high-frequency limit found

experimentally by Liefield et al., can be explained as final-state

' resonance scattering.

i
18371. Seltzer, S. M., Hubbcll, J. H , Berger, M. J., Some

theoretical aspects of electron and photon dosimetry, Proc.

National and International Standardization of Radiation

Dosimetry, Atlanta, GA, Dec. 5-9, 1977, IAEA-SM-222/05, II,

' 3-43 (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria,

I

1978).

Key words; absorbed dose; attenuation coefficient; detector

response functions; dosimetry; electrons; foil transmission;

I photons; stopping power; transport theory.

' The dosimetry standardization programme at the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) has a number of theoretical com-
ponents. These include the compilation of standard cross-sec-

i
tion data sets, the theoretical analysis of detector response to

various radiations, the spectral and directional characterization

I

of radiation sources, and the determination of absorbed-dose

,!
distributions in irradiated media. This paper describes recent

results, with emphasis on photon and electron dosimetry. A
discussion is given of some recent developments pertaining to

photon attenuation coefficients and electron stopping powers,

ij
Response functions are presented for intrinsic germanium de-

'I lectors (used to measure the output of diagnostic X-ray

machines) and for sodium iodide detectors (used to measure
the spectral characteristics of one of the NBS ™Co irradiation

facilities). As examples of source characterization, calculations

are described pertaining to the passage of high-energy electron

, beams through foils. Consideration is given to thin foils used to

I
spread the electron beam, and to thick foils used as bremss-

j

trahlung converters. The results include the energy spectra and
' angular distributions of the transmitted electrons and emergent

bremsstrahlung photons. An example of the calculation of ab-

' sorbed-dose distributions is given for irradiation of a carbon

phantom by a *"Co gamma-ray beam.

I
18372. Alperin, H. A., Pickart, S. J., Rhyne, J. J., Small-angle

neutron scattering from rare-earth iron alloys (Extended Ab-

stract), J. Appl. Cryst. 11, 648-649 (1978).
ji

jj
Key words: amorphous alloys; magnetic partides; mag-

1
netism; neutron scattering; rare earths; small angle scatter-

ing.

I; Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has been used to in-

1
vestigate the onset of magnetic order and some aspects of the

magnetic microstructure in a series of bulk amorphous rare-

j
earth iron alloys prepared by dc rapid sputtering.

18373. Cahn, J. W., Allen, S. M., A microscopic theory for

domain wall motion and its experimental verification in Fe-AI

alloy domain growth kinetics, J. Phys. (Paris), Colloq. C7 , 38,

No. 12, C7-5I—C7-54 (Dec. 1977).

Key words: alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior;

domain growth; domain walls; ordering; surface mobility.

A microscopic theory for curved antiphase domain wall mo-

tion in ordered structures leads to a prediction that velocity is

proportional to mean curvature. Unlike previous models, the

velocity is not proportional to domain wall free energy. Experi-

mental results on domain growth in ordered FeAl alloys over

a range of temperatures, times and compositions, are consistent

with the theory. In the vicinity of the critical temperature

where domain wall free energy tends to zero, domain growth

is not slowed.

18374. Steenbergen, C, Rush, J J , Neutron scattering study of

the methyl-group reorientations and the low temperature

phase transition in (CH3)2SnF2, J. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 1, 50-

56 (Jan. I, 1979).

Key words: activation energy; methyl group; neutron scat-

tering; potential barrier; quasielastic scattering; reorienta-

tion; residence time; tunneling.

The reorientation of the methyl groups in solid (CH3)2SnF2

has been investigated by neutron quasielastic scattering. It is

found that a phase transition occurs in the solid at about 70

K, which might be of second order. The shape of the measured

quasielastic lines can be described by instantaneous threefold

jumps of the methyl groups. From the derived residence times

as a function of temperature below the phase transition, an ac-

tivation energy EJke = 250 K and a residence time at infinite

temperatures To = 0. 10 ps have been determined. Above the

phase transition the activation energy is at least a factor 2

smaller.

18375. Breiter, D. N., Roush, M. L., Trace element charac-

terization of thin polymer films by proton-induced x-ray emis-

sion spectrometry, Macromolecules 10, No. 4, 868-870 (Aug.

1977).

Key words: copper; iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced

x-ray fluorescence; thin films; trace element analysis; trace

element concentrations; zinc.

Proton-induced x-ray fluorescence is a particularly well-

suited technique for the simultaneous quantitative analysis of

trace elements in thin polymer films. Since the sample is thin

and of low atomic number, matrix effects due to proton energy

loss and x-ray self absorption are small. Sensitivities are suffi-

cient to allow for the 5-10 minute analysis of films of 1 mg/cm^

areal density for iron, copper and zinc at concentration of

several ng/cm^.

18376. Chang, S. S., Automated adiabatic calorimetric system

for heat capacity measurement, Proc. 7th Symp. on Ther-

mophysical Properties, Gaithersburg, MD, May 10-12, 1977,

pp. 75-82 (The American Sdciety of Mechanical Engineers,

New York, NY, 1977).

Key words: adiabatic calorimetry; automated calorimetry;

calorimetry; heat canacity; measurement automation; p-

Terphenyl; thermodynamic nroperties; \-type transition.

A fully automated adiabatic calorimetric system for heat

capacity measurements from 2 to 380 K is described. The
system includes both automatic analog adiabatic shield control

and automatic digital data acquisition and experimental control.

The system incorporates a self-balancing, high resolution poten-

tiometric system as the main instrument. The automated system

is capable of making continuous, unattended calorimetric mea-

surements over long periods of time. The precision of the heat

capacity measurements is about 0.02% when the temperature

increment of each measurement is greater than 1 K. For higher

temperature resolutions the precision of the present system is

apparently limited by an uncertainty of 0.2 mK in the estima-

tion of the temperature increment.
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18377. Chang, S. S., Heat capacity and thermodynamic proper-

ties of solid synthetic sapphire, a-AljOj, Proc. 7th Symp. on

Thermophysical Properties, Gaithershurg, MD, May 10-12,

1977, pp. 83-90 (The American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, New York, NY, 1977).

Key words: alumina; aluminum oxide; calorimetry; corun-

dum; enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat; stan-

dard reference materials; thermodynamic properties.

Heat capacity of the National Bureau of Standards calorimet-

ric Standard Reference Material 720, synthetic Sapphire (a-

AI2O3), for heat capacity and enthalpy, has been measured
from 8 to 375 K with a fully-automated adiabatic calorimeter.

By combining the results from this work and those from NBS
high-temperature drop calorimetry on the same sample, ther-

modynamic functions of a-AljOj, from 0 to 2250 K, based en-

tirely on NBS experimental measurements on SRM 720, are

derived.

18378. Cohen, J., Methodology of product life testing, Proc.

27ih Meeting of the Mechanical Failures Prevention Group,

Gaithershurg, MD, Nov. 1-3, 1977, T. R. Shives and W. A.

Willard, Eds., pp. 31-41 (National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithershurg, MD, May 1978).

Key words: consumer products; reliability engineering; test-

ing methodology; useful life.

A methodology was formulated for estimating, through

laboratory testing, useful life and associated performance of

consumer products. Excerpts from two key parts—concepts of

reliability engineering and procedure to guide the formulation

of tests—are given here. Criteria for assessing tests are

presented.

18379. Durst, R. A., Cali, J. P., Recommended reference

materials for realization of physicochemical properties. Pure

Appl. Chem. 50, E. F. G. Herington. Ed., 1485-1517 (1978).

Key words: activity coefficient; hydrogen ion activity; tonic

activity; ionic activity scales; pD; pD scale; pH; pH scales;

potentiometric ion activity.

This report is a survey and compilation of pH and ionic ac-

tivity reference materials in use throughout the world. An in-

troductory section discusses the differences in the national pH
scales and provides a brief review of the equations which define

these operational scales. The major part of this report tabulates

the reference materials (composition and values as a function

of temperature) used to realize the pH scales presently being

employed in Germany, Hungary, Japan, Poland, Rumania,

USSR, UK, and the USA. Dat^ sheets are also included for the

pD and ionic activity reference materials' used in the United

States. This report was prepared under the auspices of the

lUPAC Commission 1.4 Subcommittee on Calibration and Test

Materials.

18380. Joseph, J. T., Hybl, A., Flynn, J. H., Differential

scanning calorimetry studies of some analogs for the lipid

component of biological membranes, Chem. Phys. Lipids 22,

239-243 (1978).

Key words: benzyl substituted diglycerides; differential

scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; melt-

ing temperature; metastable states; phenyl substituted

diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystallization

temperature.

The melting behavior of members of newly synthesized series

of rac- 1 ,2-diglycerides with substituted phenyl groups or a

benzyl group on the 3-position was investigated with differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC). Solution crystallized samples had

single melting temperatures, higher than those of the quenched
or annealed specimens. Quenched samples exhibited

polymorphic behavior; some melted and recrystallized during

slow heating. This behavior is similar to that of lecithins and

suggests that X-ray diffraction studies of the substituted '

diglycerides may be useful for understanding membrane struc-

ture and functions. v, I

18381. Treado, M. J., Diamond, J. J., Taggart, H. E., Jones, R.

N., Saulsbury, L. F., Workman, J. L., NILECJ standard for
j

body-worn FM transmitters, NILECJ-STD-0214.00, 20 pages i

(U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance I

Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and !

Criminal Justice, Washington, DC, Dec. 1978).

Key words: body-worn transmitters; communications equip-

ment; FM transmitters; law enforcement equipment; stan-

dards; surveillance; undercover equipment.

This is a voluntary national standard that establishes ^

minimum performance requirements and methods of test for '

body-worn FM transmitters used by law enforcement personnel ^

in undercover operations. The standard specifies the test equip- ^

ment needed, the test methods, and the minimum performance 6

requirements necessary for satisfactory performance. P

18382. Wang, F. E., Mitchell, M. A., Sutula, R. A., Holden, J.

R., Bennett, L. H., Crystal structure study of a new com-

pound Ufit, J. Less-Common Met. 61, 237-251 (1978).

Key words: crystal; diffraction; Li5B4; neutron powder;

structure; x ray.

A study has been made of the crystal structure of Li5B4 by

x-ray, neutron powder diffraction techniques and NMR
(nuclear magnetic resonance) measurements. The crystal struc-

ture thus determined is rhombohedral (R3) in its short-range

ordered state and bcc (123) in its statistically disordered (long-

range) state.

The boron atomic arrangement consists of a coplanar trian-

gular cluster of four boron atoms which are situated at the ver-

tices and the center of the triangle. This boron atomic arrange-

ment has no precedent either in metal-borides or boron-

hydrides. There is a strong indication that: 1 ) electrons on the

boron atoms at the vertices partially transferred (approx. 1.3

electrons) to the boron atom at the center of the triangle in

LijB^, 2) the amount of electron transfer increases with tem-

perature rise.

Lithium atoms on the other hand, cluster in a bitetrahedral

form (two tetrahedrons sharing a common face) with five lithi-

um atoms occupying the vertices. This lithium atomic arrange-

ment is in part similar to the hexagonal structure of lithium at
,

low temperature.
,

18383. Watson, R. E., Bennett, L. H., A Mulllken elec- l

tronegativity scale and the structural stability of simple com-

pounds, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 39, 1235-1242 (1978)
;

Key words: alloys; electronegativity; electronic configura- I

tion; s-p binding; structural stability. t

A new electronegativity scale is derived, in the spirit of Mul-
°

liken's original scheme, in terms of neutral atom spectroscopic
^

data. The effect of changing the atomic configuration for C
from covalent (sp^) to metallic (j^p^) is considered. Structural

stability maps are presented for non-octet non-transition metal

compounds, and for two classes of transition metal-non-transi-

tion-metal compounds.
ij

18384. Anderson, W. E., Davis, R. S., Dissipation factor mea- i

surements on dielectric materials at liquid helium tempera-

tures, Proc. Conf. on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric

Phenomena, Gaithershurg, MD, Nov. 3-6, 1975, pp. 15 1-156

(National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 1978).
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Key words: cryogenic; dielectric loss; dissipation factor;

' high voltage; low temperature polymer.

I The designers of high voltage superconducting a.c. cables
' need accurate dissipation factor measurements of proposed in-

' sulating materials. A technique for making these measurements

at high voltage using a current comparator bridge is described.

Dissipation factor data at 60 Hz and 4.2 K is presented for

I several polymers. The estimated uncertainty in the dissipation

factor is ± 5 X 10-8.

i

j

18385. Chi, J., Kelly, G. E., A method for estimating the

j seasonal performance of residential gas and oil-fired heating

1 systems, ASHRAE Trans. 84, Part 1, 405-420 (1978).

Key words: boiler; combustion; energy; furnace; gas-fired;

heating; oil-fired; rating; space-heating; testing.

An evaluation procedure is described for estimating the

I

seasonal efficiency of a gas or oil-fired furnace which is located
ij in an indoor heated space and uses conditioned air for com-
I bustion and draft control. It involves carrying out the following

four tasks: 1 ) measuring the flue gas temperature and COj con-

( centration during steady-state operation; 2) obtaining informa-

J

tion on the shape of the flue gas temperature-vs-time curves as

li a unit cools-down and warms-up from steady-state conditions;

I 3) assigning appropriate values to various factors which
describe the off-period air flow rate through the flue and stack,

the degree of furnace oversizing, and the effect of furnace

operation on infiltration, and 4) carrying out the calculation

procedure described herein to determine the various on-period

and off-period losses and the seasonal efficiency of a furnace

or boiler operating in any given climatic region. Several exam-
ples are worked out to illustrate the nature of this simplified

' procedure.

I

18386. Unassigned.

' 18387. Goldman, D. T., Managing research, Phys. Today, Letter

to the Editor 32, No. 1, 94-95 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: management; research.

18388. Horwitz, A. B., Leone, S. R., Laser-excited resonant

isotopic V energy transfer: H^CI-H"CI, H"Br-H«'Br,

D"CI-iy"CI, and D'9Br-D»'Br, J. Chem. Phys. 69, No. 12,

5319-5328 (Dec. 15, 1978).

Key words: hydrogen halides; isotopes; laser; vibrational

energy transfer.

An isotopically selective transverse discharge chemical laser

coupled with infrared fluorescence techniques is used to mea-
sure vibration-to-vibration energy transfer rates between v = 1

levels of the isotopic species H^CI*^ H"C1, H"Br<^ H»'Br,

! D"CI«^D^'CI, and D^Br^e^ D^'Br. The measured rate con-

stants are *„ci = ( 1 9 1 ± 0.04) x 10"", &„Br = ( 1 -50 ± 0.06) x

I

10-", Jt„c, = (1.18 ± 0.08) X 10-", and *„Br = (8.34 ± 0.17) x

j

10-" cm^ molecule"' sec-'. All of the processes are nearly reso-

1 nant and the rates for the hydrogenated species are on the

j

order of one-tenth gas-kinetic. The rates for DCI and DBr are

found to be 1.6 and 1.8 times slower than the corresponding

I

hydrogen halides. Direct comparison of the results with

theoretical predictions for such resonant energy transfer

nrocesses shows disagreement, indicating that further develop-

ment of theoretical methods for these systems is desirable.

18389. McCann, K. J., Flannery, M. R., Elastic scattering and

rotational excitation in ion-molecule collisions. U. Li~^-H2 and

H*-Hj collisions, J. Chem. Phys. 69, No. 12, 5275-5287 (Dec.

15, 1978).

Key words: ion-molecule collisions; rotational excitation;

semiclassical treatment.

A general semiclassical treatment of elastic scattering and of

rotational excitation in ion-molecule collisions is presented.

When the orbits associated with the different channels cor-

responding to the internal modes do not differ significantly,

simplification occurs and the internal degrees of freedom can

then be coupled to the relative motion via the introduction of

an optical potential (which in turn depends on the transition

amplitudes). Total energy is consequently conserved. An ex-

pression is derived for the inelastic scattering amplitude which

acknowledges various interference effects and possible rainbow

scattering. With all phase-information supressed, the procedure,

when compared with the full quantum -mechanical results,

reproduces the background elastic and inelastic scattering in

Li*-H2 and in H^-Hj collisions. Restoration of the phases, par-

ticularly of the eikonal or action phases associated with the dif-

ferent classical paths that contribute to a specified scattering

angle, produces the interference oscillations present in the dif-

ferential cross section for scattering angles less than the rain-

bow angle. The method, when compared with the full quantal

procedure, is remarkably efficient and accurate.

18390. Unassigned.

18391. Sachse, W., Golan, S., The scattering of elastic pulses

and the non-destructive evaluation of materials, Proc. Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers Winter Annual Meeting,

San Francisco, CA, Dec. 10-15, 1978, pp. 11-31 (American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: acoustic; crack; defects; elastic solid; pulses;

scattering; ultrasonic.

This paper is a review of the results of experiments and their

interpretation of the scattering of bulk ultrasonic pulses from

various smooth and crack-like obstacles imbedded in an elastic

solid. The scattering by circular and elliptical cylinders and

multiple inclusions possessing a wide range of acoustic proper-

ties and crack-like defects of various sizes and orientations is

described. For the smooth obstacles, it is shown that both ar-

rival-time and spectral analysis of the scattered signals contain

information regarding the characteristics of the scatterer and

either can be used to characterize such obstacles. For the

crack-like scatterers, the time-delays of various signals scat-

tered by the crack are measured relative to reference signals

from the specimen surfaces from which the crack size can be

ascertained.

18392. Celotta, R. J., Swanson, N., Kurepa, M., Electron scat-

tering from ozone, Proc. Int. Conf. on the Physics of Elec-

tronic and Atomic Collisions, Paris, France, July 21-27, 1977,

pp. 656-657 (Commissariat a L'Energie Atomique, Paris,

France, 1978).

Key words: electron scattering; energy loss; excited states;

negative ions; ozone; resonances.

We present recent electron scattering measurements in ozone

which ( 1 ) resolve vibrational structure in the energy loss range

of 1.3-2.4 eV and (2) exhibit resonances in the incident energy

range of 0.9-1.9 eV.

18393. Hanson, D. W., Davis, D. D., Cateora, J. V.,

Microprocessor-based satellite-controlled clock, Proc. of the

NBS-IEEE Microcomputer-Based Instrumentation Conf.,

Gaithersburg, MD, June 12-13, 1978, pp. 83-86 (Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Silver Spring, MD,
1978).

Key words; clock; GOES; microprocessors; satellite;

synchronization; time.

As a demonstration of the usefulness of the NBS-sponsored

time signals from two U.S. weather satellites, NBS designed and
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built a "Satellite-Controlled Clock." The initial design used

random logic requiring nearly 80 packages of TTL logic. With

the advent of microprocessors, the clock was redesigned using

a four bit microprocessor and a scientific calculator chip.

Today, commercial versions of the NBS-designed clock are

available and are fmding use in the electric power industry,

radio and television broadcasting, defense, communications,

and geophysical monitoring.

The evolution of the satellite-controlled clock from random
logic to commercial products using eight bit microprocessors

are discussed in some detail.

18394. Herd, J., Hydrogen safety: An annotated bibliography of

regulations, standards and guidelines, Proc. World Hydrogen

Energy Conf., Zurich, Switzerland, Aug. 21-24, 1978, T. N.

Veziroglu and W. Seifritz, Eds., pp. 2247-2248 (Pergamon
Press Inc., Elmsford, NY, 1978).

Key words: codes; guidelines; hydrogen; regulations; safety;

standards.

Current federal regulations applicable to the manufacture and
maintenance of hydrogen equipment and to the distribution of

gaseous and liquid hydrogen in the United States are sum-

marized and presented in a table of regulatory, references. A
similar table of references is presented for nonmandatory stan-

dards and guidelines pertinent to hydrogen safety and hydrogen
facilities/equipment specifications. These two tables concisely

summarize the best available information that has been
published in industry, universities and government agencies for

the safe production, storage and handling of hydrogen.

18395. Parrish, W. R., Arvidson, J. M., LaBrecque, J. P.,

Evaluation of LNG sampling-measurement systems for custody

transfer, Proc. American Gas Association Operating Section

Transmission Conf., Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 8-10,

1978 and Distribution Conf., Denver, CO, May 22-24, 1978,

pp. T-236—T-242 (American Gas Association, Arlington,

VA, 1978).

Key words: custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chro-

matography; heating value; liquefied natural gas, sampling.

This paper describes the results of a systematic evaluation of

equipment and procedures for sampling and determining com-
position of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from flowing streams.

Laboratory and field test results show that the precision of the

computed heating values of samples taken with the recom-

mended sampling-measurement system could be within ± 0.30

percent; of this, ± 0.06 percent is due to the random error in

the composition analysis by gas chromatography. The accuracy

of the composition measurement depends upon the accuracy of

the gas analysis. The paper describes the recommended system

and the proper operating conditions.

18396. Parrish. W. R., Brennan, J. A , Siegwarth, J. D., LNG
custody transfer researcli at National Bureau of Standards,

Proc. American Gas Association Operating Section Transmis-

sion Conf., Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 8-10, 1978 and

Distribution Conf., Denver, CO, May 22-24, 1978, pp. T-

243—T-249 (American Gas Association, Arlington, VA,
1978).

Key words: cryogenic densimeter; custody transfer; density;

flowmetering; liquefied natural gas; sampling.

This paper outlines the current activities of the National Bu-

reau of Standards which relate to the custody transfer of

liquefied natural gas. The paper describes the results of the

thermophysicat properties work, including the LNG density

project. The paper summarizes the results of the flowmeter and

densimeter tests. It discusses briefly the results of the LNG
Sampling Measurement Project.

18397. Reite, M., Edrich, J., Zimmerman, J. T., Zimmerman,
J. E.. Human magnetic auditory evoked fields, Electroen-

cephalogr. Clin. Neurophysiol. 45, I 14-1 17 (1978).

Key words: auditory evoked response; magnetoencephalog-

raphy; SQUID magnetometer.

Several laboratories have demonstrated that both visual and
somatosensory magnetoencephalographic (MEG) averaged

evoked fields (AEF) are more localized in their scalp distribu-

tion than are their more conventional EEG evoked potential

counterparts (Brenner et al. 1975; Teyler et al. 1975; Brenner

et al. 1978; Reite and Zimmerman 1978; Zimmerman). In this

report, we present the first evidence of MEG auditory evoked

fields. Our data indicate that they, too, are highly localized in

their scalp distribution.

18398. Taggart, H. E., Shafer, J. P., Testing of electronic indus-

tries association land-mobile communication antenna gain

standards at the National Bureau of Standards, IEEE Trans.

Veh. Technol. VT-27, No. 4, 259-264 (Nov. 1978).

Key words: antenna; communications; land-mobile; stan-

dards.

The Electronic Industries Association has a published stan-

dard, ElA RS-329A, Minimum Standards for Land-Mobile

Communications Antennas, Dec. 1975. This standard details

the minimum performance requirements and the test methods

for evaluating the performance of fixed and base station anten-

nas at frequencies from 25 to 1000 MHz. Also included in this

standard are the specifications for a set of standard antennas

for use in various frequency bands. The EIA Antenna Commit-
tee, TR8.I1, requested the National Bureau of Standards to

calibrate the gain of some of these antenna standards. Two an-

tennas were calibrated in the 450-512 MHz band, and two an-

tennas in the 800-900 MHz band. This paper describes in detail

the techniques used throughout the measurement program, the

results, and the measurement uncertainties.

Two basic methods of measuring the gain of the EIA anten-

nas were employed during this calibration. The three-antenna

technique was used at some frequencies, and the standard field

technique was used at other frequencies. Both techniques are

described. The NBS antennas used for the measurements were

standard-gain pyramidal, horn antennas.

The antenna range used for the measurement is described.

This is a vertical range using nonmetallic towers and hardware,

thus providing essentially free-space conditions in which reflec-

tions and multipath problems are minimized.

The measurements were made in terms of absolute power

gain, i.e., referenced to an isotropic radiator. These results are

discussed and also compared to the gain figures listed in EIA
standard RS-329A.

18399. Boettinger, W. J.. Burdette, H. E., Kuriyama, M., X-ray

magnifie/. Rev. Sci. Inslrum. 50, No. I, 26-30 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: asymmetric diffraction; dynamical diffraction;

microradiography; radiography; radiology; real-time radiog-

raphy; resolution; x-ray image magnifier.

A method for the magnification of x-ray radiographic images

is described and demonstrated. This magnifier employs two suc-

cessive asymmetric diffractions of an x-ray beam from highly

perfect silicon crystals. The two diffractions magnify the beam

in two perpendicular directions. A device with a magnification

of 25 X is demonstrated for Cu Ka radiation. This device

preserves and sometimes improves the resolution inherent in

the radiographic technique. The x-ray magnifier is particularly

useful in circumventing the relatively poor spatial resolution of

electro-optical imaging systems needed for real-time observa-

tions. Basic limits on magnification and resolution using this

method are described.
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I 18400. Coursey, B. M., Hutchinson, J. M. R., Lucas, L. L.,

I

Mann, W. B., Matsumura, T., Noyce, J. R., Radioactivity

standards for environmental monitoring, J. Radioanal. Chem.
43, 451-460 ( 1978).

Key words: low-level; measurements; radioactivity; stan-

dards; traceability.

I

The low-level radioactivity laboratory in the Radioactivity

Section of the National Bureau of Standards, and its work in

producing standards for monitoring in the environment, are

described.

18401. Heydemann, P. L. M., Generation and measurement of

pressure, Proc. NATO Summer School for High Pressure,

! Corfu, Greece, Sept. 26-Oct. 7, 1977, H. Kelm, Ed., pp. 1-49

j

(D. Reidel Publishing Company, Boston, MA, 1978).

iKey
words: calibration; high pressure; high pressure

chemistry; pressure generator.

: This is a review of methods used to establish the primary

' pressure scale, of transfer gages and of the most common fixed

points on the pressure scale. The major types of pressure

generators and some important components like pumps, electri-

cal feedthroughs and windows will be discussed. The review is

generally limited to the hydrostatic environment.

18402. Kingston, H. M., Barnes, I. L., Brady, T. J., Rains, T.

C, Champ, M. A., Separation of eight transition elements

from alkali and alkaline earth elements in estuarine and sea-

water with chelating resin and their determination by graphite

furnace atomic absorption spectrometry. Anal. Chem. 50, No.
14, 2064-2070 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: chelating resin; graphite furnace atomic ab-

sorption; sea water; separation; trace element analysis;

water analysis.

jl

A method is described for determining Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn,

j

Ni, Pb, and Zn in seawater using Chelex 1 00 resin and graphite

furnace atomic absorption spectrometry. The pH of the sea-

\
water is adjusted to 5.0 to 5.5 and then passed through a

j
Chelex 100 resin column. Alkali and alkaline earth metals are

i
eluted from the resin with ammonium acetate and then the

trace elements are eluted with two 5-mL aliquots of 2.5 M
HNO3. The difficulties previously encountered with resin

swelling and contracting have been overcome. By careful selec-

1 tion of the instrumental conditions, it is possible to determine

I

subnanogram levels of these trace elements by graphite furnace

I
atomic absorption spectrometry. The proposed method has

I

been shown to separate quantitatively the elements desired

from the alkali and alkaline earth metals and has been applied

in the analysis of trace elements in estuarine water from the

Chesapeake Bay and seawater from the Gulf of Alaska.

il

I

18403. Mielenz, K. D., Refraction correction for fluorescence

I'
spectra of aqueous solutions, Appl. Opt. 17, No. 18, 2875-

2876 (Sept. 15, 1978).

Key words: aqueous solutions; fluorescence spectra; refrac-

tive index, uv, visible and ir; water.

I

A closed expression is given for the refractive index of water

!
at 20 °C for the wavelength region 0.235 /xm to 1 .028 ^im. This

expression is accurate to ±0.0001, and can be used for the

refraction correction of fluorescence emission spectra of aque-

,|

ous solutions.

18404. Barnes, J., Fanconi, B., Critical review of vibrational

data and force field constants for polyethylene, J. Phys. Chem.

Ref. Data 7, No. 4, 1309-1321 (1978).

Key words: force field refinement; lattice dynamics; n-al-

kanes; non-bonded potential functions; polyethylene; vibra-

tional data

The results of a critical review of vibrational data, their as-

signments, and force field constants of polyethylene and the re-

lated homologous series of n-alkanes are presented. The vibra-

tional frequencies derived from Raman spectroscopy, infrared

spectroscopy, and neutron inelastic scattering were collected

from the literature. We have reviewed the vibrational band as-

signments starting from the comprehensive treatment of the n-

alkanes by Schachtschneider and Snyder and including sub-

sequent reassignments. Theoretical calculations of the vibra-

tional frequencies were reviewed with emphasis on the various

models used for molecular structure and force fields. Lattice

dynamical calculations of polyethylene were performed using a

valence force field for intramolecular interactions and a force

field derived from a nonbonded atom-atom potential function

for intermolecular interactions. The molecular and lattice struc-

tural parameters were taken from x-ray and neutron diffraction

studies of polyethylene and selected n-alkanes. A refinement

procedure was carried out by the method of least squares on
intramolecular force field constants and on parameters of a

phenomenological nonbonded atom-atom potential energy

function. The resulting force field constants and associated

standard deviations are presented.

18405. Currie, L. A., Environmental radiocarbon measure-

ments, Proc. of the First Conf. on Radiocarbon Dating with

Accelerators, Rochester, NY, Apr. 20-21, 1978, H. E. Gove,

Ed., pp. 372-390 (University of Rochester, Rochester, NY,
1978).

Key words: accelerator mass spectrometry; anthropogenic

and natural carbonaceous species; atmospheric gases and

particles; environmental pollutants; fossil fuels; low-level

counting; radiocarbon.

Measurements of the '''C/'^C ratio in environmental car-

bonaceous species can provide a unique indication of natural

vs anthropogenic (fossil fuel) origin. Because of the low con-

centrations of atmospheric gases and particles which contain

carbon, convenient sample sizes are limited to tens of milli-

grams of carbon. An assessment of the measurement feasibility,

using 10 mg-C samples and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry and

Low-Level Counting is given, together with the kinds of en-

vironmental problems which might be studied. Preliminary low-

level gas-proportional counting results, are given for atmospher-

ic particulate samples containing 5-10 mg-C.

18406. Cuthill, J. R., ASTM Committee E-42 on surface analy-

sis: Its history, scope, activities, and objectives. Am. Soc. Test.

Mater., Stand. News, 6, No. 2, 8-11, 59-60 (Feb. 1978).

Key words: ASTM Committee E-42; Auger electron spec-

troscopy; electron spectroscopy; ESCA; secondary ion

mass spectroscopy; surface analysis.

The history, purpose, scope, activities, aims, and objectives

of ASTM Committee E-42 on Surface Analysis are sum-

marized. The organization of E-42 is given and specific exam-

ples of activities are described including the symposia that have

either been held already or will be held in the near future. The
use of "surface" and "analysis" are defined in terms of the

scope of E-42. An estimate of the number of surface analysis

instruments in the United States, and a distribution of industrial

representation at our organizational meeting is presented to

show both the magnitude and the breadth of interest in surface

analysis.

18407. Cooper, J. W., Aberg, T., Shaking processes in ^-decay,

Nucl. Phys. A298, 239-252 (1978).
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Key words: beta decay; rearrangement; shake-off; shake-

up.

A discussion of theoretical treatments of atomic rearrange-

ment processes accompanying /3-decay is presented. A sche-

matic model for K-shell ejection or excitation is developed and

the expected accuracy of this model and other theoretical treat-

ments using approximate wave functions is discussed. Com-
parison with experimental evidence reveals that there is some
evidence of direct processes but that uncertainties in calcula-

tions exist for low energy processes.

18408. Davis, G. T., DeReggi, A. S., Broadhurst, M G , Non-
uniform poling and pyroelectric response in a PVDF-TFE
copolymer, Proc. 1977 Annual Report Conf. on Electrical In-

sulation and Dielectric Phenomena, Colonie, NY, Oct. 1 7-20,

1977, pp. 209-213 (National Academy of Sciences, Washing-

ton, DC, 1979).

Key words: blocking electrode; charge motion; polariza-

tion; poly(vinylchloride); poly(vinylidenefluoride);

pyroelectric response; thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoride-

tetrafluoroethylene copolymer.

The transient pyroelectric resjKjnse following a thermal pulse

reveals that dipole alignment in a poled film of viny-

lidenefluoride-tetrafluoroethylene copolymer is non-uniform
across its thickness. Charge migration on a time scale of

minutes occurs within the unpoled region of the film after a

step-change in temperature. The time constant for the charge

motion becomes longer at lower temperatures and depends

upon the poling history of the sample. Non-uniform poling is

attributed to a non-uniform electric field within the polymer
film resulting from the motion of charges under the influence

of the voltage applied during the poling process.

Poly(vinylidenefluoride) becomes poled much more uniformly

and shows no evidence for charge motion following a step-

change in temperature. The effect of charge motion and redis-

tribution of electric field is demonstrated by the reduced
pyroelectric response from poly( vinylchloride) poled with mica
as a blocking electrode.

18409. Braun, W., Herron. J T., Tsang, W., Chumey, K , High

intensity infrared laser irradiation caiorimetry: Direct-deter-

mination of heat input to chlorodifluoromethane and ethyl

acetate, Chem. Phys. Lett. 59, No. 3, 492-497 (Dec. 1,

1978).

Key words: caiorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry;

mechanisms; multiphoton; thermochemistry; unimolecular

dissociation.

The heat absorbed when chlorodifluoromethane (CFjHCI)
and ethyl acetate were irradiated with a pulsed infrared COj-
TEA laser was measured using a laser calorimeter. The mea-
surements show that CFjHCl at high pressure (> 10 torr) was

completely thermally equilibrated during the laser pulse, while

at low nressure (< 2 torr) this system deviated considerably

from thermal equilibrium. Ethyl acetate, however, was found to

be non-thermal over the entire pressure range studied (0.5 to

20 torr). Implications of these observations to infrared induced

unimolecular decompositions and molecular energy transfer are

discussed.

18410. Davis, R. W., Moore, E F., Mattingly, G. E., Miller, R.

W., Numerical solutions for turbulent, swirling flow through

target flowmeters, Proc. American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers 1978 Winter Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Dec.

10-15, 1978, 78-WAIFM-4, l-Il (American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words; flowmeter; fluid dynamics; mathematical

modeling; numerical modeling; pipe flows; turbulence

modeling.

The turbulent incompressible flow through axisymmetric tar-

get flowmeters is modeled using the two-equation k e-turbu-

lence model developed at Imperial College, London. A variety

of target disk diameters are examined through a range of

Reynolds numbers for different inlet axial velocity profiles. The
effects of swirling inlet flow are also tested, as are the effects

of different target disk thicknesses. The results indicate that

target flowmeter performance can be markedly affected by

variations in inlet axial velocity profile and swirl distribution. A
comparison between computed and experimental flow coeffi-

cients is made.

18411. Misra, D N , Bowen, R. L., Mattamal, G. J., Surface

area of dental enamel, bone, and hydroxyapatite: Chemisorp-

tion from solution, Calcif. Tiss. Res. 26, 139-142 (1978).

Key words: bone; chemisorption; enamel; hydroxyapatite;

surface area.

The surface areas of three different samples of hydrox-

yapatite, samples of deproteinized bone, and samples of whole

and deproteinized enamel were determined by adsorption of an

adduct (the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A with N-phenyl-

glycine) from methylene chloride solution. In all cases, the sur-

face areas of these samples agree well with those obtained by

the BET (Nj) method.

18412. Tsang, W., Walker, J. A., Braun, W., Herron, J. T.,

Mechanisms of decomposition of mixtures of ethyl acetate and

isopropyl bromide subjected to pulsed infrared laser irradia-

tion, Chem. Phys. Lett. 59, No. 3, 487-491 (Dec. 1, 1978).

Key words: infrared laser; kinetics; mechanisms; modeling;

multiphoton; unimolecular dissociation.

The infrared laser induced decomposition of mixtures of

ethyl acetate and isopropyl bromide has been studied. The ratio

of the yields of products ethylene and propylene, arising from

the unimolecular decomposition reactions: ethyl acetate—*

ethylene -I- acetic acid, and isopropyl bromide —» propylene -I-

hydrogen bromide, were measured as a function of the ratio of

ethyl acetate to isopropyl bromide and pressure of added heli-

um. The results indicate clearly that in these systems non-

equilibrium behavior is found up to the highest pressures used

(about one atmosphere). A two level kinetic model is suggested

which qualitatively explains the observations.

18413. Callcott, T. A , Arakawa, E. T., Ederer, D. L., soft-

x-ray emission and absorption spectra of Na, Phys. Rev. B 18,
^

No. 12, 6622-6630 (Dec. 15, 1978).
^

Key words: absorption spectra; core excitation; emission I

spectra; lattice relaxation; many body effects; sodium.

The L23 soft x-ray emission (SXE) and soft x-ray absorption

(SXA) edges have been measured. SXE edges were measured

at temperatures between 85 K and 380 K and analyzed to ob-

tain edge positions and widths. The widths increase from rs;^^

= 100 meV at 85 K to 150 meV at 320 K and to 180 meV
above the melting point at 380 K. Both SXE and SXA edges

were measured at 100 K with the same spectrometer and the
^

data were analyzed to obtain values of the edge widths (F^jte

= 100 meV, r^xA = 64 meV), of the many body peaking

parameter (ocsxe = 0.15, Osxa = 0.24), of the gap between the
'

edges (Eo = 74 meV) and of the excess width of the emission '

edge [(Ay)^ = T^sxe-^^sxa = 5900 (meV)^]. The values of E„
]

and (Ay)^ were used in the partial lattice relaxation theory of

C. O. Almbladh to obtain a value of the core hole lifetime •

broadening (V^p = 10 meV). We conclude that structure in the

transition density of states, many body effects, and lattice relax-

ation all have important effects on the edge structure, and sug-

gest that rounding of the SXE edge by partial relaxation ac-

counts for the smaller peaking parameter obtained from the

SXE data as compared to the SXA data.
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18414. Cumbo, J. E., Michaelis, R. E., Production, charac-

terization, and certification of NBS-SRM 64c, high-carbon fer-

rochromium, Electr. Furn. Conf.. Proc. 35, 52-56 (1977).

Key words: composition; high-carbon ferrochromium;

homogeneity testing; preparation; processing; standard

i reference material.

18415. Ellingwood, B., Leyendecker, E. V., Approaches for

i design against progressive collapse, J. Struct. Div., Proc. Am.
I

S(>c. Civ. Eng. 104, No. ST3, Proc. Paper 13610, 413-423

1

(Mar. 1978).

i

Key words: abnormal loads; buildings (codes); probability
' theory; progressive collapse; reliability; structural engineer-

ing.

A progressive collapse is a chain reaction type of failure

which follows damage to a relatively small portion of a struc-

ture. Progressive collapse constitutes an unacceptable hazard in

many buildings, and thus procedures for its control should be
' incorporated in building standards. Design strategies for reduc-

ing the risk of initial failure and for controlling the amount of
' damage that occurs are presented and their relative advantages

,1 are discussed. Design criteria are given for the reduced loads

!to be carried by a damaged structure.

18416. Ehrlich, M., Seltzer, S. M., Bielefeld, M. J., Trombka,
J. I., Spectrometry of a ""Co gamma-ray beam used for instru-

ment calibration, Melrol. 12, 169-179 (1976).

Key words: calibration source; collimation system; data-

reduction technique; low-activity replacement source; mea-
surement technique; scatter contribution; source capsule;

I

source housing; spectrometry results; *°CO gamma-ray
beam.

j

Measurements were made of the spectrum of one of the col-

I

limated ™Co gamma-ray beams employed in the instrument-

calibration program of the National Bureau of Standards. The
high-activity calibration-source capsule was replaced by one of

low activity and identical geometry. The contributions to the

spectrum by the scatter from the low-activity replacement

J
source, the housing, and the collimation system were isolated

by means of supplementary measurements in free air carried

out on the replacement source and on a scatter-free source.

I

Depending on collimator setting, the scatter contribution below

I

1 MeV was found to be between 13 and 19 percent of the total

II number of photons in the beam. A description is given of the

measurements and of the technique for data reduction.

Detailed spectral results are presented.

18417. Erickson, N. E., ESCA studies of the clean Si (111) sur-

face, Phys. Scr. 16, 462-465 ( 1977).

Key words: angular study; electron spectroscopy for chemi-

cal analysis (ESCA); silicon; surface; XPS.

Il

The angular variation of elastically scattered electrons

I! excited by x-rays from various electron levels of silicon and sur-

Iface or near surface impurity atoms of nickel and gold are re-

,
ported. The valence band profile of the Si (111) surface is

presented as a function of electron take-off angle. Evidence is

I

presented that the Si(2p) binding energy is dependent on the"

ii crystal surface geometrical ordering. A discussion of some of

I
the implications of these studies is presented.

18418. Escalante, E., Iverson, W. P., The protection of steel

piles by nonmetallic coatings in sea water. Mater. Perform. 17,

No. 10, 9-15 (Oct. 1978).

Key words: corrosion of steel; corrosion protection; non-

metallic coatings; offshore corrosion; saltwater corrosion;

seawater corrosion.

Polyamide and polyamine cured coal tar epoxy systems, one
with Al oxide armor, one polyvinylidene chloride, one phenolic

mastic, and one glass flake filled polyester system were evalu-

ated after 6 years on carbon steel H-pilings embedded in the

ocean floor near shore. Data are given on the overall and ex-

tent of protection in atmospheric (above high water), splash,

submerged, and buried zones. Thicknesses ranged from 5 mils

of the polyvinylidene chloride to the 34 mils of the glass flake

filled polyester. Ratings, based on a synthesis of polarization,

pitting attack, and flange thickness data are as follows in a

decreasing order of resistance: polyester glass flake, phenolic

mastic, polyamide cured coal tar epoxy, polyamide cured coat

tar epoxy with Al oxide, polyamine cured coal tar epoxy, and
polyvinylidene chloride. These are interim results in a 15 year

program involving 23 coating systems and cathodic protection.

18419. Ho, J. C, King, G. B., Pickett, F. R., Low temperature

specific heat of two stainless steels. Cryogenics 18, No. 5, 296-

298 (May 1978).

Key words: heat capacity; low temperature alloy; specific

heat; stainless steel.

Specific heat values between 2 and 20 K are reported for the

two stainless steels AISI 304 and \ISI 304L. Measurements

were made by standard adiabatic calorimetry. The results sug-

gest that the thermal properties are roughly comparable to AISI

3 ICS, but the absence of magnetic clusters implies that they are

more appropriate for low temperature work.

18420. MacCrehan, W. A., Durst, R, A., Measurement of or-

ganomercury species in biological samples by liquid chro-

matography with differential pulse electrochemical detection.

Anal. Chem. 50, No. 14, 2108-21 12 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: biological samples; electrochemical detection;

liquid chromatography; metal speciation; organomercury
cations.

A new measurement approach for organomercury cations is

described employing liquid chromatography with electrochemi-

cal detection. Special considerations in constructing apparatus

to optimize reductive electrochemical measurement are out-

lined. The added selectivity of the differential pulse mode of

detection is demonstrated. A charge-neutralization reverse-

phase separation of methyl-, ethyl-, and phenylmercury cations

has been developed. The limit of detection for methylmercury

is 2 ng/g or 40 pg (190 fmol/20 /xL sample). Methylmercury

is determined by the technique in two research materials—tuna

fish and shark meat.

18421. Watson, R. E., Bennett. L. H., Transition metals: d-hwuA

hybridization, electronegativities and structural stability of in-

termeUllic compounds, Phys. Rev. B 18, No. 12, 6439-6449

(Dec. 15. 1978).

Key words: electronegativities; hybridization; structural sta-

bility; transition elements.

An electronegativity scale is derived for the noble and transi-

tion metals, based on their electron-band theory description.

The tendency of d-band electron and hole states to hybridize

is used to estimate the propensity for a particular metal to gain

or lose ^/-electron count and this, in turn, is used to provide the

basis of the electronegativity scale. Overall agreement of this

scale with Miedema's and Pauling's electronegativity is re-

markably good, granted the widely divergent bases of the three

scales. The results, combined with an average electron vacancy
count, are then used in structural maps of transition-metal-

transition-metal alloy systems.
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18422. Cahn, J. W., Monotectic composite growth, Melall.

Trans. A lOA, 119-121 (Jan. 1979).

Key words; composite growth; contact angle; disjoining

pressure; monotectic; multicomponent; wetting.

The theoretical factors in monotectic composite growth are

reexamined. Perfect wetting to the solid by the monotectic

liquid occurs whenever the monotectic temperature is close to

the critical temperature. According to Chadwick, composite

growth is impossible whenever such perfect wetting occurs.

However, since the disjoining pressure is expected to be small,

composite growth may instead be determined by the critical

velocity necessary to overcome the disjoining pressure. Ex-

perience that high velocities are needed to form monotectic

composites tends to support this alternate proposal. Applied

pressure and ternary additions are suggested as additional ways
for altering the factors that mediate composite growth.

18423. Danos, M., SU4 in nuclear structure, Prdc. 3d Int. Cnnf.

on Clustering Aspects of Nuclear Structure and Nuclear Reac-
tion, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, June 19-23, 1978, pp. 48-

68 (American Institute of Physics, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words; alpha-particles; correlations; mass formula;

nuclear; quartets; reactions; spectroscopy; SU4.

The presence of quartets—the more physical term for SU4
structures— is demonstrated for nuclei throughout the table. A
very strong indication for quartets is the validity of a mass for-

mula based on SU4. This formula achieves with fewer parame-
ters the classical liquid drop terms then turns out to have at

least as good a fit to the data as the usual Weizsacker formula.

The physical reasons for quartetting are presented; possible

forms of the quartet correlations, different for different regions

of the Table, are discussed.

18424. Escalante, E , Iverson, W P., Tlie protection of steel

piles by selected coatings in a natural sea water environment,

Proc. 10th Annual Offshore Technology Conf., Houston, TX,
May 8-11, 1 978, OTC 3 1 90, pp. 1215-1222 (OTC, Houston,
TX, 1978).

Key words: coating protection; pile corrosion; protection of

steel; salt water corrosion; sea water corrosion; steel corro-

sion.

Six types of coatings are evaluated on their ability to protect

steel piles in offshore conditions. These coatings, made up of

a single system metal pigmented paint and 5 two system non-

metallic coatings on metal filled primers, are described in

detail. These protective coatings have displayed good to excel-

lent resistance to deterioration in a sea water environment. A
brief discussion of the corrosion of bare steel piles serving as

controls is included.

The electrochemical techniques used to evaluate the coating

deterioration in situ, and the physical measurements made on
the piles after removal are briefly described. The results found

on these systems in the first six years of a fifteen year program
are presented.

18425. Hunt. B J , Richtmyer, T E , Hill, J E , Franklin, E
A., Testing of water tanks for thermal storage according to

ASHRAE Standard 94-77, ASHRAE Trans 85, Part 1, PH-
79-5, No. 1, 20 pages ( 1979).

Key words: ASHRAE Standards; evaluation of test

procedure; solar heating components; standard test

procedure; thermal storage tests; water tank thermal

storage.

The National Bureau of Standards proposed a standard test

procedure for rating thermal storage devices in mid-1975. Early

in 1977, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and

Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) adopted ASHRAE
Standard 94-77, "Methods of Testing Thermal Storage Devices
Based on Thermal Performance," which is based substantially

on the NBS procedure. In order to evaluate the Standard, NBS
has conducted an experiment in which a 1 .9 m^ (500 gal) water

tank, built as part of a residential solar heating and cooling

system, was tested in accordance with this Standard. A descrip-

tion of the test apparatus, test procedure, and detailed test

results are given. It was found that there were no major
problems encountered in using the Standard for this kind of

thermal storage device. In addition, suggestions are made for

minor modifications in the Standard.

18426. Inguscio, M., Strumia, F., Evenson, K. M., Jennings, D.
A., Scalabrin, A., Stein, S. R., Far-infrared CH3F Stark laser.

Opt. Lett. 4, No. 1,9-11 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: far-infrared; laser; methyl fluoride; Stark.

A rectangular metal—dielectric far-infrared waveguide laser

has been operated on the individual Stark components of CH3F
by the application of an electric field across the laser medium.
The results agree well with theoretical predictions.

18427. Ku, H. H., Treatment o* counting data. Chapter 1 m A
Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures, National

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, Report
No. 58, 271-298 (NCRP, Washington, DC, Nov. 1, 1978).

Key words; precision; radioactivity measurements; statisti-

cal design of experiment; statistical terms and formulas;

statistics; systematic error; uncertainty.

This section on statistics is prepared for the revision of NBS
Handbook 80, A Manual of Radioactivity Procedures, to be is-

sued as a report by the National Council on Radiation Protec-

tion and Measurements. The original section on the treatment

of counting data has been retained with modifications. Four

new sub-sections: ( 1 ) statistical models of a measurement

process, (2) statistical terms and formulas, (3) statistical design

of experiment, and (4) precision, systematic error, and uncer-

tainty, have been added.

18428. Liu. S. T., Hill, J. E., A proposed technique for correlat-

ing the performance of solar domestic water heating systems,

ASHRAE Trans. 85, Part 1, No. 2516, 13 pages (1979).

Key words: computer; hot water; measurement; rating;

solar; standards; testing.

A theoretical study was conducted to determine how experi-

mental data might be collected on solar domestic water heating

systems over a short period of time and then used to charac-

terize the performance of the system. The analysis involved

stimulating typical state-of-the-art systems using the computer

program TRNSYS. The simulations and associated analyses

were succesful in indicating a method of correlating the frac-

tion of the hot water load supplied by solar energy with the pri-

mary independent variables governing the system performance.

Actual test data for a commercially available system were then

used to substantiate the value of the correlation.

18429. Raufaste, N J , Jr., Olmert, K. M., Case study: NBS'

Center for Building Technology, Words 7, No. 3, 34-37 (Feb.-

Mar. 1979).

Key words: Center for Building Technology; manuscripts;

word processing center; word processing equipment.

Word Processing Centers (WPC) are more and more being

created in business and government as a way of coping with

large typing loads. However, making the transition from the

idea of a WPC to one that is fully operational is difficult. This

paper presents the Center for Building Technology's experience

in this transition.
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18430. Stahl, F. 1., Exit emergency: A blueprint for design stan-

j

dards research. The Construction Specifier, pp. 65-7.7 (Feb.
' 1979).

Key words: architectural barriers; building design; building

site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire

escape; human research; mea.surement; pedestrian move-
ment; regulation; safety; standards.

Needs for a more complete and effective technical basis for

design standards impacting occupants' access to, movement
within, and egress from buildings and building sites are

discussed. It is suggested that a major cause of injury and death
from fire, and of inconvenience and psychological stigmatiza-

tion to physically handicapped persons, results (even in code-
complying buildings and sites) from adherence to design regula-

tions which are narrowly founded upon physical and engineer-

ing principles alone. This paper recommends that psychological

aspects of dangerous and stressful situations guide the develop-
ment of standards for emergency egress facility design, and that

such therapeutic objectives as "normalization" guide develop-

ment of barrier-free design regulations. Finally, this paper out-

lines particular programmatic themes and research tasks, and
discusses the role of the National Bureau of Standards in im-

proving the technical basis for egress and accessibility design
regulations.

18431. Wang, F. W., Dynamic flow birefringence and flow

dichroism of biock-copolymer molecules in solution with appli-

cation to the free-draining limit, Macromolecules 11, No. 6,

1198-1205 (Nov.-Dec. 1978).

Key words; bead-spring model; block copolymer; flow

birefringence; flow dichroism; polymer dynamics; Rouse-
Zimm theory; solution properties.

The dynamic flow birefringence and the flow dichroism of
I block-copolymer molecules in solution have been calculated by

I

modifying the bead-spring model theory of Zimm to take into
[i. account the existence of dissimilar segments in block

copolymers. The expressions for the birefringence and the

dichroism properties have been found to be the same as those

for homopolymers except that the contributions of normal

I

modes are weighted by generally different factors. Some calcu-

lated results in the free-draining limit are given to illustrate how
the inhomogeneity in segmental optical properties is expected

I

,
to affect the flow birefringence and the flow dichroism.

j- 18432. Fishbane, P. M., Horn, D., Meshkov, S., Spin forces in

I

cbarmonium spectroscopy, Phys. Rev. D 19, No. I, 288-290
(Jan. 1, 1979).

Key words: charmonium; particle spectroscopy; quarks;

selection rules; spin forces; tensor force.

j.
The observed i/i '(3.68)-t|»"(3.77) structure in e*e- annihilation

|l'
implies the existence of a tensor-force effect in charmonium
spectroscopy. We show that the magnitude of the effect is con-

sistent with an analysis of levels using a phenomenological
Hamiltonian linear in both L -^ and 5,2, the tensor force. Ad-
ding a linear cr, cr2 term one can account for all known char-

||

monium levels below 4 GeV and predict the location of the rest

of the spectrum, in particular the 'P, state at 3 .27 GeV.

18433. Howell, B. F., McCune, S., Schaffer, R., Lactate-to-

pyruvate or pyruvate-to-lactate assay for lactate

dehydrogenase: A re-examination, Clin. Chem. 25, No. 2,

269-272 (1979).

Key words: enzyme assay; influence of inhibitor on lactate

dehydrogenase assay; lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate

to pyruvate reaction; pyruvate to lactate reaction; spec-

I

trophotometric enzyme assay.

As good linearity can now be obtained for the pyruvate to

lactate assay for lactate dehydrogenase ( E.G. 1 . 1 . 1 .27) as with

the lactate to pyruvate assay. In addition, there are significant

advantages to the pyruvate to lactate reaction: (a) a greater

change in optical density per unit time which allows more accu-

rate spectrophotometric readout, (b) a need for lower reactant

concentrations which significantly reduces the cost per assay,

(c) the use of only solid reagent materials for assay solution

preparation, and (d) a greater stability of reagents once they
are placed in solution.

18434. Turgel, R. S., Oldham, N. M., High-precision audio-

frequency phase calibration standard, IEEE Trans. Instrum.
Meas. lM-27, No. 4, 460-464 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: calibration; digital waveform synthesis; phase
angle; phase measurement; phase meter; waveform genera-

tor.

A high precision standard for the calibration of audio
frequency phase meters has been designed using a microproces-
sor to generate the test signals. The accuracy is better than

0.01 degree over a frequency band from dc to 5 kHz and
decreases to 0.1 degree at high audio frequencies.

18435. Van Blerkom, D., Castor, J. I., A simple estimate of the

effect of a thick circumstellar dust shell on photospheric line

profiles, Astrophy. J. 227, No. 2, 543-547 (Jan. 15, 1979).

Key words: circumstellar dust; line formation; radiation

transfer; stellar atmospheres.

A star embedded in an optically thick dust shell may have
a line spectrum that closely resembles the spectrum of some
unobscured star; e.g. VY CMa (shrouded) and a Her
(unshrouded). This implies that the surface temperatures of the

two stars are nearly equal, but since one is subject to a

backwarming effect, the distribution of temperatures with depth

in the respective atomospheres are dissimilar. We find that ef-

fective temperatures and absorption line strengths are reduced
in shrouded stars below the values that obtain in their

unshrouded counterparts. For models of VY CMa that yield

grain temperatures at the inner boundary of the dust shell con-

sistent with observation, the reduction in strength of a visible

line is small (^ 15%). Thus, the spectral distribution of a Her
may be used as an approximation to that of VY CMa before

it is scattered by the dust, without the necessity of first correct-

ing for backwarming.

18436. Kurylo, M. J., Laufer, A. H., Evidence for atom
exchange in OH reactions with carbonyl compounds: 'H)H +
CO,-^ '«OCO OH; '«OH -t-CO^'«OC -hOH, J. Chem.
Phys. Lett, to Ed. 70, No. 4, 2032-2033 (Feb. 15, 1979).

Key words: carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; carbonyl;

exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics; mechanism; photochemistry.

The reactions between OH and both CO2 and CO have been
investigated using '"O as a tracer. Evidence for exchange was
observed. The properties of the intermediate adducts are

discussed.

18437. Williams, E. R., Olsen, P. T., A method to measure mag-
netic fields accurately using Ampere's law, IEEE Trans. In-

strum. Meas. IM-27, No. 4, 467-469 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: Ampere's law; dimensional metrology; funda-

mental constants; gyromagnetic ratio of proton; magnetic
fields; Maxwell's equations; solenoids.

A proposed method to measure magnetic fields is described,

and a simple demonstration of the new method has been per-

formed. A derivation of the equation used to calculate the field

is presented, and some of its implications are discussed. The
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objective of further experiments is to apply the technique to

the measurement of the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton (-y„)

to an accuracy near 1 part in 10", using a precision solenoid

whose departures from ideal are small.

18438. Miller, E. B , Eitzen, D G., Ultrasonic transducer

characterization at the NBS, IEEE Trans. Sorties Ulirason. SU-

26, No. 1, 28-37, 63-64 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic

method; medical applications; metrology; NDE; radiation

force; transducer characterization; ultrasonics.

Four methods for characterizing ultrasonic transducers are

reviewed. These methods have been or are being developed at

the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) for characterizing the

performance of ultrasonic devices operating into a water load.

The nominal frequency range for the methods considered here

is 0.5 to 30 MHz, which corresponds to devices used in non-

destructive testing, medicine, and animal science. The princi-

ples upon which these methods are based are electrical mea-

surements related to the equivalent circuit of a quartz trans-

ducer, a thermal equivalent calorimetric method, a measure-

ment of total radiation force, and an electroacoustic method in-

volving sampling the acoustic field of a directive device. It is

helpful to thoroughly understand the physical theory which ap-

plies to each measurement method so that appropriate methods

can be developed and analyzed for errors or uncertainties. Stu-

dies of errors and their basis constitute an important part of

measurement science or "metrology," and metrology is a prin-

cipal interest of the National Bureau of Standards. Consistent

with this interest, and to provide continuity among the mea-

sured quantities, linear and second-order acoustic relationships

are tabulated in terms of the pressure and particle-velocity vari-

ables for lossless fluids. This provides an outline which interre-

lates measured quantities and suggests other derived quantities,

or measurements, that may also be of interest. A formally

economical method for obtaining such nonlinear acoustic rela-

tionships is outlined briefly in the Appendix. This provides the

basis for the brief analyses which pertain to the radiation force

method and to the scanning technique in the body of the paper.

Aspects of the treatment of radiation force appear to be novel.

References are given which relate to more fundamental theory

and to more extensive intercomparison of methods and con-

sideration of errors.

18439. Ackerhalt, J R.. Eberly, J H., Shore, B. W., Statistical

broadening and population loss in strongly excited three-level

systems, Phys. Rev. A 19, No. 1, 248-263 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: coherent excitation; dressed atoms; in-

homogeneous broadening; intense laser; multiphoton dis-

sociation; multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequency; statisti-

cal broadening; three-level system.

We study the effects of statistical broadening and population

loss on the dynamics of strongly excited three-level quantum

systems. The results of both analytic and numerical treatments

of the three-level Schrodinger-equation are displayed. In order

to allow for statistical broadening, solutions are required for ar-

bitrary detuning of the two very intense monochromatic lasers.

The most efficient statistically averaged population depletion

occurs when the Rabi frequency of the second transition is

greater than that of the first.

18440. Natrella, M G., Statistics in specifications, ASTM Stand.

News 7, No. I. 10-1 1, 40 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: conformance; sampling; specifications; statisti-

cal methods; statistics.

This article, one of a series in ASTM Standardization News
describing the work of ASTM Committee E-1 1, is a discussion

of the role of statistics in relation to specifications. It briefly

considers the questions of what specification requirements are,

what they apply to, how they are arrived at, how they are in-

terpreted, and how statistics can help in the various stages of

this process.

18441. Dick, C. E., Soares, C. G., Motz, J. W., X-ray scatter

data for diagnostic radiology, Phys. Med. Biol. 23, No. 6,

1076-1085 ( 1978).

Key words: diagnostic radiology; scatterer thickness; scat-

terer to image plane separation; tissue equivalent phan-

toms; x-ray beam diameter; x-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV;

x-ray scatter.

The ratio of the scattered to the total x-ray fluence (scatter

fraction) at the centre of the image plane for x-rays transmitted

through polystyrene phantoms has been measured for x-ray

energies of 32 and 69 keV, x-ray beam diameters from 4 to 40
cm, phantom thicknesses from 5 to 30 cm and phantom-to-

image-plane separations from 0.3 to 40 cm. The experimental

values for this ratio have less than a 10% variation for these

two x-ray energies and the experimental data show good agree-

ment with Monte Carlo calculations and available exnerimental

results for low atomic number materials. Based on these results,

simple curves are generated which give estimates (± 10%) of

the scatter fraction for all combinations of the geometric

parameters encountered in diagnostic radiology.

18442. MacDonald, W. M., Dressier, E. T., O'Connell. J. S.,

Photopion production in the Fermi-gas model, Phys. Rev. C
19, No. 2, 455-464 (Feb. 1979).

Key words; beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas;

lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion.

Differential and total cross sections for (v.tt) reactions in

nuclear matter are calculated using the single particle yNir am-

plitudes recently proposed for nuclear calculations. The effect

of the Pauli principle on the pion spectrum and angular dis-

tribution is examined. Optical potentials for the nucleons and

pions are introduced to investigate the influence of the nuclear

medium on photopion production. The total photoabsorption

cross section is computed and compared with recent data on

lithium and beryllium.

18443. Laufer, A. H., Bass, A. M., Photochemistry of acetylene.

Biomolecular rate constant for the formation of butadiyne and

reactions of ethynyl radicals, J. Phys. Chem. 83, No. 3, 310-

313 ( 1979).

Key words: acetylene; butadiyne; ethynyl; hydrogen;

mechanism; photochemistry; radicals; rate constant.

The vacuum-ultraviolet flash photolysis of acetylene has been

investigated and the mechanisms and rate constant for bu-

tadiyne production have been measured. The major photolytic

decomposition path'deduced is CjHj + /iv —» C2H -I- H. A minor

channel corresponding to C2H2->C(^P) + CH2(X'^2;„") (6) was

also suggested. Evidence suggests that butadiyne is formed in

a first-order process: C2H -1- C2H2-»C4H2 -t- H (2). The -rate of

(2) wcis determined by monitoring butadiyne concentration

spectroscopically and a rate constant, k^ = 'i.X ± 0.2 x 10"" cm^

molecule"' s"', determined. Addition of Hj reduces the yield of

C4H2 by the reaction CjH 4- Hj -» CjHj + H (8) and a ratio

kjki = 4.9 X 10"^ was obtained. The photolysis of CF3—C2H was

briefly investigated.

18444. November, L. J , Toomre, J , Gebbie, K B , Simon, G.

W., The height variation of supergranular velocity fields

determined from simultaneous OSO 8 satellite and ground-

based observations, Astrophys. J. 227, No. 2, 600-613 (Jan.

15, 1979).
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Key words: convection; solar; solar atmospheric motions;

supergranules.

Simultaneous satellite and ground-based observations of su-

pergranular velocities in the Sun were made using the Universi-

ty of Colorado UV Spectrometer on OSO 8 and the Sacramen-

to Peak Observatory diode array instrument. We compare our

observations of the steady Doppler velocities seen toward the

limb in the middle chromosphere and the photosphere: the ob-

served Si II \18I7 and Fe i X.5576 spectral lines differ in height

of formation by about 1400 km.

The striking results of these observations are that supergranu-

lar motions are able to penetrate at least 1 1 density scale

heights and that, in doing so, the motion increases from about

800 m s"' in the photosphere to at least 3000 m s"' in the mid-

dle chromosphere. Further, a distinct change appears to occur

j

in the flow structure: whereas the horizontal component of the

velocity predominates in the low photosnhere, suggesting strong

braking of vertical momentum, the motions higher in the at-

mosphere are more isotropic. These observations imply that su-

pergranular velocities should be evident in the transition region.

The strong horizontal shear layers in supergranulation must
produce turbulence and internal gravity waves. These smaller

scale motions have bearing on chromospheric heating and
nonthermal line broadening.

18445. Dickens, B., Computer program to implement auto-

mated factor-jump thermogravimetry, Thermochim. Acta 29,

j
57-85 (1979).

Key words: activation energy; computer automation; com-
puterized thermogravimetry; computer program; polymer
degradation; polymer oxidation; thermogravimetry.

i

The paper describes a computer program written to imple-

I ment the factor-jump method on a thermogravimetry apnaratus

automated with an in-laboratory minicomputer. The nrogram is

written almost entirely in FORTRAN and constitutes a system

of seven overlays. It determines activation energies during the

I

course of the experiment and provides active feedback to pur-

sue desired precision in experimental quantities and in the ac-

tivation energy. The program is modular and can probably

adapt to situations other than the apnaratus and technique for

which it was originally designed.

18446. McCann, K. J., Flannery, M. R., Multistate semiclassical

orbital treatment of Li'^'-Hj and H'^-Hj collisions, Chem. Phys.

\
Lett. 60, No. 3, 523-527 (Jan. 15, 1979).

Key words: elastic scattering; ion-molecule collisions; rota-

,
tional excitation; semiclassical orbital; theory.

A semiclassical orbital description of elastic scattering and of
' rotational excitation in ion-molecule collisions is presented.

Specific account is taken of interference effects between the

classical trajectories that contribute to a given scattering angle,

^

and of rainbow scattering. Excellent agreement with full quan-

j

tal differential cross sections is obtained.

,1 18447. Dickens, B., Experiences in developing an automated

factor-jump method of thermogravimetry, Thermochim. Acta

29, 87-1 13 (1979).

Key words: activation energy; automated ther-

mogravimetry; computer automated thermogravimeter; fac-

tor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; ther-

mogravimetry.

We have recently provided details of an apparatus and com-
puter programs to implement the factor-jump method of ther-

mogravimetry. This paper describes the refmement of the

technique to the present status of quasi-automatic routine

operation. The procedure was worked out using samples of

ptolymethyl-methacrylate, polystyrene and polyurethane

polymers. The activation energies obtained are measured to 0.2

kcal mole"' in favorable cases. This is adequate for diagnosis

of changes in mechanism but may sometimes be inadequate for

scaling temperature accelerated tests to room temperature.

18448. Schroeder, L. W., Mathew, M., Cation ordering in

Ca2Lag(SI04)«Oi, J. Solid State Chem. 26, 383-387 (1978).

Key words: cation distribution; cation ordering; impurities;

oxyapatite.

The distribution of La*"*" and Ca^* over the cation sites in

Ca2La(,(Si04)e02 was determined by single -crystal x-ray diffrac-

tion. Ca2La«(Si04)eOx has the apatite structure, and all availa-

ble evidence indicates that the space group is Pbjm, thus

precluding a completely ordered structure. The 6h lattice sites

are occupied by La**: In contrast, the 4/ sites are occupied

equally by La'* and Ca** ions. Consideration of the properties

of the La** and Ca** ions suggests that this distribution is ther-

modynamically favored for this composition. A simple Ising

model suggests ordered columns. These would not be precluded

by space group Pd^lm, if the correlation between adjacent

columns were random.

18449. Smyth. K. C, Bentz, B. L., Bruhn, C. G., Harrison, W
W., The role of penning ionization of the minor species in a

neon hallow cathode discharge, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 101, No.

4, 797-799 (Feb. 14, 1979).

Key words: carbon; copper; hollow cathodes; mass spec-

trometry; neon; nitrogen; Penning effect.

Using a tunable dye laser, a neon hollow cathode discharge

was irradiated at wavelengths corresponding to ls„—> 2p„ neon

transitions, and thereby the neon metastable atom population

was perturbed. At these wavelengths, changes were detected in

both the voltage across the discharge and in the ion signals for

the various neon species, as well as for minor (including sput-

tered) species in the discharge. Attention is focused on the

several possible ionization mechanisms for the minor species.

Our results suggest that Penning ionization by metastable neon

atoms plays the most important role at low discharge currents,

but only a minor role at high currents.

18450. Dickens, B., Automation of factor-jump ther-

mogravimetry for active computer control, Thermochim. Acta

29, 41-56 (1979).

Key words: activation energy; degradation apparatus; fac-

tor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation, polymer

oxidation; programmed temperature control; ther-

mogravimetry.

A scheme of automation of a thermogravimetry apparatus is

described which was develop>ed with the factor-jump method in

mind. Temperature, pressure and flow rates of two gases are

controlled; all components except the furnace are commercially

available. This paper describes the details of the automation

scheme and provides data on the quality of its performance.

The scheme includes a mini-computer; if no feedback is

required, a recording computer terminal can be used instead.

18451. Galloway, K. F., VLSI processing, radiation, and

hardening, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-25, No. 6, 1469-1472

(Dec. 1978).

Key words: E-beam lithography; integrated circuits; ion im-

plantation; plasma etching; radiation damage; radiation

hardening; VLSI processing; x-ray lithogranhy.

Process-induced radiation damage to silicon dioxide films is

expected to be commonplace for VLSI circuit fabrication. This

might be expected to be most serious for the production of
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radiation-hardened VLSI. In this paper, the oxide damage due

to ion processing is reviewed and the radiation levels associated

with advanced lithographic techniques are estimated. Imphca-
tions for radiation-hardened VLSI circuits are considered.

18452. Cutkosky, R. D., A new switching technique for binary

resistive dividers, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-27, No. 4,

421-422 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: binary divider; divider network; guarded di-

vider; resistive divider; self calibration; voltage divider.

A binary resistive divider network has been found which util-

izes N cascaded DPDT reversing switches plus one SPDT
switch for an N-bit divider. The network features a simple and

accurate method for internal calibration. With a fixed divider

input voltage the power dissipated in each resistive element is

independent of switch setting.

18453. Cutkosky, R. D , A programmable phase-sensitive detec-

tor for automatic bridge applications, IEEE Trans. Instrum.

Meas. IM-27, No 4, 401-402 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: a-c detector; automatic bridge; detector; high

resolution detector; phase sensitive detector; programma-
ble detector.

A phase-sensitive detector is described which features pro-

grammable gain, digital output, and a resolution of 0.02 /xV.

The instrument suppresses harmonic sensitivity through the use

of analog circuitry which multiplies the signal by constant am-
plitude sine and cosine waves derived from an external

reference of arbitrary voltage and frequency.

18454. Shields, J. Q., Absolute measurement of loss angle using

a toroidal cross capacitor, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-27,
No. 4, 464-466 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipa-

tion factor; loss angle; microphonic coupling; phase angle;

surface films.

An absolute measurement of loss angle has recently been

completed at NBS. The measurement utilized a special toroidal

cross capacitor in which the effects of dielectric films are

greatly attenuated. The resulting unit of loss angle has an esti-

mated uncertainty of 0.02 /^rad at an optimum frequency of

1 592 Hz.

18455. Field, B. F., A fast response low-frequency voltmeter,

IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-27, No. 4, 368-372 (Dec.

1978).

Key words: ac voltage me<tsurement; low frequency;

microcomputer.

A sampling voltmeter implemented with a microprocessor

has been developed to perform as a true rms voltmeter and

waveform analyzer. The instrument measures to 0. 1 percent ac-

curacy the true rms voltage of approximately sinusoidal inputs

at voltages from 2 mV to 10 V and frequencies from 0.1 to

120 Hz. The major feature of the instrument is fast response

time, with a total autoranging, settling, and measurement time

of two signal periods for frequencies below 10 Hz.

18456. Tsai, D. H., The virial theorem and stress calculation in

molecular dynamics, J. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 3, 1375-1382

(Feb. 1, 1979).

Key words: equilibrium; homogeneous system; hydrostatic

pressure; internal stress; internal virial; molecular dynam-

ics; Monte Carlo method, periodic boundaries; pressure;

stress calculation; virial theorem of Clausius.

In molecular dynamics, the pressure in a homogeneous
system in equilibrium may be calculated by two different

methods. The first is based on the virial theorem of Clausius

and gives the pressure at the boundary of the system. The
second is based on the notion of stress, which is the sum of the

appropriate components of the interatomic forces intercepted

by an area, and of the components of momentum flux across

the area, averaged over the area and over time. We show by

means of a detailed comparison of the forces involved that the

two methods are equivalent in the thermodynamic limit. In a

small system with arbitrary boundary conditions, the neglect of

a part of the interactions between the system and the wall

results in some error in the pressure calculated by the virial

method. In the special case of a system with periodic bounda-

ries, there is no external "wall," and the internal pressures cal-

culated by the two methods are the same. However, with com-
parable effort in computation, the stress method makes more
efficient use of the data and yields a result of greater precision

than does the virial method. In a system not in equilibrium or

not homogeneous, the stress method remains valid but the virial

method leads to ambiguous results. These considerations in-

dicate that the method of stress calculation is more general

than the virial method.

18457. Sengers, J. V., Moldover, M. R., Critical phenomena ex-

periments in space?, Z. Flugwiss. Weltraumforsch 2, 371-379

( 1978).

Key words: critical phenomena; critical-point universality;

fluids; gravity effects; materials science; spacelab.

Earth-bound experiments near the critical point of fluids are

severely affected by the presence of the earth's gravitational

field. Some estimates of the gravitational limitations are

presented and it is indicated how these limitations could be

reduced by performing critical phenomena experiments in an

orbiting laboratory. Because of the "universal" features of criti-

cal phenomena, such experiments will contribute to our un-

derstanding of the nature of critical-point phase transitions in

a large number of systems, including solids as well as fluids.

18458. Koyama, R. Y., Phillips, W. E.. Myers, D. R., Liu, Y.

M., Dietrich, H. B., The energy levels and the defect signature

of sulfur-implanted silicon by thermally stimulated measure-

ments, Solid-Slate Electron. 21, No. 7, 953-955 (July 1978).

Key words: deep level measurements; defect center charac-

terization; defect density; ion implantation; silicon; sulfur;

sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimulated

capacitance; thermally stimulated current.

Two energy levels of sulfur in the upper half of the energy li

gap of silicon were obtained by isothermal transient

capacitance and thermally stimulated current measurements on

samples prepared by sulfur implantation and high-temperature

annealing. The measured energy levels are in good agreement

with two levels for sulfur introduced by a closed-tube diffusion

but disagree with one of two levels measured for implanted sul-

fur after low-temperature annealing.

18459. Bender, P. L., Faller, J. E., Levine, J., Moody, S., Pearl-

man, M. R., Silverberg, E. C, Possible high-mobility

LAGEOS ranging station, (Proc. 1977 Symp. on Recent

Crustal Movements, Trieste, Italy, June 20-24, 1977), Paper

in Tectonophysics, C. A. Whitten, R. Green, and B. K.

Meade, Eds., 52, 69-73 (Elsevier Scientific Publ. Co., Am-
sterdam, The Netherlands, 1979).

Key words: continental drift;

geophysics; ranging; tectonic motions.

distortion-of-plate;

A relatively low-cost system for determining both the verticalj

and horizontal coordinates of several dozen points per yearj
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! with an accuracy of about 2 cm appears feasible. One approach
t considered is to use a subnanosecond pulse length laser with a

1 few millijoules per pulse output energy and to employ single

: photoelectron detection of the returned signal. The single

'I photoelectron approach has been thoroughly tested in the

'

\ Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment. With a laser average power
'

1 of about 50 mW. a 3()-cm diameter transmit-receive aperture,
'

I

10 arc sec pointing accuracy and a beam divergence of 20 arc
'

1

sec, the expected returned signal level is about 70 pulses in a

[ I

3-min interval. If the differences between the observed ranges

j
and those calculated from a reasonably good LAGEOS

'

;

ephemeris over a 3-min interval are considered, the expected
'

I

standard deviation of the mean is < 0.7 cm.
• The calibration procedure used in lunar ranging appears

'i capable of reducing any bias due to the photomultiplier or tim-

j

ing system to 0.5 cm. The other main error source we have

i
considered for the measured optical transit time is a possible

'

' difference in arrival time in different parts of the far field pat-

I

tern because of laser mode structure. This effect needs to be
t' checked experimentally, but we expect it to be 0.5 cm or less

j

for a laser pulse length of about 200 psec. Based on these error

'i estimates, simulations for one week of observations from the

!
high-mobility station have been carried out for us at the Na-
tional Geodetic Survey. When a refraction model error of

jjO. 15% was used, the uncertainty of the high-mobility station

I

position with respect to a reference station 500 km away was

I
found to be 2.4 cm or less in each coordinate. After the gravi-

I, ty-field uncertainties have been reduced, the station location

accuracy will be improved further and the limitation of measur-

ing with respect to a regional reference station can be relaxed.

'l

18460. Blackburn, D. L., Larrabee, R. D., Automated photovol-

taic technique for nondestructively measuring resistivity varia-

tions of high resistivity silicon slices, (Proc. Topical Conf. on
Characterization Techniques for Semiconductor Materials

and Devices, Seattle, WA, May 21-26, 1978), Chapter in

Electrochemical Society, P. A. Barnes and G. A. Rozgonyi,

Eds., 78-3, 168-179 (Electrochemical Society, Princeton, NJ,

1978).

Key words: electrical measurements; resistivity; semicon-

ductors; silicon.

.1 An automated, nondestructive photovoltaic technique for

I
measuring the resistivity variation of high resistivity slices is

;
described. The physics of the bulk photovoltaic effect is

j

reviewed, an improved mathematical analysis of the bulk

I

photovoltaic effect due to a small light spot on a large circular

j

slice is discussed, the computer-controlled measurement system

I
is described, and comparisons between photovoltaic and four-

; I probe resistivity profiles on float-zoned silicon slices with

I
i| average resistivity between 10 and 150 fl cm are given.

.

Il
18461. Bowen, R. L., Adhesive bonding of various materials to

,

I

hard tooth tissues XVIII: Synthesis of a polyfunctional sur-

J face-active comonomer, J. Dent. Res. 58, No. 3, 1101-1107
i' (Mar. 1979).

Key words: acrylates; adhesion, dental; bonding; coupling

^

agent; dental; monomers; resins; surface-active

I

: comonomers.

' ' A facile synthesis regimen was developed for the preparation

I of a resin that, apparently, has the characteristics of a polyfunc-

; tional surface-active comonomer. The first reaction involves the

addition of acrylic acid to half of the epoxy groups of a com-

,

J

mercial diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A oligomer. The product

is then reacted stoichiometrically with the amino groups of

lithium «-aminobenzoate in a protic, mixed solvent containing

I' stabilizers and catalysts. Preliminary qualitative tests of the

'Ij product were favorable. Further analytical procedures and test-

ing will be required to determine if it meets the criteria for im-

proving adhesion by a chemical mechanism.

18462. Bowman, C. D., Eisenhauer, C. M., Gilliam, D. M..

Photofission effects in reactor pressure vessel dosimetry, Proc.

Second ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Do.sitnelry, Palo

Alio, CA, Oct. 3-7, 1977, pp. 575-582 (Available as

NUREG/CP-0004 from National Technical Information Ser-

vice, Springfield, VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: dosimetry; fast neutrons; photofission;

photoneutrons; pressure vessel; reactor; threshold detec-

tors.

Experiments and calculations both suggest that serious

backgrounds from photofission are present when threshold fis-

sion foils are used as spectral indices for fast neutron intensity

and spectrum measurements in pressure vessel dosimetry. The
problem might be resolved by a measurement of the higher

energy -y-ray spectrum and intensity by means of induced ac-

tivity from (7,n) reactions.

18463. Buehler, M. G., Microelectronic test patterns for use in

procuring LSICs, Proc. IndustrylJoint Services Automatic Test

Conf. and Workshop on Advanced Test Technology Manage-

ment Acquisition Support, San Diego, CA, Apr. 5, I97H, pp.

233-235 (American Electronics Association, Palo Alto, CA,
Apr. 1978).

Key words: integrated circuit; process validation wafer

(PVW); reliability; silicon; test pattern; transistor gain.

The complexity of today's integrated circuits requires new
procedures for evaluating the performance of emerging fabrica-

tion processes and for insuring that reliability is built into ma-

ture components. One approach, currently being developed at

NBS, involves the Process Validation Wafer (PVW) concept

which is useful in assessing the merits of a new technology and

in establishing the base-line performance of an existing process.

One key to built-in reliability is parameter uniformity. This is

illustrated by a wafer map showing the variability in bipolar

transistor gain across a silicon wafer.

18464. Burnett, E. D., NBS hearing aid test procedures and test

results of FY 78 hearing aids. Paper in Handbook of Hearing

Aid Measurement 1979, IB 11-68, 324 pages (Veterans Ad-
ministration, Washington, DC, Mar. 1979).

Key words: anthropometric manikin; free-field measure-

ments; hearing aids; hearing aid tests; orthotelephonic

response.

This report discusses the current test procedures used by

NBS to evaluate the electro-acoustic properties of hearing aids.

It includes the technical and practical reasons for performing

the various tests in the manner described and in certain cases

presents ideas and preliminary test methods for the evaluation

of special-purpose hearing aids. However, the specific details of

the electronic equipment used to perform the tests are not

described.

Data for hearing aid testing for the Veterans Administration

for their use in Fiscal Year 1978 are presented. The methods
used are those previously agreed upon with the Veterans Ad-

ministration.

18465. Calvano, N. J., Wakamiya, S., Dobbyn, R. C, Technical

Coordinators, The ballistic resistance of police body armor,

NILECJ-STD-OIOI .01 , 17 pages (U.S. Department of Justice,

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National In-

stitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Washing-

ton, DC, Dec. 1978).

Key words: armor, body; ballistic deformation; ballistic

penetration; body armor; bullet proof vests.



This standard is for personnel armor intended to protect the

torso against gunfire. It estabhshes methods of test for ballistic

penetration and deformation of body armor. The standard pro-

vides for five levels of protection, designated as 22 LR-38

Spec, lower velocity 357 Mag. -9 mm, higher velocity 357

Mag. -9 mm, high velocity rifle, and armor-piercing rifle.

18466. Colwell, J. H., A solid-dielectric capacitive pressure

transducer, (Proc. 6th AIRAPT Conf , Boulder, CO, July 25-

29, 1977), Paper R-8 in High-Pressure Science and Technolo-

gy, K. D. Timmerhaus and M. S. Barber. Eds., 1, 798-804

(Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words; adiabatic heating; AsjSj; automatic bridge;

BiijGeOjo; CaCO,; CaFj; capacitance measurement;

evaporated electrodes; pressure transducer; temperature

dependence.

We are developing a direct-reading pressure transducer that

uses the change in capacitance with hydrostatic pressure of

solid-dielectric capacitors. The transducer should be capable-jof

reproducing the accuracy and long-term stability of the piston

gauge at pressures of 14-700 MPa (2,000-100,000 psi). The
large temperature dependence of earlier devices based on this

principle have been largely overcome by using two selected

capacitors of different materials in opposite arms of the mea-
suring bridge.

18467. Crissman, J. M., Internal friction study of polycrystalline

n-paraffins, J. Appl. Phys. 45, No. 10, 4190-4203 (Oct.

1974).

Key words: audio frequencies; impurities; internal friction;

isomers; low temperatures; n-paraffms; polycrystals; relaxa-

tion process; Young's modulus.

Recent measurements have shown that mechanical relaxation

peaks commonly observed in ^-paraffins are absent in single

crystals of n-eicosane (C20H42). This work has now been ex-

tended to include polycrystalline samples of several highly pure

long-chain hydrocarbons. Internal friction data obtained for a

variety of ^-paraffins, pure or otherwise, have revealed no low-

temperature y relaxation. Moreover, the at relaxation peak is

suppressed completely by purification. In attempts to induce an

a or -y loss peak, several dilute mixtures of other n-paraffins in

pure C20H42 have been examined. Only the addition of odd-

numbered shorter chains induced loss peaks. On the other

hand, the presence of a branched impurity, in this case the

C20H42 isomers 2-methylnonadecane and 10-methylnonadecane,

did induce loss peaks, one of which correlates very well to the

a process found in as-received C20H42. It is proposed here that

isomer impurities are an important factor in the mechanics of

many of the loss processes in long-chain hydrocarbons observed

both mechanically and dielectrically.

18468. Crissman, J. M., Zapas, L. J., Dynamic mechanical

behavior of polyethylene during creep to failure in uniaxial ex-

tension. J. Appl. Phys. 48, No. 10, 4049-4051 (Oct. 1977).

Key words: failure criteria; loss factor; nonlinear creen;

polyethylene.

Dynamic mechanical measurements in torsion superposed on

large uniaxial creep strains have been obtained on two types of

polyethylene resins. At creep strains of about 10% it is ob-

served that tanS goes through a minimum and rises sharply

thereafter.

18469. Deslattes, R. D., Rydberg values for x- and y-rays,

(Proc. Int. Conf. on X-ray and XUV Spectroscopy, Sendai,

Japan, Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1978), Jap. J. Appl. Phys. Suppl. 17,

Part 2, 1-6 ( 1978).

Key words: energy levels; exotic atoms; interferometry; x

rays.

An improved connection chain has been established between

the hydrogen Rydberg (i.e., H Balmer a) and 7-ray lines to

which' mesic x-ray transitions are compared. This new 7-ray

scale, together with improved comparisons between muonic
spectra and the y-ray lines, appears to have resolved the long-

standing problem of vacuum polarization in high Z muonic
atoms. It now becomes of interest to turn to high Z electronic

spectra where accurate relativistic calculations are recently

available. Direct re-measurement of these spectra is underway;

meanwhile, however, there are already some results available.

This report describes the H Balmer a to 7-ray comparisons and

summarizes the results of initial comparisons between re-evalu-

ated x-ray transition energies and those which follow from

recent relaxed-orbital relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calcula-

tions.

18470. Durst, R. A., Reference materials for pH and blood

gases, (Proc. Workshop on Blood pH and gases, Utrecht, The
Netherlands, June 5-6, 1978), Paper in Blood pH and Gases,

A. H. J. Maas, Ed., Session III, pp. 81-87 (University Press,

Utrecht, The Netherlands, Mar. 1979).

Key words; acid-base status of blood; blood gases; blood

pH; carbon dioxide; oxygen; pH.

This paper is an extended abstract of a talk presented at the

Workshop on pH and Blood Gases in Utrecht, The Netherlands

on June 6, 1978. The full publication will eventually appear as

an IFCC Recommendation on Quantities related to pH and
Blood Gases, Part 3. Reference Materials.

18471. Eisenhart, C, Contribution to invited discussion of

"Francis Ysidro Edgeworth, Statistician", by Stephen M. Sti-

gler, J. Roy. Stat. Soc. Ser. A (General) 141, Pt. 3, 317-318

(1978).

Key words: binomial test; chi-squared test; Francis Ysidro

Edgeworth (1845-1926); goodness of fit; Sir Francis Beau-

fort (1774-1857).

It is pointed out that Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857),

Hydrographer of the Admiralty and originator of the Beaufort

Wind Scale, was both grand-uncle and uncle of F. Y.

Edgeworth, and it would be interesting to know to what extent

the former influenced the latter's development. It is noted also

that the latter's test of goodness-of-fit to a particular hypotheti-

cal distribution, H„, can be arranged so as to be the best possi- :

ble binomial test in small samples, or chi-squared test in large 1

samples, relative to a single completely specified alternative dis- 1

tribution, H,, when Ho is also completely specified. :

18472. Faller, J. E., Rinker, R. L., Zumberge, M. A., Plans for

the development of a portable absolute gravimeter with a few
;

parts in 10" accuracy, (Proc. 1977 Symp. on Recent Crustal

Movements, Trieste, Italy, June 20-24, 1977), Paper in Tec-

tonophysics, C. A. Whitten, R. Green, and B. K. Meade, Eds.,

52, 107-116 (Elsevier Scientific Publ. Co., Amsterdam, The
Netheriands, 1979).

Key words: earthquake; fundamental

geophysics precision measurement; gravity.

'constant";

Successful development of a few parts in 10" portable g ap-

^

paratus (which corresponds to a height sensitivity of about 1

cm) would have an impact on large areas of geodynamics as,

well as having possible application to earthquake prediction.

Furthermore, the use of such an instrument in combination

with classical leveling or extraterrestrial ly determined height

data would yield information on internal mass motions. The
plans for the development of such an instrument at JILA using
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the method of free fall will be given. The proposed inter-

' ferometric method uses one element of an optical interferome-

ter as the dropped object. Recent work has resulted in substan-

:
tial progress towards the development of a new type of long-

period (T> 60 sec) suspension for isolating the reference mir-

ror (corner cube) in the interferometer. Improvements here

over the isolation methods previously available, together with

state-of-the-art timing and interferometric techniques, are ex-

pected to make it possible to achieve a few parts in 10" accura-

cy with a field-type instrument.

18473. Flannery, M. R., McCann, K. J., Systematic trends in

the inelastic cross sections and form factors for nl~*n'r
direct collisional transitions, J. Phys. S 12, No. 3, 427-445

(1979).

Key words: collisional transitions; highly excited Rydberg
states; population of angular momentum states.

I Certain theoretical predictions are presented for the

ji preferential population of final states with angular momentum
/' in collisions involving an initially excited atom. Varying /', we
find that the maxima of both the inelastic form factors and

cross sections for the nl—* n'V transitions in hydrogen, induced
by collision with electrons and heavy particles, in general oscil-

late on a background which rises as /' is increased, until they

I

both attain a pronounced peak at a unique value I' max which

i is strongly dependent on only the inital principal quantum
. number n and which is fairly insensitive to changes in / and n'

.

An expression for is derived. For /' > the form fac-

tors and associated cross sections exhibit a dramatic decline,

resulting in negligible population of those states. The predic-

tions differ from those suggested by the Bethe high-energy

asymptotic limit which favours dipole transitions, and assume
significance in situations where excited states are important as

in laser modelling, astrophysical and fusion plasmas, and in

laboratory studies of excited Rydberg states. For heavy-particle

(nl~*n'r) collisional transitions the additional undulations

which appear in the cross sections over a wide energy range are

predicted and explained.

18474.. Gallagher, A., Far-wing line broadening. Acta Phys. Pol.

A54, No. 6, 761-765 ( 1978).

I

Key words: line broadening; line shapes.

jj

Some of the history and applications of the quasi-static

j

theory of line broadening are discussed, as is its relationship to

I

molecular radiation theory. Interaction potentials of alkali-

I
noble gas diatomic pairs in the ground and first excited state,

I

obtained from application of this theory, are given.

18475. Garvey, R. M., Hellwig, H. W., Jarvis, S., Jr., Wineland,

D. J., Two-frequency separated oscillating fields technique for

atomic and molecular beam spectroscopy, IEEE Trans. In-

strum. Meas. IM-27, No. 4, 349-354 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: atomic beams; atomic frequency standards;

cavity phase shift; Ramsey envelope; Ramsey separated

oscillating fields; two frequency separated oscillating fields.

We report on a novel method to reduce the effects of cavity

phase shift upon atomic beam interrogation in Ramsey cavity

I configurations. Two distinct cavities driven at different frequen-

cies are employed to produce a cavity phase shift which ad-

vances (or recedes) at a constant rate.

18476. Geist, J., Applications of absolute radiometers, Proc.

lOih Annual Electro-Optics Laser 78 Conf., Boston, MA, Sept

19-21, 1978, pp. 277-284 (Industrial and Scientific Con-
ference Management, Inc., Chicago, IL, 1978).

Key words: absolute radiometers; blackbody measure-

ments; chemical actinometry; second harmonic generation;

solar radiation measurements.

The history of the application of absolute radiometers in

science and technology is reviewed. The current growth of ap-

plications is described, and a possible role as the primary stan-

dard for all radiometric measurements is investigated.

18477. Geist, J., Quantum efficiency of the p-n junction in sil-

icon as an absolute radiometric standard, Appl. Opt. 18, No.

6. 760-762 (Mar. 15, 1979).

Key words: absolute detector; absorption coefficient; dead

layer model; external; internal quantum efficiency; silicon.

An investigation has been performed which shows that the

absolute external quantum efficiency of a silicon detector can

be accurately predicted by a simple model over a broad region

»

of the spectrum. In the visible beyond 600 nm the accuracy of

this calculation exceeds that of direct radiometric measurement

of the external quantum efficiency, hence it should be possible

to use silicon as an absolute detector in this spectral region.

Using a good thermal detector, one can then "bootstrap" a sil-

icon based calibration down into the blue or ultraviolet region

of the spectrum.

18478. Greenberg, R. R., Gallorini, M., Gills, T. E., Cadmium
analysis by radiochemical neutron activation analysis. Environ.

Health Perspec. 28, 1-4 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: cadmium; neutron activation; radiochemistry^

Radiochemical neutron activation analysis (RNAA) has been

routinely used at the National Bureau of Standards to analyze

Cd in a variety of environmentally important matrices. The
method used to separate Cd from other neutron-activated

products is solvent extraction. Zinc diethyldithiocarbamate

[Zn(DDC)2] in chloroform will quantitatively extract Cd from

an aqueous solution over a pH range from I to 12. In addition

to the extraction of Cd, Zn(DDC)2 will also extract Cu, which

can interfere with the Cd analysis by producing a high

background level of radiation. This can be avoided by first ex-

tracting with Bi(DDC)3 in chloroform which removes Cu, but

not Cd. Copper concentrations can, therefore, be determined

in addition to Cd.

This two extraction radiochemical separation procedure is

very versatile and is often used as part of a larger multi-element

analysis scheme. One such scheme involves the use of an inor-

ganic-ion exchanger, Hydrated Manganese Dioxide (HMD), to

retain As, Sb, Se, and Cr prior to extraction. The eluted frac-

tion is then extracted with Bi(DDC)3 to remove Cu, and then

with Zn(DDC)2 to remove Cd.

18479. Greenspan, M., Piston radiator: Some extensions of the

theory, y. Acoust. Soc. Am. 65, No. 3, 608-621 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: baffied piston radiator; piston radiator; radia-

tion of sound; ultrasonic radiator.

Those results of the theory of the baffled, uniform-piston

radiator that can be calculated exactly are extended to some
other cases, especially the simplest case of a simply supported

radiator, the simplest case of a clamped-edge radiator and a

Gaussian radiator. It is also shown that from the solution to a

problem with boundary conditions framed in terms of velocity,

the solution to a corresponding problem, having boundary con-

ditions framed in terms of pressure, can be obtained very easi-

'y

18480. Han, C. C, Concentration dependence of the diffusion

coefficient of polystyrene at theta-condition. Polymer Notes 20,

259-261 (Feb. 1979).
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Key words: polymers; polystyrene at theta-condition; theta

temperature.

Despite many experimental and theoretical studies, the con-

centration dependence of diffusion coefficient, kp, of polymers

at their theta-conditions still remain an unsettled problem.
Many investigators found experimentally that k,, has a negative

value; furthermore, Cantow found that the diffusion coefficient

D is independent of the concentration at theta temperature.

Meanwhile, theoretical investigations have been carried out by
Yamakawa and Imai and also by Pyun and Fixman. The Pyun
and Fixman (P-F) approach uses a spherical model instead of
the more realistic beads and spring model which was employed
by Yamakawa and Imai (Y-I). But it has been pointed out by
Pyun and Fixman that Yamakawa's earlier approach is incor-

rect due to the approximation made by assuming independent
inter- and intra-molecular distributions and consequently result-

ing in the neglect of correlations due to the intermolecular in-

teractions. In the later work of Yamakawa, a negative concen-
tration dependence of D was introduced through the change of
coordinate system from actual polymer velocity to the drift

velocity. Even though this model leads to a different magnitude
for the kp than the one obtained from P-F model, nonetheless

both theories predict a negative and molecular weight indepen-
dent kp at the theta condition.

18481. Hardy, S. C, The motion of bubbles in a vertical tem-
perature gradient, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 69, No. 1, 157-162
(Mar. 15, 1979).

Key words: air bubbles; bubbles, air; viscous silicon oil.

The motions of air bubbles in a viscous silicone oil in

response to buoyancy and Marangoni forces have been studied.

The Marangoni forces are produced by establishing a tempera-
ture gradient in the oil which generates a surface tension

gradient over the bubbles. From the thermal gradients required

to balance the buoyancy and Marangoni forces, the tempera-
ture dependence of the surface tension, y' , is found to be
—0.055 mJ/m^s. This is in agreement with an independent mea-
surement of y' using the pendant drop technique.

18482. Hudson, R P , The 1978 Nobel Prize in Physics, Science

202, 960-962 (Dec. 1, 1978).

Key words: low temperature physics; Nobel Prize.

The career of P. L. Kapitsa, 1978 Nobel Laureate in Physics,

is summarized.

18483. Hunter, C, Stellar hydrodynamics of thin disk galaxies,

Astrophys. J. 227, 73-92 (Jan. I, 1979).

Key words; galaxies; stellar dynamics; structure-

hydrodynamics.

A closed system of six stellar hydrodynamic equations is

derived for describing the dynamics of perturbed motions of

thin disk galaxies in which the motion is primarily circular.

These hydrodynamic equations can be solved exactly in the

special case of the uniformly rotating Maclaurin disk. This solu-

tion is consistent with Kalnajs's exact solution of the collision-

less Boltzmann equation for this disk, and describes the impor-

tant barlike modes exactly. More generally, the stellar

hydrodynamic equations provide a feasible method for calculat-

ing large-scale modes of oscillation of disk galaxies, and help

elucidate the differences between stellar and gaseous disks.

18484. Jewett, K. L., Brinckman, F. E , Bellama, J. M., In-

fluence of environmental parameters on transmethylation

between aquated metal ions. Chapter I I in Organometals and

Organomelalloids. Occurrence and Fate in the Environment

,

ACS Symposium Series No. 82, pp. 158-187 (SIS/ACS,

Washington, DC, 1978).

Key words: activation parameters; aqueous transmethyla-

tion; chloride complexes, environment; formation con-

stants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury; methyl-

tin; NMR; primary salt effect; speciation.

The transmethylation reaction between trimethyltin and mer-

cury (11) species in water, was examined under varying condi-

tions of temperature, ionic strength, and chloride ion concen-

trations to establish the influence of environmental parameters

on the rate and pathways for the reaction. A computer pro-

gram, CHEMSPECIES, was developed to apply available for-

mation constants in calculating net and relative concentrations

of reactant methyltin and Hg^* species, as well as product ions

and molecules formed, during course of kinetic runs. Input data

included observed pH, [CI"], and (methylmetal species] ob-

servable by proton NMR. Bimolecular total reaction rates kj

(obs) were observed for all runs. Direct extension of Br(^nsted-

Debye-Hiickel concepts for ion-molecule reactions in water,
p

provided a coherent estimation of concurrent individual reac-

tion rates for six biomolecular pathways all contributing to kj

(obs). These individual rate constants could be applied to I

transmethylation at diverse ion strengths using simple cor-

rection factors consistent with modem theory and reasonable

views on the nature of principal reaction pairs. Prospects for

encountering such reactions mechanisms in natural waters are

briefly discussed.

18485. Kaufman, V., Hagan, L., Spectrum and energy levels of

singly ionized aluminum (Al ll), J. Opt. Soc. Am. 69, No. 2,

232-238 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: aluminum; energy levels; ionization energy;

wavelengths.

New wavelength measurements in the spectrum of singly

ionized aluminum (8640-683 A) have been combined with

some previous observations to re-evaluate all of the known
energy levels of that ion. The designations of the previously

known 3p3<fD" and terms have been changed and newly

found terms have been identified as 'ipTxPiy and 3p''S. The
ionization energy is 151 862.7(4) cm"' or 18.828 73(5) eV.

18486. Kautz, R. L., Attenuation in superconducting striplines,

IEEE Trans. Magn. 15, No. 1, 566-569 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: dielectric losses; superconducting losses; super-

conducting microcircuit; superconducting striplines.

Measurements of the Q of stripline resonators yield values

for the attenuation of Nb-NbjOj-Pb striplines typical of those

used in superconducting microcircuits. At 4 K the attenuation

between 50 and 500 MHz is proportional to frequency and

probably results from dielectric losses. Near the transition tem-

perature of Pb, the attenuation begins to show the frequency-

squared dependence associated with superconducting losses.

18487. Kessler, E. G., Jr , Deslattes, R. D., Henins, A.,

Wavelength of the W Ka, x-ray line, Phys. Rev. A 19, No.

1,215-218 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: gamma rays; precision wavelength; silicon lat-

tice spacing; tungsten x rays; x-ray wavelength ratios.

The wavelength of the Ka, line from an electron-bombarded

natural W anode has been measured in terms of that of an Ij-

stabilized HeNe laser. This visible laser is a reference point for

current Rydberg determinations and for the present-day defini-

tion of length. The resulting wavelength value, namely

0.20901349 A (0.90 ppm ) (energy = 59.319233 keV) appears

to resolve historical inconsistencies in the x-ray route to y
wavelengths.
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18488. Kimbleton. S. R.. Data sharing protocols: Structure,

requirements and interrelationships, Proc. COMFSAC 78,

IEEE Computer Society's Second Int. Computer Software and

Application Conf., Chicago, IL. Nov. 13-16, I97H. pp. 270-

276 (IEEE Service Center, Piscataway, NJ, Nov. 197S).

Key words; communications, computers; data bases; net-

works; operating systems; protocols.

Computer networks provide the basic mechanism for ac-

cessing programs and data. Effective use of networks requires

[

appropriate protocols to preserve the meaning of data being

j

transmitted between heterogeneous systems. Currently existing

I protocols were developed to support the requirements of

scientists and engineers. Information processing support, for ex-

ample remote database access, requires substantially more so-

j

phisticated protocols. This paper describes a spectrum of data

sharing protocols, identifies the need for a Structure Transport

;|
Protocol (STP), describes the nature of an STP, and discusses

I
its utilization in the context of remote database access.

18489. Kraft, R., Finite difference techniques for diffusion and
redistribution problems with segregation-type boundary condi-

j

tions, (Proc. AICA Int. Symp. on Computer Methods for Par-

tial Differential Equations, Lehigh University, Bethlehem,

PA, June 17-19, 1975), Paper in Advances in Computer
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, R. Vichnevetsky,

Ed., pp. 328-333 (AIC, Department of Computer Science,

Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, 1975).

Key words: algorithm, finite-difference; finite-difference;

integral form, conservation of mass principle; mass princi-

{l
Finite-difference techniques and a particular finite-difference

[j

algorithm, derived from the integral form of the conservation

I of mass principle, are given for a one-dimensional diffusion

problem in a composite domain with segregation-type boundary

I conditions specified at a moving interfacial boundary.

18490. Lindstrom, R. M., Harrison, S. H., Harris, J. M., Accu-

rate calibration of gold film standards by neutron activation

' and gravimetry, J. Appl. Phys. 49, No. 12, 5903-5908 (Dec.

I
1978).

Key words: accuracy and precision; gold films; gravimetry;

neutron activation analysis; Rutherford backscattering;

I

standards.

A set of evaporated gold films on silicon substrates has been
' prepared for use as standards in the measurement of film

thickness by Rutherford backscattering. The mass of gold in the

films was determined independently by gravimetry and by in-

strumental neutron activation. The area was measured with an

optical comparator; film uniformity was assayed by backscatter-

jl ing. Systematic errors in the single-element comparator method

j;.
of activation analysis have been assessed and either eliminated

1
or compensated, with the result that the single-sample agree-

S: ment in mass between the two methods was 0.3% and the mean

I

relative bias was below the random errors, also 0.3%.

I
18491. Mathew, M., Schroeder, L W., Crystal structure of a

I struvite analogue, MgKP04 6H2O, Acta. Cryst. 835, 11-13

(1979).

Key words: crystal structure; magnesium phosphate; potas-

sium phosphate; struvite analogue.

The struvite analogue, MgKPOj ^HjO, crystallizes in the

orthorhombic space group Pmn2, with Z = 2. The cell of a =

6.873 (2),/>=6.160(2) and c = I 1 .087 ( 3 ) A, obtained in this

study by a least-squares fit of thirty ± 20 values, is in good

agreement with that reported on JCPDS powder diffraction file

card 20-685. Our structure determination shows that

MgKPOj 6H.2O is isostructural with struvite, MgNH4P04 • 6H2O,

and that the substitution of NH4* by the smaller produces

only minor structural changes. The K* ion is loosely coor-

dinated to four water molecules at the base and more tightly

to a PO4 oxygen at the apex of a tetragonal pyramid. The

packing of the Mg''*, K* and P04-'" ions occurs in planes ap-

proximately parallel to the ( 101 ) and (01 1 ) planes, which pro-

vides a structural basis for the observation that crystals grown

in aqueous si>lutions occur as irregular tetrahedra bounded by

the ( 101 ), (Toi ), (01 1 ) and (oTl ) planes.

18492. Mills, R., Velapoldi, R A., Technical Coordinators,

Chemical spot test kits for preliminary identification of drugs

of abuse, NILECJ-STD-0604 .00. 19 pages (U S Department

of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Na-

tional Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,

Washington, DC, Dec. 1978).

Key words; chemical spot tests; color tests; drugs of abuse;

field test kits; sensitivity; specificity.

This is a performance standard for field testing kits that use

chemical spot tests for the preliminary identification of drugs

of abuse. Performance requirements and methods of test are

given for such attributes as specificity, sensitivity, color

development, and labeling.

18493. Milton, H. J., Our metric future. An analysis of metrica-

tion's impact upon construction specifications, Constr. Specifi-

er 32, No. 2, 36-47 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: construction specifications; conversion ap-

proaches; dimensional coordination; metrication; SI; stages

in metrication.

The paper examines some of the background considerations

in metrication for the construction community, highlights some

of the changes that will need to be made, examines different

approaches to conversion, and suggests adaptive strategies for

the construction specifications sector during the transitional

period.

18494. Misakian, M., Kotter, F. R., Discussion of F 78 169-5,

"Analysis of the proximity effects in electric field measure-

ments", IEEE Trans. Power Appar. Syst. PAS-97, No. 6,

2175-2176 (Nov./Dec. 1978).

Key words: electric field measurements; instrumentation;

measurement procedures; observer proximity effects;

power transmission lines; Russian measurement technique.

18495. O'Connell, J. S., Electroproduction and decay of giant

resonances. Comments Nucl. Part. Phys. 8, No. 5, 151-156

(1979).

Key words: alpha particle; dipole giant resonance; elec-

troproduction; nickel; photon; photoproduction; quadru-

pole giant resonance.

The experimental technique of comparing electro and

photoproduction of nuclear reactions to determine the mul-

tipolarity of the absorbed electromagnetic quanta is reviewed.

The results for three isotopes of nickel (A = 58, 60, 62) show

the isoscalar electric quadrupole giant resonance decays

predominantly by alpha particle emission.

18496. O'Connell, J. S., MacDonald, W. M , Dressier, E. T.,

Photopion production in the Fermi gas model, (Proc. Int.

Symp. on Photopion Nuclear Physics, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Inst., Troy, NY, Aug. 10-12, 1978), Paper in Photopion

Nuclear Physics, P. Stoler, Ed., pp. 381-384 (Plenum Publish-

ing Corp., New York, NY, 1979).
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Key words: beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas;

lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion.

Differential and total cross sections for (y,n) reactions in

nuclear matter are calculated using the single particle yNTT am-

plitudes recently proposed for nuclear calculations. Optical

potentials for the nucleons and pions are introduced to in-

vestigate the influence of the nuclear medium on photopion

production. The total photoabsorption cross section is com-
puted and compared with recent data on lithium and beryllium.

18497. Paffenbarger, G. C, The contributions to dental science

of Robert J. Neisen (Introductory remarks), (Callahan

Memorial Award of the Ohio Dental Association, Columbus,
Ohio, Sept. 23. 1978), J. Am. Coll. Dent. 46, No. 1, 57-59

(Jan. 1979).

Key words: Callahan Memorial Award; dental handpiece;

dental materials; dental radiography; dental research; Nei-

sen, Robert J.

Dr. Robert J. Neisen. the present Executive Officer of the

American College of Dentists, was the recipient of the Callahan

Memorial Award in 1978. The presentation of the Award^in-

cluded the benefit/cost ratio (27,000) of his invention of the

turbine contra-angle dental handpiece in 1953 while he was a

Research Associate of the American Dental Association at the

National Bureau of Standards. The money saved by the use of

the turbine contra-angle handpiece for the year 1978 would
educate and set up in practice the equivalent of over 9,000

dentists. As it costs about $100,000 to educate a dentist

beyond high school, and to set up a practice, approximately 1

billion dollars would be saved. Dr. Nelsen's research work in

dental radiography and in dental materials, together with his

administrative positions, are reflected in the introduction.

18498. Raymer, M. G., Carlsten, J. L., Pichler, G., Comparison

of collisional redistribution and emission line shapes, J. Phys.

B Utt. to Ed. 12, No. 4. LI 19-L124 ( 1979).

Key words; collisional line broadening; collisional redis-

tribution; resonance fluorescence.

We have studied collisional redistribution of near-resonance

radiation in thallium vapour caused by collisions with argon

buffer gas. We spectrally resolved electronic Raman scattering

and collision-induced fluorescence, both to the weakly popu-

lated metastable di^P^n level in thallium. Thus we partially

avoided the problem with radiative trapping encountered in

previous experiments. By measuring the total collision-induced

fluorescence as a function of the incident laser frequency, we
obtained the absolute collisional redistribution line shape. We
have compared this line shape with the emission line shape

measured by Cheron, Scheps and Gallagher.

18499. Reader, J., Acquista, N., Spectrum and energy levels of

four-times ionized zirconium (Zr V), J. Opt. Soc. Am. 69, No.

2, 239-253 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; zirconium.

The spectrum of zirconium was observed in the region from

200 to 2670 A with a sliding-spark discharge on the 10.7-m

normal- and grazing-incidence spectrographs at NBS. About

580 lines were assigned to Zr V. From these observations the

energy level system of Zr V (Kr I isoelectronic sequence,

ground state 4s' 4p'' 'So) has been extended to the complete

4s*4p'5s, 6s, 7s, 5p. 4d. 5d, 4f, 5g, and 4s4p*4d configurations

and the nearly complete 4sMp*6d and 6g configurations. About
330 lines have been classified. All observed configurations have

been theoretically interpreted. The energy parameters deter-

mined by least-squares fits to the observed levels are compared
with Hartree-Fock calculations. The ionization energy derived

from the 4p^ng, n = 5,6 levels is 648 050 ± 60 cm"' (80.349 i! ijent

0.007 eV). J
10 ci

18500. Reader, J., Luther, G., Acquista, N., Spectrum an«

energy levels of thirteen-times ionized molybdenum (Mo XIV)[ IISQ

J Opt. Soc. Am. 69, No. 1, 144-149 (Jan. 1979).
j

dli

i n
Key words: energy levels; ions; molybdenum; pulsed laser

spectra; wavelengths.

The spectrum of Mo XIV was observed with a low-in-

ductance spark and a laser-produced plasma in the region froir Ai

70 to 630 A on the 10.7-m grazing-incidence spectrograph at 0
NBS. From the identification of 35 lines, a system of 22 energy. »i;

levels was determined. The level system (Cu I isoelectronicn JA(

sequence, 3d'" nl) includes the series ns (n = 4-6), np(n = 4-'

6) , nd(n = 4,5), nf(n = 4-6), and ng(n = 5-7). The observed]
ijp]

energy levels are compared with Hartree-Fock calculations.^

The ionization energy is determined from the ng series (n = 5-

7) to be 2 440 600 ± 300 cm-^ (302.60 ± 0.04 eV). \ IIS

i

I'

18501. Richmond, J. C, Evaluation of solar absorbers, reflec-
|

tors and transmitters— Physical reflectance standards, Proc.

1979 Conf. of the 25th Annual Tech. Meeting Learning to Use

Our Environment. Seattle, WA, Apr. 30-May 2, 1979, pp. 2-

6 (Institute of Environmental Sciences, Mt. Prospect, IL,

1979).
I

Key words: diffuse reflectance standards; solar ab-

'

sorptance; solar optical properties; solar reflectance; solar !
I*i

transmittance; spectral reflectance standards; terrestrial
]

solar irradiance. i >!

1( iii

The classical method of evaluating solar optical properties of

materials (reflectance, absorptance and transmittance) is to i
i|

measure the spectral property of interest (absorptance is taken

as one minus reflectance) under conditions of directional ir-

radiation and hemispherical collection, and compute the solar

property as the weighted average spectral property, with the

solar spectral irradiance as the weighting function. Integrating

sphere reflectometers are almost universally used for measuring 1

spectral directional-hemispherical reflectance. Such instruments
g

defined, for accuracy, on the use of calibrated reference stan-
| j

dards of absolute directional-hemispherical reflectance. Ter-
,1

j

restrial solar spectral irradiance varies widely with changes in
f [

the path length of the sun's rays through the atmosphere. There
j j

is no generally accepted terrestrial solar spectral irradiance dis-
^1

^

tribution. This paper briefly describes the work now in progress
,1

j

by the Solar Optical Materials Program Planning Committee of

the Department of Energy to recommend for adoption a stan- I |

dard terrestrial solar spectral distribution and to make availa- p

ble, through the Office of Standard Reference Materials of the

National Bureau of Standards, calibrated reference standards of

spectral directional-hemispherical reflectance and of specular

spectral reflectance.

18502. Rowan, W-. L., Roberts, J. R., Electron-impact ioniza-

tion-rate coefficients for lithiumlike nitrogen and oxygen,

Phys. Rev. A 19, No. 1. 90-98 (Jan. 1979).
^

Key words: electron impact ionization; ionization cVoss sec- 1

tion; ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions, ionization '

of; N*''; O"^*; rate coefficient. 1

The electron-impact ionization-rate coefficients for lithium-

like nitrogen and oxygen are obtained from the time evolution

of spectral lines emitted by a hot plasma. The plasma is

produced in a 37-kJ theta pinch. Laser scattering diagnostics

indicate that /V^ = 4 x 10'* cm"^ and jScT,. = 80 eV during the

time of principal interest. Under these conditions, the ioniza-

tion-rate for lithiumlike nitrogen is (7.4 ± 2.2) X 10~"* cm^ s"',

and that for lithiumlike oxygen is (4.1 ± 1.2) x lO"'" cm^ s"'.

The rate coefficients measured here and all other measure-
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ments of lithiumlike ionization rate coefficients are compared

to calculations of the ground-state ionization-rate coefficient

and the total-ionization-rate coefficient.

18503. Schoenwetter, H. K., A high-speed low-noise 18-bit

digital-to-analog converter, IEEE Trans. Insirum. Meas. IM-
27, No. 4, 413-417 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: A/D converters; D/A converters; data acquisi-

tion; data converters; dynamic measurements; settling time.

An 18-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) with a full-scale

current output of 100 mA and a compliance voltage range of

± 12 V has been designed for use as a precision voltage output
DAC. The output noise and settling time of the new design are

considerably lower than obtainable from conventional design

approaches. An accurate method of measuring settling time
also is described.

18504. Siedle, A. R., Velapoldi, R. A., Erickson, N., Surface

formation of cuprous benzotriazole, Inorg. Nucl. Chem. Lett.

15, No. 14, 33-36 ( 1979).

Key words: benzotriazole; charge transfer; copper; lu-

minescence; microspectrofluorimetry; photoluminescence;

spectrofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole.

Intense, visible luminescence, attributed to charge transfer

excited states, was observed in Cu(I) complexes of

benzotrijizole but not in the Cu(n) analogues. Microspec-

trofluorimetry was used to characterize cuprous benzotriazole,

a surface phase formed from bulk copper and benzotriazole in

dichloromethane.

18505. Souders, T. M., A bridge circuit for the dynamic charac-

terization of sample/hold amplifiers, IEEE Trans. Instrum.

Meas. lM-27, No. 4, 409-413 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: amplifier, sample/hold; bridge circuit; circuit

bridge; dynamic characterization of sample/hold amplifier.

A transformer bridge technique is described for measuring

the dynamic performance of sample/hold amplifiers (S/H's).

The technique accurately measures dynamic gain errors, signal

delay, aperture time delay and jitter, and acquisition time.

These parameters are of particular importance to simultaneous

data acquisition. The bridge is self-calibrating, and the voltage

and time resolution are primarily limited only by the oscil-

loscope which serves as a detector.

18506. Sugar, J., Kaufman, V., Identification of 5g and 6g
terms and revised ionization energies in the Yb ii 4f*nl

isoelectronic sequence, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 69, No. 1, 141-143

(Jan. 1979).

Key words: energy levels; hafnium; ionization energies; lu-

tetium; osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths;

ytterbium.

The 5f-5g transitions in Lu in through Os viii and the 5/-6g

transitions in Hf iv through W vi were identified and used to

redetermine the ionization energies of Yb ii, Lu iii, W vi. Re
vii, and Os viii. Complete line-lists and energy levels are given

for the one-electron spectra Hf iv, W vi and Os viii.

18507. Sugar, J., Lucatorto, T. B., Mcllrath, T. J , Weiss, A.

W., Even-parity autoionizing states in neutral sodium (350-

400 A), Opt. Lett. 4, No. 4, 109-1 I 1 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: autoionizing states; laser-excitation technique;

neutral sodium; sodium, neutral.

A recently developed laser-excitation technique has been
used in the first photoabsorption studies of the even-parity

2p*3s3p and 2p*3s4p autoionizing levels of Na I. The observed-

level values are compared, where applicable, with those previ-

ously obtained by ejected-electron spectroscopy of collisionally

excited Na, and the identifications are confirmed by ab initio

calculations.

18508. Wiese, W. L., Younger, S. M., Theoretical simulation of

beam foil decay curves for resonance transitions of heavy ions,

J. Phys. 2, No. 40, CI-146—Cl-148 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: atomic decay curve simulation; atomic transi-

tion probabilities; beam-foil spectroscopy; cascades in

atomic decay; exponential fitting; Kr VIII.

We have made a theoretical study of the influence of

cascades on heavy ion beam-foil lifetimes, concentrating on the

resonance line of Kr VIII. Using theoretical data for the

lifetimes and initial populations of excited states, we have con-

structed decay curves simulating beam-foil excitation condi-

tions. The theoretical decay curve producing the best fit with

experimental decays yielded the same lifetime as the experi-

ments when subjected to the same cascade analysis, but custo-

mary exponential fitting techniques were not able to extract the

theoretical primary lifetime actually used in its construction.

18509. Piermarini, G. J., Forman, R. A., Block, S., Viscosity

measurements in the diamond-anvil pressure cell, Proc. 6th

A/RAPT Int. High Pressure Conf., Boulder, CO, July 25-29,

1977, pp. 860-864 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: diamond-anvil; glass transition; high pressure;

hydrostaticity; liquids; pressure cell; viscosity.

The viscosity of liquids can be measured in the diamond-
anvil pressure cell utilizing a falling-ball method and the ruby

technique for pressure measurement. The pressure dependence

of the viscosity of a 4:1 mixture (by volume) of

methanol:ethanol has been determined. The accuracy of the

technique has been estimated from measurements made on a

fluid of known viscosity.

18510. Kessler, E. G., Jr., Jacobs, L., Schwitz, W., Deslattes,

R. D., Precise y-ray energies from the radioactive decay of

"Tm and '«»Yb, Nucl. Instrum. Methods 160, 435-437

(1979).

Key words: crystal diffraction; gamma-ray energies; thuli-

um; ytterbium.

Precise energy values for ten standard -y-ray reference lines

produced in the radioactive decay of ""Tm and '**Yb have

been measured relative to an optical standard. These measure-

ments, which have an uncertainty of about 0.5 ppm for the

more intense lines, provide precise y-ray standards in the 63-

307 keV range. Measurements on '**Yb lines constrained by

the Ritz principle satisfy the combination principle within the

measurement uncertainty.

18511. Han, C. C, McCrackin, F. L., Molecular weight and

poiydispersity measurements of polystyrene by quasielastic

light scattering, Polym. 20, 427-432 (1979).

Key words: diffusion; diffusion coefficient; light scattering;

polydisperse; poiydispersity; polystyrene; quasielastic light

scattering; SRM-706; standard reference material.

The molecular weight and pwlydispersity of a polydisperse

polystyrene sample was measured by quasielastic light scatter-

ing. The molecular weight distribution of the polymer was

represented by the Schultz distribution. The weight average

molecular weight and poiydispersity of distribution was adjusted

until the quasielastic light scattering spectra calculated for the

distribution agreed with the measured spectra. The calculation

was repeated using the logarithmic normal distribution for the

polymer. The calculated value of the weight average molecular
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weight is accurate and insensitive to the assumed molecular dis-

tribution function. However, the calculated values of the

polydispersity are only of fair accuracy. Thus quasielastic light

scattering gives values of the weight average molecular weight

at least as accurate as elastic light scattering and gives a crude

estimate of the polydisnersity of the polymer.

18512. Brown, D. W., Lowry, R. E., The radiation-induced

copolymerizatlon of tetrafluoroethylene and styrene at high

pressure, J. Polym. Sci. 17, 759-768 (1979).

Key words: copolymerization; polymerization; pressure;

radiation; styrene; tetrafluoroethylene.

The radiation-induced copolymerization of

tetrafluoroethylene (A) and styrene (B) was studied in bulk
and in perfluorotoluene at 22 °C at autogenous pressure and
260 and 510 MPa. The reactivity ratio for addition to A-ended
radicals, r^, is effectively zero at the two lower pressures and
is in the range 0.002-0.008 at 510 MPa. The other reactivity

ratio, Tg, is 6 at autogenous pressure and also at 260 and 510
MPa if the A content of the charge is less than 50%. If the A
content is greater than 95%, appears to be 100 at pressures

of 260 and 510 MPa. The apparent variation in cannot be

explained by invoking a penultimate unit effect for B-ended
radicals. Polymerization rates scatter somewhat, but all rates

are quite small when the A content of the charge is in the

range 95-99.8%. Polymers containing as much as 66% A ap-

pear to be inherently benzene soluble but frequently contain

some gel because of radiation-induced crosslinking after their

formation. No very high polymers were formed that contained

more than a few percent A, even at high pressure. Features

that complicated the study were immiscibility of the liquid

monomers, extreme variation of the monomer-copolymer com-
patibility with charge composition, and freezing of B at high

pressure.

18513. Anderson, W. E., Davis, R. S., Petersons, O., Moore,
W. J. M., An international comparison of high voltage capaci-

tor calibrations, IEEE Trans. Power Appar. Sysl. PAS-97, No.

4, 1217-1223 (July/Aug. 1978).

Key words: calibration; Clausius-Mossotti equation; com-
pressed-gas capacitor; high voltage; standards; sulfur-hex-

afluoride.

The suitability of a commercially available, compressed-gas-

insulated, high voltage capacitor for precise measurement of ac

voltages has been examined by national laboratories in the

U.S.A. and Canada. The voltage, temperature, and pressure de-

pendences and the mechanical stability of the capacitor were
determined. It was found that by taking proper precautions the

device is competitive with other methods. As a result of this

research, it was also found that high voltage capacitance mea-
surements at the two laboratories involved are in agreement.

18514. Bright, R. G., Technical developments of domestic fire

detectors, (Proc. Int. Fire, Security and Safety Exhibition and
Conf., London, England, Apr. 24-28, 1978), Fire Surveyor

Mag. 74, 9-16 (Aug. 1978).

Key words: detection; fires; home fires; residential smoke
detectors; smoke detectors.

A review of some of the more significant technical develop-

ments in residential smoke detectors, in the past four years is

presented. In addition, some of the problems experienced, as

well as forecasts of possible future technical developments, are

also given.

18515. Castor, J. I., Lamers, H. J. C, An atlas of theoretical

P Cygni profiles, Astrophys. J. Suppl. Ser. 39, No. 4, 481-51 1

(Apr. 1979).

I

Key words: line profiles; P-Cygni lines; radiative transfer;!)

resonance lines; stars; stellar winds.
|

£1

I 24

An atlas of theoretical P Cygni-type line profiles is presented.
\

The profiles are calculated assuming resonance scattering and

using the Sobolev approximation. The expanding envelope is
\

characterized by two functions; the optical depth t (v) and th(

velocity law v(r). The velocity law, the process of line forma- '
^

tion, and the accuracy of the theoretical line profiles are^j

discussed. The effect of collisional excitation is discussed and'i

is found not to be important in most UV resonance lines, ex-']
'

cept in a star with a very high rate of mass loss and a smair-'j

wind velocity. We describe a simple procedure to correct for^,
*

the nresence of underlying photospheric profiles, and show that''j
""J

the simple addition of the calculated P Cygni profile and photo-
^

spheric nrofile can give very wrong results. We also describe

a fairly simple procedure for calculating the shape of partly
\

overlapping doublet lines. The accuracy of the information that
'

can be derived from a comparison between observed and J
|jj

theoretical P Cygni profiles is discussed critically. '|

^

18516. Collins, L. A., Norcross, D. W., Schmid, G. B., Electron '

collisions with highly polar molecules: Integrated and momen- "

tum transfer cross sections and conductivity integrals for '

KOH and CsOH, i. Phys. B 12, No. 6, 1019-1030 (1979). '

Key words: cross sections; electron collisions; molecules; '

momentum-transfer; polar molecules; scattering theory.

We report close-coupling calculations of the total integrated '

and momentum transfer cross sections for the scattering of
'

electrons from KOH and CsOH in the energy range 0.01 to 10
^

eV. A cut-off dipole potential is used to account for the long-

range interaction. We nominally chose the cut-off radius '
*

such that the potential has a minimum in the vicinity of the ft 'P

nucleus nearest to the centre-of-mass (COM) of the molecule. •( li

No explicit account is taken of the short-range interactions, i («

The results for the total integrated and momentum transfer i

cross sections exhibit oscillations about a mean value, with an |i Fi

amplitude of approximately 1%, and 10%, respectively, of the |i ti

mean. The choice of a different value for in additional cal- I
«

culations for KOH led to results for the mean value and am- pi

plitude which were virtually identical for k"^ <i l/(2Rr)'. A sim- |1 li

pie semi-quantitative understanding of this behaviour is
1^ il

presented in the context of Fabrikant's effective-range theory
t p

(ERT). This leads to concise analytical expressions for the ) i

velocity-averaged momentum transfer cross section and mobili- i s

ty that also oscillate within an envelope not greater than that i j

of the momentum transfer cross section itself, and are very in-
i i

sensitive to the choice of R^. We also present analytical expres-
j

sions for the interaction parameters (conductivity integrals)

which may be used for calculating electrical properties of gas '

mixtures according to the fKjpular algorithm of Demetriades

and Argyropoulos. A comparison of the predictions of our ex- i

pressions with the previous best estimates for these parameters

as reported by Spencer and Phelps is given.

18517. Davis, S., Assessment of fire hazards from furniture,

Proc. Int. Fire, Security and Safety Exhibition and Conf.,

IFSSEC'78, London, England. Apr. 24-28, 1978, 30 nages
|

(Victor Green Publ. Ltd., London, England, 1978).
,

Key words: bedding; beds; compartment fires; firesafety en-

gineering; fire tests; health care facilities; hospitals; mat- '

tresses; prisons.

A test program was conducted to assess the hazards of in-

stitutional mattresses when subjected to a sustained flaming ig-

nition source. This report gives results on full-scale room burns

of ten different mattress types. Tenability and rapid flame '

spread potential criteria were applied in a hazard assessment

which showed a wide range of behavior among mattresses now
j

being used in institutions.
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18518. Dodge, W. R., Hayward, E., Moscati, G., Wolynec, E.,

Electrodisintegration of ^U, Phys. Rev. C 18, No. 5, 2435-

2437 (Nov. 1978).

Key words: electrodisintegration; proton spectrum; ternary

fission; a-particles; a-spectrum; ""U.

A search has been made for a-particles that might stem from

. an isoscalar E2 giant resonance in near 9 MeV. Using 40

ij
MeV electrons the spectra of protons and a-particles emitted

in the electrodisintegration of ''^U were measured. Peaks in the

|!
proton spectrum indicated that the target has an oxygen con-

,j
lamination. The less intense a-spectrum contains a-particles

,1
resulting from the electrodisintegration of '^O, a group that

probably stems from ternary fission, and a higher energy fea-

,j
ture which may be attributed to the electrodisintegration of

.; ^U. The integrated ^U(e,a) cross section is less than 1% of

J

a recently suggested value.

\ 18519. Filliben, J. J., Dataplot—An interactive system for

< graphics, Fortran function evaluation, and linear/non-linear

I

fitting, Proc. 1978 Statistical Computing Section of the Amer-

j
ican Statistical Association, San Diego, CA, Aug. 14-17, 1978,

1
pp. 344-353 (American Statistical Association, Washington,

DC, 1978).

Key words: computing system; dataplot; fitting; graphics;

interactive graphics; regression; software; transformation.

I

Dataplot is a high-level language that was developed in

' response to data analysis problems encountered at the National

Bureau of Standards. The language is very powerful, very flexi-

ble, and very fast to use—especially in an interactive environ-

ment. The system combines the best features of the 3 kemal
operations of data analysis—graphics (continuous or discrete),

data transformations, and linear/non-linear fitting into one lan-

guage. Many of the features in dataplot are singularly unique

and unmatched by any other interactive system in existence.

Features of the system include: Interactive fortran expression

evaluation for transformations plotting/fitting, continu-

ous/discrete plots, single/multi-trace plots, single/multi-function

plots, labelled/unlabelled plots, linear/log-scale plots,

linear/non-linear fittings, interactive analyses, subset analysis,

distributional summary plots, data analysis plots, control charts,

probability plots, (24 distributions), times series plots, complex
demodulation plots, exact rational function fitting, least squares

smoothing, random number generation (24 distributions), data

m£mipulation capabilities, probability function calculations, ele-

mentary statistics (18 statistics), format-free I/O, diversible

graphics output, and a desk calculator mode.

j

18520. Hayward, E., The electrodisintegration of ^Ni, Proc. 4th

Seminar on Electromagnetic Interactions of Nuclei at Low and
Medium Energies, Moscow, USSR, Dec. 13-15, 1977, pp. 125-

139 (1979).

Key words: electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration; elec-

tron energy; giant resonance; virtual photons; **Ni.

The electrodisintegration of ^*Ni into protons and a-particles

has been studied. The yield curves as a function of electron

energy have been obtained and a few points measured with a

Tantalum radiator interposed. Using the electric dipole and

electric quadrupole virtual photon spectra, these yields c^n be

interpreted as resulting from compact El and E2 giant

resonances. Alpha particle emission is the dominant mode of

decay of the isoscalar E2 resonance at 16.5 MeV, while the

protons are emitted only by the electric dipole giant resonance

at 19 MeV. This technique represents a powerful new tool for

determining giant resonance multipolities.

18521. Hayward, E., Nuclear elastic scattering of photons, Proc.

4th Seminar on Electromagnetic Interactions of Nuclei at Low

and Medium Energies, Moscow, USSR, Dec. 13-15, 1977, pp.

185-199 (1979).

Key words: coherent scattering; Delbriick scattering; elastic

scattering; giant resonance; tensor polarizability; Thomson
scattering.

Nuclear elastic scattering in the energy region of the electric

dipole giant resonance is reviewed. The interference of the

coherent nuclear scattering with Rayleigh, Delbruck, and

nuclear Thomson scattering is pointed out. The tensor polariza-

bility of the deformed and vibrational nuclei is pointed out and

the results of the experiments that use neutron capture y-rays

and Ge(Li) detectors are summarized.

18522. Hayward, E., Dodge, W. R., Patrick, B. H., Some ex-

periences using a positron annihilation beam, Nucl. Instrum.

Methods 159, 289-299 (1979).

Key words: positron annihilation-in-flight; quasi-monoener-

getic photons; sodium iodide spectrometer; 15.1 MeV
branching ratio.

The NBS positron annihilation-in-flight facility is described,

along with the procedure for the calibration of the positron

beam energy. Details are also given of a large Nal(Tl) spec-

trometer used with the annihilation photon beam. Response

functions of this spectrometer for photons of 15 and 31 MeV
have been measured using a photon tagging scheme based on

the detection of the annihilation photons in coincidence. The

variation in response function caused by the presence of absor-

bers in front of the sjjectrometer has been investigated. The

response function measured at 15 MeV is compared with that

obtained by resonance fluorescence of the 15.1 MeV level in

and, from the latter data, the branching ratios for the decay

of the 15.1 MeV level to the ground state and the excited

states at 4.44 and 7.66 MeV have been extracted.

18523. Morton, W. S., An examination of five preferred orienta-

tion functions. Carbon 17, 153-155 (1979).

Key words: Bacon function; Bragg function; Ergun func-

tion; graphite materials; Lorentz function; preferred orien-

tation function; pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; x-ray

diffraction.

Five functions for describing the preferred orientation of gra-

phite-like materials were examined. Their relative behavior for

various degrees of orientation were compared, particularly with

respect to the ease of discriminating among them experimen-

tally. The results obtained when data were fitted by a non-

linear least squares method were used for a practical com-

parison. It was found that a constant term is required to allow

for base line effects and some unoriented material. For careful

evaluation of functions it is necessary to assume that the angle

for maximum x-ray reflection intensity was set with some error.

Among the five functions compared, the Bragg function fitted

the comparison data best. However, if zero slope is required

90° away from the reference axis, this function is ineligible. In

that case the Bacon and Ergun functions were equally good.

Systematic trends in some of the data were related to sample

preparation. The standard deviation for measuring the orienta-

tion parameter by fitting a function in this manner was from
0-4 to 3%.

18524. Johnson, C. R., Leighton, F. T., Robinson, H. A., Sign

patterns of inverse-positive matrices. Linear Algebra and Appl.

24, 75-83 (1979).

Key words: Hadamard product; inverse-positive matrix;

matrix sign patterns; positive matrix.
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We identity the ni^u patterns which occur among the real,

nonsingiilar, entrywise non/ero matrices whose inverses are

entrywise positive.

18525. Kaiserhk. J
,
llerger, H

,
McCiogncy, C, Timber pilinKs:

MiiiiiU-iiuiu't' uiid iiis|H'c(i<»ii siiininury of u punol discussion,

I'lin -fill Niiiitli slnii ti\i' icslitifi <>/ Wood Synip
.

Vititciiiivfr,

Alia 2S-.U). /V7.S. pp, l.SS-15') (Washington State Univ.,

lingineering Fxtension Service. I'uMman, WA, l'>7'>).

Key words: acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities;

inspection; maintenance; marine borers; nondestructive

testing; pilings; timber.

The panel iliscussion concerned with maintenance and in-

spection of timber pilings attractetl about 100 people (including

ten who registcreil only tor this event) to a lively evening ses-

sion. Timber pilings are useil in bridge structures and for har-

ln>r and navigational facilities. The topic for discussion was the

inspection and maintenance of these pilings in order to prevent

failures such as the collapse of the Coos Bay bridge in Oregon
in 1977 due to damage caused by marine borers.

18526. LaVilla, R. E., Oouble-vacuncy transitions in tho copper

Kp, , emis.sion s|H>ctrum, I'hvs. Rev i !•>, No. 2, 717-720
(Feb. l')7'))

Key words; copper Kp. double vacancy; emission spec-

triun; Hartree-i'ock calculations; x-ray emission.

The fi' anil (3" satellites in the measured Cu KjS,.;, emission

spectrum are shown to be due io the double-vacancy transitions

lx^p"^^!"''^ —> \.\'^|>^^t^"'^'l'^l•'. Vhis assignntent is consistent

with an earlier analysis of a highly resolved Cu Ktx, ., spectrum.

The M-i and level widths are estimated to be 1.68 eV, in

agreement with 2.0 + 0.3 eV and 1.6 ±0.3 eV, respectively,

from photoelcctron spectroscopy, and a calculated width of 2.0

eV. Ct>mparison of the calculated double-vacancy transition

array with the neighbi>ring elements 30 =s Z =S 32 suggest a

similar identification to the fi' and f3" satellites in their \'j8,.;,

spectra.

18527. Klose, J. Z.. Meun life of the 4.v -.S,,., resonance level in

Al I, /V.v.v, K,y A No 2, 67S-681 (Feb \'-)l<-)).

Key words; Al i; aluminum; delayed coincidence; /'-value;

imprisonment; laser; lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength.

The mean life of the 4.v '^S^/^ resonance level in Al i has been

measured at seven ditTerent vapor densities using a tunable dye

laser for excitation and a method of delayed coincidence for

detection. The lifetime values, obtained by exciting the level

with radiation at the resonance wavelength of 3^*44.01 A and

observing its decay by means of the transition at 3^61.52 A.

increase with increasing vapor density. This vapor-density de-

pendence was interpreted as being due to the imprisonment of

the 3462-A radiation Imprisonment theory at low densities was

applied to the experimental data to yield the following results;

T „ = 6.78 ± 0.06 ns, = 0. 1 1 5 ± 0.001 . and f,,^. = 0. 1 16 ±
0.001. Experimental' and theoretical results of other workers

are presented for comparison with the results of the present

work.

18528. Linsky. J L . Haisch, B. M., Outer atmospheres of cooi

stars. 1. The sharp division into solar-type and non-st>lar-type

stars, Astro/yhys. J. 22f, No 1, L27-L32 (.Apr. 1. 1^7'>).

Key words: emission lines, stars; late-type stars; stellar

chromospheres; stellar coronae; stellar winds; ultraviolet

spectra.

lUE short-wavelength (1175-2000 A) spectra of late-type

stars clearly indicate two separate and distinct groups of stars.

The solar-type group shows spectral lines formed at tempera-

tures of 5 X lO'' — 2 X 10'' K, indicative of chromospheres,

transition regions, and by implication unseen coronae at hotter

temperatures The non-solar-type group shows lines formed at

temperatures no hotter than 1 0,000-20,000 K, indicative of

chromospheres only. We interpret this acute change in

character of the outer atmospheres of stars on either side of the

sharp dividing line between the two groups as due either to the

absence of hot material resulting from the rapid onset of large

stellar winds, a hypothesis recently suggested on theoretical

grounds by Mullan. or to very low transition-region densities,

as suggested by a model stellar wind cort)na we have calculated

for Arcturus.

I852«». McAuliff, R C .
Lentner, K. J., Moore, W J. M.,

Schuster. Ci., An internutionul comparison iif power measure-

ments al 120 V, 5 A, and 60 Hz, IEEE Trans, lustrum. Mens.

27. No. 4. 445-44'> (Dec. 1478).

Key words: electro-dynamic wattmeters; energy measure-

ments; energy standards; international comparisons;

metrology; power measurements; precise electrical mea-

surements; TDM wattmeters; thermal wattmeters; transfer

standards.

An international comparison of ac power measurements

between metrology laboratories at the Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstalt— Institut Berlin. (PTB(IB)). the Electrosystems

Division of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). and the

Division of Electrical Engineering at the National Research

Council of Canada (NRC(EE)) is described. The three calibra-

tion systems, each of different design and developed indepen-

dently, are discussed, and estimates of the systematic uncertain-

ties are given. The transfer standard was a recently developed

thermal wattmeter of high stability. No laboratory differed by

more than ± 15 parts per million (ppm) from the average, with

reference to apparent power at unity and 0.5 power factors,

lead, and lag. This is consistent with the error limits estimated

by each of the participants.

18530. McCrackin, F. L., Monte Carlo calculations of the

number of ways to pack nonoverlapping rods on a square lat-

tice, 7. Chem. Phys. 69. No. 12, 5419-5423 (Dec. 15, 1978).

Key words: configurations of rods; Monte Carlo; orienta-

tion entropy; packing of rods; square lattice; theories of

liquid crystals.

The number of configurations of nonoverlapping rods on a

square lattice is computed for various packing fractions and

orientations of the rods. From the number of configurations,

the entropies of the configurations are computed and compared

with the results of approximate formulas of DiMarzio that are

much used in statistical-mechanical theories of liquid crystals.

For rods of three lattice sites, our calculations and Dimarzio's

formulas agree to within 0.5% for packing fractions less than

0.5. Some calculations for rods of ten lattice sites also showed

good agreement

18531. Naegele. D . Yoon. D. Y., Broadhurst, M G , Forma-

tion of a new crystal form (a^) of poly(vinylidene fluoride)

under electric field, Miuromitlecules II, Nb. 6. 1297-1298

(Dec. 1978).

Key words: phase change piezoelectric polymers; polariza-

tion; polyvinylidene fluoride; x-ray diffraction; a phase.

Polyvinylidene films were prepared in the a crystal form by

stretching at 145 ^C. The x-ray diffraction spectra of films

which were subjected to an electric field of 1500 kV/cm at

room temperature were compared to those of films which were

not subjected to changes are consistent with the assumption

that the electric field changes the normally ami polar a phase

into a polar phase having the same chain conformation and unit

cell dimensions.
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18532. Olsen, H. A., Maximon, L. C, Effect of resonance scat-

j

tering in the high frequency limit of bremsstrahlung, Phys.

Utt. 69A, No. 2, 90-92 (Nov. 27, 1978).

Key words: atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high

frequence limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x

rays; Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremsstrahlung.

It Is shown that the resonances in the bremsstrahlung cross

section close to the high-frequency limit found experimentally

by Lierield et al. can be explained as final state resonance scat-

tering.

18533. Russell, T. J., Maxwell, D. B., Reimann. C T., Buehler,

M. G., A microelectronic test pattern for measuring uniformi-

ty of an integrated circuit fabrication technology, (Proc.

Government Microcircuit Application Conf., Monterey, CA,
Nov. 1978), Solid Stale Tech. 22, No. 2, pp. 71-74 (Feb.

1979).

I

Key words: bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge

!

j

sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; integrated cir-

cuits; linewidth; photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon;

test pattern; test structure; TTL.

j

j

Dopant density, device and circuit parameters, and random-
fault densities across a wafer are important considerations in in-

tegrated circuit processing. The application of process valida-

tion wafers to evaluate silicon fabrication technologies is being
studied in terms of the uniformity of these parameters across

the wafer. This concept is illustrated by measurements of

selected test structures on the NBS-7 test pattern which was
designed to assess a junction-isolated transistor-transistor logic

process. Use of this pattern for identifying fabrication nonu-
niformities is demonstrated by means of wafer maps of values

of key parameters.

18534. Schubert, E., Schuck, A., Jung, K., Geltman, S., Triple

differential cross sections for the electron impact ionization of

j

helium at 35 eV collision energy, J. Phys. B 12, No. 6, 967-
978 (1979).

Key words: angular; Born approximation; correlations;

electron impact; electrons; helium; ionization; secondary.

In a coincidence experiment with coplanar geometry, angular

j

correlations of the two outgoing electrons have been studied

for the ionisation of helium atoms by electrons with an impact

energy 10.5 eV above the first ionisation threshold. The mea-

j

sured angular dependencies of the triple differential cross sec-

tion are compared with calculated results of the Coulomb-pro-
jected Born approximation including exchange. The measured
data as well as the calculated ones do not show the features

that have been found at medium and high impact energies. The
momentum transfer K^a looses its importance as a means of

classification. For these low-energy collisions the amplitudes of

direct scattering, exchange scattering and electron capture are

of similar size and only the direct scattering amplitude has the

momentum transfer vector Ko„ as a symmetry axis (in the Born
approximation). Therefore the angular dependence of the triple

differential cross section are no longer symmetrical with respect

to the momentum transfer. Rapid variations of the angular dis-

tributions for different scattering angles S„ of one of the two
outgoing ionisation electrons indicate interference of the dif-

ferent scattering amplitudes. Moreover, the measurements
demonstrated that the angular correlations for fixed scattering

angle 6a are independent of the ratio of the energies of the two
emerging electrons. All other predictions of threshold theories

are not valid in this energy range.

18535. Wolynec, E., Dodge, W. R., Hayward, E., Decay modes
of giant resonances in ^"Ni, ™Ni, and "^Ni, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42,

No. 1, 27-30 (Jan. 1, 1979).

Key words: electric quadrupole; elect rodisintegration; giant

resonance; nickel isotopes; virtual photons.

The (e,p) and (e,a) cross sections for targets of ''"Ni, ""Ni,

and "^Ni have been measured in the electron energy range 16-

50 MeV. They have been analyzed using the DWBA El and

E2 virtual photon spectra. Protons are emitted primarily follow-

ing El absorption but a emission results from a combination

of El and E2 absorption. The E2 isoscalar giant resonance

decays predominantly by a emission for these nuclei.

18536. Cali, J. P.. Measurement compatibility in clinical chemis-

try, CAMLT/Newsline 4, No. 6, 4-5 (The California Associa-

tion for Medical Laboratory Technology, Oakland, CA, June
1978),

Key words: clinical chemistry; reference material.

Measurement compatibility is assured when all la*boratories in

a network do accurate analysis, i.e., analyses free of systematic

error and that are precise. To accomplish this agreement on
measurement units, the use of reference materials and

reference methods is required. Reference materials useful in

clinical chemistry laboratories and available from the National

Bureau of Standards are cited.

18537. Peacock, R. D., A review of fire incidents related to

wood-burning appliances, Proc. Wood-Heating Seminar IV,

Portland, OR, Mar. 21-24, 1979, pp. 43-66 (Wood Energy
Institute, Camden, ME, 1979).

Key words: accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood.

As a part of the Department of Energy program to advance

the technology for the utilization of fuelwood as an alternate

energy source for applications ranging from single-family

dwellings to apartment complexes and small industries, a review

is presented for fire incidents and fire deaths attributable to

wood-burning appliances. Initiated to establish accident pat-

terns and to determine the risks involved with the use of wood-

burning equipment, the survey represents a compilation of ap-

proximately 1 1 ,800 fire incidents including injuries and deaths

associated with solid fuel burning appliances.

18538. Sweger, D. M., Travis, J. C, An application of infrared

lasers to the selective detection of trace organic gases, Appl.

Spectrosc. 33, No. 1, 46-51 (1979).

Key words: C02 laser; derivative spectra; infrared analysis;

spectral coincidences; Stark modulation; Stark spectrosco-

py; trace gas analysis.

For molecules possessing a permanent electric dipole mo-
ment the Stark effect may be used to perturb the molecular

energy levels and to "tune" some absorption lines into coin-

cidence with fixed frequency lasers. The same perturbation may
also be used to modulate the absorption and allow the use of

sensitve ac detection techniques. In this paper we report quan-

titative results for four organic gases of industrial importance:

vinyl chloride, vinylidene chloride, acrylonitrile, and methanol.

All have overlapping absorption bands in the COj laser region.

Because of the modulation techniques used, the observed signal

as a function of electric field is the first derivative of the ab-

sorption line profile, and the peak-to-peak intensity of the

derivative is the measured analytical signal. The analytical

curve is a straight line over several orders of magnitude in con-

centration. In all cases, parts per million or sub-parts per mil-

lion cbncentrations of the gases in air and/or nitrogen have

been measured using a CO2 laser. The paper will include a

discussion of interferences and selectivity of the technique.
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18539. Call, J. P., NBS nuclear medicine and clinical chemis-

try—Standard reference materials, (Proc. Symp. on Stan-

dardization. Performance and Quality Control in Nuclear

Medicine, Gaithersburg, MD. June 12-14, 1975), Paper in

Chapter 1 6 in Quality Control in Nuclear Medicine,

Radiopharmaceuticals, Instrumentation, and in Vitro Assays,

B. A. Rhodes, Ed., pp. 150-153 (The C. V. Mosby Company,
St. Louis, MO, 1977).

Key words: accuracy; compatibility; radioactivity reference

materials; standard reference materials.

Since 1967, NBS has been deeply involved in a program
dedicated to the improvement of the reliability of measure-

ments in clinical chemistry. NBS views its role in this highly

complex and interactive measurement network as that of

providing the "well-characterized" reference materials, called

Standard Reference Materials (SRM's), and reference methods
whereby measurements can be placed on an accuracy basis.

When measurements are accurate, that is, are free of syste-

matic error and also precise—with the end-use require-

ments—then the measurements so made are compatible, i.e.,

they agree.

NBS has now produced, certified, and issued 20 SRM's for

use in clinical chemistry. These range from SRM's used in the

measurement of cholesterol, bilirubin, and electrolytes, among
others, to glass filter and quartz cuvettes for the calibration of

spectrophotometers. Another half dozen are within a year or so

of issuance.

To date there exists only one reference method—that for the

determination of calcium in serum. However, NBS, in col-

laboration with other Government agencies, professional socie-

ties, and standards bodies, will issue another 6-7 reference

methods within the next year or two. These include methods
for lead in blood, five additional electrolytes in serum, and a

method for glucose.

18540. Holdeman, L. B., Soulen, R. J., Jr., Finnegan, T. F.,

Peters, P. N., Superconducting properties of iridium thin

films, J. Phys. Colloq. C6, Suppl. 8, Pt. 39, C6-608—C6-609
(Aug. 1978).

Key words: energy gap; iridium; Josephson junction; low-

T,.; microwaves; thin-film; tunneling.

We have prepared superconducting thin films of iridium from

which we have fabricated Dayem-type microbridges and Al-

AljOj-Ir tunnel junctions that have I-V characteristics typical of

these types of Josephson devices. Using the AI-Al203-lr tunnel

junctions, we have measured the temperature dependence of

the superconducting energy gap of thin-film iridium.

18541. Moldover, M. R,, Sengers, J. V., Gammon, R. W.,

Hocken, R. J., Gravity effects in fluids near the gas-liquid

critical point. Rev. Mod. Phys 51, No. 1, 79-99 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: critical point; gravity effects; phase transition.

The presence of a gravitational field leads to both practical

and fundamental limits of the resolution in critical phenomena
experiments in fluids near the gas-liquid critical point. We
present equations that yield estimates of the gravitational

limitations in a variety of critical phenomena experiments for

a large number of fluids and as a function of the magnitude of

the gravitational field. Various strategies for improving the

resolution of such experiments are discussed, including

procedures that remove a fluid from thermodynamic equilibri-

um (e.g., stirring). A comparison is made between the gravita-

tional limitations in earth-bound experiments and those at the

microgravitational levels that may become accessible in an or-

biting laboratory.

18542. Brown, D. W., Lowry, R. E., Molecular weight stan-

dards from sulfonation of polystyrene, J. Polym. Sci., Polym.

Chem. Ed. 17, 1039-1046 (1979).

Key words: polystyrene; sodium (polystyrene sulfonate);

sulfonation; sulfur trioxide; triethyl phosphate.

Polystyrene was sulfonated with sulfur trioxide-triethyl

phosphate complexes in dichloroethane, the object being to

prepare polystyrene sulfonates substantially free of sulfone links

between polymer chains. Variations in the sulfone content with

reaction conditions were conveniently followed by exclusion

chromatography, the sulfone peak appearing at about twice the

molecular weight of the main peak. The desired products were
obtained from polystyrenes with molecular weights between 1 .

1

X 10^ and 8.7 x 10= by using (at - 20 to -(- 25 °C) a 5:1 excess

of a 1.5:1 complex, the last at a concentration of 0.5M.

Completely soluble polystyrene sulfonate was also obtained

from polystyrene of molecular weight 2.05 x 10*. Requirements
for the successful use of the 1.5:1 complex include careful pu-

rification of the dichloroethane and, if 2g or more polystyrene

is to be sulfonated, formation of the complex at —20 °C. A
method is given for measurmg the sulfonating capability of the

reagent before adding the polymer.

18543. Eisenhart, C, On the transition from "Student's" z to

"Student's" f. Am. Stat. 33, No. 1, 6-10 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: distribution of regression coefficients; R. A.

Fisher; Student's /; Student's z; Student (W. S. Gosset,

1876-1937; t-transformation of correlation coefficient.

The change from the z of "Student's" 1908 paper to the t

of present day statistical theory and practice is traced and

documented. It is shown that the change was brought about by

the extension of "Student's" approach, by R. A. Fisher, to a

broader class of problems, in response to a direct appeal from

"Student" for a solution to one of these problems.

18544. Unassigned.

18545. Akcasu, A. Z., Han, C. C, Molecular weight and tem-

perature dependence of polymer dimensions in solution,

Macromotecules 12, No. 2, 276-280 (Mar.-Apr. 1979).

Key words: hydrodynamic radius; light scattering; molecu-

lar weight dependence; polystyrene; radius of gyration;

temperature dependence.

The molecular weight (M„) and temperature (T) dependence

of the radius of gyration (Rc) and hydrodynamic radius (/?«)

of a polymer in a dilute solution are investigated. The theoreti-

cal predictions are compared with experimental results of

polystyrene in various solvents as functions of M„ and T. It is

found that the existing data fall in a region of values where /?«

cannot be represented by a simple power law R„ ~ N^',

whereas most of the data on Rg satisfy Rc ~ It is concluded

that a power law fit to data would yield a v' < p in this region,

even though the theory predicts v' = v in the asymptotic region.

The quantitative aspects of the blob theory are also discussed

and compared in some cases to the modified Flory theory.

18546. Brugel, E. W , Wallerstein, G., Separate spectra of the

visual components of MWC 349, Astrophys. J. 229, No. 1,

L23-L25 (Apr. 1, 1979).

Key words: emission line stars; emission nebulae; star for-

mation.

Observations of MWC 349 show that the two components of

this visual binary have grossly different spectra. The brighter

star shows numerous permitted and forbidden emission lines,

reminiscent of tj Car and LkHa 101, superposed on a weak

continuum. The fainter star shows emission only at Ha, which
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is much weaker than Ha emission in the bright component, and

I a continuum that is stronger than that of the primary at X7000.

!
It is probably an early-type emission-line star. The strong con-

tinuum of the secondary, and the plethora of weak emission

lines in the primary, account for part of the anomalously high

continuum relative to the hydrogen emission lines that has

previously been ascribed to a preplanetary disk. In light of

these facts the general nature of the system is discussed.

18547. Danielson, B. L., Optical fiber phase discriminator,

Appl. Opt. 17, No. 22, 3665-3668 (Nov. 15, 1978).

Key words: delay line; discriminator; fiber optics; phase

discriminator.

Phase discriminators are devices widely used at rf and
microwave frequencies to convert phase, or frequency, changes

to amplitude changes. They find widespread use in generating

audio feedback signals for frequency stabilization of oscillators

and in angle demodulation applications. This paper demon-
strates that similar devices, with similar functions, can be con-

structed in the visible region using optical fibers as delay-line

elements. The operating principles of an optical-fiber delay-line

phase discriminator are discussed. The sensitivity is shown to

be proportional to the fiber propagation-delay time. A device

working at 0.6328 ftm is described and compared with predic-

tions.

18548. Van Degrift, C. T., Bowers, W. J., Jr., Wildes, D. G.,

Pipes, P. B., A small gas thermometer for use at low tempera-

tures, (Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Low Temperature Physics,

Grenoble, France, Aug. 23-29, 1978), J. Phys. 6, SuppI 8,

No. 39, C6-1 173—C6-1 174 (Aug. 1978).

Key words: gas thermometer; low temperature; tempera-

ture scale; thermometry; tunnel diode oscillator.

A small constant volume gas thermometer utilizing a self-

contained tunnel diode oscillator is described. It has a sensitivi-

ty of 0.2 mK and is highly linear between 0.71 and 10 K.

18549. Soulen, R. J., Jr., A superconductive device to provide

reference temperatures below 0.5 K, (Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on
Low Temperature Physics, Grenoble, France, Aug. 23-29,

1978), J. Phys. 6, SuppI. 8, No. 39, C6-1 166—C6-1 168
(Aug. 1978).

Key words: AuAl,; Aulnj; Be; Ir; superconductivity; super-

cooling; temperature fixed points; W.

We have developed a device containing five superconductive

materials W, Be, Ir, AuAlj and Aulnj which provides reference

temperatures at 0.015 K, 0.024 K, 0.0975 K, 0.159 K and
0.204 K respectively. The reproducibility of three devices each
containing these five superconductors was found to vary from
0.1 to 0.4 mK except for Be where it was 1 mK.

18550. Schooley, J. F., Superconductive fixed points for tem-

peratures above 0.5 K, (Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Low Tem-
perature Physics, Grenoble, France, Aug. 23-29, 1978), J.

Phys. 6, SuppI. 8, No. 39, C6- 1 169—C6-1 1 70 ( Aug. 1978).

Key words: cryogenics; fixed points; pure materials; super-

conductivity; temperature scale; thermometry.

A temperature fixed point device incorporating samples of

the elements Cd, Zn, Al, In and Pb has been available from the

NBS for several years. This paper describes current efforts to

reduce the temperature uncertainties of the NBS device below

the present one milli-kelvin level. It also notes that efforts to

produce narrow transition widths in samples of Nb, VjGa and
NbjSn have resulted in widths of 9 mK, 40 mK and 17 mK,
respectively.

18551. Streit, G. E., Wells, J. S., Fehsenfeld, F. C, Howard,
C. J., A tunable diode laser study of the reactions of nitric and

nitrous acids: HNO3 + NO and HNO2 + O3, J Chem Phys.

70, No. 7, 3439-3443 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: chemical kinetics; environmental measure-

ments; nitric acid; nitrous acid; ozone; rate constants.

This study of the reactions of nitrous and nitric acids demon-
strates a new application of tunable diode laser technology. The
diode laser is used for the direct detection of HNO2 and HNO3
in a chemical kinetic system. We have established an upper

limit for the rate constant for HNO3 -(- NO -» HNO2 + NOjI^,
« (3.4 ± 2) X lO-^'' cm^/molecule s] and have confirmed that

nitrous acid is a product of this reaction. We have also

established an upper limit for the rate constant for HNOj + O3
HNO3 -(- O2IA4 =s (4.5 ± 3) X 10-'9 cm^/moleculesj.

18552. Read, D. T., Metallurgical effects in niobium-titanium

alloys. Cryogenics 18, No. 10, 579-584 (Oct. 1978).

Key words: electrical properties; low temperatures;

mechanical properties; metallurgical properties; niobium-

titanium; physical properties; superconductors.

The effects of metallurgical treatments on some of the physi-

cal, metallurgical, and mechanical properties of commercial pu-

rity Nb-34-wt.%Ti, Nb-45-wt.%Ti, and Nb-55-wt.%Ti, were stu-

died by measuring properties of annealed and metallurgically

processed materials at both room and cryogenic temperatures.

Processing strengthens all three materials, but significantly

changes the electrical resistivity of only Nb-55-wt.%Ti. The
behavior of the electrical resistivity of Nb-55-wt.%Ti upon
deformation at 76 K suggests the occurrence of a systematic

transformation (twinning or mqftensitic phase transformation).

18553. Rainwater, J. C, Evaluation of frequency sums for the

free energy of superfluid ^He, Phys. Rev. B 18, No 7, 3728-

3729 (Oct. 1, 1978).

Key words: frequency sums; Rainer and Serene; superfluid

^•He.

The three frequency sums which appear in the theory of

Rainer and Serene to determine the free energy of superfluid

^He are evaluated here, two analytically and the third to within

one part in 10^. A sign error has been found in the previously

reported value of one of the sums.

18554. Masters, L. W., Seller, J. F., Roberts, W E., Develop-

ment of standards for evaluating solar absorptive coatings,

(Proc. Division of Organic Coatings and Plastics Chemistry

at the American Chemical Society/Chemical Society of Japan

Chemical Congress, Honolulu, Hawaii, Apr. 1-6, 1979),

Paper in Organic Coatings and Plastics Chemistry 40, 507-510
(American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1979).

Key words: absorptive coatings; accelerated laboratory

tests; durability; outdoor exposure; solar collectors; stan-

dard test methods.

Absorptive coatings used in solar heating and cooling systems

absorb energy from the sun and convert it to thermal energy.

It is essential that coatings used for this purpose be durable for

extended periods of time. However, the environment in which
absorptive coatings are used can cause rapid degradation. For

example, the temperature at the coating surface can reach 250
°C or higher under collector stagnation conditions. Likewise,

exposure to moisture, ultraviolet (uv) radiation and other fac-

tors can also induce degradation. Numerous problems in solar

energy systems have clearly shown the need for standards by

which solar absorptive coatings can be evaluated. The Center

for Building Technology of the National Bureau of Standards
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is performing research, under Department of Energy sponsor-
ship, to develop draft standards for absorptive coatings. The
standards will he submitted to the American Society for Testing

and Materials ( ASTM ) for consideration as consensus stan-

dards. Fourteen selective and nonselective absorbers have been

evaluated in laboratory and field tests to obtain data needed to

prepare the draft standards. The laboratory tests have
emphasized thermal stability, moisture stability, uv stability and
compatibility with substrates Field tests, in which coatings are

exposed to stagnation c»>nditions in three different climates, are

also being performed. Absorplance (a) and emittance (e) are

measured before and after the laboratory and field exposures.

The data obtained, the test methods used and Iv/o interim test

method standards prepared as result of the research are

discussed.

18555. Marshak, H., Soulen, R. J., Jr., Measurement of ther-

modynamic temperatures using noise and nuclear orientation

thermometers, (Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Low Temperature
Physics, Grenoble, France, Aug. 23-29, 1978), J. Pliys. 6,

Suppl. 8, No. 39, C6-1 162—C6-1 163 (Aug. 1978).

Key words: comparison measurements, Germanium re-

sistance thermometer; Josephson junction noise thermome-
ter; low temperature scale; 'He/''He dilution refrigerator;

"'CO 7-ray thermometer.

We have compared *"CO -y-ray anisotropy and Josephson

junction noise thermometers from 0.01 1 K to 0.05 K and have
obtained agreement to within ± 0.5%.

18556. Mangum, B. W., Bowers, W. J., Jr., Two practical mag-
netic thermometers for use below 30 K, (Proc. 15th Int. Conf.

on Low Temperature Physics, Grenoble, France, Aug. 23-29,

1978), J Phys. 6, Suppl. 8, No. 39, C6- 1 1 75—C6- 1 1 76
(Aug. 1978).

Key words; Gd(P03)3; low temperature thermometry; mag-
netic susceptibility; magnetic thermometers; Nd(C2H5
SOj)^ 9HjO; thermometry.

We have measured the magnetic susceptibility of Gd(P03)3
(GP) and of Nd(C2H5S04)3-9H20 (NES) over the range 2 to

27 K and found these salts to be good magnetic thermometers,

although NES is less suitable for accurate work over this entire

range. By fitting the magnetic data to recently calculated tem-

peratures (T„^) determined acoustically by Plumb and Catalan,

a magnetic temperature scale is developed and it is compared
to other scales.

18557. Bussey, H. E., Dielectric measurements of lunar soil,

(Proc. Tenth Lunar and Planetary Science Conf., National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center, Houston, TX, Mar. 19-23, 1979), Abstract in

Lunar and Planetary Science, Part 1, 140-142 (Lunar and
Planetary Institute, Houston, TX, 1979).

Key words: dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar soil;

microwave; profile effect on permittivity; temperature

variation of perrnittivity.

The dielectric constant and loss of lunar soil is given at +
100°, and —100 °C, and over the frequency range 0.2 to 18

GHz. The soil had been exposed to air of 40 to 0 relative hu-

midity. Therefore the loss was not typical of lunar conditions.

A tentative conclusion is that a nonlinear packing density of

the soil sample, 17 cm long in a coaxial line sample holder,

resulted in artificial periodic variations of the apparent permit-

tivity and loss. The permittivity was approximately 3.9 ± 0 1 at

0.2 GHz and 3.7 ±0.1 at 18 GHz, at 25 °C and a packing den-

sity of 1 .85 g/cm'' The average derivative of permittivity with

respect to temperature was 0.014% per degree celsius. The
derivative of the loss tangent was approximately 0.000025 per

degree.

18558. Levenson, M. D., Eesley, G. L., Polarization selective

optical heterodyne detection for dramatically improved sen-

sitivity in laser spectroscopy, Appl. Phys. 19, No. 1, 1-17,

( 1979).

Key words: laser spectroscopy; noise, laser .sources; non-

linear spectroscopy; optical heterodyne, spectroscopy,

laser.

The noise characteristic of available la.ser sources limits the

sensitivity of many types of nonlinear spectroscopy We show

how to maximize the sensitivity by optimizing the strength of

a local oscillator wave in a heterodyne detection scheme
without altering the amplitude of the wave being detected. The
intensity profile of the optimum local oscillator closely matches

that of the incident probe wave, but the optimum intensity is

much less than that of the probe under realistic conditions. A
general signal-to-noise analysis applicable to all nonlinear spec-

troscopy techniques is presented along with specific applica-

tions to coherent Raman spectroscopy, two-photon absorption,

saturation spectroscopy, and optical coherent transient

techniques. A simple optimization procedure employing

polarization selection rules is described. Detailed calculations

are performed for the case of TEM,,, waves interacting via a

third-order nonlinear susceptibility and for the case where the

sample is simultaneously probed at many different frequency

combinations.

18559. Unassigned.

18560. Kasen, M. B., Composite laminate applications in mag-

netic fusion energy superconducting magnet systems, lCCM/2
Proc. Int. Conf. on Composite Materials, 2d, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, Apr. 16-20, 1978, B. R. Norton, R. A. Signorelli, K.

N. Street, and L. N. Phillips, Eds., pp. 1493-1507

(Metallurgical Society of the AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1978).

Key words: advanced composites; composite materials;

cryogenics; industrial laminates; magnetic fusion energy;

superconducting magnets.

Potential composite applications span the range from indus-

trial laminates to advanced composites. Service conditions are

unusually demanding, as materials must function predictably

over a 20-year lifetime at 4.2 kelvin while subject to neutron

and gamma radiation. Laminate components must also

withstand occasional warming to room temperature. Presently,

industrial laminates of the NEMA/ASTM G-10 or G-1 1 types

are most frequently proposed for electrical and thermal insula-

tion. This reflects the low cost, ready availability and successful

use of such materials in existing small superconducting mag-

nets. However, the more stringent demands of MFE systems

requires the development of component-specified industrial

laminates, thoroughly tested under radiation and cryogenic con-

ditions. Present designs do not make structural use of advanced

composite laminates. However, the combination of high modu-

lus, low thermal and electrical conductivity make such materi-

als attractive substitutes for stainless steel in some components

of superconducting magnets. Advanced-composite metal-matrix

technology has an important role to play in understanding the

effects of cyclic stress on the current-carrying ability of the

metallic superconducting composite.

18561. Kamper, R. A., Status of RF and microwave calibration

services at NBS, NCSL Newsletter 18, No. 3, 40 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: calibrations; measurements; microwaves;

radiofrequency; standards.

This brief note describes the present status of rf microwave

calibration services at NBS, and gives a schedule for restoration

of some services that had been temporarily closed down.
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I 18562. Jennings, D. A., Petersen, F. R., Evenson, K. M.,
Frequency measurement of the 260-THz (1.15-jbim) He-Ne
laser, Opiks Leti. 4, 129-130 (May 1979).

Key words: frequency; He-Ne laser; nonlinear optics; 1.15

i Absolute infrared frequency measurement has been extended

!
to 26(1 THz with the measurement of the strong 1.15-fim laser

i line in '"Ne. The frequency was synthesized in nonlinear

I
crystals of CdGeAs.^ and Ag:,AsS., from stabilized CO.^ lasers

I and the 1.5-^m laser line in '^"Ne. The measured frequency is

! 1.1.-, = 260.103 284(30) THz.

!
18563. Ellerbruch, D. A., Jesch, R. L., Jones, R. N., Bussey,

H. E., Boyne, H. S., ElectromaKnetic scatterinf{ properties of

I
soils and snow, Proc. 12 tlx Int. Symp. on Remote Sensing of

j

Environment, Ann Arbor, Ml, Apr. 20-26, 197H, II, 957-974

I

(Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

!

MI, 1978).

Key words: electromagnetic measurement; snow depth; soil

moisture.

The electromagnetic scattering properties of soils and snow
are being measured in situ under natural environmental condi-

tions. A physical analysis is done at each test site to determine
the physical properties of the sample for correlation with its

electromagnetic signature.

i

! 18564. Diller, D. E., LNG thermopliysical properties data and
custody transfer, GASTECH 78, Proc. Int. LNG/LPG Conf.

and Exhibition, 6th, Monte-Carlo, Monaco, Nov. 7-10, 1978,

I, Session 2A, Presentation 1, 1-16 (GASTECH Exhibitions,

Ltd., Rickmansworth, England, 1978).

Key words: composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; LNG; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity

tables; thermophysical properties; total heating value.

Developments in LNG thermophysical properties data

research are reviewed. NBS projects on the PVT, ther-

modynamic and transport properties of pure LNG components;
on the phase equilibria and orthobaric liquid densities of mix-

tures of LNG components; and on predictive calculation

methods for the thermophysical properties of commercial LNG
compositions, are discussed.

Developments in LNG custody transfer measurement
research are reviewed, with emphasis on accurate methods for

determining LNG composition, density, specific heating value,

ship tank capacity tables, liquid level and flow rates for LNG
custody transfer. The uncertainties in the determination of the

heating value of large quantities of LNG in tanks and pipelines

are discussed.

18565. Danos, M., Development of approaches and present

status of the giant multipole resonance theory, Proc. 4th

Seminar on Electromagnetic Interactions of Nuclei at Low and

Medium Energies, Moscow, USSR, Dec. 13-15, 1977, pp. 3-

21 (Nauka, Moscow, 1979).

Key words: giant resonances; hydrodynamic model;

isoscalar resonances; isovector resonances; photonuclear

physics; shell model.

A survey of the present status of the theory of photonuclear

giant resonances is presented. The first level of understanding

photonuclear processes is completed. The next level of un-

derstanding is spotty and contradictory. A direction for future

development of theories is indicated.

18566. Bussey, H. E., Open circuited coaxial resonator for high

sensitivity dielectric measurements, application to lunar soil

70051-20, (Proc. 10th Lunar and Planetary Science Conf.,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, Mar. 19-23, 1979), Ab-

stract in Lunar and Planetary Science, Part 1, 169-171 (Lunar

and Planetary Institute, Houston, TX, 1979).

Key words: cavity resonance; coaxial line resonator; dielec-

tric constant; dielectric loss; lunar sample; temperature

variation of dielectric parameters of soil.

This three page paper summarizes a sensitive (1 g sample)

coaxial line cavity resonator method under vacuum conditions

and ± 100 "C which was developed for measurements of

dielectric constant and loss of powders, liquids, and solid coaxi-

al samples. The intended frequency range was 550 MHz funda-

mental, plus harmonics to 2750 MHz. The frequencies and O's

of the successive resonances were obtained by measuring the

reflection coefficient versus stepped frequency c»f the 1-port

cavity using an Automatic Network Analyzer programmed to

skip from one resonance to the next. Results of the first three

harmonics were reliable, giving permittivity = 2.15" with a den-

sity p of 1 .6 g/ml and a loss tangent = p x 0.0038 both at 23

°C. The sample was dried by heating in vacuum. The change

with temperature from 173 to 373 K was obtained. Results at

higher harmonics were erroneous, apparently due to a coaxial

bead type of resonance near 5 GHz.

18567. Daney, D. E.. Ludtke, P. R., Jones, M. C, An experi-

mental study of thermally-induced flow oscillations in super-

critical helium, J. Heat. Transfer 101, No. 1, 9-14 (Feb.

1979).

Key words: density wave oscillations; flow oscillations; flow

stability; liquid helium; superconducting power transmis-

sion lines; supercritical helium.

The density wave stability boundary has been experimentally

determined for supercritical helium flowing in a long (L = 185

m), heated channel of high aspect ratio (L/d = 4.6 ( lO)"*). A
pressure drop ratio and the fluid expansion ratio correlate the

oscillation inception point data.

The growth of enthalpy (temperature) perturbations in a

heated channel has been experimentally verified. During the

density wave oscillation, the channel exit temperature and inlet

mass flow were observed to be in phase, and the oscillation

period was close to twice the fluid transit times. All three ob-

servations agree with a simple incompressible flow model.

Oscillation amplitudes as great as 1 I K and 100 percent of inlet

flow were observed.

18568. Newbury, D. E., Microanalysis in the scanning electron

microscope: Progress and prospects, (Proc. Ann. Intl.

Scanning Electron Microscopy Conf., Washington, DC, Apr.

16-20, 1979), Scanning Electron Microsc. 11, 1-20 (Scanning

Electron Microscopy, Inc., O'Hare, IL, 1979).

Key words: Auger electron spectroscopy; cathodolu-

minescence; ion scattering spectrometry; laser microprobe

mass analyzer; laser Raman microprobe; microanalysis;

secondary ion mass spectrometry; x-ray microanalysis.

Many techniques of analysis are available for the charac-

terization of a sample on the micrometer scale in the scanning

electron microscope. Directly available as a result of the elec-

tron bombardment are x-rays. Auger electrons, and long

wavelength electromagnetic radiation (cathodoluminescence).

Auxiliary excitation sources which can be added to the SEM
for analysis include energic ion beams for secondary ion mass

spectrometry and ion scattering spectrometry, x-rays for x-ray-

induced characteristic x-ray emission (x-ray fluorescence), and

monochromatic photons from laser sources for Raman spec-

troscopy and mass spectrometry. The information available

from these techniques includes elemental and molecular com-
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position, structural information from crystals, and a variety of
semiconductor properties. The information can be obtained
from regions with lateral dimensions of the order of I ftm and
with depth resolutions ranging from one atom layer to several

micrometers. Qualitative and quantitative analysis can be car-

ried out for all chemical elements, with relative errors in the

best cases being less than five percent, and with limits of detec-

tion in the range 1-100 ppm under optimum conditions. No one
technique provides all of the mformation required l\)r total

characterization of a sample, and combinations of techniques

are required.

18569. Brauer, G. M , Termini, D J , Jackson. J A., Durability

of the bond between mineralized tissues and potential adhe-

sives, (Proc. 176th National Meeting of the American Chemi-
cal Society, Miami, FL, Sept. 11-14, I97K), ACS Symp. Scritw

95, Durahilily of Macromolecular Malcrials. R. K. Eby, Ed.,

Paper 27, 393-410 (American Chemical Society, Washing-
ton, DC, 1979).

Key words: adhesion; bonding to mineralized tissues; bone;

dentin; hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacry-
late; mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters.

The strength of adhesive joints between bone-bone and
dentin-poly( methyl methacrylate ) decreases on prolonged
storage in water. With 2-cyanoacrylate esters debonding is

greatly reduced by increasing the length of the ester group.

Thermocycling tests give the same ranking for the decrease in

the adhesive bond strength as those of the long-term isothermal

storage studies.

The bonding of 2-cyanoacrylates to mineralized tissues in an

aqueous environment appears to be superior to that of other

adhesives. The higher homologues of 2-cyanoacrylates may be

useful clinically where an intermediate-term bone adhesive is

desired. The isobutyl ester is the most effective 2-cyanoacrylate

for bonding dentin to acrylic resin. Pretreatment of the dentin

with dilute acid, addition of 2-cyanoacrylate polymer to the ad-

hesive or application of the protective coating to the bonded
surface increases the hydrolytic stability of the bond.

18570. Bowman, C. D., Research applications of a high power

induction linac, (Proc. Fifth Conf on the Applications of

Small Accelerators in Research and Industry, North Texas
State Univ., Denton, TX, Nov. 6-8, 1978. J. L Duggan, I. L.

Morgan, Eds.), IEEE Trans, on Nucl. Sci. NS-26, No. 1, Part

2 of Two Parts. 1426-1431 (IEEE Nuclear and Plasma
Sciences Society, New York, NY, Feb. 1979).

Key words: activation analysis; electron beams; induction

accelerator; ion acceleration; nuclear research; radiation

processing.

An induction linac offers a number of previously unexploited

advantages for research and practical application. It possesses

an inherent capability for high pulsed beam currents, large

aperture, simple phasing conditions, arbitrary accelerated parti-

cle mass, simple multiplexing capability, and high power con-

version efficiency. An accelerator is described with the follow-

ing parameters; pulsed current— 2000 amps, energy—36 MeV,
repetition rate— 180 pps, and pulse width—60 ns. As an elec-

tron accelerator the facility would be a very intense source of

pulsed neutrons or -y-radiation. Two possible alternative power
systems exist based either on multiple spark-gap switches or on
magnetic compression methods. The capability of the facility

will be reviewed for programs in neutron scattering for materi-

als science, neutron nuclear science, photonuclear physics,

photonuclear activation analysis, radiation processing, and

other research. Neutron production targets capable of handling

the full 750 keV of beam power will be described.

18571. Dulik, D. M., Evaluation of commercial and newly-

synthesized amine accelerators for dental composites, J. Dent.

/?(.'.?. 58, No. 4, 1 308-13 16 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: amine accelerators, composite restorative resin;

dimethylaminoglutethimide; dimethylaminophenylacetic

acid and esters; properties of composites; tertiary aromatic

amines.

The characteristics of newly synthesized tertiary aromatic

amines as accelerators for restorative resins have been evalu-

ated. Comparison of the composites prepared with these and

presently used accelerators indicate that resins formulated with

4-N,N-dimethylaminophenylacetic acid, its methyl ester or N,N-
dimethylaminoglutethimide have properties generally better

than comparable resins prepared with commercially used

amines.

18572. Wiese, W. L., Atomic transition probabilities and
lifetimes. Chapter 25 in Pro^rcs.s in Atomic Spectroscopy , Part

B, W. Hanle and H. Kleinpoppen, Eds., pp. I 101-1155

(Plenum Publ. Corp., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: atomic transition probabilities; literature sur-

vey; oscillator strengths.

A survey of the new atomic transition probability literature,

covering the period late 1975 to late 1978, is given.

18573. Baughcum, S. L., Leone, S. R,, Free radical studies by

excimer laser ultraviolet photolysis, (Proc. 22d Int. Tech.

Symp. and Instrument Display, University of Arizona, Tuc-

son, AZ, Aug. 4-5, 1978), Laser Spectro.Kc. 158, 29-32

( 1978)

Key words: infrared emission; laser; methylene iodiode;

methyl iodiode; photodissociation; radical.

A promising new technique for studying vibrational and low-

lying electronic states of radicals has been developed. Infrared

emission from vibrationally excited radicals is observed follow-

ing ultraviolet photolysis ' of several small polyatomics with a

rare gas-halide excimer laser. Strong emission from the C-H
stretches of the CHjI radical is directly detected following

photolysis of CHjIj at 248 nm. Photolysis of CHjIj at 308 nm
and CHjI at 248 nm does not produce excitation of the C-H
stretches in the radicals generated. In all three cases, strong

emission from excited l*(^P,,2) atoms is observed. With the

techniques described, infrared fluorescence is monitored as a

function of both wavelength and time, allowing information to

be obtained about the initial vibrational state distribution of

radicals following photolysis. Subsequent vibrational deactiva-

tion, energy transfer, and reaction kinetics may also be studied.

By using low resolution, continuously variable interference fil-

ters, measurements of the gas phase vibrational frequencies of

the radical can be obtained, since the temporal resolution al-

lows radical emission to be readily distinguished from that of

the present molecules.

18574. Bender, P. L., Geodesy—Trends and prospects, Proc.

Conf. 1 7th IEEE Conf. on Precision and Control Including

Symp. on Adaptive Processes, San Diego, CA, Jan. 10-12,

1978, pp. 455-457 (The Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers, Piscataway, NJ, 1978).

Key words: distance measurements; earthquakes; geodesy;

geophysics; instrumentation; satellites; tectonics.

A report with the above title recently has been completed by

the Committee on Geodesy of the National Research Council.

The Committee included members from the fields of geodesy,

geophysics, physics and engineering, and the chairman was

Professor William M. Kaula of UCLA. An important part of the
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churge to the Committee was to review and make recommen-
dations concerning scientific and technological advances in

modern geodesy and related fields, and planning for spaceborne
instrumentation pertinent to geodesy in the 19K()'s, Some of the

recommendations of the Committee in the areas of crustal

movement measurements and needs for the development of

new geodetic instruments are discussed brietly

18575. Demkov, Y. N.. Ostrovskii. V. N.. Solov ev, E. A , Two-
stale approximation in tlie adiabatic and sudden-perturbation

limits, Hhy.s. Kev A 18. No. 5, 2()K'<-2(W6 (Nov. m7X)

Key words; adiahatic perturbation theory; elastic scattering

phase shifts; pseudocrossing, sudden-perturbation limit;

transition probability; i-ll transitions.

The properties of the two-state approximation are considered

from the point of view of atomic collision theory in the limit

of large and small values of a characteristic collision time T.

For large T (the adiabatic limit) asymptotically exact expres-

sions are obtained for the elastic-scattering phase shifts and for

the nonadiabatic transition probability due to the pseu-

docrossing of terms. This approximation is carried out under
fairly general assumptions about the Hamiltonian, enabling us

to consider such processes as transitions between l-Vl terms

caused by rotation of an internuclear axis. Such general

problems of the adiabatic approximation as the applicability of

adiabatic perturbation theory, the introduction of a dynamical
basis, and the properties of the electronic wave functions in the

pseudocrossing region are discussed. For small T (the sudden-

perturbation limit) the evolution operator to zeroth and first

order in T is calculated. We introduce a general and unam-
biguous definition of an adiabatic basis as a basis of eigenvec-

tors of the evolution matrix to zeroth order in T.

18576. Demkov, Y. N., Kunasz, C. V., Ostrovskii, V. N.,

United-atom approximation in the problem of X-Tl transitions

during close atomic collisions, Phys. Rev. A IS, No. 5, 2097-

2106 (Nov. 1978).

Key words: adiabatic limit; atomic collisions; quasimolecule

terms; sudden perturbation limit; transition probability;

unified atom approximation; S-FI transition.

We consider a very simple approximation, in which the

splitting of the energy of a P state in a united atom into 2 and
n quasimolecular terms for small internuclear distances R de-

pends quadratically on R, and the colliding atoms pass one
another along a straight or a hyperbolic trajectory. In this case

the transition probability for a given scattering angle or impact

parameter depends on only one parameter—the Massey
parameter. This probability is computed numerically along with

the elastic scattering phase shifts. Approximate formulas are

obtained for both the adiabatic limit (in which the parameter
is large and the flight is slow) and the sudden-perturbation limit

for which the parameter is small, the flight is fast, and the

process reduces to a sudden rotation of the internuclear axis.

We also obtain, in the adiabatic case, the first term in the ex-

pansion of the factor in front of the exponential. In the inter-

mediate range of the parameter, simple analytic approxima-

tions, ensuring transition to the limiting cases, are proposed.

Analytic expressions for the total transition cross sections are

obtained in the limits of large and small collision velocities. The
results of the calculations are applicable to S-Fl transitions of

electrons and holes in both outer and inner shells for close col-

lisions in a broad energy range, where, owing to a scale trans-

formation, all cases reduce to one. Reasonable agreement is

found with other more complicated calculations for the colli-

sions of specific atoms.

18577. Daywitt, W. C, An error analysis for the measurement
of satellite EIRP using a calibrated radio star, IEEE Trans.

Instrum. Meas. IM-27, No. 3, 253-258 (Sept. 1978).

Key words: error analysis; G/kT, EIRP; G/T, precision

measurements; radio star; satellite communications.

An outline for the derivation of equations employed in a

measurement and error analysis of satellite EIRP using a

calibrated radio star is presented. A table showing analysis

results at 7.55 GHz using Cassiopeia A for a satellite at 12°

elevation angle is given. The quadrature sum of the systematic

errors appearing in the table is 10.1 percent. Also presented is

a curve of the systematic errors as a function of elevation angle

showing a 7.3-percent minimum at high elevation angles.

18578. Crawford, M L., Workman, J. L., Asymmetric versus

symmetric TEM cells (or EMI measurements, Pmc. I^7X

IEEE Int. .Symp on Elct Irnmuf-neiic Cumpalfhilily, Atlanta,

(!A, June 20-22, l^7H, pp. 204-210 (The Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers, Piscataway, NJ, 1979).

Key words: electromagnetic compatibility; measurements;

transverse electromagnetic transmission cells.

This paper discusses the option of designing a transverse

electromagnetic (TEM) transmission cell with an off-set septum

as a multipurpose chamber for performing electromagnetic in-

terference (EMI) measurements. The design and electrical per-

formance characteristics of such a cell are given and compared
with a similar sized symmetric cell.

18579. Crawford, M. L., Comparison and selection of

techniques for measuring EM radiated emissions and suscepti-

bility of large equipment, (Proc. 3d Symp. and Technical Ex-

hibition on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands, May 1-3, 1979), Paper in Eleclr<>maf>netic Com-
patibility 1979, T. Dvorak, Ed., pp. 1 15-122 (May 1979).

Key words: electromagnetic; radiated emissions; suscepti-

bility measurements.

This paper gives an overview of a number of techniques that

could be used for measuring electromagnetic radiated emissions

or susceptibility of large equipment. Each technique is assessed

relative to operational and measurement parameters. Six

techniques are selected as being optimum for specific applica-

tions.

18580. Cascaval, C. N., Florin, R. E., Pyrolysis gas chromatog-

raphy of some fluorine-containing polymers, J. Fluorine Chem.
13, 65-70 (1979).

Key words; isobutene copolymers; pyrolysis gas chromatog-

raphy; random scission; tetrafluoroethylene copolymers;

1 ,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene

copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene- 1 polymer.

Pyrolysis gas chromatography of the polymers of 1,3,3,3-

tetrafluoropropene, 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene-l and of

the copolymers of tetrafluoroethylene with the above and with

3,3,3-trifluoropropene and with isobutene in all instances gave

only 3 to 19% of volatiles below C,«, distributed among many
peaks. This and the absence of significant char indicate

predominantly a random scission mechanism of decomposition.

18581. Carlson, A. D., Patrick, B. H., Measurements of the

fission cross section in the MeV energy region, Proc. Int. Conf.

on Neutron Physics and Nuclear Data for Reactors and Other

Applied Purposes, Harwell, United Kingdom, Sept. 25-29,

1978, pp. 880-886 (Publications de L'OCDE, Paris, France,

1979).

Key words: fission cross section; linac; neutron flux deter-

mination; proton telescope; standard cross section;

"^U(n,f).
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Measurements of the energy dependence of the •''•''U neutron
fission cross section have been made from 1 to 20 MeV at the

NBS neutron time-of-flight facihty. These data were measured
relative to the hydrogen scattering cross section with an annu-

lar proton telescope. The error for these shape measurement is

2-301^ throughout the entire energy region.

18582. Brown, L D , Ihers. J A . Siedle, A R , Iridium (I) and
rltodium (I) complexes of benzotriazole. Structure of

bisttriphenylphosphine) carhonyl (hen/.otriazenido) iridium (I),

liuTK Chcm 17, No. 1 1, .3()2h-.^()3() ( 197H).

Key words: ben/.otriazenides; iridium (I) complexes; or-

ganometallic benzotriazenides; rhodium (I) complexes;
thallium benzotriazenide.

Thallium benzotriazenide has been prepared from
benzotriazole, thallium (I) acetate, and triethylamine in

ethanol. The compound serves as a convenient starting material

for the synthesis of organometallic benzotriazenides. It reacts

with [ Ir( COX acetone )(PPh.i)j][PF„ J to yield the tetramer

[Ir(BTA)(CO)(PPh3)]4, where Ph = phenyl and. BTA =
benzotriazenide. A similar reaction with RhCKCOX PPh;, j.^

yields the hexamer [ Rh( BTA )( CO)( PPha) ]„. Direct reaction of

TKBTA) with IrCKCOXPPhj);, yields Ir( BTA )2(CO)( PPh 3)

TI C„H„ A methanol solution of this material rapidly changes
color from violet to yellow and from this solution the com-
pound Ir(BTA)(CO)(PPh:,)2 is obtained On the basis of an x-

ray crystal structure, the Ir atom in Ir( BTA )(CO)( PPh:,).^ is

coordinated by trans P atoms, the CO ligand, and the BTA
ligand in nearly a square-planar arrangement. Despite the sym-

metric nature of the N., portion of the BTA ligand, the ligand

is coordinated to the Ir atom through atom N( 1 ). The ligand

makes an angle of approximately 78° with the Ir(CO)P2 plane.

The compound crystallizes with four molecules in space group

C.2i{'-P2,/n of the monoclinic system in a cell of dimensions a

= 13.508(3)A, = 20.225(4)A, c = 1 3.372( 3 )A, and /3 =

I03.36( 1 )°. The structure has been refined by full-matrix least-

squares methods to a final R index of 0.035 for 199 variables,

based on 6321 observations.

18583. Brown, W E., Schroeder, L. W., Ferris, J. S., Inter-

layering of crystalline octacalcium phosphate and hydrox-

ylapatite, J. Phys. Chem. 83, No. 11, 1385-1388 ( 1979).

Key words: bone; hydroxylapatite; interlayering; octacalci-

um phosphate; tooth; x-ray diffraction.

Hydroxylapatite (OHAp), Ca,o( P04)„(0H jj, and octacalcium

phosphate (OCP), CasH2(P04)B - 5H2O, form interlayered mix-

tures in which some of their hOO x-ray diffraction peaks in-

teract to form combination peaks. Calculations reveal that the

d2,Ki( OCP )—d,«,( OHAp ) peak shifts toward lower spacings from
9.34 A. the d2oo of OCP, to 8.16 A, the d,oo of OHAp, as the

Ca/P ration increases from 1.33 to 1.67. The d5oo(OCP)—

djooCOHAp) and the^ djoofOCP j—d^^C OHAp) combination

peaks shift to higher spacings as the Ca/P ratio of the inter-

layered mixture increases. The calculated shifts in the

d2oo( OCP)—d,oo( OHAp) peak are corroborated by experimental

data in the literature. Although shifts in the x-ray diffraction

peaks are common in clays, this is the first time this

phenomenon has been observed in calcium phosphates; it pro-

vides a new approach to the study of tooth and bone mineral

in their formative stages when OCP is most likely to be present.

18584. Bender, P. L., Some U.S. views on scientific opportuni-

ties in ocean and earth dynamics, European Space Agency

Workshop, Schloss Elmau, Germany, Jan. 16-21, 1978, S.

Hieber and T. D. Gueyene, Eds., pp. 19-23 (European Space
Agency, Paris, France, 1978).

Key words: crustal movements; earth rotation; geodynam-
ics; gravity field; ocean current; plate tectonics; polar mo-
tion.

Some of the areas of ocean dynamics and earth dynamics in

which ESA participation would be strongly welcomed by earth

scientists in the U.S. are discussed in this paper. The topics

covered are ocean currents, tectonic plate motions, crustal

movements in seismic zones, earth rotation and polar motion,

and mapping of the gravity field. Cooperative international ef-

forts in applying space techniques to these fields are likely to

yield highly valuable scientific results, which later can be ap-

plied to practical problems in many countries. Particular needs
for increased European participation are apparent in the laser

tracking of SEASAT A, in setting up an international

geodynamic control network, in deveK>ping accurate but inex-

pensive methods for detecting crustal movements at many
points in seismic zones, in monitoring UT I and polar motion

by both laser ranging and long baseline radio interferometry,

and in developing a new gravity field mapping mission.

18585. Bowman, C D., Schrack, R. A., The influence of vibra-

tions of gas molecules on neutron reaction cross sections, Hroc.

Int. Conf. on Neutron Fhy.sk.s and Nuclear Data for Reactors

and Other Applied Purposes, Harwell, United Kingdom. Sept.

25-29, I97H, pp. 736-741 (Publications de L'OCDE, Paris,

France, 1979).

Key words: Doppler effect; fission; gas target; molecular

vibrations; neutron reactions; ^'"U.

The change in molecular vibration energy upon absorption of

a neutron by a nucleus bound in a free molecule can influence

resonance shape and other aspects of neutron reaction cross

sections. A formalism is developed for centrosymmetric

molecules such as UF,; and applied to the shape of the 6.67 eV
resonance in ^asy

-pi^g ratio of the resonance shape for ''"UF«

gas and for solid UjO^ has been measured and compared with

the calculation. Reasonable agreement is obtained indicating

the validity of the calculation and the necessity to include

vibration effects to avoid large errors in measurements and cal-

culations on gas-containing systems.

18586. Paffenbarger, G. C, Rupp, N W., Patel, P. R., Dimen-

sional change of dental amalgam and a suggested correlation

between marginal integrity and creep, J. Am. Dent. Assoc. 99,

31-37 (July 1979)

Key words: creep; dental amalgam; dimensional changes;

extrusion of restorations; marginal fracture; zinc effect.

Amalgams made from Micro Alloy, New True Dentalloy and

Dispersalloy, on which there is adequate extant clinical testing,

showed large expansion when stored in air at 60 °C and much
less or no expansion at 37 and 23 °C. Zinc free amalgam had

very small expansions or shrinkages at 60, 37 and 23 °C. Thus

zinc appears to promote diffusion in hardened amalgam.

Dimensional changes were usually less proportionally on the

diameter than on the lengths of 8 x 4 mm unrestricted cylin-

ders. Amalgam confined in cylindrical cavities extruded less

than the unrestricted cyclinders. The extrusion from the cavi-

ties was proportional to the creep values of the amalgams. Thus

it is suggested that the apparent correlation of the marginal in-

tegrity of clinical amalgam restorations with creep of the amal-

gams, as demonstrated by Mahler et al. in 1970 (J. Dent. Res.

49:1452, 1970) may be caused by the relative resistance of the

amalgams to deformation caused by expansion of the three

foregoing amalgams.

18587. Kusuda, T , Hunt, C M., McNall, P. E., Radioactivity

(radon and daughter products) as a potential factor in build-

ing ventilation, ASHRAE J. 21, No. 7, 30-34 (July 1979)
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1
Key words: energy conservation design; indoor radiation;

I
radon in buildings; ventilation and radon concentration.

I

Awareness has developed in the United States, particularly

j
within the last five years, that traces of radioactive radon gas

!
and its daughter products are present in varying amounts in the

indoor air. Some of the existing literature on the subject is

1

briefly reviewed and discussed. It is recommended that further

attention be given to quantify radon concentration data per-

tinent to the environmental health aspects of ventilation

requirements from the standpoint of indoor air quality con-

I

sistent with building energy conservation.

I

18588. Paabo, M., Birky, M. M., Womble, S. E., Analysis of

i

hydrogen cyanide in fire environments, J. Combust. Toxicol. 6,

I

99-108 (May 1979).
I

Key words: combustion products; gas analysis; gas chro-

matography; hydrogen cyanide.

A sensitive method for the direct gas chromatographic deter-

mination of environmental hydrogen cyanide resulting from the

combustion or thermal degradation products of nitrogen con-

taining polymeric materials is described. The gas chromato-

graphic method utilizes an alkali flame (or thermionic) detector

in conjunction with a Porapak Q column. The range of detec-

tion was 5-400 ppm HCN with an estimated uncertainty of ±

I

5 ppm. The lower detection limit was about 50 picograms HCN
' (1 ppm per SO lA injection).

i
18589. Newbury, D. E., Myklebust, R. L., Monte Carlo electron

I

trajectory simulation of beam spreading In thin foil targets,

i (Proc. 2d Cornell Meeting on Analytical Electron Microsco-

I py, Ithaca, NY, July 24-26, 1978), Ultramicrosc. 3, 391-395

(North-Holland Publ. Co., Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

1979).

Key words: analytical electron microscopy; microanalysis;

Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; spatial resolu-

tion; thin foils; x rays.

The spatial resolution of x-ray microanalysis of thin foils is

limited by beam spreading caused by elastic scattering of elec-

trons. A simple analytical model with a single scattering ap-

proximation which has been used by other workers to calculate

the magnitude of beam spreading is reviewed. Monte Carlo

electron trajectory simulation techniques are developed to

study beam spreading. Equations are given to calculate the

three major parameters of a Monte Carlo simulation: step

length between scattering points, elastic scattering angle, and
azimuthal angle, Monte Carlo results compare well with analyti-

cal model calculations for thin films. For thick films, Monte
Carlo values of beam spreading are 10% to 40% less than cor-

responding analytical model values. Beam tailing and the ef-

fects of specimen inclination can also be studied by Monte
Carlo simulation.

18590. Linsky, J. L., High resolution spectrograph for the space

telescope, (Proc. Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers, Tucson, AR, Jan. 29-Feb. 1, 1979), SPIE 172 In-

strumentation in Astronomy III, 254-263 (1979).

Key words: galactic astronomy; space astronomy; stellar as-

tronomy; ultraviolet spectroscopy.

We are developing a High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS)
for ultraviolet astronomy with the Space Telescope. The instru-

ment will provide a spectral resolution of = 1.2x 10^ over a

nominal wavelength range of I 10-320 nm, together with a spa-

tial resolution of about 0.25 arc seconds. The two detectors will

consist of 512-element Digicons with cesium telluride and cesi-

um iodide photocathodes, respectively. Photoelectrons in

transit between the photocathodes and the diodes within the

Digicons can be deflected in two axes with 1 2-bit resolution.

This feature facilitates a design that emphasizes reliability since

(once a hermetic seal is opened in orbit), only two moving

parts, a grating carrousel and a shutter, are required for regular

operation of the HRS. The instrument will be controlled by a

computer in the spacecraft. The scientific objectives of the

HRS investigation relate to interstellar matter in our own and

nearby galaxies, physical processes of stellar mass loss and mass

transfer, chemical abundances, bright quasars and Seyfert

galaxy nuclei, and solar system phenomena.

18591. Behrens, J. W., Schrack, R. A., Bowman, C. D.,

Resonance neutron radiography using a position-sensitive pro-

portional counter, (Proc. Am. Nuclear Society Annual Meet-

ing, Atlanta, GA, June 3-7, 1979), Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 32,

207-208 (American Nuclear Society, Hinsdale, IL, 1979).

Key words: linac; neutrons; position-sensitive detector;

radiography; time-of-flight technique.

This paper describes progress at NBS in the development of

resonance neutron radiography as a laboratory reference

method for measurements for safeguarding nuclear fuel. To
demonstrate and test the method a broad energy spectrum of

neutrons and a linear position-sensitive proportional counter

were used with time-of-flight techniques to determine the dis-

tribution of solder between two silver-brazed metal disks and

to measure the thickness of the braze.

18592. Murat, K., Katriel, J., The lowest triplet state of the

biexciton may be bound, Phys. Lett. 71A, No. 1, 143-145

(Apr. 16, 1979).

Key words: biexcitons; Haken's Hamiltonian; polar crystals.

Using Haken's Hamiltonian and a simple variational

wavefunction, the (lcr„, lcr„)^2a state of the biexciton in a

polar crystal is found to be stable with respect to dissociation

into two ground-state excitons, for a certain range of (realistic)

material parameters, unlike the corresponding state in the Hj
molecule.

18593. Wiese, W. L., Atomic processes for magnetic fusion

research and their data status, (Proc. IX Int. Symp. on

Physics of Ionized Gases, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, Aug. 28-

Sept. 2, 1978), Paper in The Physics of Ionized Gases, R. K.

Janev, Ed., pp. 661-696 (Institute of Physics, Beograd, Yu-
goslavia, 1979).

Key words: atomic data; data availability; dielectronic

recombination rates; excitation rate coefficients; ionization

rate coefficients; magnetic fusion research; transition

probabilities; wavelengths.

The role of atomic collision and radiation processes in mag-
netic fusion research is discussed, using the coronal plasma

model as a guide. The data needs and priorities with respect

to the type of atomic quantity, chemical element and stage of

ionization are reviewed. The status of our knowledge for such

atomic data is surveyed, and some of the problems in acquiring

them are pointed out. It is shown that reliable atomic data for

highly ionized species are very scarce. A few examples for the

impact of atomic physics on fusion research are cited.

18594. Weidner, V. R., Hsia, J. J., NBS reference hazemeter:

Its development and testing, Appl. Opt. 18, No. 10, 1619-

1626 (May 15, 1979).

Key words: collimation; haze; hazemeter; integrating

sphere; linearity; scattering.

A research hazemeter has been developed by the Radiomet-

ric Physics Division of the National Bureau of Standards for the

quantitative analysis of light scattering by optical materials. The
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instrument is designed to measure percentage haze as set forth

in the prescribed conditions recommended in ASTM Test

Method D 1003. The hazemeter has several special features

which make it possible to vary the geometrical conditions of

the collimated light beam and the integrating sphere detector

system for detailed studies of light scattering. Light scattering

associated with the instrument source and collimating optics

has been reduced to less than 0.1% of the total light beam by
using a diffraction limited off-axis parabolic mirror to collimate

the hazemeter light beam. The source optics provide a colli-

mated light beam of approximately 6800 K. The detector is a

silicon cell photodiode with a V(X) window. This combination
gives the system a response corresponding to the visual lu-

minosity function. The detector nonlinearity and instrumental

errors associated with the accuracy of the integrating sphere
geometry have been analyzed. The over-all uncertainty in per-

centage haze has been reduced to ± 0.2%, and light scattering

of less than 0.5% can readily be measured.

18595. Warner, B., Apsidal motion and evolution of cataclysmic
variables. Acta Astron. 28, No. 3, 303-326 ( 1978).

Key words: binary stars; cataclysmic variables.

Interpreted as apsidal motion, the cyclical orbital period
changes of UX UMa and RW Tri indicate highly centrally con-
densed structures for the secondaries of these systems, suggest-

ing that they are in Case B mass transfer. The consequences
are explored of loss of angular momentum (via the accretion

disc) from cataclysmic variables, both with and without mass
loss from the white dwarfs. Illustrations are given of the result-

ing mass-radius relationship for the secondaries, and of the

change in orbital period during evolution. The observed
absence of high-luminosity secondaries (which occur in conser-

vative evolution) is thereby explained.

18596. McNall, P. E., Jr., The relation of thermal comfort to

learning and performance: A state-of-the-art report, (Proc.

ASHRAE Semiannual Meeting on HVAC—Human Factors,

Philadelphia, PA, Jan. 28-Feb. 2, 1979), Paper PH-79-9, No.
2 in ASHRAE Trans. 85, Pt. 1 , 759-767 (June 1979).

Key words; air-conditioning; comfort; education; environ-

ment; human factors; research; school.

The results of several research projects are summarized.
These projects have attempted to relate thermal comfort, learn-

ing and productivity. They show indications of positive correla-

tion (optimal comfort appears to result in maximum learning,

etc.) but these are not well supported by commonly accepted
experimental statistics. The problem seems to rest in quantify-

ing highly variable individual human motivation as other experi-

mental conditions are varied. This seems particularly true in the

usually employed experiments of a few hours' duration on
many human subjects. On the other hand, investigating long-

term effects of fatigue and motivation over many weeks is ex-

pensive and time-consuming, and control of the subjects when
they are not under the experimental conditions has been
minimal in studies of this type up to the present time.

18597. Molino, B. B., Hilsenrath, J., Beyond data retrieval: An
outline of the unique data analysis features of the NBS Om-
nidata system, Proc. Eighteenth Annual Tech. Symp. on Infor-

mation Systems—Effectiveness for the User, Gaithersburg,

MD, June 21, 1979, pp. 159-165 (The Washington DC
Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery,
Washington, IX:, June 1979).

Key words: Boolean search system; computer programs;

curve fitting; data analysis; data base management; data

retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS information

retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression;

MIS; plotting; statistical analysis.

Omnidata is an interactive, general-purpose system for data

retrieval, data analysis, and data file maintenance. The system

is specifically designed so that individuals with little or no
background in computers are able to search data files, do anal-

ysis on these files, and prepare ad hoc or periodic reports. At

the same time, the system provides the computer professional

and data-base administrator with tools for proper maintenance

of those data bases under his control. This wide spectrum of

functions of varying complexity is provided by the modularity

of the system. In addition to the 'usual' capabilities of a data

management system—searching, reporting, sorting, updat-

ing—there are close to 40 distinct modules to provide detailed

statistical and graphical analysis, data manipulation, and file

management.
Discussion will include descriptions of some of these unique

data manipulation and analysis modules, including AG-
GREGATE, CROSSTAB, DISTRIBUTE, SURVEY, and
TALLY. Also included will be a discussion of how Ominidata
interfaces with the OMNITAB statistical and plotting programs.

18598. Harter, W. G., Galbraith, H. W., Patterson, C. W.,

Energy level cluster analysis for E(V2) vibration i-otation spec-

trum of spherical top molecules, J. Chem. Phys. 69, No. 1 1,

4888-4895 (Dec. 1, 1978).

Key words: Born-Oppenheimer aj>proximation; high-resolu-

tion spectra; level clusters; Raman spectra; rotation-vibra-

tion spectra; symmetry analysis.

The theory of level clusters, originally developed for ground

state (Ai) and weakly coupled infrared active (F2, v^) excited

states, is extended to include the Raman-active (£) states of

vibration-rotation. Simple approximate formulas are given for

the eigenvalue spectrum of the dominant second order vibra-

tion-rotation Hamiltonian and the results are compared with

exact computer reductions.

18599. Harter, W. G., Patterson, C. W.. Galbraith, H. W., Cen-

trifugal and Coriolis effects on level cluster patterns for Tivs)

rovibrational bands in spherical top molecules, J. Chem. Phys.

69, No. 1, 4896-4907 (Dec. 1, 1978).

Key words: Bom-Oppenheimer approximation; centrifugal;

Coriolis; frame transformation relations; level cluster;

spherical tops; symmetry analysis.

Fundamental Tiv^) type high-J rovibrational fine structure is

derived for a range of values of the Coriolis and (2x2)'' cen-

trifugal constants. The theory of level clusters is developed

further. Correlations are made between cluster states cor-

responding to well separated P*, Q", and R' branches, and the

opposite case in which FI* and 2o labels are appropriate.

18600. Hoer, C. A., Calibrating two six-port reflectometers with

an unknown length of precision transmission line, Proc. 1978

IEEE MTT-S Int. Microwave Symp. Digest, Ottawa, Canada,

June 27-29, 1978, pp. 176-178 (The Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers, Piscataway, NJ, 1978).

Key words: calibration; current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scat-

tering parameters; six-port; voltage.

This paper describes a technique for calibrating a pair of 6-

port reflectometers for measuring the complex reflection coeffi-

cient of l-port devices, or the scattering parameters of recipro-

cal 2-port devices. The operations in the calibration consist of

connecting the two 6-ports together, connecting each 6-port to

a calibration circuit consisting of two unknown terminations

and a leveling loop, and then connecting the standard. The

standard can be one termination whose complex impedance is

known, or a length of precision transmission line whose cross-

sectional dimensions are known. The length and loss of the line
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are not required. The solution for the constants which charac-
terize each 6-port is closed, requiring no iteration.

18601. Hoer, C. A , Performance of a dual six-port automatic

network analyzer, Froc. IEEE MTT-S 1979 Int. MUn/wuvc
Symp. Difif.si: The World of Mu rowuvcs. Orlando, FL, Apr.

.Ut-May 2. 1979. IEEE Cat. No. 79CIII4J9-9 MTT-S, .1 pages

(The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Piscataway. NJ. 147^ ).

Key words: calibration: current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scat-

tering parameters; six-port; voltage.

The precision, accuracy, and stability of an experimental dual

6-port automatic network analyzer operating in the 2- IK GHz
range are given. Accuracy of ().()() 1 in reflection coefficient and
0.003 dB in attenuation have been maintained at 3 GHz over

a 10 week period without recalibration.

18602. Johnson, C, R., Beine, W B., Wang, T J., Right-left

asymmetry in an eigenvector ranking procedure, J. Math.
Psychol. 19, No. 1, 61-64 (Feb. 1979).

Key words: decision analysis; decisions; eigenvectors;

management; multiple-attribute decisions; ordering; paired

comparisons; prioritization; project selection; ranking;

resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria.

A suggestion for the prioritization of alternatives using the

Perron-Frobenius right eigenvector of a pairwise comparison

matrix has recently been made by T. Saaty. We note that use

of the left eigenvectors is equally justified (as long as order is

reversed). The purpose of this note is to point out that the

resultant prioritizations may disagree even when the com-
parisons are "nearly consistent."

18603. Soulen, R. J., Jr., Noise thermometry using Josephson

junctions, (Proc. 5th Int. Conf. on Noise, Bad Nauheim, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, Mar. 13-16, 1978), Paper in Noise in

Physical Systems, D. Wolf, Ed., pp. 249-259 ( Springer-Ver-
lag, Berlin, Germany, 1978).

Key words: Johnson noise; Josephson junctions; noise ther-

mometry; resistive SQUIDS; temperature measurement.

Two methods for measurement of temperature using Johnson

noise are reviewed and compared. The temperature scale

developed with each is assessed.

18604. Marshak, H., Turrell, B. G., y-ray emission from

oriented nuclei in a multiaxis nuclear spin system: •fi«"'Ho'*'*

Ho, Solid Stale Commun. 30, No. 11, 677-681 ( 1979).

Key words: atomic magnetic structures; conical spin struc-

ture; decay of """"Ho; nuclear orientation; nuclear spin

system; "'«Ho'«'^Ho.

A new method is proposed to measure multiaxis nuclear spin

structures using y-ray emission from oriented radioactive

nuclei. This method, which depends only on angular momen-
tum theory, is presented for helical spin structures. The atomic

magnetic structure can also be obtained when the nuclear mag-

netism is produced by hyperfine interaction. Measurements on

""""Ho in a single crystal of '"''Ho metal show that the spin axes

form a single cone with a half-angle of 80.4 ± 0.4°.

18605. Kventsel, G. F., Katriel, J., Exact solutions for infinite-

range spin Hamiltonians, J Appl. Phvs. 50, No. 3, 1820-1821

(Mar. 1979).

Key words: ferromagnetism; magnetization equation; spin

Hamiltonians; spinodal point; spin-phonon coupling.

The closed form magnetization equation, s = rr • B4~/3 • frr)

H/()s], is shown to be valid for any infinite range spin Hamil-

tonian // = N H(s), where N is the number of particles, each

with elementary spin o-, s = S/N, S being the total spin, and B,,

IS Brillouin's functi(»n. This equation is used to investigate the

following problems: (i) determination of the class of Hamiltoni-

ans with a spinodal point at 0°K; (ii) spin-phonon coupling,

quadratic in the lattice displacements. Magnetostriction of this

form may lead to shift of the critical temperature, change of

the order of the phase transition, decrease of the paramagnetic

spinodal temperature up to 0°K and renormalization of the

phonon spectrum; (iii) singlet-ground-state ferromagnetism, ex-

hibiting various types of phase-transitions, including heal mag-
netization.

18606. Pasachoff, J. M., Linsky, J. L., Haisch, B. M., Boggess,

A., lUE and the search for a luliewarm corona. Sky and
Telescope 57, No. 5, 438-443 (May 1979).

Key words: satellites; space astronomy; stars, chromo-

spheres; stars, coronae; stars, late-type; stars, winds; ul-

traviolet spectra. ?;

Since January 1978, a new telescope in orbit has allowed the

world's astronomers to take giant steps toward understanding

stars, planets, nebulae, quasars, and other objects by studying

their ultraviolet spectra. The International Ultraviolet Explorer

(lUE) has coupled significant advances in the instrumentation

aloft with interactive capabilities in the control room below in

order to allow astronomers to guide and update their projects

while the observations are being made. We describe in detail

the capabilities of this system.

18607. Kilmer, R. D., Cadoff, M. A., Mathews, D. E.,

Shoemaker, C. O., Jr., Effects of load, inflation pressure and

tire deflection on truck tire noise levels, DOT HS 803 874, 48

pages (Department of Transportation, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, DC, Jan. 1979).

Key words: acoustics; noise measurement; noise (sound);

tire noise; transportation noise; truck.

SAE Recommended Practice J57a—Sound Level of Highway

Truck Tires—specifies that the tests be made using tires in-

flated to the maximum inflation pressure and loaded to the

maximum load as specified by the Tire and Rim Association

(T&RA). However, if local load limits preclude the use of the

maximum rated load, tests may be conducted using lower loads

if the inflation pressure is adjusted either to maintain constant

tire deflection or according to the T&RA load/inflation pres-

sure tables. Whether these alternate load/inflation pressure con-

ditions result in similar sound levels is an important question.

This report presents acoustic data that allows evaluation of the

equivalency of these alternate conditions. In addition, laborato-

ry data on the relationships between load, inflation pressure,

and tire deflection are presented. On the basis of these data,

for tire loads greater than 70 to 75 percent of the maximum
rated load, smaller variations of the measured sound level were

observed when constant inflation pressure was maintained than

when the inflation pressure was adjusted. This is convenient

since this essentially represents the typical in-service case

where the load varies between trips but the tire inflation pres-

sure is maintained at a constant value.

18608. Wineland, D. J.. Laser-to-microwave frequency division

using synchrotron radiation, J. Appl. Phys. 50, No. 4, 2528-

2532 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: COj laser; frequency comparison; frequency

multiplication; frequency synthesis; laser frequency mea-
surement; Penning trap; speed of light.
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Calculations are made to demonstrate the feasibility of ob-
taining one-step frequency division from optical or infrared
laser frequencies to a subharmonic in the microwave spectral
region. The cyclotron orbit of a single relativistic electron in a

Penning trap is driven with a Gaussian laser beam focused to

a spot diameter ~ X; the laser subharmonic frequency is mea-
sured from the electron synchrotron radiation. The uncertainty

in orbit dimensions is limited to \/2 by radiative cooling and
the technique of motional sideband excitation.

18609. Harter, W G , Patterson. C. W . Theory of hyperfine

and superfine levels in symmetric polyatomic molecules.

Trigonal and tetrahedral molecules: Elementary spin- 1/2 cases
in vibronic ground states, Phv.s. Rev. A 19, No. 6, 2277-2.^03
(June 1979).

Key words: high resolution spectroscopy; hyperfine struc-

ture; level clusters; saturation absorption spectra; superfine
structure; symmetry analysis; tableau calculus.

A simple approximate scheme for treating molecular hyper-
fine structure is developed by taking account of energy-level

clusters. Unitary tableau and frame transformation tSchniques
are reintroduced. Model Hamiltonians for XY^ and XY^ (X
spin-zero, Y spin- 1/2) molecules are developed and solved in

cluster bases wich are appropriate for highly excited rotational

states. Two cases emerge: Case ( I ) for which hyperfine
splittings are smaller than the "superfine" cluster splittings and
case (2) for which superfine splittings are negligible or zero.

The problem of correlating energy levels and states between
cases (1) and (2) is solved. Since the -VVj problem in the ele-

mentary cluster bases reduces to (2x2) matrices at the worst,

the physical interpretation of solutions is not difficult.

18610. McHenry, H. I., Naranjo, S. E., Read, D. T., Reed, R.

P., Low-temperature fracture properties of a USSR alu-

minum-6% magnesium alloy, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materi-

als Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper K-3 in Ad-

vances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P.

Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 519-528 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: aluminum alloys; crack propagation;

cryogenics; fatigue; fracture; low temperature tests;

mechanical properties.

Aluminum alloy 5083-0 (AI-4.5Mg) is widely used in the

United States as a construction material for liquefied natural

gas (LNG) containers and other cryogenic applications. In the

USSR, aluminum alloy AMg6-0 (Al-6Mg) has been developed

for similar applications. As a part of the U.S.-USSR LNG
materials exchange program, NBS was asked to evaluate the

fracture properties of the AMg6 alloy supplied by the USSR
and to compare the results with those obtained previously on
the 5083-0 alloy. The results of fatigue crack growth and frac-

ture toughness tests are summarized in this paper.

18611. Tobler, R. L., Low temperature fracture behavior of a

Ti-6AI-4V alloy and 'its electron beam welds. Am. Soc. Test.

Mater. Spec. Tech. Publ. 651, pp. 267-294 (1978).

Key words: electron beam welding; fatigue (materials);

fracture properties; low temperature tests; mechanical pro-

perties; titanium; titanium alloys.

The effects of electron beam welding on the fracture

behavior of a recrystallization annealed, extra-low-interstitial

Ti-6A1-4V alloy have been investigated at temperatures in the

ambient-to-cryogenic range. Plane strain fracture toughness

(Kir) and subcritical crack growth parameters were measured
using compact specimens 10 to 25.4 mm thick. These parame-
ters can be used to predict the safe operating lifetimes of

cryogenic pressure vessels and other welded Ti-6A1-4V struc-

tures.

At intermediate stress intensity factors and within the data

scatter for replicate tests, the growth rates of fatigue cracks

sited in the fusion and heat-affected zones of electron beam
weldments were temperature insensitive and nearly equivalent

to rates for the base metal. However, electron beam welding in-

troduced a zone of low fracture toughness at the heat-affected-

zone/fusion-/one boundary. The Ki,. value for this btiundary

zane at liquid nitrogen temperature (76 K) was 51 MPa/m"^,
16 percent lower than the base metal. The base metal fracture

toughness increases between 4 and 295 K. with an abrupt

transition to higher K,,. values occurring at temperatures

between 76 and 125 K. Static load cracking, temperature ef-

fects, and specimen orientation effects on the fracture behavior

of this titanium alloy are central topics of discussion.

18612. McHenry, H. I., Read, D. T., Begley, J. A.. Fracture

mechanics analysis of pipeline girthwelds. Am. Sdc. Te.\t.

Mater. Spec. Tech. Puhl. 66H, pp. 632-642 ( 1979).

Key words: carbon-manganese steel; fracture mechanics;

fracture toughness; pipeline; weld fiaws; weldments.

Size limits for surface flaws in pipeline girthwelds are calcu-

lated on the basis of fracture mechanics analysis. Parameters

for the analysis were selected f-om data on a 1 .22-m-diameter

(48 in.), 12-mm-thick (0.46 in.) pipe welded by the shielded

metal-arc process. The minimum fracture toughness of the

welds as determined by the crack opening displacement (COD)
method was 0.1 and 0.18 mm (0.004 and 0.007 in.), depending

on the fiaw location. The yield strength of the welds was 413

MPa (60 ksi). Because the toughness to yield strength ratio was

high, elastic-plastic fracture mechanics analysis methods were

required to determine critical flaw sizes. Four approaches were

employed: ( I ) a critical COD method based on the ligament-

closure-force model of Irwin; (2) the COD procedure of the

Draft British Standard Rules for Derivation of Acceptance

Levels for Defects in Fusion Welded Joints; (3) a plastic insta-

bility method based on a critical net ligament strain developed

by Irwin; and (4) a semi-empirical method that uses plastic in-

stability as the fracture criterion developed by Kiefner on the

basis of full-scale pipe rupture tests. Allowable flaw sizes deter-

mined by the Draft British Standard method are compared with

the critical flaw sizes calculated using critical-COD and plastic

instability as the respective fracture criteria. The results for

both axial- and circumferential-aligned flaws vary significantly

depending on the analysis model chosen. Thus, experimental

work is needed to verify which model most accurately predicts

girthweld behavior.

18613. Allen, S. M., Cahn, J. W., A microscopic theory for an-

tiphase boundary motion and its application to antiphase

domain coarsening. Acta Met. 27, 1085-1095 (1979).

Key words: alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior;

domain growth; domain walls; ordering; surface mobility.

A microscopic diffusional theory for the motion of a curved

antiphase boundary is presented. The interfacial velocity is

found to be linearly proportional to the mean curvature of the

boundary, but unlike earlier theories the constant of propor-

tionality does not include the specific surface free energy, yet

the diffusional dissipation of free energy is shown to be equal

to the reduction in total boundary free energy. The theory is

incorporated into a model for antiphase domain coarsening. Ex-

perimental measurements of domain coarsening kinetics in Fe-

Al alloys were made over a temperature range where the

specific surface free energy was varied by more than two orders

of magnitude. The results are consistent with the theory; in par-

ticular, the domain coarsening kinetics do not have the tem-

perature dependence of the specific surface free energy.

18614. Cahn, J. W., Kikuchi, R., Ground state of f.c.c. alloys

with multiatom interactions. Acta Met. 27, 1329-1336 ( 1979).
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Key words: face centered cubic; ground state; interfaces;

multi-ion interactions; ordered alloys; statistical mechanics.

The ground state of a binary f.c.c. alloy with nearest

neighbor interactions and tetrahedral multiatom interactions

(characterized by two parameters a and /3) is derived and

presented in a chart which shows classification of phases in the

I

space of a and /3 Where non-stoichiometric phases can occur,

j

the phase boundaries at T = 0 are computed using the

i

tetrahedron approximation of the cluster variation method.

Duality of the composition and the chemical potential is

i

emphasized and results are presented and/or interpreted in the

dual approaches.

I

18615. Hust, J. G., Kirby, R. K., Standard reference materials

for thermophysical properties, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic
Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper D-3 in

I

Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P.

' Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 232-239 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: electrical resistivity; enthalpy; specific heat;

standard reference materials; thermal conductivity; ther-

mophysical properties.

I
The National Bureau of Standards has prepared over 50 cer-

'! tified Standard Reference Materials (SRM's) for use in the area

of thermophysical properties of solids. The properties that have

been certified include elasticity, electrical resistivity, emittance,

specific heat, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, vapor

pressure, and both defining and secondary fixed points of the

I

International Practical Temperature Scale, lPTS-68. The

I

materials, stocked by NBS-OSRM, whose property(ies) have
I been certified include aluminum, copper, gold, iron, tungsten,

several high-temperature alloys, alumina, silica, and several

glasses.

jj

A discussion is presented of those SRM's most applicable to

I

low-temperature measurements. The significance of SRM's to

the national measurement system is discussed along with desira-

ble qualities of SRM's and their applications. The work in

progress and future plans of this program are also presented.

I

18616. Schramm, R. E., Kasen, M. B., Fiberglass-epoxy in a

i conical superconducting field magnet support, (Proc. 2d Int.

Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977),

Paper E-3 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Tim-

I

merhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 271-278
' (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

I Key words: composites; fiberglass; mechanical porperties;

modulus; strength; superconducting motor.

A conical fiberglass-epoxy field magnet support was designed

for use in a 2.2-MW (3000-hp) superconducting motor. The
cone design was based upon cryogenic static mechanical pro-

perty data published by Toth et al. for a type 1581 S-glass/E-

787 epoxy resin composite. The cone tested in this program,

I

however, was fabricated with type 1581 S-glass cloth in an

epoxy resin system known as NASA Resin 2. To check the

material properties against design criteria, fiat panels of com-

I

posites of the glass cloth were tested with both types of resin.

' All tests were run to failure in tension, compression, and shear

at 350, 295, 76, and 4 K. The parameters measured .were

moduli, strengths, failure strains, and Poisson's ratios. Another

objective was the measurement of the cone's axial spring con-

stant at 295 and 76 K as a function of axial compressive force

up to 89 kN (20,000 lb). Because the component EMPOL
1040 in the NASA Resin 2 formulation is known to decrease

the composite strength above room temperature, the cone was
also tested at 350 K.

18617. Johnson, W. W., Jones, M. C, Measurements of axial

heat transport in helium II with forced convection, (Proc. 2d

Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5,

1977), Paper G-6 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K.

D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds , 24, 363-

370 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: axial heat transport; forced convection; heat

transmission; helium 11; mutual friction.

An experiment was performed that allowed measurements of

the effect of forced convection an the axial heat transport of

He-II contained in a long tube. The apparatus allowed the pres-

sure difference and temperature difference across the tube to

be adjusted independently, and both the resulting heat fiow and

net fiuid How to be measured. The two-fluid model can be used

to display the separate contributions of 'internal convection'

and ordinary convection to the heat transport. The npsults show

that, in the limit of large temperature differences and fiuid

velocities, the behavior is approaching that of a classical fiuid;

this allows the extrapolation of these results, with reasonable

confidence, to conditions (suitable for some applications)

where forced convection would allow at least ten times the heat

transport of 'internal convection' alone.

18618. Verdier, P. H., Monte Carlo studies of lattice-model

polymer chains. IV. Equilibrium dimensions and distributions

in Rouse coordinates, J. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 12, 5708-5713

(June 15, 1979).

Key words: distributions in chain dimensio/is; equilibrium

chain dimensions; excluded volume; lattice-model chains;

polymer chain dimensions; random-coil chain dimensions;

Rouse coordinates.

Distributions in the squares of the seven lowest Rouse coor-

dinates for simple lattice models of polymer chains of up to 64

beads, with and without excluded volume, have been obtained

by dynamical simulation on a digital computer. The expansion

of the mean-square values of the coordinates is found to de-

pend primarily, though not entirely, upon the ratio of the

number of beads in the chain to the index of the Rouse coor-

dinate. The distribution functions for the squares of the Rouse

coordinates for chains both with and without excluded volume

constraints are close to Gaussian with the sole exception of the

lowest Rouse coordinate for chains with excluded volume,

which exhibits a pronounced depletion at small values. This

depletion is very similar to that previously observed in distribu-

tions in the square of end-to-end length.

18619. Sparks, L. L., Magnetic field effect on thermal conduc-

tivity of selected metals, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials

Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper D-2 in Advances

in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and

A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, ll^-lTiX (Plenum Press, New York,

NY, 1978).

Key words: aluminum alloy; copper; low temperature; mag-
netothermal conductivity; nickel alloy; stainless steel; ther-

mal conductivity.

The behavior of thermal conductivity in the presence of mag-

netic fields has been experimentally determined for eight alloys

and for two copper specimens (RRR = 107 and 1520). The
data were taken for 0 « H « 6366 kA/m (80 kOe) and 5 «T
« 20K. A summary of results is presented which indicates that

(1) the decrease in conductivity is large (up to 80%) for the

copper specimens and somewhat smaller (up to 50%) for alu-

minum alloy, (2) the Fe-Ni alloys are only slightly affected (up

to 8%), (3) the effect on stainless steel S3 1000 (AISI 3 10) is

approximately twice that of S30400 (AISI 304), and (4) the

Ti-6A1-4V alloy shows a reasonably small percentage effect, but
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the largest difference with temperature of all of the materials

tested. The relative importance of the magnetothermal effect

compared to that of thermal history and material variability is

discussed.

18620. Flynn, J. H., Dickens, B , Applicati«>n of new kinetic

techniques tit th? lifetime prediction of polymers from weight-

l«»ss data, (Proc. Symp. 17f>th National Meeting of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, Miami, FL, Sept. 11-14, 197X), AC'S

Symp. Serifs 95, Durtihiliiy of Macr<>m<>lv< iilar Malt'riuls, R.

K. Eby, Ed., Paper 7, 97-115 (American Chemical Society,

Washington, DC, 1979).

Key words: aging of polymers; degradation of polymers;
error propagation; factor-jump method; heating rate;

lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyurethane; ther-

mogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics.

As more and more polymeric materials are used both in the

replacement of other materials and by the creation of new ap-

plications, the study of their expected lifetimes assumes greater

and greater importance. It is more economical to plan for

replacement of defective parts than to suffer an unexpected
failure which may occur under inhospitable, inconvenient or

even dangerous conditions. Philosophies of how to assess

lifetimes fall into several schools. These include: evaluation of

experience with the materials under actual service conditions,

acceleration of the aging process by increasing one or more
degradation factors above their normal levels and assessing the

degradation rate by monitoring the first appearances of

degradation under service-like conditions.

We have chosen to examine the applicability to lifetime pre-

diction of four methods of thermogravimetry. Although one can

argue that many useful properties of polymers may disappear

before weight loss occurs, it is worthwhile to examine the role

of thermogravimetry in lifetime prediction because the

technique can be applied to any condensed phase sample, solu-

ble or not, in almost any geometric form. Further, ther-

mogravimetry is simple, convenient, and, in some modes of ap-

plication, fairly fast. The hardware is rugged, reliable and sta-

ble. Finally, the process which results in the volatilization of

small fragments if often closely related to the process which
results in the loss of desired properties.

18621. Tobler, R. L., McHenry, H. 1., Reed, R. P , Fracture

mechanics parameters for an iron-13% chromium-19% man-
ganese stainless steel and its welds at cryogenic temperatures,

(Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug.

3-5, 1977), Paper K-7 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering,

K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24,

560-572 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: crack propagation; fatigue; fracture resistance;

low temperature tests; mechanical porperties; stainless

steel.

As part of the USA/USSR Science & Technology exchange

program on the properties of LNG containment materials,

fatigue crack growth rates and fracture toughness tests at

selected temperatures between 295K and 4K were conducted

on an Fe- 1 3%Cr- 1 9%Mn-0.2%N austenitic stainless steel from

the USSR. Compact specimens (18.4 mm thick) and three-

point bend specimens ( 12.5 mm thick) were used in testing the

normalized base metal and submerged arc welds. The fatigue

crack growth resistance decreases as temperature is decreased

from 295 to 4K. Fracture toughness also decreases, with J,,,

values ranging from 255 to 50 kJm"^ between 295K and 4K.

The effects of welding are discussed, and specimen orientation

is shown to be one of the most significant factors governing the

fatigue crack growth resistance of the butt welds. For TS orien-

tation, crack growth rates are higher in the HAZ and for TL

orientations crack growth rates are lower in the HAZ, com-
pared to the base metal.

18622. Ekin, J. W., Fatigue and stress effects in NbTi and

Nb:,Sn multifilamentary superconductors, (Proc. 2d Int.

Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977),
|

Paper F-1 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Tim-

merhaus, R P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24. 306-316

(Plenum Press, New York, NY, 197K). i

Key words: critical current; critical current degradation;
i

multifilamentary Nb:,Sn; multifilamentary NbTi; supercon-

ductors.

In situ 4K measurements of the effects of fatigue and static

stress are reported on multifilamentary NbTi and Nb:,Sn wire

conductors. A hydraulic-feedback loading system permitted !

measurement of J,.(H,€,N) while the specimen was under cyclic

tensile stress. As many as 2.5 x 10" load cycles have been ob-

tained at frequencies ranging from 1 to 15 Hz.

The results show that in NbTi:Cu composites fatigue
'

degradation of the matrix is the primary effect. The residual re-
^

sistance ratio of the copper starts to rapidly degrade at peak-
J

to-peak cyclic strain amplitudes greater than 0.4%. In Nb:,Sn
'

composites, on the other hand, static stress degradation of the !'

critical current is the primary effect. It is shown that the widely
j

varying results previously reported for this effect may be ac-

counted for by different amounts of residual compressive

prestress in the individual specimens from the thermal contrac-

tion of the bronze matrix. When normalized, the results show

the critical current starts degrading when the Nb^Sn reaction

layer experiences about 0.2% to 0.3% tensile strain. Thus, zero

stress in an energized magnet could be accomplished by balanc-

ing the tensile hoop stress of the Lorentz force against the com-
pressive prestress of the bronze matrix.

18623. Myers, D. R., Roitman, P., Mayo, S., Electrical charac-

terization of low-dose ion-implanted silicon annealed with

microsecond laser pulses, (AIP Conf. Proc. No. 50, Materials

Research Society, Boston, MA, Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 1978, Series

Editor: H. C. Wolfe), Paper in Laser-Solid Interactions and

Laser Processing- 1978, S. D. Ferris, H. J. Leamy, J. M.

Poate, Eds., pp. 563-568 (American Institute of Physics, New
York, NY, 1979).

(,

Key words: energy densities; ion-implanted silicon; laser

pulses; power densities; thermal anneals.

Silicon wafers implanted with low doses (~ lO"' cm"*) of

either boron or phosphorous ions were annealed with a dye

laser and the results compared to those obtained from identi-

cally implanted, thermally annealed wafers. The laser was tuned

to a wavelength of 600 nm and had a pulse duration of 1 pis
!

with a roughly triangular waveform peaked at approximately
[

230 ns. Energy densities of the laser pulse were varied from 0.7
;

J/cm* to 2.8 J/cm^ in five stages. The thermal anneals were per-

formed at 700 °C or 800 °C for 30 min in dry nitrogen. Ex-

amination of electrical activation of the annealed areas using

capacitance-voltage (C-V) profiling on Schottky barrier struc-

tures indicated significant boron activation for the laser-an-

nealed areas, with peak dopant concentrations 25 to 100% of

those obtained from thermal annealing alone. Subjecting ther-

mally annealed, boron-implanted wafers to laser pulses resulted

in profiles identical to those of the boron-implanted wafers that

had been only laser annealed. In the phosphorous-implanted

wafers, areas in which laser irradiation was sufficient to cause

electrical activation exhibited dopant segregation at the surface

similar to zone refining. At the highest power densities ex-

amined, surface morphology characteristic of laser melting and

regrowth could be detected by Nomarski interference

microscopy. Examination of the phosphorous-implanted wafers '
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using the scanning electron microscope indicated the presence
of electrically active defect structures in both the unannealed
and thermally annealed areas, but no defect structures could be

detected in the areas that had clearly melted. These results

imply that temperatures near or above the melting point of sil-

icon must be obtained during laser annealing to activate boron

or phosphorous implanted into silicon at low doses and suggest

that the melting during laser annealing appears to have

removed distinct electrically active defect structures from the

implanted regions.

18624. Kuhler. R. L., An electronic ratio error set for current

transformer calibrations, IEEE Trans, an Insirum. Mea.s.

Short Papers IM-28. No. 2, 162-164 (June 1^7^).

Key words: current comparators; current ratios; current

transformers; current transformer testing; electronic ratio

error set; transformer calibrations.

A direct-reading electronic ratio error set for current trans-

former calibrations is described. It is capable of generating

direct and quadrature error currents from 1 ppm to 5 percent

of transformer secondary currents up to 10 A. The uncertainty

is less than I percent of the generated current. The set features

electronic display of the direct and quadrature components
with three digits each and is direct reading at 50, 60, and 400
Hz.

18625. Bukowski, R. W,, Custer, R. L. P., Bright, R. G., Fire

alarm communications. Chapter 19 in Handbook of Building

Security Planning and Design, P. S. Hopf, Ed., pp. 19-1— 19-

27 (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors;

high-rise communication systems; multiplex systems; NFPA
standards; residential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory

devices.

The operation and use of all current types of fire alarm and

communication systems is discussed. This includes the dif-

ferences between and operating features of local, auxiliary,

remote station, proprietary, and central station systems, high-

rise communication systems and residential fire detection

devices. A discussion of commonly used fire detectors is given

including operation, installation and application considerations.

Indicating devices, sprinkler supervisory devices, maintenance,

reliability and code/standard compliance is also covered.

18626. Chabay, I., Rosasco, G. J., Kashiwagi, T., Species-

specific Raman spectroscopic measurements of concentration

fluctuations in unsteady flow, J. Cliem. Phys. 70, No. 9, 4149-

4154 (May 1, 1979).

Key words: concentration fluctuations; fast Fourier trans-

forms; Fourier transform analysis; mixing in turbulent flow;

noise spectrum; Raman spectroscopy; turbulence.

Concentration fluctuations of specific chemical species in un-

steady mixed gas flow were studied by fast Fourier transform

(FFT) analysis of Raman intensity. Average concentration and

the amplitude and frequency distribution of fluctuations about

that average (at a specific Raman shift) can be determined by

the FFT/Raman technique. The fluctuation spectra can be

modeled to yield information on the lifetimes, periodicity, am-

plitudes, and the statistical distribution of these in unsteady or

turbulent motion. A simple burner with a concentric outer air

sheath and inner CH4 jet was used in the preliminary experi-

ments for both cold gas and flame studies. Interference from

flame emission ( uncorrelated to Raman scattering) was

minimized by chopping the Raman exciting beam and observing

the FFT signal near the chopper frequency. Peak height at the

chopper frequency indicates average concentration, while the

sidebands around this frequency contain information on the

fluctuations in concentration of the species under observation.

With the present system, fluctuations in the frequency range of

0-1 kHz having an amplitude of 5% of the average concentra-

tion of certain species whose average partial pressure is as little

as 1% of atmospheric pressure could be measured. The fluctua-

tions are observed from sampling volumes as small as ~ 10"*

mm' at any p(»sition in the flow. Improvements in the technique

and extensions to other systems are discussed

18627. Haynes, W. M., Measurements of the orthobaric liquid

densities of argon (100-120 K) and ethylene (105-200 K),

Crv»;i,'t';ii< ,v 18, No. 10, 621-623 (Oct I97K).

Key words: argon; comparisons; correlation; ethylene; ex-

perimental; magnetic suspension; orthobaric liquid density;

tables.

Orthobaric liquid densities of arg<m (100 to 120 K) and

ethylene ( 105 to 200 K) have been measured using a magnetic

suspension densimeter. A correlation of the present results has

been used to make comparisons with experimental data from

other investigations.

18628. Dougherty, H T, Estin, A J,, Morgan. W L.,

Woodruff, J. J., The orbiting standards platform, Proc. I97H

Antenna Applications Symp., Univ. of IL, Urhana-Champaign,
IL, Sept. 20-22, I97H. pp. 1-9 (Sept. 1978).

Key words: antenna gain; antenna pattern; antenna

polarization; large aperture antenna metrology; satellite

communications metrology.

Startling growth in satellite communication has placed new
burdens on measuremeht of performance of these systems. The
Orbiting Standards Platform is a combination satellite signal

source and field strength meter which will enable one to make
highly accurate truly far field measurements of large aperture

antenna gain, pattern, sidelobes, and polarization as well as

system G/T and EIRP. These measurements may be used to ini-

tially characterize earth station equipment and for the sub-

sequent monitoring of its performance. This is a report on a

study just completed on the feasibility of the OSP.

18629. Nyyssonen, D., Jerke, J. M., Optical linewidth measure-

ment—A basic understanding, Proc. Microelectronics Measure-

ment Technology Seminar, San Jose, CA, Feb. 6-7, 1979, pp.

251-266 ( 1979).

Key words: linewidth measurement; microlithography;

micrometrology; optical microscopy.

Optical systems used for micromeasurement of linewidths on

integrated circuit photomasks and wafers have shown measure-

ment differences as large as 1.0 fj.m. Modeling of the diversity

of measurement methods used for edge detection has shown

that these measurement differences may be attributed to both

differences in the optical images formed by different

microscope systems and differences in edge detection criteria.

New techniques developed at NBS for accurate edge detection

and calibration of optical linewidth measurement systems are

discussed.

18630. Ledbetter, H. M.. Elastic constants at low temperatures:

Recent measurements on technological materials at NBS,

(Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug.

3-5, 1977), Paper A-9 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering,

K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24,

103-1 19 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: aluminum alloys; copper alloys; elastic con-

stants; iron alloys; nickel alloys; stainless steels; Young's

modulus.
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Low-temperature (4-300 K) elastic constants determined ex-
perimentally at NBS during the last four years are reviewed.
Forty-seven technological materials were studied, including,

aluminum alloys, cupro-nickels, titanium-niobium supercon-

ducting alloys, copper-base precipitation-hardening alloys,

invar, inconels, maraging steel, nickel steels, stainless steels,

nitronics, and the composites—fiberglass/epoxy, NbTi/Cu
epoxy, NbTi/Cu, and B/AI Elastic constants discussed primarily

are; Young"s modulus, the shear modulus, the bulk modulus,
and Poisson's ratio.

1 863 1. Kasen, M. B., Composite muterials for cryogenic struc-

tures, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO,
Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper A-5 in AJiumi-s in Cryitf-enic En-
gineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark,
Eds., 24, 63-73 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, I97X).

Key words: advanced-fiber composites; cryogenics; indus-

trial laminates; low-pressure laminates; metal-matrix com-
posites; polymer matrices.

Composite laminates and aggregates are already playing a

significant role as structural materials in cryogenic technology.

A much wider usage is anticipated as additional data and ex-

perience are obtained. Concretes, and to a certain extent indus-

trial high-pressure laminates, will see increased usage in mas-
sive installations due to favorable cost factors. Some industrial

laminates and low-pressure glass-reinforced laminates will serve

for intermediate-sized structures where their non-magnetic

character and insulation qualities offer advantages over metallic

structures. The high-modulus, low-pressure composites will see

increasing usage as their cost decreases and as their cryogenic

performance becomes better understood. The ability of such

composites to match or exceed the strength and modulus of

stainless steel suggests that their usage will substantially in-

crease as alloying elements become scarce and more expensive.

For the present, high-modulus composites will be selectively

used for critical components where a nonmetallic, strong, stiff,

low-thermal conductivity material is required to adequately per-

form specific critical tasks.

18632. Penn, D. R., Effect of bound hole pairs on the ^-band

photoemission spectrum of Ni, Pliys. Rev. Lett. 42, No. 14,

921-925 (Apr. 2, 1979).

Key words: i/-band of Ni; excitons; photoemission; satellite

and band narrowing.

It is shown that the spectral density of the Ni d electrons

contains a peak due to excitations of bound hole pairs. The
spectral density is observed directly in photoemission experi-

ments which show a satellite peak below the bottom of the d
bands. The observed peak exhibits a strong resonance as a

function of photon energy and this behavior is also explained

by the present theory.

18633. Sawyer, D. E , Kessler, H. K , Schafft, H. A., Solar cell

measurement technit|ue development and other services, Proc.

Photovoliaics Advanced Materials Review Meeting, Vail, CO,
Oct. 24-26, 1978, pp. 41-50 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: device measurements; laser scanning; metalliza-

tion; ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor measure-
ments; solar cells; solar cell stability; workshops.

This is a summary of work performed in the period Sept. 15,

1977-Sept. 30, 1978. The objectives of the program are to

assist the DOE thin-film photovoltaic effort by developing solar

cell device and material measurement techniques using the

NBS-developed laser flying-spot scanner, and by assisting DOE
in organizing and hosting appropriate workshops and symposia

and providing general consultation and liaison services.

A new technique is set forth which employs forward-biasing

solar cells during scanning to spatially map cell operating and

locate certain cell defects such as cracks, and poor emitter

ohmic contacts. This technique has been applied with success

to a variety of solar cell types including fiat-plate Si, GaAs con-

centrator, GaAs MIS, Cds/Cu.^S, and polycrystalline Si. Equip-

ment has been constructed and ancillary techniques have been

developed for effective cell scanning and quantification of

scanning results Cells with diameters up to 10 cm may now be

scanned without any change in scanner adjustment. A novel,

low-noise high-intensity light source for biasing cells optically

has been completed.

Other project activities, which include planning, organizing,

and conducting workshops are outlined in the text.

18634. Schafft, H. A., Performance criteria for photovoltaic

power conditioning, omtrol, and storage, Prix . U.S. DOE
Pliotinoltaic.s Teclinotiigy licvchipmcnt and Apptication.s Pro-

gram Review Conf., Arlington, VA, Nov. 7-9, 197ft, pp. 2-

39—2-5 1 ( 1978 ).

Key words: performance criteria; photovoltaics; power con-

ditioning; power control; solar energy; storage.

As part of an effort managed by the Solar Energy Research

Institute for the development of preliminary performance
criteria and test standards for photovoltaic systems, two sub-

committees—one on Power Conditioning, Control, and Cabling,

and one on Storage—met on June 22-23, 1978 in Vail, CO, to

make initial identifications of performance criteria. This paper

reports on the highlights of and directions taken by these two

subcommittees.

18635. Schreiber, B., Pella, P. A., Application of anion-

exchange resin-loaded filters to the x-ray fluorescence deter-

mination of sulfate. Anal. Chem. 51, No. 6, 783-784 (May
1979).

Key words: anion exchange; filter paper; fuel oil; .spec-

trometry; sulfate; x ray.

A method for the determination of sulfate by enrichment

with SB-2 strongly basic anion exchange paper followed by x-

ray fluorescence spectrometry is presented. Enrichment is per-

formed by passing the sample solution through the filters

several times. After washing, filters are equilibrated in a barium

solution resulting in the stoichiometric uptake of Ba by the

sulfate, and the Ba L„ x-ray line is measured. Optimum
parameters are established for quantitative enrichment and

measurement of amounts of 10-1000 /ig S.

18636. Stalick, J. K., Siedle, A. R., Mighell, A. D., Hubbard,

C. R., A novel bimetallic sulfur cluster. Crystal and molecular

structure of a dimer of bis[methyldiphenylphosphinesil

verjtetrathiotungsten, ((C„H5).,PCH3l4Ag4W2S«, J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 101, No. 11, 2903-2907 (May 23, 1979).

Key words: crystal structure; mechanism of formation;

molecular compound; silver-sulfur-tungsten cluster; synthe-

sis; x-ray diffraction.

The title compound, I, is formed from [(CfiHsj.PCH^Jj

AgzWSj (II) with loss of phosphine in polar solvents. The
crystal and molecular structure of I has been determined from

three-dimensional x-ray data collected by counter methods. The
molecular compound I crystallizes in the monoclinic space

group P2Jn with Z = 2 and cell dimensions a = I 1 .901 (4) A,

h = 12.233 (5) A, ( = 20.375 ( 10) A, /3 = 92.25 (3)°. The ob-

served and calculated densities are 2.04 and 2.08 g/cm'',

respectively. The structure has been refined to a final R factor

on F of 0.049 for 2096 observed reflections. The structure of

I consists of a 12-atom cluster containing four silver atoms, two

tungsten atoms, and six sulfur atoms; the cluster possesses a
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crystallographic center of symmetry. Based on '"P NMR data

for II and the structures of the closely related l(C„Hs)aPCH..,|.2

Aa^MS^ compounds ( M = Mo, W ), a mechanism for the forma-
tion of I from 11 is proposed.

18637. Swart/endruher. L. J., Carter. G. C, Kahan, D. J.,

Read. M. E.. Manning. J. R.. Numerical physical property

data for metal hydrides utilized for hydrogen storage. (Proc.

2d World Hydrogen Energy Ci>nf.. Zurich. Switzerland, Aug.

21-24. I97S). Paper in Hydrogen Energy Sysicm. T. N.

Veziroglu and W. Seifritz. Eds., 4. 1973-2011 (Pergamon
Press, Oxford, England, 197K).

Key words: compilation; energy storage; intermetallic com-
pound; phase diagrams; physical properties.

Physical property data are presented for three intermetallic

compounds which are considered primary candidate materials

j
for safe hydrogen storage in stationary and mobile applications.

The materials are FeTi, LaNi,, and MgjNi. The properties

cover equilibrium dissociation pressures, van't Hoff equation

parameters, heats of reaction, reaction rates, diffusion, thermal

conductivities, heat transfer coefficients, hydride densities, lat-

tice parameters and expansion upon hydriding, and phase dia-

grams.

' 18638. Brauer, G. M., Kumpula, J. W., Termini, D. J., David-

son. K. M., Durability of the bond between bone and various

2-cyanoacrylates in an aqueous environment, J. Biomed.
Mater. Res. 13, 593-606 (1979).

Key words: adhesion; bioadhesive bond strength; bone;

cyanoacrylate; hydrolytic stability.

The durability of the bond strength developed between 2-

cyanoacrylate esters and bone has been determined by aging

specimens in water. One-day bond strength of the isobutyl and

isomeric amyl 2-cyanoacrylates varied from 6.2 to 7.2 MPa.
The strength of the bond decreased on storage or on thermo-

cycling in water. Hydrolytic stability increased with increasing

length of the alkyi ester group. After a six-month storage in

water the various amyl 2-cyanoacrylates retained from 70% to

73% of their one-day bond strength. Pretreatment of the bone

surface prior to application of the adhesive did not prove

beneficial. The cured 2-cyanoacrylate can be removed from the

substrate surface by appropriate solvents. Thus, it is not bonded

I

covalently to bone. The bond strength, especially of the isobu-

( tyl and amyl 2-cyanoacrylates to bone in an aqueous environ-

I

ment, appears to be superior to other adhesives. Provided these

monomers are biocompatible, they may be useful clinically

where an intermediate-term adhesion is desired.

18639. Barnes, J D., Martin, G. M., McCrackin, F. L., Per-

formance of plastic packaging for hazardous materials trans-

portation, DOT Report No. DOTIMTB/OHMO-77/5 . 48 pages

(Available from the National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA 22161, June 1979).

j

Key words: effective carbon atom number; hazardous

materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; transporta-

tion.

This report describes experiments which confirm the essential

features of the "permachor" method for estimating the permea-

bility of polyethylene to various liquids. The variables con-

trolled in these experiments were temperature, resin, and al-

kane chain length. A statistical analysis based on the Linear

Model revealed that the data could be described by a function

I of the form:

}

G(T,o-,n) = explX(T,<T) + B (T.o-) x H(n)],

where G(T,<T,n) is the transmission rate of lading n through

resin rr at temperature T and B, X, and H are empirically

determined functions. The broader implications of this result

with respect to possible standard artifacts for use in permeabili-

ty testing are described. A concept we have called the

"effective carbon atom number" is introduced as a means of

correlating data. Once the effective carbon atom number of a

liquid is known from measurements on one kind of

polyethylene, it should be possible to predict what its permea-

bility performance will he in containers made from different

polyethylenes. Procedures are presented for implementing a

standard-based system for measuring effective carbon atom
numbers of various liquids and using this information to make
permeability performance predictions. The major advantage of

such a system is that it minimizes the number of tests which

must be made using full-scale containers.

18640. Andrews, J. R., Measurements on pulses and pulse

transmission media, circuits and components. Time-domain

measurements. Paper in Review of Radio Science 1975-1977,

p. 9 (Aeronomy Laboratory, Department of Electrical En-

gineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 1978).

Key words: automation; laser; ;>scilloscope; picosecond;

pulse; pulse measurement; time domain measurement.

This is a short review, including references, of the advances

in the state of the art in time domain measurements. Both elec-

trical and optical measurements are discussed. /

18641. Atkinson, G. H., Parmenter, C. S., Tang, K. Y., Mode-

to-mode vibrational energy flow in 5, benzene. V-V resonant

energy transfer, microscopic reversibility, and the role of level

degeneracies, J. Chem. Phys. 71, No. 1, 68-72 (July 1, 1979).

Key words: benzene; energy transfer; vibrational energy

transfer.

The pattern of mode-to-mode vibrational energy flow from

the level v^' = 522 cm"' in the S, state of benzene has been stu-

died with OCS as a collision partner. OCS has a near resonant

bending vibration v^' = 520 cm"'. V-V transfer to this bend of

OCS is efficient, requiring only ten collisions. However, a T,R

-» V transfer from OCS adding i/.g' = 237 cm"' to the fe'

benzene fundamental is even more efficient. Since other V-T,R

transfers are also fast, the V-V resonance does not dominate

vibrational energy flow pattern from the initially excited

benzene level. As with other added gases energy flow is

governed by strong propensity rules which can be expressed

simply in terms of final level degeneracies, vibration quantum

changes, and energy exchange between V and T,R degrees of

freedom. Measurements of V-T,R transfer rates from other 5,

benzene levels with added CO have been used to demonstrate

microscopic reversibility and to show the control of transfer

rates by the degeneracies of the final level. OCS also quenches

the 5, electronic state of benzene with a rate constant A. = ( 1 .

1

± 0.1 ) X 10" Torr' 5"' for destruction of the 5, state with a 300

K Boltzmann distribution of vibronic levels.

18642. Barger, R. L., Bergquist, J. C, English, T. C, Glaze. D.

J., Resolution of photon -recoil structure of the 6573-A calci-

um line in an atomic beam with optical Ramsey fringes, Appl.

. Pliys. Lett. 34, No. 12, 850-852 (June 15, 1979).

Key words: calcium; optical Ramsey fringes; photon-recoil

structure; saturated absorption.

The photon-recoil of the Ca 6573-A line have been resolved

using the three-zone optical Ramsey interference technique

with an atomic beam. Linewidths as narrow as 3 kHz HWHM
(line Q of 8x10"') are reported for zone separations up to 7



cm. An indication of the light-shift-induced contraction of the

recoil splitting predicted by C. J. Borde is obtained. Techniques

are discussed which should lead to an optical

wavelength/frequency standard with an accuracy of better than

lO-'"

18643. Blaha, J. J., Etz, E. S., Cunningham, W C, Molecular

analysis of microscopic samples with a Raman microprobe:

Applications to particle characterization, (Proc. Ann. Intl.

Scanning Electron Microscopy Conf., Washington, DC, Apr.

16-20, 1979), Scanning Electron Microsc. 11, 93-102

(Scanning Electron Microscopy, Inc., O'Hare, IL, 1979).

Key words: atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling;

mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle analysis; power
plant emissions; Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy;

urban dusts; vibrational analysis.

A laser-Raman microprobe, developed at the National Bu-
reau of Standards, is used to analyze individual microscopic

particles in several investigations. Results are discussed for the

detection and identification of the major compounds present in

urban airborne dusts and in atmospheric aerosol particles col-

lected at the South Pole. In related studies the .microprobe has

been applied to the molecular characterization of fly ash parti-

cles from power plants with emphasis on the analysis of stack

particulates from an oil-fired power plant. A discussion of the

identification of calcium-bearing microcrystals as part of a feed

utilization study for cattle is presented. In micromineralogical

studies performed with the Raman microprobe, a number of

common sheet and chain silicates have been investigated to

determine possible spectral differences between their fibrous

and nonfibrous morphologies. No unique differences could be

found between spectra of the different morphologies of the

same mineral; however, each mineral had a unique and charac-

teristic spectrum.

The usefulness of the Raman spectroscopic technique as a

complement to the methods of electron and ion beam
microanalysis is indicated. The discussion of results indicates

the unique information that can be obtained through the use

of the Raman microprobe.

18644. Bowen, R. L., Compatibility of various materials with

oral tissues. 1: The components in composite restorations,

(Proc. Composites in Dentistry Symp. Celebrating the 50th

Anniv. of Cooperation Between the ADA and NBS in Dental

Research 1928-1978, held in conjunction with the 56th

General Session of the Int. Assoc. for Dental Research,

Washington, DC, Mar. 15, 1978, W. E. Brown, R. L. Bowen,

G. C. Paffenbarger, and D. F. Taylor, Eds ), J. Dent. Res. 58,

No. 5, 1493-1503 (May 1979).

Key words: benzoyl peroxide; composite resins; dental

materials; glass compositions; methacrylate monomers;

polymerization accelerators; reinforcing fillers; silane

coupling agents.

The components used in formulating state-of-the-art com-
posite restorative materials are discussed in qualitative terms.

Brand names of contemporary composites are not given, and

care has been taken to avoid the revealing of trade secrets or

the favoring of one over another.

There are at least eight categories of ingredients used in con-

temporary composites: a dimethacrylate monomer, a

comonomer to adjust viscosity, a stabilizer to prevent prema-

ture polymerization, a stabilizer to diminish subsequent

discoloration, a polymerization initiator, a polymerization ac-

celerator, an inorganic reinforcing filler, and the resin. For

some composite formulations, a photoinitiator is used in place

of the polymerization accelerator and, perhaps, the polymeriza-

tion initiator. For most of these categories, there are alternative

compounds that can be used; proprietary composites contain

various combinations. Certain widely-used compounds have

been selected here to exemplify members of each category.

The responses of dental pulps in the teeth of monkeys to

eight typical compounds is currently being studied and will be

reported in Part II.

18645. Carter, G. C, Bennett, L. H., Kahan, D. J., Cuthill, J.

R., Chafe, H. D., Gray. A. G., Langer, E. L., Baker, H., The
American Society for Metals and National Bureau of Stan-

dards Alloy Data Center's joint program for compilation of

alloy phase diagrams, Proc. Sixth Intl. Codata Conf., Sicily,

Italy, May 22-25, 1978, B. Dreyfus, Ed., pp. 235-237

(Pergamon Press, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: alloy data center; alloy phase diagrams; Amer-
ican Society for Metals; data compilation; phase diagrams.

j

The American Society for Metals (ASM) and the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) are cooperating in a major new
project to help create a worldwide data program for alloy phase

diagrams. The proposed data program will be designed to offer
^

bibliographic and evaluated numerical data on phase diagrams,

and on phase characterization for binary and multicomponent «

alloy systems.

The plan to create the new data program has been made in

response to numerous requests for more readily accessible,

complete and up-to-date information on phase diagrams.

The combined ASM/NBS data project is intended to coor-

dinate, internationally, critical phase diagram compilation ef-

forts in order to minimize unnecessary duplication of effort.

The resulting "Data Program for Alloy Phase Diagrams" is

designed to update the available bibliographic information and

evaluated data on phase diagrams and to keep them updated,

so that users will have quick access to the most currently

available information on specific alloy systems.
[

The availability of reliable alloy phase diagrams has been of

some concern to the NBS Alloy Data Center, and a preliminary

effort, concerned with international coordination of on-going

evaluation projects, and centralization of bibliographic data,

has already been initiated, as renorted at the previous

CODATA conference. This report describes the formation of a

joint program launched between the American Society for
\

Metals and the National Bureau of Standards to produce such

a centralized bibliographic alloy phase diagram file, and to

produce a series of reliable critical compendia of phase dia-
'

gram data: comprehensive coverage is sought for all binary dia- "

grams, to provide an overdue update of the Hansen-Elliott- '

Shunk series; extensive coverage is sought for multicomponent '

alloy phase diagrams with first emphasis on subsets treating '

most urgent needs. '

18646. Cava, R. J , Roth, R. S , Characterization of modulated

structures in AB04+J. phases, (AIP Conf. Proc. No. 53, Symp.

on Modulated Structures, Kailua Kona, HI, Mar. 26-30,

1979, Series Editor: H. C. Wolfe), Paper in Modulated Struc-

tures-1979, i. M. Cowley, J. B. Cohen, M. B. Salamon, B. J.

Wuensch, Eds., Sec. 7, pp. 361-363 (American Institute of ,

Physics, New York, NY, 1979). ,

Key words: incommensurate lattice; lanthanum niobate;

modulated structure; nonstoichiometry; two-dimensional

modulated structure.

The fergusonite structure type has been shown to alter to a

phase with a modulated structure with addition of excess ox-

ygen. The reciprocal lattice must be characterized by 5 indices.

The characteristics of the modulation vary dramatically with
(

oxygen excess. ;

18647. Danielson, B. L., Day, G. W., Franzen, D. L., Propaga-,
^

tion measurements in multimode optical waveguides, Proc.i



First Fiber Optics and C<>mmunicLitii>ns Exposition, Cliicaffo,

IL, Sept. 6-H, 1978, pp. 205-207 (Information Gatekeepers!
Inc., Brookline, MA. I97K).

Key words: attenuation measurements; fiber optics;

frequency response measurements; measurements; review.

This talk provides an overview of the difficulties associated

with adequate propagation measurements. Work at NBS and
other laboratories is reviewed

IK648. Day. G. W.. Measurement pniblems in multimode opti-

cal waveguides, /'r<« . 197H Intl. Conf. on Communications,

Toronto, Canada. June 4-7, 197H, 1, 6.6.1 (Institute of Elec-

trical and Electronics Engineers, New York, NY, 197S).

Key words: communication systems; fiber optics; measure-
ment; optical communications; review.

This paper is primarily a review of problems associated with

propagation measurements in multimode optical waveguides.
Emphasis is placed on techniques which are of maximum use

to the communication system designer.

18649. Dickson, G., Physical and chemical properties and wear,

(Proc. Composites in Dentistry Symp. Celebrating the 5()th

Anniv. of Cooperation Between the ADA and NBS in Dental

Research 1928-1978, held in conjunction with the 56th

General Session of the Int. Assoc. for Dental Research,

Washington, DC, Mar. 15, 1978, W. E. Brown, R. L. Bowen,
G. C. Paffenbarger, and D. F. Taylor, Eds.), J. Dent. Res. 58,

No. 5, 1535-1543 (May 1979).

Key words: amalgam; composites; dental materials; dimen-
sional changes; physical properties; thermal expansion;

wear; wear tests.

Composite restorative materials undergo shrinkage on
hardening which may be approximately compensated for by the

expansion that occurs as the material absorbs water in the oral

environment. Dimensional changes continue to occur with

changes in temperature and with the mechanical forces applied

by opposing teeth. The thermal expansions of composite
materials are much larger than those of tooth structures and
thus tend to produce mechanical stresses in a restoration which

is confined in a cavity or is adhering to tooth structure. Clinical

observations indicate that composites wear more rapidly than

do amalgams. The pattern of wear of a composite does not fol-

low the contours of the opposing tooth surface but approaches

more nearly the loss of a uniform thickness layer from the sur-

face. It is thought that both stresses resulting from external

forces applied to the restoration and stresses developed inter-

nally as a result of the large differences in the thermal expan-

sions of the components of the material contribute to the wear
of composites. Of the various types of wear test methods
developed, it appears that a method involving the sliding of

enamel against the composite specimen, perhaps with accom-
panying tensile cycling, may offer the greatest possibility of

providing a rapid procedure for predicting the clinical wear re-

sistance of composite materials.

18650. Engen, G. P., An overview of the six-port measurement

technique, Proc. 1978 IEEE MTT-S Intl. Microwave Symp.

Digest, Ottawa, Canada, June 27-29, 1978, J. Y. Wong, Ed.,

pp. 174-175 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics, New
York, NY, 1978).

Key words: automatic network analyzer; microwave;

microwave measurement; six-port.

The advent of digital technology and the automatic network

analyzer has had a major impact on the evolving microwave

metrology. The six-port measurement technique provides an al-

ternative method for implementing the automatic network

analyzer, which yields significant advantages. This paper will

review the major features of this measurement approach.

18651. Engen. G. P., Calibrating the six-port reflectometer,

I'roc. 1978 IEEE MTT-S Intl. Microwave Symp. Digest, Ot-

tawa. Canada, June 27-29. 1978, J. Y. Wong, Ed,, pp. 182-

IX.'^ (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New
York. NY. 1978).

Key words: calibration, microwave measurements, refiec-

tometer; six-port.

Because complex heterodyne methods may be replaced by

simple amplitude detectors, the six-pi>rt technique promises to

have a major impact on the next generation of automatic net-

work analyzers. This projection, however, is predicated upon
the existence or development of calibration techniques which

permit one to ctinveniently and accurately obtain the parame-
ters which characterize the six-port.

This paper describes a number of substantial refinements to

a previously described procedure which is based upon the use

of sliding terminations.

18652. Engen, G. P.. Calibrating the six-port reflectometer by

means of sliding terminations, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
Tech. MTT-26, No. 12, 951-957 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: automation; microwave; microwave measure-

ments; reflectometer; six-port.

The six-port technique promises to have a major impact on

the next generation of automatic network analyzers because

complex heterodyne methods may be replaced by simple am-
plitude detectors. This projection, however, is predicated upon
the existence or development of calibration techniques which
permit one to conveniently and accurately obtain the parame-

ters which characterize the six-port. This paper describes a

number of substantial refinements to a previously described

procedure which is based upon the use of sliding terminations.

18653. Engen, G. P., Hoer. C. A., Speciale, R. A., The applica-

tion of "thru-short-delay" to the calibration of the dual six-

port, Proc. 1978 IEEE MTT-S Intl. Microwave Symp. Digest,

Ottawa, Canada, June 27-29, 1978, J. Y. Wong, Ed., pp. 184-

185 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New
York, NY, 1978).

Key words: automatic network analyzer; microwave;
microwave measurement; six-port.

In a companion paper, in this digest, a scheme for reducing

the (single) six-port calibration problem to that of an

equivalent four-port reflectometer has been described. This

now makes it possible to apply existing four-port calibration

schemes. One such method is the "thru-short-delay" (TSD)
procedure. This paper briefly outlines this calibration approach.

18654. Paller, J. E , Rinker, R. L., Zumberge, M. A., Plans for

the development of a portable absolute gravimeter: A tool for

studying non-tidal variations in gravity, (Proc. Non-Tidal
Variations in Gravity and Methods of Their Study Conf., Tri-

este, Italy, June 20-24, 1977), Boll. Geofis. Tear. Appl. 20,

No. 80, 355-361 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: earthquake; fundamental constant; geophysics;

gravity; precision measurement.

The availability of a few parts in 10" absolute gravimeter

would impact large areas of geodynamics as well as having

possible application to earthquake prediction. The use of such

an instrument in combination with classical leveling or extrater-

restrially determined height data would also yield information

on internal mass motions. The plans for the development of

243



such an instrument at JILA using the method of free fall are
discussed

18655. Fickett, F R., Investigati<>n i)f a practical superconduc-

tor with a copper matrix, INCRA Pnijcci N<k 255 Anniiul Rc-

pori. 44 pages (International Copper Research Association.

Inc., New York, NY, Jan. I»^7K).

Key words; alloy; copper, low temperatures; niobium,

precipitate; superconductor; tin.

The production of superconducting wires by a variety of "in-

situ" techniques is described and referenced to an extensive

bibliography. Alloy methods involving copper, niobium and tin

appear to be the most promising for the production of inexpen-

sive, high-field superconductors of commercial interest.

18656. Fickett, F. R., Investigation of a practical superconduc-

tor with a copper matrix, INCRA Project No. 255A Annual
Report, 64 pages (International Copper Research Associa-
tion, Inc., New York, NY, Dec. 1978).

Key words: alloy; copper; electrical property; niobium; su-

perconductor; tin.

In-situ preparation of complete Nb,Sn superconducting com-
posite materials may offer a new and relatively inexpensive

solution to the problems associated with production of high

field superconductors. We have studied several approaches to

the production of wires from a single melt. The alloying

techniques and the electrical and magnetic properties of the

resulting wires are given. A number of the wires show promise

but are not yet competitive with commercial superconductors.

18657. Fish, G. E , Rhyne, J J., Sankar, S. G., Wallace, W E.,

Effect of hydrogen on sublattice magnetization of Laves-phase

rare earth iron compounds, (Proc. 24th Conf. on Magnetism

& Magnetic Materials, Cleveland, OH, Nov. 14-17, 1978), J.

Appl. Phys. 50, No. 3, 2003-2005 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: hydrides; Laves phase; magnetic properties;

neutron scattering; rare earth compounds.

We have used elastic neutron scattering to examine the effect

of hydriding on the sublattice magnetization of the Laves-phase

compounds RFCj for R = Ho and Er. On addition of hydrogen

or deuterium a stable phase of composition about RFcjDj ^ is

formed. The pure compounds RFej are ferrimagnetic, with the

R moment equal to the free ion value and Fe moment of ~
1.6 fjL„. The bulk Curie temperatures T^ of the hydrides and

deulerides are considerably lower than the corresponding RFej

values (e.g., 440 K for ErFcjD^ ^ versus 574 K for ErFe2). The
10 K R moment is also significantly reduced in the deuterides

(4.4 and 5.2 /i„ versus 9 and 10 for Er and Ho in RFe,

)

and drops steadily with increased temperature, reaching zero

below Tp in the case of Er. The Fe moment remains nearly con-

stant with temperature until just below T^ where it drops

rapidly to zero; in ErFe-^D, ^ and HoFe2D,T ^ its magnitude is 1.6

/X/,, and 1.9 /j.,,, respectively. These results indicate that the

exchange interactions involving the R atoms are markedly

weakened in the hydrides. The distortion of the local

anisotropy field due to random site occupancy of H and the

weak exchange coupling of R produces a "fanning" of the R
moment which reduces the spatially averaged moment mea-

sured in the neutron experiment.

18658. Caswell, R. S., Coyne, J J., Energy deposition spectra

for neutrons based on recent cross section evaluations, Proc.

Si.xth Svmp. on Microdosimetry , Brussels, Belgium, May 22-

26, 1978, J Booz and H. G. Ebert, Eds., II, 1159-117 1

(Harwood Academic Publishers, Ltd., London, England,

1978).

Key words: energy deposition spectra; microdosimetry

parameters; neutron cross section evaluations; single-event

energy.

Improved neutron cross section evaluations, such as

ENDF/B-IV and the now-emerging ENDF/B-V, are making

possible the calculation of impnived microdosimetric energy

deposition spectra for secondary particles resulting from

neutron interactions in tissue, especially in the neutron energy

range 10-20 M^rV. Nuclear reactions with more than *o parti-

cles in the final state are included, in addition to the '"<?( t'.rs'S

a) reaction previously considered. Examples of s.nale-c^ent

energy depositit)n spectra are shown and compared with other

calculations and experimental measurements. Microdosimetry

parameters, such as y;, and y* which are derived from the spec-

tra are also presented. Some calculated spectra are presented
j

for inhomogeneous Rossi spherical proportional counters (wall

and gas of differing composition).

18659. Paret/ke, H. G., Berger, M. J., Stopping power and ~j

energy degradation for electrons in water vapor, Proc. Si.xili

Symp. on Microdosimetry, Brussels, Belgium, May 22-26,
j

1978, J. Booz and H G. Ebert, Eds., II, 749-758 (Harwood
,^

Academic Publishers, Ltd.. London, England, 1978). r'

Key words: electron energy loss; energy degradation; low-

energy stopping power.

This paper is concerned with electron energy loss and t

degradation phenomena in water vapor at energies below a few

keV where the Bethe theory is no longer applicable. There is

practically no experimental information on low-energy stopping

power and on degradation spectra in gases, so that these quan-

tities must be obtained by calculation. The required cross sec-

tions for the ionization and excitation of water molecules are !

not well known, and various assumptions and extrapolations

have to be made in order to obtain input data which include

all the important processes and all energies of interest. Three

such data sets for water vapor are available which are based
'

on somewhat different assumptions and approximations. One
set has been published by Olivero, Stagat and Green and the

other two sets are from more recent analysis made by us. We
compare in this paper various quantities derived from these

data sets, in order to obtain an indication how sensitively the \C

stopping-power and energy degradation calculations depend on

the cross section input. \^

18660. Coyne, J. J., W,„ computed from recent nuclear data

and W measurements, Proc. Si.xth Symp. on Microdosimetry,

Brussels, Belgium, May 22-26, 1978, J. Booz and H. G,

Ebert, Eds., II, 699-706 (Harwood Academic Publishers,

Ltd., London, England, 1978). I

Key words: initial spectra; ion pair energy; nuclear data;

secondary charged particles.
'

Initial spectra of secondary charged particles produced by l

neutrons with energies varying from 60 keV te 20 MeV have n

been calculated. The most recent nuclear data evaluations have !'

been used. ENDF/B-IV for hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen and
^

a preliminary version of ENDF/B-V for carbon. Many reactions

with more than two particles in the final state are now in-

cluded. In addition to the '^C(n,n') 3a reaction, which was

used in previous calculations, the reactions (n,n.p), (n.n'a),

(n,2a) and (n,2n) have been calculated Recent measurements,

of the average energy per ion pair, W, for protons and other

heavy ions have been combined with these initial spectra to

derive a value for W„ as a function of neutron energy. Prelimi-

nary results of these calculations will be presented and com-
parisons with previous calculations of W„ will be presented. 1,
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18661. Katriel, J.. On the divergence of perturbation theory for
anharmonic oscillators, Phys. Lett. 72A, No. 2, 94-96 (June
25. 1979).

Key words: unharmonic oscillators; singular perturbation

theory.

Cicnerali/.ed B»ise operators are used to reduce the general

anharmonic oscillator into an harnn>nic oscillator with a

frequency which depends on the strength of the anharmonicity
(X) and on the quantum number The analytic properties of the

energy levels as functions of A. are very transparently exhibited.

18662. Franzen, D L., Danielson, B. L., Day, G W , A simple
first positive system nitrogen laser for use in optical fiber mea-
surements, IEEE J. Quunium Electron. QE-14, No. ft, 402-
404 (June 1978).

Key words: laser; optical fibers.

A near infrared laser operating on several transitions of the
first positive system of N, was developed for measurements as-

sociated with optical fibers. The laser features a simple, longitu-

dinal, segmented design giving pulsewidths of 60 to 80 ns full

width at half maximum (FWHM) and peak powers of over 600
W in the 0.86 to 0.89 /nm region in addition to significant out-

put near 1.04 and 1.23 ^^m. Backscatter-reflection returns from
optical fibers have been obtained using the laser.

18663. Giffard, R. P., Michelson, P. F., Soulen, R. J., Jr., Low-

frequency impedance and noise properties of an rf biased re-

sistive SQUID, (Proc. 1978 Applied Superconductivity Conf.,

Pittsburgh, PA, Sept. 25-28, 1978), IEEE Trans. Mag. IS,

No. 1, 276-279 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: Josephson junction; noise; point contacts;

SQUID

A noise thermometer consisting of a non-hysteretic resistive

SQUID has been used for unusually precise measurements of
the low frequency Josephson linewidth of a heavily shunted
point-contact. The results agree with theories appropriate for

weak links, and support the contention that the pair fluctuation

noise calculated for tunnel junctions is not present in point-

contacts.

18664. Grohmann, K., Zapf, T. L., An international comparison
of inductive voltage divider calibration methods between 10

kHz and 100 kHz, Met. IS, 69-75 ( 1979).

Key words: calibrations; inductive voltage dividers; interna-

tional comparison; measurements; voltage dividers; voltage

ratio.

A comparison of methods used for the calibration of induc-

tive voltage dividers at the National Bureau of Standards and

the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt is presented in the

frequency range between 10 kHz and 100 kHz. The errpr

determinations performed on three transportable test dividers

using two different calibration procedures agree well within the

measurement uncertainty of ± 3 • 10"', making evident the lack

of systematic errors in both methods.

18665. Guildner, L. A., Kostkowski, H. J., Evans, J. P., Ap-

praisal of interpolation instruments for the International Prac-

tical Temperature Scale from 630.74 to 1064.43 °C,

Metrologia IS, 1-4 ( 1979).

Key words: instruments; International Practical Tempera-

ture Scale; interpolation; interpolation instruments; tem-

perature scale from 630.74 to 1064.43 °C.

A better interpolating instrument has long been needed to

replace the standard platinum- 1 OOJ- rhodium/platinum ther-

mocouple for the International Practical Temperature Scale. In

this paper we compare the characteristics of the high tempera-

ture platinum resistance thermometer and the photoelectric

spectral pyrometer with those of the standard thermocouple

and conclude that the resistance thermometer is the better

replacement, in terms of both accuracy and convenience.

18666. Hamilton, C A , Harris, R E , Sullivan, D B , High-

speed superconducting electronics. (Proc. Government
Microcircuit Applications Conf., Monterey, CA, Nov. 14-16,

1978). COMAC l<)7K Digest of I'apers VII, 29-32 ( 1979).

Key words: high speed logic; Josephson computer;

Josephson junctit>n, microstriplines; superconductivity.

Superconducting electronics is an emerging technology which

offers significant performance advances m digital computers
and high-speed instruments. These advantages include low dis-

sipation, high speed and packing density, and cJispersionless

transmission lines.

18667. Horwitz, A. B., Leone, S. R., Versatile, isotopically

specific hydrogen halide TEA pin laser, Kfi\ Set. /n.^trum 50,

No. 7, 81 1-816 (July 1979).

Key words: electronic discharge; hydrogen halides;

isotopes; laser; TEA laser.

A practical, easily constructed design for a laboratory

hydrogen/deuterium halide chemical TEA laser is presented.

Typical output energies in excess of 50 mJ/pulse broadband

and 5 mj/pulse on single lines are easily obtained. Isotopically

specific oscillation on the v = 1
—» 0 band of Single isotopes of

H^'^CI—H"C1, D^^Cl—ly'CI, H'^Br— H"'Br, and D"Br— D"'Br

is demonstrated. The ease of conversion from one laser species

to the next and the flexible design provide a highly versatile

device for laboratory problems in chemical and physical

dynamics. Major advances in the development of laboratory

HCI and HBr chemical TEA lasers are also reviewed.

18668. Hust, J. G., Graphite as a standard reference material,

(Proc. 15th Intl. Thermal Conductivity Conf., Ottawa, On-

tario, Canada, Aug. 24-26, 1977), Paper in Thermal Conduc-

tivity 15, V. V. Mirkovich, Ed., pp. 161-167 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: characterization; density; electrical resistivity;

graphite; Lorenz ratio; reference materials; thermal con-

ductivity.

The Cryogenics Division (Boulder, CO) in conjunction with

the Office of Standard Reference Materials ( Gaithersburg, MD)
of the National Bureau of Standards has been investigating gra-

phite as a potential, extended temperature range. Standard

Reference Material (SRM). A large number of isotropic, fine-

grained graphite rods in various diameters have been obtained

for homogeneity and stability investigations. Electrical resistivi-

ty and density measurements have been performed on nu-

merous rods at temperatures from 4 to 300 K. Thermal con-

ductivity measurements have been performed on thirteen

specimens at about 20 °C. These measurements show that

transport property variations both between and within these

rods is relatively large (approximately 10'^). However, a cor-

relation between these variables is shown to exist which will

allow the calculation of thermal conductivity from simple and

inexpensive electrical resistivity and density measurements to

within about ± 2%.

18669. Kikuchi, R., Cahn, J. W.. Theory of interphase and an-

tiphase boundaries in f.c.c. alloys, .Actn Met. 27. 1337-1353

( 1979).

Key words; equilibrium antiphase domain (APB) bounda-

ries; f.c.c. alloys; interphase (IPB) boundaries; second-

order transitions.
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Equilibrium antiphase domain (APB) and interphase (IPB)
boundaries in the Cu-Au system are examined theoretically

using the cluster variation method with multiatom interactions

whose magnitudes were previously obtained from a fit of the

phase diagram. The IPB energy between equilibrium disordered

fe e. and ordered Cu;,Au phases is strongly temperature (and

hence composition) dependent, being much higher for the

copper-rich side of the congruent point T,. antl having a max-
imum on that side at about 0.45 7',. The IPB energies are only
slightly anisotropic. The APB energies at constant chemical
potential decrease monotonically with increasing temperature;

at constant non-stoichiometric composition they increase at low
temperature to a maximum well below the disordering tempera-
ture. Near the congruent point, the APB undergoes one or

more second-order surface phase transitions in which an inter-

faclal layer resembling the inhomogeneous Cu-Au (Lly) phase
develops within the boundary. The APB with (likO) orientation

(in our notation) should be perfectly wet by the disordered

phase at the disordering temperature for that particular com-
position.

18670. Komarek, E. L., Advantages of the six-port reflectometer

(or rf/microwave power measurement in operational systems,

(Proc. Government Microcircuit Applications Conf.. Mon-
terey, CA, Nov. 14-16, 1978), 197fi GOMAC Digest of
Papers VII, 39-42 (Nov 1978).

Key words; microwave measurements; microwave power;
microwave systems; power monitor; reflectometers; six-port

reflectometers.

All methods have errors associated with them but because
the six-port is completely calibratable, it is suggested as the

most accurate option available to the microwave system
designer. The three-port power monitor, four-port reflectome-

ter and six-port reflectometer are reviewed and an example is

used to illustrate the magnitude of maximum possible errors as-

sociated with each method Also included in this paper is a sug-

gested configuration of the six-port reflectometer suitable for

integration into an operational microwave system.

18671. Lin, H. M., Seaver, M., Tang, K. Y., Knight, A. E. W.,
Parmenter, C. S., The role of intermolecuiar potential well

depths in collision-induced state changes, J. Client. Pliys. 70,
No. 12, 5442-5457 (June 15, 1979).

Key words: collisions; cross sections; intermolecuiar poten-

tial; state changes; well depths.

A relationship is developed from two distinct theoretical ap-

proaches to correlate the rate constants k„ or cross sections cr„

for a series of added gases M which collisionally induce a state

transformation A* —* B. The correlation derived from theory is

\n(Tu = InC + e,i_„lkT,

where C is a constant and e^_,M is the intermolecuiar well depth

between A* and M. We observe that experimental data can be

described by a related correlation

lno-„ = InC + /3(€„.„/^)"^

where /3 is a constant and is the well depth between pairs

of M molecules. This correlation is shown to be general. It

works for electronic state deactivation in atoms, intersystem

crossing and internal conversion in .9, polyatomics, rotational

and also vibrational relaxation in. S, polyatomics, predissocia-

tion in diatomics and polyatomics, and vibrational relaxation in

a free radical as well as in a molecular ion. The theory is ap-

propriate only when attractive forces dominate the interaction,

and this seems consistent with the experimental data. The cor-

relation thus provides a simple means to distinguish between at-

tractive and repulsive interactions. The correlation also reveals

that collision partners do not substantially modify the intrinsic

S,-T mixing during collision-induced intersystem crossing.

18672. Mighell, A. D , Hubbard, C. R., Cohen. A , 2-ethoxy-

l,7,9-triethyl-7,9-dihydro-l/y-purine-6,8-dione; a tetraelhyl

derivative of uric acid, Ada. Crvsl. B3S, 1280-1282 ( 1979)

Key words: biological assay; crystal structure; single

crystal; uric acid derivative; uric acid determination; x-ray
;

diffraction.

C,.,H.,„N^O:„ M,. = 280-33; monoclinic, P2,iii; a =

15 -491(6), /> = 4-794(2), c = 19-597(5 )A, y = 95 26( 3 )°, Z =

4, D, = 1 -285, D,„ = 1-28 Mg m"^ (flotation); final R = 0-048

(852 reflections). Uric acid was ethylated and four isomers of
,

tetraethyluric acid were isolated. One isomer, m.p. 387-2—38 '

7-7 K, was analyzed.

18673. Mighell, A D , Hubbard, C R., Harris, J., Staffa, J. A.,
|

Zervos, C. .S'-carboxymethyl-i.-cysleine, Atta Crysi. B35,
i

I 258-1 261 ( 1979).
'3

Key words: aminj> acid derivative; crystal structure; .V-car- t

boxymethyl-i. — cysteine; single crystal; x ray; zwitterion.

CsHhNOjS, monoclinic, P2,, a = 10-290(4), h = 7-039( I ), <

= 5 -093( 1 )A, /3 = 95 -()9( 2)°, Z = 2, p,. = 1-62, p„ = 1-60 Mg
m"^ (flotation). The structure has been determined by direct

methods and refined lo R = 0-021 for 720 independent reflec-

tions. The compound exists as a zwitterion. Two carboxyl I

groups in adjacent molecules are involved in a hydrogen bond
|

with O— H- O = 2 548(2)A. The H atom in this bond was i

found to be covalently bonded to the carboxyl group in the car-
j

boxymethyl moiety. The —NH.i* group is involved in three
I

hydrogen bonds.

18674. Mountain, R. D., Model study of fluctuations and
'

switching in amorphous semiconductocs, J. Non-Crysl. Solids

33, 149-157 ( 1979).

Key words: fluctuation; master equation; noise spectrum; i

nonequilibrium; stationary states; switching; threshold

switching.

The model developed by Ma for the initiation of threshold

switching is used as the basis for a master equation description

of the fluctuation spectrum of the number of carriers. The
system size expansion is used to derive explicit expressions for

the fluctuation spectrum in terms of the parameters of the
[

model. It is shown that the study of the power spectra of cur-*!

rent fluctuations about stationary states is a useful way of in-
'

vestigating the physical mechanisms responsible for switching.

18675. O'Connell, J. S., Schoch, B., Electromagnetic coin-

cidence experiments, Proc. June Workshop in Intermediate^^

Energy Electromagnetic Interactions With Nuclei, Cambridge,]

MA, June 13-24, 1977, 34 pages (1979). '

Key words: coincidence experiments; electromagnetic;

neutrons; photons; pions; protons.
^ ^

Counting rate estimates are made for photon and electron in-f
|

duced nuclear reactions in which two products are detected in'' 1

time coincidence. Measurements to be made with a 100% duty'' (l

factor electron accelerator are discussed and classified as to'j II

their relative scientific interest and feasibility. le

''

a

18676. Paffenbarger, G. C, Fifty years of cooperative research

between the American Dental Association and the Nationa|,
^

Bureau of Standards: A historical perspective 1928-1978|j
^

(Proc. Composites in Dentistry Symp. Celebrating the 50tf

Anniv. of Cooperation Between the ADA and NBS in Dentall
{||

Research 1928-1978, held in conjunction with the 56tfj
(

General Session of the Int. Assoc. for Dental Research
|
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Washington, DC, Mar. 15, 1978, W. E. Brown, R. L. Bowen,
G. C. Paffenbarger, and D. F. Taylor, Eds ), J. Dent. Res. 58,
No. 5, 1486-1492 (May 1979).

Key words; American Dental Association; dental history;

dental instruments; dental materials; dental research; Na-
tional Bureau of Standards.

In April 1928 there began a cooperative research program on
dental materials and instruments between the National Bureau
of Standards and the American Dental Association that con-

tinues in 1978. During this 50 years the research has invented

new dental materials and instruments, has improved existing

materials, has formulated specification and certification pro-

grams for dental materials, has developed tjuality control

methods for manufacturers, and has trained many teachers and
researchers in the science of dental materials for many institu-

tions. The work has had a substantial effect in professional,

educational and trade circles in dentistry. Its cost to benefit

ratio is 1 to many thousands of dollars. In this 25 minute
review the failures, the misjudgments and the false steps have
not only been neglected they have been ignored.

18677. Parmenter, C. S., Seaver, M., A method to estimate in-

termoiecular potential well depths for species in both ground
and excited electronic states, 7. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 12,

5458-5462 (June 15, 1979).

Key words; excited states; ground state; intermolecular

potential; molecules; well depths.

The relationship \n<T„ = \nC + [U^*^* ) (€„„)]"VkT corre-

lates the cross sections o-^ for a state change A* —* B induced

by a series of added M gases with the intermolecular potential

well depths for A*. ..A* pairs and M...M pairs. This correlation

is used with literature data concerning A* —> B to deduce ei*^*
for electronically excited atoms (Na, Ne, Ar, Xe) and elec-

tronically excited molecules (I2, SOj, CH.,OH, glyoxal,

propynal, benzene). The well depths are generally observed to

exceed the ground state values by factors of 2-10. Large well

depths are also observed for s<?c-butyl radicals and for the

CsHb* ion with high vibrational excitation. The correlation also

provides an alternate means to measure ground state well

depths In cases where secure comparisons are available,

the well depths so derived usually lie within 20% of values

found from transport measurements or virial coefficients. The
correlation seems a useful alternative to empirical estimating

procedures when data from conventional methods are not

available.

18678. Peterson, R. L., Analog-to-digital conversion with a

SQUID: Conditions for a countable pulse train, J. Appl. Phys.

50, No. 6, 4231-4239 (June 1979).

Key words: A/D converter; Josephson junction; SQUID; su-

perconducting electronics; superconductivity.

A superconducting loop containing a Josephson junction

develops voltage pulses when it admits and expels magnetic flux

quanta, and thus may be used as an A/D converter. We here

develop and discuss several conditions which must be satisfied

for the generation by the SQUID of an unambiguously counta-

ble pulse train, from which the analog signal can be faithfully

reconstructed. These conditions can be satisfied over a broad

range of realizable values of inductance and resistance. The
capacitance, however, must be carefully controlled. The results

of simulations are also presented, illustrating the various ways
in which the pulse trains are affected.

18679. Radebaugh, R., L'ltralow-temperature physics in Japan,

Off. Nav. Res. (Tokyo) Sci. Bull. 3, No. 2, 1-6 (Apr.-June

1978).

Key words: cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; helium 3;

Japan; millikelvin research; nuclear cooling,: Pomeranchuk

refrigerators; solid He'; superfluid He '; symposium.

This paper traces the progress of ultralow-temperature

(ULT) physics in Japan from about 1970 to 1977. Ultralow

temperatures are defined as those below 1 K. The progress is

based on visits to various laboratories during this period of

time. Laboratories at Tohoku University, University of Tokyo,

and Osaka City University are discussed in some detail. The

paper points out that in 1970 Japan was behind many other

countries in the field of ULT physics but rapid progress has

brought them up to an equal plane. Suggested reasons for the

rapid progress are given. The paper also gives a summary of the

recent International Symposium on Physics at Ultralow Tem-
peratures held in Hakone, Japan, Sept 5-9, 1977.

18680. Radebaugh, R., Lawless. W. N., Siegwarth, J. D , Mor-

row, A. J., Feasibility of electrocaloric refrigeration for the

4-15 K temperature range, CryofjenUs 19, No. 4, 187-208

(Apr. 1979).

Key words: beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-con-

stant; electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelec-

trics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal con-

ductivity; polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration;

specific heat; strontium titanate.

The feasibility of a solid state type of refrigeration, which
utilizes the electrocaloric effect in certain dielectric materials,

has been investigated. The study was limited to the temperature

range where the refrigerator would absorb heat from a load at

about 4 K and reject heat to a reservoir at about 15 K. Heat

switches would be required for such a refrigerator and two

types were studied. One type was a multiple-leaf contact

switch, the other a magnetothermal switch of single crystal

beryllium. Many electrocaloric materials were studied but none

was found with a sufficiently large reversible electrocaloric ef-

fect for a practical refrigerator. The largest effects were seen

in a SrTiOs ceramic, followed by a KTaOs single crystal. Tem-
perature reductions of about 0.3 K at 10 K were observed dur-

ing depolarization from fields of 20 kV cm"'. A theoretical

model, based on the electret behaviour of impurity-vacancy

dipoles is postulated to interpret the anomalous dielectric

behaviour of the materials investigated. Another theoretical

model, based on the lattice dynamics of displacive dielectrics,

is postulated to explain the observed temperature changes seen

in such materials. The model points out that at 4 K the entro-

pies of di^placive type materials are probably too low for prac-

tical refrigeration. An investigation of certain order-disorder

dielectrics is suggested.

18681. Read, D. T., Ekin, J W , Powell, R. L., Clark, A. F.,

Definitions of terms for practical superconductors. 3. Fabrica-

tion, stabilization and transient losses, Cryogencis 19, No. 6,

327-332 (June 1979).

Key words: critical parameters; definitions; flux

phenomena; Josephson phenomena; stabilization; supercon-

ductors; terminology.

The definitions of terms used in describing the phenomenolo-

gy and measurement practices of practical superconductive

materials are proposed. The definitions cover the subject

categories of: 1. fundamental states and flux phenomena; 2.

critical parameters; 3. fabrication, stabilization, and transient

losses; and 4. Josephson phenomena. It is intended that these

terms will become the basis for the development of standard

measurement practices and responses are invited.

18682. Rhyne. J. J., Fish, G. E., Sankar, S. G., Wallace, W. E.,

Magnetic properties of Laves-phase rare earth hydrides.
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(Proc. Conf. Physics of Metallic Rare-Earths, Saint-Pierre -de-

Chartreuse, France, Sept. 4-7, 1978), J. Phys. 40, No. C-5,

C5-209—C5-210 (May 1979).

Key words: hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves

phase; magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths.

Neutron scattering results show that the introduction of

hydrogen into RFcs compounds (R = Tm, Ho, and Er) signifi-

cantly lowers the overall Curie temperature and produces a

reduced 0 K moment on the rare earth site. The rare earth

spins disorder at a temperature lower than the bulk in

ErFejHj .,. The 0 K iron sublattice moment in ErFcjHa s is es-

sentially the same as that found in the non-hydride compounds
and remains nearly constant to approximately 0.8 T^.

18683. Richards, P. L., Shen, T. M., Harris, R. E., Lloyd, F.

L., Quasiparticle heterodyne mixing in SIS tunnel junctions,

Appl. Phys. Lett. 34, No. 5, 345-347 (Mar. 1, 1979).

Key words: Josephson junctions; microwave receivers;

microwaves; mixers; superconductivity; tunnel junctions.

The rapid onset of quasiparticle tunneling current in super-

conductor-insulator-superconductor (Josephson) junctions at

voltages above 2A/e is being used for millimeter-wave

heterodyne mixing. Junctions with a 2-/Lim diameter and =

50 fi have little capacitive shunting at the signal frequency of

36 GHz. Because there is no series resistance, residual

capacitance can be tuned out. Double sideband conversion effi-

ciencies of 0.32 and mixer noise temperatures as low as Tj, «
7 K = 4/jv/A: have been observed. The results are compared
with shot-noise-limited mixer theory. Photon-assisted tunneling

effects are seen which indicate the approach to photon-noise-

limited operation.

18684. Rupp, N. W., Clinical placement and performance of

composite resin restorations, (Proc. Composites in Dentistry

Symp. Celebrating the 50th Anniv, of Cooperation Between

the ADA and NBS in Dental Research 1928-1978, held in

conjunction with the 56th General Session of the Int. Assoc.

for Dental Research, Washington. DC, Mar. 15, 1978, W. E.

Brown, R. L. Bowen, G. C. Paffenbarger, and D. F. Taylor,

Eds.), J. Dent. Res. 58, No. 5, 1551-1557 (May 1979).

Key words: curing shrinkage; glaze; margin staining;

roughness; wear.

Composite resins should be used for esthetic restoration of

Class HI, IV and V cavities, and not for load bearing areas nor

the distal of cuspids. Defects other than gradual wear and color

shift in the material can be controlled by careful placement,

finishing and glazing.

18685. Sangster, R. C, R&D for developing countries: I—The
role of industrial R&D, Res. Manage. XXII, No. 3, 34-38

(May 1979).

Key words: appropriate technology; industrialization; indus-

trial R&D; LDC's; less developed countries; light capital

technology; science and technology for development; U.N.

Conference on Science and Technology for Development;

UNCSTD.

Science and technology for international development are

under intense scrutiny at this time, in connection with prepara-

tions for the 1979 U.N. Conference on Science and Technology

for Development and creation of the U.S. Foundation for

Technological Cooperation. The nrimary need for industrializa-

tion of the less developed countries (LDC's) is technology. This

technology needs to be "appropriate" to the LDC economies,

often "intermediate" between pre-industrial technology and ad-

vanced Western technology, and "light capital" in nature. The

overwhelming need is technology for employment. Usually,

only "technology transfer" is discussed when looking at LDC
needs, although the U.S. academic scientific community has

been substantially involved, also. The U.S. industrial R&D com-

munity has had little involvement in this field. Yet it is this

community that provides most of the new technology for U.S.

development, and it spends 70% of U.S. R&D $ and 37% of

the world-wide R&D expenditures. Participation by the indus-

trial R&D community in providing technology and science for

use in development of the LDC's could be rewarding for all

parties involved. Linkage mechanisms need to be created to

couple this R&D capability with LDC needs. Existing

mechanisms can be expanded to include greater industrial par-

ticipation. Industry can take a lead to make contact with the

LDC's. Governmental actions can assist this process.

18686. Schaefer, J. C, Chabay, I., Generation of enhanced

coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy signals in liquid-

filled waveguides. Opt. Lett. 4, No. 8, 227-229 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy

(CARS); liquid-filled dielectric waveguide, optical

waveguide; phase-matched propagation in waveguide;

Raman spectroscopy of liquids; signal enhancement of

coherent Raman process.

We have demonstrated enhancement of coherent anti-Stokes

Raman spectroscopy signals in liquid benzene contained in

dielectric waveguide capillaries with angular phase-matching

conditions. Enhancement factors as high as 1 30 were observed

relative to a single crossing. These were measured for capilla-

ries of various cross sections as a function of length. The max-

imum enhancement we observed was in a 50-/i.m x 50-/xm x

292-mm capillary with a sample volume of 0.75 ^1. Signals in-

creased steadily with capillary length and showed the same de-

pendence on pump-beam crossing angle (phase-matching con-

ditions) as in bulk samples.

18687. Schrack, R. A., Bowman, C. D., Chemical and tempera-

ture effects on thermal fission, Proc. Intl. Conf. on

Neutron Physics and Nuclear Data for Reactors and Other Ap-

plied Purposes, Harwell, United Kingdom, Sept. 25-29, 1978,

pp. 742-745 (Publications De L'Ocde, Paris, France, 1979).

Key words: chemical effects; delayed neutrons; Einstein

model; fission; temperature effects; thermal; ^U.

Theoretical and exnerimental checks have been made to look

for reported chemical dependence in the yield of delayed

neutrons from thermal neutron induced fission in ^U. No sig-

nificant chemical dependence arising from phonon transfer is

predicted using an Einstein model of the lattice phonon dis-

tribution. Two types of experimental tests were made. In the

first, the fission fragment yield was compared for thermal

neutron induced fission in UjOh and UOj. In the second experi-

ment the delayed neutron yield from samples of UjOb and UOj
irradiated in a thermal neutron field was compared. Neither ex-

periment showed a difference in yield for the two chemical

states of uranium.

18688. Simiu, E., Scanlan, R. H., Flutter of a plate-like member
in horizontal fluctuating flow. Eng. Struct. 1, No. 4, 207-210

(July 1979).

Key words: aerodynamic stability; aeroelasticity; fluctuating

flow; flutter; susp>ended-span structures; time-dependent

loads.

A procedure is presented for determining the mean flutter

velocity of a symmetrical plate with a vertical and a torsional

degree of freedom in a flow with periodic horizontal fluctua-

tions. Expressions of the self-excited forces based on a general-

ized Theodorsen-type model are used. The resulting flutter mo-
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tion is described by a system of generalized Mathieu-Hill equa-

tions to which the stability criteria of the theory of dynamic

systems with periodic coefficients are apphed. A numerical ex-

ample is given for a plate with mechanical characteristics com-
parable to those of a suspension bridge in a flow with fluctua-

tions comparable to those occurring in natural winds. It is

found that the effect of such fluctuations upon the value of the

j

mean flutter velocity is negligible. This suggests that in in-

vestigating the aerodynamic stability of a suspension bridge

with characteristics similar to those dealt with in the paper, it

is permissible to neglect the effect of the horizontal fluctuations

of the flow. Recently obtained experimental results are quoted
which tend to confirm this result.

18689. Smith, E. W., Giraud, M., Temperature dependence of

rotational linewidths in HCI perturbed by argon, J. Chem.
PIxys. Lett, to Ed., 70, No. 4, 2027-2028 (Feb. 15, 1979).

Key words: HCI-Ar; rotational linewidths; temperature de-

pendence; theoretical and experimental comparison; vibra-

tional effect.

The temperature dependence of several rotational linewidths

ji

in HCI perturbed by argon is studied. Comparison of theoreti-

cal and experimental data indicate that there may be a vibra-

tional effect (i.e. an increase in halfwidth due to distortion of

I

the molecular potential curves for higher vibrational levels)

j
which is strongest at low temperatures.

18690. Stanley, H. R., Bowen, R. L., Folio, J., Compatibility of

various materials with oral tissues. II: Pulp responses to com-
posite ingredients, (Proc. Composites in Dentistry Symp.
Celebrating the 50th Anniv. of Cooperation Between the

ADA and NBS in Dental Research 1928-1978, held in con-

Junction with the 56th General Session of the Int. Assoc. for

Dental Research, Washington, DC, Mar. 15, 1978, W. E.

Brown, R. L. Bowen, G. C. Paffenbarger, and D. F. Taylor,

Eds.), J. Dent. Res. 58, No. 5, 1507-1517 (May 1979).

Key words: chemical composition; composite resins; dental

materials; primates; pulp response; toxicology.

In their present commercial formulations, composite restora-

tive materials cause significant inflammation of dental pulp tis-

sues unless special protective measures are taken by the dentist,

j

The literature lacks reports delineating the pulp-irritating

j

potential of individual ingredients of composite restorative

I
materials. Eight components, used in formulating dental com-
posite restorative materials, were placed, individually, against

[

the pulpal walls of Class V cavities in Macaca irus primate

1
teeth, and covered with gold foil and then ZOE fillings. After

21 days, the teeth were prepared for histological appraisal of
' the dental pulps. Each ingredient, individually, was apparently

innocuous, not producing an average degree of inflammation

greater than 1 on a scale of 0 to 4. No abscesses or lesions

predominating in leukocytes occurred. Interaction effects

\
(especially benzoyl peroxide initiator and amine accelerators)

j

should be studied next

18691. Stein, S. R., Manney, C. M , Jr , Walls. F L , Gray. J.

i

E., Besson, R. J.. A systems approach to high performance
oscillators, Proc. 32d Ann. Symp. on Frequency Control, At-

lantic City. NJ. May 31-June 2. 1978. pp. 527-530 (U.S.

Army Electronics Research & Development Comman^l,
Washington, DC, 1978).

Key words: long term frequency stability; oscillator

systems; quartz crystal oscillator; short term frequency sta-

bility.

The purpose of this paper is to show how systems composed
of multiple oscillators and resonators can achieve superior per-

formance compared to a single oscillator. Experimental results

are presented for two systems based on quartz crystals which
provide state-of-the-art stability over a much wider range of

averaging times than has been previously achieved. One system

has achieved a factor of five improvement in noise fioor com-
pared to all previously reported results.

18692. Stein, S. R., Turneaure. J. P , Superconducting resona-

tors: High stability oscillators and applications to fundamental

physics and metrology, Proc. Conf. on Future Trends in Super-

conductive Electronics, San Diego, CA, Mar. 27-28, 1979, pp.

192-213 (Apr. 1979).

Key words: high stability oscillators; superconducting cavi-

ty stabilized oscillator; superconducting oscillators; super-

conducting resonators.

Superconducting oscillators have achieved better frequency
stability than any other device for averaging times oF 10 l.c.s.

to 1000 l.c.s. This high stability results from the use of solid

niobium resonators having O factors greater than 10'". Such
oscillators have direct applications as clocks and spectrally pure

sources. They may also be used for accurate measurements of

many physical quantities and to perform a variety of experi-

ments on fundamental constants, relativity, and gravity waves.

18693. Stein, S. R., Walls, F. L., Composite oscillator systems

tor meeting user needs for time and frequency, Proc. 10th

Ann. Precise Time and Time Interval Applications & Planning

Meeting, Washington, DC, Nov. 28, 1978, pp. 22-28 (Naval

Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. 1978).

Key words: frequency lock loop; frequency stability;

navigation; oscillator systems; phase lock loop; position lo-

cation; spectral purity.

Frequency standards are used in most navigation and position

location systems to provide a long term memory of either

frequency, phase, or time epoch. From a systems point of view,

the performance aspects of the frequency standard can be

weighed against other systems characteristics, such as overall

performance, cost, size, and accessibility. A number of areas of

navigation and position location are very briefly reviewed from

this point of view. The theory of phase lock and frequency lock

systems is outlined in sufficient detail that one can easily pre-

dict total oscillator system performance from measurements on

the individual components. As an example, details of the per-

formance of a high spectral purity oscillator phased locked to

a long term-stable oscillator are given. Results for several

systems, including the best system stability that can be obtained

from present commercially available 5-MHz sources, is shown.

18694. Tippet, J. C, Chang, D. C, Characteristic impedance of

a rectangular coaxial line with offset inner conductor, IEEE
Trans. Microwave Theory Tech. MTT-26, No. 11, 876-883

(Nov. 1978).

Key words: capacitance; rectangular coaxial line; transmis-

sion lines.

The singular-integral-equation technique is used to derive the

capacitance and, hence, characteristic impedance of a rectan-

gular coaxial line with a zero-thickness inner conductor. The
position of the inner conductor is arbitrary, but its orientation

is assumed to be parallel to the top and bottom walls of the

outer conductor. Simple yet very accurate formulas for the

capacitance and characteristic impedance are found in terms of

complete elliptic integrals

18695. Tobler, R L., Reed, R P.. Fatigue crack growth re-

sistance of structural alloys at cryogenic temperatures, (Proc.

2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf.. Boulder. CO, Aug. 3-5,

1977), Paper A-7 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering. K.

D. Timmerhaus, R. P Reed, and A. F Clark. Eds., 24, 82-

90 (Plenum Press, New York, NY. 1978).
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Key words: crack propagation; fatigue; low temperature

tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels; steels; superalloys;

titanium alloys.

Fatigue crack growth rate data at selected temperatures in-

cluding 295, 76, and 4 K are presented for a variety of titanium

alloys, stainless steels, and Fe-Ni alloys. The results correlate

well with crystal structure. Compared to their behavior in a

room temperature air environment, stable austenitic face-cen-

tered cubic alloys exhibit improved fatigue crack growth re-

sistance at low temperatures. Hexagonal close-packed titanium

alloys show temperature-insensitive behavior. Temperature ef-

fects on the fatigue crack growth resistance of body-centered
cubic Fe-Ni alloy steels are moderate, except below the frac-

ture transition temperature range where fatigue crack growth
rates are drastically accelerated.

18696. Walls, F. L., Howe, D. A., A passive hydrogen maser
frequency standard, Proc. 32d Ann. Symp. on Frequency Con-

.
trol, Atlantic City, NJ, May 31-June 2, 1978, pp. 492-498
(U.S. Army Electronics Research & Development Command,
Washington, DC, 1978).

Key words: amplitude modulation; cavity . pulling; cavity

servo; dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency stability;

second-order Doppler shift phase modulation; spin

exchange; temperature coefficient; time dispersion; wall

shift.

Basic principles, circuit details, and measurements on a pas-

sive hydrogen maser frequency standard are presented. The
perturbations to the output frequency are discussed and it is

shown that the temperature coefficient of the microwave cavity

is negligible in this system. Thus the fractional change in the

output frequency is about 10-"/K determined by the second
order Doppler shift and the wall shift (IQ-^/K is possible). A
temperature stability of only .1 K is required in order to main-
tain a frequency stability of 1 x lO""*. Long term stability and
reproducibility are expected to be improved over other designs

because of this greatly reduced sensitivity to changes in tem-

perature and temperature gradients. Measurements indicate a

frequency stability of o-y(T ) = 2 x 10-"=r"^ for 10s<t<4x
10*s. Frequency stability at several days is the best ever re-

ported for a single device. The design of a small passive

hydrogen maser using a dielectrically loaded cavity is

described. Similar frequency stability is expected for the small

maser.

18697. Walls, F. L , Wineland, D. J., Drullinger, R. E., New
possibilities for frequency standards using laser cooling and

detection of stored ions, Proc. 32d Ann. Symp. on Frequency
Control, Atlantic City, NJ, May 31-June 2, 1978, pp. 453-459
(U.S. Army Electronics Research & Development Command,
Washington, DC, 1978).

Key words: Ba ions; frequency stability; frequency stan-

dard; ion temperature; laser induced cooling; Mg ions; op-

tical & microwave double resonance; stored ions; syste-

matic effects.

Techniques for storing —10'' to 10^ ions for periods of hours

to days are described in detail. Ion dynamics and detection

techniques are also covered. Experimental data is presented

demonstrating that ions stored in a room temperature Penning

style ion trap using dc electric and magnetic fields can be

cooled to near ZERO Kelvin using a suitable laser. This cooling

technique, which is applicable to very many atomic and
molecular ions, can reduce fractional frequency shifts due to

the second order Doppler effect to smaller than 10~'^. This

cooling, coupled with the other attractive features of ion

storage, promises to make possible frequency standards with

stabilities in the 10"'* to 10"'* range with accuracies of order

10"'* or better. One possible candidate for a microwav^
frequency standard is described. The projected fractiona i

frequency stability is cr„(T ) = 4 x lO"'* t ""^ for 16s < t < 10''s;

18698. Wineland, D. J., Howe, D. A., Mohler, M. B., Hellwig
j

H. W., Special purpose ammonia frequency standard

—

A

feasibility study, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. 28, No. 2, 122-

132 (June 1979).

Key words: acceleration insensitive oscillator; ammonia;
microwave absorption; atomic clock; cavity frequency sta-

bilization; digital demodulator; frequency-lock servo;;

frequency standard; inversion transition in ammonia; preci-

sion.

We have investigated the feasibility of a special purpose

frequency standard based on microwave absorption in ammonia
gas (N'^Hj). Such a device would potentially fill a need in cer-

tain communications and navigation applications for an oscilla-

tor which has medium stability, greater accuracy (~ 10~') than

that provided by crystal oscillators, but a cost significantly,

smaller than that of more sophisticated atomic frequency stan-j

dards. A device was constructed using a stripline oscillator near-

0.5 GHz whose multiplied output was frequency-locked to thei,

absorption of the 3-3 line in N'*H3(~ 22.8 GHz). Output((

between 5 and 10 MHz was provided by direct division from:,

the 0.5-GHz oscillator. Observed stability was 2 x 10""> from lOjj

to 6000 s, and reproducibility (accuracy) is estimated to be ±
2x 10-*. The unique features of this device, which include: \yi

high-performance stripline oscillator, 2) digital servo

techniques, 3) unique oscillator-cavity servo, 4) pressure shift

compensation scheme, and 5 ) acceleration insensitivity, are

discussed. Areas for further study are noted.

18699. Wineland, D. J., Walls, F. L., Drullinger, R. E., High-

resolution spectroscopy by radiative cooling of bound resonant i

absorbers, (Proc. 10th Ann. Quantum Electronics Conf., At-,

lanta, GA, May 30, 1978), J. Opt. Sci. Am. 68, 648 (1978).

Key words: Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency standard;'

high resolution spectroscopy; ion storage; laser spectrosco-;

py; Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; optical spectrosco-'

py; radiation pressure; radiative cooling.

A method for obtaining high resolution spectra of bound^j

resonant absorbers is discussed. The Doppler width and Dop-,

pier frequency shifts are nearly eliminated by cooling the absor-,

bers using radiation pressure. Experiments to test this principle,

use Mg* ions which are contained in a Penning ion trap.^

Theoretical and experimental details are discussed.
^

18700. Zimmerman, J. E., Cryocoolers for superconductive elec-'

tronics, (AIP Conf. Proc. No. 44, Conf. on Future Trends in^

Superconductive Electronics, Charlottesville, VA, Mar. 23-

25, 1978, Series Editor: H. C. Wolfe), Paper in Future

Trends in Superconductive Electronics, B. S. Deaver, Jr., C.

M. Faico, J. H. Harris, S. A. Wolf, Eds., Sec. 7, pp. 412-420
(American Institute of Physics, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: cryocoolers; Josephson devices; refrigeration;

SQUID; superconductive electronics.

Superconductive electronic devices are generally operated,
^

and will continue to be operated in liquid-helium cryostats. Ap-

propriate small closed-cycle cryocoolers for these devices do^
'

not exist. Development of cryocoolers, including efficient use,
|

of conventional gas refrigeration cycles and innovative thoughts
'

on new and unconventional methods, could greatly enhance the
|

usefulness of small-scale superconductive electronics. Large

cryocoolers are already well-developed and can be adapted to

the requirements of large-scale systems, such as computers,

requiring a watt or more of refrigeration.
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18701. Zimmennan, J. E., Sullivan, D. B , Superconducting

devices. Paper in McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science and

Technology, pp. 378-380 (McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York. NY, 1979).

Key words: digital electronics; magnetometry; quantum in-

terference; superconductivity.

The history of the SQUID is reviewed with emphasis on

recent developments.

18702. Williams, E. R., Olsen, P. T., New measurement of the

proton gyromagnetic ratio and a derived value of the fine-

structure constant accurate to a part in 10', Phys. Rev. Lett.

42, No. 24, 1575-1579 (June 11, 1979).

Key words; electron anomalous moment; fine-structure

constant; fundamental constant; magnetic fields; proton

gyromagnetic ratio; quantum electrodynamic theory.

A new value for the fine-structure constant has been ob-

tained from a new measurement of the gyromagnetic ratio of

the proton. The result, ->'„'( low )^b., = 2.675 132 29(57) X 10» s"'

Tnbs'^ (0.21 ppm), is used to derive a"' = 137.035 963(15)

(O.ll ppm). This value of a"' is (0.33 ±0.14) ppm less than

the value of a"' derived from measurements of the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron, a^, and its current best quan-
tum electrodynamics theoretical estimate.

18703. Didion, D. A., Kelly, G. E., New testing and rating

procedures for seasonal performance of heat pumps, ASHRAE
J., pp. 40-44 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: heat pumps; part-load evaluation; standards for

heat pumps; testing procedures for heat pumps.

Current testing and rating procedures for heat pumps have

served industry and the consumer well for many years. These
steady-state (SS) full-load evaluation procedures allow for the

capacity determination needed for sizing the unit to the build-

ing loads. They also serve as an efficiency evaluation for com-
paring the relative merits of various units. However, with the

need for energy conservation, and with increasing energy costs,

buildings and their equipment have come to require a life-

cycle-cost analysis instead of the traditional first-cost approach.

In order to provide a better estimate of operational costs, the

heat pump industry needs a more comprehensive evaluation

technique to obtain data during part-load, cyclic operation.

Although the wide variety of types of heat-pump installations

and climates makes field performance impractical as a basis for

this cost analysis, laboratory part-load simulation can increase

the input for a reasonable testing investment.

18704. Bickford, N. A., Fleming, R. F., Silicon irradiation

facilities at the NBS reactor, (Proc. Neutron Transmutation

Conf., Columbia, MO, Apr. 23-26, 1978), Paper in Neutron

Transmutation Doping in Semiconductors, J. M. Meese, Ed.,

pp. 165-170 (Plenum Publ. Corp., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: NBS reactor; neutrons; silicon irradiation; ther-

mal fiuxes.

A program of silicon irradiation is being carried out at the

National Bureau of Standards 10 MW, heavy water moderated

reactor. The facility, which operates on a 40 day round-the-

clock cycle, can provide a wide range of neutron fluxes with

an equally wide range of cadmium ratios.

18705. Brungraber, R. J., Adier, S. C, Technical support for

a slip-resistance standard, ( Proc. American Society for Test-

ing and Materials Symp. on Walkway Surfaces: Measurement
of Slip Resistance, Denver, CO, June 30, 1977), Am. Soc.

Test. Mater. Spec. Tech. Publ. 649, pp. 40-48 (1978).

Key words: ASTM; bathtubs; CPSC; performance test;

showers; slip-resistance.

In the spring of 1975, ASTM Subcommittee Fl 5.03.01 on

Specifications and Test Methods for Slip Resistance of Bathing

Facilities, requested technical assistance from the Building

Safety Section (BSS) of the National Bureau of Standards

(NBS) in developing a performance test for establishing quan-

titatively an acceptable level of slip resistance for bathtubs and

shower bases. Close cooperation between the subcommittee

members and the BSS staff, coupled with financial supnort

from the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC),
resulted in the development of a performance test which an-

proximates the conditions that are likely to occur on bathtub

or shower base surfaces, is reliable and repeatable, and dis-

criminates adequately between currently available bathtub and
shower base materials.

18706. Harter, W. G., Patterson, C. W., Asymptotic eigensolu-

tions of fourth and sixth rank octahedral tensor operators, J.

Math. Phys. 20, No. 7, 1453-1459 (July 1979).

Key words: asymptotic eigensolutions; high resolution spec-

tra; spectral clusters; spherical top molecules; 4th and 6th

rank octahedral tensor.

Qualitative and quantitative features of high quantum rota-

tional spectra are discussed by appealing to geometrical and
topographical representations of the tensor operators. Approxi-

mate formulas are derived for level-cluster energies. The ap-

proximate conditions for the occurrence of "anomalous" four-

fold clusters are given.

18707. Gregory, D., Dunn, G. H., Phaneuf, R. A., Crardall, D.

H., Absolute cross sections for 2s-2p excitation of S** by elec-

tron impact, Phys. Rev. A 20, No. 2, 410-420 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: crossed beams; cross sections; electron impact;

excitation, 2s-2p;

Absolute cross sections have been measured for Ls^2s^5j/2-

\s^2p^P,l2.3i2 excitation of lithiumlike N"*"^ by electron impact.

For this process, which has a threshold at 10 eV, relative cross

sections measured at several energies between 4 and 52 eV were

normalized to a single absolute measurement taken at 15.5 eV.

Similar data for Li-like C''* have been previously reported and

are presented for comparison. In both cases, allowing for the

experimental electron energy spread, the measurements agree

within experimental uncertainties with published Coulomb-Bom
and close-coupling calculations over the entire experimental

energy range. Rate coefficients as a function of electron tem-

perature are also presented for the N^* transition.

18708. Braun, E., Krasny, J. P., Peacock, R. D., Stratton, A.,

NBS activities in apparel flammability, Proc. Ninth Annual
Meeting of the Information Council on Fabric Flammability,

New York. NY. Dec. 11. 1975. pp. 263-271 (Dec. 1975).

Key words: apparel; extinguishability; fabrics; flammability;

garments; hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; standard; test.

This paper gives a brief overview of apparel flammability

research activities of NBS and development of an apparel flam-

mability test. Research consists of programs to explore: heat

transfer during free burning and after contact is made between

the burning fabric and a simulated body; ease of extinguishment;

and optimization of fabric specimen configuration. Based on the

results of this research and the general literature, a test concept

was developed which strives for balance between simulation of

real-life garment fires and test simplicity and reproducibility. A
cylindrical specimen is suspended from a circular plate and

ignited above its bottom edge. Time-to-ignite and heat transfer

to the plate and a cylinder inside the specimen are measured.
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Typical results and possible criteria for dividing the fabrics into

classes according to time-to-ignite and heat transfer are dis-

cussed. Fabrics which are hard to ignite and/or transfer Httle

heat would be in a class which could be used in all garments.
Fabrics which are easily ignited and/or transfer more heat

could be used; e.g., in slacks and underwear, i.e., garments
which cover only part of the body and could be expected to fit

tightly.

18709. Braun. W.. Herron, J. T . Tsang. W . Chumey, K , HiRh
intensity infrared laser irradiation culorimetry: Direct-deter-

mination of heat input tn chlor<cdiflu«romethene and ethyl

acetate, C/u-m. Pins Lett. 59. No y. 442-497 (Dec. I.

1978).

Key words: calorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry;
mechanisms; muitiphoton; thermochemistry; unimolecular
dissociation.

The heat absorbed when chlorodifluoromethane (CFaHCl)
and ethyl acetate were irradiated with a pulsed infrared CO.^-
TEA laser was measured using a laser calorimeter. The mea-
surements show that CF2HCI at high pressure <> 10 torr) was
completely thermally equilibrated during the laser pulse, while
at low pressure (< 2 torr) this system deviated considerably
from thermal equilibrium. Ethyl acetate, however, was found to

be non-thermal over the entire pressure range studied (0.5 to

20 torr). Implications of these observations to infrared induced
unimolecular decompositions and molecular energy transfer are

discussed.

18710. Rosenberg, L., Coulomb scattering in a laser field, Phys.

Rev. A 20, No. 2, 457-464 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: muitiphoton transitions; scattering in an exter-

nal field; stimulated bremsstrahlung.

The problem of scattering by a local potential in the

presence of an intense radiation field is studied for the case

where the potential is Coulombic at great distances. The effect

of the Coulomb tail on the asymptotic dynamics is accounted
for here through a modification of the form of the wave func-

tions which describe the time evolution of the system in initial

and final states. This is in analogy with previous treatments of

field-free Coulomb scattering. Starting from the time-dependent

picture, the author obtains a time-independent formulation of

the problem and then applies it to the derivation of a low-

frequency approximation. In the simplest version of this ap-

proximation the transition amplitude is represented as the

product of a known field-dependent factor (a Bessel function)

and the physical field-free scattering amplitude, thus generaliz-

ing an earlier result of this type derived for the case of a short-

range potential.

18711. Rosenberg, L., Generalized low-frequency approximation

for scattering in a laser field. II, Phys. Rev. A 20, No. 1, 275-

280 (July 1979).

Key words: free-free transitions; low-frequency approxima-

tion; muitiphoton effects; scattering in laser field.

A time-independent formulation of the problem of scattering

in an intense radiation field is used as the basis for a derivation

of a low-frequency approximation in which field-free scattermg

amplitudes enter into the determination of transition amplitudes

in the presence of the field. A single-mode field of arbitrary

polarization is assumed and the scatterer is represented by a

local, short-range potential. In the present derivation the dipole

approximation for the field is not assumed As a result, recoil

corrections to earlier versions of the low-frequency approxima-

tion are obtained in explicit form The low-frequency approxi-

mation for bremsstrahlung in the absence of a background
field, derived some time ago by Low and others, appears as a

limiting case of the result obtained here.

18712. Tsang, W., Walker, J. A., Braun, W., Herron, J. T.,|^i

Mechanisms of decomposition of mixtures of ethyl acetate and ' mi

isopropyl bromide subjected to pulsed infrared laser irradia-j^

tion, Chem. Phys. Lett 59, No. 3, 4S7-491 (Dec. I, 1978). J b

-(I

Key words: infrared laser; kinetics; mechanisms; modeling;
^

^.

muitiphoton, unimolecular dissociation.
^

The infrared laser induced decomposition of mixtures of^

ethyl acetate and isopropyl bromide has been studied. The ratio'

of the yields of products ethylene and propylene, arising from
|

|

the unimolecular decompt>sition reactions: ethyl acetate—*

ethylene -t- acetic acid, and isopropyl bromide —» propylene -(- 1

hydrogen bromide, were measured as a function of the ratio of

ethyl acetate to isopropyl bromide and pressure of added heli-

um. The results indicate clearly that in thpse systems non-

equilihrium behavior is found up to the highest pressures used
|)

(about one atmosphere). A two level kinetic model is suggested
j

which qualitatively explains the observations.
^ ^

18713. Mopsik, F. I., Khoury, F., Kryder, S. J., Bolz, L. H., The \

"

dielectric loss of polypropylene films and polypropylene-polyu-
j

"

rethane laminates at cryogenic temperatures, ( Proc. ICMC '

Symp. on Nonmelallic Materials and Composites at Low "

Temperatures, Munich, W. Germany, July 10-11, 1978),
| J

Paper in Nonmetallic Materials and Composites at Low Tem-
peratures, A. F. Clark, R. P. Reed, G. Hartwig, Eds., pp. 85- f !

96 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1979).
"

1
"

Key words: cryogenic temperature; dielectric loss; polymer ! -

films; polymers; polypropylene;- polyurethane; supercon- i" i

ducting power cable; tan S. s a

1 il

Dielectric loss measurements were made on six commercial

polypropylene films as well as on polypropylene-polyurethane
, ^

laminates from 4.2K to 323K at lOOHz and IKHz. Loss peaks

were observed in the polypropylene films at < 4.2K, 30K, and
J j

125-150K. The magnitudes of the peaks varied among these I
•

films. The < 4.2K peak is attributed to the presence of antioxi- , II

dant in the polypropylene. The magnitude of the dielectric loss

in the polypropylene films in the temperature range of interest

for use of this polymer as electric insulation in superconducting

AC cables depends on the relative magnitudes of the < 4.2K
|

and 30K peaks whose respective high temperature tail and low

temperature tail overlap in the temperature range at which the

cables will be operated, namely 6-9K. The polypropylene-

polyurethane laminates exhibit a broad loss peak at 150K
which is due to the polyurethane. The results of experiments '

carried out to determine the relative contributions of the

polypropylene and polyurethane layers to the dielectric loss of

the laminates in the range 4.2K-I0K are discussed. n n

1 t

18714. Albus, J. S., Mechanisms of planning and problem solv-
1 f,

ing in the brain. Math. Biosci. 45, 247-293 (1979). \
j

Key words: brain mechanisms; cognition; goal seeking; in- '

telligence; motor behavior; neural modeling; perception;
^

planning; problem solving; robot control. '
"

a

Classical AND/OR goal, or task, decomposition techniques 3 s

are generalized to deal with the problem of sensory-interactive ! »

goal-directed behavior in biological organisms. A neu-

rophysiological model is described which demonstrates the ' "

capacity to learn, to generalize, to compute multivariate mathe-

matical functions, and to decompose input commands into

sequences of output commands in a context-sensitive manner.

Evidence is presented that clusters of neurons with such pro-
^

perties are arranged in hierarchical structures in the brain so

as to produce AND/OR task compositions. At the lowest levels

in the motor system these clusters transform coordinates and

compute servo functions. At the middle levels they decompose
input commands into sequences of output commands which
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• give rise to behavior patterns. Mechanisms by which feedback
I can alter these decomposition sequences to compensate for

I perturbations and uncertainties in the environment are

described. At the highest levels of the hierarchy there are goal

(selecting and evaluating mechanisms. It is argued that in higher

i mammals these upper levels of the motor hierarchy are the

mechanisms of planning and problem solving.

ij

'18715. Hoffman, J. D., On the formation of polymer fibrils by

flow-induced crystallization. Polymer 20, No. 9, 1071-1077
' (Sept. 1979).

( Key words: crystallization theory; extended chain fibrils;

1 flow-induced crystallization; polymer crystallization; shish

, kebabs.

|j
A theory of the formation of the core fibril ("shish") that is

j[

produced by flow-induced crystallization in undercooled

polymer solutions is given. Multiple nucleation events on a

j

flow-elongated molecule produce an embryonic fibril that is a

I
connected set of bundle-like nuclei. End surface stress resulting

from the repulsion of the 'amorphous" chains in the regions

,j
between these nuclei builds up cumulatively as the nuclei ma-

'ture, leading ultimately to volume strain in the body of each

I
crystallite in the core fibril. This causes the diameter and length

j

of the crystallites to be limited in a thermodynamic sense. The

jl

dependence of this diameter and length are calculated in terms

I of the driving force for the crystallization. Annealing and melt-

ing effects are discussed. The theory leads to a thin ( — 150 to

~50() A) core fibril that is a set of concatenated and substan-

tially extended-chain crystallites of stable diameter that is inter-

rupted at long intervals ( — 1000 to —3000 A) by short and
highly strained amorphous regions. Most of the chain molecules

j

pass through these amorphous zones from one crystallite to
' another. Expanded lattice spacings are predicted for the

I

crystallites comprising the core fibril under certain circum-

stances.

jl 18716. Ledbetter. H. M.. Dynamic elastic modulus and internal

I
friction in fibrous composites, (Proc. ICMC Symp. on Non-

! metallic Materials and Composites at Low Temperatures,

i
Munich, W. Germany, July 10-1 1, 1978), Paper in Nonmetal-

II lie Materials and Composites at Low Temperatures, A. F.

Clark, R. P. Reed, G. Hartwig, Eds., pp. 267-281 (Plenum

j

Press. New York, NY, 1979).

I
Key words: aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum; boron-epoxy;

composites; elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal friction;

Young"s modulus.

Longitudinal, transverse, and crossply Young"s moduli deter-

mined dynamically in this study provide useful comparisons
I with previously determined static moduli. Dynamic internal

friction tends to relate inversely to dynamic modulus in the stu-

died materials, which- include: boron-aluminum, boron-epoxy,

glass-epoxy, graphite-epoxy, and aramid-epoxy. The experimen-
' tal arrangement consisted of a Marx three-component oscillator

j

at frequencies between 30 and 90 kHz. The graphite-epoxies

I

show regular temperature behavior and a relatively small pcr-

]

centage change in Young's modulus between room temperature

and 76 K.

18717. Kasen, M. B., Cryogenic applications of composite

technology, (Proc. ICMC Symp. on Nonmetallic Materials

I and Composites at Low Temperatures, Munich, W. Germany,
July 10-1 1, 1978), Paper in Nonmetallic Materials and Com-
posites at Low Temperatures, A. F. Clark, R. P. Reed, G.

Hartwig, Eds., pp. 317-337 (Plenum Press, New York, NY,
1979).

Key words: aramid fiber; composite applications; com-
posites; concrete; cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; gra-

phite fiber.

The present applications of composite materials in U.S.

cryogenic technology is reviewed. Particular attention is paid to

identifying the reasons for selecting a specific composite for a

given application and to assessing performance. Future applica-

tions are discussed with emphasis on the technological progress

required to implement composite materials use. The review in-

cludes concrete aggregates as well as laminates.

18718. Ekin, J W , Schramm, R. E , Clark, A F , Effect of

strain on epoxy-impregnated superconducting composites,

(Proc. ICMC Symp. on Nonmetallic Materials and Com-
posites at Low Temperatures, Munich, W. Germany, July 10-

1 1, 1978), Paper in Nonmetallic Materials and Composites at

Low Temperatures, A. F. Clark, R. P. Reed, G. Hartwig, Eds.,

pp. 301-308 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: epoxy; epoxy-impregnated magnets* supercon-

ductor; training superconducting magnet.

Mechanical property data are reported for three epoxy

materials of the type used to impregnate superconducting sole-

noids: a filled epoxy, a flexibilized epoxy, and a low viscosity

epoxy suitable for vacuum impregnation. Impregnated super-

conducting test rings were also constructed using each type of

epoxy. The critical current and training behavior of each com-
posite ring was then measured as a function of hoop stress ap-

plied to the ring and correlated with the tensile properties of

the corresponding epoxy. The ultimate strain, £„, of the epoxy

impregnate was a primary controlling factor in the supercon-

ducting performance of each composite ring. A( strains below

€„, both critical-current degradation and training were negligi-

ble. At strains near €„, however, training became a serious

problem with 5 to 10 quenches required to reach full critical

current. These data would indicate that the training behavior

of potted superconducting magnets is associated with a process

involving relief of stress concentration within the epoxy im-

pregnant.

18719. Sparks, L. L., Cryogenic foam insulations: Polyurethane

and polystyrene, (Proc. ICMC Symp. on Nonmetallic Materi-

als and Composites at Low Temperatures, Munich, W. Ger-

many, July lO-I 1, 1978), Paper in Nonmetallic Materials and

Composites at Low Temperatures, A. F. Clark, R. P. Reed, G.

Hartwig, Eds., pp. 165-205 (Plenum Press, New York, NY,
1979).

Key words: cellular plastic; low temperature; mechanical

properties, polystyrene; polyurethane; thermal insulation;

thermal properties.

The need for and diverse use of low temperature thermal in-

sulations has increased dramatically in the last 20 years.

Widespread use of cryogenic temperatures in industry and
aerospace endeavors and, more recently, the need to transport

and store large volumes of LNG are primarily responsible. Two
materials being used extensively in these applications are the

expanded plastics polyurethane (PU) and polystyrene (PS).

These cellular plastics are excellent thermal insulators with

measured values of apparent thermal conductivity at a mean
temperature of 1 1 2 K being 0.013 to 0.016 W/m K for PU and
0.010 to 0.016 W/m K for PS. The effect of aging and condi-

tions of aging are critical factors in determining the ultimate

conductivity. The major component of the overall conductivity,

gas conductivity, is affected by permeation of gases through the

cell walls. The reasonably high strength to density ratio for PU
and PS at room temperature, 10 to 16 Pa/kg/m'' compared to

~1 10 for aluminum alloys and —130 for stainless steels, allows

these insulations to be self-supporting and to lend structural

support to the system. The thermal, elastic, and mechanical

properties are functions of several nonindependent parameters

such as density, cell size, composition, and method of
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processing. The properties of these expanded plastics are also

anisotropic. The large variations found in existing data reflect

these complex dependences. Expected behavior and experimen-

tally determined data are discussed for the following properties:

Tensile, compressive, and shear strengths and the associated

moduli, thermal conductivity, linear thermal expansion, specific

heat, and thermal diffusivity. Temperatures beU)w 300 K are

considered.

18720. Belanger. B C , Kieffer, L J., The NBS role in quality

assurance for physical measurements, f'roc. Nat. Conf. on

Quality Assurance (if Environmental Measurements, Denver.
CO, Nov. 27-29, 1978, pp. 18-22 (1979).

Key words: environmental measurements; Measurement
Assurance Programs; quality assurance.

While the layman may think of environmental measurements
primarily in terms of chemical and/or biological measurements,
accurate measurements of quantities such as electromagnetic

radiation, ionizing radiation, optical and ultraviolet radiation,

temperature, flow, noise, etc., are becoming increasingly impor-

tant to environmental scientists. For many years, NBS has pro-

vided calibration services for a wide variety of physical mea-
surement quantities for those who need traceability to national

standards. In recent years, requirements for higher accuracy
and more rigorous quantification of measurement uncertainty

have lead NBS tt> develop so-called "Measurement Assurance
Programs" or "MAP's," to provide a higher confidence level in

the adequacy of the measurement accuracy for the intended

application. This paper reviews those physical measurement
services and MAP's that should be of interest to those con-
cerned with accurate environmental measurements.

18721. Benjamin, I. A., A Hresafety evaluation system for health

care facilities, (Proc. Intl. Fire Safety in Hospitals Symp..

Paris. France, Apr. 4-5, 1978), Fire J. 73, No. 2, 52-55, 95-

96 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: fire hazards; fire protection; fire safety; health

care facility; smoke development.

In the United States today, there are about 16,000 nursing

homes (homes for elderly) and 7,000 hospitals. Some of these

facilities do not meet current standards for firesafety, and
therefore require upgrading. In an effort to achieve economical

retrofit systems and minimize disruption to the operation of the

facility, authorities having jurisdiction have granted waivers of

firesafety regulations. These waivers have been based on the

use of alternate protection means to provide equivalency to the

regulations. The difficult decision as to what constitutes

equivalency has been left to the various local jurisdictions, and,

therefore, there has been a lack of uniformity across the

country in terms of what may be waived and what constitutes

an adequate alternative to provide the required level of safety.

18722. Berlin, V. N., Administrative experimentation: A
methodology for more rigorous "muddling through", Mana/^e.

Sci. 24, No. 8, 789-799 (Apr. 1978).

Key words: administrative experimentation; managerial

decision-making; methodology.

Administrative experimentation is described as a more
rigorous approach to the "muddling through" style of

managerial decision making It i_ncludes a class of heuristics for

obtaining feedback on management decisions in what amounts
to a continuous trial and error process. A manager on his own,

a manager-consultant team, or a manager-researcher team can

implement these heuristics in a variety of settings to serve a

variety of purposes. A case study describing one application of

this approach is presented.

18723. Bagozzi. R. P . Ives. W R . Nahman. N S.. Determina-
}

tion of the dielectric relaxation time in a Debye binary liquid
;] \n

by pulse measur ements, (Proc. XVI General Assembly of the, !«

Intl. Union of Radio Science. Ottawa. Canada, Aug. 26. n

1969). Paper in Prof>ress in Radio Science, 1966-1969, J. A. 3 i(

Lane, J. W. Findlay, C. E. White, Eds., 2. 257-265
1 »

(International Union of Radio Science, Brussels. Belgium,
jj p

197 1 ). -j B

Kev words: dielectric measurements; dielectric relaxation !
i 1

time; time-domain; transmission lines. 1
.

i a

The dispersive properties of a lossy coaxial transmission line |( ll

were u.sed to deduce the Debyc relaxation time for dilute solu- i c

tions i->{ (polar) 2-heptanone in (non-polar) normal heptane, i
|

The step responses of a liquid filled coaxial line were measured
j

s

and compared with the Debye model in order to deduce the ]i j

relaxation time t . Over the concentration range of 0.1 to 1 . 1 .! i

molal. 1 kHz capacitance measurements showed that the static t! (

dielectric constant varied linearly with increasing concentration

from 1 98 to 2.54; also, the deduced relaxation time varied '
'

from 1.36 to 5.4 picoseconds

18724. Bertocci. U.. Photopotentials on copper and copper alloy

electrodes, 7. Electrocliem . Soc. 125, No. 10, 1598-1602 (Oct.
j

1978).
j'

Key words: aluminum; copper; copper alloys; nickel; oxide

films; photopotentials.
j

The effect of white light illumination on the current-potential 1! I

relationships of pure copper and of Cu-Ni and Cu-AI alloys in 1 1

neutral solutions was examined, both under galvanostatic and t i

potentiostatic conditions. The results obtained show that the 't I

photoresponse is only weakly affected by the addition of alloy- '

ing elements to copper, but that it is influenced by the method
j

of formation of the oxide film on the metal surface. Depending i

on whether or not the Cu.,0 film was formed by reaction with

a copper solution, the amplitude of the signal response could

be strongly affected and the sign of the photopotential at open >

circuit reversed, indicating a change in the nature of the

majority carriers. Polarization of the electrode can also vary the 1

photoresponse, but its rapid following of the potential does not

support the view that the structure of the oxide film is altered.

Impedance measurements on electrodes under illumination and

in the dark indicate that the charge-transfer reactions, rather

than the resistivity of the oxide film, are affected by light.
J

18725. Bertocci. U.. Mullen. J. L.. Laboratory corrosion studies

on tinned copper concentric neutral wires. Mater Perform.

18, No. 6, 24-31 (June 1979).

Key words: copper concentric neutrals; corrosion; corro-
j

sion tests; electrochemical measurements; potentiodynamic i

scans.
;

Long term corrosion tests, potentiodynamic scans and cur-

rent potential measurements have been carried out on copper

concentric neutral (CCN) wires in various environments, simu-

lating the conditions that could be encountered in the field.

The effect of different ions in the electrolyte, including

chloride, of the presence of oxygen and of the superposition of

an a.c. signal were investigated. The influence of these condi-

tions on causing pitting corrosion are examined and discussed.

18726. Florin. R. E., Electron spin resonance spectra of

polymers during fluorination, J. Fluorine Chem. 14, 25 3-262

( 1979).

Key words: electron spin resonance; fluorination of

polymers; free radicals; peroxy radicals; transition metal

fluorides.

ll



ESR spectra characteristic of peroxy radicals appeared

rapidly in all of eleven hydrogen-containing polymers examined

when treated with dilute fluorine. These radicals presumably

result from the reaction of hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon radi-

cals, existing at undetectably low steady-state concentrations,

with the oxygen impurity content of commercial fluorine. In

poly( vinylidene fluoride) films of thickness 11 and 58 ^m the

radical contents were nearly proportional to surface area rather

than volume, in agreement with earlier reports of a shallow

depth of penetration. Some polymers exhibited also or exclu-

sively a broad spectral component, varying in character with

the polymer; examples are polystyrene, polyethylene, poly( vinyl

chloride), poly(vinylidene chloride), polyoctafluoropentadiene,

polyhexafluoropropene, and a fluorinated graphite. The broad

spectral component did not react with ordinary radical scaven-

j

gers such as propylene and oxygen, and is probably not due to

11 a fluorocarbon radical but to unknown transition metal

fluorides.

I

18727. Hebner, R. E., Jr., Annestrand, S., Evaluation of

i calibration techniques for multimegavolt impulse dividers,

IProc.
Third Intl. Symp. on High Voltage Engineering, Milan,

Italy, Aug. 28-31, 1979, 42.18, pp 1-4 ( Associazione Elet-

trotecnica ed Elettronica Italiana, Milan, Italy, Aug. 1979).

Key words: divider; high voltage; impulse; lightning im-

pulse; pulse calibration; ramp response; step response.

The calibration of a 4.5 MV impulse divider was evaluated

by measuring both the input and output waveforms and the

I
response of the divider to a low voltage step. The measured

'j
output was compared to that which was found from a Du-

!
hamel's integral calculation using the input waveform and the

measured response to a step. The validity of this approach for

^

this large measurement system was demonstrated for the
' specific waveforms studied.

18728. Cook, R. K., Proctor, T. M., A standing-wave tube as

an absolutely known source of sound power, J. Acoust. Soc.

Am. 65, No. 6, 1542-1555 (June 1979).

Key words: absolute sound power source; particle velocity;

plane wave; sound intensity; sound power; standing wave
tube.

An open ended standing-wave tube has been examined as an

absolute sound power (ASP) source, having an absolutely

known radiated sound power. The ASP source can serve as an

acoustical instrument, principally in reverberation chambers,

for three purposes. The first is for calibration of the presently

used arrays of microphones for measurement of total radiated

sound power by steady sources. The second is for measurement
of the influence of acoustical diffusion devices, such as moving
vanes, on the radiated power of a source. A third application

is to the steady-state measurement of the total cross section for

sound absorption. The power measurement scheme makes use

of concurrent measurements of sound pressure, both amplitude

and phase, at two separate points inside the tube and on its

axis. From these, the time-averaged product (Umov vector) of

the particle velocity and pressure can be obtained. The product

gives accurately both the sound intensity within the tube and
the radiated power from the open end. Optimum accuracy for

measurement of intensity is achieved by large microphone
separations (one-quarter wavelength). Comparison of indicated

sound power radiated from the tube with the usual sound
power measurements done in both an anechoic and a rever-

berant environment are made.

18729. Paffenbarger. G. C, Rupp, N. W., Patel, P. R , Linear

dimensional change of copper-rich dental amalgam, J. Am.
Deni. Assoc. 99, 468-471 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: amalgam; creep; dental; dimensional change;

dispersion type alloy; high copper; single alloy.

Clinical observations show that the dimensional ability of

amalgam materials partly affects the extrusion of restorations.

Data reported give linear expansions for seven copper-rich

amalgams aged in air at 60, 37, and 23 C for a maximum of

105( ± 2) weeks.

18730. deGraaf. L. A., Rush, J. J., Livingston, R. C, Flotow,

H. E., Rowe, J. M., Study of hydrogen diffusion in vanadium

and tantalum hydride by quasielastic thermal neutron scatter-

ing, Proc. Intl. Meet, on Hydrogen in Metals, Kernforschung-

sanlage Sulich, Germany, Mar. 20-24, 1972, pp. 301-312

(Mar. 1972).

Key words: diffusion; quasielastic scattering; tantalum

hydride; vanadium hydride; a phase; 485 K.

The diffusion of hydrogen in vanadium and tantalum has

been studied by quasielastic thermal neutron scattering.

Neutron line widths associated with diffusion broadening have

been determined at 485 °K for VHo.i»8 and VH0.570 and at

several temperatures between 295° and 613 °K for TaHo.15.

These measurements cover a range of momentum transfers (Q)
for elastic scattering up to 4.1 A"'. This is much larger than the

momentum transfers obtained in our earlier cold-neutron ex-

periments, where no conclusive comparison was possible

between data and proposed models involving diffusive jumps
between octahedral and tetrahedral sites. The line width results

for a-VHo.57 are compared with these models and with a model

allowing occupation of multiple sites. Although no complete

agreement was obtained, this comparison leads to the conclu-

sion that jumps between tetrahedral sites seem to be predomi-

nant in the diffusion process. Differences in the line width

behaviour for VH0.20 and VHo..^7, and the fact that the measured

widths at large O increase rapidly with O rather than ap-

proaching an asymptotic value as predicted by the theory, are

discussed. The tantalum hydride width curves are compared to

the VHj results and to the same models. It is suggested that

the observed line width behavior and the large Debye-Waller

factors found in the present and previous neutron experiments

on VHx are connected with the relative magnitudes of diffusion

relaxation time and the jump time between sites.

18731. Clark, F. O., Lovas, F J., Johnson, D R , Dimethyl

ether in orion, Astrophys. J. 229, 553-559 (Apr. 15, 1979).

Key words: dimethyl ether transitions; high-resolution spec-

tra; Orion Nebula.

Seven new dimethyl ether transitions have been observed in

emission from the direction of the Orion Nebula. Dimethyl

ether has also been detected in Sgr B2 in weak emission from

two rotational transitions. The observed high-resolution spectra

from several of the Orion transitions exhibit well-resolved

splittings due to internal motions in the molecule. All of the

Orion signals are quite narrow (<AK> ~ 2.3 km s~') and cen-

tered near <l^j..sfi> = 6.6 krn s"'. Laboratory measurements of

the rest frequencies of these same transitions are presented,

along with the calculated relative intensities of the internal

rotor split components.

18732. Danos, M., Rafelski, J., Singularities in quantum field

theory, // Nuovo Cimento 49A, No. 3, 326-367 (Feb. 1,

1979).

Key words: Feynman integrals, quantum field theory; sin-

gularities; .S-matrix.

The short-range behaviour of certain Feynman integrals

reveals mathematical properties which are not those of either

functions or distributions— they contain terms which are more
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singular than distributions and possess inherent ambiguities.

Two classes of singularities exist: To the first one belong all

those singularities which have a physical meaning in the sense

that in a convergent (regularized) quantum field theory they

contribute to observable quantities, frequently as renormaliza-

tion constants. Most of the singularities of the second, the spu^

rious type, violate the symmetries of the Lagrangian. We
demonstrate that they are associated with certain mathematical

difficulties of unregularized theories. Much of our analysis deals

with the isolation of singularities of this type and with the study

of the properties of the singular products of distribution We
argue that the four-dimensional integration leading to the S-

matrix in the perturbation expansion must be carried out over

an open domain which leaves out the contributions from singu-

larities of the contact type, that is terms proportional to <5^(.v-

.V).

18733. Harrje. D. T., Grot. R A.. Instrumentation for monitor-

ing energy usage in buildings at twin rivers. Paper in Energy
and Buildings. 1, 293-294 (Elsevier Sequoia S. A.,

Lausanne—The Netherlands, 1977/1978).

Key words; air infiltration; buildings, data acquisition: ener-

gy; instrumentation; measurement; thermography; Twin
Rivers Project; weather station.

The measurement systems used at Twin Rivers for determin-

ing energy usage are described. These include a weather sta-

tion, three different systems for the measurement of tempera-
tures and energy-related events in a house, automated devices

to measure the air infiltration rate, and infrared thermography.

Each of these systems played a role in assessing the actual

usage of energy in individual buildings, in identifying the fac-

tors that determine energy consumption, and in checking the

accuracy of theoretical models for predicting the energy per-

formance of dwellings.

18734. Waterstrat, R M . Haenssler, F., Muller, J.. Nb-Si A15
compounds produced by liquid quenching, J . Appt. Phys. 50,

No. 7, 4763-4766 (July 1979).

Key words: intermetallic compounds; liquid quenching;

metastable phases; niobium-silicon alloys; splat-cooling; su-

perconductivity.

A metastable A15-type structure has been obtained in binary

Nb-Si alloys containing 18.8 ±0.5 at.% Si by very rapid

quenching (splat cooling) from the liquid state. Superconduct-

ing onset temperatures (T,.) of about 4 K were measured on
these samples. The relatively low T, values can be a result of

the nonstoichiometric (Nb-rich) composition, residual antisite

disorder, or other types of defect structures. Ternary additions

such as Sn. Pt. or Ir seem to improve the stoichiometry of the

A15 phase and a T, of 13 K was obtained for the analyzed

composition Nb-.Sii^Sna.

18735. Goodwin. K E . Schleter. J. C. Maltese. M. D. K..

Diversion Path Analysis Handbook Vol. 1, Methodology; Vol.

2, Example: Vol. 3, Computer Program 1; Vol. 4, Computer
Program 2, DOE HCPID60 1 0-0 1 1 1 . 157 pages; DOE
HCPID60I0-0II2, 287 pages; DOE HCP/D601 0-Ol /3 . 194

pages; DOE HCPID60 1 0-0 1 14 . 123 pages (Available from the

National Technical Information Service. Springfield. VA
22161. Nov. 1978).

Key words; analysis; diversion of nuclear materials; diver-

sion path analysis; material accounting; material control;

nuclear material safeguards; safeguards.

Anticipating that many people with varying interests and

backgrounds will have an interest in the Diversion Path Analy-

sis ( DPA ) methodology, an effort has been made to structure

the DPA Handbook so that each reader can best utilize those

sections which pertain to him The DPA Handbook, therefore,

is divided into four volumes Volume I provides a description

of the methodology and its implementation while Volume 2 sets

forth the results and complete documentation of an example

DPA. Volumes 3 and 4 provide information on two computer
programs that have been written to assist in assembling and
analyzing the data resulting from a DPA.
Volume 1 contains a brief executive summary, a chapter ex-

plaining the basic concepts behind the DPA methodology, and

a chapter which details the steps necessary to implement DPA
at a facility. There are also several appendices which provide

additional detailed information necessary either to understand

or to implement the methi>dology.

Volume 1 provides, in Chapter 1, an explanation of the DPA
methodology, intended principally to serve the needs of

management. It relates: ( 1 ) the purpose of DPA; (2) the scope

of a typical analysis; ( 3 ) the type of personnel needed to per-

form the analysis; and (4) a general description of the five

basic steps for performing an analysis. Chapter 2 contains the

details of implementing the methodology. It is intended primari-

ly for use by the DPA leam and contains numerous cross

references to Volume 2, the example DPA. This chapter gives

the step-by-step procedures necessary to insure a thorough

analysis.

Volume 2, the example DPA, a plutonium bar to button con-

version process, illustrates typical results obtained for a

hypothetical process and demonstrates the type of documenta-

tion recommended for a completed DPA. It is divided into two

parts, the workpaper documentation and the summary docu-

mentation. The DPA team should give careful attention to the

example as it serves to answer numerous questions on the fine

points of the analysis.

In Volumes 3 and 4, two computer programs are described.

DPA Computer Program 1 (Volume 3) assembles data derived

for vulnerabilities and DPA Computer Program 2 (Volume 4)

provides statistics on modifications. Tables produced by these

programs assist the DPA team in establishing findings and
recommendations.

It is recommended that the DPA team carefully read and

study all volumes of the DPA Handbook before starting their

first analysis

18736. Wiese, W. L., Martin, G. A., Atomic transition proba-

bilities. Section D. General Chemical in CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics. 59ih Edition. R. C. Weast, Ed., pp.

Dl 12-D140 (CRC Press, Inc., 2255 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd.,

West Palm Beach, PL, 1978-1979).

Key words: atomic transition probabilities; electric dipole

lines; multiplets; singly ionized spectra.

These tables were prepared under the auspices of the Com-
mittee on Line Spectra of the Elements of the National Acade-

my of Sciences—National Research Ct)uncil. They contain criti-

cally evaluated atomic transition probabilities A for about 4000

selected lines of elements from hydrogen to nickel. The materi-

al is largely for neutral and singly ionized spectra, but includes

a number of prominent lines of more highly charged ions.

18737. Wiese, W. L.. Konjevic, N., Regularities in plasma-

broadened line widths. (Proc. IX Int. Symp. on Physics of

Ionized Gases, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. Aug. 28-Sept. 2,

1978), Paper in The Physics of Ionized Gases. R. K. Janev,

Ed., pp. 257-260 (Institute of Physics. Beograd, Yugoslavia,

1978).

Key words: atomic spectra; nitrogen; oxygen; plasma-

broadening; singly ionized oxygen; stark broadening.

Certain regularities in plasma-broadened line widths are ex-

pected on account of the atomic structure involved. A search

n

r
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' for such regularities is reported, which was concentrated on
' ' those within a given spectrum, i.e., the behavior of line widths

' in multiplets and transition arrays. Several examples are

* presented, and it is shown that variations of line widths of su-

' Ipermultiplets follow regular patterns closely correlated with the

'jfKisitions of perturbing energy levels and the strengths of rele-

jvant interactions.

i 18738. Blackburn, D L., Berning, D. W., Some effects of base

{ current on transistor switching and reverse-bias second break-

; down, (Proc. Intl. Electron Devices Meeting, Washington,

I
' DC, Dec. 4-6, 1978), Technical Digest 1978, pp. 671-675

(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New York,
NY, 1978).

Key words: device characterization; nondestructive testing;

safe operating area, reverse-bias; second-breakdown,

i,

reverse-bias; transistors, power switching,

jj

Some experimental observations of the switching charac-

teristics and second breakdown susceptibility of high-voltage,

j

fast-switching power transistors are discussed. A unique test cir-

cult is described which permits devices to be taken into

reverse-bias second breakdown many times with little or no ap-

parent degradation. Evidence for the constriction of emitter

I

current to the centers of the emitter fingers during the time as-

sociated with the extraction of stored charge is presented, three

j

modes of reverse-bias second breakdown are shown, and
reverse-bias safe-operating-area limits which have been non-
destructively determined are shown.

I

18739. Cuthill, J. R., Kahan, D. J., Bennett, L. H., Chafe, H.

D.. Gray, A. G., Langer, E. L., Baker, H., Joint program of

,
American Society for Metals and National Bureau of Stan-

dards for compilation of alloy phase diagrams, Proc. Vili In-

teramerican Conf. on Materials Technology, Sao Paulo, Brazil,

Nov. 6-10, 1978, pp. 149-152 (Southwest Research Institute,

j
. San Antonio, TX, 1979).

( Key words; alloy phase diagrams; applications; ASM/NBS
data program; compilations; computer data bank; com-
puter display.

A recent NBS Workshop revealed the need for both new as

:
well as evaluation of existing alloy phase diagram data in solv-

I
ing problems in many fields of metallurgy, including a majority

I

of the topics which this conference is addressing.

" We are embarking on a program of compiling and assessing

alloy phase diagram data to address these needs. The program
will have four primary outputs: [ I

]
comprehensive compilation

of critically evaluated binary diagrams, (21 compilation of ter-

I nary and higher-order diagrams, |3] quarterly bulletin of provi-

sional diagrams, and [4] on-line computer data bank of biblio-

graphic and phase diagram data.

I 18740. Una.ssigned.

i
18741. Callcott, T. A., Arakawa, E. T , Ederer, D L., The soft

1
x-ray emission and absorption spectra of simple metals, (Proc.

I

Intl. Conf. on X-Ray and XUV Spectroscopy, Sendai, Japan,

( Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 17. Suppl. 17-2, 149-153 (1978).

Key words: aluminum; beryllium; core hole lifetime; lattice

relaxation; lithium; magnesium; sodium; soft x-ray absorp-

tion spectra; soft x-ray emission spectra.

The soft x-ray emission and absorption spectra of simple

metals provide information abc)ut transition density of states,

many body effects and lattice relaxation dynamics. We find that

many body effects are negligible for the K spectra of lithium

and beryllium, but play an important role at threshold for the

L-ij spectra of sodium, magnesium, and aluminum. Many body

threshold exponents may be derived from the data for these

materials. Lattice relaxation processes are found to have an im-

portant effect on the emission edges of sodium and lithium.

The shape width and separation of these materials have been
analyzed to obtain core hole lifetimes.

18742. Sweeting, L. M., Coxon, B., Varma, R., Conformational

analysis of peracetylated hexononitriles, Carhohydr. Res. 72,

43-55 ( 1979).

Key words: acyclic sugars; chemical shifts; conformation;

coupling constants; hexononitriles; iterative analysis;

proton nmr spectroscopy; shift reagents.

The conformations of six peracetylated hexononitriles in

solution have been investigated by Fourier-transform, proton

n.m.r. spectroscopy at 90 MHz, with iterative analysis and

simulation of many of the spectra. The conformation of tetra-

O-acetyl-L-arabinononitrile has been re-examined by the same
methods. A shift reagent [ Eu( fod ).-)-</:)u I

and spectra at 220
MHz were used to improve spectral dispersion, where necessa-

ry. For practically all of the derivatives studied, the vicinal,

proton-proton coupling-constants are consistent with a zigzag

conformation in which the cyano group lies in the plane of the

other carbon atoms of the chain, unle.ss this conformation con-

tains a parallel 1 ,3-interaction of substituents. Other confor-

mers that are also consistent with the coupling constants ob-

served are discussed, including rotamers about chain-terminal,

carbon-carbon bonds.

18743. Walker, J. A., Tsang, W., Thermal decomposition of

hexamethylethane in a flow system, Intl. J. Chem. Kinet. XI,

867-882 ( 1979).

Key words; activation energy; /4-factor; comparative rate;

now system; heat of formation; hexylmethylethane; f-butyl

radical; unimolecular decomposition.

Hexamethylethane has been decomposed in a flow system in

the temperature range of 700-900 K. The mechanism involves

carbon-carbon bond cleavage at the most highly substituted

position and rapid formation of isobutene from the f-butyl radi-

cal. The rate expression is

k((tC^Hsh-' 2tC.,H^.) = lO"-" exp(-36,000/T) sec""

and is completely consistent with deductions from radical

buffer, shock-tube, and direct recombination studies. Of special

importance is experimental evidence for large decreases of the

A factor with increasing temperature and a high heat of forma-

tion for the f-butyl radical, AH,< fC^Ha. ):,o« = 52.7 ± 6 kJ.

18744. Chwirut, D. J., Eitzen, D. G., Toward the development

of improved reference fatigue cracks for use in ultrasonic non-

destructive evaluation. Int. Adv. Nondestruct. Test 6, 179-197

(1979).

Key words: compact tension specimen; crack; crack, well-

characterized; destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw evalua-

tion; fracture mechanics; standards; technique develop-

ment.

A rationale for the development of well -characterized fatigue

cracks for use as standards for advanced ultrasonic fiaw evalua-

tion systems is presented. The primary parameters affecting the

ultrasonic response from fatigue cracks are reviewed. A loading

program to generate controlled cracks and to minimize the ef-

fects of some of these parameters is described. As determined

by these techniques, measured crack lengths are accurate

within a few percent. The specimens are being used as test ob-

jects in the deveU>pment of a new technique for fiaw evaluation

by ultrasonics, radiography, and penetrants.

18745. Earl. W L , VanderHart, D L , Observations in solid

polyethylenes by carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance with
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magic angle sample spinning, Macromolccules 12, No. 4, 762-

767 (July-Aug 1979).

Key words: conformation; crystallinity ; NMR, polyethylene;

resolution; sample spinning; solids; 1 3, .

It is shown that the '-'C NMR resonance lines of the crystal-

line component (CO and the noncrystalline component ( NCC

)

in polyethylene (PE) are chemically shifted from one another

This usually produces an upfield shoulder on the CC resonance

line in a "cross-polarization with magic angle sample spinning"

(CPMASS) experiment. Two peaks were resolved in a low

crystallinity, high molecular weight sample, the NCC peak
being 2.36 ± 0.1 ppm upfield from the CC peak. The chemical

shift of the CC peak was measured against external McjSi to

be 34.06 ± 0.26 ppm. Measurements of the chemical shifts of

liquid n-C.jH:,,^ and cyclohexane relative to external Me^Si were

also made, and the chemical shift trends are discussed in terms

of trans and gauche conformational effects on the chemical
shift. Transverse relaxation times, r,, . were measured for vari-

ous samples; the natural T^,- broadened full width at half-height

for the CC peak ranged from 1 .00 to 1.6 Hz with a resonant

proton decoupling field, of 64 kHz. The corresponding

natural line width for the NCC peak was measured to be 14

± 4 Hz, and it is presumed that this width is determined by
molecular motion. The NCC peak has a substantial line width

contribution from isotropic chemical shift dispersion. The capa-

bility of the CPMASS technique for resolving closely spaced,

weak resonances was tested using a branched and a radiation

cross-linked linear PE. Only methyl groups are completely

resolved with a second resonance partially resolved in the

cross-linked sample. It is noted that the CPMASS technique

docs not yield true relative intensities for the NCC and CC
resonances.

18746. Candela, G. A., Haines, R. A., A method for determin-

ing the region of superparamagnetism. AppL Phys. Leu. 34,

No. 12, 868-870 (June 15, 1979).

Key words; blocking temperature, magnetic; particles; su-

perparamagnetic particles.

A simple procedure which determines the coercive force as

a function of temperature has been developed for super-

paramagnetic materials having a particle-size distribution. This

procedure accurately determines the region where super-

paramagnetism occurs, and it has been used to obtain the first

experimental verification of the Bean-Livingston coercive-force

temperature relation.

18747. Atkinson, G H , Parmentcr, C S , The 260 nm absorp-

tion spectrum of benzene: Vibronic analysis, J. M<il. Specirosc.

73, 52-95 ( 1978).

Key words: absorption analysis; absorption spectrum;

benzene; rotational contours of absorption bands.

The supporting details for assignment of band maxima (see

paper I) in the one-photon 'B^u-—'-^,,, absorption spectra of

benzene vapor arc given. By the criteria of band separations

and Franck-Condon intensities, maxima are first sorted into

progressions (Table II) The progressions are then assigned by

systematic search for allowed first-, second-, and third-order

Hcrzberg-Teller transitions as set forth in Table II of Paper II

Much attention is given to vibrational angular momentum as it

affects band contours and component splittings. Over 90*^ of

the intensity is assigned and a consistent pattern of Herzberg-

Teller activity is found Both the list of modes observed to be

active in vibronically inducing the transition ( fj, r:,, v^, v-, v^.

"ill, "ii. "iK, "17) ^nd the relative intensities of various types of

transitions found in absorption match well that seen in SVL
fluorescence. Third-order transitions are comparatively few in

number, but are equivalent in intensity to many second-order

transitions. Variation in the separation between progression

members suggests that small (and unidentified) perturbations of

upper state vibronic levels are ubiquitous. Revised or new
values of nine fundamentals in the '/?2u state and two in the '/!,„

state are given (Table IV). Some of the excited and ground
state anharmonic constants x", Xi./"- Xif- Si.;- gij

deduced for v-^, v^. v^„. f,,, and (Table V).

18748. Cali, J. P., The role of reference materials in the analyti-

cal laboratory, Fresenius Z. Anal. Cliem. No. 297, pp. 1-3

( 1979).

Key words: analytical laboratory; certified reference

materials; measurement; measurement compatibility;

reference materials; standard reference materials.

The importance of reference materials (RM) in today's

highly technological society is discussed with regard to their use

in the analytical laboratory. How measurement compatibility is

achieved through the use of RM's is shown. Formal definitions

of both RM's and Certified Reference Materials (CRM), using

ISO terminology are given. Six questions are posed as a guide

for the analyst considering the use of CRM's for his work.

Finally, six major uses of RM's in the analytical laboratory arc

outlined.

18749. Atkinson, G H , Parmenter, C. S., The 260 nm absorp-

tion spectrum of benzene: Remeasured band positions and

refined assignments, J. Mol. Spectro.sc. 73, 20-30 ( 1978).

Key words: absorption analysis; absorption spectrum;

benzene.

The positions and intensities of most of the band maxima in

the 'B2u*~''^i« absorption system of benzene vapor have been

remeasured at 300K. Particular attention has been given to the

measurement of the positions of component maxima which are

present on account of vibrational angular momentum splitting.

Weak O2 absorptions included in the original listings of

benzene band maxima have been identified. Assignments of the

benzene maxima are given. They offer some revision and sub-

stantial extension of previous assignments. The general basis

and specific details of assignments are given in papers II and

III

18750. Atkinson, G H , Parmenter, C. S , The 260 nm absorp-

tion spectrum of benzene: Selection rules and band contours

of vibrational angular momentum components, J. Mol. Spec-

tro.sc. 73. 31-51 ( 1978).

Key words: absorption selection rules; benzene; Herzberg-

Teller theory; rotational contours of absorption bands;

vibrational angular momentum.

The role of vibrational degeneracies and vibrational angular

momentum in the 260 nm absorption spectrum of benzene is

further examined. Degenerate Herzberg- Teller terms are set

down through third order with specific identification of vibra-

tional symmetries capable of inducing itensities (Table II).

These terms provide a basis for predicting the Att selection

rules, the signed vibrational angular momentum selection rules,

and the vibrational angular momentum component energy

splittings for all vibronic transitions. A new parameter, x-

developed which can be used to predict the rotational band
contour of any vibronic component transition. These develop-

ments underlie the systematic reexamination of assignments

which is given in Paper III of this series.

18751. Unassigned

18752. Ackcrson, B J., Hanley. H J M . Transport properties

of a binary mixture at the gas-liquid critical point. Am. P/iy.v.

Soc . Bull. 23, 3 15 ( 1978 ).
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Key words: binary mixture at the gas-liquid critical point;

gas-liquid critical point; Rayleigh light scattering.

Experimental Rayleigh light scattering measurements were

made on a 70'^ (molar) mcthane-SO*^ ethane mixture close to

the gas-liquid critical point. The rate of decay for both concen-

tration and entropy fluctuations were determined together with

j

the critical temperature, critical pressure and the dielectric

;

constant. The decay rate of the concentration fluctuations

j

showed anomalous behavior similar to that found at a consolute

i point, as expected. The decay rate of the entropy fluctuations,

j
however, appeared well-behaved or. at most, weakly anoma-

I

lous. A one-fluid model was used to estimate quantitatively the

decay rate (thermal diffusivity ) for the entropy fluctuations.

Agreement between theory and experiment is excellent.

IS75J<. Anderson. R C. Henry, R. C. Moos. H. W., Linsky.

J. L . llltruviok-l observations of cool stars. VIII. Interstellar

matter toward prtK-yon, Asimpliys. J. 226, No. 3. 883-887
(Dec. 1."^. 1'>7X)

Key words; deuterium; interstellar medium; Lyman-alpha.

The profile of the chromospheric La emission line of the F5
1\'-V star Procyon (a CMi. d = 3.5 pc) has been measured
using the high-resolution Princeton spectrometer aboard

NASA's Copernicus satellite. La absorption lines of interstellar

deuterium and hydrogen are distinctly present. The average

number density of interstellar hydrogen along the line of sight

is found to be 0.11 ±0.02 cm"-', similar to the densities that

have been found in the directions of the stars e Eri, e Ind, and
a Cen A. These stars are all within 3.5 pc of the Earth. The
ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the direction of Procyon is

found to be 1 .3( 1 .2. — 0.5 ) x |0-\

18754. Anderson. R. J. M.. Kohler. B. E . Stevenson. J. M..

The effects of strong excitation-phonon coupling on mixed
crystal spectra: Diphenylmethylene in benzophenone, J. Chem.
Phys. 71, No. 4. 1559-1563 (Aug. 15. 1979).

Key words; diphenylmethylene; lineshape; low temperature;

mixed crystal optical spectra.

We present low temperature absorption and emission spectra

of diphenylmethylene in benzophenone. Although the spectra

are broad at temperatures greater than —20 K, considerable

structure appears at lower temperatures. The spectra and their

temperature dependence are readily explained by a large ex-

citation-phonon coupling which is expected for this type of

mixed-crystal system

18755. Armstrong. G. T.. King. R. C Fluorine flame

calorimetry. Chapter 15 in Comhusiion Calorimetry. S.

Sunner. M. Mansson. Eds.. 1, 333-359 (Pergamon Press. Ox-
ford. England. 1979).

Key words; calorimetry. gas flow; chlorine thermochemis-

try; flame calorimetry; fluorinaceous; oxidizer; ther-

mochemistry of fluorine compounds.

Procedures and instruments for fluorine flame calorimetry

arc reviewed in their application to thermochemical measure-

ments. Gaseous fluorine and fluorinaceous oxidizers are made
to react with a reducer (often hydrogen) in a constant pressure

flame in a calorimetric reaction vessel and the products are ef-

fluent as gases in the one-phase procedure. In the two-phase

procedure gaseous products are dissolved in water to form
aqueous hydrofluoric acid or other hydrohalic acid solutions

depending on the composition of the oxidizer.

Inaccuracies in the method amount to about 0.1 percent,

with the largest contribution to the uncertainty being

unidentified corrosion reactions involving the metals of the

reaction vessels. The method has been applied successfully to

establishing the enthalpy of formation of aqueous hydrofluoric

and hydrochloric acids, three chlorine fluorides, trifluoramine

oxide, oxygen difluoride and other fluorinaceous substances.

18756. Bertocci, U., Mullen, J L., Corrosion induced by an al-

ternating voltage. A comparison between theoretical predic-

tions and experimental results, (Proc. Int Corrosion Forum
Devoted Exclusively to the Protection and Performance of

Materials, Atlanta, GA, Mar. 12-16, 1979), Paper 242 in

Corrosiiin/79. pp. 242/I-242/II (NACE, Publications Dept.,

P.O. Box 986, Katy, TX, 1979).

Key words: alternating current; alternating voltage; com-

parison between theoretical and experimental results;

copper; corrosion; hydrogen evolution.

After summarizing the theoretical predictions for the current

response to an alternating voltage of an electrode under

charge-transfer control, the experimental results obtained for

the hydrogen evolution reaction on a copper electrode are re-

ported. The results show that the current-potential curves ob-

tained for the d.c. component of the current as well as some

of the harmonic components of the periodic current are in

good agreement with the values calculated from the theoretical

model. The predictions concerning the effect of varying the

modulating signal amplitude and frequency are also verified ex-

perimentally. The experimental results begin to deviate from

the predicted ones when the amplitude exceeds the potential

range where only charge-transfer is significant, and when the

ohmic drop resistance becomes large with respect to the other

circuit elements.

18757. Buehler, M. G., Limitations and applications of the dc

MOSFET dopant profile method, (Proc. Topical Conf. on

Characterization Techniques for Semiconductor Materials

and Devices, Seattle, WA, May 1978), Paper in Semiconduc-

tor Characterization Techniques. P. A. Barnes, G. A. Roz-

gonyi, Eds., 78-3, 241-252 (The Electrochemical Society,

Inc., Princeton, NJ, 1978).

Key words: electrical measurements; profiles; semiconduc-

tors; silicon.

Dopant profiles can be determined from dc measurements on

a four-terminal surface-channel MOSFET. The region from

about three Debye lengths from the oxide-silicon interface to

a maximum depth, limited by the avalanche breakdown in sil-

icon, can be profiled by this method. Within three Debye

lengths of the surface, the depletion approximation fails, and in

this region the profile has a characteristic dip which is easily

recognized. Other limitations include effects due to the field

dependence of the channel mobility, short channel effects, and

the lack of parallelism of the depletion edge with the interface.

The method is illustrated by dopant profiles of bulk wafers, im-

planted layers, and a diffused layer. The dopant densities

covered by these profiles vary from 6x lO'-* cm"'^ to 2 x 10'"

cm"-'.

18758. Cahn, J W., Balluffi, R. W.. On diffusional mass trans-

port in polycrystals containing stationary or migrating grain

boundaries, Scr. Meiall. 13, No. 6, 499-502 ( 1979)

Key words: diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classifica-

tion; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals;

thin films.

Mass transport in polycrystalline materials is classified ac-

cording to whether grain boundaries are stationary or not,

whether there is time for lattice diffusion and whether there is

time for multiple interactions between diffusing species and

grain boundaries.
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i875«». Cahn, J W . Pan, J D , Ballutti. R W . Diffusion in-

duced grain boundary migration. Si r. Mciall. 13, No. 6, 503-

3()S» ( 1471^).

Key words; diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classifica-

tii>n; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals;

thin films.

Diffusion induced grain boundary migrati<in had been ob-

served in three systems. The results in three additional systems

are reported, suggesting that this may be a widespread

phenomenon for low temperature diffusion. The theoretical

problems posed by the observations are discussed.

18760. Carpenter, R. J., Sokol, J., Jr.. Rosenthal, R., A
microprocessor-based local network node, (Proc. Seventeenth

IEEE Computer Society Int. Conf. COMPCON Fall 78,

Washington, DC, Sept. 5-8, 1978), IEEE Catalog No. 78CH
I388-8C, pp. 104-1 10 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc., New York, NY, 1978).

Key words; broadcast; coaxial; communication; contention;

data; digital; ethernet; local; microprocessor; network; seri-

al.

Along with the growth and development of national and in-

ternational computer networks, there has been a more recent

parallel growth in the field of local area networks. Background
is given on a time division multiple access cable local network

with adaptive resource allocation through a fully distributed

contention-type control system. There is no central control

equipment. Details are given on the microprocessor-based node
which allows a wide variety of terminals, microprocessors.

minict)mputers, and larger mainframes on one campus or in a

building complex to be fully interconnected by a common
coaxial cable. The node or Terminal Interface Equipment
(TIE) is partitioned to allow efficient modular expansion for

single or multiple-user network connection. Provision is made
for data encryption where required.

18761. Cavallo, L. M , Golas, D B , Mann, W B., The tracea-

bility program for radiopharmaceuticals at the United States

National Bureau of Standards, A. N. Z. Nuclear Medicine

Newsletter, pp. 15-16 (1979).

Key words: radioactivity; radiopharmaceuticals; traceabili-

ty

Through various Acts of Congress and Rules and Regulations

pertaining thereto, the nuclear industry in the United States is

required to conduct its operations in such a manner that its

measurements are in reasonable conformity with the standards

of radioactivity maintained by the National Bureau of Stan-

dards (NBS).

18762. Clark, A. F , Ekin, J. W., Radehaugh, R . Read, D T ,

The development of standards for practical superconductors,

IEEE Traiu. Mag. 15, N.o. 1, 224-227 (Jan. 1979).

Key words: critical current; definitions of terms; measure-

ment techniques; standards, superconductors.

The program to develop standard measurement practices for

practical superconductors includes the generation of uniform

definitions of terms, the development of standard measurement
techniques, and comparisons of these measurements using stan-

dard reference materials. The initial sets of definitions have
been published and their development will be described.

Responses will be solicited on terms whose definitions are still

in development or are controversial. The progress in the

development of standard measurement techniques for critical

current, transient losses and critical temperature will be

discussed. The different techniqes will be compared and the ex-

perimental parameters which must be carefully controlled will

be enumerated

18763. Collings, E W . Ledbetter. H. M , Sound velocity

anomalies near the spin glass trnsition in an austenitic stain-

,less steel alloy, P/iv.v Lett. 72A, No. I, 53-56 (June II,

1979).

Key words: Debye temperature; iron alloy; magnetic

susceptibility; spin-glass, sound velocity.

A cusp in the magnetic susceptibility temperature depen-

dence of a commercial manganese austenitic stainless steel

alloy, attributable to spin-glass condensation, is accompanied

by anomalies in the temperature dependences of both longitu-

dinal and transverse ultrasonic wave velocities.

18764. Coxon, B., Hough, L., Revision, by proton, carbon-13,

and nitrogen- 1 5 n.m.r. spectroscopy, of the structure assigned

a bis(hexopyranosyl)-amine derivative, Carhnhydr. Re.<i. 73,

47-57 ( 1979).

Key words: bis( hexopyranosyl )amine; carbon-13; confor-

mational analysis; nitrogen- 15 coupling constants; nitrt)gcn-

15 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; proton coupling; structural

analysis.

Structural analysis of the acetylated, minor product of the

reaction of methyl 2,3-anhydro-4,6-0-benzylidene-a-D-man-

nopyranoside with ammonia by high-field proton- and '-'C-

n.m.r. spectroscopy, and also ''"N-n.m.r. spectroscopy, has

shown that this acetyl derivative is bis( methyl 2-6>-acetyl-4.6-

0-benzylidene-3-dcoxy-a-D-altropyranosid-3-yl )amine, and not

the /V-acetyl derivative reported previously. The configuration

and conformation of the bis( altropyranosid-3-yl )amine deriva-

tive have been determined, and its unusually large ^J\;,xii

coupling constant is discussed.

18765. Crissman, J. M., Zapas, L. J., Creep failure and fracture

of polyethylene in uniaxial extension, Palym. Eng. Sci. 19, No.

2, 99-103 (Mid-Feb. 1979).

Key words: additivity of damage; cold drawn; crack

growth; fracture; molecular weight distribution; necking;

polyethylene; uniaxial creep.

It is shown that under conditions of uniaxial creep the frac-

ture of high density polyethylene can be categorized as one of

three types, depending upon the magnitude of the applied load,

molecular architecture, and environment. When subjected to

relatively large loads, the specimens neck and then fracture al-

most immediately. At the other extreme of very small initial

loadings, the specimens fracture in a brittle fashion through

crack formation and growth. In the intermediate range of

loadings the specimens neck and, depending upon the molecu-

lar weight and molecular weight distribution, may then elongate

substantially before fracture. It is shi>wn that the uniaxial creep

behavior for the region where drawing occurs, when plotted in

terms of isochrones, represents a type of phase diagram, one

boundary of which describes the fracture envelope. In addition,

experiments employing different constant rate of loading histt)-

ries are described and an addivitiy of damage criterion used to

predict the time to failure under constant load conditions, and

vice versa.

18766. Crissman. J M., Zapas. L J.. Lifetime behavior of

polyethylene bars in uniaxial extension in various chemical en-

vironments, (Proc. Symp. 176th Meeting of the American

Chemical Society. Miami. FL, Sept. 11-14. 1978), ACS
Symp. Serie.i Diirahility of Macromoleciilar Materialx. R.

K. Eby, Ed.. Paper 20, 2 89-299 (American Chemical Society,

Washington. DC, 1979).
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Key words: crack growth; failure; polyethylene; solvent;

stress-cracking agent; uniaxial creep.

The uniaxial creep behavior of linear and branched

polyethylene is examined in the presence of various environ-

ments. It is demonstrated that it is possible to use cither a sol-

vent or surface active type of stress-cracking agent as a means
of accelerating fracture. In the case of a surface active stress-

cracking agent a superposition principle has been applied in

order lo separate out one mechanism, that arising from bond
rupture and crack formation. A proper description of this

mechanism sht>uld be valuable as a means of predicting long

time behavii>r under conditions where the applied load may be
very small.

18767. Crissman, J. M., Zapas, L. J., Mechanical behavior of

a highly oriented polyethylene rod, J. Polym. Sci. IS. 1685-

1693 ( 1977).

Key words: dynamic mechanical; high pressure extrusion;

oriented polyethylene; relaxation process; stress relaxation;

torsion pendulum.

Dynamic mechanical and single step stress relaxation data

are presented for a highly oriented linear polyethylene rod as

produced by a high pressure extrusion technique. The results

indicate that both major relaxation processes normally observed

in unoriented polyethylene arc virtually absent in torsion,

whereas they are present in flexure. Stress relaxation in torsion

data show a very highly nonlinear behavior when compared to

similar data for an unoriented polyethylene rod.

18768. Cummings, A. L., Coxon, B., Layer, H. P., Hocken, R.

J., Improved 100 °S point and pol, Proc. 1978 Technicat Ses-

sion on Cane Sugar Refining Researcli. Wasliington, DC, Sept.

17-19, 1978, pp. 191-204 (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, P.O.

Box 19687, New Orleans, LA, 1979).

Key words: laser application; pol; polarimetry;

saccharimetry; sugar analysis; sugar scale; wavelength.

A newly constructed polarimeter, and highly purified sucrose

were used to redetermine the hundred degree point of the

saccharimeter scale at 546 nm wavelength. The result differs

from previously reported results by 140 to 500 ppm. In addi-

tion to the low pressure mercury discharge lamp, lasers at 546
nm and 63 3 nm wavelengths have been advantageously em-
ployed as polarimeter light sources. Lasers improved the sen-

sitivity, accuracy and reproducibility of measurements and

decreased the measurement time. These and related investiga-

tions open the door to future improvements in the determina-

tion of the pol of technical sugars.

18769. Danos, M., Gillet, V., Relativistic field theory of nuclei.

Chapter 21 in Mesons in Nuclei, M. Rho, D. Wilkinson, Eds.,

III. 841-865 (North-Holland Publ. Co., Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, 1979).

Key words: composite system; field quantization; interact-

ing quantum fields; relativistic field theory; relativistic

hamiltonian; relativistic stationary states.

The concepts and basic principles needed in a fully

relativistic description of the stationary states of composite

systems in quantum field theory arc given. Their connection

with the more common time-dependent interaction picture

treatment are elucidated. Also, as illustration, some of the ex-

pressions encountered in the actual performance of the calcula-

tions are derived in detail.

18770. Jenkins, J P , Hill, J E., Testing of water-heating collec-

tors according to ASHRAE Standard 93-77. (Proc Int. Solar

Energy Society 1978 Meeting, New Delhi, India, Jan. 16-21,

1978), Paper in SUN: Mankind's Future Source of Energy, F.

deWinter, M. Cox. Eds., 2, 1021-1028 ( Pcrgamon Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: ASHRAE Standard 93-77; solar collectors;

water-heating collectors.

A proposed procedure for testing and rating solar collectors

was published by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in

1974. In early 1977, the American Society of Heating,

Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
adopted ASHRAE Standard 93-77 which is a modified version

of the NBS procedure. A test facility for water-heating collec-

tors has been built at NBS in accordance with this Standard.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly explain the recently

adopted test procedure, describe the NBS test facility, and to

give typical test results for collectors commercially available in

the United States.

18771. Kasen, M. B., High-pressure industrial laminates for

cryogenic applications. Compos. Tech. Rev. Research Briefs, 1,

No. 3, 17 ( 1979).

Key words: cryogenics; glass-epoxy; industrial laminates;

mechariical properties; physical properties; radiation pro-

perties.

A research brief describing NBS/industry efforts to provide

industry with a commercial source of high-pressure industrial

laminates having predictable mechanical and physical proper-

ties at cryogenic temperatures.

18772. Kranbuehl, D. E., Verdier, P. H., Simulation of the

relaxation of random-coil polymer chains by lattice models

with excluded volume: The effect of bead movement rules, J.

Chem. Phys. 71, No. 6, 2662-2670 (Sept. 15, 1979).

Key words: computer simulation; end-to-end length; entan-

glement effects; excluded vt)lume effects; lattice-model

polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics; random-coil

polymer chains; relaxation times; self-entanglement effects.

Earlier work showed that excluded volume constraints

lengthen the long relaxation times of lattice-model polymer

chains using single-bead elementary motions by a factor pro-

portional to about the first power of chain length. This paper

reports the extension of this work to chains employing double-

bead elementary motions and to chains employing random mix-

tures of both kinds of motion For pure two-bead motion, the

chain-length dependence of the lengthening of relaxation time

is essentially identical with that previously obtained for pure

single-bead motion For models using both kinds of move, this

chain-length dependence is suppressed at shorter chain lengths.

However, for chains longer than about 30 beads, contrary to

the prediction of Deutch and others, the lengthening of the

relaxation time by excluded volume again becomes propor-

tional to about the first power of chain length. Other studies

that have not exhibited this first power dependence have either

examined relaxation from highly nonequilibrium configurations

or have not employed sufficiently long chains for the effect to

be observed.

18773. Geist, J., Lind, M A., Schaefer, A. R , Zalewski, E. F.,

A laser based characterization facility for silicon photocell stu-

dies, Proc. Workshop Terrestrial Photovoltaic Measure-

ments— II, Baton Rouge, LA, Nov. 10-12, 1976, pp. 22 3-231

(Available as NASA CP-2010 from the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield. VA, 1976).

Key words: absolute radiometry; detector; electrically

calibrated detectors; laser power measurements; pyroelec-

tric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detector; sil-

icon photodetector.
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A laser-based t'acil. • ty for characterization of photocells, and
some studies performed on it are described with emphasis

towards results of the greatest interest to the silicon solar cell

community.

18774. Gcist, J., Lind, M. A . Schaefer. A R., Zalewski, E. F.,

A new approach to spectral radiometry based on opto-elec-

tronics, Proc. 7ili Int. Symp. of ilte Technical Committee on

Phoion-Detcctors, Braunschweig. Federal Republic of Ger-

many, May 17-21 , 1976, pp. 149-167 ( 1976).

Key words, absolute radiometry; detector, electrically

calibrated detectors; laser power measurements, pyroelec-

tric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detector; sil-

icon photodetector.

Progress in developing a new approach to radiometry based

on electro-optical technology is discussed. A feasibility experi-

ment that demonstrates and motivates the new approach is

described. The laser-based, characterization facility that plays a

central role in the new approach, including the electrically

calibrated pyroelectric radiometer that provides the absolute

radiant power measurements, and recent investigations of sil-

icon photovoltaic detectors that were performed on the facility

arc all described Alternatives for extending the wavelength
range of the new approach are also discussed.

IH775. Haynes, W. M., McCarty, R. D , The density of liquefied

natural gas, Proc. 58th Gas Processors Association Ann. Con-
vention, Denver, CO, Mar. 19-21, 1979, pp. 10-16 (Gas
Processors Assoc., Tulsa, OK, 1979).

Key words: comparisons; correlation; custody transfer; den-
sity; experimental; extended corresponding states method;
hard sphere model; Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied

natural gas (LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter.

A pr<iject has been carried out at the National Bureau of

Standards to provide a means for the accurate determination of

the density of liquefied natural gas (LNG) that would serve as

a basis for equitable custody transfer of this valuable commodi-
ty-

A magnetic suspension densimeter was used to obtain a con-

sistent set of density data for LNG components and their mix-

tures with a total uncertainty in density of less than 0.1%.
These data were used to optimize and test mathematical models
for LNG density calculations. A description of the apparatus,

data, uncertainties, experimental procedures, etc., is presented
here.

Three mathematical models for the calculation of LNG den-

sities have been optimized, tested, and compared. These models
are an extended corresponding states model, a hard sphere
model, and an empirical model due to Klosek and McKinley.

It is believed that the final objective of this project, which
was to produce one or more mathematical models that could

be used to predict the density of a given LNG within 0.1% of

its true value from an input of pressure, temperature, and com-
position, has been achieved.

18776. Hord, J , How safe is hydrogen?, Proc. Hydrogen for
Energy Distribution .Symp., Chicago. IL, July 24-2H, 1978. pp.

613-643 (Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, IL, Jan.

1979).

Key words: explosion; fire, hydrogen; procedures; regula-

tions; research needs; safety; standards.

Just mention hydrogen and the subject of safety will arise. In

this symposium, the safety features of hydrogen are systemati-

cally reviewed and compared with those of methane and
gasoline. Intercomparisons with conventional fuels are necessa-

ry for us to assess the relative safety of hydrogen fuel. The
degree or extent of fuel hazards and damage potential are not

easily expressed in indisputable terms; therefore, technical data

are usually tempered with experienced judgment to evaluate

the relative safety of different fuels. Thus, the safety history of

each fuel in varied applications, as well as the experience of

each safety analyst will influence safety judgments. Obviously,

hydrogen can be safer than conventional fuels in some applica-

tions and more hazardous in other applications, and controver-

sies over the relative safety of fuels will always exist

The fire characteristics of hydrogen, methane and gasoline

are different but do not substantially favor any one of these

fuels; however, the risks due to fuel-air explosions in confined

spaces are greatest for hydrogen. Gasoline appears to be the

easiest and perhaps the safest fuel to store because of its lower

vi>latility and narrower flammable and dctonable limits. All

three fuels are safely stored and used in industry today.

The basic technical data, available to the safety analyst, will

be reviewed in this symposium. In addition, practical

procedures, guidelines, standards, and regulations (applicable

to the handling, storage and distribution of hydrogen) will be

presented. Analytical and experimental research needs, relative

to hydrogen safety, are defined and a state-of-the-art summary
of hydrogen safety is given.

Specifically, the following aspects of hydrogen safety will be

addressed: safety procedures (handling, combustible gas detec-

tors, Hj fire detectors, etc. ); physical, chemical and combustion

properties; leakage characteristics (flow mode, diffusion,

buoyancy); ignition sources (weak and strong); fire and explo-

sion hazards (fireball size and duration, thermal radiation, ex-

plosive potential, vapor cloud yields, overpressure, shrapnel,

hazard summary charts), and mandatory and voluntary codes.

18777. Jeffery, S., Fife, D , Deutsch, D., Sockut, G., Architec-

tural considerations for federal database standards, (Proc.

Eighteenth IEEE Computer Society Int. Conf COMPCON
Spring 79, San Francisco, CA, Feb. 26-Mar. 1, 1979), IEEE
Catalog No. 79 CH1393-8C, pp. 139-143 (Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers, Inc., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: database management; standardization.

Planning is underway for federal government-wide stan-

dardization of database management systems (DBMS). This

paper discusses the objectives of database management stan-

dardization, and basic considerations in developing federal stan-

dards in this field. After a brief review of the current possibili-

ties for standards, the opportunities for near-term NBS action

are described. The paper indicates specific studies NBS is

planning.

18778. Didion, D. A , New testing and rating procedures for

seasonal performance of heat pumps, Proc. Carrier Int. Symp.

on Heat Pumps and Space Conditioning in the 1990s.

Syracuse. NY. Feb. 2-3, 1979. pp 37-47 (Carrier Corp.,

Syracuse, NY, Sept. 1979)

Key words: heat pumps; part-load evaluation; standards for

heat pumps; testing procedures for heat pumps.

Current testing and rating procedures for heat pumps have

served industry and the consumer well for many years. These

steady-state ( SS ) full-load evaluation procedures allow for the

capacity determination needed for sizing the unit \.o the build-

ing loads. They also serve as an efficiency evaluation for com-
paring the relative merits of various units. However, with the

need for energy conservation, and with increasing energy costs,

buildings and their equipment have come to require a life-

cycle-cost analysis instead of the traditional first-cost apprt>ach.

in order to provide a better estimate of operational costs, the

heat pump industry needs a more comprehensive evaluation

technique to obtain data during part-load, cyclic operation.

Although the wide variety of types of heat-pump installations
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and climates makes field performance impractical as a basis for

this cost analysis, laboratory part-load simulation can increase

the input for a reasonable investment.

Part-load laboratory evaluation offers two added benefits; a

more accurate estimate of energy usage on an absolute basis,

hence a better comparison between heat pumps and other

equipment, needed at least for the heating mode; and en-

couragement to manufacturers to develop a more efficient

product, since they can get more credit for their innovations.

' 18779. Eisenhower. E H., Report of the National Bureau of

Standards' survey of state measurement needs, (Proc. 9th

I
Ann. Nat. Conf. on Radiation Contri)!— Meeting Today s

Challenges, Seattle, WA. June 19-23, 1977), HEW I'uhlUa-

lian (FDA) 7S-H054, pp. 117-126 (U.S. Department of

I

Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Food
i and Drug Administration, Bureau of Radiological Health,

Rockville, MD, Apr. 1978).

Key words; calibrations; measurements; radiation; radiation

! ctmtrol; radiation measurements; radiation protection;

I
radiation safety; standards; states.

This paper presents a summary of the results of an NBS sur-

vey of radiation measurement needs and capabilities in state

j

radiation control programs. The survey was funded by Congress
in fiscal year 1975. Survey mechanisms consisted of a question-

naire and on-site visits to 16 state programs. The questionnaire

was distributed to all 58 members of the Conference of Radia-

I
tion Control Program Directors, of which 38 responded. Some
impressions received during the visits are presented. Responses
to some of the more significant questions asked in the question-

naire are summarized. Slate needs as perceived by a task force

i

of state personnel arc also presented, in the form of recommen-
dations for action. A limited NBS program which has been in-

itiated in response to the discovered needs is described.

Questions and problems which require further consideration are

identified.

18780. Ekin, J. W., Strain dependence of the critical current

and critical field in multifilamentary Nb;,Sn composites, IEEE
Trans. Magn. 15, No. 1, 197-200 (Jan. 1979)

Key words: critical-current; critical-field; degradation; mul-

tifilamentary strain; Nb.,Sn; stress; superconductor.

High-J, multifilamentary Nb:,Sn superconductors with widely

varying amounts of prestrain and critical field values can be

characterized fairly accurately by a single normalized critical

field-strain relationship. Such a relationship permits first order

prediction of critical-current degradation at arbitrary magnetic
field magnitudes knowing only two parameters for any conduc-
tor, the prestrain and the maximum critical field. Some of the

conductor-fabrication factors affecting the parameters are con-

sidered.

18781. Ekin. J. W , Braginski, A I . Effect of strain on the criti-

cal current of Nb:,Ge, IEEE Trans. Magn. 15. No 1, 509-51 1

(Jan. 1979).

Key words; critical-current; degradation; Nb,Gc; strain;

stress; superconductor.

The strain dependence of the critical-current density has

been determined for composite tapes of Nb:,Ge prepared by

chemical vapor deposition. For Nb.,Ge layers 3-4 /xm thick

deposited on a nickel-molybdenum-iron alloy substrate, the

critical current monotonically increases when uniaxially

strained to about 0.6*^. This strain corresponds almost exactly

to the compressive strain that would be introduced into the

NbjGe by the substrate due to thermal contraction during cool-

down after reaction. The increase in critical current was rela-

tively small, about 6 l/2'7r at 7T and 5 l/2'7f at 4T. At higher

strain, the critical current decreased rapidly, fallmg by more
than 50'7f at a strain of 0.9<%, for example. For Nb:,Gc

deposited on a tantalum substrate, however, the critical current

monotonically decreased, falling by more than 50% at a strain

of i).A'7r
. The results indicate that Nb,Ge can withstand con-

siderable compressive strain (at least 0.6%), but fractures at

tensile strains of only 0.1 to 0.2%.

18782. Epstein, G. L., Reader, J., Spectrum and energy levels

of triply ionized lanthanum (La iv), J Opt. .Sue. Am. 69, No.

4. 5 1 1-520 (Apr. 1979).

Key wt)rds: energy levels; lanthanum; spectra; spectrosco-

py; triply-ionized; ultraviolet; wavelengths.

The spectrum of La iv has been observed in a sliding spark

discharge with the NBS 10.7-m nt)rmal incidence vacuum spec-

trograph and the NBS l().7-m Eagle spectrograph in air. A total

of 368 lines have been observed in the region from 300 to

5000 A. About 190 lines have been classified as transitions

between 49 energy levels. All levels of the 5p", 5p^5d, 6.s, 6t/,

and 7.V configurations as well as half of the levels of the Sp^Af

configuration have been located. Because of the greatly con-

tracted 4/ orbital, the lowest excited configuration is 5/7''4/. All

configurations have been theoretically interpreted. The energy

parameters determined from least-squares fits to the observed

levels are compared with Hartree-Fock calculations. Some new
measurements for La in are presented that confirm the 1967

results of Odasbasi.

18783. Epstein, M. S., Zander, A. T , Direct determination of

barium in sea and estuarine water by graphite furnace atomic

spectrometry. Anal. Chem. 51, No. 7, 91 5-918 (June 1979).

Key words; atomic absorption; atomic emission; barium;

graphite furnace; seawater; wavelength modulation.
'

Seawater samples from the Gulf of Alaska and estuarine

water samples from the York River in Virginia near the Ches-

apeake Bay are directly analyzed for barium concentration

using graphite furnace atomic emission spectrometry. The accu-

racy of the method is evaluated by a correlation of results with

data from analyses using line source and wavelength-modula-

tion continuum-source atomic absorption spectrometry and gra-

phite furnace atomization, as well as the analysis of a standard

reference water sample. Interferences in the analysis and
techniques used to overcome them are discussed.

18784. Stahl, F. I., Conway, D., Goglia, M. R, Human
behavioral considerations in the planning and design of pas-

sive solar systems for commercial facilities: An exploratory

study of the effects of sun and shade, Proc. 4ih National Pas-

sive Solar Conference. Kansas Cily. MO. Oct. 3-5. 1979, pp.

26-29 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; environmental psychology; field methodology;

passive solar systems; pedestrian behavior; psychology of

retailing; retail facilities.

An exploratory study was conducted to determine whether

alterations in sun and shade patterns (which may result from

certain passive solar retrofit designs) influence window-

shopping and other behaviors on retail streets. Pedestrians were

observed at two urban locations. The hypothesis that in cool

weather pedestrians prefer the sunny (rather than shady) side

of retail streets was partially supported by the data. The
hypothesis that durations of window-shopping and other rele-

vant behaviors would be greater on the sunny side was not sup-

ported.

18785. Flynn, D. R., Regulation of new products noise emission.

Chapter 41 in Handbook of Noise Control. 2d Edition, pp.

41-1—41-K (McGraw-Hill Inc., New York, N^'. Jan 1979).
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Key words: acoustics; environmental noise; noise; noise

emission; regulations; sound.

This publication is a short book chapter far The Handbook
of Noise Control, Second Edition (McGraw-Hill). A description

is given of existing and pending Federal regulations on the

noise emission from new products.

18786. Birnbaum, G., Bose, T. K., Comparison of dielectric and

refractive virial coefficients and collision induced absorption

bands, J. Cliem Pliy.s. 71, No. 1, 17-19 (July 1, 1979).

Key words: CH^; collision induced bands; CO.2; C^H^;

dielectric virial coefficients; refractive virial coefficients;

SF,i.

The second dielectric virial coefficient minus the second
refractive virial coefficient is equal to the Kramers-Kroning

contributions arising from the far-infrared and infrared pressure

induced abst>rption bands due to bimolecular interactiiins. The
usefulness in comparing such results is illustrated for CO2,
C.>H4, CH^, and SF,; It is shown that for SF,; there may be as

yet unmeasured collision induced bands and for C2H4 the far-

infrared collision induced absorption is anomalously large.

18787. Farmer, B. L., Eby, R K., Energetics of methyl branches
in hydrocarbon crystals, Polym. 20, 363-366 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: calculations; cell dimensions; crystal; defect;

energy; hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; structure.

Semi-empirical energy calculations are reported for methyl

branched hydrocarbon molecules in orthorhombic and
monoclinic crystalline arrays of linear molecules. The 19

molecules in the array are flexible and twenty methylene units

long Two modes of packing the defect molecule in the crystals

are found and for each the mechanical relaxation criterion of

there being two or more sites available to the molecule is met.

However, there is no significant relaxation strength because the

differences in site energies are too large. This results for all

cases because the unfavorable orientation of the molecular

stem in one of the sites makes the energy too much greater

than in the other site which has a favorable orientation. The
defect energies show that methyl branches could be incor-

porated in the crystals in at least one of the cases. For that

case, the unit cell dimensions are comparable to those found

experimentally for the same methyl group concentration.

Drawings showing the molecular distortion are presented.

18788. Feinberg, R. B., Characterization of incidence algebras.

Discrete Math. 17, 47-70 ( 1977).

Key words: coalgebra; direct limit; faithful distributive

module; generating function; incidence algebra; inverse

limit; orthogonal idempotents; quasi-order; topological al-

gebra.

We develop an internal characterization of the incidence al-

gebra of a lower finite* quasi-ordered set and dualize it to obtain

a characterization of the corresponding coalgebra. The algebra

characterization consists of two axioms concerning the

homomorphic images of the algebra and another axiom stipu-

lating the existence of a faithful module over the algebra which
has a distributive lattice of submodules.

18789. Feinberg, R. B., Faithful distributive modules over in-

cidence algebras, Pac. J. Math. 65, No. 1, 35-45 ( 1976).

Key words: automorphism; cyclic module; faithful distribu-

tive module; incidence algebra; multiplicative function;

quasi-ordered set; topological algebra.

Let (2 be a lower finite quasi-ordered set and let HQ) be the

incidence algebra of Q over a field K. In this paper we deter-
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mine all faithful distributive modules over l(Q) and relate the

result to the structure of the outer automorphism group of the

algebra. In the case when Q is finite we also determine all left
\

ideals L of l{(J) such that i,u,l({2)IL is a faithful distributive
!

module over /( y ). 1

18790. Fiori, C. E., Newbury, D. E., Artifacts observed in ener-

gy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry in the scanning electron

microscopy, (Proc. 1 1th Annual Scanning Electron Microsco- 1.1

py Conf., Los Angeles, CA, Apr. 17-21, 1978), Scannin)^

Electron Microsc. 1, 401-422 { 1978).

Key words: artifacts; electron probe microanalysis; energy- i

dispersive x-ray spectrometry; microanalysis; qualitative

analysis; scanning electron microscope.

X-ray spectra obtained with a lithium-drifted silicon detector
j

attached to a scanning electron microscope often contain ar- 1

tifacts which limit the accuracy of qualitative and quantitative

analysis. Three categories of artifacts are recognized: ( 1 ) ar-

tifacts which originate during the physical process of x-ray de-

tection; (2) artifacts associated with the signal processing
\\

chain; and (3) artifacts which arise from the cnviri>nment of
|i

the sample and detector. Artifacts in these categories include: f

( 1 ) silicon x-ray escape peaks, peak broadening, and peak
n

distortions; ( 2 ) dead-time effects, the formation of sum peaks,
1;

and anomalous background signals; and (3) detector

microphony, excitation by stray radiation of regions which are "

remote from the beam impact point, and effects on x-ray inten-

sities caused by contamination. Recognition of these artifacts is

required for accurate qualitative analysis of unknowns, particu-

larly of low intensity signals. A procedure is described for

qualitative analysis based on the known properties of the family

of x-ray lines for each element as well as the artifacts which

can be observed. The implications of the presence of spectral

artifacts on the accuracy of quantitative analysis is also '

discussed. 1

18791. Fisher, G. B , Madey, T. E., Yates, J. T., Jr., Ultraviolet

photoemission studies of formaldehyde and related molecules ;<

adsorbed on Ru( 1 10), J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 15, No. 2, 543-

547 (Mar./Apr. 1978). I'

Key words: adsorption; chemisorption; formaldehyde; !>,

ruthenium; surface chemistry; ultravitilet photoemission

spectroscopy.

The adsorption of formaldehyde (HjCO), hydrogen, and car-

bon monoxide on Ru(llO) has been studied using angle-in-

tegrated ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and

temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The UPS spectra S

for low exposures of H,,CO at 80 K indicate that H2CO dis-

sociates to a substantial degree. These spectra are compared I

with UPS spectra for the sequential adsorption of hydrogen and

CO. Wherdas there are similarities between these spectra, the

differences in the UPS, work function change, and TPD results
j

are sufficient to suggest that a portion of the dissociated H..CO

may exist as a surface molecular complex containing H and

CO, This is apparently the first reported example, based on a

UPS study, of an oxygen-containing organic molecule which

dissociates upon adsorption on a metal surface at 80 K. For

high exposures at 80 K, adsorption of a condensed layer of

molecular H2CO is observed.

18792. Fleming, R., Spiegel, V., Measurement of threshold

reaction cross section ratios in fission neutron fields, Proc. 2d '

ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Dosimetry: Dosimetry I

Metliods for Fuels. Cladding, and Structural Materials, Palo \

Alto, CA, Oct. 3-7. 1977. 2, pp. 953-957 (Available as
*

NUREG/CP-0004 from the National Technical Information '

Service, Springfield, VA. Oct 1977). '
i
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Key words; Californium; cross sections; fission spectrum;

neutron; thresht>ld reaction; uranium.

Direct measurement of ratios of cross sections were carried

out in both -"'^Cf and "'"U fission spectra. The results for the

reactions ''"Ni(n,p)''"Co and ''^Fe( n,p )"'"'Mn are presented and

compared with calculations based on the ENDF/B-IV data file.

18793. Fowell, A. J.. Clothes dryer air exchange, Proc. Conf. on

Major Home Appliance Technology for Energy Conservation,

West LMfayelie. IN. Feh. 27-Mar. 1, 197S, D. R. Tree, G. E.

Courville. V. O. Haynes, H. Phillips, Eds., pp. 168-170

(Available as Conf-78()238 from the National Technical In-

formation Service, Springfield, VA, 1978).

Key words: appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency; energy

conservation; heat recovery; lint; performance; venting.

The opportunity for reducing the energy used in the clothes

drying process is presented by utilizing periods of no heat or

reduced heat drying coupled with provision for indoor or out-

door operation of the dryer inlet and exhaust. The selection of

the mode of operation is dependent on the time of year and
build up of humidity in the house. The results of a pilot study

on a clothes dryer coupled to the outdoors for both intake and
exhaust are presented.

18794. Franklin, A. D., Young, K. F., Discussion on the paper

Ionic conductivity of some lithium silicates and aluminosil-

icates, by I. D. Raistrick, C. Ho, and R. A. Huggins, J. Elec-

trochem. Soc. 124, No. 6, 871-872 (June 1977).

Key words: electrode polarization; equivalent circuits; ionic

conduction; lithium aluminosilicates; lithium silicate.

It is shown that the impedance data of Raistrick et. al. (J.

Electrochem. Soc. 123, 1469, 1976) can be well represented by

an equivalent circuit in which grain boundary effects are

represented by a modified Cole-Cole distribution of impedance,

and electrode effects by a similar distribution of admittance.

Physical models are discussed.

18795. Unassigned.

13796. Geist, J., Frontiers in optica! radiation measurements,

Proc. Electro-Optical Systems Design Conf.— 1976 Int. Laser

Expo.ution, New York, NY, Sept. 14-16, 1976, pp. 281-284

(1976).

Key words: electrically calibrated detector; optical radia-

tion measurements; primary standards; standard source.

Recent progress in optical radiation measurements is

reviewed with emphasis on very recent progress in areas cur-

rently undergoing significant development. By its nature the

paper must rely on some extent on unpublished material.

18797. Domalski, E. S., From the history of combustion

calorimetry. Chapter 18 in Combustion Calorimetry, S.

Sunner, M. Mansson, Eds., 1, 401-428 (Pergamon Press, Ox-
ford. England, 1979).

Key words: benzoic acid; calibration; combustion bombs;

combustion calorimetry; historical survey; prominent

calorimetrists.

The history of combustion calorimetry is surveyed from^the

early part of the 19th century to its current state of develop-

ment. Advances in calorimetric apparatus and techniques are

presented; these are concurrent with improvements found in

the precision and accuracy of the combustion data obtained

from calorimetric investigations. A chronology of the use of

benzoic acid as a calibration standard is given particular

emphasis. Contributions by prominent calorimetrists are

identified. This presentation of the history of combustion

calorimetry is not a highly-detailed study of this branch of

physical chemistry, but is an attempt to highlight significant

phases of development over the past one hundred years. A
bibliography containing 172 references is provided.

18798. Dressier, E.. Single nucleon operators in pion

photoproduction from nuclei, Proc. June Workshop in Inter-

mediate Energy Electromagnetic Interactions with Nuclei.

MIT, Bo.slon, MA. June 13-24, 1977, Report No. COO-3069-

677. pp. 147-154 (William H. Bates Linear Accelerator

Laboratory and the Laboratory for Nuclear Science, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA, 1977).

Key words: electroproduction; nonrelativistic operators;

nuclear photoproduction; photoproduction; pions; pseu-

dovector coupling.

By studying photoproduction of pions from nuclei, it is possi-

ble to obtain important information about the single nucleon

photoproduction operators. For example, photoproduction of

TT"^ from deuterium depends on parts of the single nucleon

operator which are insignificant in the -y -(- P— tt -I- n cross sec-

tion.

18799. Lam, L. K., Schearer, L. D., Laser initiated afterglow

in a high pressure K-Kr mixture, Chem. Phys. Lett. 60, No.

1, 130-134 (Dec. 15, 1978).

Key words: collisional excitation; collisional radiative

recombination; laser induced plasma; optical emission;

photoionization; Potassium-Krypton mixtures; resonant

multiphoton ionizations.

The potassium atoms in a K-Kr mixture ([K] = 6 x lO''' cm"'':

[Krl = 2x 10'" cm-'') are ionized with a 140 fx joule, 4 nsec

laser pulse in a resonant 2 photon absorption via the K(5p)

level. The optical emission spectra in the afterglow of the laser

pulse is monitored as a function of time. A fast initial decay

of the fluorescence (—20 nsec) due to collisional excitation of

the potassium by the hot photoelectrons and a slow decay tail

(~10 ^sec ) due to collisional-radiative recombination is ob-

served.

18800. Eisenhower, E. H., NBS radiation measurement as-

surance activities, (Proc. 8th Ann. Nat. Conf. on Radiation

Control— Radiation Benefits and Risks: Facts, Issues, and Op-

tions, Springfield, IL, May 2-7, 1976), HEW Publication

(FDA) 77-8021. pp. 39 1-397 (U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Food and

Drug Administration, Bureau of Radiological Health,

Rockville, MD, Apr. 1977).

Key words; measurement assurance; measurement con-

sistency; measurement system; national standards; radia-

tion; radiation control; radiation measurements; traceabili-

The role of the National Bureau of Standards as the national

reference laboratory for radiation measurements is described,

as well as the organizational structure and concepts for mea-

surement traceability. Present NBS radiation measurement as-

surance programs are described briefly. Intended future mea-

surement assurance activities are described generally, particu-

larly those of interest to state radiation control programs.

18801. Levenson, M. D., Coherent optical transients observed

by polarization switching, Chem. Phys. Lett. 64, No. 3, 495-

498 (July 15, 1979).

Key words: coherent optical transients; l^. polarization

switching.
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A transient signal analogous to the optical free induction

decay is observed when a laser beam tuned to an absorption

line of \ . is switched from left to right circular polarization. The
polarization transient amplitude decays at a rate equal to twice

the usual transverse decay rate, and can be detected with sen-

sitivity similar to that achieved in polarization spectroscopy.

18802. McHenry, H 1.. Fitness for purpose evaluation of defects

in pipeline girthwelds, Prac. Structural Integrity Teihniilony

Omf., Waslun>>t«n, DC. May 9-} 1 , 1979, J. P. Gallagher. T.

W. Crooker, Eds., pp. 39-44 (American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: carbon-manganese steel; fatigue; fatigue cracks;

fracture mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; weld

flaws; weldments

Fracture-mechanics principles are used to calculate allowa-

ble-flaw-size curves according to guidelines set by OPSO. All

flaws are considered to be surface cracks. Initially, the curves

are calculated by determining the largest flaw that would not

grow through the pipe thickness during thirty years of worst-

case operation. The curves are then modified by incorporating

safety factors contained in the OPSO documents. This

procedure defines accept and reject regions on a flaw-length

versus flaw-depth plot. Curves defining these regions are

developed using four distinct elastic-plastic fracture-mechanics

methods: a critical crack-opening-displacement model, the

Draft British Standard method, a plastic-instability model, and

a semi-empirical model. Maximum stress, worst-case fatigue,

and minimum toughness are assumed in all models. Separate

sets of curves are developed for planar flaws, for non-planar

flaws, and for arc burns.

18803. Mosselman, C, Churney, K. L., Calibration of com-

bustion calorimeters. Chapter 3 in Combustion Calorimetry, S.

Sunner, M Mansson, Eds., 1, 35-55 ( Pergamon Press, Ox-
ford, England, 1979).

Key words; calorimeters; combustion; combustion

calorimeters; electrical calibration equipment.

The theory and design of combustion calorimeters has been
reviewed in terms of recent improvements in the precision of

the measurement theory of isoperibol calorimeters. Calculation

of the adiabatic temperature rise is discussed in terms of the

linear approximation for treatment of the temperature-time

data of rating periods. Practical considerations dealing with the

validity of a proper execution of calibration experiments using

cither a reference substance, whose energy of combustion is

known, or electrical calibration equipment are outlined.

18804. Rosenbaum, J., Larson, E., Hoblitt, R., Fickett, F R.,

A convenient standard for low-field susceptibility calibration,

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 50, No. 8, 1027-1029 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: calibration; iron oxide, magnetic property;

magnetometer; powders; susceptibility.

Finely ground mixtures of magnetic iron oxide and glass pro-

vide a convenient calibration standard of moderate accuracy

(~5%) for low-field (< 0 5 kA/m) magnetic susceptibility mea-
surements. The use of powders allows fabrication of standards

of nearly any shape and size. For our mixtures, which range

from 0.063 to 11.8% iron oxide by weight, the susceptibility

values vary from 2.65x10"'. to 5.77x10"^ mVkg, and are

nearly linear with iron oxide concentration.

18805. Siegwarth, J D , LaBrecque. J F , Younglove, B A ,

Test of densimeters for use in the custody transfer of LNG,
I'roc. 53d Int. School of Hydrocarbon Measurement . Norman,
OK, Apr. 11-13, 1978, pp 385-390 ( 1978 ).

Key words; cryogenic; densimeters; density reference

system; liquid methane; LNG.

The NBS cryogenic fluids density reference system has been

used to evaluate three basic types of densimeters: the vibrating

clement type, the dielectric cell type and the displacement

type. These meters were used to measure densities in liquid

methane and liquid methane mixtures with ethane, propane,

normal butane, and nitrogen Measurements were made over

the density range from 400 to 480 kg/m^, temperatures from

108 to 130 K, and pressures from 1 to 3 bar. A hundred mea-

surements were made at various densities, temperatures, pres-

sures and compositions.

18806. Travis, J. C, Schenck, P. K., Turk, G. C, Mallard, W.
G., Effect of selective laser excitation on the ionization of

atomic species in flames. Anal. Chem. 51, No. 9, 15 16-1520

(Aug. 1979).

Key words: enhanced ionization theory; flame spectrosco-

py; ion production; laser enhanced ionization; laser spec-

troscopy; optogalvanic effect.

Laser enhanced ionization of atomic species in flames, also

known as the optogalvanic effect, has been used as the basis

for a new spectrometric technique. A simple model is formu-

lated here to help explain the production of electron-ion pairs

by the combination of optical and collisional processes. The

model yields an analytical expression for the relative enhanced

ionization sensitivity of a given transition of any element, and

also predicts possible sources of bias in spectrometric applica-

tions. The theoretical function is fitted to experimental data by

the least-squares adjustment of two parameters. The fitted func-

tion may be used, with appropriate caution, to predict the

potential LEI sensitivity of further elements and transitions in

a similar flame. The model should provide a durable foundation

for the further development of methodology and instumentation

for atomic spectrometry by laser .enhanced ionization in flames.

18807. Zapas, L. J., Crissman, J. M., Stress-strain-time dia-

grams, including failure envelopes, for high-density

polyethylenes of different molecular weight, (Proc. Symp.

176th Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Miami,

FL, Sept. 11-14, 1978), ACS Symp. Series 95, Durability of

Macromolecular Materials, R. K. Eby, Ed., Paper 21, 301-309

(American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1979).

Key words: creep; instability; polyethylene; viscoelastic.

The behavior in uniaxial loading under creep for three sam-

ples of linear polyethylene of different molecular weight is ex-

amined. Stress-strain-time diagrams, including failure envelopes

are presented and compared to a phenomenological description

of the instability of viscoelastic bars.

18808. Lucatorto, T B , Mcllrath, T J , Roberts, J R , Capilla-

ry array: A new type of window for the vacuum ultraviolet,

Appl. Opt. 18. No. 14, 2505-2509 (July 15, 1979).

Key words: differential pumping across capillary arrays;

focused vacuum ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven use in the

vacuum ultraviolet; multichannel capillary arrays; vacuum
ultraviolet spectroscopy; vacuum ultraviolet windows.

Experiments with optical radiation often require separation

of a region of relatively high pressure from a lower pressure re-

gion while allowing transmission of radiation between regions.

When working with vacuum ultraviolet radiation (VUV) the

problem is made more difficult by the small number of trans-

parent materials, there being no bulk materials which transmit

at shorter wavelengths than the 1050 A cut off of LiF. In this

paper we report the successful use of glass capillary arrays

combined with differential pumping to sustain large pressure
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differences with excellent transmission of radiation throughout

the VUV region.

18809. Brauer, G M., Petrianyk, N., Termini, D J., Storage

stability of dental composites, J. Ocni. Res. 58, No. X, 1791-

ISOO (Aug. 1979).

Key words: amine accelerators; degradation of benzoyl

peroxide; dental composites; restorative dental resins;

shelf-life of composites; storage stability.

Composites made from powder-liquid constituents and sub-

jected to elevated temperatures during storage are more stable

than those employing pastes. The decomposition of the benzoyl

peroxide ingredient is mainly responsible for the increased

setting time and the decreased mechanical properties of the

resulting composite.

18810. Greiner, G , Menzel, D , Klein, R., Field-induced redis-

tribution processes in adsorption layers of hydrogen on
ruthenium. Surf. Sci. 84, 129-140 ( 1979).

Key words: adsorption; field emission; field-induced redis-

tribution; hydrogen; ruthenium.

The field-induced effects in hydrogen layers on ruthenium
field emitters, which had been observed before, have been in-

vestigated in more detail in two laboratories. Raising the field

causes an unusual increase of emission, due to a decrease of

work function, on certain planes and vicinals (mostly on and
aniund the {I 10}) of the Ru field emitter. The extent, rate of

appearance, and disappearance, of this effect depend on field,

coverage and temperature. It is shown that the cause is mainly

the removal of hydrogen from these areas. However, all earlier

reports on similar effects in other systems have shown the op-

posite sign of the dependence on the direction of the electric

field. The discussion of possible mechanisms shows that no fully

satisfactory explanation can be given at present.

18811. Lucatorto, T. B., Mcllrath, T J , Mehlman, G., Time-
resolved measurements of the far UV output of a BRV source,

Appl. Opt. 18, No. 17, 2916-2917 (Sept. 1, 1979).

Key words: far ultraviolet; light pulse shape; vacuum spark.

The temporal behavior of the BRV-type vacuum spark

source was studied at two wavelengths (300 to 600 A). The
position of the peak output was measured relative to the max-
imum spark current and values for the pulse width obtained.

18812. Hord, J., Parrish, W. R., Economics of hydrogen.

Chapter I in Hydroffen: li.s Technology and Implication.'i, K.

E. Cox, K. D. Williamson, Jr., Eds., 5, 3-48 (CRC Press,

Boca Raton, FL, 1979).

Key words: cost; economics; hydrogen; production;

storage; transmission.

The costs of producing, transmitting and storing hydrogen
are presented in this chapter. Production methods considered

are steam-reformation and partial oxidation of methane, coal

gasification, partial oxidation of fuel oil, water electrolysis and
hybrid thermochemical-electrolysis. The costs of compressing,

liquefying, slushing and solidifying hydrogen gas are also out-

lined. Modes of hydrogen transmission considered are overland

and underwater gas pipelines, overland liquid pipelines, com-
pressed gas or liquid by highway, railway, or sea, and metal

hydrides by highway or railway. Hydrogen storage options con-

sidered are underground caverns for compressed gas, low pres-

sure gas holders, metal hydride, high pressure compressed gas

in steel cylinders, and dewars for liquid. Potential by-product

cost credits are reviewed and examples of hydrogen-system cost

analyses are given.

18KI3. Arp. V , Computer analysis of quench transients in

forced-flow cooled superconductors for large MHD magnets,

Prm. Supfrconduclinn MHD Muf^nci Design Conf.. Mas-

sacliusc'li.'i Inst, of Tech., Camhridf-e, MA. (hi. IH-19. 197H,

pp 41 1-432 (May 1979 ).

Key words: forced flow; helium; stability; superconductor;

transient fiow; transient heat transfer.

This paper reports preliminary results and conclusions from

a recent numerical analysis of force-cooled superconducting

system response to a thermal perturbation. The analysis differs

from previous published analyses of such systems in that no ap-

proximations are used in the helium hydrodynamics (for one

dimension). As a result, the analysis predicts that a thermal

perturbation will cause rapid pressure and flow variations mov-
ing at sonic velocity within the coolant channel; such variations

were not predicted by earlier analyses. These rapid flow varia-

tions, and the consequent fluid turbulence, may provide an im-

portant heat transfer mechanism even when the helium is ini-

tially at rest or only in laminar flow. Such a result may be the

qualitative explanation for the recent experimental observations

at ORNL and MIT of high superconductor stability under zero

flow conditions. Computed results are presented for supercon-

ducting geometries representative of those under experimental

study at MIT.

18814. Larsen, E B., Techniques for producing standard EM
fields from 10 kHz to 10 GHz for evaluating radiation moni-

tors, Proc. 1978 Symp. on Electromagnetic Fields in Biological

Systems, Ottawa, Canada, June 28-30, 1978, pp. 96-112

( 1979).

Key words: antenna gain calculation; field strength calibra-

tion; pyramidal horn antenna; rf radiation monitor; stan-

dard electromagnetic field.

The approach used at NBS for evaluating rf radiation moni-

tors is to generate a calculable field and then immerse the

probe being calibrated in this known field. The optimum instru-

mentation depends on the frequency and required accuracy. Up
to 300 MHz a TEM cell is used, which is a large rectangular

"coaxial" transmission line. At these low frequencies, only the

principal wave (TEM mode) propagates through the cell and

uniform electromagnetic fields are established. Both E and H
field strengths can be calculated in terms of power, plate spac-

ing and the cell characteristic impedance. In the 300 to 1000

MHz range a series of rectangular waveguide transmission lines

is used. Power is transmitted through the guide to a matched

resistive load. Operation is restricted to the TE,,, mode in which

the E and H fields can be calculated approximately in terms of

the frequency, guide dimensions and power flow. Calibrating

fields above 500 MHz are generated in an anechoic chamber

by a series of standard-gain pyramidal horns. Intense fields can

be produced close to the antenna aperture even with low power

transmitters. Simple equations are given for accurately calculat-

ing these near-zone fields, as determined empirically from the

results of numerical integrations on a computer. The procedure

involves a simple computation of the intensity produced by an

in-phase aperture and then using algebraic equations to calcu-

late near-zone correction factors. These gain reduction factors

depend on frequency, horn dimensions and the distance to the

field point. The above approach was checked experimentally

and the worst case disagreement was 0 5 dB.

18815. Younglove, B A , Thermodynamic properties of

nitrogen gas from sound velocity measurements. Proc. 1st Int.

Svmp. on Cryogenic Wind Tunnels, Southampton, England,

Apr. 3-5, 1979, pp. 16.1-16.6 ( 1979).

Key words: density; gas; nitrogen; sound velocity; ther-

modynamic properties; virial coefficients.
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Thermodynamic properties of nitrogen gas have been calcu-

lated from XO K to 350 K and at pressures to 10 bar from
sound velocity measurements and existing P-V-T data using

multiproperty fitting techniques. These new data are intended

to improve existing predictive capability of the equation of

state in the low density region needed for use with the NASA-.
Langley National Transonics Facility.

' 18KI6. Moody. S. E., Levine, J.. Design of an extended-range,

three-wavelength distance-measuring instrument, Tec-

lonopliysUs 52, 77-X2 ( 1979).

Key words: atm»ispheric properties; distance measurement;
geodesy; instrumentation; multiwavelength techniques; tec-

tonics.

We describe an extension of current multiwavelength Elec-

tromagnetic Distance Measurement (EDM) techniques which
should allow the range of multiwavelength measurements to be
extended to approximately 50 km. The basic modification

needed is the replacement of the retro-reflector commonly used

by an active station containing lasers and a microw^ive source.

Because the system will always be operated as a full three-

wave-length instrument, accuracies of about 5 • 10~" at 50 km
should be obtainable on a routine basis under reasonably clear
weather conditions.

18817. McGehan, F. P . Interpreting the scientific paper for the

trade press, Proc. 26th Int. Technical Communication Conf.,

Los Angeles, CA, May 16-19, 1979, pp. M-l 15—M-1 17 (May
1979).

Key words: audience; feature article; news release; publica-

tion announcement; scientist-author; technical communica-
tor; technical paper; trade press.

The technical communicator serves as a valuable liaison

between the scientific institution and the world of trade and
technical publications. When sifted through the communicator's
skillful hand, the scientist's technical work can reach larger au-

diences and have greater impact than publication only in an
archival journal.

The communicator must be familiar with the needs of trade

and technical publications editors in order to advise the

scientist-author. An up-to-date mailing list of trade and techni-

cal publications is a valuable aid to the communicator. This
specialized knowledge can mean the difference between success

and failure in obtaining exposure for an agency's technical out-

put.

Once the publications have been targeted, then it is the job

of the communicator to reach those publications through an-

nouncements, technical news releases and specialized articles.

These releases should be based on technical reports and/or
discussions with the bench scientists.

18818. Stubenrauch, C. F., Some recent near-field measure-
ments at NBS, Proc. 1979 Antenna Applications Symp., Ur-

hana-Champaign, fL. Sept. 26-28, 1979, pp. 1-25 (Sept.

1979).

Key words: antenna measurements; cylindrical scanning;

far field; near field; planar scanning.

Three topics relating to recent near-field scanning work at

NBS are discussed. These are: a planar scan of a large micros-

trip phased array, results of measurements made using cylindri-

cal scanning, and measurements of the far sidelobe region of
an antenna using a. hybrid planar-cylindrical scanning system.

Results of these measurements are presented and discussed.

18819. Hebner, R. E., Jr , Misakian, M., Temperature depen-
dence of the electro-optic Kerr coefficient of nitrobenzene, J.

Appl. Phys. 50, No. 9. 6016-6017 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: electrical measurements; electro-optics; Kerr

coefficient; Kerr effect; nitrobenzene; pulse measurement.

The Kerr coefficient of nitrobenzene was measured over the

temperature range 285-340 K. To within experimental error,

the data indicate that the Kerr coefficient can be expressed as

a quadratic function of reciprocal temperature. Fitting the data

to this quadratic function yields an equation which can be used

to correct the response of a pulse-voltage measuring system

based on the Kerr effect for variations in the ambient tempera-

ture.

18820. Boyne, H. S., Ellerbruch, D. A., Microwave measure-

ments of snow stratigraphy and water equivalence, Proc. 47th

Annual Western Snow Conf., Sparks, NV, Apr. 18-20, 1979,

pp. 20-26 ( 1979).

Key words: microwave remote sensing; snowpack-water

equivalence; snow stratigraphy.

This paper reports on a study of electromagnetic surface and
subsurface scattering properties of snow using an FM-CW radar

system operating in the frequency range 8-12 GHz. The scatter-

ing properties are interpreted and compared with the measured

physical properties of snow such :is density, stratigraphy, hard-

ness, and equivalent moisture content. The electromagnetic

scattering properties are measured in situ under natural en-

vironmental conditions, and the physical analysis is done at

each test site to correlate the physical properties of the sample

with its electromagnetic signature. Correlation between the

electromagnetic and physical properties of snow are discussed.

In particular, it is shown that there is a simple relationship

between the "optical" depth of the snowpack and the snow-

pack-water equivalence, where the "optical" depth. \4 d, is

the product of the square root of the average dielectric con-

stant, e, and the physical depth, d, of the snowpack.

18821. Frenkiel, F. N.. Klebanoff, P. S.. Huang, T. T., Grid

turbulence in air and water, Phys. Fluids 22, No. 9, 1606-

1617 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: correlations; grid-turbulence; higher-order mo-
ments; hot-wire anemometry; probability distributions;

small-scale turbulence.

An experimental comparison of grid turbulence performed in

a wind tunnel and in a water tunnel is described. The measure-

ments were made in the initial stage of decay with mesh
Reynolds numbers ranging from 12 800 to 81000. Hot-wire

and hot-film instrumentation combining analog and digital com-

puting methods were used to measure higher-order correlations

of the longitudinal component of turbulent velocity and higher-

order moments of longitudinal turbulent velocity gradients. A
comparison of the latter is obtained for an increase in Reynolds

number without having to alter the flow geometry. Apart from

the intrinsic interest of such measurements in water, the results

show the non-Gaussian character of the turbulent fluctuation

and compare the behavior of higher-order moments of turbu-

lent velocity gradients to theoretical considerations for the

small scale turbulent structure.

18822. Jones, M. C, Arp, V D., Review of hydrodynamics and

heat transfer for large helium cooling systems. Cryogenics 18,

No. 8, 483-490 (Aug. 1978).

Key words: ac generators; heat transfer; helium;

hydrodynamics; large magnets; power transmission; review;

superconductors.

This paper is a review of recent experimental results and

computational methods needed for the fluid engineering aspects

of helium cooling systems for power applications. The discus-

sion is illustrated by three different applications: large magnets;
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power transmission lines and ac generators. An attempt is made
to put recent research into perspective, considering the require-

ments of each application, and problems in need of further

research are pointed out.

18823. Levine, J., Strain-tide spectroscopy, Geopliys. J. R. As-

iron. Soc. 54, 27-41 ( 1978).

Key words; core resonance; free wobble; laser strainmeter;

ocean load; preferred frame; spatial anisotropy; strain

tides.

We have used two years of strain-tide data to study the

response of the Earth to the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal ex-

citations. Our results show that there is significant structure in

the response of the Earth to tidal excitations near one

cycle/sidereal day. This structure agrees with the resonance

behaviour predicted from calculations of the forced elastic-

gravitational response of an elliptical, rotating earth with a

liquid outer core. The data can also be used to test for possible

preferred frames and spatial anisotropics. We find that upper

bounds on the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) parame-

ters which characterize these effects are 0.007 and C,^ ^
0.005. We also infer that there is a significant frequency depen-

dence to the ocean load near one cycle/day and that the

coherence between strain and barometric pressure fluctuations

are significant at periods longer than a few days.

18824. Kusch, P., Hessel, M. M., An analysis of the B'n„-A''2+„

band system of Naj, J. Chem. Phys. 68, No. 6, 2591-2606

(Mar. 15, 1978).

Key words; collisional excitation; dissociation energy; Dun-
ham coefficients; Franck-Condon factors; laser

fluorescence; molecular sodium; potential curves.

A critical analysis of the B'n„-X'2„* band system of the Na,

molecule has been made. The body of data on which the

present analysis is based is much more extensive than that used

in any previous analysis. The data for the analysis were ob-

tained by a laser-induced fluorescence technique in which

many collisionally induced satellite fluorescence series were ob-

served in addition to the directly excited series. We have found

the coefficients in a Dunham expansion that replicates the

frequencies of 12591 lines that originate in 1297 different v',

J' levels with an r.m.s. deviation between the observed and cal-

culated frequencies of 0.0 1 1 cm"'. The frequencies of the lines

that appear in the present analysis are poorly replicated by use

of the Dunham coefficients found by earlier workers. The RKR
potential curves, for both the B and X states and the Franck-

Condon factors for transitions between the two states, have

been found. In contrast to previous analyses, the theoretical

centrifugal distortion coefficients, calculated from the rotation-

less RKR potential, agree closely with those directly found in

the present analysis. The dissociation energies have been found

to be 5988 cm"' for the X state and 31 16 cm'' for the B state.

The maximum of the potential barrier of the B state lies about

474 cm"' above the ^Pj^ + ^S,,2 levels to which the B state dis-

sociates.

18825. Greer, S. C, Liquid-liquid critical phenomena, Acc.

Chem. Res. 11,427-432 (Nov. 1978).

Key words; binary-liquid mixture; consolute point; critical

exponent; critical phenomena; critical solution point;

liquid-liquid critical point; renormalization group theory;

scaling theory; universality hypothesis.

The theories and experiments on liquid-liquid critical

phenomena are reviewed and compared. It is found that the ex-

periments confirm the scaling and renormalization group theo-

ries.

18826. Hellwig, H , Stein. S. R., Walls, F. L., Kahan, A., Rela-

tionships between the performance of time/frequency stan-

dards and navigation/communication systems, Proc. 10th

Preci.sion Time and Time Interval Planning Meeting. Wa.<ihing-

ton. DC, Nov. 28, 1978, pp. 37-51 ( 1979),

Key words; clocks; communication; frequency standards;

navigation; stability; time.

Oscillators and clocks have moved beyond individual instru-

ment applications and are now being used as critical elements

of large scale electronic systems. The need for developing ad-

vanced time and frequency standards arises from increasingly

more sophisticated DOD and civilian missions and functions in

navigation, surveillance, identification and communication.

In these systems, time and frequency standards are employed

to provide some desired performance or to be the cet^tral signal

source for most systems functions. It is often not clear what

frequency stability or accuracy is really needed. Often, a better

clock or oscillator could simplify the system, or improve the

performance of the system; in other cases, a different system

design may lead to a reduction in the performance demands on

the frequency or time standard.

This paper discusses the relationship between system per-

formance and clock or oscillator performance. Our approach

will be basic, pointing out some tradeoffs such as short term

stability versus bandwidth requirements; frequency accuracy

versus signal acquisition time; flicker or frequency and drift

versus resynchronization time; frequency precision versus com-
munications traffic volume; spectral purity versus "bit error rate,

and frequency standard stability versus frequency selection and

adjustability. Our aim is to give the system designer and

manager a better grasp of the benefits and tradeoffs of using

precise frequency and time signals at various levels of precision

and accuracy.

18827. Hinkley, J. A., Han, C. C, Mozer, B., Yu, H., Chain

deformations in rubber, Macromolecule.i 11, No. 4, 836-838

(July-Aug. 1978).

Key words; affine network; neutron scattering; phantom
network; polybutadiene; rubber elasticity; uniform net-

work.

Small angle neutron scattering measurements were performed

on mixtures of poly( butadiene-dK) at 3% or less in polybu-

tadiene and on uniform networks containing 3% deuterated

chains over the range of extension ratios 1 sX« 1.55. The
chain dimensions of poly( butadiene-d„) in the mixtures and in

the unstrained networks {K = I ) are found to be the same

within the experimental uncertainty. The increase of the chain

dimension with extension ratio is in qualitative accord with that

predicted for the affine deformation of crosslink junctions.

18828. Hagan, L., Atomic spectra reports, reports of observato-

ries of Astronomical Society, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc. 7, No. 1,

165-169 (1975); 8, No. I, 210-214 (1976); 9, No. 1, 189-

193 ( 1977).

Key words: atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic

transition probabilities; bands, molecular; energy levels;

energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic; molecular

bands; molecular spectra; rotational constants.

Research at the National Bureau of Standards in spectrosco-

py pertinent to astronomy is summarized. Publications on

atomic spectra, atomic transition probabilities and line

broadening, and molecular spectra are referenced and work in

progress is discussed.

18829. Grot, R. A., Field performance of gas and electric water

heaters, Proc. Major Home Appliance Technology for Energy

Conservation, West Lafayette, IN, Feb. 27-Mar. I, 1978, pp.
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110-120 (Available as CONF-780238 from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161,
1978) .

Key words; energy field measurements; hot water heaters;

hot water usage; residential water use.

The results of a field experiment for assessing the per-

formance of gas and electric residential storage water heaters

are presented. Energy requirements for hot water supply, hot

water consumption and usage pattern data are presented and
analyzed using statistical techniques in order to obtain average

load curves and variations from the average. The effects of

various retrofit measures such as wrapping the water heater

with additional insulation and reducing the hot water tempera-
ture are assessed under actual usage conditions.

18830. Hoffman, J. D., Materials failure and materials research

policy, (Proc. Symp. 176th Meeting of the American Chemi-
cal Society, Miami, FL, Sept. 11-14, 1978), ACS Symp. Series

95, Durahiliiy of Macromolecular Materials. R. K. Eby, Ed.,

Paper I, 1-10 (American Chemical Society, Washington, DC,
1979) .

Key words: lifetime prediction; materials durability; materi-

als failure.

Several examples of failure in metals, ceramics, and polymer-
ic materials are described to illustrate the need for increased

understanding of the associated areas of lifetime prediction and
materials durability. Examples of NBS studies of predictive test-

ing are discussed in terms of the scientific problems which un-

derlie such efforts. Recent national activities related to materi-

als research policy are reviewed.

18831. Gubernatis, J. E., Krumhansl, J. A., Thomson, R. M.,

Interpretation of elastic-wave scattering theory for analysis

and design of flaw-characterization experiments: The long-

wavelength limit, J. Appl. Phys. 50, No. 5, 3338-3345 (May
1979).

Key words: flaws in crystals; NDE; ultrasonic scattering.

Recently, the results of a general theory of the scattering of

clastic waves from a fiaw embedded in an isotropic medium
were shown in the far-field limit to be compactly represented

by a single vector, the / vector. Studying the / vector is thus

a way to investigate systematically the dependence of the scat-

tering on the polarization of the incident mode, scattering

angle, changes in material parameters, and shape. In the long-

wavelength limit the / vector is exactly determinable and ex-

hibits significant features of the flaw. We discuss long-

wavelength scattering results for volume flaws and idealized

cracks and compare some of the results with those of the Born
approximation, which has already been calibrated by com-
parison to exact calculations and experiment.

18832. Gutman, D., Braun, W., Tsang, W., Comparison of the

thermal and infrared laser induced unimolecular decomposi-

tions of allylmethylether, ethylacetate, and isopropylbromide,

J.CIiem. P/I.V5. 67, No. 9, 429 1-4296 (Nov. 1, 1977).

Key words: allylmethylether; bromide; ethylacetate;

isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis; relaxation;

thermal decomposition.

The thermal and the infrared laser-induced unimolecular

decompositions of three molecules, allylmethylether,

ethylacetate, and isopropylbromide, have been studied. The
thermal decompositions were studied using a single-pulse shock

tube and the laser-induced reactions using a 0.63 cm i.d. gas

cell with NaCI wmdows with radiation at 9.28 ix from a Lu-
monics 203 TEA laser and modest energy fluences (4.5 J/cm^).

In both studies the molecules were used in pairs

(allylmethylether with ethylacetate and isopropylbromide with

ethylacetate) so that relative unimolecular rate constants could

be accurately determined. Although the products produced in

the thermal (where equilibrium kinetics holds] and laser-in-

duced reactions were identical, the relative rate constants

showed variations. In the system in which only one reactant ab-

sorbed the laser light (ethylacetate in the mixture with isopro-

pylbromide ) the ratio of unimolecular rate constants almost

reached the thermal value of this ratio at the highest pressures

studied (50 torr), but the decomposition of the pumped reac-

tant became dominant in the laser experiments at the lowest

pressures (2 torr). A closer adherence to the "thermal" rate

constants were observed in the analogous study of the decom-
position of the two molecules which both absorbed the laser

light (allylmethylether with ethylacetate). Details of the experi-

ment, the data obtained, and the extent to which multiphoton

decomposition of large molecules occur under these "mild"
conditions are discussed.

18833. Hillhouse, D. L., Portable system calibrates CCVTs,
Etectr. World 189. No. 12, 44-46 (June 15, 1978),

Key words: CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accura-

cy; modular capacitive divider; portable system; truck-

mounted.

A prototype field calibration system has been developed. The
system contains a high voltage transfer standard divider made
up of CCVT capacitor modules, a current comparator bridge,

a high voltage standard capacitor, and a resonant power supply

which are transported and operated from a closed calibration

truck. The modular divider is assembled and connected to the

CCVT bus for the calibration. The system is compact, requires

only a two-man crew plus utility operating crews, and can be

set up and taken down quickly on site.

18834. Wagner, H. L., Dillon, J. G., A specification method for

ultra high molecular weight polyethylene for implant use, J.

Biomed. Mater. Res. 13, 821-824 (1979).

Key words: intrinsic viscosity; molecular weight;

polyethylene; shear rate; ultra high molecular weight

polyethylene; viscosity number.

Several unusual difficulties which occur in the measurement
of the viscosity number of ultra high molecular weight

polyethylene (UHMWPE) are examined and a suggested

procedure is outlined for its determination. Because of the de-

pendence on shear rate, there is no simple way at present to

relate this quantity to limiting viscosity number (or intrinsic

viscosity) or to molecular weight. We recommend for routine

purposes a single point measurement in a viscometer of stan-

dard dimensions, without any attempt to relate the results

quantitatively to molecular weight.

18835. Alperin, H. A., Gillmor, W R., Pickart, S. J . Rhyne,

J. J.. Magnetization and neutron scattering measurements on

amorphous NdFcj, J Appl. Phys. 50, No. 3, 1958-1960 (Mar.

1979).

Key words: amorphous materials; domains; magnetism;

phase transitions; rare earths; small angle neutron scatter-

ing.

A bulk sputtered sample of NdFe^ was investigated by mag-
netization and neutron scattering measurements and compared
to similar previous measurements for heavy rare-earth alloys.

The amorphous structure was found here to be more open but

in all other respects the results were found to agree qualitative-

ly with the results for TbFe2 and HoFca. Magnetic ordering

from the neutron measurements was observed below T,- = 305

K with a net moment of 1.3 ;i,i/atom at T = O. The coercive

force increased to 1 1 .4 kOe at 5 K.
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18836. Howard. C. P.. Utensil interface for electric ranges, Pnn .

Major Home Appliance Tcchnoloxy for Energy Conservation,

West LMfayeile, IN. Feb. 27-Mar. /, 1978, pp. 9-10

(Available as CONF-78()238 from the National Technical In-

formation Service, Springfield, VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: appliances; cooking utensils; energy conserva-

tion; energy efficiency; ranges and ovens.

An evaluation of utensil interface for electric ranges as a

function utensil and surface unit designs is presented. Sug-

gestions are made for improving utensil and surface until design

to improve the interface.

18837. Howard, C. P.. Instrumentation opportunities in ap-

pliance energy conservation, Proc. Major Home Appliance

Teclinoloffv for Energy Conservation, West Lafayette, IN, Feb.

27-Mar. I, 1978, pp. 196-197 (Available as CONF-78()238
from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield,

VA 22161, 1978).

Key words: appliances; energy conservation; energy instru-

mentation; energy rate; energy use.

The potential for energy conservation by providing energy

rate and energy use instrumentation on major household ap-

pliances for consumer utilization is examined. Those appliances

which can be readily instrumented are identified.

18838. Diller, D E., NBS research on LNG thermophysical pro-

perties data and custody transfer measurement methods, Proc.

Storage and Transfer of LNG Conf., Boumerdes, Algeria, Apr.

4-5, 1978. pp. 125-130 (Institute of Gas Technology,
Chicago, IL, 1978).

Key words: composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; LNG; mathematical models; mixtures; specific heating

value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties data;

total heating value.

Developments in LNG thermophysical properties data

research at NBS are reviewed and discussed. These include

j

projects on the PVT, thermodynamic, electromagnetic and

I

transport properties of pure LNG components; and on the

liquid-vapor equilibrium properties and orthobaric liquid densi-

ties of mixtures of LNG components.

Developments in LNG custody transfer measurement
research are reviewed, with emphasis on accurate methods for

determining LNG composition, density, specific heating value,

flow rate and ship tank capacity tables for LNG custody

transfer. The uncertainties in the determination of the total

heating value of large quantities of LNG in tanks and pipelines

are discussed.

18839. Ayres, T. R., Linsky, J. L , Garmire, G., Cordova, F.,

A search for coronal soft x-ray emission from cool stars with

HEAO I, Astropliys. J. 232, No. 2, L117-L120 (Sept. 1,

1979).

Key words: stars, coronae; stars, fiare; stars, supcrgiants;

I

x-ray, sources.

I
We summarize a search of the HEAO I A-2 experiment all-

' sky survey for coronal soft x-ray emission from a sample of ac-

tive chromosphere G-M stars including six dwarfs, eight giants,

four supcrgiants, and 10 dMe fiare stars. Point sources were de-

tected near the positions of several of the stars on our list,

fc However, of these, only the fiare stars BY Draconis (dMOe)
and AD Leonis (dM3 5e) appear to be likely candidates for the

detected x-rays.

I
18840. Brill, R H , Yamasaki, K , Barnes, I L.. Rosman, K J

' R., Diaz, M., Lead isotopes in some Japanese and Chinese

glasses. Ars Orientalis 11, 87-109 ( 1979).

Key words: Chinese glass; galena ores; glass; Japanese

glass; lead; lead isotopes.

Lead isotope ratios have been measured in a number of

Japanese glasses or glass-like materials, in a few Chinese glasses

and in galena ore samples from well defined areas in Japan.

Measurable differences found in the ore samples indicate the

possibility of identifying sources of lead in ancient glass, pot-

tery, bronze, etc., and thus the possible site of manufacture. A
particular set of "Mara" glasses from the first half of the eighth

century A D. has been identified.

18841. Hutchinson, J M. R., Schima, F J , Coursey, B M.,

Decay of '^'Sn"", Phys. Rev. C 18, No. I, 408-413 (July

1978).

Key words: coincidence counting; decay probability, isome-

ric transition; liquid scintillation counting; photon count-

ing; radioactivity; '"Sn"' decay scheme.

Sn"" has been found to decay by a highly converted

isomeric transition to '^'Sn" with a branching fraction of 0.776

± 0.020. The AC-shell internal-conversion coefficient for the

37.2-keV transition in Sb, has been found to be 9.45 ± 0.33.

1H842. Jacox, M. E., Matrix isolation study of the vacuum ul-

traviolet photolysis of methyl cyanide. Vibrational and elec-

tronic spectra of the CNC free radical, J. Mol. SpectnLsc. 71,

369-385 ( 1978).

Key words: CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; in-

frared spectrum; interferometer; matrix isolation; methyl

cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photoly-

sis.

Visible-ultraviolet spectra of CH.iCN deposited in an argon

matrix at 14 K with concurrent 1216-A photolysis show

prominent absorptions of CN and CNC and weak absorptions

of CCN. The far infrared spectra of deposits made using similar

experimental conditions show a peak at 134 cm"' which has

tentatively been assigned to the lowest frequency component of

the bending fundamental of ground-state CNC, split by strong

Renner-Teller interaction. Detailed isotopic substitution studies

have confirmed the assignment of a prominent absorption at

1453 cm"' and of its satellite at 1461 cm"' to the previously

unidentified antisymmetric stretching fundamental, k,, of CNC.
The stretching force constant for this molecule is estimated to

lie between 8.0 and 8.5 x 10- N m"' and the stretching-interac-

tion force constant between -t-2.5 and -t-3.0x 10" N m"'. Con-

sideration of the photoprocesses important in these experiments

suggests that CNC is formed primarily by photodissociation of

CCN and cage recombination of the resulting C + CN.

18843. Kelley, E F., Hebner, R. E , Jr., Time evolution of the

electric field associated with breakdown phenomena in liquids,

(Proc. Conf. on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric

Phenomena, White Haven, PA, Oct. 1979), 1979 Annual Re-

port of Conf. on Eleolrical Insulation and Dielectric

Phenomena, pp. 203-21 1 ( 1979).

Key words: electrical breakdown; high speed photography;

Kerr effect; liquid breakdown; nitrobenzene; partial

discharges; streamers; transient phenomena.

This paper describes electro-optic measurements of the elec-

tric field distribution in the vicinity of pre breakdown structures

in nitrobenzene. The measurements indicate that the prebreak-

down structures are conducting. This conclusion was reached

by modeling the structures as conducting spheres and observing

that the fringe patterns calculated using the model spheres are

well correlated with those photographed during breakdown.
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18844. Hsia. J J . Venable, W H . Jr . NBS capabilities for

reflectance and transmittance measurements, Proc. Seminar on

I'csiinfi Solar Energy Materials and Sysiems. Gaiihershiir)>,

Ml). May 22-24. 197S. pp. 258-260 ( 1978).

Key words; reflectance; standard reference materials; trans-

mittance.

A description is given of the current and planned NBS mea-

surement capabilities for reflectance and transmittance mea-
surements of interest to engineers of solar energy collection

and conversit)n devices. Details to be included are spectral

ranges, instrument geometries, and estimated uncertainties in

the data. Related Standard Reference Materials are also

described.

18845. Unassigned.

18846. Holdeman, L. B., Trapped-flux spin-down torques on a

spherical superconducting gyroscope. J. AppI Phys. 49. No. 3,

951-954 (Mar. 1978).

Key words: gyroscope; ralativity; space; superconducting;

torque; trapped flux.

Magnetic flux trapped in the rotor of a superconducting
gyroscope can cause the rotor to lose energy through dissipa-

tion in a readout loop encompassing the rotor and by the

generation of eddy currents in the support electrodes. These
losses are calculated and shown to be negligible for the rotor

in the gyroscope-relativity experiment, a proposed satellite ex-

periment which is to test predictions of the theory of general

relativity.

18847. Jacox, M. E., The stabilization and spectra of free radi-

cals and molecular ions in rare gas matrices. Rev. Chem. In-

termediates 2, 1-36 (1978).

Key words: charge transfer; excited argon atoms; free radi-

cals; infrared spectra; matrix isolation; molecular ions;

photochemistry, ultraviolet spectra.

Characteristics of the infrared and ultraviolet spectra of

molecules isolated in rare-gas matrices are reviewed, and the

roles played by the cage effect and by secondary photodecom-

position in determining the products observed in matrix isola-

tion experiments are discussed. The use of charge transfer

processes to obtain molecular anions trapped in an argon

matrix is considered, and the results of experimental studies of

the spectra of molecular anions are summarized. The use of

argon attims excited in a microwave discharge for the produc-

tion of free radicals and molecular ions on collision with small

molecules is reviewed, with emphasis on the processes which
are important in these discharge experiments.

18848. Franzen, D L , Day, G W , LED source for determining

optical detector time response at 1.06 /nm. Rev. Sei. Instrum

50, No, 8, 1029-1031 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: detectojrs; light emitting diode.

A gallium indium arsenide light emitting diode (LED) is in-

vestigated as a source for determining optical detector time

response at 1.06 /xm. To obtain cither impulse or step shaped
waveforms, the diode is driven by a charged transmission line

switched by a transistor operating in the avalanche mode. A
pulse with a 2.5-ns full width at half-maximum and a step with

a 3—4-ns transition time are produced at repetition rates to 1

kHz. The effects of wavelength change during the pulse

(chirping) are discussed and evaluated.

18849. Engen, G F., Hoer, C A , "Thru-load delay": An im-

proved technique for calibrating the dual six-port, (Proc.

Conf. The World of Microwaves, Orlando, FL. Apr. 30-May

2. 1979), II:i:E MTT-S 1979 International Microwave Sym-
posium Difiesi. p. 53 (Available as IEEE Cat. No. 79CH1439-
9 MTT-S from Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers, New York, NY. 1979).

Key words: automatic network analyzer; calibration;

microwave measurement; six-port.

In some earlier papers the use of a "thru-short-delay"

technique for calibrating the dual six-port was described.

Another scheme required only a length of precision transmis-

sion line and a calibration circuit. The better features of these

two somewhat different approaches have now been combined
and the requirement for cither a known short, or a "calibration

circuit" eliminated. This paper will discuss this new procedure

and also describe its application in a practical dual six-port

system.

18850. Lynn. J. W , Shelton, R. N., Neutron scattering studies

of crystal field excitations in (RE)MoKSe„, J. AppI. Phys. 50,

No. 3, 1984-1986 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: Chevrel-phase; coexistence; crystal field; mag-

netic superconductor; neutron scattering; rare earth.

Neutron inelastic scattering measurements have been made
to determine the crystal field levels of the rare earth ions in the

ternary superconductors Tb, 2Mt)KSe„, Ho, jMohSch and

ErMo^SeB. The results show that the lifting of the free-ion angu-

lar momentum degeneracies can be adequately understood on
the basis of a crystalline electric field with cubic symmetry. In

each case the determined ground state possesses a magnetic

moment. The situation found in these selenide materials con-

trasts with the sulfide materials in which no crystal field excita-

tions have been observed over a wide range of energies.

18851. Wlodawer, A., Segrest, J. P., Chung, B. H., Chiovetti,

R., Jr., Weinstein, J. N., High-density lipoprotein recombi-

nants: Evidence for a bicycle tire micelle structure obtained by

neutron scattering and electron microscopy, FEBS Lett. 104,

No. 2, 23 1-235 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: electron microscopy; high -density lipoproteins;

neutron scattering.

High-density lipoprotein recombinants were studied by

neutron low-angle scattering and electron microscopy. The
shape of molecules was discoidal, with the diameter 100 A and

thickness 33 A. Analysis of models based on radii of gyration

of recombinants containing both hydroge rated and deuterated

lipids shows that best agreement between the neutron and

microscopic results can be obtained by postulating separation

of protein from polar lipid heads, with protein on the outside

of the recombinants.

18852. Shaulov, A., Bell, M. I., Smith, W. A., Direct measure-

ment of pyroelectric figures of merit of proper and improper

ferroelectrics. J. AppI. Phys. 50, No. 7, 49 13-4919 (July

1979).

Key words: ferroelectrics; figures of merit; improper fer-

roelectrics; pyroelectric detectors; pyroelectric vidicons;

terbium molybdate; triglycine sulfate.

A direct method is described for measuring the figures of

merit which characterize the performance of pyroelectric

materials as infrared vidicon targets or point detectors. The
results of experiments carried out as a function of temperature

on a proper ferroelectric, triglycine sulfate, and an improper

ferroelectric, terbium molybdate, are compared with the pre-

dictions of the appropriate thermodynamic theories. It is shown

that within the family of rare-earth molybdates isomorphic to

terbium molybdate there exists an optimum value for the figure

of merit relevant to pyroelectric vidicon performance.
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18853. Linsky, J. L.. Worden, S. P.. McCIintock, W., Robert-

son. R. M.. Stellar model chromospheres. X. High-resolution,

absolute flux profiles of the Ca ii H and K lines in stars of

spectral types FO-\12, Aslrophys. J. Suppl. Scr. 41, No. 1,

47-74 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: Ca ii emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; cir-

cumstellar shells; emission line, stars; late-type stars.

We present I 20mA resolution spectra of the cores and wings

of the Ca ii H and K lines in 43 stars covering a wide range

of spectral type and luminosity class. These spectra were ob-

tained with the KPNO 4 m cchelle spectrograph and blue

image tube, and are calibrated in absolute surface flux units

using Willstrop's narrow-band photometry and the Barnes and
Evans relations for stellar angular diameters. We estimate an

uncertainty of ±15% in our flux scales. We derive chromo-

spheric radiative loss rates in the H and K lines, and discuss

trends in these loss rates with effective temperature for dwarfs,

giants, and supergiants. We compare these loss rates with

similar rates for the Mg ii li and k lines, and discuss the doublet

line ratios for H and K. The monochromatic surface fluxes for

different features in the H and K lines are presented. From the

surface fluxes at K, we derive the radiation temperature 7"h(K,)

. The TH(Ki)/T,,ff ratio is lower in giants than in dwarfs, as pre-

dicted by partial redistribution calculations, and this ratio ap-

pears to be an empirical age indicator among dwarfs. Asym-
metries in the K line profile provide evidence for a solar-type

supergranulation flow pattern in F5-K5 dwarfs and perhaps also

in G and early K supergiants. Measurements of line widths at

H,, K,, and K2 are presented, together with FWHM data for the

H and K lines. We find rough agreement between the measured

K| widths and the gravity and chromospheric heating rate de-

pendences in the scaling law proposed by Ayres. Finally, we
present data on emission lines in the wings of H and K, and

discuss chromospheric radiative loss rates in the He line com-
pared with loss rates in the H and K lines.

18854. Frohnsdorff, C, Clifton, J. R., Brown, P. W , History

and status of standards relating to alkalies in hydraulic ce-

ments, (Proc. American Society for Testing and Materials

Symp. on Cement Standards— Evolution and Trends, St.

Louis, MO, Dec. 7, 1977), Am. Soc. Test. Mater. Spec. Tech.

Puhl. 66i,pp. 16-34 (1978).

Key words: alkalies; cement; history; standards.

The evolution of ASTM standards relating to alkalies, specifi-

cally sodium and potassium, in portland and blended hydraulic

cements is described. The standards include analytical methods

for the determination of alkalies in cements, optional specifica-

tion limits for alkalies in portland cements for use with ag-

gregates that may be deleteriously reactive, and tests for poten-

tial alkali reactivity of aggregates. Some shortcomings of the

standards are mentioned, and, where they do not treat portland

and blended cements in comparable ways, this fact is pointed

out. Finally, changes which might be made in the standards to

make them responsive to national needs for conservation of

energy and materials are suggested.

18855. Hagan. L.. Modelling ultraviolet radiation sources and

the upper atmosphere—Critical data needs, Proc. 6th littl.

Cmf. on CODATA. Scinra Flavia. Italy, May 22-25. 1978. B.

Dreyfus, Ed., pp. 73-76 ( Pergamon Press, New York, NY,
1979).

Key words: atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; atomic

transition probabilities; electron cross sections; fusion

plasmas; lasers; molecular bands; molecular spectra; reac-

tion rate constants; upper atmosphere.

Ultravitilet (UV) radiation is important in the fields of con-

trolled thermonuclear fusion research, the development of short

wavelength lasers, the study of inadvertent modification of the

upper atmosphere by pollutants, and in the study of the safety

of UV radiation sources used in industry and medicine.

Theoretical models are needed for many UV sources The
mostly non-thermal nature of high temperature plasmas

requires consideration of detailed atomic and ionic processes

governing the ionization and excitation. Reactions in the strato-

sphere between atmospheric pollutants and ozone reduce the

ozone concentration and allow increased UV radiation from the

Sun to reach the Earth. References to compilations of atomic

and molecular data needed to model UV sources and reactions

are summarized. Future needs for critical data and compilations

are discussed.

18856. Kanda, M., A "TEM" horn with continuously tapered

resistive loading for picosecond pulse measurements, Proc. 3d
Symp. & Tech. E.xhihition on Electromaf>neiic Compatibility.

Rotterdam. The Netherland.'i. May 1-3. 1979. pp. 67-70

( 1979).

Key words: antenna gain; broadband antenna; directivity;

FFT; method of measurements; non-dispersive; resistive

loading; TEM horn; time domain measurement.

For directional reception or transmission of picosecond pul-

ses with minimal distortion, a short TEM horn with resistive

loading was developed, and found to be broadband and non-

dispersive. Theoretical computations with the moment method
and FFT were compared with time domain measurements.

18857. Jenkins, R., Hubbard, C. R., A preliminary report on

the design and results of the second round robin to evaluate

search/match methods for qualitative powder diffractometry,

(Proc. Twenty-Seventh Ann. Conf. on Applications of X-ray

analysis, Denver. CO, Aug. 1-4, 1978), Paper in Advances in

X-ray Analysis, G. J. McCarthy, C. S. Barrett, D. E. Leyden,

J. B. Newkirk, C. O. Ruud, Eds., 22, 133-142 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: qualitative x-ray powder diffractometry; round

robin; search/match methods.

Six computer synthesized data sets, each representing a mix-

ture, and one physical mixture were prepared and widely dis-

tributed in order to study the various search/match methods

and factors which affect their success. A total of 67 returns

were received representing eight countries and three search

methods. The participants were primarily from industrial

laboratories. The average score exceeded 90%. The Hanawalt

search method yielded the best overall score. Use of the

Frequently Encountered Phases subfile decreased the search

time by about 40% and marginally increased the success rate.

For the physical mixture the Ad/d and AI/1 values were mea-

sured to be about 2/1000 and 40% respectively. Use of an in-

ternal standard improved the d-values by a factor of 2 and

resulted in better search/match performance.

18858. Ruff, A. W.. Wiederhorn, S. M.. Erosion by solid parti-

cle impact. Treatise Mater. Sci. Techno!. 16, 69-126 ( 1979).

Key words: abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact; metals;

particle erosion; wear.

A review of the methods and findings associated with solid

particle impact erosion of metals and ceramics is presented.

Modern theories of particle erosion and critically reviewed ex-

perimental observations arc brought together and compared.

Conclusions regarding the present state of understanding of

erosion are given.
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18859. Harris, R E., Hamilton, C. A , Fast superconducting in-

struments, ( Proc. 44th AIP Conf. on Future Trends in Super-

conductive Electronics, Charlottesville, VA, Mar. 23-25,

1978), Paper in Future Trends in Superconductive Electronics.

B S. Deaver, Jr., C. M. Falco, J. H Harris, S A. Wolf, Eds.,

pp. 448-458 (American Institute of Physics, New York, NY,
I97H).

Key words: electronics, instruments; integrated circuits;

Josephson junctions; measurements; superconductivity.

The emerging technology for fabricating superconducting in-

tegrated circuits offers the possibility of remarkable new instru-

ments. The advantages of this form of electronics are high

device speed and low dissipation, combined with lossless,

dispcrsionless, properly terminated transmission lines. A
number of possible new instruments are presented. It is shown
that a small group can successfully fabricate the superconduct-
ing integrated circuits required for these new instruments.

18860. Iverson, W. P , Brinckman, F. E., Microbial metabolism

of heavy metals. Chapter 8 in Water Pollution Microbiology,

R Mitchell, Ed., 2, 201-232 (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, NY, 1978).

Key words: arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food

chain; lead; mercury; metal; methylation; microbial

tolerance; microorganism; plasmid; tin.

Our current understanding of the transformations of metals

and metalUiids by, and the effects of metals and metalloids on,

microorganisms is reviewed with 200 references. Microbial

transformations of several technologically prominent toxic

metal systems, including arsenic, mercury, cadmium, lead and
tin are discussed, in greater detain with respect to inorganic

and organometallic ions. The implications of these transforma-

tions to the general problem of metal pollution, particularly in

aquatic environments, are described. The effect of metal stress,

plasmid transfer, and metal tolerance on bacteria is considered.

18861. Costain, C. C, Daams, H., Boulanger, J. S., Hanson, D.

W., Kelpcz.ynski, W J., Two-way time transfers between

NRC/NBS and NRC/USNO via Hermes (GTS) satellite, Proc.

lOtli Annual PTTI Conf., Wa.shington, DC. Nov. 28-30. 1978.

pp. 585-600 ( 1978).

Key words; Hermes/CTS; international time comparison;

precise time transfer; satellite; time; time scales.

Two-way time transfers via the Hermes (CTS) satellite

between NRC, Ottawa and NBS, Boulder and between NRC
and USNO, Washington, DC, began once a week in July 1978

At each station the differences were measured between the

local UTC seconds pulse and the remote UTC pulse received

by satellite The difference between the readings, if station

delays are assumed lo be symmetrical, is two times the dif-

ference between the clocks at the two ground station sites.

Over a 20-minute period, the precision over the satellite is

better than I ns The time transfer from NRC to the CRC satel-

lite terminal near Ottawa and from NBS to the Denver HEW
terminal are still subject to larger uncertainties which are being

examined The absolute measure of UTC differences also de-

pends on the measurement of station delays, which in present

circumstances will be difficult to carry out.

18862. Fechter, J. V., Jr., Generic approaches to product im-

provement research, CP News 4, No. 1, 12-20 (Oct 1978)

Key words: data banks; data bases; ergonomics; human fac-

tors; product research

The National Bureau of Standards neither regulates nor

produces consumer products, but it is heavily involved with

research aimed at improving product performance and safety.

Congressional mandates have given NBS the responsibility for

providing technical support to regulatory agencies, such as the

Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Federal Energy

Administration. In this role NBS analyzes product safetv

hazards, inefficient appliance designs, and other product
characteristics.

In the Human Factors Section, much product research in-

volves studying how people use consumer products. What func-

tions does the product serve—both manufacturer-intended

functions and consumer-intented functions? Do either of these

conflict with safe use? Can consumers do what the product
design assumes.

Rather than restrict the answers to these questions to specific

products. Section research attempts to produce generic answers

whenever possible. As a result, the same information may be

useful to regulatory agencies, manufacturers, and consumers.

Specific examples of Section studies are discussed where
generic, rather than specific, information was sought. The rela-

tionship between this approach and the Section's long term

goal of developing an Ergonomics Data Base is also presented.

18863. Hastings, S R , Daylighting—Conflicts and synergies of

architectural solutions, Proc. 1979 Topical Solar Glazing

Conf.. Pomona. NJ, June 22-23. 1979, pp. F-21—F-24 (June

1979).

Key words: daylighting; energy conservation; fenestration;

solar energy; windows.

Design solutions which enhance daylighting may enhance or

detract from a window's performance of other functions. Five

energy control functions and five non-energy functions of win-

dows are defined. The inherent conflicts and synergies between

daylighting and other window functions are examined. Various

design or hardware solutions to minimize conflict and/or im-

prove overall performance are discussed. Daylighting solutitins

need not compromise other window functions, given the mul-

titude of design or hardware options available today.

18864. Wells, J. S., Sams, R. L., Lafferty, W. J., The high

resolution infrared spectrum of the f, band of HOCI, J . Mol.

Spectrosc. 77, 349-364 ( 1979).

Key words: air pollutants; chlorine sink; high resolution IR

spectra; hypochlorous acid; large A-value molecules;

stratospheric HOCI.

The V, bands of HO^^CI and HO"CI have been recorded.

Both the A- and B-type rotational transitions of these hybrid

bands have been completely assigned, and spectroscopic con-

stants have been obtained for both the ground and upper state.

The ratio of the electric dipole moment derivatives Opt„/3

Q, )HdyLiJdQy ) has been found to be 0.985 ± 0.05 for i/,.

18865. Reed, R P , Yushchenko, K A , Low temperature

US/USSR material and weld properties for LNG applica-

tions—Part 1, Proc. 7th Int. Cryogenic Engineering Conf.,

London. England. July 4-7. 1978. pp. 474-486 (IPC Science

and Technology Press, Surrey, England, 1978).

Key words: aluminum alloys; ferrous alloys; fracture

mechanics; LNG; low temperature; mechanical properties.

Both the USA and the USSR have large material needs for

liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage, sea transportation, and

possibly, pipelines. Alloys currently considered for these appli-

cations are the aluminum alloys AI-4 4Mg—USA designated

5083 and AI-6Mg USSR designated AMg-6 and the steels

Fe9Ni (USA—ASTM A-553 ), Fe-5Ni ( USA—ASTM A-645)

and Fe-l3Cr-l9Mn ( USSR—03X 1 3 Al 1 9 ) . A joint USA/USSR
program to evaluate structural materials for LNG use has been

conducted as a result of the mutual concerns of both countries
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for safe and economical LNG structures. This program consists

of the exchange of the three USA and the two USSR alloys

fracture and mechanical property measurements at low tem-

peratures of the exchanged alloys in both countries and analysis

of the data.

1K86A. Circcnherg. R R . Trace element characterization of tlie

NBS urhan particulate matter Standard Reference Material by

instrumental neutron activation analysis. Anal. Cln-m. 51, No.
12, 2()()4-2()()6 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: error analysis; instrumental analysis; multiele-

ment analysis; neutron activation analysis; SRM; trace ele-

ments; urban particulate.

The Urban Particulate Matter, SRM 1648, recently prepared

by the National Bureau of Standards, with partial support from

the Environmental Protection Agency, has been analyzed by in-

strumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) for 32 elements.

Special attention has been given to reducing and evaluating the

analytical errors. SRM 163 2, Trace Elements In Coal, was also

analyzed and the results were compared with literature and
NBS certified values.

18867. Hessel, M. M., Vidal, C. R., The B'n„-;^^S„^ band
system of the 'Lij molecule, J. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 10, 4439-
4459 (May 15, 1979).

Key words: dissociation energy; Franck-Condon factors;

laser spectroscopy; lithium molecule; molecular spectrosco-

py; potential curves.

The laser induced fluorescence and absorption spectra of the

B'ria-^VXo* band system of the Lij molecule has been photog-
raphed at high resolution and high dispersion. Over 14,000

spectral lines have been assigned to this band system for a wide
range of rotational quantum numbers (J = 0—80) and vibra-

tional quantum numbers (v' = 0— 14 and v" =0—20). Using a

Dunham type analysis, we have obtained the molecular con-

stants for both states and have fitted about 9000 non-over-

lapping lines with an r.m.s. error of 0.012 cm"'. The BTIu
lambda doubling constants, including the centrifugal distortion

lambda doublet splitting, have been determined. Quantum
mechanical potential curves have been generated for this

system using a novel variational procedure and Franck-Condon
factors for different rotational quantum numbers have been
determined over the range of vibrational levels observed. Excel-

lent agreement has been achieved for the centrifugal distortion

terms D„. and L,, which were obtained from the least

squares fit of the assigned lines and those calculated from the

quantum mechanical rotationless potential. Levels above the

2*P, -t- 2'S,,2 dissociation limit have been observed and a max-
imum for the barrier in the B'n„ potential of 410 ± 50 cm"'

above this atomic level was found. The dissociation energy, D,",

of the A"'!,, state was found to be 8620 ± 100 cm"'. A review

of the literature on the Li2 molecule is given.

18868. Reader, J., Acquista, N., Spectrum and energy levels of

ten-times ionized yttrium (Y xi), J- Opi. Soc. Am. 69, No. 9,

1285-1288 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: energy levels; ion; ionization energy; spectrum;

wavelengths; yttrium.

The spectrum of Y xi was observed with a low-inductance

vacuum spark and a laser-produced plasma in the region from

70 to 630 A on the 10.7-m grazing-incidence spectrograph at

NBS. From the identification of 40 lines, a system of 29 energy

levels was determined. The level system (Cu ii isolectronic

sequence, 2d '°nl) includes the series n.s(n=4—7), np(n =

4-6), nd(n = 4-6), nf(n = 4-7), and ng(n = 5-8). The 4/

term is inverted. The observed levels are compared with Har-

tree-Fock calculations. The ionization energy is determined

from the nn scries («=5-8) to be 1 660 000 ± 200 cm''

(205.82 ± 0.03 cV).

18869. Jacox, M E , The reaction of F atoms with methane in

an argon matrix, Chcm. I'hy.s. 42, 133-148 ( 1979).

Key words: F-atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom
abstraction; hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; infrared

spectrum; matrix isolation, methane; methyl fiuoride;

methyl radical.

A microwave discharge through an Ar:CF4 or Ar:NF3 sarrlple

flowing through an AI2O3 tube provides a suitable source of F

atoms for studies of the infrared spectra of the products of

their reaction with CH4 trapped in an argon matrix at 14 K.

Prominent infrared absorptions of isolated CH3 and HF ap-

peared in these experiments. The further reaction of F atoms

in the solid deposit leads to the stabilization of the H3C...H—

F complex, for which two infrared absorptions have been

identified. Detailed isotopic studies of this complex are

presented. Secondary reaction of F atoms with CH3 isolated in

solid argon leads to the stabilization of CH3F, while the cor-

responding reaction with H3C...H—F leads to the appearance of

the H3C—F...H—F complex, for which isotopic dau are also

presented.

18870. Reader, J., Corliss, C. H., Line spectra of the elements.

Section E. General Fhy.tical Constants in CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 60th Edition, R. C. Weast, Ed., pp.

E217-E349 (CRC Press, Inc., 2255 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd.,

West Palm Beach, FL, 1978-1979).

Key words: elements; emission; spectra.

Tables of the outstanding spectral lines of all neutral, singly

ionized, doubly ionized, triply ionized, and quadruply ionized

atoms for which data are available are given. Listed are lines

that appear in emission from the vacuum ultraviolet to the far

infrared. These lines have been selected from much larger lists

in such a way as to include the stronger observed lines in each

spectra region. In a few cases prominent monoxide band heads

are also given.

18871. Sullivan, D. B., Holdeman, L. B., Soulen, R. J., Jr., The
future of superconducting instruments in metrology, (Proc.

44th AIP Conf. on Future Trends in Superconductive Elec-

tronics, Charlottesville, VA, Mar. 23-25, 1978), Paper in Fu-

ture Trends in Superconductive Electronics, B. S. Deaver, Jr.,

C M. Falco, J. H. Harris, S. A. Wolf, Eds., pp. 171-181

(American Institute of Physics, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: Josephson effect; metrology; noise ther-

mometry; squid's; standards; superconductivity.

Superconductivity has played a major role in the develop-

ment of useful new methods for standards and measurements,

particularly for dc and high-frequency instruments and for ther-

mometry. In this paper we speculate on future activities in this

field including the development of commercial instruments, the

improvement of devices for standards laboratories and the

adaptation of some of these systems to small refrigerators.

18872. Hebner, R E., Hillhouse, D. L., Kotter, F R , Discus-

sion on F 77 696-8 "Transient measurement techniques in

EHV systems", by R. Malewski and G. R. Nourse, IEEE
Trans. Power Appar. Sysi. 97, No. 3, 901 (May/June 1978).

Key words: current measurement; electric transmission;

electro-optic systems; high voltage; pulse measurement;

voltage measurement.

18873. Choi, C. S., Prince, E., 1,2,3-triaminoguanidinium

nitrate by neutron diffraction. Acta Cryst. B35, 761-763

( 1979).
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Key words; crystal structure; hydrogen bond; neutron dif-

fraction, rigid body motii>n, triaminoguanidmium nitrate

CH,,N,,* NO;,-, orthorhombic. Plum. u = 8-389. h= 12 684,

< = 6-543 A, Z = 4, D„, = 1-60. /), = I 594 Mg m-\ The
structure is made up of an infinite three-dimensional network
of N—H O hydri>gcn bonds Hnking the 1,2,3-

triaminoguanidinium it>ns to the nitrate ions The libratitinal

motions of the nitrate ion have a particularly large amplitude

about an axis which is close to the perpendicular to the plane

of the ion.

18874. Armstrong, L., Jr , Eberly, J. H., Laser bandwidth effect

on two-photon two-channel ionisation in caesium, J. Phvs. B.

Leu. to Ed. 12, No. 10, L291-L29A ( 1979).

Key words; cesium; laser bandwidth; lasers; multiphoton

ionisation.

We have considered the influence of finite laser bandwidth
on the theory of coupled-channel two-photon ionisation of

caesium. The results of a detailed model calculation suggest

that the existence of laser bandwidth may well explain the dis-

crepancy between theory and experiment. In this short note we
sketch our approach to the problem and summarize our
findings.

18875. Brillet, A., Hall, J. L., Improved laser test of the

isotropy of space, Pliy.s. Rev. Lett. 42, No. 9, 549-552 (Feb.

26, 1979).

Key words; isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experi-

ment; special relativity; stabilized lasers.

Extremely sensitive readout of a stable "etalon of length" is

achieved with laser frequency-locking techniques. Rotation of

the entire electro-optical system maps any cosmic directional

anisotropy of space into a corresponding frequency variation.

We found a fractional length change A/// = (1.5 ± 2.5) x 10-"^,

with the expected ^^(cosO) signature. This null result represents

a 40()0-fold improvement on the best previous measurement of

Jaseja et al.

18876. Basri, G. S , Linsky, J. L , Bartoe, J. D. F., Brueckner,

G., Van Hoosier, M. E., Lyman-alpha rocket spectra and

models of the quiet and active solar chromosphere based on

partial redistribution diagnostics, Astri>phyx. J. 230, No. 3,

924-949 (June 15, 1979).

Key words: La emission; sun, atmosphere; sun, chromo-

sphere; sun, plage; ultraviolet, spectra.

We present La line profiles obtained with 0."8 spatial resolu-

tion and 50 mA spectral resolution during the first rocket flight

of the NRL High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph

(HRTS) instrument. Absolute intensity La profiles were ob-

tained for network and cell regions in the quiet Sun, umbral

and pcnumbral regions of a sunspot, two plages, and a

quiescent prominence off the limb. We find that cospatial,

simultaneous Ha and La intensities are not well correlated and

that the La core and wings exhibit only weak limb brightening,

consistent with predictions of our partial redistribution ( PRD )

line transfer calculations. The smallest structures seen in the La
wings are probably unresolved at 0."8, but the smallest struc-

tures seen in the core are ~ 1 ."8. Unequal red and blue La
peak intensities are interpreted as flow velocities near 20,000

K using a comoving two-level PRD code which conserves mass

flux. We find on a statistical basis outflow in plage regions,

downflows in the network, and —15 km s"' outflow in a

"minihole" region which is dark in La and C iv XI 548.

We use a five-level-plus-continuum non-LTE computer code

for hydrogen which treats L/3 and Ha in the complete redis-

tribution (CRD) approximation, and La explicitly as a PRD

transition. La is computed taking into account the frequency

dependence of the incoherence fraction following the minim-

pact regime Stark broadening calculations of Cooper. We find

that the Vcrnazza-Avrett-Loeser model leads to La profiles

which ( 1 ) arc 35*^ too faint, (2) exhibit too much self-reversal

near line center, (3) show considerably flatter wings than our
observed mean quiet Sun profile, and (4) limb-darken in they -

wings. We propose a new mean quiet Sun chromosphere model' *

consistent with the observed La integrated intensity, the Lyman^l

continuum slope, and the millimeter continuum. Our modeU W
predicts Lyman continuum and Ca ii intensities somewhatli

lower than observed and Mg ii intensities a factor of 2 lowerj!

than observed. We also present preliminary models to matchjt nk

representative La profiles for bright and dark points in thej id

quiet Sun and bright regions in plages. The plage and bright^ »

points models predict negative contrast in Ha at A\ - 0.43 A;
and 0.22 A, respectively, consistent with observations. This^

computed negative contrast is a natural consequence of in-,

creased Ha opacity in the plage chromosphere, which results,,

in a mapping of photospheric temperatures onto /(AA.) at lai-ger
,

values of AX in plages.

18877. Gallagher, A., Metal vapor excimers. Chapter 5 in Top-

ics in Applied Phy.sic.-;, C. K. Rhodes, Ed., 30, 135-174

(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1979).

Key words;

atoms.

excimer lasers; excimer molecules; metal

In this chapter we consider diatomic excimer molecules (AB)

in which a Group I, II, or III metal atom is the radiative species

(A). Group II metal atom.s can play the role of a noble gas (B),

since they have 'S„ ground states and have predominantly

repulsive interactions with ground-state atoms. Thus Group II

and VIII atoms will be included in the class of "B" atoms and

we have divided the discussions of specific systems into the six

cases of Group I, II, or III atoms paired with Group II or VIII

atoms.

18878. Hsu, N. N., Hardy, S C., Experiments in acoustic emis-

sion waveform analysis for characterization of AE sources,

sensors and structures, (Proc. Winter Annual Meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, San Francisco,

CA, Dec. 10-15, 1978), Paper in Elastic Wave.': and Non-

Destruaive Te.sting of Materials. Y. H. Pao, Ed., AMD-29,'
85-106 (American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New i

York, NY, 1978). '

Key words: acoustic emission; capacitive transducer; signal,

analysis; simulated acoustic emission; time-domain dccon-

volution; transient elastic wave propagation.
^

While industrial acoustic emission (AE) applications and in-

i

strumentation developments have progressed well in recent

years, the precise interpretation of AE signals remains a"

problem. -In this paper, we review various signal processing

techniques which have been used to characterize the detected

signals and then report a simple experimental system consisting

of a large plate, a mechanical step-impulse simulator, and a

capacitive transducer. The transfer function of the plate can be

theoretically computed; thus it provides a basis for detailed

analysis. The transfer function of the capacitive transducer is;-

shown to be true displacement measurements. The system is;

used to determine unknown sources in terms of force-time;

functions explicitly through a time-domain deconvolution al-

gorithm. The system also provides means to characterize sen-

sors and structures. Finally, we compare the spectral and direct

time-domain analyses and discuss their limitations.

18879. Jacox, M. E., Matrix isolation study of the interaction

of excited argon atoms with methyl cyanide. Vibrational and

electronic spectra of ketenimine, Cliem. Pliys. 43, 15 7-172

( 1979).
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Key words: charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited

'I argon atoms; force constants; infrared spectrum;

^1 ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet

I spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis.
i|

iij
When methyl cyanide mixed with an excess of argon is

j|
codeposited at 14 K with a beam of argon atoms that has been

[;l excited by a low power microwave discharge, infrared and ul-

t\
traviolet absorptions of several previously unidentified products
appear. The most prominent set of ab.sorptions is assigned to

!,j ketenimine, previously tentatively identified as the product of

II the reaction of NH with C^H.^, in an argon matrix. Using a

^1 molecular geometry resulting from a recent ab initio calculation

j| and a valence force field with four interaction constants, it has
iJ been possible to obtain a satisfactory least-squares force con-
' slant fit to the infrared data for seven isotopic species of

^[ ketenimine. Two electronic band systems are also reported for

i ketenimine, which is photodissociated by 2537-A radiation. The
- mechanism by which ketenimine is formed may involve an ini-

' tial electron transfer from excited argon to methyl cyanide.

Spectroscopic data are also considered for the other products,

^
one of them tentatively identified as CHjCN, which differ in

their behavior on mercury-arc photolysis of the sample.

18880. Turk, G. C, Travis, J. C, DeVoe, J. R., O Haver, T.

J C, Laser enhanced ionizaton spectrometry in analytical

I

flames. Anal. Chem. 51, No. 12, 1890-1896 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: analytical flame spectroscopy; flame ionization;

flame spectroscopy; laser enhanced ionization; laser spec-

troscopy; opto-galvanic effect; trace metal analysis; tunable

J

dye laser.

(j

j

A new variety of analytical atomic flame spectrometry called

! laser enhanced ionization (LEI) has been developed. The

I

method relies on the enhanced rate of thermal ionization of the

analyte element following photoexcitation with a dye laser

tuned to an appropriate transition wavelength. This enhanced

^
ionization rate can be electrically measured directly in the

!
flame, and therefore no optical detection system is required.

, Detection limits have been measured for 18 elements, showing
order-of-magnitude superiority over other flame based spectro-

scopic methods in many cases. A variety of types of transitions

;
have been successfully utilized, including ground state transi-

V tions, thermally excited state transitions, low transition proba-
bility transitions, and a two-photon transition. The strong de-

pendence of LEI sensitivity on the ionization potential of the
analyte clement and the energy of the laser populated excited

state is discussed. Other topics discussed include interference

problems encountered and the application of LEI to the analy-
•

;
sis of real samples.

; 18881. Rhyne. J J , Fish, G E., Sankar, S G., Wallace, W. E.,

J
Magnetic properties of Laves-phase rare earth hydrides, J.

:
Phys. C5, 40, Suppl. 5, C5-209—C5-2 10 (May 1979).

I

Key words: hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves
1 phase; magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths.

tj Neutron scattering results show that the introduction of
' hydrogen into RFcj compounds (R = Tm, Ho, and Er) signifi-

cantly lowers the overall Curie temperature and produces a

i reduced O K moment on the rare earth site. The rare earth

j

spins disorder at a temperature lower than the bulk T,. in

' ErFeaH:,.,. The O K iron sublattice moment in ErFezHj., is es-

' sentially the same as that found in the non-hydride compounds
and remains nearly constant to approximately 0.8 TV.

\ 18882. Katzkc, S. W.. Software certification— Fact or fancy?,

?|
Prnc. Seventh Annual Conf. of The Society for Computer
Medicine on Effective Performance in the Dynamic Health

Care Environment. Las Vega.^, NV, Nov. 9-11, 1977. Invited

Paper 3.4, N. S. Hill, Ed., pp. 1-11 (The Society for Com-
puter Medicine, Minneapolis, MN, Dec. 1977).

Key words: design specifications; requirements definition;

software certification; software development; software re-

liability; software validation.

Software certification is an approval or an endorsement by
some designated authority that there is an acceptable level of

confidence that the software, when used in its intended en-

vironment, will satisfy its critical specifications.

This paper discusses the future possibility of certifying soft-

ware by defining software certification, validation and reliabili-

ty, by explaining the factors that make software certification

difficult, and by considering new technological developments

that enhance the possibility of limited certification. It concludes

that relatively small pieces of software that implement fcritical

functions can be certified, provided that emerging technological

developments prove practical and that the developments are

used throughout the entire software development life cycle.

18883. Spiegel, V., Eisenhauer, C. M., Grundl, J. A., Martin,

G. C, Jr., Reaction rate measurements and integral cross .sec-

tions using the NBS ''-''''CF fission neutron indoor irradiation

facility, Proc. 2d ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor

Dosimetry: Dosimetry Methods for Fuels, Cladding, and Struc-

tural Materials, Palo Alto. CA, Oct. 3-7, 1977, 2, 959-967

(Available as NUREG/CP-0004 from the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977)

Key words: Californium; dosimetry; fission neui ons; iron

cross section; nickel cross section; reaction rates.

A fission source of ^''^Cf has been developed especia. v for

integral cross section determinations and reaction rate call, ra-

tions at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). An irradia-

tion program has been successfully completed utilizing the NBS
"^Cf standard fission spectrum indoor facility and the radioac-

tivity counting laboratory at General Electric Company,
Valecitos Nuclear Center (VNC). Certified fission neutron

fluences for two irradiations of aluminum, iron, nickel, titani-

um, •''"U, ""U, and "'Np dosimeters were 6.6 x 10'^ and 1 .6

X 10'-'' n/cm^. The cross sections reported are—^"Ni(n,p )''"Co,

"Al(n,a)"Na, ^''Ti(n,p)^«Sc, '"Ti(n,p )^'Sc, ^"Ti( n,p )^"Sc,

^^Fe(n,p)'*''Mn, ^^''V(n,f)'^<'B^, ">U( n,f)'"Ba, and 2"Np(n,f)'

^»Ba.

This report describes the methods and results of this pro-

gram. Reaction-rate cross sections inferred from the radioanaly-

sis if the activation detectors include corrections for all nearby

and remote scattering materials.

18884. Gilliam, D. M., Helmer, R. G., Greenwood, R C,
Rogers, J. W., Heinrich, R. R., Popek, R. J , Kellogg, L S ,

Lippincott, E. P., Hansen, G. E., Zimmer, W. H., "Reference

and standard benchmark field consensus fussion yields for

U.S. reactor dosimetry programs", Proc. 2d ASTM-
EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Dosimetry : Dosimetry Methods

for Fuels, Cladding, and Structural Materials, Palo Alto, CA,

Oct. 3-7, 1977, 3, 1289-1306 (Available as NUREG/CP-0004
from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield,

VA, Oct. 1977).

Key words: activation analysis; benchmark fields;

dosimetry; fission yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237;

Pu-239; U-235; U-238.

Measured fission product yields are reported for three

benchmark neutron fields— the BIG- 10 fast critical assembly at

Los Alamos, the CFRMF fast neutron cavity at IN EL, and the

thermal column of the NBS Research Reactor. These measure-

ments were carried out by participants in the Interlaboratory

LMFBR Reaction Rate^ (ILRR) program. Fission product
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generation rates were determined by post-irradiation analysis of

gamma-ray emission from fission activation foils. The gamma
counting was performed by Ge( Li ) spectrometry at INEL,

ANL, and HEDL; the sample sent to INEL was also analyzed

by Nal(Tl) spectrometry for Ba-14() content. The fission rates

were determined by means of the NBS Double Fission Ioniza-

tion Chamber using thin deposits of each of the fissionable

isotopes Four fissionable isotopes were included in the fast

neutron field measurements, these were U-235, U-238, Pu-239,

and Np-237. Only U-235 was included in the thermal neutron

yield measurements. For the fast neutron fields, consensus

yields were determined for three fission product isotopes—Zr-

95, Ru-103, and Ba-140. For these fission product isotopes, a

separately activated foil was analyzed by each of the th'^'^e

gamma counting laboratories. For the thermal neutron fiel j, .;

consensus value for the Cs-137 yield was also obtained. S-ii^-

sidiary fission yields are also reported for other isotopes which

were studied less intensively (usually by only one of the par-

ticipating laboratories). Comparisons with EBR-II fast reactor

yields from destructive analysis and with ENDF/B recom-
mended values are given.

18885. Katriel, J., Explicit expressions for the coefficients in

Boson series expansions of arbitrary spin operators. Phys.

Slalu.s Solidi Short Notes 893. K177-K179 ( 1979).

Key words; Boson expansions;

representation; spin operators.

Holstein-Primakoff

A generalization of the Holstein-Primakoff representation of

spin operators in terms of Boson operators has been proposed

by Agranovich and Toshich. We present a closed form expres-

sion of this representation which enables a derivation of the

corresponding normal-ordered expansion for arbitrary spin.

18886. Birnbaum, G., The shape of collision broadened lines

from resonance to the far wings, J. Quant Spectrosc. Radiat.

Tranfer 21, 597-607 ( 1979).

Key words: COj; far wings; infrared wings; line shape;

model correlation function; pressure broadening.

A line shape for collision-broadened lines applicable from the

resonance region to the far wings is developed. An empirical

correlation function is used to represent the known short and

long time behavior of the true correlation function and to inter-

polate the unknown intermediate time regime. The resulting

spectral shape is a simple analytic function which reduces to es-

sentially the Van VIeck-Weisskopf equation when — oi o\t

I, but which smoothly assumes an exponential behavior in the

far wings where \oi — id „\t , ^ ' The time parameter, r-... is a

measure of the duration of collision and is related to the mean
squared torque produced in bimolecular collisions. The effect

of overlapping lines, also variations in the model correlation

function on the line shape are considered. The theory is applied

to the absorption in the high-frequency far wing of the 4.3/i

band in COj.

18887. Knab, L. I , Moody, R C, Gluiam design criteria for

temporary structures. J. Struct. Div., Am. Soc. Civ. En^. 104.

No. ST9, Proc. Paper 14031, 1485-1494 (Sept. 1978).

Key words: bridges; buildings; design criteria; glued-

laminated timber; safety; temporary structures; wood.

If temporary structures having lives of 2-5 years are designed

using criteria for permanent structures with lives of 50-75

years, overly conservative designs can result. This paper

presents a systematic, rational basis for developing criteria for

glued-laminated timber temporary bridges and buildings.

Second moment reliability theory, which requires estimates of

the mean and coefficient of variation of resistance and load, is

used to compute measures of safety, called safety index values.

These index values are computed for permanent and temporary

structural elements. Allowable stresses for temporary structures

are determined by choosing corresponding safety index values

which will provide adequate safety relative to the safety of per-

manent structures, while reflecting the temporary nature of the

structures. Examples of how allowable flexural stresses are

developed for bridges and buildings are given.

18888. Marshall, H E , Petersen, S R., Economics and the

selection and development of energy standards for buildings,

Enerf^y and Buildings 2, 89-99 ( 1979).

Key words: buildings; conservation; criteria; design;

economics; efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity; life-

cycle cost; optimal; standard.

Energy-conservation standards for new buildings will play a

major role in federal and state conservation policies in the

coming decade. This article discusses economic-efficiency con-

siderations that can be incorporated into the selection and

development of such standards. Three types of energy

budgets— fixed energy budgets, partially variable energy

budgets, and economically efficient energy budgets

(EEEB)—are examined for use as standards. Economic-effi-

ciency criteria are presented for use in selecting an appropriate

energy budget. An illustrative example shows the potential dol-

lar losses in life-cycle terms from failing to apply an EEEB.
Research and operational requirements for developing and im-

plementing an energy budget are described. Three energy-

budget standards are evaluated in terms of economic efficiency,

administrative feasibility, equity, and consistency in design

requirements. An EEEB appears optimal in that it ranks highest

overall with respect to the four criteria. Failure to begin

research for, and development of, EEEBs now would impose

unnecessary social costs in the form of extra expenses to

achieve any chosen target levels of energy conservation in

buildings.

18889. Koch. W. F., Complication in the determination of

nitrite by ion chromatography. Anal. Chem. 51, No. 9, 1571-

1573 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: ion-chromatography; nitrite; nitrite solutions;

oxidation.

A serious problem in the determination of nitrite by ion-

chromatography has been discovered. Evidence is presented to

show that the problem is due to ion-exclusion and oxidation of

nitrite on the suppressor column. Partial remedy can be

achieved by deaeration of the eluent. It is suspected that a

similar problem exists for all weak acids and/or easily oxidiza-

ble anions, such as sulfite.

18890. Knab, L. I., Numerical aid to reduce construction injury

losses, J. Constr. Div., Am. Soc. Civ. Eng. 104. No. C04,

Proc. Paper 14213,437-445 (Dec. 1978).

Key words: construction; cost effectiveness; hazard; inju-

ries; loss prevention; risk; safety.

In the construction industry, the rate of work-related injuries

and deaths is two or more times the national rate for all indus-

tries. This paper develops a rational method which quantitative-

ly rates construction risks, using risk scores. The scores, which

are computed for each workmen's compensation classification,

are based on insurance premiums and injury cause-cost analy-

sis. In addition the method numerically ranks the relative cost

effectiveness of corrective actions which are taken to reduce

risks. The cost effectiveness ranking is determined from the risk

score, the cost and the degree of effectiveness of the corrective

action. Use of the method can improve the efficiency of

evaluating risks and allocating resources to minimize the risks.

The method presented is considered only a first step. The uses.
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limitations, and further development of the method are

presented.

18891. Kimbleton, S. R.. Data sharing protocols: Structure,

requirements and interrelationships, (Proc. Second IEEE
Computer Society Int. Conf. COMPSAC 78, Chicago, IL.

Nov. 13-16, 1978), IEEE Catalog No. 78CH133S-3C, pp.

270-276 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Inc.. New York, NY, 1978).

Key words; communications; computers; databases; net-

works; operating systems; protocols.

Computer networks provide the basic mechanism for ac-

cessing programs and data. Effective use of networks requires

appropriate protocols to preserve the meaning of data being

transmitted between heterogeneous systems. Currently existing

protocols were developed to support the requirements of

scientists and engineers. Information processing support, for ex-

ample remote database access, requires substantially more so-

phisticated protocols. This paper describes a spectrum of data

sharing protocols, identifies the need for a Structure Transport

Protocol (STP), describes the nature of an STP, and discusses

its utilization in the context of remote database access.

18892. Eberly, J. H., Extended two-level theory of the exponen-

tial index of multiphoton processes, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, No.
16, 1049-1052 (Apr. 16, 1979).

Key words: absorption; cesium; exponential index; ioniza-

tion; multiphoton; Rabi frequency; Star shift; two-level

model.

We give a non-perturbative expression for the r-photon-reso-

nant, (r -I- p)-photon ionization rate of an atom. From this ex-

pression the exponential index K is derived. A comparison with

experimental data of Morellec et al. appears satisfactory.

18893. Eberly, J H., ONeil, S V., Coherence versus in-

coherence: Time-independent rates for resonant two-photon

j

ionization, P/iw. Rev. A 19, No. 3, 1 161-1 168 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: bandwidth; coherence; dynamic rate; in-

coherence; ionization; linear rate; multiphoton; rate ap-

proximation; saturable rate.

We study three ways in which two-photon ionization, at high

light intensities and near an intermediate-state resonance, may
be described. We calculate the instantaneous ionization rate,

the total ion count, and a saturable rate constant. We find that

the total ion count, which is the experimentally interesting

quantity in most cases, is very closely modelled by our satura-

;
ble rate constant. The instantaneous ionization rate bears no

' useful relation to the total ion count in many cases. In compar-

! ing these three descriptions of ionization we have included the

effects of detuning from resonance, finite light bandwidth, finite

intermediate-state lifetime, and light intensity; we have varied

; all of these parameters independently over several orders of

1

magnitude Our conclusions are in good agreement with, and

j

extend the findings of, Ackerhalt and Shore.

I

18894. Hastings, S. R., Passive solar design for urban commer-
cial environments, (Proc. 4th Nat. Passive Solar Conf., Kan-

1
sas City, MO, Oct. 3-5, 1979), Paper in Proceeding.s of the

4tli National Passive Solar Conference, G. Franta. Ed., 4, Sec-

j
tion 3, 303-306 (American Section of the International Solar

Energy Society, Inc., Newark, DE, 1979).

Key words: application; buildings; commercial; daylighting;

energy; environments; heating, passive; solar; suburban;

urban.

To investigate the passive use of solar energy in urban com-
mercial environments five generic environments and five pas-

sive solar configurations have been defined. Common solar

energy issues are summarized here. Two of the five generic en-

vironments are then examined regarding energy use charac-

teristics, passive solar configurations, and constraints.

18895. Ware, R. H., Bender, P. L., Noise reduction techniques

for use in determining local geomagnetic field changes, J.

Geomag. Geoelectr. 30, 533-537 ( 1978).

Key words: conductivity anomalies; earthquake prediction,

geomagnetism; induced currents; magnetometers.

We recently have made measurements of the difference in

total field AF(t) over a 16 km N-S path near Boulder, and find

the behavior quite different from that observed for an E-W
path. The present accuracy of our narrow line rubidium mag-

netometers is about 0.0 ly. The N-S variations appear to corre-

late mainly with variations in H rather than D, and may be as-

sociated with cither gradients of external fields or current in

shallow conductivity anomalies. More recently we have set up

our three magnetometers on a straight E-W line so that the

"second difference" can be measured, and a transfer function

from field component variation to the second difference can be

determined. We plan to use a generalization of this approach

for analyzing USGS tectonomagnetic data from California.

18896. Early, J., Discussion on the paper "A mechanism of in-

tergranular fracture during high-temperature fatigue," by B.

Min and R. Raj, (Proc. American Society for Testing and

Materials Symp. on Fatigue Mechanisms, Kansas City, MO,
May 22-24, 1978), Am. Soc. Test. Maler. Spec. Tech. Puhl.

675, pp. 585-587 (1979).

Key words; critical strain rate; fatigue; grain boundary slid-

ing; high temperature; intergranular fracture; stainless

steel.

The phenomenological model described in this paper is a

further step in the process of separating the macroscopic failure

mode categories of transgranular failure and intergranular

failure from the qualitative description of mechanical behavior,

such as ductile failure and brittle failure. By focusing on local

deformation conditions, the model extrapolates discrete micro-

scopic behavior to average macroscopic behavior which can be

tested in the laboratory. Several questions are raised, however,

concerning not only the particular model proposed in this

paper but also the relationship of this model to other elevated

fracture models.

18897. Forester, D W , Koon, N. C , Schelleng, J. H., Rhyne,

J. J.. Spin-glass and magnetic blocking transitions in

amorphous YFe,, Solid Slate Commun. 30, No. 4, 177-180

( 1979).

Key words; amorphous magnetism; Mossbauer effect; rare

earths; spin freezing; spin glasses; susceptibility.

Low field dc magnetic susceptibility measurements on

amorphous YFcj show a distinct cusp-like peak at Ts.f,-. = 58 K.

This result, together with earlier Mossbauer and neutron scat-

tering measurements, indicates that a true thermodynamic spin-

glass transition occurs at T s . In addition, susceptibility and

coercive field data are presented which strongly suggest a mag-

netic freezing or blocking temperature near T = 20 K. This is

the first time these two magnetic phenomena have been ob-

served in the same magnetic system.

18898. Rhyne, J J., Lynn, J W., Luborsky, F E.. Walter, J

L., Spin excitations in amorphous transition-metal boron

glasses, 7. Appl. Phys. 50, No. 3, 1583-1 585 (Mar. 1979).

Key words: amorphous alloys; magnetic properties; neutron

scattering; spin waves; transition-metal glasses.
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Magnetic inelastic neutrcin scattering studies have been per-

formed on ribbon specimens of amorphous Fe^.B,,; -.Si,, and

Fe2oNi,i„B|,,P| . The samples were prepared from isotopically en-

riched B to reduce the neutron absorption. The Curie tempera-

tures for the two materials are 613 K and 410 K respectively,

and the room temperature saturation magnetizations 47rMr. are

16.0 kG and 5.1 kG. In the Fe._>„Ni„„BiiiPi specimen, well-

defmed spin waves were observed at room temperature for

neutrt>n wave-vector transfers in the range q = 0.06 A ' to q
= 0.20 A"'. After correcting for instrumental resolution, the

data obeyed a quadratic dispersion law with spin stiffness D =

80 meV-A". Spin waves in the Fc„:,Bi(; .'.Siu.r, amorphous alloy ex-

hibited a D = 125 meV-A'' consistent with the higher T,. of this

alloy.

18899. Allan, D W , Hellwig, H , Time deviation and time pre-

diction error for clock specification, characterization, and ap-

plication, Proc. IEEE 1978 Position Location and Navigation

Symp., San Oief>o, CA, Nov. 6-9, 1978, pp. 29-36 (Institute

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., New York, NY,
1978).

Key words: clocks; frequency drift; frequency stability;

navigation; oscillator; position location; time dispersion;

time error; time error measure; time prediction error.

The characterization of oscillators and clocks in terms of

frequency fluctuations as a function of averaging time, (t^.(t ) is

now well understood and documented. However, a need still

exists to describe a time deviation measure x(t). We show the

dependence of such a deviation measure and the error of pre-

diction of this measure on practical maeasurement constraints,

on systematic characteristics, as well as on <t,.(t ). We develop

models which allow clock characterization from insufficient

data. For example, when statistically significant data are con-

strained to the short term region it is still possible to extrapo-

late into the long term.

Finally, we summarize the state-of-the-art of clocks and oscil-

lators in terms of x and show the obvious importance of these

measures to properly choosing, measuring, specifying, or using

clocks and oscillators for position location or navigation appli-

cations.

18900. Schaefer, A. R., Geist, J., Spatial uniformity of quantum
efficiency of a silicon photovoltaic detector, AppI Opt. 18, No.

12, 1933-1936 (June 15, 1979)

Key words: dead layer model; external; internal; quantum
efficiency, reflectance; response; silicon detector; spatial

position dependence.

In the course of investigating the spatial uniformity of

response of a silicon detector, an extensive experiment was
conducted to examine the correlation between changes in

reflectance, internal and external quantum efficiency as a func-

tion of position and wavelength on the detector. The sensitivity

of the technique was tested and demonstrated in several ways.

The examined detector was found to be suitably uniform for

absolute radiometric purposes, and the small changes observed

in external quantum efficiency can be easily accounted for by

the dead layer model

18901. Eisenhauer, C. M , Gilliam, D M., Grundl, J. A ,

Spiegel, v.. Utilization of standard and reference neutron

fields at NBS, Proc. 2d ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor

Dosimetry : Dosimetry Methods for Fuels. Cluddinf>. and Stn4c-

liiral Materials. Palo Alto. CA. Oct. 3-7. 1977. 3. 1 177-1 191

(Available as NURE(i;/CP-0004 from the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977).

Key words: benchmark; fission spectrum; foils; neutron

fields; scattering corrections; sensitivity.

Several neutron fields whose absolute intensity and spectrum
are known sufficiently well to serve as calibration facilities for

reactor dosimetry are now operational at NBS. These include

a fission-neutron spectrum generated by a small point source of

-'-Cf (<i)
~ 1.5 X 10^ n/cm- sec at 5 cm distance), an inter-

mediate-energy standard neutron field (ISNF) at the center of

a spherical cavity in the thermal ctilumn of the NBS reactor (<(>

~ 10" n/cm--sec), and a near-l/E spectrum in the same location

with about twice that flux. For the ^"Cf facility we will discuss

recent investigations such as intercomparison of source strength

with other laboratories, response of integral detectors in this

spectrum, and evaluation of the differential spectrum For the

ISNF facility we will describe the facility and discuss some
preliminary integral measurements.

18902. Unassigned.

18903. Hogben, D., OMNITAB 78, (Proc. Intl. Assoc. for

Statistical Computing Exhibition held at the 41st Session of

the International Statistical Institute, New Delhi, India,

1977), Chapter 1 1 in ^ Comparative Review of Statistical

Software, I. Francis, Ed., pp. 197-208 ( 1979).

Key words: capabilities; case of learning and using; installa-

tion; language; maintenance; numerical analysis; OM-
NITAB 78; portability; poster; reliability; statistical com-
puting section; worksheet.

This poster gives an overview of the OMNITAB 78 general-

purpose statistical computing system. The basic design of OM-
NITAB is described. The main features and types of instruc-

tions are listed. The portability of OMNITAB is explained with

a description of the types of computers on which OMNITAB
can be installed. The ease of learning and using OMNITAB is

explained with a discussion of the user's manual and training

required. The reliability of OMNITAB is discussed with accura-

cy, maintenance and updating The poster concludes with a set

of references and an example of a "typical" set of instructions.

18904. Layer, H. P., Acoustooptic modulator intensity servo,

AppI. Opt. 18, No. 17, 2947-2949 (Sept. 1, 1979).

Key words: acoustooptic; intensity; laser; modulator; noise;

servo control.

A device has been constructed that combines optical i.sola-

tion and amplitude noise reduction by the use of a servo con-

trolled acoustooptic intensity modulator. The isolation can, in

principle, be perfect while the noise reduction can be signifi-

cant up to about 100 kHz and as large as 80 dB at low frequen-

cy. This performance is accomplished by applying negative

feedback around an acoustooptic modulator, serving the inten-

sity of the Bragg diffracted beam to a constant value.

18905. Kirby, R K., Standard reference materials for ther-

mophysical properties, Proc. 7th Symp. on Thermophysical

Properties, Oaithershurf; , Ml). May 10-12. 1977. A. Cezair-

liyan, Ed., pp. 949-965 (The American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers, New York, NY, 1977).

Key words: calorimetry; elasticity; electrical resistivity;

omittance; measurement system; standard reference materi-

als; temperature; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion;

thermal properties; vapor pressure; viscosity

The National Bureau of Standards has prepared over 70 cer-

tified reference materials for use in the area of thermophysical

properties of solids including those that define fixed and secon-

dary-reference points of the International Practical Tempera-

ture Scale of 1968. These reference materials are described in

detail. The procedures that the Office of Standard Reference

Materials follows in certifying these materials are also

described. Standard Reference Materials (SRM's) can be used
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to develop test methods and to calibrate measurement equip-

ment thereby insuring the compatibility of measurements

among labt>ratories and assurmg the long-term integrity of

quality ct>ntrol in manufacturing processes Used in these ways

SRM's form an imp<irtant part of the national measurement
system.

18906. Penner, S., High duty-cycle accelerators and new experi-

mental possibilities. (Proc. Nuclear Physics with Electromag-

netic Interactions, Mainz, Germany, June 5-9, 1979), Paper
in Lecture Notes in Physics. J. Ehlers, K, Hepp, R. Kippen-

hahn, H. A. WeidenmUller, J. Zittartz, Eds.. 108, 99-113

( Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1979).

Key words: coincidence experiments; correlations in nuclei;

cw accelerators; clectronuclear physics; high duty-cycle.

New types of nuclear physics experiments are made possible

by electron accelerators with cw beams. Experiments not feasi-

! ble with present day accelerators will contribute greatly to our
understanding of two-body correlations and the role of nucleon

I

resonances in nuclei. It will be possible to study neutron wave
' functions in nuclei with accuracy comparable to what is now

j

possible only for photons. Better methods for studying the giant

resonances will also become feasible. Accelerator possibilities

for achieving the goal of cw electron beams are discussed.

Some considerations of how high an energy might be needed
' are given.

' 18907. Sachse, W., Hsu, N. N., Ultrasonic transducers for

materials testing and their characterization, Chapter 4 in

Physical Acoustics W\ , 277-405 (Academic Press, Inc., New
York, NY, 1979),

Key words: characterization, transducers; propagating, bulk

. waves; transducers, angle beam; transducers, contact;

transducers, immersion; transducers, ultrasonic; transduc-

tion, ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ultrasound.

The paper is a comprehensive review of ultrasonic transdu-

I

cers which are being used for materials testing and flaw detec-

" tion. Emphasis is placed on the characterization of these trans-

ducers.

The scope of this review is four-fold: ( 1 ) to consider the ul-

( tra,sonic transducer coupled to various test media as an element
in an ultrasonic system; (2) to survey the various methods of

ultrasound transduction; (3) to summarize some of the

!
techniques by which the characteristics of a transducer are

!j
modified; and (4) to review the techniques for transducer

,
characterization. The emphasis is on transduction devices of

bulk waves propagating in solids including contact, immersion
and angle beam transducers.

18908. Hellwig, H., Microwave time and frequency standards.

Radio Science 14, No. 4, 561-572 (July-Aug. 1979).

Key words: atomic clocks; cesium standards; crystal oscilla-

tors; frequency standards; hydrogen standards; rubidium

standards; time and frequency; timekeeping.

1 Today's time and frequency standards which are in active use

jj

ranging from the definition of the second to spacecraft applica-

||

tions are all based on atomic resonances in the microwave re-

I;
gion controlling high-performance quartz crystal oscillators.

I

The present status of these standards will be presented focusing

I

in particular on cesium, hydrogen, and rubidium devices, aS

' well as on new quartz crystal standards. A coherent picture of

their physical principles and limitations is given based on the

common attempt to reduce perturbations and Doppler effects.

The sharpness of the resonance line is linked to the fiicker

noise stability limit of the various standards, and some specula-

tion is made on where and how much further improvements

may occur. It is demonstrated how new design concepts and

new physical methods most likely will significantly improve the

accuracy, stability, and practical usefulness of time and
frequency standards.

18909. Johnson, C. R., Hadamard products of matrices. Linear

and Multilinear Al^ehra 1, 295-307 ( 1974)

Key words: closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix; field of

values; Hadamard product, inclusion theorem; Kronecker

product; numerical radius; spectrum; stable matrix.

The entry-wise product of arbitrary n x n complex matrices

is studied. The principal tools used include the Kronecker
product, field of values and diagonal multiplications. Inclusion

theorems for the field of values and spectrum are developed in

the general case and refined in special cases. These are em-
ployed to obtain inequalities involving the real parts of the

characteristic roots and the numerical radius, and previously

known results are found to be special cases of several of the

theorems. In addition, the case of positive stable matrices is

considered and a new class of nonnegative stable matrices is in-

troduced, studied and related to D-stability.

18910. Jednacak-Biscan, J., Mikac-Dadic, V., Pravdic, V.,

Haller, W., Surface conductivity of glass at the solid/liquid in-

terface, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 70, No. I, 18-27 ( 1979).

Key words; conductivity; electric conductivity; elec-

trokinetics; glass-surface; surface conductivity.

The electrokinetic phenomenon of surface conductivity was

studied for capillaries of pure fused silica and of d( borosilicate

glass, in water, dilute aqueous solutions of HCI and NaCI, in

methanol and acetonitrile. Measurements were done in the

temperature range between 5 and 30 °C by a dc linear voltage

sweep technique at a rate of 0.2 V/sec or less, and with applied

polarization voltages up to ±40 V. Surface conductivity was

calculated from the total specific conductivity measured by two

bright platinum electrodes at the mouths of the capillary and

from the specific bulk conductivity of the liquid medium mea-

sured by a separate pair of Pt electrodes at the same tempera-

ture. Absolute values of the surface conductivity were between
10"" and 10"'" ohm"'. Energies of activation were calculated

from the slopes, S, of log k vs 1/7 curves, observed within a

temperature range from 5 to 30 °C. The energies E defined as

5 = Elk were: 45-55 kJ/mole for the borosilicate glass, and 25-

34 kJ/mole for fused silica in water, in aqueous solutions, and

in methanol. In acetonitrile they were 105 kJ/mole for borosil-

icate glass and 59 kJ/mole for fused silica. The results were in-

terpreted on the basis of the assumption that protonic conduc-

tivity is the predominant mode of surface charge transfer, with

the rotation of water molecules in the first liquid layer as the

rate-determining step

18911. Spal, R., Kahn. A. H., Eddy currents in a conducting

cylinder with a crack. J. Appl. Phys. 50, No. 10, 6135-6138

(Oct. 1979).

Key words: crack detection; eddy currents; non-destructive

evaluation.

We report calculations for the impedance of a long solenoid

which surrounds a cylinder of conducting material containing

a radial surface crack of constant depth. The calculation is ac-

complished by solving for the longitudinal ac magnetic field in

the interior of the "cracked" cylinder in terms of an infinite se-

ries of cylindrical Bessel functions. All the coefficients in the

series are determined in principle by boundary-condition

requirements and the most significant terms are obtained nu-

merically by truncation of the series. The resulting impedance

IS calculated for a wide range of values of the ratios of crack

depth to radius and radius to skin depth The results are tabu-

lated in a form useful for nondestructive testing purposes.
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1H912. Ederer, D L , Lucatorto, T B., Mehlman, G., Photoab-

snrption spectrum of Mg i in the range 226-170 A (54-70 eV),

J Dpi. S<K. Am. 69. No. 4, 5 20-524 (Apr. 1979).

Key words; autoionization; core-excited states; magnesium;

photoabsorption-spectrum; synchrotron radiation.

The photoahsorption spectrum of Mg i has been observed in

the spectral region 22(S-17() A (54-70 cV) using synchrotron

radiation as a background source. The one-electron excitation

levels associated with the series \s-2s'^2p'^'i.s''^S„^ \.<'2.<^2p^['-P

i,^]3.?^ ns.nd were observed as well as 29 two-and three-elec-

tron excitation resonances. A critical analysis of the one-elec-

tron excitation spectrum was made and classifications for all

the multiple electron excitations have been suggested on the

basis of their quantum defects to known limits in Mg ii.

18913. Harris, H., Olszewski, E W., Wallerstein, C, The bi-

nary cepheid AU Peg, Asin,n. J. 84, No. 10, 1598-1602 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: AU Peg; binary cepheids; cepheids; population

II cepheids.

•A photometric and spectroscopic study of the Type II

cepheid AU Pegasi indicates it is a member of a binary with

a period s 50 days. Constraints on the orbit indicate the com-
panion is likely to be more massive than AU Peg and may be

a compact object. The light curve, pulsation-velocity curve, and
spectrum of AU Peg are consistent with its cepheid nature.

Ht)wever, the colors are peculiar and the large period changes

remain to be explained.

18914. Sanders, A. A., National standards of a powerful sort.

Opt. Spectra, pp. 45-49 (Aug. 1979).

Key words: calorimeter; laser; laser MAP; laser measure-

ments; laser power and energy; NBS standards; standards.

Some basic principles of laser calorimeters are discussed. The
calorimeter measurement system maintained by NBS as Na-
tional standards for laser power and energy measurements is

presented. Measurement services provided by these systems are

outlined and techniques are discussed for performing docu-

mented traceable laser power measurements. The importance

of linearity and spatial responsivity uniformity of transfer stan-

dards is shown.

18915. Day, G. W., Fiber measurements: Quality and cost,

(Proc. Intl. Conf. on Communications, Boston, MA, June 10-

14, 1979), Paper in ICC '79 Conference Record 1, 10.4.1-

10.4.3 ( 1979).

Key words: attenuation; fiber optics; freqtiency response;

measurements.

Several points which should be considered by groups writing

standard measurement procedures for optical fiber waveguides

are discussed. These include the quality of measurements now
attainable, the factors limiting that quality, the prospect for im-

provement, and the cost of measurements. Some of the points

are illustrated with data from measurement comparisons.

18916. Baird, K. M , Evenson, K M , Wanes, G. R., Jennings,

D A , Petersen, F. R , Extension of absolute-frequency mea-

surements to the visible: Frequencies of ten hyperfine com-

ponents of iodine, Opi. Leii. 4, No. 9, 263-264 (Sept. 1979)

Key words: frequency m^suTements; iodine; laser; visible.

Direct-frequency measurements have been extended into the

visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The visible

frequencies were synthesized by generating the second har-

monic of the recently measured 26()-THz ^"Ne, 1 . 1 5-/im laser

with a LiNbO:, crystal. The absolute frequencies of ten hyper-

fine components of ''"I, near 520 THz are reported.

18917. Saykally. R J , Evenson, K. M.. Observation of pure ^

rotational transitions in the HBr* molecular ion by laser mag- *

netic resonance, I'/iys. Rev Leil. 43. No 7, 5 15-5 IX (Aug. i

13, 1979).

Key words: HBr* laser magnetic resonance; molecular ions. [:

A molecular ion (HBr*) has been observed for the first time

by laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Pure rotational

transitions have been detected with five different far-infrared

laser lines. Assignment of the hyperfme patterns has produced

values for the magnetic hyperfine constants.

18918. Unassigned.

18919. Saykally, R J., Evenson, K. M., Laser magnetic

resonance measurement of the I 'P-.-l^Pt splitting in atomic ox-

ygen, J. Chem. Phys. 71, No. 4, 1564-1566 (Aug. 15, 1979).

Key words: atomic oxygen; glow discharge; laser magnetic

resonance.

The J = 2 \ fine-structure splitting in the ground state of

atomic oxygen has been measured by laser magnetic resonance

employing an intracavity dc glow discharge to generate the

atom. The splitting, observed with the 63.1 ixm laser line of

"CH:,OH pumped by a CO, laser, is 158.30298 (7) cm"'.

18920. Schneeberger, T. J , Linsky, J. L., McClintock, W.,

Worden, S. P., Chromospheric emission lines in the red spec-

trum of AD leonis. II. Physical conditions in flares, Asirophys.

J. 231, No. 1, 148-151 (July I, 1979).

Key words: emission line stars; flare stars; late-type stars;

stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae.

Simultaneous photometry and time-resolved spectra of the

dMe flare star AD Leo has been used to deduce flare tempera-

tures, electron densities, and dimensions. Photometric results

for two qualitatively different flares yield estimates of the dif-

ferences in physical properties between these flares. Flares on

AD Leo are hotter and denser than their solar counterparts,

and spike-like flares occupy smaller volumes than longer-lived

flares. An upper limit to the flare x-ray luminosity is set at Lj.

< 4 X lO^"" ergs s"'.

18921. Patterson, C. W., Galbraith, H. W., Krohn, B. J.,

Harter, W. G., Energy level clusters for kj. -t- v.i type combina-

tion bands of tetrahedral molecules, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 77, No.

3, 457-473 ( 1979).

Key words: combination bands; high resolution spectrosco-

py; level clusters; spherical top molecules.
j

Clustering of tetrahedral levels is shown to occur in + *':>
'

type combination bands of spherical top molecules due to '

Coriolis and vibrational anharmonic interactions. Cluster cor-
]'

relation diagrams are shown for cases where the vibrational i'

splitting is both large and small compared to the Coriolis L

splitting, and cluster approximations are given for both cases. •

18922. Mango, S A , Bohlin, J. D., Glackin, D. L ,
Linsky, J. i,

L., The solar XUV He i and He ii emission lines. I. Intensities

and gross center-to-limb behavior, Asirophys J. 220, No. 2, '

683-691 (Mar. 1, 1978).

Key words: sun, chromosphere; sun, spectra, sun, transition

region; ultraviolet, spectra.

We derive the center-to-limb variation of the He n X3()4 and

X256 lines and He i A.584 and \537 lines for different solar fea-

tures, but averaged over the chromospheric supcrgranulation

structure. The general trend is for limb brightening in quiet-Sun

regions, limb neutrality in unipolar magnetic regions (UMR),
and limb darkening in polar coronal holes. The center-to-limb
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behavior in these iiptically thick emission lines indicates colh-

' sional excitation and decreasing transition-region temperature

i
gradients with respect to optical depth in the sequence quiet

' Sun—» UMR—» coronal hole

1K923. Norcross. D. W.. Addendum to "Photoabsnrption by

cesium", f/iy.v. «<•>. A 20. No. 3. 12X5-1286 (Sept. 197^)

Key words: oscillator strengths: photoahsorption.

j

The results of earlier calculations are used to obtain oscilla-

I

tor strengths for high principal-series transitions in cesium, in

terms of the coefficients in an interpolation formula for prin-

I

cipal quantum numbers 17 < ;i < cc.

I 18924. Powell. C. J., Erickson. N. E.. Madey, T. E., Results of

a joint Auger/ESCA round robin sponsored by ASTM Com-

I

mittee E-42 on surface analysis. Part I. ESCA results, J. Elec-

j

trim Speclrosc. Rclat. Phenom 17, 36 1-403 ( 1979).

I

Key words: binding energies: copper: ESCA: gold: relative

j

intensities: round robin; x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

We report results of a round robin involving binding-energy

,

(BE) and relative-intensity measurements on high-purity sam-

I pies of gold and cooper by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

These results were obtained on 38 different instruments manu-
,
factured by 8 companies. We found that the spread in reported

f
BE values was typically greater than 2 eV while the spread in

I

intensity ratios from cleaned samples was typically a factor of

I
ten. We have analyzed the observed trends and have developed

' a procedure to show the contributions of systematic errors, ran-

dom errors, and mistakes on BE and intensity measurements
made with different individual instruments. This procedure,

which leads to a plot of instrumental response as a function of

i
i

electron energy, can be used by any user to compare the pcr-

I'

formance of this instrument with those reported here and to

I

monitor performance as a function of time. At least part of the

I observed spreads in the reported BE and intensity data can be

I

ascribed to erratic instrumental performance. The results of this

II

round robin clearly demonstrate the need for improved calibra-
i tion methods and operating procedures to ensure that data of

known accuracy can be obtained routinely.

1
18925. Tachibana, K., Phelps, A. V., Excitation of the C^n„

state of N.^ by low energy electrons. J. Client. Pliy.s. 71. No.
X, 3544-3546 (Oct. 15, 1979).

Key words: drift tube: electrons: excitation: U)w energy:

nitrogen: rate coefficients.

j

Electron excitation rate coefficients for N,, are important to

j

the development of models of N2 lasers, gas discharges and
I ionospheric phenomena and in determining electron collision

cro.ss sections. Although cross sections for the excitation of the

N2(C'1I„) state have been measured by a number of authors,

there are only a few measurements of excitation rate coeffi-

I

cients. This Note presents measurements of this excitation rate

' coefficient obtained using the drift tube technique used for

j

Oj(/)'S„*) molecules and N2(.'l^Su*) molecules. We also recom-
iij mend a set of clectron-N.2 collision cross sections.

I

18926. Kelch. W. L . Linsky, J. L . Worden. S P . Stellar model

tt chromospheres. IX. Chromospheric activity in dwarf stars. As-

' irophys. J. 229, No. 2. 700-7 12 (Apr. 15. 1979).

Key words: Ca n emission, stars: chromospheres, stars:

emission line, star; late-type, ultraviolet; spectra.

High-resolution Ca 11 K line profiles are used to derive photo-

spheric and lower chromospheric models of eight main-

sequence stars of spectral types FO through MO. These stars

exhibit different degrees of chromospheric activity as indicated

by their chromospheric radiative losses. Plane-parallel

homogeneous models are computed on the basis of partial

redistribution diagnostics We find that the more active stars

generally have steeper temperature gradients in their lower

chn^mospheres and may be hotter in the temperature minimum
region than other quiet-chromosphere stars of similar spectral

type. Computations of Ha profiles for 61 Cyg B (dMO) and EO
Vir(dK7e), using models derived from the K line analysis, cor-

rectly predict Ha absorption from 61 Cyg B and Ha emission

from EQ Vir. Thus the dMe star phenomenon can be simply

explained by enhanced chromospheric temperature gradients,

presumably due to enhanced nonradiative heating rates which

imply magnetic fields. Comparing K line observations of all

dwarf and subgiant stars analyzed in this series, we find that the

K, emission width (A\t,), indicative of the mass column density

at the temperature minimum, is systematically greater in the ac-

tive-chromosphere stars. This suggests that the temperature

minimum moves outward to lower values of mass column densi-

ty with decreasing nonradiative heating in the lower chromo-
sphere. Previous work has suggested that this occurs as stars

evolve. We also find that the separation of the K2 emission fea-

tures decreases with increasing nonradiative heating. Both this

narrowing of K2 and the broadening of the base of the K emis-

sion with greater activity agree qualitatively with the theoretical

scaling arguments of Ayres. Finally, we find that the chromo-
spheric radiative losses for all the dwarfs analyzed in this series

confirm the trends with effective temperature originally

presented by Linsky and Ayres.

18927. Theodosiou, C. E.. Armstrong, L., Jr., Two-photon

ionisation of caesium, J. Phys. B Leii. to Ed. 12, No. 3. L87-

L91 ( 1979).

Key words: cesium; ionization; perturbation theory;

second-order perturbation theory; two-photon ionization.

We study the time dependence of the two-photon ionisation

rate for atomic caesium calculated using a sudden approxima-

tion. We show that for pulse lengths similar to ones used in the

measurements by Granneman and Van der Wiel .second-order

perturbation theory gives results different from those obtained

with our model. Finally we utilize molecular data to resolve the

discrepancy still outstanding between theory and experiment.

18928. Harter. W C, Layer, H P.. Petersen, F. R , Evidence

of tumbling multiplets in saturation absorption spectra of SiF4,

Opt. Lett. 4, No. 3, 90-92 (Mar. 1979).

Key words; high resolution spectroscopy: level clusters;

saturation absorption spectroscopy; spherical top

molecules.

Some implications of tumbling quartets, triplets, and doublets

seen in high-resolution spherical-top spectra are discussed.

Some of the first observed cluster splittings are shown in SiFj

spectra and compared with the predictions of the quantum
theory of clusters. Further potentially interesting spectroscopic

experiments are proposed.

18929. Horwitz. A. B., Lehne, S. R., Temperature dependence

of resonant isotopic vibrational energy transfer in H^^CI-

W'C\,J Chem. Phys. 70, No. 11,4916-4923 (June I. 1979).

Key words: hydrogen halides; isotopes; temperature depen-

dence; vibrational energy transfer.

The resonant vibration-to-vibration energy transfer process,

H'''*C1( v= \ ) + H"C1( 1/ = 0) -. H-'^'CK v= 0) + W'C\( v= \ ) +
AE = 2.1 cm"' has been investigated over the temperature

range 192-632 K by use of an isotopically selective transverse

discharge chemical laser and infrared fluorescence techniques.

The transfer probability shows a temperature dependence of P„.

~ 7^' over the range studied. This dependence is similar to

those observed for a number of other near-resonant processes.
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but differs from current theoretical predictions for resonant

vibrational energy transfer It is shown that a model based on

a statistical distribution of rotational states resulting after a

long-lived ct>llision is useful in understanding the parameters

which must be important in resonant vibrational energy

transfer.

18930. Say lor, C P., Refractometry of fluids in microscopic

tubes, Appl. Opt. 18, No. 6. 802-808 (Mar. 15. 1979).

Key words: fluids; noxious fluids; refractive index; refrac-

tive index tubes.

Fluid filling a tube immersed in a medium that matches the

index of the tube acts as a cylindrical lens. Because of geomet-
rical aberrations, the focal length cannot be used directly for

an accurate determination of refractive index. By observing the

focal position with a microscope that has an aperture regulating

diaphragm in the back focal plane, the ambiguity can be

removed. The diaphragm restricts the observing light to two
beams of equal and opposite obliquity With unpolished tubes

accuracy is about as good as with an Abbe refractometer, a few

units in the fourth decimal place.

18931. Unassigned.

18932. Penner, S., Galejs, A., Transport calculations for very

high current beams, (Proc. 1979 Particle Accelerator En-

gineering and Technology, San Francisco, CA, Mar. 12-14,

1979), IEEE Trans. Nucl. Set. NS-26, No. 3, Pt. 1, 3086-

3089 (June 1979).

Key words: beam transport; high current beams; numerical

simulation; particle accelerators; space charge forces.

A computer program has been developed to calculate the ef-

fect of the transverse space charge forces on a particle beam.

The method is to divide the beam into a large number, M, of

"beamlets," and compute the force on each beamlet by

summing over the forces due to all the others. M 's 1000 is

needed to make spurious collisional effects negligible. To the

space charge forces, we add the forces due to the physical

components of the system such as quadrupoles, solenoids or ac-

celerating gaps. Using this program we have verified the predic-

tion that at high current, certain perturbations of the K-V dis-

tributions are unstable. In a FODO line tuned to 90° phase ad-

vance per cell at zero current, with the phase advance

depressed to 30° by space charge, we found that the rms

omittance of a perturbed K-V distribution grows by a factor of

2 in ~4() cells, and then remains stable, although no longer

having the K-V form. For thin-lens focusing, this result is in

good agreement with Haber's calculation. The use of finite

quadrupoles rather than thin lenses has. remarkably little effect.

18933. Krauss, M., Neumann, D. B , Charge overlap effects in

dispersion energies, J. CItem. Ph\s 71, No. 1, 107-112 (July

1, 1979).

Key words: Be; dispersion; excited states; He; interaction

energy; overlap.

Charge overlap effects in dispersion energies are calculated

using frequency dependent atomic polarizabilities. The disper-

sion energy is expanded in the usual multipole interaction series

but the dispersion coefficients are found to be given as a

product, C{Li,Li,)X (Li.LnM) where C(Li.Lii) is the usual

coefficient for nonoverlapping fragments and x called a

damping function which equals one asymptotically. Damping
functions have been calculated for He( 1 '.V )-He( 1 '.S ), Be(l'X)-

Be(l'.S), and combination of He(2'.V). He(2'5), He(l'5), and

H(r''.S'). The results are used to analyze qualitatively the extent

of the dispersion contribution to the energy of interactions at

cither the equilibrium separation or the critical distance for or-

biting collisions.

18934. Krauss, M., Neumann. D . Variational calculation of

dynamic polarizabilities, Chcm I'hy.s. Lett. 52, No. 3. ftOO-

602 (Dec. 15, 1977).

Key words: frequency dependent polarizability; helium '.V

state; molecular electronic structure; van der Waals coeffi-

cient.

The finite field method of obtaining static multipole polariza-

bilities is extended to the calculation of dynamic polarizabili-

ties. The first-order frequency dependent wavefunction is ob-

tained variationally using a trial function, \(<u )<J( i(0). i/( |(0) is

the first-order wavefunction obtained in the static calculation.

The results are applied to the approximation of the dynamic

polarizability at imaginary frequencies. These are then used to

calculate the coefficients for the inverse power series represen-

tation of the interatomic potential energy. The method has

been applied to two simple cases, hydrogen and helium. For

hydrogen the present method yields results close to the exact

values for the static dipole polarizability and the dipole-dipole

van der Waals coefficient, C^. In the case of helium a simple

Hartree-Fock function was perturbed but the results are still

encouraging with the dipole-dipole van der Waals coefficient,

Ch, calculated to within 1% of the accurate value.

18935. Krauss, M., Neumann, D. B., The '*n„-'^2,/ transition in

N.2, Mol. Phys. 37, No. 6, 1661-1671 ( 1979).

Key words: energy curve; excited state; N.^; radiative transi-

tion; •^n„; ^2/.

Accurate electronic energy curves and wavefunctions of the

l^n„ and PS,/ states of N.., have been calculated using the

multi-configuration self-consistent-field (MC-SCF) method. The

•^riu state was predicted by Mulliken who suggested it was im-

portant in N2 afterglow emissions. The calculated /?,, and of

the ^n„ state are in reasonable accord with estimates of Carroll

and Mulliken based on predissociation behaviour of the Cn„
state.

The vertical transition energy, -Tlu-^S,,*, is calculated to be

about 1.8— 1.9 eV. The calculated transition probability is zero

asymptotically but increases rapidly to shorter distances as the

atoms overlap. At /? = 1 .6 A the transition probability is about

2 X 10^ s"' or a lifetime of 5 fia for the ground vibrational level.

The large and rapidly varying transition probability is a con-

sequence of the difference in s-p mixing in the molecular or-

bitals of the two states. The dominant contributions to the

transition probability arise from the non -orthogonality of the

MC-SCF molecular orbitals of the two states.

18936. Krauss, M., Mies, F. H., Electronic structure and radia-

tive transitions of excimer systems. Chapter 2 in Topics in Ap-

plied Physics. C. K. Rhodes, Ed., 30, 5-46 ( Springer-Verlag,

Berlin, Germany, 1979).

Key words: electronic structure; energy curves; excimer;

gain; radiative transition.

The electronic structure and radiative transitions of excimer

molecules are reviewed. Diatomic systems are briefly analyzed

for rare gas-rare gas, rare gas with Group I through VII, and

Group II-Group II atomic interactions in terms of the energy

curve and transition moment behavior. The gain cross section

for these systems is also proportional to a continuum line shape

factor which is the Franck -Condon factor for a bound to con-

tinuum transition. The line line shape factor analyzed in terms

of two limiting cases where the ground state repulsive curve is

flat or steep at the transition.

18937. Sengers, J. V., Dielectric constant of water and steam,

Mech. Enfi. 101, 44-45 (Sept. 1979).
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Key words; dielectric constant of water; interpolating equa-

tion dielectric; steam; table-dielectric constant of water;

thermophysical properties of water; water.

The International Association for the Properties of Steam has

adopted a recommended interpolating equation to represent the

static dielectric constant of water substance in a substantial

range of temperatures (0 °C-55()°) and pressures (0-500 MPa).
A description of this recommended equation is presented.

18938. Hillhouse, D. L . Petersons, O , Sze, W C , A prototype

system for on-site calibration of coupling capacitor voltage

transformers (CVVTs), ( Proc. IEEE Power Engineering

' Society Summer Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, July 16-21,

1^78), IEEE Trans. Power Appar. Sy.u. PAS-98, No. 3, 1026-

1036 (May/June 1979).

Key words: CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accura-

cy; portable system; truck-mounted.

In recent years, the coupling capacitor voltage transformer

J
(CCVT) has come into wide use for 0.3% accuracy extra-high

voltage (EHV) revenue metering in interties between utilities,

j Considerable user experience raised doubts as to its adequacy

I

for this application and suggested the need for periodic calibra-

i tion. Since the CCVT is permanently installed, this calibration
' must be done on-site.

j
A prototype field calibration system for CCVTs has been

I

developed. The system contains a high voltage transfer standard

j

divider made up of CCVT capacitor modules, a current com-
' parator bridge, a high voltage standard capacitor, and a reso-

i

nant power supply which are transported and operated from a

! closed calibration truck. The modular divider is assembled and
connected to the CCVT bus for the calibration. The system is

compact, requires only a two-man crew plus utility operating

I crews, and can be set up and taken down quickly on site,

i

System accuracy is 0.05% and 0.3 milliradians. It has suc-

cessfully undergone two complete field tests in which a total of

1 six CCVTs and six PTs were calibrated. Feasibility of a con-

jl

siderably simpler and less costly system has been demonstrated.

I
18939. Henningsen, J. O., Petersen. J. C, Petersen, F. R.,

' Jennings, D. A., Evenson, K. M., High resolution spectroscopy

of vibrationally excited '''CH iOH by frequency measurement
of FIR laser emission, J. Mol. Specirotc . 77. 298-309 ( 1979).

Key words; C ' methanol; FIR laser; laser frequency mea-
surements.

^
High resolution spectroscopic data on vibrationally excited

jl

'•''CH:,OH have been obtained by combining the technique of

I' optically pumped FIR lasers with accurate frequency measure-

ments. The frequencies of 20 torsion-rotation transitions in the

C

—

O stretch fundamental were measured and spectroscopically

j
assigned. Fr<im these measurements, '^CH:,OH molecular con-

.stunts were determined.

18940. Allan, D. W., A review of flicker noise frequency insta-

bilities in precision frequency standards, Proc. Symp. on I If

Fluctuations, Tokyo. Japan. July 11-13, 1977, pp. 158-172

(Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan, Tokyo, Japan,

1977).

Key words: clock's rms time errors; flicker noise; frequen-

cy modulation; frequency reference; precision oscillators.

Flicker noise has limited the performance of precision oscil-

lators since their advent as a technological tool. Flicker noise

in its common usage is defined as a noise process which has

a spectral density which is inversely proportional to the Fourier

frequency f (S„(f) = h_,/f) where y(t) is a time varying process

whose fiuctuations arc being characterized, h_i is the propor-

tionality constant (noise level).

18941. Johnson. C. R.. An inclusion region for the field of

values of a doubly stochastic matrix based on its graph,

Aequationes Math. 17. 305-310 ( 1978).

Key words: doubly stochastic matrix; eigenvalues; field of

values; graph; longest circuit; permutation matrix.

It is known that an eigenvalue \ = u -f iv of a nonnegative,

row stochastic n-by-n matrix A satisfies

u -I- |v| tan ir/n =£ 1

,

and it has been conjectured that n may be replaced by m =s

n where m is the length of the longest circuit (with no repeated

nodes or edges) in the graph of A. We show that when A is

doubly stochastic this conjecture is correct not only for the

eigenvalues of A but also for all elements of the field of values

of A.

18942. Henderson, M. M., Technology's help in putting infor-

mation to work. Bull. Am. Soc. Inf. Sci. 6, No. 1, 32-35 (Oct.

1979).

Key words: American Society of Information Science; com-

puter technology library science; information science.

Computer, telecommunications, and microform technologies

combine to facilitate information handling today. The develop-

ment of these technologies, their current trends and their im-

pact on information handling tasks are briefly reviewed here.

(This paper is to be included in a special issue of the Bulletin

of ASIS which attempts an overview of the information han-

dling field. The issue will appear at the time of the White

House Conference on Libraries and Information Science and

will be distributed to Conference attendees. Since the attendees

will vary widely in their knowledge and familiarity with the

scope of information technology, the individual papers for the

special issue are written in an easy tutorial style.)

18943. Tobler, R. L., Reed, R. P., Tensile and fracture behavior

of a nitrogen-strengthened, chromium-nickel-manganese stain-

less steel at cryogenic temperatures. Am. Soc. Test. Maier.

Spec. Tech. Puhl. 668, pp. 537-552 ( 1979).

Key words: crack propagation; cryogenics; fracture; low

temperature tests; martensitic transformations; mechanical

properties; stainless steel alloys.

J-integral fracture and conventional tensile properties are re-

ported for an electroslag remelted Fe-2 lCr-6Ni-9Mn austenitic

stainless steel that contains 0.28 percent nitrogen as an intersti-

tial strengthening element. Results at room (295 K), liquid-

nitrogen (76 K), and liquid-helium (4 K) temperatures demon-
strated that the yield strength and fracture toughness of this

alloy are inversely related and strongly temperature dependent.

Over the investigated temperature range, the yield strength tri-

pled to 1.24 GPa ( 180 ksi) at 4 K. The fracture toughness, as

measured using 3.8-cm-thick (1.5 i.) compact specimens,

decreased considerably between 295 and 4 K. During plastic

deformation at 295 K the alloy undergoes slight martensitic

transformation, but at 76 and 4 K it transforms extensively to

martensites. The amount of body-centered cubic (bcc) mar-

tensite formed during tension tests was measured as a function

of elongation.

18944. King. D. S.. Schenck. P. K.. Laser -excited galvanic spec-

troscopy. Laser Focus, pp. 50. 52, 54. 56, and 57 (Mar.

1978).

Key words: laser excited galvanic spectroscopy; lasers,

bandwjdth determination of; lasers, frequency locking of;

lasers, wavelength calibration of; optogalvanic effect; trace

metal detection.
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The new spectroscopic and analytical technique, laser excited

galvanic spectroscopy is presented. Applications of this

technique to wavelength calibration and bandwidth determina-

tion of tunable lasers, frequency stabilization of cw dye lasers,

and analytical determinations of trace metal in aqueous solu-

tion are described.

18945. Mauer. F. A , Robbins, C. R , X-ray powder diffraction

measurements in reactive atmospheres at 1000 C and 7 MPa
(1000 PSIG), Paper in Advances in X-ray Analysis. G. J. Mc-
Carthy, Ed., 22, 19-30 (Plenum Publ. Corp., New York, NY,
1979).

Key words: coal gasification; high pressure; high tempera-

ture; measurement method; powder diffraction; reactive at-

mosphere.

Studies of changes in the flexural strength and phase com-
position of castable refractories are being carried out in simu-

lated coal gasification reactor environments. This paper
describes a pressure vessel in which x-ray diffraction measure-
ments can be made by an energy dispersive method while the

specimen is being heated to temperatures as high as 1000 °C
in atmospheres containing H.^O, CO^. CO. H.^, CH^, NH^. and

HaS at pressures up to 7 MPa ( 1000 psig).

18946. Kruger, J., Fundamental aspects of the corrosion of

metallic implants. Am. Sac. Test. Mater. Spec. Tech. Piihl.

684. pp. 107-127 ( 1979).

Key words: corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic corro-

sion; implants; implants passivity.

The corrosion of metals in the aqueous environments of body
fluids involves the setting up of electrochemical corrosion cells.

The corrosion produced by these cells is controlled by ther-

modynamic and kinetic factors. The thermodynamic factors

determine the corrosion tendencies; the kinetic factors deter-

mine the rate Galvanic corrosion is affected by both ther-

modynamic and kinetic factors and occurs when two metals

with widely differing potentials are placed in contact with each

other. Other forms of corrosion depend more directly on fac-

tors controlling the rate of corrosion. For most alloys used in

implants the corrosion rate is mainly dependent on the protec-

tive properties of the thin passive films that exist on the sur-

faces of these alloys. The quality of the protection afforded by

passive films is related to their ability to resist chemical break-

down by damaging species and, once broken down, their ability

to reform rapidly ( repassivate ). The interplay between break-

down and repassivation is important in determining the suscep-

tibility of metallic implants to pitting, crevice corrosion, stress

corrosion, corrosion fatigue, intergranular corrosion, and
fretting corrosion.

18947. Faller, J E , Rinker, R L , Zumberge, M A , Progress

on the development of a portable absolute gravimeter, (Proc.

Conf. Bureau Gravimetrique International, Paris, France,

May 1979), Bull. dTnf. 44, l-B-4— l-B-11 (Universite P. et

M. Curi, 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France, 1979).

Key words: fundamental constants; geodynamics;

geophysics; instrumentation.

At the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics we are

developing an absolute gravimeter using the method of free fall.

Our goal is to devise an easily portable apparatus that has a 1-3

ptgal sensitivity and which requires less than half a day per

measurement (including set up) to <ibtain that accuracy. Sig-

nificant progress toward this goal has been made

18948. Kelleher. D E , Konjevic, N , Wiese, W L , Test for ion

dynamic dependence of plasma red shifts in neutral hydrogen,

riiys. Rev. A 20. No. 3, 1 195-1 196 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: deuterium; hydrogen; ion dynamic effect;

plasma line shift; spectral lines; Stark broadening.

The plasma red shifts of H„ and D„ were measured in an at-

mospheric-pressure wall-stabilized arc, which was operated in

argon with a small admixture of cither hydrogen or deuterium.

The measurements have yielded, within the experimental uncer-

tainties, the same red shifts for H„ and D„, i.e. zero mass de-

pendence.

18949. Roszman, L. J., Dielectronic recombination rale of Mo
XXXIII, Phys. Rev. A 20, No. 3, 67:i-hl6 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: atomic physics; dielectronic recombination;

highly ionized; impurity; molybdenum; plasma.

The total rate of dielectronic recombination of Mo xxxiii to

form Mo xxxii is computed by means of the fundamental

atomic physics of the process and atomic data calculated for

this problem. Agreement with a simple analytic expression sug-

gested by Burgess for the total rate is good in the temperature

range 1.0-6.0 keV, but poor below 1.0 keV. Considerable dis-

agreement exists with the analytic expression when the details

of the process are examined

18950. Victor, G A, Constantinides, E. R, Double

photoionization and doubly charged ions in the thermosphere,

Geophys. Res Lett. 6, No. 6, 519-522 (June 1979).

Key words: double photoionization; doubly charged ions;

ionosphere; O*"^; photoionization; thermosphere.

We show that a plausible cross section for double

photoionization of atomic oxygen,

hv(\ < 254 A) + O -» 0++ + 2e

yields the dominant source mechanism for O** in the thermo-

sphere. With this large source, harmony is obtained between

the measured O** concentrations and the large (k~ 10"" cm''

s"' ) measured sink (by charge exchange with molecular spe-

cies) at altitudes above about 250 km.

18951. Danos, M., Rafelski, J., Higher-order effects in fermi-

type charged current theory of weak interactions: Semi-lep-

tonic neutral currents, Phys. Lett. 73B, No. 3, 313-316 (Feb.

27, 1978).

t

Key words: atomic parity mixing; charged currents; fermi
j

theory; neutral currents; neutrino scattering; weak interac-

tion.

In a convergent field theory rescattering graphs lead to

neutral-current effects of the observed magnitude if the effec-

tive cut-off momentum is ~ C""^ ~ 300 GeV. A perturbation

expansion is justified owing to the value / = 0.18 of the result-

ing expansion parameter.

18952. Brillet, A , Hall, J L., An improved test of the isotropy

of space using laser techniques, Proc. Fourth Int. Conf. on

Laser Spectroscopy. Rottacli-Egern. Germany. June 11-15.

1979. H. Walther, K. W. Rothe, Eds., pp. 12-20 (Springer-

Verlag, New York, NY, Oct. 1979).

Key words: isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experi-

ment; special relativity; stabilized lasers.

This paper describes a new laser version of the Michelson-

Morley experiment, in which we achieved a sensitivity Ac/c =

( 1.5 ± 2.5) X 10-'^. This appears to constitute the most precise

test of special relativity yet realized.

18953. Leuchs, G., Smith, S J., Walther, H., High resolution

spectroscopy of Rydberg states, Proc. Fourth Int. Conf. on

Laser Spectro.'icopy . Rottacli-Egern. Germany. June 11-15.
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/y/y. H. Walthcr, K W. Rothe. Eds., pp. 255-263 (Springer-

Verlag, New York, NY, Oct. 1979).

Key words: angular distributions; field ionization; laser

spectroscopy; multiphoton processes; photoionization;

quantum beats; sodium atom.

Quantum beat measurements of the fine structure of the

sodium -D states far n = 21 to n = 3 ! are reported. These high-

lying states were populated by a resonant two-step excitation

using linearly polarized dye lasers pumped simultaneously by a

nitrogen laser. They were detected by applying a voltage pulse

across the atom beam immediately after excitation and detect-

ing the emitted field electrons. In this paper it is also shown
that in the absence of an electric field, the excitation of AD to

lOD states can be detected by observing the photoelectron due

to absorption of a third phott)n. Angular distributions of

photoelectrons with respect to the direction of laser

polarization, measured in a plane perpendicular to the laser

beam axis, were found tt> contain even powers of cos 0 up to

cos''(i depending quite sensitively on the intermediate states in

the three-step process. This could provide a basis for detecting

i
microwave resonances between high-lying states.

I

I

18954. Hogben, D., Peavy, S. T., OMNITAB 78 plotting capa-

bility, Prac. Computer Science and Sialisrics I2tli Ann. Symp.

I
on the Interface, University of Waterloo. Ontario, Canada,

[j

May 10-11, 1979, J. F. Gentleman, Ed , pp. 4 1 3-4 1 7 ( 1979).

Key words; box plots; CALCOMP; computing system; con-

fidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots; portability plots;

residuals; statistical plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays.

I

OMNITAB 78 is an integrated programming language and
i statistical software system, particularly suitable for physical and
I engineering scientists. This paper gives a brief description of

OMNITAB 78 and then describes its extensive plotting capa-

bility, which includes plots with easy to read scales, plots of

varying sizes, multiple plots per page, and CALCOMP plots.

Histograms, stem-and-leaf displays, probability plots and four

statistical plots on one page are routinely used for statistical

analysis. A regression instruction automatically prints four plots

of standardized residuals on one page. For a straight line

regression, a 95% confidence ellipse for the slope and intercept

I is printed. The instruction which produces a oneway analysis of

j

variance prints box plots. Nine examples are described showing
i many of the plots which can be easily obtained using OM-
j

NITAB 78.

18955. Smith, S. J., Hogan, P B., Laser bandwidth and intensi-

ty effects in multiphoton ionization of sodium, Proc. Fourth

hit. Conf. on Laser Spectroscopy, Rot lack-Egern. Germany,
June 11-15, 1979. H. Walther, K. W Rothe, Eds., pp. 360-

367 (Springer-Verlag, New York, NY, Oct 1979).

Key words: ac Stark effect; double optical resonance; laser

bandwidth effects; multiphoton ionization.

Recently there has been interest in the development of

theoretical methods for incorporating the effects of finite laser

bandwidth in the treatment of the ac Stark effect in the two-

level atom approximation, and in the extension of this model
to approximate descriptions of "weak probe" double resonance

experiments. In this paper we briefly describe some experimen-
tal observations which have played a role in motivating recent

developments in the mathematical framework for treating finite

laser bandwidth effects in phase diffusion models and, more
recently, in chaotic field models which include the effects of

amplitude fluctuations.

18956. Wacker, P. F . Plane-radial scanning techniques with

probe correction; natural orthogonalities with respect to sum-
mation on planar measurement lattices, (Proc. 1979 Int.

lEEE/AP-S Symp., Seattle, WA, June 18-22, 1979), Paper in

1979 International Symposium Digest: Antennas and Propaf^a-

lion. 79 CH1456-3 AP, 2, 561-564 (IEEE Antennas and

Propagation Society, University of Washington, Seattle, WA,
1979),

Key words: aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier

"Transform "; near-field scanning; orthogonalities; plane-

radial scanning; probe correction; space groups.

Plane-radial scanning has the advantage that it requires only

a linear probe transport (with azimuthal rotation of the trans-

ducer-under-test), yet it is well suited to highly-directional

transducers. (The word "transducer" is used instead of

"antenna" since the treatment applies to a wide variety of

mathematically-linear physical systems, e.g., EM or acoustic.)

For transducers many wavelengths across, highly efficient data

processing is needed, requiring (Hermitian) orthogonalities with

respect to summation on the measurement lattice; further, these

should be natural orthogonalities so that time-consuming

orthogonalization (e.g., Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization ) can

be avoided. (As will be seen, the orthogonalities are imple-

mented by the highly-efficient Discrete Fast Fourier

"Transform ") Moreover, in expressing the fields as linear com-
binations of basis functions, exact global solutions of the per-

tinent differential cquation(s) (Maxwell's in the EM case)

make much more effective use of the data than ad hoc basis

functions, since no data are wasted in determining information

available from the equation(s). Furthermore, for both accurate

measurement and for non-ideal (e.g., directional) probes, cor-

rection for the pattern of the probe is required. This in turn

requires addition theorems (like Graf's addition theorem for

Bessel functions) which permit the reexpansion of the field of

the probe at each and every measurement point in terms of the

test-transducer coordinate system. Note that the orthogonalities

required for the probe correction case are not between the

basis functions or modes (as in the ideal probe case) but

between the transformation coefficients in the addition

theorems. For both the ideal probe and probe correction cases,

the lattice must provide the required orthogonalities. Assuming
that the properties of the medium are invariant under certain

translations, rotations, and/or reflections, we will determine all

the lattices providing natural orthogonalities for any type of

planar scanning involving exact solutions of a linear system.

18957. Read, D T., Reed, R. P , Toughness, fatigue crack

growth, and tensile properties of three nitrogen-strengthened

stainless steels at cryogenic temperatures, (Proc. Symp. I()7th

AIME Ann. Meeting, Denver, CO, Mar. 2, 1978), Paper in

The Metal Science of Stainless Steels, E. W. Collings, H. W.
King, Eds., pp. 92-121 (Metallurgical Society of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Warrendale, PA,
1979).

Key words: cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength; low-

temperature; mechanical properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-

strengthened; stainless steel; tensile properties; toughness.

Fracture toughness, fatigue crack growth rate, and tensile

property data for the nitrogen-strengthened stainless steels at

295, 76, and 4 K have been obtained. These materials were

tested to investigate their suitability as structural materials for

cryogenic service. The materials tested were nitrogen-

strengthened Fe-I8Cr-3Ni-13Mn. Fe-2 ICr- 1 2Ni-5Mn, and Fe-

1 9Cr-9Ni-2Mn. Toughness measurements employed J-integral,

plane strain critical stress intensity, and crack-opening-displace-

ment tests. It was found that the nitrogen-strengthened

austenitic stainless steels generally exhibit lower toughness at 4

K than the widely used 3()()-series stainless steels. Of the

nitrogen-strengthened steels tested to date. Fe- 1 8Cr-3Ni- 1 3Mn
is the strongest and least tough, and Fe- 1 9Cr-9Ni-2Mn is the
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toughest and least strong. Fatigue crack gr<iwth rates at 4 K in

the nitrogen-strengthened stainless steels were found to be

generally higher than or comparable to rates for previously

tested stainless steels. Fe- 1 8Cr-3Ni- 1 3Mn had rates significantly

above previously tested materials, especially at high stress in-

tensity range levels. Four Kelvin crack growth rates for Fe-

19Cr-9Ni-2Mn and Fe-2 1 Cr- 1 2Ni-5Mn fell approximately in

the mid-range of previous data for austenitic stainless steels at

4 K. All studied materials exhibited high strengths at cryogenic

temperatures. After being strained to failure at 4 and 76 K,

Fe-18Cr-3Ni-13Mn and Fe- 1 9Cr-9Ni-2Mn exhibited some fer-

romagnetism, indicating that martensitic transformations had
occurred; Fe-2 1 Cr- 1 2Ni-5Mn exhibited no ferromagnetism.

18958. Abraham, J. L., Etz. E. S , Molecular microanalysis of

pathological specimens in situ with a laser-Raman microprobe,

.S'</. 206, 7 16-718 (Nov. 9, 1979).

Key words: biological microanalysis; biological tissue;

foreign bodies; histological sections; implant materials;

microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy.

A laser-Raman microprobe has been used to identify micro-

scopic inclusions of silicone polymer in standard paraffin sec-

tions of lymph node This example of organic chemical

microanalysis in situ in pathological tissue represents an exten-

sion of microanalytical capabilities from elemental analysis,

performed with electron and ion microprobes, to compound-
specific molecular microanalysis.

18959. Unassigned.

18960. Han, C. C, Molecular weight and temperature depen-

dence of intrinsic viscosity of polymer solutions. Polymer 20,

1083-1086 (Sept 1979).

Key words: hydrodynamic radius; intrinsic viscosity;

polymer dimensions in solution; polystyrene; radius of

gyration; temperature and molecular weight dependence.

The molecular weight and temperature dependence of the in-

trinsic viscosity of polymer solutions have been predicted by

combining the calculated radius of gyration, /?,,, and

hydrodynamic radius, R,,. with cither the static empirical ap-

proach of Mandelkern-Flory or the dynamic argument of Weill-

des Cloizeaux. It is found that experimental results can be suc-

cessfully represented by the dynamic model for a range of five

decades of molecular weight and temperature. The discrepancy

between the calculated and experimental data at /V = /V, reveals

the crudeness of the discontinuity at the temperature cut-off as-

sumed by current temperature blob theory.

18961. Scalabrin, A , Evenson, K M., Additional cw FIR laser

lines from optically pumped CH-iFo, Opi. Leu. 4, No. 9, 277-

279 (Sept. 1979).

Key words; CHjFj; FIR; optically pumped; wavelength.

Twenty-five new, cw, FIR lines from CHjF,, optically

pumped by a CO-^ laser, have been found, using a variable-

coupling, open-structure res<)nator. Accurate wavelength mea-
surements have been made on the 47 known CH2F2 lines. The
new lines are fairly uniformly distributed over a wide range,

from 105 to 1448 /xm.

18962. Frederick, N V , Haynes, W. M., Differential

capacitance sensor as position detector for a magnetic suspen-

sion densimeter. Rev. Sci. lustrum. 50, No. 9, 1154-1155

(Sept. 1979).

Key words: capacitance sensor; densimeter; magnetic

suspension; position detector.

A differential capacitance sensor has been used in the ser-

vosystem of a magnetic suspension densimeter to detect the
j

pt>sition of a magnetic buoy. This type of sensor has ni>t prcvi- !

ously been used in this application. Its design, performance,
,

and advantages arc described.
;

I

18963. Et7.. E. S., Raman microprobe analysis: Principles and
applications, Scannini; Electron MUrosc. Pi. /, pp. 67-82 and
92 ( 1979).

Key words: biological microanalysis; microanalysis;

micromineralogy ; microsampling; molecular analysis; or-

ganic microanalysis; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra;

Raman spectroscopy.

The principles of normal (spontaneous) Raman scattering

spectroscopy are extended to molecular analysis with laser-

Raman microprobes. These instruments furnish information on

the identity of the principal molecular constituents of

microsamples and their distribution in the solid phase. From ii

the vibrational Raman spectrum, additional information on the
,

structural order (e.g., crystalline or glassy state) of the sample
^

is obtained. Instrumentation developed for Raman microprobe

analysis is described and the performance of these systems
|.

demonstrated by examples of measurement. Considerations on
,

the use of these microprobes are limited to qualitative analysis, i

The analytical applications of micro-Raman spectroscopy are

surveyed. Specific examples are presented from the study of (i) I

airborne dust particles, (ii) trace organic pollutants, (iii) fluid

inclusions in minerals, and (iv) thin sections of biological tis- i

sues. Sample requirements, methods of sample preparation and

choice of measurement conditions are set forth to illustrate op-

timum analysis procedures. The examples given indicate the

unusual advantages of the technique, offering molecular

specificity, structural discernment, relatively simple spectral fin-

gerprints, and generally picogram sensitivity. Chief limitations ij

of the method arise from the inherent weakness of the Raman i

effect, the possibility of localized sample heating, spectral inter-

ferences from fluorescence, and the lack of quantitation.
,

18964. Powell, J. W , Economic evaluation of passive solar

designs for urban environments, Proc. 4ili Nat. Pas.^ive Solar

Conf., Kan.sa.^ City. MO, Oct. 3-5. 1979. pp. 1-5 (American
\

Section of the International Solar Energy Society, Newark,

DE, 1979).

Key words: commercial; economics; evaluation; feasibility;

passive; rehabilitation; retrofit; solar.

This paper outlines an economic model for evaluating passive

solar designs for commercial buildings and applies the model in

several case studies of retrtifit systems. Taking into account tax I

effects, incentive programs available to urban rehabilitation I

projects, and non-thermal as well as thermal benefits of

selected passive solar energy systems for space heating, the '

evaluations show that these systems are cost effective over a

wide range 6f conditions.
j

18965. Eisenhauer. C, Model for diffusion of a pencil beam of
|

electrons: Angular distribution. Trans. Am. ^Nucl. .Soc. 32,

649-650 (June 1979).

Key words: charged particle; electron; energy deposition;

Monte Carlo; multiple scatter; tracklength.

An approximate one-parameter analytic expression is

developed to describe the two-dimensional tracklength distribu-

tion due to multiple scatter of narrow beam of charge particles.

Predictions are compared with distributions calculated by the i

Monte Carlo method for two types of one-velocity scattering

kernels. The analytic model is then applied to electrons of 10, I

1, and 0.1 MeV in water and 1 MeV in lead, by introducing
|

the electron range as a cut-off parameter A correction func-
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tion is generated by comparing energy deposition determined

from a rigorous Monte Carlo calculation with predictions of the

model. The correction function is found to be slowly varying,

differing from unity by less than 40'^. Thus, variations in ener-

gy deposition density of three orders of magnitude or more can

be expressed by the pniduct of an analytic expression and a

slowly-varying tabulated correction function.

18966. Etz, E. S., Blaha, J. J., Laser-Raman microprobe analy-

sis of particles in pollution studies, (Proc. American Nuclear

Society 1979 Winter Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 11-

15. 1979). Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 33, 241-242 (Nov. 1979).

Key words: microanalysis; particle analysis; pollution stu-

dies; power plants; Raman microprobe; Raman spectrosco-

py; vibrational spectra.

The paper (a ~600-word abstract, including two figures and

selected literature references) refers to ongoing work at the

National Bureau of Standards in the application of Raman
microprobe spectroscopy to the molecular analysis of single

particles in pollution particulate samples. Results of NBS
research in the analysis of particles from power plant emissions

are presented. Discussed are the chief attributes and limitations

of Raman microanalysis as well as instrumentation developed at

NBS and elsewhere.

18967. Reno, R. C, Swartzendruber, L. J., Bennett, L. H.,

Positron annihilation study of defects in titanium, NDT Int.,

pp. 224-227 (Oct. 1979).

Key words; defects; Doppler broadening; hardness;

positron annihilation; titanium.

Positron annihilation linewidth measurements have been used
to study defect behaviour in titanium samples which were first

cold-worked and then annealed at temperatures ranging up to

850 °C. The line width for a highly deformed high purity

(0.9998) sample showed a gradual increase with increasing an-

nealing temperature up to recrystallization temperature, above
which there was a rapid increase. In contrast, a commercially
pure (0.9984) sample deformed by 20% displayed a smooth in-

crea.se in linewidth over the entire annealing range. Hardness

measurements correlate reasonably well with the overall trend

of the positron lineshape parameter, but the positron annihila-

tion measurements reveal defect changes that occur at tem-
peratures too low to give any observed changes in hardness.

18968. Warner, B. E., Persson, K B., Collins, G. J , Metal-

vapor production by sputtering in a hollow-cathode discharge:

Theory and experiment, J. Appl. Pliy.i. 50, No. 9, 5694-5703
(Sept. 1979).

Key words: charge transfer; hollow cathode discharge;

metal vapor production; sputtering.

Laser action in singly ionized metal atoms has been obtained

when a rare gas is excited in a metal hollow cathode. The
required metal-vapor density is produced by discharge sputter-

ing from the cathode and the excitation of upper levels occurs

via a charge-transfer reaction of the type B* + M —* (M*)* +
B + AE. We present a unified discharge-sputtering theory which

describes the metal density created in the hollow cathode, .in-

cluding both the current and spatial dependence. The predic-

tions of this model are then compared to the measured depen-

dence of metal-vapor density with current, spatial position, and

buffer-gas pressure. Discharge conditions which support laser

oscillation are emphasized. Agreement between theory and ex-

periment is good.

18969. Hudson, R. P Note on the dependence of AC magnetic

susceptibility on the magnitude of the measuring field, J. Low
Temp. Phys. 36, Nos. 5/6. 51 1-5 19 ( 1979).

Key words: low temperatures; magnetic susceptibility; mag-
netic thermometry; paramagnetic relaxation.

Ac measurements of susceptibility are analyzed to investigate

the effect of a finite measuring field, the effect arising from the

interplay of the spin-lattice relaxation time, and the measuring
frequency. The analysis constitutes an attempt at rather more
rigor than that of a recent discussion by Dawber, Finn, and
Kiymac. The consequences for precision magnetic thermometry
with cerous magnesium nitrate are summarized.

18970. Myklebust, R. L., Newbury. D. E.. The use and abuse

of a quantitative analysis procedure for energy-dispersive x-

ray microanalysis, Proc. Fourteenth Ann. Microheam Analysis

Sacietyll979 Conf., San Antonio. TX. Aug. 13-17, 1979. pp.

231-237 (San Francisco Press, Inc., San Franfcisco, CA,
1979).

Key words: electron probe microanalysis; energy dispersive

x-ray microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry;

quantitative analysis; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray

microanalysis.

FRAME C, a procedure for quantitative energy dispersive

x-ray microanalysis, is capable of high relative accuracies when
the proper required analytical conditions are observed. Evalua-

tion of the errors introduced by poor spectral quality (poor

statistics, high deadtime counting, and errors in the energy

calibration), uncertainty in user-supplied parameters (beam
energy, x-ray emergence angle, and background selection), and
specimen roughness reveals that average relative errors increase

by factors of 2 to 20. The most significant errors are in-

troduced by surface roughness.

18971. Etz. E. S.. Blaha, J. J.. Investigations into the critical

measurement aspects of Raman microprobe analysis, Proc.

Fourteenth Ann. Microheam Analysis Society11979 Conf.. San

Antonio. TX. Aug. 13-17. 1979, pp. 173-184 (San Franci-sco

Press, Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979).

Key words: laser excitation; microanalysis; microparticle

analysis; microprobe resolution; microsample heating; opti-

cal detection; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman
spectroscopy.

In the course of NBS research in Raman microprobe analysis

experiments have been performed to better define the critical

measurement aspects of micro-Raman spectroscopy. Discussed

are several experimental criteria and their relationship to suc-

cessful molecular microanalysis. Spatial resolution of the probe

measurement is discussed in terms of effective sampling volume
determined by the design of the NBS microprobe. Effects of

laser-induced sample heating and optical breakdown of

microsamples are illustrated by examples from the analysis of

environmental particles. Spectral interferences from sample

fluorescence are illustrated for microparticulate polynuclcar

aromatic hydrocarbons. Measurement problems arising from

the chemical reactivity of microparticlcs are discussed with

reference to sample modifications observed for hygroscopic

particles. The question of weak signal measurements is ex-

amined from the point of view of the potential benefits to be

derived from the application of optical multichannel analyzers

as detection devices. Several areas requiring further experimen-

tal investigations are identified for the further enhancement of

the field.

18972. Misra. D. N., Bowen, R. L., Reaction of anthranilic acid

with cupric ion-containing hydroxyapatite surface. Paper in

Surface Contamination. K. L. Mittal, Ed., 2, 983-991 (Plenum

Publ. Corp., New York. NY, 1979).

Key words: anthranilic acid; chemisorption; cupric

anthranilate; cupric ion-containing hydroxyapatite; reaction

kinetics; surface reaction.
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Equal amounts of anthranilic acid ( "-aminobenzoic acid) are

irreversibly adsorbed on hydroxyapatite surface with or without

pretreatment of the surface with cupric ions. Cupric ions

enhance the strength of the bonding between aqthranilic acid

and the hydroxyapatite surface by effecting chemisorption of

the acid molecules at their sites. This result, in itself, is of con-
siderable interest to the chemistry of adhesion; but it is also

shown that the chemisorption process is followed by a desorp-

tion of cupric anthranilate molecules and the formation of its

crystals as a separate phase. A kinetic analysis of the latter

process is of interest, because it is consistent with a model in

which the rate is controlled by the concentration of the un-
reacted cupric ions remaining on the surface of the hydrox-
yapatite.

18973. Marinenko, R. B., Heinrich, K. F. J., Ruegg, F. C,
Microhomogeneity studies of NBS standards, Proc. Fourteenth

Ann. Microheam Analysis Society/ 1 979 Conf., San Antonio,

TX. Aug. 13-17, 1979, pp. 221-226 (San Francisco Press

Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979).

Key words: digital periodic integrator; electron

microprobe; homogeneity; standard reference materials;

standards.

A simple routine technique for studying homogeneity in the

micrometer range with the electron microprobe has been
developed. For graphic display, a digital periodic integrator is

being used. In conjunction with scalers and a stepping motor
on the sample stage, traces similar to industrial control charts

based on a comparison of the experiment with the expected
(Poisson) counting statistics are quickly obtained. A computer
program has been developed to numerically evaluate sample
homogeneity.

Several Standard Reference Materials (SRM's) have been
tested. These include the iron and steels (SRM's 661-664, 461,

and 463), the gold-copper and gold-silver alloys (SRM's 481
and 482), the tungsten-molybdenum alloys ( SRM 480), car-

tridge brass (SRM 478), the iron 3-percent silicon alloy (SRM
483), and the iron-chromium-nickel alloy (SRM 479a). The
Research Material, Glasses for Microanalysis (RM-30), has also

been tested.

18974. Laufer, A. H., Photochemistry of bromoacetylene. For-

mation of HBr and quenching of excited Br(4-P",,2). J Phys.

Chem. 83, No. 21, 2683-2686 ( 1979).

Key words: bromine atoms; bromoacetylene; excited state;

hydrogen bromide; photochemistry mechanism; ther-

mi)chemistry.

The photolysis of CsHBr has been investigated in the region

above 155 nm by the flash photolysis-kinetic spectroscopy
technique. Primary processes which involve the formation of
both Br(4^P"..„2) and Br( 4''P'',,2 ) have been observed. Rate con-

stants for the quenching of excited Br(42p",,2) to the ground
state Br(4''P".„2) by M where M = He, C2HBr, CF^, and D2 have
been determined and found to be equal to 8 ± 3 x 10"'", 3.7

±1.6xl()-'2, 1.9 ± 0.5 X |0-'\ and 2.8 ± 0.8 x 1
0"''' cm''

molec' s"', respectively. HBr has been observed as a secondary
product and its rate of formation has been monitored and a

mechanism for its formation suggested. The probability of

another primary process CaHBr -1- hi' H -f CjBr (6) is

discussed. The heats of formation of several C-Br species

required for mechanistic considerations are derived.

18975. Istvan, E. J., New issues confronting the information

systems planner, lnfo.^ystems 26, No. 6, 54, 58, 60, 62 and
67 (June 1979).

Key words: computer-telecommunications convergence;

computer trends; information age; information as a

resource; information revolution; social issues in informa-
tion; telecommunication trends; transborder data flows.

Today's MIS planner faces a staggering array of new
technological developments out of the computer and communi-
cations "revolution." Not only must he be concerned with cost

effectiveness trade-offs or poorly understood competing
technologies, but he also must be sensitive to society's favora-

ble acceptance of or negative reaction to the widescale use of

these technologies. His concerns must now encompass issues of

freedom of information, privacy, property rights in information,

protection of information, and the subtleties of differences

between information pertaining to persons and that pertaining

to corporate personalities. Some of the new technical possibili-

ties, their potential social implications, and evolving trends in

attempting to bring "regularization" to this milieu is discussed.

18976. Small, J. A., Newbury, D. E., Myklebust, R. L., Analysis

of particles and rough samples by FRAME P, a ZAF method
incorporating peak-to-background measurements, Proc. Four-

teenth Ann. Microheam Analysis Society 1 1979 Conf., San An-

tonio, TX, Aug. 13-17, 1979, pp. 243-246 (San Francisco

Press, Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979).

Key words; electron probe analysis; pcak-to-background
ratios; quantitative analysis; rough surfaces; x-ray

microanalysis.

The ideal specimen for electron probe microanalysis has the

form of a bulk solid with a flat, polished surface. When samples

are analyzed which deviate from this condition, such as small

particles or specimens with rough surface topography, large er-

rors in the composition calculated from a ZAF method can

arise, frequently exceeding 50% relative. Moreover, normaliza-

tion of the results by forcing the sum of the elements to 100%
can sometimes actually increase the relative errors.

Providing instrumental conditions are kept constant, the x-

ray intensities measured on a flat, bulk sample vary for com-
positional reasons only. In the case of a particle or rough sur-

face, however, geometrical factors including size and shape of

the sample relative to the electron interaction volume and x-

ray emergence angle can also strongly affect the measured
signals. Recently, a new method for compensation of the

geometrical effects has been independently suggested by Small

et al. and Statham and Pawley. This method is based on the

observation that to a first approximation the ratio of a charac-

teristic x-ray peak to the continuum intensity of the same ener-

gy for a flat, bulk target is equivalent to the ratio from a parti-

cle or rough surface of the same composition.

18977. Reinhold, T. A., Wind interaction of neighboring tall ^

buildings, Proc. ASCE Third Engineering Mechanics Division

Specialty Conf., Sept. 17-19, 1979, Austin, TX, pp. 179-182

(American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, NY, f

1979).

Key words: aerodynamics; boundary layers; dynamic

response; interference effects; tall buildings; wind loads; *

wind tunnels.

A wind-tunnel investigation into the influence of an upstream

structure on the dynamic wind loads acting on a square-section

tall building is described. The test configurations studied and

the types of data obtained are presented. Results are discussed

and some important observations are summarized.

The paper contains a listing of reports which contain more
detailed information concerning the tests and results.

18978. Newbury, D E , Myklebust, R L , Monte Carlo calcula- I

tions of absolute x-ray generation from solid targets, Proc.

Fourteenth Ann. Microheam Analysis Society/ 1 979 Conf., San
^

Antonio, TX, Aug. 13-17, 1979, pp. 5 1-53 (San Francisco
'

Press, Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979).
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Key words: characteristic x-ray yield; electron probe

I microanalysis; inner shell ionization cross section; Monte

I

Carlo electron trajectory simulation; scanning electron

microscopy; x-ray yield.

' Monte Carlo electron trajectory calculations of the absolute

I

characteristic yield x-ray generated in solid targets bombarded
by electrons with energies in the range 5-25 keV are reported.

Four different cross sections for inner shell ionization have

been tested: Bethe ( Mott-Massey ), Green-Cosslett. Fabrc, and

Worthington-Tomlin. Comparison of the calculated absolute x-

ray yield with recent experimentally determined values reveals

differences of a factor of two or more for some of the cross

I

sections. In general, the Bethe (Mott-Massey) gives the closest

correspondence to the experiment.

18979. Newbury. D. E.. The influence of instrumental sensitivity

variations on quantitative analysis by secondary ion mass
spectrometry. Proc. Fourieenih Ann. Microheam Analysis

Saciciyll979 Conf., San Antonio. TX. Au^- 13-17, 1979, pp.

335-337 (San Francisco Press, Inc., San Francisco, CA,
1979).

Key words: elemental analysis; ion microprobe mass
analyzer; local thermal equilibrium model; microanalysis;

secondary ion mass spectrometry; surface analysis.

Physical models of ion emission used for quantitative analysis

in secondary ion mass spectrometry compensate for matrix ef-

fects but ignore instrumental effects. Studies of relative elemen-

tal sensitivity factors measured by various SIMS instruments

reveal a strong influence of instrumental factors on measured
secondary ion signals. Analysis with the local thermal equilibri-

um (LTE) model produces compositional errors which follow

the trends observed in the relative sensitivity factors. If a low

relative sensitivity factor is measured, LTE analysis will

generally underestimate the composition. A modified analytical

appri>ach based on relative sensitivity factors modified by
matrix correction factors is proposed.

18980. Bright, D., Chabay, I., Measuring aerosol particles,

Cliemiech, pp. 694-699 (Nov. 1979).

Key words: aerosol size measurement; calibration of parti-

cle sizing instruments; Doppler shift spectrometer; light

scattering; optical particle sizing; particle size standards.

Optical methods of aerosol particle size measurement are

reviewed. Basic concepts of light scattering are outlined as the

basis Uir understanding the many specific optical techniques.

Problems of calibration and intercomparison of techniques are

discussed and a new instrument, the particle Doppler shift spec-

trometer, which specifically addresses those problems is

described. A table which lists techniques grouped according to

physical effect employed and cites references and size range is

given along with a representative bibliography.

18981. Hutchinson, J. M. R., International Committee for

Radionuclide Metrology ICRM Newsletter: Report of the

Woods Hole Conference on the Development of Naturally

Contaminated Radioactivity Standards, (Proc. Symp. Int.

Committee on Radionuclide Metrology (ICRM). Woods
Hole. MA, Oct. 1977), Paper in Rnvironmenl Iniernaiional 2,

No. 1. 49-50 (Pergamon Press, Oxford, England, 1979).

Key words: environment; ICRM; natural matrix; radioac-

tivity; standards. Woods Hole.

The recommendations of the Woods Hole Conference on the

development of "natural matrix" radioactivity standards are

summarized.

18982. Casciani, F. S., Etz, E. S , Raman microprobe study of

biological mineralization in situ: Enamel of the rat incisor,

Proc Fourteenth Ann. Microheam Analysts Society 1 1 979

Conf., San Antonio. TX, Aufi- 13-17. 1979, pp. 169-172 (San

Francisco Press, Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979).

Key words; biological microanalysis; biological tissue;

dental studies; enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectrosccipy; tissue

sections; tooth.

The NBS laser-Raman microprobe is used in a study of the

mineralization process in enamel of the rat incisor. In

microprobe measurements on thin ( 10 /xm thickness) sections

of the mineralized biological tissue, vibrational Raman spectra

are obtained from microscopic regions (6-20 y-m lateral resolu-

tion) which are characteristic of the major inorganic and or-

ganic components of the tissue. The interpretation of these

spectra permits the identification of the mineral phases and any

changes in both concentration and distribution of the mineral

during the early stages of enamel development. The spectra of

mineralizing enamel and mature enamel show the development

of biological apatite (Ca,„( PO^ )k(OH )2) as reflected in the

Raman scattering intensity changes for the strong ~96() /j,m"'

phosphate Raman band. These changes in the apatite content

of the tissue are followed over a lateral distance of 30 pim from

the ameloblast-enamel junction to the dentino-enamel junction.

This type of information has heretofore not been available by

any other probe technique and provides new insights into the

process of biological mineralization.

18983. Turk, G. C, Mallard, W. G., Schenck, P. K., Smyth, K.

C, Improved sensitivity for laser enhanced ionization spec-

trometry in flames by stepwise excitation. Anal. Chem. 51,

No. 14, 2408-2410 (Dec. 1979).

Key words; enhanced ionization; ionization spectrometry;

LEI; stepwise excitation; tunable dye lasers.

The enhanced rate of thermal ionization of excited state

atoms produced by the absorption of laser radiation forms the

basis for a recently developed method of analytical fiame spec-

trometry called laser enhanced ionization (LEI). Detection sen-

sitivity for a particular element is strongly dependent on the

energy gap between the excited state being populated and the

ionization limit of the element, with sensitivity increasing as the

gap narrows

This paper describes the use of two tunable dye lasers,

pumped by a single Nj laser, to populate high lying atomic

levels by stepwise excitation using two atomic lines connected

by a common intermediate level. Closer proximity of the

excited state to the ionization limit is thus achieved and sen-

sitivity is improved accordingly. Sensitivities and detection

limits were measured for seven elements using both single and

dual laser excitation. Enhancements of sensitivities resulting

from the use of the second laser ranging from one to three or-

ders of magnitude were observed.

18984. Loebenstein, W. V., How to balance chemical equations,

J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 69, No. 1,7-11 ( 1979).

Key words: algebraic method; balancing equations; chemi-

cal equations; equation balancing.

It has been shown that an algebraic method may always be

used to balance chemical equations. The method is equally ap-

plicable to REDOX reactions, complex organic reactions, ionic

reactions, etc. It is not necessary to determine the oxidation

numbers of the elements which comprise the various molecules,

nor is there any advantage to be gained by doing so. In rare

instances more than one "correct" solution can be found for

the balanced equation. When this occurs, the method reveals
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the fact that it is the result of independent chemical processes

taking place simultaneously.

18985. Brauer, G. M.. Jackson, J. A.. Termini, D. J., Bonding

of acrylic resins to dentin with 2-cyanoacrylate esters, J. Deni.

Wt'.v. 58. No. y, |y()()-19()7 (Sept. 1979).

Key words: adhesive; bonding to dentin; dental adhesive;

dentin; durability of dentin acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-

cyanoacrylate; pretreatment of dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate

esters.

Strength and durability of the dentin-acrylic resin joint ce-

mented with 2-cyanoacrylate esters were studied. Maximum ad-

hesion is obtained with isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate after \% acid

pretreatment of the dentin. Hydrolytic stability is somewhat im-

proved by addition of polymer to the adhesive or coating

around the joint.

18986. Jenkins, J. P., Hill, J. E., A comparison of test results

for flat-plate water-heating solar collectors using the BSE and
ASHRAE procedures, Proc. ASME Winter Ann. Meeiin^, New
York, NY. Dec. 2-7, 1979, 79-WA/S»l-4, pp. 1-13 (American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: collector efficiency; comparison German BSE
vs ASHRAE 93-77 procedures; flat-plate solar collectors;

German Bundesverband Solarenergie; solar collector test-

ing; water-heating solar collectors.

The German Bundesverband Solarenergie (BSE) Working
Group recently adopted and published a procedure for testing

solar collectors based on thermal performance. Research facili-

ties for testing flat-plate water-heating collectors have been
built at NBS in accordance with the BSE procedure and the ex-

isting ASHRAE Standard 93-77. The purpose of this paper is

to describe the BSE test procedure and compare experimental

test results with those obtained using the existing ASHRAE
Standard 93-77. Included is a description of the collector test

facilities at NBS and the results obtained from testing five com-
mercially available flat-plate water-heating collectors using both
procedures.

18987. Straty, G. C, Younglove, B. .'.
, Compact capacitor for

wide-range dielectric constant measurements on small amounts
of fluids. Rev. Sci. Inslrum. 50, No. 10, 1309-1310 (Oct.

1979)

Key words: capacitor; density; dielectric constant; oxygen.

A stable parallel-plate capacitor of unusually simple design is

described which is suitable for wide-range dielectric constant

measurements on fluids.

18988. Unassigned.

18989. Soares, C. G., Ehrlich, M., Concerning Li.,B^O, ther-

moluminescence dosimeters, Med. Pliys. Commun. 6, No. 4,

312 (July/Aug. 19791,

Key words: fading; Harshaw Chemical Company; relative

humidity; storage; Studsvik AB Atomenergi, Sweden; ther-

moluminescence dosimeters

We have compared two commercially available types of lithi-

um borate thermoluminescence dosimeters, one obtained from
the Harshaw Chemical Company and the other from Studsvik,

AB Atomenergi, Sweden. Differences between the samples of

the two types were apparent mainly in their long-term storage

characteristics. The Studsvik samples exhibited more fading

under ambient laboratory conditions than the Harshaw samples,

while the Harshaw samples were influenced more adversely by

storage at high relative humidities. From these results one
might conclude that a superit)r dosimeter could be obtained if

the Harshaw powder were distributed in a matrix similar to that

used by Studsvik.
j

18990. Ku, H. H.. A biography of "Youden, W. J.", Interna- '

tional Encyclopedia of Statistics, W. H. Kruskal, J. M. Tanur.

Eds., pp. 1257-1261 (The Free Press, Division of MacMillan
Publ. Co., Inc., New York. NY, 1978).

j.

Key words: statistics; Youden plot; Youden ruggodness

test; Youden squares; Youden, W. J. i

||

This is a 2,000-word biography of Dr. W. J. Youden
prepared for a volume of statistics and statistics-related articles

and biographies selected from the International Encyclopedia of
the Social Science's. Dr. Youden was a member of the Applied

Mathematics Division, National Bureau of Standards, from

1948-1965, and a guest worker until his death on March 31,

1971.
'

18991. Krasny, J F , Braun, E., Peacock, R., Synthesis of a M
general apparel flammability standard, Proc 1 0th Annual In-

formation Council on Fabric Flammahility Meeting, New York,
|

NY, Dec. 8-9, 1976, pp. 171-184(1976).

Key words: apparel; burn injury; ease of ignition; fabrics;
j

fire; flammability tests; garments; heat transfer; standards.

NBS has recently submitted a draft of a general apparel

flammability standard to the Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission. If accepted by the Commission, proposed in the

Federal Register, and issued in final form, this standard would

replace CS 191-53, the present general wearing apparel stan-

dard. It is based on the Mushroom Apparel Flammability Tester

(MAFT) concept. The paper describes in detail the work on
which this apparatus and the standard are based; analysis of i

burn accidents collected in FFACTS, work under grant at the

University of Maryland and MIT, and experimental work at

NBS and in other laboratories.

j

18992. Ehrlich, M., Criteria for testing personnel dosimetry per-
;

formance, (Proc. Annual Meeting American Nuclear Society,

Atlanta, GA, June 4-7, 1979). Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 32, 657-
f'

658 ( 1979). ;!

Key words: American National Standards Institute; Health

Physics Society Standards Committee; mandatory testing

program; peer review; personnel dosimetry; processors;

standard; trial use and comment.

In the summer of 1978, the Draft American National Stan-

dard, Criteria for Testing Personnel Dosimetry Performance

was published for one year of trial use and comment. Inasmuch

as this standard is to form the basis for a mandatory testing

program of the performance of all U.S. suppliers of pcrsonnel-

dosimetry services, it is important that comments and sug-
,

gestions be received by the work group of the Health Physics
'

Society Standards Committee that developed the document

prior to its final adoption as the basis for such a test program.

A brief outline is given of the contents of the standard for the

purpose of stimulating peer reaction.

18993. Ashby, N., Allan, D W.. Practical implications of

relativity for a global coordinate time scale, (Proc. 19th

General Assembly of URSI, Helsinki. Finland, Aug. 1-4, !

1978), Radio Science 14, No. 4, 649-669 (American
Geophysical Union, Washington, DC, July/Aug. 1979).

Key words: coordinate time; portable clocks; relativity;

synchronization; time scales. '

Frontiers of technology now need synchronization between

remote clocks to an accuracy of about a nanosecond. Rate

changes arising from the velocity and gravitational potential of

a transported clock used for synchronization of a network must
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be accounted for. In addition one cannot assume the earth is

an inertial frame— i.e., not spinnning. If classical Einstein

synchronization were used where from the midpoint between

two clocks of A and B one simultaneously sends light pulses to

A and B to synchronize them, then two problems arise; first,

the synchronization prt)cess will not be transitive: i.e., if A is

synchronized with B, and B with C then A will not necessarily

be synchronized with C. Second, starting at a point on the

equator and transporting a portable clock eastward (westward),

while establishing a synchronized coordinate time grid on the

way will result in a discontinuity upon returning to the original

points of —200 ns (20()ns); minus (— ) means the portable clock

will be late. This paper will discuss the use of a coordinate

clock network constructed on the earth's surface which does

not have these problems, i.e., synchronization is transitive, and
there is no discontinuity. This may be done by adjusting clocks

to read coordinate time on an underlying non-rotating inertial

frame. The theoretical and practical implications of setting up
such a coordinate clock network using cither electromagnetic

signals (e.g., lasers, Loran C) or portable clocks will be

discussed. It will be shown how this network may be applied

in making UTC or any other global scale more useful for state-

of-the-art navigation and communication systems.

18994. Unassigned.

18995. Martin, W C , Working Group 4: Structure of atomic

spectra. A. Compilations and bibliographies on energy levels,

wavelengths, and line classifications. Trans, of the Interna-

tional Astronomical Union Vol. XVIIA—Part 1. Reports on As-

tronomy. E. A. Miiller, Ed., Commission 14, Fundamental
Spectroscopic Data. pp. 56-60 (D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dor-
drecht, Holland, 1979).

Key words; astrophysical spectra; atomic data compila-

tions; atomic energy levels; attimic spectroscopy; atomic
wavelengths.

Recent compilations, bibliographies, reviews, and research

papers on atomic energy levels and spectra of astrophysical in-

terest arc summarized (93 references).

18996. Younger, S. M., Collision strengths and Gaunt factors

for highly ionized atoms of the copper isoelectronic sequency,

J. Quant. Spcctrosc. Radial. Transfer 22, 155-159 ( 1979).

Key words: Born approximation; copper isoelectronic

sequence; Coulomb-Born approximation; distorted wave
approximation; effective Gaunt factor; electron impact ex-

citation collision strength.

Collision strengths have been computed in three approxima-

tions for electron-impact excitation of the As-Ap resonance

transition of ions in the copper isoelectronic sequence. Good
agreement is observed between distorted wave and Coulomb-
Born results at energies from two to twenty times threshold. In

this range g is close to unity and a slowly varying function of

energy. An analytic fit was made to the distorted wave data,

and an effective Gaunt factor g was derived with the form i>

= A -\- Blx -I- C In(.v), where A. B. and C are functions of Z, and

where .x is the ratio of the incident electron's energy to the ex-

citation energy.

18997. Younger, S. M., Wiese, W. L., An assessment of the ef-

fective Gaunt factor approximation, J. Quant. Spectrosc.

Radiat. Tran.sfer 22, 161-170 ( 1979).

Key words; effective Gaunt factor; electron collision

theory; electron correlation; electron excitation collision

strength; electron excitation cross section; highly ionized

atoms.

Based on comparisons with recent theoretical data, it is

shown that the effective Gaunt factor for A/J = 0 transitions in

alkali-like ions is within 2 5% of unity in most cases and is a

slowly varying function of energy. A more complex energy de-

pendence is noted for some non-alkali-like spectra, and espe-

cially for A»i ^ 0 excitations. A method for the approximation

of important correlation effects in the target is discussed for

transitions of the type n.s'^ S-nsnp 'P".

18998. Younger, S. M., Diagrammatic many-body perturbation

theory applied to highly ionized atoms of the copper isoelec-

tronic sequence, Phys. Re\'. A 20, No. 3, 95 1-963 (Sept.

1979).

Key words; copper isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic

perturbation theory; electron correlation; ionization ener-

gies; line strengths; many-body interaction; many-ljody per-

turbation theory; oscillator strengths.

Many-body diagrammatic perturbation theory has been ap-

plied to the calculation of ionization energies and multiplet

strengths for two highly ionized atoms of the copper isoelec-

tronic sequence. A unified Hartree-Fock zeroth-order Hamil-

tonian the eigenfunctions of which include both open- and

closed-shell orbitals has been constructed for systems with a

single open shell. Correlation energies for the excited 4p states

as well as the ground 4s states of Kr vin and Mo xiv were com-
puted by means of individual basis sets generated for each

state. The distribution of the 3/-4/' correlation energy among
second- and higher-order terms differed significantly for the

two ions. In Mo xiv, most of the correlation energy was con-

centrated in second-order, with small third-order effects. In Kr

vm, however, second-order results were substantially changed

by higher-order diagrams, particularly in the case of the 4p

state. Correlated multiplet strengths for the 4s ^S-4p

resonance transition were computed, including first-order cor-

rections to the Hartree-Fock zeroth-order wave functions for

both initial and final states. The results of these calculations are

in excellent agreement with those of recent multiconfiguration

Hartree-Fock calculations.

18999. Young, M., Conference on optical scattering standards,

(Proc. Standards for Scattering from Optical Surfaces Conf.,

Boulder, CO, Feb. 6-7, \919). SPIE J. 181, 133-134 (1979).

Key words; optical scattering; optical surface quality; scat-

tering; standards; surface roughness.

This paper is a report on a conference, Standards for Scatter-

ing from Optical Surfaces, that was held February 6 and 7,

1979, at the National Bureau of Standards, in Boulder, CO.
Approximately 50 scientists attended and heard a dozen invited

papers and a panel discussion. The visitors agreed, among other

things, that national physical standards are needed. There was

also general agreement that NBS should consider providing

measurement services (such as well characterized surfaces)

based on a state-of-the-art facility for precision scattering mea-
surements and calibrations.

19000. Yin, L I , Seltzer, S M.. The Lixiscope: A pocket-size

x-ray imaging system, Pliys. Med. Biol. 23, No. 5, 993-997

(1978).

Key words; imaging; low-dose; low-intensity; microchannel

plate; radiography; x ray.

This note describes a low-intensity x-ray imaging device with

the acronym Lixiscope. This device was originally conceived

for use in x-ray astronomy where single-photon visualisation is

required; however, the extension of its capabilities to medical

and dental radiography soon became evident. The high sen-

sitivity and large gain of the Lixiscope make it possible to

reduce the patient dose by —10^ in certain diagnostic
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procedures as compared to conventional practice. Such exten-

sive dose reduction not only allows safe fluoroscopic examina-

tions, but also enables the use of radioactive sources in lieu of

x-ray machines. Furthermore, because the Lixiscope produces

a visible-light output image, it can be easily recorded on fast

instant-processing films or used in conjunction with any other

image recording and processing devices. As will be shown, the

small format of the Lixiscope in conjunction with a minute

radioactive source provides a truly portable, nearly pocket-size

fluoroscopic system.

19001. Seltzer, S. M., X-ray source characteristics and detection

efficiencies of prototype Lixiscopes, (Proc. Lixiscope Conf

,

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, July

27-28, 1978), NASA Conf. Puhl. 2112, Preliminary Applica-

lii>ns and Evaluation Results, pp. 11-14 (NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, 1978).

Key words; CsL detection efficiency; Lixiscope; radioactive

x-ray source; rare-earth scintillator screen; '"1; '^''GD.

Important components used in the prototype Lixiscope (low-

intensity x-ray-imaging scope) are the radioactive x-ray source

and. the scintillator screen Calculated data are given pertinent

to the spectra and intensity of x-rays emitted by the commer-
cially available ''^^I and '^-'Gd finite, encapsulated sources used.

Detection efficiencies for a rare-earth and a Csl scintillator

screen are compared.

19002. Loevinger, R., Dose equivalent unit. Health Pliys. Lett,

to Ed. 37, 602-603 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: absorbed dose; dose equivalent; gray; sievert;

unit.

In answer to a previous letter, it is explained that there is no
logical conflict in using the name "gray" for the joule per kilo-

gram for the physical quantity absorbed dose, and the name
"sievert" for the joule per kilogram for the weighted physical

quantity dose equivalent.

19003. Kusuda, T., Bean, J. W., Comparison between a sim-

plified daylighting calculation procedure and a comprehensive

interreflection model calculation procedure, (Proc. Third Int.

Symp. Use of Computers for Environmental Engineering Re-

lated to Buildings, Alberta, Canada, May 10-12, 1978),

CNRC Puhl. 17376, pp. 569-578 (National Research Council
of Canada, Ottawa Kl A OR6, Canada, 1978).

Key words: daylighting; energy calculation; energy con-

sumption; fenestration; heating and cooling load; solar heat

gain.

A simplified calculation methodology for daylighting was
developed as a subroutine to the annual energy calculation of

buildings. Several sets of sample calculations were performed to

compare the results of the simplified calculation with those ob-

tained by a rigorous multiple interrefiection model called GLIM
(General Lighting Interrefiection Model) for a sample office

module with different ratios of window to exterior wall area.

The simplified daylight calculation procedure then was used

to determine the effect of daylight utilization on annual heating

and cooling energy consumption on NBSLD, National Bureau

of Standards heating and cooling load calculation program. The
calculation includes the reduction of light heat gain and electric

power demand as a result of daylight utilization.

19004. Kayser, R F., Jr., Raveche, H. J , Equivalence of in-

tegral equations in the molecular theory of fluids, Pliysica

97A, 399-409 ( 1979).

Key words: BBGKY; correlation functions; Kirkwood-Sal-

sburg, Mayer-Montroll.

It is proven that, under physically reasonable conditions, the

correlation functions satisfying the BBGKY equations for an in-

finite system are alsi> solutions of the Maycr-Montroll and Kirk-

wood-Salsburg equations. The relation betwen the.se correlation

functions and the probability distributions for finding a fixed

number of particles in a given finite region of an infinite system

is investigated. The Gibbsian nature of these probability dis-

tributions is shown to depend on the range of the intermolecu-

lar forces

19005. Hellwig, H., Precise time and frequency, (Prt)c. Symp.

19th General Assembly of URSI on Time and Frequency,

Helsinki, Finland, Aug. 1-4, 1978), Pliys. Technol. 9, 266-267

( 1978).

Key words: communication; frequency; frequency stan-

dards; navigation; time; time dissemination.

The article entitled "Precise Time and Frequency," is a brief

summary of the Symposium on Time and Frequency, 19th

General Assembly of URSI, 1-4 August 1978, Helsinki, Finland.

19006. Unassigned.

19007. Giampapa, M. S., Linsky, J. L., Schneeberger, T. J.,

Worden, S. P.. Chromospherio emission lines in the red spec-

trum of AD Leonis, I. The nonflare spectrum, Astrophys. J.

226, No. 1, 144-150 (Nov. 15, 1978).

Key words: fiare stars; helium; x-ray emission.

High-resolution red (5300-7300 A) spectra of the flare star

AD Leonis were obtained with the Kitt Peak 4 m echelle spec-

trograph system at a spectral resolution of 0.22 A at Ha. A se-

ries of time-trailed plates with 5 hours integration in total were

averaged together to obtain a representation of the star's non-

fiaring spectrum with high signal-to-noise ratio. The He i \5876

triplet line and X6678 singlet line appear in emission with mea-

sured equivalent widths of 0.312 ± 0.016 A and 0.058 ± 0.029

A, respectively. The corresponding triplet-to-singlet line flux

ratio is 3.7, close to the ratio of the level statistical weights. We
argue that the He i lines are not produced by recombination

and cascade following photoionization by X < 504 A coronal

photons, but are instead collisionally excited. We suggest that

these lines are formed in a geometrically thin chromospheric

layer at 20,000-50,000 K with a column density of n^i = 6 x

10'" cm-''. The sodium D emission lines (\5890, \5896) are

found to be stellar in origin, with measured FWHM of 0.7 A
for both lines, and the Hot line has a FWHM of 1.4 A. No other

chromospheric emission lines were found in this spectral re-

gion.

19008. Casciani, F. S., Etz, E. S., Newbury, D. E., Doty. S. B.,

Raman microprobe studies of two mineralizing tissues:

Enamel of the rat incisor and the embryonic chick tibia,

Scannin)> Electron Microsc. Pt. II, pp. 383-391 ( 1979).

Key words: biological microanalysis; biological mineraliza-

tion; bone; dental studies; dentin; enamel; microanalysis;

mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectrosco-

py-

The laser-Raman microprobe developed at the National Bu-

reau of Standards has been applied to the study of the

mineralization process in rat incisor enamel and embryonic

chick tibia. Cryostat sections were prepared from fresh frozen

tissues and allowed to air dry. In these mineralizing tissues two

forms of phosphorus compounds have been observed: ( 1 ) an

inorganic phase identified as apatitic phosphate and ( 2 ) an or-

ganic phosphate. The distribution of these components from

the mineralizing front to regions of higher mineralization has

been determined with a spatial resolution of ~ I 5 jam. The stu-

dies suggest the existence of a carbonate, with a Raman band
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correspi)nding to that of the mineral huntite, Mg:,Ca(CO., )j, and
found in regions of low phosphate mineral content.

19009. Wood, H M., Kimbleton. S R, Access control

mechanisms for a network operating system, Proc. 1979 Nai.

Computer Can/.. New York, NY, June 6, 1979, pp. 821-829

(June 1979).

Key words: access control; computer networking; computer

security; network operating systems.

While research and development are still ongoing in the Net-

work Operating Systems ( NOS ) area, it is vital to ensure that

requirements for the security and integrity of data are well

specified and that mechanisms for achieving the needed levels

of systems protection are included in the design of the NOS.
This will ensure that subsequent production versions of NOSs
incorporate such mechanisms—thus charting a course away
from otherwise inevitable "retrofit security" situation.

This paper addresses the problem of incorporating access

control mechanisms into a general-purpose NOS. The varying

requirements and motivations for security in an NOS environ-

ment are briefly explored. Mechanisms for controlling NOS ac-

cess (logon) and data access in the National Bureau of Stan-

dards Experimental Network Operating System (XNOS) are

then described.

19010. Meshkov, S., Introductory remarks—Quark flavors.

Paper in New Frontiers in High-Enerfiy Physcis 14, Studies in

tlie Natural Sciences, A. Perlmutter, L. F. Scott, Eds., pp.
221-226 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

Key words: flavor; hadron; quark; spectroscopy; spectrum;

structure.

The question of where the next quark flavor n should occur

is discussed. It is guessed that it will have a mass of 14-15 GeV
by extrapolating from lower heavy quark mass ratios. The cor-

responding nn vector meson would have a mass of 30 GeV.
The excitation spectrum of quarks is contrasted with that of the

hydrogen atom. The possibility of regarding flavor as an excita-

tion of some new degree of freedom in the system is also

discussed.

19011. Dyer. C. S., Trombka, J I , Seltzer, S M.. Calculation

of radioactivity induced in scintillator materials during

spaceflight, (Proc. 1977 Winter Meeting American Nuclear

Society, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 27-Dec. 2, 1977), Trans.

Am. Nucl. Soc. 27, 195-196 ( 1977).

Key words: radioactivity; scmtillator materials during

spaceflight; spaceflight.

19012. McElroy, W. N., Doran, D. G., Gold, R., Lippincott, E.

P., Schiffgens, J. O., Simons, R. L., Morgan, W. C. Grundl,

J. A., McGarry, E. D., Kam. F. B. K , Swank, J. H . Odette,

G. R., Standardization of dosimetry and damage analysis

work for U.S. LWR, FBR and MFR development programs,

Proc. 2d ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Dosimetry:

Dosimetry Metliods for Fuels, Cladding, and Structural Materi-

als, Palo Alto. CA, Oct. 3-7, 1977, 1, 17-60 (Available as

NUREG/CP-0004 from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977).

Key words: damage analysis; dosimetry standardization;

fast breeder reactors; light water reactors.

The results of neutron environmental characterization and

damage analysis work for reactor fuels and materials programs

for (I) Light Water Reactors (LWR), (2) Fast Breeder Reac-

tors (FBR), and (3) Magnetic Fusion Reactors (MFR) will be

discussed in the sessions and workshops of this Second ASTM-
EURATOM Symposium. The accuracy requirements for vari-

ous measured/calculated exposure and correlation parameters

associated with current dosimetry and damage analysis

procedures and practices depend on the accuracy needs of

reactor development efforts in testing, design, safety, opera-

tions, and surveillance programs. Present state-of-the-art accu-

racies arc estimated to be in the range of ±2 to 30% ( Irr), de-

pending on the particular parameter. There now appears to be

international agreement, at least for the long term, that most

reactor fuels and materials programs will not be able to accept

an uncertainty greater than about ±5% ( \(r). In order to

achieve such an accuracy routinely, however, it will be necessa-

ry to work towards a better level of accuracy, namely 2 to 5%
(Irr). Internatit>nal development, standardization, and applica-

tion of reactor "benchmark field" and "test region" validated

and calibrated dosimetry and damage analysis prcjcedures and

data will be essential for the achievement of this common goal

accuracy objective. In this regard, the current status of

dosimetry and damage analysis standardization work within the

U.S. for LWR, FBR and MFR is reviewed in this paper

19013. Fabry, A., Grundl, J. A., McElruy, W. N., Lippincott,

E. P , Farrar, H IV, Status report on dosimetry benchmark
neutron field development, characterization and application,

Proc. 2d ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Dosimetry:

Dosimetry Methods for Fuels, Cladding, and Structural Materi-

als, Palo Alto, CA, Oct. 3-7, 1977, 3, 1141-1175 (Available

as NUREG/CP-0004 from the National Technical Informa-

tion Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977 )

Key words: benchmark neutron field development;

dosimetry methods; fission cross sections; reactor

dosimetry.

This report attempts to present a brief, but comprehensive

review of the status and future directions of benchmark

neutron field development, characterization and application in

perspective with two major objectives of reactor dosimetry: 1 )

fuel fission rate and burn-up passive monitoring; 2) correlation

of materials irradiation damage effects and projection to com-
mercial power plants.

The report focuses on the Light Water Reactor and Fast

Breeder Reactor program needs.

Current interfaces between dosimetry, reactor physics, cross

section metrology, solid state research and metallurgy are

highlighted through a tentative classification of the benchmark
fields and its justification.

A summary is given of indications drawn regarding the accu-

racy of fundamental fission cross sections, of dosimetry sensor

nuclear data, of helium production assessment, of dosimetry fis-

sion yields, and of some other nuclear cross sections, on the

basis of integral measurements in selected benchmark neutron

fields. The ENDF/B IV data files are used as reference for the

discussions. The success of this benchmark field approach to

reactor dosimetry must not hide its present limitations and it

is tried to adopt throughout a critical attitude to this respect,

so as to delineate the areas where improvements are most

needed.

19014. Rahn, F. J., Serpan, C. Z., Fabry, A., McElroy, W. N.,

Grundl, J. A., Debrue, J., Trends in light water reactor

dosimetry programs, Proc. 2d ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on

Reactor Dosimetry: Dosimetry Methods for Fuels, Cladding,

and Structural Materials, Palo Alto, CA , Oct. 3-7, 1977, 3,

1069-109 1 (Available as NUREG/CP-0004 from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977).

Key words: dosimetry programs; light water reactors;

nuclear reactors; reactor dosimetry.

Dosimetry programs and techniques play an essential role in

the continued assurance of the safety and reliability of com-
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ponentN of light water reactors. Primary concern focuses on the

neutron irradiation embrittlement of reactor pressure vessels

and methods by which the integrity of a pressure vessel can be

predicted and monitored throughout its service life. Research

in those areas requires a closely cot)rdinated program which in-

tegrates the elements of the calculational and material sciences,

the development of advanced dosimetric techniques and the

use of benchmarks and validation of these methods. This paper

reviews the status of the various international efforts in the

dosimetry area.

19015. Lapides, J R., Crannell, C. J., Crannell, H , Hornyak.
W. F., Seltzer, S. M., Trombka, J. 1., Wall, N. S., Measure-

ments of 15.11-MeV -y-ray flux produced in the reactions

'-C(p,p' " and '"0(p,pa)'''C*"^ " ( Proc.

Symp. on Gamma Ray Spectroscopy in Astrophysics, NASA-
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, Apr. 28-29,

1978), NASA Technical Memorandum 79560, 13 pages

(Available from the National Technical Information Service,

Springfield, VA, June 1978).

Key words; cosmic source; preliminary; proton inteVac-

tions; relative measurements; ''^C y-rays; '"O -y-rays.

The flux of 15.11-MeV y rays relative to the flux of 4.44-

MeV y rays, which are emitted from the corresponding states

of ''^C, are a sensitive measure of the spectrum of exciting par-

ticles in solar flares and other cosmic sources. Emission of

15 1 1 -MeV y rays may result not only from the direct excita-

tion of but also from the interaction "'0(p,p'a)''^C*"^ "

'. Although the cross sections for the direct reaction has

been studied extensively, the cross section for the spallation in-

teraction with '"O is not reported in the literature. Preliminary

measurements have demonstrated the feasibility of measuring

the production of 15.11-MeV y rays by proton interactions

with '"O using the University of Maryland cyclotron facility.

For both carb<m and oxygen targets the flux of 15.11-MeV y
rays is being measured relative to the flux of 4.44-MeV y rays.

The y-ray emission from de-excitation of the Giant Dipole

Resonances also is being measured.

19016. Weber, S F., Tax incentives for historic preservation:

An economic analysis, J. Real Estate Tax. 7, No. 1, 31-49

(Fall 1979)

Key words: adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition;

economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 contains a number of provi-

sions which affect the financial position of owners of income-

producing historic buildings. Prior tax law tended to penalize

historic preservation by allowing more rapid acceleration of

depreciation schedules for new buildings and by permitting

demolition costs to be deducted in the year in which they

occur. TRA provided a more favorable tax environment for

historic preservation by movmg these tax penalties. The effect

of the tax changes depends on the type of building (residential

versus nonresidential) and on the legal form of ownership.

TRA's tax incentives for the preservation of certified historic

buildings were expanded by technical corrections enacted as

part of the Revenue Act of 1978. This article analyzes the ef-

fect of the historic preservation provisions of both tax acts on

the after-tax cost of two basic alternatives facing corporate

owners of nonresidential historic buildings: ( 1 ) Rehabilitate the

structure; or ( 2 ) demolish it and redevelop the site.

19017. Wilson, W K , Parks, E J , An analysis of the aging of

paper: Possible reactions and their effects on measurable pro-

perties, Restaiiralor 3, 37-61 ( 1979).

Key words; accelerated aging, aging; aging of cellulose;

aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging; natural aging;

paper; paper aging; tests for paper.

Various reactions that cellulose can underg<i are reviewed in

relation to their bearing on the aging of paper. The principal

reactions of cellulose are hydrolysis, oxidation, crosslinking,

change in lateral order in the bonding area, and, during ac-

celerated aging, thermal decomposition. The effects these vari-

ous reactions might have on tests that are available for evaluat-

ing changes that occur during the aging of paper are reviewed.

Some special examples of these reactions that occur during

natural aging, because of special composition characteristics of

the paper, are discussed. Suggestions are made concerning most
sensitive tests for use in detecting changes in paper and tests,

regardless of sensitivity, available for determining what happens
during aging. Some general guidelines regarding specifications

for permanent rec<ird papers are discussed.

19018. Krause, R F , Jr., Fuller, E R , Jr., Compressive, ten-

sile, pipe-bonding strengths, and permeability of selected ce-

menting-materials for hot-dry-rock wells, Pr<>)>ress Report No.

10. Cemeniinfi of Geothermal Well's. July-Sept. I97S, BNL
50943 UC-66c (Geothermal Energy, Drilling Technolo-

gy— TID-4500). pp. 139-147 (Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, Upton, NY, 1978).

Key words: cementing-materials; compressive strength; hot-

dry-rock well; permeability to water; pipe-bonding

strength; tensile strength.

Compressive and tensile strength data for five cementing-

materials, which are candidates for cementing hot-dry-rock
f

wells, were obtained after 40 and 176 hour exposure to water

in an autoclave at 195 "C (383 °F) and 21 MPa ( 3()()() psi).

Additional tests will be conducted after extended exposure of

four and eight weeks to similar conditions; these exposures are

presently two weeks underway.

In addition, an apparatus is under construction, and

specimens are being prepared, to measure at ambient laborato-

ry conditions the shear bond strength of the interface between

a cementing-materials and a steel rod, and the permeability to

water of a cementing-materials. We also plan to investigate the

effect that thermal cycling between autoclave conditions and

ambient laboratory conditions will have on these properties.

19019. Lee, S A , Helmcke, J , Hall, J L , High resolution two-

photon spectroscopy of Rb Rydberg levels, (Proc. Fourth Int.

Conf. on Laser Spectroscopy, Rottach-Egern, Federal

Republic of Germany, June 11-15, 1979), Paper in Laser

Speclro.scopy, H. Walther. K W Rothe, Eds., IV, 130-141

(Springer-Verlag, New Yiirk. NY, Oct. 1979).

Key words: laser spectroscopy; optical Ramsey effect;

resonance line shape analysis; Rydberg atoms; two photon

spectroscopy.

In this paper we report on our investigation of the interesting

features, and problems, associated with ultrahigh resolution

two-photon spectroscopy, using a frequency controlled dye

laser to study the S'^S-n'S transitions in rubidium. Thfe optical

Ramsey technique of sef>arated interactions is used to reduce

transit broadening Narrow resonances of 17 kHz full width half
i

maximum are observed

19020. Krause, R F . Jr.. Thermodynamics of vaporization of

molybdenum pentafluoride, Proc .Symp. on Hifih Temperature

Metal Halide Chemistry. The Electrochemical Society Meetiitf;.

Princeton. NJ. Oct. 9-14. 1977. Proceedings Volume 78-1, i

199-209 ( 1978).

Key words: enthalpy and entropy of vaporization; cntrain-

ment method; melting temperature; molybdenum pen-

tafluoride; vapor density; vapor pressure.
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The A//" and AS» at 298.15 K for 2 MoFs,,, (MoB,)2(g) were

evaluated as 66.79 kJ/mol and 133.53 J K"'mol"', respectively.

These values were derived from vapor density data which were

obtained by the cntrainment method at 343, 363, and 383 K.

The vapor pressure of MoFr, ligomers over the liquid was mea-

sured by a static method at 373 and 392 K with an uncertainty

several times that of the vapor density. Combination of these

two properties indicates a mean extent of association of about

two. These properties were measured in and corrected for the

presence of MoF,j(g), which was added to suppress sample dis-

proportionation. Special care was taken to prepare samples by

reaction of Mo(c) and MoF„(g) with vacuum manipulation.

Melting curves of temperature against time established the

melting temperature at zero impurity to be 318.82 K, the

enthalpy of fusion to be 6.1 kJ mol"', and the cryoscopic impu-

rity of the sample to be 0.15 mole per cent. Combination of

the above values of A/Y" and AS", of approximate values of S"

for the monomer and dimer gases, and of the published AHf
values for the monomer gas and for the solid indicates that the

proportion of oligomers other than the dimer is negligible

within the estimated uncertainties.

19021. Young, M., Continuous-wave (mode-locked) dye laser

with unfolded cavity, Appl. Opt. 18. No. 19, 3212 (Oct. 1,

1979).

Key words: dye laser; laser cavity; mode locked dye laser;

passive mode locking; picosecond pulses; Rhodamine 6G.

I have used a catadioptic cavity (rather than a folded cavity)

to produce 5 ps pulses with a pa.ssively mode locked, R6G dye
laser.

19022. Olien, N. A., Present and future sources of fluid proper-

ty data, Pn>c. American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Winter Annual Meeting. New York. NY, Dec. 2-7. 1979, Paper

No. 79-WAIHT-19, 7 pages (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: chemical processing; engineering calculations;

equation of state; fluid properties; prediction; standard
reference data; synthetic gas.

Fluid Property calculations for the design and operation of

large process systems require that the data used by the engineer

be in a computer compatible form. This in turn places complex
demands on those of us in the data generation and correlation

field. The responsibility of the producers of data, i.e., experi-

mentalists, theorists or correlators, to the ultimate users of the

data such as design engineers is discussed, because the efficient

transfer of data from the originator to the ultimate user is ab-

solutely essential.

The specific requirements for data in the future will be for

"black box" type computer-compatible routines to calculate

broad ranges of thermophysical properties for pure fluids and
mixtures. Although calculationa! packages are very useful tools,

reliance on them by the uninformed can lead to costly design

errors and there is some evidence that the existence of the

packages may tend to reduce future research in fluid proper-

tics. Generic solutions to the future data requirements of the

chemical process and energy industries will place heavy

reliance on theoretical approaches. Illustrations of the futi^re

data requirements of specific industries arc given as examples.

19023. Sanche?.. I. C. Phase transition behavior of the isolated

polymer chain, Macromolecule.t 12, 980-988 (Sept. -Oct.

1979).

Key words: collapse transition; fluctuations; mean field ap-

proximation; ternary interactions; theta point; virial coeffi-

cients.

A mean field theory of chain dimensions is formulated which
is very similar to the van der Waals theory of a simple fluid.

In the limit of infinite chain length, the chain undergoes a Lan-

dau-type second-order phase transition. For finite chains, the

transition is pseudo-second order. At low temperatures, the

chain is in a condensed or globular state, and the mean square

gyration radius (S'-) varies at x'^'^ where r is proportional to

chain length. At high temperatures, the chain is in a gaslike or

coil state where (S^) varies as r*""". In the globular state, fluctua-

tions in (S'^) are very small, whereas they are very large in the

coiled state. A characteristic feature of the theory is that terna-

ry and higher order intramolecular interactions are approxi-

mated. At high temperatures, only binary interactions are im-

portant, but at low temperatures, many of the higher order

terms contribute. An important conclusion of this study is that

a polymer chain does not obey ideal chain statistic^ at the 0
temperature. Although the second virial coefficient vanishes at

0, the third virial coefficient does not; its presence is responsi-

ble for the perturbation of the chain statistics. For an infinite

chain, 0 and the second-order phase-transition temperature are

identical. For finite chains, the pseudo-second-order transition

temperature is less than 0. When generalized to d dimensions,

the theory yields at low temperatures (S^)'"^ ~ r for all d and

at high temperatures (S^) ~ r""''*^', d < 4, and ( S'' ) ~ r, d > 4.

19024. Grundl, J., DeLeeuw-Gierts, G., Workshop Chairmen's

Report "Utilization of Benchmark Neutron Fields". Proc 2d
ASTM-EURATOM Symp. on Reactor Do.'simetry: Dosimetry

Methods for Fuels. Cladding, and Structural Materials, Palo

Alto, CA, Oct. 3-7, 1977, 2, 981-982 (Available as

NUREG/CP-0004 from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA, Oct. 1977).

Key words: benchmark fields; benchmark testing; neutron

fields; nuclear data; reactor dosimetry.

19025. Trevino, S. F., An observation of one-dimensional

reorientation and tunnel splitting of the ground and first

excited state in a low barrier system: Solid nitromethane, J.

Chem. Phys. 71, No. 4, 1973-1974 (Aug. 15, 1979).

Key words: crystal structure; neutron scattering;

nitromethane; rotation; tunneling

In this Communication, we report the complete characteriza-

tion of the structural and dynamical properties of a simple one

dimensional rotor with the lowest known barrier to rotation in

the solid state.

19026. Rush, J. J . Quasielastic neutron scattering and high

resolution spectroscopy, NSF Workshop Present Needs and Fu-

ture Trends in Neutron Crystallography and Spectroscopy . Ar-

gonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL. Nov. 15-17. 1978.

Paper 14, pp. 71-75 (National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, DC, 1979).

Key words; condensed phases; diffusion mechanisms; in-

elastic scattering; neutron scattering; orientational disorder;

rotational dynamics.

A brief introduction is given to the application of high-

resolution neutron inelastic scattering to study of diffusive and

rotational behavior in condensed phases and for studies of

ultra-low energy transitions (e.g., tunnel splittings) in solids. Il-

lustrative examples of such applications are discussed.

19027. Choi, C. S., Prask. H. J., Trevino, S F , Nondestructive

investigation of texture by neutron diffraction, J. ,4ppl. Crysi.

12, 327-331 ( 1979).

Key words: metal texture; neutron diffraction; nondestruc-

tive testing; pole figure; texture of copper shaped charge

liner; texture of Ni-W alloy.
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Texture measurement as a function of depth with a colli-

mated thermal neutron beam is demonstrated for a 'two-layer

plate" get)metry sample with preliminary results for a copper

ct)ne.

19028. Zajonc, A., Gallagher, A., Electron excitation of Li S

and /) states, Phys. Rei. A 20. No. 4, 1393-1397 (Oct.

1979).

Key words; electron excitation; lithium.

Electron-impact excitation of the Li 3.S', 4S, 30, and 4D
states have been measured from threshold to 1 20()-eV impact

energy. The intensities of emission lines from these states have

been measured relative to the 2P-2S resonance line, and cross

sections are obtained by normalizing to the resonance-line cross

section and correcting for branching ratios. Cascade cor-

rections to these total cross sections have been made at the

higher energies, using available Born cross sections. The result-

ing direct cross sections show a uniform convergence at high

energy to available Born cross sections and to E'' behavior. At
lower energies the S- and D-state cross sections have very dif-

ferent forms: the S states rise abruptly at threshold and drop
rapidly past a narrow peak, while the D states rise gradually to

a very broad maximum. Comparisons are made to available

cross section calculations.

19029. Hanson, D W , Davis, D. D , Cateora, J. V., NBS time

to the Western Hemisphere by satellite. Radio Sci. 14, No. 4,

731-740 (July-Aug. 1979).

Key words; broadcast; coordinated universal time;

synchronous satellite; time code; Western Hemisphere.

As a complement to the present time and frequency services

of WWV, WWVH, and WWVB, the National Bureau of Stan-

dards (NBS) is now providing a satellite-disseminated time

code using the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel-

lites (Goes) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA). The time code is referenced to the NBS time

scale, giving coordinated universal time (UTC). In addition to

the usual information of day of year, hours, minutes, seconds,

and the UTI correction the time code contains the satellite's

current posititin for use in path delay calculations. The time

signals are relayed to the entire Western Hemisphere from two

geostationary satellites on a full-time basis except during brief

periods of solar eclipses occurring during the vernal and autum-

nal equinoxes. The time code, originally intended for use by en-

vironmental monitoring platforms, is easily accessible by any-

one using relatively simple, commercially available equipment.

Physically small antennas (30cmx30cmx 1 pm) are typical.

The generation, satellite relay, and recovery of these signals is

discussed. Results obtained with commercial receiving equip-

ment arc included.

19030. Glinka, C. J , Rowe, J. M., Libowit?., G. G., Maeland,

A., Neutron crystal-field spectroscopy of CeDj i>, J- Phyx. C
12, 4229-4236 ( 1979).

Key words; cerium dihydride; crystal-field splitting; in-

elastic neutron scattering; magnetic properties of rare earth

alloys; metal hydrides; rare-earth hydrides.

The crystal-field splitting of the ^Fs,2 ground state of Ce^* in

CeDj 12 has been studied by inelastic neutron scattering. A sin-

gle crystal-field transition, consistent with a cubic environment

for the Ce ion, is observed at an energy of 20 meV. Low-tem-

perature measurements of the quasielastic scattering in a mag-

netic field, however, cannot be explained in terms of crystal-

field effects alone.

19031. Koon, N. C, Rhyne, J J., Excited state spin waves in

ErFe.,, Solid Siaie Commun. 26, 537-540 ( 1978).

Key words; crystal fields; Laves phase; magnetic materials;

neutron scattering; rare earths; spin waves.

Neutron inelastic scattering measurements on ErFe2 reveal an

unusual doubling of the two lowest energy spin wave branches

over a wide temperature range. Crystal field calculations sug-

gest that one member of each doublet is associated with transi-

tions from the ground state of Er'* to the first excited state,

while the other is associated with transitions between excited

states. The gapless acoustic mode appearing at high tempera-

tures is identified as a propagating excited state spin wave.

19032. Brenner, D., Modified multimeter measures precise volt-

age ratios. Electron. Design 27, No. 21, 162-163, 165 (Oct.

11. 1979).

Key words; dc voltage ratio measurement; digital voltage

ratio instrument errors; digital voltmeter for ratio measure-

ment; voltage ratio measurement.

The article describes how a single wiring change can enable

many dual-slope digital voltmeters to measure voltage ratios. A
short discussion of resulting instrument errors is also presented,

along with easily implemented techniques to correct for these

errors. As a demonstration, an inexpensive 19 999 count digital

multimeter was thus modified and used, with the result that

voltage ratio measurements were not more than two counts

(i.e., 0.01% of full scale) in error. The errors increased how-

ever, when the voltage that was the denominator of the ratio

was too small (for the demonstration meter, less than about 8%
of full scale ).

19033. Bennett, W S., Taggart, H. E , Characterization of a

CISPR/VDE far-field EMI test site with ground screen, Proc.

Electromagnetic Compatibility Symp., Rotterdam, The Nether-

lands, May 1979, pp. 507-513 ( 1979).

Key words; antennas; CISPR; ground screen; measure-

ments; standards; VDE.

The complex problem of measuring radiated EMI in the far-

field is further complicated when measuring in close proximity

of the earth. Because of reflections from the earth's surface,

measured radiation from a system under test is a combination

of both direct and reflected electromagnetic waves. If the

ground plane is a highly conductive ground screen, and the

reflection coefficients approximate those values associated with

a perfect conductor, the incident and reflected signals should

be predictable and agree with theoretical values. A test site at

the National Bureau of Standards which meets all criteria

specified by CISPR and VDE was used to perform a series of

measurements whereby measured data were compared to

theoretical data with the following conclusions. The presence

and composition of a ground plane significantly affect far-field

EMI measurements at frequencies from 30 to 1000 MHz.
Range correction factors vary significantly over a highly con-

ductive ground screen from those of free space; however, they

are stable and well-defined. Measured responses to horizon-

tally-polarized signals over a conductive ground screen are re-

peatable, and the measured results agree well with theoretical

results. Measured responses to vertically- polarized signals over

a conductive ground screen are erratic and often are not re-

peatable to within 10 dB.

19034. Kanda, M., A braodband, isotropic, real-time, electric-

field sensor (HIRES) using resistively loaded dipoles for EMI
measurements, Proc. 1979 IEEE Int. Symp. on Electromag-

netic Compatibility, San Diego, CA, Oct. 9-11, 1979, pp. 423-

428 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.,

New York, NY, 1979).

Key words; broadband; dynamic range; Hermitian mag-

nitude; isotropicity; isotropic, real-time, electric-field sen-

sor (IRES); resistively loaded dipole; tangential sensitivity.
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A broadband, isotropic, real-time, electric-tleld sensor

(BIRES) developed by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
ct)nsists of three resistively loaded dipoles mounted
orthogonally to each other. It has the capability of measuring

frequency, polarization, magnitude, and phase information of

the incident electromagnetic (EM) field. The typical tangential

sensitivity of the BIRES is 1 3 to 1<S ^iV/m with a typical usable

dynamic range of I2.'5 to 144 dB for various bandwidths in the

frequency range of 10 MHz to 1 GHz. The isotropic response

of the BIRES is obtained by arithmetically calculating the Her-

mitiun magnitude of the incident electric field, and its variation

is found to be less than ± 1 dB.

19035. Kanda, M., The characteristics of a traveling-wave linear

antenna with a nonlinear load, Proc. Symp. Ini. Union of

Radio Science National Radio Science Meet., Seattle, WA, June
18-22, 1979, pp. 314 (University of Washington, Seattle,

WA, 1979).

Key words; Fast Fourier transform; linear load; Newton-
Raphson interation methods; ncinlinear load; time-domain

measurements; time-stepping finite-difference technique;

transient; traveling-wave antenna.

This paper discusses the characteristics of a traveling-wave,

linear antenna with a nonlinear load. The theoretical technique

used for analyzing the antenna is the time-stepping, finite-dif-

ference equation method with the Newton-Raphson technique.

Differential equations arc solved using the time-stepping, finite-

difference equation method, whereas the nonlinear effect is

treated by the Newton-Raphson iteration technique.

I

19036. Rowe, J. M., Rush. J. J., Hinks, D. G., Susman, S.,

Neutron scattering study of the dynamics of (KCN)„ ^(KBr),,^,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 43,No. 16, 1158-1161 (Oct. 15, 1979).

Key words: coupled modes; dynamics; KCN-KBr; neutron

scattering; pha.sc transition; rotation-translation coupling.

Our earlier measurements on pure KCN and ( KCN )„ 25( KBr

)

„.7r, have been extended to mixed crystals of ( KCN )„ s( KBr)„ r,-

From a comparison of the observed neutron scattering line

shapes to those predicted by a simple extension of the theory

used to describe pure KCN, it is concluded that this theory

does not describe the mixed systems correctly. This Letter sug-

gests that the current results may be indicative of the formation
of a "glass" phase at low temperatures in these mixed systems.

19037. Santoro, A , Roth, R S , Minor, D , Neutron powder
diffraction study of tantalum tungstate, Ta2WO„, Acta Crysi.

B35, 1202-1205 ( 1979)

Key words: ionic conductors; neutron diffraction; powder
method; profile refinement; tantalum tungstate; thermal ex-

pansion.

TajWOn. orthorhombic, Pbcm, = 3.8762 (2), />= 17.716

(1), c = 16.684 ( 1 ) A. The structure was studied by profile

analysis. Contrary to previous conclusions based on x-ray dif-

fraction data, it was found that the compound crystallizes with

the symmetry of space group Phcm and is isostructural with

Nb.WO„.

19038. Collard, 3. J., The search for a safe police tire. The Po-

lice C/i/t'/XLVI, No. 12, 30-34 (Dec 1979).

Key words: high speed performance; high speed tires; po-

lice tires; pursuit tires; tire maintenance; traction per-

formance; tread wear.

Tires form one of the major subsystems of an automobile. In

1976, the International Association of Chiefs of Police con-

ducted a survey of 379 police agencies to learn what their most
serious tire problems were. These and other important data and

information on tread wear, high speed and traction per-

formance and maintenance were published in NBS Special

Publication 480-33 entitled, 'Guide to High Speed Patrol Car
Tires"

19039. Smid, M. E., A key notarization system for computer

networks, (Proc. National Telecommunications Conf.,

Washington, DC, Nov. 27-29, 1979), Paper in NTC 1979

Conference Record 3, 43.3.1-43.3.5 (Available from IEEE
Publishing Services, New Y<irk, NY, as IEEE Catalog

Number 79CH 15 14-9, 1979).

Key words: cryptography; digital signatures; encryption;

identifiers; key management; key notarization.

A cryptographic, key notarization system (KNS) is proposed

for computer networks to protect personal (nonshared) files, to

communicate securely both on and off-line with local and

remote users, to protect against key substitution, to authen-

ticate system users, to authenticate data, and to provide a

digital signature capability using a nonpublic key encryption al-

gorithm. The system is implemented by the addition of key

notarization facilities (KNF's) which give users the capability of

exercising a set of commands for key management as well as

for data encryption functions. Key notarization facilities per-

form notarization which, upon encryption, seals a key or pass-

word with the identities of the transmitter and intended

receiver.

19040. Plumb, H H , Besley, L. M , Stabilities of germanium
thermometers at 20 K and below, Proc. ISA-78 Nat. Conf. and

E.xluhit, Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 15-19, 1978, pp. 19-25

(Instrument Society of America, Pittsburgh, PA, 1978).

Key words: germanium thermometers; low temperature;

rhodium-iron thermometry; thermal cycles to low tempera-

tures.

Germanium thermometers have been widely used in the last

fifteen years both for engineering application and in precision

thermometry measurements that have led to the development

of and comparison of international temperature scales. For the

most precise investigations it has been necessary that the ex-

perimentalists carefully select thermometers and continue inter-

comparisons to ensure that the thermometers' calibrations are

maintained. This paper describes such selection and monitoring

processes within the authors' laboratories.

19041. Wood, H. M., Women and minorities in the computer

professions, Proc. 1979 Nat. Computer Conf., New York, NY,
June 6, 1979, pp. 419-424 (June 1979).

Key words: employment; equal employment opportunity;

labor force; minorities in computing; women in computing.

It is assumed that, while full equity has not been achieved by

women and minorities in computer-related professions, their

employment status is better and conditions are more favorable

for full-utilization of skills due to the relative youth of the ADP
field. As the Federal Government has been involved in compu-
ters since their beginnings, and has been a leader for equal em-
ployment opportunity (EEO) and affirmative action, recruit-

ment is reasonable to assume that employment opportunities

should be better in the Federal sector than in other sectors of

the labor force.

This paper examines statistics concerning the status of

women and minorities in computer-related professions, both in

the private work force and in the Federal Government. U.S.

and Federal scientific labor force statistics are presented in

order to establish a framework for assessing the relative status

of computer-related fields.

The focus of this report is on labor market experience (e.g.,

employment and unemployment rates, relative salaries). Studies
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adclrossinB discrimination, societal, cultural anil other employ-

ment and utilization related factors are referenced.

I«>042. Uialkowski. S I-. . King, D S., Stephenson. J. C. The
({lis pliuse liiMT induced fluorescence spectroscopy of

chlorofluorometliylene, ./, Clirni I'Ins. 71, No l(», 4()1()-4()I4

( Nov I S, I '»7') ).

Key words: chloronuoromethylene; fluorescence; laser

.spectroscopy; mulliphoton dissociation; radicals; vibronic

spectroscopy.

The CFCI radical has heen produced in the gas phase by

both IR multiphoton photolysis of C.jF;,CI and He metiistable

reaction with C\F|,CI. Single vibronic level fluorescence and ex-

citation spectra taken of this species have yielded sufficient in-

formation to determine certain vibronic constants. The excited

state was found to have an origin of l\, = 252K.1 ± 5 cm"' with

vibrational frequencies: w^' = -'!94 ± ?i cm"' and cj-,,' = 7.19 ± 5

cm '. In the ground state, the vibrational frequencies were

found tt> be: oj;," = I 18 ± 10 cm"', tn." = 448 ± 6 cm"', and <«>:,"

= 750 ± 6 cm"'. The rotational structure of the vibryjiic bands

is similar to those of band transitions of a near prolate top, and
the electronic transition has been tentatively identified as A'

A"

*— X'A' by analogy to similar CFj transitions. The radiative

lifetime of the excited state, t ,. = 700 ± 10 nsec, was found to

be independent of the rovibronic excitation frequency. The
change in the major rotational constant was found to be A' —
A" = l .H ± 0.2 cm '.

1«>043. Marshall, H E
,
Ruegg, R T., Life-cycle costing ftuide

for energy conservati«in in buildings. Chapter 9 in ICm-rny

i^oiiMTx iiliiin Throiiiili liuildiiifz l)csif>n, pp. 162-181 ( McGraw
Hill Book Co., New York, NY, 1979).

Key words: building design; cost; energy conservation;

energy standards; fenestration; life-cycle costing;

retrofitting; solar.

Architects, engineers, building operators and owners, and

others who make decisions about the design and use of

buildings need cpst information about alternative energy con-

servation designs for old and new buildings. Specifically, they

need to know the cost over time from introducing energy ct)n-

serving techniques as compared Ui the cost savings over time

from reduced energy bills. Life-cycle ct)sting of energy conser-

vation alternatives in buildings can be applied at the working
level to reduce the owning and operating costs of buildings, to

reduce energy consumption, and to encourage the optimal

retrofit of old and design of new buildings with respect to rising

fuel costs. This article provides practicing architects, architec-

tural students, and others interested, in the design process an

overview of state-of-the-art methods for estimating the life-

cycle cost ( LCC ) of alternative energy conservation techniques

and a description of selected applications of LCC methods to

energy conservatii>n in buildings.

Retrofitting existing Residential buildings for energy conserva-

tion is examined in LCC terms. The design of envelope features

and subsystems for energy conservation in new buildings is ex-

plored in the context of LCC analysis. Finally, energy standards

for buildings are examined in the LCC context to show why
varying climates and fuel prices must be con.sidered in develop-

ing economically efficient standards.

19044. Weber. S F , Cost effectiveness of energy conservation

inve.stments in new LInited .States residences. Proc. Si-KinJ Int.

cm Symp iin fuwrf-y Ci>iiscr\ali<»i hi llic Built Envininnifnt

.

Ciipviiliai^cn. Denmark, May 2S-Jiinc I. 197^. pp. 1-10 (May
1979).

Key words: building envelope; cost effectiveness;

eci>nomics; energy conservation; internal rate of return;

life-cycle costing; marginal analysis; optimal design; re-

sidential buildings; space cooling; space heating.

This paper assesses the cost effectiveness of selected energy

conservation investments in new single-family residences in the

U S. Alternative investment levels in the four major com-
ponents of the building envelope are evaluated: ( I ) attics; (2)

walls; (3) lloors; and (4) windows. The analysis is conducted

for five cities of widely diverse climate conditions and for the

major forms of energy used for heating and cooling in the U.S.

For each investment level the internal rate of return (IRR) is

calculated on an incremental basis, that is, in comparison with

the next lower level of investment for that component. This

marginal IRR is used to rank alternative levels of investment

for all four components so that economically optimal envelope

designs can be selected for each city and energy type.

19045. Chapman, R. E., Cost-effective methods for achievinf;

compliance to fire safety codes. Fire J. 73, No. 5, .3()-.19, 12.3

(Sept. 1979).

Key wt>rds: applied economics; building codes; building

economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming;

nursing homes; renovation.

The identification of cost-effective levels of fire safety in

health care facilities is a major concern to hospital administra-

tors, fire safety engineers and public policy makers. The
prohibitive costs of strict compliance to the prescriptive provi-

sions of the Life Safety Code in hospitals and nursing homes

has led to the development of an equivalency methodology, the

Fire Safety Evaluation System. The equivalency methodology

provides a means for identifying how combinations of several

widely accepted fire safety systems can be used to produce a

level of safety equal to that of the prescriptive provisions of the

Life Safety Code. Three topics are described briefly in this

paper. They are (1) the Fire Safety Evaluation System; (2) a

computerized version of the Fire Safety Evaluation System

which permits the least-cost means of achieving compliance to

the Life Safety Code to be identified; and ( 3 ) an indication of

the cost-saving potential of the Fire Safety Evaluation System

based on a case study of a typical general hospital.

19046. Romanov, V P., Candela, G. A , Roth. R S., Swartzen-

druber. L. J.. Magnetic properties and hyperfine interactions

in the P'" phase of potassium ferrite, J. Appl. I'liys. 50, No.

10, 64.'>5-64.58 (Oct. 1979).

Key words: conductivity; exchange interaction; ferrite;

hyperfine field; magnetism; phase diagram; potassium.

The hyperfine field structure and magnetic susceptibility in

the temperature range 5-295 K was measured for the /3"' phase

of potassium ferrite. Results show that this new phase has an

antiferromagnetic tirdering similar to the /3 phase. The hyper-

fine-interaction parameters have been determined and are com-

pared with those found in magnetite, /3-phase potassium ferrite,

and barium hexaferrite.

19047. Watson, R E , Bennett. L H . Heats of formation of

transition-metal alloys, P/iys. Rev. Lett. 43, Nt). 15, 1130-

1 134 (Oct. H, 1979).

Key words: </-electron energy band parameters; (/-electron

transfer; heats of formation; transition metal alloys.

This Letter proposes a scheme for obtaining the (/-electron

energy-band parameters to be used in a simple analytic model

of the alloy heat of formation. A//. The scheme employs, as an

intermediate step, the equalization of the local chemical poten-

tials of the two sites. Calculations for 3</, 4</, and 5J metal al-

loys yield AH in accord with experimental trends, but, unlike
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earlier estimates, with d charge transfer in the direction in-

dicated by experiment.

19048. Berger. P. W., Sprague, P. A., Zurkowski, P., Library

and information services for improving organizations and

professions, Proc. While House Conf. on Library and Informa-

tion Services— Dialogues on the Future of Library and Infor-

mation Services. Washinf>ton, PC. Nov. 15-19, 1979, Cassette

2 Side I (Staff of the While House C<mference on Library and
Information Services, Washinf-ion, DC, 1979).

Key words: information services; libraries.
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7. LISTING OF NBS PAPERS BY MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS

This section provides a listing of 1 979 papers organized by pri-

mary subject matter as follows:

Acoustics and Sound
Analytical Chemistry

Atomic and Molecular Studies

Building Technology
Computer Science and Technology
Consumer Information and Protection

Electromagnetic Metrology

Electronic Technology
Energy Conservation and Production

Engineering, Product and Information Standards

Environmental Studies: Pollution Measurement
Failure Analysis

Fire Research

Fluids: Liquids, Gases and Plasmas

General Theoretical Chemistry and Physics

Health and Safety

Instrumentation and Experimental Methods
Lasers and Their Applications

Low Temperature Science and Engineering

Mathematical and Statistical Methods
Measurement Science and Technology:

Policy and State-of-the-Art Surveys

Measurement Science and Technology:
Physical Standards and Fundamental Constants

Mechanics: Eiesign, Testing and Measurement
Metrology: Physical Measurements

Nuclear Physics and Radiation Technology
Operations Analysis and Applications

Processing and Performance of Materials

Properties of Materials: Electronic, Magnetic and Optical

Properties of Materials: Structural and Mechanical
Properties of Materials: Thermodynamic and Transport

Standard Reference Data

Standard Reference Materials

Surfaces and Interfaces

Thermodynamics and Chemical Kinetics

Technology Incentives

Other Subjects of General Interest

It permits users of this catalog to scan the Bureau's output by

major subject category. The user should bear in mind that a

paper is listed once by major subject even though it might well

contain other secondary subject matters of interest The key-

word index permits the reader to determine the overall context

of a paper, and provides an excellent secondary reference

source.

The categories currently in use for classifying NBS publica-

tions are listed below and are followed by a listing of each paper

by category. Full citations (including key-words and abstracts)

will be found under the appropriate publication series, which is

included in the paper title. Also of use will be the key-word index

(mentioned above) and the author index.
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Acoustics and Sound

' NBSIR 79-1599. Micri>ph<ine windscreen performance, R. N.

I

Hosier and P. R. Donavan, pages (Jan 1979). Order from

I NTIS as PB2929h7.

NBSIR 79-175.'^. Radiation-induced acoustic cavitation;

I

Threshold vs temperature for some liquids, M Greenspan and
C. E. Tschiegg, 54 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB29622S.

j

1K438. Miller, E. B., Eitzen, D. C, Ultrasonic transducer

;j
characterization at the NBS, IEEE Trans. .S'o/iic.v LJlirason. SL-

i

26, No. 1 , 28-37. 63-64 (Jan. 1979).

18479. Greenspan, M.. Piston radiator: Some extensions of the

theory, 7. Acoust. Soc. Am. 65, No. 3, 608-621 (Mar. 1979).

18728. Cook, R. K., Proctor, T. M , A standing-wave tube as

' an absolutely known source of sound power, J. Acousl. Soc.

Am. 65, No. 6, 1542-1555 (June 1979).

i 18763. Collings. E. W., Ledbetter, H. M., Sound velocity

anomalies near the spin glass trnsition in an austenitic stain-

less steel alloy, Phy.s. Leu. 72A, No. !, 5 3-56 (June II,

[

1979).

18785. Flynn. D. R., Regulation of new products noise emission,

I
Chapter 41 in Handbook of Noi.se Control, 2d Edition, pp.

j

41-1—41-8 (McGraw-Hill Inc.. New York, NY, Jan. 1979).

18907. Sachse, W., Hsu, N. N., Ultrasonic transducers for

materials testing and their characterization. Chapter 4 in

Pliysical Acou.'iiic.s XIV, 277-405 (Academic Press, Inc., New
Yiirk, NY, 1979).

Analytical Chemistry

A novel method for analyzing silver sediment with high preci-

sion, R. S. Davis and V. E. Bower, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

((7. .v.). 84, No. 2, 157-160 (Mar -Apr. 1979).

SP5I9. Trace organic analysis: A new frontier in analytical

chemistry. Proceedings of the 9th Materials Research Sym-
posium held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaither-

sburg. MD, Apr. 10-13, 1978, H. S. Hertz and S. N. Chesler.

Eds.. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Piihl. 519. 788 pages

(Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02054-1.

Statistical sampling and environmental trace organic analy-

sis. H. H. Ku. SP5I9. pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979)

Sample preparation for environmental trace organic analy-

sis, F. C. McElroy, T. D. Searl, and R. A. Brown. SP519. pp.
7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Analysis of water for chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides

and PCB's by membrane filters, D A. Kurtz. SP5I9. pp 19-

32 (Apr. 1979).

Application of liquid and gas chromatographic techniques to

a study of the persistence of petroleum in marine sediments,

R. G. Riley and R. M. Bean. SP5I9. pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

The use of a fluorescence detector in high performance

liquid chromatographic routine analy.sis of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons in environmental pollution and occupational

j;
health studies, B. S. Das and G. H. Thomas. SP5I9. pp. 41-

I 56 (Apr. 1979).

Study of organometal speciation in water samples using

liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection, W. A.

MacCrehan. R A. Durst, and J. M. Bellama. SP519. pp. 57-

63 (Apr. 1979).

An automatic sampler, a master analytical scheme, and a

registry system for organics in water, A. W. Garrison. J. D.

Pope. A. L. Alford. and C. K. Doll. SP.'^I9. pp. 65-78 (Apr.

1979).

Identification and quantitation of aromatic hydrocarbon

metabolites in marine biota, L. C. Thomas. W. D. MacLeod.

Jr.. and D. C. Malms. ,VP.5/y. pp. 79-86 (Apr. 1979).

The trace-level determination of organics by high-pres.sure

liquid chromatography, R W. Edwards. K. A. Nonnemaker.
and R. L. Colter. .VR5/y. pp 87-94 (Apr. 1979).

Co-condensation with /i-pentanc. A new route to concentra-

tion of atmospheric pollutants, D. J. Freed. SP5I9. pp. 95-99

(Apr. 1979).

Analysis of organic ambient aeroMtIs, E. S. Macius, K. S.

Kumar, and M K. Hoffman, SP5I9. pp. 101-107 (Apr.

1979).

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons as.sociated with coal

combustion, L. Sucre, W. Jennings, G. L. Fisher, O. G.

Raabe, and J. Olechno, SP5I9. pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

Diurnal and spatial variations of organic aerosol con-

stituents in the Los Angeles Basin, B. R. Appel, E. M. Hoffer,

E. L. Kothny. S. M. Wall, M. Haik, and R. L. Knights,

SP519. pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Trace analysis in respiratory carcinogenesis, D. Hoffmann,

K. D. Brunnemann, I. Schmeltz, and E. L. Wynder, SP5I9.

pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

A new approach to the trace analysis of mimo- and di-

halogenated organics, an analysis of methyl chloride in the at-

mosphere, E P. Grimsrud and D. A. Miller, SP5I9, pp. 143-

151 (Apr. 1979).

Analytical facilities for the analysis of trace organic volatiles

in ambient air, R. B. Denyszyn, J. M. Harden, D. L. Hardis-

on, J. F. McGaughey, and A. L. Sykes. SP5I9. pp. 153-159

(Apr. 1979).

Analysis of trace levels of petroleum hydrocarbons in

marine sediments using a solvent/slurry extraction procedure,

D. W. Brown. L. S. Ramos. A. J. Friedman, and W. D.

MacLeod, Jr., .SP5/9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

Automatic analysis of organic pollutants in water via

GC/MS, D. Beggs. SP5I9, pp. 169-173 (Apr 1979).

A simple, sensitive method for the quantitative analysis of

carbon tetrachloride and chloroform in water at the parts-per-

billion level, G. Brozowski. D. Burkitt. M. Gabriel, J. Han-

rahan, E. McCarthy, and J. Smith, SP5I9, pp. 175-179 (Apr.

1979).

Analysis of tire cord emissions, D. Richlon. J. Scott. J. S.

Smith. A. F. Weston, and C. Wezwick. SP5I9. pp. 18 1-184

(Apr. 1979).

Trace organic analysis of wastewater by liquid chromatog-

raphy, H. F. Walton and G. A. Eiceman. SP5I9. pp. 185-190

(Apr. 1979).

Analysis of soil and sediment to determine potential pesti-

cide contamination of a water supply impoundment, F.

Amore. SP5I9. pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979)

Sampling and analysis of beta-chloroethers in the environ-

ment, P. L. Sherman, A. M. Kemmer. L. Metcalfe. H. D.

Toy. and G. E. Parris. SP5I9. pp. 205-2 12 (Apr. 1979).

A statistical study of atmospheric sampling for an enclosed

inhabited environment, H. G. Eaton, F. W. Williams. J. R.

Wyatl. J.J. DeCorpo. F. E. Saalfeld. D. E. Smith, and T. L.

King, SP5I9. pp. 213-218 (Apr. 1979).

Development of an aqueous polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bon standard reference material, W. E. May. J. M Brown, S.

N Chesler. F Guenther. L R. Hilpert. H S Hertz, and S.

A. Wise. SP3I9. pp. 219-224 (Apr. 1979).
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New column technology In the analysis of organics in water

hy gas chromatography. R Mindrup. Jr . VRi/y. pp 225-22^

(Apr. h^74)

Sampling methods for trace organic analysis in foods, W.
Horwit/ and J W Howard. .SRS /y. pp 231-242 (Apr 1^»79).

The role of sample preparation in nutritional labeling analy-

sis. H. G. Lento, SP5iy. pp 243-24X (Apr 1*^79).

Nutrient analyses of foods: A reexamination. K. K Stewart.

.S7'.';/y. pp 244-255 (Apr 14 74)

Measurement of the trace amounts of vitamin B,.j present

in variitus foods hy a new radiometric microbiologic

technique. M Chen and P A Mclntyrc. SP5I^K pp. 257-26.5

(Apr. 1474).

Gas liquid chromatographic analysis of pant<ithenates and
panthenol. A J Sheppard and W D Huhbard. SP5I9. pp
267-264 (Apr. 1474)

Quantitative analysis of simple carbohydrates in foods, B.

W Li and K. K Stewart, SP5I9, pp 271-27X (Apr. 1474).

Determination of vitamins E and K in foods and tissues

using high performance liquid chromatography, J N. Thomp-
son, G Hatina, and W. B. Maxwell. SP5I9, pp. 274-^XX
(Apr. 1474)

Current status of lipoxidase method for determining 9,12-

di-< iv-polyunsaturated fatty acids, A. J. Sheppard and W. D.

Hubbard. SPSm. pp. 2X4-245 (Apr. 1474).

Trace analysis in agricultural products. Methods for

hydrazines, carbamates, N-nitrosodiethanolamine and other

compound.s, I. Schmeltz. K. D. Brunnemann, and D. Hot't-

mann, SP5I9, pp. 247-304 (Apr. 1474)

Criteria for purity of food additives used in biological tests.

Experience with saccharin and Amaranth (FD&C Red No. 2),

B. Stavric. D. R. Stoltz, and R Klassen. SP519. pp. 311-314
(Apr. 1474).

Advances in the analysis of natural food toxicants, D. L.

Park and A. E. Pohland, SP5 19, pp. 321-331 (Apr 1474).

Analysis of potato for glycoalkaloid content by radioimmu-

noassay (RIA), R. P. Vallejo and C D. Ercegovich, SP5I9.

pp. 333-340 {Apr. 1974).

Analysis of kepone" in biological samples, N. Mady. D.

Smith. J. Smith, and C. Wezwick, SP5I9, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1974)

Progress in the automation of extraction and cleanup

pr<»cedures for detecting trace amounts of pesticides in en-

vironmental samples, M E Getz, G. W. Hanes, and K. R.

Hill, SP5I9. pp. 345-353 (Apr. 1979)

Method of aflatoxin analysis, S. Nesheim. SP5I9, pp. 355-

372 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organic sampling in the clinical area, B. Halpern.

SP519, pp. 373-379 (Apr. 1979)

Sample preparation for clinical trace organic analysis, K. H
Dudley. SP5I9. pp. 381-390 (Apr. 1979).

Measurement of catecholamines and their metabolites in tis-

sue and physiological fluids using reverse-phase liquid chro-

matography with electrochemical detection, L. J Felice. C. S.

Bruntlett. R. E. Shoup, and P. T. Kissinger. SP519. pp 391-

347 (Apr. 1479).

Quantitative analysis of melatonin in human plasma by
negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry, S. P. Markey
and A J Lewy, SP5I9. pp. 394-404 (Apr 1474).

A candidate definitive method for the determination of total

cholesterol in serum, R. Schaffer. E. White V. L. T.

Sniegoski, and A. Cohen, SP5I9. pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1479).

The determination of neurologically important tryptophan

metabolites in brain cerebrospinal fluid, G M Anderson. W.
C. Purdy. and S. N Young. SP5I9. pp. 41 1-4 18 (.Apr. 1979).

Applications of the nitrogen detector to the analysis of ste-

roid hormones and related compounds by gas chromatog-

raphy, J. P. Thenot and A. Hung. SP5I9. pp. 419-427 (Apr.

1979).

Analysis of neutral lipids by high-performance liquid chro-

matography and nephelometric detection, S. L. Smith, J. W.
Jorgenson, and M. Novotny. SP5I9. pp. 424-436 (Apr.

1474).

The determination of anabolic steroids in human body

fluids, H W Durbeck. C. G. B. Frischkorn. 1. Buker. B.

Scheulen. and B. Telin, SP5I9, pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1474).

Development of a standard reference material for an-

tiepilepsy drugs in serum, D J. Reeder, D. P. Enagonio. R.

G. Chrislensen, and R Schaffer, SP519. pp. 447-453 (Apr.

1474)

Potentiometric titration of microgram amounts of penicil-

lamine using ion selective electrodes, S M Donahe. G. E.

Janauer. T. D. Zucconi, and C. Lewkowicz. SP5I9, pp. 455-

454 (Apr. 1474)

Detection and quantitative determination of tricyclic an-

tidepressants and benzodiazepines in serum and plasma by

high performance liquid chromatography, C. Hesse, SI'S 19,

pp. 461-46X ( Apr 1474 )

The identification of odoriferous compounds formed by

coital ejaculate in collagen sponge contraceptives, C. D. Eskel-

son, S. Y. Chang, T. Chvapil, and M. Chvapil, SP5I9, pp.

464-476 (Apr. 1474).

The assay of triamterene in human blood by ion-pair ex-

traction and high performance liquid chromatography, S.

Sved and J. A. A. Sertie, SP5I9, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1474).

The gas chromatographic measurement of

dextromethorphan levels in human plasma, J. E. O'Brien, O.

N. Hinsvark, W. R Newman. L. P. Amsel. J. E. Giering. and
F. E. Leaders, Jr , SP5I9, pp. 4X1-4X5 ( Apr. 1474).

Chromatographic methods in organic trace analysis: Cur-

rent situation and perspectives of future progress, M. Novot-

ny, SP519, pp. 487-499 (Apr. 1979)

Flow injection analysis—A new approach to quantitative

measurements, J. Ruzicka and E. H Hansen, SP5I9, pp. 501-

507 (Apr. 1979).

Ion-pair HPLC of drugs and related organic compounds, G.

Schill and K G. Wahlund, SP5I9, pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Bio-selective membrane electrodes, G. A. Rechnitz, SP5I9,

pp. 525-532 (Apr. 1979 ).

Recent developments in homogeneous immunoassay

techniques, D. S Kabakoff, SP519, pp. 5 33-539 (Apr. 1974).

Analytical systems for trace organic analysis, H. M. Mc-
Nair. .S7'5/9, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Selective detection in chromatographic analysis, L. S. Ettre,

SP5I9, pp. 547-585 (Apr. 1979).

Automation of trace organic analysis, D A. Burns, SP5I9,

pp. 587-600 ( Apr. 1979 ).

Electron capture negative ion chemical ionization mass spec-

trometry, D. F. Hunt and E W. Crow, SP5I9. pp. 601-607

(Apr. 1479).

Mixture analysis by mass spectrometry. R. G. Cooks,

SP5I9, pp. 609-625 (Apr. 1979).

Organic secondary ion mass spectrometry. A.

Benninghoven, SP519. pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

The wire transport LC/MS system, R P. W. Scott. SP5I9.

pp. 637-645 ( Apr 1979 ).
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j BSSl 19. Ec(momic evaluation of windows in buildings:

I Methodology, R. T. Ruegg and R. E. Chapman, Nat. Bur.

i Stand. (U.S.), Bld>;. .Sci. .SVr. 119. 118 pages (Apr. 1979)

SN()()3-()()3-02()42-7.

TN979. Lead paint abatement costs: Some technical and
theoretical considerations, R. E. Chapman and J. G. Kowalski,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Tech. Note 979, 153 pages (Feb.

1979) SN()()3-()()3-02()22-2.

TN996. Mechanical properties of adobe, J. R. Clifton and F. L.

;

Davis. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 996, 45 pages
' (May 1979) SN()()3-()03-()2()66-4.

TN998. Impact of building regulations on rehabilitation—Status

i
and technical needs, J. G. Gross, J. H. Pielert, and P. W.

\
Cooke, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 99H, 50 pages

j

(May 1979) SN0()3-003-()2062-l.

j

TNI 100. Analysis of tentative seismic design provisions for

I

buildings, J. R. Harris, S. J. Fenves, and R. N. Wright, Nat.

j

Bur Stand. (U.S.), Tecli. Note 1100, 599 pages (July 1979)

J
SNO()3-0()3-02084-2.

NBSIR 77-1289. The measurement of wind loads on a full-scale

mobile home, R. D. Marshall, 132 pages (Sept. 1977). Order
from NTIS as PB297463.

NBSIR 78-1521. French schools—A report of the U.S. team visit

to France from November 13 to 23, 1977, P. Driscoll, Coor-
dinator, 42 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB296148.

NBSIR 79-1729. Pedestrian movement on ramps—A prelimina-

ry investigation, G. E. Turner and B. L. Collins, 62 pages

(Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294856.
NBSIR 79-1730. Protecting adobe walls from ground water, J.

R. Clifton and F. Davis, 29 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from
NTIS as PB295041.

NBSIR 79-1736. Evaluation of hand-held infrared thermometers

for wall thermal resistance determinations, S. J. Treado and

D. M. Burch, 26 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB298057.

j

NBSIR 79-1780. Post-occupancy evaluation: A case study of the

I

evaluation process, J. Elder, G. E. Turner, and A. I. Rubin,
l 67 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80- 119712.

NBSIR 79-1789. Economic analysis of insulation in selected

masonry and wood-frame walls, S. R. Petersen, 137 pages

j'
(Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-101967.

I

NBS-GCR-78-1 53. The architect's access to information, C. H.

Burnette, 97 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB294855.

NBS-GCR-78- 1 54. Making information useful to architects, C.

j
H. Burnette. 101 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

i; PB292782.

I
18324. Yokel. F. Y.. Guidelines for housing construction in

!! mine subsidence areas, Proc. Int. Conf. on Evuhiation and Pre-

I

diction of Subsidence, Pensacola Beach, FL, Jan. 1978, S. K.

I

Saxena. Ed., pp. 129-139 (American Society of Civil En-

]

gineers. New York, NY, 1978).

18351. Bietry, J., Sacre. C, Simiu, E., Mean wind profiles and

I

change of terrain roughness, J. Struct. Div., Am. Soc. Civ.

! Enn. 104, No. STIO, Proc. Paper 14099, 1585-1593 (Oct.
i 1978).

, 18415. Ellingwood, B., Leyendecker, E. V., Approaches for

II

design against progressive collapse, J. Struct. Div.. Proc. Am.
I Soc. Civ. Eng. 104. No. ST3, Proc. Paper 13610, 413-423

(Mar. 1978).

18429. Raufaste. N. J., Jr., Olmert, K. M., Case study: NBS'

Center for Building Technology, Wort/.v 7, No. 3, 34-37 ( Feb.-

Mar. 1979).

18493. Milton, H. J., Our metric future. An analysis of metrica-

tion's impact upon construction specifications, Con.'itr. Specifi-

er 32, No. 2, 36-47 (Feb. 1979).

18596. McNall, P. E , Jr , The relation of thermal comfort to

learning and performance: A state-of-the-art report, (Proc.

ASHRAE Semiannual Meeting on HVAC—Human Factors,

Philadelphia, PA, Jan. 28-Feb. 2, 1979), Paper PH-79-9, No.

2 in .4SHRAE Trans. 85, Pt. 1, 759-767 (June 1979).

18688. Simiu, E , Scanlan, R H , Flutter of a plate-like member
in horizontal fluctuating flow. Eng. Struct. 1, No. 4, 207-210

(July 1979).

18887. Knab, L. I., Moody, R C , Glulam design criteria for

temporary structures, J. Striut. Div.. Am. Soc. Civ. Eng. 104,

No. ST9, Proc. Paper 14031, 1485-1494 (Sept. 1978).

18977. Reinhold, T. A., Wind interaction of neighboring tall

buildings, Proc. ASCE Tliird Engineering Mechanics Division

Specialty Conf., Sept. 17-19. 1979. .Austin. TX. pp. 179-182

(American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, NY,
1979).

Computer Science and Technology

Enhancing Fortran to aid manipulation of large structured

matrices, H. J. Greenberg and J. E. Kalan, J. Res. Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.). 84, No. I, 21-47 (Jan.-Feb. 1979).

SP500-38. Computer science & technology: Findings of the stan-

dard benchmark library—Study group, D. M. Conti, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.). .Spec. Putil. 50U-3H. 57 pages (Jan. 1979)

SN003-003-02009-5.

SP500-39. Computer science & technology: Computer model

documentation: A review and an approach, S. I. Gass, Nat.

Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 500-39, 89 pages (Feb. 1979)

SN003-003-02020-6.

SP500-42. Computer science & technology: A survey of remote

monitoring, G. J. Nutt, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl

500-42, 34 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-020 1 3-3.

SP500-44. Computer science & technology: A methodology for

the selection of interactive computer services, S. A. Mamrak
and P. D. Amer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (US ), .Spec. Puhl. 500-44,

82 pages (Jan. 1979) SN003-003-020 1 8

.

SP500-45. Computer science & technology: Computer
peripheral memory system forecast, R. B. J. Warnar, P. J.

Calomeris, and S. A. Recicar, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Puhl. 500-45, 147 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02039-7.

SP500-46. Computer science & technology: Computers in the

Federal Government: A compilation of statistics— 1978, M.

M. Gray, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 500-46. 95

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02037-1

.

SP500-47. Computer science & technology: Data base reor-

ganization— Principles and practice, G. H. Sockut and R. P.

Goldberg, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-47. 51

pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02055-9.

SP500-48. Computer science & technology: Measurement of in-

teractive computing: Methodology and application, I. W. Cot-

ton, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). .S>ef. Puhl. 500-48, 111 pages

(June 1979) SN003-003 -0208 1-8.

SP500-49. Computer science & technology: Modeling and mea-

surement techniques for evaluation of design alternatives in

the implementation of database management software, D. R.

Deutsch, Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-49, 244
pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02088-5.

SP500-50. Computer science & technology: Computers, person-

nel administration, and citizen rights, A. F. Westin, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-50, 465 pages (July 1979)

SN0O3-003-02087-7.
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SP5()()-52. Computer science & technology: Computer per-

formance evaluation users group (CPELG). Proceedings ot

the Fifteenth Meeting held at San Diego, CA, Oct. 15-18,

1^79, J E Weatherbee, Ed., Nai. Bur. Siand. (U.S.), Spec.

Piihi. ^()()-?2. 240 pages (Oct. 1979) SN()()3-()()3-()2 1 18-1.

Data processing information utilization—An audit perspec-

tive. M. J Thibault, SP5()()-52, pp 3-X (Oct. 1979).

Auditing an IMS system, C. L. Gausche and W J. Schwin-

den, SP5()()-52. pp 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Applications and limitations of the cost-value technique for

competitive computer selection. R. E. Barbour, Jr , J. O. Hol-

combe, C. S. Harris, and W. C. Moncriet, SP5()(>-52, pp. 25-

36 (Oct. 1979).

Computer selection: To measure or not to measure. S. A.

Mamrak, SP5()()-52. pp. 37-5 2 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmarking interactive systems: Modeling the applica-

tion. C. R. Spooner. SP5f>()-52, pp. 53-64 (Oct. 1979).

Methodology for establishing a computer performance
management system: A case study, G H Goodman, SPSOO-
52, pp. 69-77 (Oct. 1979),

Naval laboratories* quality of service standards, J. S

Dodds, SP5l)0-52. pp 79-86 (Oct. 1979)

Computer system migration planning through b'Snchmark

performance evaluation, A. Mukherjee. A. K. Jain, and B. A.

Ketchledge, SP5()()-52. pp 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

An optimal sample size allocation scheme for benchmark
design, S. K. Tripathi, K. D. Gordon, and A. K. Agrawala,
SP5(>0-52. pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

Computer workload forecasting, J E McNeece, SP500-52,

pp. 1 13-120 (Oct. 1979).

A simulation model of JES output processing, H. P. Artis,

SP500-52, pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Design for performance, M. J. Kirrene and M. G. Spiegel,

SP5()0-52. pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Quantitative methods in computer performance evaluation,

A. K. Jain, SP500-52. pp. 143-145 (Oct. 1979).

The application of clustering techniques to computer per-

formance modeling, T. C. Hartrum and J. W. Thompson,
SP5()0-52. pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Performance comparison measures for computer systems, 1.

Dzelzgal vis, .S" pp. 163-176 (Oct. 1979).

Event driven capacity planning, S. W. Cox, SP500-52, pp.

179-192 (Oct. 1979).

A FORTRAN synthetic program for benchmarking, P. M.
Fleming and A. C. Rucks. SP500-52, pp. 193-199 (Oct.

1979).

The NBS Network Measurement Instrument, M. D. Abrams
and D. C. Neiman, SP500-52, pp. 201-21 1 (Oct. 1979).

Performance analysis of a saturated system—A case study,

N. Lennon and W. P. Bond, Jr., SP500-52, pp. 215-218 (Oct.

1979).

Teleprocessing transaction thruput performance, B. irwin,

SP500-52. pp. 219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Methodology for performance evaluation and capacity

planning, A. O. Allen, SP500-52, p. 227 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmarking wixh remote terminal emulation, T. F.

Wyrick and R. E. Youstra, SP500-52, pp. 229-230 (Oct.

1979).

Planning and implementing remote teleprocessing services:

Management perspectives of the TSP, R. L. DeMichiell and
G. L. Underwood, SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct. 1979).

Selection and evaluation of instructional time-sharing ser-

vices—(A tutorial outline), R. T. Close and R. A. Kambeitz,

SP50()-52, pp. 233-234 (Oct. 1979).

Tutorial on benchmark construction, H. Letmanyi, SP500-

52. pp. 235-240 (Oct 1979).

Using accounting log data in performance reporting, J. P.

Bouhana, SP50O-52. pp. 241-243 (Oct. 1979).

SP500-53 Computer science & technology: Technology assess-

ment: ADP installation performance measurement and report-

ing, C. B. Wilson, Nell. Bur Stand. (U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-

53. 37 pages (Sept. 1979) SN()O3-()O3-02 1 23-7.

SP500-54. Computer science & technology: A key notarization

system for computer networks, M. E. Smid, Nal. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.). Spec. Puhl. 500-54. 35 pages (Oct. 1979) SNO()3-003-

021 30-0.

SP50()-55. Computer .science & technology: Selection of data

entry equipment, S. A. Recicar, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Puhl. 500-55. 77 pages (Nov. 1979) SN003-()03-()2 1 33-4.

FIPS PUB 64 Guidelines for documentation of computer pro-

grams and automated data systems for the initiatiim phase, B.

Leong-H<ing, Standards Coordinator, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Fed. Info. Process. Stand. Puhl. (FIPS PUB) 64, 54 pages

(Aug. 1979).

FIPS PUB 67. Guideline for selection of data entry equipment,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Fed. Info. Proces.s. Stand. Puhl.

(FIPS PUB) 67. 23 pages (Sept. 1979),

TNI 108. SPEED2, a computer program for the reduction of

data from automatic data acquisition systems, R. D. Peacock
and J. M.Smith, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Tech. Note I lOH,

153 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 12-1.

NBSIR 78-1478. A universal set of test data for computer imple-

mentations of elementary mathematical functions, D. W. Lozi-

er, 29 pages ( May 1 978 ). Order from NTIS as PB29 1 96 1

.

NBSIR 79-1725. Phase 11 final report. Computerized site securi-

ty monitor and response system, R. T. Moore, R. J. Car-

penter, A. W. Holt, A. L. Koenig, and R. B. J. Warnar, 118

pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294343.

NBSIR 79-1734. Guide to technical services and information

sources for ADP managers and users, S. M. Radack, 50 pages

(Apr. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB294845.
NBSIR 79-1927. Recovery from soft errors in triplicated com-

puter systems operating in lock-step, A. L. Koenig and \. W
Holt, 28 pages (Nov. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-12693

NBS-GCR-78- 1 27. Comparison of tape drive interface charac-

teristics, Auerbach Associates, Inc., 75 pages (June 15,

1978). Order from NTIS as PB282291.

NBS-GCR-78- 1 48. Effectiveness of program validation methods

for scientific programs, W. E. Howden, 110 pages (Dec.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB289930.

NBS-GCR-79-1 82. Comparison of high speed printer interface

characteristics, Calculon Corp, 144 pages (July 31, 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB2 98943.

18445. Dickens, B., Computer program to implement auto-

mated factor-jump thermogravimetry, Thermochim. Acta 29,

57-85 ( 1979).

18488. Kimbleton, S. R., Data sharing protocols: Structure,

requirements and interrelationships, Proc. COMPSAC 7H,

IEEE Computer Society's Second Int. Computer Software and

Application Conf., Chicago. IL, Nov. 13-16, 1978, pp. 270-

276 (IEEE Service Center, Piscataway, NJ, Nov. 1978).

18597. Molino, B. B., Hilsenrath. J., Beyond data retrieval: An
outline of .the unique data analysis features of the NBS Om-
nidata system, Proc. Eighteenth Annual Tech. Symp. on Infor-

mation Systems— Effectiveness for the User, Gaithershurg,

MD, June 21, 1979, pp. 159-165 (The Washington DC
Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery.

Washington, DC, June 1979).

18760. Carpenter, R. J., Sokol, J , Jr., Rosenthal, R., A
microprocessor-based local network node, ( Proc. Seventeenth

IEEE Computer Society Int. Conf. COMPCON Fall 78,

Washington. DC, Sept. 5-8, 1978), IEEE Catalog No. 7HCH
l3Kti-8C, pp. 104-1 10 ( Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers. Inc.. New York, NY, 1978).

18777. Jeffery, S.. Fife, D , Deutsch, D., Sockut, G., Architec-

tural considerations for federal database standards, ( Proc.

Eighteenth IEEE Computer Society Int. Conf. COMPCON
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Spring 79. San Francisco. CA, Feb. 2A-Mar. 1, 1979). IEEE
Catalog No. 79 CHJ393-SC. pp. 139-143 (Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers, Inc.. New York, NY, 1979).

IS891. Kimbleton, S R., Data sharing protocols: Structure,

requirements and interrelationships, (Proc. Second IEEE
Computer Society Int. Cont. COMPSAC 78, Chicago, IL,

Nov. 13-16, 197«). IEEE Cutulo^ No. 7HCH133H-3C. pp.

270-276 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Inc., New York, NY. 197X).

18954. Hogben, D , Peavy, S. T., OMNITAB 78 plotting capa-

bility, Proc. Computer Science and Slali.ilic.-i: 1 2 lit Ann. Symp.
I on the Interface. University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada,

I

May 10-11, 1979, J. F. Gentleman, Ed., pp. 413-417 ( 1979).

18975. Istvan, E. J., New issues confronting the information

systems planner, Infosystems 26, No. 6, 54, 58, 60, 62 and
67 (June 1979).

19009. Wood, H. M., Kimbleton, S. R., Access control

mechanisms for a network operating system, Proc. 1979 Nat.

Computer Con/.. New York, NY, June 6, 1979, pp. 821-829
(June 1979).

19039. Smid, M. E., A key notarization system for computer
networks, (Proc. National Telecommunications Conf.,

Washington, DC, Nov. 27-29, 1979). Paper in NTC 1979

i,

Conference Record 3, 43.3.1-43.3.5 (Available from IEEE

j

Publishing Services, New York, NY, as IEEE Catalog
Number 79CH1514-9, 1979).

19041. Wood, H. M., Women and minorities in the computer
professions, Proc. 1979 Nat. Computer Conf., New York, NY,
June 6. 1979, pp. 419-424 (June 1979).

Consumer Information and Protection

jc!S4, Revised 1978. Corrosion, E. L. R. Corliss, Nat. Bur.

'\ Stand. (U.S.), Consum. Inf. Ser. 4, 31 pages (Revised 1978)
' SN003-003-02024-9.

'CIS9, Revised 1979. Facts about hearing and hearing aids, J.

Kruger and S. Halpin, Eds, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Consum.

II

Inf. Ser. 9. 12 pages (Revised June 1979) SN003-003-0 1 947-

0.

NBSIR 77-1298. Power lawn mowers: Ease of pull, V. J.

Pezoldt and J. J. Persensky, 32 pages (June 1977). Order
from NTIS as PB271974.

18793. Fowell, A. J., Clothes dryer air exchange, Proc. Conf. on
Major Home Appliance Technology for Energy Conservation,

[

West Lafayette, IN, Feb. 27-Mar. I, 197H, D. R. Tree, G. E.

11
Courville, V. O. Haynes, H. Phillips, Eds., pp. 168-170

' (Available as Conf-780238 from the National Technical In-

formation Service, Springfield, VA, 1978).

1

18862. Fechter, J. V., Jr., Generic approaches to product im-

I

provement research, CP News 4, No. 1, 12-20 (Oct. 1978).

Electromagnetic Metrology

Monogr. 164. Electromagnetic boundary-value problems based

upon a modification of residue calculus and function theoretic

I

techniques, J. P. Montgomery and D. C. Chang, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Monogr. 164, 183 pages (June 1979) SN003-
003-02075-3.

SP551. Proceedings of the 1978 Electromagnetic Interference

Workshop. Proceedings of a Workshop held at the National

Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, Nov. 2-3, 1978, M.
G. Arthur, Ed., Nat. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 551, 57

pages (July 1979) SN003-003-02099- 1

.

The extent of today's EMI problems and prioritizing EMI
problems, C. M. Kendall, SP55I, pp. 3-4 (July 1979).

Biological electro-magnetic interference (BEMI), D. R.

Justesen, SP551, pp. 5-6 (July 1979).

FCC activities regulating electromagnetic interference, A.

W. Paul and J. Krauss, SP551, pp. 7-9 (July 1979).

EMI/EMC legislation in the 95th and 96th Congresses, C.

L. Jackson, SPSS I. pp. 10-11 (July 1979).

Voluntary standardization for electromagnetic compatibility,

R M. Showers. SPSSl, pp. 12-19 (July 1979).

What is needed for progress in EMC?, H. M Schlicke.

SPSSl. pp. 20-22 (July 1 979)

Communications working group summary, J. P. Murray,

SPSSl, pp. 23-26 (July 1979).

Transportation working group summary, R. J. Wasko,

SPSSl. pp. 27-28 (July 1979).

Consumer products working group summary. W. T Col-

lins, SPSSl. pp. 29-31 (July 1979).

Industrial working group summary, G. H. Hagn, SPSSl,

pp. 32-37 (July 1979).

Medical working group summary, J. C. Toler, SPSSl, pp.

38-41 (July 1979).

Plenary session IV summary "The Last, Last Word." M. G.

Arthur, SPSSl, pp. 42-44 (July 1979).

TN 1008. Antennas and the associated time domain range for the

measurement of impulsive fields, R. A. Lawton and A. R. On-
drejka, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.). Tech. Note IDOH, 68 pages

(Nov. 1978) SN0()3-0n3-()1998-4.

TNI 01 1. Constructi(m of a large transverse electromagnetic cell,

W. F. Decker, W. A. Wilson, and M. L. Crawford, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1011, 92 pages (Feb. 1979)

SN0()3-O03-02O34-6.

TN1012. Calibrating a six-port reflectometer with four im-

pedance standards, C. A. Hoer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech.

Note 1012, 24 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-()03-02036-2.

TN 1013. Using a TEM cell for EMC measurements of electronic

equipment, M. L. Crawford and J. L. Workman, Nat. Bur.

Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1013, 72 pages (Apr. 1979)

SN003-003-02053-2.

TN1014. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) radiative measure-

ments for automotive applications, J. W. Adams, H. E. Tag-

gart, M. Kanda, and J. Shafer, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech.

Note 1014, 48 pages (June 1979) SNOO 3-003-02086-9.

TN1016. A standard for rf modulation factor, M. G. Arthur and

G. R. Reeve, Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 1016, 92

pages (Sept. 1979) SN()03-003-02 1 25-3 .

NBSIR 79-1605. A theoretical study of unbalanced ground ef-

fects on receiving dipoles, M. T. Ma, 15 pages (May 1979);

Order from NTIS as PB296207.
NBSIR 79-1606. A variational expression for the scattering

matrix of a coaxial line step discontinuity and its application

to an over moded coaxial TEM ceil, I. Sreenivasiah and D. C.

Chang, 47 pages (May 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB296324.

NBSIR 79-1608. Attenuation measurements on optical fiber

waveguides: An interlaboratory comparison among manufac-

turers, G. W. Day and G. E. Chamberlain, 35 pages (May
1979). Order from NTIS as PB29695 1

.

NBSIR 79-1613. Radar absorber measurement techniques at

frequencies above 20 GHz, N. S. Nahman, C. M. Allred, J.

R. Andrews, C. A. Hoer. and R. A. Lawton, 70 pages (Aug.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB299576.
NBSIR 79-1615. Dispersion and attenuation characteristics of

modes in a TEM-cell with a lossy dielectric slab, J. C. Tippet

and D. C. Chang, 37 pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS
as PB80-105141.

NBSIR 79-1620. Time domain pulse measurements and com-

puted frequency responses of optical communications com-
ponents, J. R. Andrews and M. Young. 35 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB80- 1 20066.

U.S. Patent 4.146,848 Frequency stabilizing system and method
for beam type device, H. W. Hellwig, S. Jarvis, Jr., and D.

J. Wineland, 10 pages (Mar. 27, 1979).

U.S. Patent 4,168,441. Picosecond pulse generator utilizing a

Josephson junction, D. G. McDonald and R. L. Peterson, 6

pages (Sept. 18, 1979).
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IH32(t. Miller, C K S , Millimeter wave metr(»logy capabilities

at NBS. Pnic 1974 Millimeter Wuvcs Techniques Conf., San

l)iei;i>. C i. Mar. 1974, 1 1 pages (Naval Electronics

Labiiralory Center, San Diego. CA, 1974).

18345. Tippet, J C . Chang. D C , A new approximation for

the capacitance of a rectangular-coaxial-strip transmission

line, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., pp. 602-604

(Sept. 1976).

18365. Tewksbury, S. K.. Meyer. F. C. Rollenhagen, D. C.
Schoenwetter. H. K.. Souders, T. M.. Terminology related to

the performance of S/H, A/D, and D/A circuits, IEEE Trans.

Circiiiis Sysl. CAS-25, No. 7, 419-426 (July 197«).

18398. Taggart, H. E., Shafer, J. F.. Testing of electronic indus-

tries association land-mobile communication antenna gain

standards at the National Bureau of Standards, IEEE Trans.

Veh. Technol. VT-27, No. 4, 259-264 (Nov. 1978).

18475. Garvey, R. M., Hellwig, H. W.. Jarvis, S., Jr., Wineland,

D. J.. Two-frequency separated oscillating fields technique for

atomic and molecular beam spectroscopy, IEEE Trans. In-

slrnm. Meas. IM-27, No. 4, 349-354 (Dec. 1978).

18486. Kautz. R. L., Attenuation in superconducting striplines,

IEEE Trans. Magn. IS, No. 1, 566-569 (Jan. 1979).

18529. McAuliff, R. C, Lentner, K. J., Moore, W. J. M.,

Schuster. G., An international comparison of power measure-

ments at 120 V, 5 A, and 60 Hz, IEEE Trans. Inslrum. Meas.

11, No, 4, 445-449 (Dec. 1978).

18547. Danielson, B. L.. Optical fiber phase discriminator,
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4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Microwave spectra of molecules of astrophysical interest. XVII.

Dimethyl ether, F. J. Lovas, H. Lutz, and H. Dreizler, J. Phys.

Chem. Ref Data 8, No. 4, 1051-1 108 ( 1979).

Energy levels of potassium, K i through K xix, C. Corliss and
J. Sugar, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 1109-1146

( 1979).

Electrical resistivity of copper, gold, palladium, and silver, R. A.

Matula, J Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 8, No. 4, 1147-1298

( 1979).

SP426. Supplement 1. Bibliography of low energy electron and
photon cross section data (January 1975 through December
1977), J. W Gallagher, J. R. Rumble, Jr., and E. C. Beaty,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 426, Suppl. i, 115 pages
(June 1979) SN003-003-02074-5.

NSRDS-NBS61, Part II. Physical properties data compilations

relevant to energy storage, il. Molten salts: Data on single and
multi-component salt systems, G. J. Janz, C. B. Allen, N. P.

Bansal, R. M. Murphy, and R. P. T. Tomkins, Nat. Stand.

Ref. Data Ser.. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 61, Part II, 442 pages
(Apr. 1979) SN003-003-0205 1-6.

NSRDS-NBS61, Part III. Physical properties data compilations

relevant to energy storage. III. Engineering properties of sin-

gle and polycrystalline sodium beta and beta"-alumina, G. R.

Miller and D. G. Paquette, Nat. Bur. Stand. Ref Data Ser.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 61, Part III, 19 pages (June 1979)
SN003-003-02079-6.

NSRDS-NBS64. Rate coefficients for ion-molecule reactions. Or-
ganic ions other than those containing only C and H, L. W.
Sieck, Nat. Stand. Ref. Data Ser., Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 64,

27 pages (Feb. 1979) SN003-003-02027-3.
18615. Hust, J. G., Kirby, R. K., Standard reference materials

for thermophysical properties, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic

Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper D-3 in

Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P.

Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 232-239 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

18616. Schramm, R E.. Kasen, M. B., Fiberglass-epoxy in a

conical superconducting field magnet support, (Proc. 2d Int.

Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977),

Paper E-3 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Tim-
merhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 271-278
(Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

18619. Sparks, L. L., Magnetic field effect on thermal conduc-

tivity of selected metals, (Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials

Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5, 1977), Paper D-2 in Advances

in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and

A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, ll'i-liX (Plenum Press, New York,

NY, 1978).

18621. Tobler, R L , McHenry, H. I., Reed, R. P., Fracture

mechanics parameters for an iron-13% chromium-19% man-
ganese stainless steel and its welds at cryogenic temperatures,

(Proc. 2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug.

3-5, 1977), Paper K-7 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering,

K, D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A F. Clark, Eds., 24,

560-572 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

18666. Hamilton, C. A., Harris, R. E., Sullivan, D. B., High-

speed superconducting electronics, ( Proc. Government
Microcircuit Applications Conf., Monterey, CA, Nov. 14-16,

1978) , GOMAC 1978 Digest of Papers VII, 29-32 ( 1979).

18695. Tobler, R. L., Reed, R. P., Fatigue crack growth re-

sistance of structural alloys at cryogenic temperatures, (Proc.

2d Int. Cryogenic Materials Conf., Boulder, CO, Aug. 3-5,

1977) , Paper A-7 in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K.

D. Timmerhaus, R. P. Reed, and A. F. Clark, Eds., 24, 82-

90 (Plenum Press, New York, NY, 1978).

Standard Reference Materials

SP260, 1979-80 Edition. NBS Standard Reference Materials

Catalog— 1979-80 Edition, R. W. Seward, Nat. Bur. StanL

(U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 260, 1979-80 edition, 107 pages (Apr.
^

1979) SN003-003-02048-6.
SP260-S8 Standard reference materials: SRM 1470: Polyester

film for oxygen gas transmission measurements, J. D. Barnes

and G. M. Martin, Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 260-

58, 43 pages (June 1979) SN003-003-02077-0.

SP260-62. Standard referenc materials: SRM 768: Tempera-

ture reference standard for use below 0.5 K, R. J. Soulen, Jr.

and R. B. Dove, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 260-62,

47 pages (Apr. 1979) SN003-003-02047-8.
SP260-65. Standard reference materials: Micro-homogeneity

studies of NBS standard reference materials, NBS research

materials, and other related samples, R. B. Marinenko, K. F. '

J. Heinrich, and F. C. Ruegg, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec.

Publ. 260-65, 84 pages (Sept. 1979) SN003-003-02 1 14-1

.

SP260-66. Standard reference materials: Didymium glass filters

for calibrating the wavelength scale of spectrophotome- '

ters—SRM 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2014, W. H. Venable, Jr.

and K. L. Eckerle, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Publ. 260-

66, 85 pages (Oct. 1979) SN003-OO3-O2 1 27-0. e

NSRDS-NBS3, Section 8. Selected tables of atomic spectra. A:

Atomic energy levels—Second edition. B: Multiplet tables. O
VI, O VII, O viii, C. E. Moore, Nat. Stand. Ref. Data Ser.,

Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 3, Sec. 8, 31 pages (Jan. 1979)1

SN003-003-0 1964-0. '

18414. Cumbo, J. E., Michaelis, R E., Production, charac-

terization, and certification of NBS-SRM 64c, high-carbon ferr
^

rochromium, Electr. Furn. Conf., Proc. 35, 52-56 ( 1977).

18470. Durst, R. A., Reference materials for pH and blood

gases, (Proc. Workshop on Blood pH and gases, Utrecht, The

Netherlands, June 5-6, 1978), Paper in Blood pH and Gases,

A. H. J. Maas, Ed., Session III, pp. 81-87 (University Press,

Utrecht, The Netherlands, Mar. 1979).

18536. Cali, J. P., Measurement compatibility in clinical chemis-

try, CAMLTINewsline 4, No. 6, 4-5 (The California Associa-

tion for Medical Laboratory Technology, Oakland, CA, June

1978) .

18539. Cali, J. P., NBS nuclear medicine and clinical chemis-

try—Standard reference materials, (Proc. Symp. on Stan-

dardization, Performance and Quality Control in Nuclear

Medicine. Gaithersburg, MD, June 12-14, 1975), Paper in

Chapter 16 in Quality Control in Nuclear Medicine,

Radiopharmaceuticals, Instrumentation, and in Vitro Assays,

B. A. Rhodes, Ed., pp. 150-153 (The C. V. Mosby Company,

St. Louis, MO, 1977).

18668. Hust. J. G., Graphite as a standard reference material,

(Proc. 15th Intl. Thermal Conductivity Conf., Ottawa, On-i

tario, Canada, Aug. 24-26, 1977), Paper in Thermal Conduc-

tivity 15, V. V. Mirkovich, Ed., pp. 161-167 (Plenum Press,

New York, NY, 1978).

18748. Cali, J. P., The role of reference materials in the analyti-!

cal laboratory, Fresenius Z. Anal. Chem. No. 297, pp. 1-3

( 1979).
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IK866. Greenberg, R. R.. Trace element characterization of the

NBS urban particulate matter Standard Reference Material by

instrumental neutron activation analysis. Anal. Clwm. 51, No.

12, 2()()4-2()()6 (Oct. 1979).

IK905. Kirby, R. K., Standard reference materials for ther-

mophysical properties, Proc. 7th Symp. on Thermophysiial

Propi-rties, Gaillwr.shur^, MD, May 10-12. 1977, A. Cezair-

liyun, Ed., pp. 949-965 (The American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers, New York, NY, 1977).

18973. Marinenko, R. B., Heinrich, K F J . Ruegg, F. C,
Vficrohomogeneity studies of NBS standards, Pnic. Fourteenth

Ann. Microheam Analysis Society 1 1979 Con/., .San Antonio.

TX, Aug. 13-17, 1979. pp. 221-226 (San Francisco Press

Inc., San Francisco, CA, 1979)

Surfaces and Interfaces

Observations of surface changes in platinum crucibles, C. P.

Saylor, E. Wichers, and J. I. Hoffman, J. Res. Nat. Bur.

Stand. {U.S.), 84, No. 5, 385-394 (Sept.-Oct. 1979).

18323. Waclawski, B. J., Gadzuk, J. W.. Herbst„J. F., uv

photoemission for rare gases implanted in Ge, Phys. Rev. Lett.

41, No. 8, 583-586 (Aug. 21, 1978).

18406. Cuthill, J. R., ASTM Committee E-42 on surface analy-

sis: Its history, scope, activities, and objectives. Am. Soc. Test.

Mater., Stand. News. 6, No. 2, 8-1 1, 59-60 (Feb. 1978).

18417. Erickson, N. E., ESCA studies of the clean Si (111) sur-

face, Phys. St r. 16, 462-465 ( 1977).

18791. Fisher, G. B., Madey, T E , Yates, J T . Jr , Ultraviolet

photoemission studies of formaldehyde and related molecules

adsorbed on Ru(llO), J. Vac. Sci. Techno!. 15, No. 2, 543-
547 (Mar./Apr. 1978).

18810. Greiner, G., Menzel, D , Klein, R , Field-induced redis-

tribution processes in adsorption layers of hydrogen on
ruthenium. Surf. Sci. 84, 129-140 ( 1979).

18924. Powell, C. J., Erickson, N E , Madey, T. E., Results of

a joint Auger/ESCA round robin sponsored by ASTM Com-
mittee E-42 on surface analysis. Part I. ESCA results, J. Elec-

tron Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom. 17, 361-403 ( 1979).

Thermodynamics and Chemical Kinetics

Enthalpies of solution of the nucleic acid bases. 5. Adenine in

aqueous hydrochloric acid, aqueous sodium hydroxide,

methanol, and ethanol, M. V. Kilday, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), 84, No. 3. 231-240 (May-June 1979).

Sample preparation in ion-chromatography, W. F. Koch, J. Res.

\ Nat. Bur Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 3, 241-246 (May-June

1 1979).

Miniaturization of normal-state and superconducting striplines,

•R. L. Kautz, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 3, 247-

259 (May-June 1979).

i
Enthalpies of solution of KBr, KI, KIO.^, and KIO^ in H.O, M

E. Efimov, G. N. Klevaichuk, V. A. Medvedev, and M. V.

Kilday, J. Res. Nat.' Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 84, No. 4, 273-286

(July-Aug. 1979).

,SPS37. A bibliography of sources of experimental data leading

to thermal properties of binary aqueous electrolyte solutions,

D. Smith-Magowan and R. N. Goldberg, Nat. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Spec. Puht. 537, 89 pages (Mar. 1979) SN003-003-
, 02033-8.

- NSRDS-NBS65. Rate constants for reactions of inorganic radi-

cals in aqueous solution, A. B. Ross and P. Neta, Nai. Stand.

j,
Ref. Data. .Ser., Nut. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 65, 62 pages (June

;i 1979) SN003-003-02072-9.
'i NBSIR 78-1432. Automation of the ion energetics data center,

i] R. Thompson, W. Webb, and H. M. Rosenstock. 84 pages

j

(Dec. 1977). Order from NTIS as PB293918,

1'

3

NBSIR 79-1612. Isobutane: Provisional thermodynamic func-

tions from 114 to 700 K at pressures to 700 bar, R D Good-
wm. 191 pages (July 1979). Order from NTIS as PB299361.

NBSIR 79-1621. Normal butane: Provisional thermodynamic

functions from 135 to 700 K at pressures to 700 bar, R. D.

Goodwin. 171 pages (Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB80-118193,
NBSIR 79-1777. A compendium of gas phase basicity and

proton affinity measurements, K. N. Hartman, S. Lias, P.

Ausloos, H. M. Rosenstock, S. S. Schroyer, C. Schmidt, D.

Martinsen, and G. W. A. Milne, 563 pages (July 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB299289.

NBSIR 79-1941. Table of recommended rate constants for

chemical reactions occurring in combustion, F Westley, 169

pages (Nov. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB80-128531,

18321. Robertson, B., Application of maximum entropy to

nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, Proc. Ma.timum Entropy

Formulism Con/., Camhridnc MA, May 2-4, 197H, R. D.

Levine and M. Tribus, Eds., pp. 289-320 (The MIT Press,

Cambridge, MA, 1978).

18377. Chang, S. S., Heat capacity and thermodynamic proper-

ties of solid synthetic sapphire, a-AI_.0:„ Proc. 7th Symp. on

Thermophysical Properties, Gaithershur^, MD, May 10-12,

1977, pp. 83-90 (The American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, New York, NY, 1977).

18380. Joseph, J. T, Hybl, A, Flynn, J H., Differential

scanning calorimetry studies of some analogs for the lipid

component of biological membranes, Chem. Phys. Lipids 22,

239-243 ( 1978).

18436. Kurylo, M. J., Laufer, A. H., Evidence for atom
exchange in OH reactions with carbonyl compounds: '"OH +

COa-* "*OCO + OH; "OH + CO -* '"OC + OH, J. Chem.
Phys. Lett, to Ed. 70, No. 4, 2032-2033 (Feb. 15, 1979).

18443. Laufer, A. H., Bass, A. M., Photochemistry of acetylene.

Biomolecular rate constant for the formation of butadiyne and

reactions of ethynyl radicals, J. Phys Chem. 83, No. 3, 310-

313 ( 1979).

18456. Tsai, D. H., The virial theorem and stress calculation in

molecular dynamics, J. Chem. Phys. 70, No. 3, 1375-1382

(Feb. 1. 1979).

18671. Lin, H. M., Seaver, M , Tang, K. Y., Knight, A. E. W.,

Parmenter, C. S., The role of intermolecular potential well

depths in collision-induced state changes, J. Chem. Phys. 70,

No. 12, 5442-5457 (June 15, 1979).

18743. Walker, J. A., Tsang, W., Thermal decomposition of

hexamethylethane in a flow system, Intl. J. Chem. Kinet. Xi,

867-882 ( 1979).

18755. Armstrong, G. T., King, R. C, Fluorine flame

calorimetry. Chapter 1 5 in Comhus tion Calorimetry, S.

Sunner, M. Mansson, Eds., 1, 333-359 (Pergamon Press, Ox-
ford, England, 1979)

18797. Domalski, E. S., From the history of combustion

calorimetry. Chapter 1 8 in Combustion Calorimet ry, S.

Sunner, M. Mansson, Eds., 1, 401-428 (Pergamon Press, Ox-
ford, England, 1979).

18803. Mosselman, C, Churney, K. L., Calibration of com-

bustion calorimeters. Chapter 3 in Combustion Calorimetry, S.

Sunner, M. Mansson, Eds., 1, 35-55 ( Pergamon Press, Ox-
ford, England, 1979).

18815. Younglove, B. A . Thermodynamic properties of

nitrogen gas from sound velocity measurements, Proc 1st Int.

Symp. on Cryogenic Wind Tunnels. Southampton, England,

Apr. 3-5. 1979. pp. 16.1-16.6 ( 1979).

19020. Krause, R. F , Jr., Thermodynamics of vaporization of

molybdenum pentafluoride, Proc. Symp. on High Temperature

Metal Halide Chemistry, The Electrochemical Society Meeting,

Princeton, NJ, Oct. 9-14, 1977, Proceedings Volume 78-1,

199-209 ( 1978).



Technology Incentives

SP527. Footwear technology symposium— Manufacturing a com-

petitive advantage. Proceedings of the Footwear Technology

Symposium held at the National Bureau of Standards,

Gaithcrshurg, MD, June 1-2, 1978, M. H. King, Ed., Ncil.

Bur SlaiiJ (U.S.). Spec. Piihl. 527, 348 pages (Feb.

SN(t().1-()().3-02()25-7.

Manufacturing a competitive advantage, J. Baruch. SP527

,

pp. .1-6 (Feb. 1979).

Genera! accounting office perspective, F. Haynes, SP527,

pp. 7-10 ( Feb. 1979).

Fitting technology into the picture, M. King, SP527, pp. 13-

20 (Feb. 1979).

Technology reviews, A. D. Little, SP527. pp. 21-50 (Feb.

1979).

The potential of new technology, F. Daley, SP527, pp. 51-

59 (Feb. 1979).

A matter of trust, S. Harman, SP527, pp. 11,-11 (Feb.

1979).

Industry resptmse, R. M. Ansin, SP527, pp. 79-80 (Feb.

1979).

Industry view, F. A. Meister, SPS27, pp. 83-86 (Feb,

1979).

Relating technologies to the marketplace, B. Levine, SP52 7,

pp. 87-91 (Feb. 1979).

Symposium integration and future directions, J. Baruch,

SP527. pp. 95-97 (Feb. 1979).

TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2. The FCC public message services policy

change: An ETIP evaluability assessment report, J. Bell, S.

Kirby, R G. Weiss, and S. Watson, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.),

Tech. Note 1104/1, 232 pages, 1104/2. 110 pages (Sept.

1979) SNO()3-O03-02117-2.

NBSIR 79-1706. CSA weatherization demonstration project

plan, R. Crenshaw, R. Clark, R. Chapman, R. Grot, and M.
Godette, 81 pages (Mar. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB293498.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Municipal watewater treatment facilities.

Volume 1, Charles River Associates Inc., 150 pages (Sept.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB285288.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-41. Subsidies, capital formation, and
technological change: Mass transit. Volume 2, Charles River

Associates Inc., 196 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB285289.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-42. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: First generation nuclear power plants.

Volume 3, Charles River Associates Inc., 97 pages (Sept.

1978). Order from NTIS as PB285290.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-43 Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Maritime transport. Volume 4, Charles

River Associates Inc., 86 pages (Sept 1978). Order from

NTIS as PB285291.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-44. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Primary scientific and technical journal

publishing. Volume 5, Charles River Associates Inc , 172

pages (Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB285292.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-45. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Health facilities. Volume 6, Charles

River Associates Inc., 212 pages (Sept. 1978) Order from

NTIS as PB285293.
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-46 Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Local air transport. Volume 7, Charles

River Associates Inc., 171 pages (Sept. 1978). Order from
NTIS as PB285294.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47. Subsidies, capital formation, and

technological change: Summary and conclusions. Volume 8,

Charles River Associates Inc., 1 14 pages (Sept. 1978). Order
from NTIS as PB285295.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-50 Assessing the results of the portable ox-

ygen generator experiment, N. B. McEachron and E. G.

Woodward, 79 pages (Oct. 1977). Order from NTIS as

PB289886.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-51. Assessing the results of the LCC water

heater experiment. Volume I: Main report, N. B. McEachron,

D. C. Hall, and L. F. Lewis, 50 pages (Sept. 1977). Order

from NTIS as PB291826.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-52 Assessing the results of the LCC water

heater experiment. Vcilume II: Appendices, N. B. McEachron,

D. C. Hall, and L. F. Lewis, 139 pages (Sept. 1977). Order

from NTIS as PB291827,
NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53. Taxonomy of incentive approaches for

stimulating innovation, J. Booth, Z. Cook, and A. R. Fer-

guson, 103 pages (Aug. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB287932.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57. Management of Federal R&D for com-

mercialization—Executive summary, N. B. McEachron, H. S.

Javitz, D. S. Green, J. D. Logsdon, and E. Milbergs, 19 pages

(Sept. 1978), Order from NTIS as PB292851.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58, Management of Federal R&D for com-

mercialization— Final report, N. B. McEachron, H. S. Javitz,

D, S. Green, J. D. Logsdor, and E. Milbergs, 143 pages

(Sept. 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292852.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A. Management of Federal R&D for com-

mercialization—Appendices: Supporting documentation, N. B.

McEachron, H. S. Javitz, D. S. Green, J. D. Logsdon, and E.

Milbergs, 175 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB292853.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59. A real-time case history of ETIP Project

67—Integrated utility system application, J. G. Taylor and L.

O. C. Lamar III, 151 pages (Mar. 1978). Order from NTIS
as PB292770.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-60. An international study of economic

benefits attributable to R&D, by source and sector of per-

formance, R. U. Ayres, J. Lewis, and S. D. Collier, 71 pages

(June 1978). Order from NTIS as PB292783.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62. Balancing the objectives of clean air and

economic growth: Regulated markets in emission reductions,

W A. Foskett, D. M. Klaus, and J. Haberle, 103 pages (June

1979). Order from NTIS as PB300835.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63. Environmental regulation in theory and

practice: EPA's process of setting best practicable control

technology standards, W. A. Magat, L. P. Gianessi, and W.

Harrington, 175 pages (Dec. 1978). Order from NTIS as

PB297499.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64 Regulatory administrative experiment

manual, J. N. Nay and J. Waller, 114 pages (June 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB2 98446.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65. The regulatory processes and effects

project, J. N. Nay and W. Frederick, 183 pages (June 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB29863 1

.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66. An exploration of regulatory incentives

for innovation: Six case studies, J. Booth and Z. Cook, 110

pages (Aug. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB299006.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70. Overview report: Experiment in com-

puter applications for regulatory agencies. Temple, Barker &
Sloane, Inc. (NBS contact; Darlene Carver), 115 pages

(Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300770.

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71 An evaluation design concept for regula-

tory reform: The waiver of efficacy data, H. D. Ojha, T. V.

Renda, J. E. Harrison, and J. H. Perwak, 182 pages (Sept.

1979). Order from NTIS as PB300846.

18722. Berlin, V. N., Administrative experimentation: A
methodology for more rigorous "muddling through," Manage.

.Sci. 24, No. 8, 789-799 (Apr. 1978).
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Other Subjects of General Interest

SP3()5 Supplement 10. Publications of the National Bureau of

Standards 1978 Catalog. A compilation of abstracts and key

word and author indexes. B. L. Burris and R. J. Morehiiuse,

Eds.. Ncil. Bur. Stand. {U.S.), .S/w. Puhl. 305. Suppl. 10, 679

pages (June 1979) SN()().'$-()()3-()2()69-9.

SP376. Ruler: 15 cm/6 in, with metric-customary units and

equivalent. Nut. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Puhl. 376, both

sides (Reissued Jan. 1979) SN()()3-()()3-() 1 0X0-4.,

TN98(). Historic preservation incentives of the 1976 Tax Reform
Act: An economic analysis, S. F Weber, Nut. Bur. Stand.

(U.S.), Tech. Note 'iSO, 32 pages (Feb. 1979) SN()()3-003-

02015-0.

NBSIR 7K-1S77. Data bases available at the National Bureau of

Standards Library, D. Cunningham, 53 pages (Mar. 1979).

Order from NTIS as PB293I70.
NBSIR 79-1793. Privacy as information management: A social

psychological and environmental framework, S. T. Margulis,

28 pages (Sept. 1979). Order from NTIS as PB300986.
NBSIR 79-1928 (NBS) NBS library handbook for NBS staff,

N. H. Knight, 76 pages ( 1979). Order frnim NTIS as PB80-
106420.

NBS-GCR-79-169. Critical evaluation of data for a standard er-

gonomics reference data system (SERDS), W. H. Teichner and
E. Williams, 37 pages (Jan. 1979). Order from NTIS as

PB295088.
18387. Goldman, D. T., Managing research, Phys. Today, Letter

til the Editor 32, No. 1, 94-95 (Jan. 1979).

18471. Eisenhart, C, Contribution to invited discussion of

"Francis Ysidro Edgeworth, Statistician," by Stephen M. Sti-

gler, J. Roy. Stat. Soc. Ser. A (General) 141, Pt. 3, 317-318

; ( 1978).

18714. Albus, J. S., Mechanisms of planning and problem solv-

ing in the brain. Math. Biosci. 45, 247-293 ( 1979).

18817. McGehan, F. P., Interpreting the scientific paper for the

trade press, Proc. 26th Int. Technical Communication Conf.,

Los Angeles, CA, May 16-19, 1979, pp. M-1 15—M-1 17 (May
1979).

18823. Levine, J., Strain-tide spectroscopy, Geophys. J. R. As-

tron. Soc. 54, 27-41 ( 1978).

18942. Henderson, M. M., Technology's help in putting infor-

mation to work. Bull. Am. Soc. Inf. Sci. 6, No. 1, 32-35 (Oct.

1979).

I

19016. Weber, S. F., Tax incentives for historic preservation:
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water absorption; wedged film; SP54I, pp. 37-42 (Dec.

1978).

Absorption coefficient; dead layer model; external; internal

quantum efficiency; silicon, aosolute detector; 18477.

Absorption coefficient; sodium fluoride film; total internal

reflection; 0.65 to 3.0 microns; SP541, pp. 13-18 (Dec.

1978).

Absorption edge; CaFj; KCI; optical absorption coefficient; op-

toacoustic spectroscopy; PbF2; photoacoustic spectroscopy;

Til; ZnSe; SP541, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

Absorption of ultrasound; macromolecular relaxation; relaxa-

tion phenomenon; ultrasonic tissue absorption; SP525, pp.

29-36 (Apr. 1979).

Absorption selection rules; benzene; Herzberg-Teller theory;

rotational contours of absorption bands; vibrational angular

momentum; 18750.

Absorption spectra; core excitation; emission spectra; lattice

relaxation; many body effects; sodium; 18413.

Absorption spectroscopy; derivative spectroscopy; PNA analy-

sis; trace organic analysis; SP5I9, pp. 719-722 (Apr. 1979).

Absorption spectrum; benzene; absorption analysis; 18749.

Absorption spectrum; benzene; rotational contours of absorp-

tion bands; absorption analysis; 18747.

Absorptive coatings; accelerated laboratory tests; durability;

outdoor exposure; solar collectors; standard test methods;

18554.

Abstract; appearance potential; archival tape; computet pro-

gram; data base; data base management; empirical molecular

formula; GPSDC; ion energetics; ionization potential; NBSIR
78-1432.

Abstracts; Center for Building Technology; key words; publica-

tions; SP457-3.

Abstracts, NBS publications; key words; publications; SP305.

Supplement 10.

Ac current; high frequency oscillator; Josephson junction;

picosecond pulse generator; U.S. Patent 4,168,441

.

A-c detector; automatic bridge; detector; high resolution detec-

tor; phase sensitive detector; programmable detector; 18453.

Ac generators; heat transfer; helium; hydrodynamics; large

magnets; power transmission; review; superconductors;

18822.

Ac Stark effect; double optical resonance; laser bandwidth ef-

fects; multiphoton ionization; 18955.

Ac voltage measurement; low frequency; microcomputer;

18455.

Accelerated aging; aging; aging of cellulose; aging of paper; cel-

lulose; cellulose aging; natural aging; paper; paper aging; tests

for paper; 1901 7.

Accelerated laboratory tests; durability; outdoor exposure; solar

collectors; standard test methods; absorptive coatings; 18554.
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Accelerated stress test; capillary leaks; corrosion failure; her-

meticity; moisture infusion; oxide moisture sensors; NBS-
GCR-79-170.

Accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovol-

taics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing;

thin films; SP400-58.

Accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovol-

taics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing;

thin films; NBSIR 79-1778.

Acceleration insensitive oscillator; ammonia microwave absorp-

tion; atomic clock; cavity frequency stabilization; digital

demodulator; frequency-lock servo; frequency standard; in-

version transition in ammonia; precision; 18698.

Accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting; composite; cyanoacry-

late; dental alloy; initiator; resin; wear; NBSIR 78-1573.

Accelerator; neutron fluence; photoneutrons; SP554, pp. 75-86

(Sept. 1979).

Accelerator design; accelerator operation; health physics; parti-

cle accelerators; radiation measurements; radiation protec-

tion; standard; HI 07, Revised.

Accelerator mass spectrometry; anthropogenic and natural car-

bonaceous species; atmospheric gases and particles; environ-

mental pollutants; fossil fuels; low-level counting; radiocar-

bon; 18405.

Accelerator operation; health physics; particle accelerators;

radiation measurements; radiation protection; standard; ac-

celerator design; HI07, Revised.

Accelerators; betatrons; electrons; megavoltage; neutrons;

therapy; x rays; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Accelerators; lEC; interlocks; leakage; radiation; safety; stan-

dards; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

Accelerators; leakage radiation; regulations; SSRCR; state;

SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).

Access control; computer networking; computer security; net-

work operating systems; 19009.

Access to information; architect; information format; informa-

tion sources; technical information; technology application;

NBS-GCR-78-i53.
Access to information; architect; information format; informa-

tion sources; technical information; technology application;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Accessibility standards; building codes; code administration;

communication; physically handicapped; public awareness;

public relations; SP552, pp. 1 15-120 (July 1979).

Accessible; disabled; housing; regulations; SP552, pp. 95-100

(July 1979).

Accident; apparel; bum injury; clothing; fabric flammability;

fabrics; fire; garments; heat transfer; injury potential; simula-

tion; NBSIR 79-1755.

Accident avoidance; accidents in the home; door accidents;

home accidents; home safety; safety in the home; stair ac-

cidents; stair safety; window accidents; window safety; NBS-
GCR-78-156.

Accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves;

wood; NBSIR 79-1731.

Accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves;

wood; NBS-GCR-78-149.
Accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves;

wood; 18537.

Accidents; architectural design; architectural psychology;

architectural research; building codes; building design; build-

ing regulatory standards; floor coverings; home safety; safety

standards; stair safety; stairway design; BSS120.
Accidents in the home; door accidents; home accidents; home

safety; safety in the home; stair accidents; stair safety; win-

dow accidents; window safety; accident avoidance; NBS-
GCR-78-156.

Accounting logs; performance evaluation; workload charac-

terization; SP500-52, x>p. 241-243 (Oct. 1979).

Accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out system; desslcant,

discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical;

flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; in-

stantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; SP547, pp. 345-357

(July 1979).

Accumulators; analysis of organics in water; automatic sampler;

master analytical scheme; non-purgeable organics; organic

pollutant; purgeable organics; WaterDROP; SP519, pp 65-78

(Apr. 1979).

Accuracy; compatibility; radioactivity reference materials; stan-

dard reference materials; 18539.

Accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural gas;

LNG; marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photo-

grammetric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis;

strapping; survey; NBSIR 79-1751.

Accuracy and precision; gold films; gravimetry; neutron activa-

tion analysis; Rutherford backscattering; standards; 18490.

Acetylene; butadiyne; ethynyl; hydrogen; mechanism;

photochemistry; radicals; rate constant; 18443.

Acid-base status of blood; blood gases; blood pH; carbon diox-

ide; oxygen; pH; 18470.

Acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; inspection; magnetic

particles; nondestructive evaluation; penetrants; radiography;

statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; NBSIR 78-1581

.

Acoustic; computer processing; digital acquisition; digital signal

processing; pulse-echo techniques; spectrum analysis; ul-

trasonics; 5^525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

Acoustic; crack; defects; elastic solid; pulses; scattering; ul-

trasonic; 18391.

Acoustic cavitation; cavitation; cavitation threshold vs tempera-

ture; radiation-induced cavitation; temperature dependence
of cavitation threshold; threshold; NBSIR 79-1753.

Acoustic emission; beam lead devices; electronic devices; her-

meticity; hybrids; nondestructive tests; semiconductor; tape-

bonded devices; SP400-59.

Acoustic emission; capacitive transducer; signal analysis; simu-

lated acoustic emission; time-domain deconvolution; transient

elastic wave propagation; 18878.

Acoustic emission; chemomechanical effects; environmental ef-

fects; fracture of brittle materials; hydrogen embrittlement;

Rehbinder effects; Westwood effects; SP562, pp. 139-145

(Oct. 1979).

Acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant; detection; electronic

package; impact noise; microcircuit device; particle detec-

tion; particle impact noise detection; PIND; pre-shock;

seeded specimens; transducer; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).

Acoustic emission; failure detection; preventive maintenance;

SP547, pp. 129-152 (July 1979).

Acoustic microscopy; anisotropy; attenuation; elastic micros-

tructure; infarct; interferogram; myocardium; phase cancella-

tion; velocity; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979)

Acoustic surface wave; ceramic; surface characterization; sur-

face crack; turbine blade; SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic method; medical

applications; metrology; NDE; radiation force; transducer

characterization; ultrasonics; 18438.

Acoustic waves; piezoelectric polymer; preset tensile stress;

pressure variations; U.S. Patent 4,166,229.

Acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; inspection; main-

tenance; marine borers; nondestructive testing; pilings;

timber; 18525.

Acoustics; environmental noise; noise; noise emission; regula-

tions; sound; 18785.

Acoustics; flow; insertion loss; microphone; porous sphere;

sphere; spheres; wind noise; windscreen; windscreen per-

formance; windscreens; NBSIR 79-1599.

Acoustics; noise measurement; noise (sound); tire noise; trans-

portation noise; truck; 18607.
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Acoustooptic; intensity; laser; modulator; noise; servo control;

Acrylatcs; adhesion, dental; bonding; coupling agent; dental;

monomers; resins; surface-active comonomers; 18461

.

Activation; detectors; dose; fast; neutrons; track; SP554, pp.

99-107 (Sept. 1979).

Activation analysis; benchmark fields; dosimetry; fission yields;

measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-235; U-238;
IHHH4.

Activation analysis; cadmium ratio; east neutron reactions; in-

terfering nuclear reactions; optimization of analysis; silicon;

trace analysis; 18338.

Activation analysis; crystal structure; diffraction; isotopes;

molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron radiography; non-

destructive evaluation; nuclear reactor; radiation; TN995.
Activation analysis; electron beams; induction accelerator; ion

acceleration; nuclear research; radiation processing; 18570.

Activation energies; electronically excited states; evaluation;

gaseous interactions; molecular correlations; quenching;

radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reactive channels; recom-

mended data; relaxation processes; review; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 ( 1979).

Activation energy; /4-factor; comparative rate; flow system; heat

of formation; hexylmethylethane; f-butyl radical; unimolecu-

lar decomposition; 18743

.

Activation energy; automated thermogravimetry; computer au-

tomated thermogravimeter; factor-jump thermogravimetry;

polymer degradation; thermogravimetry; 18447.

Activation energy; computer automation; computerized ther-

mogravimetry; computer program; polymer degradation;

polymer oxidation; thermogravimetry; 18445

.

Activation energy; degradation apparatus; factor-jump ther-

mogravimetry; polymer degradation; polymer oxidation; pro-

grammed temperature control; thermogravimetry; 18450.

Activation energy; methyl group; neutron scattering; potential

barrier; quasielastic scattering; reorientation; residence time;

tunneling; 18374.

Activation parameters; aqueous transmethylation; chloride

complexes; environment; formation constants; ionic

mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; pri-

mary salt effect; speciation; 18484.

Activity coefficient; cobalt; critical evaluation; electrolyte; ex-

cess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel; osmotic coefficients; solu-

tions; thermodynamic properties; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Activity coefficient; copper; critical evaluation; electrolyte; ex-

cess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients;

solutions; thermodynamic properties; uranium; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1005-J050 ( 1979).

Activity coefficient; hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic

activity scales; pD; pD scale; pH; pH scales; potentiometric

ion activity; 18379.

Acyclic sugars; chemical shifts; conformation; coupling con-

stants; hexononitriles; iterative analysis; proton nmr spec-

troscopy; shift reagents; 18742.

Adaptive reuse; architecture; building codes; building regula-

tions; building safety; construction; performance; preserva-

tion; rehabilitation; renovation; SP536, pp. i-16 (Feb. 1979).

.Adaptive reuse; building codes; buildings; building safety; code
enforcement; construction; fire safety; housing; preservation;

regulations; rehabilitation; SP536.

Adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition; economics; historic

preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation;

tax incentives; TN980.
Adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition; economics; historic

preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation;

tax incentives; 19016.

Additive damage; biaxial fatigue; biomaterials; circulatory assist

devices; fatigue of polymers; mechanical testing; NBSIR 79-

1741.

Additivity of damage; cold drawn; crack growth; fracture;

molecular weight distribution; necking; polyethylene; uniaxial

creep; 18765.

Adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy of protonation;

enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solution; nucleic acid bases;

solution calorimetry; thermochemistry; J. Res. 84, No. 3,

231-240 ( 1979).

Adhesion; bioadhesive bond strength; bone; cyanoacrylate;

hydrolytic stability; 18638.

Adhesion; bonding to mineralized tissues; bone; dentin;

hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate;

mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; 18569.

Adhesion, dental; bonding; coupling agent; dental; monomers;

resins; surface-active comonomers; acrylates; 18461

.

Adhesive; bonding to dentin; dental adhesive; dentin; durability

of dentin acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; pretreat-

ment of dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; 18985.

Adhesive bond integrity; control testing; sonic testing device;

SP563. p. 174 (Oct. 1979).

Adiabatic calorimetry; AsjSca; interface absorption; laser

calorimetry; NaF; thin film absorption; water absorption;

wedged film; absorption coefficient; SP541, pp. 37-42 (Dec.

1978).

Adiabatic calorimetry; automated calorimetry; calorimetry; heat

capacity; measurement automation; p-Terphenyl; ther-

modynamic properties; X-type transition; 18376.

Adiabatic heating; As2S,t; automatic bridge; BiuGeOjo; CaCOj;

CaFj; capacitance measurement; evaporated electrodes; pres-

sure transducer; temperature dependence; 18466.

Adiabatic limit; atomic collisions; quasimolecule terms;/ sudden

perturbation limit; transition probability; unified atom ap-

proximation; 2-0 transition; 18576.

Adiabatic perturbation theory; elastic scattering phase shifts;

pseudocrossing; sudden-perturbation limit; transition proba-

bility; S-Il transitions; 185 75.

Administrative experiment; anti-trust regulation; economic in-

centive; environmental regulation; innovation; regulatory

reform; technological changes; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

Administrative experimentation; best practicable technology;

clean water regulation; Environmental Protection Agency;

evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; regulatory experimentation;' regulatory

policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Administrative experimentation; economic deregulation; evalua-

bility assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology In-

centives Program; Federal Communications Commission;

regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy; technology in-

novation; TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2.

Administrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluability assessment; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; industrial pollution regulation; market

mechanism; offset policy; regulatory policy; technological in-

novation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Administrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; Federal Communications

Commission; Federal Trade Commission; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-

65.

Administrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluation design; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; pesticide policy; regulatory policy; regulatory

reform; technological innovation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71.

Administrative experimentation; evaluability assessment;

evaluation; experimental methods; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; regulation; regulatory oversight; regula-

tory processes and regulatory effects; regulatory reform; so-

cial science; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Administrative experimentation; managerial decision-making;

methodology; 18722.
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Administrative procedures; building codes; building regulations,

buildings; construction; economic impacts; environmental

considerations; innovative practices; regulatory research;

standards development; SP552.

Adobe; adobe soil; compressive strength; creep; flexural

strength; mechanical properties; moisture; non-destructive

testing; preservation; TN996.
Adobe building materials; chemical grouts; damp course mem-

brane; metallic membrane; permeability; preservation

technology; NBSIR 79-1730.

Adobe soil; compressive strength; creep; flexural strength;

mechanical properties; moisture; non-destructive testing;

preservation; adobe; TN996.
ADP auditors; audit; data center; data processing; information

utilization; SP500-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).

ADP availability; annual loss exposure; application system vul-

nerability; computer security; data confidentiality; data in-

tegrity; data security; physical security; procedural security;

risk analysis; risk assessment; systems security; FIPS PUB 65.

ADP costs; Federal acquisition dates; Federal ADP statistics;

Federal ADP work-years; Federal Government computers;

Federal minicomputers; statistics; SP500-46.

ADP information sources; ADP management; ADP policies;

ADP services; automatic data processing; computer services;

Federal Information Processing Standards; Federal standards;

NBSIR 79- J 734.

ADP management; ADP policies; ADP services; automatic data

processing; computer services; Federal Information

Processing Standards; Federal standards; ADP information

sources; NBSIR 79-1734.

ADP policies; ADP services; automatic data processing; com-
puter services; Federal Information Processing Standards;

Federal standards; ADP information sources; ADP manage-
ment; NBSIR 79-1734.

ADP services; automatic data processing; computer services;

Federal Information Processing Standards; Federal standards;

ADP information sources; ADP management; ADP policies;

NBSIR 79-1734.

Adsorbed fater; breakdown mechanism; frequency and time

dependence of breakdown thresholds; IR window materials;

NaCI; pressure; pulsed TEA CO.^ laser surface breakdown;

spot size; surface absorption; transmitted pulse; SP541, pp.
318-326 (Dec. 1978).

Adsorption; biomaterials; blood proteins; ellipsometry; polymer

adsorption; protein adsorption; protein chromatography;
radiolabeled proteins; NBSIR 79-1784.

Adsorption; chemisorption; formaldehyde; ruthenium; surface

chemistry; ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy; 18791

.

Adsorption; field emission; field-induced redistribution;

hydrogen; ruthenium, 18810.

Advanced composite materials; composite materials analysis;

orthotropic materials; programmable calculators; solid state

software; SP563, pp. 91-107 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced composite materials; graphite-epoxy laminate design;

laminate design sensitivities; thermal expansion; SP563, pp.

60-71 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced composites; advanced ships; elastic properties;

fatigue tests; nondestructive tests; structural analysis; ultimate

strength; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced composites; applications of composites; composites;

composite structures; design using composites; fiber com-
posites; fiber glass; filament wound composites; SP563.

Advanced composites; cavitation erosion; extended immersion;

flammability; glass reinforced plastics; graphite epoxy; im-

pact; marine environment; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced composites; composite materials; cryogenics; indus-

trial laminates; magnetic fusion energy; superconducting

magnets; 18560.

Advanced composites; dimensional stability; eutectic coating;

graphite/epoxy; moisture' barrier; space optics, St'563, pp.

47-56 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced sensors; Dopplcr millimeter radar; gas turbine moni-

toring; remote motion detection; static displacement mea-

surement; vibration measurement; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July

1979).

Advanced ships; elastic properties; fatigue tests; nondestructive

tests; structural analysis; ultimate strength; advanced com-
posites; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Advanced-fiber composites; cryogenics; industrial laminates;

low-pressure laminates; metal-matrix composites; polymer
matrices; 1863 1

.

Adversary characteristics; animal research; behavioral science;

biosensors; computer analysis; ergonomics; human engineer-

ing; human factors; human motivation; human reliability; per-

sonnel selection; physical security; physiological psychology;

sensory capability, terrorism; SP480-3S.

Aerial flyovers; aerial infrared thermography; energy conserva-

tion; roof heat-loss survey; TNI 107.

Aerial infrared thermography; energy conservation; roof heat-

loss survey; aerial flyovers; TNI 107.

Aerodynamic stability; aeroelasticity; fluctuating flow; flutter;

suspended-span structures; time-dependent loads; 18688.

Aerodynamics; boundary layer; loads (forces); roughness; struc-

tural analysis; tall buildings; wind pressure; 18351

.

Aerodynamics; boundary layers; dynamic response; interference

effects; tall buildings; wind loads; wind tunnels; 18977.

Aerodynamics; building; codes and standards; full-scale testing;

mobile homes; wind loads; NBSIR 77-1289.

Aeroelasticity; fluctuating flow; flutter; suspended-span struc-

tures; time-dependent loads; aerodynamic stability; 18688.

Aerosol size measurement; calibration of particle sizing instru-

ments; Doppler shift spectrometer; light scattering; optical

particle sizing; particle size standards; 18980.

-4-factor; comparative rate; flow system; heat of formation; hex-

ylmethylethane; f-butyl radical; unimolecular decomposition;

activation energy; 18743.

Affine network; neutron scattering; phantom network; polybu-

tadiene; rubber elasticity; uniform network; 18827.

Affinity chromatography; environmental analysis; functional

group analysis; SP519, pp. 783-787 (Apr. 1979).

Aflatoxin analysis; food and feed analysis; methods; prepara-

tion; sampling; SP519, pp. 355-372 (Apr. 1979).

Africa; Asia; developing countries; industrialization; Latin

America; management; measurement; metrology; quality con-

trol; standards; technology transfer; UN Conference on
Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD);
SP543.

Agencies; approval process; evaluation; industrialized housing

products; inspection; regulation; third party; SP552, pp. 293-

309 (July 1979).

Aging; aging of cellulose; aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose

aging; natural aging; paper; paper aging; tests for paper; ac-

celerated aging; 19017.

Aging; analysis; atmosphere; sampling; SP519, pp. 213-218

(Apr. 1979).

Aging of cellulose; aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging;

natural aging; paper; paper aging; tests for paper; accelerated

aging; aging; 19017.

Aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging; natural aging; paper;

paper aging; tests for paper; accelerated aging; aging; aging

of cellulose; 19017.

Aging of polymer; composite; fiber; mechanical properties;

moisture; prepreg; SP563, pp. 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Aging of polymers; degradation of polymers; error propagation;

factor-jump method; heating rate; lifetime prediction;

polystyrene; polyurethane; thermogravimetry; weight-loss

kinetics; 18620.
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AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign relations; indus-

trializing nations; international relations; LDC's; measure-

ment services; standardization; NliSIH 7/i-l7I2.

AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign relations; indus-

trializing nations; international relations; measures; weights;

weights and measures; NBSIR 7(^-1721

.

Air; anemometer; helicoid anemometer; lag; overspeeding

error; rotary anemometer; unsteady flow; NBSIR 7H-1505.

Air; environment; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; sam-

pling; sediment; trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; SP5I9,

pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Air bubbles; bubbles, air; viscous silicon oil; I84SI

.

Air inflltration; air sample bags; energy conservation; retrofit;

sulfur hexatluoride; tracer gas; weatherization; NBSIR 79-

172H

Air infiltration; buildings; data acquisition; energy; instrumenta-

tion; measurement; thermography; Twin Rivers Project;

weather station; 18733.

Air infiltration, residential; air permeability of houses; energy

conservation; pressurization technique; tracer-gas technique;

TN992.
Air permeability of houses; energy conservation; pressurization

technique; tracer-gas technique; air infiltration, residential;

TN992

.

Air pollutants; chlorine sink; high resolution IR spectra;

hypochlorous acid; large A-value molecules; stratospheric

HOC!; IHK64.

Air pollution; ambient aerosols; computer controlled gas chro-

matography/mass spectrometry; GRALE; organic analysis;

reflectance; SP5I9. pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Air pollution-regulatory policy; economic incentives; Federal

funding of civilian R&D; regulatory policy; subsidy policy;

technological innovation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

Air sample bags, energy conservation; retrofit; sulfur hex-

afluoride; tracer gas; weatherization; air infiltration; NBSIR
79-1728.

Air sampling; co-condensation; gas chromatography; trapping;

SP519, pp. 95-99 (Apr. 1979).

Air-conditioning; comfort; education; environment; human fac-

tors; research; school; 18596.

Aircraft; composites; design allowables; SP563, pp. 72-79 (Oct.

1979)

Aircraft carrier; condition analysis; machinery; maintenance;

monitoring; repairs; vibration; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

1979).

Aircraft component failure; condition monitoring; debris moni-

toring; diagnostic techniques; failure detection; lubrication

system monitoring; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Aircraft diagnostics; bearing; condition monitoring; diagnostic

equipment; shock pulse; SP547. pp. 31-35 (July 1979).

Aircraft structural components; composite materials; linear

elastic materials; tensile fracture; SP563, p. 3 (Oct. 1979).

Airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; ' per-

formance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; NBSIR 78-1433.

Airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; per-

formance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; NBSIR 78-1545.

Airflow; calibration; facility; laser optics; low velocity; mine
ventilation; velocity standard; TN989.

Airframe structure; cost-trade comparisons; manufacturing

technologies; structural performance/cost trade-offs; SP563,

pp. 226-227 (Oct. 1979).

Al i; aluminum; delayed coincidence; /-value; imprisonment;

laser; lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength; 18527.

Alarm; burglar alarm; guidelines holdup alarm; intrusion alarm;

SP480-14.

Alaskan pipeline; computers; corrosion; fire safety; gyromag-
netic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator; safety tips; solar

energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating; DIM/NBS 63,

No. 11, 1-36 ( 1979).

Alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building fires; cigarettes; death;

fire investigations; fire statistics; pathology; toxic gases; NBS-
GCR-79-168

Aldehyde; free radical; photolysis; reactions; review; tropo-

sphere; SP557, pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Aldehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; data needs; free radi-

cals; modeling; NO^.; olefins; SOj.; troposphere; SP557.

Algebra by computer; differential equations; mathematical soft-

ware; non-linear oscillations; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 293-297

( 1979).

Algebraic method; balancing equations; chemical equations;

equation balancing; 18984.

Algorithm; chromatic number; color function; graph; graph

coloring; heuristic; interchange; random test graphs; schedul-

ing; time complexity; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Algorithm, finite-difference; finite-difference; integral form,

conservation of mass principle; mass principle; 18489.

Algorithm testing; approximation; computational experiment;

least absolute deviation; polynomial approximation; test

problems; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 455-488 ( 1979).

Aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier "Transform"; near-field

scanning; orthogonalities; plane-radial scanning; probe cor-

rection; space groups; 18956.

Aligned sheet polarizer; birefringent crystal; optical analyzer;

polarized light; probe thermometer; temperature sensitive

parameter; U.S. Patent 4,140,393.

Alkali elements; cesium; electrical resistivity; francium; lithium;

magnetic flux density dependence; potassium; pressure de-

pendence; rubidium; sodium; temperature dependence;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Alkali halides; backward scattering; forward scattering; grain

boundaries; isostatic forging; optical figure; optical

homogeneity; single crystal, Talystep traces; SP54I, pp. 65-

69 (Dec. 1978).

Alkalies; cement; history; standards; 18854.

Alkali-halides; laser pulse; pico-second; pico-second laser pulse;

SP541, pp. 296-298 (Dec. 1978)

Alkaline earth elements; barium; beryllium; calcium; electrical

resistivity; magnesium; radium; strontium; temperature de-

pendence; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 ( 1979).

Alkaline earth fluorides; refractive index; strontium fluoride;

SP541, pp. 55-58 (Dec. 1978).

Alkoxyl; kinetics; radicals; review; troposphere; SP557, pp. 51-

61 (Aug. 1979).

Alloy; base metal; casting; composite; cyanoacrylate; dental

alloy; initiator; resin; wear; accelerator; NBSIR 78-1573.

Alloy; copper; electrical property; niobium; superconductor;

tin; 18656.

Alloy; copper; low temperatures; niobium; precipitate; super-

conductor; tin; 18655.

Alloy data center; alloy phase diagrams; American Society for

Metals; data compilation; phase diagrams; 18645.

Alloy phase diagrams; American Society for Metals; data com-

pilation; phase diagrams; alloy data center; 18645.

Alloy phase diagrams; applications; ASM/NBS data program;

compilations; computer data bank; computer display; 18739.

Alloy phases; electronegativity; electron factors; electron

vacancies; Laves phase; sigma phase; transition metal; 18357.

Alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior; domain growth;

domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; 18373.

Alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior; domain growth;

domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; 18613.

Alloys; electronegativity; electronic configuration; s-p binding;

structural stability; 18383.

Alloys; fiberglass; mechanical properties; nonmetallics; physical

properties; stainless steel; NBSIR 79-1609.

Allylmethylether; bromide; ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-

equilibrium; pyrolysis; relaxation; thermal decomposition;

18832.
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Alpha particle; dtpole giant resonance; electroproduction;

nickel; photon; photoproduction; quadrupole giant

resonance; 18495.

1 Alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fission tracks; geochronology;
' geology; lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices; trace analysis;

uranium; 18342.

Alpha-particles; correlations; mass formula; nuclear; quartets;

I

reactions; spectroscopy; SU4; 18423.
' Alternating current; alternating voltage; comparison between

theoretical and experimental results; copper; corrosion;

hydrogen evolution; 18756.

j

Alternating voltage; comparison between theoretical and ex-

perimental results; copper; corrosion; hydrogen evolution; al-

!
temating current; 18756.

Alumina; aluminum oxide; calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy;

heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat; standard reference

materials; thermodynamic properties; 18377.

j

Alumina; diamond contour grinding; fiexure strength; prosthetic

device; serrated surface design; tooth roots; SP562, pp. 247-

i 254 (Oct. 1979).

!j Aluminum; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; electron con-
; figurations; ionization potentials; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 817-864
' (1979).

Aluminum; beryllium; core hole lifetime; lattice relaxation;

j
lithium; magnesium; sodium; soft x-ray absorption spectra;

I

soft x-ray emission spectra; 18741.

\ Aluminum; copper; copp>er alloys; nickel; oxide films;

j

photopotentials; 18724.

I

Aluminum; delayed coincidence; /-value; imprisonment; laser;

lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength; Al i; 18527.

Aluminum; energy levels; ionization energy; wavelengths;

,
18485.

Aluminum alloy; copper; low temperature; magnetothermal
'j conductivity; nickel alloy; stainless steel; thermal conductivi-

ty; 18619.

Aluminum alloys; copper alloys; elastic constants; iron alloys;

nickel alloys; stainless steels; Young's modulus; 18630.

I!
Aluminum alloys; crack propagation; cryogenics; fatigue; frac-

ture; low temperature tests; mechanical properties; 18610.
Aluminum alloys; ferrous alloys; fracture mechanics; LNG; low

i

temiserature; mechanical properties; 18865.
' Aluminum oxide; calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy; heat

capacity; sapphire; specific heat; standard reference materi-

als; thermodynamic properties; alumina; 183 77.

I

Aluminum SRM's; computer systems; electron microscopy;

group decisions; properties of steam; space; Stirling refrigera-

j

tors; DIMINBS 63, No. 5. 1-28 (1979).

Aluminurri wiring; electrical connections; pressure terminals;

j
wire creep; NBSIR 78-1507.

j

AljOj; AsjSa glass; BaFj; CaF^; CdFj; chalcogenide glass; elastic

compliances; elastic constants; elasto-optic constants; fused

silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCl; TN993.
AljOj; Berg-Barrett; Lang; misorientation contrast; x-ray topog-

raphy; Zn; 18341.
< Amalgam; compKisites; dental materials; dimensional changes;

I
physical properties; thermal expansion; wear; wear tests;

K 18649.

Amalgam; creep; dental; dimensional change; dispersion type

alloy; high copper; single alloy; 18729.

Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for purity; food additives; mu-
I tagenicity; naphthylamines; saccharin; saccharin impurities;

I

Salmonella typhimurium; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr. 1979).

. Ambient aerosols; computer controlled gas chromatog-

raphy/mass spectrometry; GRALE; organic analysis;

reflectance; air pollution; SP519, pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Ambient concentration; compute and limit; error; sampler

response factors; total elemental content passive personal

samplers; total organic chlorine; weighted diffusion coeffi-

cient; SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Ambulatory people; autism; cerebral palsy; deafness; develop-

mentally disabled; epilepsy; fire safety; group homes; han-

dicapped; mental retardation; NBS-GCR-79-167.
American Dental Association; dental history; dental instru-

ments; dental materials; dental research; National Bureau of

Standards; 18676.

American National Standard Representation for Calendar Date
and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange; meridian

designators; separators; sequencing; time elements; timekeep-
ing systems; time representations; FIPS PUB 58.

American National Standard Representation for Calendar Date

and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange; local time dif-

ferentials; meridian designator; time differential factor; time

zone references; Uniform Time Act of 1966; universal time;

FIPS PUB 59.

American National Standards Institute; Health Physics ^ciety

Standards Committee; mandatory testing program; peer

review; personnel dosimetry; processors; standard; trial use

and comment; 18992.

American Society for Metals; data compilation; phcise diagrams;

alloy data center; alloy phase diagrams; 18645.

American Society of Information Science; computer technology

library science; information science; 18942.

Ames test; criteria for purity; food additives; mutagenicity;

naphthylamines; saccharin; saccharin impurities; Salmonella

typhimurium; Amaranth; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr. 1979).

Amine accelerators; composite restorative resin;

dimethylaminoglutethimide; dimethylaminophenylacetic acid

and esters; properties of composites; tertiary aromatic

amines; 18571.

Amine accelerators; degradation of benzoyl peroxide; dental

composites; restorative dental resins; shelf-life of comfKisites;

storage stability; 18809.

Amino acid derivative; crystal structure; S-carboxymethyl-

L— cysteine; single crystal; x ray; zwitterion; 18673.

Amino acids; attenuation; frequency; mammalian tissues;

polypeptides; proteins; tissue characterization; ultrasonics;

velocity; absorption; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids; catecholamines;

conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC;
ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair parti-

tion; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity; SP519, pp.

509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Amino acids; drugs; nonvolatile organic compounds; organic

trace detection; peptides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion

mass spectrometry; sputtering; structural information;

vitamins; SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Ammonia microwave absorption; atomic clock; cavity frequen-

cy stabilization; digital demodulator; frequency-lock servo;

frequency standard; inversion transition in ammonia; preci-

sion; acceleration insensitive oscillator; 18698.

Amorphous alloys; magnetic partides; magnetism; neutron scat-

tering; rare earths; small angle scattering; 18372.

Amorphous alloys; magnetic properties; neutron scattering; spin

waves; transition-metal glasses; 18898.

Amorphous germanium; binding energy shifts; extra-atomic

screening; implants; ion bombardment; rare-gases; relaxation

energy; ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy; 18323.

Amorphous magnetism; Mossbauer effect; rare earths; spin

freezing; spin glasses; susceptibility; 18897.

Amorphous materials; domains; magnetism; phase transitions;

rare earths; small angle neutron scattering; 18835.

Ampere's law; dimensional metrology; fundamental constants;

gyromagnetic ratio of proton; magnetic fields; Maxwell's

equations; solenoids; 18437.

Amperometry; . chloride analysis; clinical analysis; clinical

chemistry; coulometry; definitive method; electrolytes;

reference method; serum chloride analysis; statistical analysis;

SP260-67.
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Amplifier, sample/hold; bridge circuit; circuit bridge; dynamic

characterization of sample/hold amplifier; 18505.

Amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital sampling;

Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser parameters; laser

pulse; optical processing; phase; precision measurements;

wave front; TNI009.
Amplitude modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo; dielectri-

cally loaded cavity; frequency stability; second-order Doppler

shift phase modulation; spin exchange; temperature coeffi-

cient; time dispersion; wall shift; 18696.

Amplitude modulation; instrument landing system (ILS); mea-

surement instrumentation; measurement standard; modula-

tion; modulation factor; modulation meter; Newton-Raphson
method; percent modulation; signal generator; vhf om-
nidirectional radio range (VOR); TNI0I6.

Anabolic steroids; clean-up; contamination; dianabol; gas chro-

matography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chro-

,
matography (glc); gc/ms interface; high performance liquid

chromatography (hplc); inert columns; metabolism; SP519,

pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Analog; centralized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete; dis-

placement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; fiow; fiuid; go-

no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous

diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Analog-to-digital converter; digital-to-analog converter; IEEE
subcommittee; performance specifications; sample/hold cir-

cuit; standards; terminology; 18365.

Analysis; analytical food chemistry; errors; sampling; SP5I9,

pp. 231-242 (Apr. 1979).

Analysis; atmosphere; sampling; aging; SP5I9, pp. 213-218

(Apr. 1979).

Analysis; biological; gas chromatography; Kepone"; partition

chromatography; parts per billion; SP5I9, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).

Analysis; certification; characterization; composition; proper-

ties; research materials; special reference materials; standard

reference materials; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Analysis; clay; forensic; INAA; paper; trace elements; 18325.

Analysis; diversion of nuclear materials; diversion path analysis;

material accounting; material control; nuclear material

safeguards; safeguards; 18735.

Analysis of organics in water; automatic sampler; master

analytical scheme; non-purgeable organics; organic pollutant;

purgeable organics; WaterDROP; accumulators; SP5I9, pp.
65-78 (Apr. 1979).

Analytic models; database management; model validation; per-

formance evaluation; performance measurement; predictive

modeling; set-processing; simulation; software design; SP500-
49.

Analytic queueing theory models; capacity planning; per-

formance evaluation; SP500-52, p. 227 (Oct. 1979).

Analytical chemistry; ion-chromatography; law enforcement

standards; materials properties; measurement science; science

students; SRM; titanium alloy; DIMINBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28

(1979).

Analytical electron microscopy; microanalysis; Monte Carlo

electron trajectory simulation; spatial resolution; thin foils; x

rays; 18589.

Analytical fiame spectroscopy; flame ionization; flame spec-

troscopy; laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; opto-

galvanic effect; trace metal analysis; tunable dye laser;

18880.

Analytical food chemistry; errors; sampling; analysis; SP5I9,

pp. 231-242 (Apr. 1979).

Analytical laboratory; certified reference materials; measure-

ment; measurement compatibility; reference materials; stan-

dard reference materials; 18748.

Analytical systems; atomic absorption; gas chromatography;

liquid chromatography; mass spectrometry; trace organic

analysis; SP5I9, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Analytical techniques; contamination; environment; retrospec-

tive; sample storage; trace analysis; 18349.

Anchors; mobile home foundations; soil anchors; soil

mechanics; wind upset; BSS107.
Ancillary methods; bonded phases; chromatographic precon-

centration; detector sensitivity; gas chromatography; glass

capillary columns; high-performance liquid chromatography;

LC microcapillary columns; selective detectors; SP519, pp.

487-499 (Apr. 1979). I

Anemometer; helicoid anemometer; lag; overspeeding error; ro-

tary anemometer; unsteady flow; air; NBSIR 78-1505.

Anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; performance;

vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow; NBSIR 78-1433.

Anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; performance;
]

vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow; NBSIR 78-1545. ^

Angular; Born approximation; correlations; electron impact;

electrons; helium; ionization; secondary; 18534.

Angular distributions; field ionization; laser spectroscopy; mul-

tiphoton processes; photoionization; quantum beats; sodium

atom; 18953. ]

Angular scattering; characterization of tissue; optical correla-
{

tion; scattering; swept-frequency diffraction; SP525, pp. 143-

152 (Apr. 1979).

Angular study; electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA); silicon; surface; XPS; 18417

Anharmonic oscillators; singular perturbation theory; 18661.

Animal research; behavioral science; biosensors; computer

analysis; ergonomics; human engineering; human factors;

human motivation; human reliability; personnel selection;

physical security; physiological psychology; sensory capabili-

ty; terrorism; threat analysis; training; SP480-38.

Anion exchange; filter paper; fuel oil; spectrometry; sulfate; x
'

ray; 18635.

Anisotropy; attenuation; elastic microstructure; infarct; inter-

ferogram; myocardium; phase cancellation; velocity; acoustic
j

microscopy; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; human bone; microhardness;
,

microstructure: piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound;

viscoelasticity; wave propagation; SP525, pp. 189-196 (Apr.

1979).

Annual loss exposure; application system vulnerability; com-
^

puter security; data confidentiality; data integrity; data

security; physical security; procedural security; risk analysis;

risk assessment; systems security; ADP availability; FIPS
^

PUB 65.

Annual report; eddy currents; inspection; magnetic particles;

nondestructive evaluation; penetrants; radiography; statistics; ^

ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; acoustic; NBSIR 78-1581.

Annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-

acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal averaging;

signal processing; tissue characterization; tomography; trans-
;|

ducers; ultrasonics; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Antenna; communications; land-mobile; standards; 18398.

Antenna; conical transmission line; impulse response; impulsive j

fields; standards; TEM horn antenna; TNI 008.

Antenna gain; antenna pattern; antenna polarization; large ji

aperture antenna metrology; satellite communications

metrology; 18628.
I

Antenna gain; broadband antenna; directivity; FFT; method of

measurements; non-dispersive; resistive loading; TEM horn;

time domain measurement; 18856.

Antenna gain calculation; field strength calibration; pyramidal

horn antenna; rf radiation monitor; standard electromagnetic

field; 18814. »

Antenna measurements; cylindrical scanning; far field; near

field; planar scanning; 18818.
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Antenna pattern; antenna polarization; large aperture antenna

metrology; satellite communications metrology; antenna gain;

lfi62fi.

Antenna polarization; large aperture antenna metrology; satel-

lite communications metrology; antenna gain; antenna pat-

tern; I^62fi.

Antennas; CISPR; ground screen; measurements; standards;

VDE; /90ii.

Anthranilic acid; chemisorption; cupric anthranilate; cupric ion-

containing hydroxyapatite; reaction kinetics; surface reaction;

/«972.

Anthropogenic and natural carbonaceous species; atmospheric
gases and particles; environmental pollutants; fossil fuels;

low-level counting; radiocarbon; accelerator mass spet-

trometry; 18405.

Anthropometric manikin; free-field measurements; hiring aids;

hearing aid tests; orthotelephonic response; 18464.

Anthropometry; data base; engineering psychology; ergonomics;

evaluation; human engineering; human factors; human per^

formance; standard reference data; NBS-GCR-79- 1 69

.

Antiepilepsy drugs in serum; serum matrix; standard reference

I

material (SRM); SP519, pp. 447-453 (Apr. 1979).

I

Antiphase domains; critical behavior; domain growth; domain
walls; ordering; surface mobility; alloys; 18373.

Antiphase domains; critical behavior; domain growth; domain
walls; ordering; surface mobility; alloys; 1861 3.

Antireflectance coatings; high reflectance coatings; interface

absorption; multilayer films; scattering; absorption; SP541,

pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

Antireflection coatings; calcium fluoride; cw laser damage; DF
laser; fusion cast; laser damage; laser window; single crystal;

strontium fluoride; SP541
, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

I

Antireflection coatings; CdSe; coating substrate; damage re-

I sistant; Ge; PbFj; pulsed HF laser; SP541, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).

Antireflection coatings; damage thresholds; impurities; laser-in-

duced damage; thermal damage; absorption; SP541 , pp. 202-

1
21 1 (Dec. 1978).

il Antireflection coatings; electron microscopy; laser damage; op-
I tical coatings; thin films; SP541

, pp. 218-225 (Dec. 1978).

I

Antitrust; Canada; certification; Denmark; economics of stan-

dards; government policy; international standards; laboratory

accreditation; standards systems; United Kingdom; West Ger-

many; NBS-GCR-79-172.
Anti-trust regulation; economic incentive; environmental regu-

lation; innovation; regulatory reform; technological changes;

administrative experiment; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

Antitussive; dextromethorphan; gas-liquid chromatography;

human plasma; nitrogen-sensitive detector; SP519, pp. 481-
' 485 (Apr. 1979).

Antivibration mounting; damping; dynamic properties; industri-

al engineering; isolation; machinery and equipment; mechani-
cal impedance; mechanical vibrations; noise control; trans-

I

missibility; vibration isolation; vibrations; HI 28.

( Antoine equation; enthalpy of vaporization; halomethanes;

vapor pressure— boiling point data; Wagner equation; JPCRD
8, No. 2, 499-518 ( 1979).

Ia-particles; a-spectrum; ""U; electrodisintegration; proton spec-

trum; ternary fission; 18518.

a-particles; electrons; heavy ions; international commission on
radiation units and measurements; protons; stopping power;

18358.

Aperture pair; calibration; convolution; deconvolution; geomet-

rical-optics radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam
geometry; relative spectral responsivity; slit-scattering func-

tion; slit-scattering function corrections; spectral line

radiometry; TN910-4.

Aperture synthesis; computed tomograph^; Doppler; fluid flow;

high resolution; reconstruction; temperature reconstruction;

ultrasound; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Aperture synthesis; computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow;

high resolution; reconstruction; temperature reconstruction;

ultrasound; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

Aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair; calibration; con-

volution; deconvolution; geometrical -optics radiometry; in-

version; measurement-beam geometry; relative spectral

responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scattering function

corrections; TN910-4.

Apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics; fire;

garments; heat transfer; injury potential; simulation; accident;

NBSIR 79-1755.

Apparel; burn injury; ease of ignition; fabrics; fire; flammability

tests; garments; heat transfer; standards; 18991

.

Apparel; extinguishability; fabrics; flammability; garments;

hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; standard; test; 18708.

Apparent molal heat capacity; aqueous systems; bibliography;

electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy of dilution; heat

capacity; relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt solutions;

thermochemistry; vapor pressure; SP537.
Appeals process; consensus standards; electrical distribution

systems; flat conductor cable; National Electrical Code;
technological innovation; SP552, pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Appearance potential; archival tape; computer program; data

base; data base management; empirical molecular formula;

GPSDC; ion energetics; ionization potential; abstract; NBSIR
78-1432.

Appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency; energy conservation; heat

recovery; lint; performance; venting; 18793.

Appliance; cooking; efficiency; energy; human factors; kitchen

ranges; labeling; stoves; test methods; NBSIR 78-1556.

Appliance energy consumption; energy consumption of re-

sidences; lighting energy consumption; occupant factors; re-

sidential air conditioning; service- hot water; space heating;

ventilation; NBSIR 78-1501.

Appliances; cooking utensils; energy conservation; energy effi-

ciency; ranges and ovens; 18836.

Appliances; energy conservation; energy instrumentation; ener-

gy rate; energy use; 18837.

Application; buildings; commercial; daylighting; energy; en-

vironments; heating; passive; solar; suburban; urban; 18894.

Application; character set; computer interface; cost; data entry;

edit; operator speed; record size; transaction volume; transfer

speed; validate; verify; SP500-55

.

Application system vulnerability; computer security; data con-

fidentiality; data .integrity; data security; physical security;

procedural security; risk analysis; risk assessment; systems

security; ADP availability; annual loss exposure; FIPS PUB
65.

Applications; ASM/NBS data program; compilations; computer
data bank; computer display; alloy phase diagrams; 18 739.

Applications of composites; composites; composite structures;

design using composites; fiber composites; fiber glass; fila-

ment wound composites; advanced composites; SP563.

Applied economics; building codes; building economics;

economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes;
renovation; NBSIR 79-1902.

Applied economics; building codes; building economics;

economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes;
renovation; 19045.

Appropriate technology; industrialization; industrial R&D;
LDC's; less developed countries; light capital technology;

science and technology for development; U.N. Conference

on Science and Technology for Development; UNCSTD;
18685.

Appropriations; fusion diagnostics; gravity waves; laser-inter-

ferometer; microwave measurements; non-destructive evalua-

tion; pipe welds; standard; x-ray image; DIM/NBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 ( 1979).
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Approval process; evaluation; industrialized housing products;

inspection; regulation; third party; agencies; SP552, pp. 293-

309 (July 1979).

Approximation; computational experiment; least absolute devia-

tion; polynomial approximation; test problems; algorithm

testing; J. Res 84, No. 6, 455-488 ( 1979).

Aquatic humus; fulvic acid; humic acid; humic substances;

reference collection of humic substances; reference samples;

soil organic matter; SP519, pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Aqueous organics; phenols; volatile organics, Carbopack

C/0.2% Carbowax 1500; SP5I9, pp. 225-229 (Apr. 1979).

Aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics; halogen

radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals; phosphate

radical; photolysis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; sulfate

radical; thiocyanate radical anion; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Aqueous solutions; fluorescence spectra; refractive index, uv,

visible and ir; water; 18403.

Aqueous systems; bibliography; electrochemistry; electrolytes;

enthalpy of dilution; heat capacity; relative apparent molal

enthalpy; salt solutions; thermochemistry; vapor pressure; ap-

parent molal heat capacity; SP537.

Aqueous transmethylation; chloride complexes; environment;

formation constants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmer-

cury; methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect; speciation; activa-

tion parameters; 18484.

Aramid fiber; composite applications; composites; concrete;

cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; graphite fiber; 18717.

Aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum; boron-epoxy; composites;

elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal friction; Young's modu-
lus, 18716.

Arc burn; contact burn; current threshold; electrical injury;

electrolyte shift; heat effect; injury mechanism; injury

statistics; mouth burn; specific electrical effect; NBSIR 79-

1710.

Architect; information format; information sources; technical

information; technology application; access to information;

NBS-GCR-78-153.
Architect; information format; information sources; technical

information; technology application; access to information;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Architectural barriers; building design; building site planning;

environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human
research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation;

safety; standards; 5P552, pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Architectural barriers; building design; building site planning;

environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human
research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation;

safety; standards; 18430.

Architectural design; architectural psychology; architectural

research; building codes; building design; building regulatory

standards; floor coverings; home safety; safety standards; stair

safety; stairway design; accidents; BSS120.
Architectural psychology; architectural research; building

codes; building design; building regulatory standards; floor

coverings; home safety; safety standards; stair safety; stairway

design; accidents; architectural design; BSS120.
Architectural psychology; bibliography; buildings; communica-

tion; cost; human characteristics; personal control; physical

environment; privacy; NBSIR 79-1793.

Architectural research; building codes; building design; building

regulatory standards; floor coverings; home safety; safety

standards; stair safety; stairway design; accidents; architec-

tural design; architectural psychology; BSS120.
Architectural research; building fires; computer-aided design;

environmental psychology; fire research; fire safety; human
performance; modeling technique; programming; sensitivity

analysis; simulation; NBSIR 79-1713.

Architectural research; building fires; computer-aided design;

computer simulation; environmental psychology; fire

research; fire safety; human performance; modeling

technique; simulation; NBSIR 79-1796.

Architecture; building codes; building regulations; building

safety; construction; performance; preservation; rehabilita-

tion; renovation; adaptive reuse; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb.

1979).

Archival tape; computer program; data base; data base manage-

ment; empirical molecular formula; GPSDC; ion energetics;

ionization potential; abstract; appearance potential; NBSIR
78- 1432.

Argon; comparisons; correlation; ethylene; experimental; mag-

netic suspension; orthobaric liquid density; tables; 18627.

Armor, body; ballistic deformation; ballistic penetration; body

armor; bullet proof vests; 18465.

Aromatic compound; charge transfer equilibria; entropy

change; ion cyclotron resonance; ionization energy; 18337.

Aromatic substitution; association ions; charge transfer; ethyl

nitrate; ion-molecule reactions; 18332.

Aromatics; chemical kinetics; data needs; free radicals; model-

ing; NO^; olefins; SO,; troposphere; aldehydes; SP557.

Aromatics; free radicals; mechanism; reactions; tropospheric

chemistry; SP557, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Arrhenius parameters; combustion; decomposition; free radi-

cals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen- nitrogen; organic compounds;

oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; NBSIR
79- 1941.

Arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food chain; lead; mercu-

ry; metal; methylation; microbial tolerance; microorganism;

plasmid; tin; 18860.

Arsenic selenide; arsenic trisulfide; defects; laser damage; sodi-

um fluoride; absorption; SP541, pp. 212-217 (Dec. 1978).

Arsenic trisulfide; defects; laser damage; sodium fluoride; ab-

sorption; arsenic selenide; SP541, pp. 212-217 (Dec. 1978).

Arson; arsonists; firesetters; human behavior; literature reviews;

pyromaniacs; abnormal psychology; NBS-GCR-79-l 57

.

Arson; bibliographies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric

flammability; fire detection systems; fire tests; flammability

tests; human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke de-

tectors; subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; NBSIR
79-1745.

Arsonists; firesetters; human behavior; literature reviews;

pyromaniacs; abnormal psychology; arson; NBS-GCR-79-1 57.

Artifacts; electron probe microanalysis; energy-dispersive x-ray

spectrometry; microanalysis; qualitative analysis; scanning ^

electron microscope; 18790.

A-scan; correlation analysis; temporal changes; SP525, pp. 275-

280 (Apr. 1979).

ASHRAE Standard 93-77; solar collectors; water-heating col-

lectors; 18770. ft

ASHRAE Standard 94-77; Glauber's salt; latent heat storage;

pebble bed; phase-change unit; solar energy storage; thermal

energy storage device; NBSIR 79-173 7.

ASHRAE Standards; evaluation of test procedure; solar heating

components; standard test procedure; thermal storage tests;

water tank thermal storage; 18425.

Asia; developing countries; industrialization; Latin America;

management; measurement; metrology; quality control; Stan- I

dards; technology transfer; UN Conference on Science and

Technology for Development (UNCSTD); Africa; SP543.

As-machined material strength; dimensional tolerances; profile

grinding; silicon nitride; ultrasonic machining; SP562, pp.

209-220 (Oct. 1979)

ASM/NBS data program; compilations; computer data bank;

computer display; alloy phase diagrams; applications; 18739.

a-spectrum; *^U; electrodisintegration; proton spectrum; terna-

ry fission; ot-particles; 18518.

Assistance; developing economies; foreign relations; industri-

alizing nations; international relations; LDC's; measurement
services; standardization; AID; NBSIR 78-1712.
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Assistance; developing economies; foreign relations; industri-

alizing nations; international relations; measures; weights;

weights and measures; AID; NBSIR 79-1721

.

Association ions; charge transfer; ethyl nitrate; ion-molecule

reactions; aromatic substitution; 18332.

ASTM; bathtubs; CPSC; performance test; showers; slip-re-

sistance; 18705.

ASTM Committee E-42; Auger electron spectroscopy; electron

spectroscopy; ESCA; secondary ion mass spectroscopy; sur-

face analysis; 18406.

ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construction standard; fire growth;

fire tests; flame spread; flashover; impact assessment; interior

finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes; room fires;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Astrophysical spectra; atomic data compilations; atomic energy
levels; atomic spectroscopy; atomic wavelengths; 18995.

Asymmetric absorptance; damage thresholds; dielectric reflec-

tors; electric-field distribution; high-power; reflectance; spec-

tral absorptance; theory; SP541. pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

Asymmetric diffraction; dynamical diffraction; microradiog-

raphy; radiography; radiology; real-time radiography; resolu-

tion; x-ray image magnifier; 18399.

Asymptotic eigensolutions; high resolution spectra; spectral

clusters; spherical top molecules; 4th and 6th rank octahedral

tensor; 18706.

AsjSej; interface absorption; laser calorimetry; NaF; thin film

absorption; water absorption; wedged film; absorption coeffi-

cient; adiabatic calorimetry; SP541 , pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

AS2S3; automatic bridge; Bi.iGeOjo; CaCOj; CaFj; capacitance

measurement; evaporated electrodes; pressure transducer;

temperature dependence; adiabatic heating; 18466.

AsjSa glass; BaFj; CaFj; CdF^; chalcogenide glass; elastic com-
pliances; elastic constants; elasto-optic constants; fused silica;

Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCI; KC1:KI; LiF; TN993.
Atmosphere; sampling; aging; analysis; SP519, pp. 213-218

(Apr. 1979). •

Atmospheric gases and particles; environmental pollutants; fos-

sil fuels; low-level counting; radiocarbon; accelerator mass
spectrometry; anthropogenic and natural carbonaceous spe-

cies; 18405.

Atmospheric pressure ionization; bioanalytical systems; mass
spectrometry; negative ions; positive ions; SP519, pp. 655-

671 (Apr. 1979).

Atmospheric properties; distance measurement; geodesy; instru-

mentation; multiwavelength techniques; tectonics; 18816.

Atom; collision cross section; detachment; dissociation; elastic

scattering; electron; excitation; ion; ionization; molecule;

photon; positron; SP426. Supplement 1.

Atomic absorption; atomic emission; barium; graphite furnace;

seawater; wavelength modulation; 18783.

Atomic absorption; gas chromatography; liquid chromatog-
raphy; mass spectrometry; trace organic analysis; analytical

systems; SP519, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Atomic beams; atomic frequency standards; cavity phase shift;

Ramsey envelope; Ramsey separated oscillating fields; two
frequency separated oscillating fields; 18475.

Atomic clock; cavity frequency stabilization; digital demodula-
tor; frequency-lock servo; frequency standard; inversion

transition in ammonia; precision; acceleration insensitive

oscillator; ammonia microwave absorption; 18698.

Atomic clocks; cesium standards; crystal oscillators; frequency

standards; hydrogen standards; rubidium standards; time and
frequency; timekeeping; 18908.

Atomic clocks; frequency standards; frequency synthesis; fun-

damental constants; length standards; physical measurement
systems; review article; speed of light; time standards; 18346.

Atomic collisions; quasimolecule terms; sudden perturbation

limit; transition probability; unified atom approximation; 2-11

transition; adiabatic limit; 185 76.

Atomic data; data availability; dielectronic recombination rates;

excitation rate coefficients; ionization rate coefficients; mag-

netic fusion research; transition probabilities; wavelengths;

18593.

Atomic data compilations; atomic energy levels; atomic spec-

troscopy; atomic wavelengths; astrophysical spectra; 18995.

Atomic decay curve simulation; atomic transition probabilities;

beam-foil spectroscopy; cascades in atomic decay; exponen-

tial fitting; Kr VIII; 18508.

Atomic emission; barium; graphite furnace; seawater;

wavelength modulation; atomic absorption; 18783.

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; atomic transition proba-

bilities; electron cross sections; fusion plasmas; lasers;

molecular bands; molecular spectra; reaction rate constants;

upper atmosphere; 18855.

Atomic energy levels; atomic sfjectra; boron; JPCRD 8, No. 1

,

63-68 (1979).

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; calcium energy levels;

JPCRD 8, No. 3, 865-916 (1979).

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; electron configurations;

ionization potentials; aluminum; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 817-864

(1979).

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; potassium energy levels;

JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1 109-1 146 ( 1979).

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; titanium; JPCRD 8, No.

1, 1-62 (1979).

Atomic energy levels; atomic spectroscopy; atomic

wavelengths; astrophysical spectra; atomic data compilations;

18995.

Atomic energy levels, O vi-O vm; atomic spectra, O vi-O viii;

multiplet tables, O vi-O viii; oxygen, spectra, O vi-O viii;

NSRDS-NBS3. Section 8.

Atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorption; isotope anal-

ysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence; laser spectroscopy;

microfluorescence; saturation spectroscopy; tunable laser;

18364.

Atomic form factor; coherent scattering; cross sections; gamma
rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabulations; x rays; JPCRD
8, No. 1, 69-106 ( 1979).

Atomic frequency standards; cavity phase shift; Ramsey en-

velope; Ramsey separated oscillating fields; two frequency

separated oscillating fields; atomic beams; 18475.

Atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic transition probabili-

ties; bands, molecular; energy levels; energy levels, atomic;

line shapes, atomic; molecular bands; molecular spectra;

rotational constants; 18828.

Atomic magnetic structures; conical spin structure; decay of

'**'"Ho; nuclear orientation; nuclear spin system; '**Ho'**Ho;

18604.

Atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; configuration; plug; scat-

tered photons; sleeve; source capsule; source pellets; spacer;

spectra; spectrometry; 18355.

Atomic oxygen; glow discharge; laser magnetic resonance;

18919.

Atomic parity mixing; charged currents; fermi theory; neutral

currents; neutrino scattering; weak interaction; 18951

.

Atomic physics; dielectronic recombination; highly ionized; im-

purity; molybdenum; plasma; 18949.

Atomic properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig yield; effective

fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell; non-

radiative yield; partial level width; radiative yield; JPCRD 8,

No. 2, 307-328 ( 1979).

Atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high frequency limit;

bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb
field; non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; 18370.

Atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high frequence limit;

bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb
field; non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; 18532.
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Atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; bands, molecu-

lar; energy levels; energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic;

molecular bands; molecular spectra; rotational constants;

atomic line shapes; 18828.

Atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; electron cross

sections; fusion plasmas; lasers; molecular bands; molecular

spectra; reaction rate constants; upper atmosphere; atomic

energy levels; 18855.

Atomic spectra; boron; atomic energy levels; JPCRD 8, No. 1

,

63-68 (1979).

Atomic spectra; calcium energy levels; atomic energy levels;

JPCRD 8, No. 3, 865-916 (1979).

Atomic spectra; electron configurations; ionization potentials;

aluminum; atomic energy levels; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 817-864

( 1979).

Atomic spectra; nitrogen; oxygen; plasma-broadening; singly

ionized oxygen; stark broadening; 18737.

Atomic spectra; potassium energy levels; atomic energy levels;

JPCRD 8, No. 4. 1 109-1 146 ( 1979).

Atomic spectra; titanium; atomic energy levels; JPCRD 8, No.

1, 1-62 (1979).

Atomic spectra, O vi-O viii; muitiplet tables, O vi-O vnr, ox-

ygen, spectra, O vi-O viii; spectra, O vi-O viii; NSRDS-
NBS3, Section 8.

Atomic spectroscopy; atomic wavelengths; astrophysical spec-

tra; atomic data compilations; atomic energy levels; 18995.

Atomic transition probabilities; bands, molecular; energy levels;

energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic; molecular bands;

molecular spectra; rotational constants; atomic line shapes;

atomic spectra; 18828.

Atomic transition probabilities; beam-foil spectroscopy;

cascades in atomic decay; exponential fitting; Kr VIII; atomic
decay curve simulation; 18508.

Atomic transition probabilities; electric dipole lines; multiplets;

singly ionized spectra; 18736.

Atomic transition probabilities; electron cross sections; fusion

plasmas; lasers; molecular bands; molecular spectra; reaction

rate constants; upper atmosphere; atomic energy levels;

atomic spectra; 18855.

Atomic transition probabilities; literature survey; oscillator

strengths; 18572.

Atomic wavelengths; astrophysical spectra; atomic data com-
pilations; atomic energy levels; atomic spectroscopy; 18995.

Atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling; mineralogy;

molecular analysis; particle analysis; power plant emissions;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibra-

tional analysis; 18643.

Attenuatibn; brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; im-

pedance; infarct; speed; ultrasonic; SP525, pp. 81-84 (Apr.

1979).

Attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; connective tissue; dif-

ferential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma; papillary car-

cinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ultrasound; SP525,

pp. 93-99 (Apr, 1979).

Attenuation; B-scan;cepstrum; computer; convolution; de-con-

volution; liver; power spectrum; signal processing; tissue

characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound; SP525, pp.
287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; computerized tomography; Doppler; impedance;

medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recognition; scatter-

ing; signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue parame-

ters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption; SP525.

Attenuation; coupled integral equations; dispersion; lossy

dielectric slab; modes considerations; TEM-cell; NBSIR 79-

1615.

Attenuation; dispersion; skull bone; sound speed; ultrasound;

SP525. pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; elastic microstructure; infarct; interferogram;

myocardium; phase cancellation; velocity; acoustic microsco-

py; anisotropy; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; fiber optics; frequency response; measurements;

18915.

Attenuation; fiber optics; interlaboratory comparison; measure-

ments; optical communications; quality control; NBSIR 79-

1608.

Attenuation; frequency; mammalian tissues; polypeptides;

proteins; tissue characterization; ultrasonics; velocity; absorp-

tion; amino acids; SP525. pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; heart; liver; scattering; scattering cross-section; ab-

sorption; SP525, pp. 153-156 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; mammalian tissues; ultrasound; velocity; SP525,

pp. 343-360 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation; tissue properties; transmission; ultrasound; SP525,

pp. 101-108 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuation coefficient; detector response functions; dosimetry;

electrons; foil transmission; photons; stopping power;* trans-

port theory; absorbed dose; 18371

.

Attenuation measurements; fiber optics; frequency response

measurements; measurements; review; 18647.

Attenuation of areola; attenuation of breast tissue; attenuation

of malignant tumors; breast cancer detection; breast car-

cinoma; breast examination techniques; FFT techniques for

breast; histology of breast tumors; SP525, pp. 85-91 (Apr.

1979).

Attenuation of breast tissue; attenuation of malignant tumors;

breast cancer detection; breast carcinoma; breast examina-

tion techniques; FFT techniques for breast; histology of

breast tumors; signal processing for tissue; SP525, pp. 85-91

(Apr. 1979).

Attenuation of malignant tumors; breast cancer detection;

breast carcinoma; breast examination techniques; FFT
techniques for breast; histology of breast tumors; signal

processing for tissue; x-ray examination of breast; SP525, pp.

85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Attenuators; calibration; laser; needymium laser; peak power;

power meter; pulsed laser; Q-switched; risetime; speckle;

waveform; TNIOIO.

Attic floor radiant panel; cellulose thermal insulation; critical

radiant flux; flame spread; smoldering combustion; test

methods; NBSIR 79-1588.

Attic ventilation; energy conservation; solar absorptance of

roofing materials; whole-house ventilation; SP548.

Attitudes; consumer preference; energy; energy cost; feedback;

feedback meters; NBSIR 79-1771.

AU Peg; binary cepheids; cepheids; population II cepheids;

18913.

AuAlj; Auln^; Be; cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; Ir;

superconductivity; thermometry; W; SP260-62.

AuAlj; Auln^; Be; Ir; superconductivity; supercooling; tempera-

ture fixed points; W; 1 8549.

Audience; feature article; news release; publication announce-

ment; scientist-author; technical communicator; technical

paper; trade press; 188 1 7.

Audio frequencies; impurities; internal' friction; isomers; low

temperatures; «-paraffins; polycrystals; relaxation process;

Young's modulus; 18467.

Audit; capacity planning; financial applications; long-range

planning; management control; measurement; modeling; on-

line system design; performance evaluation; performance

management; prototyping; remote terminal, emulation; system

testing; SI»500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Audit; data center; data processing; information utilization;

ADP auditors; SP500-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).

Auditing; capacity planning; computer performance evaluation;

Information Management System (IMS); management report-

ing; performance analysis; structured approach; SP500-52,

pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Audition; communications; hearing; hearing aids; selection of

hearing aids; speech communication; CIS4, Revised 1978.
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Auditory evoked response; magnetoencephalography; SOUID
magnetometer; 18397.

Auger effect; Auger line width; K shell; level width; line width;

L shell; natural width; x-ray line width; JPCRD 8, No. 2. 329-

338 (1979).

Auger electron spectroscopy; cathodoluminescence; ion scatter-

ing spectrometry; laser microprobe mass analyzer; laser

Raman microprobe; microanalysis; secondary ion mass spec-

trometry; x-ray microanalysis; 18568.

Auger electron spectroscopy; die attachment; electrical proper-

ties; electronics; hermeticity; indium-doped silicon; infrared

reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width measurements; ox-

idation; photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-device
grade silicon; SP400-38.

Auger electron spectroscopy; electron spectroscopy; ESCA;
secondary ion mass spectroscopy; surface analysis; ASTM
Committee E-42; 18406.

Auger line width; K shell; level width; line width; L shell; natu-

I
ral width; x-ray line width; Auger effect; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

' 329-338 (1979).

Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films; ESCA; impurities;

jj

microroughness; optical microscopy; polishing defects; scat-
' tered light; SIMS; stylus instruments; SP562, pp. 337-350

!

(Oct. 1979).

,
Auger yield; Coster-Kronig yield; effective fluorescence yield;

j!
fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell; non-radiative yield; par-

'i

tial level width; radiative yield; atomic properties; JPCRD 8,

No. 2, 307-328 ( 1979).

Aulnj; Be; cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; Ir; super-

conductivity; thermometry; W; AuAl^; SP260-62.

Aulnj; Be; Ir; superconductivity; supercooling; temperature
fixed points; W; AuAlj; 18549.

Autism; cerebral palsy; deafness; developmentally disabled;

epilepsy; fire safety; group homes; handicapped; mental retar-

dation; ambulatory people; NBS-GCR-79-I67

.

Autoionization; core-excited states; magnesium; photoabsorp-

tion-spectrum; synchrotron radiation; 18912.

Autoionizing states; laser-excitation technique; neutral sodium;

sodium, neutral; 18507.

Automated calorimetry; calorimetry; heat capacity; measure-
ment automation; p-Terphenyl; thermodynamic properties; X

-type transition; adiabatic calorimetry; 18376.

A Automated data systems; computer programs; cost/benefit anal-

jj

ysis; documentation; documentation content guidelines; feasi-

I

bility study; FIPS guidelines; initiation phase; project request;

j

^ software; FIPS PUB 64.

Automated surveillance; rotating machinery monitoring; statisti-

I'

cal detection algorithm; vibrational signatures; SP547, pp.

I
203-231 (July 1979).

I Automated test and diagnostics; automotive test and diag-

I

nostics; vehicle test and diagnostics; SP547, pp. 111-126
(July 1979).

Automated test equipment; measurement assurance; traceabili-

ty; 18354.

I I Automated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamina-

tion; corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity;

jl hybrid devices; leak testing; measurement technology; micro-

I'j

calorimetry; moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker

j
leads; process control; reliability; SP400-50.

I Automated thermogravimetry ; computer automated ther-

mogravimeter; factor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer

degradation; thermogravimetry; activation energy; 18447.

Automatic bridge; Bi,,GeOa,; CaCOj; CaF,; capacitance mea-
surement; evajjorated electrodes; pressure transducer; tem-
perature dependence; adiabatic heating; As^Sa; 18466.

' Automatic bridge; detector; high resolution detector; phase sen-

sitive detector; programmable detector; a-c detector; 18453.

Automatic data processing; computer reports; grant data; re-

sidential buildings; solar database; solar energy system; solar

heating and cooling; NBSIR 79-1923.

Automatic data processing; computer services; Federal Infor-

mation Processing Standards; Federal standards; ADP infor-

mation sources; ADP management; ADP policies; ADP ser-

vices; NBSIR 79-1734.

Automatic data processing; data base; residential buildings;

solar data center; solar energy systems; solar heating and

cooling; NBSIR 79-1762.

Automatic diagnostics; digitized data; spectrum analyzers;

steady state mode; tolerance vibration levels; SP547, pp. 286-

295 (July 1979).

Automatic monitoring; failure annunciation; malfunction

procedures; manned spaceflight failures; redundancy manage-
ment; training for diagnosis; SP547, pp. 3-16 (July 1979).

Automatic network analyzer; calibration; microwave measure-

ment; six-port; 18849.

Automatic network analyzer; microwave; microwave measure-

ment; six-port; 18650.

Automatic network analyzer; microwave; microwave measure-

ment; six-port; 18653.

Automatic sampler; master analytical scheme; non-purgeable

organics; organic pollutant; purgeable organics; WaterDROP;
accumulators; analysis of organics in water; SP519, pp. 65-

78 (Apr. 1979).

Automatic sprinkler; building code; smoke movement; spray

nozzle; stairway protection; ventilated stair; NBSIR 78-1571.

Automatic sprinklers; building codes; building construction;

Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; in-

terior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis;

safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke detection;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Automatic stack damper; fiue-gas temperature profile; gas-fired

furnace; off-period mass flow rate; part-load performance;

seasonal efficiency; TN999.
Automatic test system; diesel engine analyzer; SP547, pp. 176-

190 (July 1979).

Automation; bulk photovoltaic effect; computer control;

homogeneity; measurement method; nondestructive testing;

photoconductivity; power devices; resistivity variation;

SP400-52.

Automation; clinical chemistry; environmental chemistry; gas

chromatography; liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 587-600

(Apr. 1979).

Automation; continuous analysis; controlled dispersion; flow in-

jection analysis; SP519, pp. 501-507 (Apr. 1979).

Automation; image processing; inspection; manufacturing; pat-

tern recognition; robotics; vision systems; NBSIR 79-1764.

Automation; laser; oscilloscope; picosecond; pulse; pulse mea-
surement; time domain measurement; 18640.

Automation; microwave; microwave measurements; reflectome-

ter; six-port; 18652.

Automorphism; cyclic module; faithful distributive module; in-

cidence algebra; multiplicative function; quasi-ordered set;

topological algebra; 18789.

Automotive component design; continuous fiber composite

materials; fabrication; finite element stress analysis; front

end; graphite; part integration; wheel; SPS63, pp. 135-151

(Oct. 1979).

Automotive structures; composite material; composite material

analysis program; Tsai-Wu tensor polynomial lamina strength

failure criterion; SP563 , p. 133 (Oct. 1979).

Automotive test and diagnostics; vehicle test and diagnostics;

automated test and diagnostics; SP547, pp. 111-126 (July

1979).

Autopsy; building fires; cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire

statistics; pathology; toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; NBS-
GCR-79-168.

Availability standards; batch processing; calibration programs;

computer standards; interactive processing; quality of service;

response time; turnaround time; SP500-52, pp. 79-86 (Oct.

1979).
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Avalanche photodiode; FFT; fiber optics; frequency response;

impulse response; laser; photodiode; NBSIR 79-1620.

Axial heat transport; forced convection; heat transmission; heli-

um II; mutual friction; 18617.

Axisymmetric; beams; focal thermal flaw; skull transmission; ul-

trasound; SP525, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).

Aza-arenes; hydrazines; nitroalkanes; nitrosamines; sidestream

smoke; thermal energy analyzer; tobacco smoke; vinyl

chloride; SP5/ 9, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

A/D converter; Josephson junction; SQUID; superconducting

electronics; superconductivity; 18678.

A/D converters; D/A converters; data acquisition; data conver-

ters; dynamic measurements; settling time; 18503.

B
Ba ions; frequency stability; frequency standard; ion tempera-

ture; laser induced cooling; Mg ions; optical & microwave
double resonance; stored ions; systematic effects; 18697.

Backscatter frequency dependence; cirrhosis; composition-de-

pendent scattering; fatty liver; stochastic scattering; tissue

characterization; ultrasonic tissue scattering; ultrasound at-

tenuation; ultrasound diagnosis; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr.

1979).

Backward scattering; forward scattering; grain boundaries; iso-

static forging; optical figure; optical homogeneity; single

crystal; Talystep traces; alkali halides; SP541, pp. 65-69
(Dec. 1978).

Bacon function; Bragg function; Ergun function; graphite

materials; Lorentz function; preferred orientation function;

pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; x-ray diffraction; 18523.

Baffled piston radiator; piston radiator; radiation of sound; ul-

trasonic radiator; 18479.

BaFj; CaFj; CdF2; chalcogenide glass; elastic compliances;

elastic constants; elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot

forged; KBr; KCI; KC1:KI; LiF; MgF^; NaCl; NaF; TN993.
BaF;; CaFj; laser glass; photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence;

piezo-optic constants; SrP ; stress-optical coefficient; SPS41,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Balancing equations; chemical equations; equation balancing;

algebraic method; 18984.

Ballistic deformation; ballistic penetration; body armor; bullet

proof vests; armor, body; 18465.

Ballistic penetration; body armor; bullet proof vests; armor,

body; ballistic deformation; 18465.

Bands, molecular; energy levels; energy levels, atomic; line

shapes, atomic; molecular bands; molecular spectra; rota-

tional constants; atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic

transition probabilities; 18828.

Bandwidth; coherence; dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization;

linear rate; multiphoton; rate approximation; saturable rate;

18893.

Bandwidth; didymium glass filter; passband centroid; spec-

trophotometer; transmittance; wavelength standard; SP260-
66.

Barbiturates; carboxylic acids; catecholamines; conjugates; de-

tection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorp-

tion; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair partition; metabolites;

psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; SP519, pp.
509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Barium; beryllium; calcium; electrical resistivity; magnesium;
radium; strontium; temperature dependence; alkaline earth

elements; JPCRD 8, No. 2. 439-498 (1979).

Barium; graphite furnace; seawater; wavelength modulation;

atomic absorption; atomic emission; 18783.

Barrier analysis; compartment fires; compartments; fault tree

analysis; fire models; fire protection engineering; probability

statistics; systems analysis; systems safety; walls; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Barriers; building codes; code enforcement; historic district;

historic preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; safety;

SP536, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Base drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive load; non-

destructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe operating

area; second breakdown; switching power transistor; tester;

transistor; SP400-54.

Base metal; casting; composite; cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; in-

itiator; resin; wear; accelerator; alloy; NBSIR 78-1573.

BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal gasification;

COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive computer program;

methane; minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simul-

taneous chemical equilibria; water; NBSIR 78-1509.

Basic research; computer; energy conservation; environmental

quality; industrial productivity; materials utilization; measure-

ment capabilities; medical aids; product safety; public health

and safety; science and technology transfer; standards;

SP538.

Batch processing; calibration programs; computer standards; in-

teractive processing; quality of service; response time; tur-

naround time; availability standards; SP500-52, pp. 79-86

(Oct. 1979).

Bathtubs; CPSC; performance test; showers; slip-resistance;

ASTM; 18705.

Batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; elec-

trostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak

testing; measurement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture;

nondestructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; re-

liability; SP400-50.

Batteries; photovoltaic energy conversion; power conditioning;

power systems; solar cells; standards; test methods; NBSIR
79-1743.

Battery; chromatography; sulfuric acid; trace organics; SP519,

pp. 797-802 (Apr. 1979).

Battery application; engineering properties data; evaluated data;

polycrystalline; single crystal; sodium beta alumina; sodium

beta double prime alumina; NSRDS-NBS61 , Pari III.

BBGKY; correlation functions; Kirkwood-Salsburg; Mayer-

Montroll; 19004.

Be; cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; Ir; superconduc-

tivity; thermometry; W; AuAl^; Aulnj; SP260-62.

Be; dispersion; excited states; He; interaction energy; overlap;

18933.

Be; Ir; superconductivity; supercooling; temperature fixed

points; W; AuAlj; Auln^, 18549.

Bead-spring model; block copolymer; flow birefringence; flow

dichroism; polymer dynamics; Rouse-Zimm theory; solution

prof)erties; 18431.

Beam lead devices; electronic devices; hermeticity; hybrids;

nondestructive tests; semiconductor; tape-bonded devices;

acoustic emission; SP400-59.

Beam profile; calibrated system; holography; irradiance; laser

diagnostics; phase front; TN1015.

Beam profile; cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics;

holography; laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical

processing; phase; precision measurements; wave front; am-

plitude; TN1009.
Beam quality; neutron production; photon beam exit; SP554,

pp. 139-144 (Sept. 1979).

Beam transport; high current beams; numerical simulation; par-

ticle accelerators; space charge forces; 18932.

Beam type device; frequency stabilizing system; microwave in-

teraction regions; microwave signals; 11 .S. Patent 4,146,848.

Beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes; core memories; disks;

drums; floppy disks; laser beams; magnetic bubbles; mass-

tapes; solid state memories; video disks; SP500-45.

Beam-foil spectroscopy; cascades in atomic decay; exponential

fitting; Kr VIII; atomic decay curve simulation; atomic transi-

tion probabilities; 18508.
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Beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth;

heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity;

NBS-GCR-78-128.
Beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth;

heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity;

NBS-GCR-78-129.

Beams; focal thermal flaw; skull transmission; ultrasound; ax-

isymmetric; SPS2S, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).

Bearing; condition monitoring; diagnostic equipment; shock
pulse; aircraft diagnostics; SP547, pp. 31-35 (July 1979).

Bearing analysis; condition monitoring; engine diagnosis; failure

detection; failure diagnosis; failure prevention; maintenance;
performance monitoring; SP547.

Bearing noise; failure prevention; machinery noise; noise signa-

ture; non-destructive evaluation; piezoelectric polymer; spec-

trum analysis; strain gage; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July 1979).

Bedding; beds; compartment fires; firesafety engineering; fire

tests; health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses; prisons;

18517.

Beds; compartment fires; firesafety engineering; fire tests;

health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses; prisons; bedding;
18517.

Behavioral science; biosensors; computer analysis; ergonomics;

human engineering; human factors; human motivation;

human reliability; personnel selection; physical security;

physiological psychology; sensory capability; terrorism; threat

analysis; training; SP480-38.

Benchmark; fission spectrum; foils; neutron fields; scattering

corrections; sensitivity; 18901

.

Benchmark construction process; benchmark validation; com-
petitive evaluation; tutorial; vendor systems; workload
requirements; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmark fields; benchmark testing; neutron fields; nuclear

data; reactor dosimetry; 19024.

Benchmark fields; dosimetry; fission yields; measurements;

neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-235; U-238; activation analysis;

18884.

Benchmark library; selection of ADP systems; standard

benchmarks; synthetic benchmarks; workload characteriza-

tion; workload definition; benchmarking; SP500-38.

Benchmark neutron field development; dosimetry methods; fis-

sion cross sections; reactor dosimetry; 19013.

Benchmark performance data; empirical models; IBM 168-3;

IBM 3033; migration guidelines; migration planning; SPSOO-
52, pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmark testing; neutron fields; nuclear data; reactor

dosimetry; benchmark fields; 19024.

Benchmark validation; competitive evaluation; tutorial; vendor

systems; workload requirements; benchmark construction
' process; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmarking; benchmark library; selection of ADP systems;

standard benchmarks; synthetic benchmarks; workload
characterization; workload definition; SP500-38.

Benchmarking; clustering; performance evaluation; stratified

sampling; 5PJ00-52, pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmarking; computer performance measurement; dis-

tributed processing; interactive systems; kernels; modeling;

real-time; simulation; synthetic programs; SP500-52, pp. 53-

64 (Oct. 1979).

Benchmarking; cost analysis; evaluation; procurement; techni-

j

cal analysis; time-sharing; TSP; SP500-S2, pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

' Benchmarking; performance evaluation; synthetic program;

workload mapping; SP500-S2, pp. 193-199 (Oct. 1979).

Benefit-cost analysis; building technology; economic impacts;

economics; efficiency; payback; plumbing; roofing; shingles;

venting; SP558.
Benzene; absorption analysis; absorption spectrum; 18749.

Benzene; energy transfer; vibrational energy transfer; 18641

.

Benzene; Herzberg-Teller theory; rotational contours of absorp-

tion bands; vibrational angular momentum; absorption selec-

tion rules; 18750.

Benzene; rotational contours of absorption bands; absorption

analysis; absorption spectrum; 18747.

Benzodiazepines; clinical use; derivatization; quaternary two-

phase systems; serum; uv-detection; tricyclic antidepressives;

SP519, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Benzoic acid; calibration; combustion bombs; combustion

calorimetry; historical survey; prominent calorimetrists;

18797.

Benzotriazenides; iridium (I) complexes; organometallic

benzotriazenides; rhodium (I) complexes; thallium

benzotriazenide; 18582.

Benzotriazole; charge transfer; copper; luminescence;

microspectrofluorimetry; photoluminescence; spec-

trofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole; 18504.

Benzoyl peroxide; composite resins; dental materials; glass com-
positions; methacrylate monomers; polymerization accelera-

tors; reinforcing fillers; silane coupling agents; 18644.

Benzyl substituted diglycerides; differential scanning

calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; melting tempera-

ture; metastable states; phenyl substituted diglycerides;

phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystallization temperature;

18380.

Berg-Barrett; Lang; misorientation contrast; x-ray topography;

Zn; AtjOj; 18341.

Beryllium; calcium; electrical resistivity; magnesium; radium;

strontium; temperature dependence; alkaline earth elements;

barium; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 (1979).

Beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets;

electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics;

heat switches; magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization;

potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium

titanate; 18680.

Beryllium; core hole lifetime; lattice relaxation; lithium; mag-

nesium; sodium; soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft x-ray

emission spectra; aluminum; 18741.

Beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium; optical

potentials; photopion; pion; 18442.

Beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium; optical

potentials; photopion; pion; 18496.

Beryllium; dimensional stability; gyroscope; instrument materi-

als; microcreep; micromechanical properties; NBSIR 78-

1569.

Best practicable technology; clean water regulation; Environ-

mental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; evalua-

tion; Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regulato-

ry experimentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 79-63.

Beta decay; rearrangement; shake-off; shake-up; 18407.

Betatrons; cobalt units; dose buildup; linacs; patient survival;

SP554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Betatrons; detectors; dosimetry; leakage; linear accelerators;

neutrons; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Betatrons; electrons; megavoltage; neutrons; therapy; x rays; ac-

celerators; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Biaxial fatigue; biomaterials; circulatory assist devices; fatigue

of polymers; mechanical testing; additive damage; NBSIR 79-

1741.

Bibliographic data bases; computerized data bases; information

storage and retrieval systems; libraries-automation; machine-
readable-bibhographic data; NBSIR 78-1577.

Bibliographies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric flamma-

bility; fire detection systems; fire tests; fiammability tests;

human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors;

subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; NBSIR
79-1745.
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Bibliographies; building fires; escape; evacuation; fires; high rise

buildings; hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; NBS-
aCR-78-138.

Bibliography; buildings; certification; economics of standards;

legal aspects of standards; product certification; product lia-

bility; regulation; standards system; voluntary standards;

NBS/R 79-1900.

Bibliography; buildings; communication; cost; human charac-

teristics; personal control; physical environment; privacy;

architectural psychology; NBSIR 79-1793.

Bibliography; electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy of dilu-

tion; heat capacity; relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt

solutions; thermochemistry; vapor pressure; apparent molal

heat capacity; aqueous systems; SP537.
Biexcitons; Haken's Hamiltonian; polar crystals; 18592.

Binary cepheids; cepheids; population II cepheids; AU Peg;

18913.

Binary divider; divider network; guarded divider; resistive di-

vider; self calibration; voltage divider; 18452.

Binary mixture at the gas-liquid critical point; gas-liquid critical

point; Rayleigh light scattering; 18752.

Binary mixtures; data correlation; excess volumes; heat of mix-

ing; liquid-vapor equilibria; methane + ethane; JPCRD 8, No.
3, 799-816 (1979).

Binary stars; cataclysmic variables; 18595.

Binary-liquid mixture; consolute point; critical exponent; criti-

cal phenomena; critical solution point; liquid-liquid critical

point; renormalization group theory; scaling theory; univer-

sality hypothesis; 18825.

Binding energies; copper; ESCA; gold; relative intensities;

round robin; x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; 18924.

Binding energy shifts; extra-atomic screening; implants; ion

bombardment; rare-gases; relaxation energy; ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy; amorphous germanium; 18323.
Binomial test; chi-squared test; Francis Ysidro Edgeworth

(1845-1926); goodness of fit; Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-

1857); 18471.

Bioadhesive bond strength; bone; cyanoacrylate; hydrolytic sta-

bility; adhesion; 18638.

Bioanalytical systems; mass spectrometry; negative ions; posi-

tive ions; atmospheric pressure ionization; SP5I9, pp. 655-

671 (Apr. 1979).

Biological; gas chromatography; Kepone"; partition chromatog-
raphy; parts per billion; analysis; SP519, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).

Biological assay; crystal structure; single crystal; uric acid

derivative; uric acid determination; x-ray diffraction; 186 72.

Biological materials analysis; environmental materials analysis;

neutron activation analysis; noble metals analysis; platinum

determination; radiochemical separation; spontaneous deposi-

tion technique; 18350.

Biological microanalysis; biological mineralization; bone; dental

studies; dentin; enamel; microanalysis; mineralizing tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; 19008.

Biological microanalysis; biological tissue; foreign bodies;

histological sections; implant materials; microanalysis;

molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; 18958.

Biological microanalysis; biological tissue; dental studies;

enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spec-

tra; Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth; 18982.

Biological microanalysis; microanalysis; micromineralogy;

microsampling; molecular analysis; organic microanalysis;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

18963.

Biological mineralization; bone; dental studies; dentin; enamel;

microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; 19008.

Biological samples; electrochemical detection; liquid chro-

matography; metal speciation; organomercury cations; 18420.

Biological tissue; dental studies; enamel; mineralizing tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; tis-

sue sections; tooth; biological microanalysis; 18982.

Biological tissue; foreign bodies; histological sections; implant

materials; microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathologi-

cal tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spec-

troscopy; biological microanalysis; 18958.

Biomaterials; blood proteins; ellipsometry; polymer adsorption;

protein adsorption; protein chromatography; radiolabeled

proteins; adsorption; NBSIR 79-1784.

Biomaterials; circulatory assist devices; fatigue of polymers;

mechanical testing; additive damage; biaxial fatigue; NBSIR
79-1741.

Biomaterials; negative control; polyethylene; processing sheets

and rods; surface characterization; surface contamination;

NBSIR 77-1401.

Biomedical; boron; fission tracks; geochronology; geology; lithi-

um; nitrogen; silicon devices; trace analysis; uranium; alpha

tracks; 18342.

Biomedical standard; diacetylurea; molecular structure; urea;

urea determination; x-ray diffraction; 18347.

Bio-selective membrane electrodes; bio-sensors; enzymes; im-

munoelectrodes; trace organic electrochemistry; SP519, pp.

525-532 (Apr. 1979).

Biosensors; computer analysis; ergonomics; human engineering;

human factors; human motivation; human reliability; person-

nel selection; physical security; physiological psychology; sen-

sory capability; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary

characteristics; SP480-38.

Bio-sensors; enzymes; immunoelectrodes; trace organic elec-

trochemistry; bio-selective membrane electrodes; SP519, pp.

525-532 (Apr. 1979).

Bio-transformation; cadmium; food chain; lead; mercury; metal;

methylation; microbial tolerance; microorganism; plasmid;

tin; arsenic; 18860.

Bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor;

electrical alignment resistor; integrated circuits; linewidth;

photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon; test pattern; test

structure; TTL; 18533.

Birefringent crystal; optical analyzer; polarized .light; probe

thermometer; temperature sensitive parameter; aligned sheet

polarizer; U.S. Patent 4,140J93.

Bis(hexopyranosyl)amine; carbon-13; conformational analysis;

nitrogen- 15 coupling constants; nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spec-

troscopy; proton; proton coupling; structural analysis; 18764.

BiijGeOao; CaCOa; CaFj; capacitance measurement; evaporated

electrodes; pressure transducer; temperature dependence;

adiabatic heating; As^Ss; automatic bridge; 18466.

BKZ fluid; constitutive equation; non-linear flow histories; rate

fluid; simple shear; 18367.

BK-7 glass; fused silica; laser damage; polished surfaces; pulse

duration dependence of damage; surface roughness; SP541,

pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Blackbody measurements; chemical actinometry; second har-

monic generation; solar radiation mesisurements; absolute

radiometers; 18476.

Blade aeroelastic behaviour; blade manufacture and quality

control; composite propellers and rotors; failsafe blade

design; propeller fatigue behaviour; propeller materials

requirements; SP563, pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Blade manufacture and quality control; composite propellers

and rotors; failsafe blade design; propeller fatigue behaviour;

propeller materials requirements; blade aeroelastic behaviour;

SP563, pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Block copolymer; flow birefringence; flow dichroism; polymer

dynamics; Rouse-Zimm theory; solution properties; bead-

spring model; 18431.

Blocking electrode; charge motion; polarization;

poly(vinylchloride); poly( vinylidenefluoride); pyroelectric



j

response; thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoridc-

i

tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; 18408.

I

Blocking temperature; magnetic; particles; superparamagnetic

[

particles; 18746.

Blood erythrocytes aggregation; blood hematocrit; ultrasound

j

backscattering from blood; S/'525, pp. 1 65- 1 69 ( Apr. 1979).
' Blood flow; breast cancer; diagnosis; Doppler; screening; ul-

I

trasonics; SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

Blood gases; blood pH; carbon dioxide; oxygen; pH; acid-base

status of blood; 18470.

Blood hematocrit; ultrasound backscattering from blood; blood

erythrocytes aggregation; SP525, pp. 165-169 (Apr. 1979).

Blood pH; carbon dioxide; oxygen; pH; acid-base status of

blood; blood gases; 18470.

Blood proteins; ellipsometry; polymer adsorption; protein ad-

I

sorption; protein chromatography; radiolabeled proteins; ad-
I sorption; biomaterials; NBSIR 79-1784.

Blood samples; clinical sampling of infants; clinical trace or-

ganic sampling; Guthrie blotters; SP519, pp. 373-379 (Apr.

;
1979).

Body armor; bullet proof vests; armor, body; ballistic deforma-

i

tion; ballistic penetration; 18465.

I

Body-worn transmitters; communications equipment; FM trans-

j

mitters; law enforcement equipment; standards; surveillance;

undercover equipment; / 5587.

II

Boiler; combustion; energy; furnace; gas-fired; heating; oil-fired;

rating; space-heating; testing; 18385.

Bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power

I

calorimetry; energy measurement; enthalpy measurement; en-

tropy measurement; fuels, heating values; gas-flow

I

calorimetry; heat capacity measurement; heat measurements;
J levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry; 18330.

I
Bomb calorimetry; gross calorific values; refuse-derived-fuels;

sample characterization; test procedures; NBSIR 78-1494.

I

< Bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase polyatomic molecules;

\' gas-phase spectroscopy; microwave spectroscopy; molecular

conformation; molecular spectroscopy; molecular structure;

||

molecules; structure; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

! Bond distances; gas-phase polyatomic molecules; gas-phase

spectroscopy; microwave spectroscopy; molecular conforma-

I

tion; molecular spectroscopy; molecular structure; molecules;
'! structure; bond angles; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

:
Bonded joints; composites; failure criteria; in-plane loads;

j

SP563, p. 241 (Oct. 1979).

,
Bonded phases; chromatographic preconcentration; detector

' sensitivity; gas chromatography; glass capillary columns; high-

]

performance liquid chromatography; LC microcapillary

columns; selective detectors; ancillary methods; SP519, pp.

j

487-499 (Apr. 1979).

I

Bonding; coupling agent; dental; monomers; resins; surface-ac-

tive comonomers; acrylates; adhesion, dental; 18461

.

Bonding to dentin; dental adhesive; dentin; durability of dentin
ij acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; pretreatment of

1
dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive; 18985.

I

Bonding to mineralized tissues; bone; dentin; hydrolytic stability

I
of bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; mineralized tissue; 2-

• cyanoacrylate esters; adhesion; 18569.

(Bone; chemisorption; enamel; hydroxyapatite; surface area;

18411.

I Bone; collagen; crosslinking modification; curvelinking; hydrox-

yapatite; sonic velocity; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr. 1979).

Bone; cyanoacrylate; hydrolytic stability; adhesion; bioadhesive

bond strength; 18638.

Bone; dental studies; dentin; enamel; microanalysis; mineraliz-

ing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; biologi-

cal microanalysis; biological mineralization; 19008.

Bone; dentin; hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl 2-

cyanoacrylate; mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; ad-

J
,]

hesion; bonding to mineralized tissues; 18569.

Bone; hydroxylapatite; intcrlayering; octacalcium phosphate;

tooth; x-ray diffraction; 18583.

Boolean search system; computer programs; curve fitting; data

analysis; data base management; data retrieval; file handling;

graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing;

least-squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical anal-

ysis; 18597.

Born approximation; copper isoelectronic sequence; Coulomb-
Born approximation; distorted wave approximation; effective

Gaunt factor; electron impact excitation collision strength;

18996.

Born approximation; correlations; electron impact; electrons;

h«lium; ionization; secondary; angular; 18534.

Born-Oppenheimer approximation; centrifugal; Coriolis; frame

transformation relations; level cluster; spherical tops; sym-

metry analysis; 18599.

Born-Oppenheimer approximation; high-resolution spectra;

level clusters; Raman spectra; rotation-vibration spectra; sym-

metry analysis; 18598.

Boron; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; JPCRD 8, No. 1,

63-68 ( 1979).

Boron; fission tracks; geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen;

silicon devices; trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks;

biomedical; 18342.

Boron hydride; metalloborane; nickelaborane; nuclear magnetic

resonance; 18328.

Boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in silicon; integrated

circuit processing; kinetics of oxide growth; oxidation of sil-

icon; semiconductor processing; silicon; silicon dioxide; ther-

mally stimulated measurement; thermal oxidation; Zn-doped
glasses; NBS-GCR-78-1 34

.

Boron-aluminum; boron-epoxy; composites; elastic constants

glass-epoxy; internal friction; Young's modulus; aramid-

epoxy; 18716.

Boron-doped silicon; dopant density; effective mass; hole mo-
bility; ionized impurity scattering mobility; lattice scattering

mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; scattering mechanisms;

scattering mobility; p-type silicon; SP400-47

.

Boron-epoxy; composites; elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal

friction; Young's modulus; aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum;

18716.

Boron-epoxy; edge cracks; failure modes; finite element

method; tensile strength; SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct. 1979).

Boson expansions; Holstein-Primakoff representation; spin

operators; 18885.

Bottom injection; multiple injection; smoke candle test; smoke
control; stairwell pressurization; top injection; tracer gas test;

NBSIR 79-1747.

Bottom loading; field standard provers; field standards; field

standard test measures; provers; specifications; standards; test

measures; tolerances; vapor recovery; H105-3.

Boundary layer; loads (forces); roughness; structural analysis;

tall buildings; wind pressure; aerodynamics; 18351.

Boundary layers; dynamic response; interference effects; tall

buildings; wind loads; wind tunnels; aerodynamics; 18977.

Box plots; CALCOMP; computing system; confidence ellipse;

OMNITAB 78; plots; portability plots; residuals; statistical

plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; 18954.

Bragg function; Ergun function; graphite materials; Lorentz

function; preferred orientation function; pyrolitic graphite;

Ruland function; x-ray diffraction; Bacon function; 18523.

Brain; cerebrospinal fluid; fluorescence flow cell; liquid chro-

matography; tryptophan metabolites; SP519, pp. 411-418

(Apr. 1979).

Brain mechanisms; cognition; goal seeking; intelligence; motor

behavior; neural modeling; perception; planning; problem

solving; robot control; 18714.

Brain scanning; echoencephalography; neurology; phase com-
pensation; SP525, pp. 209-218 (Apr. 1979).
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Brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; impedance; in-

farct; speed; uhrasonic; attenuation; Sl'525, pp. KI-84 (Apr.

1979).

Brake; coupling device; cutting blade; dead-man's handle;

disconnect clement; lawnmowcr; motor shaft; US. I'aicni

Braking tractit^n; cornering traction; driving traction; en-

durance; maintenance; operation; purchasing; pursuit tires;

safety; tread wear; Sl'4H<)-33.

Branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box; hazardous tem-

peratures; load current; overlamping; surface mounted incan-

descent lighting fixture; thermal insulation; thermocouple;
NBSIR 79-1912.

Branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box; hazardous tem-

peratures; load current; protective barrier; recessed incan-

descent lighting fixture; thermal insulation; thermocouple;

NBSIR 79-1913.

Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier "Transform"; near-field scanning;

orthogonalities; plane-radial scanning; probe correction;

space groups; aliasing; IS956.

Breakdown; electro-optics; gas-solid interface; KDP; Pockels ef-

fect; space charge; NBS-GCR-79-177.
Breakdown fields; KCl; NaCI; spot-size dependence; SP54I, pp.

309-317 (Dec. 1978).

Breakdown mechanism; frequency and time dependence of

breakdown thresholds; IR window materials; NaCI; pressure;

pulsed TEA CO.2 laser surface breakdown; spot size; surface

absorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed water; SP54I, pp.

3IK-326 (Dec. 1978).

Breast cancer; cancer; connective tissue; differential diagnosis;

medullary carcinoma; papillary carcinoma; scirrhous car-

cinoma; shadowing; ultrasound; attenuation; SP525, pp. 93-

99 (Apr. 1979).

Breast cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse com-
pression; sensitivity; signal averaging; signal processing; tissue

characterization; tomography; transducers; ultrasonics; annu-

lar array; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Breast cancer; computerized tomography; mammography; time-

of-flight; tissue characterization; ultrasonic imaging; ul-

trasound; 5^525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Breast cancer; diagnosis; Doppler; screening; ultrasonics; blood

now; SP525. pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

Breast cancer detection; breast carcinoma; breast examination

techniques; FFT techniques for breast; histology of breast tu-

mors; signal processing for tissue; x-ray examination of

breast; attenuation of areola; attenuation of breast tissue;

SP525. pp. 85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Breast carcinoma; breast examination techniques; FFT
techniques for breast; histology of breast tumors; signal

prticessing for tissue; x-ray examination of breast; attenuation

of areola; attenuation of breast tissue; SP525, pp. 85-91

(Apr. 1979).

Breast examination techniques; FFT techniques for breast;

histology of breast tumors; signal processing for tissue; x-ray

examination of breast; attenuation of areola; attenuation of

breast tissue; attenuation of malignant tumors; SP525, pp.

85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Breathing apparatus; death; evacuation; fires; flashover;

hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; patients; room fires;

NBS-C,CR-78-l4()

Brcmsstrahlung high frequence limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum

tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremss-

trahlung; atomic screening effects; 18532.

Bremsstrahlung high frequency limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum

tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremss-

trahlung; atomic screening effects; 18370.

Bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field;

non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screening effects;

brcmsstrahlung high frequency limit; 18370.

Bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field;

non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screening effects;

bremsstrahlung high frequence limit; 18532.

Bridge circuit; circuit bridge; dynamic characterization of sam-

ple/hold amplifier; amplifier, sample/hold; 18505.

Bridge deck; concrete; corrosion; corrosion of steel; rcbar cor-

rosion; reinforced concrete; SP550.

Bridges; buildings; design criteria; glucd-laminutcd timber;

safety; temporary structures; wood; 18887.

Bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; inspection; maintenance;

marine borers; nondestructive testing; pilings; timber;

acoustics; 18525.

Brittle failure; flaw populations; flaws; fractography; fracture

origins; grinding; machining; polishing; sanding; strength-size

effects; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Brittle failure; flaw sizes; grain size dependence of strength;

strength; SP562. pp. 429-452 (Oct. 1979).

Broadband; dynamic range; Hermitian magnitude: isotropicity; \i

isotropic, real-time, electric-field sensor (IRES); rcsistively <

loaded dipole; tangential sensitivity; 19034.

Broadband antenna; directivity; FFT; method of measurements;

non-dispersive; resistive loading; TEM horn; time domain
measurement; antenna gain; 18856.

{

Broadcast; coaxial; communication; contention; data; digital;

ethernet; local; microprocessor; network; serial; 18760. '\

Broadcast; coordinated universal time; synchronous satellite; (

time code; Western Hemisphere; 19029.

Bromide; ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyroly-

sis; relaxation; thermal decomposition; allylmcthylether;

18832.

Bromides; chlorides; data compilation; density; electrical con-

ductance; fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt mixtures;

standard reference data; surface tension; viscosity; JPC'RD 8, '

No. 1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Bromine atoms; bromoacetylene; excited state; hydrogen bro- '

mide; photochemistry mechanism; thermochemistry; S8974. '

Bromoacetylene; excited state; hydrogen bromide;
;

photochemistry mechanism; thermochemistry; bromine

atoms; 18974.

Bromoethanes; ideal gas thermodynamic properties; internal

rotation; iodoethane; potential barrier heights; symmetric top;

torsional frequencies; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 519-526 ( 1979).

Bronze binder; diamonds; erosion; grinding; wear; SP562, pp.

147-155 (Oct. 1979).

B-stan;cepstrum; computer; convolution; de-convolution; liver;
|

power spectrum; signal processing; tissue characterization; 1

tissue parameters; ultrasound; attenuation; SPS25, pp. 287- "

295 (Apr. 1979). '

Bubbles, air; viscous silicon oil; air bubbles; 18481.

Building design; buildings; construction materials; evacuation; '

exits; fire endurance; fire protection; stairways; standards;
|

NBS-GCR-79-176.

Building; code administration; codes; evaluation; existing

buildings; performance standard; SP549. '

Building; codes and standards; full-scale testing; mobile homes; !

wind loads; aerodynamics; NBSIR 77-1289. '

Building; ice; load; roof; roof load; snow; solar collector; struc-

tural engineering; NBS-GCR-79-I8I .

»

Building; private interests; public objectives; taxation; tax in- '

centives; SP552, pp. 33 7-346 (July 1979).

Building circulation; building ramps; pedestrian circulation;

pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement; pedestrian ramps: '

ramps, NBSIR 79-1729. '

Building code; building research; code administration: existinf
'

buildings: model codes; preservation: regulation: rehabilita

tion; renovation: TN998.
Building code; smoke movement; spray nozzle; stairway protec

tion; ventilated stair; automatic sprinkler; NBSIR 78-1571.



]
Building code structure; existing buildings; historic preserva-

tion; performance attributes; performance evaluation; build-

ing codes and standards; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

. Building codes; building construction; Delphi Method; fire

safety; health care facilities; hospitals; interior finishes; Life

Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency;

safety evaluation; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers;

NBSIR 78-1555.

\

Building codes; building design; building regulatory standards;

;
floor coverings; home safety; safety standards; stair safety;

stairway design; accidents; architectural design; architectural
' psychology; architectural research; BSSI20.

. Building codes; building economics; economic analysis; fire

safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathemati-

cal programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

. economics; NBSIR 79-1902.

Building codes; building economics; economic analysis; fire

safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathemati-

j
cal programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

: economics; 19045.

Building codes; building evaluation; elderly; fire safety; han-

j

dicapped occupants; health care facilities; nursing homes;

j user needs; NBSIR 79-1906.

j

Building codes; building performance simulation; computer ap-

plications; energy conservation; illumination standards;

I

lighting distribution simulation; visual performance; SP552,

pp. 321-335 (July 1979).

J Building codes; building regulations; building safety; construc-

j tion; performance; preservation; rehabilitation; renovation;

adaptive reuse; architecture; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

.

Building codes; building regulations; buildings; construction;

economic impacts; environmental considerations; innovative

practices; regulatory research; standards development; ad-

ministrative procedures; SP552.

I

Building codes; building regulations; cost-benefit analysis; life-

cycle analysis; safety regulations; SP552. pp. 267-282 (July

ili

['! Building codes; buildings; building safety; code enforcement;

construction; fire safety; housing; preservation; regulations;

rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; SP536.

Building codes; buildings; building standards; classification;

decision tables; earthquake-resistant design; information net-

I

works; network; seismic design; systems analysis; TNI 100.

l! Building codes; code administration; communication; physically

I
handicapped; public awareness; public relations; accessibility

i standards; SP552, pp. 1 15-120 (July 1979).

Building codes; code enforcement; fire prevention codes; fire

safety; master planning; regulation; standards; SP552, pp.
225-247 (July 1979).

V Building codes; code enforcement; historic district; historic

preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; safety; barriers;

SP536, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

,

Building codes; community development; construction costs;

I

contractors; housing; rehabilitation; standards; SP536, pp. 55-

,

I

61 (Feb. 1979).

iJiBuilding codes; construction; metric; SP552, pp. 283-291 (July

, i
1979).

iBuilding codes; control measures; fire codes; fire safety;

, I
governmental actions; life safety; regulation; risk assessment;

i societal goals; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

. jlBuilding codes and standards; building code structure; existing

buildings; historic preservation; performance attributes; per-

formance evaluation; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

Building construction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care

J!
facilities; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code;

I

nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety

> 1 evaluation; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers; building

codes; NBSIR 78-1555.

Building design; building regulatory standards; floor coverings;

home safety; safety standards; stair safety; stairway design;

accidents; architectural design; architectural psychology;

architectural research; building codes; BSS120.

Building design; building site planning; environmental psycholo-

gy; evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;

pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; SP552. pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Building design; building site planning; environmental psycholo-

gy; evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;

pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; 18430.

Building design; cost; energy conservation; energy standards;

fenestration; life-cycle costing; retrofitting; solar; 19043.

Building economics; building materials; cost estimation;

econometric models; economic analysis; housing; lead-based

paint; lead poisoning; abatement; TN979.
Building economics; building materials; economic analysis;

housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; TN97I

.

Building economics; daylighting; economic analysis; energy

conservation; engineering economics; life-cycle costs; solar

heat gain; thermal efficiency; window; window management;
BSSII9.

Building economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming;
nursing homes; renovation; applied economics; building

codes; NBSIR 79-1902.

Building economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming;

nursing homes; renovation; applied economics; building

codes; 19045.

Building economics; energy conservation; insulation; life-cycle

cost analysis; masonry construction; space heating and cool-

ing requirements; thermal mass; NBSIR 79-1789.

Building energy consumption analysis; computerized building

energy analysis; cooling load calculation; energy conserva-

tion; heating load calculation; NBSLD analysis of residences;

residential energy conservation; thermal mass effect in

buildings; NBSIR 79-1732.

Building envelope; cost effectiveness; economics; energy con-

servation; internal rate of return; life-cycle costing; marginal

analysis; optimal design; residential buildings; space cooling;

space heating; 19044.

Building evacuation; high-rise building design; network fiow;

NBSIR 79-1738.

Building evaluation; design process; man/environment research;

post-occupancy evaluation; questionnaire; user needs; NBSIR
79-1780.

Building evaluation; elderly; fire safety; handicapped occupants;

health care facilities; nursing homes; user needs; building

codes; NBSIR 79-1906.

Building fires; cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire

statistics; pathology; toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; au-

topsy; NBS-GCR-79-168.
Building fires; compartment fires; fabric fiammability; fire de-

tection systems; fire tests; fiammability tests; human
behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway

fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies;

NBSIR 79-1745.

Building fires; computer-aided design; computer simulation; en-

vironmental psychology; fire research; fire safety; human per-

formance; modeling technique; simulation; architectural

research; NBSIR 79-1796.

Building fires; computer-aided design; environmental psycholo-

gy; fire research; fire safety; human performance; modeling

technique; programming; sensitivity analysis; simulation;

architectural research; NBSIR 79-1713.

Building fires; conferences; fire detection; fire investigations;

fire models; fire research; fire retardants; fiame retardants;

human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; SP540.
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Building fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision analysis; fire

losses; furniture; hazard analysis; probability; residential

buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke detectors; standards;

upholstered furniture; TNI 101.

Building fires; equivalency; evaluation; fire safety; models;

research; standards; systematic procedure; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Building fires; escape; evacuation; fires; high rise buildings;

hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; bibliographies;

NBS-C,CR-7H-13H.

Building materials; cost estimation; econometric models;

economic analysis; housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning;

abatement; building economics; TN979.

Building materials; economic analysis; housing; lead-based

paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building economics;

TN971.

Building official; energy code; energy efficient; enforcement;

implementation and effective U value; on-site construction;

pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Building performance simulation; computer applications; energy

conservation; illumination standards; lighting distribution

simulation; visual performance; building codes; SP552, pp.

321-335 (July 1979).

Building ramps; pedestrian circulation; pedestrian fiow;

pedestrian movement; pedestrian ramps; ramps; building cir-

culation; NBSIR 79-1729.

Building regulation; energy conservation; legislation; solar ener-

gy; SP552, pp. 211-216 (July 1979).

Building regulations; building safety; construction; performance;

preservation; rehabilitation; renovation; adaptive reuse;

architecture; building codes; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

Building regulations, buildings; construction; economic impacts;

environmental considerations; innovative practices; regulato-

ry research; standards development; administrative

procedures; building codes; EPS52.
Building regulations; cost-benefit analysis; life-cycle analysis;

safety regulations; building codes; SP552, pp. 267-282 (July

1979).

Building regulatory standards; floor coverings; home safety;

safety standards; stair safety; stairway design; accidents;

architectural design; architectural psychology; architectural

research; building codes; building design; BSSI20.

Building rehabilitation; energy measurements; energy-related in-

ventions; environment; precision power; radioactivity; Raman
microprobe; solar energy; toxic substances; DIMINBS 63,

No. 6. 1-32 (June 1979).

Building research; building technology; codes; criteria; project

summaries; standards; technical bases; SP446-2.

Building research; code administration; existing buildings;

model codes; preservation; regulation; rehabilitation; renova-

tion; building code; TN99S.
Building research; criteria; energy; engineering; industry con-

struction; measurement techniques; standards; SP439-I

.

Building research; NBS solar standards projects; solar energy;

18363.

Building safety; code enforcement; construction; fire safety;

housing; preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; adaptive

reuse; building codes; buildings; SP536.

Building safety; construction; performance; preservation; reha-

bilitation; renovation; adaptive reuse; architecture; building

codes; building regulations; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

Building site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation;

fire escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian move-

ment; regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers;

building design; SP552, pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Building site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation;

fire escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian move-

ment; regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers;

building design; 18430.

Building standards; classification; decision tables; earthquake-

resistant design; information networks; network; seismic

design; systems analysis; building codes; buildings; TNI 100. i

Building standards; foreign building standards; French building

.standards; French standards system; marking and certifica- !;

tion; types of French standards; SP552, pp. 45-56 (July

1979).

Building technology; Center for Building Technology; history of

building research; BSS75. t

Building technology; codes; criteria; project summaries; stan-

dards; technical bases; building research; SP446-2.

Building technology; economic impacts; economics; efficiency;

payback; plumbing; roofing; shingles; venting; benefit-cost

analysis; SP558.

Building technology; France/NBS cooperative program; French

schools; NBSIR 78-1521.
\

Building trades; construction industry; forecasting; labor infor- \

mation systems; manpower projections; modelling; SP552,

pp. 185-196 (July 1979).

Building water systems; CIB; international plumbing research;

plumbing and drainage; U.S. research in plumbing; SP553. '

Building (codes); probability distribution functions; statistical

analysis; storms; structural engineering; wind pressure; wind

speeds; BSSII8.

Buildings; building safety; code enforcement; construction; fire

safety; housing; preservation; regulations; rehabilitation;

adaptive reuse; building codes; SP536.

Buildings; building standards; classification; decision tables; :

earthquake-resistant design; information networks; network;
\

seismic design; systems analysis; building codes; TNI 100.

Buildings; certification; economics of standards; legal aspects of

standards; product certification; product liability; regulation;

standards system; voluntary standards; bibliography; NBSIR \,

79-1900.

Buildings; commercial; daylighting; energy; environments; heat- j:

ing; passive; solar; suburban; urban; application; 18894.

Buildings; communication; cost; human characteristics; personal
j

control; physical environment; privacy; architectural

psychology; bibliography; NBSIR 79-1 793.

Buildings; communications systems; fire safety; high-rise; model
^

codes; people movement; systems design; BSS115.

Buildings; conservation; criteria; design; economics; efficiency;

energy; energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; stan- v
(

dard; 18888.
] j

Buildings; construction; economic impacts; environmental con-

siderations; innovative practices; regulatory research; stan-

dards development; administrative procedures; building
; ^

codes; building regulations; SP552.

Buildings; construction materials; evacuation; exits; fire en-

durance; fire protection; stairways; standards; buiding design; ; \

NBS-GCR-79-176.
Buildings; data acquisition; energy; instrumentation; measure-

ment; thermography; Twin Rivers Project; weather station;

air infiltration; 18733. ;

Buildings; demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-

cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives;

adaptive reuse; TN980. I £.

Buildings; demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-

cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives;

adaptive reuse; 19016. j
[;

Buildings; design; energy; legislation; solar; standards; State;

NBSIR 79-1705.

Buildings; design criteria; glued-laminated timber; safety; tern-) Ci

porary structures; wood; bridges; 18887.
|

Buildings (codes); probability theory; progressive collapse; re-i) Ci

liability; structural engineering; abnormal loads; 1 841 5.

Bulk photovoltaic effect; computer control; homogeneity; mea-^ Ca

surement method; nondestructive testing; photoconductivity;
i

power devices; resistivity variation; automation; SP400-52.
i
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1
Bullet proof vests; armor, body; ballistic deformation; ballistic

i| penetration; body armor; 18465.

j

Buoyancy; diffusion flames; fire entrainment; flame oscillations;

j

plume; scaling; NBSIR 79-1910.

Buoyant convection; finite-difference computations; fire in an

enclosure; heat addition; hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial,

j boundary-value problem; linearized equations; partial dif-

ferential equations; NBSIR 79-1754.

1 Buoyant flow; compartment fires; computer programs; corridor

j

fires; fire models; fire spread; room fires; thermal radiation;

I turbulence; NBS-GCR-78-1 50

.

I

Burglar alarm; guidelines holdup alarm; intrusion alarm; alarm;

; SP480-14.

! Burn injury; clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics; fire; gar-

ments; heat transfer; injury potential; simulation; accident;

apparel; /VB5//? 79-/755.
' Bum injury; ease of ignition; fabrics; fire; flammability tests;

garments; heat transfer; standards; apparel; 18991

.

Butadiyne; ethynyl; hydrogen; mechanism; photochemistry;

j

radicals; rate constant; acetylene; 18443.
' Butylamine; collagen sponge; contraceptive device; gas chro-

matography; mass spectrometry; propylamine; SP519. pp.

;!
469-476 (Apr. 1979).

il

J

1

^
\ Ca II emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; circumstellar shells;

I

emission line, stars; late-type stars; 18853.

\

Ca II emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; emission line, star;

late-type, ultraviolet; spectra; 18926.

j

Cable cool-down; cool-down helium: liquid helium; supercon-

I

ducting power transmission; thermal cycling; thermal stress;

1 NBSIR 79-1618.
~

! Cable interface; computer; controller; control units; hammer
drive; input/output bus; interface; interface signals; I/O inter-

face bus; line printer; print controller; printer; NBS-GCR-79-
j

182.

CaCO;,; CaFj; capacitance measurement; evaporated electrodes;
i! pressure transducer; temperature dependence; adiabatic heat-

ing; AsjS.,; automatic bridge; BiuGeOjo; 18466.
': Cadmium; food chain; lead; mercury; metal; methylation;

microbial tolerance; microorganism; plasmid; tin; arsenic;

bio-transformation; 18860.

Cadmium; neutron activation; radiochemistry; 18478.
Cadmium ratio; east neutron reactions; interfering nuclear reac-

tions; optimization of analysis; silicon; trace analysis; activa-

tion analysis; 18338.

1 CaFj; capacitance measurement; evaporated electrodes; pres-

I

sure transducer; temperature dependence; adiabatic heating;

[
AsjSa; automatic bridge; Bi.aGeOjo; CaCO.,; 18466.

j

CaFj; CdFj; chalcogenide glass; elastic compliances; elastic

constants; elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged;

KBr; KCI; KCI:KI; LiF; MgF^; NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic con-

stants; refractive index; TN993.
CaFj; KCI; optical absorption coefficient; optoacoustic spec-

troscopy; PbF2; photoacoustic spectroscopy; Til; ZnSe; ab-

sorption edge; SP541, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

'i CaF2; laser glass; photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence; piezo-

1 optic constants; SrFj; stress-optical coefficient; BaFj; SP541

,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Calcium; electrical resistivity; magnesium; radium; strontium;

' temperature dependence; alkaline earth elements; barium;

beryllium; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 (1979).

I Calcium; optical Ramsey fringes; photon-recoil structure; satu-
I rated absorption; 18642.
I Calcium energy levels; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra;

JPCRD 8, No. 3, 865-9 1 6 ( 1 979 ).

• Calcium fluoride; cw laser damage; DF laser; fusion cast; laser

;

damage; laser window; single crystal; strontium fluoride; an-

tireflection coatings; SP541, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Calcium fluoride; forging; laser windows; optical properties;

scattering; SP541, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

CALCOMP; computing system; confidence ellipse; OMNITAB
78; plots; portability plots; residuals; statistical plots;

statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; box plots; 18954.

Calculations; cell dimensions; crystal; defect; energy; hydrocar-

bon; methyl-branch; structure; 18787.

Calibrated system; holography; irradiance; laser diagnostics;

phase front; beam profile; TN1015.
Calibration; Clausius-Mossotti equation; compressed-gas capaci-

tor; high voltage; standards; sulfur-hexafluoride; 18513.

Calibration; combustion bombs; combustion calorimetry; histor-

ical survey; prominent calorimetrists; benzoic acid; 18797.

Calibration; convolution; deconvolution; geometrical-optics

radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam geometry; relative

spectral responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scattering

function corrections; spectral line radiometry; spec-

troradiometer characterizations; TN910-4.

Calibration; current; impedance; network analyzer; power;

reflection coefficient, reflectometer; scattering parameters;

six-port; voltage; 18600.

Calibration; current; impedance; network analyzer; power;

reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering parameters;

six-port; voltage; 18601.

Calibration; diffusion bonding; measurement assurance pro-

gram; reference blocks; standards; ultrasonics; variability;

NBSIR 79-1742.

Calibration; digital waveform synthesis; phase angle; phase

measurement; phase meter; waveform generator; 18434.

Calibration; facility; laser optics, low velocity; mine ventilation;

velocity standard; airflow; TN989.
Calibration; Federal Government; laboratory; measurement;

metrology; precision; test equipment; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Calibration; gage blocks; length; measurement assurance; mea-

surement process control; systematic error; uncertainty;

Monogr. 163.

Calibration; high pressure; high pressure chemistry; pressure

generator; 18401.

Calibration; impedance, reflection coefficient; reflectometer;

six-port; TN1012.

Calibration; iron oxide; magnetic property; magnetometer; pow-

ders; susceptibility; 18804.

Calibration; laser; neodymium laser; peak power; power meter;

pulsed laser; Q-switched; risetime; speckle; waveform; at-

tenuators; TNIOIO.
Calibration; microwave measurement; six-port; automatic net-

work analyzer; 18849.

Calibration; microwave measurements; reflectometer; six-port;

18651.

Calibration of particle sizing instruments; Doppler shift spec-

trometer; light scattering; optical particle sizing; particle size

standards; aerosol size measurement; / 8980.

Calibration programs; computer standards; interactive

processing; quality of service; response time; turnaround

time; availability standards; batch processing; SP500-52 , pp.
79-86 (Oct. 1979).

Calibration source; collimation system; data-reduction

technique; low-activity replacement source; measurement
technique; scatter contribution; source capsule; source hous-

ing; spectrometry results; ™CO gamma-ray beam; 18416.

Calibrations; dissemination of units; electrical measurements;

electric power measurements; electrotechnology; impact of

measurements; measurement technology assessment; National

Measurement System; standards; NBSIR 75-935.

Calibrations; energy; fluid mixtures; light; liquefied natural gas;

measurements; microwaves; super spring; ultraviolet radia-

tion; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979 ).

Calibrations; inductive voltage dividers; international com-
parison; measurements; voltage dividers; voltage ratio; 18664.
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Calibrations; mcusurcmcnts; microwaves; radiofrcqucncy; stan-

dards;

Calibrations; measurements; radiation; radiation control; radia-

tion measurements; radiation protection; radiation safety;

standards; states; 18779.

Calit'orniiim; cross sections; fission spectrum; neutron; threshold

reaction; uranium; IH792.

Californium; dosimetry; fission neutrons; iron cross section;

nickel cross section; reaction rates; IHHHi.

Callahan Memorial Award; dental handpiece; dental materials;

dental radiography; dental research; Nelscn, Robert J.; IH497.

Calorimeter; laser; laser MAP; laser measurements; laser power
and energy; NBS standards; standards; 18914.

Calorimeters; combustion; combustion calorimeters; electrical

calibration equipment; IHH03

.

Calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire;

specific heat; standard reference materials; thermodynamic
properties; alumina; aluminum oxide; IH377.

Calorimetry; elasticity; electrical resistivity; cmittancc; measure-

ment system; standard reference materials; temperature; ther-

mal conductivity; thermal expansion; thermal properties;

vapor pressure; viscosity; 1 8905.

Calorimetry; electroacoustic method; medical applications;

metrology; NDE; radiation force; transducer characterization;

ultrasonics; acoustic theory; 18438.

Calorimetry; heat capacity; measurement automation; p-

Terphenyl; thermodynamic properties; X-type transition;

adiabutic calorimetry; automated calorimetry; 18376.

Calorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry; mechanisms;
multiphoton; thermochemistry; unimolecular dissociation;

18709.

Calorimetry; laser beamsplitter system; laser calibration system;

laser measurements, laser power calibration; NBSIR 79-1619.

Calorimetry; optical coatings; absorption; SP54I, pp. 33-36

(Dec. 1978).

Calorimetry, gas flow; chlorine thermochemistry; flame

calorimetry; fluorinaceous; oxidizer; thermochemistry of

fluorine compounds; 18755.

Canada; certification; Denmark; economics of standards;

government policy; international standards; laboratory ac-

creditation; standards systems; United Kingdom; West Ger-
many; antitrust; NBS-GCR-79-l 72

.

Cancer; connective tissue; differential diagnosis; medullary car-

cinoma; papillary carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadow-

ing; ultrasound; attenuation; breast cancer; SP525. pp. 93-99

(Apr. 1979).

Capabilities; ease of learning and using; installation; language;

maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability;

poster; reliability, statistical computing section; worksheet;
18903.

Capabilities; methodology; needs; Performance Management
System (PMS); SP500-52, pp. 69-77 (Oct. 1979).

Capacitance; rectangular coaxial line; transmission lines; 18694.

Capacitance measurement; evaporated electrodes; pressure

transducer; temperature dependence; adiabatic heating;

As.,S:,; automatic bridge; Bi,.,Ge0..i„; CaCO;,; CaF^, 18466.

Capacitance sensor; densimeter; magnetic suspension; position

detector; 18962.

Capacitive transducer; signal analysis; simulated acoustic emis-

sion; time-domain deconvolution; transient elastic wave
propagation; acoustic emission; 18878.

Capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipation factor; loss

angle; microphonic coupling; phase angle; surface films;

18454.

Capacitor; density; dielectric constant; oxygen; 18987.

Capacity planning; computer performance evaluation; Informa-

tion Management System (IMS); management reporting; per-

formance analysis; structured approach; auditing; SP500-52,

pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Capacity planning; financial applications; long-range planning;

management control; measurement; modeling; on-line system

design; performance evaluation; performance management;

prototyping; remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit;

SP500-52. pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Capacity planning; hardware monitors; modeling; performance

evaluation; performance prediction; simulation; validation;

workload characterization; workload management; SP500-52

,

pp. I 79-192 (Oct. 1979).

Capacity planning; performance evaluation; analytic queucing

theory models; SP500-52, p. 227 (Oct. 1979).

Capillary columns; gas chromatography; hydrocarbons; SP519,

pp. 713-718 (Apr. 1979).

Capillary leaks; corrosion failure; hermeticity; moisture infu-

sion; oxide moisture sensors; accelerated stress test; NBS-
GCR-79-170.

Capillary-column; charge exchange; chemical ionization; gas

chromatography; mass spectrometry; polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons; 5^5/9, pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Capital formation; economic growth; health facilities; public

sector efficiency; subsidies; t .-chnological change; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-45.

Capital formation; economic growth; journal publishing; public

sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-44.

Capital formation; economic growth; local air transport; public

sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-46.

Capital formation; economic growth; maritime transport; public

sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-43.

Capital formation; economic growth; mass transit; public sector

efficiency; subsidies; technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-41.

Capital formation; economic growth; municipal wastewater

treatment facilities; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Capital formation; economic growth; nuclear power plants;

public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-42.

Capital formation; economic growth; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47.'

Capital formation; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; regulatory impact; research and development; steel in-

dustry; technology; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

Carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-capture; hydrazines;

maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines;

nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy analyzer

(TEA); tobacco; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Carbamates; gas chromatography; organochlorides; pesticides;

sediment and water; SP519, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatography;

glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose;

ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; SP519, pp. 271-278

(Apr. 1979).

Carbon; copper; hollow cathodes; mass spectrometry; neon;

nitrogen; Penning effect; 18449.

Carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; carbonyl; exchange; hydrox-

yl; kinetics; mechanism; photochemistry; 18436.

Carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal gasification; COLGAS;
hydrogen; interactive computer program; methane; minimiza-

tion of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simultaneous chemical

equilibria; water; BASIC; NBSIR 78-1509.

Carbon dioxide; oxygen; pH; acid-base status of blood; blood

gases; blood pH; 18470.
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Carbon monoxide; carbonyl; exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics;

mechanism; photochemistry; carbon dioxide; 18436.

Carbon monoxide; coal gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen; in-

teractive computer program; methane; minimization of Gibbs

energy; phase rule; simultaneous chemical equilibria; water;

BASIC; carbon dioxide; NBSIR 78-1509.

Carbon tetrachloride; chloroform; drinking water analysis; gas

chromatography; parts per billion; SP519, pp. 175-179 (Apr.

1979).

Carbonaceous chondrite; chemical evolution; meteorite;

Mighei; abiotic synthesis; SP519, pp. 771-775 (Apr. 1979).

Carbonate radical; chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions;

nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals; phosphate radical; photoly-

sis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thio-

cyanate radical anion; aqueous solution; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Carbon-manganese steel; fatigue; fatigue cracks; fracture

mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws; weld-

ments; 18802.

Carbon-manganese steel; fracture mechanics; fracture

toughness; pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; 18612.

Carbonyl; exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics; mechanism;
photochemistry; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; 18436.

Carbon- 1 3; conformational analysis; nitrogen- 15 coupling con-

stants; nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; proton

I coupling; structural analysis; bis(hexopyranosyl)amine;
I 18764.

1 Carboxylic acids; catecholamines; conjugates; detection sen-

I

sitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair

chromatography; ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic

amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids; SP519, pp.
509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Carcinogenesis; neutron; repair; survival; transformation; x ray;

,
SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

Cardiac pacemakers; computer standards; fire safety; molyb-

I

denum; network measurement; semiconductors; SRM's; stan-
I dards; DIMINBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

Cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; electrostatic-in-

duced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak testing; mea-

i
surement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture; non-

!
destructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; relia-

bility; semiconductor devices; welding; SP400-50.

Carrier gas doping; electron capture detector; methyl chloride;

monochlorinated organics; SW/P, pp. 143-151 (Apr. 1979).

I

Cartridges; cassettes; core memories; disks; drums; floppy disks;

I

laser beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memo-
ries; video disks; beam-addressables; SP500-45.

Cascades in atomic decay; exponential fitting; Kr VIII; atomic

decay curve simulation; atomic transition probabilities; beam-
I foil spectroscopy; 18508.

! Case study; cogeneration; demonstration project; ETIP; evalua-

tion; information intervention; integrated utility systems;

SBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59.

Cassettes; core memories; disks; drums; floppy disks; laser

j;
beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memories;

jj
video disks; beam-addressables; cartridges; SP500-45.

Casting; composite; cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; resin;

wear; accelerator; alloy; base metal; NBSIR 78-1573.

Cataclysmic variables; binary stars; 18595.

Catalog; dynamic programming; iterative procedure; models;

1

optimization; stability; standards; NBSIR 78-1539.

Catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides;

drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography;

ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivi-

ty; sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; SP519, pp. 509-

523 (Apr. 1979).

Catecholamines; electrochemical detection; liquid chromatog-

raphy; phenolic metabolites; SP519, pp. 391-397 (Apr.

I

1979).

Cathodoluminescence; ion scattering spectrometry; laser

microprobe mass analyzer; laser Raman microprobe;

microanalysis; secondary ion mass spectrometry; x-ray

microanalysis; Auger electron spectroscopy; 18568.

Cation distribution; cation ordering; impurities; oxyapatite;

18448.

Cation ordering; impurities; oxyapatite; cation distribution;

18448.

Cavitation; cavitation threshold vs temperature; radiation-in-

duced cavitation; temperature dependence of cavitation

threshold; threshold; acoustic cavitation; NBSIR 79-1753.

Cavitation erosion; extended immersion; flammability; glass

reinforced plastics; graphite epoxy; impact; marine environ-

ment; advanced composites; SP563
, pp. 276-285 (Oct.

1979).

Cavitation threshold v5 temperature; radiation-induced cavita-

tion; temperature dependence of cavitation threshold;

threshold; acoustic cavitation; cavitation; NBSIR 79-1753.

Cavity frequency stabilization; digital demodulator; frequency-

lock servo; frequency standard; inversion transition in am-
monia; precision; acceleration insensitive oscillator; ammonia
microwave absorption; atomic clock; 18698.

Cavity phase shift; Ramsey envelope; Ramsey separated oscil-

lating fields; two frequency separated oscillating fields;

atomic beams; atomic frequency standards; 18475.

Cavity pulling; cavity servo; dielectrically loaded cavity;

frequency stability; second-order Doppler shift phase modula-

tion; spin exchange; temperature coefficient; time dispersion;

wall shift; amplitude modulation; 18696.

Cavity resonance; coaxial line resonator; dielectric constant;

dielectric loss; lunar sample; temperature variation of dielec-

tric parameters of soil; 18566.

Cavity servo; dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency stability;

second-order Doppler shift phase modulation; spin exchange;

temperature coefficient; time dispersion; wall shift; amplitude

modulation; cavity pulling; 18696.

CCD; electrical test structure; gated diode; generation lifetime;

integrated gated-diode electrometer; integrated test structure;

leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler; surface recombination;

NBSIR 79-1744.

CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; infrared spectrum;

interferometer; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet

spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; 18842.

CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accuracy; modular

capacitive divider; portable system; truck-mounted; 18833.

CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accuracy; portable

system; truck-mounted; 18938.

CdFj; chalcogenide glass; elastic compliances; elastic constants;

elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCl;

KCI:KI; LiF; MgF,; NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refrac-

tive index; SiOa; TN993.
CdSe; CdTe; internal reflections; laser calorimeter; linear ab-

sorption; Nd:YAG laser; two photon absorption; SP541, pp.

19-23 (Dec. 1978).

CdSe; coating substrate; damage resistant; Ge; PbF^; pulsed HF
laser; antireflection coatings; SP541. pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).

CdTe; internal reflections; laser calorimeter; linear absorption;

Nd:YAG laser; two photon absorption; CdSe; SP541, pp. 19-

23 (Dec. 1978).

Ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detec-

tors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams;

NBS-GCR-78-128.
Ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detec-

tors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams;

NBS-GCR-78-129
Cell design; electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography;

oxidation; reduction; SP519, pp. 705-7 12 (Apr. 1979).

Cell detachment; mechanical properties; tissue damage; tissue

death; SP525, pp. 317-322 (Apr. 1979).
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Cell dimensions; crystal; defect; energy; hydrocarbon; methyl-

branch; structure; calculations; 18787.

Cell-proliferation; cell-turnover; cytotoxicity; homeostasis;

promotion; RBE; risk; SP554, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Cell-turnover; cytotoxicity; homeostasis; promotion; RBE; risk;

cell-proliferation; SP554, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Cellular plastic; low temperature; mechanical properties;

polystyrene; polyurethane; thermal insulation; thermal pro-

perties; 18719.

Cellulose; cellulose aging; natural aging; paper; paper aging;

tests for paper; accelerated aging; aging; aging of cellulose;

aging of paper; 19017.

Cellulose aging; natural aging; paper; paper aging; tests for

paper; accelerated aging; aging; aging of cellulose; aging of

paper; cellulose; 19017.

Cellulose thermal insulation; critical radiant flux; flame spread;

smoldering combustion; test methods; attic floor radiant

panel; NBSIR 79-1588.

Cellulose triacetate filters; gas chromatography; pesticide

residues; samphng; SP519, pp. 19-32 (Apr. 1979).

Cement; concrete; energy saving opportunities; research needs;

SP542.

Cement; history; standards; alkalies; 18854.

Cemented carbides; electrochemical grinding; grinding; tung-

sten carbide; SP562, pp. 305-315 (Oct. 1979).

Cementing-materials; compressive strength; hot-dry-rock well;

permeability to water; pipe-bonding strength; tensile strength;

19018.

Center for Building Technology; history of building research;

building technology; BSS75.

Center for Building Technology; key words; publications; ab-

stracts; SP457-3.

Center for Building Technology; manuscripts; word processing

center; word processing equipment; 18429.

Centimeter; conversion; customary units; inch; metric units;

SP376.

Central unit; computerized; detection; electronic lock; exclu-

sion area; forced entry deterrent systems; guard control sta-

tion; higher headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit;

response force; triply redundant central computer; NBSIR
79-1725.

Centralized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displace-

ment; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go;

ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis

and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; SP547, pp. 345-

357 (July 1979).

Centrifugal; Coriolis; frame transformation relations; level

cluster; spherical tops; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer
approximation; 18599.

Centrifuge; comparison of measurement methods; free water;

freezing calorimeter; hydrology forecasting; microwave
remote sensing; snow; NBSIR 79-1604.

Cepheids; population 11 cepheids; AU Peg; binary cepheids;

18913.

Cepstrum; computer; convolution; de-convolution; liver; power
spectrum; signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue

parameters; ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; SP525, pp. 287-

295 (Apr. 1979).

Ceramic; scanning electron microscope; secondary electron

emission; silicon; surface roughness; y-deflection modulation;

SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramic; surface characterization; surface crack; turbine blade;

acoustic surface wave; SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramic machining; ceramics; effects of machining on ceramic

properties; hardness; surface characterizations; surface finish-

ing; abrasion; SP562.

Ceramic surfaces; diamond single-point machining; high

fiuence; laser irradiation; SP562, pp. 513-518 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramics; chemical milling; electric discharge machining; elec-

tron beam machining; glass; hydrodynamic machining; ion

beam machining; water jet cutting; SP562, pp. 261-281 (Oct.

1979).

Ceramics; chipping; crack formation; fracture toughness; fric-

tion; hardness; liquid softening; oxides; scratching; size effect;

specific energy; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramics; coated abrasives; grinding; stone; abrasives; SP562,

pp. 201-207 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramics; contact stress; damage penetration; fracture

mechanics; fragmentation; glass; grinding; impact; silicon

nitride; strength; stress intensity factor; abrasive machining;

SP562, pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electro-

caloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat

switches; magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization; potassi-

um tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium titanate;

beryllium; 18680.

Ceramics; effects of machining on ceramic properties; hardness;

surface characterizations; surface finishing; abrasion; ceramic

machining; SP562.

Ceramics; erosion; impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abra-

sives; NBSIR 78-1575.

Ceramics; erosion; impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abra-

sives; 18858.

Ceramics; fracture; plastic penetration; thermal stresses; abra-

sive wear; SP562, pp. 1-13 (Oct. 1979).

Ceramics; material removal; abrasive machining; chip forma-

tion; fine grinding; glass; SP562, pp. 107-1 14 (Oct. 1979).

Cerebral palsy; deafness; developmentally disabled; epilepsy;

fire safety; group homes; handicapped; mental retardation;

ambulatory people; autism; NBS-GCR-79-167

.

Cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-performance liquid chro-

matography; light-scattering; lipids; nephelometry; oils;

reversed-phase; serum; SP519, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Cerebrospinal fluid; fluorescence flow cell; liquid chromatog-

raphy; tryptophan metabolites; brain; SP5I9, pp. 411-418

(Apr. 1979).

Cerium dihydride; crystal-field splitting; inelastic neutron scat-

tering; magnetic properties of rare earth alloys; metal

hydrides; rare-earth hydrides; 19030.

Certification; characterization; composition; properties;

research materials; special reference materials; standard

reference materials; analysis; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Certification; Denmark; economics of standards; government

policy; international standards; laboratory accreditation; stan-

dards systems; United Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust;

Canada; NBS-GCR-79- 172

.

Certification; economics of standards; legal aspects of stan-

dards; product certification; product liability; regulation;

standards system; voluntary standards; bibliography;

buildings; NBSIR 79-1900.

Certified reference materials; measurement; measurement com-

patibility; reference materials; standard reference materials;

analytical laboratory; 18748.

Cesium; electrical resistivity; francium; lithium; magnetic flux

density dependence; potassium; pressure dependence; rubidi-

um; sodium; temperature dependence; alkali elements;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 (1979).

Cesium; exponential index; ionization; multiphoton; Rabi

frequency; Star shift; two-level model; absorption; 18892.

Cesium; ionization; perturbation theory; second-order perturba-

tion theory; two-photon ionization; 18927.

Cesium; laser bandwidth; lasers; multiphoton ionisation; 18874.

Cesium standards; crystal oscillators; frequency standards;

hydrogen standards; rubidium standards; time and frequency;

timekeeping; atomic clocks; 18908.

Chairs; compartment fires; fire tests; flammability; furnishings;

upholstered furniture; TNI 103.
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1 Chairs; doors; evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters;

I
nursing homes; patients; room fires; smoke; upholstered fur-

niture; NBS-GCR-79-159.
Chalcogenide glass; elastic compliances; elastic constants;

elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCI;

KC1:KI; LiF; MgF..; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refrac-
'

live index; SiOj; SrF^; TN993

.

Character set; computer interface; cost; data entry; edit; opera-

tor speed; record size; transaction volume; transfer speed;

validate; verify; application; SP500-55

.

Characteristic phonons; chemical-vapor deposition; image spoil-

ing; infrared imaging; lattice absorption; zinc sulfide; SP541,
' pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

Characteristic x-ray yield; electron probe microanalysis; inner

J shell ionization cross section; Monte Carlo electron trajectory

I

simulation; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray yield; 18978.

Characterization; composition; properties; research materials;

special reference materials; standard reference materials;

j

analysis; certification; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

j

Characterization; density; electrical resistivity; graphite; Lorenz

ratio; reference materials; thermal conductivity; 18668.

I

Characterization; differential attenuation; tumor; ultrasound;

SP525, pp. 121-124 (Apr. 1979).

Characterization of tissue; optical correlation; scattering; swept-

I

frequency diffraction; angular scattering; SP525, pp. 143-152

jj

(Apr. 1979).

Characterization, transducers; propagating, bulk waves; trans-

I ducers, angle beam; transducers, contact; transducers, im-

t
mersion; transducers, ultrasonic; transduction, ultrasonic; ul-

{

trasonic; ultrasound; 18907.

;

Charge exchange; chemical ionization; gas chromatography;

j

mass spectrometry; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; capil-

I

lary-column; S/'5/9, pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Charge motion; polarization; poly( vinylchloride );

ij
poly( vinylidenefluoride); pyroelectric response; thermal

pulse; vinylidenefluoride-tetrafluoroethylene copolymer;

I
blocking electrode; 18408.

il

Charge transfer; chlorophyll; erythromycin; fast reactions; fis-

i sion track; ion-dipole; /3-endorphin; "2Cf; SP519, pp. 673-

! 677 (Apr. 1979).

Charge transfer; copper; luminescence; microspec-

I
trofluorimetry; photoluminescence; spectrofluorimetry; sur-

I
face analysis; tetrazole; benzotriazole; 18504.

j

Charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited argon atoms;

force constants; infrared spectrum; ketenimine; matrix isola-

tion; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet

photolysis; 18879.

Charge transfer; ethyl nitrate; ion-molecule reactions; aromatic

j

substitution; association ions; 18332.

j

Charge transfer; excited argon atoms; free radicals; infrared

I spectra; matrix isolation; molecular ions; photochemistry; ul-

! traviolet spectra; 18847.

Charge transfer; hollow cathode discharge; metal vapor produc-

l!

tion; sputtering; 18968.

j

Charge transfer equilibria; entropy change; ion cyclotron

1
resonance; ionization energy; aromatic compound; 18337.

' Charged currents; fermi theory; neutral currents; neutrino scat-

:
tering; weak interaction; atomic parity mixing; 18951

.

I

Charged particle; electron; energy deposition; Monte Carlo;

multiple scatter; tracklength; 18965.

Charmonium; particle spectroscopy; quarks; selection rules;

spin forces; tensor force; 18432.

Check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber op-

tics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground
readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and anal-

ysis; level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detection;

SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Chelating resin; graphite furnace atomic absorption; sea water;

separation; trace element analysis; water analysis; 18402.

Chemical actinometry; second harmonic generation; solar

radiation measurements; absolute radiometers; blackbody

measurements; 18476.

Chemical composition; composite resins; dental materials; pri-

mates; pulp response; toxicology; 18690.

Chemical degradation; coal conversion; coal gasifier; compu-
ters; data; metric; refractory concrete; resource conservation

and recovery; DIM/NBS 63,No 12, 1-32 ( 1979).

Chemical durability; glass surface; latent scratch; optical glass;

polishing; cleaning; SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Chemical effects; delayed neutrons; Einstein model; fission;

temperature effects; thermal; "''U; 18687.

Chemical equations; equation balancing; algebraic method;

balancing equations; 18984.

Chemical evolution; meteorite; Mighei; abiotic synthesis; car-

bonaceous chondrite; SP5I9, pp. 771-775 (Apr. 1979).

Chemical grouts; damp course membrane; metallic membrane;
permeability; preservation technology; adobe building materi-

als; NBSIR 79-1730.

Chemical ionization; electron capture; gas chromatography-

mass spectrometry; negative ions; SP519, pp. 601-607 (Apr.

1979).

Chemical ionization; electron-capture; hydrazines; maleic

hydrazide; mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines;

nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy analyzer

(TEA); tobacco; carbamates; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr.

1979).

Chemical ionization; gas chromatography; mass spectrometry;

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; capillary-column; charge

exchange; SP519, pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Chemical kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase ion-molecule

reactions; mass spectrometry; organic molecules; rate coeffi-

cients; NSRDS-NBS64.
Chemical kinetics; data needs; free radicals; modeling; NO^.;

olefins, SOj.; troposphere; aldehydes; aromatics; SP557.

Chemical kinetics; environmental measurements; nitric acid;

nitrous acid; ozone; rate constants; 18551

.

Chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; ox-

yanion radicals; phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis;

rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical

anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radical; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Chemical milling; electric discharge machining; electron beam
machining; glass; hydrodynamic machining; ion beam
machining; water jet cutting; ceramics; SP562, pp. 261-281

(Oct. 1979).

Chemical processing; engineering calculations; equation of

state; fluid properties; prediction; standard reference data;

synthetic gas; 19022.

Chemical shifts; conformation; coupling constants; hex-

ononitriles; iterative analysis; proton nmr spectroscopy; shift

reagents; acyclic sugars; 18742.

Chemical spot tests; color tests; drugs of abuse; field test kits;

sensitivity; specificity; 18492.

Chemical-vapor deposition; image spoiling; infrared imaging;

lattice absorption; zinc sulfide; characteristic phonons;

SP541. pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

Chemisorption; cupric anthranilate; cupric ion-containing

hydroxyapatite; reaction kinetics; surface reaction; anthranil-

ic acid; 7*972.

Chemisorption; enamel; hydroxyapatite; surface area; bone;

18411.

Chemisorption; formaldehyde; ruthenium; surface chemistry; ul-

traviolet photoemission spectroscopy; adsorption; 18791

.

Chemistry of fire; combustion products; fire hazards; fire

modeling; fire research; human behavior in fires; physics of

fire; toxicity of combustion products; NBSIR 79-1916.

Chemomechanical effects; environmental effects; fracture of

brittle materials; hydrogen embrittlement; Rehbinder effects;

Westwood effects; acoustic emission; SP562, pp. 139-145

(Oct. 1979).
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Chcvrel-phase; coexistence; crystal field; magnetic supercon-

ductor; neutron scattering; rare earth; Ifi850.

Chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating

equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investiga-

tions; NBSIR 79-1731.

Chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating

equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investiga-

tions; NBS-aCR-7H-149.
Chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating

equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investiga-

tions; 18537.

Chinese glass; galena ores; glass; Japanese glass; lead; lead

isotopes; 18840.

Chip formation; fine grinding; glass; ceramics; material

removal; abrasive machining; SP562, pp. 107-114 (Oct.

1979).

Chip formation; grinding forces; surface condition; surface

grinding; SP562, pp. 75-91 (Oct. 1979).

Chipping; crack formation; fracture toughness; friction; hard-

ness; liquid softening; oxides; scratching; size effect; specific

energy; ceramics; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Chipping; ferrites; glass melting; grinding; grinding model; high-

speed grinding; pyrex; size effect; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979).

Chirp signals; imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sen-

sitivity; signal averaging; signal processing; tissue charac-

terization; tomography; transducers; ultrasonics; annular

array; breast cancer; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Chi-squared test; Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (1845-1926);

goodness of fit; Sir Francis Beaufort ( 1774-1857); binomial

test; 18471.

Chloride; methyl; methyl chloride; photochemistry; 18340.

Chloride analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; cou-

lometry; definitive method; electrolytes; reference method;
serum chloride analysis; statistical analysis; amperometry;

SP260-67.

Chloride complexes; environment; formation constants; ionic

mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; pri-

mary salt effect; speciation; activation parameters; aqueous
transmethylation; 18484.

Chlorides; data compilation; density; electrical conductance;

fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard

reference data; surface tension; viscosity; bromides; JPCRD
8, No. I, 125-302 (1979).

Chlorine sink; high resolution IR spectra; hypochlorous acid;

large A-value molecules; stratospheric HOCl; air pollutants;

18864.

Chlorine thermochemistry; flame calorimetry; fluorinaceous;

oxidizer; thermochemistry of fluorine compounds;
calorimetry, gas flow; 18755

.

Chlorofluoromethylene; fluorescence; laser spectroscopy; mul-

tiphoton dissociation; radicals; vibronic spectroscopy; 19042.

Chloroform; drinking water analysis; gas chromatography; parts

per billion; carbon tetrachloride; SP5I9, pp. 175-179 (Apr.

1979).

Chlorophyll; erythromycin; fast reactions; fission track; ion-

dipole; ^-endorphin; "''Cf; charge transfer; SP519. pp. 673-

677 (Apr. 1979).

Cholesterol; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; isotope

dilution; serum; SP519. pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1979).

Chromatic number; color function; graph; graph coloring;

heuristic; interchange; random test graphs; scheduling; time

complexity; algorithm; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Chromatographic preconcentration; detector sensitivity; gas

chromatography; glass capillary columns; high-performance

liquid chromatography; LC microcapillary columns; selective

detectors; ancillary methods; bonded phases; SP5I9, pp. 487-

499 (Apr. 1979).

Chromatography; sulfuric acid; trace organics; battery; SP519,

pp. 797-802 (Apr. 1979).

Chromatography/column packings (GO; electron-capture de-

tection; evaporation; nomenclature; sample work-up; stan-

dards; SP5I9, pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Chromospheres, stars; circumstellar shells; emission line, stars;

late-type stars; Ca ii emission, stars; 18853.

Chromospheres, stars; emission line, star; late-type, ultraviolet;

spectra; Ca ii emission, stars; 18926.

CHiiFj; FIR; optically pumped; wavelength; 18961

.

CHj; collision induced bands; COj; C2H4; dielectric virial coeffi-

cients; refractive virial coefficients; SF„; 18786.

CIB; international plumbing research; plumbing and drainage;

U.S. research in plumbing; building water systems; SP553.

Cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire statistics; pathology;

toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building fires; NBS-
GCR-79-168.

Circuit bridge; dynamic characterization of sample/hold ampli-

fier; amplifier, sample/hold; bridge circuit; 18505.

Circulatory assist devices; fatigue of polymers; mechanical test-

ing; additive damage; biaxial fatigue; biomaterials; NBSIR 79-

1741.

Circumferential tearing; fire extinguisher; hydrostatic pressure

testing; intergranular cracking stainless steel; sensitized metal;

18368.

Circumstellar dust; line formation; radiation transfer; stellar at-

mospheres; 18435.

Circumstellar shells; emission line, stars; late-type stars; Ca 11

emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; 18853.

Cirrhosis; composition-dependent scattering; fatty liver;

stochastic scattering; tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue

scattering; ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis;

backscatter frequency dependence; SP525, pp. 157-163

(Apr. 1979).

CISPR; ground screen; measurements; standards; VDE; anten-

nas; 19033.

Citizen rights; computers; computer utilization; confidentiality;

data systems; personnel administration; personnel practices;

personnel records; privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant

information; security; SP500-50.

Civil trials; courtroom procedures; juror attitudes; prerecorded

videotaped trials; PRVTT; trials, PRVTT; videotaped trials;

SP480-30.

Classification; decision tables; earthquake-resistant design; in-

formation networks; network; seismic design; systems analy-

sis; building codes; buildings; building standards; TNI 100.

Clausius-Mossotti equation; compressed-gas capacitor; high

voltage; standards; sulfur-hexafluoride; calibration; 18513.

Clay; forensic; INAA; paper; trace elements; analysis; 18325.

Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit

processing; kinetics of oxide growth; oxidation of silicon;

semiconductor processing; silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally

stimulated measurement; thermal oxidation; Zn-doped

glasses; boron nitride; NBS-GCR-78-134.

Clean water regulation; Environmental Protection Agency;

evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; regulatory experimentation; regulatory

policy; rulemaking; technological innovation; NBS-GCR-ETIP
79-63.

Cleaning; chemical durability; glass surface; latent scratch; opti-

cal glass; polishing; SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Clean-up; contamination; dianabol; gas chromatography-mass

spectrometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography (glc);

gc/ms interface; high performance liquid chromatography

(hpic); inert columns; metabolism; methandienone; urine;

SP519, pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; coulometry; definitive i;

method; electrolytes; reference method; serum chloride anal-

ysis; statistical analysis; amperometry; chloride analysis; \[

SP260-67.
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I

Clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; definitive method; elec-

I

trolytes; flame atomic emission spectroscopy; reference

method; semiautomated pipetting; serum potassium analysis;

: statistical analysis; SP260-63.

{clinical analysis; fluorescence detection; liquid chromatog-

raphy; triamterene assay; SP519, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1979).

Clinical cardiac data; digital processing; Fast Fourier Trans-

form; frequency spectra; in vivo; microprocessor-controlled

data acquisition; myocardial infarction; real-time; tissue

characterization; ultrasound diagnosis; SP525, pp. 267-273
(Apr. 1979).

Clinical chemistry; coulometry; definitive method; electrolytes;

reference method; serum chloride analysis; statistical analysis;

amperometry; chloride analysis; clinical analysis; SP260-67.
Clinical chemistry; definitive method; electrolytes; flame atomic

emission spectroscopy; reference method; semiautomated
pipetting; serum potassium analysis; statistical analysis; clini-

cal analysis; SP260-63.

Clinical chemistry; drug analysis; gas chromatography; internal

I
standards; methylation; sample preparation; SP5I9, pp. 381-

* 390 (Apr. 1979).

Clinical chemistry; environmental chemistry; gas chromatog-
raphy; liquid chromatography; automation; SP519, pp. 587-

600 (Apr. 1979).

Clinical chemistry; ion selective electrodes; penicillamine;

potentiometric titration; SP519, pp. 455-459 (Apr. 1979).

Clinical chemistry; reference material; 18536.

Clinical sampling of infants; clinical trace organic sampling;

Guthrie blotters; blood samples; SP5I9, pp. 373-379 (Apr.

1979).

i Clinical trace organic sampling; Guthrie blotters; blood sam-
ples; clinical sampling of infants; SP519, pp. 373-379 (Apr.

1979).

Clinical ultrasound; ocular tumor; power spectra; Rayleigh scat-

tering; ultrasonic spectrum analysis; SP525, pp. 111-119

i

(Apr. 1979).

Clinical use; derivatization; quaternary two-phase systems;

serum; uv-detection; tricyclic antidepressives;

benzodiazepines; SP5I9, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Clock; GOES; microprocessors; satellite; synchronization; time;

18393.

Clocks; communication; frequency standards; navigation; sta-

bility; time; 18826.

Clocks; frequency drift; frequency stability; navigation; oscilla-

!
tor; position location; time dispersion; time error; time error

!
measure; time prediction error; 18899.

Clock's rms time errors; flicker noise; frequency modulation;

frequency reference; precision oscillators; 18940.

Closed systems; electromagnetic problems; functional theoretic

techniques; modified residue calculus; open systems; remote
sensing; Monogr. 164.

Closure; O-stability; diagonal matrix; field of values; Hadamard
product; inclusion theorem; Kronecker product; numerical

radius; spectrum; stable matrix; 18909.

Clot; hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; impedance; infarct; speed;

ultrasonic; attenuation; brain tumor; SP525, pp. 81-84 (Apr.

1979).

Clothes dryer; efficiency; energy conservation; heat recovery;

I

lint; performance; venting; appliance; 18793.

Clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics; fire; garments; heat

transfer; injury potential; simulation; accident; apparel; burn
injury; NBSIR 79-1755.

Cluster analysis; computer modeling; computer performance;

empirical models; modeling; performance modeling; wor-
kload characterization; SP500-52,pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Clustering; performance evaluation; stratified sampling;

benchmarking; SP500-52, pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

CMOS/SOS; process control; process metrology; silicon gate;

test patterns; test structures; NBSIR 79-1595.

CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; infrared spectrum; inter-

ferometer; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spec-

trum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; CCN; 18842.

Coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

NBSIR 79-1731.

Coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

NBS-GCR-78-149.
Coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

1853 7.

Coal combustion products; glass capillary gas chromatography;

high pressure extraction; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon;

SP519, pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

Coal conversion; coal gasifier; computers; data; metric; refrac-

tory concrete; resource conservation and recovery; chemical

degradation; DIM/NBS 63, No. 12. 1-32 ( 1979).

Coal gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive computer
program; methane; minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule;

simultaneous chemical equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon diox-

ide; carbon monoxide; NBSIR 78-1509.

Coal gasification; high pressure; high temperature; measure-

ment method; powder diffraction; reactive atmosphere;

18945.

Coal gasifier; computers; data; metric; refractory concrete;

resource conservation and recovery; chemical degradation;

coal conversion; DIM/NBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 (1979).

Coatgebra; direct limit; faithful distributive module; generating

function; incidence algebra; inverse limit; orthogonal

idempotents; quEisi-order; topological algebra; 18788.

Coated abrasives; grinding; stone; abrasives; ceramics; SP562,

pp. 201-207 (Oct. 1979).

Coating optical absorption; laser calorimetry theory; optical

calorimetry theory; surface optical absorption; SP541, pp. 7-

12 (Dec. 1978).

Coating protection; pile corrosion; protection of steel; salt

water corrosion; sea water corrosion; steel corrosion; 18424.

Coating substrate; damage resistant; Ge; PbF,; pulsed HF laser;

antireflection coatings; CdSe; SP54 1 , pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978) .

Coatings; SiC; strength; surfaces; SP562, pp. 483-488 (Oct.

1979) .

Coaxial; communication; contention; data; digital; ethernet;

local; microprocessor; network; serial; broadcast; 18760.

Coaxial line resonator; dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar

sample; temperature variation of dielectric parameters of soil;

cavity resonance; 18566.

Coaxial transmission line; cut-off frequency; equivalent circuit;

modal analysis; scattering matrix; step discontinuity; TEM-
cell; variational formulation; NBSIR 79-1606.

Cobalt; critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy;

iron; nickel; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic

properties; activity coefficient; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

(1979).

Cobalt units; dose buildup; linacs; patient survival; betatrons;

SP554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Cobalt-60 photons; configuration; plug; scattered photons;

sleeve; source capsule; source pellets; spacer; spectra; spec-

trometry; atomic number; 18355.

Co-condensation; gas chromatography; trapping; air sampling;

SP519, pp. 95-99 (Apr. 1979).

Cocured and precured laminates; exoatmospheric exposure of

composites; Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF); polyi-

mide composite stability in space; polyimide/graphite

mechanical properties; ultrasonic inspection; SP563, pp. 4-16

(Oct. 1979).

Code administration; codes; evaluation; existing buildings; per-

formance standard; building; SP549.
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Code administration; communication; physically handicapped;

pubhc awareness; public relations; accessibility standards;

building codes; 5^552, pp. I 15-120 (July 1979).

Code administration; existing buildings; model codes; preserva-

tion; regulation; rehabilitation; renovation; building code;

building research; TN99S.

Code enforcement; construction; fire safety; housing; preserva-

tion; regulations; rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; building

codes; buildings; building safety; SPS36.

Code enforcement; county building code; critical structures

program; expense; inspection requirements; pre-construction

conference; SP552, pp. 31 1-320 (July 1979).

Code enforcement; fire prevention codes; fire safety; master

planning; regulation; standards; building codes; SP552, pp.
225-247 (July 1979).

Code enforcement; historic district; historic preservation; regu-

lations; rehabilitation; safety; barriers, building codes; SP536,

pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Codes; criteria; project summaries; standards; technical bases;

building research; building technology; SP446-2.

Codes; evaluation; existing buildings; performance standard;

building; code administration; SP549.

Codes; guidelines; hydrogen; regulations; safety; standards;

18394.

Codes and standards; full-scale testing; mobile homes; wind

loads; aerodynamics; building; NBSIR 77-1289.

Codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating and cooling;

solar model code; solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory

requirements; NBS-GCR-78-1 4 1 -I

.

Codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating and cooling;

solar model code; solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory

requirements; NBS-GCR-78-l 4 1 -2

.

Coexistence; crystal field; magnetic superconductor; neutron

scattering; rare earth; Chevrel-phase; 18850.

Cogeneration; demonstration project; ETIP; evaluation; infor-

mation intervention; integrated utility systems; case study;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59.

Cognition; goal seeking; intelligence; motor behavior; neural

modeling; perception; planning; problem solving; robot con-
trol; brain mechanisms, 18714.

Coherence; dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization; linear rate;

multiphoton; rate approximation; saturable rate; bandwidth;

18893.

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS); liquid-filled

dielectric waveguide; optical waveguide; phase-matched
propagation in waveguide; Raman spectroscopy of liquids;

signal enhancement of coherent Raman process; 18686.

Coherent excitation; dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broaden-

ing; intense laser; multiphoton dissociation; multiphoton

ionization; Rabi frequency; statistical broadening; three-level

system; 18439.

Coherent optical transients; Ij; polarization switching; 18801.

Coherent scattering; cross sections; gamma rays; photons;

Rayleigh scattering; tabulations; x rays; atomic form factor;

7fCRD 8, No. 1, 69-106 ( 1979). I

Coherent scattering; Delbruck scattering; elastic scattering;

giant resonance; tensor polarizability; Thomson scattering;

18521.

Coincidence counting; decay probability; isomeric transition;

liquid scintillation counting; photon counting; radioactivity;

'^'Sn™ decay scheme; 18841

.

Coincidence experiments; correlations in nuclei; cw accelera-

tors; electronuclear physics; high duty-cycle; 18906.

Coincidence experiments; electromagnetic; neutrons; photons;

pions; protons; 18675.

Cold drawn; crack growth; fracture; molecular weight distribu-

tion; necking; polyethylene; uniaxial creep; additivity of

damage; 18765.

COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive computer program; methane;

minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simultaneous

chemical equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon

monoxide; coal gasification; NBSIR 78-1509.

Collagen; crosslinking modification; curvelinking; hydrox-

yapatite; sonic velocity; bone; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr.

1979).

Collagen sponge; contraceptive device; gas chromatography;

mass spectrometry; propylamine; butylamine; SP519, pp.

469-476 (Apr. 1979).

Collapse transition; fluctuations; mean field approximation; ter-

nary interactions; theta point; virial coefficients; 19023.

Collector efficiency; comparison German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-

77 procedures; flat-plate solar collectors; German Bundesver-

band Solarenergie; solar collector testing; water-heating solar

collectors; 18986.

Collimation; haze; hazemeter; integrating sphere; linearity; scat-
i

tering; 18594.

Collimation system; data-reduction technique; low-activity
|

replacement source; measurement technique; scatter con- .

tribution; source capsule; source housing; spectrometry

results; "*CO gamma-ray beam; calibration source; 18416.
,^

Collision cross section; detachment; dissociation; elastic scatter-

ing; electron; excitation; ion; ionization; molecule; photon; ii

positron; atom; SP426. Supplement I.

Collision induced bands; COj; C2H4; dielectric virial coeffi-
,

cients; refractive virial coefficients; SFb; CH4; 18786.
1,

Collisional excitation; collisional radiative recombination; laser
[

induced plasma; optical emission; photoionization; Potassium-
j

Krypton mixtures; resonant multiphoton ionizations; 18799.

Collisional excitation; dissociation energy; Dunham coefficients; -

Franck-Condon factors; laser fluorescence; molecular sodi-

um; potential curves; 18824.

Collisional line broadening; collisional redistribution; resonance

fluorescence; 18498.

Collisional radiative recombination; laser induced plasma; opti-

cal emission; photoionization; Potassium-Krypton mixtures;

resonant multiphoton ionizations; collisional excitation;
|;

18799.

Collisional redistribution; resonance fluorescence; collisional
1;

line broadening; 18498.

Collisional transitions; highly excited Rydberg states; population
;

of angular momentum states; 18473.

Collisions; cross sections; intermolecular potential; state r

changes; well depths; 18671.

Color; colorimetry; color spacing; color vision; Deane Judd;

selected writings; spectrophotometry; SP545.

Color function; graph; graph coloring; heuristic; interchange; 3

random test graphs; scheduling; time complexity; algorithm;
j

chromatic number; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective intensity; emergency

lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing; lights, warning; per- '

ception, visual; peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; visi-

bility, lights; visual perception; SP480-36.

Color spacing; color vision; Deane Judd; selected writings; )

spectrophotometry; color; colorimetry; SP545.

Color tests; drugs of abuse; field test kits; sensitivity; specificity;

chemical spot tests; 18492. ^

Color vision; Deane Judd; selected writings; spectrophotometry;
,

color; colorimetry; color spacing; SP545. *

Color-coded B-scan; spectra-color ultrasonography (SCU);

spectrum analysis; ultrasonic spectroscopy; instantaneous

power spectra; SP525, pp. 261-266 (Apr. 1979).

Colorimetry; color spacing; color vision; Deane Judd; selected

writings; spectrophotometry; color; SP545. I

Combat vehicles; diagnostic connector assembly; fighting vehi-

cle systems; generic DC A; Hull systems; simplified test equip-

ment for internal combustion engines; turret systems; vehicle^

maintenance; SPi-*?, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979). I
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Combination bands; high resolution spectroscopy; level clusters;

spherical top molecules; IH921.

Combination refrigerator-freezer field data; daily load profiles;

energy consumption; field measurmenis; hourly load profiles;

refrigerator field data; usage profiles; NBSIK 79-t7Hl.

Combustion; combustion calorimeters; electrical calibration

equipment; calorimeters; IHfiOJ.

Combustion; decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons;

hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen;

oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters;

NBSIR 79-1941.

Combustion; energy; furnace; gas-fired; heating; oil-fired; rat-

ing; space-heating; testing; boiler; IH385
Combustion; equilibrium; high temperature; isolation; lasers;

mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling; vapors; SP56I. Vols. 1

and 2.

Combustion; flaming combustion; fiexible foams; optical densi-

ty; particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvi-

nyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering;

weight loss; wood; NBS-GCR-7S-I47.
Combustion bombs; combustion calorimetry; historical survey;

prominent calorimetrists; benzoic acid; calibration; 18797.

Combustion calorimeters; electrical calibration equipment;

calorimeters; combustion; 18803.

Combustion calorimetry; historical survey; prominent
calorimetrists; benzoic acid; calibration; combustion bombs;
18797.

Combustion products; fire barrier coatings; fire growth; flame

spread; foam insulation; heat release; interior finish; laborato-

ry fire tests; material ignitability; submarine compartment;
NBSIR 78-1584.

Combustion products; fire hazards; fire modeling; fire research;

human behavior in fires; NBSIR 78-1526.

Combustion products; fire hazards; fire modeling; fire research;

human behavior in fires; physics of fire; toxicity of com-
bustion products; chemistry of fire; NBSIR 79-1916.

Combustion products; gas analysis; gas chromatography;
hydrogen cyanide; 18588.

Comfort; education; environment; human factors; research;

school; air-conditioning; 18596.

Commercial; daylighting; energy; environments; heating; pas-

sive; solar; suburban; urban; application; buildings; 18894.

Commercial; economics; evaluation; feasibility; passive; reha-

bilitation; retrofit; solar; 18964.

Commercial impacts; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; procurement
of water heaters; technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-

51.

Commercial impacts; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; procurement
of water heaters; technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIF 78-

52.

Commercialization; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal

civilian R&D; implementing; management practices;

technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Commercialization; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal

civilian R&D; implementing; management practices;

technological change; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Commercialization; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal

civilian R&D; implementing; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A.

Communication; contention; data; digital; ethernet; local;

microprocessor; network; serial; broadcast; coaxial; 18760.

Communication; cost; human characteristics; personal control;

physical environment; privacy; architectural psychology;

bibliography; buildings; NBSIR 79-1793.

Communication; evaluation methods; fire safety; hazard

warnings; pictograms; safety information; standardization;

symbols; NBSIR 79-1760.

Communication; frequency; frequency standards; navigation;

time; time dissemination; 19005.

Communication; frequency standards; navigation; stability;

time; clocks; 18826.

Communication; physically handicapped; public awareness;

public relations; accessibility standards; building codes; code

administration; 5r'552, pp. I 1 5- 1 20 ( J uly 1979).

Communication systems; equipment selection; law enforcement;

public safety; SP4H0-I2.

Communication systems; fiber optics; measurement; optical

communications; review; 18648.

Communications; computers; data bases; networks; operating

systems; protocols; 18488.

Communications; computers; databases; networks; operating

systems; protocols; 18891

Communications; hearing; hearing aids; selection of hearing

aids; speech communication; audition; CIS4. Revised 1978.

Communications; land-mobile; standards; antenna; 18398.

Communications equipment; FM transmitters; law enforcement

equipment; standards; surveillance; undercover equipment;

body-worn transmitters; 18381.

Communications systems; fire safety; high-rise; model codes;

people movement; systems design; buildings; BSSII5.

Community development; construction costs; contractors; hous-

ing; rehabilitation; standards; building codes; SP536, pp. 55-

61 (Feb. 1979).

Community Services Administration; heating balance point

analysis; low-income residences; marginal cost/benefit analy-

sis in weatherization; optimum weatherization retrofit com-
binations; thermal analysis of residences; NBSIR 79-1706.

Compact; field calibration; high accuracy; modular capacitive

divider; portable system; truck-mounted; CCVT; 18833.

Compact; field calibration; high accuracy; portable system;

truck-mounted; CCVT; 18938.

Compact tension specimen; crack; crack, well-characterized;

destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw evaluation; fracture

mechanics; standards; technique development; 18744.

Comparative rate; flow system; heat of formation; hexyl-

methylethane; f-butyl radical; unimolecular decomposition;

activation energy; /1-factor; 18743.

Comparison between theoretical and experimental results;

copper; corrosion; hydrogen evolution; alternating current;

alternating voltage; 18756.

Comparison German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-77 procedures; flat-

plate solar collectors; German Bundesverband Solarenergie;

solar collector testing; water-heating solar collectors; collec-

tor efficiency; 18986.

Comparison measurements; Germanium resistance thermome-

ter; Josephson junction noise thermometer; low temperature

scale; 'He/''He dilution refrigerator; ™CO -y-ray thermometer;

18555.

Comparison measures; evaluation process; performance mea-

sures; performance ratings; response time; system design

tradeoffs; thruput measures; SP500-52. pp. 163-176 (Oct.

1979).

Comparison of computers; computer measurement; computer

selection; computer services; ranking and selection; selection

methodology; SP500-44.

Comparison of measurement methods; free water; freezing

calorimeter; hydrology forecasting; microwave remote

sensing; snow; centrifuge; NBSIR 79-1604.

Comparisons; correlation; custody transfer; density; experimen-

tal; extended corresponding states method; hard sphere

model; Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natural gas

(LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter; 18775.

Comparisons; correlation; ethylene; experimental; magnetic

suspension; orthobaric liquid density; tables; argon; 18627.

Compartment fires; compartments; fault tree analysis; fire

models; fire protection engineering; probability statistics;

systems analysis; systems safety, walls; barrier analysis; NBS-
GCR-79-163.
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Compartment fires; computer programs; corridor fires; fire

models; fire spread; room fires; thermal radiation; turbulence;

buoyant flow; NBS-GCR-78-1 50.

Compartment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection systems;

fire tests; flammability tests; human behavior; plastics;

polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity;

upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building fires;

NBSIR 79-1745.

Compartment fires; fire tests; flame spread; heat release rate;

ignition; interior finish; passive fire protection; potential heat;

smoke; NBSIR 79-1700.

Compartment fires; fire tests; flammability; furnishings; uphol-

stered furniture; chairs; TNI 103.

Compartment fires; firesafety engineering; fire tests; health care

facilities; hospitals; mattresses; prisons; bedding; beds; 18517.

Compartments; fault tree analysis; fire models; fire protection

engineering; probability statistics; systems analysis; systems

safety; walls; barrier analysis; compartment fires; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Compatibility; permachor; permeation; plastic containers;

polyethylene; standards; 18348.

Compatibility; radioactivity reference materials; standard

reference materials; accuracy; 18539.

Competitive evaluation; tutorial; vendor systems; workload

requirements; benchmark construction process; benchmark
validation; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Competitive negotiated procurement; computer management;
remote teleprocessing; statement of work; teleprocessing ser-

vices program; timesharing; SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct.

1979).

Compilation; energy storage; intermetallic compound; phase
diagrams; physical properties; 18637.

Compilations; computer data bank; computer display; alloy

phase diagrams; applications; ASM/NBS data program;
18739.

Complete analysis scheme; gas chromatography; hydrocarbons;

permanent gas analysis; trace organics in air; SP519, pp. 153-

159 (Apr. 1979).

Component screening; electronic component reliability; failure

analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential

buildings; smoke detectors; NBS-GCR-79-160.
Component screening; electronic component reliability; failure

analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential

buildings; smoke detectors; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Component screening; electronic component reliability; failure

analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential

buildings; smoke detectors; NBS-GCR-79-1 62

.

Composite; cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; resin; wear;

accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting; NBSIR 78-1573.

Composite; fiber; mechanical properties; moisture; prepreg;

aging of polymer; SP56J, pp. 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Composite applications; composites; concrete; cryogenics;

epoxy resins; glass fiber; graphite fiber; aramid fiber; 18717.

Composite design; graphite-epoxy; Precision Mounting Plat-

form; resonant frequency; SP563, p. 130 (Oct. 1979).

Composite growth; contact angle; disjoining pressure; monotec-
tic; multicomponent; wetting; 18422.

Composite material; composite material analysis program; Tsai-

Wu tensor polynomial lamina strength failure criterion; au-

tomotive structures; SP563, p. 133 (Oct. 1979).

Composite material analysis program; Tsai-Wu tensor

polynomial lamina strength failure criterion; automotive

structures; composite material; SP563, p. 133 (Oct. 1979).

Composite materials; critical flaw size; cyclic fatigue life; fila-

ment wound tankage; leakage failure mode; linear elastic

fracture mechanics; metal liner; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct.

1979).

Composite materials; cryogenics; industrial laminates; magnetic

fusion energy; superconducting magnets; advanced com-
posites; 18560.

Composite materials; filament winding; large composite struc-

tures; rotor blades; wind turbine; SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct.

1979).

Composite materials; linear elastic materials; tensile fracture;

aircraft structural components; SP563 , p. 3 (Oct. 1979).

Composite materials analysis; orthotropic materials; pro-

grammable calculators; solid state software; advanced com-
posite materials; SP563, pp. 91-107 (Oct. 1979).

Composite propellers and rotors; failsafe blade design; propeller

fatigue behaviour; propeller materials requirements; blade

aeroelastic behaviour; blade manufacture and quality control;

SP563, pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Composite resins; dental materials; glass compositions;

methacrylate monomers; polymerization accelerators; rein-

forcing fillers; silane coupling agents; benzoyl peroxide;

18644.

Composite resins; dental materials; primates; pulp response;

toxicology; chemical composition; 18690.

Composite restorative resin; dimethylaminoglutethimide;

dimethylaminophenylacetic acid and esters; properties of

composites; tertiary aromatic amines; amine accelerators;

18571.

Composite sampling; nutritional analysis; nutritional labeling;

sample preparation; SP519, pp. 243-248 (Apr. 1979).

Composite structures; design using composites; fiber com-
posites; fiber glass; filament wound composites; advanced

composites; applications of composites; composites; SP563.

Composite structures; flaw simulation; semi-automated ul-

trasonic inspection; ultrasonic inspection system; SP563, p.

59 (Oct. 1979).

Composite system; field quantization; interacting quantum

fields; relativistic field theory; relativistic hamiltonian;

relativistic stationary states; 18769.

Composites; composite structures; design using composites;

fiber composites; fiber glass; filament wound composites; ad-

vanced composites; applications of composites; SP563

.

Composites; concrete; cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; gra-

phite fiber; aramid fiber; composite applications; 18717.

Composites; dental materials; dimensional changes; physical

properties; thermal expansion; wear; wear tests; amalgam;

18649.

Composites; design allowables; aircraft; SP563, pp. 72-79 (Oct.

1979).

Composites; durability; flexural characteristics; recreational

equipment; strength-to-weight ratio; SP563, p. 208 (Oct.

1979).

Composites; elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal friction;

Young's modulus; aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum; boron-

epoxy; 18716.

Composites; failure criteria; in-plane loads; bonded joints;

SP563, p. 241 (Oct. 1979).

Composites; fiberglass; mechanical porperties; modulus;

strength; superconducting motor; 18616.

Composites; holography; interferometers; matrix crazing; non-

destructive testing; pressure vessels; SP563, pp. 211-212

(Oct. 1979).

Composites; hydrofoils; maintenance requirements; naval ship

application; SP563, pp. 267-275 (Oct. 1979).

Composition; custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mix-

tures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables; ther-

mophysical properties; total heating value; 18564.

Composition; custody transfer; density; fiow rate; LNG; mathe- ,

matical models; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capaci-

ty tables; thermophysical properties data; total heating value;

18838.

Composition; high-carbon ferrochromium; homogeneity testing;

preparation; processing; standard reference material; 18414.

Composition; properties; research materials; special reference

materials; standard reference materials; analysis; certification;

characterization; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.
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Composition-dependent scattering; fatty liver; stochastic scat-

I
tcring; tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue scattering; ul-

trasound attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis; backscatter

frequency dependence; cirrhosis; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr.
' 1979).

Comprehensive process characterization; design rules; intradie

' parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances;

modular test programs; parametric yield limitations; per-

formance limitations; photomask performance; process con-

trol; test patterns; SP400-56.

Compresscd-gas capacitor; high voltage; standards; sulfur-hex-

afluoride; calibration; Clausius-Mossotti equation; 18513.
' Compression; eccentric loading; flat-end; kern; loading rate;

pin-end; test method; wall panels; walls; BSS9S.

Compression; failure; finite elements; graphite-epoxy; inter-

laminar stresses; laminated composites; stress concentrations;

1 tension; tensor polynomial; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct. 1979).
' Compressive strength; creep; flexural strength; mechanical pro-

perties; moisture; non-destructive testing; preservation;

I
adobe; adobe soil; TN996.

,
Compressive strength; hot-dry-rock well; permeability to water;

I

pipe-bonding strength; tensile strength; cementing-materials;

: 19018.

j

Computational experiment; least absolute deviation; polynomial

approximation; lest problems; algorithm testing; approxima-

i

lion; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 455-488 ( 1979).

I

Compute and limit; error; sampler response factors; total ele-

mental content passive personal samplers; total organic

chlorine; weighted diffusion coefficient; ambient concentra-

tion; SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution;

j reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aper-

ture synthesis; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).
i| Computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution;

reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aper-

ture synthesis; SP525, pp. 235-246 ^Apr. 1979).

Computed tomography-ultrasonic; diagnosis-ultrasonic; tissue

equivalent test objects and phantoms; ultrasonic tissue

characterization; ultrasound imaging; SP525, pp. 337-340

j

(Apr. 1979).

Computer; computer communications; computer performance
measurement; data measurement; measurement; performance

j

measurement; SP500-52, pp. 201-21 I (Oct. 1979).

j

Computer; computer model; documentation; documentation
procedures; model; model documentation; SP500-39.

t Computer; controller; control units; hammer drive; input/output

bus; interface; interface signals; I/O interface bus; line

I

printer; print controller; printer; cable interface; NBS-GCR-
79-182.

r Computer; convolution; de-convolution; liver; power spectrum;

]j

signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters;

I ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum; SP525, pp. 287-295
(Apr. 1979).

Computer; energy conservation; environmental quality; industri-

al productivity; materials utilization; measurement capabili-

ties; medical aids; product safety; public health and safety;

science and technology transfer; standards; basic research;

SP538.

Computer; hot water; measurement; rating; solar; standards;

testing; 18428.

j

Computer analysis; ergonomics; human engineering; human fac-

' tors; human motivation; human reliability; personnel selec-

tion; physical security; physiological psychology; sensory

capability; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary

characteristics; animal research; SP480-38.

Computer applications; energy conservation; illumination stan-

dards; lighting distribution simulation; visual performance;

building codes; building performance simulation; SP552, pp.

321-335 (July 1979).

Computer automated thcrmogravimeter; factor-jump ther-

mogravimctry; polymer degradation; thermogravimetry; ac-

tivation energy; automated thermogravimetry; 18447.

Computer automation; computerized thermogravimetry; com-
puter program; polymer degradation; polymer oxidation;

thermogravimetry; activation energy; 18445.

Computer communications; computer performance measure-

ment; data measurement; measurement; performance mea-
surement; computer; SP500-52. pp. 201-21 1 (Oct. 1979).

Computer control; homogeneity; measurement method; non-

destructive testing; photoconductivity; power devices; re-

sistivity variation; automation; bulk photovoltaic effect;

SP400-52.

Computer controlled gas chromatography/mass spectrometry;

GRALE; organic analysis; reflectance; air pollution; ambient

aerosols; 5^5/9, pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Computer data bank; computer display; alloy phase diagrams;

applications; ASM/NBS data program; compilations; 18739.

Computer display; alloy phase diagrams; applications;

ASM/NBS data program; compilations; computer data bank;

18739.

Computer evaluation; computer performance; computer
procurement; computers; computer selection; cost-value;

cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation methodology;

performance evaluation; procurement; SP500-52 , pp. 25-36

(Oct. 1979).

Computer facilities; integrated data base; municipal govern-

ments; regulatory; SP552, pp. 153-165 (July 1979).

Computer graphics; data base management; data retrieval; du-

rability; fatigue; interactive system; mathematical modeling;

paper; paper fiber; report retrieval; scientific data; NBSIR
79-1746.

Computer interface; cost; data entry; edit; operator speed;

record size; transaction volume; transfer speed; validate; veri-

fy; application; character set; SP500-5 5

.

Computer interface standards; computers; cryogenic tempera-

ture; energy; energy savings; industrial robots; network ser-

vices; SRM's; DIMINBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

Computer magnetic tape drives; computer tape controllers;

group coded recording; interface electrical characteristics; in-

terface functional characteristics; magnetic tape drives; NRZI
recording; phase encoded recording; tape drive charac-

teristics; NBS-GCR-78-127.
Computer management; remote teleprocessing; statement of

work; teleprocessing services program; timesharing; competi-

tive negotiated procurement; SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct.

1979).

Computer measurement; computer procurement; computer

selection; decision theory; SP500-52, pp. 37-52 (Oct. 1979).

Computer measurement; computer selection; computer ser-

vices; ranking and selection; selection methodology; com-
parison of computers; SP500-44

.

Computer model; documentation; documentation procedures;

model; model documentation; computer; SP500-39.

Computer modeling; computer performance; empirical models;

modeling; performance modeling; workload characterization;

cluster analysis; SP500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Computer network; computer standards; fire safety; gamma-ray
spectroscopy; matrix-isolation; metric conversion; satellite

system; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 ( 1979).

Computer networking; computer security; network operating

systems; access control; 19009.

Computer performance; computer procurement; computers;

computer selection; cost-value; cost-value technique; EDP
selection; evaluation methodology; performance evaluation;

procurement; computer evaluation; SP500-52 , pp. 25-36

(Oct. 1979).

Computer performance; empirical models; modeling; per-

formance modeling; workload characterization; cluster analy-

sis; computer modeling; S/'500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).
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Computer performance evaluation; computer performance

measurement; computer performance prediction; computer

system acquisition; conference proceedings; CPE in auditing;

hardware monitoring; CPEUG; installation management; on-

line system evaluation; prediction methods; SP500-52.

Computer performance evaluation; human factors; interactive

computing; man-machine interaction; performance measure-

ment; timesharing; SP500-48.

Computer performance evaluation; Information Management
System (IMS); management reporting; performance analysis;

structured approach; auditing; capacity planning; SP500-52

,

pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Computer performance evaluation (CPE); computer per-

formance management (CPM); installation management; in-

stallation performance management; performance measure-

ment and reporting; resource management; standard per-

formance measures; SP500-53

.

Computer performance management (CPM); installation

management; installation performance management; per-

formance measurement and reporting; resource management;

standard performance measures; computer performance

evaluation tCPE); SP500-53.

Computer performance measurement; computer performance

prediction; computer system acquisition; conference

proceedings; CPE in auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG;
installation management; on-line system evaluation; predic-

tion methods; queuing models; simulation; SP500-52

.

Computer performance measurement; data measurement; mea-

surement; performance measurement; computer; computer

communications; SP500-52, pp. 201-211 (Oct. 1979).

Computer performance measurement; distributed processing;

interactive systems; kernels; modeling; real-time; simulation;

synthetic programs; benchmarking; SP500-52 , pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Computer performance prediction; computer system acquisi-

tion; conference proceedings; CPE in auditing; hardware

monitoring; CPEUG; installation management; on-line system

evaluation; prediction methods; queuing models; simulation;

software monitoring; SP500-52

.

Computer processing; digital acquisition; digital signal

processing; pulse-echo techniques; spectrum analysis; ul-

trasonics; acoustic; SP525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

Computer processing; estimation theory; liver attenuation; spec-

tral analysis; statistical modeling; ultrasonic tissue charac-

terization; SP525, pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Computer procurement; computer selection; decision theory;

computer measurement; SP500-52, pp. 37-52 (Oct 1979).

Computer procurement; computers; computer selection; cost-

value; cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation

methodology; performance evaluation; procurement; com-
puter evaluation; computer performance; SP500-52 , pp. 25-

36 (Oct. 1979).

Computer program; data acquisition systems; data reduction;

plotting; TNI 108.

Computer program; data base; data base management; empiri-

cal molecular formula; GPSDC; ion energetics; ionization

potential; abstract; appearance potential; archival tape;

NBSIR 78-1432.

Computer program; economic performance; electric utilities;

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; productivity;

regulatory commission; regulatory policy; technological in-

novation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Computer program; energy dispersive detector; multichannel

analyzer; peak overlap; quantitative electron probe

microanalysis; x-ray continuum; x-ray spectrum; TNI 106.

Computer program; polymer degradation; polymer oxidation;

thermogravimetry; activation energy; computer automation;

computerized thermogravimetry; 18445.

Computer programs; corridor fires; fire models; fire spread;

room fires; thermal radiation; turbulence; buoyant flow; com-
partment fires; NBS-GCR-78-l 50.

Computer programs; cost/benefit analysis; documentation;

documentation content guidelines; feasibility study; PIPS

guidelines; initiation phase; project request; software; auto-

mated data systems; FIPS PUB 64.

Computer programs; curve fitting; data analysis; data base

management; data retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis;

IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares;

linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean

search system; 18597.

Computer programs, fire protection; fire protection; fire re-

sistance; fire tests; fire walls; safety engineering, fires; TN991.

Computer reports; grant data; residential buildings; solar

database; solar energy system; solar heating and cooling; au-

tomatic data processing; NBSIR 79-1923

.

Computer security; data confidentiality; data integrity; data

security; physical security; procedural security; risk analysis;

risk assessment; systems security; ADP availability; annual

loss exposure; application system vulnerability; FIPS PUB 65.

Computer security; network operating systems; access control;

computer networking; 19009.

Computer selection; computer services; ranking and selection;

selection methodology; comparison of computers; computer

measurement; SP500-44

.

Computer selection; cost-value; cost-value technique; EDP
selection; evaluation methodology; performance evaluation;

procurement; computer evaluation; computer performance;

computer procurement; computers; SP500-52 , pp. 25-36

(Oct. 1979).

Computer selection; decision theory; computer measurement;

computer procurement; SP500-52, pp. 37-52 (Oct. 1979).

Computer services; Federal Information Processing Standards;

Federal standards; ADP information sources; ADP manage-

ment; ADP policies; ADP services; automatic data

processing; NBSIR 79-1734.

Computer services; ranking and selection; selection methodolo-

gy; comparison of computers; computer measurement; com-
j

puter selection; SP500-44.

Computer simulation; end-to-end length; entanglement effects;

excluded volume effects; lattice-model polymer chains;
j

polymer chain dynamics; random-coil polymer chains; relaxa-

tion times; self-entanglement effects; 18772.

Computer simulation; environmental psychology; fire research;

fire safety; human performance; modeling technique; simula-

tion; architectural research; building fires; computer-aided

design; NBSIR 79-1796.

Computer standards; fire safety; gamma-ray spectroscopy;

matrix-isolation; metric conversion; satellite system; com-

puter network; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).

Computer standards; fire safety; molybdenum; network mea-

surement; semiconductors; SRM's; standards; cardiac '

pacemakers; DIMINBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 (1979).

Computer standards; interactive processing; quality of service;

response time; turnaround time; availability standards; batch

processing; calibration programs; SP500-52 , pp. 79-86 (Oct.

1979).

Computer system acquisition; conference proceedings; CPE in

auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG; installation manage-

ment; on-line system evaluation; prediction methods; queuing ^

models; simulation; software monitoring; workload definition;

SP500-52.

Computer systems; electron microscopy; group decisions; pro-

perties of steam; space; Stirling refrigerators; aluminum

SRM's; DIMINBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 (1979).
j

Computer tape controllers; group coded recording; interface

electrical characteristics; interface functional characteristics;

magnetic tape drives; NRZI recording; phase encoded
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recording; tape drive characteristics; computer magnetic tape

drives; NBS-GCR-78-1 27.

Computer technology library science; information science;

American Society of Information Science; 18942.

Computer time; conduction-transfer functions; dynamic heat

transfer; thermal response factors; 18339.

Computer trends; information age; information as a resource;

information revolution; social issues in information; telecom-

munication trends; transborder data flows; computer-
telecommunications convergence; 189 75.

Computer utilization; confidentiality; data systems; personnel

administration; personnel practices; personnel records; priva-

cy; record-keeping practices; relevant information; security;

citizen rights; computers; SP500-50.

Computer workload; data requirements; documentation cycle;

forecast; projections; sensitivity analysis; SP500-52, pp. 113-

120 (Oct. 1979).

Computer-aided design; computer simulation; environmental

psychology; fire research; fire safety; human performance;

modeling technique; simulation; architectural research; build-

ing fires; NBSIR 79-1796.

Computer-aicled design; environmental psychology; fire

research; fire safety; human performance; modeling
technique; programming; sensitivity analysis; simulation;

architectural research; building fires; NBSIR 79-1713.

Computer-aided design and manufacture (CAD/CAM); foot-

wear industry; fragmented industries; government-industry

cooperation; imports; innovation; leather; manufacturing

technology; materials development; shoes; technology

transfer; SP527.

Computer-Aided Engineering and Architectural Design System
(CAEADS); design criteria; guide specifications; habitability

criteria; SP552, pp. 167-183 (July 1979).

Computerized; detection; electronic lock; exclusion area;

forced entry deterrent systems; guard control station; higher

headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit; response force;

triply redundant central computer; central unit; NBSIR 79-

1725.

Computerized building energy analysis; cooling load calcula-

tion; energy conservation; heating load calculation; NBSLD
analysis of residences; residential energy conservation; ther-

mal mass effect in buildings; building energy consumption

analysis; NBSIR 79-1732.

Computerized data bases; information storage and retrieval

systems; libraries-automation; machine-readable-bibliographic

data; bibliographic data bases; NBSIR 78-1577.

Computerized processing; data editing; data flow; data

processing; data reductions; raw data conversion to engineer-

ing units; total energy; total energy data flow; NBSIR 79-

1757.

Computerized thermogravimetry; computer program; polymer
degradation; polymer oxidation; thermogravimetry; activation

energy; computer automation; 18445

.

Computerized tomography; Doppler; impedance; medical diag-

nosis; microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering; signal

processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ul-

trasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation; SP525.
Computerized tomography; mammography; time-of-flight; tissue

characterization; ultrasonic imaging; ultrasound; breast

cancer; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Computers; computer selection; cost-value; cost-value

technique; EDP selection; evaluation methodology; per-

formance evaluation; procurement; computer evaluation;

computer performance; computer procurement; SP500-52

,

pp. 25-36 (Oct. 1979).

Computers; computer utilization; confidentiality; data systems;

personnel administration; personnel practices; personnel

records; privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant informa-

tion; security; citizen rights; SP500-50.

Computers; corrosion; fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper;

photometric calibrator; safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemi-

cals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan pipeline; DIMINBS 63, No.
II, 1-36 (1979).

Computers; cryogenic temperature; energy; energy savings; in-

dustrial robots; network services; SRM's; computer interface

standards; DIMINBS 63. No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

Computers; data; metric; refractory concrete; resource conser-

vation and recovery; chemical degradation; coal conversion;

coal gasifier; DIMINBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 ( 1979).

Computers; data bases; networks; operating systems; protocols;

communications; 18488.

Computers; data processing; Federal Information Processing

Standards Publication; industries; representations and codes;

Standard Industrial Classification; FIPS PUB 66.

Computers; databases; networks; operating systems; protocols;

communications; 18891.

Computer-telecommunications convergence; computer trends;

information age; information as a resource; information

revolution; social issues in information; telecommunication

trends; transborder data flows; 18975

.

Computing system; confidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots;

portability plots; residuals; statistical plots; statistics; stem-

and-leaf displays; box plots; CALCOMP; 18954.

Computing system; dataplot; fitting; graphics; interactive

graphics; regression; software; transformation; 18519.

Concentration fluctuations; fast Fourier transforms; Fourier

transform analysis; mixing in turbulent flow; noise spectrum;

Raman spectroscopy; turbulence; 18626.

Concrete; corrosion; corrosion of steel; rebar corrosion; rein-

forced concrete; bridge deck; SP550.

Concrete; cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; graphite fiber;

aramid fiber; composite applications; composites; 18717.

Concrete; energy saving opportunities; research needs; cement;

SP542.

Concrete (reinforced); fire load; fire resistance; fire tests struc-

tural engineering: temperature; thermal analysis; TN985.
Condensed phases; diffusion mechanisms; inelastic scattering;

neutron scattering; orientational disorder; rotational dynam-
ics; 19026.

Condition analysis; machinery; maintenance; monitoring;

repairs; vibration; aircraft carrier; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

1979).

Condition monitoring; debris monitoring; diagnostic techniques;

failure detection; lubrication system monitoring; aircraft com-
ponent failure; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Condition monitoring; diagnostic equipment; shock pulse; air-

craft diagnostics; bearing; SP547, pp. 31-35 (July 1979).

Condition monitoring; engine diagnosis; failure detection;

failure diagnosis; failure prevention; maintenance; per-

formance monitoring; bearing analysis; SP547.

Conduction band (CB) electrons; dielectric solids; electrons,

conduction band (CB); laser damage; SP541, pp. 303-304

(Dec. 1978).

Conduction-transfer functions; dynamic heat transfer; thermal

response factors; computer time; 18339.

Conductivity; electric conductivity; electrokinetics; glass-sur-

face; surface conductivity; 18910.

Conductivity; exchange interaction; ferrite; hyperfine field;

magnetism; phase diagram; potassium; 19046.

Conductivity; ion-chromatography; ion-exchange; liquid chro-

matography; oil; oyster; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246 ( 1979).

Conductivity anomalies; earthquake prediction; geomagnetism;

induced currents; magnetometers; 18895.

Conference proceedings; CPE in auditing; hardware monitor-

ing; CPEUG; installation management; on-line system evalua-

tion; prediction methods; queuing models; simulation; soft-

ware monitoring; workload definition; computer performance

evaluation; SP500-52.
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Conferences; fire detection; fire investigations; Fire models; fire

research; fire retardants; flame retardants; human behavior;

smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; building fires; Sf'540.

Confidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots; portability plots;

residuals; statistical plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays;

box plots; CALCOMP; computing system; IS954.

Confidentiality; data systems; personnel administration; person-

nel practices; personnel records; privacy; record-keeping

practices; relevant information; security; citizen rights; com-
puters; computer utilization; SP500-50.

Configuration; plug; scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule;

source pellets; spacer; spectra; spectrometry; atomic number;
cobalt-60 photons; 18355.

Configurations of rods; Monte Carlo; orientation entropy;

packing of rods; square lattice; theories of liquid crystals;

18530.

Conformance; sampling; specifications; statistical methods;

statistics; 18440.

Conformation; coupling constants; hexononitriles; iterative

analysis; proton nmr spectroscopy; shift reagents; acyclic su-

gars; chemical shifts; 18742.

Conformation; crystallinity; NMR; polyethylene; resolution;

sample spinning; solids; 13, ; 18745.

Conformational analysis; nitrogen- 1 5 coupling constants;

nitrogen- 1 5 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; proton coupling;

structural analysis; bis( hexopyranosyl )amine; carbon-13;

18764.

Conical spin structure; decay of '""""Ho; nuclear orientation;

nuclear spin system; '""Ho'^Ho; atomic magnetic structures;

18604.

Conical transmission line; impulse response; impulsive fields;

standards; TEM horn antenna; antenna; TNI 008.

Conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-

pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair partition;

metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides;

amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids; SP519, pp. 509-

523 (Apr. 1979).

Connective tissue; differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma;

papillary carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ul-

trasound; attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; SP525, pp. 93-

99 (Apr. 1979).

Consensus standards; electrical distribution systems; flat con-

ductor cable; National Electrical Code; technological innova-

tion; appeals process; SP552, pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Consensus standards; Federal policies; Federal voluntary stan-

dards policy; voluntary standards; voluntary standards system;

SP552, pp. 79-93 (July 1979).

Conservation; criteria; design; economics; efficiency; energy;

energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; standard;

buildings; 18888.

Conservation; energy cost; existing buildings; regulation;

retrofit; standards; SP552, pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Consolute point; critical exponent; critical phenomena; critical

solution point; liquid-liquid critical point; renormalization

group theory; scaling theory; universality hypothesis; binary-

liquid mixture; 18825.

Conspicuity, lights; effective intensity; emergency lights; intensi-

ty, effective; lights, flashing; lights, warning; perception,

visual; peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights;

visual perception; color, lights; SP480-36.

Constant loading: force; high precision; high-precision

weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator; mass difference;

strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing; weights; J. Res.

84, No. 5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Constitutive equation; non-linear flow histories; rate fluid; sim-

ple shear; BKZ fluid; 18367.

Construction; cost effectiveness; hazard; injuries; loss preven-

tion; risk; safety; 18890.

Construction; economic impacts; environmental considerations; j

innovative practices; regulatory research; standards develop-

ment; administrative procedures; building codes; building '

regulations; buildings; SP552.

Construction; fire safety; housing; preservation; regulations;

rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; building codes; buildings;

building safety; code enforcement; SP536. 1

Construction; metric; building codes; SP552, pp. 283-291 (July

1979).

Construction; performance; preservation; rehabilitation; renova-

tion; adaptive reuse; architecture; building codes; building '<

regulations; building safety; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979). s

Construction costs; contractors; housing; rehabilitation; stan-
j

dards; building codes; community development; SP536, pp.

55-61 (Feb. 1979).
j

Construction industry; forecasting; labor information systems;

manpower projections; modelling; building trades; SP552, pp.
|j

185-196 (July 1979).
j

Construction materials; evacuation; exits; fire endurance; fire

protection; stairways; standards; buiding design; buildings; 'j

NBS-GCR-79-I76.
|

Construction specifications; conversion approaches; dimen-

sional coordination; metrication; SI; stages in metrication;

18493.

Construction standard; fire growth; fire tests; flame spread;

fiashover; impact assessment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life

safety; mobile homes; room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Consumer affairs; education; electromagnetic interference;

electronic devices; International Organization of Legal

Metrology; measurement assurance; metrication; model laws

and regulations; national type approval; packaging and label-

ing; specifications and tolerances; SP532.

Consumer preference; energy; energy cost; feedback; feedback I'

meters; attitudes; NBSIR 79-1771.

Consumer product; human factors; lawn mowers; reaction time;

safety; standards; NBSIR 77-1299.

Consumer products; human factors; human performance; lawn

mowers; psychophysics; safety; standards; NBSIR 77-1298.

Consumer products; reliability engineering; testing methodolo-

gy; useful life; 18378.

Contact angle; disjoining pressure; monotectic; multicom-

ponent; wetting; composite growth; 18422.

Contact burn; current threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte

shift; heat effect; injury mechanism; injury statistics; mouth '

burn; specific electrical effect; arc burn; NBSIR 79-1710.

Contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment

resistor; semiconductor; silicon; test pattern; test structures; '

visual alignment; SP400-5 1

.

Contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment

resistor; integrated circuits; linewidth; photolithography;

sheet resistance; silicon; test pattern; test structure; TTL;
bipolar process; 18533.

Contact stress; damage penetration; fracture mechanics; frag-

mentation; glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength;

stress intensity factor; abrasive machining; ceramics; SP562,

pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Contamination; corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; her- *

meticity; hybrid devices; leak testing; measurement technolo-

gy; microcalorimetry ; moisture; nondestructive testing;

pacemaker leads; process control; reliability; semiconductor

devices; welding; automated testing; S P400-50.

Contamination; dianabol; gas chromatography-mass spec-

trometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms in-

terface; high performance liquid chromatography (hpic);
[

inert columns; metabolism; methandienone; urine; SP519, pp.

437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Contamination; environment; retrospective; sample storage; '

trace analysis; analytical techniques; 18349.
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Contention; data; digital; ethernet; local; microprocessor; net-

work; serial; broadcast; coaxial; communication; 18760.

Continental drift; distortion-of-plate; geophysics; ranging; tec-

tonic motions; 18459.

Continuous analysis; controlled dispersion; flow injection analy-

sis; automation; 5P5/9, pp. 501-507 (Apr. 1979).

Continuous fiber composite materials; fabrication; finite ele-

ment stress analysis; front end; graphite; part integration;

wheel; automotive component design; SP563, pp. 135-151

(Oct. 1979).

Continuous flow system; environmental analysis; pesticides;

synthetic carbonaceous resins; SP519, pp. 345-353 (Apr.

1979).

Continuum x rays; Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremss-

trahlung; atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high

frequency limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; 18370.

Continuum x rays; Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremss-

trahlung; atomic screening effects; bremsstrahlung high

frequence limit; bremsstrahlung spectrum tip; 18532.

Contraceptive device; gas chromatography; mass spectrometry;

propylamine; butylamine; collagen sponge; SP519, pp. 469-

476 (Apr. 1979).

Contractors; housing; rehabilitation; standards; building codes;

community development; construction costs; SP536, pp. 55-

61 (Feb. 1979).

Contrast augmentation of reflecting surfaces; double-

diaphragm; faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles; hematite

forming on platinum; iron as alloy in platinum; platinum

ware; surface of platinum influenced by method heating; J.

Res 84, No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Control measures; fire codes; fire safety; governmental actions;

life safety; regulation; risk assessment; societal goals; building

codes; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Control testing; sonic testing device; adhesive bond integrity;

SP563, p. 174 (Oct. 1979).

Control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors; high-rise com-
munication systems; multiplex systems; NFPA standards; re-

sidential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory devices; 18625.

Control units; hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; inter-

face signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller;

printer; cable interface; computer; controller; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Controlled dispersion; flow injection analysis; automation; con-

tinuous analysis; SP519, pp. 501-507 (Apr. 1979).

Controlled potential; coulometry; electrochemical equivalent of

silver; electrochemistry; Faraday; potentiostat; silver; silver

analysis; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 ( 1979).

Controller; control units; hammer drive; input/output bus; inter-

face; interface signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; print

controller; printer; cable interface; computer; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Convection; heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn off-eutectic al-

loys; phase diagram of KjO-FejOj system; solidification; sur-

face tension of liquid gallium; thermodynamic properties;

NBSIR 79-1767.

Convection; solar; solar atmospheric motions; supergranules;

18444.

Convective heat transfer; convective mass transfer; emissivity of

water; evaporation coefficient; humjdity measurement;

monomolecular film; psychrometer; psychrometry; radiative

heat transfer; temperature depression; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-

177 ( 1979).

Convective mass transfer; emissivity of water; evaporation coef-

ficient; humidity measurement; monomolecular film;

psychrometer; psychrometry; radiative heat transfer; tem-

perature depression; water vapor measurement; wet bulb; J.

Res. 84, No. 2, 161-177 ( 1979).

Conversion; customary units; inch; metric units; centimeter;

SP376.

Conversion approaches; dimensional coordination; metrication;

SI; stages in metrication; construction specifications; 18493.

Convolution; deconvolution; geometrical-optics radiometry; in-

version; measurement-beam geometry; relative spectral

responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scattering function

corrections; spectral line radiometry; spectroradiometer

characterizations; spectroradiometry; TN9I0-4.

Convolution; de-convolution; liver; power spectrum; signal

processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ul-

trasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum; computer; SP525, pp.

287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Cooking; efficiency; energy; human factors; kitchen ranges;

labeling; stoves; test methods; appliance; NBSIR 78-1556.

Cooking utensils; energy conservation; energy efficiency; ranges

and ovens; appliances; 18836.

Coolants, dn/dT; index matching liquids; neodymium glass

lasers; nonlinear refractive index; thermal conductivity;

viscosity; Abbe value; SP541. pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Cool-down helium; liquid helium; superconducting power trans-

mission; thermal cycling; thermal stress; cable cool-down;

NBSIR 79-1618.

Cooling load calculation; energy conservation; heating load cal-

culation; NBSLD analysis of residences; residential energy

conservation; thermal mass effect in buildings; building ener-

gy consumption analysis; computerized building energy analy-

sis; NBSIR 79-1732.

Coordinate time; portable clocks; relativity; synchronization;

time scales; 18993.

Coordinated universal time; synchronous satellite; time code;

Western Hemisphere; broadcast; 19029.

Copolymerization; polymerization; pressure; radiation; styrene;

tetrafluoroethylene; 18512.

Copper; copper alloys; nickel; oxide films; photopotentials; alu-

minum; 18724.

Copper; corrosion; hydrogen evolution; alternating current; al-

ternating voltage; comparison between theoretical and ex-

perimental results; 18756.

Copper; critical evaluation; data analysis; data compilation;

data evaluation; data extraction; data synthesis; electrical re-

sistivity; elements; gold; metals; molten metals; palladium;

precious metals; reference data; silver; JPCRD 8, No. 4,

1 147-1298 ( 1979).

Copper; critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy;

lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients; solutions; ther-

modynamic properties; uranium; activity coefficient; JPCRD
8, No. 4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Copper; electrical property; niobium; superconductor; tin;

alloy; 18656.

Copper; ESCA; gold; relative intensities; round robin; x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy; binding energies; 18924.

Copper; hollow cathodes; mass spectrometry; neon; nitrogen;

Penning effect; carbon; 18449.

Copper; iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-ray

fluorescence; thin films; trace element analysis; trace element

concentrations; zinc; 183 75.

Copper; low temperature; magnetothermal conductivity; nickel

alloy; stainless steel; thermal conductivity; aluminum alloy;

18619.

Copper; low temperatures; niobium; precipitate; superconduc-

tor; tin; alloy; 18655.

Copper; luminescence; microspectrofluorimetry; photolu-

minescence; spectrofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole;

benzotriazole; charge transfer; 18504.

Copper; niobium; stripline; superconductivity; surface im-

pedance; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 247-259 ( I 979).

Copper alloys; elastic constants; iron alloys; nickel alloys; stain-

less steels; Young's modulus; aluminum alloys; 18630.

Copper alloys; nickel; oxide films; photopotentials; aluminum;

copper; 18724.
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Copper concentric neutrals; corrosion; corrosion tests; elec-

trochemical measurements; potentiodynamic scans; 18725.

Copper isoelectronic sequence; Coulomb-Born approximation;

distorted wave approximation; effective Gaunt factor; elec-

tron impact excitation collision strength; Born approximation;

18996.

Copper isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic perturbation

theory; electron correlation; ionization energies; line

strengths; many-body interaction; many-body perturbation

theory; oscillator strengths, 18998.

Copper Kp; double vacancy; emission spectrum; Hartree-Fock

calculations; x-ray emission; 18526.

Core excitation, emission spectra; lattice relaxation; many body
effects; sodium; absorption spectra; 18413.

Core fibril; cumulative stress; flow-induced crystallization;

nucleation theory; polyethylene; polymer fiber; shish; volume
strain; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 ( 1979),

Core hole lifetime; core hole relaxation; K x-ray absorption

spectrum; K x-ray emission spectrum; many body effects;

rhonon interactions; 18359.

Core hole lifetime; lattice relaxation; lithium; magnesium; sodi-

um; soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft x-ray emission spectra;

aluminum; beryllium; 18741

.

Core hole relaxation; K x-ray absorption spectrum; AC x-ray

emission spectrum; many body effects; rhonon interactions;

core hole lifetime; 18359.

Core memories; disks; drums; floppy disks; laser beams; mag-
netic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memories; video disks;

beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes; SP500-45

.

Core resonance; free wobble; laser strainmeter; ocean load;

preferred frame; spatial anisotropy; strain tides; 18823

.

Core-excited states; magnesium; photoabsorption-spectrum;

synchrotron radiation; autoionization; 18912.

Coriolis; frame transformation relations; level cluster; spherical

tops; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer approximation;

centrifugal; 18599.

Cornering traction; driving traction; endurance; maintenance;

operation; purchasing; pursuit tires; safety; tread wear; brak-

ing traction; SP480-33.

Corning code 9658; glass-ceramic; machinable; MACOR™;
5^562, pp. 221-229 (Oct. 1979).

Correlated data; critical point enhancement; data evaluation;

propane; thermal conductivity; viscosity; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 ( 1979).

Correlation; custody transfer; density; experimental; extended
corresponding states method; hard sphere model; Klosek-

McKinley method; liquefied natural gas (LNG); magnetic
suspension densimeter; comparisons; 18775.

Correlation; ethylene; experimental; magnetic suspension;

orthobaric liquid density; tables; argon; comparisons; 18627.

Correlation analysis; temporal changes; A-scan; SP525, pp.

275-280 (Apr. 1979).

Correlation functions; equations of motion; maximum entropy;

nonequilibrium statistical mechanics; nonequilibrium ther-

modynamics; projection operator; 18321.

Correlation functions; Kirkwood-Salsburg; Mayer-Montroll;

BBGKY; 19004.

Correlations; electron impact; electrons; helium; ionization;

secondary; angular; Born approximation; 18534.

Correlations; grid-turbulence; higher-order moments; hot-wire

anemometry; probability distributions; small-scale turbulence;

18821.

Correlations; mass formula; nuclear; quartets; reactions; spec-

troscopy; SU4; alpha-particles; 18423.

Correlations in nuclei; cw accelerators; electronuclear physics;

high duty-cycle; coincidence experiments; 18906.

Corridor fires; fire models; fire spread; room fires; thermal

radiation; turbulence; buoyant flow; compartment fires; com-
puter programs; NBS-GCR-78-1 50.

Corridors; escape; fire detectors; full-scale tests; heat detectors;
,

hospitals; ionizaton detectors; mattresses; nursing homes;
photoelectric detectors; NBSIR 79-1739.

Corrosion; corrosion of steel; rebar corrosion; reinforced \ )

concrete; bridge deck; concrete; SP550.

Corrosion; corrosion tests; electrochemical measurements;

potentiodynamic scans; copper concentric neutrals; 18725.

Corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic corrosion; inhibitors; i;
'

pitting corrosion; rust; stress corrosion; CIS9, Revised 1979.

Corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic corrosion; implants; im- t
'

plants passivity; 18946.

Corrosion; data compilation; electrochemical energy storage

materials; molten salts; physical properties; safety and j

'

hazards; thermal energy storage materials; thermal properties;

thermodynamic properties; transport properties; NSRDS-
NBS61 , Part II.

j

Corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid \

'

devices; leak testing; measurement technology; micro-

calorimetry; moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker

leads; process control; reliability; semiconductor devices;

welding; automated testing; batteries; SP400-50.

Corrosion; fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper; photometric

calibrator; safety tips; solar energy, toxic chemicals; ultra- _

^

black coating; Alaskan pipeline; computers; DIMfNBS 63,

No. II, 1-36 ( 1979). i

Corrosion; hydrogen evolution; alternating current; alternating

voltage; comparison between theoretical and experimental
^ ^

results; copper; 18756.
\

Corrosion failure; hermeticity; moisture infusion; oxide

moisture sensors; accelerated stress test; capillary leaks; NBS-
GCR-79-170. '

Corrosion fatigue; design; engineering judgment; factor of

safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering;

reliability; risk; safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution;

18326.
I

Corrosion films; ESCA; impurities; microroughness; optical

microscopy; polishing defects; scattered light; SIMS; stylus in-

struments; Auger spectroscopy; SP562, pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Corrosion of steel; corrosion protection; nonmetallic coatings;
^

offshore corrosion; saltwater corrosion; seawater corrosion;

18418.

Corrosion of steel; rebar corrosion; reinforced concrete; bridge

deck; concrete; corrosion; SP550. -

j

Corrosion protection; nonmetallic coatings; offshore corrosion;

saltwater corrosion; seawater corrosion; corrosion of steel;

18418.
) ,

Corrosion tests; electrochemical measurements; potentiodynam-

ic scans; copper concentric neutrals; corrosion; 18725.

Corundum; enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat;
)

j

standard reference materials; thermodynamic properties; alu-

mina; aluminum oxide; calorimetry; 18377.

Co-shock; couplant; detection; electronic package; impact
j

noise; microcircuit device; particle detection; particle impact
|;

(

noise detection; PIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens; trans-

ducer; acoustic emission; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).

Cosmic source; preliminary; proton interactions; relative mea-

surements; '^C y-rays; '*0 y-rays; 1901 5. )
[

Cost; data entry; edit; operator speed; record size, transaction

volume; transfer speed; validate; verify; application, character

set; computer interface; SP500-55. I
[

Cost; economics; hydrogen; production; storage; transmission;

18812.

Cost; energy conservation; energy standards; fenestration; life- J
(

cycle costing; retrofitting; solar; building design; 19043. \

Cost; human characteristics; personal control; physical environ-

ment; privacy, architectural psychology; bibliography; '
[

buildings; communication; NBSIR 79 1793.
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I

Cost analysis; evaluation; procurement; technical analysis; time-

sharing; TSP; benchmarking; SP500-52, pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

Cost effectiveness; economics; energy conservation; internal

rate of return; life-cycle costing; marginal analysis; optimal

design; residential buildings; space cooling; space heating;

building envelope; 19044.

Cost effectiveness; hazard; injuries; loss prevention; risk; safety;

construction; 18890.

Cost estimation; econometric models; economic analysis; hous-

ing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building

. economics; building materials; TN979.

I

Cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furni-

ture; hazard analysis; probability; residential buildings; sen-

sitivity analysis; smoke detectors; standards; upholstered fur-

niture; building fires; TNI 101

.

I

Cost-benefit analysis; life-cycle analysis; safety regulations;

building codes; building regulations; SP552, pp. 267-282
(July 1979).

iCoster-Kronig yield; effective fluorescence yield; fluorescence

yield; K shell; L shell; non-radiative yield; partial level width;

radiative yield; atomic properties; Auger yield; JPCRD 8, No.
2, 307-328 ( 1979).

Costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis;

probability; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke
detectors; standards; upholstered furniture; building fires;

j
cost-benefit analysis; r/V/ 70/

.

I Cost-trade comparisons; manufacturing technologies; structural

performance/cost trade-offs; airframe structure; SP563, pp.
226-227 (Oct. 1979).

Cost-value; cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation

methodology; performance evaluation; procurement; com-
puter evaluation; computer performance; computer procure-
ment; computers; computer selection; SP500-52, pp. 25-36
(Oct. 1979).

Cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation methodology;

performance evaluation; procurement; computer evaluation;

computer performance; computer procurement; computers;

computer selection; cost-value; SP500-52, pp. 25-36 (Oct.

1979).

Cost/benefit analysis; documentation; documentation content

guidelines; feasibility study; FIPS guidelines; initiation phase;

project request; software; automated data systems; computer
'j

programs; FIPS PUB 64.

J

Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screen-

ing effects; bremsstrahlung high frequency limit; bremss-
trahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; 183 70.

Coulomb field; non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screen-

ing effects; bremsstrahlung high frequence limit; bremss-

I

trahlung spectrum tip; continuum x rays; 18532.

( Coulomb-Born approximation; distorted wave approximation;

effective Gaunt factor; electron impact excitation collision

strength; Born approximation; copper isoelectronic sequence;
18996.

Coulometry; definitive method; electrolytes; reference method;
serum chloride analysis; statistical analysis; amperometry;
chloride analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; SP260-
67.

Coulometry; electrochemical equivalent of silver; elec-

trochemistry; Faraday; potentiostat; silver; silver analysis;

controlled potential; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 (1979).

Counting and control circuitry; fringe counting interferometric

method and apparatus; Michelson interferometer; phase
locked oscillators; retroreflectors; U.S. Patent 4,165,183.

County building code; critical structures program; expense; in-

spection requirements; pre-construction conference; code en-

forcement; SP552, pp. 31 1-320 (July 1979).

Couplant; detection; electronic package; impact noise;

microcircuit device; particle detection; particle impact noise

detection; PIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer;

acoustic emission; co-shock; NBS/R 78-1590 (NASA).
Coupled integral equations; dispersion; lossy dielectric slab;

modes considerations; TEM-cell; attenuation; NBSIR 79-

1615.

Coupled modes; dynamics; KCN-KBr; neutron scattering; phase

transition; rotation-translation coupling; 19036.

Coupling agent; dental; monomers; resins; surface-active

comonomers; acrylates; adhesion, dental; bonding; 18461

.

Coupling constants; hexononitriles; iterative analysis; proton

nmr spectroscopy; shift reagents; acyclic sugars; chemical

shifts; conformation; 18742.

Coupling device; cutting blade; dead-man's handle; disconnect

element; lawnmower; motor shaft; brake; U.S. Patent

4.158,944.

Courtroom procedures; juror attitudes; prerecorded videotaped

trials; PRVTT; trials, PRVTT; videotaped trials; civil trials;

SP480-30.

CO2; C2H4; dielectric virial coefficients; refractive virial coeffi-

cients; SFg; CH,; collision induced bands; 18786.

CO2, far wings; infrared wings; line shape; model correlation

function; pressure broadening; 18886.

CO2 laser; derivative spectra; infrared analysis; spectral coin-

cidences; Stark modulation; Stark spectroscopy; trace gas

analysis; 18538.

CO2 laser; frequency comparison; frequency multiplication;

frequency synthesis; laser frequency measurement; Penning

trap; speed of light; 18608.

CPE in auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG; installation

management; on-line system evaluation; prediction methods;

queuing models; simulation; software monitoring, workload

definition; computer performance evaluation; computer per-

formance measurement; SP500-52

.

CPEUG; installation management; on-line system evaluation;

prediction methods; queuing models; simulation; software

monitoring; workload definition; computer performance

evaluation; computer performance measurement; computer
performance prediction; SP500-52

.

CPSC; performance test; showers; slip-resistance; ASTM;
bathtubs; 18705.

Crack; crack, well-characterized; destructive evaluation; fatigue

flaw evaluation; fracture mechanics; standards; technique

development; compact tension specimen; 18744.

Crack; defects; elastic solid; pulses; scattering; ultrasonic;

acoustic; 18391.

Crack activation; numerical simulation; subsonic water drop
impact; surface flaws; SP562, pp. 501-511 (Oct. 1979).

Crack detection; eddy currents; non-destructive evaluation;

18911.

Crack formation; fracture toughness; friction; hardness; liquid

softening; oxides; scratching; size effect; specific energy;
ceramics; chipping; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Crack growth; failure; polyethylene; solvent; stress-cracking

agent; uniaxial creep; 18766.

Crack growth; fracture; molecular weight distribution; necking;

polyethylene; uniaxial creep; additivity of damage; cold

drawn; 18765.

Crack nucleation; fracture; median, radial and lateral cracks;

plastic indentations; residual stresses; shear flow lines; SP562,

pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Crack propagation; cryogenics; fatigue; fracture: low tempera-

ture tests; mechanical properties; aluminum alloys; 18610.

Crack propagation; cryogenics; fracture; low temperature tests;

martensitic transformations; mechanical properties; stainless

steel alloys; 18943.

Crack propagation; fatigue; fracture resistance; low tempera-

ture tests; mechanical porperties; stainless steel; 18621.

Crack propagation; fatigue; low temperature tests; nickel alloys;

stainless steels; steels; superalloys; titanium alloys; 18695.
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Crack, well-characterized; destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw

evaluation; fracture mechanics; standards; technique develop-

ment; compact tension specimen; crack; 18744.

Crankshaft displacement; medium speed diesel engine; piston

ring wear; turbocharging monitoring; SP547, pp. 153-166

(July 1979).

Creep; dental; dimensional change; dispersion type alloy; high

copper; single alloy; amalgam; 18729.

Creep; dental amalgam; dimensional changes; extrusion of

restorations; marginal fracture; zinc effect; 18586.

Creep; flexural strength; mechanical properties; moisture; non-

destructive testing; preservation; adobe; adobe soil; compres-

sive strength; TN996.
Creep; instability; polyethylene; viscoelastic; 18807.

Creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; NBSIR 79-1731.

Creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; NBS-CCR-78-149.
Creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment;

maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; 18537.

Creosote; harbor facilities; inspection; maintenance; marine

borers; nondestructive testing; pilings; timber; acoustics;

bridges; 18525.

Cresol; luminescence spectrometry; organic pollutants monitor-

ing; synchronous excitation spectroscopy; SP519, pp. 679-

684 (Apr, 1979).

Crevice corrosion; galvanic corrosion; implants; implants pas-

sivity; corrosion; 18946.

Crevice corrosion; galvanic corrosion; inhibitors; pitting corro-

sion; rust; stress corrosion; corrosion; CIS9, Revised 1979.

Crisis; flood recovery effort; missing link; rebuilding; SP552,

pp. 39-44 (July 1979).

Criteria; design; economics; efficiency; energy; energy budget;

equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; standard; buildings; conserva-

tion; 18888.

Criteria; energy; engineering; industry construction; measure-

ment techniques; standards; building research; SP439-I.

Criteria; project summaries; standards; technical bases; building

research; building technology; codes; SP446-2.

Criteria for purity; food additives; mutagenicity;

naphthylamines; saccharin; saccharin impurities; Salmonella

typhimurium; Amaranth; Ames test; SP519, pp. 311-319
(Apr. 1979).

Critical behavior; domain growth; domain walls; ordering; sur-

face mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; 18373.

Critical behavior; domain growth; domain walls; ordering; sur-

face mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; 18613.

Critical current; critical current degradation; multifilamentary

NbjSn; multifilamentary NbTi; superconductors; 18622.

Critical current; definitions of terms; measurement techniques;

standards; superconductors; 18762.

Critical current degradation; multifilamentary NbaSn; multifila-

mentary NbTi; superconductors; critical current; 18622.

Critical evaluation; data analysis; data compilation; data evalua-

tion; data extraction; data synthesis; electrical resistivity; ele-

ments; gold; metals; molten metals; palladium; precious

metals; reference data; silver; JPCRD 8, No. 4. 1147-1298

(1979).

Critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; iron;

nickel; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic pro-

perties; activity coefficient; cobalt; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-

1004 ( 1979).

Critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; man-
ganese; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic pro-

perties; uranium; activity coefficient; copper; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1005-1050 (1979).

Critical exponent; critical phenomena; critical solution point;

liquid-liquid critical point; renormalization group theory;

scaling theory; universality hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture;

consolute point; 18825.

Critical fiaw size; cyclic fatigue life; filament wound tankage;

leakage failure mode; linear elastic fracture mechanics; metal

liner; composite materials; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct. 1979).

Critical parameters; definitions; flux phenomena; Josephson

phenomena; stabilization; superconductors; terminology;

18681.

Critical phenomena; critical solution point; liquid-liquid critical

point; renormalization group theory; scaling theory; univer-

sality hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture; consolute point; criti-

cal exponent; 18825.

Critical phenomena; critical-point universality; fluids; gravity ef-

fects; materials science; spacelab; 18457.

Critical point; gravity effects; phase transition; 18541

.

Critical point enhancement; data evaluation; propane; thermal

conductivity; viscosity; correlated data; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 ( 1979).

Critical radiant flux; flame spread; smoldering combustion; test

methods; attic floor radiant panel; cellulose thermal insula-

tion; NBSIR 79-1588.

Critical solution point; liquid-liquid critical point; renormaliza-

tion group theory; scaling theory; universality hypothesis; bi-

nary-liquid mixture; consolute point; critical exponent; criti-

cal phenomena; 18825.

Critical strain rate; fatigue; grain boundary sliding; high tem-

perature; intergranular fracture; stainless steel; 18896.

Critical structures program; expense; inspection requirements;

pre-construction conference; code enforcement; county

building code; SP552, pp. 31 1-320 (July 1979).

Critical-current; critical-field; degradation; multifilamentarV

strain; NbsSn; stress; superconductor; 18780.

Critical-current; degradation; NbjGe; strain; stress; supercon-

ductor; 18781.

Critical-field; degradation; multifilamentary strain; NbjSn;

stress; superconductor; critical-current; 18780.

Critical-point universality; fluids; gravity effects; materials

science; spacelab; critical phenomena; 18457.

Cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor;

semiconductor; silicon; test pattern; test structures; visual

alignment; contact resistor; SP400-5 1

.

Cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; in-

tegrated circuits; linewidth; photolithography; sheet re-

sistance; silicon; test pattern; test structure; TTL; bipolar

process; contact resistor; 18533.

Cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipation factor; loss angle;

microphonic coupling; phase angle; surface films; capacitor;

18454.

Cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics; holography;

laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical processing; phase;

precision measurements; wave front; amplitude; beam profile;

TN1009.
Cross sections; electron collisions; molecules; momentum-

transfer; polar molecules; scattering theory; 18516.

Cross sections; electron impact; excitation, 2s-2p; crossed

beams; 18707.

Cross sections; fission spectrum; neutron; threshold reaction;

uranium; Californium; 18792.

Cross sections; gamma rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabu-

lations; X rays; atomic form factor; coherent scattering;

yPC/?D8, No. 1,69-106 (1979).

Cross sections; intermolecular potential; state changes; well

depths; collisions; 18671

.

Crossed beams; cross sections; electron impact; excitation, 2s-

2p; N*-^; 18707.

Crosslinking modification; curvelinking; hydroxyapatite; sonic

velocity; bone; collagen; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr. 1979).
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Cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide; elasticity theory of

rubber; modulus of rubber; Mooney-Rivlin constants; rubber

elasticity theory; rubber, natural; swelling of rubber network;

J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).

Crosstrack scan; earth imagery; ERTS; LANDSAT; multispec-

tral scanner; reflective optics; SP547, pp. 17-30 (July 1979).

Crustal movements; earth rotation; geodynamics; gravity field;

ocean current; plate tectonics; polar motion; 18584.

Cryocoolers; Josephson devices; refrigeration; SQUID; super-

conductive electronics; 18700.

Cryogenic; densimeters; density reference system; liquid

methane; LNG; 18805.

Cryogenic; dielectric loss; dissipation factor; high voltage; low

temperature polymer; 18384.

Cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG;
marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photogram-

metric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping;

survey; accuracy; NBSIR 79-1751.

Cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength; low-temperature;

mechanical properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stain-

less steel; tensile properties; toughness; 1895 7.

Cryogenic; hydrogen; oxygen; scraping auger; slush; slush

production; slush storage; NBSIR 79-1607.

Cryogenic densimeter; custody transfer; density; flowmetering;

liquefied natural gas; sampling; 18396.

Cryogenic temperature; dielectric loss; polymer films; polymers;

polypropylene; polyurethane; superconducting power cable;

tan 8; 18713.

Cryogenic temperature; energy; energy savings; industrial

robots; network services; SRM's; computer interface stan-

dards; computers; DIMINBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 (1979).

Cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; Ir; superconductivi-

ty; thermometry; W; AuAl^; Auln^; Be; SP260-62.

Cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electrocaloric effect;

entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; mag-
neto-thermal conductivity; polarization; potassium tantalate;

refrigeration; specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium;

ceramics; 18680.

Cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; helium 3; Japan; millikelvin

research; nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid

He'; superfluid He'; symposium; 18679.

Cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; graphite fiber; aramid

fiber; composite applications; composites; concrete; 18717.

Cryogenics; fatigue; fracture; low temperature tests; mechanical

properties; aluminum alloys; crack propagation; 18610.

Cryogenics; fixed points; pure materials; superconductivity;

temperature scale; thermometry; 18550.

Cryogenics; fracture; low temperature tests; martensitic trans-

formations; mechanical properties; stainless steel alloys;

crack propagation; 18943.

Cryogenics; glass-epoxy; industrial laminates; mechanical pro-

perties; physical properties; radiation properties; 18771

.

Cryogenics; industrial laminates; low-pressure laminates; metal-

matrix composites; polymer matrices; advanced-fiber com-
posites; 18631.

Cryogenics; industrial laminates; magnetic fusion energy; super-

conducting magnets; advanced composites; composite materi-

als; 18560.

Cryptography; digital signatures; encryption; identifiers; key

management; key notarization; SP500-54.

Cryptography; digital signatures; encryption; identifiers; key

management; key notarization; 19039.

Crystal; defect; energy; hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; structure;

calculations; cell dimensions; 18787.

Crystal; diffraction; LijB^; neutron powder; structure; x ray;

18382.

Crystal diffraction; gamma-ray energies; thulium; ytterbium;

18510.

Crystal field; magnetic superconductor; neutron scattering; rare

earth; Chevrel-phase; coexistence; 18850.

Crystal fields; Laves phase; magnetic materials; neutron scatter-

ing; rare earths; spin waves; 19031

.

Crystal oscillators; frequency standards; hydrogen standards; ru-

bidium standards; time and frequency; timekeeping; atomic

clocks; cesium standards; 18908.

Crystal structure; diffraction; isotopes; molecular dynamics;

neutron; neutron radiography; nondestructive evaluation;

nuclear reactor; radiation; activation analysis; TN995.

Crystal structure; hydrogen bond; neutron diffraction; rigid

body motion; triaminoguanidinium nitrate; 18873.

Crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice constants; peak

intensities; powder patterns; reference intensities; standard;

x-ray diffraction; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Crystal structure; magnesium phosphate; potEissium phosphate;

struvite analogue; 18491.

Crystal structure; mechanism of formation; molecular com-
pound; silver-sulfur-tungsten cluster; synthesis; x-ray diffrac-

tion; 18636.

Crystal structure; neutron scattering; nitromethane; rotation;

tunneling; 19025.

Crystal structure; S-carboxymethyl-L=cysteine; single crystal; x

ray; zwitterion; amino acid derivative; 18673.

Crystal structure; single crystal; uric acid derivative; uric acid

determination; x-ray diffraction; biological assay; 18672.

Crystal-field splitting; inelastic neutron scattering; magnetic

properties of rare earth alloys; metal hydrides; rare-earth

hydrides; cerium dihydride; 19030.

Crystallinity; NMR; polyethylene; resolution; sample spinning;

solids; 1 3c; conformation; 18745.

Crystallization theory; extended chain fibrils; flow-induced

crystallization; polymer crystallization; shish kebabs; 187IS.
Crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction images; hydraltfd

layer; ion microprobe mass spectrometer; roughness;

phire; ultra-fine polishing; water; x-ray photoelectrofi ^Ptc-

trometer; SP562, pp. 3 17-323 (Oct. 1979).

Csl; detection efficiency; Lixiscope; radioactive x-ray source;

rare-earth scintillator screen; '"L '"GD; 19001.

Cu II; cw laser action; 18319.

Cu sequence; oscillator stength; Zn sequence; 18366.

Cube; geometry; hyperplane; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 49-53 (1979).

Cumulative stress; flow-induced crystallization; nucleation

theory; polyethylene; polyrner fiber; shish; volume strain;

core fibril; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 (1979).

Cupric anthranilate; cupric ion-containing hydroxyapatite; reac-

tion kinetics; surface reaction; anthranilic acid; chemisorp-

tion; 189 72.

Cupric ion-containing hydroxyapatite; reaction kinetics; surface

reaction; anthranilic acid; chemisorption; cupric anthranilate;

18972.

Cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber; polyphthalo-

cyanine; prepreg; TGA; V/STOL; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct.

1979).

Curing shrinkage; glaze; margin staining; roughness; wear;

18684.

Current; impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coeffi-

cient; reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage;

calibration; 18600.

Current; impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coeffi-

cient; reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage;

calibration; 18601.

Current comparators; current ratios; current transformers; cur-

rent transformer testing; electronic ratio error set; trans-

former calibrations; 18624.

Current crowding; die attachment evaluation; junction tempera-

ture; measurement technology; power transistors; semicon-

ductor devices; thermal characterization; thermal resistance;

transistors; SP400-14.

Current measurement; electric transmission; electro-optic

systems; high voltage; pulse measurement; voltage measure-

ment; 18872.
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Current ratios; current transformers; current transformer test-

ing; electronic ratio error set; transformer calibrations; cur-

rent comparators; 18624.

Current threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte shift; heat ef-

fect; injury mechanism; injury statistics; mouth burn; specific

electrical effect; arc burn; contact burn; NBSIR 79-1710.

Current transformer testing; electronic ratio error set; trans-

former calibrations; current comparators; current ratios; cur-

rent transformers; 18624.

Current transformers; current transformer testing; electronic

ratio error set; transformer calibrations; current comparators;

current ratios; 18624.

Curtains; drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; international; self-

extinguishment; ships; standards; NBSIR 79-1 596.

Curve fitting; data analysis; data base management; data

retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS information

retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression;

MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean search system;

computer programs; 18597.

Curvelinking; hydroxyapatite; sonic velocity; bone; collagen;

crosslinking modification; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr. 1979),

Custody transfer; density; experimental; extended correspond-

ing states method; hard sphere model; Klosek-McKinley

method; liquefied natural gas (LNG); magnetic suspension

densimeter; comparisons; correlation; 18775.

Custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mixtures; specific

heating value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical proper-

ties; total heating value; composition; 18564.

Custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mathematical

models; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables;

thermophysical properties data; total heating value; composi-

tion; 18838.

Custody transfer; density; flowmetering; liquefied natural gas;

sampling; cryogenic densimeter; 18396.

Custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chromatography;

heating value; hydrocarbon; liquefied natural gas; phase

equilibrium; pipelines; sampling; NBSIR 78-887.

Custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chromatography;

heating value; liquefied natural gas; sampling; 18395.

Customary units; inch; metric units; centimeter; conversion;

SP376.

Cut-off frequency; equivalent circuit; modal analysis; scattering

matrix; step discontinuity; TEM-cell; variational formulation;

coaxial transmission line; NBSIR 79-1606.

Cutting blade; dead-man's handle; disconnect element;

lawnmower; motor shaft; brake; coupling device; U.S. Patent

4,158,944.

Cw accelerators; electronuclear physics; high duty-cycle; coin-

cidence experiments; correlations in nuclei; 18906.

Cw laser action; Cu II; 18319.

Cw laser damage; DF laser; fusion cast; laser damage; laser

window; single crystal; strontium fluoride; antireflection

coatings; calcium fluoride; SP541 , pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; resin; wear; accelerator;

alloy; base metal; casting; composite; NBSIR 78-1573.

Cyanoacrylate; hydrolytic stability; adhesion; bioadhesive bond
strength; bone; 18638.

Cyanomethyl radical; excited argon atoms; force constants; in-

frared spectrum; ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cya-

nide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis;

charge transfer; 18879.

Cyclic fatigue life; filament wound tankage; leakage failure

mode; linear elastic fracture mechanics; metal liner; com-
posite materials; critical fiaw size; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct.

1979).

Cyclic module; faithful distributive module; incidence algebra;

multiplicative function; quasi-ordered set; topological al-

gebra; automorphism; 18789.

Cylindrical scanning; far field; near field; planar scanning; an-

tenna measurements; 18818.

Cytochrome P-450; liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry;
,

PCB metabolism; polychlorinated biphenyls; SP519, pp. 685-

690 (Apr. 1979).

Cytotoxicity; homeostasis; promotion; REE; risk; cell-prolifera-
j

tion; cell-turnover; SP554, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979). i

C'^ methanol; FIR laser; laser frequency measurements; 18939. '.

C2H4; dielectric virial coefficients; refractive virial coefficients;

SF„; CH4; collision induced bands; COj; 18786.
j

Daily load profiles; energy consumption; field measurments;

hourly load profiles; refrigerator field data; usage profiles; <

^

combination refrigerator-freezer field data; NBSIR 79-1781.

Damage analysis; dosimetry standardization; fast breeder reac- B I

tors; light water reactors; 19012.

Damage penetration; fracture mechanics; fragmentation; glass; ^ '

grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength; stress intensity fac-

tor; abrasive machining; ceramics; contact stress; SP562, pp.

23-42 (Oct. 1979). '

Damage resistant; Ge; PbFj; pulsed HF laser; antireflection " j'

coatings; CdSe; coating substrate; SP541, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978). '
;'

Damage threshold; electric fields; internal reflection; protective
:

coatings; SP541, pp. 288-295 (Dec. 1978).

Damage threshold; electron avalanche; frequency and pulse '

width dependencies of the critical field; multiphoton ioniza-

tion; SP541, pp. 299-302 (Dec. 1978K
^

^

Damage thresholds; dielectric reflectors; electric-field distribu-
'

tion; high-power; reflectance; spectral absorptance; theory;

asymmetric absorptance; SP541, pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

Damage thresholds; electric fields; laser damage; nanosecond
^

^

pulses; pulsewidth dependence; standing waves; thin-film

coatings; two-photon absorption; ultraviolet wavelength scal-

ing; SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Damage thresholds; fluoroberyllate glass; fluorophosphate glass;

inclusions; pulse duration; SP541, pp. 99-108 (Dec. 1978). ,

j

Damage thresholds; impurities; laser-induced damage; thermal

damage; absorption; antireflection coatings; SP541, pp. 202-

211 (Dec. 1978).

Damaged layer; elastic emission machining; environmental ef- ,.

j

feet; hydrate; hydration polishing; mechanochemical polish-

ing with soft powder; pre-existing defect; sapphire; solid state
j

j

reaction; water vapor; working unit; SP562, pp. 157-169

(Oct. 1979).
J

j

Damaged layer; fine polishing; sapphire; silicon; solid state

reaction; wear debris; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).
5

j

Damp course membrane; metallic membrane; permeability;

preservation technology; adobe building materials; chemical ]
|

grouts; NBSIR 79-1730.

Damping; dynamic properties; industrial engineering; isolation;

machinery and equipment; mechanical impedance; mechani- j
|

cal vibrations; noise control; transmissibility; vibration isola-

tion; vibrations; antivibration mounting; HI 28.

Data; digital; ethernet; local; microprocessor; network; serial;

broadcast; coaxial; communication; contention; 18760.

Data; metric; refractory concrete; resource conservation and 5
|

recovery; chemical degradation; coal conversion; coal gasifi-

er; computers; DIM/NBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 (1979).

Data acquisition; data converters; dynamic measurements; set-

tling time; A/D converters; D/A converters; 18503. 3
|

Data acquisition; energy; instrumentation; measurement; ther-

mography; Twin Rivers Project; weather station; air infiltra-

tion; buildings; 18733.

Data acquisition system; digital tape recorder; fuel measure-

ment; instrumentation; total energy; transducers; weather sta- 1
|

tion, NBSIR 79-1709.

Data acquisition systems; data reduction; plotting; computer 5
|

program; TNI 108.
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Duta analysis; data base management; data retrieval; file han-

dling; graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC in-

dexing; least-squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting; statisti-

cal analysis; Boolean search system; computer programs;

curve fitting; /<V597.

Data analysis; data compilation; data evaluation; data extrac-

tion; data synthesis; electrical resistivity, elements; gold;

metals; molten metals; palladium; precious metals; reference

data; silver; solid state physics; JFCRD 8, No. 4, 1 147-1298

( 1979).

Data availability; dielectronic recombination rates; excitation

rate coefficients; ionization rate coefficients; magnetic fusion

research; transition probabilities; wavelengths; atomic data;

18593.

Data banks; data bases; ergonomics; human factors; product
research; 18862.

Data base; data base management; empirical molecular formu-

la; GPSDC; ion energetics; ionization potential; abstract; ap-

pearance potential; archival tape; computer program; NBSIR
78- 1432.

Data base; data base management; file maintenance; refor-

matting; reorganization; restructuring; SP500-47.
Data base; engineering psychology; ergonomics; evaluation;

human engineering; human factors; human performance;
standard reference data; anthropometry; NBS-GCR-79-169.

Data base; residential buildings; solar data center; solar energy

systems; solar heating and cooling; automatic data
processing; NBSIR 79-/762.

Data base management; data retrieval; durability; fatigue; in-

teractive system; mathematical modeling; paper; paper fiber;

report retrieval; scientific data; computer graphics; NBSIR
79- 1746.

Data base management; data retrieval; file handling; graphic

analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-

squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical analysis;

Boolean search system; computer programs; curve fitting;

data analysis; 18597.

Data base management; empirical molecular formula; GPSDC;
ion energetics; ionization potential; abstract; appearance
potential; archival tape; computer program; data base;

NBSIR 78-1432.

Data base management; file maintenance; reformatting; reor-

ganization; restructuring; data base; SP500-47.
Data bases; ergonomics; human factors; product research; data

banks; 18862.

Data bases; networks; operating systems; protocols; communi-
cations; computers; 18488.

Data center; data processing; information utilization; ADP audi-

tors; audit; SP500-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).

Data collection; JES output; job entry subsystem; model design;

model selection; remote work stations; simulation model;

SP500-52. pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Data compilation; data evaluation; data extraction; data synthe-

sis; electrical resistivity; elements; gold; metals; molten

metals; palladium; precious metals; reference data; silver;

solid state physics; transport properties; JPCRD 8, No. 4,

1 147-1298 ( 1979).

Data compilation; density; electrical conductance; fluorides; ha-

lides; iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard reference data;

surface tension; viscosity; bromides; chlorides; JPCRD 8, No.
1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Data compilation; electrochemical energy storage materials;

molten salts; physical properties; safety and hazards; thermal

energy storage materials; thermal properties; thermodynamic
properties; transport properties; corrosion; NSRDS-NBS61

,

Pan 11.

Data compilation; ion thermochemistry; proton affinity; proton

transfer equilibrium; NBSIR 79-/777.

Data compilation; phase diagrams; alloy data center; alloy

phase diagrams; American Society for Metals; 18645.

Data confidentiality; data integrity; data security; physical

security; procedural security; risk analysis; risk assessment;

systems security; ADP availability; annual loss exposure; ap-

plication system vulnerability; computer security; FU'S I'UH

65.

Data converters; dynamic measurements; settling time, A/D
converters; D/A converters; data acquisition; 18503.

Data correlation; excess volumes; heat of mixing; liquid-vapor

equilibria; methane + ethane; binary mixtures; JPCRD 8, No.

3, 799-816 ( 1979).

Data editing; data flow; data processing; data reductions; raw

data conversion to engineering units; total energy; total ener-

gy data flow; computerized processing; NBSIR 79-1757.

Data entry; economic considerations; keyboard; keypunch; op-

tical character recognition; optical mark sensing; source data

entry; FIPS PUB 67.

Data entry; edit; operator speed; record size; transaction

volume; transfer speed; validate; verify; application; character

set; computer interface; cost; SP5()0-5 5

.

Data evaluation; data extraction; data synthesis; electrical re-

sistivity; elements; gold; metals; molten metals; palladium;

precious metals; reference data; silver; solid state physics;

transport properties; copper; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-1298

( 1979).

Data evaluation; gas phase ion-molecule reactions; mass spec-

trometry; organic molecules; rate coefficients; chemical

kinetics; NSRDS-NBS64.
Data evaluation; propane; thermal conductivity; viscosity; cor-

related data; critical point enhancement; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 (1979).

Data extraction; data synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements;

gold; metals; molten metals; palladium; precious metals;

reference data; silver; solid state physics; transport proper-

ties; copper; critical evaluation; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1 147-1298

( 1979).

Data flow; data processing; data reductions; raw data conver-

sion to engineering units; total energy; total energy data flow;

computerized processing; data editing; NBSIR 79-175 7.

Data integrity; data security; physical security; procedural

security; risk analysis; risk assessment; systems security; ADP
availability; annual loss exposure; application system vulnera-

bility; computer security; data confidentiality; FIPS PUB 65.

Data measurement; measurement; performance measurement;

computer; computer communications; computer performance

measurement; SP500-52, pp. 201-21 1 (Oct. 1979).

Data needs; free radicals; modeling; NOj.; olefins; SOj.; tropo-

sphere; aldehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; SP55 7.

Data pooling; data structures; mathematical programming;

matrices; name generation; operations research; programming
languages; sparse matrices; 7. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47 (1979).

Data processing; data reductions; raw data conversion to en-

gineering units; total energy; total energy data flow; compu-
terized processing; data editing; data flow; NBSIR 79-175 7.

Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards

Publication; industries; representations and codes; Standard

Industrial Classification; computers; FIPS PUB 66.

Data processing; information utilization; ADP auditors; audit;

data center; SP500-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).

Data reduction; plotting; computer program; data acquisition

systems; TNI 108.

Data reductions; raw data conversion to engineering units; total

energy, total energy data flow; computerized processing; data

editing; data flow; data processing; NBSIR 79-1757.

Data requirements; documentation cycle; forecast; projections;

sensitivity analysis; computer workload; SP500-52, pp. 113-

120 (Oct. 1979).

Data retrieval; durability; fatigue; interactive system; mathe-

matical modeling; paper; paper fiber; report retrieval; scien-

tific data; computer graphics; data base management; NBSIR
79-1746.
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Data retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS information

retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression;

MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean search system;

computer programs; curve fitting; data analysis; data base

management; 18597.

Data security; physical security; procedural security; risk analy-

sis; risk assessment; systems security; ADP availability; an-

nual loss exposure; application system vulnerability; com-
puter security; data confidentiality; data integrity; FIPS PUB
65.

Data structures; mathematical programming; matrices; name
generation; operations research; programming languages;

sparse matrices; data pooling; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47

(1979).

Data synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements; gold; metals;

molten metals; palladium; precious metals; reference data;

silver; solid state physics; transport properties; copper; criti-

cal evaluation; data analysis; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-1298

( 1979).

Data systems; personnel administration; personnel practices;

personnel recotds; privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant

information; security; citizen rights; computers; computer
utilization; confidentiality; SP500-50.

Database; data-description; data-dictionary; data-directory;

data-manipulation; DBMS; languages; query; standards;

SP500-5I.

Database management; model validation; performance evalua-

tion; performance measurement; predictive modeling; set-

processing; simulation; software design; analytic models;

SP500-49.

Database management; standardization; 18777.

Databases; networks; operating systems; protocols; communica-
tions; computers; 18891.

Data-description; data-dictionary; data-directory; data-manipu-
lation; DBMS; languages; query; standards; database; SP500-
51.

Data-dictionary; data-directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; lan-

guages; query; standards; database; data-description; SP500-
51.

Data-directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; languages; query;

standards; database; data-description; data-dictionary; SP500-
51.

Data-manipulation; DBMS; languages; query; standards;

database; data-description; data-dictionary; data-directory;

SP500-5 1

.

Dataplot; fitting; graphics; interactive graphics; regression; soft-

ware; transformation; computing system; 18519.

Data-reduction technique; low-activity replacement source;

measurement technique; scatter contribution; source capsule;

source housing; spectrometry results; ""CO gamma-ray beam;
calibration source; collimation system; 18416.

Daylighting; economic analysis; energy conservation; engineer-

ing economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal effi-

ciency; window; window management; building economics;
BSS119.

Daylighting; energy; environments; heating; passive; solar; sub-

urban; urban; application; buildings; commercial; 18894.

Daylighting; energy calculation; energy consumption; fenestra-

tion; heating and cooling load; solar heat gain; 19003

.

Daylighting; energy conservation; fenestration; solar energy;

windows; 18863.

i/-band of Ni; excitons; photoemission; satellite and band nar-

rowing; 18632.

DBMS; languages; query; standards; database; data-description;

data-dictionary; data-directory; data-manipulation; SP500-51

.

D-c transmission; deep level measurements; energy conserva-

tion; measurement methods; power-device grade silicon; re-

sistivity variations; silicon; spreading resistance measure-
ments; thermally stimulated measurements; thyristor materi-

als measurements; NBSIR 79-1756.

Dc voltage ratio measurement; digital voltage ratio instrument

errors; digital voltmeter for ratio measurement; voltage ratio

measurement; 19032.

Dead layer model; external; internal; quantum efficiency;

reflectance; response; silicon detector; spatial position depen-

dence; 18900.

Dead layer model; external; internal quantum efficiency; sil-

icon; absolute detector; absorption coefficient; 18477

.

Dead-man's handle; disconnect element; lawnnfiower; motor

shaft; brake; coupling device; cutting blade; U.S. Patent

4,158,944.

Deafness; developmental ly disabled; epilepsy; fire safety; group

homes; handicapped; mental retardation; ambulatory people;

autism; cerebral palsy; NBS-GCR-79-1 67.

Deane Judd; selected writings; spectrophotometry; color;

colorimetry; color spacing; color vision; SP545.

Death; evacuation; fires; flashover; hospitals; human behavior;

nursing staff; patients; room fires; breathing apparatus; NBS-
GCR-78-140.

Death; fire investigations; fire statistics; pathology; toxic gases;

alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building fires; cigarettes; iVfl5-

GCR-79-168.

Debris monitoring; diagnostic techniques; failure detection;

lubrication system monitoring; aircraft component failure;

condition monitoring; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Debye temperature; iron alloy; magnetic susceptibility; spin-

glass, sound velocity; 18763.

Decay of "'^"'Ho; nuclear orientation; nuclear spin system;

'**Ho""Ho; atomic magnetic structures; conical spin struc-

ture; 18604.

Decay probability; isomeric transition; liquid scintillation count-

ing; photon counting; radioactivity; '^'Sn"" decay scheme;

coincidence counting; 18841

.

Decision analysis; decisions; eigenvectors; management; multi-

ple-attribute decisions; ordering; paired comparisons; pri-

oritization; project selection; ranking; resource allocation;

weighting multiple criteria; 18602.

Decision analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis; proba-

bility; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke detec-

tors; standards; upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-

benefit analysis; costs; TNI 101.

Decision criteria; demolition; housing needs; physical condition

rehablitation; SWJe, pp. 75-81 (Feb. 1979).

Decision tables; earthquake-resistant design; information net-

works; network; seismic design; systems analysis; building

codes; buildings; building standards; classification; TNI 100.

Decision tables; formulation analysis; information networks;

regulations; standards; SP552. pp. 249-266 (July 1979).

Decision theory; computer measurement; computer procure-

ment; computer selection; SP500-52, pp. 37-52 (Oct. 1979).

Decisions; eigenvectors; management; multiple-attribute deci-

sions; ordering; paired comparisons; prioritization; project

selection; ranking; resource allocation; weighting multiple

criteria; decision analysis; 18602.

Decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen;

nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated;

rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; combustion;

NBSIR 79-1941.

Deconvolution; geometrical-optics radiometry; inversion; mea-

surement-beam geometry; relative spectral responsivity; slit-

scattering function; slit-scattering function corrections; spec-

tral line radiometry; spectroradiometer characterizations;

spectroradiometry; vignetting; TN910-4.

De-convolution; liver; power spectrum; signal processing; tissue

characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound; attenuation;

B-san; cepstrum; computer; convolution; SP525, pp. 287-295

(Apr. 1979).

Deep level measurements; defect center characterization; de-

fect density; ion implantation; silicon; sulfur; sulfur energy
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level in silicon, thermally stimulated capacitance, thermally

stimulated current; IS45H.

Deep level measurements; defect mapping; hot/cold wafer

chuck; thermally stimulated measurements; thermal wafer

chuck; variable temperature; wafer chuck; SI'4()()-55.

;
Deep level measurements; energy conservation; measurement

' methods; power-device grade silicon; resistivity variations; sil-

icon; spreading resistance measurements; thermally stimu-

lated measurements; thyristor materials measurements;

J thyrist<ir measurements; NBSIR 79-/756.

i| Defect; energy; hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; structure; calcula-

I
tions; cell dimensions; crystal; IH7H7.

1 Defect center characterization; defect density; ion implantation;

silicon; sulfur; sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimu-

lated capacitance; thermally stimulated current; deep level

i measurements; IH45H.

' Defect density; ion implantation; silicon; sulfur; sulfur energy

level in silicon; thermally stimulated capacitance; thermally

stimulated current; deep level measurements; defect center

I
characterization; 1845H.

Defect geometry; fluid elasticity; liquid penetrant testing;

Rideal-Washburn equation; surface tension; J. Res. 84, No. 4,

287-292 ( 1979).

Defect mapping; hot/cold wafer chuck; thermally stimulated

I measurements; thermal wafer chuck; variable temperature;

]
wafer chuck; deep level measurements; SP400-55

.

" Defects; Doppler broadening; hardness; positron annihilation;

titanium; IH967.

Defects; elastic solid; pulses; scattering; ultrasonic; acoustic;

crack; IH391.

Defects; etching; glass; grinding; polishing; strength; SP562, pp.

489-500 (Oct. 1979).

I
Defects; laser damage; sodium fluoride; absorption; arsenic

i sclenide; arsenic trisulfide; SP541, pp. 212-217 (Dec. 1978).

Definite integrals; double integrals; error functions; Fourier

transforms; radiation reaction; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 319-326

( 1979).

1
Definitions; fiux phenomena; Josephson phenomena; stabiliza-

tion; superconductors; terminology; critical parameters;

IH6HI.

Definitions of terms; measurement techniques; standards; super-

conductors; critical current; lH7f>2.

I|
Definitive method; electrolytes; flame atomic emission spec-

)' troscopy; reference method; semiautomated pipetting; serum

potassium analysis; statistical analysis; clinical analysis; clini-

cal chemistry; SP260-63

.

Definitive method; electrolytes; reference method; serum

chloride analysis; statistical analysis; amperometry; chloride

analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; coulometry;
' SP26()-67.

' Degradation; epoxy resins; Kevlar 49; moisture; one-tenth scale

motor case; S-glass; temperature effects; water boil; SP563,

pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Degradation; IR; photodegradation; poly (methyl methacry-

late); UV; visible; NBSIR 79-1766.

Degradation; multifilamentary strain; Nb:,Sn; stress; supercon-

ductor; critical-current; critical-field; 18780.

Degradation; Nb^Ge; strain; stress; superconductor; critical-cur-

|i rent; 18781

.

f Degradation apparatus; factor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer

I

degradation; polymer oxidation; programmed temperature

control; thermogravimetry; activation energy; 18450.

Degradation of benzoyl peroxide; dental composites; restorative

dental resins; shelf-life of composites; storage stability; amine

accelerators; 18809.

Degradation of polymers; error propagation; factor-jump

method; heating rate; lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyu-

rethane; thermogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics; aging of

polymers; 18620.

Delamination mechanisms; energy release rate; finite element

method; free-edge stresses; graphite epoxy composites, inter-

laminar cracks; stability of cracks; virtual crack closure;

SP563. pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Delay line; discriminator; fiber optics; phase discriminator;

18547.

Delayed coincidence; /-value; imprisonment; laser; lifetime;

mean life; oscillator strength; Al r, aluminum; 18527.

Delayed neutrons; Einstein model; fission; temperature effects;

thermal; '^'''^U; chemical effects; 18687

.

Delbruck scattering; elastic scattering; giant resonance; tensor

polarizability; Thomson scattering; coherent scattering;

18521.

J-electron energy band parameters; rf-electron transfer; heats of

formation; transition metal allovs; 19047.

c/-electron transfer; heats of formation; transition metal alloys;

^/-electron energy band parameters; 19047.

Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; in-

terior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis;

safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke detection; auto-

matic sprinklers; building codes; building construction;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Demographics; developmental disabilities; fire protection; group

homes; household activities; room use; NBSIR 79-1727.

Demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse;

buildings; TN980.

Demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse;

buildings; 19016.

Demolition; housing needs; physical condition rehablitation;

decision criteria; SP536, pp. 75-81 (Feb. 1979).

Demonstration project; ETIP; evaluation; information interven-

tion; integrated utility systems; case study; cogeneration;

NBS-OCR-ETIP 78-59.

Denmark; economics of standards; government policy; interna-

tional standards; laboratory accreditation; standards systems;

United Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust; Canada; certifica-

tion; NBS-GCR-79-172

.

Densimeter; magnetic suspension; position detector;

capacitance sensor; 18962.

Densimeters; density reference system; liquid methane; LNG;
cryogenic; 18805.

Densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal ener-

gies; isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson

inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobar-

ic densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures;

NBSIR 79-1612.

Densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal ener-

gies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion;

latent heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobar-

ic densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures;

NBSIR 79-1621.

Density; dielectric constant; oxygen; capacitor; 18987.

Density; electrical conductance; fiuorides; halides; iodides; mol-

ten salt mixtures; standard reference data; surface tension;

viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compilation; JPCRD 8,

No. 1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Density; electrical resistivity; graphite; Lorenz ratio; reference

materials; thermal conductivity; characterization; 18668.

Density; experimental; extended corresponding states method;

hard sphere model; Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natu-

ral gas (LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter; com-
parisons; correlation; custody transfer; 18775.
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Density; flow rate; LNO; mathematical models; mixtures;

specific heating value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical

properties data; total heating value; composition; custody

transfer; I883S.

Density; flow rate; LNG; mixtures; specific heating value; tank

capacity tables; thermophysical properties; total heating

value; composition; custody transfer; 18564.

Density; flowmetering; liquefied natural gas; sampling;

cryogenic densimeter; custody transfer; 18396.

Density; gas; nitrogen; sound velocity; thermodynamic proper-

ties; virial coefficients; 18815.

Density; gas analysis; gas chromatography; heating value;

hydrocarbon; liquefied natural gas; phase equilibrium;

pipelines; sampling; custody transfer; NBSIR 78-887.

Density; gas analysis; gas chromatography; heating value;

liquefied natural gas; sampling; custody transfer; 18395

.

Density reference system; liquid methane; LNG; cryogenic;

densimeters; 18805.

Density wave oscillations; flow oscillations; flow stability; liquid

helium; superconducting power transmission lines; supercriti-

cal helium; 18567.

Dental; dimensional change; dispersion type alloy; high copper;

single alloy; amalgam; creep; 18729.

Dental; monomers; resins; surface-active comonomers; acry-

lates; adhesion, dental; bonding; coupling agent; 18461

.

Dental adhesive; dentin; durability of dentin acrylic bond;
isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; pretreatment of dentin; 2-

cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive; bonding to dentin; 18985.

Dental alloy; initiator; resin; wear; accelerator; alloy; base

metal; casting; composite; cyanoacrylate; NBSIR 78-1573.

Dental amalgam; dimensional changes; extrusion of restora-

tions; marginal fracture; zinc effect; creep; 18586.

Dental composites; restorative dental resins; shelf-life of com-
posites; storage stability; amine accelerators; degradation of

benzoyl peroxide; 18809.

Dental handpiece; dental materials; dental radiography; dental

research; Nelsen, Robert J.; Callahan Memorial Award;
18497.

Dental history; dental instruments; dental materials, dental

research; National Bureau of Standards; American Dental

Association; 18676.

Dental instruments; dental materials; dental research; National

Bureau of Standards; American Dental Association; dental

history; 18676.

Dental materials; dental radiography; dental research; Nelsen,

Robert X; Callahan Memorial Award; dental handpiece;

18497.

Dental materials; dental research; National Bureau of Stan-

dards; American Dental Association; dental history; dental

instruments; 18676.

Dental materials; dimensional changes; physical properties;

thermal expansion; wear; wear tests; amalgam; composites;

18649.

Dental materials; glass compositions; methacrylate monomers;
polymerization accelerators; reinforcing fillers; silane

coupling agents; benzoyl peroxide; composite resins; 18644.

Dental materials; primates; pulp response; toxicology; chemical

composition; composite resins; 18690.

Dental radiography; dental research; Nelsen. Robert JU Callahan

Memorial Award; dental handpiece; dental materials; 18497

.

Dental research; National Bureau of Standards; American
Dental Association; dental history; dental instruments; dental

materials; 18676.

Dental research; Nelsen. Robert I; Callahan Memorial Award;
dental handpiece; dental materials; dental radiography;

18497

Dental studies; dentin; enamel; microanalysis; mineralizing tis-

sue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; biological

microanalysis; biological mineralization; bone; 19008.

Dental studies; enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth;

biological microanalysis; biological tissue; 18982.

Dentin; durability of dentin acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-cyanoacry-

late; pretreatment of dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive;

bonding to dentin; dental adhesive; 18985

.

Dentin; enamel; microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis;

biological mineralization; bone; dental studies; 19008.

Dentin; hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacryIate;

mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesion; bonding

to mineralized tissues; bone; 18569-

Depth image; proximity sensor; robot vision; teleoperator vi-

sion; wrist-mounted TV; NBSIR 78-15 76.

Derivative spectra; infrared analysis; spectral coincidences;

Stark modulation; Stark spectroscopy; trace gas analysis; COj
laser; 18538.

Derivative spectroscopy; PNA analysis; trace organic analysis;

absorption spectroscopy; SP519, pp. 719-722 (Apr. 1979).

Derivatization; quaternary two-phase systems; serum; uv-detec-

tion; tricyclic antidepressives; benzodiazepines; clinical use;

SP519, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Design; economics; efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity;

life-cycle cost; optimal; standard; buildings; conservation;

criteria; 18888.

Design; energy; legislation; solar; standards; State; buildings;

NBSIR 79-1705.

Design; engineering judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathe-

matical modeling; nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety

factor; sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue;

18326.

Design allowables; aircraft; composites; SP563, pp. 72-79 (Oct.

1979).

Design criteria; glued-laminated timber; safety; temporary

structures; wood; bridges; buildings; 18887.

Design criteria; guide specifications; habitability criteria; Com-
puter-Aided Engineering and Architectural Design System

(CAEADS); SP552, pp. 167-183 (July 1979).

Design process; man/environment research; post-occupancy

evaluation; questionnaire; user needs; building evaluation;

NBSIR 79-1780.

Design professionals; energy audits; energy codes; Kentucky

Fire Marshal's office; lighting and thermal efficiency stan-

dards; local governments; new construction plans review;

training and education; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Design rules; intradie parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask

alignment tolerances; modular test programs; parametric

yield limitations; performance limitations; photomask per-

formance; process control; test patterns; test structures; total

process integration; SP400-56.

Design specifications; requirements definition; software certifi-

cation; software development; software reliability; software

validation; 18882.

Design using composites; fiber composites; fiber glass; filament

wound composites; advanced composites; applications of

composites; composites; composite structures; SP563.

Dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; fiight

critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic;

IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; main-

tenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw evaluation; fracture

mechanics; standards; technique development; compact ten-

sion specimen; crack; crack, well-characterized; 18744.

Detachment; dissociation; elastic scattering; electron; excita-

tion; ion; ionization; molecule; photon; positron; atom; colli-

sion cross section; SP426. Supplement 1.

Detection; diagnosis; prognosis; SP547, pp. 36-57 (July 1979).
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Detection; electronic lock; exclusion area; forced entry deter-

rent systems; guard control station; higher headquarters;

perimeter station; remote unit; response force; triply redun-

dant central computer; central unit; computerized; NBSIR
79-1725.

Detection; electronic package; impact noise; microcircuit

device; particle detection; particle impact noise detection;

PIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic

emission; co-shock; couplant; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Detection; fires; home fires; residential smoke detectors; smoke

detectors; 18514.

Detection efficiency; Lixiscope; radioactive x-ray source; rare-

earth scintillator screen; '^M; '"GD; Csl; 19001

.

Detection of lung disease; frequency signature; statistical scat-

tering; tissue signature; ultrasonic scattering; ultrasound;

S/'525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Detection procedures; mechanical failures; steam-valves; tur-

bine operational safety; turbogenerators; SP547, pp. 250-279
(July 1979).

Detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorp-

tion; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair partition; metabolites;

psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids;

barbiturates; carboxylic acids; catecholamines; SP5I9, pp.
509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Detection time; detector location; fire tests; gas detectors;

kitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke detectors; tenability

limits; upholstered furniture; NBSIR 79-1915.

Detector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measure-

ments; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon

detector; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; 18773.

Detector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measure-
ments; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon

detector; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; 18774.

Detector; high resolution detector; phase sensitive detector;

programmable detector; a-c detector; automatic bridge;

18453.

Detector; high-performance liquid chromatography; light-scat-

tering; lipids; nephelometry ; oils; reversed-phase; serum;

cerebrospinal fluid; SP5I9, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Detector design; gas chromatography; liquid chromatography;

selective detection; SP519, pp. 547-585 (Apr. 1979).

Detector location; fire tests; gas detectors; kitchen fires; mobile

homes; smoke detectors; tenability limits; upholstered furni-

ture; detection time; NBSIR 79-1915.

Detector response functions; dosimetry; electrons; foil transmis-

sion; photons; stopping power; transport theory; absorbed
dose; attenuation coefficient; 18371

.

Detector sensitivity; gas chromatography; glass capillary

columns; high-performance liquid chromatography; LC
microcapillary columns; selective detectors; ancillary

methods; bonded phases; chromatographic preconcentration;

SP519, pp. 487-499 (Apr. 1979).

Detectors; dose; fast; neutrons; track; activation; SP554, pp.

99-107 (Sept. 1979).

Detectors; dosimetry; leakage; linear accelerators; neutrons;

betatrons; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room
fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling

height; NBS-GCR-78-1 28.

Detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room
fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling

height; NBS-GCR-78-1 29.

Detectors; light emitting diode; 18848.

Deuterium; hydrogen; ion dynamic effect; plasma line shift;

spectral lines; Stark broadening; 18948.

Deuterium; interstellar medium; Lyman-alpha; 18753.

Developing countries; industrialization; Latin America; manage-
ment; measurement; metrology; quality control; standards;

technology transfer; UN Conference on Science and

Technology for Development (UNCSTD); Africa; Asia;

SP543.

Developing countries; industrializing countries; Korea; measure-

ments; metrology; physical standards; seminar; South Asia;

SP539.

Developing economies; foreign relations; industrializing nations;

international relations; LDC's; measurement services; stan-

dardization; AID; assistance: NBSlk 78-1712.

Developing economies; foreign relations; industrializing nations;

international relations; measures; weights; weights and mea-

sures; AID; assistance; NBSIR 79-1721

.

Developmental disabilities; fire protection; group homes;

household activities; room use; demographics; NBSIR 79-

1727.

Developmentally disabled; epilepsy; fire safety; group homes;

handicapped; mental retardation; ambulatory people; autism;

cerebral palsy; deafness; NBS-GCR-79-167

.

Device characterization; nondestructive testing; safe operating

area, reverse-bias; second-breakdown, reverse-bias;

transistors, power switching; 18738.

Device measurements; laser scanning; light-biasing; metalliza-

tion; ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor measure-

ments; sheet resistance; solar cells; solar cell stability; NBSIR
79-1909.

Device measurements; laser scanning; metallization; ohmic con-

tacts; reliability; semiconductor measurements; solar cells;

solar cell stability; workshops; 18633.

Device safety performance classification; gauges; gauging

devices; ionizing radiation; radiation measurements; radiation

safety; standard; HI29.

Dextromethorphan; gas-liquid chromatography; human plasma;

nitrogen-sensitive detector; antitussive; SP519, pp. 481-485

(Apr. 1979).

DF laser; fusion cast; laser damage; laser window; single crystal;

strontium fluoride; antireflection coatings; calcium fluoride;

cw laser damage; SP541, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Diacetylurea; molecular structure; urea; urea determination; x-

ray diffraction; biomedical standard; 18347.

Diagnosis; Doppler; screening; ultrasonics; blood flow; breast

cancer; SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

Diagnosis; emissions inspections; fault detection; fuel economy;
motor vehicle; SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Diagnosis; prognosis; detection; SP547, pp. 36-57 (July 1979).

Diagnosis-ultrasonic; tissue equivalent test objects and phan-

toms; ultrasonic tissue characterization; ultrasound imaging;

computed tomography-ultrasonic; SP525, pp. 337-340 (Apr.

1979).

Diagnostic connector assembly; fighting vehicle systems; gener-

ic DCA; Hull systems; simplified test equipment for internal

combustion engines; turret systems; vehicle maintenance;

combat vehicles; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Diagnostic equipment; shock pulse; aircraft diagnostics; bear-

ing; condition monitoring; SP547, pp. 31-35 (July 1979).

Diagnostic radiology; scatterer thickness; scatterer to image

plane separation; tissue equivalent phantoms; x-ray beam
diameter; x-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV; x-ray scatter;

18441.

Diagnostic techniques; failure detection; lubrication system

monitoring; aircraft component failure; condition monitoring;

debris monitoring; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Diagnostic testing; performance assurance; performance evalua-

tion; remote monitoring; system security testing; SP500-42

.

Diagonal matrix; field of values; Hadamard product; inclusion

theorem; Kronecker product; numerical radius; spectrum;

stable matrix; closure; O-stability; 18909.

Diagrammatic perturbation theory; electron correlation; ioniza-

tion energies; line strengths; many-body interaction; many-
body perturbation theory; oscillator strengths; copper isolec-

tronic sequence; 18998.
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Diamond contour grinding; flexure strength; prosthetic device;

serrated surface design; tooth roots; alumina; SP562, pp.

247-254 (Oct. 1979).

Diamond drilling; drilling; drilling additives; Rehbinder effect;

rock fracture; surface chemistry; wear; SP562, pp. 115-137

(Oct. 1979).

Diamond single-point machining; dielectrics; infrared optical

components; laser damage; optical properties; SP562, pp.

293-303 (Oct. 1979).

Diamond single-point machining; high fluence; laser irradiation;

ceramic surfaces; SP562. pp. 513-518 (Oct. 1979).

Diamond-anvil; glass transition; high pressure; hydrostaticity;

liquids; pressure cell; viscosity; 18509.

Diamonds; erosion; grinding; wear; bronze binder; SP562, pp.

147-155 (Oct. 1979).

Diamond-turning; scattered light; surface roughness; absorption;

SP54l,px>. 122-130 (Dec. 1978).

Dianabol; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); gas

liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms interface; high per-

formance liquid -chromatography (hpic); inert columns;

metabolism; methandienone; urine; anabolic steroids; SP519,

pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Dichlorocarbene; heat of formation; ion-molecule reactions;

proton affinity; proton transfer reaction; 18331.

Dicumyl peroxide; elasticity theory of rubber; modulus of

rubber; Mooney-Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity theory;

rubber, natural; swelling of rubber network; cross-linking of

rubber; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).

Didymium glass filter; passband centroid; spectrophotometer;

transmittance; wavelength standard; bandwidth; SP260-66.

Die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity;

indium-doped silicon; infrared refiectance; integrated circuits;

line-width measurements; oxidation; photolithography;

photovoltaic method; power-device grade silicon;

radioisotope leak test; SP400-38.

Die attachment evaluation; junction temperature; measurement
technology; power transistors; semiconductor devices; ther-

mal characterization; thermal resistance; transistors, current

crowding; SP400-I4.

Dielectric; dissipation factor; loss angle; microphonic coupling;

phase angle; surface films; capacitor; cross capacitor; 18454.

Dielectric analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber; polyphthalocyanine;

prepreg; TGA; V/STOL; cure; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct. 1979).

Dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar soil; microwave;

profile effect on permittivity; temperature variation of per-

mittivity; 18557.

Dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar sample; temperature

variation of dielectric parameters of soil; cavity resonance;

coaxial line resonator; 18566.

Dielectric constant; oxygen; capacitor; density; 18987.

Dielectric constant of water; interpolating equation dielectric;

steam; table-dielectric constant of water; thermophysical pro-

perties of water; water; 1893 7.

Dielectric loss; dissipation factor; high voltage; low temperature

polymer; cryogenic; 18384.

Dielectric loss; lunar sample; temperature variation of dielectric

parameters of soil; cavity resonance; coaxial line resonator;

dielectric constant; 18566.

Dielectric loss; lunar soil; microwave; profile effect on permit-

tivity; temperature variation of permittivity; dielectric con-

stant; 18557.

Dielectric loss; polymer films; polymers; polypropylene; polyu-

rethane; superconducting power cable; tan S; cryogenic tem-

perature; 18713.

Dielectric losses; superconducting losses; superconducting

microcircuit; superconducting striplines; 18486.

Dielectric measurements; dielectric relaxation time; time-

domain; transmission lines; 18723.

Dielectric reflectors; electric-field distribution; high-power;

reflectance; spectral absorptance; theory; asymmetric ab-

sorptance; damage thresholds; SP54 1 , pp. 278-287 (Dec.

1978).

Dielectric relaxation time; time-domain; transmission lines;

dielectric measurements; 18723.

Dielectric solids; electrons, conduction band (CB); laser

damage; conduction band (CB) electrons; SP541, pp. 303-

304 (Dec. 1978).

Dielectric strength; electrets; piezoelectricity; polarization; pol-

ing procedures; polymers; poly( vinylidene fluoride);

pyroelectricity; transducers; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453

( 1979).

Dielectric virial coefficients; refractive virial coefficients; SF«;

CH,; collision induced bands; COj; C2H4; 18786.

Dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency stability; second-order

Doppler shift phase modulation; spin exchange; temperature

coefficient; time dispersion; wall shift; amplitude modulation;

cavity pulling; cavity servo; 18696.

Dielectric-constant; electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; fer-

roelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal

conductivity; polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration;

specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics;

cryogenics; 18680.

Dielectrics; frequency-domain measurements; magnetic materi-

als; microwaves; millimeter waves; permeability measure-

ments; permittivity measurements; radar absorbers; time-

domain measurements; NBSIR 79-1613.

Dielectrics; infrared optical components; laser damage; optical

properties; diamond single-point machining; SP562, pp. 293-

303 (Oct. 1979).

Dielectronic recombination; highly ionized; impurity; molyb-

denum; plasma; atomic physics; 18949.

Dielectronic recombination rates; excitation rate coefficients;

ionization rate coefficients; magnetic fusion research; transi-
j

tion probabilities; wavelengths; atomic data; data availability;

18593.

Diesel engine analyzer; automatic test system; SP547, pp. 176-

190 (July 1979).

Differential attenuation; tumor; ultrasound; characterization;

5P525, pp. 121-124 (Apr. 1979). |!

Differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium; optical potentials;

photopion; pion; beryllium; 18442.

Differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium; optical potentials; K

photopion; pion; beryllium; 18496.

Differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma; papillary car-

cinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ultrasound; attenua-

tion; breast cancer; cancer; connective tissue; SP525, pp. 93- *

99 (Apr. 1979).

Differential equations; mathematical software; non-linear oscil- ^

lations; algebra by computer; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 293-297

(1979).
I

Differential pumping across capillary arrays; focused vacuum

ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven use in the vacuum ultraviolet;

multichannel capillary arrays; vacuum ultraviolet spectrosco-

py; vacuum ultraviolet windows; 18808.

Differential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins;

lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; phenyl sub-
|

stituted diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystal-

lization temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides; 18380.

Diffraction; isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron

radiography; nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reactor;
^

radiation; activation analysis; crystal structure; TN995

.

Diffraction; Li^Bi; neutron powder; structure; x ray; crystal;

18382.
f

Diffuse reflectance standards; solar absorptance; solar optical

properties; solar reflectance; solar transmittance; spectral
j

reflectance standards; terrestrial solar irradiance; 18501.
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Diffusion; diffusion coefficient; light scattering; polydisperse;

polydispersity; polystyrene; quasielastic light scattering; SRM-
706; standard reference material; 18511.

Diffusion; dissolved oxygen; mathematical model; oxygen; ox-

ygen sensor; permeation; polarographic sensor; polymer

membrane; NBSIR 79-1740.

Diffusion; electronic technology; impurity distribution; material

transport; segregation; semiconductor technology; SP400-S7.

Diffusion; energy; hydrides; hydrogen storage; nuclear magnetic

j

resonance; nuclear spin relaxation; 18352.

I

Diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice dif-

j

fusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; 18758.

Diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice dif-

j

fusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; 18759.

Diffusion; quasielastic scattering; tantalum hydride; vanadium
hydride; a phase; 485 K; 18730.

Diffusion bonding; measurement assurance program; reference

blocks; standards; ultrasonics; variability; calibration; NBSIR
79-1742.

1
Diffusion coefficents; iteration; moisture profile modeling; non-

destructive evaluation; statistical estimation; SPS63, pp. 32-

j

46 (Oct. 1979).

! Diffusion coefficient; E. coli ribosomal subunit; quasielastic

light scattering; 45S and SOS; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 1-8 ( 1979).

j
Diffusion coefficient; light scattering; polydisperse; polydispersi-

I
ty; polystyrene; queisielastic light scattering; SRM-706; stan-

P dard reference material; diffusion; 18511.
i

: Diffusion flames; fire entrainment; flame oscillations; plume;
scaling; buoyancy; NBSIR 79-1910.

Diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of

oxide growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing;

silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement;

\
thermal oxidation; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped

\

glasses; NBS-GCR-78-134.
' Diffusion mechanisms; inelastic scattering; neutron scattering;

' orientational disorder; rotational dynamics; condensed
phases; 7 9026.

Diffusion tubes; OSHA; primary standards; SP5I9, pp. 761-769

(Apr. 1979).

Digital; ethemet; local; microprocessor; network; serial; broad-

cast; coaxial; communication; contention; data; 18760.

Digital acquisition; digital signal processing; pulse-echo

techniques; spectrum analysis; ultrasonics; acoustic; computer
processing; SP525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

{

Digital demodulator; frequency-lock servo; frequency standard;

inversion transition in ammonia; precision; acceleration in-

sensitive oscillator; ammonia microwave absorption; atomic

clock; cavity frequency stabilization; 18698.

Digital electronics; magnetometry; quantum interference; super-

conductivity; 18701.

Digital periodic integrator; electron microprobe; homogeneity;

standard reference materials; steel; SP260-65.
Digital periodic integrator; electron microprobe; homogeneilf;

standard reference materials; standards; 18973.

j

Digital processing; Fast Fourier Transform; frequency spectra;

I

in vivo; microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocar-

I
dial infarction; real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound

!|

diagnosis; clinical cardiac data; SP525, pp. 267-273 (Apr.

1979).

Digital sampling; Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser

I
parameters; laser pulse; optical processing; phase; precision

I

measurements; wave front; amplitude; beam profile; cross

correlation; TNI 009.

Digital signal processing; pulse-echo techniques; spectrum anal-

ysis; ultrasonics; acoustic; computer processing; digital

acquisition; S/'525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

|j

Digital signatures; encryption; identifiers; key management; key

I

notarization; cryptography; SP500-54.

j

Digital signatures; encryption; identifiers; key management; key

notarization; cryptography; 19039.

Digital tape recorder; fuel measurement; instrumentation; total

energy; transducers; weather station; data acquisition system;

NBSIR 79-1709.

Digital voltage ratio instrument errors; digital voltmeter for

ratio measurement; voltage ratio measurement; dc voltage

ratio measurement; 19032.

Digital voltmeter for ratio measurement; voltage ratio measure-

ment; dc voltage ratio measurement; digital voltage ratio in-

strument errors; 19032.

Digital waveform synthesis; phase angle; phase measurement;

phase meter; waveform generator; calibration; 18434.

Digital-to-analog converter; high resolution; multirange; R-2R
ladder; relay switching; self-calibration; twenty bits + sign;

voltage output; TNI 105.

Digital-to-analog converter; IEEE subcommittee; performance

specifications; sample/hold circuit; standards; terminology;

analog-to-digital converter; 18365.

Digitized data; spectrum analyzers; steady state mode; tolerance

vibration levels; automatic diagnostics; SP547, pp. 286-295

(July 1979).

Dilution effect, at same pH and concentration; hydration shell,

role of; hydroxylapatite, at different pHs; isotopic exchange,

isoionic; recrystallization, role of; surface layer, role of; J.

Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 ( 1979).

Dilution refrigerators; helium 3; Japan; millikelvin research;

nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid He'; super-

fluid He"; symposium; cryogenics; 18679.

Dimensional change; dispersion type alloy; high copper; single

alloy; amalgam; creep; dental; 18729.

Dimensional changes; extrusion of restorations; marginal frac-

ture; zinc effect; creep; dental amalgam; 18586.

Dimensional changes; physical properties; thermal expansion;

wear; wear tests; amalgam; composites; dental materials;

18649.

Dimensional coordination; metrication; SI; stages in metrica-

tion; construction specifications; conversion approaches;

18493.

Dimensional metrology; fundamental constants; gyromagnetic

ratio of proton; magnetic fields; Maxwell's equations; sole-

noids; Ampere's law; 18437.

Dimensional stability; eutectic coating; graphite/epoxy;

moisture barrier; space optics; advanced composites; SP563,

pp. 47-56 (Oct. 1979).

Dimensional stability; gyroscope; instrument materials;

microcreep; micromechanical properties; beryllium; NBSIR
78-1569.

Dimensional tolerances; profile grinding; silicon nitride; ul-

trasonic machining; as-machined material strength; SP562,

pp. 209-220 (Oct. 1979).

Dimensionless entropies; thermodynamic functions; JPCRD 8,

No. 3, 917-920 ( 1979).

Dimethyl ether; internal rotation; interstellar molecules;

microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;

JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1051-1108 (1979).

Dimethyl ether transitions; high-resolution spectra; Orion Nebu-

la; 18731.

Dimethylaminoglutethimide; dimethylaminophenylacetic acid

and esters; properties of composites; tertiary aromatic

amines; amine accelerators; composite restorative resin;

18571.

Dimethylaminophenylacetic acid and esters; profierties of com-
posites; tertiary aromatic amines; amine accelerators; com-
posite restorative resin; dimethylaminoglutethimide; 18571.

Dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chro-

matography; ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic

amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates;

carboxylic acids; catecholamines; conjugates; SP519, pp.

509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Diphenylmethylene; lineshape; low temperature; mixed crystal

optical spectra; 18754.
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Dipole antenna; ground effect; unbalanced system; NBSIR 79-

1605.

Dipole giant resonance; electroproduction; nickel; photon;

photoproduction; quadrupole giant resonance; alpha particle;

18495.

Direct limit; faithful distributive module; generating function;

incidence algebra; inverse limit; orthogonal idempotents;

quasi-order; topological algebra; coalgebra; 18788.

Directivity; FFT; method of measurements; non-dispersive; re-

sistive loading; TEM horn; time domain measurement; anten-

na gain; broadband antenna; 18856.

Disabled; housing; regulations; accessible; SP552, pp. 95-100

(July 1979).

Disconnect element; lawnmower; motor shaft; brake; coupling

device; cutting blade; dead-man's handle; U.S. Patent

4,158,944.

Discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow;

fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instan-

taneous diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance oriented;

malfunction detection; monitoring; onboard; SP547, pp. 345-

357 (July 1979).

Discriminator; fiber optics; phase discriminator; delay line;

18547.

Disjoining pressure; monotectic; multicomponent; wetting; com-
posite growth; contact angle; 18422.

Disks; drums; floppy disks; laser beams; magnetic bubbles;

masstapes; solid state memories; video disks; beam-addressa-
bles; cartridges; cassettes; core memories; SP500-45.

Dispersion; elasticity; human bone; microhardness; microstruc-

ture; piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound;

viscoelasticity; wave propagation; anisotropy; SP525, pp.
189-196 (Apr. 1979).

Dispersion; excited states; He; interaction energy; overlap; Be;

18933.

Dispersion; lossy dielectric slab; modes considerations; TEM-
cell; attenuation; coupled integral equations; NBSIR 79-1615.

Dispersion; skull bone; sound speed; ultrasound; attenuation;

SP525, pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Dispersion type alloy; high copper; single alloy; amalgam;
creep; dental; dimensional change; 18729.

Displacement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-

no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous

diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; malfunc-

tion detection; monitoring; onboard; patented; SP547, pp.
345-357 (July 1979).

Dissemination of units; electrical measurements; electric power
measurements; electrotechnology; impact of measurements;
measurement technology assessment; National Measurement
System; standards; calibrations; NBSIR 75-935.

Dissipation factor; high voltage; low temperature polymer;

cryogenic; dielectric loss; 18384.

Dissipation factor; loss angle; microphonic coupling; phase

angle; surface films; capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric;

18454.

Dissociation; elastic scattering; electron; excitation; ion; ioniza-

tion; molecule; photon; positron; atom; collision cross sec-

tion; detachment; SP426. Supplement 1.

Dissociation energy; Dunham coefficients; Franck-Condon fac-

tors; laser fluorescence; molecular sodium; potential curves;

collisional excitation; 18824.

Dissociation energy; Franck-Condon factors; laser spectrosco-

py; lithium molecule; molecular spectroscopy; potential

curves; 18867.

Dissolved oxygen; mathematical model; oxygen; oxygen sensor;

permeation; polarographic sensor; polymer membrane; diffu-

sion; NBSIR 79-1740.

Distance measurement; geodesy; instrumentation; mul-

tiwavelength techniques; tectonics; atmospheric properties;

18816.

Distance measurements; earthquakes; geodesy; geophysics; in-

strumentation; satellites; tectonics; 18574.

Distorted wave approximation; effective Gaunt factor; electron

impact excitation collision strength; Born approximation;

copper isoelectronic sequence; Coulomb-Born approxima-

tion; 18996. i;

Distortion-of-plate; geophysics; ranging; tectonic motions; con-
i

tinental drift; 18459.

Distributed processing; interactive systems; kernels; modeling;

real-time; simulation; synthetic programs; benchmarking;

computer performance measurement; SP500-52, pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Distribution of regression coefficients; R. A. Fisher; Student's

/; Student's z; Student (W. S. Gosset, 1876-1937; t-transfor-
j

mation of correlation coefficient; 18543.
\

Distributions in chain dimensions; equilibrium chain dimen-

sions; excluded volume; lattice-model chains; polymer chain

dimensions; random-coil chain dimensions; Rouse coor-
j

dinates; 18618. !

Diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass spectroscopy; or-
j

ganic aerosol constituents; primary organic carbon; sampling
^

errors; secondary organic carbon; solvent extraction; spatial

variations; SPJ/ 9, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Diversion of nuclear materials; diversion path analysis; material

accounting; material control; nuclear material safeguards;
^

safeguards; analysis; 18735.

Diversion path analysis; material accounting; material control;

nuclear material safeguards; safeguards; analysis; diversion of

nuclear materials; 18735.

Divider; Duhamel's integral; high voltage; impulse; pulse mea-

surements; response time; step response; transients; NBSIR
79-1933.

Divider; high voltage; impulse; lightning impulse; pulse calibra- ;

tion; ramp response; step response; 18727.

Divider network; guarded divider; resistive divider; self calibra-

tion; voltage divider; binary divider; 18452.

Documentation; documentation content guidelines; feasibility

study; FIPS guidelines; initiation phase; project request; soft- b

ware; automated data systems; computer programs;

cost/benefit analysis; FIPS PUB 64.

Documentation; documentation procedures; model; model

documentation; computer; computer model; SP500-39.
j,

j

Documentation; energy; evaluation; guidelines; implementation;

large-scale; management; mathematical models; policy analy-
^ j

sis; software; standards; transfer; SP534.

Documentation content guidelines; feasibility study; FIPS
(

j

guidelines; initiation phase; project request; software; auto-

mated data systems; computer programs; cost/benefit analy-
,(

j

sis; documentation; FIPS PUB 64.

Documentation cycle; forecast; projections; sensitivity analysis;
j

computer workload; data requirements; SP500-52, pp. 113- i(

j,

120 (Oct. 1979).

Documentation procedures; model; model documentation; com-

puter; computer model; documentation; SP500-39. i(

^

Domain growth; domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; al-
|

loys; antiphase domains; critical behavior; 18373.
|

Domain growth; domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; al- i( \

loys; antiphase domains; critical behavior; 18613.
[

Domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; alloys; antiphase
g

domains; critical behavior; domain growth; 18373. <

Domain walls; ordering; surface mobility; alloys; antiphase
;

domains; critical behavior; domain growth; 18613. ^ Doi

Domains; magnetism; phase transitions; rare earths; small angle
li

neutron scattering; amorphous materials; 18835.
f

Hj

Dome finishing; finishing technique; hemispherical domes; ox-
! J

ides; sapphire; two-surface lapping; two-surface polishing;
||

SP562, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979). * k
Door accidents; home accidents; home safety; safety in the j

home; stair accidents; stair safety; window accidents; window
l|



safety; accident avoidance; accidents in the home; NBS-GCR-
78-156.

Doors; evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters; nursing

homes; patients; room fires; smoke; upholstered furniture;

chairs; NBS-GCR-79-1 59.

Dopant analysis; impurity analysis; ion microprobe mass

analyzer (IMMA); microdot reference specimens; secondary

ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); silicon sputtering; NBS-GCR-
79-1 58.

Dopant density; effective mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity

scattering mobility; lattice scattering mobility; neutral impuri-

ty; resistivity; scattering mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-

type silicon; boron-doped silicon; SP400-47.

Dopant profiles; resistivity; resistivity profiles; semiconductor;

silicon; spreading resistance; SP400-48.

j

Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; tempera-

ture reconstruction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed
tomography; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; tempera-

ture reconstruction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed
! tomography; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

I'
Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern

recognition; scattering; signal processing; tissue characteriza-

tion; tissue parameters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption; at-

^

tenuation; computerized tomography; SP525.
! Doppler; screening; ultrasonics; blood flow; breast cancer; diag-

I

nosis; SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

I

Doppler broadening; hardness; positron annihilation; titanium;

defects; 18967.

\

Doppler effect; fission; gas target; molecular vibrations; neutron
i reactions; "»U; 18585.

Doppler millimeter radar; gas turbine monitoring; remote mo-
tion detection; static displacement measurement; vibration

measurement; advanced sensors; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July

1979).

i
Doppler shift spectrometer; light scattering; optical particle siz-

ing; particle size standards; aerosol size measurement;

j
calibration of particle sizing instruments; 18980.

Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency standard; high resolution

spectroscopy; ion storage; laser spectroscopy; Mossbauer ef-

fect; optical pumping; optical spectroscopy; radiation pres-

I sure; radiative cooling; 18699.

\
Dose; fast; neutrons; track; activation; detectors; SP554, pp.

j

99-107 (Sept. 1979).

Dose; ionizing; radioactivity; standards; testing; traceability;

I

18361.

Dose; leakage; medical accelerator; neutrons; scatter; x rays;

SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979).

Dose buildup; linacs; patient survival; betatrons; cobalt units;

SP554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Dose equivalent; gray; sievert; unit; absorbed dose; 19002.

Dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multisphere; photon;

photoneutrons; radiotherapy; spectrometry; SP554, pp. 109-

123 (Sept. 1979).

j

Dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multispheres;

photoneutrons; photons; radiotherapy; spectrometry; SP554,

! pp. 125-127 (Sept. 1979).

(Dosimetry; electrons; foil transmission; photons; stopping

i

power; transport theory; absorbed dose; attenuation coeffi-

i
cient; detector response functions; 18371

.

Dosimetry; fast neutrons; photofission; photoneutrons; pressure

vessel; reactor; threshold detectors; 18462.

Dosimetry; fission neutrons; iron cross section; nickel cross sec-

tion; reaction rates; Californium; 18883.

Dosimetry; fission yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-

, 239; U-235; U-238; activation analysis; benchmark fields;

|i 18884.

Dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; leakage; measure-

ment techniques; medical accelerators; neutrons; relative

biological effect; shielding techniques; standards; SP554.

Dosimetry; leakage; linear accelerators; neutrons; betatrons; de-

tectors; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979),

Dosimetry methods; fission cross sections; reactor dosimetry;

benchmark neutron field development; 19013.

Dosimetry programs; light water reactors; nuclear reactors;

reactor dosimetry; 19014.

Dosimetry standardization; fast breeder reactors; light water

reactors; damage analysis; 19012.

Double integrals; error functions; Fourier transforms; radiation

reaction; definite integrals; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 319-326

( 1979).

Double optical resonance; laser bandwidth effects; multiphoton

ionization; ac Stark effect; 18955.

Double photoionization; doubly charged ions; ionosphere; O"^"^;

photoionization; thermosphere; 18950.

Double vacancy; emission spectrum; Hartree-Fock calculations;

x-ray emission; copper Kfi; 18526.

Double-diaphragm; faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles; he-

matite forming on platinum; iron as alloy in platinum;

platinum ware; surface of platinum influenced by method

heating; contrast augmentation of reflecting surfaces; J. Res.

84, No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Doubly charged ions; ionosphere; O*'^; photoionization; ther-

mosphere; double photoionization; 18950.

Doubly stochastic matrix; eigenvalues; field of values; graph;

longest circuit; permutation matrix; 18941.

Drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; international; self-extinguish-

ment; ships; standards; curtains; NBSIR 79-1596.

Dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broadening; intense laser; mul-

tiphoton dissociation; multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequen-

cy; statistical broadening; three-level system; coherent excita-

tion; 18439.

Drift tube; electrons; excitation; low energy; nitrogen; rate

coefficients; 18925.

Drilling; drilling additives; Rehbinder effect; rock fracture; sur-

face chemistry; wear; diamond drilling; SP562, pp. 115-137

(Oct. 1979).

Drilling additives; Rehbinder effect; rock fracture; surface

chemistry; wear; diamond drilling; drilling; SP562, pp. 115-

137 (Oct. 1979).

Drinking water analysis; gas chromatography; parts per billion;

carbon tetrachloride; chloroform; SP519, pp. 175-179 (Apr.

1979).

Driving traction; endurance; maintenance; operation; purchas-

ing; pursuit tires; safety; tread wear; braking traction; corner-

ing traction; SP480-33.

Drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power calorimetry; energy

measurement; enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement;

fuels, heating values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity

measurement; heat measurements; levitation calorimetry;

microcalorimetry; radiation calorimetry; 18330.

Drug analysis; food toxicants; hormones; neurotransmitters;

nutrients; organic pollutants; trace organic analysis; SP519.

Drug analysis; gas chromatography; internal standards; methyla-

tion; sample preparation; clinical chemistry; SP519, pp. 381-

390 (Apr. 1979).

Drug assay; EMIT" fluoroimmunoassay; fluorescence immu-
noassay; homogeneous enzyme immunoassay; immunoassay;

SP519, pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979).

Drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography;

ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivi-

ty; sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic

acids; catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity;

SP5I9, pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Drugs; nonvolatile organic compounds; organic trace detection;

peptides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry;

sputtering; structural information; vitamins; amino acids;

SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Drugs of abuse; field test kits; sensitivity; specificity; chemical

spot tests; color tests; 18492.
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Drums; floppy disks; laser beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes;

solid state memories; video disks; beam-addressables; car-

tridges; cassettes; core memories; disks; SP500-45

.

Dry oxidation of silicon; hydrogen contamination; hydroxyl

contamination; semiconductor device fabrication; silicon; sil-

icon dioxide; thermal oxidation of silicon; NBSIR 78-1558.

DSC; graphite-fiber; polyphthalocyanine; prepreg; TGA;
V/STOL; cure; dielectric analysis; SP563. pp. 25-31 (Oct.

1979).

D-stability; diagonal matrix; field of values; Hadamard product;

inclusion theorem; Kronecker product; numerical radius;

spectrum; stable matrix; closure; 18909.

Duhamel's integral; high voltage; impulse; pulse measurements;
response time; step response; transients; divider; NBSIR 79-

1933.

Dunham coefficients; Franck-Condon factors; laser

fluorescence; molecular sodium; potential curves; collisional

excitation; dissociation energy; 18824.

Durability; fatigue; interactive system; mathematical modeling;

paper; paper fiber; report retrieval; scientific data; computer
graphics; data base management; data retrieval; NBSIR 79-

1746.

Durability; flexural characteristics; recreational equipment;

rt»e«gth-to-weight ratio; composites; SP563, p. 208 (Oct.

I97«).

Durability; outdoor exposure; solar collectors; standard test

methods; absorptive coatings; accelerated laboratory tests;

18554.

Durability of dentin acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate;

pretreatment of dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive;

bonding to dentin; dental adhesive; dentin; 18985.

Duty; liability; municipal corporations; negligence; sovereign

immunity; tort; SP552, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Dye laser; laser cavity; mode locked dye laser; passive mode
locking; picosecond pulses; Rhodamine 6G; 1 902 1.

Dynamic calibration; evaluation; interagency transducer pro-

ject; performance characteristics; telemetry; transducer;

TNNIO.
Dynamic characterization of sample/hold amplifier; amplifier,

sample/hold; bridge circuit; circuit bridge; 18505.

Dynamic coupled-column liquid chromatography; extractor

column; generator column; polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bon; standard reference material; SP519, pp. 219-224 (Apr.

1979).

Dynamic heat transfer; thermal response factors; computer
time; conduction-transfer functions; 18339.

Dynamic measurements; settling time; A/D converters; D/A
converters; data acquisition; data converters; 18503.

Dynamic mechanical; high pressure extrusion; oriented

polyethylene; relaxation process; stress relaxation; torsion

pendulum; 18767.

Dynamic programming; iterative procedure; models; optimiza-

tion; stability; standards; catalog; NBSIR 78-1539.

Dynamic properties; industrial engineering; isolation; machinery
and equipment; mechanical impedance; mechanical vibra-

tions; noise control; transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibra-

tions; antivibration mounting; damping; H128.
Dynamic range; Hermitian magnitude; isotropicity; isotropic,

real-time, electric-field sensor (IRES); resistively loaded

dipole; tangential sensitivity; broadband; 19034.

Dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization; linear rate; multiphoton;

rate approximation; saturable rate; bandwidth; coherence;

18893.

Dynamic response; interference effects; tall buildings; wind

loads; wind tunnels; aerodynamics; boundary layers; 18977.

Dynamical diffraction; microradiography; radiography; radiolo-

gy; real-time radiography; resolution; x-ray image magnifier;

asymmetric diffraction; 18399.

Dynamics; KCN-KBr; neutron scattering; phase transition; rota-

tion-translation coupling; coupled modes; 19036.

D/A converters; data acquisition; data converters; dynamic
measurements; settling time; A/D converters; 18503.

E
E. coli ribosomal subunit; quasielastic light scattering; 45S and

SOS; diffusion coefficient; J. Res 84, No. I, 1-8 (1979).

Earth imagery; ERTS; LANDSAT; multispectral scanner;

reflective optics; crosstrack scan; SP547, pp. 17-30 (July

1979).

Earth rotation; geodynamics; gravity field; ocean current; plate

tectonics; polar motion; crustal movements; 18584.

Earthquake; fundamental "constant"; geophysics precision

mesisurement; gravity; 18472.

Earthquake; fundamental constant; geophysics; gravity; preci-

sion measurement; 18654.

Earthquake prediction; geomagnetism; induced currents; mag-

netometers; conductivity anomalies; 18895.

Earthquake-resistant design; information networks; network;

seismic design; systems analysis; building codes; buildings;

building standards; classification; decision tables; TNI 100.

Earthquakes; geodesy; geophysics; instrumentation; satellites;

tectonics; distance measurements; 185 74.

Ease of ignition; fabrics; fire; flammability tests; garments; heat

transfer; standards; apparel, bum injury; 18991

.

Ease of learning and using; installation; language; maintenance;

numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability; poster; relia-

bility; statistical computing section; worksheet; capabilities;

18903.

East neutron reactions; interfering nuclear reactions; optimiza-

tion of analysis; silicon; trace analysis; activation analysis;

cadmium ratio; 18338.

E-beam lithography; integrated circuits; ion implantation;

plasma etching; radiation damage; radiation hardening; VLSI
processing; x-ray lithography; 18451.

Eccentric loading; flat-end; kern; loading rate; pin-end; test

method; wall panels; walls; compression; BSS95.

Echoencephalography; neurology; phase compensation; brain

scanning; SP525, pp. 209-218 (Apr. 1979).

Econometric models; economic analysis; housing; lead-based

paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building economics; build-

ing materials; cost estimation; TN979.

Economic analysis; energy conservation; engineering

economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal efficien-

cy; window; window management; building economics;

daylighting; BSSl 19.

Economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;
ii

life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes;
;

renovation; applied economics; building codes; building
3

economics; NBSIR 79-1902.
\

Economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;
^

life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes;

renovation; applied economics; building codes; building
j

economics; 19045.

Economic analysis; housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning;

abatement; building economics; building materials; TN971

.

Economic analysis; housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning;

abatement; building economics; building materials; cost esti-

mation; econometric models; TN979.

Economic considerations; keyboard; keypunch; optical

character recognition; optical mark sensing; source data

entry; data entry; FIPS PUB 67.

Economic deregulation; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Ex- ~

perimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Commu- '

nications Commission; regulatory experimentation; regulatory '

policy; technology innovation; telecommunications; TNI 104, 1

Vols. I and 2.

Economic growth; health facilities; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR- '

ETIP 78-45. .
j
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Economic growth; journal publishing; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR-
' ETIP 78-44.

Economic growth; local air transport; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-46.

Economic growth; maritime transport; public sector efficiency;

subsidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-43.

Economic growth; mass transit; public sector efficiency; sub-

sidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-41.

Economic growth; municipal wastewater treatment facilities;

public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change;

capital formation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Economic growth; nuclear power plants; public sector efficien-

cy; subsidies; technological change; capital formation; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-42.

Economic growth; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; capital formation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-

;

47.

Economic impacts; economics; efficiency; payback; plumbing;

f roofing; shingles; venting; benefit-cost analysis; building

|j

technology; SP558.

'jEconomic impacts; environmental considerations; innovative

jl
practices; regulatory research; standards development; ad-

ministrative procedures; building codes; building regulations;

buildings; construction; SP552.

JEconomic incentive; environmental regulation; innovation;

i

regulatory reform; technological changes; administrative ex-

! periment; anti-trust regulation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

^Economic incentives; Federal funding of civilian R&D; regula-

!

tory policy; subsidy policy; technological innovation; air pol-

• lution-regulatory policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

fficonomic performance; electric utilities; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; productivity; regulatory

1

j

commission; regulatory policy; technological innovation;

I
computer program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

JEconomic performance; production/consumption; public and

j

private R&D; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-60.

lEconomics; efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity; life-cycle

I
: cost; optimal; standard; buildings; conservation; criteria;

'j design; 18888.

; pEconomics; efficiency; payback; plumbing; roofing; shingles;

I

venting; benefit-cost analysis; building technology; economic
;

\
impacts; SP558.

1 lEconomics; energy conservation; internal rate of return; life-

!

I

cycle costing; marginal analysis; optimal design; residential

, buildings; space cooling; space heating; building envelope;
' cost effectiveness; 19044.

' lEconomics; evaluation; feasibility; passive; rehabilitation;

' retrofit; solar; commercial; 18964.

{Economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelop-

"

j

ment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings;

demolition; TN980.
" jEconomics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelop-

Iment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings;

1 demolition; 19016.

lEconomics; hydrogen; production; storage; transmission; cost;

18812.

j_

jEconomics of standards; government policy; international stan-

i.

dards; laboratory accreditation; standards systems; United

y
I Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust; Canada; certification;

( ]
Denmark; NBS-GCR-79-172.

j
Economics of standards; legal aspects of standards; product

jl
certification; product liability; regulation; standards system;

(. voluntary standards; bibliography; buildings; certification;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Eddy currents; inspection; magnetic particles; nondestructive

evaluation; penetrants; radiography; statistics; ultrasonics;

visual-optical tests; acoustic; annual report; NBSIR 78-1581.

Eddy currents; non-destructive evaluation; crack detection;

18911.

Edge cracks; failure modes; finite element method; tensile

strength; boron-epoxy; SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct. 1979).

Edit; operator speed; record size; transaction volume; transfer

speed; validate; verify; application; character set; computer
interface; cost; data entry; SP500-55.

EDP selection; evaluation methodology; performance evalua-

tion; procurement; computer evaluation; computer per-

formance; computer procurement; computers; computer
selection; cost-value; cost-value technique; SP500-52, pp. 25-

36 (Oct. 1979).

Education; electromagnetic interference; electronic devices; In-

ternational Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement

assurance; metrication; model laws and regulations; national

type approval; packaging and labeling; specifications and

tolerances; vap)or recovery; SP532.

Education; energy utilization codes; illustrated handbook;

legislation; thermal envelope criteria; thermal performance

criteria; S/'J52, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

Education; environment; human factors; research; school; air-

conditioning; comfort; 18596.

Effective carbon atom number; hazardous materials; packaging;

plastics; standardization; transportation! NBSIR 79-1768.

Effective carbon atom number; hazardous materials; packaging;

plastics; standardization; transportation; 18639.

Effective fluorescence yie id;' fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell;

non-radiative yield; partial level width; radiative yield; atomic

properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig yield; JPCRD 8, No.

2, 307-328 (1979).

Effective Gaunt factor; electron collision theory; electron cor-

relation; electron excitation collision strength; electron ex-

citation cross section; highly ionized atoms; 18997.

Effective Gaunt factor; electron impact excitation collision

strength; Bom approximation; copper isoelectronic sequence;

Coulomb-Bom approximation; distorted wave approximation;

18996.

Effective intensity; emergency lights; intensity, effective; lights,

flashing; lights, waming; perception, visual; peripheral vision;

vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights; visual perception; color,

lights; conspicuity, lights; SP480-36.

Effective mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mo-
bility; lattice scattering mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity;

scattering mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type silicon;

boron-doped silicon; dopant density; SP400-47.

Effects of machining on ceramic properties; hardness; surface

characterizations; surface finishing; abrasion; ceramic

machining; ceramics; SP562.

Efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; op-

timal; standard; buildings; conservation; criteria; design;

economics; 18888.

Efficiency; energy; human factors; kitchen ranges; labeling;

stoves; test methods; appliance; cooking; NBSIR 78-1556.

Efficiency; energy conservation; heat recovery; lint; per-

formance; venting; appliance; clothes dryer; 18793.

Efficiency; payback; plumbing; roofing; shingles; venting;

benefit-cost analysis; building technology; economic impacts;

economics; SP558.

Eigenvalues; fleld of values; graph; longest circuit; permutation

matrix; doubly stochastic matrix; 18941.

Eigenvectors; management; multiple-attribute decisions; order-

ing; paired comparisons; prioritization; project selection;

ranking; resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; deci-

sion analysis; decisions; 18602.

Einstein model; fission; temperature effects; thermal; '"U;

chemical effects; delayed neutrons; 18687.
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Elastic compliances; elastic constants; elasto-optic constants;

fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCI; KCI:KI; LiF; MgF^;

NaCI; Nap; piezo-optic constants; refractive index; SiOj;

SrPj; TN993.

Elastic constants; elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot

forged; KBr; KCI; KCI:KI; LiF; MgF^; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic

constants; refractive index; SIOj; StF^', thermal expansion

coefficient; TN993.

Elastic constants; iron alloys; nickel alloys; stainless steels;

Young's modulus; aluminum alloys; copper alloys; 18630.

Elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal friction; Young's modu-

lus; aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum; boron-epoxy; com-
posites; 18716.

Elastic emission machining; environmental effect; hydrate;

hydration polishing; mechanochemical polishing with soft

powder; pre-existing defect; sapphire; solid state reaction;

water vapor; working unit; damaged layer; SP562, pp. 157-

169 {Oct. 1979).

Elastic microstructure; infarct; interferogram; myocardium;
phase cancellation; velocity; acoustic microscopy; anisotropy;

attenuation; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Elastic properties; fatigue tests; nondestructive tests; structural

analysis; ultimate strength; advanced composites; advanced
ships; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Eteistic scattering; electron; excitation; ion; ionization;

molecule; photon; positron; atom; collision cross section;

detachment; dissociation; SP426. Supplement 1.

Elastic scattering; giant resonance; tensor polarizability; Thom-
son scattering; coherent scattering; Delbruck scattering;

18521.

Elastic scattering; i on-molecule collisions; rotational excitation;

semiclassical orbital; theory; 18446.

Elastic scattering phase shifts; pseudocrossing; sudden-perturba-

tion limit; transition probability; S-FI transitions; adiabatic

perturbation theory; 18575.

Elastic solid; pulses; scattering; ultrasonic; acoustic; crack; de-

fects; 18391.

Elasticity; electrical resistivity; emittance; measurement system;

standard reference materials; temperature; thermal conduc-
tivity; thermal expansion; thermal properties; vapor pressure;

viscosity; calorimetry; 18905.

Elasticity; human bone; microhardness; microstructure;

piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity;

wave propagation; anisotropy; dispersion; SP525, pp. 189-

196 (Apr. 1979).

Elasticity theory of rubber; modulus of rubber; Mooney-Rivlin

constants; rubber elasticity theory; rubber, natural; swelling

of rubber network; cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide;

J. Res. 84, No. 5. 353-358 (1979).

Elasto-optic constants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCI;

KCI:KI; LiF; MgF^; NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refrac-

tive index; SiO,; SrF,; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-

optic constant; TN993.

Elderly; fire safety; handicapped occupants; health care facili-

ties; nursing homes; user needs; building codes; building

evaluation; NBSIR 79-1906.

Electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-

ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal conductivity;

polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat;

strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-

constant; 18680.

Electrets; piezoelectricity; polarization; poling procedures;

polymers; poly(vinylidene fluoride); pyroelectricity; transdu-

cers; dielectric strength; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Electric conductivity; electrokinetics; glass-surface; surface con-

ductivity; conductivity; 18910.

Electric dipole lines; multiplets; singly ionized spectra; atomic

transition probabilities; 18736.

Electric discharge machining; electron beam machining; glass;

hydrodynamic machining; ion beam machining; water jet

cutting; ceramics; chemical milling; SP562, pp. 261-281

(Oct. 1979).

Electric field measurements; instrumentation; measurement
procedures; observer proximity effects; power transmission

lines; Russian measurement technique; 18494.

Electric fields; internal reflection; protective coatings; damage
threshold; SP54I, pp. 288-295 (Dec. 1978).

Electric fields; laser damage; nanosecond pulses; pulsewidth de-

pendence; standing waves; thin-film coatings; two-photon ab-

sorption; ultraviolet wavelength scaling; damage thresholds;

SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Electric power measurements; electrotechnology; impact of

measurements; measurement technology assessment; National

Measurement System; standards; calibrations; dissemination

of units; electrical measurements; NBSIR 75-935.

Electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration; electron energy;

giant resonance; virtual photons; **Ni; 18520.

Electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration; giant resonance;

nickel isotopes; virtual photons; 18535.

Electric shock; fire; flaming ignition; glowing ignition; hazard;

ignition temperature; lamp surface temperature; melting tem-

perature; miniature Christmas lights; plastic insulating materi-

al; polyethylene; series-constructed; NBSIR 79-1716.

Electric transmission; electro-optic systems; high voltage; pulse

measurement; voltage measurement; current measurement;

18872.

Electric utilities; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

productivity; regulatory commission; regulatory policy;

technological innovation; computer program; economic per-

formance; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Electrical alignment resistor; integrated circuits; linewidth;

photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon; test pattern; test

structure; TTL; bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge

sheet resistor; 18533.

Electrical alignment resistor; semiconductor; silicon; test pat-

tern; test structures; visual alignment; contact resistor; cross

bridge sheet resistor; SP400-5 1

.

Electrical breakdown; high speed photography; Kerr effect;

liquid breakdown; nitrobenzene; partial discharges; streamers;

transient phenomena; 18843.

Electrical calibration equipment; calorimeters; combustion;

combustion calorimeters; 18803.

Electrical conductance; fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt

mixtures; standard reference data; surface tension; viscosity;

,

bromides; chlorides; data compilation; density; JPCRD 8, No.

1, 125-302 ( 1979).
,

Electrical connections; pressure terminals; wire creep; alu-

minum wiring; NBSIR 78-1507.

Electrical distribution systems; flat conductor cable; National,

Electrical Code; technological innovation; appeals process;

consensus standards; SP552, pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Electrical failure; fire containment; ignition; television fire;,;

TNI 109.

Electrical injury; electrolyte shift; heat effect; injury

mechanism; injury statistics; mouth burn; specific electrical

effect; arc burn; contact burn; current threshold; NBSIR 79-^

1710.

Electrical junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current;

overlamping; surface mounted incandescent lighting fixture;|

thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring;

NBSIR 79-1912.
'

1

Electrical junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current^

protective barrier; recessed incandescent lighting fixturej

thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring;^

NBSIR 79-1913.
[

Electrical measurements; electric power measurements; elec

trotechnology; impact of measurements; measuremen'
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technology assessment; National Measurement System; stan-

dards; calibrations; dissemination of units; /VSSAR 75-935.

Electrical measurements; electro-optics; Kerr coefficient; Kerr

effect; nitrobenzene; pulse measurement; 18819.

Electrical measurements; profiles; semiconductors; silicon;

18757.

Electrical measurements; resistivity; semiconductors; silicon;

18460.

Electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity; indium-doped sil-

icon; infrared reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width mea-

surements; oxidation; photolithography; photovoltaic method;

power-device grade silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity

variations; SP400-38.

Electrical properties; low temperatures; mechanical properties;

metallurgical properties; niobium-titanium; physical proper-

ties; superconductors; 18552.

Electrical property; niobium; superconductor; tin; alloy; copper;

18656.

Electrical resistivity; elements; gold; metals; molten metals; pal-

ladium; precious metals; reference data; silver; solid state

physics; transport properties; copper; critical evaluation; data

analysis; data compilation; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-1298

(1979).

Electrical resistivity; emittance; measurement system; standard

reference materials; temperature; thermal conductivity; ther-

mal expansion; thermal properties; vapor pressure; viscosity;

calorimetry; elasticity; 18905.

Electrical resistivity; enthalpy; specific heat; standard reference

materials; thermal conductivity; thermophysical properties;

18615.

Electrical resistivity; francium; lithium; magnetic flux density

dependence; potassium; pressure dependence; rubidium; sodi-

I

um; temperature dependence; alkali elements; cesium;
JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 (1979).

Electrical resistivity; graphite; Lorenz ratio; reference materials;

thermal conductivity; characterization; density; 18668.

Electrical resistivity; magnesium; radium; strontium; tempera-

ture dependence; alkaline earth elements; barium; beryllium;

calcium; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 ( 1979).

Electrical test structure; gated diode; generation lifetime; in-

tegrated gated-diode electrometer; integrated test structure;

leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler; surface recombination;

CCD; NBSIR 79-1744.

Electrically calibrated detector; optical radiation measurements;

primary standards; standard source; 18796.

Electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measurements;

pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detec-

tor; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector;

18773.

Electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measurements;

pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detec-

tor; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector;

(|
18774.

i
Electric-field distribution; high-power; reflectance; spectral ab-

sorptance; theory; asymmetric absorptance; damage
thresholds; dielectric reflectors; SP541, pp. 278-287 (Dec.
1978).

Electroacoustic method; medical applications; metrology; NDE;
radiation force; transducer characterization; ultrasonics;

acoustic theory; calorimetry; 18438.

Electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics;

heat switches; magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization;

potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium

titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant;

electrets; 18680.

Electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography; methylmer-

cury; organometals; water preconcentration; SP519, pp. 57-

63 (Apr. 1979).

Electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography; phenolic

metabolites; catecholamines; SP519, pp. 391-397 (Apr.

1979).

Electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography; oxidation;

reduction; cell design; SP519, pp. 705-712 (Apr. 1979).

Electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography; metal

speciation; organomercury cations; biological samples;

18420.

Electrochemical energy storage materials; molten salts; physical

properties; safety and hazards; thermal energy storage materi-

als; thermal properties; thermodynamic properties; transport

properties; corrosion; data compilation; NSRDS-NBS61 , Part

11.

Electrochemical equivalent of silver; electrochemistry; Faraday;

potentiostat; silver; silver analysis; controlled p>otential; cou-

lometry;7. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 (1979).

Electrochemical grinding; grinding; tungsten carbide; cemented
carbides; SP562, pp. 305-315 (Oct. 1979).

Electrochemical measurements; potentiodynamic scans; copper

concentric neutrals; corrosion; corrosion tests; 18725.

Electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy of dilution; heat capaci-

ty; relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt solutions; ther-

mochemistry; vapor pressure; apparent molal heat capacity;

aqueous systems; bibliography; SP537.

Electrochemistry; Faraday; potentiostat; silver; silver analysis;

controlled potential; coulometry; electrochemical equivalent

of silver; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 (1979).

Electrode polarization; equivalent circuits; ionic conduction;

lithium aluminosilicates; lithium silicate; 18794.

Electrodeposited metal layers; gold-nickel layers; micrometer

scale; scanning electron microscope scale; U.S. Patent

4,139,933.

Electrodes; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference; er-

rors; ion-selective electrodes; sensors, chemical; standards;

18334.

Electrodes, errors; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes,

reference; ion-selective electrodes; reference electrodes; sen-

sors, chemical; 18362.

Electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference; errors; ion-

selective electrodes; sensors, chemical; standards; electrodes;

18334.

Electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference; ion-selective

electrodes; reference electrodes; sensors, chemical; elec-

trodes, errors; 18362.

Electrodes, reference; errors; ion-selective electrodes; sensors,

chemical; standards; electrodes; electrodes, ion-selective;

18334.

Electrodes, reference; ion-selective electrodes; reference elec-

trodes; sensors, chemical; electrodes, errors; electrodes, ion-

selective; 18362.

Electrodisintegration; electron energy; giant resonance; virtual

photons; ^Ni; electric quadrupole; 18520.

Electrodisintegration; giant resonance; nickel isotopes; virtual

photons; electric quadrupole; 18535.

Electrodisintegration; proton spectrum; ternary fission; a-parti-

cles; a-spectnim; "»U; 18518.

Electro-dynamic wattmeters; energy measurements; energy

standards; international comparisons; metrology; power mea-
surements; precise electrical measurements; TDM wattme-

ters; thermal wattmeters; transfer standards; 18529.

Electrokinetics; glass-surface; surface conductivity; conductivi-

ty; electric conductivity; 18910.

Electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel; osmotic coeffi-

cients; solutions; thermodynamic properties; activity coeffi-

cient; cobalt; critical evaluation; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; osmotic

coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic properties; uranium;

activity coefficient; copper; critical evaluation; JPCRD 8, No.

4. 1005-1050 ( 1979).
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Electrolyte shift; heat effect; injury mechanism; injury statistics;

mouth burn; specific electrical effect; arc burn; contact burn;

current threshold; electrical injury; NBS/R 79-1710.

Electrolytes; enthalpy of dilution; heat capacity; relative ap-

parent molal enthalpy; salt solutions; thermochemistry; vapor

pressure; apparent molal heat capacity; aqueous systems;

bibliography; electrochemistry; SPS37.
Electrolytes; flame atomic emission spectroscopy; reference

method; semiautomated pipetting; serum potassium analysis;

statistical analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; defini-

tive method; SP260-63

.

Electrolytes; reference method; serum chloride analysis; statisti-

cal analysis; amperometry; chloride analysis; clinical analysis;

clinical chemistry; coulometry; definitive method; SP260-67.
Electromagnetic; neutrons; photons; pions; protons; coin-

cidence experiments; 186 75.

Electromagnetic; radiated emissions; susceptibility measure-
ments; 18579.

Electromagnetic bioeffects; electromagnetic compatibility; elec-

tromagnetic immunity; electromagnetic interference; elec-

tromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic susceptibility; elec-

tronic smog; home entertainment electronics; industrial elec-

tronics; medicaUelectronics; SP55I

.

Electromagnetic compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; elec-

tromagnetic interference; electromagnetic radiation; elec-

tromagnetic susceptibility; electronic smog; home entertain-

ment electronics; industrial electronics; medical electronics;

microwave electronics; SPSS I.

Electromagnetic compatibility; measurements; transverse elec-

tromagnetic transmission cells; 185 78.

Electromagnetic immunity; electromagnetic interference; elec-

tromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic susceptibility; elec-

tronic smog; home entertainment electronics; industrial elec-

tronics; medical electronics; microwave electronics; nonioniz-

ing radiation; radiation hazards; SP5S1.

Electromagnetic interference; electromagnetic radiation; elec-

tromagnetic susceptibility; electronic smog; home entertain-

ment electronics; industrial electronics; medical electronics;

microwave electronics; nonionizing radiation; radiation

hazards; radio regulations; SPSS I.

Electromagnetic interference; electronic 'devices; International

Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement assurance;

metrication; model laws and regulations; national type ap-

proval; packaging and labeling; specifications and tolerances;

vapor recovery; SPS32.

Electromagnetic measurement; snow depth; soil moisture;

18563.

Electromagnetic power calorimetry; energy measurement;

enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement; fuels, heating

values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity measurement;
heat measurements; levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry;

radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry; 18330.

Electromagnetic problems; functional theoretic techniques;

modified residue calculus; open systems; remote sensing;

closed systems; Monogr. 164.

Electromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic susceptibility; elec-

tronic smog; home entertainment electronics; industrial elec-

tronics; medical electronics; microwave electronics; nonioniz-

ing radiation; radiation hazards; radio regulations; radio stan-

dards; RFI; SP551.

Electromagnetic susceptibility; electronic smog; home enter-

tainment electronics; industrial electronics; medical elec-

tronics; microwave electronics; nonionizing radiation; radia-

tion hazards; radio regulations; radio standards; RFI; spec-

trum management; SP551.

Electromagnetic susceptibility testing; structural design and

fabrication procedures; transverse electromagnetic (TEM)
cell; TNlOll.

Electron; energy deposition; Monte Carlo; multiple scatter;

tracklength; charged particle; 18965.

Electron; excitation; ion; ionization; molecule; photon; positron;

atom; collision cross section; detachment; dissociation; elastic

scattering; SP426. Supplement 1

.

Electron anomalous moment; fine-structure constant; funda- J

mental constant; magnetic fields; proton gyromagnetic ratio;

quantum electrodynamic theory; 18702.

Electron avalanche; frequency and pulse width dependencies of j

the critical field; multiphoton ionization; damage threshold;

SPS41, pp. 299-302 (Dec. 1978). H

Electron beam machining; glass; hydrodynamic machining; ion j

beam machining; water jet cutting; ceramics; chemical l

milling; electric discharge machining; SP562, pp. 261-281 J
(Oct. 1979). 1

Electron beam welding; fatigue (materials); fracture properties;
,

low temperature tests; mechanical properties; titanium; titani-

um alloys; 1861 1

.

Electron beams; induction accelerator; ion acceleration;
.

nuclear research; radiation processing; activation analysis;
*

18570. i!

Electron capture; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry; '

negative ions; chemical ionization; SP519, pp. 601-607 (Apr.

1979). ^

Electron capture detector; gas chromatography; halo-organics;

ionization detector; porous anode; SP519, pp. 777-782 (Apr. ^

1979).

Electron capture detector; methyl chloride; monochlorinated ;

organics; carrier gas doping; SP519, pp. 143-151 (Apr.

1979).

Electron channeling; plasticity; subsurface damage; surface

damage; SP562, pp. 395-404 (Oct. 1979). ;

Electron collision theory; electron correlation; electron excita-

tion collision strength; electron excitation cross section;

highly ionized atoms; effective Gaunt factor; 18997.

Electron collisions; molecules; momentum-transfer; polar

molecules; scattering theory; cross sections; 18516.

Electron configurations; ionization potentials; aluminum;

atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 817-

864 (1979).

Electron correlation; electron excitation collision strength; elec-

tron excitation cross section; highly ionized atoms; effective

Gaunt factor; electron collision theory; 18997.

Electron correlation; ionization energies; line strengths; many-
|,

body interaction; many-body perturbation theory; oscillator

strengths; copper isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic pertur-
.

bation theory; 18998. ^

Electron cross sections; fusion plasmas; lasers; molecular bands;

molecular spectra; reaction rate constants; upper atmosphere;
'

atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; atomic transition proba-

bilities; 18855.
'•

Electron devices; electron tubes; semiconductors; U.S.S.R;

NBSIR 78-1564. ;

Electron diffraction images; hydrated layer; ion microprobe

mass spectrometer; roughness; sapphire; ultra-fine polishing;

water; x-ray photoelectron spectrometer; crystallographic in-

tegrity; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979). f

Electron energy; giant resonance; virtual photons; ^*Ni; electric

quadrupole; electrodisintegration; 18520.

Electron energy loss; energy degradation; low-energy stopping

power; 18659.

Electron excitation; lithium; 19028.
i;

Electron excitation collision strength; electron excitation cross

section; highly ionized atoms; effective Gaunt factor; electron :

collision theory; electron correlation; 18997.

Electron excitation cross section; highly ionized atoms; effec- ;

tive Gaunt factor; electron collision theory; electron correla-

tion; electron excitation collision strength; 18997.

Electron factors; electron vacancies; Laves phase; sigma phase;

transition metal; alloy phases; electronegativity; 18357.

Electron impact; electrons; helium; ionization; secondary; angu-

lar; Born approximation; correlations; 18534.
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Electron impact; excitation, 2s-2p\ N''*; crossed beams; cross

sections; 18707.
I Electron impact excitation collision strength; Bom approxima-

I

tion; copper isoelectronic sequence; Coulomb-Born approxi-

' mation; distorted wave approximation; effective Gaunt factor;

I

18996.

Electron impact ionization; ionization cross section; ionization

rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions, ionization of; N"^''; O**; rate

coefficient; 18502.

Electron microprobe; homogeneity; standard reference materi-

als; steel; digital periodic integrator; SP260-65.

Electron microprobe; homogeneity; standard reference materi-

als; standards; digital periodic integrator; 18973.

Electron microscopy; group decisions; properties of steam;

space; Stirling refrigerators; aluminum SRM's; computer
systems; DIM/NBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 ( 1979).

Electron microscopy; high-density lipoproteins; neutron scatter-

ing; 18851.

Electron microscopy; laser damage; optical coatings; thin films;

antireflection coatings; SP541, pp. 218-225 (Dec. 1978).

Electron paramagnetic resonance; epitaxial silicon; Hall-effect

measurements; phosphorus in silicon; NBSIR 79-1748.

Electron probe analysis; peak-to-background ratios; quantitative

analysis; rough surfaces; x-ray microanalysis; 18976.

1
Electron probe microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray

J microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry; quantita-

l'

tive analysis; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray microanaly-

sis; 18970.

!
Electron probe microanalysis; energy-dispersive x-ray spec-

l| trometry; microanalysis; qualitative analysis; scanning elec-

tron microscope; artifacts; 18790.

Electron probe microanalysis; inner shell ionization cross sec-

I. tion; Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; scanning

j
electron microscopy; x-ray yield; characteristic x-ray yield;

! 18978.

Electron scattering; energy loss; excited states; negative ions;

ozone; resonances; 18392.

Electron spectroscopy; ESCA; secondary ion mass spectrosco-

Ij py; surface analysis; ASTM Committee E-42; Auger electron
'I spectroscopy; 18406.

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA); silicon;

surface; XPS; angular study; 18417.

Electron spin resonance; fluorination of polymers; free radicals;

. peroxy radicals; transition metal fluorides; 18726. n

Electron tubes; semiconductors; U.S.S.R; electron devices;

I

NBSIR 78-1564.

Electron vacancies; Laves phase; sigma phase; transition metal;

alloy phases; electronegativity; electron factors; 18357.

Electron-capture; hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spec-

troscopy; nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation;

thermal energy analyzer (TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemi-

cal ionization; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Electron-capture detection; evaporation; nomenclature; sample

work-up; standards; chromatography/column packings (GC);
I SP519, pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Electronegativities; hybridization; structural stability; transition

elements; 18421.

i Electronegativity; electron factors; electron vacancies; Laves

phase; sigma phase; transition metal; alloy phases; 18357.
' Electronegativity; electronic configuration; s-p binding; struc-

tural stability; alloys; 18383.

Electronic circuits; inductive load; nondestructive; protection

circuit; reverse bias; safe operating area; second breakdown;

i switching power transistor; tester; transistor; base drive cir-

t cuit; SP400-54.
' Electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke
detectors; component screening; NBS-GCR-79-160.

Electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke
detectors; component screening; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke
detectors; component screening; NBS-GCR-79-162

.

Electronic configuration; s-p binding; structural stability; alloys;

electronegativity; 18383.

Electronic devices; electrons; photons; radiation hardness; stan-

dard practice; thermoluminescence dosimeters; NBSIR 79-

1723.

Electronic devices; hermeticity; hybrids; nondestructive tests;

semiconductor; tape-bonded devices; acoustic emission; beam
lead devices; SP400-59.

Electronic devices; International Organization of Legal

Metrology; measurement assurance; metrication; model laws

and regulations; national type approval; packaging and label-

ing; specifications and tolerances; vapor recovery; weights

and measures; consumer affairs; SP532.
Electronic discharge; hydrogen halides; isotopes; laser; TEA

laser; 18667.

Electronic lock; exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems;

guard control station; higher headquarters; perimeter station;

remote unit; response force; triply redundant central com-
puter; central unit; computerized; detection; NBSIR 79-1725.

Electronic package; impact noise; microcircuit device; particle

detection; particle impact noise detection; FIND; pre-shock;

seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic emission; co-shock;

couplant; detection; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Electronic ratio error set; transformer calibrations; current

comparators; current ratios; current transformers; current

transformer testing; 18624.

Electronic smog; home entertainment electronics; industrial

electronics; medical electronics; microwave electronics;

nonionizing radiation; radiation hazards; radio regulations;

radio standards; RFi; spectrum management; standardization

organizations; telecommunications; SP551

.

Electronic structure; energy curves; excimer; gain; radiative

transition; 18936.

Electronic technology; impurity distribution; material transport;

segregation; semiconductor technology; diffusion; SP400-57.

Electronically excited states; evaluation; gaseous interactions;

molecular correlations; quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate

constants; reactive channels; recommended data; relaxation

processes; review; activation energies; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 723-

798 (1979).

Electronics; hermeticity; indium-doped silicon; infrared

reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width measurements; ox-

idation; photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-device

grade silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; re-

sistors, sheet; SP400-38.

Electronics; instruments; integrated circuits; Josephson junc-

tions; measurements; superconductivity; 18859.

Electronics; integrated circuit; large scale integration; memory;
microprocessor; testing; TNI 102.

Electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technology;

microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; NBSIR 78-

1444-3.

Electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technology;

microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; NBSIR 79-

1591.

Electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technology;

microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; NBSIR 79-

1591-2.

Electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technology;

microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor
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materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; NBSIR 79-

1591-3.

Electrons; excitation; low energy; nitrogen; rate coefficients;

drift tube; 18925.

Electrons; foil transmission; photons; stopping power; transport

theory; absorbed dose; attenuation coefficient; detector

response functions; dosimetry; 18371

.

Electrons; heavy ions; international commission on radiation

units and measurements; protons; stopping power; a-parti-

cles; 18358.

Electrons; helium; ionization; secondary; angular; Born approxi-

mation; correlations; electron impact; 18534.

Electrons; kerma; multisphere; photon; photoneutrons;

radiotherapy; spectrometry; dose-equivalent; SP554, pp. 109-

123 (Sept. 1979).

Electrons; kerma; multispheres; photoneutrons; photons;

radiotherapy; spectrometry; dose-equivalent; SP554, pp. 125-

127 (Sept. 1979).

Electrons; megavoltage; neutrons; therapy; x rays; accelerators;

betatrons; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Electrons; photons; radiation hardness; standard practice; ther-

moluminescence dosimeters; electronic devices; NBSIR 79-

1723.

Electrons, conduction band (CB); laser damage; conduction

band (CB) electrons; dielectric solids; SP541, pp. 303-304
(Dec. 1978).

Electronuclear physics; high duty-cycle; coincidence experi-

ments; correlations in nuclei; cw accelerators; 18906.

Electro-optic systems; high voltage; pulse measurement; voltage

measurement; current measurement; electric transmission;

18872.

Electro-optics; gas-solid interface; KDP; Pockels effect; space

charge; breakdown; NBS-GCR-79-177

.

Electro-optics; Kerr coefficient; Kerr effect; nitrobenzene; pulse

measurement; electrical measurements; 18819.

Electroproduction; nickel; photon; photoproduction; quadru-

pole giant resonance; alpha particle; dipole giant resonance;

18495.

Electroproduction; nonrelativistic operators; nuclear

photoproduction; photoproduction; pions; pseudovector
coupling; 18798.

Electrostatic-induced damage; hertneticity; hybrid devices; leak

testing; measurement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture;

nondestructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; re-

liability; semiconductor devices; welding; automated testing;

batteries; SP400-50.

Electrotechnology; impact of measurements; measurement
technology assessment; National Measurement System; stan-

dards; calibrations; dissemination of units; electrical measure-
ments; electric power measurements; NBSIR 75-935.

Elemental analysis; ion microprobe mass analyzer; local thermal

equilibrium model; microanalysis; secondary ion mass spec-

trometry; surface analysis; 18979.

Elemental carbon; mass spectroscopy; organic aerosol con-

stituents; primary organic carbon; sampling errors; secondary

organic carbon; solvent extraction; spatial variations; diurnal

variations; SP519, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Elementary function testing; Fortran library test data; Fortran

library testing; mathematical function testing; test data for

elementary functions; test data for mathematical functions;

NBSIR 78-1478.

Elements; emission; spectra; 18870.

Elements; gold; metals; molten metals; palladium; precious

metals; reference data; silver; solid state physics; transport

properties; copper; critical evaluation; data analysis; data

compilation; data evaluation; data extraction; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1 147-1298 (1979).

Ellipsometry; polymer adsorption; protein adsorption; protein

chromatography; radiolabeled proteins; adsorption; bio-

materials; blood proteins; NBSIR 79-1784.

EMC measurements; radiation resistance; rectangular coax;

shielded strip line; TEM cell; 18345.

Emergency communications; emergency evacuation; fire detec-

tion; fire safety; fire suppression; mass transportation; materi-

al flammability; people movers; smoke; NBSIR 78-1586.

Emergency evacuation; fire detection; fire safety; fire suppres-

sion; mass transportation; material flammability; people

movers; smoke; emergency communications; NBSIR 78-

1586.

Emergency lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing; lights,

warning; perception, visual; peripheral vision; vehicles, emer-

gency; visibility, lights; visual perception; color, lights; con-

spicuity, lights; effective intensity; SP480-36.

Emission; spectra; elements; 18870.

Emission line, star; late-type, ultraviolet; spectra; Ca ll emis-

sion, stars; chromospheres, stars; 18926.

Emission line stars; emission nebulae; star formation; 18546.

Emission line stars; flare stars; late-type stars; stellar chromo-
spheres; stellar coronae; 18920.

Emission line, stars; late-type stars; Ca ll emission, stars;

chromospheres, stars; circumstellar shells; 18853.

Emission lines, stars; late-type stars; stellar chromospheres; stel-

lar coronae; stellar winds; ultraviolet spectra; 18528.

Emission nebulae; star formation; emission line stars; 18546.

Emission spectra; lattice relaxation; many body effects; sodium;

absorption spectra; core excitation; 18413.

Emission spectrum; Hartree-Fock calculations; x-ray emission;

copper AC/3; double vacancy; 18526.

Emissions; gas chromatography; tensilization; thermogravimet-

ric analysis; tire cord; tire cord dip; tire cord finish; SP519,

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Emissions inspections; fault detection; fuel economy; motor
vehicle; diagnosis; SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient; humidity measure-

ment; monomolecular film; psychrometer; psychrometry;

radiative heat transfer; temperature depression; water vapor

measurement; wet bulb; wet element; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-

177 ( 1979).

EMIT" fluoroimmunoassay; fluorescence immunoassay;

homogeneous enzyme immunoassay; immunoassay; drug

assay; SP519, pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979).

Emittance; measurement system; standard reference materials;

temperature; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion; ther-

mal properties; vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry; elastici-

ty; electrical resistivity; 18905.

Empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; imple-

menting; management practices; technological change; com-
mercialization; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; imple-

menting; management practices; technological change; com-
mercialization; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; imple-

menting; commercialization; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A.

Empirical models; IBM 168-3; IBM 303 3; migration guidelines;

migration planning; benchmark performance data; SP500-52,

pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

Empirical models; modeling; performance modeling; workload

characterization; cluster analysis; computer modeling; com-
puter performance; SP500-52, pp. 147 161 (Oct. 1979).

Empirical molecular formula; GPSDC; ion energetics; ioniza-

tion potential; abstract; appearance potential; archival tape;

computer program; data base; data base management; NBSIR
78-1432.

Employment; equal employment opportunity; labor force;

minorities in computing; women in computing; 19041

.

Enamel; hydroxyapatite; surface area; bone; chemisorption;

18411.

Enamel; microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological

mineralization; bone; dental studies; dentin; 19008.
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Enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spec-

tra; Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth; biological

microanalysis; biological tissue; dental studies; 18982.

Encryption; identifiers; key management; key notarization;

cryptography; digital signatures; SP500-54.

Encryption; identifiers; key management; key notarization;

cryptography; digital signatures; 19039.

Endothermic solution reactions; enthalpy of solution; KBr, Kl,

KIO:,, KIO4; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry;

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 273-

286 ( 1979).

End-to-end length; entanglement effects; excluded volume ef-

fects; lattice-model polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics;

random-coil polymer chains; relaxation times; self-entangle-

ment effects; computer simulation; 18772.

Endurance; maintenance; operation; purchasing; pursuit tires;

safety; tread wear; braking traction; cornering traction; driv-

ing traction; SP480-33.

Energy; energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; stan-

dard; buildings; conservation; criteria; design; economics; ef-

ficiency; 18888.

Energy; energy consumption; grey water; heat recovery;

recycling; residential; wastewater treatment; water; water

conservation; water heating; water usage; NBSIR 79-1770.

Energy; energy cost; feedback; feedback meters; attitudes; con-
sumer preference; NBSIR 79-1 771

.

Energy; energy savings; industrial robots; network services;

SRM's; computer interface standards; computers; cryogenic

temperature; DIMINBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 (1979).

Energy; engineering; industry construction; measurement
techniques; standards; building research; criteria; SP439-1.

Energy; environments; heating; passive; solar; suburban; urban;

application; buildings; commercial; daylighting; 18894.

Energy; evaluation; guidelines; implementation; large-scale;

management; mathematical models; policy analysis; software;

standards; transfer; documentation; SP534.
Energy; fluid mixtures; light; liquefied natural gas; measure-
ments; microwaves; super spring; ultraviolet radiation;

calibrations; DIMINBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).

Energy; furnace; gas-fired; heating; oil-fired; rating; space-heat-

ing; testing; boiler; combustion; 18385

.

Energy; human factors; kitchen ranges; labeling; stoves; test

methods; appliance; cooking; efficiency; NBSIR 78-1556.

Energy; hydrides; hydrogen storage; nuclear magnetic

resonance; nuclear spin relaxation; diffusion; 18352.

Energy; hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; structure; calculations;

cell dimensions; crystal; defect; 18787.

Energy; instrumentation; measurement; thermography; Twin
Rivers Project; weather station; air infiltration; buildings; data

acquisition; 18733.

Energy; legislation; solar; standards; State; buildings; design;

NBSIR 79-1705.

Energy audits; energy codes; Kentucky Fire Marshal's office;

lighting and thermal efficiency standards; local governments;

new construction plans review; training and education; design

professionals; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; standard;

buildings; conservation; criteria; design; economics; efficien-

cy; energy; 18888.

Energy calculation; energy consumption; fenestration; heating

and cooling load; solar heat gain; daylighting; 19003.

Energy code; energy efficient; enforcement; implementation

and effective U value; on-site construction; building official;

SP552, pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Energy codes; Kentucky Fire Marshal's office; lighting and
thermal efficiency standards; local governments; new con-

struction plans review; training and education; design profes-

sionals; energy audits; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Energy conservation; energy efficiency; ranges and ovens; ap-

pliances; cooking utensils; 18836.

Energy conservation; energy instrumentation; energy rate; ener-

gy use; appliances; 18837.

Energy conservation; energy standards; fenestration; life-cycle

costing; retrofitting; solar; building design; cost; 19043

.

Energy conservation; engineering economics; life-cycle costs;

solar heat gain; thermal efficiency; window; window manage-

ment; building economics; daylighting; economic analysis;

BSS119.
Energy conservation; environmental quality; industrial produc-

tivity; materials utilization; measurement capabilities; medical

aids; product safety; public health and safety; science and

technology transfer; standards; basic research; computer;

SP538.

Energy conservation; fenestration; solar energy; windows;

daylighting; 18863.

Energy conservation; heat recovery; lint; performance; venting;

appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency; 18793.

Energy conservation; heating load calculation; NBSLD analysis

of residences; residential energy conservation; thermal mass
effect in buildings; building energy consumption analysis;

computerized building energy analysis; cooling load calcula-

tion; NBSIR 79-1732.

Energy conservation; illumination standards; lighting distribu-

tion simulation; visual performance; building codes; building

performance simulation; computer applications; SP552, pp.

321-335 (July 1979).

Energy conservation; insulation; life-cycle cost analysis; mason-

ry construction; space heating and cooling requirements;

thermal mass; building economics; NBSIR 79-1789.

Energy conservation; internal rate of return; life-cycle costing;

marginal analysis; optimal design; residential buildings; space

cooling; space heating; building envelope; cost effectiveness;

economics; 19044.

Energy conservation; legislation; solar energy; building regula-

tion; 5^552, pp. 211-216 (July 1979).

Energy conservation; measurement methods; power-device

grade silicon; resistivity variations; silicon; spreading re-

sistance measurements; thermally stimulated measurements;

thyristor materials measurements; thyristor measurements; d-

c transmission; NBSIR 79-1756.

Energy conservation; pressurization technique; tracer-gas

technique; air infiltration, residential; air permeability of

houses; TN992.
Energy conservation; retrofit; sulfur hexafluoride; tracer gas;

weatherization; air infiltration; air sample bags; NBSIR 79-

1728.

Energy conservation; roof heat-loss surx'ey; aerial flyovers; aeri-

al infrared thermography; TNI 107.

Energy conservation; solar absorptance of roofing materials;

whole-house ventilation; attic ventilation; SP548.

Energy conservation design; indoor radiation; radon in

buildings; ventilation and radon concentration; 18587.

Energy consumption; fenestration; heating and cooling load;

solar heat gain; daylighting; energy calculation; 19003

.

Energy consumption; field measurments; hourly load profiles;

refrigerator field data; usage profiles; combination refrigera-

tor-freezer field data; daily load profiles; NBSIR 79-1781.

Energy consumption; grey water; heat recovery; recycling; re-

sidential; wastewater treatment; water; water conservation;

water heating; water usage; energy; NBSIR 79-1770.

Energy consumption of residences; lighting energy consump-

tion; occupant factors; residential air conditioning; service

hot water; space heating; ventilation; appliance energy con-

sumption; NBSIR 78-1501.

Energy cost; existing buildings; regulation; retrofit; standards;

conservation; SP552, pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Energy cost; feedback; feedback meters; attitudes; consumer

preference; energy; NBSIR 79-1771.

Energy curve; excited state; N2; radiative transition; 'n^; *Sb*;

18935.
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Energy curves; excimer; gain; radiative transition; electronic

structure; 18936.

Energy degradation; low-energy stopping power; electron ener-

gy loss; 18659.

Energy densities; ion-implanted silicon; laser pulses; power den-

sities; thermal anneals; 18623.

Energy deposition; Monte Carlo; multiple scatter; tracklength;

charged particle; electron; 18965.

Energy deposition spectra; microdosimetry parameters; neutron

cross section evaluations; single-event energy; 18658.

Energy dispersive detector; multichannel analyzer; peak over-

lap; quantitative electron probe microanalysis; x-ray con-

tinuum; x-ray spectrum; computer program; TNI 106.

Energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray

spectrometry; quantitative analysis; scanning electron

microscopy; x-ray microanalysis; electron probe microanaly-

sis; 18970.

Energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry; quantitative analysis;

scanning electron microscopy; x-ray microanalysis; electron

probe microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis;

18970.

Energy efficiency; ranges and ovens; appliances; cooking uten-

sils; energy conservation; 18836.

Energy efficient; enforcement; implementation and effective U
value; on-site construction; building official; energy code;

SP552, pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Energy field measurements; hot water heaters; hot water usag^;

residential water use; 18829.

Energy gap; iridium; Josephson junction; low-T,.; microwaves;

thin-film; tunneling; 18540.

Energy instrumentation; energy rate; energy use; appliances;

energy conservation; 18837.

Energy levels; energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic;

molecular bands; molecular spectra; rotational constants;

atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic transition proba-

bilities; bands, molecular; 18828.

Energy levels; exotic atoms; interferometry; x rays; 18469.

Energy levels; hafnium; ionization energies; lutetium; osmium;

rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium; 18506.

Energy levels; ion; ionization energy; spectrum; wavelengths; yt-

trium; 18868.

Energy levels; ionization energy; wavelengths; aluminum;

18485.

Energy levels; ions; molybdenum; pulsed laser; spectra;

wavelengths; 18500.

Energy levels; lanthanum; spectra; spectroscopy; triply-ionized;

ultraviolet; wavelengths; 18782.

Energy levels; lutetium; spectrum; wavelengths; 18369.

Energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic; molecular bands;

molecular spectra; rotational constants; atomic line shapes;

atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; bands,

molecular; energy levels; 18828.

Energy loss; excited states; negative ions; ozone; resonances;

electron scattering; 18392.

Energy measurement; enthalpy measurement; entropy measure-

ment; fuels, heating values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capaci-

ty measurement; heat measurements; levitation calorimetry;

microcalorimetry; radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry;

bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; 18330.

Energy measurements; energy standards; international com-
parisons; metrology; power measurements; precise electrical

measurements; TDM wattmeters; thermal wattmeters;

transfer standards; electro-dynamic wattmeters; 18529.

Energy measurements; energy-related inventions; environment;

precision power; radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar

energy; toxic substances; building rehabilitation; DIM/NBS
63, No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Energy rate; energy use; appliances; energy conservation; ener-

gy instrumentation; 18837.

Energy release rate; finite element method; free-edge stresses;

graphite epoxy composites; interlaminar cracks; stability of

cracks; virtual crack closure; delamination mechanisms;

SP563, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Energy saving-opportunities; research needs; cement; concrete;

SP542.

Energy savings; industrial robots; network services; SRM's;

computer interface standards; computers; cryogenic tempera-

ture; energy; DIM/NBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

Energy standards; environmental standards; safety and health

standards; standards development; Monogr. 165.

Energy standards; environmental standards; safety and health

standards; standards development; NBSIR 79-1703.

Energy standards; fenestration; life-cycle costing; retrofitting;

solar; building design; cost; energy conservation; 19043.

Energy standards; international comparisons; metrology; power
measurements; precise electrical measurements; TDM watt-

meters; thermal wattmeters; transfer standards; electro-

dynamic wattmeters; energy measurements; 18529.

Energy storage; intermetallic compound; phase diagrams; physi-

cal properties; compilation; 18637.

Energy transfer; vibrational energy transfer; benzene; 18641.

Energy usage; load profiles; water heaters; NBSIR 78-1496.

Energy use; appliances; energy conservation; energy instrumen-

tation; energy rate; 18837.

Energy utilization codes; illustrated handbook; legislation; ther-

mal envelope criteria; thermal performance criteria; educa-

tion; SP552, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

Energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry; microanalysis; qualitative

analysis; scanning electron microscope; artifacts; electron

probe microanalysis; 18790.

Energy-related inventions; environment; precision power;

radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar energy; toxic sub-

stances; building rehabilitation; energy measurements;

DIM/NBS 63, No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Enforcement; implementation and effective U value; on-site

construction; building official; energy code; energy efficient;

SP552, pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Engine diagnosis; failure detection; failure diagnosis; failure

prevention; maintenance; performance monitoring; bearing

analysis; condition monitoring; SP547.

Engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil;

oil specifications; petroleum standards; petroleum test

methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; used oil; waste oil;

SP556.

Engineering; industry construction; measurement techniques;

standards; building research; criteria; energy; SP439-1

.

Engineering; international cooperation; international research;

international standards; National Bureau of Standards (NBS);

National Engineering Laboratory (NEL); technology transfer;

NBSIR 79-1792.

Engineering calculations; equation of state; fluid properties;

prediction; standard reference data; synthetic gas; chemical

processing; 19022.

Engineering economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal

efficiency; window; window management; building

economics; daylighting; economic analysis; energy conserva-

tion; BSS119.
Engineering judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical

modeling; nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety factor;

sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue; design;

18326.

Engineering properties data; evaluated data; polycrystalline; sin-

gle crystal; sodium beta alumina; sodium beta double prime

alumina; battery application; NSRDS-NBS6I , Part III.

Engineering psychology; ergonomics; evaluation; human en-

gineering; human factors; human performance; standard

reference data; anthropometry; data base; NBS-GCR-79-169.
Enhanced ionization; ionization spectrometry; LEI; stepwise ex-

citation; tunable dye lasers; 18983.
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Enhanced ionization theory; flame spectroscopy; ion produc-

tion; laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; optogal-

vanic effect; 18806.
' Entanglement effects; excluded volume effects; lattice-model

I

polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics; random-coil

polymer chains; relaxation times; self-entanglement effects;

computer simulation; end-to-end length; 18 7 72.

Enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson in-

version; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric

I

densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures;

densities; NBSIR 79-1612.

Enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

: isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent

heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric den-

I
sities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densi-

I

ties; NBSIR 79-1621.

Enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat; standard

!
reference materials; thermodynamic properties; alumina; alu-

minum oxide; calorimetry; corundum; 18377

.

! Enthalpy; specific heat; standard reference materials; thermal

j

conductivity; thermophysical properties; electrical resistivity;

jl
18615.

|l Enthalpy and entropy of vaporization; entrainment method;

Ij

melting temperature; molybdenum pentafiuoride; vapor den-
sity; vapor pressure; 19020.

I

Enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement; fuels, heating

I
values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity measurement;

'! heat measurements; levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry;

radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry; bomb
calorimetry; drop calorimetry; 18330.

Enthalpy of dilution; heat capacity; relative apparent molal

enthalpy; salt solutions; thermochemistry; vapor pressure; ap-

!
parent molal heat capacity; aqueous systems; bibliography;

' electrochemistry; electrolytes; SP537.

Enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy of protonation; enthalpy of

reaction; enthalpy of solution; nucleic acid bases; solution

jj

calorimetry; thermochemistry; adenine; J. Res. 84, No. 3,

1 231-240 (1979).
" Enthalpy of formation; ideal gas thermodynamic properties;

molecular structure; normal and deuterated naphthalenes;

vibrational assignments; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 527-536 ( 1979).

Enthalpy of protonation; enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solu-

tion; nucleic acid bases; solution calorimetry; thermochemis-

i[ try; adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 231-
1 240 (1979).

i
Enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solution; nucleic acid bases;

solution calorimetry; thermochemistry; adenine; enthalpy of

dissociation; enthalpy of protonation; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 231-

240 (1979).

Enthalpy of solution; KBr, KI, KIO3, KIO4; solution calorimetry;

thermochemistry; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; en-

dothermic solution reactions; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 273-286
( 1979).

j

Enthalpy of solution; nucleic acid bases; solution calorimetry;

thermochemistry; adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy

j

of protonation; enthalpy of reaction; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 231-

j

240 (1979).

li Enthalpy of vaporization; halomethanes; vapor pres-

I
sure— boiling point data; Wagner equation; Antoine equation;

yPC/?D 8, No. 2, 499-518 (1979).
t Entrainment method; melting temperature; molybdenum pen-

1 tafluoride; vapor density; vapor pressure; enthalpy and en-

tropy of vaporization; 19020.

Entropies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isobu-

tane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent

heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities;

specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; NBSIR 79-1612.

Entropies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars;

isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats

of vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities;

specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; NBSIR 79-1621.

Entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-

thermal conductivity; polarization; potassium tantalate;

refrigeration; specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium;

ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electro-

caloric effect; 18680.

Entropy change; ion cyclotron resonance; ionization energy;

aromatic compound; charge transfer equilibria; 18337.

Entropy measurement; fuels, heating values; gas-flow

calorimetry; heat capacity measurement; heat measurements;

levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry; radiation

calorimetry; solution calorimetry; bomb calorimetry; drop
calorimetry; electromagnetic power calorimetry; 18330.

Environment; formation constants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics;

methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect; specia-

tion; activation parameters; aqueous transmethylation;

chloride complexes; 18484.

Environment; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; sam-

pling; sediment; trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; air;

SP519, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Environment; human factors; research; school; air-conditioning;

comfort; education; 18596.

Environment; ICRM; natural matrix; radioactivity; standards;

Woods Hole; 18981.

Environment; precision power; radioactivity; Raman
microprobe; solar energy; toxic substances; building reha-

bilitation; energy measurements; energy-related inventions;

DIMINBS 63, No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Environment; retrospective; sample storage; trace analysis;

analytical techniques; contamination; 18349.

Environmental analysis; functional group analysis; affinity chro-

matography; SP519, pp. 783-787 (Apr. 1979).

Environmental analysis; pesticides; synthetic carbonaceous

resins; continuous flow system; SP5I9, pp. 345-353 (Apr.

1979).

Environmental chemistry; gas chromatography; liquid chro-

matography; automation; clinical chemistry; SP519, pp. 587-

600 (Apr. 1979).

Environmental considerations; innovative practices; regulatory

research; standards development; administrative procedures;

building codes; building regulations; buildings; construction;

economic impacts; SP552.

Environmental effect; hydrate; hydration polishing;

mechanochemical polishing with soft powder; pre-existing de-

fect; sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor; working unit;

damaged layer; elastic emission machining; SP562, pp. 157-

169 (Oct. 1979).

Environmental effects; fracture of brittle materials; hydrogen

embrittlement; Rehbinder effects; Westwood effects; acoustic

emission; chemomechanical effects; SP562, pp. 139-145

(Oct. 1979).

Environmental materials analysis; neutron activation analysis;

noble metals analysis; platinum determination; radiochemical

separation; spontaneous deposition technique; biological

materials analysis; 18350.

Environmental measurements; Measurement Assurance Pro-

grams; quality assurance; 18720.

Environmental measurements; modeling; sampling schemes;

statistical sampling; SP519, pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979).

Environmental measurements; nitric acid; nitrous acid; ozone;

rate constants; chemical kinetics; 1855 1

.

Environmental noise; noise; noise emission; regulations; sound;

acoustics; 18785.

Environmental pollutants; fossil fuels; low-level counting;

radiocarbon; accelerator mass spectrometry; anthropogenic
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and natural carbonaceous species; atmospheric gases and

particles; 18405.

Environmental pollution; fluorescence; high performance liquid

chromatography; occupational health; picogram; polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity; sensitivity; specificity;

trace analysis; SP5/9, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; industrial pollu-

tion regulation; market mechanism; offset policy; regulatory

policy; technological innovation; administrative experimenta-

tion; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment;

evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;
regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking;

technological innovation; administrative experimentation;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment;

evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;
Federal Communications Commission; Federal Trade Com-
mission; Food and Drug Administration; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-

65.

Environmental Protection Agency; evaluation design; Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program; pesticide policy;

regulatory policy; regulatory reform; technological innova-

tion; administrative experimentation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71

.

Environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human
research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation;

safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design;

building site planning; SP5S2, pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human
research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation;

safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design;

building site planning; 18430.

Environmental psychology; field methodology; passive solar

systems; pedestrian behavior; psychology of retailing; retail

facilities; 18784.

Environmental psychology; fire research; fire safety; human
performance; modeling technique; programming; sensitivity

analysis; simulation; architectural research; building fires;

computer-aided design; NBSIR 79-1713.

Environmental psychology; fire research; fire safety; human
performance; modeling technique; simulation; architectural

research; building fires; computer-aided design; computer
simulation; NBSIR 79-1796.

Environmental quality; industrial productivity; materials utiliza-

tion; measurement capabilities; medical aids; product safety;

public health and safety; science and technology transfer;

standards; basic research; computer; energy conservation;

SP538.

Environmental regulation; innovation; regulatory reform;

technological changes; administrative experiment; anti-trust

regulation; economic incentive; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

Environmental standards; safety and health standards; standards

development; energy standards; Monogr. 165.

Environmental standards; safety and health standards; standards

development; energy standards; NBSIR 79-1703.

Environments; heating; passive; solar; suburban; urban; applica-

tion; buildings; commercial; daylighting; energy; 18894.

Enzyme assay; infiuence of inhibitor on lactate dehydrogenase

assay; lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate to pyruvate reac-

tion; pyruvate to lactate reaction; spectrophotometric enzyme
assay; 18433.

Enzymes; immunoelectrodes; trace organic electrochemistry;

bio-selective membrane electrodes; bio-sensors; SP519, pp.

525-532 (Apr. 1979).

Epilepsy; fire safety; group homes; handicapped; mental retar-

dation; ambulatory people; autism; cerebral palsy; deafness;

developmentally disabled; NBS-GCR-79-I67.
Epitaxial silicon; Hall-effect measurements; phosphorus in sil-

icon; electron paramagnetic resonance; NBSIR 79-1748.

Epoxy; epoxy-impregnated magnets; superconductor; training

superconducting magnet; 18718.

Epoxy polymer; plasma chromatography-mass spectroscopy;

polymer outgassing; SP5I9, pp. 697-703 (Apr. 1979).

Epoxy resins; glass fiber; graphite fiber; aramid fiber; composite .

applications; composites; concrete; cryogenics; 18717.

Epoxy resins; Kevlar 49; moisture; one-tenth scale motor case; :

S-glass; temperature effects; water boil; degradation; SP563, \

pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Epoxy-impregnated magnets; superconductor; training super-

conducting magnet; epoxy; 18718.
j

Equal employment opportunity; labor force; minorities in com- •

puting; women in computing; employment; 19041

.

Equation balancing; algebraic method; balancing equations;

chemical equations; 18984. ^

Equation of state; fluid properties; prediction; standard

reference data; synthetic gas; chemical processing; engineer-
'

ing calculations; 19022.

Equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane;

isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats '

of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific
;

heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies;

entropies; NBSIR 79-1612.

Equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isochores;

isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific '

heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; !

entropies; NBSIR 79-1621.

Equations of motion; maximum entropy; nonequilibrium

statistical mechanics; nonequilibrium thermodynamics; pro- f

jection operator; correlation functions; 18321.

Equilibration trapping; gas chromatography; headspace gas

stripping; standard-addition calibration; trace analysis;

trapping column; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Equilibrium; high temperature; isolation; lasers; mass spec- '

trometry; matrix; modeling; vapors; combustion; SPS6I, Vols.

I and 2

.

Equilibrium; homogeneous system; hydrostatic pressure; inter-

na! stress; internal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo

method; periodic boundaries; pressure; stress calculation;

virial theorem of Clausius; 18456.

Equilibrium antiphase domain (APB) boundaries; f.c.c. alloys;

interphase (IPB) boundaries; second-order transitions; 18669.

Equilibrium chain dimensions; excluded volume; lattice-model

chains; polymer chain dimensions; random-coil chain dimen-

sions; Rouse coordinates; distributions in chain dimensions;

18618. 5

Equipment selection; law enforcement; public safety; communi-

cation systems; SP480- 1 2

.

Equity; life-cycle cost; optimal; standard; buildings; conserva- -

tion; criteria; design; economics; efficiency; energy; energy

budget; 18888.

Equivalency; evaluation; fire safety; models; research; Stan- ?

dards; systematic procedure; building fires; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Equivalent circuit; modal analysis; scattering matrix; step '
i

discontinuity; TEM-cell; variational formulation; coaxial

transmission line; cut-off frequency; NBSIR 79-1606.

Equivalent circuits; ionic conduction; lithium aluminosilicates; !

lithium silicate; electrode polarization; 18794.

Ergonomics; evaluation; human engineering; human factors; - i

human performance; standard reference data; anthropometry;

data base; engineering psychology; NBS-GCR-79-169. ^ I

Ergonomics; human engineering; human factors; human motiva-

tion; human reliability; personnel selection; physical security; 1

physiological psychology; sensory capability; terrosim; threat

analysis; training; adversary characteristics; animal research;

behavioral science; SP480-38. ' I

Ergonomics; human factors; product research; data banks; data

bases; 18862. M
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Ergun function; graphite materials; Lorentz function; preferred

orientation function; pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; x-

ray diffraction; Bacon function; Bragg function; 18523.

Erosion; grinding; wear; bronze binder; diamonds; SP562, pp.

147-155 (Oct. 1979).

Erosion; impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives;

ceramics; NBSIR 78-1575.

Erosion; impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives;

ceramics; 18858.

Error; sampler response factors; total elemental content passive

personal samplers; total organic chlorine; weighted diffusion

coefficient; ambient concentration; compute and limit;

SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Error analysis; G/kT, EIRP; G/T, precision measurements; radio

.star; satellite communications; 18577.

Error analysis; instrumental analysis; multielement analysis;

neutron activation analysis; SRM; trace elements; urban par-

ticulate; 18866.

Error estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathe-
matical modeling; measurement; photogrammetric; precision;

ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping; survey; accuracy;

cryogenic; NBSIR 79-1751.

j

Error functions; Fourier transforms; radiation reaction; definite

integrals; double integrals; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 319-326 ( 1979).

Error propagation; factor-jump method; heating rate; lifetime

prediction; polystyrene; polyurethane; thermogravimetry;

I

weight-loss kinetics; aging of polymers; degradation of

polymers; 18620.

,

Errors; ion-selective electrodes; sensors, chemical; standards;

electrodes; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference;

18334.

: Errors; sampling; analysis; analytical food chemistry; SP5I9, pp.

]
231-242 (Apr. 1979).

ERTS; LANDSAT; multispectral scanner; reflective optics;

crosstrack scan; earth imagery; SP547, pp. 17-30 (July

1
1979).

J Erythromycin; fast reactions; fission track; ion-dipole; /3-endor-

I
phin; *"Cf; charge transfer; chlorophyll; SP519, pp. 673-677

|l
(Apr. 1979).

ESCA; gold; relative intensities; round robin; x-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy; binding energies; copper; 18924.
' ESCA; impurities; microroughness; optical microscopy; polish-

ing defects; scattered light; SIMS; stylus instruments; Auger

j

spectroscopy; corrosion films; SP562. pp. 337-350 (Oct.

I 1979).

ESCA; secondary ion mass spectroscopy; surface analysis;

ASTM Committee E-42; Auger electron spectroscopy; elec-

I Iron spectroscopy; 18406.

i Escape; evacuation; fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; human
behavior; nursing homes; bibliographies; building fires; NBS-
GCR-78-138.

Escape; fire detectors; full-scale tests; heat detectors; hospitals;

ionizaton detectors; mattresses; nursing homes; photoelectric

detectors; corridors; NBSIR 79-1739.

Estimation theory; liver attenuation; spectral analysis; statistical

modeling; ultrasonic tissue characterization; computer
processing; SP525, pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Etching; glass; grinding; polishing; strength; defects; SP562, pp.
489-500 (Oct. 1979).

Ethernet; local; microprocessor; network; serial; broadcast;

coaxial; communication; contention; data; digital; 18760.

Ethyl nitrate; ion-molecule reactions; aromatic substitution; as-

sociation ions; charge transfer; 18332.

Ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis; relax-

ation; thermal decomposition; allylmethylether; bromide;

18832.

Ethylene; experimental; magnetic suspension; orthobaric liquid

density; tables; argon; comparisons; correlation; 18627.

Ethynyl; hydrogen; mechanism; photochemistry; radicals; rate

constant; acetylene; butadiyne; 18443.

ETIP; evaluation; information intervention; integrated utility

systems; case study; cogeneration; demonstration project;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59.

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; commercialization;

empirical investigation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A.

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management prac-

tices; technological change; commercialization; empirical in-

vestigation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management prac-

tices; technological change; commercialization; empirical in-

vestigation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Eutectic coating; graphite/epoxy; moisture barrier; space optics;

advanced composites; dimensional stability; SP563, pp. 47-56

(Oct. 1979).

Evacuation; exits; fire endurance; fire protection; stairways;

standards; buiding design; buildings; construction materials;

NBS-GCR-79-176.
Evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters; nursing homes; pa-

tients; room fires; smoke; upholstered furniture; chairs;

doors; NBS-GCR-79-1 59.

Evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety;

health care facilities; hospitals; human behavior; nursing

homes; nursing staff; training; NBS-GCR-79-l 79.

Evacuation; fires; flashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing

staff; patients; room fires; breathing apparatus; death; NBS-
GCR-78-140.

Evacuation; fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; human
behavior; nursing homes; bibliographies; building fires;

escape; NBS-GCR-78-1 38.

Evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; Federal Communications Commission;

regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy; technology in-

novation; telecommunications; administrative experimenta-

tion; TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2.

Evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; regulatory experimentation; regulatory

policy; rulemaking; technological innovation; administrative

experimentation; best practicable technology; clean water

regulation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Evaluability assessment; evaluation; experimental methods; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; regulation; regu-

latory oversight; regulatory processes and regulatory effects;

regulatory reform; social science; technological innovation;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64

.

Evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; Federal Communications Commission;

Federal Trade Commission; Food and Drug Administration;

Interstate Commerce Commission; regulation; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 79-65.

Evaluability assessment; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; industrial pollution regulation; market mechanism;

offset policy; regulatory policy; technological innovation; ad-

ministrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Evaluated data; polycrystalline; single crystal; sodium beta alu-

mina; sodium beta double prime alumina; battery application;

engineering properties data; NSRDS-NBS6I , Pan 111.

Evaluation; existing buildings; performance standard; building;

code administration; codes; SP549.

Evaluation; experimental methods; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; regulation; regulatory oversight; regula-

tory processes and regulatory effects; regulatory reform; so-

cial science; technological innovation; administrative experi-

mentation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

Federal Communications Commission; regulatory experimen-

tation; regulatory policy; technology innovation; telecommu-

nications; administrative experimentation; economic deregu-

lation; TNI 104, Vols. I and 2.
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Evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regu-

latory experimentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking;

technological innovation; administrative experimentation;

best practicable technology; clean water regulation; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

Federal Communications Commission; Federal Trade Com-
mission; Food and Drug Administration; Interstate Com-
merce Commission; regulation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Evaluation; feasibility; passive; rehabilitation; retrofit; solar;

commercial; economics; 18964.

Evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;

pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; building design; building site planning; environ-

mental psychology; SP552, pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;
pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; building design; building site planning; environ-

mental psychology; 18430.

Evaluation; fire safety; models; research; standards; systematic

procedure; building fires; equivalency; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular correlations;

quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reactive chan-

nels; recommended data; relaxation processes; review; activa-

tion energies; electronically excited states; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 ( 1979).

Evaluation; guidelines; implementation; large-scale; manage-
ment; mathematical models; policy analysis; software; stan-

dards; transfer; documentation; energy; SP534.

Evaluation; human engineering; human factors; human per-

formance; standard reference data; anthropometry; data base;

engineering psychology; ergonomics; NBS-GCR-79-169.
Evaluation; industrialized housing products; inspection; regula-

tion; third party; agencies; approval process; SP552, pp. 293-

309 (July 1979).

Evaluation; information intervention; integrated utility systems;

case study; cogeneration; demonstration project; ETIP; yVB5-

GCR-ETIP 78-59.

Evaluation; interagency transducer project; performance
characteristics; telemetry; transducer; dynamic calibration;

TNI 110.

Evaluation; international; standardization; standard recom-
mended practice; synopsis; ultrasonic standards; ultrasonic

testing; NBSIR 79-1790.

Evaluation; procurement; technical analysis; time-sharing; TSP;
benchmarking; cost analysis; SP500-52, pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

Evaluation design; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; pesticide policy; regulatory policy; regulatory reform;

technological innovation; administrative experimentation; En-

vironmental Protection Agency; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71.

Evaluation methodology; performance evaluation; procurement;
computer evaluation; computer performance; computer
procurement; computers; computer selection; cost-value;

cost-value technique; EDP selection; SP500-52, pp. 25-36
(Oct. 1979).

Evaluation methods; fire safety; hazard warnings; pictograms;

safety information; standardization; symbols; communication;
NBSIR 79-1760.

Evaluation of test procedure; solar heating components; stan-

dard test procedure; thermal storage tests; water tank ther-

mal storage; ASHRAE Standards; 18425.

Evaluation process; performance measures; performance
ratings; response time; system design tradeoffs; thruput mea-
sures; comparison measures; SP500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct.

1979).

Evaporated electrodes; pressure transducer; temperature depen-
dence; adiabatic heating; AsjSj; automatic bridge; BiuGeOj,,;

CaCO.i; CaFs; capacitance measurement; 18466.

Evaporation; nomenclature; sample work-up; standards; chro-

matography/column packings (GC); electron-capture detec-

tion; SP519, pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Evaporation coefficient; humidity measurement; monomolecu-
lar film; psychrometer; psychrometry; radiative heat transfer;

temperature depression; water vapor measurement; wet bulb;

wet element; convective heat transfer; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-

177 ( 1979).

Excess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel; osmotic coefficients; solu-

tions; thermodynamic properties; activity coefficient; cobalt;

critical evaluation; electrolyte; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Excess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients;

solutions; thermodynamic properties; uranium; activity coeffi-

cient; copper; critical evaluation; electrolyte; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Excess i'olumes; heat of mixing; liquid-vapor equilibria;

methane -I- ethane; binary mixtures; data correlation; JPCRD
8, No. 3, 799-816 ( 1979).

Exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics; mechanism; photochemistry; car-

bon dioxide; carbon monoxide; carbonyl; 18436.

Exchange interaction; ferrite; hyperfine field; magnetism; phase

diagram; potassium; conductivity; 19046.

Excimer; gain; radiative transition; electronic structure; energy

curves; 18936.

Excimer lasers; excimer molecules; metal atoms; 18877.

Excimer molecules; metal atoms; excimer lasers; 18877.

Excitation; ion; ionization; molecule; photon; positron; atom;

collision cross section; detachment; dissociation; elastic scat-

tering; electron; SP426. Supplement I

.

Excitation; low energy; nitrogen; rate coefficients; drift tube;
[

electrons; 18925.

Excitation rate coefficients; ionization rate coefficients; mag-

netic fusion research; transition probabilities; wavelengths;
^

atomic data; data availability; dielectronic recombination

rates; 18593.

Excitation, 2s-2p; N^*; crossed beams; cross sections; electron

impact; 18707.

Excited argon atoms; force constants; infrared spectrum;

ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spec-

trum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; charge transfer;

cyanomethyl radical; 18879.

Excited argon atoms; free radicals; infrared spectra; matrix

isolation; molecular ions; photochemistry; ultraviolet spectra;

charge transfer; 18847

.

Excited state; hydrogen bromide; photochemistry mechanism;

thermochemistry; bromine atoms; bromoacetylene; 18974.

Excited state; Nj; radiative transition; *n„; "So*; energy curve;

18935.

Excited states; ground state; intermolecular potential;

molecules; well depths; 18677.

Excited states; He; interaction energy; overlap; Be; dispersion;

18933.

Excited states; negative ions; ozone; resonances; electron scat-

tering; energy loss; 18392.

Excitons; photoemission; satellite and band narrowing; d-band

of Ni; 18632.

Excluded volume; lattice-model chains; polymer chain dimen-

sions; random-coil chain dimensions; Rouse coordinates; dis-

tributions in chain dimensions; equilibrium chain dimensions;

18618.

Excluded volume effects; lattice-model polymer chains;

polymer chain dynamics; random-coil polymer chains; relaxa-

tion times; self-entanglement effects; computer simulation;

end-to-end length; entanglement effects; 18772.

Exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems; guard control

station; higher headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit;

response force; triply redundant central computer; central i

unit; computerized; detection; electronic lock; NBSIR 79-

1725.
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Existing buildings; historic preservation; performance attributes;

performance evaluation; building codes and standards; build-

ing code structure; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

Existing buildings; model codes; preservation; regulation; reha-

bilitation; renovation; building code; building research; code

administration; TN998.

Existing buildings; performance standard; building; code ad-

ministration; codes; evaluation; SP549.

Existing buildings; regulation; retrofit; standards; conservation;

energy cost; SP552, pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Exits; fire endurance; fire protection; stairways; standards; buid-

ing design; buildings; construction materials; evacuation;

NBS-GCR-79-1 76.

Exoatmospheric exposure of composites; Long Duration Expo-

sure Facility (LDEF); polyimide composite stability in space;

polyimide/graphite mechanical properties; ultrasonic inspec-

tion; cocured and precured laminates; SP563, pp. 4-16 (Oct.

1979).

Exotic atoms; interferometry; x rays; energy levels; 18469.

Expense; inspection requirements; pre-construction conference;

code enforcement; county building code; critical structures

program; SP552, pp. 31 1-320 (July 1979).

Experimental; extended corresponding states method; hard

sphere model; Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natural gas

I

(LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter; comparisons; cor-
' relation; custody transfer; density; 18775.

Experimental; magnetic suspension; orthobaric liquid density;

tables; argon; comparisons; correlation; ethylene; 18627.

Experimental methods; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; regulation; regulatory oversight; regulatory

I
processes and regulatory effects; regulatory reform; social

science; technological innovation; administrative experimen-

tation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Commu-
nications Commission; regulatory experimentation; regulatory

policy; technology innovation; telecommunications; adminis-

j

trative experimentation; economic deregulation; TNI 104,
' Vols. 1 and 2.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; impact of

government on industry; procurement experiments; procure-

ment policy; research and development policy; technological

change; NBS-GCR ETIP 78-49.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; portable oxygen
generator experiment; procurement policy; two-step proto-

type procurement; Veteran's Administration; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-50.

I
Experimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Supply

Service; life cycle costing; procurement of water heaters;

j

technological change; commercial impacts; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-51.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Supply

Service; life cycle costing; procurement of water heaters;

technological change; commercial impacts; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-52.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; industrial pollu-

tion regulation; market mechanism; offset policy; regulatory

policy; technological innovation; administrative experimenta-

j

tion; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assess-

!
ment; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

j

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regulatory ex-

perimentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking; technological

innovation; administrative experimentation; best practicable

technology; clean water regulation; Environmental Protection

Agency; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regulation; regu-

latory oversight; regulatory processes and regulatory effects;

regulatory reform; social science; technological innovation;

administrative experimentation; evaluability assessment;

evaluation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; Federal Commu-
nications Commission; Federal Trade Commission; Food and

Drug Administration; Interstate Commerce Commission;

regulation; regulatory processes and regulatory effects; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regulatory im-

pact; research and development; steel industry; technology;

capital formation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; productivity;

regulatory commission; regulatory policy; technological in-

novation; computer program; economic performance; electric

utilities; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; pesticide policy;

regulatory policy; regulatory reform; technological innova-

tion; administrative experimentation; Environmental Protec-

tion Agency; evaluation design; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71

.

Explosion; fire; hydrogen; procedures; regulations; research

needs; safety; standards; 18776.

Exponential fitting; Kr VIII; atomic decay curve simulation;

atomic transition probabilities; beam-foil spectroscopy;

cascades in atomic decay; 18508.

Exponential index; ionization; multiphoton; Rabi frequency;

Star shift; two-level model; absorption; cesium; 18892.

Extended chain fibrils; flow-induced crystallization; polymer

crystallization; shish kebabs; crystallization theory; 18715.

Extended corresponding states method; hard sphere model;

Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natural gas (LNG); mag-

netic suspension densimeter; comparisons; correlation; cus-

tody transfer; density; experimental; 18775.

Extended immersion; flammability; glass reinforced plastics;

graphite epoxy; impact; marine environment; advanced com-
posites; cavitation erosion; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Extended-range capacitance and conductance measurements;

high-voltage C(V) and G(V) measurements; semiconductor

device measurements; silicon-on-sapphire measurements;

NBS-GCR-78-155.
External; internal; quantum efficiency; reflectance; response;

silicon detector; spatial position dependence; dead layer

model; 18900.

External; internal quantum efficiency; silicon; absolute detec-

tor; absorption coefficient; dead layer model; 18477.

Extinguishability; fabrics; flammability; garments; hazard; heat

transfer; ignitability; standard; test; apparel; 18708.

Extra-atomic screening; implants; ion bombardment; rare-gases;

relaxation energy; ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy;

amorphous germanium; binding energy shifts; 18323.

Extraction; herbicides; high pressure liquid chromatography; or-

ganics in water; pesticides; SP5I9, pp. 87-94 (Apr. 1979).

Extraction; hydrocarbons; marine; petroleum; sediments;

SP519, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

Extractor column; generator column; polynuclear aromatic

hydrocarbon; standard reference material; dynamic coupled-

column liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 219-224 (Apr.

1979).

Extrusion of restorations; marginal fracture; zinc effect; creep;

dental amalgam; dimensional changes; 18586.

Eye injury; impact; ocular contusion; projectiles; propelled ob-

jects; test methods; toy safety; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 9-19 ( 1979).

F
Fabric flammability; fabrics; fire; garments; heat transfer; injury

potential; simulation; accident; apparel; burn injury; clothing;

NBSIR 79-1755.

Fabric flammability; fire detection systems; fire tests; flamma-

bility tests; human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke;

smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture;

arson; bibliographies; building fires; compartment fires;

NBSIR 79-1745.
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Fabrication; Finite element stress analysis; front end; graphite;

part integration; wheel; automotive component design; con-

tinuous fiber composite materials; SP563, pp. 135-151 (Oct.

1979).

Fabrics; fire; flammability; international; self-extinguishment;

ships; standards; curtains; drapes; NBSIR 79-1 596.

Fabrics; fire; flammability tests; garments; heat transfer; stan-

dards; apparel; burn injury; ease of ignition; 18991

.

Fabrics; fire; garments; heat transfer; injury potential; simula-

tion; accident; apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric flamma-
bility; NBSIR 79-1755.

Fabrics; flammability; garments; hazard; heat transfer; ignitabili-

ty; standard; test; apparel; extinguishability; 18708.

Face centered cubic; ground state; interfaces; multi-ion interac-

tions; ordered alloys; statistical mechanics; 18614.

Faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles; hematite forming on
platinum; iron as alloy in platinum; platinum ware; surface of

platinum influenced by method heating; contrast augmenta-
tion of reflecting surfaces; double-diaphragm; J. Res. 84, No.
5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Facility; laser optics; low velocity; mine ventilation; velocity

standard; airflow; calibration; TN989.
Factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling; nuclear en-

gineering; reliability; risk; safety factor; sampling; WeibuU
distribution; corrosion fatigue; design; engineering judgment;
18326.

Factor-jump method; heating rate; lifetime prediction;

polystyrene; polyurethane; thermogravimetry; weight-loss

kinetics; aging of polymers; degradation of polymers; error

propagation; 18620.

Factor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; ther-

mogravimetry; activation energy; automated ther-

mogravimetry; computer automated thermogravimeter;
18447.

Factor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; polymer
oxidation; programmed temperature control; ther-

mogravimetry; activation energy; degradation apparatus;

I84S0.

Fading; Harshaw Chemical Company; relative humidity;

storage; Studsvik AB Atomenergi, Sweden; thermolu-
minescence dosimeters; 18989.

Failsafe blade design; propeller fatigue behaviour; propeller

materials requirements; blade aeroelastic behaviour; blade

manufacture and quality control; composite propellers and
rotors; SP563 , pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Failure; finite elements; graphite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses;

laminated composites; stress concentrations; tension; tensor

polynomial; compression; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct. 1979).

Failure; polyethylene; solvent; stress-cracking agent; uniaxial

creep; crack growth; 18766.

Failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; re-

sidential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; NBS-GCR-79-1 60.

Failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; re-

sidential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; reliability; re-

sidential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; NBS-GCR-79-1 62

.

Failure annunciation; malfunction procedures; manned
spaceflight failures; redundancy management; training for

diagnosis; automatic monitoring; SP547, pp. 3-16 (July

1979).

Failure criteria; in-plane loads; bonded joints; composites;

SP563, p. 241 (Oct. 1979).

Failure criteria; loss factor; nonlinear creep; polyethylene;

18468.

Failure detection; failure diagnosis; failure prevention; main-
tenance; performance monitoring; bearing analysis; condition

monitoring; engine diagnosis; SP547.

Failure detection; lubrication system monitoring; aircraft com- j Fi

ponent failure; condition monitoring; debris monitoring; diag-
i

nostic techniques; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Failure detection; preventive maintenance; acoustic emission;

SP547. pp. 129-152 (July 1979).
|

Failure diagnosis; failure prevention; maintenance; performance * Fi

monitoring; bearing analysis; condition monitoring; engine

diagnosis; failure detection; SPS47. r

Failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; ac- j Fi

celerated tests; SP400-58. '

Failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; ac- s fi

celerated tests; NBSIR 79-1778.

Failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings;

smoke detectors; component screening; electronic com- 'i fi

ponent reliability; failure analysis; NBS-GCR-79-1 60 .

'

!

Failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; i Fi

smoke detectors; component screening; electronic com-
ponent reliability; failure analysis; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Failure models; failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; ! fi

smoke detectors; component screening; electronic com-
ponent reliability; failure analysis; NBS-GCR-79-1 62 .

*

Failure modes; finite element method; tensile strength; boron- ! fi

epoxy; edge cracks; SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct. 1979).

Failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar

cells; stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure [
Fi

mechanisms; SP400-58.

Failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar s Fi

cells; stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure

mechanisms; /VB5//? 79-/775.
j

F;

Failure prevention; machinery noise; noise signature; non-
|

destructive evaluation; piezoelectric polymer; spectrum anal- I Fi

ysis; strain gage; bearing noise; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July
!

1979).

Failure prevention; maintenance; performance monitoring;

bearing analysis; condition monitoring; engine diagnosis; ji F

failure detection; failure diagnosis; SP547.

Failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors;

component screening; electronic component reliability;

failure analysis; failure models; NBS-GCR-79-160. '

Failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors;

component screening; electronic component reliability; s

failure analysis; failure models; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Failure rates; reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors;

component screening; electronic component reliability; s

failure analysis; failure models; NBS-GCR-79-1 62

.

Faithful distributive module; generating function; incidence al-

gebra; inverse limit; orthogonal idempotents; quasi-order; >

topological algebra; coalgebra; direct limit; 18788.

Faithful distributive module; incidence algebra; multiplicative

function; quasi-ordered set; topological algebra; automor-
|

phism; cyclic module; 18789. I

Far field; near field; planar scanning; antenna measurements;

cylindrical scanning; 18818.

Far infrared spectrum; HCCN; infrared spectrum; interferome-

ter; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; '

vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; CCN; CNC; 18842.

Far ultraviolet; light pulse shape; vacuum spark; 1881 1

.

Far wings; infrared wings; line shape; model correlation func-

tion; pressure broadening; COj; 18886.

Faraday; potentiostat; silver; silver analysis; controlled poten-

tial; coulometry; electrochemical equivalent of silver; elec- '

trochemistry; J Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 ( 1979). i

Far-infrared; laser; methyl fluoride; Stark; 18426.

Fast; neutrons; track; activation; detectors; dose; SP554, pp. :

99-107 (Sept. 1979). •

Fast breeder reactors; light water reactors; damage analysis; s

dosimetry standardization; 19012.
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Fast Fourier Transform; frequency spectra; in vivo;

microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocardial in-

farction; real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound diagno-

sis; clinical cardiac data; digital processing; SP525, pp. 267-

j

273 (Apr. 1979).

I

Fast Fourier transform; linear load; Newton-Raphson interation

I

methods; nonlinear load; time-domain measurements; time-

I

stepping finite-difference technique; transient; traveling-wave

I antenna; 19035.

j
Fast Fourier "Transform"; near-field scanning; orthogonalities;

plane-radial scanning; probe correction; space groups; alias-

ing; Bravais lattices; 18956.

I

Fast Fourier transforms; Fourier transform analysis; mixing in

turbulent flow; noise spectrum; Raman spectroscopy; turbu-

lence; concentration fluctuations; 18626.

Fast neutrons; photofission; photoneutrons; pressure vessel;

reactor; threshold detectors; dosimetry; 18462.

Fast reactions; fission track; ion-dipole; /3-endorphin; "*Cf;

I

charge transfer; chlorophyll; erythromycin; SP519, pp. 673-

f 677 (Apr. 1979).

Fatigue; fatigue cracks; fracture mechanics; fracture toughness;

pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; carbon-manganese steel;

18802.

' Fatigue; fracture; high-strength; low-temperature; mechanical

jj

properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel;

p tensile properties; toughness; cryogenic; 18957.

Fatigue; fracture; low temperature tests; mechanical properties;

aluminum alloys; crack propagation; cryogenics; 18610.

Fatigue; fracture resistance; low temperature tests; mechanical
porperties; stainless steel; crack propagation; 18621.

Fatigue; grain boundary sliding; high temperature; intergranular

fracture; stainless steel; critical strain rate; 18896.

] Fatigue; interactive system; mathematical modeling; paper;

paper fiber; report retrieval; scientific data; computer

'I

graphics; data base management; data retrieval; durability;

NBSIR 79-1746.

II Fatigue; low temperature tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels;

'! steels; superalloys; titanium alloys; crack propagation; 18695.

Fatigue; mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering; reliabili-

i ty; risk; safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution; corro-
i| sion fatigue; design; engineering judgment; factor of safety;

18326.

, Fatigue cracks; fracture mechanics; fracture toughness;

(
pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; carbon-manganese steel;

I

fatigue; 18802.
' Fatigue flaw evaluation; fracture mechanics; standards;

technique development; compact tension specimen; crack;

crack, well-characterized; destructive evaluation; 18744.

Fatigue of polymers; mechanical testing; additive damage; biax-

: iai fatigue; biomaterials; circulatory assist devices; NBSIR 79-

i 1741.

Fatigue tests; nondestructive tests; structural analysis; ultimate

strength; advanced composites; advanced ships; elastic pro-

I

perties; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Fatigue (materials); fracture properties; low temperature tests;

li
mechanical properties; titanium; titanium alloys; electron

beam welding; 1861 1

.

F-atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction;

I hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum;

matrix isolation; methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical;

!
18869.

F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction; hydrogen bonding;

hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation;

methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical; F-atom production;

18869.

Fats; lipoxidase; oils; PUFA; 9,1 2-di-cii-polyunsaturated fatty

acids; SP5I9, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1979).

Fatty liver; stochastic scattering; tissue characterization; ul-

I

trasonic tissue scattering; ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound

diagnosis; backscatter frequency dependence; cirrhosis; com-
position-dependent scattering; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr.

1979).

Fault detection; fuel economy; motor vehicle; diagnosis; emis-

sions inspections; SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Fault tolerant computer; soft errors; TMR; triply modular

redundant; NBSIR 79-1927.

Fault tree analysis; fire models; fire protection engineering;

probability statistics; systems analysis; systems safety; walls;

barrier analysis; compartment fires; compartments; NBS-
GCR-79-163.

F.c.c. alloys; interphase (IPB) boundaries; second-order transi-

tions; equilibrium antiphase domain (APB) boundaries;

18669.

Feasibility; passive; rehabilitation; retrofit; solar; commercial;

economics; evaluation; 18964.

Feasibility study; FIPS guidelines; initiation phase; project

request; software; automated data systems; computer pro-

grams; cost/benefit analysis; documentation; documentation
content guidelines; FIPS PUB 64.

Feature article; news release; publication announcement;

scientist-author; technical communicator; technical paper;

trade press; audience; 18817.

Federal acquisition dates; Federal ADP statistics; Federal ADP
work-years; Federal Government computers; Federal

minicomputers; statistics; ADP costs; SP500-46.

Federal ADP statistics; Federal ADP work-years; Federal

Government computers; Federal minicomputers; statistics;

ADP costs; Federal acquisition dates; SP500-46.

Federal ADP work-years. Federal Government computers;

Federal minicomputers; statistics; ADP costs; Federal acquisi-

tion dates; Federal ADP statistics; SP500-46.

Federal civilian R&D; implementing; commercialization; empir-

ical investigation; ETIP; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A.

Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management practices;

technological change; commercialization; empirical investiga-

tion; ETIP; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Federal civilian R&D; implementing; management practices;

technological change; commercialization; empirical investiga-

tion; ETIP; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Federal Communications Commission; Federal Trade Commis-
sion; Food and Drug Administration; Interstate Commerce
Commission; regulation; regulatory processes and regulatory

effects; administrative experimentation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-

65.

Federal Communications Commission; regulatory experimenta-

tion; regulatory policy; technology innovation; telecommuni-

cations; administrative experimentation; economic deregula-

tion; evaluability assessment; evaluation; TNI 104, Vols. I and
2.

Federal funding of civilian R&D; regulatory policy; subsidy pol-

icy; technological innovation; air pollution-regulatory policy;

economic incentives; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

Federal Government; laboratory; measurement; metrology;

precision; test equipment; calibration; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Federal Government computers; Federal minicomputers;

statistics; ADP costs; Federal acquisition dates; Federal ADP
statistics; Federal ADP work-years; SP500-46.

Federal Information Processing Standards; Federal standards;

ADP information sources; ADP management; ADP policies;

ADP services; automatic data processing; computer services;

NBSIR 79-1734.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; indus-

tries; representations and codes; Standard Industrial Classifi-

cation; computers; data processing; FIPS PUB 66.

Federal minicomputers; statistics; ADP costs; Federal acquisi-

tion dates; Federal ADP statistics; Federal ADP work-years;

Federal Government computers; SP500-46.
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Federal policies; Federal voluntary standards policy; voluntary

standards; voluntary standards system; consensus standards;

SP552, pp. 79-93 (July 1979).

Federal standards; ADP information sources; ADP manage-

ment; ADP policies; ADP services; automatic data

processing; computer services; Federal Information

Processing Standards; NBSIR 79-1734.

Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; procurement of

water heaters; technological change; commercial impacts; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-51.

Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; procurement of

water heaters; technological change; commercial impacts; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-52.

Federal Trade Commission; Food and Drug Administration; In-

terstate Commerce Commission; regulation; regulatory

processes and regulatory effects; administrative experimenta-

tion; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assess-

ment; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Federal voluntary standards policy; voluntary standards; volun-

tary standards system; consensus standards; Federal policies;

SP552, pp. 79-93 (July 1979).

Feedback; feedback meters; attitudes; consumer preference;

energy; energy cost; NBSIR 79-1771

,

Feedback meters; attitudes; consumer preference; energy; ener-

gy cost; feedback; NBSIR 79-1771.

Fenestration; heating and cooling load; solar heat gain;

daylighting; energy calculation; energy consumption; 19003.

Fenestration; life-cycle costing; retrofitting; solar; building

design; cost; energy conservation; energy standards; 19043.

Fenestration; solar energy; windows; daylighting; energy conser-

vation; 18863.

Fermi gas; lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion; berylli-

um; differential cross section; 18442.

Fermi gas; lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion; berylli-

um; differential cross section; 18496.

Fermi theory; neutral currents; neutrino scattering; weak in-

teraction; atomic parity mixing; charged currents; 18951

.

Ferrite; hyperfme field; magnetism; phase diagram; potassium;

conductivity; exchange interaction; 19046.

Ferrites; glass melting; grinding; grinding model; high-speed

grinding; pyrex; size effect; chipping; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979).

Ferroelectrics; figures of merit; improper ferroelectrics;

pyroelectric detectors; pyroelectric vidicons; terbium molyb-

date; triglycine sulfate; 18852.

Ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal

conductivity; polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration;

specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics;

cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electrocaloric ef-

fect; entropy; 18680.

Ferrography; machine condition monitoring; oil analysis; oil

sampling; wear; wear particles; SP547, pp. 323-329 (July

1979).

Ferromagnetism; magnetization equation; spin Hamiltonians;

spinodal point; spin-phonon coupling; 18605.

Ferrous alloys; fracture mechanics; LNG; low temperature;

mechanical properties; aluminum alloys; 18865.

Feynman integrals; quantum field theory; singularities; 5-matrix;

18732.

FFT; fiber optics; frequency response; impulse response; laser;

photodiode; avalanche photodiode; NBSIR 79-1620.

FFT; method of measurements; non-dispersive; resistive load-

ing; TEM horn; time domain measurement; antenna gain;

broadband antenna; directivity; 18856.

TFT techniques for breast; histology of breast tumors; signal

processing for tissue; x-ray examination of breast; attenuation

of areola; attenuation of breast tissue; attenuation of

malignant tumors; breast cancer detection; breast carcinoma;

SP525, pp. 85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Fiber; mechanical properties; moisture; prepreg; aging of

polymer; composite; SP563, pp. 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Fiber composites; fiber glass; filament wound composites; ad-

vanced composites; applications of composites; composites;

composite structures; design using composites; SP563.

Fiber glass; filament wound composites; advanced composites;

applications of composites; composites; composite structures;

design using composites; fiber composites; SP563.

Fiber length distribution; fiber strength; interfiber bonding;

recycled pulps; short span tensile analysis; zero span tensile;

NBSIR 79-1914.

Fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground

readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and anal-

ysis; level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detection;

monitoring; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; SP547, pp.

345-357 (July 1979).

Fiber optics; frequency response; impulse response; laser;

photodiode; avalanche photodiode; FFT; NBSIR 79-1620.

Fiber optics; frequency response; measurements; attenuation;

18915.

Fiber optics; frequency response measurements; measurements;

review; attenuation measurements; 18647.

Fiber optics; interlaboratory comparison; measurements; optical

communications; quality control; attenuation; NBSIR 79-

1608.

Fiber optics; measurement; optical communications; review;

communication systems; 18648.

Fiber optics; phase discriminator; delay line; discriminator;

18547.

Fiber reinforced; thermoplastics; SP563, p. 173 (Oct. 1979).

Fiber strength; interfiber bonding; recycled pulps; short span

tensile analysis; zero span tensile; fiber length distribution;

NBSIR 79-1914.

Fiberglass; mechanical porperties; modulus; strength; supercon-

ducting motor; composites; 18616.

Fiberglass; mechanical properties; nonmetallics; physical pro-

perties; stainless steel; alloys; NBSIR 79-1609.

Fiberglass composites; fiberglass reinforced plastics; SP563, p.

134 (Oct. 1979).

Fiberglass reinforced plastics; fiberglass composites; SP563, p.

134 (Oct. 1979).

Field calibration; high accuracy; modular capacitive divider;

portable system; truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; 18833.

Field calibration; high accuracy; portable system; truck-

mounted; CCVT; compact; 18938.

Field emission; field-induced redistribution; hydrogen; rutheni-

um; adsorption; 18810.

Field ionization; laser spectroscopy; multiphoton processes;

photoionization; quantum beats; sodium atom; angular dis-

tributions; 18953.

Field measurments; hourly load profiles; refrigerator field data;

usage profiles; combination refrigerator-freezer field data;

daily load profiles; energy consumption; NBSIR 79-1781

.

Field methodology; passive solar systems; pedestrian behavior;

psychology of retailing; retail facilities; environmental

psychology; 18784.

Field of values; graph; longest circuit; permutation matrix;

doubly stochastic matrix; eigenvalues; 18941.

Field of values; Hadamard product; inclusion theorem;

Kronecker product; numerical radius; spectrum; stable

matrix; closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix; 18909.

Field quantization; interacting quantum fields; relativistic field

theory; relativistic hamiltonian; relativistic stationary states;

composite system; 18769.

Field standard provers; field standards; field standard test mea-

sures; provers; specifications; standards; test measures;

tolerances; vapor recovery; bottom loading; H105-3.
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Field standard test measures; provers; specifications; standards;

I
test measures; tolerances; vapor recovery; bottom loading;

field standard provers; field standards; H105-3.

Field standards; field standard test measures; provers; specifica-

tions; standards; test measures; tolerances; vapor recovery;

bottom loading; field standard provers; H105-3.

Field strength calibration; pyramidal horn antenna; rf radiation

monitor; standard electromagnetic field; antenna gain calcu-

I lation; 18814.

j

Field test kits; sensitivity; specificity; chemical spot tests; color

I
tests; drugs of abuse; 18492.

\ Field-induced redistribution; hydrogen; ruthenium; adsorption;

field emission; 18810.

Fighting vehicle systems; generic DCA; Hull systems; simplified

test equipment for internal combustion engines; turret

systems; vehicle maintenance; combat vehicles; diagnostic

! connector assembly; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Figures of merit; improper ferroelectrics; pyroelectric detectors;

pyroelectric vidicons; terbium molybdate; triglycine sulfate;

jj

ferroelectrics; 18852.

I'

Filament winding; large composite structures; rotor blades;

I
wind turbine; composite materials; SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct.

i 1979).

Filament wound composites; advanced composites; applications

of composites; composites; composite structures; design using

i
composites; fiber composites; fiber glass; SP563

.

I Filament wound tankage; leakage failure mode; linear elastic

' fracture mechanics; metal liner; composite materials; critical

' flaw size; cyclic fatigue life; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct. 1979).

File handling; graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval;

KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression; MIS;
plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean search system; computer
programs; curve fitting; data analysis; data base management;
data retrieval; 18597.

File maintenance; reformatting; reorganization; restructuring;

data base; data base management; SP500-47.

Filter paper; fuel oil; spectrometry; sulfate; x ray; anion

exchange; 18635.

I Filters; fiight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout;

hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis;

level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitor-

ing; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Financial applications; long-range planning; management con-

trol; measurement; modeling; on-line system design; per-

formance evaluation; performance management; prototyping;
' remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit; capacity

planning; 5^5 0£)-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Fine grinding; glass; ceramics; material removal; abrasive

machining; chip formation; SP562. pp. 107-1 14 (Oct. 1979).

Fine polishing; sapphire; silicon; solid state reaction; wear

debris; damaged layer; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Fine-structure constant; fundamental constant; magnetic fields;

proton gyromagnetic ratio; quantum electrodynamic theory;

I

electron anomalous moment; 18702.

Finishes; flexure; fracture; fracture mechanics; grinding; silicon

nitride; strength; surface; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

'i Finishing technique; hemispherical domes; oxides; sapphire;

I

two-surface lapping; two-surface polishing; dome finishing;

|i

SP562, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

j

Finite element method; free-edge stresses; graphite epoxy com-

I

posites; interlaminar cracks; stability of cracks; virtual crack

I closure; delamination mechanisms; energy release rate;

SP563, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

I Finite element method; tensile strength; boron-epoxy; edge

1 cracks; failure modes; SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct. 1979).

Finite element stress analysis; front end; graphite; part integra-

tion; wheel; automotive component design; continuous fiber

composite materials; fabrication; SP563, pp. 135-151 (Oct.

1979).

Finite elements; graphite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses; laminated

composites; stress concentrations; tension; tensor polynomial;

compression; failure; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct. 1979).

Finite-difference; integral form, conservation of mass principle;

mass principle; algorithm, finite-difference; 18489.

Finite-difference computations; fire in an enclosure; heat addi-

tion; hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial, boundary-value

problem; linearized equations; partial differential equations;

buoyant convection; NBS/R 79-1754.

FIPS guidelines; initiation phase; project request; software; au-

tomated data systems; computer programs; cost/benefit anal-

ysis; documentation; documentation content guidelines; feasi-

bility study; FIPS PUB 64.

FIR; optically pumped; wavelength; CHjFj; 18961

.

FIR laser; laser frequency measurements; C" methanol; 18939.

Fire; flaming ignition; glowing ignition; hazard; ignition tem-

perature; lamp surface temperature; melting temperature;

miniature Christmas lights; plastic insulating material;

polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock; NBSIR 79-

1716.

Fire; flammability; international; self-extinguishment; ships;

standards; curtains; drapes; fabrics; NBSIR 79-1 596.

Fire; flammability tests; garments; heat transfer; standards; ap-

parel; burn injury; ease of ignition; fabrics; 18991

.

Fire; garments; heat transfer; injury potential; simulation; ac-

cident; apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric flammability;

fabrics; NBSIR 79-1755.

Fire; hydrogen; procedures; regulations; research needs; safety;

standards; explosion; 18776.

Fire alarm systems; fire detectors; high-rise communication

systems; multiplex systems; NFPA standards; residential fire

detector; sprinkler supervisory devices; control units; 18625.

Fire barrier coatings; fire growth; flame spread; foam insula-

tion; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; materi-

al ignitability; submarine compartment; combustion products;

NBSIR 78-1584.

Fire codes; fire safety; governmental actions; life safety; regula-

tion; risk assessment; societal goals; building codes; control

measures; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Fire containment; ignition; television fire; electrical failure;

TNI 109.

Fire departments; fire fighters; nursing homes; patients; room

fires; smoke; upholstered furniture; chairs; doors; evacuation;

NBS-GCR-79-159.
Fire departments; fire incidence; fire reporting; fire victims;

human behavior; statistical sampling; surveys; NBS-GCR-78-
135.

Fire departments; fire safety; heating equipinent; maintenance;

stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; NBSIR 79-1731.

Fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance;

stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; NBS-GCR-78-149.

Fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance;

stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal;

creosote; 18537.

Fire detection; fire investigations; fire models; fire research; fire

retardants; flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic

gases; toxicity; building fires; conferences; SP540.

Fire detection; fire safety; fire suppression; mass transportation;

material flammability; people movers; smoke; emergency

communications; emergency evacuation; NBSIR 78-1586.

Fire detection systems; fire tests; flammability tests; human
behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway

fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies;

building fires; compartment fires; fabric flammability; NBSIR
79-1745.

Fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke
detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-128.



Fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke
detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiUng height; detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Fire detectors; full-scale tests; heat detectors; hospitals;

ionizaton detectors; mattresses; nursing homes; photoelectric

detectors; corridors; escape; NBSIR 79-1739.

Fire detectors; high-rise communication systems; multiplex

systems; NFPA standards; residential fire detector; sprinkler

supervisory devices; control units; fire alarm systems; 18625.

Fire doors; fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety; health care

facilities; hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; nursing

staff; training; evacuation; NBS-GCR-79-l 79

.

Fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety; health care facilities;

hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; nursing staff;

training; evacuation; fire doors; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Fire endurance; fire protection; stairways; standards; buiding

design; buildings; construction materials; evacuation; exits;

NBS-GCR-79-1 76.

Fire entrainment; flame oscillations; plume; scaling; buoyancy;

diffusion flames; NBSIR 79-1910.

Fire escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian move-
ment; regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers;

building design; building site planning; environmental

psychology; evaluation; SP552, pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Fire escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian move-
ment; regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers;

building design; building site planning; environmental

psychology; evaluation; 18430.

Fire extinguisher; hydrostatic pressure testing; intergranular

cracking stainless steel; sensitized metal; circumferential tear-

ing; 18368.

Fire extinguishers; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

human behavior; nursing homes; nursing staff; training;

evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Fire fighters; nursing homes; patients; room fires; smoke; uphol-

stered furniture; chairs; doors; evacuation; fire departments;

NBS-GCR-79-I59.
Fire growth; fire statistics; flame spread; fuel load survey; heat

release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignita-

bility; prediction model; shipboard spaces; NBSIR 79-1714.

Fire growth; fire tests; flame spread; flashover; impact assess-

ment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes;
room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construction standard;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Fire growth; flame spread; foam insulation; heat release; interi-

or finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; submarine

compartment; combustion products; fire barrier coatings;

NBSIR 78-1584.

Fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spac-

ing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors;

NBS-CCR-78-128.
Fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spac-

ing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Fire hazards; fire modeling; fire research; human behavior in

fires; combustion products; NBSIR 78-1526.

Fire hazards; fire modeling; fire research; human behavior in

fires; physics of fire; toxicity of combustion products; chemis-

try of fire; combustion products; NBSIR 79-1916.

Fire hazards; fire protection; fire safety; health care facility;

smoke development; 18721

.

Fire in an enclosure; heat addition; hyperbolic, elliptic equa-

tions; initial, boundary-value problem; linearized equations;

partial differential equations; buoyant convection; finite-dif-

ference computations; NBSIR 79-1754.

Fire incidence; fire reporting; fire victims; human behavior;

statistical sampling; surveys; fire departments, NBS-GCR-78-
135.

Fire investigations; fire models; fire research; fire retardants;

flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxici-

ty; building fires; conferences; fire detection; SP540.

Fire investigations; fire statistics; pathology; toxic gases; alcohol

intoxication; autopsy; building fires; cigarettes; death; NBS-
GCR-79-168.

Fire load; fire resistance; fire tests structural engineering; tern-
f

perature; thermal analysis; concrete (reinforced); TN985.
Fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis; probability; residential

buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke detectors; standards;

upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-benefit analysis;

costs; decision analysis; TNI 101

.

Fire modeling; fire research; human behavior in fires; com-
bustion products; fire hazards; NBSIR 78-1526.

Fire modeling; fire research; human behavior in fires; physics

of fire; toxicity of combustion products; chemistry of fire;

combustion products; fire hazards; NBSIR 79-1916.

Fire models; fire protection engineering; probability statistics;

systems analysis; systems safety; walls; barrier analysis; com-
partment fires; compartments; fault tree analysis; NBS-GCR-
79-1 63.

Fire models; fire research: fire retardants; flame retardants;

human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; building fires; :

conferences; fire detection; fire investigations; SP540.

Fire models; fire spread; room fires; thermal radiation; turbu-

lence; buoyant flow; compartment fires; computer programs; ji

corridor fires; NBS-GCR-78-l 50.

Fire models; heat transfer; room fires; smoke; soot; thermal

radiation; NBS-GCR-78-1 5 1

.

Fire prevention codes; fire safety; master planning; regulation;

standards; building codes; code enforcement; SP552, pp.
j

225-247 (July 1979).

Fire protection; fire resistance; fire tests; fire walls; safety en-

gineering, fires; computer programs, fire protection; TN991.

Fire protection; fire safety; health care facility; smoke develop-

ment; fire hazards; 18721

.

Fire protection; group homes; household activities; room use;

demographics; developmental disabilities; NBSIR 79-1727.

Fire protection; stairways; standards; buiding design; buildings;

construction materials; evacuation; exits; fire endurance;

NBS-GCR-79-176
Fire protection engineering; probability statistics; systems analy-

sis; systems safety; walls; barrier analysis; compartment fires;

compartments; fault tree analysis; fire models; NBS-GCR-79-
^

163.

Fire reporting; fire victims; human behavior; statistical sam-

pling; surveys; fire departments; fire incidence; NBS-GCR-78-
135.

Fire research; fire retardants; flame retardants; human
behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; building fires; con-

_^

ferences; fire detection; fire investigations; fire models;

SP540.
i

Fire research; fire safety; human performance; modeling
|

technique; programming; sensitivity analysis; simulation;

architectural research; building fires; computer-aided design;

environmental psychology; NBSIR 79-1713. '

Fire research; fire safety; human performance; modeling

technique; simulation; architectural research; building fires;

computer-aided design; computer simulation; environmental '

psychology; NBSIR 79-1796.

Fire research; human behavior in fires; combustion products; I

fire hazards; fire modeling; NBSIR 78-1526.

Fire research; human behavior in fires, physics of fire; toxicity

of combustion products; chemistry of fire; combustion

products; fire hazards, fire modeling; NBSIR 79-1916.

Fire resistance; fire tests; fire walls; safety engineering, fires;

computer programs, fire protection; fire protection; TN99I.

Fire resistance; fire tests structural engineering; temperature;

thermal analysis; concrete (reinforced); fire load; TN985.
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Fire retardants; flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic

gases; toxicity; building fires; conferences; fire detection; fire

investigations; fire models; fire research; SP540.

Fire safety; fire suppression; mass transportation; material

fiammability; people movers; smoke; emergency communica-
tions; emergency evacuation; fire detection; NBSIR 78-1586.

Fire safety; gamma-ray spectroscopy; matrix-isolation; metric

conversion; satellite system; computer network; computer
standards; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).

Fire safety; governmental actions; life safety; regulation; risk as-

sessment; societal goals; building codes; control measures;

fire codes; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Fire safety; group homes; handicapped; mental retardation; am-
bulatory people; autism; cerebral palsy; deafness; develop-

mentally disabled; epilepsy; NBS-GCR-79-1 67

.

Fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator;

safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating;

Alaskan pipeline; computers; corrosion; DIMINBS 63, No.
II, 1-36 ( 1979).

Fire safety; handicapped occupants; health care facilities;

nursing homes; user needs; building codes; building evalua-

tion; elderly; NBSIR 79-1906.

Fire safety; hazard warnings; pictograms; safety information;

standardization; symbols; communication; evaluation

methods; NBSIR 79-1760.

Fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; interior finishes;

Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis; safety

equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke detection; automatic

sprinklers; building codes; building construction; Delphi

Method; NBSIR 78-1555.

Fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathe-
matical programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

economics; building codes; building economics; economic
analysis; NBSIR 79-1902.

Fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; human behavior;

nursing homes; nursing staff; training; evacuation; fire doors;

fire drills; fire extinguishers; NBS-GCR-79-l 79.

Fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathe-

matical programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

economics; building codes; building economics; economic
analysis; 19045.

Fire safety; health care facility; smoke development; fire

hazards; fire protection; 18721

.

Fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; ac-

cident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; NBSIR 79-1731.

Fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; ac-

cident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; NBS-GCR-78-149.
Fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; ac-

cident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire depart-

ments; 18537.

Fire safety; high-rise; model codes; people movement; systems

design; buildings; communications systems; BSSl 15.

Fire safety; housing; preservation; regulations; rehabilitation;

adaptive reuse; building codes; buildings; building safety;

code enforcement; construction; SP536.
Fire safety; human performance; modeling technique; pro-

gramming; sensitivity analysis; simulation; architectural

research; building fires; computer-aided design; environmen-
tal psychology; fire research; NBSIR 79-1713.

\
Fire safety; human performance; modeling technique; simula-

I
tion; architectural research; building fires; computer-aided

design; computer simulation; environmental psychology; fire

research; NBSIR 79-1796.

Fire safety; master planning; regulation; standards; building

codes; code enforcement; fire prevention codes; SP552, pp.

225-247 (July 1979).

f

Fire safety; models; research; standards; systematic procedure;

building fires; equivalency; evaluation; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Fire safety; molybdenum; network measurement; semiconduc-

tors; SRM's; standards; cardiac pacemakers; computer stan-

dards; DIMINBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

Fire spread; room fires; thermal radiation; turbulence; buoyant

flow; compartment fires; computer programs; corridor fires;

fire models; NBS-GCR-78-l 50.

Fire statistics; fiame spread; fuel load survey; heat release; in-

terior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; predic-

tion model; shipboard spaces; fire growth; NBSIR 79-1714.

Fire statistics; pathology; toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; au-

topsy; building fires; cigarettes; death; fire investigations;

NBS-GCR-79-168.
Fire suppression; mass transportation; material fiammability;

people movers; smoke; emergency communications; emer-

gency evacuation; fire detection; fire safety; NBSIR 78-1586.

Fire tests; fire walls; safety engineering, fires; computer pro-

grams, fire protection; fire protection; fire resistance; TN991.
Fire tests; fiame spread; flashover; impact assessment; interior

finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes; room fires;

ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construction standard; fire growth;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Fire tests; flame spread; heat release rate; ignition; interior

finish; passive fire protection; potential heat; smoke; com-
partment fires; NBSIR 79-1700.

Fire tests; fiammability; furnishings; upholstered furniture;

chairs; compartment fires; TNI 103.

Fire tests; fiammability tests; human behavior; plastics;

polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity;

upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building fires;

compartment fires; fabric fiammability; fire detection

systems; NBSIR 79-1745.

Fire tests; gas detectors; kitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke de-

tectors; tenability limits; upholstered furniture; detection

time; detector location; NBSIR 79-1915.

Fire tests; health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses; prisons;

bedding; beds; compartment fires; firesafety engineering;

18517.

Fire tests structural engineering; temperature; thermal analysis;

concrete (reinforced); fire load; fire resistance; TN985.

Fire victims; human behavior; statistical sampling; surveys; fire

departments; fire incidence; fire reporting; NBS-GCR-78-135

.

Fire walls; safety engineering, fires; computer programs, fire

protection; fire protection; fire resistance; fire tests; TN991

.

Fires; flashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; pa-

tients; room fires; breathing apparatus; death; evacuation;

NBS-GCR-78-140.
Fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; human behavior; nursing

homes; bibliographies; building fires; escape; evacuation;

NBS-GCR-78-138.
Fires; home fires; residential smoke detectors; smoke detectors;

detection; 18514.

Firesafety engineering; fire tests; health care facilities; hospitals;

mattresses; prisons; bedding; beds; compartment fires; 18517.

Firesetters; human behavior; literature reviews; pyromaniacs;

abnormal psychology; arson; arsonists; NBS-GCR-79-1 57.

Fission; gas target; molecular vibrations; neutron reactions;

""U; Doppler effect; 18585.

Fission; temperature effects; thermal; ^^U; chemical effects;

delayed neutrons; Einstein model; 18687.

Fission cross section; linac; neutron flux determination; proton

telescope; standard cross section; '''^U(n,f); 18581

.

Fission cross sections; reactor dosimetry; benchmark neutron
field development; dosimetry methods; 19013.

Fission neutrons; iron cross section; nickel cross section; reac-

tion rates; Californium; dosimetry; 18883.

Fission spectrum; foils; neutron fields; scattering corrections;

sensitivity; benchmark; 18901

.



Fission spectrum; neutron; threshold reaction; uranium; Califor-

nium; cross sections; 18792.

Fission track; ion-dipole; /3-endorphin; "'Cf; charge transfer;

chlorophyll; erythromycin; fast reactions; SP5I9, pp. 673-677

(Apr. 1979).

Fission tracks; geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen; sil-

icon devices; trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks; biomedi-

cal; boron; 18342.

Fission yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-

235; U-238; activation analysis; benchmark fields; dosimetry;

18884.

Fitting; graphics; interactive graphics; regression; software;

transformation; computing system; dataplot; 18519.

Fixed points; Ir; superconductivity; thermometry; W; AuAla;

Aulnj; Be; cryogenic temperature scale; SP260-62.

Fixed points; pure materials; superconductivity; temperature

scale; thermometry; cryogenics; 18550.

Fizeau-type interferometer; fringe pattern; spatial period;

wavelength of light; U.S. Patent 4,173,442.

Flame atomic emission spectroscopy; reference method;

semiautomated p\petting; serum potassium analysis; statistical

analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; definitive

method; electrolytes; SP260-63.

Flame calorimetry; fluorinaceous; oxidizer; thermochemistry of

fluorine compounds; calorimetry, gas flow; chlorine ther-

mochemistry; 18755.

Flame ionization; flame spectroscopy; laser enhanced ioniza-

tion; laser spectroscopy; opto-galvanic effect; trace metal

analysis; tunable dye laser; analytical flame spectroscopy;

18880.

Flame oscillations; plume; scaling; buoyancy; diffusion flames;

fire entrainment; NBSIR 79-1910.

Flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxicity;

building fires; conferences; fire detection; fire investigations;

fire models; fire research; fire retardants; SP540.

Flame spectroscopy; ion production; laser enhanced ionization;

laser spectroscopy; optogalvanic effect; enhanced ionization

theory; 18806.

Flame spectroscopy; laser enhanced ionization; laser spec-

troscopy; opto-galvanic effect; trace metal analysis; tunable

dye laser; analytical fiame spectroscopy; fiame ionization;

18880.

Flame spread; flashover; impact assessment; interior finish;

kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes; room fires; ASTM
E-84 Tunnel Test; construction standard; fire growth; fire

tests; NBSIR 79-1720.

Flame spread; foam insulation; heat release; interior finish;

laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; submarine compart-

ment; combustion products; fire barrier coatings; fire growth;

NBSIR 78-1584.

Flame spread; fuel load survey; heat release; interior finish;

laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; prediction model;
shipboard spaces; fire growth; fire statistics; NBSIR 79-1714.

Flame spread; heat release rate; ignition; interior finish; passive

fire protection; potential heat; smoke; compartment fires; fire

tests; NBSIR 79-1700.

Flame spread; smoldering combustion; test methods; attic floor

radiant panel; cellulose thermal insulation; critical radiant

flux; NBSIR 79-1588.

Flaming combustion; fiexible foams; optical density; particle

size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride;

pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood;
combustion; NBS-GCR-78-147.

Flaming ignition; glowing ignition; hazard; ignition temperature;

lamp surface temperature; melting temperature; miniature

Christmas lights; plastic insulating material; polyethylene; se-

ries-constructed; electric shock; fire; NBSIR 79-1716.

Flammability; furnishings; upholstered furniture; chairs; com-
partment fires; fire tests; TNI 103.

Flammability; garments; hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; stan-

dard; test; apparel; extinguishability; fabrics; 18708.

Flammability; glass reinforced plastics; graphite epoxy; impact;

marine environment; advanced composites; cavitation ero-

sion; extended immersion; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Flammability; international; self-extinguishment; ships; stan-

dards; curtains; drapes; fabrics; fire; NBSIR 79-1596.

Flammability tests; garments; heat transfer; standards; apparel;

burn injury; ease of ignition; fabrics; fire; 18991

.

Flammability tests; human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke;

smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture;

arson; bibliographies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric

flammability; fire detection systems; fire tests; NBSIR 79-

1745.

Flare stars; helium; x-ray emission; 19007.

Flare stars; late-type stars; stellar chromospheres; stellar

coronae; emission line stars; 18920.

Flashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; patients;

room fires; breathing apparatus; death; evacuation; fires;

NBS-GCR-78-140.
Flashover; impact assessment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life

safety; mobile homes; room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test;

construction standard; fire growth; fire tests; flame spread;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Flat conductor cable; National Electrical Code; technological

innovation; appeals process; consensus standards; electrical

distribution systems; SP552. pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Flat-end; kern; loading rate; pin-end; test method; wall panels;

walls; compression; eccentric loading; BSS95.

Flat-plate solar collectors; German Bundesverband Solarener-

gie; solar collector testing; water-heating solar collectors; col-

lector efficiency; comparison German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-

77 procedures; 18986.

Flavor; hadron; quark; spectroscopy; spectrum; structure;

19010.

Flaw populations; flaws; fractography; fracture origins; grinding;

machining; polishing; sanding; strength-size effects; brittle

failure; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Flaw simulation; semi-automated ultrasonic inspection; ul-

trasonic inspection system; composite structures; SP563 , p.

59 (Oct. 1979).

Flaw sizes; grain size dependence of strength; strength; brittle

failure; SP562, pp. 429-452 (Oct. 1979).

Flaws; fractography; fracture origins; grinding; machining;

polishing; sanding; strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw

populations; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Flaws in crystals; NDE; ultrasonic scattering; 18831

.

Flexible foams; optical density, particle size; polypropylene;

polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid

foams; smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood; combustion;

flaming combustion; NBS-GCR-78-1 47

.

Flexural characteristics; recreational equipment; strength-to-

weight ratio; composites; durability; SP563, p. 208 (Oct.

1979).

Flexural strength; mechanical properties; moisture; non-destruc-

tive testing; preservation; adobe; adobe soil; compressive

strength; creep; TN996.
Flexure; fracture; fracture mechanics; grinding; silicon nitride;

strength; surface; finishes; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

Flexure pivots; linear positioning; micromanipulator; optical

microscope stage; piezoelectric drives; scanning stage; SEM
microscope stage; submicrometer positioning instrumenta-

tion; TEM microscope stage; 18327.

Flexure strength; prosthetic device; serrated surface design;

tooth roots; alumina; diamond contour grinding; SP562, pp.

247-254 (Oct. 1979).

Flicker noise; frequency modulation; frequency reference;

precision oscillators; clock's rms time errors; 18940.
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Flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic;

IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; main-

tenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; on-

board; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Flood recovery effort; missing link; rebuilding; crisis; SP552,

pp. 39-44 (July 1979).

Floor coverings; home safety; safety standards; stair safety;

stairway design; accidents; architectural design; architectural

psychology; architectural research; building codes; building

design; building regulatory standards; BSS120.
Floppy disks; laser beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes; solid

state memories; video disks; beam-addressables; cartridges;

cassettes; core memories; disks; drums; SP500-45.

Flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; in-

stantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance

oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; onboard;

patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable;

temperature; SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Row; insertion loss; microphone; porous sphere; sphere;

spheres; wind noise; windscreen; windscreen performance;
windscreens; acoustics; NBSIR 79-1599.

Flow birefringence; flow dichroism; polymer dynamics; Rouse-

Zimm theory; solution properties; bead-spring model; block

copolymer; 18431.

Flow dichroism; polymer dynamics; Rouse-Zimm theory; solu-

tion properties; bead-spring model; block copolymer; flow

birefringence; 18431.

Flow injection analysis; automation; continuous analysis; con-

trolled dispersion; SP519, pp. 501-507 (Apr. 1979).

Row oscillations; flow stability; liquid helium; superconducting

power transmission lines; supercritical helium; density wave
oscillations; 18567.

Flow rate; LNG; mathematical models; mixtures; speciflc heat-

ing value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties

data; total heating value; composition; custody transfer; den-

sity; 18838.

Row rate; LNG; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity

tables; thermophysical properties; total heating value; com-
position; custody transfer; density; 18564.

Row stability; liquid helium; superconducting power transmis-

sion lines; supercritical helium; density wave oscillations; flow

oscillations; 18567.

Row system; heat of formation; hexylmethylethane; «-butyl

radical; unimolecular decomposition; activation energy; A-

factor; comparative rate; 18743.

Row-induced crystallization; polymer crystallization; shish

kebabs; crystallization theory; extended chain fibrils; 18715

.

Flow-induced crystallization; nucleation theory; polyethylene;

polymer fiber; shish; volume strain; core fibril; cumulative

stress; J. Res. 84, No. 5. 359-384 (1979).

Rowmeter; fluid dynamics; mathematical modeling; numerical

modeling; pipe flows; turbulence modeling; 18410.

Rowmetering; liquefied natural gas; sampling; cryogenic den-

simeter; custody transfer; density; 18396.

Ructuating flow; flutter; suspended-span structures; time-de-

pendent loads; aerodynamic stability; aeroelasticity; 18688.

Ructuation; master equation; noise spectrum; nonequilibrium;

stationary states; switching; threshold switching; 18674.

Ructuations; mean field approximation; ternary interactions;

theta point; virial coefficients; collapse transition; 19023.

Rue-gas temperature profile; gas-fired furnace; off-period mass

flow rate; part-load performance; seasonal efficiency; auto-

matic stack damper; TN999.
Ruid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantane-

ous diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; mal-

function detection; monitoring; onboard; patented; pressure;

pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Fluid dynamics; mathematical modeling; numerical modeling;

pipe flows; turbulence modeling; flowmeter; 18410.

Fluid elasticity; liquid penetrant testing; Rideal-Washburn equa-

tion; surface tension; defect geometry; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 287-

292 (1979).

Fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; temperature recon-

struction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomog-

raphy; Doppler; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; temperature recon-

struction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomog-

raphy; Doppler; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

Fluid mixtures; light; liquefied natural gas; measurements;

microwaves; super spring; ultraviolet radiation; calibrations;

energy; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 (1979).

Fluid properties; prediction; standard reference data; synthetic

gas; chemical processing; engineering calculations; equation

of state; 19022.

Fluids; gravity effects; materials science; spacelab; critical

phenomena; critical-point universality; 18457.

Fluids; noxious fluids; refractive index; refractive index tubes;

18930.

Fluorescence; high performance liquid chromatography; occu-

pational health; picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons;

selectivity; sensitivity; specificity; trace analysis; environmen-

tal pollution; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Fluorescence; laser spectroscopy; multiphoton dissociation;

radicals; vibronic spectroscopy; chlorofluoromethylene;

19042.

Fluorescence; organics in water; pulsed laser; SP519. pp. 691-

696 (Apr. 1979).

Fluorescence detection; liquid chromatography; triamterene

assay; clinical analysis; SP519, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1979).

Fluorescence flow cell; liquid chromatography; tryptophan

metabolites; brain; cerebrospinal fluid; SP519, pp. 411-418

(Apr. 1979).

Fluorescence immunoassay; homogeneous enzyme immunoas-
say; immunoassay; drug assay; EMIT" fluoroimmunoassay;

SP519, pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979).

Fluorescence spectra; refractive index, uv, visible and ir; water;

aqueous solutions; 18403

.

Fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell; non-radiative yield; partial

level width; radiative yield; atomic properties; Auger yield;

Coster-Kronig yield; effective fluorescence yield; JPCRD 8,

No. 2, 307-328 ( 1979).

Fluorides; forging; laser windows; lithium fluoride; mechanical

properties; optical properties; ultraviolet transmission; SP541

,

pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard

reference data; surface tension; viscosity; bromides;

chlorides; data compilation; density; electrical conductance;

JPCRD 8, No. 1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Fluorinaceous; oxidizer; thermochemistry of fluorine com-
pounds; calorimetry, gas flow; chlorine thermochemistry;

flame calorimetry; 18755.

Fluorination of polymers; free radicals; peroxy radicals; transi-

tion metal fluorides; electron spin resonance; 18726.

Fluoroberyllate glass; fluorophosphate glass; inclusions; pulse

duration; damage thresholds; SP541, pp. 99-108 (Dec.

1978).

Fluorophosphate glass; inclusions; pulse duration; damage
thresholds; fluoroberyllate glass; SP541, pp. 99-108 (Dec.

1978).

Flutter; suspended-span structures; time-dependent loads;

aerodynamic stability; aeroelasticity; fluctuating flow; 18688.

Flux phenomena; Josephson phenomena; stabilization; super-

conductors; terminology; critical parameters; definitions;

18681.

FM transmitters; law enforcement equipment; standards; sur-

veillance; undercover equipment; body-worn transmitters;

communications equipment; 18381.
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Foam insulation; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire

tests; material ignitability; submarine compartment; com-

bustion products; fire barrier coatings; fire growth; fiame

spread; NBSIR 7H-1584.

Focal thermal fiaw; skull transmission; ultrasound; axisymmet-

ric; beams; Sl'525, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).

Focused vacuum ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven use in the vacuum
ultraviolet; multichannel capillary arrays; vacuum ultraviolet

spectroscopy; vacuum ultraviolet windows; differential pump-
ing across capillary arrays; 18808.

Foil transmission; photons; stopping power; transport theory;

absorbed dose; attenuation coefficient; detector response

functions; dosimetry; electrons; 18371

.

Foils; neutron fields; scattering corrections; sensitivity;

benchmark; fission spectrum; 18901

.

Food additives; mutagenicity; naphthylamines; saccharin;

saccharin impurities; Salmonella typhimurium; Amaranth;
Ames test; criteria for purity; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr.

1979).

Food and Drug Administration; Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion; regulation; regulatory processes and regulatory effects;

administrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation; NBS-GCR-ETIP
79-65

.

Food and feed analysis; methods; preparation; sampling;

anatoxin analysis; SP519, pp. 355-372 (Apr. 1979).

Food chain; lead; mercury; metal; methylation; microbial

tolerance; microorganism; plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transfor-

mation; cadmium; 18860.

Food toxicants; hormones; neurotransmitters; nutrients; organic

pollutants; trace organic analysis; drug analysis; SP519.

Food toxicants; mycotoxins; review; seafood toxins; SP519, pp.

321-331 (Apr. 1979).

Foods; radiometric microbiological assay; vitamin 8,2; SP519,

pp. 257-265 (Apr. 1979).

Footwear industry; fragmented industries; government-industry

cooperation; imports; innovation; leather; manufacturing

technology; materials development; shoes; technology

transfer; computer-aided design and manufacture
(CAD/CAM); SP527.

Force; high precision; high-precision weighing; load cell; mass;

mass comparator; mass difference; strain-gage; substitution

weighing, weighing; weights; constant loading; J. Res. 84, No.

5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Force constants; infrared spectrum; ketenimine; matrix isola-

tion; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet

photolysis; charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited

argon atoms; 18879.

Force field refinement; lattice dynamics; n-alkanes; non-bonded
potential functions;- polyethylene; vibrational data; 18404.

Forced convection; heat transmission; helium II; mutual fric-

tion; axial heat transport; 18617.

Forced entry deterrent systems; guard control station; higher

headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit; response force;

triply redundant central computer; central unit; compu-
terized; detection; electronic lock; exclusion area; NBSIR 79-

1725.

Forced fiow; helium; stability; superconductor; transient flow;

transient heat transfer; 18813.

Forecast; projections; sensitivity analysis; computer workload;

data requirements; documentation cycle; SP500-52, pp. 1 13-

120 (Oct. 1979).

Forecasting; labor information systems; manpower projections;

modelling; building trades; construction industry; SP552, pp.

185-196 (July 1979).

Foreign bodies; histological sections; implant materials;

microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; biological tissue; 18958.

Foreign building standards; French building standards; French

standards system; marking and certification; types of French

standards; building standards; SP552, pp. 45-56 (July 1979).

Foreign relations; industrializing nations; international relations;

LDC's; measurement services; standardization; AID;

assistance; developing economies; NBSIR 78-1712.

Foreign relations; industrializing nations; international relations;

measures; weights; weights and measures; AID; assistance;

developing economies; NBSIR 79-1721.

Forensic; INAA; paper; trace elements; analysis; clay; 18325

.

Forging; laser windows; lithium fluoride; mechanical properties;

optical properties; ultraviolet transmission; fiuorides; SP541,

pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Forging; laser windows; optical properties; scattering; calcium

fiuoride; SP541, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

Formaldehyde; ruthenium; surface chemistry; ultraviolet

photoemission spectroscopy; adsorption; chemisorption;

18791.

Formation constants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercu-

ry; methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect; speciation; activation

parameters; aqueous transmethylation; chloride complexes;

environment; 18484.

Formulation analysis; information networks; regulations; stan-

dards; decision tables; SP552, pp. 249-266 (July 1979).

Fortran library test data; Fortran library testing; mathematical

function testing; test data for elementary functions; test data

for mathematical functions; elementary function testing;

NBSIR 78-1478.

Fortran library testing; mathematical function testing; test data

for elementary functions; test data for mathematical func-

tions; elementary function testing; Fortran library test data;

NBSIR 78-1478.

Forward scattering; grain boundaries; isostatic forging; optical

figure; optical homogeneity; single crystal; Talystep traces; al-

kali halides; backward scattering; SP541, pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978).

Fossil fuels; low-level counting; radiocarbon; accelerator mass

spectrometry; anthropogenic and natural carbonaceous spe-

cies; atmospheric gases and particles; environmental pollu-

tants; 18405.

Foundation design; geotechnical engineering; housing construc-

tion; mine subsidence; mining; site development; standards;

structural design; 18324.

Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser parameters; laser pulse;

optical processing; phase; precision measurements; wave

front; amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital sam-

pling; TN1009.

Fourier transform analysis; mixing in turbulent fiow; noise spec-

trum; Raman spectroscopy; turbulence; concentration fluc-

tuations; fast Fourier transforms; 18626.

Fourier transform infrared; gas chromatography; modular or-

ganic analysis system; pyrolysis; trace organic analysis;

SP519, pp. 753-760 (Apr. 1979).

Fourier transforms; radiation reaction; definite integrals; double

integrals; error functions; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 319-326 ( 1979).

Fractography; fracture origins; grinding; machining; polishing;

sanding; strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw populations;

flaws; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture; fracture mechanics; grinding; silicon nitride; strength;

surface; finishes; flexure; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture; high-strength; low-temperature; mechanical proper-

ties; nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel; tensile

properties; toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; 18957.

Fracture; low temperature tests; martensitic transformations;

mechanical properties; stainless steel alloys; crack propaga-

tion; cryogenics; 18943

.

Fracture; low temperature tests; mechanical properties; alu-

minum alloys; crack propagation; cryogenics; fatigue; 18610.
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Fracture; median, radial and lateral cracks; plastic indentations;

residual stresses; shear flow lines; crack nucleation; SP562,

pp. 15s20 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture; molecular weight distribution; necking; polyethylene;

uniaxial creep; additivity of damage; cold drawn; crack

growth; 18765.

Fracture; plastic penetration; thermal stresses; abrasive wear;

ceramics; SP562, pp. 1-13 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws;

weldments; carbon-manganese steel; 18612.

Fracture mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws;

weldments; carbon-manganese steel; fatigue; fatigue cracks;

18802.

Fracture mechanics; fragmentation; glass; grinding; impact; sil-

icon nitride; strength; stress intensity factor; abrasive machin-
ing; ceramics; contact stress; damage penetration; SP562, pp.
23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture mechanics; grinding; silicon nitride; strength; surface;

finishes; flexure; fracture; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture mechanics; LNG; low temperature; mechanical pro-

perties; aluminum alloys; ferrous alloys; 18865.

Fracture mechanics; standards; technique development; com-
pact tension specimen; crack; crack, well-characterized;

destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw evaluation; 18744.

Fracture of brittle materials; hydrogen embrittlement;

Rehbinder effects; Westwood effects; acoustic emission;

chemomechanical effects; environmental effects; SP562 , pp.
139-145 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture origin; fracture strength; machining of ceramics; ox-

idation and degradation; silicon-nitride; SP562, pp. 477-481

(Oct. 1979).

Fracture origins; grinding; machining; polishing; sanding;

strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw populations; flaws;

fractography; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture properties; low temperature tests; mechanical proper-

ties; titanium; titanium alloys; electron beam welding; fatigue

(materials); 18611.

Fracture resistance; low temperature tests; mechanical porper-

ties; stainless steel; crack propagation; fatigue; 18621

.

Fracture strength; machining of ceramics; oxidation and

degradation; silicon-nitride; fracture origin; SP562, pp. 477-

481 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture toughness; friction; hardness; liquid softening; oxides;

scratching; size effect; specific energy; ceramics; chipping;

crack formation; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; carbon-

manganese steel; fracture mechanics; 18612.

Fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; carbon-

manganese steel; fatigue; fatigue cracks; fracture mechanics;

18802.

Fragmentation; glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength;

stress intensity factor; abrasive machining; ceramics; contact

stress; damage penetration; fracture mechanics; SP562, pp.

23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Fragmented industries; government-industry cooperation; im-

ports; innovation; leather; manufacturing technology; materi-

als development; shoes; technology transfer; computer-aided

design and manufacture (CAD/CAM); footwear industry;

SP527.

Frame transformation relations; level cluster; spherical tops;

symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer approximation; cen-

trifugal; Coriolis; 18599.

France/NBS cooperative program; French schools; building

technology; NBSIR 78-1521.

Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (1845-1926); goodness of fit; Sir

Francis Beaufort ( 1774-1857); binomial test; chi-squared

test; 18471.

Francium; lithium; magnetic fiux density dependence; potassi-

um; pressure dependence; rubidium; sodium; temperature de-

pendence; alkali elements; cesium; electrical resistivity;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Franck-Condon factors; laser fluorescence; molecular sodium;

potential curves; collisional excitation; cissociation energy;

Dunham coefficients; 18824.

Franck-Condon factors; laser spectroscopy; lithium molecule;

molecular spectroscopy; potential curves; dissociation energy;

18867.

Free groups; matrix groups; roots of unity; J. Res. 84, No. 2,

179-180 { 1979).

Free radical; photolysis; reactions; review; troposphere; al-

dehyde; SP557, pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; organic com-
pounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur;

Arrhenius parameters; combustion; decomposition; NBSIR
79-1941

.

Free radicals; infrared spectra; matrix isolation; molecular ions;

photochemistry; ultraviolet spectra; charge transfer; excited

argon atoms; 18847.

Free radicals; mechanism; reactions; tropospheric chemistry;

aromatics; SP557, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Free radicals; modeling; NOj.; olefins; SOy, troposphere; al-

dehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; data needs; SP557.

Free radicals; peroxy radicals; transition metal fluorides; elec-

tron spin resonance; fluorination of polymers; 18726.

Free water; freezing calorimeter; hydrology forecasting;

microwave remote sensing; snow; centrifuge; comparison of

measurement methods; NBSIR 79-1604.

Free wobble; laser strainmeter; ocean load; preferred frame;

spatial anisotropy; strain tides; core resonance; 18823.

Free-edge stresses; graphite epoxy composites; interlaminar

cracks; stability of cracks; virtual crack closure; delamination

mechanisms; energy release rate; finite element method;

SP563, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Free-field measurements; hearing aids; hearing aid tests;

orthotelephonic response; anthropometric manikin; 18464.

Free-free transitions; low-frequency approximation; mul-

tiphoton effects; scattering in laser field; 1871 1

.

Free-running laser pulses; giant laser pulse; optical fiber

damage; pulsed Nd^"^ laser damage; single and multiple ele-

ment fibers; surface threshold damage; SP541, pp. 168-189

(Dec. 1978).

Freezing calorimeter; hydrology forecasting; microwave remote

sensing; snow; centrifuge; comparison of measurement
methods; free water; NBSIR 79-1604.

French building standards; French standards system; marking

and certification; types of French standards; building stan-

dards; foreign building standards; SP552, pp. 45-56 (July

1979).

French schools; building technology; France/NBS cooperative

program; NBSIR 78-1521.

French standards system; marking and certification; types of

French standards; building standards; foreign building stan-

dards; French building standards; SP552, pp. 45-56 (July

1979).

Frequency; frequency standards; navigation; time; time dis-

semination; communication; 19005.

Frequency; He-Ne laser; nonlinear optics; 1.15 0m; 18562.

Frequency; mammalian tissues; polypeptides; proteins; tissue

characterization; ultrasonics; velocity; absorption; amino
acids; attenuation; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Frequency and pulse width dependencies of the critical field;

multiphoton ionization; damage threshold; electron

avalanche; SP541, pp. 299-302 (Dec. 1978).

Frequency and time dependence of breakdown thresholds; IR

window materials; NaCl; pressure; pulsed TEA COj laser sur-

face breakdown; spot size; surface absorption; transmitted

pulse; adsorbed water; breakdown mechanism; SP541, pp.

318-326 (Dec. 1978).
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Frequency calibration; high frequency; Loran-C; low frequency;

radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; standard frequencies;

television color subcarrier; time and frequency calibration

methods; time calibration; time signals; Sf559.

Frequency comparison; frequency multiplication; frequency

synthesis; laser frequency measurement; Penning trap; speed

of light; COj laser; Ifi60fi.

Frequency dependent polarizability; helium 'S state; molecular

electronic structure; van der Waals coefficient; IS934.

Frequency drift; frequency stability; navigation; oscillator; posi-

tion location; time dispersion; time error; time error measure;

time prediction error; clocks; IS899.

Frequency lock loop; frequency stability; navigation; oscillator

systems; phase lock loop; position location; spectral purity;

18693.

Frequency measurements; iodine; laser; visible; 18916.

Frequency modulation; frequency reference; precision oscilla-

tors; clock's rms time errors; flicker noise; 18940.

Frequency multiplication; frequency synthesis; laser frequency

measurement; Penning trap; speed of light; CO2 laser;

frequency comparison; 18608.

Frequency reference; precision oscillators; clock's rms time er-

rors; flicker noise; frequency modulation; 18940.

Frequency response; impulse response; laser; photodiode;

avalanche photodiode; FFT; fiber optics; NBSIR 79-1620.

Frequency response; measurements; attenuation; fiber optics;

18915.

Frequency response measurements; measurements; review; at-

tenuation measurements; fiber optics; 18647.

Frequency signature; statistical scattering; tissue signature; ul-

trasonic scattering; ultrasound; detection of lung disease;

SP525,pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Frequency spectra; in vivo; microprocessor-controlled data

acquisition; myocardial infarction; real-time; tissue charac-

terization; ultrasound diagnosis; clinical cardiac data; digital

processing; Fast Fourier Transform; SP525, pp. 267-273

(Apr. 1979).

Frequency stability; frequency standard; ion temperature; laser

induced cooling; Mg ions; optical & microwave double

resonance; stored ions; systematic effects; Ba ions; 18697.

Frequency stability; navigation; oscillator; position location;

time dispersion; time error; time error measure; time predic-

tion error; clocks; frequency drift; 18899.

Frequency stability; navigation; oscillator systems; phase lock

loop; position location; spectral purity; frequency lock loop;

18693.

Frequency stability; second-order Doppler shift phase modula-

tion; spin exchange; temperature coefficient; time dispersion;

wall shift; amplitude modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo;

dielectrically loaded cavity; 18696.

Frequency stabilizing system; microwave interaction regions;

microwave signals; beam type device; U.S. Patent 4,146,848.

Frequency standard; high resolution spectroscopy; ion storage;

lEiser spectroscopy; Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; opti-

cal spectroscopy; radiation pressure; radiative cooling; Dop-
pler-free spectroscopy; 18699.

Frequency standard; inversion transition in ammonia; precision;

acceleration insensitive oscillator; ammonia microwave ab-

sorption; atomic clock; cavity frequency stabilization; digital

demodulator; frequency-lock servo; 18698.

Frequency standard; ion temperature; laser induced cooling;

Mg ions; optical & microwave double resonance; stored ions;

systematic effects; Ba ions; frequency stability; 18697.

Frequency standards; frequency synthesis; fundamental con-

stants; length standards; physical measurement systems;

review article; speed of light; time standards; atomic clocks;

18346.

Frequency standards; hydrogen standards; rubidium standards;

time and frequency; timekeeping; atomic clocks; cesium stan-

dards; crystal oscillators; 18908.

Frequency standards; navigation; stability; time; clocks; com-
munication; 18826.

Frequency standards; navigation; time; time dissemination;

communication; frequency; 19005.

Frequency sums; Rainer and Serene; superfluid 'He; 18553.

Frequency synthesis; fundamental constants; length standards;

physical measurement systems, review article; speed of light;

time standards; atomic clocks; frequency standards; 18346.

Frequency synthesis; laser frequency measurement; Penning

trap; speed of light; CO2 laser; frequency comparison;

frequency multiplication; 18608.

Frequency-domain measurements; magnetic materials;

microwaves; millimeter waves; permeability measurements;

permittivity measurements; radar absorbers; time-domain

measurements; dielectrics; NBSIR 79-1613.

Frequency-lock servo; frequency standard; inversion transition

in ammonia; precision; acceleration insensitive oscillator; am-

monia microwave absorption; atomic clock; cavity frequency

stabilization; digital demodulator; 18698.

Friction; hardness; liquid softening; oxides; scratching; size ef-

fect; specific energy; ceramics; chipping; crack formation;

fracture toughness; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Friction; measurement; reference standards; safety research;

walkway slip-resistance; SP5(:5.

Fringe counting interferometric method and apparatus; Michel-

son interferometer; phase locked oscillators; retroreflectors;

counting and control circuitry; U.S. Patent 4,1 65 ,183

.

Fringe pattern; spatial period; wavelength of light; Fizeau-type

interferometer; U.S. Patent 4,173 ,442

.

Front end; graphite; part integration; wheel; automotive com-

ponent design; continuous fiber composite materials; fabrica-

tion; finite element stress analysis; SP563, pp. 135-151 (Oct.

1979).

Fructose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lac-

tose; liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose; ribose;

stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; SP519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Fuel economy; motor vehicle; diagnosis; emissions inspections;

fault detection; SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Fuel load survey; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire

tests; material ignitability; prediction model; shipboard

spaces; fire growth; fire statistics; flame spread; NBSIR 79-

1714.

Fuel measurement; instrumentation; total energy; transducers;

weather station; data acquisition system; digital tape

recorder; NBSIR 79-1709.

Fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifi-

cations; petroleum standards; petroleum test methods; recy-

cled oil; re-refmed oil; used oil; waste oil; engine oil; SP556.

Fuel oil; spectrometry; sulfate; x ray; anion exchange; filter t

paper; 18635.

Fuels, heating values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity mea-

surement; heat measurements; levitation calorimetry; micro-

calorimetry; radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry;

bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power

calorimetry; energy measurement; 18330.

Full-scale testing; mobile homes; wind loads; aerodynamics;

building; codes and standards; NBSIR 77-1289.

Full-scale tests; heat detectors; hospitals; ionizaton detectors;
j

mattresses; nursing homes; photoelectric detectors; corridors;
i

escape; fire detectors; NBSIR 79-1739. s

Fulvic acid; humic acid; humic substances; reference collection

of humic substances; reference samples; soil organic matter; ''i

aquatic humus; SP5I9, pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Fulvic acid; humic acid; humic substances; reference collection

of humic substances; soil organic matter; standard humic

materials; SP5I9, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).

Functional group analysis; affinity chromatography; environ- '

mental analysis; SP519, pp. (Apr. 1979).
I
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Functional theoretic techniques; modified residue calculus;

open systems; remote sensing; closed systems; electromag-

netic problems; Monogr. 164.

Fundamental constant; geophysics; gravity; precision measure-

ment; earthquake; 18654.

Fundamental "constant"; geophysics precision measurement;

gravity; earthquake; 18472.

I

Fundamental constant; magnetic fields; proton gyromagnetic

I

ratio; quantum electrodynamic theory; electron anomalous

I

moment; fine-structure constant; 18702.

j

Fundamental constants; geodynamics; geophysics; instrumenta-

I

tion; 18947.

j

Fundamental constants; gyromagnetic ratio of proton; magnetic

j

fields; Maxwell's equations; solenoids; Ampere's law; dimen-
sional metrology; 18437.

I

Fundamental constants; length standards; physical measurement

I

systems; review article; speed of light; time standards; atomic
clocks; frequency standards; frequency synthesis; 18346.

Furnace; gas-fired; heating; oil-fired; rating; space-heating; test-

{

ing; boiler; combustion; energy; 18385.

Furnishings; upholstered furniture; chairs; compartment fires;

fire tests; flammability; TNI 103.

I

Furniture; hazard analysis; probability; residential buildings;

sensitivity analysis; smoke detectors; standards; upholstered

furniture; building fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision

analysis; fire losses; TNI 101.

i
Fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCl; KCliKI; LiF; MgF^;
NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive index; SiOj;

SrFi; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant;

ZnS; ZnSe; TN993.
Fused silica; laser damage; polished surfaces; pulse duration de-

pendence of damage; surface roughness; BK-7 glass; SP541,

1 pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Fusion cast; laser damage; laser window; single crystal; stronti-

j|
um fluoride; antireflection coatings; calcium fluoride; cw

j
laser damage; DF laser; SP541, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Fusion diagnostics; gravity waves; laser-interferometer;

microwave measurements; non-destructive evaluation; pipe

welds; standard; x-ray image; appropriations; DIM/NBS 63,

No. 3, 1-28 ( 1979).

]

Fusion plasmas; lasers; molecular bands; molecular spectra;

reaction rate constants; upper atmosphere; atomic energy

levels; atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; elec-

1

tron cross sections; 18855.

[1]
/-value; imprisonment; laser; lifetime; mean life; oscillator

strength; Al l; aluminum; delayed coincidence; 18527.

\
^

Gage blocks; length; measurement assurance; measurement
I process control; systematic error; uncertainty; calibration;

Monogr. 163.

Gain; radiative transition; electronic structure; energy curves;

I

excimer; 18936.

1 Galactic astronomy; space astronomy; stellar astronomy; ul-

I

traviolet spectroscopy; 18590.

r Galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid

I
chromatography; maltose; raffinose; ribose; stachyose;

I

sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose; SP519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

; Galaxies; stellar dynamics; structure-hydrodynamics; 18483.
' Galena ores; glass; Japanese glass; lead; lead isotopes; Chinese

glass; 18840.

Galvanic corrosion; implants; implants passivity; corrosion;

[

crevice corrosion; 18946.

I
Galvanic corrosion; inhibitors; pitting corrosion; rust; stress cor-

rosion; corrosion; crevice corrosion; CIS9, Revised 1979.

.1 Gamma rays; neutron leakage rates; SP554, pp. 145-154 (Sept.
' 1979).

Gamma rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabulations; x rays;

atomic form factor; coherent scattering; cross sections;

JPCRD 8, No. 1 , 69- 1 06 ( 1 979

)

Gamma rays; precision wavelength; silicon lattice spacing; tung-

sten X rays; x-ray wavelength ratios; 18487.

Gamma-ray energies; thulium; ytterbium; crystal diffraction;

18510.

Gamma-ray spectroscopy; matrix-isolation; metric conversion;

satellite system; computer network; computer standards; fire

safety; DIM/NBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).

Garments; hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; standard; test; ap-

parel; extinguishability ; fabrics; flammability; 18708.

Garments; heat transfer; injury potential; simulation; accident;

apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics;

fire; NBSIR 79-1755.

Garments; heat transfer; standards; apparel; burn injury; ease of

ignition; fabrics; fire; flammability tests; 18991.

Gas; nitrogen; sound velocity; thermodynamic properties; virial

coefficients; density; 18815.

Gas analysis; gas chromatography; heating value; hydrocarbon;

liquefied natural gas; phase equilibrium; pipelines; sampling;

custody transfer; density; NBSIR 78-887.

Gas analysis; gas chromatography; heating value; liquefied natu-

ral gas; sampling; custody transfer; density; 18395.

Gas analysis; gas chromatography; hydrogen cyanide; com-
bustion products; 18588.

Gas chromatography; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry;

preconcentration techniques; sample preparation; ultraviolet

spectrometry; SP519. pp. 7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; glass capillary columns; high-performance

liquid chromatography; LC microcapillary columns; selective

detectors; ancillary methods; bonded phases; chromato-

graphic preconcentration; detector sensitivity; SP5I9, pp.

487-499 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; halo-organics; ionization detector; porous

anode; electron capture detector; SP519, pp. 777-782 (Apr.

1979).

Gas chromatography; headspace gas stripping; standard-addi-

tion calibration; trace analysis; trapping column; equilibration

trapping; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; heating value; hydrocarbon; liquefied

natural gas; phase equilibrium; pipelines; sampling; custody

transfer; density; gas analysis; NBSIR 78-887.

Gas chromatography; heating value; liquefied natural gas; sam-

pling; custody transfer; density; gas analysis; 18395.

Gas chromatography; hydrocarbons; capillary columns; SP519,

pp. 713-718 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; hydrocarbons; permanent gas analysis;

trace organics in air; complete analysis scheme; SP519, pp.

153-159 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; hydrogen cyanide; combustion products;

gas analysis; 18588.

Gas chromatography; internal standards; methylation; sample

preparation; clinical chemistry; drug analysis; SP519, pp.

381-390 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; Kepone"; partition chromatography; parts

per billion; analysis; biological; SP519, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).

Gas chromatography; liquid chromatography; automation; clini-

cal chemistry; environmental chemistry; SP519, pp. 587-600

(Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; liquid chromatography; mass spec-

trometry; trace organic analysis; analytical systems; atomic

absorption; SP5I9, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; liquid chromatography; plant con-

stituents; abscisic acid; SP5I9, pp. 803-807 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; liquid chromatography; selective detec-

tion; detector design; SP519, pp. 547-585 (Apr. 1979).
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Gas chromatography; mass spectrometry; polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons; capillary-column; charge exchange; chemical

ionization; SP5I9, pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; mass spectrometry; propylamine; bu-

tylamine; collagen sponge; contraceptive device; SP5I9, pp.

469-476 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; modular organic analysis system; pyroly-

sis; trace organic analysis; Fourier transform infrared; SP5I9,

pp. 753-760 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; nitrogen-phosphorus; selective detection;

steroid hormones; SP5I9, pp. 419-427 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; organochlorides; pesticides; sediment and
water; carbamates; SP519, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; parts per billion; carbon tetrachloride;

chloroform; drinking water analysis; SP519, pp. 175-179

(Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; pesticide residues; sampling; cellulose

triacetate filters; SP519, pp. 19-32 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; tensilization; thermogravimetric analysis;

tire cord; tire cord dip; tire cord finish; emissions; SP519, pp.

181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography; trapping; air sampling; co-condensation;

SP5I9, pp. 95-99 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry; negative ions; chemi-

cal ionization; electron capture; SP519, pp. 601-607 (Apr.

1979).

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); gas liquid

chromatography (glc); gc/ms interface; high performance

liquid chromatography (hpic); inert columns; metabolism;

methandienone; urine; anabolic steroids; clean-up; SP5I9,

pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; isotope dilution;

serum; cholesterol; SP519, pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; microcomputer; rou-

tine analysis; trace organics in water; SP5I9, pp. 169-173

(Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; preconcentration

techniques; sample preparation; ultraviolet spectrometry; gas

chromatography; SP519, pp. 7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; sampling; sediment;

trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; air; environment;

SP5/9, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Gas chromatography—mass spectrometry; glass capillary chro-

matography; high pressure liquid chromatography; hydrocar-

bon persistence; infrared spectroscopy; petroleum hydrocar-

bons; sediment analysis; SP5I9. pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Gas detectors; kitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke detectors;

tenability limits; upholstered furniture; detection time; detec-

tor location; fire tests; NBSIR 79-1915.

Gas liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms interface; high per-

formance liquid chromatography (hplc); inert columns;

metabolism; methandienone; urine; anabolic steroids; clean-

up; contamination; dianabol; SP519, pp. 437-445 (Apr.

1979).

Gas phase ion-molecule reactions; mass spectrometry; organic

molecules; rate coefficients; chemical kinetics; data evalua-

tion; NSRDS-NBS64.
Gas target; molecular vibrations; neutron reactions; *^U; Dop-

pler effect; fission; 18585.

Gas thermometer; low temperature; temperature scale; ther-

mometry; tunnel diode oscillator; 18548.

Gas transmission rate; manometric technique; oxygen; permea-

bility; poly(ethylene terephthalate ); standard reference

material; temperature coefficient; time-lag; SP260-58.

Gas turbine monitoring; remote motion detection; static dis-

placement measurement; vibration measurement; advanced

sensors; Doppier millimeter radar; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July

1979).

Gaseous interactions; molecular correlations; quenching; radia-

tive lifetimes; rate constants; reactive channels; recom-

mended data; relaxation processes; review; activation ener-

gies; electronically excited states; evaluation; JPCRD 8, No.

3, 723-798 ( 1979).

Gas-fired; heating; oil-fired; rating; space-heating; testing;

boiler; combustion; energy; furnace; 18385.

Gas-fired furnace; off-period mass flow rate; part-load per-

formance; seasonal efficiency; automatic stack damper; flue-

gas temperature profile; TN999.

Gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity measurement; heat mea-

surements; levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry; radiation

calorimetry; solution calorimetry; bomb calorimetry; drop

calorimetry; electromagnetic power calorimetry; energy mea-

surement; enthalpy measurement; 18330.

Gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid chromatog-

raphy; maltose; raffinose; ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar

analysis; carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; SP519, pp. 271-

278 (Apr. 1979).

Gas-liquid chromatography; human plasma; nitrogen-sensitive

detector; antitussive; dextromethorphan; SP519, pp. 481-485

(Apr. 1979).

Gas-liquid critical point; Rayleigh light scattering; binary mix-

ture at the gas-liquid critical point; 18752.

Gas-phase polyatomic molecules; gas-phase spectroscopy;

microwave spectroscopy; molecular conformation; molecular

spectroscopy; molecular structure; molecules; structure; bond

angles; bond distances; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

Gas-phase spectroscopy; microwave spectroscopy; molecular

conformation; molecular spectroscopy; molecular structure;

molecules; structure; bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase

polyatomic molecules; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 (1979).

Gas-solid interface; KDP; Pockels effect; space charge; break-

down; electro-optics; NBS-GCR-79-177

.

Gas/liquid chromatography; panthenol; pantothenates; phar-

maceutical preparations; SP519, pp. 267-269 (Apr. 1979).

Gated diode; generation lifetime; integrated gated-diode elec-

trometer; integrated test structure; leakage current; MOSFET
dc profiler; surface recombination; CCD; electrical test struc-

ture; NBSIR 79-1744.

Gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; impulsive complex

signals; linear averaging; reciprocating; records after trigger;

tape loop; time signal; time window; SP547, pp. 315-322 I

(July 1979).

Gauges; gauging devices; ionizing radiation; radiation measure-

ments; radiation safety; standard; device safety performance

classification; H129.

Gauging devices; ionizing radiation; radiation measurements;

radiation safety; standard; device safety performance classifi-

cation; gauges; H129.

Gaussian window; impulsive complex signals; linear averaging;

reciprocating; records after trigger; tape loop; time signal;

time window; gated frequency analysis; SP547, pp. 315-322

(July 1979).

Gc/ms interface; high performance liquid chromatography

(hplc); inert columns; metabolism; methandienone; urine;

anabolic steroids; clean-up; contamination; dianabol; gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); SP519, pp. 437-

445 (Apr. 1979).

Gd(P03)3; low temperature thermometry; magnetic susceptibili-

ty; magnetic thermometers; Nd(C2H5S04)3- 9H2O; ther-

mometry; 18556.

Ge; hot forged; KBr; KCl; KCl.KI; LiF; MgF^; NaCl; NaF;

piezo-optic constants; refractive index; SiO^; StF^; thermal

expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe;

TN993.

Ge; PbF2; pulsed HF laser; antireflection coatings; CdSe; coat-

ing substrate; damage resistant; SP54I, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).



Gelatin; human abdominal tissues; phantom; SP525, pp. 323-

326 (Apr. 1979).

Generating function; incidence algebra; inverse limit;

orthogonal idempotcnts; quasi-order; topological algebra;

coalgebra; direct limit; faithful distributive module; 18788.

Generation lifetime; integrated gated-diode electrometer; in-

tegrated test structure; leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler;

surface recombination; CCD; electrical test structure; gated

diode; NBSIR 79-1744.

Generator column; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon; standard

reference material; dynamic coupled-column liquid chro-

matography; extractor column; SP5I9, pp. 219-224 (Apr.

1979).

Generic DCA; Hull systems; simplified test equipment for inter-

nal combustion engines; turret systems; vehicle maintenance;

combat vehicles; diagnostic connector assembly; fighting

vehicle systems; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices;

trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fis-

sion tracks; 18342.

Geodesy; geophysics; instrumentation; satellites; tectonics;

distance measurements; earthquakes; 18574.

Geodesy; instrumentation; multiwavelength techniques; tec-

tonics; atmospheric properties; distance measurement; 18816.

Geodynamics; geophysics; instrumentation; fundamental con-

stants; 18947.

Geodynamics; gravity field; ocean current; plate tectonics;

polar motion; crustal movements; earth rotation; 18584.

Geology; lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices; trace analysis; urani-

um; alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fission tracks;

geochronology; 18342.

Geomagnetism; induced currents; magnetometers; conductivity

anomalies; earthquake prediction; 18895

.

Geometrical-optics radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam
geometry; relative spectral responsivity; slit-scattering func-

tion; slit-scattering function corrections; spectral line

radiometry; spectroradiometer characterizations; spec-

troradiometry; vignetting; TN910-4.

Geometry; hyperplane; cube; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 49-53 ( 1979).

Geophysics; gravity; precision measurement; earthquake; funda-

mental constant; 18654.

Geophysics; instrumentation; fundamental constants;

geodynamics; 18947.

Geophysics; instrumentation; satellites; tectonics; distance mea-
surements; earthquakes; geodesy; 185 74.

Geophysics; ranging; tectonic motions; continental drift; distor-

tion-of-plate; 18459.

Geophysics precision measurement; gravity; earthquake; funda-

mental "constant"; 184 72.

Geotechnical engineering; housing construction; mine sub-

sidence; mining; site development; standards; structural

design; foundation design; 18324.

Geriometry; life cycle reliability; on-vehicle computing instru-

mentation; prognostic maintenance management; SP547, pp.

65-77 (July 1979).

German Bundesverband Solarenergie; solar collector testing;

water-heating solar collectors; collector efficiency; com-
parison German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-77 procedures; flat-

plate solar collectors; 18986.

Germanium resistance thermometer; Josephson junction noise

thermometer; low temperature scale; ^He^He dilution

refrigerator; ™CO y-ray thermometer; comparison measure-

ments; 18555.

Germanium thermometers; low temperature; rhodium-iron ther-

mometry; thermal cycles to low temperatures; 19040.

Giant laser pulse; optical fiber damage; pulsed Nd'* laser

damage; single and multiple element fibers; surface threshold

damage; free-running laser pulses; SP541, pp. 168-189 (Dec.

1978).

Giant resonance; nickel isotopes; virtual photons; electric

quadrupolc; electrodisintegration; 18535.

Giant resonance; tensor polarizability; Thomson scattering;

coherent scattering; Delbruck scattering; clastic scattering;

18521.

Giant resonance; virtual photons; ^"Ni; electric quadrupole;

electrodisintegration; electron energy; 18520.

Giant resonances; hydrodynamic model; isoscalar resonances;

isovector resonances; photonuclear physics; shell model;

18565.

Glass; ceramics; material removal; abrasive machining; chip for-

mation; fine grinding; SP562, pp. 107-1 14 (Oct. 1979).

Glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength; stress intensity

factor; abrasive machining; ceramics; contact stress; damage
penetration; fracture mechanics; fragmentation; SP562, pp.

23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Glass; grinding; polishing; strength; defects; etching; SP562, pp.

489-500 (Oct. 1979).

Glass; hydrodynamic machining; ion beam machining; water jet

cutting; ceramics; chemical milling; electric discharge

machining; electron beam machining; SP562, pp. 261-281

(Oct. 1979).

Glass; Japanese glass; lead; lead isotopes; Chinese glass; galena

ores; 18840.

Glass capillary chromatography; high pressure liquid chro-

matography; hydrocarbon persistence; infrared spectroscopy;

petroleum hydrocarbons; sediment analysis; gas chromatog-

raphy— mass spectrometry; SP5I9, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Glass capillary columns; high-performance liquid chromatog-

raphy; LC microcapillary columns; selective detectors; ancil-

lary methods; bonded phases; chromatographic preconcentra-

tion; detector sensitivity; gas chromatography; SP5I9, pp.

487-499 (Apr. 1979).

Glass capillary gas chromatography; high pressure extraction;

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon; coal combustion

products; SP5I9, pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

Glass compositions; methacrylate monomers; polymerization

accelerators; reinforcing fillers; silane coupling agents;

benzoyl peroxide; composite resins; dental materials; 18644.

Glass fiber; graphite fiber; aramid fiber; composite applications;

composites; concrete; cryogenics; epoxy resins; 18717.

Glass fiber reinforcement; polyester resin; structural sheet

molding compound; SP563, pp. 108-129 (Oct 1979).

Glass, grinding; strength; surface damage; SP562, pp. 93-106

(Oct. 1979).

Glass melting; grinding; grinding model; high-speed grinding;

pyrex; size effect; chipping; ferrites; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979).

Glass reinforced plastics; graphite epoxy; impact; marine en-

vironment; advanced composites; cavitation erosion; ex-

tended immersion; flammability; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct.

1979).

Glass surface; latent scratch; optical glass; polishing; cleaning;

chemical durability; SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Glass transition; high pressure; hydrostaticity; liquids; pressure

cell; viscosity; diamond-anvil; 18509.

Glass-ceramic; machinable; MACOR™; Corning code 9658;

SP562. pp. 221-229 (Oct. 1979).

Glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto -thermal conductivity;

polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat;

strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-

constant; electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelec-

trics; 18680.

Glass-epoxy; industrial laminates; mechanical properties; physi-

cal properties; radiation properties; cryogenics; 18771

.

Glass-surface; surface conductivity; conductivity; electric con-

ductivity; electrokinetics; 18910.

Glauber's salt; latent heat storage; pebble bed; phase-change

unit; solar energy storage; thermal energy storage device;

ASHRAE Standard 94-77; NBSIR 79-1737.

I
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Glaze; margin staining; roughness; wear; curing shrinkage;

IMH4.
Glow discharge; laser magnetic resonance; atomic oxygen;

Glowing ignition; hazard; ignition temperature, lamp surface

temperature; melting temperature; miniature Christmas lights;

plastic insulating material; polyethylene; series-constructed;

electric shock; fire; fiaming ignition; NBSIR 79-1716.

Glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose;

ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates;

fructose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; SP519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Glued-laminated timber; safety; temporary structures; wood;
bridges; buildings; design criteria; 18887

.

Goal seeking; intelligence; motor behavior; neural modeling;

perception; planning; problem solving; robot control; brain

mechanisms; cognition; 18714.

GOES; microprocessors; satellite; synchronization, time; clock;

18393.

Gold; metals; molten metals; palladium; precious metals;

reference data; silver; solid state physics; transport proper-

ties; copper; critical evaluation; data analysis; data compila-

tion; data evaluation; data extraction; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1 147-

1298 ( 1979).

Gold; relative intensities; round robin; x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy; binding energies; copper; ESCA; 18924.

Gold films; gravimetry; neutron activation analysis; Rutherford

backscattering; standards; accuracy and precision; 18490.

Gold-nickel layers; micrometer scale; scanning electron

microscope scale; electrodeposited metal layers; U.S. Patent

4,139.933.

Go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous

diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; malfunc-

tion detection; monitoring; onboard; patented; pressure;

pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumula-
tor; SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Goodness of fit; Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857); binomial

test; chi-squared test; Francis Ysidro Edgeworth ( 1845-

1926); 18471.

Government policy; international standards; laboratory ac-

creditation; standards systems; United Kingdom; West Ger-

many; antitrust; Canada; certification; Denmark; economics

of standards; NBS-GCR-79-172

.

Governmental actions; life safety; regulation; risk assessment;

societal goals; building codes; control measures; fire codes;

fire safety; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Government-industry cooperation, imports; innovation; leather;

manufacturing technology; materials development; shoes;

technology transfer; computer-aided design and manufacture

(CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented industries;

SP527.

GPSDC, ion energetics; ionization potential; abstract; ap-

pearance potential; archival tape; computer program; data

base; data base management; empirical molecular formula;

NBSIR 78-1432.

.Graded index; lead fluoride; polymorphism; thallium iodide;

thin films; SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Grain boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice diffusion;

migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; diffusion;

18758.

Grain boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice diffusion;

migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; diffusion;

18759.

Grain boundaries; isostatic forging; optical figure; optical

homogeneity; single crystal; Talystep traces; alkali halides;

backward scattering; forward scattering; SP541, pp. 65-69

(Dec. 1978).

Grain boundary sliding; high temperature; intergranular frac-

ture; stainless steel; critical strain rate; fatigue; 18896.

Grain size dependence of strength; strength; brittle failure; flaw

sizes; SPS62. pp. 429-452 (Oct. 1979).

GRALE; organic analysis; reflectance; air pollution; ambient

aerosols; computer controlled gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; SP5/ 9, pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Grant data; residential buildings; solar database; solar energy

system; solar heating and cooling; automatic data processing;
i

computer reports; NBSIR 79-1923.

Graph; graph coloring; heuristic; interchange; random test

graphs; scheduling; time complexity; algorithm; chromatic

number; color function; J Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 (1979).

Graph; longest circuit; permutation matrix; doubly stochastic

matrix; eigenvalues; field of values; 18941

.

Graph coloring; heuristic; interchange; random test graphs;

scheduling; time complexity; algorithm; chromatic number;

color function; graph; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing;

least-squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical anal-

ysis; Boolean search system; computer programs; curve

fitting; data analysis; data base management; data retrieval;

file handling; 18597.

Graphics; interactive graphics; regression; software; transforma-

tion; computing system; dataplot; fitting; 18519.

Graphite; Lorenz ratio; reference materials; thermal conductivi-

ty; characterization; density electrical resistivity; 18668.

Graphite; part integration; wheel; automotive component
design; continuous fiber composite materials; fabrication;

,

finite element stress analysis; front end; SP563, pp. 135-151
,

(Oct. 1979).
I

Graphite epoxy; impact; marine environment; advanced com-

posites; cavitation erosion; extended immersion; flammability; II

glass reinforced plastics; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Graphite epoxy composites; interlaminar cracks; stability of 1

cracks; virtual crack closure; delamination mechanisms; ener-

gy release rate; finite element method; free-edge stresses; i

SP563, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Graphite fiber; aramid fiber; composite applications; com-
\

posites; concrete; cryogenics; epoxy resins; glass fiber; 18717.

Graphite furnace; seawater; wavelength modulation; atomic ab-
;

sorption; atomic emission; barium; 18783.

Graphite furnace atomic absorption; sea water; separation;

trace element analysis; water analysis; chelating resin; 18402.
j

Graphite materials; Lorentz function; preferred orientation

function; pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; x-ray diffrac-
,

tion; Bacon function; Bragg function; Ergun function; 18523.

Graphite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses; laminated composites;
|

stress concentrations; tension; tensor polynomial; compres-

sion; failure; finite elements; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct.

1979).

Graphite-epoxy; Precision Mounting Platform; resonant

frequency; composite design; SP563. p. 130 (Oct. 1979).

Graphite-epoxy laminate design; laminate design sensitivities;
,

thermal expansion; advanced composite materials; SP563, pp.

60-71 (Oct. 1979).
I

Graphite-fiber; polyphthalocyanine; prepreg; TGA; V/STOL; '

cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct. 1979).
'

Graphite/epoxy; moisture barrier; space optics; advanced com-
,

posites; dimensional stability; eutectic coating; SP563, pp.

47-56 (Oct. 1979).
'

Gravimetry; neutron activation analysis; Rutherford backscat-

tering; standards; accuracy and precision; gold films; 18490.

Gravity; earthquake; fundamental "constant"; geophysics preci-

sion measurement; 18472.

Gravity; precision measurement; earthquake; fundamental con-

stant; geophysics; 18654. '

Gravity effects; materials science; spacelab; critical phenomena; '

critical-point universality; fluids; 18457.

Gravity effects; phase transition; critical point; 18541.

Gravity field; ocean current; plate tectonics; polar motion;

crustal movements; earth rotation; geodynamics; 18584.
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Gravity waves; laser-interferometer; microwave measurements;

non-destructive evaluation; pipe welds; standard; x-ray image;

appropriations; fusion diagnostics; DIM/NBS 63, No. 3, 1-28

( 1979).

Gray; sievert; unit; absorbed dose; dose equivalent; 19002.

Grey water; heat recovery; recycling; residential; wastewater

treatment; water; water conservation; water heating; water

usage; energy; energy consumption; NBSIR 79-1770.

Grid-turbulence; higher-order moments; hot-wire anemometry;
probability distributions; small-scale turbulence; correlations;

18821.

I

Grinding; grinding damage; lapping; polishing; polishing times;

I

S/'562, pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

j

Grinding; grinding model; high-speed grinding; pyrex; size ef-

fect; chipping; ferrites; glass melting; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

!

1979).

I

Grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength; stress intensity fac-

I tor; abrasive machining; ceramics; contact stress; damage
I

penetration; fracture mechanics; fragmentation; glass; SP562,

I

pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Grinding; machining; polishing; sanding; strength-size effects;

I

brittle failure; flaw populations; flaws; fractography; fracture

origins; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

jj

Grinding; polishing; strength; defects; etching; glass; SP562, pp.

II 489-500 (Oct. 1979).

}

Grinding; silicon nitride; strength; surface; finishes; flexure;

j

fracture; fracture mechanics; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct.

1979).

I Grinding; stone; abrasives; ceramics; coated abrasives; SP562,

pp. 201-207 (Oct. 1979).

Grinding; tungsten carbide; cemented carbides; electrochemical

grinding; SP562, pp. 305-315 (Oct. 1979).

Grinding; wear; bronze binder; diamonds; erosion; SP562, pp.

i
147-155 (Oct. 1979).

Grinding damage; lapping; polishing; polishing times; grinding;

I
SP562. pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

Grinding forces; surface condition; surface grinding; chip for-

mation; SP562, pp. 75-91 (Oct. 1979).

1

Grinding model; high-speed grinding; pyrex; size effect;

i chipping; ferrites; glass melting; grinding; SP562, pp. 61-74

(Oct. 1979).

I

Gross calorific values; refuse-derived-fuels; sample characteriza-

tion; test procedures; bomb calorimetry; NBSIR 78-1494.

I Ground effect; unbalanced system; dipole antenna; NBSIR 79-

' 1605.

Ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis

1
and analysis; level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detec-

I
tion; monitoring; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reser-

voirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog;

!
SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Ground screen; measurements; standards; VDE; antennas;

CISPR; 19033.

Ground state; interfaces; multi-ion interactions; ordered alloys;

J
statistical mechanics; face centered cubic; 18614.

' Ij Ground state; intermolecular potential; molecules; well depths;

j|
excited states; 18677.

I

Group coded recording; interface electrical characteristics; in-

terface functional characteristics; magnetic tape drives; NRZI
recording; phase encoded recording; tape drive charac-

I
teristics; computer magnetic tape drives; computer tape con-

trollers; NBS-GCR-78-127.
Group decisions; properties of steam; space; Stirling refrigera-

Ji tors; aluminum SRM's; computer systems; electron microsco-

;! py; DIM/NBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 ( 1979).

Group homes; handicapped; mental retardation; ambulatory

I

people; autism; cerebral palsy; deafness; developmentally dis-

abled; epilepsy; fire safety; NBS-GCR-79-167.
. Group homes; household activities; room use; demographics;

j

developmental disabilities; fire protection; NBSIR 79-1727.

Guard control station; higher headquarters; perimeter station;

remote unit; response force; triply redundant central com-

puter; central unit; computerized; detection; electronic lock;

exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems, NBSIR 79-

1725.

Guarded divider; resistive divider; self calibration; voltage di-

vider; binary divider; divider network; 18452.

Guide specifications; habitability criteria; Computer-Aided En-

gineering and Architectural Design System (CAEADS);
design criteria; SP552, pp. 167-183 (July 1979).

Guidelines; hydrogen; regulations; safety; standards; codes;

18394.

Guidelines; implementation; large-scale; management; mathe-

matical models; policy analysis; software; standards; transfer;

documentation; energy; evaluation; SP534.

Guidelines holdup alarm; intrusion alarm; alarm; burglar alarm;

SP480-14.

Guthrie blotters; blood samples; clinical sampling of infants;

clinical trace organic sampling; SP519, pp. 373-379 (Apr.

1979).

Gyromagnetic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator; safety tips;

solar energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan

pipeline; computers; corrosion; fire safety; DIM/NBS 63, No.

11, 1-36 (1979).

Gyromagnetic ratio of proton; magnetic fields; Maxwell's equa-

tions; solenoids; Ampere's law; dimensional metrology; fun-

damental constants; 18437.

Gyroscope; instrument materials; microcreep; micromechanical

properties; beryllium; dimensional stability; NBSIR 78-1569.

Gyroscope; ralativity; space; superconducting; torque; trapped

flux; 18846.

G/kT, EIRP; G/T, precision measurements; radio star; satellite

communications; error analysis; 18577

.

G/T, precision meeisurements; radio star; satellite communica-

tions; error analysis; G/kT, EIRP; 18577.

H
Habitability criteria; Computer-Aided Engineering and

Architectural Design System (CAEADS); design criteria;

guide specifications; SP552, pp. 167-183 (July 1979).

Hadamard product; inclusion theorem; Kronecker product; nu-

merical radius; spectrum; stable matrix; closure; D-stability;

diagonal matrix; field of values; 18909.

Hadamard product; inverse-positive matrix; matrix sign pat-

terns; positive matrix; 18524.

Hadron; quark; spectroscopy; spectrum; structure; flavor;

19010.

Hafnium; ionization energies; lutetium; osmium; rhenium; tan-

talum; tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium; energy levels;

18506.

Haken's Hamiltonian; polar crystals; biexcitons; 18592.

Halides; iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard reference data;

surface tension; viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compila-

tion; density; electrical conductance; fluorides; JPCRD 8, No.

1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Hall-effect measurements; phosphorus in silicon; electron

paramagnetic resonance; epitaxial silicon; NBSIR 79-1748.

Halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals;

phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radi-

cals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical anion; aqueous solu-

tion; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics; NSRDS-NBS65.
Halomethanes; vapor pressure—boiling point data; Wagner

equation; Antoine equation; enthalpy of vaporization; JPCRD
8, No. 2. 499-518 (1979).

Halo-organics; ionization detector; porous anode; electron cap-

ture detector; gas chromatography; SP519, pp. 777-782

(Apr. 1979).
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Hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; interface signals;

I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller; printer; cable

interface; computer; controller; control units; NBS-GCR-79-
IH2.

Handicapped; mental retardation; ambulatory people; autism;

cerebral palsy; deafness; developmentally disabled; epilepsy;

fire safety; group homes; NBS-GCR-79-167.
Handicapped occupants; health care facilities; nursing homes;

user needs; building codes; building evaluation; elderly; fire

safety; NBSIR 79-1906.

Harbor facilities; inspection; maintenance; marine borers; non-

destructive testing; pilings; timber; acoustics; bridges;

creosote; 18525.

Hard sphere model; Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natural

gas (LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter; comparisons;

correlation; custody transfer; density; experimental; extended

corresponding states method; 18775.

Hardness; liquid softening; oxides; scratching; size effect;

specific energy; ceramics; chipping; crack formation; fracture

toughness; friction; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Hardness; positron annihilation; titanium; defects; Doppler

broadening; 18967.

Hardness; surface characterizations; surface finishing; abrasion;

ceramic machining; ceramics; effects of machining on ceram-
ic properties; SP562.

Hardware monitoring; CPEUG; installation management; on-

line system evaluation; prediction methods; queuing models;

simulation; software monitoring; workload definition; com-
puter performance evaluation; computer performance mea-
surement; computer performance prediction; SP500-52.

Hardware monitors; modeling; performance evaluation; per-

formance prediction; simulation; validation; workload charac-

terization; workload management; capacity planning; SP500-
52, pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Harrison classification; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries;

polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; 18758.

Harrison classification; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries;

polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; 18759.

Harshaw Chemical Company; relative humidity; storage; Stud-

svik AB Atomenergi, Sweden; thermoluminescence dosime-

ters; fading; 18989.

Hartree-Fock calculations; x-ray emission; copper K0; double

vacancy; emission spectrum; 18526.

H-atom abstraction; hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; in-

frared spectrum; matrix isolation; methane; methyl fluoride;

methyl radical; F-atom production; F-atom reactions; 18869.

Hazard; heat transfer;- ignitability; standard; test; apparel; extin-

guishability; fabrics; flammability; garments; 18708.

Hazard; ignition temperature; lamp surface temperature; melt-

ing temperature; miniature Christmas lights; plastic insulating

material; polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock;

fire; flaming ignition; glowing ignition; NBSIR 79-1716.

Hazard; injuries; loss prevention; risk; safety; construction; cost

effectiveness; 18890.

Hazard analysis; probability; residential buildings; sensitivity

analysis; smoke detectors; standards; upholstered furniture;

building fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision analysis;

fire losses; furniture; TNI 101

.

Hazard warnings; pictograms; safety information; standardiza-

tion; symbols; communication; evaluation methods; fire

safety; NBSIR 79-1760.

Hazardous materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; trans-

portation; effective carbon atom number; NBSIR 79-1768.

Hazardous materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; trans-

portation; effective carbon atom number; 18639.

Hazardous temperatures; load current; overlamping; surface

mounted incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

NBSIR 79-1912.

Hazardous temperatures; load current; protective barrier;

recessed incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

NBSIR 79-1913.

Haze; hazemeter; integrating sphere; linearity; scattering; colli-

mation; 18594.

Hazemeter; integrating sphere; linearity; scattering; collimation;

haze; 18594.

HBr* laser magnetic resonance; molecular ions; 18917.

HCCN; infrared spectrum; interferometer; matrix isolation;

methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet

photolysis; CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum; 18842.

HCI-Ar; rotational linewidths; temperature dependence;

theoretical and experimental comparison; vibrational effect;

18689.

He; interaction energy; overlap; Be; dispersion; excited states;

18933.

Head injury; helmet; impact; test method; headform; headgear;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Head injury criterion; impact; peak acceleration; performance;

playground surfaces; test method; NBSIR 79-1707.

Headform; headgear; head injury; helmet; impact; test method;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Headgear; head injury; helmet; impact; test method; headform;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Headspace gas stripping; standard-addition calibration; trace

analysis; trapping column; equilibration trapping; gas chro-

matography; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Health care facilities; hospitals; human behavior; nursing

homes; nursing staff; training; evacuation; fire doors; fire

drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Health care facilities; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety

Code; nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety

evaluation; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers; building

codes; building construction; Delphi Method; fire safety;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical pro-

gramming; nursing homes; renovation; applied economics;

building codes; building economics; economic analysis; fire

safety; NBSIR 79-1902.

Health care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical pro-

gramming; nursing homes; renovation; applied economics;

building codes; building economics; economic analysis; fire

safety; 19045.

Health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses; smoke movement;

sprinkler systems; NBSIR 79-1749.

Health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses; prisons; bedding;

beds; compartment fires; firesafety engineering; fire tests;

18517.

Health care facilities; nursing homes; user needs; building

codes; building evaluation; elderly; fire safety; handicapped

occupants; NBSIR 79-1906.

Health care facility; smoke development; fire hazards; fire pro-

tection; fire safety; 18721

.

Health facilities; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technologi-

cal change; capital formation; economic growth; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-45.

Health physics; particle accelerators; radiation measurements;

radiation protection; standard; accelerator design; accelerator

operation; HI07, Revised.

Health Physics Society Standards Committee; mandatory testing

program; peer review; personnel dosimetry; processors; stan-

dard; trial use and comment; American National Standards

Institute; 18992.

Hearing; hearing aids; selection of hearing aids; speech commu-
nication; audition; communications; CIS4, Revised 1978.

Hearing aid tests; orthotelephonic response; anthropometric

manikin; free-field measurements; hearing aids; 18464.

Hearing aids; hearing aid tests; orthotelephonic response;

anthropometric manikin; free-field measurements; 18464.
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I

Hearing aids; selection of hearing aids; speech communication;
' audition; communications; hearing; CIS4, Revised 1978.

Heart; liver; scattering; scattering cross-section; absorption; at-

tenuation; SP525, pp. 153-156 (Apr. 1979).

Heat addition; hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial, boundary-

1
value problem; linearized equations; partial differential equa-

I
tions; buoyant convection; finite-difference computations; fire

j
in an enclosure; NBSIR 79-1754.

I Heat capacity; low temperature alloy; specific heat; stainless

steel; 18419.

Heat capacity; measurement automation; p-Terphenyl; ther-

modynamic properties; X-type transition; adiabatic

calorimetry; automated calorimetry; calorimetry; 18376.

Heat capacity; relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt solutions;

thermochemistry; vapor pressure; apparent molal heat

capacity; aqueous systems; bibliography; electrochemistry;

electrolytes; enthalpy of dilution; SP537.

Heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat; standard reference

materials; thermodynamic properties; alumina; aluminum

I

oxide; calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy; 183 77.

r Heat capacity measurement; heat measurements; levitation

calorimetry; microcalorlmetry; radiation calorimetry; solution

calorimetry; bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; electromag-

netic power calorimetry; energy measurement; enthalpy mea-
surement; entropy measurement; 18330.

Ill

Heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn off-eutectic alloys; phase

I diagram of KjO-FejO^ system; solidification; surface tension

of liquid gallium; thermodynamic properties; convection;

NBSIR 79-1767.

j

Heat detectors; hospitals; ionizaton detectors; mattresses;

I
nursing homes; photoelectric detectors; corridors; escape; fire

! detectors; full-scale tests; NBSIR 79-1739.

Heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity;

beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth;

NBS-GCR-78-128.

II

Heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity;

j

beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth;

i
NBS-GCR-78-129.

'} Heat effect; injury mechanism; injury statistics; mouth burn;

specific electrical effect; arc bum; contact burn; current

threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte shift; NBSIR 79-1710.

i| Heat measurements; levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry;

' radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry; bomb
calorimetry; drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power

|(
calorimetry; energy measurement; enthalpy measurement; en-

1
tropy measurement; fuels, heating values; 18330.

Heat of formation; hexylmethylethane; r-butyl radical;

unimolecular decomposition; activation energy; /1-factor;

comparative rate; flow system; 18743.

Heat of formation; ion-molecule reactions; proton affinity;

j

proton transfer reaction; dichlorocarbene; 18331.

] t Heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; melting temperature; metastable

states; phenyl substituted diglycerides; phospholipids;

polymorphism; recrystallization temperature; benzyl sub-

jl stituted diglycerides; differential scanning calorimetry; 18380.

f Heat of mixing; liquid-vapor equilibria; methane + ethane; bi-

nary mixtures; data correlation; excess volumes; JPCRD 8,

No. 3, 799-816 (1979).

il:

Heat pumps; part-load evaluation; standards for heat pumps;

I testing procedures for heat pumps; 18703.

Heat pumps; part-load evaluation; standards for heat pumps;

testing procedures for heat pumps; 18778.

Heat recovery; lint; performance; venting; appliance; clothes

dryer; efficiency; energy conservation; 18793.

^

Heat recovery; recycling; residential; wastewater treatment;

' water; water conservation; water heating; water usage; ener-

gy; energy consumption; grey water; NBSIR 79-1770.

Heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ig-

nitability; submarine compartment; combustion products; fire

barrier coatings; fire growth, fiame spread; foam insulation;

NBSIR 78-1584.

Heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ig-

nitability; prediction model; shipboard spaces; fire growth;

fire statistics; flame spread; fuel load survey; NBSIR 79-1714.

Heat release rate; ignition; interior finish; passive fire protec-

tion; potential heat; smoke; compartment fires; fire tests;

flame spread; NBSIR 79-1700.

Heat switches; magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization;

potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium

titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant;

electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-

ceramics; 18680.

Heat transfer; helium; hydrodynamics; large magnets; power

transmission; review; superconductors; ac generators; 18822.

Heat transfer; ignitability; standard; test; apparel; extinguisha-

bility; fabrics; flammability; garments; hazard; 18708.

Heat transfer; injury potential; simulation; accident; apparel;

burn injury; clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics; fire; gar-

ments; NBSIR 79-1755.

Heat transfer; room fires; smoke; soot; thermal radiation; fire

models; NBS-GCR-78- 1 5 1

.

Heat transfer; standards; apparel; burn injury; ease of ignition;

fabrics; fire; flammability tests; garments; 18991

.

Heat transmission; helium 11; mutual friction; axial heat trans-

port; forced convection; 18617.

Heating; oil-fired; rating; space-heating; testing; boiler; com-
bustion; energy; furnace; gas-fired; 18385.

Heating; passive; solar; suburban; urban; application; buildings;

commercial; daylighting; energy; environments; 18894.

Heating and cooling load; hybrid computer; NBSLD; thermal

comfort; 18336.

Heating and cooling load; solar heat gain; daylighting; energy

calculation; energy consumption; fenestration; 19003.

Heating balance point analysis; low-income residences; mar-

ginal cost/benefit analysis in weatherization; optimum
weatherization retrofit combinations; thermal analysis of re-

sidences; Community Services Administration; NBSIR 79-

1706.

Heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident in-

vestigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire

safety; NBSIR 79-1731

.

Heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident in-

vestigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire

safety; NBS-GCR-78-1 49

.

Heating equipment; maintenance; stoves; wood; accident in-

vestigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire departments; fire

safety; 18537.

Heating load calculation; NBSLD analysis of residences; re-

sidential energy conservation; thermal mass effect in

buildings; building energy consumption analysis; compu-
terized building energy analysis; cooling load calculation;

energy conservation; NBSIR 79-1732.

Heating rate; lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyurethane;

thermogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics; aging of polymers;

degradation of polymers; error propagation; factor-jump

method; 18620.

Heating value; hydrocarbon; liquefied natural gas; phase

equilibrium; pipelines; sampling; custody transfer; density; gas

analysis; gas chromatography; NBSIR 78-887.

Heating value; liquefied natural gas; sampling; custody transfer;

density; gas analysis; gas chromatography; 18395.

Heat-pipe oven use in the vacuum ultraviolet; multichannel

capillary arrays; vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy; vacuum ul-

traviolet windows; differential pumping across capillary ar-

rays; focused vacuum ultraviolet; 18808.

Heats of formation; transition metal alloys; <i-electron energy

band parameters; d-electron transfer; 19047.
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Heavy ions; international commission on radiation units and

measurements; protons; stopping power; a-particles; elec-

trons; 1835S.

Helicoid anemometer; lag; overspeeding error; rotary

anemometer; unsteady flow; air; anemometer; NBSIR 78-

1505.

Helium; hydrodynamics; large magnets; power transmission;

review; superconductors; ac generators; heat transfer; 18822.

Helium; ionization; secondary; angular; Born approximation;

correlations; electron impact; electrons; 18534.

Helium; stability; superconductor; transient flow; transient heat

transfer; forced flow; 18813.

Helium; x-ray emission; flare stars; 19007.

Helium II; mutual friction; axial heat transport; forced convec-

tion; heat transmission; 1 861 7.

Helium 'S state; molecular electronic structure; van der Waals
coefficient; frequency dependent polarizability; 18934.

Helium 3; Japan; millikelvin research; nuclear cooling;

Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid He''; superfluid He''; sym-
posium; cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; 18679.

Helmet; impact; test method; headform; headgear; head injury;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Hematite forming on platinum; iron as alloy in platinum;

platinum ware; surface of platinum influenced by method
heating; contrast augmentation of reflecting surfaces; double-

diaphragm; faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Hemispherical domes; oxides; sapphire; two-surface lapping;

two-surface polishing; dome finishing; finishing technique;

SP562, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; impedance; infarct; speed; ul-

trasonic; attenuation; brain tumor; clot; SP525, pp. 81-84

(Apr. 1979).

He-Ne laser; nonlinear optics; 1.15 Om; frequency; 18562.

Herbicides; high pressure liquid chromatography; organics in

water; pesticides; extraction; SP519. pp. 87-94 (Apr. 1979).

Hermes/CTS; international time comparison; precise time

transfer; satellite; time; time scales; 18861

.

Hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak testing; measurement
technology; microcalorimetry; moisture; nondestructive test-

ing; pacemaker leads; process control; reliability; semicon-

ductor devices; welding; automated testing; batteries; cardiac

pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; SP400-50.
Hermeticity; hybrids; nondestructive tests; semiconductor; tape-

bonded devices; acoustic emission; beam lead devices; elec-

tronic devices; SP400-59.

Hermeticity; indium-doped silicon; infrared reflectance; in-

tegrated circuits; line-width measurements; oxidation;

photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-device grade

silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors,

sheet; SP400-38.

Hermeticity; moisture infusion; oxide moisture sensors; ac-

celerated stress test; capillary leaks; corrosion failure; NBS-
GCR-79-170.

Hermilian magnitude; isotropicity; isotropic, real-time, electric-

field sensor (IRES); resistively loaded dipole; tangential sen-

sitivity; broadband; dynamic range; 19034.

Herzberg-Teller theory; rotational contours of absorption

bands; vibrational angular momentum; absorption selection

rules; benzene; 18750.

Heuristic; interchange; random test graphs; scheduling; time

complexity; algorithm; chromatic number; color function;

graph; graph coloring; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 (1979).

Hexononitriles; iterative analysis; proton nmr spectroscopy;

shift reagents; acyclic sugars; chemical shifts; conformation;

coupling constants; 18742.

Hexylmethylethane; f-butyl radical; unimolecular decomposi-
tion; activation energy; /1-factor; comparative rate; flow

system; heat of formation; 18743.

High accuracy; modular capacitive divider; portable system;

truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; field calibration; 18833.

High accuracy; portable system; truck-mounted; CCVT; com-
pact; field calibration; 18938.

High copper; single alloy; amalgam; creep; dental; dimensional

change; dispersion type alloy; 18729.

High current beams; numerical simulation; particle accelera-

tors; space charge forces; beam transport; 18932.

High duty-cycle; coincidence experiments; correlations in

nuclei; cw accelerators; electronuclear physics; 18906.

High energy radiotherapy beams; leakage; measurement
techniques; medical accelerators; neutrons; relative biological

effect; shielding techniques; standards; dosimetry; SP554.

High energy x-ray radiotherapy machine; mixed photon-neutron

field dosimetry; neutron leakage; SP554, pp. 87-97 (Sept.

1979).

High fluence; laser irradiation; ceramic surfaces; diamond sin-

gle-point machining; SP562, pp. 513-518 (Oct. 1979).

High frequency; Loran-C; low frequency; radio broadcasts;

satellite broadcasts; standard frequencies; television color

subcarrier; time and frequency calibration methods; time

calibration; time signals; frequency calibration; SP559.

High frequency oscillator; Josephson junction; picosecond pulse

generator; ac current; U.S. Patent 4 ,168,441

.

High performance liquid chromatography; occupational health;

picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity; sen-

sitivity; specificity; trace analysis; environmental pollution;

fluorescence; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

High performance liquid chromatography; phylloquinone;

tocopherols; tocotrienols; vitamin E; vitamin K; SP519, pp.

279-288 (Apr. 1979).

High performance liquid chromatography (hpic); inert columns;

metabolism; methandienone; urine; anabolic steroids; clean-

up; contamination; dianabol; gas chromatography-mass spec-

trometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography (glc); SP519,

pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

High precision; high-precision weighing; load cell; mass; mass

comparator; mass difference; strain-gage; substitution

weighing; weighing; weights; constant loading; force; J. Res.

84, No. 5, 347-351 (1979).

High pressure; high pressure chemistry; pressure generator;

calibration; 18401.

High pressure; high temperature; measurement method; powder

diffraction; reactive atmosphere; coal gasification; 18945.

High pressure; high temperature; mechanochemical polishing;

quartz crystal; sapphire; Si single crystal; SP562, pp. 171-182

(Oct. 1979).

High pressure; hydrostaticity; liquids; pressure cell; viscosity;

diamond-anvil; glass transition; 18509.

High pressure chemistry; pressure generator; calibration; high

pressure; 18401.

High pressure extraction; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon;

coal combustion products; glass capillary gas chromatog-

raphy; SP5/ 9, pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

High pressure extrusion; oriented polyethylene; relaxation t

process; stress relaxation; torsion pendulum; dynamic
;

mechanical; 18767.

High pressure liquid chromatography; hydrocarbon persistence;
j

infrared spectroscopy; petroleum hydrocarbons; sediment I

analysis; gas chromatography—mass spectrometry; glass
I

capillary chromatography; SP519, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979). i

High pressure liquid chromatography; organics in water; pesti- i

cides; extraction; herbicides; SP519. pp. 87-94 (Apr. 1979).
f

High reflectance coatings; interface absorption; multilayer i

films; scattering; absorption; antireflectance coatings; SP541,

pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

High resolution; multirange; R-2R ladder; relay switching; self-

calibration; twenty bits + sign; voltage output; digital-to-

analog converter; TNI 105.
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High resolution; reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ul-

trasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomography; Doppler;

fluid flow; SP525. pp. 227-23 3 (Apr. 1979).

High resolution; reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ul-

trasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomography; Doppler;

fluid flow; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

High resolution detector; phase sensitive detector; programma-
ble detector; a-c detector; automatic bridge; detector; 18453.

High resolution IR spectra; hypochlorous acid; large A-value
molecules; stratospheric HOCl; air pollutants; chlorine sink;

18864.

High resolution spectra; spectral clusters; spherical top

molecules; 4th and 6th rank octahedral tensor; asymptotic
eigensolutions; 18706.

High resolution spectroscopy; hyperfme structure; level

clusters; saturation absorption spectra; superfine structure;

symmetry analysis; tableau calculus; 18609.

High resolution spectroscopy; ion storage; laser spectroscopy;

Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; optical spectroscopy;

radiation pressure; radiative cooling; Doppler-free spec-

troscopy; frequency standard; 18699.

High resolution spectroscopy; level clusters; spherical top
molecules; combination bands; 18921.

High resolution spectroscopy; level clusters; saturation absorp-

tion spectroscopy; spherical top molecules; 18928.
High rise buildings; hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes;

bibliographies; building fires; escape; evacuation; fires; NBS-
GCR-78-138.

High speed logic; Josephson computer; Josephson junction;

microstriplines; superconductivity; 18666.

High speed performance; high speed tires; police tires; pursuit

tires; tire maintenance; traction performance; tread wear;
19038.

High speed photography; Kerr effect; liquid breakdown;
nitrobenzene; partial discharges; streamers; transient

phenomena; electrical breakdown; 18843

.

High speed tires; police tires; pursuit tires; tire maintettance;

traction performance; tread wear; high speed performance;
19038.

High stability oscillators; superconducting cavity stabilized

oscillator; superconducting oscillators; superconducting

resonators; 18692.

High temperature; intergranular fracture; stainless steel; critical

strain rate; fatigue; grain boundary sliding; 18896.
High temperature; isolation; lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix;

modeling; vapors; combustion; equilibrium; SP56I, Vols. I

and 2.

High temperature; measurement method; powder diffraction;

reactive atmosphere; coal gasification; high pressure; 18945.

High temperature; mechanochemical polishing; quartz crystal;

sapphire; Si single crystal; high pressure; SP562, pp. 171-182

(Oct. 1979).

High vacuum; interferometry; piezo-electric positioner; 18318.

High voltage; impulse; lightning impulse; pulse calibration;

ramp response; step response; divider; 18727.

Ili High voltage; impulse; pulse measurements; response time; step

response; transients; divider; Duhamel's integral; NBSIR 79-

r 1933.

I

High voltage; low temperature polymer; cryogenic; dielectric

i
loss; dissipation factor; 18384.

High voltage; pulse measurement; voltage measurement; cur-

rent measurement; electric transmission; electro-optic

systems; 188 72.

\
High voltage; standards; sulfur-hexafluoride; calibration;

I

Clausius-Mossotti equation; compressed-gas capacitor;

'i 18513.

[I
High-carbon ferrochromium; homogeneity testing; preparation;

j|

processing; standard reference material; composition; 18414.
^ High-density lipoproteins; neutron scattering; electron

microscopy; 18851.

Higher headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit; response

force; triply redundant central computer; central unit; com-

puterized; detection; electronic lock; exclusion area; forced

entry deterrent systems; guard control station; NBSIR 79-

1725.

Higher-order moments; hot-wire anemometry; probability dis-

tributions; small-scale turbulence; correlations; grid-turbu-

lence; 18821.

Highly excited Rydberg states; population of angular momen-
tum states; collisional transitions; 18473.

Highly ionized; impurity; molybdenum; plasma; atomic physics;

dielectronic recombination; 18949.

Highly ionized atoms; effective Gaunt factor; electron collision

theory; electron correlation; electron excitation collision

strength; electron excitation cross section; 18997

.

High-performance liquid chromatography; LC microcapillary

columns; selective detectors; ancillary methods; bonded

phases; chromatographic preconcentration; detector sensitivi-

ty; gas chromatography; glass capillary columns; SP519, pp.
487-499 (Apr. 1979).

High-performance liquid chromatography; light-scattering;

lipids; nephelometry; oils; re versed-phase; serum;

cerebrospinal fluid; detector; SP519, pp. 429-436 (Apr.

1979).

High-power; reflectance; spectral absorptance; theory; asym-

metric absorptance; damage thresholds; dielectric reflectors;

electric-field distribution; SP541, pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

High-precision weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator;

mass difference; strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing;

weights; constant loading; force; high precision; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 347-351 ( 1979).

High-pressure liquid chromatography; marine biota;

metabolites; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; SP519, pp.

79-86 (Apr. 1979).

High-resolution spectra; level clusters; Raman spectra; rotation-

vibration spectra; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer ap-

proximation; 18598.

High-resolution spectra; Orion Nebula; dimethyl ether transi-

tions; 18731.

High-rise; model codes; people movement; systems design;

buildings; communications systems; fire safety; BSSl 15.

High-rise building design; network fiow; building evacuation;

NBSIR 79-1738.

High-rise communication systems; multiplex systems; NFPA
standards; residential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory

devices; control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors;

18625.

High-speed grinding; pyrex; size effect; chipping; ferrites; glass

melting; grinding; grinding model; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979).

High-strength; low-temperature; mechanical properties;

nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel; tensile pro-

perties; toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; 18957

.

High-voltage C(V) and G(V) measurements; semiconductor

device measurements; silicon-on-sapphire measurements; ex-

tended-range capacitance and conductance measurements;

NBS-GCR-78-155.
Histological sections; implant materials; microanalysis; molecu-

lar microanalysis; pathological tissue; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanaly-

sis; biological tissue; foreign bodies; 18958.

Histology of breast tumors; signal processing for tissue; x-ray

examination of bresist; attenuation of areola; attenuation of

breast tissue; attenuation of malignant tumors; breast cancer

detection; breast carcinoma; SP525, pp. 85-91 (Apr. 1979).

Historic district; historic preservation; regulations; rehabilita-

tion; safety; barriers; building codes; code enforcement;

SPS36. pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).
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Historic preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelopment; reha-

bilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demoli-

tion; economics; TN980.

Historic preservation; life-cycle costing; redevelopment; reha-

bilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demoli-

tion: economics; 19016.

Historic preservation; performance attributes; performance

evaluation; building codes and standards; building code struc-

ture; existing buildings; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

Historic preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; safety; bar-

riers; building codes; code enforcement; historic district;

SP536, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Historical survey; prominent calorimetrists; benzoic acid;

calibration; combustion bombs; combustion calorimetry;

IS797.

History; standards; alkalies; cement; 18854.

History of building research; building technology; Center for

Building Technology; BSS75.

Hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mobility; lattice scat-

tering mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; scattering

mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type silicon; boron-doped

silicon; dopant density; effective mass; SP400-47.

Hollow cathode discharge; metal vapor production; sputtering;

charge transfer; 18968.

Hollow cathodes; mass spectrometry; neon; nitrogen; Penning

effect; carbon; copper; 18449.

Holography; interferometers; matrix crazing, nondestructive

testing; pressure vessels; composites; SP563, pp. 211-212

(Oct. 1979).

Holography; irradiance; laser diagnostics; phase front; beam
profile; calibrated system; TN1015.

Holography; laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical

processing; phase; precision measurements; wave front; am-
plitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital sampling;

Fourier optics; TNI 009.

Holstein-Primakoff representation; spin operators; Boson ex-

pansions; 18885.

Home accidents; home safety; safety in the home; stair ac-

cidents; stair safety; window accidents; window safety; ac-

cident avoidance; accidents in the home; door accidents;

NBS-GCR-78-156.
Home entertainment electronics; industrial electronics; medical

electronics; microwave electronics; nonionizing radiation;

radiation hazards; radio regulations; radio standards; RFI;

spectrum management; standardization organizations;

telecommunications; TVl; SP55!

.

Home fires; residential smoke detectors; smoke detectors; de-

tection; fires; 18514.

Home safety; safety in the home; stair accidents; stair safety;

window accidents; window safety; accident avoidance; ac-

cidents in the home; door accidents; home accidents; NBS-
GCR-78-156.

Home safety; safety standards; stair safety; stairway design; ac-

cidents; architectural design; architectural psychology;

architectural research; building codes; building design; build-

ing regulatory standards; floor coverings; BSSI20.

Homeostasis; promotion; RBE; risk; cell-proliferation; cell-tur-

nover; cytotoxicity; SP554, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Homogeneity; measurement method; nondestructive testing;

photoconductivity; power devices; resistivity variation; auto-

mation; bulk photovoltaic effect; computer control; SP400-

52.

Homogeneity; standard reference materials; steel; digital

periodic integrator; electron microprobe; SP260-65

.

Homogeneity; standard reference materials; standards; digital

periodic integrator; electron microprobe; 189 73.

Homogeneity testing; preparation; processing; standard

reference material; composition; high-carbon ferrochromium;

18414.

Homogeneous enzyme immunoassay; immunoassay; drug assay;

EMIT" fluoroimmunoassay; fluorescence immunoassay;

SP519, pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979).

Homogeneous system; hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; in-

ternal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo method;

periodic boundaries; pressure; stress calculation; virial

theorem of Clausius; equilibrium; 18456.

Hormones; neurotransmitters; nutrients; organic pollutants;

trace organic analysis; drug analysis; food toxicants; SP519.

Hose; hose specifications; rubber hose; solar energy systems;

NBSfR 79-1917.

Hose specifications; rubber hose; solar energy systems; hose;

NBSIR 79-1917.

Hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; bibliographies;

building fires; escape; evacuation; fires; high rise buildings;

NBS-GCR-78-138.

Hospitals; human behavior; nursing homes; nursing staff; train-

ing; evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire

safety; health care facilities; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; patients; room fires;

breathing apparatus; death; evacuation; fires; fiashover; NBS-
GCR-78-140.

Hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes;

risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke de-

tection; automatic sprinklers; building codes; building con-

struction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facilities;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Hospitals; ionizaton detectors; mattresses; nursing homes;

photoelectric detectors; corridors; escape; fire detectors; full-

scale tests; heat detectors; NBSIR 79-1 739.

Hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming; nursing

homes; renovation; applied economics; building codes; build-

ing economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

facilities; NBSIR 79-1902.

Hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming; nursing

homes; renovation; applied economics; building codes; build-

ing economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care

facilities; 19045.

Hospitals; mattresses; prisons; bedding; beds; compartment

fires; firesafety engineering; fire tests; health care facilities;

18517.

Hospitals; mattresses; smoke movement; sprinkler systems;

health care facilities; NBSIR 79-1749.

Hot forged; KBr; KCI; KCI;KI; LiF; MgFj; NaCI; NaF; piezo-

optic constants; refractive index; SiOj; SrFj; thermal expan-

sion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; TN993.

Hot water; measurement; rating; solar; standards; testing; com-

puter; 18428.

Hot water heaters; hot water usage; residential water use; ener-

gy field measurements; 18829.

Hot water usage; residential water use; energy field measure-

ments; hot water heaters; 18829.

Hot-dry-rock well; permeability to water; pipe-bonding

strength; tensile strength; cementing-materials; compressive

strength; 19018.

Hot-wire anemometry; probability distributions; small-scale tur-

bulence; correlations; grid-turbulence; higher-order moments;

18821.

Hot/cold wafer chuck; thermally stimulated measurements;

thermal wafer chuck; variable temperature; wafer chuck;

deep level measurements; defect mapping; SP400-55.

Hourly load profiles; refrigerator field data; usage profiles;

combination refrigerator-freezer field data; daily load

profiles; energy consumption; field measurments; NBSIR 79-

1781.

Household activities; room use; demographics; developmental

disabilities; fire protection; group homes; NBSIR 79-1727.

Housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building

economics; building materials; economic analysis; TN971

.
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Housing; lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building

economics; building materials; cost estimation; econometric

models; economic analysis; TN979.

Housing; preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; adaptive

reuse; building codes; buildings; building safety; code en-

forcement; construction; fire safety; SP536.

Housing; regulations; accessible; disabled; SP552, pp. 95-100

(July 1979).

Housing; rehabilitation; standards; building codes; community
development; construction costs; contractors; SP536, pp. 55-

61 (Feb. 1979).

Housing construction; mine subsidence; mining; site develop-

ment; standards; structural design; foundation design;

geotechnical engineering; 18324.

Housing needs; physical condition rehablitation; decision

I

criteria; demolition; SP536, pp. 75-81 (Feb. 1979).

I

HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair

partition; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity;

sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids;

catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; SP519, pp.
509-523 (Apr. 1979).

1
Hull systems; simplified test equipment for internal combustion

engines; turret systems; vehicle maintenance; combat vehi-

cles; diagnostic connector assembly; fighting vehicle systems;

generic DCA; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Human abdominal tissues; phantom; gelatin; SP525, pp. 323-

326 (Apr. 1979).

i
Human behavior; literature reviews; pyromaniacs; abnormal

psychology; arson; arsonists; firesetters; NBS-GCR-79- 1 57.

Human behavior; nursing homes; bibliographies; building fires;

escape; evacuation; fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; NBS-
GCR-78-138.

Human behavior; nursing homes; nursing staff; training; evacua-

tion; fire doors; fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety;

health care facilities; hospitals; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Human behavior; nursing staff; patients; room fires; breathing

apparatus; death; evacuation; fires; flashover; hospitals; NBS-
GCR-78-140.

Human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors;

subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliogra-

phies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric fiammability;

fire detection systems; fire tests; fiammability tests; NBSIR
79-1745.

Human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; building fires;

conferences; fire detection; fire investigations; fire models;

fire research; fire retardants; flame retardants; SP540.

Human behavior; statistical sampling; surveys; fire departments;

fire incidence; fire reporting; fire victims; NBS-GCR-78-135.
Human behavior in fires; combustion products; fire hazards;

fire modeling; fire research; NBSIR 78-1526.

Human behavior in fires; physics of fire; toxicity of combustion

products; chemistry of fire; combustion products; fire

ji hazards; fire modeling; fire research; NBSIR 79-1916.

^

Human bone; microhardness; microstructure; piezoelectricity;

thermodynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity ; wave propaga-

I tion; anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; SP525, pp. 189-196

I (Apr. 1979).

Human characteristics; personal control; physical environment;

privacy; architectural psychology; bibliography; buildings;

communication; cost; NBSIR 79-1793.

Human engineering; human factors; human motivation; human
reliability; personnel selection; physical security; physiologi-

cal psychology; sensory capability; terrorism;threat analysis;

training; adversary characteristics; animal research;

behavioral science; biosensors; SP480-38.

Human engineering; human factors; human performance; stan-

dard reference data; anthropometry; data base; engineering

psychology; ergonomics; evaluation; NBS-GCR-79-169.

Human factors; human motivation; human reliability; personnel

selection; physical security; physiological psychology; sensory

capability; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary

characteristics; animal research; behavioral science; biosen-

sors; computer analysis; SP480-38.

Human factors; human performance; lawn mowers;

psychophysics; safety; standards; consumer products; NBSIR
77-1298.

Human factors; human performance; standard reference data;

anthropometry; data base; engineering psychology; er-

gonomics; evaluation; human engineering; NBS-GCR-79-169.
Human factors; interactive computing; man-machine interac-

tion; performance measurement; timesharing; computer per-

formance evaluation; SP500-48

.

Human factors; kitchen ranges; labeling; stoves; test methods;

appliance; cooking; efficiency; energy; NBSIR 78-1556.

Human factors; lawn mowers; reaction time; safety; standards;

consumer product; NBSIR 77-1299.

Human factors; product research; data banks; data bases; er-

gonomics; 18862.

Human factors; research; school; air-conditioning; comfort;

education; environment; 18596.

Human motivation; human reliability; personnel selection;

physical security; physiological psychology; sensory capabili-

ty; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary charac-

teristics; animal research; behavioral science; biosensors;

computer analysis; ergonomics; SP480-38.

Human performance; lawn mowers; psychophysics; safety; stan-

dards; consumer products; human factors; NBSIR 77-1298.

Human performance; modeling technique; programming; sen-

sitivity analysis; simulation; architectural research; building

fires; computer-aided design; environmental psychology; fire

research; fire safety; NBSIR 79-1713.

Human performance; modeling technique; simulation; architec-

tural research; building fires; computer-aided design; com-
puter simulation; environmental psychology; fire research;

fire safety; NBSIR 79-1 796.

Human performance; standard reference data; anthropometry;

data base; engineering psychology; ergonomics; evaluation;

human engineering; human factors; NBS-GCR-79-169.
Human plasma; melatonin; negative chemical ionization mass

spectrometry; SP519, pp. 399-404 (Apr. 1979).

Human plasma; nitrogen-sensitive detector; antitussive;

dextromethorphan; gas-liquid chromatography; SP519, pp.

481-485 (Apr. 1979).

Human reliability; personnel selection; physical security;

physiological psychology; sensory capability; terrosim; threat

analysis; training; adversary characteristics; animal research;

behavioral science; biosensors; computer analysis; er-

gonomics; human engineering; SP480-38

.

Human research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regula-

tion; safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design;

building site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation;

fire escape; SP552, pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Human research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regula-

tion; safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design;

building site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation;

fire escape; 18430.

Humic acid; humic substances; reference collection of humic

substances; reference samples; soil organic matter; aquatic

humus; fulvic acid; SP519, pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Humic acid; humic substances; reference collection of humic
substances; soil organic matter; standard humic materials; ful-

vic acid; SP519, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).

Humic substances; reference collection of humic substances;

reference samples; soil organic matter; aquatic humus; fulvic

acid; humic acid; SP519, pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Humic substances; reference collection of humic substances;

soil organic matter; standard humic materials; fulvic acid;

humic acid; SP519, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).
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Humidity; ozone; pressure; standards; temperature; vacuum;

18335.

Humidity measurement; monomolecular film; psychrometer;

psyclirometry; radiative heat transfer; temperature depres-

sion; water vapor measurement; wet bulb; wet element; con-

vective heat transfer; convective mass transfer; J. Res. 84,

No. 2, 161-177 ( 1979).

Hybrid computer; NBSLD; thermal comfort; heating and cool-

ing load; 18336.

Hybrid devices; leak testing; measurement technology; micro-

calorimetry; moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker
leads; process control; reliability; semiconductor devices;

welding; automated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers;
contamination; corrosion; SP400-50.

Hybridization; structural stability; transition elements; elec-

tronegativities; 18421.

Hybrids; nondestructive tests; semiconductor; tape-bonded
devices; acoustic emission; beam lead devices; electronic

devices; hermeticity; SP400-59.

Hydrate; hydration polishing; mechanochemical polishing with

soft powder; pre-existing defect; sapphire; solid state reac-

tion; water vapor; working unit; damaged layer; elastic emis-

sion machining; environmental effect; SP562, pp. 157-169

(Oct. 1979).

Hydrated layer; ion microprobe mass spectrometer; roughness;

sapphire; ultra-fine polishing; water; x-ray photoelectron

spectrometer; crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction

images; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

Hydration polishing; mechanochemical polishing with soft

powder; pre-existing defect; sapphire; solid state reaction;

water vapor; working unit; damaged layer; elastic emission

machining; environmental effect; hydrate; SP562, pp. 157-

169 (Oct. 1979).

Hydration shell, role of; hydroxylapatite, at different pHs;

isotopic exchange, isotonic; recrystallization, role of; surface

layer, role of; dilution effect, at same pH and concentration;

J. Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 (1979).

Hydraulic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level;

maintenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; on-

board; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailora-

ble; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Hydraulic oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifications;

petroleum standards; petroleum test methods; recycled oil;

re-refined oil; used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; SP556.
Hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines;

nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy analyzer

(TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-

capture; SPS19, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Hydrazines; nitroalkanes; nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; ther-

mal energy analyzer; tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride; aza-

arenes; SP519, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Hydrides; hydrogen storage; nuclear magnetic resonance;

nuclear spin relaxation; diffusion; energy; 18352.

Hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves phase; magnetism;

neutron scattering; rare earths; 18682.

Hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves phase; magnetism;

neutron scattering; rare earths; 18881.

Hydrides; Laves phase; magnetic properties; neutron scattering;

rare earth compounds; 18657.

Hydrocarbon; liquefied natural gas; phase equilibrium;

pipelines; sampling; custody transfer; density; gas analysis;

gas chromatography; heating value; NBSIR 78-887.

Hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; structure; calculations; cell

dimensions; crystal; defect; energy; 18787.

Hydrocarbon persistence; infrared spectroscopy; petroleum

hydrocarbons; sediment analysis; gas chromatography—mass

spectrometry; glass capillary chromatography; high pressure

liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Hydrocarbons; capillary columns; gas chromatography; SP519, '

pp. 713-718 (Apr. 1979).
*

Hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds; oxida-

tion; oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius !

parameters; combustion; decomposition; free radicals; NBSIR
79-1941.

Hydrocarbons; marine; petroleum; sediments; extraction; '

SP5I9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).
,

Hydrocarbons; permanent gas analysis; trace organics in air;
j

complete analysis scheme; gas chromatography; SP519, pp.
, [|

153-159 (Apr. 1979).

Hydrocephalus; impedance; infarct; speed; ultrasonic; attenua- i l|

tion; brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage; SP525, pp. 81-84 (Apr.

1979).
, !|

Hydrodynamic machining; ion beam machining; water jet

cutting; ceramics; chemical milling; electric discharge

machining; electron beam machining; glass; SP562, pp. 261- :

|

281 (Oct. 1979). !
,

Hydrodynamic model; isoscalar resonances; isovector !

resonances; photonuclear physics; shell model; giant
^ |

resonances; 18565.

Hydrodynamic radius; intrinsic viscosity; polymer dimensions in
j |

solution; polystyrene; radius of gyration; temperature and

molecular weight dependence; 18960.
,

Hydrodynamic radius; light scattering; molecular weight depen-
^ j

dence; polystyrene; radius of gyration; temperature depen-

dence; 18545.
I (

Hydrodynamics; large magnets; power transmission; review; su-

perconductors; ac generators; heat transfer; helium; 18822.
\

Hydrofoils; maintenance requirements; naval ship application;
|.

^

composites; SP563, pp. 267-275 (Oct. 1979).
'

Hydrogen; interactive computer program; methane; minimiza-

tion of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simultaneous chemical i

equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide;
| ,

coal gasification; COLGAS; NBSIR 78-1509.
'

Hydrogen; ion dynamic effect; plasma line shift; spectral lines;

Stark broadening; deuterium; 18948.
^ ^

Hydrogen; mechanism; photochemistry; radicals; rate constant;

acetylene; butadiyne; ethynyl; 18443.
^ ^

Hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; ox-

ygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; com-

bustion; decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons; NBSIR
79-1941.

Hydrogen; oxygen; scraping auger; slush; slush production;

slush storage; cryogenic; NBSIR 79-1607.

Hydrogen; procedures; regulations; research needs; safety; stan-
"

dards; explosion; fire; 18776.

Hydrogen, production; storage; transmission; cost; economics; "

18812.

Hydrogen; regulations; safety; standards; codes; guidelines;

18394. "

Hydrogen; ruthenium; adsorption; field emission; field-induced

redistribution; 18810.
'

Hydrogen bond; neutron diffraction; rigid body motion; '

triaminoguanidinium nitrate; crystal structure; 18873.

Hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum;

matrix isolation; methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical; F- ^ "

atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction;

18869.

Hydrogen bromide; photochemistry mechanism; thermochemis-

try, bromine atoms; bromoacetylene; excited state; 18974. ^ H

Hydrogen contamination; hydroxyl contamination; semiconduc-

tor device fabrication; silicon; silicon dioxide; thermal oxida- H

tion of silicon; dry oxidation of silicon; NBSIR 78-1558.

Hydrogen cyanide; combustion products; gas analysis; gas chro- J N

matography; 18588.

Hydrogen embrittlement; Rehbinder effects; Westwood effects;

acoustic emission; chemomechanical effects; environmental N

effects; fracture of brittle materials; SP562, pp. 139-145 ^ 1

(Oct 1979).
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Hydrogen evolution; alternating current; alternating voltage;

comparison between theoretical and experimental results;

copper; corrosion; 18756.

Hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation;

methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical; F-atom production;

F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction; hydrogen bonding;

I8H69.

Hydrogen halides; isotopes; laser; TEA laser; electronic

discharge; 18667.

i Hydrogen halides; isotopes; laser; vibrational energy transfer;

I

18388.

I

Hydrogen halides; isotopes; temperature dependence; vibra-

j

tional energy transfer; 18929.

j

Hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic activity scales; pD;
pD scale; pH; pH scales; potentiometric ion activity; activity

coefficient; 18379.

I Hydrogen standards; rubidium standards; time and frequency;

timekeeping; atomic clocks; cesium standards; crystal oscilla-

tors; frequency standards; 18908.

li Hydrogen storage; nuclear magnetic resonance; nuclear spin

j!
relaxation; diffusion; energy; hydrides; 18352.

j

Hydrology forecasting; microwave remote sensing; snow; cen-

ij

trifuge; comparison of measurement methods; free water;

Ij freezing calorimeter; NBSIR 79-1604.

ji
Hydrolytic stability; adhesion; bioadhesive bond strength; bone;

,j
cyanoacrylate; 18638.

t Hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; mineral-

ized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesion; bonding to

mineralized tissues; bone; dentin; 18569.
I Hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; internal virial; molecular

dynamics; Monte Carlo method; periodic boundaries; pres-

sure; stress calculation; virial theorem of Clausius; equilibri-

> um; homogeneous system; 18456.

Hydrostatic pressure testing; intergranular cracking stainless

I steel; sensitized metal; circumferential tearing; fire extin-

ij guisher; 18368.

]

Hydrostaticity; liquids; pressure cell; viscosity; diamond-anvil;

;l glass transition; high pressure; 18509.

\\ Hydroxyapatite; sonic velocity; bone; collagen; crosslinking

I modification; curvelinking; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr. 1979).

Hydroxyapatite; surface area; bone; chemisorption; enamel;

18411.

Hydroxyl; kinetics; mechanism; photochemistry; carbon diox-

I ide; carbon monoxide; carbonyl; exchange; 18436.

Hydroxyl; kinetics; olefin; ozone; review; troposphere; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

' Hydroxyl contamination; semiconductor device fabrication; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; thermal oxidation of silicon; dry oxida-

tion of silicon; hydrogen contamination; NBSIR 78-1558.

Hydroxylapatite; interlayering; octacalcium phosphate; tooth; x-

ray diffraction; bone; 18583.

Hydroxylapatite, at different pHs; isotopic exchange, isoionic;

recrystallization, role of; surface layer, role of; dilution effect,

at same pH and concentration; hydration shell, role of; J.

h Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 ( 1979).

I

I

Hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial, boundary-value problem;

linearized equations; partial differential equations; buoyant

convection; finite-difference computations; fire in an enclo-

I sure; heat addition; NBSIR 79-1754.

I Hyperfine field; magnetism; phase diagram; potassium; conduc-

tivity; exchange interaction; ferrite; 19046.

Hyperfine fields; magnetic relaxation; magnetism; Mossbauer;

!
rare earths; spin glass; 18329.

! Hyperfine structure; level clusters; saturation absorption spec-

tra; superfine structure; symmetry analysis; tableau calculus;

high resolution spectroscopy; 18609.

I

Hyperplane; cube; geometry; 7. Res. 84, No 1, 49-53 ( 1979).

i Hypochlorous acid; large A-value molecules; stratospheric

HOCI; air pollutants; chlorine sink; high resolution IR spec-

tra; 18864.

I

IBM 168-3; IBM 3033; migration guidelines; migration

planning; benchmark performance data; empirical models;

SP500-52, pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

IBM 3033; migration guidelines; migration planning;

benchmark performance data; empirical models; IBM 168-3;

SP500-52, pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

Ice; load; roof; roof load; snow; solar collector; structural en-

gineering; building; NBS-GCR-79-l 8 1

.

ICRM; natural matrix; radioactivity; standards; Woods Hole;

environment; 18981.

Ideal gas thermodynamic properties; internal rotation;

iodoethane; potential barrier heights; symmetric top; tor-

sional frequencies; bromoethanes; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 519-526

(1979).

Ideal gas thermodynamic properties; molecular structure; nor-

mal and deuterated naphthalenes; vibrational assignments;

enthalpy of formation; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 527-536 (1979).

Identifiers; key management; key notarization; cryptography;

digital signatures; encryption; SP500-54.

Identifiers; key management; key notarization; cryptography;

digital signatures; encryption; 19039.

lEC; interlocks; leakage; radiation; safety; standards; accelera-

tors; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

IEEE subcommittee; performance specifications; sample/hold

circuit; standards; terminology; analog-to-digital converter;

digital-to-analog converter; 18365.

Ignitability; standard; test; apparel; extinguishability; fabrics;

flammability; garments; hazard; heat transfer; 18708.

Ignition; interior finish; passive fire protection; potential heat;

smoke; compartment fires; fire tests; flame spread; heat

release rate; NBSIR 79-1 700.

Ignition; television fire; electrical failure; fire containment;

TNI 109.

Ignition temperature; lamp surface temperature; melting tem-

perature; miniature Christmsis lights; plastic insulating materi-

al; polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock; fire; flam-

ing ignition; glowing ignition; hazard; NBSIR 79-1716.

Illumination standards; lighting distribution simulation; visual

performance; building codes; building performance simula-

tion; computer applications; energy conservation; SP552, pp.

321-335 (July 1979).

Illustrated handbook; legislation; thermal envelope criteria;

thermal performance criteria; education; energy utilization

codes; SP552, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; main-

tenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; on-

board; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailora-

ble; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Image processing; inspection; manufacturing; pattern recogni-

tion; robotics; vision systems; automation, NBSIR 79-1764.

Image spoiling; infrared imaging; lattice absorption; zinc sulfide;

characteristic phonons; chemical-vapor deposition; SP541,

pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

Imaging; low-dose; low- intensity; microchannel plate; radiog-

raphy; x ray; 19000.

Imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal

averaging; signal processing; tissue characterization; tomog-

raphy; transducers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer;

chirp signals; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Immunoassay; drug assay; EMIT^ fluoroimmunoassay;

fluorescence immunoassay; homogeneous enzyme immunoas-

say; SP519, pp. 533-539 (Apr. 1979).

Immunoelectrodes; trace organic electrochemistry; bio-selective

membrane electrodes; bio-sensors; enzymes; SP519, pp. 525-

532 (Apr. 1979).
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Impact; marine environment; advanced composites; cavitation

erosion; extended immersion; flammability; glass reinforced

plastics; graphite epoxy; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; ero-

sion; NBSIR 78-1575.

Impact; metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; ero-

sion; 18/i5S.

Impact; ocular contusion; projectiles; propelled objects; test

methods; toy safety; eye injury; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 9-19

( 1979),

Impact; peak acceleration; performance; playground surfaces;

test method; head injury criterion; NBSIR 79-1707.

Impact; silicon nitride; strength; stress intensity factor; abrasive

machining; ceramics; contact stress; damage penetration;

fracture mechanics; fragmentation; glass; grinding; SP562.

pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Impact; test method; headform; headgear; head injury; helmet;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Impact assessment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mo-
bile homes; room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construc-

tion standard; fire growth; fire tests; fiame spread; flashover;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Impact noise; microcircuit device; particle detection; particle

impact noise detection; FIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens;

transducer; acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant; detection;

electronic package; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Impact of government on industry; procurement experiments;

procurement policy; research and development policy;

technological change; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49.

Impact of measurements; measurement technology assessment;

National Measurement System; standards; calibrations; dis-

semination of units; electrical measurements; electric power
measurements; electrotechnology; NBSIR 75-935.

Impedance; infarct; speed; ultrasonic; attenuation; brain tumor;

clot; hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; SP525, pp. 81-84 (Apr.

1979).

Impedance; medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recognition;

scattering; signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue

parameters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation;

computerized tomography; Doppler; SP525.

Impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient;

reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage;

calibration; current; 18600.

Impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient;

reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage;

calibration; current; 1 860 1.

Impedance; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; six-port;

calibration; TNI0I2.

Implant materials; microanalysis; molecular microanalysis;

pathological tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra;

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological tis-

sue; foreign bodies; histological sections; 18958.

Implants; implants passivity; corrosion; crevice corrosion; gal-

vanic corrosion; 18946.

Implants; ion bombardment; rare-gases; relaxation energy; ul-

traviolet photoelectron spectroscopy; amorphous germanium;
binding energy shifts; extra-atomic screening; 18323.

Implants passivity; corrosion; crevice corrosion, galvanic corro-

sion; implants; 18946.

Implementation; large-scale; management; mathematical

models; policy analysis; software; standards; transfer; docu-

mentation; energy; evaluation; guidelines; SP534.

Implementation and effective U value; on-site construction;

building official; energy code; energy efficient; enforcement;

5P552, pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

Implementing; commercialization; empirical investigation;

ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58A.

Implementing; management practices; technological change;
|;

commercialization; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal

civilian R&D; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Implementing; management practices; technological change; %

commercialization; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal

civilian R&D; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Imports; innovation; leather; manufacturing technology; materi- i.

als development; shoes; technology transfer; computer-aided \

design and manufacture (CAD/CAM); footwear industry; i

fragmented industries; government-industry cooperation;

SP527.

Imprisonment; laser; lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength; Al t'

i; aluminum; delayed coincidence; /-value; 18527.

Improper ferroelectrics; pyroelectric detectors; pyroelectric

vidicons; terbium molybdate; triglycine sulfate; ferroelectrics;
'

figures of merit; 18852.
|

Impulse; lightning impulse; pulse calibration; ramp response;

step response; divider; high voltage; 18 72 7.

Impulse; pulse measurements; response time; step response;

transients; divider; Duhamel's integral; high voltage; NBSIR ,

79-1933.

Impulse response; impulsive fields, standards; TEM horn anten-

na; antenna; conical transmission line; TN1008.

Impulse response; laser; photodiode; avalanche photodiode;

FFT; fiber optics; frequency response; NBSIR 79-1620. l
||

Impulsive complex signals; linear averaging; reciprocating;

records after trigger; tape loop; time signal; time window;
i-

gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; SP547, pp. 315-

322 (July 1979). (

Impulsive fields; standards; TEM horn antenna; antenna; coni-
I

cal transmission line; impulse response; TNI008.

Impurities; internal friction; isomers; low temperatures; >i-paraf-

fins; polycrystals; relaxation process; Young's modulus; audio

frequencies; 18467.

Impurities; laser-induced damage; thermal damage; absorption;

antireflection coatings; damage thresholds; SP541, pp. 202-

21 I (Dec. 1978).

Impurities; microroughness; optical microscopy; polishing de-

fects; scattered light; SIMS; stylus instruments; Auger spec-

troscopy; corrosion films; ESCA; SP562. pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Impurities; oxyapatite; cation distribution; cation ordering; '

18448

Impurity; molybdenum; plasma; atomic physics; dielectronic

recombination; highly ionized; 18949.

Impurity analysis; ion microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA); ' ''

microdot reference specimens; secondary ion mass spec-

troscopy (SIMS); silicon sputtering; dopant analysis; NBS-
GCR-79-158. 1

Impurity distribution; material transport; segregation; semicon-

ductor technology; diffusion; electronic technology; SP400-
,

57.
'

IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares;
^

linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean

search system; computer programs; curve fitting; data analy-

sis; data base management; data retrieval; file handling;
,

|

graphic analysis; 18597.

In situ evaluation of insulation; R-value measurement by spot

radiometer; thermal resistance of walls; infrared thermome-

ters; NBSIR 79-1736.

In vivo; microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocardial,
j

infarction; real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound diag- i

nosis; clinical cardiac data; digital processing; Fast Fourier

Transform; frequency spectra; SP525, pp. 267-273 (Apr.

1979).

INAA; paper; trace elements; analysis; clay; forensic; 18325. .[
,

Inch; metric units; centimeter; conversion; customary units;

SP376.
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!
Incidence algebra; inverse limit; orthogonal idempotents; quasi-

'

order; topological algebra; coalgebra; direct limit; faithful dis-

tributive module; generating function; 18788.

Incidence algebra; multiplicative function; quasi-ordered set;

topological algebra; automorphism; cyclic module; faithful

distributive module; 18789.

Inclusion theorem; Kronecker product; numerical radius; spec-

trum; stable matrix; closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix; field

of values; Hadamard product; 18909.

Inclusions; pulse duration; damage thresholds; fluoroberyllate

glass; fluorophosphate glass; SP541. pp. 99-108 (Dec. 1978).

Incoherence; ionization; linear rate; multiphoton; rate approxi-

mation; saturable rate; bandwidth; coherence; dynamic rate;

18893.

I

Incommensurate lattice; lanthanum niobate; modulated struc-

j

ture; nonstoichiometry; two-dimensional modulated structure;

j

18646.

Index matching liquids; neodymium glass lasers; nonlinear

1

refractive index; thermal conductivity; viscosity; Abbe value;

j!
coolants, dn/dT; SP54/, pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Indium-doped silicon; infrared reflectance; integrated circuits;

(
line-width measurements; oxidation; photolithography;

j

photovoltaic method; power-device grade silicon;

radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors, sheet;

scanning acoustic microscope; SP400-38.

I

Indoor radiation; radon in buildings; ventilation and radon con-

:|
centration; energy conservation design; 18587.

\ Induced currents; magnetometers; conductivity anomalies;

earthquake prediction; geomagnetism; 18895.

Induction accelerator; ion acceleration; nuclear research; radia-

tion processing; activation analysis; electron beams; 18570.

Inductive load; nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias;

I

safe operating area; second breakdown; switching power
transistor; tester; transistor; base drive circuit; electronic cir-

cuits; SP400-54.

Inductive voltage dividers; international comparison; measure-
ments; voltage dividers; voltage ratio; calibrations; 18664.

lj

Industrial electronics; medical electronics; microwave elec-

jj

Ironies; nonionizing radiation; radiation hazards; radio regula-

,|

tions; radio standards; RFI; spectrum management; stan-

dardization organizations; telecommunications; TVl; vehicu-

lar electronics; SP551

.

Industrial engineering; isolation; machinery and equipment;
mechanical impedance; mechanical vibrations; noise control;

, transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibrations; antivibration

j

mounting; damping; dynamic properties; HI 28.

(! Industrial laminates; low-pressure laminates; metal-matrix com-

j

posites; polymer matrices; advanced-fiber composites;
' cryogenics; 18631.

[' Industrial laminates; magnetic fusion energy; superconducting

magnets; advanced composites; composite materials;

J
cryogenics; 18560.

j

Industrial laminates; mechanical properties; physical properties;

t radiation properties; cryogenics; glass-epoxy; 18771

.

I Industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum stan-

I
dards; petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil;

;]
used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; SP556.

1 Industrial pollution regulation; market mechanism; offset pol-

j

icy; regulatory policy; technological innovation; administra-

\> live experimentation; Environmental Protection Agency;
': evaluability assessment; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

\ Industrial productivity; materials utilization; measurement capa-

% bilities; medical aids; product safety; public health and safety;

ifi science and technology transfer; standards; basic research;

j|
computer; energy conservation; environmental quality;

f
SP538.

Industrial robots; network services; SRM's; computer interface

2 standards; computers; cryogenic temperature; energy; energy

savings; DIM/NBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

I

Industrial R&D; LDC's; less developed countries; light capital

technology; science and technology for development; U.N.

Conference on Science and Technology for Development;

UNCSTD; appropriate technology; industrialization; 18685.

Industrialization; industrial R&D; LDC's; less developed coun-

tries; light capital technology; science and technology for

development; U.N. Conference on Science and Technology

for Development; UNCSTD; appropriate technology; 18685.

Industrialization; Latin America; management; measurement;

metrology; quality control; standards; technology transfer;

UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development
(UNCSTD); Africa; Asia; developing countries; SP543.

Industrialized housing products; inspection; regulation; third

party; agencies; approval process; evaluation; SP552, pp.

293-309 (July 1979).

Industrializing countries; Korea; measurements; metrology;

physical standards; seminar; South Asia; developing coun-

tries; SP539.

Industrializing nations; international relations; LDC's; measure-

ment services; standardization; AID; assistance; developing

economies; foreign relations; NBSIR 78-1712.

Industrializing nations; international relations; measures;

weights; weights and measures; AID; assistance; developing

economies; foreign relations; NBSIR 79-1721.

Industries; representations and codes; Standard Industrial Clas-

sification; computers; data processing; Federal Information

Processing Standards Publication; FIPS PUB 66.

Industry construction; measurement techniques; standards;

building research; criteria; energy; engineering; SP439-1

.

Inelastic neutron scattering; magnetic properties of rare earth

alloys; metal hydrides; rare-earth hydrides; cerium dihydride;

crystal-field splitting; / 9030.

Inelastic scattering; neutron scattering; orientational disorder;

rotational dynamics; condensed phases; diffusion

mechanisms; 19026.

Inert columns; metabolism; methandienone; urine; anabolic ste-

roids; clean-up; contamination; dianabol; gas chromatog-

raphy-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography

(glc); gc/ms interface; SP519, pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Infarct; interferogram; myocardium; phase cancellation;

velocity; acoustic microscopy; anisotropy; attenuation; elastic

microstructure; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Infarct; speed; ultrasonic; attenuation; brain tumor; clot;

hemorrhage; hydrocephalus; impedance; SP525, pp. 81-84

(Apr. 1979).

Influence of inhibitor on lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate

dehydrogenase assay; lactate to pyruvate reaction; pyruvate

to lactate reaction; spectrophotometric enzyme assay; en-

zyme assay; 18433.

Information age; information as a resource; information revolu-

tion; social issues in information; telecommunication trends;

transborder data flows; computer-telecommunications con-

vergence; computer trends; 18975.

Information as a resource; information revolution; social issues

in information; telecommunication trends; transborder data

flows; computer-telecommunications convergence; computer
trends; information age; 18975.

Information format; information sources; technical information;

technology application; access to information; architect;

l\IBS-GCR-78-153.

Information format; information sources; technical information;

technology application; access to information; architect;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Information intervention; integrated utility systems; case study;

cogeneration; demonstration project; ETIP; evaluation; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-59.

Information Management System (IMS); management report-

ing; performance analysis; structured approach; auditing;

capacity planning; computer performance evaluation; SP500-

52, pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).



Information networks; network; seismic design; systems analy-

sis; building codes; buildings; building standards; classifica-

tion; decision tables; earthquake-resistant design; TNI 100.

Information networks; regulations; standards; decision tables;

formulation analysis; SP552. pp. 249-266 (July 1979).

Information revolution; social issues in information; telecommu-

nication trends; transborder data flows; computer-telecom-

munications convergence; computer trends; information age;

information as a resource; 18975.

Information science; American Society of Information Science;

computer technology library science; 18942.

Information services; libraries. OF I OF2 ; 1 9048.

Information sources; technical information; technology applica-

tion; access to information; architect; information format;

NBS-GCR-78-153.
Information sources; technical information; technology applica-

tion; access to information; architect; information format;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Information storage and retrieval systems; libraries-automation;

machine-readable-bibliographic data; bibliographic data

bases; computerized data bases; NBSIR 78-1577.

Information utilization; ADP auditors; audit; data center; data

processing; SP500-52, pp. 3-8 (Oct. 1979).

Infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry; mechanisms; multiphoton;

thermochemistry; unimolecular dissociation; calorimetry;

38709.

Infrared analysis; spectral coincidences; Stark modulation;

Stark spectroscopy; trace gas analysis; COj laser; derivative

spectra; 18538.

Infrared emission; laser; methylene iodiode; methyl iodiode;

photodissociation; radical; 185 73.

Infrared imaging; lattice absorption; zinc sulfide; characteristic

phonons; chemical-vapor deposition; image spoiling; SP54I,

pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978),

Infrared laser; kinetics; mechanisms; modeling; multiphoton;

unimolecular dissociation; 18712.

Infrared laser windows; materials purification; reactive at-

mosphere process (RAP) chemistry; thin film coating materi-

als; SP54I. pp. 249-256 (Dec, 1978).

Infrared optical components; laser damage; optical properties;

diamond single-point machining; dielectrics; SP562, pp. 293-

303 (Oct. 1979).

Infrared reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width measure-

ments; oxidation; photolithography; photovoltaic method;
power-device grade silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity

variations; resistors, sheet; scanning acoustic microscope;
semiconductor materials; SP400-38.

Infrared spectra; matrix isolation; molecular ions; photochemis-

try; ultraviolet spectra; charge transfer; excited argon atoms;

free radicals; 18847.

Infrared spectroscopy; petroleum hydrocarbons; sediment anal-

ysis; gas chromatography—mass spectrometry; glass capillary

chromatography; high pressure liquid chromatography;
hydrocarbon persistence; SP519, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Infrared spectrum; interferometer; matrix isolation; methyl cya-

nide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis;

CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; 18842.

Infrared spectrum; ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cya-

nide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis;

charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited argon atoms;

force constants; 18879.

Infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; methane; methyl fiuoride;

methyl radical; F-atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom
abstraction; hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; 18869.

Infrared thermometers; in situ evaluation of insulation; R-valuc

measurement by spot radiometer; thermal resistance of walls;

NBSIR 79-1736.

Infrared wings; line shape; model correlation function; pressure

broadening; CO2; far wings; 18886.

Infrastructure; land use; resource zoning; urban; zoning regula-

tions; SP552. pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Inhibitors; pitting corrosion; rust; stress corrosion; corrosion;

crevice corrosion; galvanic corrosion; CIS9, Revised 1979.

Inhomogeneities; inhomogeneity thermal losses; mechanisms;

viscous relative motion; SP525. pp. 37-40 (Apr. 1979).

Inhomogeneity thermal losses; mechanisms; viscous relative mo-
tion; inhomogeneities; SP525, pp. 37-40 (Apr. 1979).

Inhomogeneous broadening; intense laser; multiphoton dissocia-

tion; multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequency; statistical

broadening; three-level system; coherent excitation; dressed

atoms; 18439.

Initial, boundary-value problem; linearized equations; partial

differential equations; buoyant convection; finite-difference

computations; fire in an enclosure; heat addition; hyperbolic,

elliptic equations; NBSIR 79-1754.

Initial spectra; ion pair energy; nuclear data; secondary charged

particles; 18660.

Initiation phase; project request; software; automated data

systems; computer programs; cost/benefit analysis; documen-
tation; documentation content guidelines; feasibility study;

FIPS guidelines; FIPS PUB 64.

Initiator; resin; wear; accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting;

composite; cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; NBSIR 78-1573.

Injuries; loss prevention; risk; safety; construction; cost effec-

tiveness; hazard; 18890.

Injury mechanism; injury statistics; mouth burn; specific electri-

cal effect; arc burn; contact burn; current threshold; electri-

cal injury; electrolyte shift; heat effect; NBSIR 79-1710.

Injury potential; simulation; accident; apparel; burn injury;

clothing; fabric flammability; fabrics; fire; garments; heat

transfer; NBSIR 79-1755.

Injury statistics; mouth burn; specific electrical effect; arc bum;
contact burn; current threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte

shift; heat effect; injury mechanism; NBSIR 79-1710.

inner shell ionization cross section; Monte Carlo electron

trajectory simulation; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray

yield; characteristic x-ray yield; electron probe microanalysis;

18978.

Innovation; leather; manufacturing technology; materials

development; shoes; technology transfer; computer-aided

design and manufacture (CAD/CAM ); footwear industry;

fragmented industries; government-industry cooperation; im-

ports; SP52 7.

Innovation; regulatory reform; technological changes; adminis-

trative experiment; anti-trust regulation; economic incentive;

environmental regulation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

Innovative practices; regulatory research; standards develop-

ment; administrative procedures; building codes; building

regulations; buildings; construction; economic impacts; en-

vironmental considerations; SP552.

In-plane loads; bonded joints; composites; failure criteria;

SP563. p. 241 (Oct. 1979).

Input lockout; mathematical modeling; queuing models; race

conditions; TCAM data flow; teleprocessing; SP500-52, pp.
219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Input/output bus; interface; interface signals; I/O interface bus;

line printer; print controller; printer; cable interface; com-
puter; controller; control units; hammer drive; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Insertion loss; microphone; porous sphere; sphere; spheres;

wind noise; windscreen; windscreen performance; wind-

screens; acoustics; flow; NBSIR 79-1599.
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Inspection; magnetic particles; nondestructive evaluation;

penetrants; radiography; statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical

tests; acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; NBSIR 78-1581

.

Inspection; maintenance; marine borers; nondestructive testing;

pilings; timber; acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities;

18525.

Inspection; manufacturing; pattern recognition; robotics; vision

systems; automation; image processing; NBSIR 79-1764.

Inspection; regulation; third party; agencies; approval process;

evaluation; industrialized housing products; SP552, pp. 293-

309 (July 1979).

Inspection requirements; pre-construction conference; code en-

forcement; county building code; critical structures program;

expense; SP552, pp. 31 1-320 (July 1979).

Instability; polyethylene; viscoelastic; creep; 18807.

Installation; language; maintenance; numerical analysis; OM-
NITAB 78; portability; poster; reliability; statistical comput-

ing section; worksheet; capabilities; ease of learning and
using; 18903.

Installation management; installation performance management;
performance measurement and reporting; resource manage-
ment; standard performance measures; computer per-

formance evaluation (CPE); computer performance manage-
ment (CPM); SP500-53.

Installation management; on-line system evaluation; prediction

methods; queuing models; simulation; software monitoring;

workload defmition; computer performance evaluation; com-
puter performance measurement; computer performance pre-

diction; computer system acquisition; SP500-52

.

Installation performance management; performance measure-

ment and reporting; resource management; standard per-

formance measures; computer performance evaluation

(CPE); computer performance management (CPM); installa-

tion management; SP500-53.

Instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; level; maintenance

oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; onboard;

patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable;

temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out

system; SP547, pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Instantaneous optimization; radiation therapy; uncomplicated

cure; SP554, pp. 57-61 (Sept. 1979).

Instantaneous power spectra; color-coded B-scan; spectra-color

ultrasonography (SCU); spectrum analysis; ultrasonic spec-

troscopy; SP525, pp. 261-266 (Apr. 1979).

Instrument landing system (ILS); measurement instrumentation;

measurement standard; modulation; modulation factor;

modulation meter; Newton-Raphson method; percent modu-
lation; signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio range

(VOR); amplitude modulation; TNI016.
Instrument materials; microcreep; micromechanical properties;

beryllium; dimensional stability; gyroscope; NBSIR 78-1569.

Instrumental analysis; multielement analysis; neutron activation

analysis; SRM; trace elements; urban particulate; error analy-

sis; 18866. I

Instrumentation; fundamental constants; geodynamics;

geophysics; 18947.

Instrumentation; measurement; thermography; Twin Rivers Pro-

ject; weather station; air infiltration; buildings; data acquisi-

tion; energy; 18733.

Instrumentation; measurement procedures; observer proximity

effects; power transmission lines; Russian measurement

technique; electric field measurements; 18494.

Instrumentation; multiwavelength techniques; tectonics; at-

mospheric properties; distance measurement; geodesy;

18816.

Instrumentation; satellites; tectonics; distance measurements;

earthquakes; geodesy; geophysics; 18574.

Instrumentation; total energy; transducers; weather station; data

acquisition system; digital tape recorder; fuel measurement;

NBSIR 79-1709.

Instruments; integrated circuits; Josephson junctions; measure-

ments; superconductivity; electronics; 18859.

Instruments; International Practical Temperature Scale; inter-

polation; interpolation instruments; temperature scale from

630.74 to 1064.43 °C; 18665.

Insulation; life-cycle cost analysis; masonry construction; space

heating and cooling requirements; thermal mass; building

economics; energy conservation; NBSIR 79-1789.

Integral form, conservation of mass principle; mass principle;

algorithm, finite-difference; finite-difference; 18489.

Integrated circuit; large scale integration; memory;

microprocessor; testing; electronics; TNI 102.

Integrated circuit; process validation wafer (PVW); reliability;

silicon; test pattern; transistor gain; 18463

.

Integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide growth; oxida-

tion of silicon; semiconductor processing; silicon; silicon

dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement; thermal oxida-

tion; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffu-

sion in silicon; NBS-GCR-78-134.
Integrated circuits; ion implantation; plasma etching; radiation

damage; radiation hardening; VLSI processing; x-ray lithog-

raphy; E-beam lithography; 18451.

Integrated circuits; Josephson junctions; measurements; super-

conductivity; electronics; instruments; 18859.

Integrated circuits; linewidth; photolithography; sheet re-

sistance; silicon; test pattern; test structure; TTL; bipolar

process; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical

alignment resistor; 18533.

Integrated circuits; line-width measurements; oxidation;

photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-device grade

silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors,

sheet; scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor materi-

als; SP400-38.

Integrated circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics;

semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semicon-

ductor process control; silicon; electronics; NBSIR 78-1444-

3.

Integrated circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics;

semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semicon-

ductor process control; silicon; electronics; NBSIR 79-1591.

Integrated circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics;

semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semicon-

ductor process control; silicon; electronics; NBSIR 79-1591-

2.

Integrated circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics;

semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semicon-

ductor process control; silicon; electronics; NBSIR 79-1591-

3.

Integrated data base; municipal governments; regulatory; com-

puter facilities; SP552, pp. 153-165 (July 1979).

Integrated gated-diode electrometer; integrated test structure;

leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler; surface recombination;

CCD; electrical test structure; gated diode; generation

lifetime; NBSIR 79-1744.

Integrated intensities; lattice constants; peak intensities; powder

patterns; reference intensities; standard; x-ray diffraction;

crystal structure; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Integrated test structure; leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler;

surface recombination; CCD; electrical test structure; gated

diode; generation lifetime; integrated gated-diode electrome-

ter; NBSIR 79-1744.

Integrated utility systems; case study; cogeneration; demonstra-

tion project; ETIP; evaluation; information intervention;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-59.

Integrating sphere; linearity; scattering; collimation; haze;

hazemeter; 18594.

Intelligence; motor behavior; neural modeling; perception;

planning; problem solving; robot control; brain mechanisms;

cognition; goal seeking; 18714.
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Intense laser; multiphoton dissociation; multiphoton ionization;

Rabi frequency; statistical broadening; three-level system;

coherent excitation; dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broaden-

ing; 18439.

Intensity; laser; modulator; noise; servo control; acoustooptic;

IH904.

Intensity, effective; lights, flashing; lights, warning; perception,

visual; peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights;

visual perception; color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective

intensity; emergency lights; SP480-36.

Interacting quantum fields; relativistic field theory; relativistic

hamiltonian; relativistic stationary states; composite system;

field quantization; 18769.

Interaction energy; overlap; Be; dispersion; excited states; He;

18933.

Interactive computer program; methane; minimization of Gibbs

energy; phase rule; simultaneous chemical equilibria; water;

BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal gasification;

COLGAS; hydrogen; NBSIR 78-1509.

Interactive computing; man-machine interaction; performance

measurement; timesharing; computer performance evalua-

tion; human factors; SP500-48.

Interactive graphics; regression; software; transformation; com-
puting system; dataplot; fitting; graphics; 18519.

Interactive processing; quality of service; response time; tur-

naround time; availability standards; batch processing;

calibration programs; computer standards; SP500-52, pp. 79-

86 (Oct. 1979).

Interactive system; mathematical modeling; paper; paper fiber;

report retrieval; scientific data; computer graphics; data base

management; data retrieval; durability; fatigue; NBSIR 79-

1746.

Interactive systems; kernels; modeling; real-time; simulation;

synthetic programs; benchmarking; computer performance

measurement; distributed processing; SP500-52, pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Interagency transducer project; performance characteristics;

telemetry; transducer; dynamic calibration; evaluation;

TNI 110.

Interchange; random test graphs; scheduling; time complexity;

algorithm; chromatic number; color function; graph; graph
coloring; heuristic; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Interface; interface signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; print

controller; printer; cable interface; computer; controller; con-

trol units; hammer drive; input/output bus; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Interface absorption; laser calorimetry; NaF; thin film absorp-

tion; water absorption; wedged film; absorption coefficient;

adiabatic calorimetry; As^Scj; SP541, pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

Interface absorption; multilayer films; scattering; absorption;

antireflectance coatings; high reflectance coatings; SP54I,

pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

Interface electrical characteristics; interface functional charac-

teristics; magnetic tape drives; NRZI recording; phase en-

coded recording; tape drive characteristics; computer mag-
netic tape drives; computer tape controllers; group coded
recording; NBS-GCR-78-127.

Interface functional characteristics; magnetic tape drives; NRZI
recording; phase encoded recording; tape drive charac-

teristics; computer magnetic tape drives; computer tape con-

trollers; group coded recording; interface electrical charac-

teristics; NBS-GCR-78-127.
Interface signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller;

printer; cable interface; computer; controller; control units;

hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; NBS-GCR-79-1 82

.

Interfaces; multi-ion interactions; ordered alloys; statistical

mechanics; face centered cubic; ground state; 18614.

Interference effects; tall buildings; wind loads; wind tunnels;

aerodynamics; boundary layers; dynamic response; 18977.

Interfering nuclear reactions; optimization of analysis; silicon;||

trace analysis; activation analysis; cadmium ratio; east
|

(

neutron reactions; 18338.
|

im

Interferogram; myocardium; phase cancellation; velocity;^ i

acoustic microscopy; anisotropy; attenuation; elastic micros- 1 i

tructure; infarct; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979). J ],;(

Interferometer; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultravioleti
J

spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; CCN; CNC; far in-
| j

frared spectrum; HCCN; infrared spectrum; 18842. \ v

Interferometers; matrix crazing; nondestructive testing; pressure I j

vessels; composites; holography; SP563, pp. 211-212 (Oct. ; im

1979).
; 1

Interferometry; piezo-electric positioner; high vacuum; 18318. i (

Interferometry; x rays; energy levels; exotic atoms; 18469.
,

|

Interfiber bonding; recycled pulps; short span tensile analysis;
)

zero span tensile; fiber length distribution; fiber strength; k in

NBS.'R 79-1914.
j ,

Intergranular cracking stainless steel; sensitized metal; circum- ii,
|

ferential tearing, fire extinguisher; hydrostatic pressure test- j In

ing; 18368. I
i

Intergranular fracture; stainless steel; critical strain rate; j i

fatigue; grain boundary sliding; high temperature; 18896. \

Interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes; room i
i

fires; ASTM E-84 Tunne! Test; construction standard; fire
i In

growth; fire tests; flame spread; flashover; impact assessment;

NBSIR 79-1720.
,

Interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; sub-
j

marine compartment; combustion products; fire barrier \ ii

coatings; fire growth; flame spread; foam insulation; heat i

release; NBSIR 78-1584.
b \

Interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; predic-
|

'

tion model; shipboard spaces; fire growth; fire statistics;
j

flame spread; fuel load survey; heat release; NBSIR 79-1714.
f \

Interior finish; passive fire protection; potential heat; smoke; '

compartment fires; fire tests; flame spread; heat release rate;

ignition; /VBS/R 79-/700. i\
Interior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis;

safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke detection; auto-

matic sprinklers; building codes; building construction; Del-
; i,

phi Method; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Interlaboratory comparison; measurements; optical communica-
; \

tions; quality control; attenuation; fiber optics; NBSIR 79-

1608.

Interlaminar cracks; stability of cracks; virtual crack closure; j
j,

delamination mechanisms; energy release rate; finite element

method; free-edge stresses; graphite epoxy composites;

SP563. pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Interlaminar stresses; laminated composites; stress concentra-
i|

|

tions; tension; tensor polynomial; compression; failure; finite

elements; graphite-epoxy; SP563. pp. 242-254 (Oct. 1979).

Interlayering; octacalcium phosphate; tooth; x-ray diffraction;

bone; hydroxylapatite; 18583.
\

\

Interlocks; leakage; radiation; safety; standards; accelerators;

lEC; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979). i
\

Intermediate scattering function; Lennard-Jones liquid; liquid

rubidium; molecular dynamics; radial distribution function;

transverse current correlation function; velocity autocorrela-
i|

tion function; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 ( 1979).

Intermetallic compound; phase diagrams; physical properties;

compilation; energy storage; 18637.
i

Intermetallic compounds; Laves phase; magnetism; neutron

scattering; rare earths; hydrides; 18682.
i|

Intermetallic compounds; Laves phase; magnetism; neutron

scattering; rare earths; hydrides; 18881

.

Intermetallic compounds; liquid quenching; metastable phases;

niobium-silicon alloys; . splat-cooling; superconductivity; j

18734.

Intermolecular potential; molecules; well depths; excited states; i

ground state; 18677.
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Intcrmolccular potential; state changes; well depths; collisions;

cross sections; 18671

.

Internal; quantum efficiency; reflectance; response; silicon de-

tector; spatial position dependence; dead layer model; exter-

nal; 18900.

Internal energies; isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms;

Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melt-

ing line; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound;

vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; NBSIR 79-1612.

Internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson
inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butane;

orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor
pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state;

NBSIR 79-1621.

Internal friction; isomers; low temperatures; n-paraffins;

polycrystals; relaxation process; Young's modulus; audio

frequencies; impurities; 18467.

Internal friction; Young's modulus; aramid-epoxy; boron-alu-

minum; boron-epoxy; composites; elastic constants glass-

epoxy; 18716.

Internal quantum efficiency; silicon; absolute detector; absorp-

tion coefficient; dead layer model; external; 18477.

Internal rate of return; life-cycle costing; marginal analysis; op-

timal design; residential buildings; space cooling; space heat-

ing; building envelope; cost effectiveness; economics; energy
conservation; 19044.

Internal reflection; protective coatings; damage threshold; elec-

tric fields; SP54I, pp. 288-295 (Dec. 1978).

Internal reflections; laser calorimeter; linear absorption;

Nd:YAG laser; two photon absorption; CdSe; CdTe; SP541,

pp. 19-23 (Dec. 1978).

Internal rotation; interstellar molecules; line strengths; methyl
formate; microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rotational

transitions; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 ( 1979).

Internal rotation; interstellar molecules; microwave spectrum;
radio astronomy; rotational transitions; dimethyl ether;

JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1051-1 108 (1979).

Internal rotation; iodoethane; potential barrier heights; symmet-
ric top; torsional frequencies; bromoethanes; ideal gas ther-

modynamic properties; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 5 19-526 ( 1979).

Internal standards; methylation; sample preparation; clinical

chemistry; drug analysis; gas chromatography; SP519, pp.
381-390 (Apr. 1979).

Internal stress; internal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo

method; periodic boundaries; pressure; stress calculation;

virial theorem of Clausius; equilibrium; homogeneous system;

hydrostatic pressure; 18456.

Internal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo method;
periodic boundaries; pressure; stress calculation; virial

theorem of Clausius; equilibrium; homogeneous system;

hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; 18456.

International; self-extinguishment; ships; standards; curtains;

drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; NBSIR 79-1596.

International; standardization; standard recommended practice;

synopsis; ultrasonic standards; ultrasonic testing; evaluation;

NBSIR 79-1790.

International commission on radiation units and measurements;
protons; stopping power; a-particles; electrons; heavy ions;

18358.

International comparison; measurements; voltage dividers; volt-

age ratio; calibrations; inductive voltage dividers; 18664.

International comparisons; metrology; power measurements;

precise electrical measurements; TDM wattmeters; thermal

wattmeters; transfer standards; electro-dynamic wattmeters;

energy measurements; energy standards; 18529.

International cooperation; international research; international

standards; National Bureau of Standards (NBS); National En-

gineering Laboratory (NEL); technology transfer; engineer-

ing; NBSIR 79-1792.

International Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement
assurance; metrication; model laws and regulations; national

type approval; packaging and labeling; specifications and

tolerances; vapor recovery; weights and measures; consumer

affairs; education; SP532.

International plumbing research; plumbing and drainage; U.S.

research in plumbing; building water systems; CIB; SP553.

International Practical Temperature Scale; interpolation; inter-

polation instruments; temperature scale from 630.74 to

1064.43 °C; instruments; 18665.

International relations; LDC's; measurement services; stan-

dardization; AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign

relations; industrializing nations; NBSIR 78-1712.

International relations; measures; weights; weights and mea-

sures; AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign rela-

tions; industrializing nations; NBSIR 79-1721.

International research; international standards; National Bureau

of Standards (NBS); National Engineering Laboratory

(NEL); technology transfer; engineering; international

cooperation; NBSIR 79-1792.

International standards; laboratory accreditation; standards

systems; United Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust; Canada;

certification; Denmark; economics of standards; government
policy; NBS-GCR-79-1 72

.

International standards; National Bureau of Standards (NBS);

National Engineering Laboratory (NEL); technology transfer;

engineering; international cooperation; international research;

NBSIR 79-1792.

International time comparison; precise time transfer; satellite;

time; time scales; Hermes/CTS; 18861

.

Interphase (IPB) boundaries; second-order transitions; equilibri-

um antiphase domain ( APB) boundaries; f.c.c. alloys; 18669.

Interpolating equation dielectric; steam; table-dielectric con-

stant of water; thermophysical properties of water; water;

dielectric constant of water; 18937.

Interpolation; interpolation instruments; temperature scale from

630.74 to 1064.43 °C; instruments; International Practical

Temperature Scale; 18665.

Interpolation instruments; temperature scale from 630.74 to

1064.43 °C; instruments; International Practical Temperature

Scale; interpolation; 18665.

Interstate Commerce Commission; regulation; regulatory

processes and regulatory effects; administrative experimenta-

tion; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assess-

ment; evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Interstellar medium; Lyman-alpha; deuterium; 18753.

Interstellar molecules; line strengths; methyl formate;

microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;

internal rotation; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 ( 1979).

Interstellar molecules; line strengths; microwave spectra;

molecular constants; propyne; radio astronomy; rotational

transitions; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 ( 1979).

Interstellar molecules; microwave spectra; molecular parame-

ters; radio astronomy; rotational transitions; vinyl cyanide;

JPCRD 8. No. 1 , 1 07- 1 24 (1 979 ).

Interstellar molecules; microwave spectrum; radio astronomy;

rotational transitions; dimethyl ether; internal rotation;

JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1051-1 108 ( 1979).

Intracavity absorption; isotope analysis; laser analysis; laser

fluorescence; laser spectroscopy; microtluorescence; satura-

tion spectroscopy; tunable laser; atomic flame fluorescence;

18364.

Intradie parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask alignment

tolerances; modular test programs; parametric yield limita-

tions; performance limitations; photomask performance;

process control; test patterns; test structures; total process in-

tegration; SP400-56.
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Intrinsic viscosity; molecular weight; polyethylene; shear rate;

ultra high molecular weight polyethylene; viscosity number;

lSfi34.

Intrinsic viscosity; polymer dimensions in solution; polystyrene;

radius of gyration; temperature and molecular weight depen-

dence; hydrodynamic radius; 18960.

Intrusion alarm; alarm; burglar alarm; guidelines holdup alarm;

SP480-14.

Inventory management; on-line; performance; response time;

saturated system; transaction processor; SP500-52 , pp. 215-

218 (Oct. 1979).

Inverse fourth power; light flux; photometric calibrator; U.S.

Patent 4,152,074.

Inverse limit; orthogonal idempotents; quasi-order; topological

algebra; coalgebra; direct limit; faithful distributive module;
generating function; incidence algebra; 18788.

Inverse-positive matrix; matrix sign patterns; positive matrix;

Hadamard product; 18524.

Inversion, measurement-beam geometry; relative spectral

responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scattering function

corrections; spectral line radiometry; spectroradiometer

characterizations; spectroradiometry; vignetting; aper-

ture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair; TN9I0-4.
Inversion transition in ammonia; precision; acceleration insensi-

tive oscillator; ammonia microwave absorption; atomic clock;

cavity frequency stabilization; digital demodulator; frequen-

cy-lock servo; frequency standard; 18698.

Iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard reference data; surface

tension; viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compilation; den-

sity; electrical conductance; fluorides; halides; JPCRD 8, No.
1, 125-302 ( 1979).

Iodine; laser; visible; frequency measurements; 18916.

lodoethane, potential barrier heights; symmetric top; torsional

frequencies; bromoethanes; ideal gas thermodynamic proper-

ties; internal rotation; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 519-526 (1979).

Ion; ionization; molecule; photon; positron; atom; collision

cross section; detachment; dissociation; elastic scattering;

electron; excitation; SP426. Supplement 1.

Ion; ionization energy; spectrum; wavelengths; yttrium; energy
levels; 18868.

Ion acceleration; nuclear research; radiation processing; activa-

tion analysis; electron beams; induction accelerator; 18570.

Ion beam machining; water jet cutting; ceramics; chemical
milling; electric discharge machining; electron beam machin-

ing; glass; hydrodynamic machining; SP562, pp. 261-281
(Oct. 1979).

Ion bombardment; rare-gases; relaxation energy; ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy; amorphous germanium; binding

energy shifts; extra-atomic screening; implants; 18323

.

Ion cyclotron resonance; ionization energy; aromatic com-
pound; charge transfer equilibria; entropy change; 18337.

Ion dynamic effect; plasma line shift; spectral lines; Stark

broadening; deuterium; hydrogen, 18948.

Ion energetics; ionization potential; abstract; appearance poten-

tial; archival tape; computer program; data base; data base

management; empirical molecular formula; GPSDC; NBSIR
78-1432.

Ion implantation; plasma etching; radiation damage; radiation

hardening; VLSI processing; x-ray lithography; E-beam
lithography; integrated circuits; 18451

.

Ion implantation; silicon, sulfur; sulfur energy level in silicon;

thermally stimulated capacitance; thermally stimulated cur-

rent; deep level measurements; defect center characteriza-

tion; defect density; 18458.

Ion microprobe mass analyzer; local thermal equilibrium model;

microanalysis; secondary ion mass spectrometry; surface

analysis; elemental analysis; 18979.

Ion microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA); microdot reference

specimens; secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); silicon

J liiii

sputtering; dopant analysis; impurity analysis; NBS-GCR-79-
\ j;

158.
1

I,

Ion microprobe mass spectrometer; roughness; sapphire; ultra- ji imi

fine polishing; water; x-ray photoelectron spectrometer;
j

crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction images;
is

hydrated layer; 5^562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).
^

J

Ion pair energy; nuclear data; secondary charged particles; ini- b hi

tial spectra; 18660. si

Ion production; laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; ^ Iw

optogalvanic effect; enhanced ionization theory; flame spec- I (

troscopy; 18806.
jj

loi

Ion scattering spectrometry; laser microprobe mass analyzer; li

laser Raman microprobe; microanalysis; secondary ion mass t 'm

spectrometry; x-ray microanalysis; Auger electron spectrosco- I

py; cathodoluminescence; 18568. j fci

Ion selective electrodes; penicillamine; potentiometric titration;
1 I

clinical chemistry; SP519, pp. 455-459 (Apr. 1979). f

Ion storage; laser spectroscopy; Mossbauer effect; optical
|

',

pumping; optical spectroscopy; radiation pressure; radiative
«j io(

cooling; Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency standard; high i

resolution spectroscopy; 18699.
I

Ion temperature; laser induced cooling; Mg ions; optical & o In

microwave double resonance; stored ions; systematic effects; i

Ba ions; frequency stability; irequency standard; 18697.

Ion thermochemistry; proton affinity; proton transfer equilibri- h li

um; data compilation; NBSIR 79-1777.
;

lon-chromatography; ion-exchange; liquid chromatography; oil;

oyster; conductivity; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246 ( 1979).
|

lon-chromatography; law enforcement standards; materials pro- li lo

perties; measurement science; science students; SRM; titani-

um alloy; analytical chemistry; DIM/NBS 63. No. 1/2, 1-28 j: l(

(1979).

lon-chromatography; nitrite; nitrite solutions; oxidation; 18889.

lon-dipole; /3-endorphin; ^^^Cf; charge transfer; chlorophyll; : li

erythromycin; fast reactions; fission track; SP5I9, pp. 673-

677 (Apr. 1979).

Ion-exchange; liquid chromatography; oil; oyster; conductivity;

ion-chromatography; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246 ( 1979). ' 1

Ionic activity; ionic activity scales; pD; pD scale; pH; pH scales;

potentiometric ion activity; activity coefficient; hydrogen ion ' 1

activity; 18379.

Ionic activity scales; pD; pD scale; pH; pH scales; potentiomet-

ric ion activity; activity coefficient; hydrogen ion activity; li

ionic activity; 183 79.

Ionic conduction; lithium aluminosilicates; lithium silicate; elec- "

trode polarization; equivalent circuits; 18794.

Ionic conductors; neutron diffraction; powder method; profile '

refinement; tantalum tungstate; thermal expansion; 19037.

Ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; "

primary salt effect; speciation; activation parameters; aque-

ous transmethylation; chloride complexes; environment; for-

mation constants; 18484.

Ion-implanted silicon; laser pulses; power densities; thermal an-

neals; energy densities; 18623.
\

Ionization; linear rate; multiphoton; rate approximation; satura-

ble rate; bandwidth; coherence; dynamic rate; incoherence;

18893.

Ionization; molecule; photon; positron; atom; collision cross

section; detachment; dissociation; elastic scattering; electron;

excitation; ion; SP426. Supplement 1

.

Ionization; multiphoton; Rabi frequency; Star shift; two-level
i

model; absorption; cesium; exponential index; 18892. !

Ionization; perturbation theory; second-order perturbation i

theory; two-photon ionization; cesium; 18927.

Ionization; secondary; angular; Born approximation; correla-

tions; electron impact; electrons; helium; 18534.

Ionization cross section; ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike

ions, ionization of; N'^''; O*'*; rate coefficient; electron impact

ionization; 18502.
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Ij Ionization detector; porous anode; electron capture detector;

gas chromatography; halo-organics; SP519, pp. 777-782

(Apr. 1979).

Ionization energies; line strengths; many-body interaction;

many-body perturbation theory; oscillator strengths; copper
isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic perturbation theory;

electron correlation; 18998.

Ionization energies; lutetium; osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tung-

sten; wavelengths; ytterbium; energy levels; hafnium; 18506.

Ionization energy; aromatic compound; charge transfer

equilibria; entropy change; ion cyclotron resonance; 18337.

Ionization energy; spectrum; wavelengths; yttrium; energy

levels; ion; 18868.

Ionization energy; wavelengths; aluminum; energy levels;

18485.

Ionization potential; abstract; appearance potential; archival

tape; computer program; data base; data base management;
empirical molecular formula; GPSDC; ion energetics; NBSIR
78-1432.

. Ionization potentials; aluminum; atomic energy levels; atomic

!|

spectra; electron configurations; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 817-864

j

(1979).

j
Ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions, ionization of; N*'';

O*'; rate coefficient; electron impact ionization; ionization

cross section; 18502.

j
Ionization rate coefficients; magnetic fusion research; transition

!

probabilities; wavelengths; atomic data; data availability;

dielectronic recombination rates; excitation rate coefficients;

I

18593.

I

Ionization spectrometry; LEI; stepwise excitation; tunable dye
I lasers; enhanced ionization; 18983.

lonizaton detectors; mattresses; nursing homes; photoelectric

detectors; corridors; escape; fire detectors; full-scale tests;

I heat detectors; hospitals; NBSIR 79-1739.
' Ionized impurity scattering mobility; lattice scattering mobility;

neutral impurity; resistivity; scattering mechanisms; scattering

mobility; p-type silicon; boron-doped silicon; dopant density;

jj

effective mass; hole mobility; SP400-47.

:|

Ionizing; radioactivity; standards; testing; traceability; dose;

18361.

I Ionizing radiation; radiation measurements; radiation safety;

standard; device safety performance classification; gauges;

gauging devices; HI 29.
' Ion-molecule collisions; rotational excitation; semiclassical

treatment; 18389.

:
Ion-molecule collisions; rotational excitation; semiclassical or-

I bital; theory; elastic scattering; 18446.

Ion-molecule reactions; aromatic substitution; association ions;

I charge transfer; ethyl nitrate; 18332.

Ion-molecule reactions; proton affinity; proton transfer reac-

tion; dichlorocarbene; heat of formation; 18331

.

j
Ionosphere; O**; photoionization; thermosphere; double

, photoionization; doubly charged ions; 18950.

'\ Ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography'; ion-pair parti-

tion; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphona-

mides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids;

^

catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides;

I

drugs; SP519, pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

I
Ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair partition; metabolites;

I

psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids;

I

barbiturates; carboxylic acids; catecholamines; conjugates;

detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; SP519, pp.

i

509-523 (Apr. 1979).

jl Ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity;

sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids;

i
catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides;

drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; SP519. pp. 509-523 (Apr.

1979).

Ions; molybdenum; pulsed laser; spectra; wavelengths; energy

levels; 18500.

Ion-selective electrodes; reference electrodes; sensors, chemi-

cal; electrodes, errors; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes,

reference; 18362.

Ion-selective electrodes; sensors, chemical; standards; elec-

trodes; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference; errors;

18334.

IR; photodegradation; poly (methyl methacrylate); UV; visible;

degradation; NBSIR 79-1766.

Ir; superconductivity; supercooling; temperature fixed points;

W; AuAl^; Auln^; Be; 18549.

Ir; superconductivity; thermometry; W; AuAl^; Auln2; Be;

cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; SP260-62.

IR window materials; NaCI; pressure; pulsed TEA COj laser

surface breakdown; spot size; surface absorption; transmitted

pulse; adsorbed water; breakdown mechanism; frequency and

time dependence of breakdown thresholds; SP541, pp. 318-

326 (Dec. 1978).

Iridium; Josephson junction; low-T,.; microwaves; thin-film; tun-

neling; energy gap; 18540.

Iridium (I) complexes; organometallic benzotriazenides; rhodi-

um (I) complexes; thallium benzotriazenide; benzotriaze-

nides; 18582.

Iron; nickel; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic

properties; activity coefficient; cobalt; critical evaluation;

electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-ray fluorescence; thin

films; trace element analysis; trace element concentrations;

zinc; copper; 183 75.

Iron alloy; magnetic susceptibility; spin-glass, sound velocity;

Debye temperature; 18763.

Iron alloys; nickel alloys; stainless steels; Young's modulus; alu-

minum alloys; copper alloys; elastic constants; 18630.

Iron as alloy in platinum; platinum ware; surface of platinum

influenced by method heating; contrast augmentation of

reflecting surfaces; double-diaphragm; faces (crystal) on

platinum crucibles; hematite forming on platinum; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Iron cross section; nickel cross section; reaction rates; Califor-

nium; dosimetry; fission neutrons; 18883.

Iron oxide; magnetic property; magnetometer; powders; suscep-

tibility; calibration; 18804.

Irradiance; laser diagnostics; phase front; beam profile;

calibrated system; holography; TN1015.
Ischemic injury; myocardial infarction; ultrasonic attenuation;

SP525, pp. 63-71 (Apr. 1979).

Isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inver-

sion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric

densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures;

densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal

energies; NBSIR 79-1612.

Isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent

heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric den-

sities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densi-

ties; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

NBSIR 79-1621.

Isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion;

latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densi-

ties; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densi-

ties; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; NBSIR 79-1612.

Isobutene copolymers; pyrolysis gas chromatography; random
scission; tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 1,3,3,3-

tetrafluoropropene polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene

copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene- 1 polymer;

18580.

Isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate

esters; adhesion; bonding to mineralized tissues; bone; dentin;

hydrolytic stability of bonds; 18569.
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Isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; pretreatment of dentin; 2-cyanoacry-

late esters; adhesive; bonding to dentin; dental adhesive;

dentin; durabihty of dentin acryhc bond; 18985.

Isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of

vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific heats;

speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entro-

pies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane;

NBSIR 79-1612.

Isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of

vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities;

specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; NBSIR 79-1621.

Isolation; lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling; vapors;

combustion; equilibrium; high temperature; SP561, Vols. I

and 2.

Isolation; machinery and equipment; mechanical impedance;

mechanical vibrations; noise control; transmissibility; vibra-

tion isolation; vibrations; antivibration mounting; damping;
dynamic properties; industrial engineering; H 128.

Isomeric transition; liquid scintillation counting; photon count-

ing; radioactivity; '^'Sn™ decay scheme; coincidence count-

ing; decay probability; 18841

.

Isomers; low temperatures; ^-paraffins; polycrystals; relaxation

process; Young's modulus; audio frequencies; impurities; in-

ternal friction; 18467.

Isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis; relaxation; thermal

decomposition; allylmethylether; bromide; ethylacetate;

18832.

Isoscalar resonances; isovector resonances; photonuclear

physics; shell model; giant resonances; hydrodynamic model;
18565.

Isostatic forging; optical figure; optical homogeneity; single

crystal; Talystep traces; alkali halides; backward scattering;

forward scattering; grain boundaries; SP541 , pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978).

Isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds

of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies;

equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane;

isochores; NBSIR 79-1612.

Isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific

heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies;

entropies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars;

isochores; NBSIR 79-1621.

Isotope analysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence; laser spec-

troscopy; microfluorescence; saturation spectroscopy; tunable

laser; atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorption;

18364.

Isotope dilution; serum; cholesterol; gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; SP519, pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1979).

Isotopes; laser; TEA laser; electronic discharge; hydrogen ha-

lides; 18667.

Isotopes; laser; vibrational energy transfer; hydrogen halides;

18388.

Isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron radiography;

nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reactor; radiation; activa-

tion analysis; crystal structure; diffraction; TN995

.

Isotopes; temperature dependence; vibrational energy transfer;

hydrogen halides; 18929.

Isotopic exchange, isoionic; recrystallization, role of; surface

layer, role of; dilution effect, at same pH and concentration;

hydration shell, role of; hydroxylapatite, at different pHs; J.

Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 ( 1979).

Isotropic, real-time, electric-field sensor (IRES); resistively

loaded dipole; tangential sensitivity, broadband; dynamic
range; Hermitian magnitude; isotropicity; 19034.

Isotropicity; isotropic, real-time, electric-field sensor (IRES);

resistively loaded dipole; tangential sensitivity; broadband;

dynamic range; Hermitian magnitude; 19034.

Isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experiment; special

relativity; stabilized lasers; 18875.

Isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experiment; special

relativity; stabilized lasers; 18952.

Isovector resonances; photonuclear physics; shell model; giant

resonances; hydrodynamic model; isoscalar resonances;

18565.

Iteration; moisture profile modeling; nondestructive evaluation;

statistical estimation; diffusion coefficents; SP563, pp. '32-46

(Oct. 1979).

Iterative analysis; proton nmr spectroscopy; shift reagents;

acyclic sugars; chemical shifts; conformation; coupling con-

stants; hexononitriles; 18742.

Iterative procedure; models; optimization; stability; standards;

catalog; dynamic programming; NBSIR 78-1539.

\i, polarization switching; coherent optical transients; 18801

.

I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller; printer; cable in-

terface; computer; controller; control units; hammer drive;

input/output bus; interface; interface signals; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

J

Japan; millikelvin research; nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk

refrigerators; solid He-'; superfluid He^; symposium;

cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; helium 3; 18679.

Japanese glass; lead; lead isotopes; Chinese glass; galena ores;

glass; 18840.

JES output; job entry subsystem; model design; model selec-

tion; remote work stations; simulation model; data collection;

SP500-52,pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Job entry subsystem; model design; model selection; remote

work stations; simulation model; data collection; JES output;

SP500-52, pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Johnson noise; Josephson junctions; noise thermometry; re-

sistive SQUIDS; temperature measurement; 18603.

Josephson computer; Josephson junction; microstriplines; su-

perconductivity; high speed logic; 18666.

Josephson devices; refrigeration; SOUID; superconductive elec-

tronics; cryocoolers; 18700.

Josephson effect; metrology; noise thermometry; SQUID's;

standards; superconductivity; 18871

.

Josephson junction; low-T,.; microwaves; thin-film; tunneling;

energy gap; iridium; 18540.

Josephson junction; microstriplines; superconductivity; high

speed logic; Josephson computer; 18666.

Josephson junction; noise; point contacts; SQUID; 18663.

Josephson junction; picosecond pulse generator; ac current;

high frequency oscillator; U.S. Patent 4 ,1 68,44 1

.

Josephson junction; SQUID; superconducting electronics; su-

perconductivity; A/D converter; 18678.

Josephson junction noise thermometer; low temperature scale;

'He/''He dilution refrigerator; *"CO y-ray thermometer; com-

parison measurements; Germanium resistance thermometer;

18555.

Josephson junctions; measurements; superconductivity; elec-

tronics; instruments; integrated circuits; 18859.

Josephson junctions; microwave receivers; microwaves; mixers;

superconductivity; tunnel junctions; 18683.

Josephson junctions; noise thermometiy; resistive SQUIDS;
temperature measurement; Johnson noise; 18603.

Josephson phenomena; stabilization; superconductors; ter-

minology; critical parameters; definitions; flux phenomena;

18681.

Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting

line; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound;
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vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane; isochores;

isotherms; NBSIR 79-1612.

Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting

line; n-butanc; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of

I sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equa-

. tion of state; internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms;

NBSIR 79-1621.

j

Journal publishing; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 7H-44.

I
Junction temperature; measurement technology; power

j

transistors; semiconductor devices; thermal characterization;

thermal resistance; transistors; current crowding; die at-

tachment evaluation; SP400-1 4

.

I

Juror attitudes; prerecorded videotaped trials; PRVTT; trials,

!
PRVTT; videotaped trials; civil trials; courtroom procedures;

SP480-30.

i| K shell; L shell; non-radiative yield; partial level width; radia-

! live yield; atomic properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig

yield; effective fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; JPCRD
8, No. 2. 307-328 ( 1979).

11 K shell; level width; line width; L shell; natural width; x-ray line

width; Auger effect; Auger line width; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 329-

338 ( 1979).

, K x-ray absorption spectrum; K x-ray emission spectrum; many

I

body effects; rhonon interactions; core hole lifetime; core
hole relaxation; 18359.

K x-ray emission spectrum; many body effects; rhonon interac-

tions; core hole lifetime; core hole relaxation; K x-ray ab-

sorption spectrum; 18359.

KBr; KCl; KC1:KI; LiF; MgFj; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic con-

stants; refractive index; SiOi; SrFj; thermal expansion coeffi-

I

cient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AljOj; TN993.
'I KBr, Kl, KIO.|, KIO4; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry;

tris( hydroxymethyl )aminomethane; endothermic solution

reactions; enthalpy of solution; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 273-286

ii (1979).

KCl; KC1:KI; LiF; MgF2; NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic constants;

refractive index; SiOj; SrFj; thermal expansion coefficient;

j
thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AI2O3; TN993.

\ KCl; NaCl; spot-size dependence; breakdown fields; SP541, pp.

I 309-317 (Dec. 1978).

KCl; NaCl; tuneable laser calorimetry; 9.2 to 10.6 /xm; absorp-

tion; SP541, pp. 24-32 (Dec. 1978).

KCl; optical absorption coefficient; optoacoustic spectroscopy;

PbFj; photoacoustic spectroscopy; Tll; ZnSe; absorption

edge; CaF^; SP54I, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

KC1:KI; LiF; MgFj; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive

index; SiOj; SrFj; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic

I constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AljO:,; TN993.

j;
KCN-KBr; neutron scattering; phase transition; rotation-transla-

».l tion coupling; coupled modes; dynamics; 19036.

KDP; Pockels effect; space charge; breakdown; electro-optics;

I
gas-solid interface; NBS-GCR-79-l 77

.

1
Kentucky Fire Marshal's office; lighting and thermal efficiency

standards; local governments; new construction plans review;

training and education; design professionals; energy audits;

energy codes; SP552. pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

' Kepone"; partition chromatography; parts per billion; analysis;

biological; gas chromatography; SP5I9. pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).

Kerma; multisphere, photon; photoneutrons; radiotherapy;

spectrometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; SP554, pp. 109-123

(Sept. 1979).

Kerma; multispheres; photoneutrons; photons; radiotherapy;

spectrometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; SP554, pp. 125-127

(Sept. 1979).

Kerma factors; neutron cross section; neutron energy deposi-

tion; nuclear data; nuclear reactions; secondary particle spec-

tra; 18360.

Kern; loading rate; pin-end; test method; wall panels; walls;

compression; eccentric loading; flat-end; BSS95.

Kernels; modeling; real-time; simulation; synthetic programs;

benchmarking; computer performance measurement; dis-

tributed processing; interactive systems; SP500-52 , pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Kerr coefficient; Kerr effect; nitrobenzene; pulse measurement;

electrical measurements; electro-optics; 18819.

Kerr effect; liquid breakdown; nitrobenzene; partial discharges;

streamers; transient phenomena; electrical breakdown; high

speed photography; 18843.

Kerr effect; nitrobenzene; pulse measurement; electrical mea-
surements; electro-optics; Kerr coefficient; 18819.

Ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spec-

trum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; charge transfer;

cyanomethyl radical; excited argon atoms; force constants;

infrared spectrum; 18879.

Kevlar 49; moisture; one-tenth scale motor case; S-glass; tem-

perature effects; water boil; degradation; epoxy resins;

SP563, pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Key management; key notarization; cryptography; digital signa-

tures; encryption; identifiers; SP500-54

.

Key management; key notarization; cryptography; digital signa-

tures; encryption; identifiers; 19039.

Key notarization; cryptography; digital signatures; encryption;

identifiers; key management; SP500-54

.

Key notarization; cryptography; digital signatures; encryption;

identifiers; key management; 19039.

Key words; publications; abstracts; Center for Building

Technology; SP457-3.

Key words; publications; abstracts, NBS publications; SP305.

Supplement 10.

Keyboard; keypunch; optical character recognition; optical

mark sensing; source data entry; data entry; economic con-

siderations; FIPS PUB 67.

Keypunch; optical character recognition; optical mark sensing;

source data entry; data entry; economic considerations;

keyboard; FIPS PUB 6 7.

Ki; LiF; MgFa; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive

index; Si02; SrF2; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic

constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AljO;,; TN993

.

Kinetics; laser chemistry; mechanisms; multiphoton; ther-

mochemistry; unimolecular dissociation; calorimetry; in-

frared; 18709.

Kinetics; mechanism; photochemistry; carbon dioxide; carbon

monoxide; carbonyl; exchange; hydroxy!; 18436.

Kinetics; mechanisms; modeling; multiphoton; unimolecular dis-

sociation; infrared laser; 18712.

Kinetics; methylmercury ;
methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect;

speciation; activation parameters; aqueous transmethylation;

chloride complexes; environment; formation constants; ionic

mechanisms; 18484.

Kinetics; olefin; ozone; review; troposphere; hydroxyl; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

Kinetics; photochemistry; review; sulfur dioxide; troposphere;

SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug. 1979).

Kinetics; radicals; review; troposphere; alkoxyl; SP557, pp. 51-

61 (Aug. 1979).
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Kinetics of oxide growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor

processing; silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated mea-

surement; thermal oxidation; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride;

Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit

processing; NBS-OCR-78-l 34
Kirkwood-Salsburg; Mayer-Montroll; BBGKY; correlation func-

tions; 19004.

Kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes; room fires; ASTM E-

84 Tunnel Test; construction standard; fire growth; fire tests;

flame spread; flashover; impact assessment; interior finish;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Kitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke detectors; tenability limits;

upholstered furniture; detection time; detector location; fire

tests; gas detectors; NBSIR 79-1915.

Kitchen ranges; labeling; stoves; test methods; appliance; cook-

ing; efficiency; energy; human factors; NBSIR 78-1556.

Klosek-McKinley method; liquefied natural gas (LNG); mag-

netic suspension densimeter; comparisons; correlation; cus-

tody transfer; density; experimental; extended corresponding

states method; hard sphere model; 18775

.

Korea; measurementiS; metrology; physical standards; seminar;

South Asia; developing countries; industrializing countries;

SP539.

Kr VIll; atomic decay curve simulation; atomic transition

probabilities; beam-foil spectroscopy; cascades in atomic
decay; exponential fitting; 18508.

Kronecker product; numerical radius; spectrum; stable matrix;

closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix; field of values;

Hadamard product; inclusion theorem; 18909.

KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting;

statistical analysis; Boolean search system; computer pro-

grams; curve fitting; data analysis; data base management;
data retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS informa-

tion retrieval; 18597.

L
L shell; natural width; x-ray line width; Auger effect; Auger line

width; K shell; level width; line width; JPCRD 8, No 2, 329-

338 ( 1979).

L shell; non-radiative yield; partial level width; radiative yield;

atomic properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig yield; effective

fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; K shell; JPCRD 8, No.
2, 307-328 ( 1979).

La emission; sun, atmosphere; sun, chromosphere; sun, plage;

ultraviolet, spectra; 18876.

Labeling; stoves; test methods; appliance; cooking; efficiency;

energy; human factors; kitchen ranges; NBSIR 78-1556.

Labor force; minorities in computing; women in computing;

employment; equal employment opportunity; 19041

.

Labor information systems; manpower projections; modelling;

building trades; construction industry; forecasting; SP552, pp.
185-196 (July 1979).

Laboratory; measurement; metrology; precision; test equip-

ment; calibration; Federal Government; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Laboratory accreditation; standards systems; United Kingdom;
West Germany; antitrust; Canada; certification; Denmark;
economics of standards; government policy; international

standards; NBS-GCR-79-l 72

.

Laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; submarine compart-

ment; combustion products; fire barrier coatings; fire growth;

fiame spread; foam insulation; heat release; interior finish;

NBSIR 78-1584.

Laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; prediction model;

shipboard spaces; fire growth; fire statistics; fiame spread;

fuel load survey; heat release; interior finish; NBSIR 79-

1714.

Lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate to pyruvate reaction;

pyruvate to lactate reaction; spectrophotometric enzyme

assay; enzyme assay; influence of inhibitor on lactate

dehydrogenase assay; 18433.

Lactate to pyruvate reaction; pyruvate to lactate reaction; spec-

trophotometric enzyme assay; enzyme assay; influence of in-

hibitor on lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate

dehydrogenase assay; 18433.

Lactose; liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose; ribose;

stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose;

galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; St'519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Lag; overspeeding error; rotary anemometer; unsteady flow; air;

anemometer; helicoid anemometer; NBSIR 78-1505.

Laminate design sensitivities; thermal expansion; advanced

composite materials; graphite-epoxy laminate design; SP563,

pp. 60-71 (Oct. 1979).

Laminated composites; stress concentrations; tension; tensor

polynomial; compression; failure; finite elements; graphite-

epoxy; interlaminar stresses; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct.

1979),

Lamp surface temperature; melting temperature; miniature

Christmas lights; plastic insulating material; polyethylene; se-

ries-constructed; electric shock; fire; flaming ignition; glowing

ignition; hazard; ignition temperature; NBSIR 79-1716.

Land use; resource zoning; urban; zoning regulations; infras-

tructure; SP552. pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Land-mobile; standards; antenna; communications; 18398.

LANDSAT; multispectral scanner; reflective optics; crosstrack

scan; earth imagery; ERTS; SP547, pp. 17-30 (July 1979).

Lang; misorientation contrast; x-ray topography; Zn; M2O3;

Berg-Barrett; 18341.

Language; maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78;

portability; poster; reliability; statistical computing section;

worksheet; capabilities; ease of learning and using; installa-

tion; 18903.

Languages; query; standards; database; data-description; data-

dictionary; data-directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; SP500-

51.

Lanthanum; spectra; spectroscopy; triply-ionized; ultraviolet;

wavelengths; energy levels; 18782.

Lanthanum niobate; modulated structure; nonstoichiometry;

two-dimensional modulated structure; incommensurate lat-

tice; 18646.

Lapping; polishing; polishing times; grinding; grinding damage;

SP562, pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

Large aperture antenna metrology; satellite communications

metrology; antenna gain; antenna pattern; antenna polariza-

tion; 18628.

Large A-value molecules; stratospheric HOCl; air pollutants;

chlorine sink; high resolution IR spectra; hypochlorous acid;

18864.

Large composite structures; rotor blades; wind turbine; com-
posite materials; filament winding; SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct.

1979).

Large magnets; power transmission; review; superconductors;

ac generators; heat transfer; helium; hydrodynamics; 18822.

Large scale integration; memory; microprocessor; testing; elec-

tronics; integrated circuit; TNI 102.

Large-scale; management; mathematical models; policy analy-

sis; software; standards; transfer; documentation; energy;

evaluation; guidelines; implementation; SP534.

Laser; laser MAP; laser measurements; laser power and energy;

NBS standards; standards; calorimeter; 18914.

Laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical processing; phase;

precision measurements; wave front; amplitude; beam profile;

cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics; holog-

raphy; TNI009,

Laser; lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength; Al 1; aluminum;

delayed coincidence; /-value; imprisonment; 18527.

Laser; methyl fluoride; Stark; far-infrared; 18426.
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Laser; methylene iodiode; methyl iodiode; photodissociation;

radical; infrared emission; 18573.

Laser; modulator; noise; servo control; acoustooptic; intensity;

Laser; ncodymium laser; peak power; power meter; pulsed

laser; O-switched; risetime; speckle; waveform; attenuators;

calibration; TNIOIO.
Laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis; relaxation; thermal decom-

position; allylmethylether; bromide; ethylacetate; isopropyl;

18832.

Laser; optical fibers; 18662.

Laser; oscilloscope; picosecond; pulse; pulse measurement; time

domain measurement; automation; 18640.

Laser; photodiode; avalanche photodiode; FFT; fiber optics;

frequency response; impulse response; NBSIR 79-1620.

Laser; shaping; silicon compound ceramics; SP562, pp. 283-292

(Oct. 1979).

Laser; TEA laser; electronic discharge; hydrogen halides;

isotopes; 18667.

Laser; vibrational energy transfer; hydrogen halides; isotopes;

18388.

Laser; visible; frequency measurements; iodine; 18916.

Laser analysis; laser fluorescence; laser spectroscopy;

microfluorescence; saturation spectroscopy; tunable laser;

atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorption; isotope

analysis; 18364.

Laser application; pol; polarimetry; saccharimetry; sugar analy-

sis; sugar scale; wavelength; 18768.

Laser bandwidth; lasers; multiphoton ionisation; cesium; 188 74.

Laser bandwidth effects; multiphoton ionization; ac Stark ef-

fect; double optical resonance; 18955.

Laser beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memo-
ries; video disks; beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes;

core memories; disks; drums; floppy disks; SP500-45.

Laser beamsplitter system; laser calibration system; laser mea-
surements; laser power calibration; calorimetry; NBSIR 79-

1619.

Laser calibration system; laser measurements; laser power
calibration; calorimetry; laser beamsplitter system; NBSIR
79-1619.

Laser calorimeter; linear absorption; Nd:YAG laser; two
photon absorption; CdSe; CdTe; internal reflections; SP541,

pp. 19-23 (Dec. 1978).

Laser calorimetry; NaF; thin film absorption; water absorption;

wedged film; absorption coefficient; adiabatic calorimetry;

AsjSe:,; interface absorption; SP541, pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

Laser calorimetry theory; optical calorimetry theory; surface

optical absorption; coating optical absorption; SP541, pp. 7-

12 (Dec. 1978).

Laser cavity; mode locked dye laser; passive mode locking;

picosecond pulses; Rhodamine 6G; dye laser; 19021

.

I' Laser chemistry; mechanisms; multiphoton; thermochemistry;

I

unimolecular dissociation; calorimetry; infrared; kinetics;

,| 18709.

i Laser damage; conduction band (CB) electrons; dielectric

i solids; electrons, conduction band (CB); SP541\ pp. 303-304

I

(Dec. 1978).

I
Laser damage; laser interaction; optical components; optical

I

fabrication; optical materials and properties; thin film

!
coatings; SP541.

ji
Laser damage; laser window; single crystal; strontium fluoride;

antireflection coatings; calcium fluoride; cw laser damage;

I

DF laser; fusion cast; SP541, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

il La.ser damage; nanosecond pulses; pulsewidth dependence;

I standing waves; thin-film coatings; two-photon absorption; ul-

{
traviolet wavelength scaling; damage thresholds; electric

fields; SP54I, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

)

Laser damage; optical coatings; thin films; antirefiection

coatings; electron microscopy; SP541, pp. 218-225 (Dec.

1978).

Laser damage; optical probe technique; radiation scattering;

thin films; SP541, pp. 226-234 (Dec. 1978).

Laser damage; optical properties; diamond single-point machin-

ing; dielectrics; infrared optical components; SP562, pp. 293-

303 (Oct. 1979).

Laser damage; polished surfaces; pulse duration dependence of

damage; surface roughness; BK-7 glass; fused silica; SP541,

pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Laser damage; probability; statistical analysis; thin films;

Weibull distribution; SP541, pp. 235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Laser damage; sodium fiuoride; absorption; arsenic selenide; ar-

senic trisulfide; defects; SP541, pp. 212-217 (Dec. 1978).

Laser diagnostics; phase front; beam profile; calibrated system;

holography; irradiance; TN1015.
Laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; optogalvanic ef-

fect; enhanced ionization theory; fiame spectroscopy; ion

production; 18806.

Laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; opto-galvanic ef-

fect; trace metal analysis; tunable dye laser; analytical flame

spectroscopy; flame ionization; flame spectroscopy; 18880.

Laser excitation; microanalysis; microparticle analysis;

microprobe resolution; microsample heating; optical detec-

tion; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectrosco-

py; 18971.

Laser excited galvanic spectroscopy; lasers, bandwidth deter-

mination of; lasers, frequency locking of; lasers, wavelength

calibration of; optogalvanic effect; trace metal detection;

18944.

Laser fluorescence; laser spectroscopy; microfluorescence; satu-

ration spectroscopy; tunable laser; atomic flame fluorescence;

intracavity absorption; isotope analysis; laser analysis; 18364.

Laser fluorescence; molecular sodium; potential curves; colli-

sional excitation; dissociation energy; Dunham coefficients;

Franck-Condon factors; 18824.

Laser frequency measurement; Penning trap; speed of light;

COj laser; frequency comparison; frequency multiplication;

frequency synthesis; 18608.

Laser frequency measurements; C'^ methanol; FIR laser;

18939.

Laser glass; particle characterization; polishing compounds;

subsurface defects; surface contamination; surface prepara-

fion; SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Laser glass; photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence; piezo-optic

constants; SrF2; stress-optical coefficient; BaF,; CaFa; SP541

,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Laser induced breakdown; laser-induced damage threshold;

nonequilibrium carriers; semiconductors, Ge, Si, GaAs;
SP541, pp. 305-308 (Dec. 1978).

Laser induced cooling; Mg ions; optical & microwave double

resonance; stored ions; systematic effects; Ba ions; frequency

stability; frequency standard; ion temperature; 18697.

Laser induced plasma; optical emission; photoionization; Potas-

sium-Krypton mixtures; resonant multiphoton ionizations;

collisional excitation; collisional radiative recombination;

18799.

Laser interaction; optical components; optical fabrication; opti-

cal materials and properties; thin film coatings; laser damage;

SP541.

Laser ionization; laser vaporization; liquid chromatography;

liquid chromatography /mass spectrometry; SP519, pp. 647-

654 (Apr. 1979).

Laser irradiation; ceramic surfaces; diamond single-point

machining; high fluence; SP562, pp. 5 13-518 (Oct. 1979).

Laser magnetic resonance; atomic oxygen; glow discharge;

18919.

Laser MAP; laser measurements; laser power and energy; NBS
standards; standards; calorimeter; laser; 18914.



Laser measurements; laser power and energy; NBS standards;

standards; calorimeter; laser; laser MAP; IH9I4.

Laser measurements; laser power calibration; calorimetry; laser

beamsplitter system; laser calibration system; NBSIR 79-

1619.

Laser microprobe mass analyzer; laser Raman microprobe;

microanalysis; secondary ion mass spectrometry; x-ray

microanalysis; Auger electron spectroscopy; cathodolu-

minescence; ion scattering spectrometry; 18568.

Laser mirror; metallurgical characterization; microstructures;

molybdenum; optical characterization; SP54I. pp. 132-163

(Dec. 1978).

Laser optics, low velocity; mine ventilation; velocity standard;

airflow; calibration; facility; TN989.
Laser parameters; laser pulse; optical processing; phase; preci-

sion measurements; wave front; amplitude; beam profile;

cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics; holog-

raphy; laser; TNI009.
Laser power and energy; NBS standards; standards; calorime-

ter; laser; laser MAP; laser measurements; 18914.

Laser power calibration; calorimetry; laser beamsplitter system;

laser calibration system; laser measurements; NBSIR 79-

1619.

Laser power measurements; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry;

silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute

radiometry; detector; electrically calibrated detectors; 18773

.

Laser power measurements; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry;

silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute

radiometry; detector; electrically calibrated detectors; 18774.

Laser power modulator; laser power stabilizer; photodetector

characterization; radiometric instrumentation; TN987

.

Laser power stabilizer; photodetector characterization;

radiometric instrumentation; laser power modulator; TN987

.

Laser pulse; optical processing; phase; precision measurements;
wave front; amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital

sampling; Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser parameters;

TNI 009.

Laser pulse; pico-second; pico-second laser pulse, alkali-halides;

SP541. pp. 296-298 (Dec. 1978).

Laser pulses; power densities; thermal anneals; energy densities;

ion-implanted silicon; 18623.

Laser Raman microprobe; microanalysis; secondary ion mass
spectrometry; x-ray microanalysis; Auger electron spectrosco-

py; cathodoluminescence; ion scattering spectrometry; laser

microprobe mass analyzer; 18568.

Laser scanner; measurement development; photovoltaics; relia-

bility; solar arrays; solar cells; workshops; 18322.
Laser scanning; light-biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; re-

liability; semiconductor measurements; sheet resistance; solar

cells; solar cell stability; device measurements; NBSIR 79-

1909.

Laser scanning; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability;

semiconductor measurements; solar cells; solar cell stability;

workshops; device measurements; 18633.
Laser spectroscopy; lithium molecule; molecular spectroscopy;

potential curves; dissociation energy; Franck-Condon factors;

18867.

Laser spectroscopy; microfluorescence; saturation spectrosco-

py; tunable laser; atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity ab-

sorption; isotope analysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence;

18364.

Laser spectroscopy; Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; optical

spectroscopy; radiation pressure; radiative cooling; Doppler-

free spectroscopy; frequency standard; high resolution spec-

troscopy; ion storage; 18699.

Laser spectroscopy; multiphoton dissociation; radicals; vibronic

spectroscopy; chlorofluoromethylene; fluorescence; 19042.

Laser spectroscopy; multiphoton processes; photoionization;

quantum beats; sodium atom; angular distributions; field

ionization; 18953.

Laser spectroscopy; noise, laser .sources; nonlinear spectrosco-

py; optical heterodyne; spectroscopy, laser; 18558.

Laser spectroscopy; optical Ramsey effect; resonance line

shape analysis; Rydberg atoms; two photon spectroscopy;

19019.

Laser spectroscopy; optogalvanic effect; enhanced ionization

theory; flame spectroscopy; ion production; laser enhanced
ionization; 18806.

Laser spectroscopy; opto-galvanic effect; trace metal analysis;

tunable dye laser; analytical flame spectroscopy; flame

ionization; fiame spectroscopy; laser enhanced ionization;

18880.

Laser strainmeter; ocean load; preferred frame; spatial

anisotropy; strain tides; core resonance; free wobble; 18823.

Laser vaporization; liquid chromatography; liquid chromatog-

raphy/mass spectrometry; laser ionization; SP519, pp. 647-

654 (Apr. 1979).

Laser velocimeter; low velocity; performance; vane anemome-
ter; wind tunnel; airflow; anemometer; NBSIR 78-1433.

Laser velocimeter; low velocity; performance; vane anemome-
ter; wind tunnel; airflow: anemometer; NBSIR 78-1545.

Laser window; single crystal; strontium fluoride; antireflection

coatings; calcium fluoride; cw laser damage; DF laser; fusion

cast; laser damage; SP541 . pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Laser windows; lithium fluoride; mechanical properties; optical

properties; ultraviolet transmission; fluorides; forging; SP541,

pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Laser windows; optical properties; scattering; calcium fluoride;

forging; SP541, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

Laser-excitation technique; neutral sodium; sodium, neutral; au-

toionizing states; 18507.

Laser-induced damage; thermal damage; absorption; antireflec-

tion coatings; damage thresholds; impurities; SP541, pp. 202-

21 1 (Dec. 1978).

Laser-induced damage threshold; nonequilibrium carriers;

semiconductors, Ge, Si, GaAs; laser induced breakdown;

SP541, pp. 305-308 (Dec. 1978).

Laser-interferometer; microwave measurements; non-destruc-

tive evaluation; pipe welds; standard; x-ray image; appropria-

tions; fusion diagnostics; gravity waves; DIMINBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 ( 1979).

Laser-Raman microprobe; liquid chromatograph-Raman spec-

trometer interface; micro-Raman spectroscopy; organic

microanalysis; PAH microsamples; (PAHs); polynuclear aro-

matic hydrocarbons; Raman spectra; trace organic analysis;

SP5I9, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling; vapors; com-

bustion; equilibrium; high temperature; isolation; SP561,

yi>ls. I and 2.

Lasers; molecular bands; molecular spectra; reaction rate con-

stants; upper atmosphere: atomic energy levels; atomic spec-

tra; atomic transition probabilities; electron cross sections;

fusion plasmas; 18855.

Lasers; multiphoton ionisation; cesium; laser bandwidth; 18874.

Lasers, bandwidth determination of; lasers, frequency locking

of; lasers, wavelength calibration of; optogalvanic effect:

trace metal detection; laser excited galvanic spectroscopy;

18944.

Lasers, frequency locking of; lasers, wavelength calibration of;

optogalvanic effect; trace metal detection; laser excited gal-

vanic spectroscopy; lasers, bandwidth determination of;

18944.

Lasers, wavelength calibration of; optogalvanic effect; trace

metal detection; laser excited galvanic spectroscopy; lasers,

bandwidth determination of; lasers, frequency locking of;

18944.

Latent heat storage; pebble bed; phase-change unit; solar ener-

gy storage; thermal energy storage device; ASHRAE Stan-

dard 94-77; Glauber's salt; NBSIR 79-1737.
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Latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities;

specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson in-

version; NBSIR 79-1612.

Latent heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butanc; orthobaric

densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures;

densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of stale; internal

energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inver-

sion; NBSIR 79-1621.

Latent scratch; optical glass; polishing; cleaning; chemical dura-

bility; glass surface; SP562. pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Late-type stars; Ca ii emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; cir-

cumstellar shells; emission line, stars; 18853.

Late-type stars; stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae; stellar

winds; ultraviolet spectra; emission lines, stars; 18528.

Late-type stars; stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae; emission

line stars; flare stars; 18920.

Late-type, ultraviolet; spectra; Ca ii emission, stars; chromo-
spheres, stars; emission line, star; 18926.

Latin America; management; measurement; metrology; quality

control; standards; technology transfer; UN Conference on
Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD);
Africa; Asia; developing countries; industrialization; SP543

.

Lattice ab.sorption; zinc sulfide; characteristic phonons; chemi-
cal-vapor deposition; image spoiling; infrared imaging;

SP54I, pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

I

Lattice constants; peak intensities; powder patterns; reference

intensities; standard; x-ray diffraction; crystal structure; in-

tegrated intensities; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films;

1 diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification; 18758.

I
Lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films;

diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification; 18759.

Lattice dynamics; n-alkanes; non-bonded potential functions;

polyethylene; vibrational data; force field refinement; 18404.

\ Lattice relaxation; lithium; magnesium; sodium; soft x-ray ab-

II sorption spectra; soft x-ray emission spectra; aluminum;
beryllium; core hole lifetime; 18741

.

Lattice relaxation; many body effects; sodium; absorption spec-

tra; core excitation; emission spectra; 18413.

Lattice scattering mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; scatter-

ing mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type silicon; boron-

doped silicon; dopant density; effective mass; hole mobility;

I

ionized impurity scattering mobility; SP400-47.

\ Lattice-model chains; polymer chain dimensions; random-coil

chain dimensions; Rouse coordinates; distributions in chain

I

dimensions; equilibrium chain dimensions; excluded volume;

I

18618.

Lattice-model polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics; ran-

dom-coil polymer chains; relaxation times; self-entanglement

effects; computer simulation; end-to-end length; entangle-

ment effects; excluded volume effects; 18 772.

Laves phase; magnetic materials; neutron scattering; rare

[I earths; spin waves; crystal fields; 19031.

.1 Laves phase; magnetic properties; neutron scattering; rare earth

I

compounds; hydrides; 1865 7.

I

Laves phase; magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths;

I
hydrides; intermetallic compounds; 18682.

I'Laves phase; magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths;

hydrides; intermetallic compounds; 18881

.

I
Laves phase; sigma phase; transition metal; alloy phases; elec-

|[
tronegativity; electron factors; electron vacancies; 18357.

/ Law enforcement; public safety; communication systems; equip-

Sj ment selection; SP480-12.

]!

Law enforcement equipment; standards; surveillance; un-

dercover equipment; body-worn transmitters; communica-
tions equipment; FM transmitters; 18381

.

Law enforcement standards; materials properties; measurement
science; science students; SRM; titanium alloy; analytical

chemistry; ion-chromatography; DIMINHS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28

( 1979).

Lawn mowers; psychophysics; safety; standards; consumer

products; human factors; human performance; NBSIR 77-

1298.

Lawn mowers; reaction time; safety; standards; consumer

product; human factors; NBSIR 77-1299.

Lawnmower; motor shaft; brake; coupling device; cutting blade;

dead-man's handle; disconnect element; U.S. Patent

4,158,944.

LC microcapillary columns; selective detectors; ancillary

methods; bonded phases; chromatographic preconcentration;

detector sensitivity; gas chromatography; glass capillary

columns; high-performance liquid chromatography; SP5I9,

pp. 487-499 (Apr. 1979).

LDCs; less developed countries; light capital technology;

science and technology for development; U.N. Conference
on Science and Technology for Development; UNCSTD; ap-

propriate technology; industrialization; industrial R&D;
18685.

LDC's; measurement services; standardization; AID; assistance;

developing economies; foreign relations; industrializing na-

tions; international relations; NBSIR 78-1712.

Lead; lead isotopes; Chinese glass; galena ores; glass; Japanese

glass; 18840.

Lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients; solutions; ther-

modynamic properties; uranium; activity coefficient; copper;

critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; JPCRD
8, No. 4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Lead; mercury; metal; methylation; microbial tolerance;

microorganism; plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cad-

mium; food chain; 18860.

Lead fluoride; polymorphism; thallium iodide; thin films;

graded index; SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Lead isotopes; Chinese glass; galena ores; glass; Japanese glass;

lead; 18840.

Lead poisoning; abatement; building economics; building

materials; economic analysis; housing; lead-based paint;

TN97I.

Lead poisoning; abatement; building economics; building

materials; cost estimation; econometric models; economic
analysis; housing; lead-based paint; TN979.

Lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building

economics; building materials; economic analysis; housing;

TN971

.

Lead-based paint; lead poisoning; abatement; building

economics; building materials; cost estimation; econometric

models; economic analysis; housing; TN979.
Leak testing; measurement technology; microcalorimetry;

moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker leads; process

control; reliability; semiconductor devices; welding; auto-

mated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination;

corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; SP400-50.

Leakage; linear accelerators; neutrons; betatrons; detectors;

dosimetry; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Leakage; measurement techniques; medical accelerators;

neutrons; relative biological effect; shielding techniques; stan-

dards; dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; SP554.

Leakage; medical accelerator; neutrons; scatter; x rays; dose;

SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979).

Leakage; radiation; safety; standards; accelerators; lEC; inter-

locks; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

Leakage current; MOSFET dc profiler; surface recombination;

CCD; electrical test structure; gated diode; generation

lifetime; integrated gated-diode electrometer; integrated test

structure; NBSIR 79-1 744.
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Leakage failure mode; linear elastic fracture mechanics; metal

liner; composite materials; critical flaw size; cyclic fatigue

life; filament wound tankage; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct.

]'419).

Leakage radiation; regulations; SSRCR; state; accelerators;

SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).

Least absolute deviation; polynomial approximation; test

problems; algorithm testing; approximation; computational

experiment; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 455-488 ( 1979).

Least squares circle; least squares estimation; polar graph;

restraints; roundness standard; spindle error; standard devia-

tion; stylus; NBSIR 79-1758.

Least squares estimation; polar graph; restraints; roundness

standard; spindle error; standard deviation; stylus; least

squares circle; NBS/R 79-1758.

Least-squares; linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical analy-

sis; Boolean search system; computer programs; curve fitting;

data analysis, data base management; data retrieval; file han-

dling; graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC in-

dexing; 18597.

Leather; manufacturing technology; materials development;

shoes; technology transfer; computer-aided design and manu-
facture (CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented indus-

tries; government-industry cooperation; imports; innovation;

SP527.

Lecithins; lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; phenyl

substituted diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism;

recrystallization temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides;

differential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; 18380.

Legal aspects of standards; product certification; product lia-

bility; regulation; standards system; voluntary standards;

bibliography; buildings; certification; economics of standards;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Legislation; solar; standards; State; buildings; design; energy;

NBSIR 79-1705.

Legislation; solar energy; building regulation; energy conserva-

tion; SP552, pp. 211-216 (July 1979).

Legislation; thermal envelope criteria; thermal performance
criteria; education; energy utilization codes; illustrated hand-
book; 5P552, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

LEI; stepwise excitation; tunable dye lasers; enhanced ioniza-

tion; ionization spectrometry; 18983.

Length; measurement assurance; measurement process control;

systematic error; uncertainty; calibration; gage blocks,

Miniogr. 163.

Length standards; physical measurement systems; review arti-

cle; speed of light; time standards; atomic clocks; frequency

standards; frequency synthesis; fundamental constants;

18346.

Length-measuring devices; liquid-measuring devices; measures;

scales; specifications; taximeters; tolerances; volume-measur-
ing devices; weighing devices; weights; H44, 1979 Edition.

Lennard-Jones liquid; liquid rubidium; molecular dynamics;

radial distribution function; transverse current correlation

function; velocity autocorrelation function; intermediate scat-

tering function; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 ( 1979).

Less developed countries; light capital technology; science and
technology for development; U.N. Conference on Science

and Technology for Development; UNCSTD; appropriate

technology; industrialization; industrial R&D; LDC's; 18685.

Level; maintenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitor-

ing; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors;

tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized;

check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Level cluster; spherical tops; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppen-
heimer approximation; centrifugal; Coriolis; frame transfor-

mation relations; 18599.

Level clusters; Raman spectra; rotation-vibration spectra; sym-
metry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer approximation; high-

resolution spectra; 18598.

Level clusters; saturation absorption spectra; superfine struc-

ture; symmetry analysis; tableau calculus; high resolution

spectroscopy; hyperfine structure; 18609.

Level clusters; saturation absorption spectroscopy; spherical top

molecules; high resolution spectroscopy; 18928.

Level clusters; spherical top molecules; combiiiation bands;

high resolution spectroscopy; 18921.

Level width; line width; L shell; natural width; x-ray line width;

Auger effect; Auger line width; K shell; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

329-338 ( 1979).

Levitation calorimetry; microcalorimetry ; radiation calorimetry;

solution calorimetry; bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry;

electromagnetic power calorimetry; energy measurement;

enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement; fuels, heating

values; gas-flow calorimetry; 18330.

Liability; municipal corporations; negligence; sovereign immu-
nity; tort; duty; SP552, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Libraries. OFl OF2 ; information services; 19048.

Libraries-automation; machine-readable-bibliographic data;

bibliographic data bases; computerized data bases; informa-

tion storage and retrieval systems; NBSIR 78-1577.

Library policy; library procedures; library services; NBSIR 79-

1928 (NBS).

Library procedures; library services; library policy; NBSIR 79-

1928 iNBS).
Library services; library policy; library procedures; NBSIR 79-

1928 (NBS).

LiF; MgFj; NaCl; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive index;

Si02; SrF.^; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic con-

stant; ZnS; ZnSe; Al^O:,; TN993.

Life cycle costing; procurement of water heaters; technological

change; commercial impacts; Experimental Technology In-

centives Program; Federal Supply Service; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-51.

Life cycle costing; procurement of water heaters; technological

change; commercial impacts; Experimental Technology In-

centives Program; Federal Supply Service; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-52.

Life cycle reliability; on-vehicle computing instrumentation;

prognostic maintenance management; geriometry; SP547, pp.

65-77 (July 1979).

Life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes; renova-

tion; applied economics; building codes; building economics;

economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

NBSIR 79-1902.

Life safety; mathematical programming; nursing homes; renova-

tion; applied economics; building codes; building economics;

economic analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

19045.

Life safety; mobile homes; room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel

Test; construction standard; fire growth; fire tests; fiame

spread; flashover; impact assessment; interior finish; kitchen

fires; NBSIR 79-1720.

Life safety; regulation; risk assessment; societal goals; building

codes; control measures; fire codes; fire safety; governmental

actions; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalen-

cy; safety evaluation; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers;

building codes; building construction; Delphi Method; fire

safety; health care facilities; hospitals; interior finishes;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Life-cycle analysis; safety regulations; building codes; building

regulations; cost-benefit analysis; SP552, pp. 267-282 (July

1979).

Life-cycle cost; optimal; standard; buildings; conservation;

criteria; design; economics; efficiency; energy; energy budget;

equity; 18888.
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Lifc-cycic cost analysis; masonry construction; space heating

and cooling requirements; thermal mass; building economics;

energy conservation; insulation; NBSIR 79-1 789.

Life-cycle costing; marginal analysis; optimal design; residential

buildings; space cooling; space heating; building envelope;

cost effectiveness; economics; energy conservation; internal

rate of return; 19044.

Life-cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives;

adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition; economics; historic

preservation; TN980.
Life-cycle costing; redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives;

adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition; economics; historic

preservation; 19016.

Life-cycle costing; retrofitting; solar; building design; cost; ener-

gy conservation; energy standards; fenestration; 19043.

Life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal efficiency; window;
window management; building economics; daylighting;

economic analysis; energy conservation; engineering

economics; BSS119.
Lifetime; mean life; oscillator strength; Al i; aluminum; delayed

coincidence; /-value; imprisonment; laser; 18527.

Lifetime prediction; materials durability; materials failure;

18830.

Lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyurethane; ther-

mogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics; aging of polymers;
degradation of polymers; error propagation; factor-jump

method; heating rate; 18620.

Light; liquefied natural gas; measurements; microwaves; super

spring; ultraviolet radiation; calibrations; energy; fluid mix-

tures; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).

Light absorption; metal oxides; molecular absorption; opto-gal-

vanic spectroscopy; uv irradiation; 18344.

Light capital technology; science and technology for develop-

ment; U.N. Conference on Science and Technology for

Development; UNCSTD; appropriate technology; industri-

alization; industrial R&D; LDC's; less developed countries;

18685.

Light emitting diode, detectors; 18848.

Light flux; photometric calibrator; inverse fourth power; U.S.

Patent 4,152,074.

Light pulse shape; vacuum spark; far ultraviolet; 1881 1.

Light scattering; molecular weight dependence; polystyrene;

radius of gyration; temperature dependence; hydrodynamic
radius; 18545.

Light scattering; optical particle sizing; particle size standards;

aerosol size measurement; calibration of particle sizing instru-

ments; Doppler shift spectrometer; 18980.

Light scattering; polydisperse; polydispersity; polystyrene;

quasielastic light scattering; SRM-706; standard reference

material; diffusion; diffusion coefficient; 1851 1.

Light water reactors; damage analysis; dosimetry standardiza-

tion; fast breeder reactors; 19012.

Light water reactors; nuclear reactors; reactor dosimetry;

dosimetry programs; 19014. I

Light-biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability;

semiconductor measurements; sheet resistance; solar cells;

solar cell stability; device measurements; laser scanning;

NBSIR 79-1909.

Lighting and thermal efficiency standards; local governments;

new construction plans review; training and education; design

professionals; energy audits; energy codes; Kentucky Fire

Marshal's office; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Lighting distribution simulation; visual performance; building

codes; building performance simulation; computer applica-

tions; energy conservation; illumination standards; SP552, pp.

321-335 (July 1979).

Lighting energy consumption; occupant factors; residential air

conditioning; service hot water; space heating; ventilation;

appliance energy consumption; energy consumption of re-

sidences; NBSIR 78-1501.

Lightning impulse; pulse calibration; ramp response; step

response; divider; high voltage; impulse; 18727.

Lights, flashing; lights, warning; perception, visual; peripheral

vision; vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights; visual percep-

tion; color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective intensity;

emergency lights; intensity, effective; SP480-36.

Lights, warning; perception, visual; peripheral vision; vehicles,

emergency; visibility, lights; visual perception; color, lights;

conspicuity, lights; effective intensity; emergency lights; in-

tensity, effective; lights, flashing; SP480-36.

Light-scattering; lipids; nephelometry; oils; reversed-phase;

serum; cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-performance liquid

chromatography; SP519, pp. 429-436 (Apr 1979).

Linac; neutron flux determination; proton telescope; standard

cross section; "^U(n,f); fission cross section; 18581

.

Linac; neutrons; position-sensitive detector; radiography; time-

of-flight technique; 18591.

Linacs; patient survival; betatrons; cobalt units; dose buildup;

5^554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Line broadening; line shapes; 184 74.

Line formation; radiation transfer; stellar atmospheres; circum-

stellar dust; 18435.

Line printer; print controller; printer; cable interface; com-
puter; controller; control units; hammer drive; input/output

bus; interface; interface signals; I/O interface bus; NBS-GCR-
79-182.

Line profiles; P-Cygni lines; radiative transfer; resonance lines;

stars; stellar winds; 18515.

Line shape; model correlation function; pressure broadening;

CO2; far wings; infrared wings; 18886.

Line shapes; line broadening; 18474.

Line shapes, atomic; molecular bands; molecular spectra; rota-

tional constants; atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic

transition probabilities; bands, molecular; energy levels; ener-

gy levels, atomic; 18828.

Line strengths; many-body interaction; many-body perturbation

theory; oscillator strengths; copper isolectronic sequence;

diagrammatic perturbation theory; electron correlation;

ionization energies; 18998.

Line strengths; methyl formate; microwave spectrum; radio as-

tronomy; rotational transitions; internal rotation; interstellar

molecules; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 ( 1979).

Line strengths; microwave spectra; molecular constants;

propyne; radio astronomy; rotational transitions; interstellar

molecules; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 ( 1979).

Line width; L shell; natural width; x-ray line width; Auger ef-

fect; Auger line width; K shell; level width; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

329-338 ( 1979).

Linear absorption; Nd:YAG laser; two photon absorption;

CdSe; CdTe; internal reflections; laser calorimeter; SP54I,

pp. 19-23 (Dec. 1978).

Linear accelerators; neutrons; betatrons; detectors; dosimetry;

leakage; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Linear averaging; reciprocating; records after trigger; tape loop;

time signal; time window; gated frequency analysis; Gaussian

window; impulsive complex signals; SP547, pp. 315-322 (July

1979).

Linear elastic fracture mechanics; metal liner; composite

materials; critical flaw size; cyclic fatigue life; filament wound
tankage; leakage failure mode; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct.

1979).

Linear elastic materials; tensile fracture; aircraft structural

components; composite materials; SP563, p. 3 (Oct. 1979).

Linear load; Newton-Raphson interation methods; nonlinear

load; time-domain measurements; time-stepping finite-dif-

ference technique; transient; traveling-wave antenna; Fast

Fourier transform; 19035.

Linear positioning; micromanipulator; optical microscope stage;

piezoelectric drives; scanning stage; SEM microscope stage;
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submicrometer positioning instrumentation; TEM microscope

stage; flexure pivots; 18327.

Linear rate; multiphoton; rate approximation; saturable rate;

bandwidth; coherence, dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization;

IHH93.

Linear regression; MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean

search system; computer programs; curve fitting; data analy-

sis; data base management; data retrieval; file handling;

graphic analysis; IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing;

least-squares; 18597.

Linearity; scattering; collimation; haze; hazemeter; integrating

sphere; 18594.

Linearized equations; partial differential equations; buoyant
convection; finite-difference computations; fire in an enclo-

sure; heat addition; hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial,

boundary-value problem; NBSIR 79-1754.

Lineshape; low temperature; mixed crystal optical spectra;

diphenylmethylene; 18754.

Linewidth; photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon; test pat-

tern; test structure; TTL; bipolar process; contact resistor;

cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; in-

tegrated circuits; 18533.

Linewidth measurement; microlithography; micrometrology; op-

tical microscopy; 18629.

Line-width measurements; oxidation; photolithography;

photovoltaic method; power-device grade silicon;

radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors, sheet;

scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor materials;

semiconductor process control; silicon; SP400-38.
Lint; performance; venting; appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency;

energy conservation; heat recovery; 18793.
Lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; phenyl sub-

stituted diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystal-

iization temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides; dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins;

18380.

Lipids; nephelometry; oils; reversed-phase; serum; cerebrospinal

fluid; detector; high-performance liquid chromatography;
light-scattering; SP5I9, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Lipoxidase; oils; PUFA; 9, 1 2-di-c(i-polyunsaturated fatty acids;

fats; SP5/9, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1979).

Liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical modeling;

measurement; photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo;

statistical analysis; strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic;

error estimation; NBSIR 79-1751.

Liquefied natural gas; measurements; microwaves; super spring;

ultraviolet radiation; calibrations; energy; fluid mixtures;

light; DIMINBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).

Liquefied natural gas; phase equilibrium; pipelines; sampling;

custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chromatography;
heating value; hydrocarbon; NBSIR 78-887.

Liquefied natural gas; sampling; cryogenic densimeter; custody
transfer; density; flowmetering; 18396.

Liquefied natural gas; sampling; custody transfer; density; gas

analysis; gas chromatography; heating value; 18395.

Liquefied natural gas (LNG); magnetic suspension densimeter;

comparisons; correlation; custody transfer; density; experi-

mental; extended corresponding states method; hard sphere
model; Klosek-McKinley method; 18775.

Liquid breakdown; nitrobenzene, partial discharges; streamers;

transient phenomena; electrical breakdown; high speed
photography; Kerr effect; 18843.

Liquid chromatograph-Raman spectrometer interface; micro-

Raman spectroscopy; organic microanalysis; PAH microsam-
ples; (PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; Raman
spectra; trace organic analysis; laser-Raman microprobe;
SP519, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; automation; clinical chemistry; en-

vironmental chemistry; gas chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 587-

600 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; liquid chromatography/mass spec-

trometry; laser ionization; laser vaporization; SP519, pp. 647-

654 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose; ribose; stachyose;

sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose; galacto.se;

gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose; SP519, pp. 271-

278 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; mass spectrometry; trace organic anal-

ysis; analytical systems; atomic absorption; gas chromatog-
raphy; SP5I9. pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; metal speciation; organomercury ca-

tions; biological samples; electrochemical detection; 18420.

Liquid chromatography; methylmercury ; organometals; water

preconcentration; electrochemical detection; SP519, pp. 57-

63 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; oil; oyster; conductivity; ion-chro-

matography; ion-exchange; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246

( 1979).

Liquid chromatography; oxidation; reduction; cell design; elec-

trochemical detection; SP519, pp. 705-712 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; phenolic metabolites; catecholamines;

electrochemical detection; SP519, pp. 391-397 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; plant constituents; abscisic acid; gas

chromatography; SP519, pp. 803-807 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; selective detection; detector design;

gas chromatography; SP519, pp. 547-5 85 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; trace enrichment; wastewater analysis;

SP519, pp. 185-190 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; triamterene assay; clinical analysis;

fluorescence detection; SP519, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography; tryptophan metabolites; brain;

cerebrospinal fluid; fluorescence flow cell; SP519, pp. 411-

418 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; PCB metabolism;

polychlorinated biphenyls; cytochrome P-450; SP5I9, pp.

685-690 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry; laser ionization;

laser vaporization; liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 647-

654 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry; pesticides; vitamin

A; wire transport; SP5I9, pp. 637-645 (Apr. 1979).

Liquid helium; superconducting power transmission; thermal

cycling; thermal stress; cable cool-down; cool-down helium;

NBSIR 79-1618.

Liquid helium; superconducting power transmission lines; su-

percritical helium; density wave oscillations; flow oscillations;

flow stability; 18567.

Liquid methane; LNG; cryogenic; densimeters; density

reference system; 18805.

Liquid penetrant testing; Rideal-Washburn equation; surface

tension; defect geometry; fluid elasticity; J. Res. 84, No. 4,

287-292 ( 1979).

Liquid quenching; metastable phases; niobium-silicon alloys;

splat-cooling; superconductivity; intermetallic compounds;

18734.

Liquid rubidium; molecular dynamics; radial distribution func-

tion; transverse current correlation function; velocity au-

tocorrelation function; intermediate scattering function; Len-

nard-Jones liquid; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 ( 1979).

Liquid scintillation counting; photon counting; radioactivity;

'^'Sn"" decay scheme; coincidence counting; decay probabili-

ty; isomeric transition; 18841

.

Liquid softening; oxides; scratching; size effect; specific energy;

ceramics; chipping; crack formation; fracture toughness; fric-

tion; hardness; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Liquid-filled dielectric waveguide; optical waveguide; phase-

matched propagation in wav^uide; Raman spectroscopy of

liquids; signal enhancement of coherent Raman process;

coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS); 18686.
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Liquid-liquid critical point; rcnormalization group theory; scal-

ing theory; universality hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture;

con^^olutc point; critical exponent; critical phenomena; criti-

cal solution point; IH825.

Liquid-measuring devices; measures; scales; specifications; tax-

imeters; tolerances; volume-measuring devices; weighing

devices; weights; length-measuring devices; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

Liquids; pressure cell; viscosity; diamond-anvil; glass transition;

high pressure; hydrostaticity; 1H509.

Liquid-vapor equilibria; methane + ethane; binary mixtures;

data correlation; excess volumes; heat of mixing; JPCRD 8,

No. 3, 799-816 (1979).

Literature reviews; pyromaniacs; abnormal psychology; arson;

arsonists; firesetters; human behavior; NBS-GCR-79-l 57.

Literature survey; oscillator strengths; atomic transition proba-

bilities; 185 72.

Lithium; electron excitation; 19028.

Lithium; magnesium; sodium; soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft

x-ray emission spectra; aluminum; beryllium; core hole

lifetime; lattice relaxation; 18741.

Lithium; magnetic flux density dependence; potassium; pressure

dependence; rubidium; sodium; temperature dependence; al-

kali elements; cesium; electrical resistivity; francium; JPCRD
8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices; trace analysis; uranium;
alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fission tracks; geochronolo-

gy; geology; 18342.

Lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion; beryllium; dif-

ferential cross section; Fermi gas; 18442.

Lithium; optical potentials; photopion; pion; beryllium; dif-

ferential cross section; Fermi gas; 18496.

Lithium aluminosilicates; lithium silicate; electrode polarization;

equivalent circuits; ionic conduction; 18794.

Lithium fluoride; mechanical properties; optical properties; ul-

traviolet transmission; fluorides; forging; laser windows;
SP54I, pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Lithium molecule; molecular spectroscopy; potential curves;

dissociation energy; Franck-Condon factors; laser spectrosco-

py; 18867.

Lithium silicate; electrode polarization; equivalent circuits;

ionic conduction; lithium aluminosilicates; 18794.

Lithiumlike ions, ionization of; N"^**; O"*^*; rate coefficient; elec-

tron impact ionization; ionization cross section; ionization

rate coefficient; 18502.

Liver; power spectrum; signal processing; tissue characteriza-

tion; tissue parameters; ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; cep-

strum; computer; convolution; de-convolution; SP525, pp.

287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Liver; scattering; scattering cross-section; absorption; attenua-

tion; heart; SP525, pp. 153-156 (Apr. 1979).

Liver attenuation; spectral analysis; statistical modeling; ul-

trasonic tissue characterization; computer processing; estima-

tion theory; 5^525, pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Lixiscope; radioactive x-ray source; rare-earth scintillator

screen; '"I; "»GD; Csl; detection efficiency; 19001.

LijB.,; neutron powder; structure; x ray; crystal; diffraction;

18382.

LNG; cryogenic; densimeters; density reference system; liquid

methane; 18805.
LNG; low temperature; mechanical properties; aluminum al-

loys; ferrous alloys; fracture mechanics; 18865.

LNG; marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photo-

grammetric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis;

strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation;

liquefied natural gas; NBSIR 79-1751.

LNG; mathematical models; mixtures; specific heating value;

tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties data; total

heating value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; 18838.

LNG; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables;

thermophysical properties; total heating value; composition;

custody transfer; density; flow rate; 18564.

Load; roof; roof load; snow; solar collector; structural engineer-

ing; building; ice; NBS-GCR-79-18I

.

Load application factors; load hardness; load rate; machining;

translational motion; SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct. 1979).

Load cell; mass; mass comparator; mass difference; strain-gage;

substitution weighing; weighing; weights; constant loading;

force; high precision; high-precision weighing; J. Res. 84, No.

5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Load current; overlamping; surface mounted incandescent

lighting fixture; thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch cir-

cuit wiring; electrical junction box; hazardous temperatures;

NBSIR 79-1912.

Load current; protective barrier; recessed incandescent lighting

fixture; thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wir-

ing; electrical junction box; hazardous temperatures; NBSIR
79-1913.

Load hardness; load rate; machining; translational motion; load

application factors; SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct. 1979).

Load profiles; water heaters; energy usage; NBSIR 78-1496.

Load rate; machining; translational motion; load application

factors; load hardness; SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct. 1979).

Loading rate; pin-end; test method; wall panels; walls; compres-

sion; eccentric loading; flat-end; kern; BSS95.

Loads (forces); roughness; structural analysis; tall buildings;

wind pressure; aerodynamics; boundary layer; 18351

.

Local; microprocessor; network; serial; broadcast; coaxial; com-

munication; contention; data; digital; ethernet; 18760.

Local air transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-46.

Local governments; new construction plans review; training and

education; design professionals; energy audits; energy codes;

Kentucky Fire Marshal's office; lighting and thermal efficien-

cy standards; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Local thermal equilibrium model; microanalysis; secondary ion

mass spectrometry; surface analysis; elemental analysis; ion

microprobe mass analyzer; 18979.

Local time differentials; meridian designator; time differential

factor; time zone references; Uniform Time Act of 1966;

universal time; American National Standard Representation

for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information In-

terchange; FIPS PUB 59.

Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF); polyimide composite

stability in space; polyimide/graphite mechanical properties;

ultrasonic inspection; cocured and precured laminates; exoat-

mospheric exposure of composites; SP563, pp. 4-16 (Oct.

1979).

Long term frequency stability; oscillator systems; quartz crystal

oscillator; short term frequency stability; 18691.

Longest circuit; permutation matrix; doubly stochastic matrix;

eigenvalues; field of values; graph; 18941

.

Long-range planning; management control; measurement;

modeling; on-line system design; performance evaluation;

performance management; prototyping; remote terminal

emulation; system testing; audit; capacity planning; financial

applications; SP500-52 , pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Loran-C; low frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts;

standard frequencies; television color subcarrier; time and

frequency calibration methods; time calibration; time signals;

frequency calibration; high frequency; SP559.

Lorentz function; preferred orientation function; pyrolitic gra-

phite; Ruland function; x-ray diffraction; Bacon function;

Bragg function; Ergun function; graphite materials; 18523.

Lorenz ratio; reference materials; thermal conductivity; charac-

terization; density; electrical resistivity; graphite; 18668.
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Loss angle; microphonic coupling; phase angle; surface films;

capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipation factor;

1 8454.

Loss factor; nonlinear creep; polyethylene; failure criteria;

IH468.

Loss prevention; risk; safety; construction; cost effectiveness;

hazard; injuries; 18890.

Lossy dielectric slab; modes considerations; TEM-cell; attenua-

tion; coupled integral equations; dispersion; NBSIR 79-1615.

Low energy; nitrogen; rate coefficients; drift tube; electrons;

excitation; 18925.

Low frequency; microcomputer; ac voltage measurement;
18455.

Low frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; standard

frequencies; television color subcarrier; time and frequency

calibration methods; time calibration; time signals; frequency

calibration; high frequency; Loran-C; SP559.

Low input power cyclic cryogenic refrigerator; multi-stage dis-

placer; Stirling machine; superconducting quantum interfer-

ing devices (SQUID); U.S. Patent 4,143.520.

Low temperature;* magnetothermal conductivity; nickel alloy;

stainless steel; thermal conductivity; aluminum alloy; copper;

18619.

Low temperature; mechanical properties; aluminum alloys; fer-

rous alloys; fracture mechanics; LNG; 18865.

Low temperature; mechanical properties; polystyrene; polyu-

rethane; thermal insulation; thermal properties; cellular

plastic; 18719.

Low temperature; mixed crystal optical spectra; diphenyl-

methylene; lineshape; 18754.

Low temperature; rhodium-iron thermometry; thermal cycles to

low temperatures; germanium thermometers; 19040.

Low temperature; temperature scale; thermometry; tunnel

diode oscillator; gas thermometer; 18548.

Low temperature alloy; specific heat; stainless steel; heat

capacity; 18419.

Low temperature physics; Nobel Prize; 18482.

Low temperature polymer; cryogenic; dielectric loss; dissipation

factor; high voltage; 18384.

Low temperature scale; •'He/^'He dilution refrigerator; **CO y-

ray thermometer; comparison measurements; Germanium re-

sistance thermometer; Josephson junction noise thermometer;

18555.

Low temperature tests; martensitic transformations; mechanical

properties; stainless steel alloys; crack propagation;

cryogenics; fracture; 18943.

Low temperature tests; mechanical porperties; stainless steel;

crack propagation; fatigue; fracture resistance; 18621

.

Low temperature tests; mechanical properties; aluminum alloys;

crack propagation; cryogenics; fatigue; fracture; 18610.

Low temperature tests; mechanical properties; titanium; titani-

um alloys; electron beam welding; fatigue (materials); frac-

ture properties; 1861 1.

Low temperature tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels; steels; su-

peralloys; titanium alloys; crack propagation; fatigue; 18695.

Low temperature thermometry; magnetic susceptibility; mag-
netic thermometers; Nd(C2H5S04)3-9H20; thermometry;

Gd(PO:,)3; 18556.

Low temperatures; magnetic susceptibility; magnetic ther-

mometry; paramagnetic relaxation; 18969.

Low temperatures; mechanical properties; metallurgical proper-

ties; niobium-titanium; physical properties; superconductors;

electrical properties; 18552.

Low temperatures; niobium; precipitate; superconductor; tin;

alloy; copper; 18655.

Low temperatures; n-paraffins; polycrystals; relaxation process;

Young's modulus; audio frequencies; impurities; internal fric-

tion; isomers; 18467.

Low velocity; mine ventilation; velocity standard; airflow;

calibration; facility; laser optics; TN989.

Low velocity; performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; air-

flow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; NBSIR 78-1433.

Low velocity; performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; air-

flow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; NBSIR 78-1545.

Low-activity replacement source; measurement technique;

scatter contribution; source capsule; source housing; spec-

trometry results; ""CO gamma-ray beam; calibration source;

collimation system; data-reduction technique; 18416.

Low-dose; low-intensity; microchannel plate; radiography; x

ray; imaging; 19000.

Low-energy stopping power; electron energy loss; energy

degradation; 18659.

Low-frequency approximation; multiphoton effects; scattering

in laser field; free-free transitions; 1871 1.

Low-income residences; marginal cost/benefit analysis in

weatherization; optimum weatherization retrofit combina-

tions; thermal analysis of residences; Community Services

Administration; heating balance point analysis; NBSIR 79-

1706.

Low-intensity; microchannel plate; radiography; x ray; imaging;

low-dose; 19000.

Low-level; measurements; radioactivity; standards; traceability;

18400.

Low-level counting; radiocarbon; accelerator mass spec-

trometry; anthropogenic and natural carbonaceous species;

atmospheric gases and particles; environmental pollutants;

fossil fuels; 18405.

Low-pressure laminates; metal-matrix composites; polymer

matrices; advanced-fiber composites; cryogenics; industrial

laminates; 18631.

Low-T^; microwaves; thin-film; tunneling; energy gap; iridium;

Josephson junction; 18540.

Low-temperature; mechanical properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-

strengthened; stainless steel; tensile properties; toughness;

cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength; 18957.

LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances; modular test programs;

parametric yield limitations; performance limitations;

photomask performance; process control; test patterns; test

structures; total process integration; comprehensive process

characterization; design rules; SP400-56.

Lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum standards; petrole-

um test methods; recycled oil; re-refmed oil; used oil; waste

oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil; SP556.

Lubrication system monitoring; aircraft component failure; con-

dition monitoring; debris monitoring; diagnostic techniques;

failure detection; SP547, pp. 330-344 (July 1979).

Luminescence; microspectrofluorimetry; photoluminescence;

spectrofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole; benzotriazole;

charge transfer; copper; 18504.

Luminescence spectrometry; organic pollutants monitoring;

synchronous excitation spectroscopy; cresol; SP519, pp. 679-

684 (Apr. 1979).

Lunar sample; temperature variation of dielectric parameters of

soil; cavity resonance; coaxial line resonator; dielectric con-

stant; dielectric loss; 18566.

Lunar soil; microwave; profile effect on permittivity; tempera-

ture variation of permittivity; dielectric constant; dielectric

loss; 18557.

Lutetium; osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths;

ytterbium; energy levels; hafnium; ionization energies; 18506.

Lutetium; spectrum; wavelengths; energy levels; 18369.

Lyman-alpha; deuterium; interstellar medium; 18753.

M
Machinable; MACOR"'; Corning code 9658; glass-ceramic;

SP562, pp. 221-229 (Oct. 1979).

Machine condition monitoring; oil analysis; oil sampling; wear;

wear particles; ferrography; SP547. pp. 323-329 (July 1979).
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Machinc-readable-bibliographic data; bibliographic data bases;

computerized data bases; information storage and retrieval

systems; libraries-automation; NBSIR 78-1577.

Machinery; maintenance; monitoring; repairs; vibration; aircraft

carrier; condition analysis; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July 1979).

Machinery and equipment; mechanical impedance; mechanical

vibrations; noise control; transmissibility; vibration isolation;

vibrations; antivibration mounting; damping; dynamic proper-

tics; industrial engineering; isolation; H128.
Machinery noise; noise signature; non-destructive evaluation;

piezoelectric polymer; spectrum analysis; strain gage; bearing

noise; failure prevention; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July 1979).

Machining; polishing; sanding; strength-size effects; brittle

failure; flaw populations; flaws; fractography; fracture origins;

grinding; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Machining; translational motion; load application factors; load

hardness; load rate; SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct. 1979).

Machining of ceramics; oxidation and degradation; silicon-

nitride; fracture origin; fracture strength; SP562, pp. 477-481
(Oct. 1979).

I

MACOR™; Corning code 9658; glass-ceramic; machinable;
1 SP562, pp. 221-229 (Oct. 1979).

Macromolecular relaxation; relaxation phenomenon; ultrasonic

tissue absorption; absorption of ultrasound; "5P525, pp. 29-36

j

(Apr. 1979).

{

Magnesium; photoabsorption-spectrum; synchrotron radiation;

j

autoionization; core-excited states; 18912.
' Magnesium; radium; strontium; temperature dependence; al-

kaline earth elements; barium; beryllium; calcium; electrical

resistivity; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 ( 1979).

j
Magnesium; sodium; soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft x-ray

j

emission spectra; aluminum; beryllium; core hole lifetime;

I lattice relaxation; lithium; 18741

.

Magnesium phosphate; potassium phosphate; struvite analogue;

crystal structure; 18491.

: Magnetic; particles; superparamagnetic particles; blocking tem-

I

perature; 18746.

Magnetic bubbles; masstapes; solid state memories; video disks;

beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes; core memories;
i disks; drums; floppy disks; laser beams; SP500-45.

j Magnetic fields; Maxwell's equations; solenoids; Ampere's law;

dimensional metrology; fundamental constants; gyromagnetic

ratio of proton; 18437.

Magnetic fields; proton gyromagnetic ratio; quantum elec-

trodynamic theory; electron anomalous moment; fine-struc-

!) ture constant; fundamental constant; 18702.

Magnetic flux density dependence; potassium; pressure depen-

dence; rubidium; sodium; temperature dependence; alkali

elements; cesium; electrical resistivity; francium; lithium;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Magnetic fusion energy; superconducting magnets; advanced
composites; composite materials; cryogenics; industrial

1^
laminates; 18560.

:
Magnetic fusion research; transition probal>Hities; wavelengths;

atomic data; data availability; dielectronic recombination
I rates; excitation rate coefficients; ionization rate coefficients;

18593.

I

Magnetic materials; microwaves; millimeter waves; permeability

measurements; permittivity measurements; radar absorbers;

time-domain measurements; dielectrics; frequency-domain

measurements; NBSIR 79-1613.

Magnetic materials; neutron scattering; rare earths; spin waves;

I

crystal fields; Laves phase; 19031

.

I Magnetic particles; nondestructive evaluation; penetrants;

!i
radiography; statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical tests;

acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; inspection; NBSIR 78-

1581.

I

Magnetic partides; magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths;

small angle scattering; amorphous alloys; 183 72.

Magnetic properties; neutron scattering; rare earth compounds;
hydrides; Laves phase; 18657.

Magnetic properties; neutron scattering; spin waves; transition-

metal glasses; amorphous alloys; 18898.

Magnetic properties of rare earth alloys; metal hydrides; rare-

earth hydrides; cerium dihydride; crystal-field splitting; in-

elastic neutron scattering; 19030.

Magnetic property; magnetometer; powders; susceptibility;

calibration; iron oxide; 18804.

Magnetic relaxation; magnetism; Mossbauer; rare earths; spin

glass; hyperfine fields; 18329.

Magnetic superconductor; neutron scattering; rare earth;

Chevrel-phase; coexistence; crystal field; 18850.

Magnetic susceptibility; magnetic thermometers; Nd(C2Hs
304)3 -9H.O; thermometry; Gd(P03)3; low temperature ther-

mometry; 18556.

Magnetic susceptibility; magnetic thermometry; paramagnetic

relaxation; low temperatures; 18969.

Magnetic susceptibility; spin-glass, sound velocity; Debye tem-

perature; iron alloy; 18763.

Magnetic suspension; orthobaric liquid density; tables; argon;

comparisons; correlation; ethylene; experimental; 18627.

Magnetic suspension; position detector; capacitance sensor;

densimeter; 18962.

Magnetic suspension densimeter; comparisons; correlation; cus-

tody transfer; density; experimental; extended corresponding

states method; hard sphere model; Klosek-McKinley method;
liquefied natural gas (LNG); 18775.

Magnetic tape drives; NRZI recording; phase encoded record-

ing; tape drive characteristics; computer magnetic tape

drives; computer tape controllers; group coded recording; in-

terface electrical characteristics; interface functional charac-

teristics; NBS-GCR-78-127.
Magnetic thermometers; Nd(C2H.^S04).i • 9H2O; thermometry;

Gd(P03)3; low temperature thermometry; magnetic suscepti-

bility; 18556.

Magnetic thermometry; paramagnetic relaxation; low tempera-

tures; magnetic susceptibility; 18969.

Magnetism; Mossbauer; rare earths; spin glass; hyperfine fields;

magnetic relaxation; 18329.

Magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths; small angle scatter-

ing; amorphous alloys; magnetic partides; 18372.

Magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths; hydrides; inter-

metallic compounds; Laves phase; 18682.

Magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths; hydrides; inter-

metallic compounds; Laves phase; 18881

.

Magnetism; phase diagram; potassium; conductivity; exchange

interaction; ferrite; hyperfine field; 19046.

Magnetism; phase transitions; rare earths; small angle neutron

scattering; amorphous materials; domains; 18835

.

Magnetization equation; spin Hamiltonians; spinodal point;

spin-phonon coupling; ferromagnetism ; 18605.

Magnetoencephalography ; SQUID magnetometer; auditory

evoked response; 18397.

Magnetometer; powders; susceptibility; calibration; iron oxide;

magnetic property; 18804.

Magnetometers; conductivity anomalies; earthquake prediction;

geomagnetism; induced currents; 18895.

Magnetometry; quantum interference; superconductivity; digital

electronics; 18701.

Magnetothermal conductivity; nickel alloy; stainless steel; ther-

mal conductivity; aluminum alloy; copper; low temperature;

18619.

Magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization; potassium tanta-

late; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium;

ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electro-

caloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat

switches; 18680.
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Maintenance; marine borers; nondestructive testing; pilings;

timber; acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; inspec-

tion; lf<525.

Maintenance; monitoring; repairs; vibration; aircraft carrier;

condition analysis; machinery; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

1979).

Maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability;

poster; reliability; statistical computing section; worksheet;

capabilities; ease of learning and using; installation; language;

IH903.

Maintenance: operation; purchasing; pursuit tires; safety; tread

wear; braking traction; cornering traction; driving traction;

endurance; SP480-33.

Maintenance; performance monitoring; bearing analysis; condi-

tion monitoring; engine diagnosis; failure detection; failure

diagnosis; failure prevention; SP547.

Maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equip-

ment; NBSIR 79-1731.

Maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equip-

ment; NBS-GCR-78-149.
Maintenance; stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys;

coal; creosote; fire departments; fire safety; heating equip-

ment; 18537.

Maintenance oriented; malfunction detection; monitoring; on-

board; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailora-

ble; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out

system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Maintenance requirements; naval ship application; composites;

hydrofoils; SP563, pp. 267-275 (Oct. 1979).

Maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines;

nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy analyzer

(TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-

capture; hydrazines; SP5I9, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Malfunction detection; monitoring; onboard; patented; pres-

sure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; ac-

cumulator; analog; centralized; check-out system; dessicant;

discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; SP547, pp. 345-

357 (July 1979).

Malfunction procedures; manned spaceflight failures; redundan-

cy management; training for diagnosis; automatic monitoring;

failure annunciation; SP547. pp. 3-16 (July 1979).

Maltose; raffinose; ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis;

carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatog-
raphy; glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography; SP519, pp.
271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Mammalian tissues; polypeptides; proteins; tissue characteriza-

tion; ultrasonics; velocity; absorption; amino acids; attenua-

tion; frequency; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Mammalian tissues; ultrasound; velocity; attenuation; SP525,

pp. 343-360 (Apr. 1979).

Mammography; time-of-flight; tissue characterization; ultrasonic

imaging; ultrasound; breast cancer, computerized tomog-
raphy; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Management; mathematical models; policy analysis; software;

standards; transfer; documentation; energy; evaluation;

guidelines; implementation; large-scale; SP534.

Management; measurement; metrology; quality control; stan-

dards; technology transfer; UN Conference on Science and
Technology for Development (UNCSTD); Africa; Asia;

developing countries; industrialization; Latin America;
SP543.

Management; multiple-attribute decisions; ordering; paired

comparisons; prioritization; project selection; ranking;

resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; decision anal-

ysis; deci-sions; eigenvectors; 18602.

Management; research; 18387.

Management control; measurement; modeling; on-line system

design; performance evaluation; performance management;
prototyping; remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit;

capacity planning; financial applications; long-range planning;

SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Management practices; technological change; commercializa-

tion; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; im-

plementing; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Management practices; technological change; commercializa-

tion; empirical investigation; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; im-

plementing; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Management reporting; performance analysis; structured ap-

proach; auditing; capacity planning; computer performance

evaluation; Information Management System (IMS); SP50()-

52, pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Managerial decision-making; methodology; administrative ex-

perimentation; 18722.

Mandatory testing program; peer review; personnel dosimetry;

processors; standard; trial use and comment; American Na-
tional Standards Institute; Health Physics Society Standards

Committee; 18992.

Manganese; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic

properties; uranium; activity coefficient; copper; critical

evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; JPCRD 8,

No. 4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Man-machine interaction; performance measurement; timeshar-

ing; computer performance evaluation; human factors; in-

teractive computing; SP500-48.

Manned spaceflight failures; redundancy management; training

for diagnosis; automatic monitoring; failure annunciation;

malfunction procedures; SP547, pp. 3-16 (July 1979).

Manometric technique; oxygen; permeability; poly( ethylene

terephthalate ); standard reference material; temperature

coefficient; time-lag; gas transmission rate; SP260-58.

Manpower projections; modelling; building trades; construction

industry; forecasting; labor information systems; SP552, pp.

185-196 (July 1979).

Manufacturing; pattern recognition; robotics; vision systems;

automation; image processing; inspection; NBSIR 79-1 764.

Manufacturing technologies; structural performance/cost trade-

offs; airframe structure; cost-trade comparisons; SP563, pp.

226-227 (Oct. 1979).

Manufacturing technology; materials development; shoes;

technology transfer; computer-aided design and manufacture

(CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented industries;

government-industry cooperation; imports; innovation;

leather; SP527.

Manuscripts; word processing center; word processing equip-

ment; Center for Building Technology; 18429.

Many body effects; rhonon interactions; core hole lifetime; core

hole relaxation; K x-ray absorption spectrum; K x-ray emis-

sion spectrum; 18359.

Many body effects; sodium; absorption spectra; core excitation;

emission spectra; lattice relaxation; 18413.

Many-body interaction; many-body perturbation theory; oscilla-

tor strengths; copper isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic

perturbation theory; electron correlation; ionization energies;

line strengths; 18998.

Many-body perturbation theory; oscillator strengths; copper

isolectronic sequence; diagrammatic perturbation theory;

electron correlation; ionization energies; line strengths; many-
body interaction; 18998.

Man/environment research; post-occupancy evaluation;

questionnaire; user needs; building evaluation; design

process; NBSIR 79-1780.

Margin staining; roughness; wear; curing shrinkage; glaze;

18684.

Marginal analysis; optinfal design; residential buildings; space

cooling; space heating; building envelope; cost effectiveness;
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economics; energy conservation; internal rate of return; life-

cycle costing; 19044.

Marginal cost/benefit analysis in weatherization; optimum
weatherization retrofit combinations; thermal analysis of re-

sidences; Community Services Administration; heating

balance point analysis; low-income residences; NBSIR 79-

1 706.

Marginal fracture; zinc effect; creep; dental amalgam; dimen-

1

sional changes; extrusion of restorations; IH586.

Marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photogrammet-
ric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping; sur-

I
vey; accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural

' gas; LNG; NBSIR 79-1751.

Marine; petroleum; sediments; extraction; hydrocarbons;

5/^5/9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

I
Marine biota; metabolites; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons;

high-pressure liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 79-86 (Apr.

1979).

Marine borers; nondestructive testing; pilings; timber; acoustics;

bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; inspection; maintenance;

1H52S.

Marine environment; advanced composites; cavitation erosion;

extended immersion; flammability; glass reinforced plastics;

graphite epoxy; impact; SP563, pp. 276-285 (Oct. 1979).

Maritime transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-43.

Market mechanism; offset policy; regulatory policy; technologi-

cal innovation; administrative experimentation; Environmen-
tal Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; industrial pollution regula-

tion; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Marking and certification; types of French standards; building

standards; foreign building standards; French building stan-

dards; French standards system; SP552. pp. 45-56 (July

1979).

Martensitic transformations; mechanical properties; stainless

steel alloys; crack propagation; cryogenics; fracture; low tem-

perature tests; 18943.

Mask alignment tolerances; modular test programs; parametric

yield limitations; performance limitations; photomask per-

formance; process control; test patterns; test structures; total

process integration; comprehensive process characterization;

design rules; SP400-56.

Masonry construction; space heating and cooling requirements;

thermal mass; building economics; energy conservation; insu-

lation; life-cycle cost analysis; NBSIR 79-1789.

Mass; mass comparator; mass difference; strain-gage; substitu-

tion weighing; weighing; weights; constant loading; force;

high precision; high-precision weighing; load cell; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Mass comparator; mass difference; strain-gage; substitution

weighing; weighing; weights; constant loading; force; high

precision; high-precision weighing; load cell; mass; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Mass difference; strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing;

weights; constant loading; force; high precision; high-preci-

sion weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator; J. Res. 84,

No. 5. 347-351 ( 1979).

Mass formula; nuclear; quartets; reactions; spectroscopy; SU4;

alpha-particles; correlations; 18423

.

Mass principle; algorithm, finite-difference; finite-difference; in-

tegral form, conservation of mass principle; 18489.

Mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling; vapors; combustion;

equilibrium; high temperature; isolation; lasers; SP561 , Vols.

1 and 2.

Mass spectrometry; negative ions; positive ions; atmospheric

pressure ionization; bioanalytical systems; SP5I9, pp. 655-

671 (Apr. 1979).

Mass spectrometry; neon; nitrogen; Penning effect; carbon;

copper; hollow cathodes; 18449.

Mass spectrometry; organic molecules; rate coefficients; chemi-

cal kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase ion-molecule reac-

tions; NSRDS-NBS64.
Mass spectrometry; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; capilla-

ry-column; charge exchange; chemical ionization; gas chro-

matography; SP5I9. pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Mass spectrometry; propylamine; butylamine; collagen sponge;

contraceptive device; gas chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 469-

476 (Apr. 1979).

Mass spectrometry; trace organic analysis; analytical systems;

atomic absorption; gas chromatography; liquid chromatog-
raphy; SP519, pp. 541-546 (Apr, 1979).

Mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; silyla-

tion; thermal energy analyzer (TEA); tobacco; carbamates;

chemical ionization; electron-capture; hydrazines; maleic

hydrazide; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Mass spectroscopy; organic aerosol constituents; primary or-

ganic carbon; sampling errors; secondary organic carbon; sol-

vent extraction; spatial variations; diurnal variations; elemen-
tal carbon; SP5I9, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Mass transit; public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological

change; capital formation; economic growth; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-41.

Mass transportation; material flammability; people movers;

smoke; emergency communications; emergency evacuation;

fire detection; fire safety; fire suppression; NBSIR 78-1586.

Mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry; MIKES; mix-

ture analysis; trace analysis; SP519, pp. 609-625 (Apr.

1979).

Masstapes; solid state memories; video disks; beam-addressa-

bles; cartridges; cassettes; core memories; disks; drums; flop-

py disks; laser beams; magnetic bubbles; SP500-45.

Master analytical scheme; non-purgeable organics; organic pol-

lutant; purgeable organics; WaterDROP; accumulators; analy-

sis of organics in water; automatic sampler; SP519, pp. 65-

78 (Apr. 1979).

Master equation; noise spectrum; nonequilibrium; stationary

states; switching; threshold switching; fluctuation; 186 74.

Master planning; regulation; standards; building codes; code en-

forcement; fire prevention codes; fire safety; SP552, pp. 225-

247 (July 1979).

Material accounting; material control; nuclear material

safeguards; safeguards; analysis; diversion of nuclear materi-

als; diversion path analysis; 18735.

Material control; nuclear material safeguards; safeguards; analy-

sis; diversion of nuclear materials; diversion path analysis;

material accounting; 18735.

Material flammability; people movers; smoke; emergency com-
munications; emergency evacuation; fire detection; fire

safety; fire suppression; mass transportation; NBSIR 78-1586.

Material ignitability; prediction model; shipboard spaces; fire

growth; fire statistics; flame spread; fuel load survey; heat

release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; NBSIR 79-1714.

Material ignitability; submarine compartment; combustion

products; fire barrier coatings; fire growth; flame spread;

foam insulation; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire

tests; NBSIR 78-1584.

Material removal; abrasive machining; chip formation; fine

grinding; glass; ceramics; 5^562, pp. 107-1 14 (Oct. 1979).

Material transport; segregation; semiconductor technology; dif-

fusion; electronic technology; impurity distribution; SP400-
57.

Materials development; shoes; technology transfer; computer-

aided design and manufacture (CAD/CAM); footwear indus-

try; fragmented industries; government-industry cooperation;

imports; innovation; leather; manufacturing technology;

SP527.
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Materials durability; materials failure; lifetime prediction;

ISS30.

Materials failure; lifetime prediction; materials durability;

I^HJO.

Materials properties; measurement science; science students;

SRM; titanium alloy; analytical chemistry; ion-chromatog-

raphy; law enforcement standards; DIM INBS 63, No. 1/2, I-

2S ( 1979).

Materials purification; reactive atmosphere process (RAP)
chemistry; thin film coating materials; infrared laser windows;

SP54I, pp. 249-256 (Dec. 1978).

Materials sampling; mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle

analysis; power plant emissions; Raman microprobe; Raman
spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibrational analysis; atomospheric

aerosols; IH643.

Materials science; spacelab; critical phenomena; critical-point

universality; fluids; gravity effects; 18457.

Materials utilization; measurement capabilities; medical aids;

product safety; public health and safety; science and

technology transfer; standards; basic research; computer;

energy conservation; environmental quality; industrial

productivity; SP53fi.

Mathematical function testing; test data for elementary func-

tions; test data for mathematical functions; elementary func-

tion testing; Fortran library test data; Fortran library testing;

NBSIR 78-1478.

Mathematical model; oxygen; oxygen sensor; permeation;

polarographic sensor; polymer membrane; diffusion; dissolved

oxygen; NBSIR 79-1740.

Mathematical modeling; measurement; photogrammetric; preci-

sion; ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping; survey; accura-

cy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG;
marine; NBSIR 79-1751.

Mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering; reliability; risk;

safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion

fatigue; design; engineering judgment; factor of safety;

fatigue; 18326.

Mathematical modeling; numerical modeling; pipe flows; turbu-

lence modeling; flowmeter; fluid dynamics; 18410.

Mathematical modeling; paper; paper fiber; report retrieval;

scientific data; computer graphics; data base management;

data retrieval; durability; fatigue; interactive system; NBSIR
79-1746.

Mathematical modeling; queuing models; race conditions;

TCAM data flow; teleprocessing; input lockout; SP500-52

,

pp. 219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Mathematical modeling, network; network, tensile properties;

paper, interfiber bonding; paper, low-density handsheets;

paper, pulp characterization; paper, tensile testing; J . Res. 84,

No. 4, 299-318 ( 1979).

Mathematical models; mixtures; specific heating value; tank

capacity tables; thermophysical properties data; total heating

value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG;
18838.

Mathematical models; policy analysis; software; standards;

transfer; documentation; energy; evaluation; guidelines; im-

plementation; large-scale; management; SP534.
Mathematical programming; matrices; name generation; opera-

tions research; programming languages; sparse matrices; data

pooling; data structures; 7. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47 (1979).

Mathematical programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

economics; building codes; building economics; economic
analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life

safety; NBSIR 79-1902.

Mathematical programming; nursing homes; renovation; applied

economics; building codes; building economics; economic
analysis; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; life

safety; 19045.

Mathematical software; non-linear oscillations; algebra by com-
puter; differential equations; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 293-297

( 1979).

Matrices; name generation; operations research; programming

languages; sparse matrices; data pooling; data structures;

mathematical programming; J. Res. 84, No. I, 21-47 ( 1979).

Matrix; modeling; vapors; combustion; equilibrium; high tem-

perature; isolation; lasers; mass spectrometry; SP56I, Vols. 1

and 2.

Matrix crazing; nondestructive testing; pressure vessels; com-

posites; holography; interferometers; SP563, pp. 211-212

(Oct. 1979).

Matrix groups; roots of unity; free groups; J. Res. 84, No. 2,

179-180 ( 1979).

Matrix isolation; methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical, F-

atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction;

hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum;

18869.

Matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum
ultraviolet photolysis; CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum;

HCCN; infrared spectrum; interferometer; 18842.

Matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum

ultraviolet photolysis; charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical;

excited argon atoms; force constants; infrared spectrum;

ketenimine; 18879.

Matrix isolation; molecular ions; photochemistry; ultraviolet

spectra; charge transfer; excited argon atoms; free radicals;

infrared spectra; 18847.

Matrix sign patterns; positive matrix; Hadamard product; in-

verse-positive matrix; 18524.

Matrix-isolation; metric conversion; satellite system; computer

network; computer standards; fire safety; gamma-ray spec-

troscopy; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).

Mattresses; nursing homes; photoelectric detectors; corridors;

escape; fire detectors; full-scale tests; heat detectors;

hospitals; ionizaton detectors; NBSIR 79-1739.

Mattresses; prisons; bedding; beds; compartment fires; firesafety

engineering; fire tests; health care facilities; hospitals; 18517.

Mattresses; smoke movement; sprinkler systems; health care

facilities; hospitals; NBSIR 79-1749.

Maximum entropy; nonequilibrium statistical mechanics;

nonequilibrium thermodynamics; projection operator; cor-

relation functions; equations of motion; 18321

.

Maxwell's equations; solenoids; Ampere's law; dimensional

metrology; fundamental constants; gyromagnetic ratio of

proton; magnetic fields; 18437.

Mayer-Montroll; BBGKY; correlation functions; Kirkwood-Sal-

sburg; 19004.

Mean field approximation; ternary interactions; theta point;

virial coefficients; collapse transition; fluctuations; 19023.

Mean life; oscillator strength; Al i; aluminum; delayed coin-

cidence; /-value; imprisonment; laser; lifetime; 18527.

Measurement; measurement compatibility; reference materials;

standard reference materials; analytical laboratory; certified

reference materials; 18748.

Measurement; metrology; precision; test equipment; calibration;

Federal Government; laboratory; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Measurement; metrology; quality control; standards; technology

transfer; UN Conference on Science and Technology for

Development (UNCSTD); Africa; Asia; developing countries;

industrialization; Latin America; management; SP543

.

Measurement; modeling; on-line system design; performance

evaluation; performance management; prototyping; remote
j

terminal emulation; system testing; audit; capacity planning;
j

financial applications; long-range planning; management con-

trol; 5P500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Measurement; optical communications; review; communication 1

systems; fiber optics; 18648.
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Measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; stan-

dards; architectural barriers; building design; building site

planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape;

human research; SP552. pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Measurement; pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; stan-

dards; architectural barriers; building design; building site

planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape;

human research; IH430.

Measurement; performance measurement; computer; computer
communications; computer performance measurement; data

measurement; 5P500-52, pp. 201-211 (Oct. 1979).

Mea.surement; photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo; statisti-

cal analysis; strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error

estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical
modeling; NBSIR 79-1751.

Measurement; rating; solar; standards; testing; computer; hot

water; 18428.

Mea-surement; reference standards; safety research; walkway
slip-resistance; friction; SP565.

Measurement; solar collector; solar energy; solar radiation;

standards; standard test; testing; BSSl 17.

Measurement; thermography; Twin Rivers Project; weather sta-

tion; air infiltration; buildings; data acquisition; energy; in-

strumentation; 18733.

Measurement assurance; measurement consistency; measure-

ment system; national standards; radiation; radiation control;

radiation measurements; traceability; 18800.

Measurement assurance; measurement process control; syste-

matic error; uncertainty; calibration; gage blocks; length;

Mimogr. 163.

Measurement assurance; metrication; model laws and regula-

tions; national type approval; packaging and labeling; specifi-

cations and tolerances; vapor recovery; weights and mea-
sures; consumer affairs; education; electromagnetic inter-

ference; electronic devices; SP532.

Measurement assurance; traceability; automated test equip-

ment; 18354.

Measurement assurance program; reference blocks; standards;

ultrasonics; variability; calibration; diffusion bonding; NBSIR
79-1742.

Measurement Assurance Programs; quality assurance; environ-

mental measurements; 18720.

Measurement automation; p-Terphenyl; thermodynamic proper-

ties; \-type transition; adiabatic calorimetry; automated

calorimetry; calorimetry; heat capacity; 18376.

Measurement capabilities; medical aids; product safety; public

health and safety; science and technology transfer; standards;

basic research; computer; energy conservation; environmen-

tal quality; industrial productivity; materials utilization;

SP538.

Measurement compatibility; reference materials; standard

reference materials; analytical laboratory; certified reference

materials; measurement; 18748.

Measurement consistency; measurement system; national stan-

dards; radiation; radiation control; radiation measurements;

traceability; measurement assurance; 18800.

Measurement development; photovoltaics; reliability; solar ar-

rays; solar cells; workshops; laser scanner; 18322.

Measurement instrumentation; mesisurement standard; modula-

tion; modulation factor; modulation meter; Newton-Raphson

method; percent modulation; signal generator; vhf om-
nidirectional radio range (VOR); amplitude modulation; in-

strument landing system (ILS); TNI 016.

Measurement method; nondestructive testing; photoconductivi-

ty; power devices; resistivity variation; automation; bulk

photovoltaic effect; computer control; homogeneity; SP400-

52.

Measurement method; powder diffraction; reactive atmosphere;

coal gasification; high pressure; high temperature; 18945.

Measurement methods; power-device grade silicon; resistivity

variations; silicon; spreading resistance measurements; ther-

mally stimulated measurements; thyristor materials measure-

ments; thyristor measurements; d-c transmission; deep level

measurements; NBSIR 79-1756.

Measurement procedures; observer proximity effects; power

transmission lines; Russian measurement technique; electric

field measurements; instrumentation; 18494.

Measurement procedures; susceptibility and emission mejisure-

ments; transverse electromagnetic cell; TN1013.

Measurement process control; systematic error; uncertainty;

calibration; gage blocks; length; measurement assurance;

Monogr. 163.

Measurement science; science students; SRM; titanium alloy;

analytical chemistry; ion-chromatography; law enforcement

standards; materials properties; DIM/NBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28

( 1979).

Measurement services; standardization; AID; assistance;

developing economies; foreign relations; industrializing na-

tions; international relations; LDC's; NBSIR 78-1712.

Measurement standard; modulation; modulation factor; modula-

tion meter; Newton-Raphson method; percent modulation;

signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio range (VOR); am-

plitude modulation; instrument landing system (ILS); mea-
surement instrumentation; TN1016.

Measurement system; national standards; radiation; radiation

control; radiation measurements; traceability; measurement
assurance; measurement consistency; 18800.

Measurement system; standard reference materials; tempera-

ture; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion; thermal pro-

perties; vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity; elec-

trical resistivity; omittance; 18905.

Measurement technique; scatter contribution; source capsule;

source housing; spectrometry results; *"CO gamma-ray beam;

calibration source; collimation system; data-reduction

technique; low-activity replacement source; 18416.

Measurement techniques; medical accelerators; neutrons; rela-

tive biological effect; shielding techniques; standards;

dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; leakage; SP554.

Measurement techniques; standards; building research; criteria;

energy; engineering; industry construction; SP439-1

.

Measurement techniques; standards; superconductors; critical

current; definitions of terms; 18762.

Measurement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture; non-

destructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; relia-

bility; semiconductor devices; welding; automated testing;

batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion;

electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; SP400-50.

Measurement technology; microelectronics; semiconductor

devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process

control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; NBSIR 78-

1444-3.

Measurement technology; microelectronics; semiconductor

devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process

control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; NBSIR 79-

1591.

Measurement technology; microelectronics; semiconductor

devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process

control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; NBSIR 79-

1591-2.

Measurement technology; microelectronics; semiconductor

devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process

control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; NBSIR 79-

1591-3.

Measurement technology; power transistors; semiconductor

devices; thermal characterization; thermal resistance;

transistors; current crowding; die attachment evaluation;

junction temperature; SP400-14.
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Measurement technology assessment; National Measurement

System; standards; calibrations; dissemination of units; elec-

trical measurements; electric power measurements; elec-

trotcchnology; impact of measurements; NBSIR 75-935.

Measurement-beam geometry; relative spectral responsivity;

slit-scattering function; slit-scattering function corrections;

spectral line radiometry; spectroradiometer characterizations;

spectroradiometry; vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair;

aperture pair; TN9l()-4.

Measurements; attenuation; fiber optics; frequency response;

IS9I5.

Measurements; metrology; physical standards; seminar; South

Asia; developing countries; industrializing countries; Korea;
SP539.

Measurements; microwaves; radiofrequency; standards; calibra-

tions; 18561.

Measurements; microwaves; super spring; ultraviolet radiation;

calibrations; energy; fluid mixtures; light; liquefied natural

gas; DIMINBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).

Measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-235; U-238; ac-

tivation analysis; benchmark fields; dosimetry; fission yields;

18884.

Measurements; optical communications; quality control; at-

tenuation; fiber optics; interlaboratory comparison; NBSIR
79-1608.

Measurements; radiation; radiation control; radiation measure-

ments; radiation protection; radiation safety; standards;

states; calibrations; 18779.

Measurements; radioactivity; standards; traceability; low-level;

18400.

Measurements; review; attenuation measurements; fiber optics;

frequency response measurements; 18647.

Measurements; standards; VDE; antennas; CISPR; ground
screen; 19033.

Measurements; superconductivity; electronics; instruments; in-

tegrated circuits; Josephson junctions; 18859.

Measurements; transverse electromagnetic transmission cells;

electromagnetic compatibility; 185 78.

Measurements; voltage dividers; voltage ratio; calibrations; in-

ductive voltage dividers; international comparison; 18664.

Measures; scales; specifications; taximeters; tolerances; volume-

measuring devices; weighing devices; weights; length-measur-

ing devices; liquid-measuring devices; H44. 1979 Edition.

Measures; weights; weights and measures; AID; assistance;

developing economies; foreign relations; industrializing na-

tions; international relations; NBSIR 79-1721

.

Mechanical failures; steam-valves; turbine operational safety;

turbogenerators; detection procedures; SP547, pp. 250-279

(July 1979).

Mechanical impedance; mechanical vibrations; noise control;

transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibrations; antivibration

mounting; damping; dynamic properties; industrial engineer-

ing; isolation; machinery and equipment; HI 28.

Mechanical porperties; modulus; strength; superconducting

motor; composites; fiberglass; 18616.

Mechanical porperties; stainless steel; crack propagation;

fatigue; fracture resistance; low temperature tests; 18621.

Mechanical properties; aluminum alloys; crack propagation;

cryogenics; fatigue; fracture; low temperature tests; 18610.

Mechanical properties; aluminum alloys; ferrous alloys; fracture

mechanics; LNG; low temperature; 18865.

Mechanical properties; metallurgical properties; niobium-titani-

um; physical properties; superconductors; electrical proper-

ties; low temperatures; 18552.

Mechanical properties; moisture; non-destructive testing;

preservation; adobe; adobe soil; compressive strength; creep;

flexural strength; TN996.
Mechanical properties; moisture; prepreg; aging of polymer;

composite; fiber; 5/^56J, pp. 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Mechanical properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stain-

less steel; tensile properties, toughness; cryogenic; fatigue;

fracture; high-strength; low-temperature; 18957.

Mechanical properties; nonmetallics; physical properties; stain-

less steel; alloys; fiberglass; NBSIR 79-1609.

Mechanical properties; optical properties; ultraviolet transmis-

sion; fluorides; forging; laser windows; lithium fluoride;

SP54I, pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Mechanical properties; physical properties; radiation properties;

cryogenics; glass-epoxy; industrial laminates; 18771

.

Mechanical properties; polystyrene; polyurethane; thermal insu-

lation; thermal properties; cellular plastic; low temperature;

18719.

Mechanical properties; stainless steel alloys; crack propagation;

cryogenics; fracture; low temperature tests; martensitic trans-

formations; 18943.

Mechanical properties; tissue damage; tissue death; cell

detachment; SP525, pp. 317-322 (Apr. 1979).

Mechanical properties; titanium; titanium alloys; electron beam
welding; fatigue (materials); fracture properties; low tem-

perature tests; 18611.

Mechanical testing; additive damage; biaxial fatigue; biomateri-

als; circulatory assist devices; fatigue of polymers; NBSIR 79-

1741.

Mechanical vibrations; noise control; transmissibility; vibration

isolation; vibrations; antivibration mounting; damping;

dynamic properties; industrial engineering; isolation; machin-

ery and equipment; mechanical impedance; H128.

Mechanism; photochemistry; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide;

carbonyl; exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics; 18436.

Mechanism; photochemistry; radicals; rate constant; acetylene;

butadiyne; ethynyl; hydrogen; 18443.

Mechanism; reactions; tropospheric chemistry; aromatics; free

radicals; 5P55 7, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Mechanism of formation; molecular compound; silver-sulfur-

tungsten cluster; synthesis; x-ray diffraction; crystal structure;

18636.

Mechanisms; modeling; multiphoton; unimolecular dissociation;

infrared laser; kinetics; 18712.

Mechanisms; multiphoton; thermochemistry; unimolecular dis-

sociation; calorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry;

18709.

Mechanisms; viscous relative motion; inhomogeneities; in-

homogeneity thermal losses; SP525, pp. 37-40 (Apr. 1979).

Mechanochemical polishing; quartz crystal; sapphire; Si single

crystal; high pressure; high temperature; SP562, pp. 171-182

(Oct. 1979).

Mechanochemical polishing with soft powder; pr e-existing de-

fect; sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor; working unit;

damaged layer; elastic emission machining; environmental ef-

fect; hydrate; hydration polishing; SP562. pp. 157-169 (Oct.

1979).

Median, radial and lateral cracks; plastic indentations; residual

stresses; shear flow lines; crack nucleation; fracture; SP562,

pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Medical accelerator; neutrons; scatter; x rays; dose; leakage;

SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979).

Medical accelerators; neutrons; relative biological effect; shield-

ing techniques; staridards; dosimetry; high energy

radiotherapy beams; leakage; measurement techniques;

5^554.

Medical aids; product safety; public health and safety; science

and technology transfer; standards; basic research; computer;

energy conservation; environmental quality; industrial
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productivity; materials utilization; measurement capabilities;

Sl'53fi.

Medical applications; metrology; NDE; radiation force; trans-

ducer characterization; ultrasonics; acoustic theory;

calorimetry; electroacoustic method; 18438.

Medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering;

signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters;

ultrasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation; computerized
tomography; Doppler; impedance; SP525.

Medical electronics; microwave electronics; nonionizing radia-

tion; radiation hazards; radio regulations; radio standards;

RFI; spectrum management; standardization organizations;

telecommunications; TVI; vehicular electronics; electromag-
netic bioeffects; SP55I.

Medium speed diesel engine; piston ring wear; turbocharging

monitoring; crankshaft displacement; SP547, pp. 153-166
(July 1979).

Medullary carcinoma; papillary carcinoma; scirrhous car-

cinoma; shadowing; ultrasound; attenuation; breast cancer;

cancer; connective tissue; differential diagnosis; SPS25, pp.
93-99 (Apr. 1979).

Megavoltage; neutrons; therapy; x rays; accelerators; betatrons;

electrons; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Melatonin; negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry;

human plasma; SP519, pp. 399-404 (Apr. 1979).

Melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific heats;

speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entro-

pies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isochores;

isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; NBSIR 79-1621.

Melting line; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of
sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equa-
tion of state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane; isochores;

isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; NBSIR 79-1612.

Melting temperature; metastable states; phenyl substituted

diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystallization

temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides; differential

scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; 18380.

Melting temperature; miniature Christmas lights; plastic insulat-

ing material; polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock;

fire; flaming ignition; glowing ignition; hazard; ignition tem-

perature; lamp surface temperature; NBSIR 79-1716.

Melting temperature; molybdenum pentafluoride; vapor density;

vapor pressure; enthalpy and entropy of vaporization; en-

trainment method; 19020.

Memory; microprocessor; testing; electronics; integrated circuit;

large scale integration; TNI 102.

Mensuration; microdensitometry; microlithography;

micrometrology; microscopy; partially coherent imaging;

18356.

Mental retardation; ambulatory people; autism; cerebral palsy;

deafness; developmentally disabled; epilepsy; fire safety;

group homes; handicapped; NBS-GCR-79-167.
Mercury; metal; methylation; microbial tolerance; microorgan-

ism; plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food
chain; lead; 18860.

Meridian designator; time differential factor; time zone

references; Uniform Time Act of 1966; universal time; Amer-
ican National Standard Representation for Calendar Date
and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange; local time dif-

ferentials; FIPS PUB 59.

Meridian designators; separators; sequencing; time elements;

timekeeping systems; time representations; American Na-
tional Standard Representation for Calendar Date and Or-

dinal Date for Information Interchange; FlPS PUB 58.

Metabolism; methandienone; urine; anabolic steroids; clean-up;

contamination; dianabol; gas chromatography-mass spec-

trometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms in-

terface; SP519, pp. 437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Metabolites; polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; high-pressure

liquid chromatography; marine biota; SP519, pp. 79-86 (Apr.

1979).

Metabolites; psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides;

amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids; catecholamines;

conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC;
ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography; SP5I9, pp.

509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Metal; methylation; microbial tolerance; microorganism;

plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food

chain; lead; mercury; 18860.

Metal atoms; excimer lasers; excimer molecules; 18877.

Metal hydrides; rare-earth hydrides; cerium dihydride; crystal-

field splitting; inelastic neutron scattering; magnetic proper-

ties of rare earth alloys; 19030.

Metal liner; composite materials; critical flaw size; cyclic

fatigue life; filament wound tankage; leakage failure mode;

linear elastic fracture mechanics; SP563, pp. 198-207 (Oct.

1979).

Metal oxides; molecular absorption; opto-galvanic spectrosco-

py; uv irradiation; light absorption; 18344.

Metal speciation; organomercury cations; biological samples;

electrochemical detection; liquid chromatography; 18420.

Metal texture; neutron diffraction; nondestructive testing; pole

figure; texture of copper shaped charge liner; texture of Ni-

W alloy; 19027.

Metal vapor production; sputtering; charge transfer; hollow

cathode discharge; 18968.

Metallic membrane; permeability; preservation technology;

adobe building materials; chemical grouts; damp course

membrane; NBSIR 79-1730.

Metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor mea-
surements; sheet resistance; solar cells; solar cell stability;

device measurements; laser scanning; light-biasing; NBSIR
79-1909.

Metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor mea-
surements; solar cells; solar cell stability; workshops; device

measurements; laser scanning; 18633.

Metalloborane; nickelaborane; nuclear magnetic resonance;

boron hydride; 18328.

Metallurgical characterization; microstructures; molybdenum;

optical characterization; laser mirror; SP541, pp. 132-163

(Dec. 1978).

Metallurgical properties; niobium-titanium; physical properties;

superconductors; electrical properties; low temperatures;

mechanical properties; 18552.

Metal-matrix composites; polymer matrices; advanced-fiber

composites; cryogenics; industrial laminates; low-pressure

laminates; 18631.

Metals; molten metals; palladium; precious metals; reference

data; silver; solid state physics; transport properties; copper;

critical evaluation; data analysis; data compilation; data

evaluation; data extraction; data synthesis; JPCRD 8, No. 4,

1 147-1298 ( 1979).

Metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; im-

pact; NBSIR 78-1575.

Metals; particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; im-

pact; 18858.

Metastable phases; niobium-silicon alloys; splat-cooling; super-

conductivity; intermetallic compounds; liquid quenching;

18734.

Metastable states; phenyl substituted diglycerides;

phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystallization temperature;

benzyl substituted diglycerides; differential scanning

calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; melting tempera-

ture; 18380.

Meteorite; Mighei; abiotic synthesis; carbonaceous chondrite;

chemical evolution; SP519, pp. 771-775 (Apr. 1979).
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Mcthacrylate monomers; polymerization accelerators; reinforc-

ing fillers; silane coupling agents; benzoyl peroxide; com-
posite resins; dental materials; glass compositions; 18644.

Methandienonc; urine; anabolic steroids; clean-up; contamina-

tion; dianabol; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

(gc/ms); gas liquid chromatography (glc); gc/ms interface;

high performance liquid chromatography (hplc); SP5I9, pp.
437-445 (Apr. 1979).

Methane; methyl fluoride; methyl radical; F-atom production;

F-atom reactions; H-atom abstraction; hydrogen bonding;

hydrogen fluoride; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation;

18869.

Methane; minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simultane-

ous chemical equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon dioxide; car-

bon monoxide; coal gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen; in-

teractive computer program; NBSIR 78-1509.

Methane + ethane; binary mixtures; data correlation; excess

volumes; heat of mixing; liquid-vapor equilibria; JPCRD 8,

No. 3, 799-816 ( 1979).

Method of measurements; non-dispersive; resistive loading;

TEM horn; time domain measurement; antenna gain; broad-

band antenna; directivity; FFT; 18856.

Methodology; administrative experimentation; managerial deci-

sion-making; 18722.

Methodology; needs; Performance Management System (PMS);
capabilities; SP500-52, pp. 69-77 (Oct. 1979).

Methods; preparation; sampling; aflatoxin analysis; food and
feed analysis; SP5/9, pp. 355-372 (Apr. 1979).

Methyl; methyl chloride; photochemistry; chloride; 18340.

Methyl chloride; monochlorinated organics; carrier gas doping;

electron capture detector; SP5/ 9, pp. 143-151 (Apr. 1979).

Methyl chloride; photochemistry; chloride; methyl; 18340.

Methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet

photolysis; CCN; CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; in-

frared spectrum; interferometer; matrix isolation; 18842.

Methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet

photolysis; charge transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited

argon atoms; force constants; infrared spectrum; ketenimine;

matrix isolation; 18879.

Methyl fiuoride; methyl radical; F-atom production; F-atom

reactions; H-atom abstraction; hydrogen bonding; hydrogen

fluoride; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; methane; 18869.

Methyl fluoride; Stark; far-infrared; laser; 18426.

Methyl formate; microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rota-

tional transitions; internal rotation; interstellar molecules; line

strengths; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 ( 1979).

Methyl group; neutron scattering; potential barrier; quasielastic

scattering; reorientation; residence time; tunneling; activation

energy; 18374.

Methyl iodiode; photodissociation; radical; infrared emission;

laser; methylene iodiode; 185 73.

Methyl radical; F-atom production; F-atom reactions; H-atom

abstraction; hydrogen bonding; hydrogen fluoride; infrared

spectrum; matrix isolation; methane; methyl fluoride; 18869.

Methylation; microbial tolerance; microorganism; plasmid; tin;

arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food chain; lead; mer-

cury; metal; 18860.

Methylation; sample preparation; clinical chemistry; drug analy-

sis; gas chromatography; internal standards; SP519, pp. 381-

390 (Apr. 1979).

Methyl-branch; structure; calculations; cell dimensions; crystal;

defect; energy; hydrocarbon; 18787.

Methylene iodiode; methyl iodiode; photodissociation; radical;

infrared emission; laser; 18573.

Methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect; specia-

tion; activation parameters; aqueous transmethylation;

chloride complexes; environment; formation constants; ionic

mechanisms; kinetics; 18484

Methylmercury; organometals; water preconcentration; elec-

trochemical detection; liquid chromatography; SP5I9, pp.

57-63 (Apr. 1979).

Methyltin; NMR; primary salt effect; speciation; activation

parameters; dqueous transmethylation; chloride complexes;

environment; formation constants; ionic mechanisms;

kinetics; methylmercury; 18484.

Metric; building codes; construction; SP552, pp. 283-291 (July

1979).

Metric; refractory concrete; resource conservation and

recovery; chemical degradation; coal conversion; coal gasifi-

er; computers; data; DIMINBS 63, No. 12. 1-32 (1979).

Metric conversion; satellite system; computer network; com-
puter standards; fire safety; gamma-ray spectroscopy; matrix-

isolation; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 ( 1979).

Metric units; centimeter; conversion; customary units; inch;

SP376.

Metrication; model laws and regulations; national type ap-

proval; packaging and labeling; specifications and tolerances;

vapor recovery; weights and measures; consumer affairs; edu-

cation; electromagnetic interference; electronic devices;

SP532.

Metrication; SI; stages in metrication; construction specifica-

tions; conversion approaches; dimensional coordination;

18493.

Metrology; NDE; radiation force; transducer characterization;

ultrasonics; acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic

method; medical applications; 18438.

Metrology; noise thermometry; SOUID's; standards; supercon-

ductivity; Josephson effect; 18871

.

Metrology; physical standards; seminar; South Asia; developing

countries; industrializing countries; Korea; measurements;

SP539.

Metrology; power measurements; precise electrical measure-

ments; TDM wattmeters; thermal wattmeters; transfer stan-

dards; electro-dynamic wattmeters; energy measurements;

energy standards; international comparisons; 18529.

Metrology; precision; test equipment; calibration; Federal

Government; laboratory; measurement; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Metrology; quality control; standards; technology transfer; UN
Conference on Science and Technology for Development

(UNCSTD); Africa; Asia; developing countries; industrializa-

tion; Latin America; management; measurement; SP543.

Mg ions; optical & microwave double resonance; stored ions;

systematic effects; Ba ions; frequency stability; frequency

standard; ion temperature; laser induced cooling; 18697.

MgFj; NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive index; Si02;

SrFj; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant;

ZnS; ZnSe; AljO^; AsaS., glass; TN993.

Michelson interferometer; phase locked oscillators; retroreflec-

tors; counting and control circuitry; fringe counting inter-

ferometric method and apparatus; U.S. Patent 4 ,165 .1 83

.

Michelson-Morley experiment; special relativity; stabilized

lasers; isotropy of space; 18875.

Michelson-Morley experiment; special relativity; stabilized

lasers; isotropy of space; 18952.

Microanalysis; micromineralogy; microsampling; molecular

analysis; organic microanalysis; Raman microprobe; Raman
spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis;

18963.

Microanalysis; microparticle analysis; microprobe resolution;

microsample heating; optical detection; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; laser excitation; 18971.

Microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman
spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological mineraliza-

tion; bone; dental studies; dentin; enamel; 19008.

Microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; biological tissue; foreign bodies;

histological sections; implant materials; 18958.
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Microanalysis; Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; spa-

tial resolution; thin foils; x rays; analytical electron microsco-

py; IS5fi9.

Microanalysis; particle analysis; pollution studies; power plants;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; vibrational spectra;

18966.

Microanalysis; qualitative analysis; scanning electron

microscope; artifacts; electron probe microanalysis; energy-
dispersive x-ray spectrometry; 18790.

• Microanalysis; secondary ion mass spectrometry; x-ray

microanalysis; Auger electron spectroscopy; cathodolu-

minescence; ion scattering spectrometry; laser microprobe
mass analyzer; laser Raman microprobe; 18568.

Microanalysis; secondary ion mass spectrometry; surface analy-

sis; elemental analysis; ion microprobe mass analyzer; local

thermal equhibrium model; 18979.

\
Microbial tolerance; microorganism; plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-

transformation; cadmium; food chain; lead; mercury; metal;

methylation; 18860.

Iii Microcalorimetry; moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker

I'
leads; process control; reliability; semiconductor devices;

welding; automated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers;
contamination; corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; her-

|j

meticity; hybrid devices; SP400-50.

i
I
Microcalorimetry; radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry;

bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power
calorimetry; energy measurement; enthalpy measurement; en-

tropy measurement; fuels, heating values; gas-flow

calorimetry; heat capacity measurement; 18330.

j

MicroChannel plate; radiography; x ray; imaging; low-dose; low-
'

j
intensity; 19000.

j Microcircuit device; particle detection; particle impact noise

I

detection; PIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer;

acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant; detection; electronic

package; impact noise; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Microcomputer; ac voltage measurement; low frequency;

I

' 18455.

I Microcomputer; routine analysis; trace organics in water; gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry; SP519, pp. 169-173
(Apr. 1979).

Microcreep; micromechanical properties; beryllium; dimen-
sional stability; gyroscope; instrument materials; NBSIR 78-

. 1569.

[ j

Microdensitometry; microlithography; micrometrology;

I

microscopy; partially coherent imaging; mensuration; 18356.

I
t Microdosimetry parameters; neutron cross section evaluations;

; V single-event energy; energy deposition spectra; 18658.

Microdot reference specimens; secondary ion mass spectrosco-

py (SIMS); silicon sputtering; dopant analysis; impurity anal-

.
;

ysis; ion microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA); NBS-GCR-79-

I

158.

J J Microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control!; silicon; electronics;

i
I

integrated circuits; measurement technology; NBS/R 78-

1
1444-3.

I 1
Microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

n
" materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics;

c
j

integrated circuits; measurement technology; NBSIR 79-

t Microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

; (| materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics;

'• integrated circuits; measurement technology; NBSIR 79-

B 1591-2.

>- ' Microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics;

' integrated circuits; measurement technology; NBSIR 79-

f' 1591-3.

K Microfluorescence; saturation spectroscopy; tunable laser;

atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorption; isotope

analysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence; laser spectroscopy;

18364.

Microhardness; microstructure; piezoelectricity; thermodynam-
ics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity; wave propagation; anisotropy,

dispersion; elasticity; human bone; SP525, pp. 189-196 (Apr.

1979).

Microlithography; micrometrology; microscopy; partially

coherent imaging; mensuration; microdensitometry; 18356.

Microlithography; micrometrology; optical microscopy;

linewidth measurement; 18629.

Micromanipulator; optical microscope stage; piezoelectric

drives; scanning stage; SEM microscope stage; submicrome-

ter positioning instrumentation; TEM microscope stage; flex-

ure pivots; linear positioning; 18327.

Micromechanical properties; beryllium; dimensional stability;

gyroscope; instrument materials; microcreep; NBSIR 78-::^

1569.

Micrometer scale; scanning electron microscope scale; elec-

trodeposited metal layers; gold-nickel layers; U.S. Patent

4,139.933.

Micrometrology; microscopy; partially coherent imaging; men-
suration; microdensitometry; microlithography; 18356.

Micrometrology; optical microscopy; linewidth measurement;

microlithography; 18629.

Micromineralogy; microsampling; molecular analysis; organic

microanalysis; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman
spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; microanalysis; 18963

Microorganism; plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cad-

mium; food chain; lead; mercury; metal; methylation;

microbial tolerance; 18860.

Microparticle analysis; microprobe resolution; microsample

heating; optical detection; Raman microprobe; Raman spec-

tra; Raman spectroscopy; laser excitation; microanalysis;

18971.

Microphone; porous sphere; sphere; spheres; wind noise; wind-

screen; windscreen performance; windscreens; acoustics;

flow; insertion loss; NBSIR 79-1599.

Microphonic coupling; phase angle; surface films; capacitor;

cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipation factor; loss angle;

18454.

Microprobe resolution; microsample heating; optical detection;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

laser excitation; microanalysis; microparticle analysis; 18971

.

Microprocessor; network; serial; broadcast; coaxial; communi-
cation; contention; data; digital; ethernet; local; 18760.

Microprocessor; testing; electronics; integrated circuit; large

scale integration; memory; TNI 102.

Microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocardial infarc-

tion; real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound diagnosis;

clinical cardiac data; digital processing; Fast Fourier Trans-

form; frequency spectra; in vivo; SP525, pp. 267-273 (Apr.

1979).

Microprocessors; satellite; synchronization; time; clock; GOES;
18393.

Microradiography; radiography; radiology; real-time radiog-

raphy; resolution; x-ray image magnifier; asymmetric diffrac-

tion; dynamical diffraction; 18399.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy; organic microanalysis; PAH
microsamples; (PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons;

Raman spectra; trace organic analysis; laser-Raman

microprobe; liquid chromatograph-Raman spectrometer in-

terface; SP519. pp. 72 3-729 (Apr. 197 9).

Microroughness; optical microscopy; polishing defects; scat-

tered light; SIMS; stylus instruments; Auger spectroscopy;

corrosion films; ESCA; impurities; SP562. pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Microsample heating; optical detection; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; laser excitation;

microanalysis; microparticle analysis; microprobe resolution;

18971.
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Microsampling; molecular analysis; organic microanalysis;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; microanalysis; micromineralogy;

lf<963.

Microscopy; partially coherent imaging; mensuration;

micrtidcnsitometry; microlithography; micrometrology;

Ifi356.

Microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering; signal processing;

tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound;

velocity; absorption; attenuation; computerized tomography;

Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis; SP525.

Microspectrofluorimetry; photoluminescence; spec-

trofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole; benzotriazole;

charge transfer; copper; luminescence; 18504.

Microstriplines; superconductivity; high speed logic; Josephson
computer; Josephson junction; 18666.

Microstructure; piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound;

viscoelasticity; wave propagation; anisotropy; dispersion;

elasticity; human bone; microhardness; SP525, pp. 189-196
(Apr. 1979).

Microstructures; molybdenum; optical characterization; laser

mirror; metallurgical characterization; SP541, pp. 132-163

(Dec. 1978).

Microwave; microwave measurement; six-port; automatic net-

work analyzer; 18650.

Microwave; microwave measurement; six-port; automatic net-

work analyzer; 18653.

Microwave; microwave measurements; reflectometer; six-port;

automation; 18652.

Microwave; profile effect on permittivity; temperature variation

of permittivity; dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar soil;

18557.

Microwave electronics; nonionizing radiation; radiation hazards;

radio regulations; radio standards; RFl; spectrum manage-

ment; standardization organizations; telecommunications;

TVI; vehicular electronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; elec-

tromagnetic compatibility; SPSS I.

Microwave interaction regions; microwave signals; beam type

device; frequency stabilizing system; U.S. Patent 4,146,848.

Microwave measurement; six-port; automatic network analyzer;

microwave; 18650.

Microwave measurement; six-port; automatic network analyzer;

microwave; 18653.

Microwave measurement; six-port; automatic network analyzer;

calibration; 18849.

Microwave measurements; microwave power; microwave

systems; power monitor; reflectometers; six-port reflectome-

ters; 18670.

Microwave measurements; non-destructive evaluation; pipe

welds; standard; x-ray image; appropriations; fusion diag-

nostics; gravity waves; laser-interferometer; DIM/NBS 63,

No. 3, 1-28 ( 1979).

Microwave measurements; reflectometer; six-port; calibration;

I86S1.

Microwave measurements; reflectometer; six-port; automation;

microwave; 18652.

Microwave power; microwave systems; power monitor; reflec-

tometers; six-port reflectometers; microwave measurements;

18670.

Microwave receivers; microwaves; mixers; superconductivity;

tunnel junctions; Josephson junctions; 18683

.

Microwave remote sensing; snow; centrifuge; comparison of

measurement methods; free water; freezing calorimeter;

hydrology forecasting; NBSIR 79-1604.

Microwave remote sensing; snowpack-water equivalence; snow
stratigraphy; 18820.

Microwave signals; beam type device; frequency stabilizing

system; microwave interaction regions; U.S. Patent

4.146,848.

Microwave spectra; molecular constants; propyne; radio as-

tronomy; rotational transitions; interstellar molecules; line

strengths; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 (1979).

Microwave spectra; molecular parameters; radio astronomy;

rotational transitions; vinyl cyanide; interstellar molecules; i

yPC/^DS, No. 1, 107-124 (1979).

Microwave spectroscopy; molecular conformation; molecular I

spectroscopy; molecular structure; molecules; structure; bond
\

angles; bond distances; gas-phase polyatomic molecules; gas-
|

phase spectroscopy; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

Microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;

internal rotation; interstellar molecules; line strengths; methyl

formate; yPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 (1979).
j

Microwave spectrum; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;
j

dimethyl ether; internal rotation; interstellar molecules;
|

7PC/?D 8, No. 4, 1051-1 108 ( 1979).

Microwave systems; power monitor; reflectometers; six-port i

reflectometers; microwave measurements; microwave power;
!

18670. /

Microwaves; millimeter waves; permeability measurements; per-
i

mittivity measurements, radar absorbers; time-domain mea-
j

surements; dielectrics; frequency-domain measurements;

magnetic materials; NBSIR 79-1613.

Microwaves; mixers; superconductivity; tunnel junctions;

Josephson junctions; microwave receivers; 18683.

Microwaves; radiofrequency; standards; calibrations; measure-

ments; 18561.

Microwaves; super spring; ultraviolet radiation; calibrations;

energy; fluid mixtures; light; liquefied natural gas; measure-

ments; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 ( 1979).
]

Microwaves; thin-film; tunneling; energy gap; iridium;

Josephson junction; low-T^; 18540.

Mighei; abiotic synthesis; carbonaceous chondrite; chemical

evolution; meteorite; SP519, pp. 771-775 (Apr. 1979).

Migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain

boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice diffusion; 18758.

Migrating boundaries; polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain

boundaries; Harrison classification; lattice diffusion; 18759.

Migration guidelines; migration planning; benchmark per- •

formance data; empirical models; IBM 168-3; IBM 3033;

SPS00-S2. pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

Migration planning; benchmark performance data; empirical

models; IBM 168-3; IBM 3033; migration guidelines; SPSOO-

52, pp. 89-104 (Oct. 1979).

MIKES; mixture analysis; trace analysis; mass-analyzed ion

kinetic energy spectrometry; SPS19, pp. 609-625 (Apr.

1979). !

Military systems; non-electronic equipment; testing; SP547, pp.

299-302 (July 1979).

Millikelvin research; nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigera-j i

tors; solid He^; superfluid He'; symposium; cryogenics; dilu-j I

tion refrigerators; helium 3; Japan; 18679.

Millimeter waves; permeability measurements; permittivity mea- I

surements; radar absorbers; time-domain measurements

dielectrics; frequency-domain measurements; magnetic^;

materials; microwaves; NBSIR 79-1613.
J

Millimeter waves; standards; 18320. ffl

Mine subsidence; mining; site development; standards; struc
j

tural design; foundation design; geotechnical engineering^}

housing construction; 18324.

Mine ventilation; velocity standard; airflow; calibration; facility

laser optics; low velocity; TN989.
Mineralized tissue; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesion; bonding tc

mineralized tissues; bone; dentin; hydrolytic stability o

bonds; isobutyl 2-cyanoacTylate; 18569.

Mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; RamaiJ

spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth; biological microanalysis
j

biological tissue; dental studies; enamel; 18982.
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Mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobc; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; biological mineralization; bone;

dental studies; dentin; enamel; microanalysis; 19008.

Mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle analysis; power plant

emissions; Raman microprobc; Raman spectroscopy; urban

dusts; vibrational analysis; atomospheric aerosols; materials

sampling; IS643.

Miniature Christmas lights; plastic insulating material;

polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock; fire; flaming

ignition; glowing ignition; hazard; ignition temperature; lamp
surface temperature; melting temperature; NBSIR 79-1716.

Minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simultaneous chemi-

cal equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monox-
ide; coal gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive com-
puter program; methane; NBSIR 78-1509.

Mining; site development; standards; structural design; founda-

tion design; geotechnical engineering; housing construction;

mine subsidence; 18324.

Minorities in computing; women in computing; employment;
equal employment opportunity; labor force; 19041

.

MIS; plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean search system; com-
puter programs; curve fitting; data analysis; data base

management; data retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis;

IMS information retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares;

linear regression; 18597

.

Misorientation contrast; x-ray topography; Zn; M2O3, Berg-Bar-

rett; Lang; 18341.

Missing link; rebuilding; crisis; flood recovery effort; SP552, pp.

39-44 (July 1979).

Mixed crystal optical spectra; diphenylmethylene; lineshape;

low temperature; 18754.

Mixed photon-neutron field dosimetry; neutron leakage; high

energy x-ray radiotherapy machine; SPS54, pp. 87-97 (Sept.

1979).

Mixers; superconductivity; tunnel junctions; Josephson junc-

tions; microwave receivers; microwaves; 18683.

ijji Mixing in turbulent flow; noise spectrum; Raman spectroscopy;

!
turbulence; concentration fluctuations; fast Fourier trans-

t,j
forms; Fourier transform analysis; 18626.

Ijl Mixture analysis; trace analysis; mass-analyzed ion kinetic ener-

gy spectrometry; MIKES; SP519, pp. 609-625 (Apr. 1979).

Mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables; ther-

mophysical properties; total heating value; composition; cus-

tody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; 18564.

Mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables; ther-

mophysical properties data; total heating value; composition;

custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mathematical

models; 18838.

Mobile home; packaged solar space-heating system; rating;

standards; testing; NBSIR 79-1799.

Mobile home foundations; soil anchors; soil mechanics; wind
upset; anchors; BSS107.

Mobile homes; room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construc-

tion standard; fire growth; fire tests; flame spread; flashover;

impact assessment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety;

NBSIR 79-1720.

Mobile homes; smoke detectors; tenability limits; upholstered

furniture; detection time; detector location; fire tests; gas de-

tectors; kitchen fires; NBSIR 79-1915.

Mobile homes; wind loads; aerodynamics; building; codes and

standards; full-scale testing; NBSIR 77-1289.

Mobile-radio; near-field strength levels; vehicular electromag-

netic environment; vehicular near-zone electric fields; vehicu-

lar near-zone magnetic fields; worst-case EM fields; TNI 01 4.

Modal analysis; scattering matrix; step discontinuity; TEM-cell;

variational formulation; coaxial transmission line; cut-off

frequency; equivalent circuit; NBSIR 79-1606.

^ Mode locked dye laser; passive mode locking; picosecond pul-

ses; Rhodamine 6G; dye laser; laser cavity; 19021.

Model; model documentation; computer; computer model;

documentation; documentation procedures; SP500-39

.

Model codes; people movement; systems design; buildings;

communications systems; fire safety; high-rise; BSSl 15.

Model codes; preservation; regulation; rehabilitation; renova-

tion; building code; building research; code administration;

existing buildings; TN998.
Model correlation function; pressure broadening; CO2; far

wings; infrared wings; line shape; 18886.

Model design; model selection; remote work stations; simula-

tion model; data collection; JES output; job entry subsystem;

SP500-52,px>- 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Model documentation; computer; computer model; documenta-
tion; documentation procedures; model; SP500-39

.

Model laws and regulations; national type approval; packaging

and labeling; specifications and tolerances; vapor recovery;

weights and measures; consumer affairs; education; elec-

tromagnetic interference; electronic devices; SP532.

Model selection; remote work stations; simulation model; data

collection; JES output; job entry subsystem; model design;

SP500-S2.PP. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Model validation; performance evaluation; performance mea-
surement; predictive modeling; set-processing; simulation;

software design; analytic models; database management;
SP500-49.

Modeling; multiphoton; unimolecular dissociation; infrared

laser; kinetics; mechanisms; 18712.

Modeling; NOj.; olefins; SOj.; troposphere; aldehydes; aro-

matics; chemical kinetics; data needs; free radicals; SP557.

Modeling; on-line system design; performance evaluation; per-

formance management; prototyping; remote terminal emula-

tion; system testing; audit; capacity planning; financial appli-

cations; long-range planning; management control; measure-

ment; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Modeling; performance evaluation; performance prediction;

simulation; validation; workload characterization; workload

management; capacity planning; hardware monitors; SP500-

52, pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Modeling; performance modeling; workload characterization;

cluster analysis; computer modeling; computer performance;

empirical models; SP500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Modeling; real-time; simulation; synthetic programs;

benchmarking; computer performance measurement; dis-

tributed processing; interactive systems; kernels; SP500-52

,

pp. 53-64 (Oct. 1979).

Modeling; sampling schemes; statistical sampling; environmen-

tal measurements; SP519, pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979).

Modeling; vapors; combustion; equilibrium; high temperature;

isolation; lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix; SP561, Vols. 1

and 2.

Modeling technique; programming; sensitivity analysis; simula-

tion; architectural research; building fires; computer-aided

design; environmental psychology; fire research; fire safety;

human performance; NBSIR 79-1713.

Modeling technique; simulation; architectural research; building

fires; computer-aided design; computer simulation; environ-

mental psychology; fire research; fire safety; human per-

formance; NBSIR 79-1796.

Modelling; building trades; construction industry; forecasting;

labor information systems; manpower projections; SP552, pp.

185-196 (July 1979).

Models; optimization; stability; standards; catalog; dynamic pro-

gramming; iterative procedure; NBSIR 78-1539.

Models; research; standards; systematic procedure; building

fires; equivalency; evaluation; fire safety; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Modes considerations; TEM-cell; attenuation; coupled integral

equations; dispersion; lossy dielectric slab; NBSIR 79-1615.
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Modified residue calculus; open systems; remote sensing; closed

systems; electromagnetic problems; functional theoretic

techniques; Monogr. 164.

Modular capacitive divider; portable system; truck-mounted;

CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accuracy; 18833.

Modular organic analysis system; pyrolysis; trace organic analy-

sis; Fourier transform infrared; gas chromatography; SP5I9,

pp. 753-760 (Apr. 1979).

Modular test programs; parametric yield limitations; per-

formance limitations; photomask performance; process con-

trol; test patterns; test structures; total process integration;

comprehensive process characterization; design rules; intradie

parametric integrity; SP400-56.
Modulated structure; nonstoichiometry; two-dimensional modu-

lated structure; incommensurate lattice; lanthanum niobate;

IS646.

Modulation; modulation factor; modulation meter; Newton-
Raphson method; percent modulation; signal generator; vhf

omnidirectional radio range (VOR); amplitude modulation;

instrument landing system (ILS); measurement instrumenta-

tion; measurement standard; TNI0I6.
Modulation factor; modulation meter; Newton-Raphson
method; percent modulation; signal generator; vhf om-
nidirectional radio range (VOR); amplitude modulation; in-

strument landing system (ILS); measurement instrumenta-

tion; measurement standard; modulation; TNI0I6.
Modulation meter; Newton-Raphson method; percent modula-

tion; signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio range

(VOR); amplitude modulation; instrument landing system

(ILS); measurement instrumentation; measurement standard;

modulation; modulation factor; TN1016.
Modulator; noise; servo control; acoustooptic; intensity; laser;

18904.

Modulus; strength; superconducting motor; composites;

fiberglass; mechanical porperties; 18616.

Modulus of rubber; Mooney-Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity

theory; rubber, natural; swelling of rubber network; cross-

linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide; elasticity theory of
rubber; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).

Moisture; nondestructive testing; pacemaker leads; process con-

trol; reliability; semiconductor devices; welding; automated
testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corro-

sion; electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid

devices; leak testing; SP400-50.
Moisture; non-destructive testing; preservation; adobe; adobe

soil; compressive strength; creep; fiexural strength; mechani-
cal properties; TN996.

Moisture; one-tenth scale motor case; S-glass; temperature ef-

fects; water boil; degradation; epoxy resins; Kevlar 49;

SP563. pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Moisture; prepreg; aging of polymer; composite; fiber; mechani-
cal properties; SP563, pp. 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Moisture barrier; space optics; advanced composites; dimen-
sional stability; eutectic coating; graphite/epoxy; SP563, pp.
47-56 (Oct. 1979).

Moisture infusion; oxide moisture sensors; accelerated stress

test; capillary leaks; corrosion failure; hermeticity; NBS-GCR-
79-170.

Moisture profile modeling; nondestructive evaluation; statistical

estimation; diffusion coefficents; iteration; SP563, pp. 32-46
(Oct. 1979).

Molecular absorption; opto-galvanic spectroscopy; uv irradia-

tion; light absorption; metal oxides; 18344.

Molecular analysis; organic microanalysis; Raman microprobe;
Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanaly-

sis; microanalysis; micromineralogy; microsampling; 18963.

Molecular analysis; particle analysis; power plant emissions;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibra-

tional analysis; atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling;

mineralogy; 18643.

Molecular bands; molecular spectra; reaction rate constants;

upper atmosphere; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra;

atomic transition probabilities; electron cross sections; fusion

plasmas; lasers; 18855.

Molecular bands; molecular spectra; rotational constants;

atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic transition proba-

bilities; bands, molecular, energy levels; energy levels,

atomic; line shapes, atomic; 18828.

Molecular compound; silver-sulfur-tungsten clustei"; synthesis;

x-ray diffraction; crystal structure; mechanism of formation;

18636.

Molecular conformation; molecular spectroscopy; molecular

structure; molecules; structure; bond angles; bond distances;

gas-phase polyatomic molecules; gas-phase spectroscopy;

microwave spectroscopy; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

Molecular constants; propyne; radio astronomy; rotational

transitions; interstellar molecules; line strengths; microwave
spectra; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 ( 1979).

Molecular correlations; quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate con-

stants; reactive channels; recommended data; relaxation

processes; review; activation energies; electronically excited
|,j

,

states; evaluation; gaseous interactions; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 ( 1979).

Molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo method; periodic bounda-

ries; pressure; stress calculation; virial theorem of Clausius;

equilibrium; homogeneous system; hydrostatic pressure; inter-

nal stress; internal virial; 18456.

Molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron radiography; nondestruc-

tive evaluation; nuclear reactor; radiation; activation analysis;

crystal structure; diffraction; isotopes; TN995.

Molecular dynamics; radial distribution function; transverse

current correlation function; velocity autocorrelation func-

tion; intermediate scattering function; Lennard-Jones liquid;

liquid rubidium; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 ( 1979).

Molecular electronic structure; van der Waals coefficient;

frequency dependent polarizability; helium 'S state; 18934.

Molecular ions; HBr* laser magnetic resonance; 18917.

Molecular ions; photochemistry; ultraviolet spectra; charge

transfer; excited argon atoms; free radicals; infrared spectra;

matrix isolation; 18847.

Molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological

microanalysis; biological tissue; foreign bodies; histological
g

sections; implant materials; microanalysis; 18958.
,|

Molecular parameters; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;
,

vinyl cyanide; interstellar molecules; microwave spectra;
j

yPCRD 8, No. 1, 107-124 ( 1979).
j

Molecular sodium; potential curves; collisional excitation; dis-
f

sociation energy; Dunham coefficients; Franck-Condon fac-

tors; laser fluorescence; 18824.
„

Molecular spectra; reaction rate constants; upper atmosphere;
^

atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; atomic transition proba-

bilities; electron cross sections; fusion plasmas; lasers;

molecular bands; 18855.
[

Molecular spectra; rotational constants; atomic line shapes;
j

^

atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; bands,
[ ^

molecular; energy levels; energy levels, atomic; line shapes, g
^

atomic; molecular bands; 18828. ( •^^

Molecular spectroscopy; molecular structure; molecules; struc- ;
^

ture; bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase polyatomic >
^

molecules; gas-phase spectroscopy; microwave spectroscopy; v
j

molecular conformation; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979). f

,

Molecular spectroscopy; potential curves; dissociation energy; ii y
Franck-Condon factors; laser spectroscopy; lithium molecule; \

^

18867.
I

„

Molecular structure; molecules; structure; bond angles; bondc

distances; gas-phase polyatomic molecules; gas-phase spec-

J

troscopy; microwave spectroscopy; molecular conformation; )

\^

molecular spectroscopy; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979). ;

^
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Molecular structure; normal and deuterated naphthalenes;

vibrational assignments; enthalpy of formation; ideal gas ther-

modynamic properties; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 527-536 (1979).

Molecular structure; urea; urea determination; x-ray diffraction;

biomedical standard; diacetylurea; 18347.

Molecular vibrations; neutron reactions; ^•''"U; Doppler effect;

fission; gas target; 18585.

Molecular weight; polyethylene; shear rate; ultra high molecu-

lar weight polyethylene; viscosity number; intrinsic viscosity;

18834.

Molecular weight dependence; polystyrene; radius of gyration;

[

temperature dependence; hydrodynamic radius; light scatter-

!

ing; 18545.

Molecular weight distribution; necking; polyethylene; uniaxial

creep; additivity of damage; cold drawn; crack growth; frac-

I

ture; 18765.

I Molecule; photon; positron; atom; collision cross section;

detachment; dissociation; elastic scattering; electron; excita-

tion; ion; ionization; SP426. Supplement 1.

Molecules; momentum-transfer; polar molecules; scattering

I

theory; cross sections; electron collisions; 18516.

I

Molecules; structure; bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase

polyatomic molecules; gas-phase spectroscopy; microwave
spectroscopy; molecular conformation; molecular spectrosco-

py; molecular structure; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

' Molecules; well depths; excited states; ground state; inter-

I molecular potential; 18677.

Molten metals; palladium; precious metals; reference data;

silver; solid state physics; transport properties; copper; criti-

cal evaluation; data analysis; data compilation; data evalua-

tion; data extraction; data synthesis; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1 147-

1298 (1979).

Molten salt mixtures; standard reference data; surface tension;

viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compilation; density; elec-

trical conductance; fluorides; halides; iodides; JPCRD 8, No.

I

1, 125-302 (1979).

I

Molten salts; physical properties; safety and hazards; thermal

I

energy storage materials; thermal properties; thermodynamic
I I properties; transport properties; corrosion; data compilation;

electrochemical energy storage materials; NSRDS-NBS61

,

Pan II.

1 Molybdenum; network measurement; semiconductors; SRM's;

'I

standards; cardiac pacemakers; computer standards; fire

I safety; DIMINBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

Molybdenum; optical characterization; laser mirror; metallurgi-

cal characterization; microstructures; SP541, pp. 132-163

(Dec. 1978).

I

Molybdenum; plasma; atomic physics; dielectronic recombina-

l tion; highly ionized; impurity; 18949.

Molybdenum; pulsed laser; spectra; wavelengths; energy levels;

' ions; 18500.

]
Molybdenum pentafluoride; vapor density; vapor pressure;

I enthalpy and entropy of vaporization; entrainment method;

I

melting temperature; 19020.

Momentum-transfer; polar molecules; scatterifig theory; cross

sections; electron collisions; molecules; 18516.

Monitor system; rotary dissolver; signature analysis; vibration

.jl analysis; SP547, pp. 232-249 (July 1979).
' Monitoring; onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs;

sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog; cen-

tralized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement;

fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; SP547, pp. 345-

357 (July 1979).

r,
;( Monitoring; repairs; vibration; aircraft carrier; condition analy-

; ; sis; machinery; maintenance; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

, 1979).

i I Monochlorinated organics; carrier gas doping; electron capture

[. • detector; methyl chloride; SP519, pp. 143-15 1 (Apr 1979).

([ ; Monomers; resins; surface-active comonomers; acrylates; adhe-

sion, dental; bonding; coupling agent; dental; 18461.

Monomolecular film; psychrometer; psychrometry; radiative

heat transfer; temperature depression; water vapor measure-

ment; wet bulb; w«t element; convective heat transfer; con-

vective mass transfer; emissivity of water; J. Res. 84, No. 2,

161-177 ( 1979).

Monotectic; multicomponent; wetting; composite growth; con-

tact angle; disjoining pressure; 18422.

Monte Carlo; multiple scatter; tracklength; charged particle;

electron; energy deposition; 18965.

Monte Carlo; orientation entropy; packing of rods; square lat-

tice; theories of liquid crystals; configurations of rods; 18530.

Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; spatial resolution;

thin foils; x rays; analytical electron microscopy; microanaly-

sis; 18589.

Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; scanning electron

microscopy; x-ray yield; characteristic x-ray yield; electron

probe microanalysis; inner shell ionization cross section;

18978.

Monte Carlo method; periodic boundaries; pressure; stress cal-

culation; virial theorem of Clausius; equilibrium; homogene-

ous system; hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; internal viri-

al; molecular dynamics; 18456.

Mooney-Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity theory; rubber, natu-

ral; swelling of rubber network; cross-linking of rubber; dicu-

myl peroxide; elasticity theory of rubber; modulus of rubber;

J. Res. 84, No. 5. 353-358 ( 1979).

MOSFET dc profiler; surface recombination; CCD; electrical

test structure; gated diode; generation lifetime; integrated

gated-diode electrometer; integrated test structure; leakage

current; NBSIR 79-1744.

Mossbauer; rare earths; spin glass; hyperfine fields; magnetic

relaxation; magnetism; 18329.

Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; optical spectroscopy; radia-

tion pressure; radiative cooling; Doppler-free spectroscopy;

frequency standard; high resolution spectroscopy; ion

storage; laser spectroscopy; 18699.

Mossbauer effect; rare earths; spin freezing; spin glasses;

susceptibility; amorphous magnetism; 18897.

Motor behavior; neural modeling; perception; planning;

problem solving; robot control; brain mechanisms; cognition;

goal seeking; intelligence; 18714.

Motor shaft; brake; coupling device; cutting blade; dead-man's

handle; disconnect element; lawnmower; U.S. Patent

4,158,944.

Motor vehicle; diagnosis; emissions inspections; fault detection;

fuel economy; SP547, pp. 78-97 (July 1979).

Mouth burn; specific electrical effect; arc burn; contact bum;
current threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte shift; heat ef-

fect; injury mechanism; injury statistics; NBSIR 79-1710.

Multichannel analyzer; peak overlap; quantitative electron

probe microanalysis; x-ray continuum; x-ray spectrum; com-
puter program; energy dispersive detector; TNI 106.

Multichannel capillary arrays; vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy;

vacuum ultraviolet windows; differential pumping across

capillary arrays; focused vacuum ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven
use in the vacuum ultraviolet; 18808.

Multicomponent; wetting; composite growth; contact angle;

disjoining pressure; monotectic; 18422.

Multielement analysis; neutron activation analysis; SRM; trace

elements; urban particulate; error analysis; instrumental anal-

ysis; 18866.

Multifilamentary NbTi; superconductors; critical current; criti-

cal current degradation; multifilamentary NbjSn; 18622.

Multifilamentary NbjSn; multifilamentary NbTi; superconduc-

tors; critical current; critical current degradation; 18622.

Multifilamentary strain; NbjSn; stress; superconductor; critical-

current; critical-field; degradation; 18780.

Multi-ion interactions; ordered alloys; statistical mechanics;

face centered cubic; ground state; interfaces; 18614.
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Multilayer films; scattering; absorption; antireflectance

coatings; high reflectance coatings; interface absorption;

SP54I. pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

Multiphoton; Rabi frequency; Star shift; two-level model; ab-

sorption; cesium; exponential index; ionization; 18892.

Multiphoton; rate approximation; saturable rate; bandwidth;

coherence; dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization; linear rate;

18893.

Multiphoton; thermochemistry; unimolecular dissociation;

calorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser chemistry; mechanisms;
18709.

Multiphoton; unimolecular dissociation; infrared laser; kinetics;

mechanisms; modeling; 18712.

Multiphoton dissociation; multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequen-

cy; statistical broadening; three-level system; coherent excita-

tion; dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broadening; intense

laser; 18439.

Multiphoton dissociation; radicals; vibronic spectroscopy;

chlorofluoromethylene; fluorescence; laser spectroscopy;

19042.

Multiphoton effects; scattering in laser field; free-free transi-

tions; low-frequency approximation; 18711.

Multiphoton ionisation; cesium; laser bandwidth; lasers; 18874.

Multiphoton ionization; ac Stark effect; double optical

resonance; laser bandwidth effects; 18955.

Multiphoton ionization; damage threshold; electron avalanche;

frequency and pulse width dependencies of the critical field;

SP541, pp. 299-302 (Dec. 1978).

Multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequency; statistical broadening;

three-level system; coherent excitation; dressed atoms; in-

homogeneous broadening; intense laser; multiphoton dis-

sociation; 18439.

Multiphoton processes; photoionization; quantum beats; sodium
atom; angular distributions; field ionization; laser spectrosco-

py; 18953.

Multiphoton transitions; scattering in an external field; stimu-

lated bremsstrahlung; 18710.

Multiple injection; smoke candle test; smoke control; stairwell

pressurization; top injection; tracer gas test; bottom injection;

NBSIR 79-1747.

Multiple scatter; tracklength; charged particle; electron; energy

deposition; Monte Carlo; 18965.

Multiple-attribute decisions; ordering; paired comparisons; pri-

oritization; project selection; ranking; resource allocation;

weighting multiple criteria; decision analysis; decisions; eigen-

vectors; management; 18602.

Multiple! tables, O vi-O viii; oxygen, spectra, O vi-O vni; spec-

tra, O vi-O viii; wavelengths, O vi-O viii; NSRDS-NBS3. Sec-

tion 8.

Multiplets; singly ionized spectra; atomic transition probabili-

ties; electric dipole lines; 18736.

Multiplex systems; NFPA standards; residential fire detector;

sprinkler supervisory devices; control units; fire alarm

systems; fire detectors; high-rise communication systems;

18625.

Multiplicative function; quasi-ordered set; topological algebra;

automorphism; cyclic module; faithful distributive module;

incidence algebra; 18789.

Multirange; R-2R ladder; relay switching; self-calibration; twen-

ty bits + sign; voltage output; digital-to-analog converter;

high resolution; TNI 105.

Multispectral scanner; reflective optics; crosstrack scan; earth

imagery; ERTS; LANDSAT; SP547. pp. 17-30 (July 1979).

Multisphere; photon; photoneutrons; radiotherapy; spec-

trometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; SP554, pp. 109-

123 (Sept. 1979).

Multispheres; photoneutrons; photons; radiotherapy; spec-

trometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; SP554, pp. 125-

127 (Sept. 1979).

Multi-stage displacer; Stirling machine; superconducting quan-

tum interfering devices (SOUID); low input power cyclic

cryogenic refrigerator; U.S. Patent 4,1 43 ,520.

Multiwavelength techniques; tectonics; atmospheric properties;

distance measurement; geodesy; instrumentation; 18816.

Municipal corporations; negligence; sovereign immunity; tort;

duty; liability; SP552, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Municipal governments; regulatory; computer facilities; in-

tegrated data base; SP552, pp. 153-165 (July 1979).

Municipal wastewater treatment facilities; public sector effi-

ciency; subsidies; technological change; capital formation;

economic growth; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Mutagenicity; naphthylamines; saccharin; saccharin impurities;

Salmonella typhimurium; Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for

purity; food additives; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr. 1979).

Mutual friction; axial heat transport; forced convection; heat

transmission; helium I!; 1 861 7.

1-11 transition; adiabatic limit; atomic collisions; quasimolecule

terms; sudden perturbation limit; transition probability;

unified atom approximation; 18576.

S-FI transitions; adiabatic perturbation theory; elastic scattering

phase shifts; pseudocrossing; sudden-perturbation limit;

transition probability; 18575.

Mycotoxins; review; seafood toxins; food toxicants; SP519, pp.

321-331 (Apr. 1979).

Myocardial infarction; real-time; tissue characterization; ul-

trasound diagnosis; clinical cardiac data; digital processing;

Fast Fourier Transform; frequency spectra; in vivo;

microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; SP525, pp. 267-

273 (Apr. 1979).

Myocardial infarction; ultrasonic attenuation; ischemic injury;

SP525, pp. 63-71 (Apr. 1979).

Myocardium; phase cancellation; velocity; acoustic microscopy;

anisotropy; attenuation; elastic microstructure; infarct; inter-

ferogram; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

N
NaCI; NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive index; SiO,; SrF^;

thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS;

ZnSe; AI^O^; As^S^ glass; BaF^; TN993

.

NaCI; pressure; pulsed TEA CO2 laser surface breakdown, spot

size; surface absorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed water;

breakdown mechanism; frequency and time dependence of

breakdown thresholds; IR window materials; SP541, pp. 318-

326 (Dec. 1978).

NaCI; spot-size dependence; breakdown fields; KCl; SP541, pp.

309-317 (Dec. 1978).

NaCI; tuneable laser calorimetry; 9.2 to 10.6 /im; absorption;

KCl; SP541, pp. 24-32 (Dec. 1978).

NaF; piezo-optic constants; refractive index; S\0^, SrF2; thermal

expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe;

AljO,; AS2S.1 glass; BaF,; TN993.

NaF; thin film absorption; water absorption; wedged film; ab- 5|

sorption coefficient; adiabatic calorimetry; AsjScs; interface

absorption; laser calorimetry; SP541 , pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

«-alkanes; non-bonded potential functions; polyethylene; vibra-

tional data; force field refinement; lattice dynamics; 18404.

Name generation; operations research; programming languages;

sparse matrices; data pooling; data structures; mathematical

programming; matrices; J. Res. 84, No. I, 21-47 ( 1979).

Nanosecond pulses; pulseWidth dependence; standing waves;

thin-film coatings; two-photon absorption; ultraviolet I
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j

wavelength scaling; damage thresholds; electric fields; laser

I

damage; SP541. pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Naphthylamines; saccharin; saccharin impurities; Salmonella ly-

phimurium; Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for purity; food ad-

ditives; mutagenicity; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr. 1979).

National Bureau of Standards; American Dental Association;

dental history; dental instruments; dental materials; dental

research; 18676.

National Bureau of Standards (NBS); National Engineering
Laboratory (NEL); technology transfer; engineering; interna-

tional cooperation; international research; international stan-

dards; NBSIR 79-1792.

I
National Electrical Code; technological innovation; appeals

process; consensus standards; electrical distribution systems;

flat conductor cable; SP552. pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

I

National Engineering Laboratory (NEL); technology transfer;

engineering; international cooperation; international research;

I
international standards; National Bureau of Standards (NBS);

||

NBSIR 79-1792.

National Measurement System; standards; calibrations; dis-

semination of units; electrical measurements; electric power

j
measurements; electrotechnology; impact of measurements;
measurement technology assessment; NBSIR 75-935.

' National standards; radiation; radiation control; radiation mea-

|j

surements; traceability; measurement assurance; measure-

j

ment consistency; measurement system; 18800.
' National type approval; packaging and labeling; specifications

and tolerances; vapor recovery; weights and measures; con-

: sumer affairs; education; electromagnetic interference; elec-

tronic devices; International Organization of Legal Metrolo-

gy; measurement assurance; SP532.

I

Natural aging; paper; paper aging; tests for paper; accelerated

i| aging; aging; aging of cellulose; aging of paper; cellulose; cel-

! lulose aging; 19017.

^

Natural matrix; radioactivity; standards; Woods Hole; environ-

i
ment; ICRM; 18981.

I

Natural width; x-ray line width; Auger effect; Auger line width;

K shell; level width; line width; L shell; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

329-338 ( 1979).

Naval ship application; composites; hydrofoils; maintenance
requirements; SP563. pp. 267-275 (Oct. 1979).

I

Navigation; oscillator; position location; time dispersion; time

II

error; time error measure; time prediction error; clocks;

I

frequency drift; frequency stability; 18899.

Ii
Navigation; oscillator systems; phase lock loop; position loca-

tion; spectral purity; frequency lock loop; frequency stability;

18693.

Navigation; stability; time; clocks; communication; frequency

j

standards; 18826.
' Navigation; time; time dissemination; communication; frequen-

cy; frequency standards; 19005.
NBS reactor; neutrons; silicon irradiation; thermal fluxes;

18704.

NBS solar standards projects; solar energy; building research;

I
18363.

NBS standards; standards; calorimeter; laser; laser MAP; laser

Ij measurements; laser power and energy; 18914.

I
NBSLD; thermal comfort; heating and cooling load; hybrid

computer; 18336.

1 NBSLD analysis of residences; residential energy conservation;

i! thermal mass effect in buildings; building energy consump-
tion analysis; computerized building energy analysis; cooling

load calculation; energy conservation; heating load calcula-

tion; NBSIR 79-1732.

i N-butane; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound;
I vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-

Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line;

r,| NBSIR 79-1621.

Nb;,Ge; strain; stress; superconductor; critical-current; degrada-

tion; 18781.

Nb.iSn; stress; superconductor; critical-current; critical-field;

degradation; multifilamentary strain; 18780.

Nd:YAG laser; two photon absorption; CdSe; CdTe; internal

reflections; laser calorimeter; linear absorption; SP541, pp.
19-23 (Dec. 1978).

NDE; radiation force; transducer characterization; ultrasonics;

acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic method; medical

applications; metrology; 18438.

NDE; ultrasonic scattering; flaws in crystals; 18831

.

Nd(C2H.^S04
),T • 9H2O; thermometry; Gd( PO.-,)^; low temperature

thermometry; magnetic susceptibility; magnetic thermome-
ters; 18556.

Near field; planar scanning; antenna measurements; cylindrical

scanning; far field; 18818.

Near-field scanning; orthogonalities; plane-radial scanning;

probe correction; space groups; aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast

Fourier "Transform"; 18956.

Near-field strength levels; vehicular electromagnetic environ-

ment; vehicular near-zone electric fields; vehicular near-zone

magnetic fields; worst-case EM fields; mobile-radio; TN1014.

Necking; polyethylene; uniaxial creep; additivity of damage;
cold drawn; crack growth; fracture; molecular weight dis-

tribution; 18765.

Needs; Performance Management System (PMS); capabilities;

methodology; SP500-52, pp. 69-77 (Oct. 1979).

Negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry; human
plasma; melatonin; SP519, pp. 399-404 (Apr. 1979).

Negative control; polyethylene; processing sheets and rods; sur-

face characterization; surface contamination; biomaterials;

NBSIR 77-1401.

Negative ions; chemical ionization; electron capture; gas chro-

matography-mass spectrometry; SP519, pp. 601-607 (Apr.

1979).

Negative ions; ozone; resonances; electron scattering; energy

loss; excited states; 18392.

Negative ions; positive ions; atmospheric pressure ionization;

bioanalytical systems; mass spectrometry; SP519, pp. 655-

671 (Apr. 1979).

Negligence; sovereign immunity; tort; duty; liability; municipal

corporations; SP552, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Nelsen, Robert J; Callahan Memorial Award; dental handpiece;

dental materials; dental radiography; dental research; 18497.

Neodymium glass lasers; nonlinear refractive index; thermal

conductivity; viscosity; Abbe value; coolants, dn/dT; index

matching liquids; SP54 1 , pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Neodymium laser; peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; Q-
switched; risetime; speckle; waveform; attenuators; calibra-

tion; laser; TNIOIO.
Neon; nitrogen; Penning effect; carbon; copper; hollow

cathodes; mass spectrometry; 18449.

Nephelometry; oils; reversed-phase; serum; cerebrospinal fluid;

detector; high-performance liquid chromatography; light-scat-

tering; lipids; SP5I9, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Network; seismic design; systems analysis; building codes;

buildings; building standards; classification; decision tables;

earthquake-resistant design; information networks; TNI 100.

Network; serial; broadcast; coaxial; communication; contention;

data; digital; ethernet; local; microprocessor; 18760.

Network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer;

scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibration; current;

impedance; 18600.

Network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer;

scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibration; current;

impedance; 18601.

Network flow; building evacuation; high-rise building design;

NBSIR 79-1738.



Network measurement; semiconductors; SRM's; standards; car-

diac pacemakers; computer standards; tire safety; molyb-

denum; DIMINBS 63, No, 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

Network operating systems; access control; computer network-

ing; computer security; 19009.

Network services; SRM's; computer interface standards; com-

puters; cryogenic temperature; energy; energy savings; indus-

trial robots; DIM/NBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

Network, tensile properties; paper, interfiber bonding; paper,

low-density handsheets; paper, pulp characterization; paper,

tensile testing; mathematical modeling, network; J. Rex. 84,

No. 4, 299-318 (1979).

Networks; operating systems; protocols; communications; com-
puters; data bases; 18488.

Networks; operating systems; protocols; communications; com-
puters; databases; 18891.

Neural modeling; perception; planning; problem solving; robot

control; brain mechanisms; cognition; goal seeking; intel-

ligence; motor behavior; 18714.

Neurology; phase compensation; brain scanning; echoen-

cephalography; SP525, pp. 209-218 (Apr. 1979)

Neurotransmitters; nutrients; organic pollutants; trace organic

analysis; drug analysis; food toxicants; hormones; SP5I9.

Neutral currents; neutrino scattering; weak interaction; atomic

parity mixing; charged currents; fermi theory; 18951

.

Neutral impurity; resistivity; scattering mechanisms; scattering

mobility; p-type silicon; boron-doped silicon; dopant density;

effective mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mo-
bility; lattice scattering mobility; SP400-47

.

Neutral sodium; sodium, neutral; autoionizing states; laser-ex-

citation technique; 18507.

Neutrino scattering; weak interaction; atomic parity mixing;

charged currents; fermi theory; neutral currents; 18951

.

Neutron; neutron radiography; nondestructive evaluation;

nuclear reactor; radiation; activation analysis; crystal struc-

ture; diffraction; isotopes; molecular dynamics; TN995.

Neutron; repair; survival; transformation; x ray; carcinogenesis;

SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

Neutron; threshold reaction; uranium; Californium; cross sec-

tions; fission spectrum; 18792.

Neutron activation; radiochemistry; cadmium; 18478.

Neutron activation analysis; noble metals analysis; platinum

determination; radiochemical separation; spontaneous deposi-

tion technique; biological materials analysis; environmental

materials analysis; 18350.

Neutron activation analysis; Rutherford backscattering; stan-

dards; accuracy and precision; gold films; gravimetry; 18490.

Neutron activation analysis; SRM; trace elements; urban par-

ticulate; error analysis; instrumental analysis; multielement

analysis; 18866.

Neutron cross section; neutron energy deposition; nuclear data;

nuclear reactions; secondary particle spectra; kerma factors;

18360

Neutron cross section evaluations; single-event energy; energy

deposition spectra; microdosimetry parameters; 18658.

Neutron diffraction; nondestructive testing; pole figure; texture

of copper shaped charge liner; texture of Ni-W alloy; metal

texture; 19027.

Neutron diffraction; powder method; profile refinement; tan-

talum tungstate; thermal expansion; ionic conductors; 19037.

Neutron diffraction; rigid body motion; triaminoguanidinium

nitrate; crystal structure; hydrogen bond; 188 73

.

Neutron energy deposition; nuclear data; nuclear reactions;

secondary particle spectra; kerma factors; neutron cross sec-

tion; 18360.

Neutron fields; nuclear data; reactor dosimetry; benchmark
fields; benchmark testing; 19024.

Neutron fields; scattering corrections; sensitivity; benchmark;

fission spectrum; foils; 18901

.

Neutron fiuence; photoneutrons; accelerator; SP554, pp. 75-86

(Sept. 1979).

Neutron flux determination; proton telescope; standard cross

section; ^^^U(n,f); fission cross section; linac; 18581

.

Neutron leakage; high energy x-ray radiotherapy machine

mixed photon-neutron field dosimetry; SP554. pp. 87-97

(Sept. 1979).

Neutron leakage rates; gamma rays; SP554, pp. 145-154 (Sept.

1979).

Neutron powder; structure; x ray; crystal; diffraction; Li.')B4;

18382.

Neutron production; photon beam exit; beam quality; SP554,

pp. 139-144 (Sept. 1979).

Neutron radiography; nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reac-

tor; radiation; activation analysis; crystal structure; diffrac-

tion; isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; TN995.

Neutron reactions; ^^U; Doppler effect; fission; gas target:

molecular vibrations; 18585.

Neutron scattering; electron microscopy; high-density

lipoproteins; 18851.

Neutron scattering; nitromethane; rotation; tunneling; crystal

structure; 19025.

Neutron scattering; orientational disorder; rotational dynamics;

condensed phases; diffusion mechanisms; inelastic scattering;

19026.

Neutron scattering; phantom network; polybutadiene; rubber

elasticity; uniform network; affine network; 18827.

Neutron scattering; phase transition; rotation-translation

coupling; coupled modes; dynamics; KCN-KBr; 19036.

Neutron scattering; potential barrier; quasielastic scattering;

reorientation; residence time; tunneling; activation energy;

methyl group; 18374.

Neutron scattering; rare earth; Chevrel-phase; coexistence;

crystal field; magnetic superconductor; 18850.

Neutron scattering; rare earth compounds; hydrides; Laves

phase; magnetic properties; 18657.

Neutron scattering; rare earths; hydrides; intermetallic com-
pounds; Laves phase; magnetism; 18682.

Neutron scattering; rare earths; hydrides; intermetallic com-

pounds; Laves phase; magnetism; 18881.

Neutron scattering; rare earths; small angle scattering;

amorphous alloys; magnetic partides; magnetism; 18372.

Neutron scattering; rare earths; spin waves; crystal fields; Laves

phase; magnetic materials; 19031

.

Neutron scattering; spin waves; transition-metal glasses;

amorphous alloys; magnetic properties; 18898.

Neutrons; betatrons; detectors; dosimetry; leakage; linear ac-

celerators; SP554, pp. 129-138 (Sept. 1979).

Neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-235; U-238; activation analysis;

benchmark fields; dosimetry; fission yields; measurements;

18884.

Neutrons; photons; pions; protons; coincidence experiments;

electromagnetic; 18675.

Neutrons; position-sensitive detector; radiography; time-of-flight

technique; linac; 18591

.

Neutrons; radiotherapy; RBE; SP554, pp. 37-40 (Sept. 1979).

Neutrons; relative biological effect; shielding techniques; stan-

dards; dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; leakage;

measurement techniques; medical accelerators; SP554. i

Neutrons; scatter; x rays; dose; leakage; medical accelerator;

SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979). i

Neutrons; silicon irradiation; thermal fluxes; NBS reactorj

18704. I

Neutrons; therapy; x rays; accelerators; betatrons; electronsj

megavoltage; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979). !

Neutrons; track; activation; detectors; dose; fast; SP5S4, pp.

99-107 (Sept. 1979).

New construction plans review; training and education; design

professionals; energy audits; energy codes; Kentucky Fir^



' Marshal's office; lighting and thermal efficiency standards;

local governments; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

News release; publication announcement; scientist-author;

technical communicator; technical paper; trade press; au-

dience; feature article; 1 881 7.

Newton-Raphson interation methods; nonlinear load; time-

domain measurements; time-stepping finite-difference

technique; transient; traveling-wave antenna; Fast Fourier

transform; linear load; 19035.

Newton-Raphson method; percent modulation; signal generator;

vhf omnidirectional radio range (VOR); amplitude modula-
' tion; instrument landing system (ILS); measurement instru-

mentation; measurement standard; modulation; modulation
factor; modulation meter; TN1016.

NFPA standards; residential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory

devices; control units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors; high-

rise communication systems; multiplex systems; 18625.

Nickel; osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic proper-

ties; activity coefficient; cobalt; critical evaluation; elec-

I

trolyte; excess Gibbs energy; iron; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004
(1979).

1 Nickel; oxide films; photopotentials; aluminum; copper; copper

I

alloys; 18724.

Nickel; photon; photoproduction; quadrupole giant resonance;

f
alpha particle; dipole giant resonance; electroproduction;

I

18495.

Nickel alloy; stainless steel; thermal conductivity; aluminum
'i alloy; copper; low temperature; magnetothermal conductivity;

: 18619.

•I Nickel alloys; stainless steels; steels; superalloys; titanium al-

• leys; crack propagation; fatigue; low temperature tests;

18695.

{ Nickel alloys; stainless steels; Young's modulus; aluminum al-

loys; copper alloys; elastic constants; iron alloys; 18630.
i Nickel cross section; reaction rates; Californium; dosimetry; fis-

sion neutrons; iron cross section; 18883.

1 Nickel isotopes; virtual photons; electric quadrupole; electrodis-

integration; giant resonance; 18535.

Nickelaborane; nuclear magnetic resonance; boron hydride;

metalloborane; 18328.
J Niobium; precipitate; superconductor; tin; alloy; copper; low

I temperatures; 18655.

^
Niobium; stripline; superconductivity; surface impedance;

|j
copper; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 247-259 ( 1979).

i\. Niobium; superconductor; tin; alloy; copper; electrical proper-

1:' ty; 18656.

H Niobium-silicon alloys; splat-cooling; superconductivity; inter-

I
metallic compounds; liquid quenching; metastable phases;

» 18734.
i Niobium-titanium; physical properties; superconductors; electri-

j
cal properties; low temperatures; mechanical properties;

ij metallurgical properties; 18552.
' Nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals; phosphate radical; photolysis;

• radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thio-

I

cyanate radical anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radical;

jij
chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions; NSRDS-NBS65

.

t. Nitrates; nitrites; nitrogen oxides; photdlysis; reactions; review;

i tropospheric chemistry; SP55 7, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).
' Nitric acid; nitrous acid; ozone; rate constants; chemical

I

kinetics; environmental measurements; 18551

.

I

Nitrite; nitrite solutions; oxidation; ion-chromatography; 18889.

Nitrite solutions; oxidation; ion-chromatography; nitrite; 18889.

Nitrites; nitrogen oxides; photolysis; reactions; review; tropo-

" spheric chemistry; nitrates; SP557. pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Nitroalkanes; nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; thermal energy

1 analyzer; tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride; aza-arenes;

hydrazines; SPi/ 9, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

a Nitrobenzene; partial discharges; streamers; transient

Ij phenomena; electrical breakdown; high speed photography;

L Kerr effect; liquid breakdown; 18843.

Nitrobenzene; pulse measurement; electrical measurements;

electro-optics; Kerr coefficient; Kerr effect; 18819.

Nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel; tensile proper-

ties; toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength;

low-temperature; mechanical properties; 18957.

Nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated;

rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; combustion;

decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen;

NBSIR 79-1941.

Nitrogen; oxygen; plasma-broadening; singly ionized oxygen;

stark broadening; atomic spectra; 18737.

Nitrogen; Penning effect; carbon; copper; hollow cathodes;

mass spectrometry; neon; 18449.

Nitrogen; rate coefficients; drift tube; electrons; excitation; low

energy; 18925.

Nitrogen; silicon devices; trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks;

biomedical; boron; fission tracks; geochronology; geology;

lithium; 18342.

Nitrogen; sound velocity; thermodynamic properties; virial

coefficients; density; gas; 18815.

Nitrogen oxides; photolysis; reactions; review; tropospheric

chemistry; nitrates; nitrites; SP557, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Nitrogen-phosphorus; selective detection; steroid hormones; gas

chromatography; SP519, pp. 419-427 (Apr. 1979).

Nitrogen-sensitive detector; antitussive; dextromethorphan; gas-

liquid chromatography; human plasma; SP519, pp. 481-485

(Apr. 1979).

Nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel; tensile properties;

toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength; low-

temperature; mechanical properties; nitrogen; 18957.

Nitrogen- 15 coupling constants; nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spectrosco-

py; proton; proton coupling; structural analysis;

bis(hexopyranosyl)amine; carbon- 1 3; conformational analy-

sis; 18764.

Nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; proton coupling;

structural analysis; bis( hexopyranosyDamine; carbon-13; con-

formational analysis; nitrogen- 1 5 coupling constants; 18764.

Nitromethane; rotation; tunneling; crystal structure; neutron

scattering; 19025.

Nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy

analyzer (TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemical ionization;

electron-capture; hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spec-

troscopy; SP5/9, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; thermal energy analyzer;

tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride; aza-arenes; hydrazines;

nitroalkanes; SP519, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal energy analyzer

(TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-

capture; hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy;

nitrosamines; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Nitrous acid; ozone; rate constants; chemical kinetics; environ-

mental measurements; nitric acid; 18551.

NMR; polyethylene; resolution; sample spinning; solids; 13^-;

conformation; crystallinity; 18745.

NMR; primary salt effect; speciation; activation parameters;

aqueous transmethylation; chloride complexes; environment;

formation constants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmer-

cury; methyltin; 18484.

Nobel Prize; low temperature physics; 18482.

Noble metals analysis; platinum determination; radiochemical

separation; spontaneous deposition technique; biological

materials analysis; environmental materials analysis; neutror,

activation analysis; 18350.

Noise; noise emission; regulations; sound; acoustics; environ-

mental noise; 18785.

Noise; point contacts; SQUID; Josephson junction; 18663.

Noise; servo control; acoustooptic; intensity; laser; modulator;

18904.



Noise control; transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibrations;

antivibration mounting; damping; dynamic properties; indus-

trial engineering; isolation; machinery and equipment;

mechanical impedance; mechanical vibrations; H128.

Noise emission; regulations; sound; acoustics; environmental

noise; noise; 18785.

Noise, laser sources; nonlinear spectroscopy; optical

heterodyne; spectroscopy, laser; laser spectroscopy; 18558.

Noise measurement; noise (sound); tire noise; transportation

noise; truck; acoustics; 18607.

Noise signature; non-destructive evaluation; piezoelectric

polymer; spectrum analysis; strain gage; bearing noise; failure

prevention; machinery noise; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July

1979),

Noise spectrum; nonequilibrium; stationary states; switching;

threshold switching; fluctuation; master equation; 18674.

Noise spectrum; Raman spectroscopy; turbulence; concentra-

tion fluctuations; fast Fourier transforms; Fourier transform

analysis; mixing in turbulent flow; 18626.

Noise thermometry; resistive SQUIDS; temperature measure-

ment; Johnson noise; Josephson junctions; 18603.

Noise thermometry; SQUlD's; standards; superconductivity;

Josephson effect; metrology; 18871

.

Noise (sound); tire noise; transportation noise; truck; acoustics;

noise measurement; 18607.

Nomenclature; sample work-up; standards; chromatog-
raphy/column packings (GC); electron-capture detection;

evaporation; SP5I9. pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Non-bonded potential functions; polyethylene; vibrational data;

force field refinement; lattice dynamics; w-alkanes; 18404.

Nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe operating

area; second breakdown; switching power transistor; tester;

transistor; base drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive

load; SP400-54.

Non-destructive evaluation; crack detection; eddy currents;

18911.

Nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reactor; radiation; activation

analysis; crystal structure; diffraction; isotopes; molecular

dynamics; neutron; neutron radiography; TN995.
Nondestructive evaluation; penetrants; radiography; statistics;

ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; acoustic; annual report; eddy
currents; inspection; magnetic particles; NBSIR 78-1581

.

Non-destructive evaluation; piezoelectric polymer; spectrum
analysis; strain gage; bearing noise; failure prevention;

machinery noise; noise signature; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July

1979).

Non-destructive evaluation; pipe welds; standard; x-ray image;

appropriations; fusion diagnostics; gravity waves; laser-inter-

ferometer; microwave measurements; DIMINBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 ( 1979).

Nondestructive evaluation; statistical estimation; diffusion coef-

ficents; iteration; moisture profile modeling; SP563, pp. 32-

46 (Oct. 1979).

Nondestructive testing; pacemaker leads; process control; relia-

bility; semiconductor devices; welding; automated testing;

batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion;

electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices;

leak testing; SP400-50.

Nondestructive testing; photoconductivity; power devices; re-

sistivity variation; automation; bulk photovoltaic effect; com-
puter control; homogeneity; measurement method; SP400-52.

Nondestructive testing; pilings; timber; acoustics; bridges;

creosote; harbor facilities; inspection; maintenance; marine

borers; 18525.

Nondestructive testing; pole figure; texture of copper shaped

charge liner; texture of Ni-W alloy; metal texture; neutron

diffraction; 19027.

Non-destructive testing; preservation; adobe; adobe soil; com-
pressive strength; creep; flexural strength; mechanical proper-

ties; moisture; TN996.

Nondestructive testing; pressure vessels; composites; holog-

raphy; interferometers; matrix crazing; SP563, pp. 211-212

(Oct. 1979).

Nondestructive testing; safe operating area, reverse-bias;

second-breakdown, reverse-bias; transistors, power switching;

device characterization; 18738.

Nondestructive tests; semiconductor; tape-bonded devices;

acoustic emission; beam lead devices; electronic devices; her-

meticity; hybrids; SP400-59.

Nondestructive tests; structural analysis; ultimate strength; ad-

vanced composites; advanced ships; elastic properties; fatigue

tests; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Non-dispersive; resistive loading; TEM horn; time domain mea-
surement; antenna gain; broadband antenna; directivity; FFT;

method of measurements; 18856.

Non-electronic equipment; testing; military systems; SP547, pp.

299-302 (July 1979).

Non-equilibrium; pyrolysis; relaxation; thermal decomposition;

allylmethylether; bromide; ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser;

18832.

Nonequilibrium; stationary states; switching; threshold

switching; fluctuation; master equation; noise spectrum;

186 74.

Nonequilibrium carriers; semiconductors, Ge, Si, GaAs; laser

induced breakdown; laser-induced damage threshold; SP541,

pp. 305-308 (Dec. 1978).

Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics; nonequilibrium ther-

modynamics; projection operator; correlation functions;

equations of motion; maximum entropy; 18321

.

Nonequilibrium thermodynamics; projection operator; correla-

tion functions; equations of motion; maximum entropy;

nonequilibrium statistical mechanics; 18321.

Non-invasive temperature monitoring; soft tissue; temperature

dependence; ultrasound velocity; zero crossing detection;

SP525, pp. 57-61 (Apr. 1979).

Nonionizing radiation; radiation hazards; radio regulations;

radio standards; RFl; spectrum management; standardization

organizations; telecommunications; TVI; vehicular elec-

tronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; electromagnetic compati-

bility; electromagnetic immunity; SP55 I.

Nonlinear creep; polyethylene; failure criteria; loss factor;

18468.

Non-linear flow histories; rate fluid; simple shear; BKZ fluid;

constitutive equation; 18367.

Nonlinear load; time-domain measurements; time-stepping

finite-difference technique; transient; traveling-wave antenna;

Fast Fourier transform; linear load; Newton-Raphson intera-

tion methods; 19035.

Nonlinear optics; 1.15 8m; frequency; He-Ne laser; 18562.

Non-linear oscillations; algebra by computer; differential equa-

tions; mathematical software; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 293-297

(1979).

Nonlinear refractive index; thermal conductivity; viscosity;

Abbe value; coolants, dn/dT; index matching liquids;

neodymium glass lasers; SP54I, pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Nonlinear spectroscopy; optical heterodyne; spectroscopy,

laser; laser spectroscopy; noise, laser sources; 18558. '

Nonmetallic coatings; offshore corrosion; saltwater corrosion;

seawater corrosion; corrosion of steel; corrosion protection; '

18418.

Nonmetallics; physical properties; stainless steel; alloys;

fiberglass; mechanical properties; NBSIR 79-1609. '

Non-purgeable organics; organic pollutant; purgeable organics; '

WaterDROP; accumulators; analysis of organics in water; au-

tomatic sampler; master analytical scheme; SP519, pp. 65-78 '

(Apr. 1979).

Non-radiative yield; partial level width; radiative yield; atomic

properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig yield; effective

fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 307-328 (1979).
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Non-rclativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screening effects;

bremsstrahlung high frequency limit; bremsstrahlung spec-

trum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field; 18370.

Non-relativistic bremsstrahlung; atomic screening effects;

bremsstrahlung high frequence limit; bremsstrahlung spec-

trum tip; continuum x rays; Coulomb field; 18532.

Nonrelativistic operators; nuclear photoproduction;

photoproduction; pions; pseudovector coupling; elec-

troproduction; 18798.

Nonstoichiometry; two-dimensional modulated structure; in-

commensurate lattice; lanthanum niobate; modulated struc-

ture; 18646.

Nonvolatile organic compounds; organic trace detection; pep-

tides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry;

sputtering; structural information; vitamins; amino acids;

drugs; SP5I9, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Normal and deuterated naphthalenes; vibrational assignments;

enthalpy of formation; ideal gas thermodynamic properties;

molecular structure; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 527-536 ( 1979).

NOj.; olefins; SOj.; troposphere; aldehydes; aromatics; chemical

kinetics; data needs; free radicals; modeling; SP557.

Noxious fluids; refractive index; refractive index tubes; fiuids;

18930.

n-paraffins; polycrystals; relaxation process; Young's modulus;

audio frequencies; impurities; internal friction; isomers; low
temperatures; 18467.

Np-237; Pu-239; U-235; U-238; activation analysis; benchmark
fields; dosimetry; fission yields; measurements; neutrons;

18884.

NRZI recording; phase encoded recording; tape drive charac-

teristics; computer magnetic tape drives; computer tape con-
trollers; group coded recording; interface electrical charac-

teristics; interface functional characteristics; magnetic tape

drives; NBS-GCR-78-127

.

p-type silicon; boron-doped silicon; dopant density; effective

mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mobility; lat-

tice scattering mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; scatter-

ing mechanisms; scattering mobility; SP400-47.

Nuclear; quartets; reactions; spectroscopy; SU4; alpha-particles;

correlations; mass formula; 18423.

Nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid He''; super-

fiuid He^; symposium; cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; heli-

um 3; Japan; millikelvin research; 18679.

Nuclear data; nuclear reactions; secondary particle spectra;

kerma factors; neutron cross section; neutron energy deposi-

J
lion; 18360.

Nuclear data; reactor dosimetry; benchmark fields; benchmark
testing; neutron fields; 19024.

Nuclear data; secondary charged particles; initial spectra; ion

pair energy; 18660.

Nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety factor; sampling;

Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue; design; engineering

judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling;

j|
18326.

Nuclear magnetic resonance; boron hydride; metalloborane;

nickelaborane; 18328.

I Nuclear magnetic resonance; nuclear spin relaxation; diffusion;

,
energy; hydrides; hydrogen storage; 18352.

Nuclear material safeguards; safeguards; analysis; diversion of

nuclear materials; diversion path analysis; material account-

ing; material control; 18735.

I Nuclear orientation; nuclear spin system; '""Ho'^^Ho; atomic

!
magnetic structures; conical spin structure, decay of '"^'"Ho;

\ 18604.

i
Nuclear photoproduction; photoproduction; pions; pseudovec-

Ij tor coupling; electroproduction; nonrelativistic operators;

I 18798.

J Nuclear power plants; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

II NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-42.
!'''

Nuclear reactions; secondary particle spectra; kerma factors;

neutron cross section; neutron energy deposition; nuclear

data; 18360.

Nuclear reactor; radiation; activation analysis; crystal structure;

diffraction; isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron

radiography; nondestructive evaluation; TN995.

Nuclear reactors; reactor dosimetry; dosimetry programs; light

water reactors; 19014.

Nuclear research; radiation processing; activation analysis; elec-

tron beams; induction accelerator; ion acceleration; 18570.

Nuclear spin relaxation; diffusion; energy; hydrides; hydrogen

storage; nuclear magnetic resonance; 18352.

Nuclear spin system; "'*Ho'*'''Ho; atomic magnetic structures;

conical spin structure; decay of """"Ho; nuclear orientation;

18604.

Nucleation theory; polyethylene; polymer fiber; shish; volume

strain; core fibril; cumulative stress; flow-induced crystalliza-

tion; V. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 (1979).

Nucleic acid bases; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry;

adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy of protonation;

enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solution; J. Res. 84, No. 3,

231-240 ( 1979).

Numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability; poster; reliabili-

ty; statistical computing section; worksheet; capabilities; ease

of learning and using; installation; language; maintenance;

18903.

Numerical modeling; pipe flows; turbulence modeling; flowme-

ter; fluid dynamics; mathematical modeling; 18410.

Numerical radius; spectrum; stable matrix; closure; D-stability;

diagonal matrix; field of values; Hadamard product; inclusion

theorem; Kronecker product; 18909.

Numerical simulation; particle accelerators; space charge

forces; beam transport; high current beams; 18932.

Numerical simulation; subsonic water drop impact; surface

flaws; crack activation; SP562, pp. 501-51 1 (Oct. 1979).

Nursing homes; bibliographies; building fires; escape; evacua-

tion; fires; high rise buildings; hospitals; human behavior;

NBS-GCR-78-138.
Nursing homes; nursing staff; training; evacuation; fire doors;

fire drills; fire extinguishers; fire safety; health care facilities;

hospitals; human behavior; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Nursing homes; patients; room fires; smoke; upholstered furni-

ture; chairs; doors; evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters;

NBS-GCR-79-1 59.

Nursing homes; photoelectric detectors; corridors; escape; fire

detectors; full-scale tests; heat detectors; hospitals; ionizaton

detectors; mattresses; NBS/R 79-1739.

Nursing homes; renovation; applied economics; building codes;

building economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health

care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical pro-

gramming; NBSIR 79-1902.

Nursing homes; renovation; applied economics; building codes;

building economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health

care facilities; hospitals; life safety; mathematical pro-

gramming; 19045.

Nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety evalua-

tion; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers; building codes;

building construction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care

facilities; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code; NBSIR
78-1555.

Nursing homes; user needs; building codes; building evaluation;

elderly; fire safety; handicapped occupants; health care facili-

ties; NBSIR 79-1906.

Nursing staff; patients; room fires; breathing apparatus; death;

evacuation; fires; flashover; hospitals; human behavior; NBS-
GCR-78-140.

Nursing staff; training; evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; fire

extinguishers; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals;

human behavior; nursing homes; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.



Nutrient analysis; nutrition; standard reference materials;

SP5I9. pp. 249-255 (Apr. 1979).

Nutrients; organic pollutants; trace organic analysis; drug analy-

sis; food toxicants; hormones; neurotransmitters; SP5I9.

Nutrition; standard reference materials; nutrient analysis;

SP5I9, pp. 249-255 (Apr. 1979).

Nutritional analysis; nutritional labeling; sample preparation;

composite sampling; SP5I9, pp. 243-248 (Apr. 1979).

Nutritional labeling; sample preparation; composite sampling;

nutritional analysis; SP5I9. pp. 243-248 (Apr. 1979).

N*''; O*'^; rate coefficient; electron impact ionization; ionization

cross section; ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions,

ionization of; 18502.

N-y, radiative transition; *n„; ''S,,*; energy curve; excited state;

18935.

N**; crossed beams; cross sections; electron impact; excitation,

2s-2p: 18707.

o
Observer proximity effects; power transmission lines; Russian

measurement technique; electric field measurements; instru-

mentation; measurement procedures; 18494.

Occupant factors; residential air conditioning; service hot

water; space heating; ventilation; appliance energy consump-
tion; energy consumption of residences; lighting energy con-

sumption; NBSIR 78-1501.

Occupational health; picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bons; selectivity; sensitivity; specificity; trace analysis; en-

vironmental pollution; fluorescence; high performance liquid

chromatography; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Ocean current; plate tectonics; polar motion; crustal move-
ments; earth rotation; geodynamics; gravity field; 18584.

Ocean load; preferred frame; spatial anisotropy; strain tides;

core resonance; free wobble; laser strainmeter; 18823

.

Octacalcium phosphate; tooth; x-ray diffraction; bone; hydrox-

ylapatite; interlayering; 18583.

Ocular contusion; projectiles; propelled objects; test methods;

toy safety; eye injury; impact; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 9-19 ( 1979).

Ocular tumor; power spectra; Rayleigh scattering; ultrasonic

spectrum analysis; clinical ultrasound; SP525, pp. 111-119

(Apr. 1979).

Off-period mass flow rate; part-load performance; seasonal effi-

ciency; automatic stack damper; flue-gas temperature profile;

gas-fired furnace; TN999.
Offset policy; regulatory policy; technological innovation; ad-

ministrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluability assessment; Experimental Technology
Incentives Program; industrial pollution regulation; market
mechanism; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Offshore corrosion; saltwater corrosion; seawater corrosion;

corrosion of steel; corrosion protection; nonmetallic coatings;

18418.

Ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor measurements; sheet

resistance; solar cells; solar cell stability; device measure-

ments; laser scanning; light-biasing; metallization; NBSIR 79-

1909.

Ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor measurements; solar

cells; solar cell stability; workshops; device measurements;
laser scanning; metallization; 18633.

Oil; oyster; conductivity; ion-chromatography; ion-exchange;

liquid chromatography; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246 ( 1979).

Oil analysis; oil sampling; wear; wear particles; ferrography;

machine condition monitoring; SP547, pp. 323-329 (July

1979).

Oil sampling; wear; wear particles; ferrography; machine condi-

tion monitoring; oil analysis; SP547, pp. 323-329 (July

1979).

Oil specifications; petroleum standards; petroleum test

methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; used oil; waste oil; en-

gine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil;

SP556.

Oil-fired; rating; space-heating; testing; boiler; combustion;

energy; furnace; gas-fired; heating; 18385.

Oils; PUFA; 9, 1 2-di-c/s-polyunsaturated fatty acids; fats; lipox-

idase; SP519, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1979).

Oils; reversed-phase; serum; cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-

performance liquid chromatography; light-scattering; lipids;

nephelometry; SP519. pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Olefin; ozone; review; troposphere; hydroxyl; kinetics; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

Olefins; SOj.; troposphere; aldehydes; aromatics; chemical

kinetics; data needs; free radicals; modeling; NOj-; SP557.

OMNITAB 78; plots; portability plots; residuals; statistical

plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; box plots; CAL-
COMP; computing system; confidence ellipse; 18954.

OMNITAB 78; portability; poster; reliability; statistical comput-

ing section; worksheet; capabilities; ease of learning and

using; installation; language; maintenance; numerical analysis;

18903.

Onboard; patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors;

tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized;

check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber op-

tics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; SP547, pp.

345-357 (July 1979).

One-tenth scale motor case; S-glass; temperature effects; water

boil; degradation; epoxy resins; Kevlar 49; moisture; SP563,

pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

On-line; performance; response time; saturated system; transac-

tion processor; inventory management; SP500-52, pp. 215-

218 (Oct. 1979).

On-line system design; performance evaluation; performance

management; prototyping; remote terminal emulation; system

testing; audit; capacity planning; financial applications; long-

range planning; management control; measurement; model-

ing; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

On-line system evaluation; prediction methods; queuing models;

simulation; software monitoring; workload definition; com-

puter performance evaluation; computer performance mea-

surement; computer performance prediction; computer

system acquisition; conference proceedings; SP500-52

.

On-site construction; building official; energy code; energy effi-

cient; enforcement; implementation and effective U value;

SP552, pp. 131-140 (July 1979).

On-vehicle computing instrumentation; prognostic maintenance

management; geriometry; life cycle reliability; SP547, pp. 65-

77 (July 1979).

Open systems; remote sensing; closed systems; electromagnetic

problems; functional theoretic techniques; modified residue

calculus; Monogr. 164.

Operating systems; protocols; communications; computers; data

bases; networks; 18488.

Operating systems; protocols; communications; computers;

databases; networks; 18891.

Operation; purchasing; pursuit tires; safety; tread wear; braking

traction; cornering traction; driving traction; endurance;

maintenance; SP480-3 3

.

Operations research; programming languages; sparse matrices;

data pooling; data structures; mathematical programming;

matrices; name generation; V. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47 (1979),

Operator speed; record size; transaction volume; transfer speed;

validate; verify; application; character set; computer inter-

face; cost; data entry; edit; SP500-55

.

Optical absorption coefficient; optoacoustic spectroscopy; PbFz;

photoacoustic spectroscopy; Til; ZnSe; absorption edge;

CaFj; KCl; SP541. pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).
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Optical analyzer; polarized light; probe thermometer; tempera-

ture sensitive parameter; aligned sheet polarizer; birefringent

crystal; U.S. Patent 4,140J93.

Optical calorimetry theory; surface optical absorption; coating

optical absorption; laser calorimetry theory; SP54I, pp. 7-12

(Dec. 1978).

Optical character recognition; optical mark sensing; source data

entry; data entry; economic considerations; keyboard;

keypunch; FIPS PUB 67.

Optical characterization; laser mirror; metallurgical charac-

terization; microstructures; molybdenum; SP54I. pp. 132-163

(Dec. 1978).

Optical coatings; absorption; calorimetry; SP54I, pp. 33-36

(Dec. 1978).

Optical coatings; thin films; antireflection coatings; electron

microscopy; laser damage; SP54I, pp. 218-225 (Dec. 1978).

Optical communications; quality control; attenuation; fiber op-

tics; interlaboratory comparison; measurements; NBSIR 79-

1608.

Optical communications; review; communication systems; fiber

optics; measurement; 18648.

Optical components; optical fabrication; optical materials and
properties; thin film coatings; laser damage; laser interaction;

SP541.

Optical correlation; scattering; swept-frequency diffraction; an-

gular scattering; characterization of tissue; SP525, pp. 143-

152 (Apr. 1979).

Optical density; particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane

foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke;
smoldering; weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming com-
bustion; flexible foams; NBS-GCR-78-147

.

Optical detection; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman
spectroscopy; laser excitation; microanalysis; microparticle

analysis; microprobe resolution; microsample heating; 18971

.

Optical emission; photoionization; Potassium-Krypton mixtures;

resonant multiphoton ionizations; collisional excitation; colli-

sional radiative recombination; laser induced plasma; 18799.

Optical fabrication; optical materials and properties; thin film

coatings; laser damage; laser interaction; optical components;
SP541.

Optical fiber damage; pulsed Nd^+ laser damage; single and
multiple element fibers; surface threshold damage; free-

running laser pulses; giant laser pulse; SP54I, pp. 168-189
(Dec. 1978).

Optical fibers; laser; 18662.

Optical figure; optical homogeneity; single crystal; Talystep

traces; alkali halides; backward scattering; forward scattering;

grain boundaries; isostatic forging; SP541, pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978).

Optical glass; polishing; cleaning; chemical durability; glass sur-

face; latent scratch; SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Optical heterodyne; spectroscopy, laser; laser spectroscopy;

noise, laser sources; nonlinear spectroscopy; 18558.

Optical homogeneity; single crystal; Taly^ep traces; alkali ha-

lides; backward scattering; forward scattering; grain bounda-
ries; isostatic forging; optical figure; SP541, pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978).

Optical mark sensing; source data entry; data entry; economic
considerations; keyboard; keypunch; optical character recog-

nition; FIPS PUB 67.

Optical materials and properties; thin film coatings; laser

damage; laser interaction; optical components; optical fabri-

cation; SP541.
Optical microscope stage; piezoelectric drives; scanning stage;

SEM microscope stage; submicrometer positioning instru-

mentation; TEM microscope stage; flexure pivots; linear posi-

tioning; micromanipulator; 18327.

Optical microscopy; linewidth measurement; microlithography;

micrometrology; 18629.

Optical microscopy; polishing defects; scattered light; SIMS;
stylus instruments; Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films;

ESCA; impurities; microroughness; SP562, pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Optical particle sizing; particle size standards; aerosol size mea-
surement; calibration of particle sizing instruments; Doppler
shift spectrometer; light scattering; 18980.

Optical potentials; photopion; pion; beryllium; differential cross

section; Fermi gas; lithium; 18442.

Optical potentials; photopion; pion; beryllium; differential cross

section; Fermi gas; lithium; 18496.

Optical probe technique; radiation scattering; thin films; laser

damage; SP541, pp. llff-liA (Dec. 1978).

Optical processing; phase; precision measurements; wave front;

amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital sampling;

Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser parameters; laser

pulse; TNI 009.

Optical properties; diamond single-point machining; dielectrics;

infrared optical components; laser damage; SP562, pp. 293-

303 (Oct. 1979).

Optical properties; scattering; calcium fluoride; forging; laser

windows; SP541, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

Optical properties; ultraviolet transmission; fluorides; forging;

laser windows; lithium fluoride; mechanical properties;

SP541, pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Optical pumping; optical spectroscopy; radiation pressure;

radiative cooling; Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency stan-

dard; high resolution spefctroscopy; ion storage; laser spec-

troscopy; Mossbauer effect; 18699.

Optical radiation measurements; primary standards; standard

source; electrically calibrated detector; 18796.

Optical Ramsey effect; resonance line shape analysis; Rydberg
atoms; two photon spectroscopy; laser spectroscopy; 19019.

Optical Ramsey fringes; photon-recoil structure; saturated ab-

sorption; calcium; 18642.

Optical scattering; optical surface quality; scattering; standards;

surface roughness; 18999.

Optical spectroscopy; radiation pressure; radiative cooling;

Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency standard; high resolu-

tion spectroscopy; ion storage; laser spectroscopy; Mossbauer
effect; optical pumping; 18699.

Optical surface quality; scattering; standards; surface roughness;

optical scattering; 18999.

Optical waveguide; phase-matched propagation in waveguide;

Raman spectroscopy of liquids; signal enhancement of

coherent Raman process; coherent anti-Stokes Raman spec-

troscopy (CARS); liquid-filled dielectric waveguide; 18686.

Optical & microwave double resonance; stored ions; systematic

effects; Ba ions; frequency stability; frequency standard; ion

temperature; laser induced cooling; Mg ions; 18697.

Optically pumped; wavelength; CHjFj; FIR; 18961.

Optimal; standard; buildings; conservation; criteria; design;

economics; efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity; life-

cycle cost; 18888.

Optimal design; residential buildings; space cooling; space heat-

ing; building envelope; cost effectiveness; economics; energy

conservation; internal rate of return; life-cycle costing; mar-
ginal analysis; 19044.

Optimization; stability; standards; catalog; dynamic pro-

gramming; iterative procedure; models; NBSIR 78-1539.

Optimization of analysis; silicon; trace analysis; activation anal-

ysis; cadmium ratio; east neutron reactions; interfering

nuclear reactions; 18338.

Optimum weatherization retrofit combinations; thermal analysis

of residences; Community Services Administration; heating

balance point analysis; low-income residences; marginal

cost/benefit analysis in weatherization; NBSIR 79-1706.

Opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal averaging;

signal processing; tissue characterization; tomography; trans-
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ducers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer; chirp

signals; imaging; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Optoacoustic spectroscopy; PbFj; photoacoustic spectroscopy;

Tll; ZnSe; absorption edge; CaF.^; KCl; optical absorption

coefficient; SP54I, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

Optogalvanic effect; enhanced ionization theory; flame spec-

troscopy; ion production; laser enhanced ionization; laser

spectroscopy; 18806.

Opto-galvanic effect; predetermined frequency; spectroscopic

and analytic determinations; variable wavelength monochro-
matic light; U.S. Patent 4.148,586.

Opto-galvanic effect; trace metal analysis; tunable dye laser;

analytical flame spectroscopy; flame ionization; flame spec-

troscopy; laser enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy;

18880.

Optogalvanic effect; trace metal detection; laser excited gal-

vanic spectroscopy; lasers, bandwidth determination of;

lasers, frequency locking of; lasers, wavelength calibration of;

18944.

Opto-galvanic spectroscopy; uv irradiation; light absorption;

metal oxides; molecular absorption; 18344.

Ordered alloys; statistical mechanics; face centered cubic;

ground state; interfaces; multi-ion interactions; 18614.

Ordering; paired comparisons; prioritization; project selection;

ranking; resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; deci-

sion analysis; decisions; eigenvectors; management; multiple-

attribute decisions; 18602.

Ordering; surface mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; critical

behavior; domain growth; domain walls; 18373

.

Ordering; surface mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; critical

behavior; domain growth; domain walls; 18613.

Organic aerosol constituents; primary organic carbon; sampling

errors; secondary organic carbon; solvent extraction; spatial

variations; diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass spec-

troscopy; SP519, pp.''l21-129 (Apr. 1979).

Organic analysis; reflectance; air pollution; ambient aerosols;

computer controlled gas chromatography/mass spectrometry;

GRALE; SP519, pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate con-

stant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; combustion; decomposi-
tion; free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; NBSIR
79-1941.

Organic microanalysis; PAH microsamples; (PAHs);
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; Raman spectra; trace or-

ganic analysis; laser-Raman microprobe; liquid chromato-

graph-Raman spectrometer interface; micro-Raman spec-

troscopy; SP519, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Organic microanalysis; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra;

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis, microanalysis;

micromineralogy; microsampling; molecular analysis; 18963.

Organic molecules; rate coefficients; chemical kinetics; data

evaluation; gas phase ion-molecule reactions; mass spec-

trometry; NSRDS-NBS64.
Organic pollutant; purgeable organics; WaterDROP; accumula-

tors; analysis of organics in water; automatic sampler; master

analytical scheme; non-purgeable organics; SP519, pp. 65-78

(Apr. 1979).

Organic pollutants; trace organic analysis; drug analysis; food

toxicants; hormones; neurotransmitters; nutrients; SP5I9.

Organic pollutants monitoring; synchronous excitation spec-

troscopy; cresol; luminescence spectrometry; SP5I9, pp. 679-

684 (Apr. 1979).

Organic trace detection; peptides; pharmaceuticals; secondary

ion mass spectrometry; sputtering; structural information;

vitamins; amino acids; drugs; nonvolatile organic compounds;
SP5I9. pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Organics in water; pesticides; extraction; herbicides; high pres-

sure liquid chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 87-94 (Apr. 1979).

Organics in water; pulsed laser; fluorescence; SP519, pp. 691-

696 (Apr. 1979).

Organochlorides; pesticides; sediment and water; carbamates;

gas chromatography; SP519, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Organomercury cations; biological samples; electrochemical de-

tection; liquid chromatography; metal speciation; 18420.

Organometallic benzotriazenides; rhodium (I) complexes; thalli-

um benzotriazenide; benzotriazenides; iridium (I) complexes;

18582.

Organometals; water preconcentration; electrochemical detec-

tion; liquid chromatography; methylmercury; SP5I9, pp. 57-

63 (Apr. 1979).

Orientation entropy; packing of rods; square lattice; theories of

liquid crystals; configurations of rods; Monte Carlo; 18530.

Orientational disorder; rotational dynamics; condensed phases;

diffusion mechanisms; inelastic scattering; neutron scattering;

19026.

Oriented polyethylene; relaxation process; stress relaxation; tor-

sion pendulum; dynamic mechanical; high pressure extrusion;

18767.

Orion Nebula; dimethyl ether transitions; high-resolution spec-

tra; 18731.

Orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor

pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state;

internal energies; isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms;

Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melt-

ing line; NBSIR 79-1612.

Orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor

pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of state;

internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thom-

son inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; n-bu-

tane; NBSIR 79-1621.

Orthobaric liquid density; tables; argon; comparisons; correla-

tion; ethylene; experimental; magnetic suspension; 18627.

Orthogonal idempotents; quasi-order; topological algebra; coal-

gebra; direct limit; faithful distributive module; generating

function; incidence algebra; inverse limit; 18788.

Orthogonalities; plane-radial scanning; probe correction; space

groups; aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier "Transform";

near-field scanning; 18956.

Orthotelephonic response; anthropometric manikin; free-field

measurements; hearing aids; hearing aid tests; 18464.

Orthotropic materials; programmable calculators; solid state

software; advanced composite materials; composite materials

analysis; SP563, pp. 91-107 (Oct. 1979).

Oscillator; position location; time dispersion; time error; time

error measure; time prediction error; clocks; frequency drift;

frequency stability; navigation; 18899.

Oscillator stength; Zn sequence; Cu sequence; 18366.

Oscillator strength; Al i; aluminum; delayed coincidence; /-

value; imprisonment; laser; lifetime; mean life; 18527.

Oscillator strengths; atomic transition probabilities; literature

survey; 18572.

Oscillator strengths; copper isolectronic sequence; diagram-

matic perturbation theory; electron correlation; ionization

energies; line strengths; many-body interaction; many-body

perturbation theory; 18998.

Oscillator strengths; photoabsorption; 18923.

Oscillator systems; phase lock loop; position location; spectral

purity; frequency lock loop; frequency stability; navigation;

18693.

Oscillator systems; quartz crystal oscillator; short term frequen-

cy stability; long term frequency stability; 18691.

Oscilloscope; picosecond; pulse; pulse measurement; time

domain measurement; automation; laser; 18640.

OSHA; primary standards; diffusion tubes; SP519, pp. 761-769

(Apr. 1979).

Osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium;

energy levels; hafnium; ionization energies; lutetium; 18506.

Osmotic coefficients; sol&tions; thermodynamic properties; ac-

tivity coefficient; cobalt; critical evaluation; electrolyte; ex-
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cess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Osmotic coefficients; solutions; thermodynamic properties;

uranium; activity coefficient; copper; critical evaluation; elec-

trolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; JPCRD 8, No.

4. 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Outdoor exposure; solar collectors; standard test methods; ab-

sorptive coatings; accelerated laboratory tests; durability;

li<554.

Ovcrlamping; surface mounted incandescent lighting fixture;

thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; elec-

trical junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current;

NBSIR 79-1912.

Overlap; Be; dispersion; excited states; He; interaction energy;

18933.

Overspeeding error; rotary anemometer; unsteady flow; air;

anemometer; helicoid anemometer; lag; NBSIR 78-1505.

Oxidation; ion-chromatography; nitrite; nitrite solutions; 18889.

Oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius
parameters; combustion; decomposition; free radicals;

hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds;
NBSIR 79-1941.

Oxidation; photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-

device grade silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity varia-

tions; resistors, sheet; scanning acoustic microscope;
semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; SP400-38.

Oxidation; reduction; cell design; electrochemical detection;

liquid chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 705-712 (Apr. 1979).

Oxidation and degradation; silicon-nitride; fracture origin; frac-

ture strength; machining of ceramics; SP562, pp. 477-481

(Oct. 1979).

Oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing; silicon; silicon

dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement; thermal oxida-

tion; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffu-

sion in silicon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide

growth; NBS-GCR-78-l 34

.

Oxide films; photopotentials; aluminum; copper; copper alloys;

nickel; 18724.

Oxide moisture sensors; accelerated stress test; capillary leaks;

corrosion failure; hermeticity; moisture infusion; NBS-GCR-
79-170.

Oxides; sapphire; two-surface lapping; two-surface polishing,

dome finishing; finishing technique; hemispherical domes;
SP562. pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Oxides; scratching; size effect; specific energy; ceramics;

chipping; crack formation; fracture toughness; friction; hard-

ness; liquid softening; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Oxidizer; thermochemistry of fluorine compounds; calorimetry,

gas flow; chlorine thermochemistry; flame calorimetry;

fluorinaceous; 18755.

Oxyanion radicals; phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis;

rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical

anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics;

halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Oxyapatite; cation distribution; cation ordering; impurities;

18448.

Oxygen; capacitor; density; dielectric constant; 18987.

Oxygen; oxygen sensor; permeation; polarographic sensor;

polymer membrane; diffusion; dissolved oxygen; mathemati-
cal model; NBSIR 79-1740.

Oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parame-
ters; combustion; decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons;

hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; NBSIR
79-1941.

Oxygen; permeability; poly( ethylene terephthalate ); standard

reference material; temperature coefficient; time-lag; gas

transmission rate; manometric technique; SP260-58.
Oxygen; pH; acid-base status of blood; blood gases; blood pH;

carbon dioxide; 18470.

Oxygen; plasma-broadening; singly ionized oxygen; stark

broadening; atomic spectra; nitrogen; 18737.

Oxygen; scraping auger; slush; slush production; slush storage;

cryogenic; hydrogen; NBSIR 79-1607.

Oxygen sensor; permeation; polarographic sensor; polymer

membrane; diffusion; dissolved oxygen; mathematical model;

oxygen; NBSIR 79-1740.

Oxygen, spectra, O vi-O viii; spectra, O vi-O viii; wavelengths,

O VI-O viii; atomic energy levels, O vi-O viii; NSRDS-NBS3,
Section 8.

Oxygenated; rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; com-

bustion; decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons;

hydrogen; nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen;

NBSIR 79-1941.

Oyster; conductivity; ion-chromatography; ion-exchange; liquid

chromatography; oil; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 241-246 ( 1979).

Ozone; pressure; standards; temperature; vacuum; humidity;

18335.

Ozone; rate constants; chemical kinetics; environmental mea-

surements; nitric acid; nitrous acid; 18551.

Ozone; resonances; electron scattering; energy loss; excited

states; negative ions; 18392.

Ozone; review; troposphere; hydroxyl; kinetics; olefin; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

O"^*; photoionization; thermosphere; double photoionization;

doubly charged ions; ionosphere; 18950.

O**; rate coefficient; electron impact ionization; ionization

cross section; ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions,

ionization of; N**; 18502.

P
Pacemaker leads; process control; reliability; semiconductor

devices; welding; automated testing; batteries; cardiac

pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; electrostatic-induced

damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak testing; measure-

ment technology; microcalorimetry; SP400-50.

Packaged solar space-heating system; rating; standards; testing;

mobile home; NBSIR 79-1799.

Packaging; plastics; standardization; transportation; effective

carbon atom number; hazardous materials; NBSIR 79-1768.

Packaging; plastics; standardization; transportation; effective

carbon atom number; hazardous materials; 18639.

Packaging and labeling; specifications and tolerances; vapor

recovery; weights and measures; consumer affairs; education;

electromagnetic interference; electronic devices; Interna-

tional Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement as-

surance; metrication; SP532.

Packing of rods; square lattice; theories of liquid crystals; con-

figurations of rods; Monte Carlo; orientation entropy; 18530.

PAH microsamples; (PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bons; Raman spectra; trace organic analysis; laser-Raman

microprobe; liquid chromatograph-Raman spectrometer in-

terface; micro-Raman spectroscopy; organic microanalysis;

SP519, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Paired comparisons; prioritization; project selection; ranking;

resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; decision anal-

ysis; decisions; eigenvectors; management; multiple-attribute

decisions; ordering; 18602.

Palladium; precious metals; reference data; silver; solid state

physics; transport properties; copper; critical evaluation; data

analysis; data compilation; data evaluation; data extraction;

data synthesis; electrical resistivity; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-

1298 ( 1979).

Panthenol; pantothenates; pharmaceutical preparations;

gas/liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 267-269 (Apr. 1979).

Pantothenates; pharmaceutical preparations; gas/liquid chro-

matography; panthenol; SP519. pp. 267-269 (Apr. 1979).
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Paper; paper aging; tests for paper; accelerated aging; aging;

aging of cellulose; aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging;

natural aging; 19017.

Paper; paper fiber; report retrieval; scientific data; computer

graphics; data base management; data retrieval; durability;

fatigue; interactive system; mathematical modeling; NBSIR
79-1746.

Paper; photometric calibrator; safety tips; solar energy; toxic

chemicals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan pipeline; computers;

corrosion; fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; DIMINBS 63, No.

11, 1-36 < 1979).

Paper; trace elements; analysis; clay; forensic; INAA; 18325

.

Paper aging; tests for paper; accelerated aging; aging; aging of

cellulose; aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging; natural

aging; paper; 19017.

Paper fiber; report retrieval; scientific data; computer graphics;

data base management; data retrieval; durability; fatigue; in-

teractive system; mathematical modeling; paper; NBSIR 79-

1746.

Paper, interfiber bonding; paper, low-density handsheets; paper,

pulp characterization; paper, tensile testing; mathematical

modeling, network; network, tensile properties; J. Res. 84,

No. 4, 299-318 ( 1979).

Paper, low-density handsheets; paper, pulp characterization;

paper, tensile testing; mathematical modeling, network; net-

work, tensile properties; paper, interfiber bonding; J. Res. 84,

No. 4, 299-318 ( 1979).

Paper, pulp characterization; paper, tensile testing; mathemati-

cal modeling, network; network, tensile properties; paper, in-

terfiber bonding; paper, low-density handsheets; J. Res. 84,

No. 4. 299-318 ( 1979).

Paper, tensile testing; mathematical modeling, network; net-

work, tensile properties; paper, interfiber bonding; paper,

low-density handsheets; paper, pulp characterization; J. Res.

84, No. 4, 299-318 ( 1979).

Papillary carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ul-

trasound; attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; connective tis-

sue; differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma; SP525, pp.
93-99 (Apr. 1979).

Paramagnetic relaxation; low temperatures; magnetic suscepti-

bility; magnetic thermometry; 18969.

Parametric yield limitations; performance limitations;

photomask performance; process control; test patterns; test

structures; total process integration; comprehensive process

characterization; design rules; intradie parametric integrity;

LSI circuits; SP400-56.

Part integration; wheel; automotive component design; continu-

ous fiber composite materials; fabrication; finite element
stress analysis; front end; graphite; SP563, pp. 135-151 (Oct.

1979).

Partial differential equations; buoyant convection; finite-dif-

ference computations; fire in an enclosure; heat addition;

hyperbolic, elliptic equations; initial, boundary-value

problem; linearized equations; NBSIR 79-1754.

Partial discharges; streamers; transient phenomena; electrical

breakdown; high speed photography; Kerr effect; liquid

breakdown; nitrobenzene; 18843.

Partial level width; radiative yield; atomic properties; Auger
yield; Coster-Kronig yield; effective fluorescence yield;

fluorescence yield; K shell; L shell; non-radiative yield;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 307-328 (1979).

Partially coherent imaging; mensuration; microdensitometry;

microlithography; micrometrology; microscopy; 18356.

Particle accelerators; radiation measurements; radiation protec-

tion; standard; accelerator design; accelerator operation;

health physics; H107, Revised.

Particle accelerators; space charge forces; beam transport; high

current beams; numerical simulation; 18932.

Particle analysis; pollution studies; power plants; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; vibrational spectra;

microanalysis; 18966.

Particle analysis; power plant emissions; Raman microprobe;

Raman spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibrational analysis;

atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling; mineralogy;

molecular analysis; 18643.

Particle characterization; polishing compounds; subsurface de-

fects; surface contamination; surface preparation; laser glass;

SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Particle detection; particle impact noise detection; PIND; pre-

shock; seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic emission; co-

shock; couplant; detection; electronic package; impact noise;

microcircuit device; NBSIR 78-1590 (.NASA).

Particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact;

metals; NBSIR 78-1575.

Particle erosion; wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact;

metals; 18858.

Particle impact noise detection; PIND; pre-shock; seeded

specimens; transducer; acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant;

detection; electronic package; impact noise; microcircuit

device; particle detection; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).

Particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl

chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering; weight

loss; wood; combustion; flaming combustion; flexible foams;

optical density; NBS-GCR-78-147.
Particle size standards; aerosol size measurement; calibration of

particle sizing instruments; Doppler shift spectrometer; light

scattering; optical particle sizing; 18980.

Particle spectroscopy; quarks; selection rules; spin forces; ten-

sor force; charmonium; 18432.

Particle velocity; plane wave; sound intensity; sound power;

standing wave tube; absolute sound power source; 18728.

Particles; superparamagnetic particles; blocking temperature;

magnetic; 18746.

Partition chromatography; parts per billion; analysis; biological;

gas chromatography; Kepone"; SP519, pp. 341-343 (Apr.

1979).

Part-load evaluation; standards for heat pumps; testing

procedures for heat pumps; heat pumps; 18703

.

Part-load evaluation; standards for heat pumps; testing

procedures for heat pumps; heat pumps; 1 8778.

Part-load performance; seasonal efficiency; automatic stack

damper; flue-gas temperature profile; gas-fired furnace; off-

period mass flow rate; TN999.

Parts per billion; analysis; biological; gas chromatography;

Kepone"; partition chromatography; SP519, pp. 341-343

(Apr. 1979).

Parts per billion; carbon tetrachloride; chloroform; drinking

water analysis; gas chromatography; SP519, pp. 175-179

(Apr. 1979).

Passband centroid; spectrophotometer; transmittance;

wavelength standard; bandwidth; didymium glass filter;

SP260-66.

Passive; rehabilitation; retrofit; solar; commercial; economics;

evaluation; feasibility; 18964.

Passive; solar; suburban; urban; application; buildings; commer-
cial; daylighting; energy; environments; heating; 18894.

Passive fire protection; potential heat; smoke; compartment

fires; fire tests; flame spread; heat release rate; ignition; in-

terior finish; NBSIR 79-1700.

Passive mode locking; picosecond pulses; Rhodamine 6G; dye

laser; laser cavity; mode locked dye laser; 19021

.

Passive solar systems; pedestrian behavior; psychology of retail-

ing; retail facilities; environmental psychology; field

methodology; 18784.

Passive solar systems; performance standards; system classifica-

tion; SP552, pp. 217-224 (July 1979).
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Patented; pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; tem-

perature; accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out system;

dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; fiight

critical; flow; fiuid; go-no-go; ground readout; SP547, pp.

345-357 (July 1979).

Pathological tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman
spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological tissue;

foreign bodies; histological sections; implant materials;

microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; IS958.

Pathology; toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building

fires; cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire statistics; NBS-
GCR-79-168.

Patient survival; betatrons; cobalt units; dose buildup; linacs;

SP554, pp. 15-21 (Sept. 1979).

Patients; room fires; breathing apparatus; death; evacuation;

fires; fiashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff;

NBS-GCR-78-140.
Patients; room fires; smoke; upholstered furniture; chairs;

doors; evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters; nursing

homes; NBS-GCR-79-l 59.

Pattern recognition; prostate tumors; ultrasound; SP525, pp.

297-302 (Apr. 1979).

Pattern recognition; robotics; vision systems; automation; image

processing; inspection; manufacturing; NBSIR 79-1764.

Pattern recognition; scattering; signal processing; tissue charac-

terization; tissue parameters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption;

attenuation; computerized tomography; Doppler; impedance;
medical diagnosis; microscopy; SP525.

Payback; plumbing; roofing; shingles; venting; benefit-cost anal-

ysis; building technology; economic impacts; economics; effi-

ciency; SP55S.

PbFj; photoacoustic spectroscopy; Til; ZnSe; absorption edge;

CaFj; KCI; optical absorption coefficient; optoacoustic spec-

troscopy; SP54I, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

PbFj; pulsed HP laser; antireflection coatings; CdSe; coating

substrate; damage resistant; Ge; SP541, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).

Pb-Sn off-eutectic alloys; phase diagram of KjO-FejOj system;

solidification; surface tension of liquid gallium; ther-

modynamic properties; convection; heat capacity measure-

ment; NBSIR 79-1767.

PCB metabolism; polychlorinated biphenyls; cytochrome P-450;

liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; SP5I9, pp. 685-

690 (Apr. 1979).

P-Cygni lines; radiative transfer; resonance lines; stars; stellar

winds; line profiles; 185 1 5.

PD; pD scale; pH; pH scales; potentiometric ion activity; activi-

ty coefficient; hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic ac-

tivity scales; 183 79.

PD scale; pH; pH scales; potentiometric ion activity; activity

coefficient; hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic activity

scales; pD; 18379.

Peak acceleration; performance; playground surfaces; test

method; head injury criterion; impact; NBSIR 79-1707.

Peak intensities; powder patterns; referenbe intensities; stan-

dard; x-ray diffraction; crystal structure; integrated intensi-

ties; lattice constants; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Peak overlap; quantitative electron probe microanalysis; x-ray

continuum; x-ray spectrum; computer program; energy

dispersive detector; multichannel analyzer; TNI 106.

Peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; O-switched; risetime;

speckle; waveform; attenuators; calibration; laser; neodymi-
um laser; TNIOIO.

Peak-to-background ratios; quantitative analysis; rough sur-

faces; x-ray microanalysis; electron probe analysis; 18976.

Pebble bed; phase-change unit; solar energy storage; thermal

energy storage device; ASHRAE Standard 94-77; Glauber's

salt; latent heat storage; NBSIR 79-1737.

Pedestrian behavior; psychology of retailing; retail facilities; en-

vironmental psychology; field methodology; passive solar

systems; 18784.

Pedestrian circulation; pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement;

pedestrian ramps; ramps; building circulation; building ramps;

NBSIR 79-1729.

Pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement; pedestrian ramps;

ramps; building circulation; building ramps; pedestrian circu-

lation; NBSIR 79-1729.

Pedestrian movement; pedestrian ramps; ramps; building circu-

lation; building ramps; pedestrian circulation; pedestrian

flow; NBSIR 79-1729.

Pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; building design; building site planning; environ-

mental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human research;

measurement; SP552. pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Pedestrian movement; regulation; safety; standards; architec-

tural barriers; building design; building site planning; environ-

mental psychology; evaluation; fire escape; human research;

measurement; 18430.

Pedestrian ramps; ramps; building circulation; building ramps;

pedestrian circulation; pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement;
NBSIR 79-1729.

Peer review; personnel dosimetry; processors; standard; trial

use and comment; American National Standards Institute;

Health Physics Society Standards Committee; mandatory test-

ing program; 18992.

Penetrants; radiography; statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical

tests; acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; inspection; mag-

netic particles; nondestructive evaluation; NBSIR 78-1581.

Penicillamine; potentiometric titration; clinical chemistry; ion

selective electrodes; SP519, pp. 455-459 (Apr. 1979).

Penning effect; carbon; copper; hollow cathodes; mass spec-

trometry; neon; nitrogen; 18449.

Penning trap; speed of light; COj laser; frequency comparison;

frequency multiplication; frequency synthesis; laser frequency

measurement; 18608.

People movement; systems design; buildings; communications

systems; fire safety; high-rise; model codes; BSSl 15.

People movers; smoke; emergency communications; emergency

evacuation; fire detection; fire safety; fire suppression; mass

transportation; material fiammability; NBSIR 78-1586.

Peptides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry;

sputtering; structural information; vitamins; amino acids;

drugs; nonvolatile organic compounds; organic trace detec-

tion; SP5/9, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Percent modulation; signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio

range (VOR); amplitude modulation; instrument landing

system (ILS); measurement instrumentation; measurement

standard; modulation; modulation factor; modulation meter;

Newton-Raphson method; TN1016.
Perception; planning; problem solving; robot control; brain

mechanisms; cognition; goal seeking; intelligence; motor
behavior; neural modeling; 18714.

Perception, visual; peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; visi-

bility, lights; visual perception; color, lights; conspicuity,

lights; effective intensity; emergency lights; intensity, effec-

tive; lights, flashing; lights, warning; SP480-36.

Performance; playground surfaces; test method; head injury

criterion; impact; peak acceleration; NBSIR 79-1707.

Performance; preservation; rehabilitation; renovation; adaptive

reuse; architecture; building codes; building regulations;

building safety; construction; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

Performance; response time; saturated system; transaction

processor; inventory management; on-line; SP500-52 , pp.

215-218 (Oct. 1979).

Performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow;

anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; NBSIR 78-

1433.
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Performance; vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow;

anemometer; laser velocimeter; low velocity; NBSIR 7H-

1545.

Performance; venting; appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency; ener-

gy conservation; heat recovery; lint; 18793.

Performance analysis; structured approach; auditing; capacity

planning; computer performance evaluation; Information

Management System (IMS); management reporting; SP500-

52, pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Performance assurance; performance evaluation; remote moni-

toring; system security testing; diagnostic testing; SP500-42.

Performance attributes; performance evaluation; building codes

and standards; building code structure; existing buildings;

historic preservation; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

Performance characteristics; telemetry; transducer; dynamic

calibration; evaluation; interagency transducer project;

TNI 1 10.

Performance criteria; photovoltaics; power conditioning; power
control; solar energy; storage; 18634.

Performance evaluation; analytic queueing theory models;

capacity planning; SP500-52, p. 227 (Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; building codes and standards; building

code structure; existing buildings; historic preservation; per-

formance attributes; SP536, pp. 17-53 (Feb. 1979).

Performance evaluation; performance management; prototyp-

ing; remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit; capaci-

ty planning; financial applications; long-range planning;

management control; measurement; modeling; on-line system

design; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; performance measurement; predictive

modeling; set-processing; simulation; software design; analytic

models; database management; model validation; SP500-49.

Performance evaluation; performance prediction; simulation;

validation; workload characterization; workload management;

capacity planning; hardware monitors; modeling; SP500-52

,

pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; procurement; computer evaluation;

computer performance; computer procurement; computers;

computer selection; cost-value; cost-value technique; EDP
selection; evaluation methodology; SP500-52 , pp. 25-36

(Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; remote monitoring; system security

testing; diagnostic testing; performance assurance; SP500-42.

Performance evaluation; stratified sampling; benchmarking;

clustering; SP50£»-52, pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; synthetic program; workload mapping;

benchmarking; SP500-52, pp. 193-199 (Oct. 1979).

Performance evaluation; workload characterization; accounting

logs; SP500-52, pp. 241-243 (Oct. 1979).

Performance limitations; photomask performance; process con-

trol; test patterns; test structures; total process integration;

comprehensive process characterization; design rules; intradie

parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances;

modular test programs; SP400-56.

Performance management; prototyping; remote terminal emula-

tion; system testing; audit; capacity planning; financial appli-

cations; long-range planning; management control; measure-

ment; modeling; on-line system design; performance evalua-

tion; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Performance Management System (PMS); capabilities;

methodology; needs; SP500-52, pp. (>9-ll (Oct. 1979).

Performance measurement; computer; computer communica-
tions; computer performance measurement; data measure-

ment; measurement; SP500-52, pp. 201-21 1 (Oct. 1979).

Performance measurement; predictive modeling; set-processing;

simulation; software design; analytic models; database

management; model validation; performance evaluation;

SP500-49.

Performance measurement; timesharing; computer performance

evaluation; human factors; interactive computing; man-
machine interaction; SP50()-48.

Performance measurement and reporting; resource manage-

ment; standard performance measures; computer per-

formance evaluation (CPE); computer performance manage-

ment (CPM); installation management; installation per-

formance management; SP500-53

.

Performance measures; performance ratings; response time;

system design tradeoffs; thruput measures; comparison mea-

sures; evaluation process; SP500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct.

1979).

Performance modeling; workload characterization; cluster anal-

ysis; computer modeling; computer performance; empirical

models; modeling; SP500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Performance monitoring; bearing analysis; condition monitor-

ing; engine diagnosis; failure detection; failure diagnosis;

failure prevention; maintenance; SP547.

Performance prediction; simulation; validation; workload

characterization; workload management; capacity planning;

hardware monitors; modeling; performance evaluation;

SP500-52, pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Performance ratings; response time; system design tradeoffs;

thruput measures; compariso.i measures; evaluation process;

performance measures; 5f500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct. 1979).

Performance specifications; sample/hold circuit; standards; ter-

minology; analog-to-digital converter; digital-to-analog con-

verter; IEEE subcommittee; 18365.

Performance standard; building; code administration; codes;

evaluation; existing buildings; SP549.

Performance standards; system classification; passive solar

systems; SP552, pp. 217-224 (July 1979).

Performance test; showers; slip-resistance; ASTM; bathtubs;

CPSC; 18705.

Perimeter station; remote unit; response force; triply redundant

central computer; central unit; computerized; detection; elec-

tronic lock; exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems;

guard control station; higher headquarters; NBSIR 79-1725.

Periodic boundaries; pressure; stress calculation; virial theorem

of Clausius; equilibrium; homogeneous system; hydrostatic

pressure; internal stress; internal virial; molecular dynamics;

Monte Carlo method; 18456.

Peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights; visual

perception; color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective intensi-

ty; emergency lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing;

lights, warning; perception, visual; SP480-36.

Permachor; permeation; plastic containers; polyethylene; stan-

dards; compatibility; 18348.

Permanent gas analysis; trace organics in air; complete analysis

scheme; gas chromatography; hydrocarbons; SP519, pp. 153-

159 (Apr. 1979).

Permeability; poly(ethylene terephthalate); standard reference

material; temperature coefficient; time-lag; gas transmission

rate; manometric technique; oxygen; SP260-58.

Permeability; preservation technology; adobe building materi-

als; chemical grouts; damp course membrane; metallic mem-
brane; NBSIR 79-1730.

Permeability measurements; permittivity measurements; radar

absorbers; time-domain measurements; dielectrics; frequency-

domain measurements; magnetic materials; microwaves; mil-

limeter waves; NBSIR 79-1613.

Permeability to water; pipe-bonding strength; tensile strength;

cementing-materials; compressive strength; hot-dry-rock well;

19018.

Permeation; plastic containers; polyethylene; standards; com-

patibility; permachor; 18348.

Permeation; polarographic sensor; polymer membrane; diffu-

sion; dissolved oxygen; mathematical model; oxygen; oxygen

sensor; NBSIR 79-1740.
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Permittivity measurements; radar absorbers; time-domain mea-

surements; dielectrics; frequency-domain measurements;

magnetic materials; microwaves; millimeter waves; permea-

bility measurements; NBSIR 79-1613.

Permutation matrix; doubly stochastic matrix; eigenvalues; field

of values; graph; longest circuit; 1^941

.

Poroxy radicals; transition metal fluorides; electron spin

resonance; fluorination of polymers; free radicals; 18726.

Personal control; physical environment; privacy; architectural

psychology; bibliography; buildings; communication; cost;

human characteristics; NBSIR 79-1793.

Personnel administration; personnel practices; personnel

records; privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant informa-

tion; security; citizen rights; computers; computer utilization;

confidentiality; data systems; SP500-50.

Personnel dosimetry; processors; standard; trial use and com-
ment; American National Standards Institute; Health Physics

Society Standards Committee; mandatory testing program;

peer review; 18992.

Personnel practices; personnel records; privacy; record-keeping

practices; relevant information; security; citizen rights; com-
puters; computer utilization; confidentiality; data systems;

personnel administration; SP500-50.

Personnel records; privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant

information; security; citizen rights; computers; computer
utilization; confidentiality; data systems; personnel adminis-

tration; personnel practices; SP500-50.

Personnel selection; physical security; physiological psychology;

sensory capability; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversa-

ry characteristics; animal research; behavioral science;

biosensors; computer analysis; ergonomics; human engineer-

ing; human factors; SP480-38.

Perturbation theory; second-order perturbation theory; two-

photon ionization; cesium; ionization; 18927.

Pesticide policy; regulatory policy; regulatory reform;

technological innovation; administrative experimentation; En-

vironmental Protection Agency; evaluation design; Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-

71.

Pesticide residues; sampling; cellulose triacetate filters; gas

chromatography; SP5/ 9, pp. 19-32 (Apr. 1979).

Pesticides; extraction; herbicides; high pressure liquid chro-

matography; organics in water; SP519, pp. 87-94 (Apr.

1979).

Pesticides; sediment and water; carbamates; gas chromatog-

raphy; organochlorides; SP5I9, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Pesticides; synthetic carbonaceous resins; continuous flow

system; environmental analysis; SP519, pp. 345-353 (Apr.

1979).

Pesticides; vitamin A; wire transport; liquid chromatog-

raphy/mass spectrometry; SP519. pp. 637-645 (Apr. 1979).

Petroleum; sediments; extraction; hydrocarbons; marine;

SP5I9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

Petroleum hydrocarbons; sediment analysis; gas chromatog-

raphy— mass spectrometry; glass capillary chromatography;

high pressure liquid chromatography; hydrocarbon per-

sistence; infrared spectroscopy; SP519, pp 33-40 (Apr
1979).

Petroleum standards; petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-

refined oil; used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic

oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifications; SP556.

Petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; used oil;

waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil;

lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum standards; SP556.

PH; acid-base status of blood; blood gases; blood pH; carbon

dioxide; oxygen; 18470.

PH; pH scales; potentiometric ion activity; activity coefficient;

hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic activity scales; pD;
pD scale; 18379.

PH scales; potentiometric ion activity; activity coefficient;

hydrogen ion activity; ionic activity; ionic activity scales; pD;

pD scale; pH; 18379.

Phantom; gelatin; human abdominal tissues; SP525, pp. 323-

326 (Apr. 1979).

Phantom network; poly butadiene; rubber elasticity; uniform

network; affine network; neutron scattering; 18827.

Pharmaceutical preparations; gas/liquid chromatography;

panthenol; pantothenates; SP519. pp. 267-269 (Apr. 1979).

Pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry; sputtering;

structural information; vitamins; amino acids; drugs; non-

volatile organic compounds; organic trace detection; pep-

tides; SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Phase; precision measurements; wave front; amplitude, beam
profile; cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics;

holography; laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical

processing; TNI 009.

Phase angle; phase measurement; phase meter; waveform

generator; calibration; digital waveform synthesis; 18434.

Phase angle; surface films; capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric;

dissipation factor; loss angle; microphonic coupling; 18454.

Phase cancellation; velocity; acoustic microscopy; anisotropy;

attenuation; elastic microstructure; infarct; interferogram;

myocardium; SP525, pp, 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Phase change piezoelectric polymers; polarization; polyviny-

lidene fluoride; x-ray diffraction; a phase; 18531

.

Phase compensation; brain scanning; echoencephalography;

neurology; SP525, pp. 209-218 (Apr. 1979).

Phase diagram; potassium; conductivity; exchange interaction;

ferrite; hyperfine field; magnetism; 19046.

Phase diagram of KjO-FcoO.t system; solidification; surface ten-

sion of liquid gallium; thermodynamic properties; convection;

heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn off-eutectic alloys, NBSIR
79-1767.

Phase diagrams; alloy data center; alloy phase diagrams; Amer-
ican Society for Metals; data compilation; 18645.

Phase diagrams; physical properties; compilation; energy

storage; intermetallic compound; 18637.

Phase discriminator; delay line; discriminator; fiber optics;

18547.

Phase encoded recording; tape drive characteristics; computer

magnetic tape drives; computer tape controllers; group coded

recording; interface electrical characteristics; interface func-

tional characteristics; magnetic tape drives; NRZI recording;

NBS-GCR-78-127.
Phase equilibrium; pipelines; sampling; custody transfer; densi-

ty; gas analysis; gas chromatography; heating value; hydrocar-

bon; liquefied natural gas; NBSIR 78-887.

Phase front; beam profile; calibrated system; holography; irradi-

ance; laser diagnostics; TN1015.

Phase lock loop; position location; spectral purity; frequency

lock loop; frequency stability; navigation; oscillator systems;

18693.

Phase locked oscillators; retroreflectors; counting and control

circuitry; fringe counting interferometric method and ap-

paratus, Michelson interferometer; U.S. Patent 4 ,165 ,1 83

.

Phase measurement; phase meter; waveform generator; calibra-

tion; digital waveform synthesis; phase angle; 18434.

Phase meter; waveform generator; calibration; digital waveform

synthesis; phase angle; phase measurement; 18434.

Phase rule; simultaneous chemical equilibria; water; BASIC;
carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal gasification; COL-
GAS; hydrogen; interactive computer program; methane;
minimization of Gibbs energy; NBSIR 78-1 509.

Phase sensitive detector; programmable detector; a-c detector;

automatic bridge; detector; high resolution detector; 18453.

Phase transition; critical point; gravity effects; 18541

.

Phase transition; rotation-translation coupling; coupled modes;

dynamics; KCN-KBr; neutron scattering; /90j'^.
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Phase transitions; rare earths; small angle neutron scattering;

amorphous materials; domains; magnetism; IHffJS.

Phase-change unit; solar energy storage; thermal energy storage

device; ASHRAF. Standard 94-77; Glauber's salt; latent heat

storage; pebble bed; NBSIR 79-1737.

Phase-matched propagation in waveguide; Raman spectroscopy

of liquids; signal enhancement of coherent Raman process;

coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS); liquid-

filled dielectric waveguide; optical waveguide; IHf>H6.

Phenolic metabolites; catecholamines; electrochemical detec-

tion; liquid chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 391-397 (Apr.

1979).

Phenols; volatile organics, Carbopack C/0.2% Carbowax 1 500;

aqueous organics; SP519, pp. 225-229 (Apr. 1979).

Phenyl substituted diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism;

recrystallization temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides;

differential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins;

lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; IH3S0.

Phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radi-

cals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical anion; aqueous solu-

tion; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics; halogen radical

anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Phospholipids; polymorphism; recrystallization temperature;

benzyl substituted diglycerides; differential scanning

calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins; lipids; melting tempera-

ture; metastable states; phenyl substituted diglycerides;

18380.

Phosphorus in silicon; electron paramagnetic resonance; epitax-

ial silicon; Hall-effect measurements; NBSIR 79-1748.

Photoabsorption; oscillator strengths; 18923.

Photoabsorption-spectrum; synchrotron radiation; autoioniza-

tion; core-excited states; magnesium; 18912.

Photoacoustic spectroscopy; Til; ZnSe; absorption edge; CaF^;

KCI; optical absorption coefficient; optoacoustic spectrosco-

py; PbFj; SP541, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

Photochemistry; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; carbonyl;

exchange; hydroxyl; kinetics; mechanism; 18436.

Photochemistry; chloride; methyl; methyl chloride; 18340.

Photochemistry; radicals; rate constant; acetylene; butadiyne;

ethynyl; hydrogen; mechanism; 18443.

Photochemistry; review; sulfur dioxide; troposphere; kinetics;

SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug. 1979).

Photochemistry; ultraviolet spectra; charge transfer; excited

argon atoms; free radicals; infrared spectra; matrix isolation;

molecular ions; 18847.

Photochemistry mechanism; thermochemistry; bromine atoms;

bromoacetylene; excited state; hydrogen bromide; 18974.

Photoconductivity; power devices; resistivity variation; automa-

tion; bulk photovoltaic effect; computer control; homogenei-
ty; measurement method; nondestructive testing; SP400-52.

Photodegradation; poly (methyl methacrylate ); UV; visible;

degradation; IR; NBSIR 79-1 766.

Photodetector characterization; radiometric instrumentation;

laser power modulator; laser power stabilizer; TN987.
Photodiode; avalanche photodiode; FFT; fiber optics; frequency

response; impulse response; laser; NBSIR 79-1620.

Photodissociation; radical; infrared emission; laser; methylene

iodiode; methyl iodiode; 185 73.

Photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence; piezo-optic constants; SrF^;

stress-optical coefficient; BaFj; CaF,; laser glass; SP541, pp.
50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Photoelectric detectors; corridors; escape; fire detectors; full-

scale tests; heat detectors; hospitals; ionizaton detectors; mat-
tresses; nursing homes; NBSIR 79-1739.

Photoemission; satellite and band narrowing; </-band of Ni; ex-

citons; 18632.

Photofission; photoneutrons; pressure vessel; reactor; threshold

detectors; dosimetry; fast neutrons; 18462.

Photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis;

strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation;

liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical modeling;

measurement; NBSIR 79-1751.

Photoionization; Potassium-Krypton mixtures; resonant mul-

tiphoton ionizations; collisional excitation; collisional radia-

tive recombination; laser induced plasma; optical emission;

18799.

Photoionization; quantum beats; sodium atom; angular distribu-

tions; field ionization; laser spectroscopy; multiphoton

processes; 18953.

Photoionization; thermosphere; double photoionization; doubly

charged ions; ionosphere; O**; 18950.

Photolithography; photovoltaic method; power-device grade sil-

icon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors,

sheet; scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor materi-

als; semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide;

silicon-on-sapphire; SP400-38.

Photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon; test pattern; test

structure; TTL; bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge

sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; integrated cir-

cuits; linewidth; 18533.

Photoluminescence; spectrofluorimetry; surface analysis;

tetrazole; benzotriazole: charge transfer; copper; lu-

minescence; microspectrofluorimetry; 18504.

Photolysis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical;

thiocyanate radical anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radi-

cal; chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions; nitrate radical;

oxyanion radicals; phosphate radical; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Photolysis; reactions; review; troposphere; aldehyde; free radi-

cal; SP557, pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Photolysis; reactions; review; tropospheric chemistry; nitrates;

nitrites; nitrogen oxides; SP557, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Photomask performance; process control; test patterns; test

structures; total process integration; comprehensive process

characterization; design rules; intradie parametric integrity;

LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances; modular test pro-

grams; SP400-56.

Photometric calibrator; inverse fourth power; light flux; U.S.

Patent 4J 52,074.

Photometric calibrator; safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemi-

cals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan pipeline; computers; corro-

sion; fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper; DIM/NBS 63,

No. II, 1-36 ( 1979).

Photon; photoneutrons; radiotherapy; spectrometry; dose-

equivalent; electrons; kerma; multisphere; SP554, pp. 109-

123 (Sept. 1979).

Photon; photoproduction; quadrupole giant resonance; alpha

particle; dipole giant resonance; electroproduction; nickel;

18495.

Photon; positron; atom; collision cross section; detachment; dis-

sociation; elastic scattering; electron; excitation; ion; ioniza-

tion; molecule; SP426. Supplement I.

Photon beam exit; beam quality; neutron production; SP554,.

pp. 139-144 (Sept. 1979).

Photon counting; radioactivity; '"Sn"" decay scheme; coin-

cidence counting; decay probability; isomeric transition;

liquid scintillation counting; 18841

.

Photoneutrons; accelerator; neutron flue nee; SP554, pp. 75-86

(Sept. 1979).

Photoneutrons; pressure vessel; reactor; threshold detectors;

dosimetry; fast neutrons; photofission; 18462.

Photoneutrons; radiotherapy; spectrometry; dose-equivalent;

electrons; kerma; multisphere; photon; SP554, pp. 109-123

(Sept. 1979).

Photon-recoil structure; saturated absorption; calcium; optical

Ramsey fringes; 18642.

Photons; pions; protons; coincidence experiments; electromag-

netic; neutrons; 18675

.
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Photons; radiation hardness; standard practice; thermolu-

mincscence dosimeters; electronic devices; electrons; NBSIR
79-1723.

Photons; radiotherapy; spectrometry; dose-equivalent; elec-

trons; kcrma; multispheres; photoneutrons; SP554, pp. 125-

127 (Sept. 1979).

Photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabulations; x rays; atomic form
factor; coherent scattering; cross sections; gamma rays;

JPCRDS, No. 1,69-106 (1979).

Photons; stopping power; transport theory; absorbed dose; at-

tenuation coefficient; detector response functions; dosimetry;

electrons; foil transmission; 18371

.

Photonuclear physics; shell model; giant resonances;

hydrodynamic model; isoscalar resonances; isovector

resonances; 18565.

Photopion; pion; beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi

gas; lithium; optical potentials; 18442.

Photopion; pion; beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi
gas; lithium; optical potentials; 18496.

Photopotentials; aluminum; copper; copper alloys; nickel; oxide

films; 18724.

Photoproduction; pions; pseudovector coupling; electroproduc-

tion; nonrelativistic operators; nuclear photoproduction;

18798.

Photoproduction; quadrupole giant resonance; alpha particle;

dipole giant resonance; electroproduction; nickel; photon;

18495.

Photovoltaic energy conversion; power conditioning; power
systems; solar cells; standards; test methods; batteries; NBSIR
79-1743.

Photovoltaic method; power-device grade silicon; radioisotope

leak test; resistivity variations; resistors, sheet; scanning

acoustic microscope; semiconductor materials; semiconduc-

tor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sap-

phire; sodium contamination; SP400-38.

Photovoltaics; power conditioning; power control; solar energy;

storage; performance criteria; 18634.

I

Photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability;

testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms;

I

failure modes; SP400-58.
' Photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability;

testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms;

failure modes; NBSIR 79-1778.

|]

Photovoltaics; reliability; solar arrays; solar cells; workshops;

laser scanner; measurement development; 18322.

i Phylloquinone; tocopherols; tocotrienols; vitamin E; vitamin K;

high performance liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 279-

288 (Apr. 1979).

Physical condition rehablitation; decision criteria; demolition;

housing needs; SP536, pp. 75-81 (Feb. 1979).

! Physical environment; privacy; architectural psychology;

bibliography; buildings; communication; cost; human charac-

teristics; personal control; NBSIR 79-1793.

\ Physical measurement systems; review article; speed of light;

I time standards; atomic clocks; frequency standards; frequen-

cy synthesis; fundamental constants; length standards; 18346.

Ii! Physical properties; compilation; energy storage; intermetallic

compound; phase diagrams; 18637.

I

I

Physical properties; radiation properties; cryogenics; glass-

epoxy; industrial laminates; mechanical properties; 18771.

I

Physical properties; safety and hazards; thermal energy storage

j

materials; thermal properties; thermodynamic properties;

transport properties; corrosion; data compilation; elec-

\
trochemical energy storage materials; molten salts; NSRDS-
NBS61 , Part II.

I

Physical properties; stainless steel; alloys; fiberglass; mechanical

properties; nonmetallics; NBSIR 79-1609.

Physical properties; superconductors; electrical properties; low

I

temperatures; mechanical properties; metallurgical proper-

I

ties; niobium-titanium; 18552.

\

Physical properties; thermal expansion; wear; wear tests; amal-

gam; composites; dental materials; dimensional changes;

18649.

Physical security; physiological psychology; sensory capability;

terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary characteristics;

animal research; behavioral science; biosensors; computer

analysis; ergonomics; human engineering; human factors;

human motivation; SP480-38.

Physical security; procedural security; risk analysis; risk assess-

ment; systems security; ADP availability; annual loss expo-

sure; application system vulnerability; computer security;

data confidentiality; data integrity; data security; FIPS PUB
65.

Physical standards; seminar; South Asia; developing countries;

industrializing countries; Korea; measurements; metrology;

SP539.

Physically handicapped; public awareness; public relations; ac-

cessibility standards; building codes; code administration;

communication; 5P552, pp. 115-120 (July 1979).

Physics of fire; toxicity of combustion products; chemistry of

fire; combustion products; fire hazards; fire modeling; fire

research; human behavior in fires; NBSIR 79-1916.

Physiological psychology; sensory capability; terrosim; threat

analysis; training; adversary characteristics; animal research;

behavioral science; biosensors; computer analysis; er-

gonomics; human engineering; human factors; human motiva-

tion; human reliability; SP480-38.

Picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity; sen-

sitivity; specificity; trace analysis; environmental pollution;

fluorescence; high performance liquid chromatography; occu-

pational health; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Pico-second; pico-second laser pulse; alkali-halides; laser pulse;

SP541, pp. 296-298 (Dec. 1978).

Picosecond; pulse; pulse measurement; time domain measure-

ment; automation; laser; oscilloscope; 18640.

Pico-second laser pulse; alkali-halides; laser pulse; pico-second;

SP541. pp. 296-298 (Dec. 1978).

Picosecond pulse generator; ac current; high frequency oscilla-

tor; Josephson junction; U.S. Patent 4,168,441

.

Picosecond pulses; Rhodamine 6G; dye laser; laser cavity;

mode locked dye laser; passive mode locking; 19021.

Pictograms; safety information; standardization; symbols; com-

munication; evaluation methods; fire safety; hazard warnings;

NBSIR 79-1760.

Picture processing; signal analysis; ultrasound; SP525, pp. 203-

313 (Apr. 1979).

Piezo-birefringence; piezo-optic constants; SrF,; stress-optical

coefficient; BaFj; CaFj; laser glass; photoelasticity; SP54I,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Piezoelectric drives; scanning stage; SEM microscope stage;

submicrometer positioning instrumentation; TEM microscope

stage; flexure pivots; linear positioning; micromanipulator;

optical microscope stage; 18327.

Piezoelectric polymer; preset tensile stress; pressure variations;

acoustic waves; U.S. Patent 4,166,229

.

Piezoelectric polymer; spectrum analysis; strain gage; bearing

noise; failure prevention; machinery noise; noise signature;

non-destructive evaluation; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July 1979).

Piezo-electric positioner; high vacuum; interferometry; 18318.

Piezoelectricity; polarization; poling procedures; polymers;

poly( vinylidene fluoride); pyroelectricity; transducers; dielec-

tric strength; electrets; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity;

wave propagation; anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; human
bone; microhardness; microstructure; SP525, pp. 189-196

(Apr. 1979).

Piezo-optic constants; refractive index; Si02; SrF^; thermal ex-

pansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AI203;

AsjS.! glass; BaF^; CaFj; TN993.



Piczo-optic constants; SrF.^; stress-optical coefficient; BaFj;

CaF.^; laser glass; photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence; SP54I,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Pile corrosion; protection of steel; salt water corrosion; sea

water corrosion; steel corrosion; coating protection; 18424.

Pilings; timber; acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; in-

spection; maintenance; marine borers; nondestructive testing;

18525.

PIND; pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic emis-

sion; co-shock; couplant; detection; electronic package; im-

pact noise; microcircuit device; particle detection; particle

impact noise detection, NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Pin-end; test method; wall panels; walls; compression; eccentric

loading; flat-end; kern; loading rate; BSS95.

Pion; beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium;

optical potentials; photopion; 18442.

Pion; beryllium; differential cross section; Fermi gas; lithium;

optical potentials; photopion; 18496.

Pions; protons; coincidence experiments; electromagnetic;

neutrons; photons; 186 75.

Pions; pseudovector coupling; electroproduction; nonrelativistic

operators; nuclear photoproduction; photoproduction; 18798.

Pipe flows; turbulence modeling; flowmeter; fluid dynamics;

mathematical modeling; numerical modeling; 18410.

Pipe welds; standard; x-ray image; appropriations; fusion diag-

nostics; gravity waves; laser-interferometer; microwave mea-
surements; non-destructive evaluation; DIMINBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 ( 1979).

Pipe-bonding strength; tensile strength; cementing-materials;

compressive strength; hot-dry-rock well; permeability to

water; 19018.

Pipeline; weld flaws; weldments; carbon-manganese steel; frac-

ture mechanics; fracture toughness; 18612.

Pipeline; weld flaws; _weldments; carbon-manganese steel;

fatigue; fatigue cracks; fracture mechanics; fracture

toughness; 18802.

Pipelines; sampling; custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas

chromatography; heating value; hydrocarbon, liquefied natu-

ral gas; phase equilibrium; NBSIR 78-887.

Piston radiator; radiation of sound; ultrasonic radiator; baffled

piston radiator; 18479.

Piston ring wear; turbocharging monitoring; crankshaft dis-

placement; medium speed diesel engine; SP547, pp. 153-166
(July 1979).

Pitting corrosion; rust; stress corrosion; corrosion; crevice cor-

rosion, galvanic corrosion; inhibitors; CIS9, Revised 1979.

Planar scanning; antenna measurements; cylindrical scanning;

far field, near field; 18818.

Plane wave; sound intensity; sound power; standing wave tube;

absolute sound power source; particle velocity; 18728.

Plane-radial scanning; probe correction; space groups; aliasing;

Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier "Transform"; near-field

scanning; orthogonalities; 18956.

Planning; problem solving; robot control; brain mechanisms;

cognition; goal seeking; intelligence; motor behavior; neural

modeling; perception; 18714.

Plant constituents; abscisic acid; gas chromatography, liquid

chromatography; SP519, pp. 803-807 (Apr. 1979).

Plasma; atomic physics; dielectronic recombination; highly

ionized; impurity; molybdenum; 18949.

Plasma chromatography-mass spectroscopy; polymer out-

gassing; epoxy polymer; SP519, pp. 697-703 (Apr. 1979).

Plasma etching; radiation damage; radiation hardening; VLSI
processing; x-ray lithography; E-beam lithography; integrated

circuits; ion implantation; 18451.

Plasma line shift; spectral lines; Stark broadening; deuterium;

hydrogen; ion dynamic effect; 18948.

Plasma-broadening; singly ionized oxygen; stark broadening;

atomic spectra; nitrogen; oxygen; 18737.

Plasmid; tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food chain;

lead; mercury; metal; methylation; microbial tolerance;

microorganism; 18860.

Plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-ray fluorescence; thin films;

trace element analysis; trace element concentrations; zinc;

copper; iron; 18375.

Plastic containers; polyethylene; standards; compatibility; per-

machor; permeation; 18348.

Plastic indentations; residual stresses; shear flow lines; crack

nucleation; fracture; median, radial and lateral cracks;

SP562, pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Plastic insulating material; polyethylene; series-constructed;

electric shock; fire; flaming ignition; glowing ignition; hazard;

ignition temperature; lamp surface temperature; melting tem-

perature; miniature Christmas lights; NBSIR 79-1716.

Plastic penetration; thermal stresses; abrasive wear; ceramics;

fracture; SP562, pp. 1-13 (Oct. 1979).

Plasticity; subsurface damage; surface damage; electron chan-

neling; SP562, pp. 395-404 (Oct. 1979).

Plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; tox-

icity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building

fires; compartment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection

systems; fire tests; fiammability tests; human behavior;

NBSIR 79-1745.

Plastics; standardization; transportation; effective carbon atom

number; hazardous materials; packaging; NBSIR 79-1768.

Plastics; standardization; transportation; effective carbon atom

number; hazardous materials; packaging; 18639.

Plate tectonics; polar motion; crustal movements; earth rota-

tion; geodynamics; gravity field; ocean current; 18584.

Platinum determination; radiochemical separation; spontaneous

deposition technique; biological materials analysis; environ-

mental materials analysis; neutron activation analysis; noble

metals analysis; 18350.

Platinum ware; surface of platinum influenced by method heat-

ing; contrast augmentation of reflecting surfaces; double-

diaphragm; faces (crystal) on platinum crucibles; hematite

forming on platinum; iron as alloy in platinum; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Playground surfaces; test method; head injury criterion; impact;

peak acceleration; performance; NBSIR 79-1707.

Plots; portability plots; residuals; statistical plots; statistics;

stem-and-leaf displays; box plots; CALCOMP; computing

system; confidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; 18954.

Plotting; computer program; data acquisition systems; data

reduction; TNI 108.

Plotting; statistical analysis; Boolean search system; computer

programs; curve fitting; data analysis; data base management;

data retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS informa-

tion retrieval; KWOC indexing; least -squares; linear regres-

sion; MIS; 18597.

Plug; scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule; source pellets;

spacer; spectra; spectrometry; atomic number; cobalt-60

photons; configuration; 18355.

Plumbing; roofing; shingles; venting; benefit-cost analysis; build-

ing technology; economic impacts; economics; efficiency;

payback; SP558.

Plumbing and drainage; U.S. research in plumbing; building

water systems; CIB; international plumbing research; SP553.

Plume; scaling; buoyancy; diffusion flames; fire entrainment;

flame oscillations; NBSIR 79-1910.

PNA analysis; trace organic analysis; absorption spectroscopy;

derivative spectroscopy; SP519, pp. 719-722 (Apr. 1979).

Pockels effect; space charge; breakdown; electro-optics; gas-

solid interface; KDP; NBS-GCR-79-1 77.

Point contacts; SQUID; Josephson junction; noise; 18663.

Pol; polarimetry; saccharimetry; sugar analysis; sugar scale;

wavelength; laser applic;Ation; 18768.

Polar crystals; biexcitons; Haken's Hamiltonian; 18592.
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Polar graph; restraints; roundness standard; spindle error; stan-

dard deviation; stylus; least squares circle; least squares esti-

mation; NBSIR 79-1758.

Polar molecules; scattering theory; cross sections; electron col-

lisions; molecules; momentum-transfer; 18516.

Polar motion; crustal movements; earth rotation; geodynamics;

gravity fleld; ocean current; plate tectonics; 18584.

Polarimetry; saccharimetry; sugar analysis; sugar scale;

wavelength; laser application; pol; 18768.

Polarization; poling procedures; polymers; poly( vinylidene

fluoride); pyroelectricity; transducers; dielectric strength;

electrets; piezoelectricity; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Polarization; polyvinylidene fluoride; x-ray diffraction; a phase;

phase change piezoelectric polymers; 18531

.

Polarization; poly(vinylchloride); poly( vinylidenefluoride);

pyroelectric response; thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoride-

tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; blocking electrode; charge
motion; 18408.

Polarization; pot2issium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat;

strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-

constant; electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelec-

trics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermar'conduc-

tivity; 18680.

Polarization switching; coherent optical transients; I,; 18801

.

Polarized light; probe thermometer; temperature sensitive

parameter; aligned sheet polarizer; birefringent crystal; opti-

cal analyzer; U.S. Patent 4J40J93.
Polarographic sensor; polymer membrane; diffusion; dissolved

oxygen; mathematical model; oxygen; oxygen sensor; permea-
tion; NBSIR 79-1740.

Pole figure; texture of copper shaped charge liner; texture of

Ni-W alloy; metal texture; neutron diffraction; nondestructive

testing; 19027.

Police tires; pursuit tires; tire maintenance; traction per-

formance; tread wear; high speed performance; high speed
tires; 19038.

Policy analysis; software; standards; transfer; documentation;

energy; evaluation; guidelines; implementation; large-scale;

management; mathematical models; SP534.
Poling procedures; polymers; poly( vinylidene fluoride);

pyroelectricity; transducers; dielectric strength; electrets;

piezoelectricity; polarization; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453

( 1979).

Polished surfaces; pulse duration dependence of damage; sur-

face roughness; BK-7 glass; fused silica; laser damage; SP541,

pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Polishing; cleaning; chemical durability; glass surface; latent

scratch; optical glass; SP562, pp. 417-425 (Oct. 1979).

Polishing; polishing times; grinding; grinding damage; lapping;

SP562, pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

Polishing; sanding; strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw

populations; flaws; fractography; fracture origins; grinding;

machining; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Polishing; strength; defects; etching; glass; grinding; SP562, pp.

489-500 (Oct. 1979).

Polishing compounds; subsurface defects; surface contamina-

tion; surface preparation; laser glass; particle characteriza-

tion; SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Polishing defects; scattered light; SIMS; stylus instruments;

Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films; ESCA; impurities;

microroughness; optical microscopy; SP562, pp. 337-350

(Oct. 1979).

Polishing times; grinding; grinding damage; lapping; polishing;

SP562, pp. 191-199 (Oct. 1979).

Pollution studies; power plants; Raman microprobe; Raman
spectroscopy; vibrational spectra; microanalysis; particle

analysis; 18966.

Poly (methyl methacrylate ); UV; visible; degradation; IR;

photodegradation; NBSIR 79-1766.

Polybutadiene; rubber elasticity; uniform network; affine net-

work; neutron scattering; phantom network; 18827.

Polychlorinated biphenyls; cytochrome P-450; liquid chro-

matography-mass spectrometry; PCB metabolism; SP5I9, pp.

685-690 (Apr. 1979).

Polycrystalline; single crystal; sodium beta alumina; sodium

beta double prime alumina; battery application; engineering

properties data; evaluated data; NSRDS-NBS61 , Part III.

Polycrystals; relaxation process; Young's modulus; audio

frequencies; impurities; internal friction; isomers; low tem-

peratures; M-parafTins; 18467.

Polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison

classification; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; 18758.

Polycrystals; thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison

classification; lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; 18759.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; capillary-column; charge

exchange; chemical ionization; gas chromatography; mass

spectrometry; SP519, pp. 731-738 (Apr. 1979).

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity; sensitivity;

specificity; trace analysis; environmental pollution;

fluorescence; high performance liquid chromatography; occu-

pational health; picogram; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Polydisperse; polydispersity; polystyrene; quasielastic light scat-

tering; SRM-706; standard reference material; diffusion; dif-

fusion coefficient; light scattering; 18511.

Polydispersity; polystyrene; quasielastic light scattering; SRM-
706; standard reference material; diffusion; diffusion coeffi-

cient; light scattering; polydisperse; 18511.

Polyester resin; structural sheet molding compound; glass fiber

reinforcement; SP563, pp. 108-129 (Oct. 1979).

Polyethylene; failure criteria; loss factor; nonlinear creep;

18468.

Polyethylene; polymer fiber; shish; volume strain; core fibril;

cumulative stress; flow-induced crystallization; nucleation

theory; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 ( 1979).

Polyethylene; processing sheets and rods; surface characteriza-

tion; surface contamination; biomaterials; negative control;

NBSIR 77-1401.

Polyethylene; resolution; sample spinning; solids; 13c; confor-

mation; crystallinity; NMR; 18745.

Polyethylene; series-constructed; electric shock; fire; flaming ig-

nition; glowing ignition; hazard; ignition temperature; lamp

surface temperature; melting temperature; miniature Christ-

mas lights; plastic insulating material; NBSIR 79-1716.

Polyethylene; shear rate; ultra high molecular weight

polyethylene; viscosity number; intrinsic viscosity; molecular

weight; 18834.

Polyethylene; solvent; stress-cracking agent; uniaxial creep;

crack growth; failure; 18766.

Polyethylene; standards; compatibility; permachor; permeation;

plastic containers; 18348.

Polyethylene; uniaxial creep; additivity of damage; cold drawn;

crack growth; fracture; molecular weight distribution;

necking; 18765.

Polyethylene; vibrational data; force field refinement; lattice

dynamics; n-alkanes; non-bonded potential functions; 18404.

Polyethylene; viscoelastic; creep; instability; 18807.

Polyimide composite stability in space; polyimide/graphite

mechanical properties; ultrasonic inspection; cocured and

precured laminates; exoatmospheric exposure of composites;

Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF); SP563, pp. 4-16

(Oct. 1979).

Polyimide/graphite mechanical properties; ultrasonic inspection;

cocured and precured laminates; exoatmospheric exposure of

composites; Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF); polyi-

mide composite stability in space; SP563, pp. 4-16 (Oct'.

1979).

Polymer; proton-induced x-ray fluorescence; thin films; trace

element analysis; trace element concentrations; zinc; copper;

iron; plastic; 18375.
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Polymer adsorption; protein adsorption; protein chromatog-

raphy; radiolabeled proteins; adsorption; biomaterials; blood

proteins; ellipsometry; NBSIR 79-1784.

Polymer chain dimensions; random-coil chain dimensions;

Rouse coordinates; distributions in chain dimensions;

equilibrium chain dimensions; excluded volume; lattice-model

chains; 18618.

Polymer chain dynamics; random-coil polymer chains; relaxa-

tion times; self-entanglement effects; computer simulafon;

end-to-end length; entanglement effects; excluded volume ef-

fects; lattice-model polymer chains; 18 772.

Polymer crystallization; shish kebabs; crystallization theory; ex-

tended chain fibrils; flow-induced crystallization; 18715.
Polymer degradation; polymer oxidation; programmed tempera-

ture control; thermogravimetry; activation energy; degrada-

tion apparatus; factor-jump thermogravimetry; 18450.

Polymer degradation; polymer oxidation; thermogravimetry; ac-

tivation energy; computer automation; computerized ther-

mogravimetry; computer program; 18445.

Polymer degradation; thermogravimetry; activation energy; au-

tomated thermogravimetry; computer automated ther-

mogravimeter; factor-jump thermogravimetry; 18447.

Polymer dimensions in solution; polystyrene; radius of gyration;

temperature and molecular weight dependence; hydrodynam-
ic radius; intrinsic viscosity; 18960.

Polymer dynamics; Rouse-Zimm theory; solution properties;

bead-spring model; block copolymer; flow birefringence; flow

dichroism; 1 843 1.

Polymer fiber; shish; volume strain; core fibril; cumulative

stress; flow-induced crystallization; nucleation theory;

polyethylene; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 ( 1979).

Polymer films; polymers; polypropylene; polyurethane; super-

conducting power cable; tan 8; cryogenic temperature;
dielectric loss; 18713.

Polymer matrices; advanced-fiber composites; cryogenics; in-

dustrial laminates; low-pressure laminates; metal-matrix com-
posites; 18631.

Polymer membrane; diffusion; dissolved oxygen; mathematical
model; oxygen; oxygen sensor; permeation; polarographic

sensor; NBSIR 79-1740.

Polymer outgassing; epoxy polymer; plasma chromatography-
mass spectroscopy; SP519, pp. 697-703 (Apr. 1979).

Polymer oxidation; programmed temperature control; ther-

mogravimetry; activation energy; degradation apparatus; fac-

tor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; 18450.

Polymer oxidation; thermogravimetry; activation energy; com-
puter automation; computerized thermogravimetry; computer
program; polymer degradation; 18445.

Polymerization; pressure; radiation; styrene;

tetrafluoroethylene; copolymerization; 18512.
Polymerization accelerators; reinforcing fillers; silane coupling

agents; benzoyl peroxide; composite resins; dental materials;

glass compositions; methacrylate monomers; 18644.

Polymers; polypropylene; polyurethane; superconducting power
cable; tan 5; cryogenic temperature; dielectric loss; polymer
films; 18713.

Polymers; polystyrene at theta-condition; theta temperature;

18480.

Polymers; poly( vinylidene fluoride); pyroelectricity; transdu-

cers; dielectric strength; electrets; piezoelectricity; polariza-

tion; poling procedures; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity;

upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building fires;

compartment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection

systems; fire tests; flammability tests; human behavior;

plastics; NBSIR 79-1745.

Polymorphism; recrystallization temperature; benzyl substituted

diglycerides; differential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion;

lecithins; lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; phen-
yl substituted diglycerides; phospholipids; 18380.

Polymorphism; thallium iodide; thin films; graded index; lead

fluoride; SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Polynomial approximation; test problems; algorithm testing; ap-

proximation; computational experiment; least absolute devia-

tion; J. Res. 84, No. 6. 455-488 ( 1979).

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon; coal combustion products;

glass capillary gas chromatography; high pressure extraction;

SP5I9, pp. 109-120 (Apr. 1979).

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon; standard reference material;

dynamic coupled-column liquid chromatography; extractor

column; generator column; SP519, pp. 219-224 (Apr. 1979).

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; high-pressure liquid chro-

matography; marine biota; metabolites; SP519, pp. 79-86

(Apr. 1979).

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; Raman spectra; trace or-

ganic analysis; laser-Raman microprobe; liquid chromato-

graph-Raman spectrometer interface; micro-Raman spec-

troscopy; organic microanalysis; PAH microsamples; (PAHs);

SP519, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Polypeptides; proteins; tissue characterization; ultrasonics;

velocity; absorption; amino acids; attenuation; frequency;

mammalian tissues; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Polyphthalocyanine; prepreg; TGA; V/STOL; cure; dielectric

analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct. 1979).

Polypropylene; polyurethane; superconducting power cable; tan

S; cryogenic temperature; dielectric loss; polymer films;

polymers; 18713.

Polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyroly-

sis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood; com-
bustion; flaming combustion; flexible foams; optical density;

particle size; NBS-GCR-78-147.
Polystyrene; polyurethane; thermal insulation; thermal proper-

ties; cellular plastic; low temperature; mechanical properties;

18719.

Polystyrene; polyurethane; thermogravimetry; weight-loss

kinetics; aging of polymers; degradation of polymers; error

propagation; factor-jump method; heating rate; lifetime pre-

diction; 18620.

Polystyrene; quasielastic light scattering; SRM-706; standard

reference material; diffusion; diffusion coefficient; light scat-

tering; polydisperse; polydispersity; 18511.

Polystyrene; radius of gyration; temperature dependence;

hydrodynamic radius; light scattering; molecular weight de-

pendence; 18545.

Polystyrene; radius of gyration; temperature and molecular

weight dependence; hydrodynamic radius; intrinsic viscosity;

polymer dimensions in solution; 18960.

Polystyrene; sodium (polystyrene sulfonate); sulfonation; sulfur

trioxide; triethyl phosphate; 18542.

Polystyrene at theta-condition; theta temperature; polymers;

18480.

Polyurethane; superconducting power cable; tan 8; cryogenic

temperature; ' dielectric loss; polymer films; polymers;

polypropylene; 18713.

Polyurethane; thermal insulation; thermal properties; cellular

plastic; low temperature; mechanical properties; polystyrene;

18719.

Polyurethane; thermogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics; aging of

polymers; degradation of polymers; error propagation; factor-

jump method; heating rate; lifetime prediction; polystyrene;

18620.

Polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams;

smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming

combustion; flexible foams; optical density; particle size;

polypropylene; NBS-GCR-78-147.
Polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering;

weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming combustion; flexible

foams; optical density; particle size; polypropylene; polyu-

rethane foams; NBS-GCR-78-147.
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Polyvinylidene fluoride; x-ray diffraction; a phase; phase

change piezoelectric polymers; polarization; 18531.

Poly(ethylene terephthalate); standard reference material; tem-

perature coefficient; time-lag; gas transmission rate;

manometric technique; oxygen; permeability; SP260-58.

Poly(vinylchloride); poly( vinylidenefluoride); pyroelectric

response; thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoride-

tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; blocking electrode; charge

motion; polarization; 18408.

Poly( vinylidene fluoride); pyroelectricity; transducers; dielectric

strength; electrets; piezoelectricity; polarization; poling

procedures; polymers; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Poly(vinylidenefluoride); pyroelectric response; thermal pulse;

vinylidenefluoride-tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; blocking

electrode; charge motion; polarization; poly(vinylchloride);

18408.

Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid He^; superfluid He'; symposi-

um; cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; helium 3; Japan; mil-

likelvin research; nuclear cooling; 18679.

Population II cepheids; AU Peg; binary cepheids; cepheids;

18913.

Population of angular momentum states; collisional transitions;

highly excited Rydberg states; 18473.

Porous anode; electron capture detector; gas chromatography;

halo-organics; ionization detector; SP519, pp. 777-782 (Apr.

1979).

Porous sphere; sphere; spheres; wind noise; Vindscreen; wind-

screen performance; windscreens; acoustics; flow; insertion

loss; microphone; NBSIR 79-1599.

Portability; poster; reliability; statistical computing section;

worksheet; capabilities; ease of learning and using; installa-

tion; language; maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB
78; 18903.

Portability plots; residuals; statistical plots; statistics; stem-and-

leaf displays; box plots; CALCOMP; computing system; con-

fidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots; 18954.

Portable clocks; relativity; synchronization; time scales; coor-

dinate time; 18993.

Portable oxygen generator experiment; procurement policy;

two-step prototype procurement; Veteran's Administration;

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-50.

Portable system; truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; field cahbra-

tion; high accuracy; modular capacitive divider; 18833.

Portable system; truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; field calibra-

tion; high accuracy; 18938.

Position detector; capacitance sensor; densimeter; magnetic

suspension; 18962.

Position location; spectral purity; frequency lock loop; frequen-

cy stability; navigation; oscillator systems; phase lock loop;

18693.

Position location; time dispersion; time error; time error mea-
sure; time prediction error; clocks; frequency drift; frequency

stability; navigation; oscillator; 18899.

Position-sensitive detector; radiography; time-of-flight

technique; linac; neutrons; 18591.

Positive ions; atmospheric pressure ionization; bioanalytical

systems; mass spectrometry; negative ions; SP519, pp. 655-

671 (Apr.. 1979).

Positive matrix; Hadamard product; inverse-positive matrix;

matrix sign patterns; 18524.

Positron; atom; collision cross section; detachment; dissocia-

tion; elastic scattering; electron; excitation; ion; ionization;

molecule; photon; SP426. Supplement 1.

Positron annihilation; titanium; defects; Doppler broadening;

hardness; 18967.

Positron annihilation-in-flight; quasi-monoenergetic photons;

sodium iodide spectrometer; 15.1 MeV branching ratio;

18522.

Poster; reliability; statistical computing section; worksheet;

capabilities; ease of learning and using; installation; language;

maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability;

18903.

Post-occupancy evaluation; questionnaire; user needs; building

evaluation; design process; man/environment research;

NBSIR 79-1780.

Potassium; conductivity; exchange interaction; ferrite; hyperfine

field; magnetism; phase diagram; 19046.

Potassium; pressure dependence; rubidium; sodium; tempera-

ture dependence; alkali elements; cesium; electrical resistivi-

ty; francium; lithium; magnetic flux density dependence;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 (1979).

Potassium energy levels; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra;

JPCRD 8, No. 4, I 109-1 146 ( 1979).

Potassium phosphate; struvite analogue; crystal structure; mag-

nesium phosphate; 18491.

Potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific heat; strontium

titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant;

electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-

ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal conductivity;

polarization; 18680.

Potassium-Krypton mixtures; resonant multiphoton ionizations;

collisional excitation; collisional radiative recombination;

laser induced plasma; optical emission; photoionization;

18799.

Potato alkaloids; radioimmunoassay; solanidine; solanine;

SP519, pp. 333-340 (Apr. 1979).

Potential barrier; quasielastic scattering; reorientation; re-

sidence time; tunneling; activation energy; methyl group;

neutron scattering; 183 74.

Potential barrier heights; symmetric top; torsional frequencies;

bromoethanes; ideal gas thermodynamic properties; internal

rotation; iodoethane; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 519-526 ( 1979).

Potential curves; collisional excitation; dissociation energy;

Dunham coefficients; Franck-Condon factors; laser

fluorescence; molecular sodium; 18824.

Potential curves; dissociation energy; Franck-Condon factors;

laser spectroscopy; lithium molecule; molecular spectroscopy;

18867.

Potential heat; smoke; compartment fires; fire tests; flame

spread; heat release rate; ignition; interior finish; passive fire

protection; NBSIR 79-1700.

Potentiodynamic scans; copper concentric neutrals; corrosion;

corrosion tests; electrochemical measurements; 18725.

Potentiometric ion activity; activity coefficient; hydrogen ion

activity; ionic activity; ionic activity scales; pD; pD scale; pH;

pH scales, 18379.

Potentiometric titration; clinical chemistry; ion selective elec-

trodes; penicillamine; SP519, pp. 455-459 (Apr. 1979).

Potentiostat; silver; silver analysis; controlled potential; cou-

lometry; electrochemical equivalent of silver; electrochemis-

try; Faraday; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 ( 1979).

Powder diffraction; reactive atmosphere; coal gasification; high

pressure; high temperature; me<isurement method; 18945.

Powder method; profile refinement; tantalum tungstate; thermal

expansion; ionic conductors; neutron diffraction; 1903 7.

Powder patterns; reference intensities; standard; x-ray diffrac-

tion; crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice constants;

peak intensities; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Powders; susceptibility; calibration; iron oxide; magnetic pro-

perty; magnetometer; 18804.

Power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering parame-

ters; six-piort; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; net-

work analyzer; 18600.

Power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering parame-

ters; six-port; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; net-

work analyzer; 18601.

Power conditioning; power control; solar energy; storage; per-

formance criteria; photovoltaics; 18634.
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Power conditioning; power systems; solar cells; standards; test

methods; batteries; photovoltaic energy conversion; NBSIR
79-1743.

Power control; solar energy; storage; performance criteria;

photovoltaics; power conditioning; 18634.

Power densities; thermal anneals; energy densities; ion-im-

planted silicon; laser pulses; 18623.

Power devices; resistivity variation; automation; bulk photovol-

taic effect; computer control; homogeneity; measurement
method; nondestructive testing; photoconductivity; SP400-52.

Power measurements; precise electrical measurements; TDM
wattmeters; thermal wattmeters; transfer standards; electro-

dynamic wattmeters; energy measurements; energy standards;

international comparisons; metrology; 18529.

Power meter; pulsed laser; Q-switched; risetime; speckle;

waveform; attenuators; calibration; laser; neodymium laser;

peak power; TNIOIO.
Power monitor; reflectometers; six-port reflectometers;

microwave measurements; microwave power; microwave
systems; 18670.

Power plant emissions; Raman microprobe; Raman spectrosco-

py; urban dusts; vibrational analysis; atomospheric aerosols;

materials sampling; mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle

analysis; 18643.

Power plants; Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; vibra-

tional spectra; microanalysis; particle analysis; pollution stu-

dies; 18966.

Power spectra; Rayleigh scattering; ultrasonic spectrum analy-

sis; clinical ultrasound; ocular tumor; SP525, pp. 111-119

(Apr. 1979).

Power spectrum; signal processing; tissue characterization; tis-

sue parameters; ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum:

computer; convolution; de"convolution; liver; SP525, pp.
287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Power systems; solar cells; standards; test methods; batteries;

photovoltaic energy conversion; power conditioning; NBSIR
79-1743.

Power transistors; semiconductor devices; thermal characteriza-

tion; thermal resistance; transistors; current crowding; die at-

tachment evaluation; junction temperature; measurement
technology; SP400-I4.

Power transmission; review; superconductors; ac generators;

heat transfer; helium; hydrodynamics; large magnets; 18822.

Power transmission lines; Russian measurement technique; elec-

tric field measurements; instrumentation; measurement
procedures; observer proximity effects; 18494.

Power-device grade silicon; radioisotope leak test; resistivity

variations; resistors, sheet; scanning acoustic microscope;

semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamina-

tion; test patterns; SP400-38.

Power-device grade silicon; resistivity variations; silicon;

spreading resistance measurements; thermally stimulated

measurements; thyristor materials measurements; thyristor

measurements; d-c transmission; deep level measurements;
energy conservation; NBSIR 79-1756.

Precious metals; reference data; silver; solid state physics;

transport properties; copper; critical evaluation; data analysis;

data compilation; data evaluation; data extraction; data

synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements; JPCRD 8, No. 4,

I 147-1298 ( 1979).

Precipitate; superconductor; tin; alloy; copper; low tempera-

tures; niobium; 18655.

Precise electrical measurements; TDM wattmeters; thermal

wattmeters; transfer standards; electro-dynamic wattmeters;

energy measurements; energy standards; international com-
parisons; metrology; power measurements; 18529.

Precise time transfer; satellite; time; time scales; Hermes/CTS;
international time comparison; 18861.

Precision; acceleration insensitive oscillator; ammonia
microwave absorption; atomic clock; cavity frequency sta-

bilization; digital demodulator; frequency-lock servo;

frequency standard; inversion transition in ammonia; 18698.

Precision; radioactivity measurements; statistical design of ex-

periment; statistical terms and formulas; statistics; systematic

error; uncertainty; 18427.

Precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping; survey; ac-

curacy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural gas;

LNG; marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photo-

grammetric; 7VBS//? 79-1751.

Precision; test equipment; calibration; Federal Government;

laboratory; measurement; metrology; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Precision measurement; earthquake; fundamental constant;

geophysics; gravity; 18654.

Precision measurements; wave front; amplitude; beam profile;

cross correlation; digital sampling; Fourier optics; holog-

raphy; laser; laser parameters; laser pulse; optical processing;

phase; TN1009.
Precision Mounting Platform; resonant frequency; composite

design; graphite-epoxy; SP563, p. 130 (Oct. 1979).

Precision oscillators; clock's rms time errors; flicker noise;

frequency modulation; frequency reference; 18940.

Precision power; radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar ener-

gy; toxic substances; building rehabilitation; energy measure-

ments; energy-related inventions; environment; DIM/NBS 63,

No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Precision wavelength; silicon lattice spacing; tungsten x rays;

x-ray wavelength ratios; gamma rays; 18487.

Preconcentration techniques; sample preparation; ultraviolet

spectrometry; gas chromatography; gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; SP519, pp. 7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Pre-construction conference; code enforcement; county build-

ing code; critical structures program; expense; inspection

requirements; SP552, pp. 311-320 (July 1979).

Predetermined frequency; spectroscopic and analytic deter-

minations; variable wavelength monochromatic light; opto-

galvanic effect; U.S. Patent 4,148,586.

Prediction; standard reference data; synthetic gas; chemical

processing; engineering calculations; equation of state; fluid

properties; 19022.

Prediction methods; queuing models; simulation; software

monitoring; workload definition; computer performance

evaluation; computer performance measurement; computer

performance prediction; computer system acquisition; con-

ference proceedings; CPE in auditing; SP500-52.

Prediction model; shipboard spaces; fire growth; fire statistics;

flame spread; fuel load survey; heat release; interior finish;

laboratory fire tests; material ignitability; NBSIR 79-1 714.

Predictive modeling; set-processing; simulation; software design;

analytic models; database management; model validation;

performance evaluation; performance measurement; SP500-

49.

Pre-existing defect; sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor;

working unit; damaged layer; elastic emission machining; en-

vironmental effect; hydrate; hydration polishing;

mechanochemical polishing with soft powder; SP562, pp.

157-169 (Oct 1979).

Preferred frame; spatial anisotropy; strain tides; core resonance;

free wobble; laser strainmeter; ocean load; 18823.

Preferred orientation function; pyrolitic graphite; Ruland func-

tion; x-ray diffraction; Bacon function; Bragg function; Ergun

function; graphite materials; Lorentz function; 18523.

Preliminary; proton interactions; relative measurements; "C y-

rays; '*0 -y-rays; cosmic source; 19015

.

Preparation; processing; standard reference material; composi-

tion; high-carbon ferrochromium; homogeneity testing;

18414.

Preparation; sampling; aflatoxin analysis; food and feed analy-

sis; methods; SP519, pp. 355-372 (Apr. 1979).
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Prepreg; aging of polymer; composite; fiber; mechanical pro-

perties; moisture; SPJei, pp 17-21 (Oct. 1979).

Prepreg; TGA; V/STOL; cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; gra-

phite-fiber; polyphthalocyanine; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct.

1979).

Prerecorded videotaped trials; PRVTT; trials, PRVTT;
videotaped trials; civil trials; courtroom procedures; juror at-

titudes; SP480-30.

Preservation; adobe; adobe soil; compressive strength; creep;

flexural strength; mechanical properties; moisture; non-

destructive testing; TN996.

Preservation; regulation; rehabilitation; renovation; building

code; building research; code administration; existing

buildings; model codes; TN998.

Preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; build-

ing codes; buildings; building safety; code enforcement; con-

struction; fire safety; housing; SP536.

Preservation; rehabilitation; renovation; adaptive reuse;

architecture; building codes; building regulations; building

safety; construction; performance; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb.

1979).

Preservation technology; adobe building materials; chemical

grouts; damp course membrane; metallic membrane; permea-

bility; NBSIR 79-1730.

Preset tensile stress; pressure variations; acoustic waves;

piezoelectric polymer; U.S. Patent 4,166,229.

Pre-shock; seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic emission; co-

shock; couplant; detection; electronic package; impact noise;

microcircuit device; particle detection; particle impact noise

detection; PIND; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).
Pressure; pulsed TEA COj laser surface breakdown; spot size;

surface absorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed water; break-

down mechanism; frequency and time dependence of break-

down thresholds; IR window materials; NaCl; SP541, pp.
318-326 (Dec. 1978).

Pressure; pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature;

accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out system; dessi-

cant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters; flight criti-

cal; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; SP547,

pp. 345-357 (July 1979).

Pressure; radiation; styrene; tetrafluoroethylene; copolymeriza-

tion; polymerization; 18512.

Pressure; standards; temperature; vacuum; humidity; ozone;

18335.

Pressure; stress calculation; virial theorem of Clausius;

equilibrium; homogeneous system; hydrostatic pressure; inter-

nal stress; internal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo

method; periodic boundaries; 18456.

Pressure broadening; CO,; far wings; infrared wings; line shape;

model correlation function; 18886.

Pressure cell; viscosity; diamond-anvil; glass transition; high

pressure; hydrostaticity; liquids; 18509.

Pressure dependence; rubidium; sodium; temperature depen-

dence; alkali elements; cesium; electrical resistivity; francium;

lithium; magnetic flux density dependence; potassium;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 (1979).

Pressure generator; calibration; high pressure; high pressure

chemistry; 18401.

Pressure terminals; wire creep; aluminum wiring; electrical con-

nections; NBSIR 78-1507.

Pressure transducer; temperature dependence; adiabatic heat-

ing; AS2S3; automatic bridge; Bi,2Ge02„; CaCO.i; CaF,;

capacitance measurement; evaporated electrodes; 18466.

Pressure variations; acoustic waves; piezoelectric polymer;

preset tensile stress; U.S. Patent 4,166,229.

Pressure vessel; reactor; threshold detectors; dosimetry; fast

neutrons; photofission; photoneutrons; 18462.

Pressure vessels; composites; holography; interferometers;

matrix crazing; nondestructive testing; SP563, pp. 211-212

(Oct. 1979).

Pressurization technique; tracer-gas technique; air infiltration,

residential; air permeability of houses; energy conservation;

TN992.
Pretreatment of dentin; 2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive; bond-

ing to dentin; dental adhesive; dentin; durability of dentin

acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-cyanoacrylate; 18985.

Preventive maintenance; acoustic emission; failure detection;

SP547, pp. 129-152 (July 1979).

Primary organic carbon; sampling errors; secondary organic

carbon; solvent extraction; spatial variations; diurnal varia-

tions; elemental carbon; mass spectroscopy; organic aerosol

constituents; 5P5/ 9. pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Primary salt effect; speciation; activation parameters; aqueous

transmethylation; chloride complexes; environment, forma-

tion constants; ionic mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury;

methyltin; NMR; 18484.

Primary standards; diffusion tubes; OSHA; SP5I9. pp. 761-769

(Apr. 1979).

Primary standards; standard source; electrically calibrated de-

tector; optical radiation measurements; 18796.

Primates; pulp response;, toxicology; chemical composition;

composite resins; dental materials; 18690.

Print controller; printer; cable interface; computer; controller;

control units; hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; in-

terface signals; I/O interface bus; line printer; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Printer; cable interface; computer; controller; control units;

hammer drive; input/output bus; interface; interface signals;

I/O interface bus; line printer; print controller; NBS-GCR-79-
182.

Prioritization; project selection; ranking; resource allocation;

weighting multiple criteria; decision analysis; decisions; eigen-

vectors; management; multiple-attribute decisions; ordering;

paired comparisons; 18602.

Prisons; bedding; beds; compartment fires; firesafety engineer-

ing; fire tests; health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses;

18517.

Privacy; architectural psychology; bibliography; buildings; com-
munication; cost; human characteristics; personal control;

physical environment; NBSIR 79-1793.

Privacy; record-keeping practices; relevant information; securi-

ty; citizen rights; computers; computer utilization; con-

fidentiality; data systems; personnel administration; personnel

practices; personnel records; SP500-50

.

Private interests; public objectives; taxation; tax incentives;

building; SP552, pp. 33 7-346 (July 1979).

Probability; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke de-

tectors; standards; upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-

benefit analysis; costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furniture;

hazard analysis; TNI 101.

Probability; statistical analysis; thin films; Weibull distribution;

laser damage; SP541, pp. 235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Probability distribution functions; statistical analysis; storms;

structural engineering; wind pressure; wind speeds; building

(codes); BSSl 18.

Probability distributions; small-scale turbulence; correlations;

grid-turbulence; higher-order moments; hot-wire

anemometry; 18821.

Probability statistics; systems analysis; systems safety; walls;

barrier analysis; compartment fires; compartments; fault tree

analysis; fire models; fire protection engineering; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Probability theory; progressive collapse; reliability; structural

engineering; abnormal loads; buildings (codes); 18415.

Probe correction; space groups; aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast

Fourier "Transform"; near-field scanning; orthogonalities;

plane-radial scanning; 18956.

Probe thermometer; temperature sensitive parameter; aligned

sheet polarizer; birefringent crystal; optical analyzer;

polarized light; U.S. Patent 4,140J93.
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Problem solving; robot control; brain mechanisms; cognition;

goal seeking; intelligence; motor behavior; neural modeling;

perception; planning; 18714.

Procedural security; risk analysis; risk assessment; systems

security; ADP availability; annual loss exposure; application

system vulnerability; computer security; data confidentiality;

data integrity; data security; physical security; FIPS PUB 65.

Procedures; regulations; research needs; safety; standards; ex-

plosion; fire; hydrogen; 18776.

Process control; process metrology; silicon gate; test patterns;

test structures; CMOS/SOS; NBSIR 79-1595.

Process control; reliability; semiconductor devices; welding; au-

tomated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamina-

tion; corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity;

hybrid devices; leak testing; measurement technology; micro-

calorimetry; moisture; SP400-50

.

Process control; test patterns; test structures; total process in-

tegration; comprehensive process characterization; design

rules; intradie parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask align-

ment tolerances; modular test programs; parametric yield

limitations; SP400-56.

Process metrology; silicon gate; test patterns; test structures;

CMOS/SOS; process control; NBSIR 79-1595.

Process validation wafer (PVW); reliability; silicon; test pat-

tern; transistor gain; integrated circuit; 18463.

Processing; standard reference material; composition; high-car-

bon ferrochromium; homogeneity testing; preparation;

18414.

Processing sheets and rods; surface characterization; surface

contamination; bioinaterials; negative control; polyethylene;

NBSIR 77-1401.

Processors; standard; trial use and comment; American Na-

tional Standards Institute; Health Physics Society Standards

Committee; mandatory testing program; peer review; person-

nel dosimetry; 18992.

Procurement; computer evaluation; computer performance;

computer procurement; computers; computer selection; cost-

value; cost-value technique; EDP selection; evaluation

methodology; performance evaluation; SP500-52, pp. 25-36

(Oct, 1979).

Procurement; technical analysis; time-sharing; TSP; benchmark-
ing; cost analysis; evaluation; SP500-52 , pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

Procurement experiments; procurement policy; research and
development policy; technological change; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; impact of government on in-

dustry; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49.

Procurement of water heaters; technological change; commer-
cial impacts; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-51.

Procurement of water heaters; technological change; commer-
cial impacts; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

Federal Supply Service; life cycle costing; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-52.

Procurement policy; research and development policy;

technological change; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; impact of government on industry; procurement ex-

periments; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49.

Procurement policy; two-step prototype procurement; Veteran's

Administration; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; portable oxygen generator experiment; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-50.

Product certification; product liability; regulation; standards

system; voluntary standards; bibliography; buildings; certifica-

tion; economics of standards; legal aspects of standards;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Product liability; regulation; standards system; voluntary stan-

dards; bibliography; buildings; certification; economics of

standards; legal aspects of standards; product certification;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Product research; data banks; data bases; ergonomics; human
factors; 18862.

Product safety; public health and safety; science and technolo-

gy transfer; standards; basic research; computer; energy con-

servation; environmental quality; industrial productivity;

materials utilization; measurement capabilities; medical aids;

SP538.

Production; storage; transmission; cost; economics; hydrogen;

18812.

Production/consumption; public and private R&D; economic

performance; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-60.

Productivity; regulatory commission; regulatory policy;

technological innovation; computer program; economic per-

formance; electric utilities; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Profile effect on permittivity; temperature variation of permit-

tivity; dielectric constant; dielectric loss; lunar soil;

microwave; 18557.

Profile grinding; silicon nitride; ultrasonic machining; as-

machined material strength; dimensional tolerances; SP562,

pp. 209-220 (Oct. 1979).

Profile refinement; tantalum tungstate; thermal expansion; ionic

conductors; neutron diffraction; powder method; 1903 7.

Profiles; semiconductors; silicon; electrical measurements;

18757.

Prognosis; detection; diagnosis; SP547, pp. 36-57 (July 1979).

Prognostic maintenance management; geriometry; life cycle re-

liability; on-vehicle computing instrumentation; SP547, pp.

65-77 (July 1979).

Program testing; scientific programs; software errors; software

validations; NBS-GCR-78-148.
Programmable calculators; solid state software; advanced com-

posite materials; composite materials analysis; orthotropic

materials; SP563, pp. 9 1-107 (Oct. 1979).

Programmable detector; a-c detector; automatic bridge; detec-

tor; high resolution detector; phase sensitive detector; 18453.

Programmed temperature control; thermogravimetry; activation

energy; degradation apparatus; factor-jump ther-

mogravimetry; polymer degradation; polymer oxidation;

18450.

Programming; sensitivity analysis; simulation; architectural

research; building fires; computer-aided design; environmen-

tal psychology; fire research; fire safety; human performance;

modeling technique; NBSIR 79-1713.

Programming languages; sparse matrices; data pooling; data

structures; mathematical programming; matrices; name
generation; operations research; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47

( 1979).

Progressive collapse; reliability; structural engineering; abnor-

mal loads; buildings (codes); probability theory; 18415.

Project request; software; automated data systems; computer

programs; cost/benefit analysis; documentation, documenta-

tion content guidelines; feasibility study; FIPS guidelines; in-

itiation phase; FIPS PUB 64.

Project selection; ranking; resource allocation; weighting multi-

ple criteria; decision analysis; decisions; eigenvectors;

management; multiple-attribute decisions; ordering; paired

comparisons; prioritization; 18602.

Project summaries; standards; technical bases; building

research; building technology; codes; criteria; SP446-2

.

Projectiles; propelled objects; test methods; toy safety; eye inju-

ry; impact; ocular contusion; J. Res. 84, No. 1,9-19 ( 1979).

Projection operator; correlation functions; equations of motion;]

maximum entropy; nonequilibrium statistical mechanics;

nonequilibrium thermodynamics; 18321.

Projections; sensitivity analysis; computer workload; data,

requirements; documentation cycle; forecast; SP500-52 , pp.

1 13-120 (Oct. 1979).
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Prominent calorimetrists; benzoic acid; calibration; combustion

bombs; combustion calorimetry; historical survey; 18797.

Promotion; RBE; risk; cell-proliferation; cell-turnover; cytotox-

icity; homeostasis; SPS54, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Propagating, bulk waves; transducers, angle beam; transducers,

contact; transducers, immersion; transducers, ultrasonic;

transduction, ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ultrasound; characteriza-

tion, transducers; 18907.

Propagation velocity; reflection technique; solids; tissue; ul-

trasound; SP525, pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Propane; thermal conductivity; viscosity; correlated data; criti-

cal point enhancement; data evaluation; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 ( 1979).

Propelled objects; test methods; toy safety; eye injury; impact;

ocular contusion; projectiles; J. Res. 84, No. 1,9-19 ( 1979).

Propeller fatigue behaviour; propeller materials requirements;

blade aeroeleistic behaviour; blade manufacture and quality

control; composite propellers and rotors; failsafe blade

design; SP563, pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Propeller materials requirements; blade aeroelastic behaviour;

blade manufacture and quality control; composite propellers

and rotors; failsafe blade design; propeller fatigue behaviour;

SP563, pp. 80-88 (Oct. 1979).

Properties; research materials; special reference materials; stan-

dard reference materials; analysis; certification; characteriza-

tion; composition; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Properties of composites; tertiary aromatic amines; amine ac-

celerators; composite restorative resin; dimethylaminoglu-

tethimide; dimethylaminophenylacetic acid and esters; 18571

.

Properties of steam; space; Stirling refrigerators; aluminum
SRM's; computer systems; electron microscopy; group deci-

sions; DIM/NBS 63, No. 5. 1-28 ( 1979).

Propylamine; butylamine; collagen sponge; contraceptive

device; gas chromatography; mass spectrometry; SP519, pp.

469-476 (Apr. 1979).

Propyne; radio astronomy; rotational transitions; interstellar

molecules; line strengths; microwave spectra; molecular con-

sunts; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 ( 1979).

Prostate tumors; ultrasound; pattern recognition; SP525, pp.

297-302 (Apr. 1979).

Prosthetic device; serrated surface design; tooth roots; alumina;

diamond contour grinding; flexure strength; SP562, pp. 247-

254 (Oct. 1979).

Protection circuit; reverse bias; safe operating area; second

breakdown; switching power transistor; tester; transistor; base

drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive load; nondestruc-

tive; SP400-54.

Protection of steel; salt water corrosion; sea water corrosion;

steel corrosion; coating protection; pile corrosion; 18424.

Protective barrier; recessed incandescent lighting fixture; ther-

mal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical

junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current; NBSIR
79-1913.

Protective coatings; damage threshold; electric fields; internal

reflection; SP541, pp. 288-295 (Dec. 1|978).

Protein adsorption; protein chromatography; radiolabeled

proteirts; adsorption; biomaterials; blood proteins; ellip-

sometry; polymer adsorption; NBSIR 79-1784.

Protein chromatography; radiolabeled proteins; adsorption; bio-

materials; blood proteins; ellipsometry; polymer adsorption;

protein adsorption; NBSIR 79-1784.

Proteins; tissue characterization; ultrasonics; velocity; absorp-

tion; amino acids; attenuation; frequency; mammalian tissues;

polypeptides; SP525. pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Protocols; communications; computers; data bases; networks;

operating systems; 18488.

Protocols; communications; computers; databases; networks;

operating systems; 18891

.

Proton; proton coupling; structural analysis;

bis(hexopyranosyl)amine; carbon- 13; conformational analy-

sis; nitrogen- 15 coupling constants; nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spec-

troscopy; 18764.

Proton affinity; proton transfer equilibrium; data compilation:

ion thermochemistry; NBSIR 79-1777.

Proton affinity; proton transfer reaction; dichlorocarbene; heat

of formation; ion-molecule reactions; 18331

.

Proton coupling; structural analysis; bis( hexopyranosyl)amine;

carbon- 13; conformational analysis; nitrogen- 15 coupling

constants; nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; 18764.

Proton gyromagnetic ratio; quantum electrodynamic theory;

electron anomalous moment; fine-structure constant; funda-

mental constant; magnetic fields; 18702.

Proton interactions; relative measurements; y-rays; '*0 y-

rays; cosmic source; preliminary; 19015.

Proton nmr spectroscopy; shift reagents; acyclic sugars; chemi-

cal shifts; conformation; coupling constants; hexononitriles;

iterative analysis; 18742.

Proton spectrum; ternary fission; a-particles; a-spectrum; "*U;

electrodisintegration; 18518.

Proton telescope; standard cross section; ^"U(n,f); fission cross

section; linac; neutron flux determination; 18581

.

Proton transfer equilibrium; data compilation; ion ther-

mochemistry; proton affinity; NBSIR 79-1777.

Proton transfer reaction; dichlorocarbene; heat of formation;

ion-molecule reactions; proton affinity; 18331.

Proton-induced x-ray fluorescence; thin films; trace element

analysis; trace element concentrations; zinc; copper; iron;

plastic; polymer; 18375.

Protons; coincidence experiments; electromagnetic; neutrons;

photons; pions; 18675.

Protons; stopping power; a-particles; electrons; heavy ions; in-

ternational commission on radiation units and measurements;

18358.

Prototyping; remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit;

capacity planning; financial applications; long-range planning;

management control; measurement; modeling; on-line system

design; performance evaluation; performance management;
SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Provers; specifications; standards; test measures; tolerances;

vapor recovery; bottom loading; field standard provers; field

standards; field standard test measures; H105-3.

Proximity sensor; robot vision; teleoperator vision; wrist-

mounted TV; depth image; NBSIR 78-1576.

PRVTT; trials, PRVTT; videotaped trials; civil trials; courtroom

procedures; juror attitudes; prerecorded videotaped trials;

SP480-30.

Pseudocrossing; sudden-perturbation limit; transition probabili-

ty; S-n transitions; adiabatic perturbation theory; elastic scat-

tering phase shifts; 185 75.

Pseudovector coupling; electroproduction; nonrelativistic

operators; nuclear photoproduction; photoproduction; pions;

18798.

Psychology of retailing; retail facilities; environmental psycholo-

gy; field methodology; passive solar systems; pedestrian

behavior; 18784.

Psychophysics; safety; standards; consumer products; human
factors; human performance; lawn mowers; NBSIR 77-1298.

Psychotropic amines; selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids;

barbiturates; carboxytic acids; catecholamines; conjugates;

detection sensitivity; dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair ad-

sorption; ion-pair chromatography; ion-pair partition; SP519,

pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Psychrometer; psychrometry; radiative heat transfer; tempera-

ture depression; water vapor measurement; wet bulb; wet ele-

ment; convective heat transfer; convective mass transfer;

emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient; J. Res. 84, No.

2. 161-177 (1979).
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Psychrometry; radiative heat transfer; temperature depression;

water vapor measurement; wet bulb; wet element; convective

heat transfer; convective mass transfer; emissivity of water;

evaporation coefficient; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-177 ( 1979).

P-Terphenyl; thermodynamic properties; X-type transition;

adiabatic calorimetry; automated calorimetry; calorimetry;

heat capacity; measurement automation; 183 76.

Public and private R&D; economic performance; produc-

tion/consumption; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-60.

Public awareness; public relations; accessibility standards;

building codes; code administration; communication; physi-

cally handicapped; SP552, pp. 115-120 (July 1979).

Public health and safety; science and technology transfer; stan-

dards; basic research; computer; energy conservation; en-

vironmental quality; industrial productivity; materials utiliza-

tion; measurement capabilities; medical aids; product safety;

SP538.

Public objectives; taxation; tax incentives; building; private in-

terests; SP552, pp. 337-346 (July 1979).

Public relations; accessibility standards; building codes; code
administration; communication; physically handicapped;
public awareness; SP552, pp. 115-120 (July 1979).

Public safety; communication systems; equipment selection; law

enforcement; SP480-12.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; municipal wastewater treatment

facilities; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; mass transit; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-41.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; nuclear power plants; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-42.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economit growth; maritime transport; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-43.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; journal publishing; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-44.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; health facilities; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-45.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; local air transport; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-46.

Public sector efficiency; subsidies; technological change; capital

formation; economic growth; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47.

Publication announcement; scientist-author; technical commu-
nicator; technical paper; trade press; audience; feature arti-

cle; news release; 18817.

Publications; abstracts; Center for Building Technology; key
words; SP457-3.

Publications; abstracts, NBS publications; key words; SP305.
Supplement 10.

PUFA; 9,1 2-di-cis-polyunsaturated fatty acids; fats; lipoxidase;

oils; SP5I9, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1970)

Pulp response; toxicology; chemical composition; composite
resins; dental materials; primates; 18690.

Pulse; pulse measurement; time domain measurement; automa-

tion; laser; oscilloscope; picosecond; 18640.

Pulse calibration; ramp response; step response; divider; high

voltage; impulse; lightning impulse; 18727.

Pulse compression; sensitivity; signal averaging; signal

processing; tissue characterization; tomography; transducers;

ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals; imag-

ing; opto-acoustic; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Pulse duration; damage thresholds; fluoroberyllate glass;

fluorophosphate glass; inclusions; SP54I, pp. 99-108 (Dec.

1978).

Pulse duration dependence of damage; surface roughness; BK-
7 glass; fused silica; laser damage; polished surfaces; SP54I,

pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Pulse measurement; electrical measurements; electro-optics;

Kerr coefficient; Kerr effect; nitrobenzene; 18819.

Pulse measurement; time domain measurement; automation;

laser; oscilloscope; picosecond; pulse; 18640.

Pulse measurement; voltage measurement; current measure-

ment; electric transmission; electro-optic systems; high volt-

age; 188 72.

Pulse measurements; response time; step response; transients;

divider; Duhamel's integral; high voltage; impulse; NBSIR 79-

1933.

Pulsed HF laser; antireflection coatings; CdSe; coating sub-

strate; damage resistant; Ge; PbFj; SP541, pp. 257-258 (Dec.

1978).

Pulsed laser; fluorescence; organics in water; SP519, pp. 691-

696 (Apr. 1979).

Pulsed laser; O-switched; risetime; speckle; waveform; attenua-

tors; calibration; laser; neodymium laser; peak power; power
meter; TNIOIO.

Pulsed laser; spectra; wavelengths; energy levels; ions; molyb-

denum; 18500.

Pulsed Nd'* laser damage; single and multiple element fibers;

surface threshold damage; free-running laser pulses; giant

laser pulse; optical fiber damage; SP541, pp. 168-189 (Dec.

1978) .

Pulsed TEA COj laser surface breakdown; spot size; surface ab-

sorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed water; breakdown

mechanism; frequency and time dependence of breakdown

thresholds; IR window materials; NaCl; pressure; SP541, pp.

318-326 (Dec. 1978).

Pulse-echo techniques; spectrum analysis; ultrasonics; acoustic;

computer processing; digital acquisition; digital signal

processing; SP525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

Pulses; scattering; ultrasonic; acoustic; crack; defects; elastic

solid; 18391.

Pulsewidth dependence; standing waves; thin-film coatings; two-

photon absorption; ultraviolet wavelength scaling; damage
thresholds; electric fields; laser damage; nanosecond pulses;

SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Pumps; reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumula-

tor; analog; centralized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete;

displacement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid;

go-no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; SP547, pp.

345-357 (July 1979).

Purchasing; pursuit tires; safety; tread wear; braking traction;

cornering traction; driving traction; endurance; maintenance;

operation; SP480-33.

Pure materials; superconductivity; temperature scale; ther-

mometry; cryogenics; fixed points; 18550.

Purgeable organics; WaterDROP; accumulators; analysis of or-

ganics in water; automatic sampler; master analytical scheme;

non-purgeable organics; organic pollutant; SP519, pp. 65-78

(Apr. 1979).

Pursuit tires; safety; tread wear; braking traction; cornering

traction; driving traction; endurance; maintenance; operation;

purchasing; SP480-33.

Pursuit tires; tire maintenance; traction performance; tread

wear; high speed performance; high speed tires; police tires;

19038.

Pu-239; U-235; U-238; activation analysis; benchmark fields;

dosimetry; fission yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237;

18884.

Pyramidal horn antenna; rf radiation monitor; standard elec-

tromagnetic field; antenna gain calculation; field strength

calibration; 18814.

Pyrex; size effect; chipping; ferrites; glass melting; grinding;

grinding model; high-speed grinding; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979) .
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Pyroelectric detectors; pyroelectric vidicons; terbium molyb-

date; triglycine sulfate; ferroelectrics; figures of merit; im-

proper ferroelectrics; 18852.

Pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detector;

silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector; electri-

cally calibrated detectors; laser power measurements; 18773.

Pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detector;

silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector; electri-

cally calibrated detectors; laser power measurements; 18774.

Pyroelectric response; thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoride-

tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; blocking electrode; charge

motion; polarization; poly( vinylchloride );

poly(vinylidenefluoride); 18408.

Pyroelectric vidicons; terbium molybdate; triglycine sulfate; fer-

roelectrics; figures of merit; improper ferroelectrics;

pyroelectric detectors; 18852.

Pyroelectricity; transducers; dielectric strength; electrets;

piezoelectricity; polarization; poling procedures; polymers;

poly(vinylidene fluoride); J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; x-ray diffraction; Bacon
function; Bragg function; Ergun function; graphite materials;

Lorentz function; preferred orientation function; 18523

.

Pyrolysis; relaxation; thermal decomposition; allylmethylether;

bromide; ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium;

18832.

Pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood;

combustion; flaming combustion; flexible foams; optical den-

sity; particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvi-

nyl chloride; NBS-GCR-78-147

.

Pyrolysis; trace organic analysis; Fourier transform infrared; gas

chromatography; modular organic analysis system; SP5I9,

pp. 753-760 (Apr. 1979),

Pyrolysis gas chromatography; random scission;

tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 1 ,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene

polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene copolymers; 3,3.4,4,5,5,5-

heptafluoropentene- 1 polymer; isobutene copolymers; 18580.

Pyromaniacs; abnormal psychology; arson; arsonists; firesetters;

human behavior; literature reviews; NBS-GCR-79-l 57

.

Pyruvate to lactate reaction; spectrophotometric enzyme assay;

enzyme assay; influence of inhibitor on lactate

dehydrogenase assay; lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate to

pyruvate reaction; 18433.

Q
Q-switched; risetime; speckle; waveform; attenuators; calibra-

tion; laser; neodymium laser; peak power; power meter;

pulsed laser; TNIOIO.

Quadrupole giant resonance; alpha particle; dipole giant

resonance; electroproduction; nickel; photon; photoproduc-

tion; 18495.

Qualitative analysis; scanning electron microscope; artifacts;

electron probe microanalysis; energy-dispersive x-ray spec-

trometry; microanalysis; 18790.

Qualitative x-ray powder diffractometry; round robin;

search/match methods; 18857.

Quality assurance; environmental measurements; Measurement
Assurance Programs; 18720.

Quality control; attenuation; fiber optics; interlaboratory com-
parison; measurements; optical communications; NBSIR 79-

1608.

Quality control; standards; technology transfer; UN Conference

on Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD);
Africa; Asia; developing countries; industrialization; Latin

America; management; measurement; metrology; SP543.
i Quality of service; response time; turnaround time; availability

standards; batch processing; calibration programs; computer

1
sUndards; interactive processing; SP500-52, pp. 79-86 (Oct.

1979).

i

Quantitative analysis; rough surfaces; x-ray microanalysis; elec-

tron probe analysis; peak-to-background ratios; 18976.

Quantitative analysis; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray

microanalysis; electron probe microanalysis; energy disper-

sive x-ray microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray spec-

trometry; 18970.

Quantitative electron probe microanalysis; x-ray continuum; x-

ray spectrum; computer program; energy dispersive detector;

multichannel analyzer; peak overlap; TNI 106.

Quantum beats; sodium atom; angular distributions; field

ionization; laser spectroscopy; multiphoton processes;

photoionization; 18953.

Quantum efficiency; reflectance; response; silicon detector; spa-

tial position dependence; dead layer model; external; inter-

nal; 18900.

Quantum electrodynamic theory; electron anomalous moment;
fine-structure constant; fundamental constant; magnetic

fields; proton gyromagnetic ratio; 18702.

Quantum field theory; singularities; S-matrix; Feynman in-

tegrals; 18732.

Quantum interference; superconductivity; digital electronics;

magnetometry; 18701.

Quark; spectroscopy; spectrum; structure; flavor; hadron;

790/0.

Quarks; selection rules; spin forces; tensor force; charmonium;

particle spectroscopy; 18432.

Quartets; reactions; spectroscopy; SU4; alpha-particles; correla-

tions; mass formula; nuclear; 18423.

Quartz crystal; sapphire; Si single crystal; high pressure; high

temperature; mechanochemical polishing; SP562, pp. 171-

182 (Oct. 1979).

Quartz crystal oscillator; short term frequency stability; long

term frequency stability; oscillator systems; 18691

.

Quasielastic light scattering; SRM-706; standard reference

material; diffusion; diffusion coefficient; light scattering;

polydisperse; polydispersity; polystyrene; 18511.

Quasielastic light scattering; 45S and 50S; diffusion coefficient;

E. coli ribosomal subunit; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 1-8 (1979).

Quasielastic scattering; reorientation; residence time; tunneling;

activation energy; methyl group; neutron scattering; potential

barrier; 18374.

Quasielastic scattering; tantalum hydride; vanadium hydride; a
phase; 485 K; diffusion; 18730.

Quasimolecule terms; sudden perturbation limit; transition

probability; unified atom approximation; X-TI transition;

adiabatic limit; atomic collisions; 18576.

Quasi-monoenergetic photons; sodium iodide spectrometer;

15.1 MeV branching ratio; positron annihilation-in-flight;

18522.

Quasi-order; topological algebra; coalgebra; direct litnit; faithful

distributive module; generating function; incidence algebra;

inverse limit; orthogonal idempotents; 18788.

Quasi-ordered set; topological algebra; automorphism; cyclic

module; faithful distributive module; incidence algebra; mul-

tiplicative function; 18789.

Quaternary two-phase systems; serum; uv-detection; tricyclic

antidepressives; benzodiazepines; clinical use; derivatization;

SP519, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reactive chan-

nels; recommended data; relaxation processes; review; activa-

tion energies; electronically excited states; evaluation; gase-

ous interactions; molecular correlations; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 ( 1979).

Query; standards; database; data-description; data-dictionary;

data-directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; languages; SP500-

51.

Questionnaire; user needs; building evaluation; design process;

man/environment research; post-occupancy evaluation;

NBSIR 79-1780.
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Queuing models; race conditions; TCAM data flow;

teleprocessing; input lockout; mathematical modeling; SP500-

52, pp. 219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Queuing models; simulation; software monitoring; workload

definition; computer performance evaluation; computer per-

formance measurement; computer performance prediction;

computer system acquisition; conference proceedings; CPE in

auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG; SP500-52

.

R. A. Fisher; Student's f; Student's z; Student (W. S. Cosset,

1876-1937; t-transformation of correlation coefficient; dis-

tribution of regression coefficients; 18543.

R
Rabi frequency; Star shift; two-level model; absorption; cesium;

exponential index; ionization; multiphoton; 18892.

Rabi frequency; statistical broadening; three-level system;

coherent excitation; dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broaden-

ing; intense laser; multiphoton dissociation; multiphoton

ionization; 18439.

Race conditions; TCAM data flow; teleprocessing; input

lockout; mathematical modeling; queuing models; SP500-52,

pp. 219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Radar absorbers; time-domain measurements; dielectrics;

frequency-domain measurements; magnetic materials;

microwaves; millimeter waves; permeability measurements;

permittivity measurements; NBSIR 79-1613.

Radial distribution function; transverse current correlation

function; velocity autocorrelation function; intermediate scat-

tering function; Lennard-Jones liquid; liquid rubidium;

molecular dynamics; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 (1979).

Radiated emissions; susceptibility measurements; electromag-

netic; 18579.

Radiation; activation analysis; crystal structure; diffraction;

isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; neutron radiography;

nondestructive evaluation; nuclear reactor; TN995.
Radiation; radiation control; radiation measurements; radiation

protection; radiation safety; standards; states; calibrations;

measurements; 18779.

Radiation; radiation control; radiation measurements; tracea-

bility; measurement assurance; measurement consistency;

measurement system; national standards; 18800.

Radiation; safety; standards; accelerators; lEC; interlocks;

leakage; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

Radiation; styrene; tetrafluoroethylene; copolymerization;

polymerization; pressure; 18512.

Radiation calorimetry; solution calorimetry; bomb calorimetry;

drop calorimetry; electromagnetic power calorimetry; energy

measurement; enthalpy measurement; entropy measurement;

fuels, heating values; gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity

measurement; heat measurements; 18330.

Radiation control; radiation measurements; radiation protec-

tion; radiation safety; standards; states; calibrations; measure-
ments; radiation; 18779.

Radiation control; radiation measurements; traceability; mea-
surement assurance; measurement consistency; measurement
system; national standards; radiation; 18800.

Radiation damage; radiation hardening; VLSI processing; x-ray

lithography; E-beam lithography; integrated circuits; ion im-

plantation; plasma etching; 18451

.

Radiation force; transducer characterization; ultrasonics;

acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic method; medical

applications; metrology; NDE; 18438.

Radiation hardening; VLSI processing; x-ray lithography; E-

beam lithography; integrated circuits; ion implantation;

plasma etching; radiation damage; 18451

.

Radiation hardness; standard practice; thermoluminescence

dosimeters; electronic devices; electrons; photons; NBSIR 79-

1723.

Radiation hazards; radio regulations; radio standards; RFI;

spectrum management; standardization organizations:

telecommunications; TVI; vehicular electronics; electromag-

netic bioeffects; electromagnetic compatibility; electromag-

netic immunity; SP551

.

Radiation measurements; radiation protection; standard; ac-

celerator design; accelerator operation; health physics; parti-

cle accelerators; H107, Revised.

Radiation measurements; radiation protection; radiation safety;

standards; states; calibrations; measurements;, radiation;

radiation control; 18779.

Radiation measurements; radiation safety; standard; device

safety performance classification; gauges; gauging devices;

ionizing radiation; HI29.
Radiation measurements; traceability; measurement assurance;

measurement consistency; measurement system; national

standards; radiation; radiation control; 18800.

Radiation of sound; ultrasonic radiator; baffled piston radiator;

piston radiator; 18479.

Radiation pressure; radiative cooling; Doppler-free spectrosco-

py; frequency standard; high resolution spectroscopy; ion

storage; laser spectroscopy; Mossbauer effect; optical pump-
ing; optical spectroscopy; 18699.

Radiation processing; activation analysis; electron beams; in-

duction accelerator; ion acceleration; nuclear research;

18570.

Radiation properties; cryogenics; glass-epoxy; industrial

laminates; mechanical properties; physical properties; 18771.

Radiation protection; radiation safety; standards; states; calibra-

tions; measurements; radiation; radiation control; radiation

measurements; 18779.

Radiation protection; standard; accelerator design; accelerator

operation; health physics; particle accelerators; radiation

measurements; HI 07, Revised.

Radiation reaction; definite integrals; double integrals; error

functions; Fourier transforms; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 319-326

(1979).

Radiation resistance; rectangular coax; shielded strip line; TEM
cell; EMC measurements; 18345.

Radiation safety; standard; device safety performance classifica-

tion; gauges; gauging devices; ionizing radiation; radiation

measurements; H129.

Radiation safety; standards; states; calibrations; measurements;

radiation; radiation control; radiation measurements; radia- 5|

tion protection; 18779.

Radiation scattering; thin films; laser damage; optical probe

technique; 5^54/, pp. 226-234 (Dec. 1978).

Radiation therapy; uncomplicated cure; instantaneous optimiza-

tion; SP554, pp. 57-61 (Sept. 1979).

Radiation transfer; stellar atmospheres; circumstellar dust; line

formation; 18435.

Radiation-induced cavitation; temperature dependence of i

cavitation threshold; threshold; acoustic cavitation; cavita-

tion; cavitation threshold vs temperature; NBSIR 79-1753.

Radiative cooling; Doppler-free spectroscopy; frequency stan-

dard; high resolution spectroscopy; ion storage; laser spec-

troscopy; Mossbauer effect; optical pumping; optical spec-
(

troscopy; radiation pressure; 18699.
||

Radiative heat transfer; temperature depression; water vapor ji

measurement; wet bulb; wet element; convective heatJi

transfer; convective mass transfer; emissivity of water;,

evaporation coefficient; humidity measurement; J. Res. 84,.

No. 2, 161-177 ( 1979).

Radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reactive channels; recom-^

mended data; relaxation processes; review; activation ener-

j

gies; electronically excited states; evaluation; gaseous interac-

tions; molecular correlations; quenching; JPCRD 8, No. 3,']

723-798 (1979).

Radiative transfer; resonance lines; stars; stellar winds; line]

profiles; P-Cygni lines; 18515.
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Radiative transition; electronic structure; energy curves; ex-

cimer; gain; 18936.

Radiative transition; 'Flu; '*2„*; energy curve; excited state; Nj;

18935.

Radiative yield; atomic properties; Auger yield; Coster-Kronig

yield; effective fluorescence yield; fluorescence yield; K shell;

L shell; non-radiative yield; partial level width; JPCRD 8, No.
2, 307-328 ( 1979).

Radical; infrared emission; laser; methylene iodiode; methyl

iodiode; photodissociation; 18573.

Radicals; rate constant; acetylene; butadiyne; ethynyl;

hydrogen; mechanism; photochemistry; 18443.

Radicals; review; troposphere; alkoxyl; kinetics; SP557, pp. 51-

61 (Aug. 1979).

Radicals; vibronic • spectroscopy; chlorofluoromethylene;

fluorescence; laser spectroscopy; multiphoton dissociation;

19042.

Radio astronomy; rotational transitions; dimethyl ether; internal

rotation; interstellar molecules; microwave spectrum; JPCRD
8, No. 4. 1051-1 108 ( 1979).

Radio astronomy; rotational transitions; interstellar molecules;

line strengths; microwave spectra; molecular constants;

propyne; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 (1979).

Radio Eistronomy; rotational transitions; internal rotation; in-

terstellar molecules; line strengths; methyl formate;
microwave spectrum; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 (1979).

Radio astronomy; rotational transitions; vinyl cyanide; interstel-

lar molecules; microwave spectra; molecular parameters;

JPCRD S, No. 1, 107-124 (1979).

Radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; standard frequencies;

television color subcarrier; time and frequency calibration

methods; time calibration; time signals; frequency calibration;

high frequency; Loran-C; low frequency; SP559.

Radio regulations; radio standards; RFI; spectrum management;
standardization organizations; telecommunications; TVI;

vehicular electronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; electromag-

netic compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; electromag-

netic interference; SP55I.

Radio standards; RFI; spectrum management; standardization

organizations; telecommunications; TVI; vehicular elec-

tronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; electromagnetic compati-

bility; electromagnetic immunity; electromagnetic inter-

ference; electromagnetic radiation; SP55I

.

Radio star; satellite communications; error analysis; C/kT,
EIRP; G/T, precision measurements; 18577.

Radioactive x-ray source; rare-earth scintillator screen; '*•!;

'"GD; Csl; detection efficiency; Lixiscope; 19001.

Radioactivity; radiopharmaceuticals; traceability; 18761.

Radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar energy; toxic sub-

stances; building rehabilitation; energy measurements; ener-

gy-related inventions; environment; precision power;
DIMINBS 63, No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Radioactivity; scintillator materials during spaceflight;

spaceflight; 19011.

\
Radioactivity; standards; testing; traceability^ dose; ionizing;

18361.

I Radioactivity; standards; traceability; low-level; measurements;

I

18400.

Radioactivity; standards; Woods Hole; environment; ICRM;

I

natural matrix; 18981.

Radioactivity; '"Sn"* decay scheme; coincidence counting;

decay probability; isomeric transition; liquid scintillation

counting; photon counting; 18841.

|l Radioactivity measurements; statistical design of experiment;

statistical terms and formulas; statistics; systematic error; un-

^

certainty; precision; 75427.
I Radioactivity reference materials; standard reference materials;

accuracy; compatibility; 18539.

'i

I:

Radiocarbon; accelerator mass spectrometry; anthropogenic

and natural carbonaceous species; atmospheric gases and

particles; environmental pollutants; fossil fuels; low-level

counting; 18405.

Radiochemical; selectivity; sensitivity; toxic elements; 18343.

Radiochemical separation; spontaneous deposition technique;

biological materials analysis; environmental materials analy-

sis; neutron activation analysis; noble metals analysis;

platinum determination: 18350.

Radiochemistry; cadmium; neutron activation; 18478.

Radiofrequency; standards; calibrations; measurements;

microwaves; 18561.

Radiography: radiology; real-time radiography; resolution; x-ray

image magnifier; asymmetric diffraction; dynamical diffrac-

tion: microradiography; 18399.

Radiography: statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; acoustic;

annual report; eddy currents; inspection; magnetic particles;

nondestructive evaluation; penetrants; NBSIR 78-1581

.

Radiography: time-of-flight technique; linac; neutrons; position-

sensitive detector; 18591.

Radiography; x ray: imaging; low-dose; low-intensity;

microchannel plate: 19000.

Radioimmunoassay: solanidine; solanine; potato alkaloids;

SP519. pp. 333-340 (Apr. 1979).

Radioisotope leak test; resistivity variations; resistors, sheet;

scanning acoustic microscope: semiconductor materials;

semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide; sil-

icon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination: test patterns; test

structures: SP400-38.

Radiolabeled proteins; adsorption; biomaterials; blood proteins:

ellipsometry: polymer adsorption; protein adsorption: protein

chromatography: NBSIR 79-1784.

Radiology: real-time radiography; resolution; x-ray image mag-
nifier: asymmetric diffraction; dynamical diffraction;

microradiography: radiography: 18399.

Radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate

radical anion: aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical

kinetics: halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion

radicals: phosphate radical: photolysis; NSRDS-NBS65

.

Radiometric instrumentation: laser power modulator; laser

power stabilizer: photodetector characterization; TN987.

Radiometric microbiological assay; vitamin Bn; foods; SP519,

pp. 257-265 (Apr. 1979).

Radiometry: silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector;

absolute radiometry; detector; electrically calibrated detec-

tors; laser power measurements; pyroelectric detectors;

18773.

Radiometry: silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector;

absolute radiometry: detector; electrically calibrated detec-

tors; laser power measurements; pyroelectric detectors;

18774.

Radiopharmaceuticals; traceability: radioactivity; 18761

.

Radiotherapy: |IBE: neutrons; SP554, pp. 37-40 (Sept. 1979).

Radiotherapy: spectrometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma;

multisphere: photon; photoneutrons; SP554, pp. 109-123

(Sept. 1979).

Radiotherapy: spectrometry: dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma;

multispheres; photoneutrons; photons; SP554, pp. 125-127

(Sept. 1979).

Radium: strontium: temperature dependence: alkaline earth ele-

ments: barium: beryllium; calcium; electrical resistivity; mag-

nesium; JPCRD 8, No. 2. 439-498 (1979).

Radius of gyration; temperature and molecular weight depen-

dence: hydrodynamic radius; intrinsic viscosity: polymer
dimensions in solution: polystyrene: 18960.

Radius of gyration: temperature dependence; hydrodynamic

radius: light scattering: molecular weight dependence;

polystyrene; 18545.

Radon in buildings; ventilation and radon concentration; energy

conservation design; indoor radiation; 18587.



Raffinose; ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; car-

bohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatography;

glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography; maltose; SP519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Rainer and Serene; superfluid •'"He; frequency sums; 18553.

Ralativity; space; superconducting; torque; trapped flux;

gyroscope; 18846.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; biological tissue; foreign bodies;

histological sections; implant materials; microanalysis;

molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue; 18958.

Raman microprObe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy;

biological microanalysis; microanalysis; micromineralogy;

microsampling; molecular analysis; organic microanalysis;

18963.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; laser

excitation; microanalysis; microparticle analysis; microprobe
resolution; microsample heating; optical detection; 18971.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; tis-

sue sections; tooth; biological microanalysis; biological tissue;

dental studies; enamel; mineralizing tissue; 18982.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanal-

ysis; biological mineralization; bone; dental studies; dentin;

enamel; microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; 19008.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibra-

tional analysis; atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling;

mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle analysis; power plant

emissions; 18643.

Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; vibrational spectra;

microanalysis; particle analysis; pollution studies; power
plants; 18966.

Raman microprobe; solar energy; toxic substances; building

rehabilitation; energy measurements; energy-related inven-

tions; environment; precision power; radioactivity; DIM/NBS
63. No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis;

biological tissue; foreign bodies; histological sections; implant

materials; microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathologi-

cal tissue; Raman microprobe; 18958.

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis;

microanalysis; micrommeralogy; microsampling; molecular

analysis; organic microanalysis; Raman microprobe; 18963.

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; laser excitation;

microanalysis; microparticle analysis; microprobe resolution;

microsample heating; optical detection; Raman microprobe;
18971.

Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth;

biological microanalysis; biological tissue; dental studies;

enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; 18982.

Raman spectra; rotation-vibration spectra; symmetry analysis;

Born-Oppenheimer approximation; high-resolution spectra;

level clusters; 18598.

Raman spectra; trace organic analysis; leiser-Raman

microprobe; liquid chromatograph-Raman spectrometer in-

terface; micro-Raman spectroscopy; organic microanalysis;

PAH microsamples; (PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bons; SP5/9, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological tissue;

foreign bodies; histological sections; implant materials;

microanalysis; molecular microanalysis; pathological tissue;

Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; 18958.

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; microanalysis;

micromineralogy; microsampling; molecular analysis; organic

microanalysis; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; 18963.

Raman spectroscopy; biological microanalysis; biological

mineralization; bone; dental studies; dentin; enamel;

microanalysis; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe;

19008.

Raman spectroscopy; laser excitation; microanalysis; micropar-

ticle analysis; microprobe resolution; microsample heating;

optical detection; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra; 18971
Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; tooth; biological

microanalysis; biological tissue; dental studies; enamel;

mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spectra;

18982.

Raman spectroscopy; turbulence; concentration fluctuations;

fast Fourier transforms; Fourier transform analysis; mixing in

turbulent flow; noise spectrum; 18626.

Raman spectroscopy; urban dusts; vibrational analysis; atomo
spheric aerosols; materials sampling; mineralogy; molecular

analysis; particle analysis; power plant emissions; Raman
microprobe; 18643.

Raman spectroscopy; vibrational spectra; microanalysis; particle

analysis; pollution studies; power plants; Raman microprobe;

18966.

Raman spectroscopy of liquids; signal enhancement of coherent

Raman process; coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy

(CARS); liquid-filled dielectric waveguide; optical

waveguide; phase-matched propagation in waveguide; 18686.

Ramp response; step response; divider; high voltage; impulse;

lightning impulse; pulse calibration; 18727.

Ramps; building circulation; building ramps; pedestrian circula-

tion; pedestrian flow; pedestrian movement; pedestrian

ramps; NBSIR 79-1729.

Ramsey envelope; Ramsey separated oscillating fields; two

frequency separated oscillating fields; atomic beams; atomic

frequency standards; cavity phase shift; 184 75.

Ramsey separated oscillating fields; two frequency separated

oscillating fields; atomic beams; atomic frequency standards;

cavity phase shift; Ramsey envelope; 18475.

Random scission; tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 1,3,3,3-

tetrafluoropropene polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene

copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene-l polymer;

isobutene copolymers; pyrolysis gas chromatography; 18580.

Random test graphs; scheduling; time complexity; algorithm;

chromatic number; color function; graph; graph coloring;

heuristic; interchange; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 (1979).

Random-coil chain dimensions; Rouse coordinates; distributions

in chain dimensions; equilibrium chain dimensions; excluded

volume; lattice-model chains; polymer chain dimensions;

I86I8.

Random-coil polymer chains; relaxation times; self-entangle-

ment effects; computer simulation; end-to-end length; entan-^

glement effects; excluded volume effects; lattice-model

polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics; 18772.

Ranges and ovens; appliances; cooking utensils; energy conser-

vation; energy efficiency; 18836.

Ranging; tectonic motions; continental drift; distortion-of-plate;_

geophysics; 18459.

Ranking; resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; deci-

sion analysis; decisions; eigenvectors; management; multiple-

attribute decisions; ordering; paired comparisons; prioritiza-^

tion; project selection; 18602.

Ranking and selection; selection methodology; comparison of

computers; computer measurement; computer selection

computer services; SP5 00-44.
Rare earth; Chevrel-phase; coexistence; crystal field; magnetic

superconductor; neutron scattering; 18850.

Rare earth compounds; hydrides; Laves phase; magnetic pro-

perties; neutron scattering; 18657.

Rare earths; hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves phasein

magnetism; neutron scattering; 18682.

Rare earths; hydrides; intermetallic compounds; Laves phase

magnetism; neutron scattering; 18881.

Rare earths; small angle neutron scattering; amorphous materi-

als; domains; magnetism; phase transitions; 18835.

Rare earths; small angle scattering; amorphous alloys; magnetic^

partides; magnetism; neutron scattering; 18372.
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Rare earths; spin freezing; spin glasses; susceptibility;

amorphous magnetism; Mossbauer effect; 18897.

Rare earths; spin glass; hyperfme fields; magnetic relaxation;

magnetism; Mossbauer; 18329.

Rare earths; spin waves; crystal fields; Laves phase; magnetic

materials; neutron scattering; 19031.

Rare-earth hydrides; cerium dihydride; crystal-field splitting; in-

elastic neutron scattering; magnetic properties of rare earth

alloys; metal hydrides; 19030.

Rare-earth scintillator screen; '^'^1; ""GD; Csl; detection effi-

ciency; Lixiscope; radioactive x-ray source; 19001.

Rare-gases; relaxation energy; ultraviolet photoelectron spec-

troscopy; amorphous germanium; binding energy shifts; extra-

atomic screening; implants; ion bombardment; 18323

.

Rate approximation; saturable rate; bandwidth; coherence;

dynamic rate; incoherence; ionization; linear rate; mul-

tiphoton; 18893.

Rate coefficient; electron impact ionization; ionization cross

section; ionization rate coefficient; lithiumlike ions, ionization

of; N*"; 0+*; 18502.

Rate coefficients; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase
ion-molecule reactions; mass spectrometry; organic

molecules; NSRDS-NBS64.
Rate coefficients; drift tube; electrons; excitation; low energy;

nitrogen; 18925.

Rate constant; acetylene; butadiyne; ethynyl; hydrogen;

mechanism; photochemistry; radicals; 18443.

Rate constant; sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; combustion;

decomposition; free radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen;
nitrogen; organic compounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated;

NBSIR 79-1941.

Rate constants; chemical kinetics; environmental measure-
ments; nitric acid; nitrous acid; ozone; 18551

.

Rate constants; reactive channels; recommended data; relaxa-

tion processes; review; activation energies; electronically

excited states; evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular

correlations; quenching; radiative lifetimes; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 ( 1979).

Rate fluid; simple shear; BKZ fluid; constitutive equation; non-

linear flow histories; 183^7.

Rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical

anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics;

halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals;

phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis; NSIiDS-NBS65

.

Rating; solar; standards; testing; computer; hot water; measure-
ment; 18428.

Rating; space-heating; testing; boiler; combustion; energy; fur-

nace; gas-fired; heating; oil-fired; 18385.

Rating; standards; testing; mobile home; packaged solar space-

heating system; NBSIR 79-1799.

Raw data conversion to engineering units; total energy; total

energy data flow; computerized processing; data editing; data

flow; data processing; data reductions; NBSIR 79-1757.

Rayleigh light scattering; binary mixture at the gas-liquid criti-

cal point; gas-liquid critical point; 18752.

Rayleigh scattering; tabulations; x rays; atomic form factor;

coherent scattering; cross sections; gamma rays; photons;

JPCRD 8, No. 1 , 69- 1 06 ( 1 979 ).

Rayleigh scattering; ultrasonic spectrum analysis; clinical ul-

trasound; ocular tumor; power spectra; SP525, pp. 111-119

(Apr. 1979).

RBE; neutrons; radiotherapy; SP554, pp. 37-40 (Sept. 1979).

RBE; risk; cell-proliferation; cell-turnover; cytotoxicity;

homeostasis; promotion; SP554, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Reaction kinetics; surface reaction; anthranilic acid; chemisorp-

tion; cupric anthranilate; cupric ion-containing hydrox-

yapatite; 18972.

Reaction rate constants; upper atmosphere; atomic energy

levels; atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; elec-

tron cross sections; fusion plasmas; lasers; molecular bands;

molecular spectra; 18855.

Reaction rates; Californium; dosimetry; fission neutrons; iron

cross section; nickel cross section; 18883.

Reaction time; safety; standards; consumer product; human fac-

tors; lawn mowers; NBSIR 77-1299.

Reactions; review; troposphere; aldehyde; free radical; photoly-

sis; SP557, pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Reactions; review; tropospheric chemistry; nitrates; nitrites;

nitrogen oxides; photolysis; SP557, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Reactions; spectroscopy; SU4; alpha-particles; correlations;

mass formula; nuclear; quartets; 18423

.

Reactions; tropospheric chemistry; aromatics; free radicals;

mechanism; SP557, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Reactive atmosphere; coal gasification; high pressure; high tem-

perature; measurement method; powder diffraction; 18945.

Reactive atmosphere process (RAP) chemistry; thin film coat-

ing materials; infrared laser windows; materials purification;

SP541, pp. 249-256 (Dec. 1978).

Reactive channels; recommended data; relaxation processes;

review; activation energies; electronically excited states;

evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular correlations;

quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants; JPCRD 8, No.

3, 723-798 ( 1979).

Reactor; threshold detectors; dosimetry; fast neutrons; photofis-

sion; photoneutrons; pressure vessel; 18462.

Reactor dosimetry; benchmark fields; benchmark testing;

neutron fields; nuclear data; 19024.

Reactor dosimetry; benchmark neutron field development;

dosimetry methods; fission cross sections; 19013.

Reactor dosimetry; dosimetry programs; light water reactors;

nuclear reactors; 19014.

Real-time; simulation; synthetic programs; benchmarking; com-
puter performance measurement; distributed processing; in-

teractive systems; kernels; modeling; SP500-52, pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Real-time; tissue characterization; ultrasound diagnosis; clinical

cardiac data; digital processing; Fast Fourier Transform;

frequency spectra; in vivo; microprocessor-controlled data

acquisition; myocardial infarction; SP525, pp. 267-273 (Apr.

1979).

Real-time radiography; resolution; x-ray image magnifier; asym-

metric diffraction; dynamical diffraction; microradiography;

radiography; radiology; 18399.

Rearrangement; shake-off; shake-up; beta decay; 18407.

Rebar corrosion; reinforced concrete; bridge deck; concrete;

corrosion; corrosion of steel; SP550.

Rebuilding; crisis; flood recovery effort; missing link; SP552,

pp. 39-44 (July 1979).

Recessed incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation; ther-

mocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

hazardous temperatures; load current; protective barrier;

NBSIR 79-1913.

Reciprocating; records after trigger; tape loop; time signal; time

window; gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; impul-

sive complex signals; linear averaging; SP547, pp. 315-322
(July 1979).

Recommended data; relaxation processes; review; activation

energies; electronically excited states; evaluation; gaseous in-

teractions; molecular correlations; quenching; radiative

lifetimes; rate constants; reactive channels; JPCRD 8, No. 3,

723-798 (1979).

Reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aper-

ture synthesis; computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow;

high resolution; SP525. pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Reconstruction; temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aper-

ture synthesis; computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow;

high resolution; SP525 , pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).
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Record size; transaction volume; transfer speed; validate; verify;

application; character set; computer interface; cost; data

entry; edit; operator speed; SP500-55.

Record-keeping practices; relevant information; security; citizen

rights; computers; computer utilization; confidentiality; data

systems; personnel administration; personnel practices; per-

sonnel records; privacy; SP500-50.
Records after trigger; tape loop; time signal; time window;
gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; impulsive com-
plex signals; linear averaging; reciprocating; SP547, pp. 315-

322 (July 1979).

Recreational equipment; strength-to-weight ratio; composites;

durability; flexural characteristics; SP563, p. 208 (Oct.

1979).

Recrystallization, role of; surface layer, role of; dilution effect,

at same pH and concentration; hydration shell, role of;

hydroxylapatite, at different pHs; isotopic exchange, isoionic;

J. Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 ( 1979).

Recrystallization temperature; benzyl substituted diglycerides;

differential scanning calorimetry; heat of fusion; lecithins;

lipids; melting temperature; metastable states; phenyl sub-

stituted diglycerides; phospholipids; polymorphism; 18380.
Rectangular coax; shielded strip line; TEM cell; EMC measure-

ments; radiation resistance; 18345.

Rectangular coaxial line; transmission lines; capacitance;

18694.

Recycled oil; re-refined oil; used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel

oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifica-

tions; petroleum standards; petroleum test methods; SP556.

Recycled pulps; short span tensile analysis; zero span tensile;

fiber length distribution; fiber strength; interfiber bonding;
NBSIR 79-1914.

Recycling; residential; wastewater treatment; water; water con-

servation; water heating; water usage; energy; energy con-
sumption; grey water; heat recovery; NBSIR 79-1770.

Redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse;

buildings; demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-

cycle costing; TN980.
Redevelopment; rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse;

buildings; demolition; economics; historic preservation; life-

cycle costing; 19016.

Reduction; cell design; electrochemical detection; liquid chro-

matography; oxidation; SP519. pp. 705-712 (Apr. 1979).

Redundancy management; training for diagnosis; automatic
monitoring; failure annunciation; malfunction procedures;

manned spaceflight failures; SP547, pp. 3-16 (July 1979).

Reference blocks; standards; ultrasonics; variability; calibration;

diffusion bonding; measurement assurance program; NBSIR
79-1742.

Reference collection of humic substances; reference samples;

soil organic matter; aquatic humus; fulvic acid; humic acid;

humic substances; SP5I9. pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Reference collection of humic substances; soil organic matter;

standard humic materials; fulvic acid; humic acid; humic sub-

stances; SP519, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).

Reference data; silver; solid state physics; transport properties;

copper; critical evaluation; data analysis; data compilation;

data evaluation; data extraction; data synthesis; electrical re-

sistivity; elements; gold; metals; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1 147-1298

(1979).

Reference electrodes; sensors, chemical; electrodes, errors;

electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes, reference; ion-selective

electrodes; 18362.

Reference intensities; standard; x-ray diffraction; crystal struc-

ture; integrated intensities; lattice constants; peak intensities;

powder patterns; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Reference material; clinical chemistry; 18536.

Reference materials; standard reference materials; analytical

laboratory; certified reference materials; measurement; mea-
surement compatibility; 18748.

Reference materials; thermal conductivity; characterization;

density; electrical resistivity; graphite; Lorenz ratio; 18668.

Reference method; semiautomated pipetting; serum potassium

analysis; statistical analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemis

try; definitive method; electrolytes; flame atomic emission

spectroscopy; SP260-63

.

Reference method; serum chloride analysis; statistical analysis

amperometry; chloride analysis; clinical analysis; clinical

chemistry; coulometry; definitive method; electrolytes

SP260-67.

Reference samples; soil organic matter; aquatic humus; fulvic

acid; humic acid; humic substances; reference collection of

humic substances; SP519. pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Reference standards; safety research; walkway slip-resistance

friction; measurement; SP565.

Reflectance; air pollution; ambient aerosols; computer con
trolled gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; GRALE; or

ganic analysis; SP519, pp. 101-107 (Apr. 1979).

Reflectance; response; silicon detector; spatial position depen-

dence; dead layer model; external; internal; quantum efficien-

cy; 18900.

Reflectance; spectral absorptance; theory; asymmetric ab-

sorptance; damage thresholds; dielectric reflectors; electric-

field distribution; high-power; SP54I, pp. 278-287 (Dec
1978) .

Reflectance; standard reference materials; transmittance

18844.

Reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-

port; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; 18600.

Reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-

port; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; 18601

.

Reflection coefficient; reflectometer; six-port; calibration; im-

pedance; TNI012.
Reflection technique; solids; tissue; ultrasound; propagation

velocity; SP525, pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Reflective optics; crosstrack scan; earth imagery; ERTS
LANDSAT; multispectral scanner; SP547, pp. 17-30 (July

1979) .

Reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibra-

tion; current; impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection

coefficient; 18600.

Reflectometer; scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibra-

tion; current; impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection

coefficient; 18601.

Reflectometer; six-port; automation; microwave; microwave

measurements; 18652.

Reflectometer; six-port; calibration; impedance; reflection coef-

ficient; TN1012.
Reflectometer; six-port; calibration; microwave measurements;

18651.

Reflectometers; six-port reflectometers; microwave measure-

ments; microwave power; microwave systems; power moni-

tor; 18670.

Reformatting; reorganization; restructuring; data base; data

base management; file maintenance; SP500-47.

Refractive index; refractive index tubes; fluids; noxious fluids;

18930.

Refractive index; SiOz; SrFj; thermal expansion coefficient;^

thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AI2O3; As^Sj glass; BaF:;!

CaF^; CdF^; TN993.
Refractive index; strontium fluoride; alkaline earth fluorides-

SP541, pp. 55-58 (Dec. 1978).

Refractive index tubes; fluids; noxious fluids; refractive index;

18930.

Refractive index, uv, visible and ir; water; aqueous solutions:

fluorescence spectra; 18403.

Refractive virial coefficients; SFr; CH4; collision induced bands

CO2; C2H4; dielectric virial coefficients; 18786.
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Refractory concrete; resource conservation and recovery;

chemical degradation; coal conversion; coal gasifier; compu-
ters; data; metric; DIMINBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 ( 1979).

Refrigeration; specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium;

ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electro-

caloric effect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat

switches; magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization; potassi-

um tantalate; 18680.

Refrigeration; SQUID; superconductive electronics;

cryocoolers; Josephson devices; 18700.

Refrigerator field data; usage profiles; combination refrigerator-

freezer field data; daily load profiles; energy consumption;
field measurments; hourly load profiles; NBSIR 79-1781.

Refuse-derived-fuels; sample characterization; test procedures;

bomb calorimetry; gross calorific values; NBSIR 78-1494.

Regression; software; transformation; computing system;

dataplot; fitting; graphics; interactive graphics; 18519.

Regulation; regulatory oversight; regulatory processes and regu-

latory effects; regulatory reform; social science; technological

innovation; administrative experimentation; evaluability as-

sessment; evaluation; experimental methods; NBS-GCR-ETIP
79-64.

Regulation; regulatory processes and regulatory effects; ad-

ministrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; Federal Communications
Commission; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Regulation; rehabilitation; renovation; building code; building

research; code administration; existing buildings; model
codes; preservation; TN998.

Regulation; retrofit; standards; conservation; energy cost; exist-

ing buildings; SP552, pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Regulation; risk assessment; societal goals; building codes; con-

trol measures; fire codes; fire safety; governmental actions;

life safety; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers; building

design; building site planning; environmental psychology;

evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;
pedestrian movement; SP552, pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Regulation; safety; standards; architectural barriers; building

design; building site planning; environmental psychology;

evaluation; fire escape; human research; measurement;

pedestrian movement; 18430.

Regulation; standards; building codes; code enforcement; fire

prevention codes; fire safety; master planning; SP552, pp.
225-247 (July 1979).

Regulation; standards system; voluntary standards; bibliography;

buildings; certification; economics of standards; legal aspects

of standards; product certification; product liability; NBSIR
I

79-1900.
' Regulation; third party; agencies; approval process; evaluation;

industrialized housing products; inspection; SP552, pp. 293-

^1 309 (July 1979).

) Regulations; accessible; disabled; housing; SP552, pp. 95-100

1^

(July 1979).

Regulations; rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; I building codes;

buildings; building safety; code enforcement; construction;

fire safety; housing; preservation; SP536.

Regulations; rehabilitation; safety; barriers; building codes;

code enforcement; historic district; historic preservation;

SPS36, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Regulations; research needs; safety; standards; explosion; fire;

hydrogen; procedures; 18776.

Regulations; safety; standards; codes; guidelines; hydrogen;

18394.

Regulations; sound; acoustics; environmental noise; noise; noise

emission; 18785.

Regulations; SSRCR; state; accelerators; leakage radiation;

SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).

Regulations; standards; decision tables; formulation analysis; in-

formation networks; SP552, pp. 249-266 (July 1979).

Regulatory; computer facilities; integrated data base; municipal

governments; SP552, pp. 153-165 (July 1979).

Regulatory commission; regulatory policy; technological in-

novation; computer program; economic performance; electric

utilities; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;
productivity; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy; technology in-

novation; telecommunications; administrative experimenta-

tion; economic deregulation; evaluability assessment; evalua-

tion; Experimental Technology Incentives Program; TNI 104,

Vols. 1 and 2

.

Regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy; rulemaking;

technological innovation; administrative experimentation;

best practicable technology; clean water regulation; Environ-

mental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; evalua-

tion; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Regulatory impact; research and development; steel industry;

technology; capital formation; Experimental Technology In-

centives Program; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

Regulatory oversight; regulatory processes and regulatory ef-

fects; regulatory reform; social science; technological innova-

tion; administrative experimentation; evaluability assessment;

evaluation; experimental methods; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Regulatory policy; regulatory reform; technological innovation;

administrative experimentation; Environmental Protection

Agency; evaluation design; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; pesticide policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71.

Regulatory policy; rulemaking; technological innovation; ad-

ministrative experimentation; best practicable technology;

clean water regulation; Environmental Protection Agency;

evaluability assessment; evaluation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63.

Regulatory policy; subsidy policy; technological innovation; air

pollution-regulatory policy; economic incentives; Federal

funding of civilian R&D; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

Regulatory policy; technological innovation; administrative ex-

perimentation; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluabili-

ty assessment; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

industrial pollution regulation; market mechanism; offset pol-

icy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Regulatory policy; technological innovation; computer program;

economic performance; electric utilities; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; productivity; regulatory

commission; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Regulatory policy; technology innovation; telecommunications;

administrative experimentation; economic deregulation;

evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology

Incentives Program; Federal Communications Commission;

TNI 104, Vols. I and 2.

Regulatory processes and regulatory effects; regulatory reform;

social science; technological innovation; administrative ex-

perimentation; evaluability assessment; evaluation; experi-

mental methods; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; regulation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Regulatory processes and regulatory effects; administrative ex-

perimentation; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluabili-

ty assessment; evaluation; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; Federal Communications Commission; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 79-65.

Regulatory reform; social science; technological innovation; ad-

ministrative experimentation; evaluability assessment; evalua-

tion; experimental methods; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; regulation; regulatory oversight; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 79-64.

Regulatory reform; technological changes; administrative ex-

periment; anti-trust regulation; economic incentive; environ-

mental regulation; innovation; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.
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Regulatory reform; technological innovation; administrative ex-

perimentation; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluation

design; Experimental Technology Incentives Program; pesti-

cide policy; regulatory policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71.

Regulatory research; standards development; administrative

procedures; building codes; building regulations; buildings;

construction; economic impacts; environmental considera-

tions; innovative practices; SP552.

Rehabilitation; adaptive reuse; building codes; buildings; build-

ing safety; code enforcement; construction; fire safety; hous-

ing; preservation; regulations; SP536.

Rehabilitation; renovation; adaptive reuse; architecture; build-

ing codes; building regulations; building safety; construction;

performance; preservation; SP536, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

Rehabilitation; renovation; building code; building research;

code administration; existing buildings; model codes; preser-

vation; regulation; TN998.

Rehabilitation; retrofit; solar; commercial; economics; evalua-

tion; feasibility; passive; 18964.

Rehabilitation; safety; barriers; building codes; code enforce-

ment; historic district; historic preservation; regulations;

SP536, pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Rehabilitation; standards; building codes; community develop-

ment; construction costs; contractors; housing; SP536, pp.
55-61 (Feb. 1979).

Rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demoli-

tion; economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; TN980.

Rehabilitation; tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demoli-

tion; economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; 19016.

Rehbinder effect; rock fracture; surface chemistry; wear;

diamond drilling; drilling; drilling additives; SP562, pp. 115-

137 (Oct. 1979).

Rehbinder effects; Westwood effects; acoustic emission;

chemomechanical effects; environmental effects; fracture of

brittle materials; hydrogen embrittlement; SP562, pp. 139-

145 (Oct. 1979).

Reinforced concrete; bridge deck; concrete; corrosion; corro-

sion of steel; rebar corrosion; SP550.

Reinforcing fillers; silane coupling agents; benzoyl peroxide;

composite resins; dental materials; glass compositions;

methacrylate monomers; polymerization accelerators; 18644.

Relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt solutions; thermochemis-

try; vapor pressure; apparent molal heat capacity; aqueous
systems; bibliography; electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy

of dilution; heat capacity; SP537.

Relative biological effect; shielding techniques; standards;

dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; leakage; mea-
surement techniques; medical accelerators; neutrons; SP554.

Relative humidity; storage; Studsvik AB Atomenergi, Sweden;
thermoluminescence dosimeters; fading; Harshaw Chemical
Company; 18989.

Relative intensities; round robin; x-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy; binding energies; copper; ESCA; gold; 18924.

Relative measurements; '*C -y-rays; '*0 -y-rays; cosmic source;

preliminary; proton interactions; 19015.

Relative spectral responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scat-

tering function corrections; spectral line radiometry; spec-

troradiometer characterizations; spectroradiometry;

vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair;

calibration; convolution; TN910-4.

Relativistic field theory; relativistic hamiltonian; relativistic sta-

tionary states; composite system; field quantization; interact-

ing quantum fields; 18769.

Relativistic hamiltonian; relativistic stationary states; composite

system; field quantization; interacting quantum fields;

relativistic field theory; 18769.

Relativistic stationary states; composite system; field quantiza-

tion; interacting quantum fields; relativistic field theory;

relativistic hamiltonian; 18769.

Relativity; synchronization; time scales; coordinate time; porta-

ble clocks; 18993.

Relaxation; thermal decomposition; allylmethylether; bromide;

ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis;

18832.

Relaxation energy; ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy;

amorphous germanium; binding energy shifts; extra-atomic

screening; implants; ion bombardment; rare-gases; 18323.

Relaxation phenomenon; ultrasonic tissue absorption; absorp-

tion of ultrasound; macromolecular relaxation; SP525, pp.

29-36 (Apr. 1979).

Relaxation process; stress relaxation; torsion pendulum; dynam-
ic mechanical; high pressure extrusion; oriented polyethylene;

18767.

Relaxation process; Young's modulus; audio frequencies; impu-

rities; internal friction; isomers; low temperatures; n-paraf-

fins; polycrystals; 1846 7.

Relaxation processes; review; activation energies; electronically

excited states; evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular

correlations; quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants;

reactive channels; recommended data; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 723-

798 (1979).

Relaxation times; self-entanglement effects; computer simula-

tion; end-to-end length; entanglement effects; excluded

volume effects; lattice-model polymer chains; polymer chain

dynamics; random-coil polymer chains; 18772.

Relay switching; self-calibration; twenty bits + sign; voltage

output; digital-to-analog converter; high resolution; mul-

tirange; R-2R ladder; TNI 105.

Relevant information; security; citizen rights; computers; com-
puter utilization; confidentiality; data systems; personnel ad-

ministration; personnel practices; personnel records; privacy;

record-keeping practices; SP500-50.

Reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors; component
screening; electronic component reliability; failure analysis;

failure models; failure rates; NBS-GCR-79-1 60.

Reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors; component

screening; electronic component reliability; failure analysis;

failure models; failure rates; NBS-GCR-79-161

.

Reliability; residential buildings; smoke detectors; component
screening; electronic component reliability; failure analysis;

failure models; failure rates; NBS-GCR-79-162

.

Reliability; risk; safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution;

corrosion fatigue; design; engineering judgment; factor of

safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering;

18326.

Reliability; semiconductor devices; welding; automated testing;

batteries; cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion;

electrostatic-induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices;

leak testing; measurement technology; microcalorimetry;

moisture; nondestructive testing; SP400-50.

Reliability; semiconductor measurements; sheet resistance; solar

cells; solar cell stability; device measurements; laser scanning;

light-biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; NBSIR 79-1909.

Reliability; semiconductor measurements; solar cells; solar cell

stability; workshops; device measurements; laser scanning;

metallization; ohmic contacts; 18633.

Reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thin

films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes;

photovoltaics; SP400-58.

Reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thini

films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes;
|

photovoltaics; NBSIR 79-1 778.
i

Reliability; silicon; test pattern; transistor gain; integrated cir-:

cuit; process validation wafer (PVW); 18463.
^

Reliability; solar arrays; solar cells; workshops; laser scanner;:^

measurement development; photovoltaics; 18322. j>
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Reliability; statistical computing section; worksheet; capabili-

ties; ease of learning and using; installation; language; main-

tenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability;

poster; 18903.

I

Reliability; structural engineering; abnormal loads; buildings

(codes); probability theory; progressive collapse; 18415.

Reliability engineering; testing methodology; useful life; con-
' sumer products; 18378.

i

Remote monitoring; system security testing; diagnostic testing;

j

performance assurance; performance evaluation; SP500-42

.

[

Remote motion detection; static displacement measurement;

{

vibration measurement; advanced sensors; Doppler millimeter
' radar; gas turbine monitoring; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July 1979).

Remote sensing; closed systems; electromagnetic problems;

j

functional theoretic techniques; modified residue calculus;

[

open systems; Monogr. 164.

Remote teleprocessing; statement of work; teleprocessing ser-

I
vices program; timesharing; competitive negotiated procure-

j!
ment; computer management; SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct.

j

1979).

Remote terminal emulation; system testing; audit; capacity

planning; flnancial applications; long-range planning; manage-

ii ment control; measurement; modeling; on-line system design;

performance evaluation; performance management; prototyp-

Ij ing; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).
" Remote unit; response force; triply redundant central com-

puter; central unit; computerized; detection; electronic lock;

exclusion area; forced entry deterrent systems; guard control

I

station; higher headquarters; perimeter station; NBSIR 79-

1725.

Remote work stations; simulation model; data collection; JES
' output; job entry subsystem; model design; model selection;

SP500-52. pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

I

Renormalization group theory; scaling theory; universality

hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture; consolute point; critical ex-

I ponent; critical phenomena; critical solution point; liquid-

' liquid critical point; 18825.

I

Renovation; adaptive reuse; architecture; building codes; build-

,1
ing regulations; building safety; construction; performance;

preservation; rehabilitation; SP5i6, pp. 1-16 (Feb. 1979).

^
Renovation; applied economics; building codes; building

!,

economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care facili-

I
ties; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming; nursing

\
homes; NBSIR 79-1902.

^ Renovation; applied economics; building codes; building

j
economics; economic analysis; fire safety; health care facili-

ties; hospitals; life safety; mathematical programming; nursing

homes; 19045.

J:
Renovation; building code; building research, code administra-

;]
lion; existing buildings; model codes; preservation; regulation;

(
rehabilitation; TN998.

Reorganization; restructuring; data base; data base manage-

II ment; file maintenance; reformatting; SP500-47

.

5
Reorientation; residence time; tunneling; activation energy;

I methyl group; neutron scattering; potential barrier;

quasielastic scattering; 18374.

1 Repair; survival; transformation; x ray; carcinogenesis; neutron;

SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

\ Repairs; vibration; aircraft carrier; condition analysis; machin-

^
ery; maintenance; monitoring; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

1979).

''Report retrieval; scientific data; computer graphics; data base

^ management; data retrieval; durability; fatigue; interactive

' system; mathematical modeling; paper; paper fiber; NBSIR
' 79-1746.

I Representations and codes; Standard Industrial Classification;

' computers; data processing; Federal Information Processing

Standards Publication; industries; FIPS PUB 66.

i

II

Requirements definition; software certification; software

development; software reliability; software validation; design

specifications; 18882.

Re-refined oil; used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic

oil; industrial oil; lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum

standards; petroleum test methods; recycled oil; SP556.

Research; management; 18387.

Research; school; air-conditioning; comfort; education; environ-

ment; human factors; 18596.

Research; standards; systematic procedure; building fires;

equivalency; evaluation; fire safety; models; SP552, pp. 13-

27 (July 1979).

Research and development; steel industry; technology; capital

formation; Experimental Technology Incentives Program;

regulatory impact; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

Research and development policy; technological change; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; impact of

government on industry; procurement experiments; procure-

ment policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49.

Research materials; special reference materials; standard

reference materials; analysis; certification; characterization;

composition; properties; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Research needs; cement; concrete; energy saving-opportunities;

SP542.

Research needs; safety; standards; explosion; fire; hydrogen;

procedures; regulations; 18 7 76.

Reservoirs; sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumulator;

analog; centralized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete; dis-

placement; fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-

no-go; ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; SP547, pp. 345-

357 (July 1979).

Residence time; tunneling; activation energy; methyl group;

neutron scattering; potential barrier; quasielastic scattering;

reorientation; 18374.

Residential; wastewater treatment; water; water conservation;

water heating; water usage; energy; energy consumption; grey

water; heat recovery; recycling; NBSIR 79-1770.

Residential air conditioning; service hot water; space heating;

ventilation; appliance energy consumption; energy consump-
tion of residences; lighting energy consumption; occupant

factors; NBSIR 78-1501.

Residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke detectors; stan-

dards; upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-benefit anal-

ysis; costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard

analysis; probability; TNI 101.

Residential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; NBS-GCR-79-1 60.

Residential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; NBS-GCR-79-1 61

.

Residential buildings; smoke detectors; component screening;

electronic component reliability; failure analysis; failure

models; failure rates; reliability; NBS-GCR-79-162

.

Residential buildings; solar data center; solar energy systems;

solar heating and cooling; automatic data processing; data

base; NBSIR 79-1762.

Residential buildings; solar database; solar energy system; solar

heating and cooling; automatic data processing; computer re-

ports; grant data; NBSIR 79-1923.

Residential buildings; space cooling; space heating; building en-

velope; cost effectiveness; economics; energy conservation;

internal rate of return; life-cycle costing; marginal analysis;

optimal design; 19044.

Residential energy conservation; thermal mass effect in

buildings; building energy consumption analysis; compu-

terized building energy analysis; cooling load calculation;

energy conservation; heating load calculation; NBSLD analy-

sis of residences; NBSIR 79-1732.



Residential fire detector; sprinkler supervisory devices; control

units; fire alarm systems; fire detectors; high-rise communica-

tion systems; multiplex systems; NFPA standards; 18625.

Residential smoke detectors; smoke detectors; detection; fires;

home fires; 1 85 14.

Residential water use; energy field measurements; hot water

heaters; hot water usage; 18829.

Residual stresses; shear flow lines; crack nucleation; fracture;

median, radial and lateral cracks; plastic indentations; SP562,

pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Residuals; statistical plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; box

plots; CALCOMP; computing system; confidence ellipse;

OMNITAB 78; plots; portability plots; 18954.

Resin; wear; accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting; composite;

cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; NBSIR 78-1573.

Resins; surface-active comonomers; acrylates; adhesion, dental;

bonding; coupling agent; dental; monomers; 18461

.

Resistive divider; self calibration; voltage divider; binary di-

vider; divider network; guarded divider; 18452.

Resistive loading; TEM horn; time domain measurement; anten-

na gain; broadband antenna; directivity; FFT; method of

measurements; non-dispersive; 18856.

Resistive SQUIDS; temperature measurement; Johnson noise;

Josephson junctions; noise thermometry; 18603.

Resistively loaded dipole; tangential sensitivity; broadband;

dynamic range; Hermitian magnitude; isotropicity; isotropic,

real-time, electric-field sensor (IRES); 19034.

Resistivity; resistivity profiles; semiconductor; silicon; spreading

resistance; dopant profiles; SP400-48.

Resistivity; scattering mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type

silicon; boron-doped silicon; dopant density; effective mass;

hole mobility; ionized impurity scattering mobility; lattice

scattering mobility; neutral impurity; SP400-47.

Resistivity; semiconductors; silicon; electrical measurements;

18460.

Resistivity profiles; semiconductor; silicon; spreading resistance;

dopant profiles; resistivity; SP400-48.

Resistivity variation; automation; bulk photovoltaic effect; com-
puter control; homogeneity; measurement method; non-

destructive testing; photoconductivity; power devices; SP400-
52.

Resistivity variations; resistors, sheet; scanning acoustic

microscope; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process

control; silicon; silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium
contamination; test patterns; test structures; thermally stimu-

lated current and capacitance; SP400-38.

Resistivity variations; silicon; spreading resistance measure-

ments; thermally stimulated measurements; thyristor materi-

als measurements; thyristor measurements; d-c transmission;

deep level measurements; energy conservation; measurement
methods; NBSIR 79-1756.

Resistors, sheet; scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon

dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test pat-

terns; test structures; thermally stimulated current and

capacitance; transistors; SP400-38.

Resolution; sample spinning; solids; 13(-; conformation; crystal-

Unity; NMR; polyethylene; 18745.

Resolution; x-ray image magnifier; asymmetric diffraction;

dynamical diffraction; microradiography; radiography;

radiology; real-time radiography; 18399.

Resonance fluorescence; collisional line broadening; coUisional

redistribution; 18498.

Resonance line shape analysis; Rydberg atoms; two photon

spectroscopy; laser spectroscopy; optical Ramsey effect;

19019.

Resonance lines; stars; stellar winds; line profiles; P-Cygni lines;

radiative transfer; 18515.

Resonances; electron scattering; energy loss; excited states;

negative ions; ozone; 18392.

Resonant frequency; composite design; graphite-epoxy; Preci-
j

sion Mounting Platform; SP563, p. 130 (Oct. 1979).

Resonant multiphoton ionizations; collisional excitation; colli- :

sional radiative recombination; laser induced plasma; optical
\

emission; photoionization; Potassium-Krypton mixtures; i

18799.
i

Resource allocation; weighting multiple criteria; decision analy-

sis; decisions; eigenvectors; management; multiple-attribute I

decisions; ordering; paired comparisons; prioritization; pro-
]

I

ject selection; ranking; 18602. '<

Resource conservation and recovery; chemical degradation; I

coal conversion; coal gasifier; computers; data; metric;

refractory concrete; DIMINBS 63, No. 12, 1-32 ( 1979). i (

Resource management; standard performance measures; com-
puter performance evaluation (CPE); computer performance

j

management (CPM); installation management; installation

performance management; performance measurement and re-[

porting; SP500-53.

Resource zoning; urban; zoning regulations; infrastructure; land|;
in

use; SP552. pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Response; silicon detector; spatial position dependence; dead
j

layer model; external; internal; quantum efficiency;

reflectance; 18900.
j

Response force; triply redundant central computer; central unit; I

computerized; detection; electronic lock; exclusion area;
j

forced entry deterrent systems; guard control station; higher
j

headquarters; perimeter station; remote unit; NBSIR 79-,^
^

1725.

Response time; saturated system; transaction processor; inven-

tory management; on-line; performance; SP500-52, pp. 215-

218 (Oct. 1979).
j ^

Response time; step response; transients; divider; Duhamel's in-

tegral; high voltage; impulse; pulse measurements; NBSIR 79-\

1933.
Ij

Response time; system design tradeoffs; thruput measures; com-

I

parison measures; evaluation process; performance measures;

performance ratings; SP500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct. 1979).

Response time; turnaround time; availability standards; batch

processing; calibration programs; computer standards; in-,

teractive processing; quality of service; SP500-52, pp. 79-86 "

(Oct. 1979).

Restorative dental resins; shelf-life of composites; storage sta-

bility; amine accelerators; degradation of benzoyl peroxide;'' "

dental composites; 18809.

Restraints; roundness standard; spindle error; standard devia-' ^

tion; stylus; least squares circle; least squares estimation;

polar graph; NBSIR 79-1 758.

Restructuring; data base; data base management; file main-' H

tenance; reformatting; reorganization; SP500-47. '

Retail facilities; environmental psychology; field methodology;! %

passive solar systems; pedestrian behavior; psychology of

retailing; 18784. I

Retrofit; solar; commercial; economics; evaluation; feasibility;' Jil

passive; rehabilitation; 18964.
\

I

Retrofit; standards; conservation; energy cost; existing
1

buildings; regulation; SP552. pp. 197-209 (July 1979).
;

Retrofit; sulfur hexafluoride; tracer gas; weatherization ; air in-l
Kii

filtration; air sample bags; energy conservation; NBSIR 79-
|

/ 728.
;

Retrofitting; solar; building design; cost; energy conservation;!
^

energy standards; fenestration; life-cycle costing; 19043.
j

Retroreflectors; counting and control circuitry; fringe countingl

interferometric method and apparatus; Michelson inter-
|

ferometer; phase locked oscillators; U .S. Patent 4,165 ,183.
j

Retrospective; sample storage; trace analysis; analytical
j

techniques; contamination; environment; 18349. ,

Reverse bias; safe operating area; second breakdown; switching
^

power transistor; tester; transistor; base drive circuit; elec-
j

tronic circuits; inductive load; nondestructive; protection cipj
^

cuit; SP400-54.
^

\
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Reversed-phase; serum; cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-per-

formance liquid chromatography; light-scattering; lipids;

nephelometry; oils; 5^5/ 9, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Review; activation energies; electronically excited states;

evaluation; gaseous interactions; molecular correlations;

quenching; radiative lifetimes; rate constants; reactive chan-

nels; recommended data; relaxation processes; JPCRD 8, No.

3, 723-798 ( 1979).

Review; attenuation measurements; fiber optics; frequency

response measurements; measurements; 18647.

Review; communication systems; fiber optics; measurement; op-

tical communications; 18648.

Review; seafood toxins; food toxicants; mycotoxins; SP519, pp.

321-331 (Apr. 1979).

Review; sulfur dioxide; troposphere; kinetics; photochemistry;

SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug. 1979).

Review; superconductors; ac generators; heat transfer; helium;

hydrodynamics; large magnets; power transmission; 18822.

Review; troposphere; aldehyde; free radical; photolysis; reac-

tions; SP557, pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Review; troposphere; alkoxyl; kinetics; radicals; SP557, pp. 51-

61 (Aug. 1979).

Review; troposphere; hydroxyl; kinetics; olefin; ozone; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

Review; tropospheric chemistry; nitrates; nitrites; nitrogen ox-

ides; photolysis; reactions; SP557, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Review article; speed of light; time standards; atomic clocks;

frequency standards; frequency synthesis; fundamental con-

stants; length standards; physical measurement systems;

18346.

Rf radiation monitor; standard electromagnetic field; antenna
gain calculation; field strength calibration; pyramidal horn

antenna; 18814.

RFI; spectrum management; standardization organizations;

telecommunications; TVI; vehicular electronics; electromag-

netic bioeffects; electromagnetic compatibility; electromag-

netic immunity; electromagnetic interference; electromag-

netic radiation; SPSS I

.

Rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium; energy

levels; hafnium; ionization energies; lutetium; osmium;
18506.

Rhodamine 6G; dye laser; laser cavity; mode locked dye laser;

passive mode locking; picosecond pulses; 19021.

Rhodium (I) complexes; thallium benzotriazenide; benzotriaze-

nides; iridium (I) complexes; organometallic benzotriaze-

nides; 18S82.

Rhodium-iron thermometry; thermal cycles to low tempera-

tures; germanium thermometers; low temperature; 19040.

Rhonon interactions; core hole lifetime; core hole relaxation; K
x-ray absorption spectrum; K x-ray emission spectrum; many
body effects; 18359.

Ribose; stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fruc-

tose; galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose;

liquid chromatography; maltose; raffinose; SP519, pp. 271-

278 (Apr. 1979).

Rideal-Washbum equation; surface tension; defect geometry;

fluid elasticity; liquid penetrant testing; ^. Res. 84, No. 4,

287-292 ( 1979).

Rigid body motion; triaminoguanidinium nitrate; crystal struc-

ture; hydrogen bond; neutron diffraction; 18873.

Rigid foams; smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood; com-
bustion; flaming combustion; flexible foams; optical density;

particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl

chloride; pyrolysis; NBS-GCR-78-147

.

Risetime; speckle; waveform; attenuators; calibration; laser;

neodymium laser; peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; O-
switched; TNIOIO.

Risk; cell-proliferation; cell-turnover; cytotoxicity; homeostasis;

promotion; RBE; SPS54, pp. 41-56 (Sept. 1979).

Risk; safety; construction; cost effectiveness; hazard; injuries;

loss prevention; 18890.

Risk; safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion

fatigue; design; engineering judgment; factor of safety;

fatigue; mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering; relia-

bility; 18326.

Risk analysis; risk assessment; systems security; ADP availabili-

ty; annual loss expHJSure; application system vulnerability;

computer security; data confidentiality; data integrity; data

security; physical security; procedural security; FlPS PUB 65.

Risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke de-

tection; automatic sprinklers; building codes; building con-

struction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facilities;

hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Risk assessment; societal goals; building codes; control mea-

sures; fire codes; fire safety; governmental actions; life safety;

regulation; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Risk assessment; systems security; ADP availability; annual loss

exposure; application system vulnerability; computer security;

data confidentiality; data integrity; data security; physical

security; procedural security; risk analysis; FlPS PUB 65.

Robot control; brain mechanisms; cognition; goal seeking; intel-

ligence; motor behavior; neural modeling; perception;

planning; problem solving; 18714.

Robot vision; teleoperator vision; wrist-mounted TV; depth

image; proximity sensor; NBSIR 78-1576.

Robotics; vision systems; automation; image processing; inspec-

tion; manufacturing; pattern recognition; NBSIR 79-1764.

Rock fracture; surface chemistry; wear; diamond drilling;

drilling; drilling additives; Rehbinder effect; SP562, pp. 115-

137 (Oct. 1979).

Roof; roof load; snow; solar collector; structural engineering;

building; ice; load; NBS-GCR-79-181

.

Roof heat-loss survey; aerial flyovers; aerial infrared thermog-

raphy; energy conservation; TNI 107.

Roof load; snow; solar collector; structural engineering; build-

ing; ice; load; roof; NBS-GCR-79-181

.

Roofing; shingles; venting; benefit-cost analysis; building

technology; economic impacts; economics; efficiency;

payback; plumbing; SP558.

Room fires; ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test; construction standard;

fire growth; fire tests; flame spread; flashover; impact assess-

ment; interior finish; kitchen fires; life safety; mobile homes;
NBSIR 79-1720.

Room fires; breathing apparatus; death; evacuation; fires;

flashover; hospitals; human behavior; nursing staff; patients;

NBS-GCR-78-I40.

Room fires; smoke; soot; thermal radiation; fire models; heat

transfer; NBS-GCR-78-151

.

Room fires; smoke; upholstered furniture; chairs; doors;

evacuation; fire departments; fire fighters; nursing homes; pa-

tients; NBS-GCR-79-159.
Room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling

height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-128.
Room fires; smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling

height; detectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Room fires; thermal radiation; turbulence; buoyant flow; com-
partment fires; computer programs; corridor fires; fire

models; fire spread; NBS-GCR-78-150.
Room use; demographics; developmental disabilities; fire pro-

tection; group homes; household activities; NBSIR 79-1727.

Roots of unity; free groups; matrix groups; J. Res. 84, No. 2.

179-180 ( 1979).

Rotary anemometer; unsteady flow; air; anemometer; helicoid

anemometer; lag; overspeeding error; NBSIR 78-1505

.

Rotary dissolver; signature analysis; vibration analysis; monitor

system; SP547, pp. 232-249 (July 1979).
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Rotating equipment; vibration monitoring; vibration signal

processing; SP547, pp. 280-285 (July 1979).

Rotating machinery monitoring; statistical detection algorithm;

vibrational signatures; automated surveillance; SP547, pp.

203-231 (July 1979).

Rotation; tunneling; crystal structure; neutron scattering;

nitromethane; 19025.

Rotational constants; atomic line shapes; atomic spectra;

atomic transition probabilities; bands, molecular; energy

levels; energy levels, atomic; line shapes, atomic; molecular

bands; molecular spectra; 18828.

Rotational contours of absorption bands; absorption analysis;

absorption spectrum; benzene; 18747.

Rotational contours of absorption bands; vibrational angular

momentum; absorption selection rules; benzene; Herzberg-

Teller theory; 18750.

Rotational dynamics; condensed phases; diffusion mechanisms;

inelastic scattering; neutron scattering; orientational disorder;

19026.

Rotational excitation; semiclassical orbital; theory; elastic scat-

tering; ion-molecule collisions; 18446.

Rotational excitation; semiclassical treatment; ion-molecule col-

lisions; 18389.

Rotational linewidths; temperature dependence; theoretical and

experimental comparison; vibrational effect; HCl-Ar; 18689.

Rotational transitions; dimethyl ether; internal rotation; in-

terstellar molecules; microwave spectrum; radio astronomy;

JPCRD 8, No. 4. 1051-1 108 (1979).

Rotational transitions; internal rotation; interstellar molecules;

line strengths; methyl formate; microwave spectrum; radio as-

tronomy; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 583-618 (1979).

Rotational transitions; interstellar molecules; line strengths;

microwave spectra; molecular constants; propyne; radio as-

tronomy; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 537-558 (1979).

Rotational transitions; vinyl cyanide; interstellar molecules;

microwave spectra; molecular parameters; radio astronomy;

JPCRD 8, No. 1, 107-124 (1979).

Rotation-translation coupling; coupled modes; dynamics; KCN-
KBr; neutron scattering; phase transition; 19036.

Rotation-vibration spectra; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppen-

heimer approximation; high-resolution spectra; level clusters;

Raman spectra; 18598.

Rotor blades; wind turbine; composite materials; filament wind-

ing; large composite structures; SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct.

1979).

Rough surfaces; x-ray microanalysis; electron probe analysis;

peak-to-background ratios; quantitative analysis; 18976.

Roughness; sapphire; ultra-fine polishing; water; x-ray

photoelectron spectrometer; crystallographic integrity; elec-

tron diffraction images; hydrated layer; ion microprobe mass

spectrometer; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

Roughness; structural analysis; tall buildings; wind pressure;

aerodynamics; boundary layer; loads (forces); 18351.

Roughness; wear; curing shrinkage; glaze; margin staining;

18684.

Round robin; search/match methods; qualitative x-ray powder

diffractometry; 18857.

Round robin; x-ray photoelectron sf>ectroscopy; binding ener-

gies; copper; ESCA; gold; relative intensities; 18924.

Roundness standard; spindle error; standard deviation; stylus;

least squares circle; least squares estimation; polar graph;

restraints; NBSIR 79-1758.

Rouse coordinates; distributions in chain dimensions; equilibri-

um chain dimensions; excluded volume; lattice-model chains;

polymer chain dimensions; random-coil chain dimensions;

18618.

Rouse-Zimm theory; solution properties; bead-spring model;

block copolymer; flow birefringence; flow dichroism; polymer

dynamics; 18431.

Routine analysis; trace organics in water; gas chromatog-
,

raphy/mass spectrometry; microcomputer; SP519, pp. 169-

173 (Apr. 1979). 1

Rubber elasticity; uniform network; affine network; neutron

scattering; phantom network; polybutadiene; 18827.
^

Rubber elasticity theory; rubber, natural; swelling of rubber

network; cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide; elasticity

theory of rubber; modulus of rubber; Mooney-Rivlin con-

stants; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).
'

Rubber hose; soalr energy systems; hose; hose specifications; 1

NBSIR 79-1917.

Rubber, natural; swelling of rubber network; cross-linking of
;

rubber; dicumyl peroxide; elasticity theory of rubber; modu- 1

lus of rubber; Mooney-Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity

theory; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).

Rubidium; sodium; temperature dependence; alkali elements; '

cesium; electrical resistivity; francium; lithium; magnetic flux

density dependence; potassium; pressure dependence; JPCRD
8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

'

Rubidium standards; time and frequency; timekeeping; atomic

clocks; cesium standards; crystal oscillators; frequency stan-
'

dards; hydrogen standards; 18908.

Ruland function; x-ray diffraction; Bacon function; Bragg func- *

tion; Ergun function; graphite materials; Lorentz function;

preferred orientation function; pyrolitic graphite; 18523. ^

Rulemaking; technological innovation; administrative experi- '

mentation; best practicable technology; clean water regula- *

tion; Environmental Protection Agency; evaluability assess-

ment; evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-63. >

Russian measurement technique; electric field measurements;

instrumentation; measurement procedures; observer proximi-

ty effects; power transmission lines; 18494.

Rust; stress corrosion; corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic
I

corrosion; inhibitors; pitting corrosion; CIS9, Revised 1979.
(

Ruthenium; adsorption; field emission; field-induced redistribu-

tion; hydrogen; 18810.
|.

Ruthenium; surface chemistry; ultraviolet photoemission spec-
j

troscopy; adsorption; chemisorption; formaldehyde; 18791.
!

Rutherford backscattering; standards; accuracy and precision;

gold films; gravimetry; neutron activation analysis; 18490.
;

R-value measurement by spot radiometer; thermal resistance of

walls; infrared thermometers; in situ evaluation of insulation;

NBSIR 79-1736.

Rydberg atoms; two photon spectroscopy; laser spectroscopy;

optical Ramsey effect; resonance line shape analysis; 19019. 3

R-2R ladder; relay switching; self-calibration; twenty bits +

sign; voltage output; digital-to-analog converter; high resolu-

tion; multirange; TNI 105.

Saccharimetry; sugar analysis; sugar scale; wavelength; laser ap-

plication; pol; polarimetry; 18768.

Saccharin; saccharin impurities; Salmonella typhimurium; .

Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for purity; food additives; mu-

tagenicity; naphthylamines; SP519, pp. 311-319 (Apr. 1979).

Saccharin impurities; Salmonella typhimurium; Amaranth; Ames
test; criteria for purity; food additives; mutagenicity;

^

naphthylamines; saccharin; SP519, pp. 31 1-319 (Apr. 1979).

Safe operating area; second breakdown; switching power

transistor; tester; transistor; base drive circuit; electronic cir- ,

cuits; inductive load; nondestructive; protection circuit;

reverse bias; SP400-54

.

Safe operating area, reverse-bias; second-breakdown, reverse-

bias; transistors, power switching; device characterization;

nondestructive testing; 18738.

Safeguards; analysis; diversion of nuclear materials; diversion

path analysis; material accounting; material control; nuclear

material safeguards; 18735.
'
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' Safety; barriers; building codes; code enforcement; historic dis-

trict; historic preservation; regulations; rehabilitation; SP536,

pp. 83-93 (Feb. 1979).

Safety; construction; cost effectiveness; hazard; injuries; loss

prevention; risk; 18890.
' Safety; standards; accelerators; lEC; interlocks; leakage; radia-

j

tion; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

. Safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design; build-

ing site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire

escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian movement;
regulation; SP552, pp. 101-1 13 (July 1979).

Safety; standards; architectural barriers; building design; build-

ing site planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire

I

escape; human research; measurement; pedestrian movement;

j

regulation; 18430.

Safety; standards; codes; guidelines; hydrogen; regulations;

18394.

,
Safety; standards; consumer product; human factors; lawn

j
mov^ers; reaction time; NBSIR 77-1299.

: Safety; standards; consumer products; human factors; human

I

performance; lawn mowers; psychophysics; NBSIR 77-1298.

« Safety; standards; explosion; fire; hydrogen; procedures; regula-

tions; research needs; 18776.

1 Safety; temporary structures; wood; bridges; buildings; design

I criteria; glued-laminated timber; 18887.

1 Safety; tread wear; braking traction; cornering traction; driving

J traction; endurance; maintenance; operation; purchasing;

\ pursuit tires; SP480-33.
i Safety and hazards; thermal energy storage materials; thermal

properties; thermodynamic properties; transport properties;

I

corrosion; data compilation; electrochemical energy storage

I

materials; molten salts; physical properties; NSRDS-NBS61

,

Part n.

Safety and health standards; standards development; energy

standards; environmental standards; Monogr. 165.

Safety and health standards; standards development; energy
i standards; environmental standards; NBSIR 79-1703.

Safety engineering, fires; computer programs, fire protection;

fire protection; fire resistance; fire tests; fire walls; TN991

.

Safety equivalency; safety evaluation; smoke detection; auto-

matic sprinklers; building codes; building construction; Del-

phi Method; fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; interi-

or finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing homes; risk analysis;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Safety evaluation; smoke detection; automatic sprinklers; build-

ing codes; building construction; Delphi Method; fire safety;

I

health care facilities; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety

Code; nursing homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency;

NBSIR 78-1555.

I

Safety factor; sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue;

design; engineering judgment; factor of safety; fatigue;

I
mathematical modeling; nuclear engineering; reliability; risk;

i 18326.

Safety in the home; stair accidents; stair safety; window ac-

!j
cidents; window safety; accident avoidance; accidents in the

J'

home; door accidents; home accidents; home safety; NBS-
GCR-78-156.

Safety information; standardization; symbols; communication;

i evaluation methods; fire safety; hazard warnings; pictograms;

NBSIR 79-1760.

Safety regulations; building codes; building regulations; cost-

' benefit analysis; life-cycle analysis; SP552, pp. 267-282 (July

! 1979).

J
Safety research; walkway slip-resistance; friction; measurement;

" reference standards; SP565.

Safety standards; stair safety; stairway design; accidents;

I

architectural design; architectural psychology; architectural

research; building codes; building design; building regulatory

standards; floor coverings; home safety; BSSI20.

Safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating;

Alaskan pipeline; computers; corrosion; fire safety; gyromag-

netic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator; DIM/NBS 63, No.

1 1, 1-36 ( 1979).

Salmonella lypliimurium; Amaranth; Ames test; criteria for pu-

rity; food additives; mutagenicity; naphthylamines; saccharin;

saccharin impurities; SP519, pp. 311-3 19 (Apr. 1979).

Salt solutions; thermochemistry; vapor pressure; apparent molal

heat capacity; aqueous systems; bibliography; electrochemis-

try; electrolytes; enthalpy of dilution; heat capacity; relative

apparent molal enthalpy; SP537.

Salt water corrosion; sea water corrosion; steel corrosion; coat-

ing protection; pile corrosion; protection of steel; 18424.

Saltwater corrosion; seawater corrosion; corrosion of steel; cor-

rosion protection; nonmetallic coatings; offshore corrosion;

18418.

Sample characterization; test procedures; bomb calorimetry;

gross calorific values; refuse-derived-fuels; NBSIR 78-1494.

Sample preparation; clinical chemistry; drug analysis; gas chro-

matography; internal standards; methylation; SP519, pp. 381-

390 (Apr. 1979).

Sample preparation; composite sampling; nutritional analysis;

nutritional labeling; SP5I9, pp. 243-248 (Apr. 1979).

Sample preparation; ultraviolet spectrometry; gas chromatog-

raphy; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; preconcentra-

tion techniques; SP519, pp. 7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Sample spinning; solids; 13c; conformation; crystallinity; NMR;
polyethylene; resolution; 18745.

Sample storage; trace analysis; analytical techniques; con-

tamination; environment' retrospective; 18349.

Sample work-up; standards; chromatography/column packings

(GO; electron-capture detection; evaporation; nomenclature;

SP519, pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Sampler response factors; total elemental content passive per-

sonal samplers; total organic chlorine; weighted diffusion

coefficient; ambient concentration; compute and limit; error;

SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Sample/hold circuit; standards; terminology; analog-to-digital

converter; digital-to-analog converter; IEEE subcommittee;

performance specifications; 18365.

Sampling; afiatoxin analysis; food and feed analysis; methods;

preparation; SP5I9, pp. 355-372 (Apr. 1979).

Sampling; aging; analysis; atmosphere; SP519, pp. 213-218

(Apr. 1979).

Sampling; analysis; analytical food chemistry; errors; SP519, pp.

231-242 (Apr. 1979).

Sampling; cellulose triacetate filters; gas chromatography; pesti-

cide residues; SP5I9, pp. 19-32 (Apr. 1979).

Sampling; cryogenic densimeter; custody transfer; density; flow-

metering; liquefied natural gas; 18396.

Sampling; custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chro-

matography; heating value; hydrocarbon; liquefied natural

gas; phase equilibrium; pipelines; NBSIR 78-887.

Sampling; custody transfer; density; gas analysis; gas chro-

matography; heating value; liquefied natural gas; 18395.

Sampling; sediment; trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; air;

environment; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; SP5I9,

pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Sampling; specifications; statistical methods; statistics; con-

formance; 18440.

Sampling; Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue; design; en-

gineering judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical

modeling; nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety factor;

18326.

Sampling errors; secondary organic carbon; solvent extraction;

spatial variations; diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass

spectroscopy; organic aerosol constituents; primary organic

carbon; SP519, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Sampling schemes; statistical sampling; environmental measure-

ments; modeling; SP519, pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979).
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Sanding; strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw populations;

flaws; fractography; fracture origins; grinding; machining;

polishing; SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Sapphire; Si single crystal; high pressure; high temperature;

mechanochemical polishing; quartz crystal; SP562, pp. 171-

182 (Oct. 1979).

Sapphire; silicon; solid state reaction; wear debris; damaged
layer; fme polishing; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor; working unit;

damaged layer; elastic emission machining; environmental ef-

fect; hydrate; hydration polishing; mechanochemical polish-

ing with soft powder; pre-existing defect; SP562, pp. 157-169
(Oct. 1979).

Sapphire; specific heat; standard reference materials; ther-

modynamic properties; alumina; aluminum oxide;

calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy; heat capacity; 18377.

Sapphire; two-surface lapping; two-surface polishing; dome
finishing; fmishing technique; hemispherical domes; oxides;

SPS62, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Sapphire; ultra-fme polishing; water; x-ray photoelectron spec-

trometer; crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction

images; hydrated layer; ion microprobe mass spectrometer;

roughness; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

Satellite; synchronization; time; clock; GOES; microprocessors;

18393.

Satellite; time; time scales; Hermes/CTS; international time

comparison; precise time transfer; 18861

.

Satellite and band narrowing; d-band of Ni; excitons;

photoemission; 18632.

Satellite broadcasts; standard frequencies; television color sub-

carrier; time and frequency calibration methods; time calibra-

tion; time signals; frequency calibration; high frequency;

Loran-C; low frequency; radio broadcasts; SP559.
Satellite communications; error analysis; G/kT, EIRP; G/T,

precision measurements; radio star; 18577.

Satellite communications metrology; antenna gain; antenna pat-

tern; antenna polarization; large aperture antenna metrology;

18628.

Satellite system; computer network; computer standards; fire

safety; gamma-ray spectroscopy; matrix-isolation; metric con-

version; DIMINBS 63, No. 7/8, 1-28 (1979).

Satellites; space astronomy; stars, chromospheres; stars,

coronae; stars, late-type; stars, winds; ultraviolet spectra;

18606.

Satellites; tectonics; distance measurements; earthquakes;

geodesy; geophysics; instrumentation; 185 74.

Saturable rate; bandwidth; coherence; dynamic rate; in-

coherence; ionization; linear rate; multiphoton; rate approxi-

mation; 18893.

Saturated absorption; calcium; optical Ramsey fringes; photon-

recoil structure; 18642.

Saturated system; transaction processor; inventory manage-
ment; on-line; performance; response time; SP500-52, pp.

215-218 (Oct. 1979).

Saturation absorption spectra; superfine structure; symmetry
analysis; tableau calculus; high resolution spectroscopy;

hyperfine structure; level clusters; 18609.

Saturation absorption spectroscopy; spherical top molecules;

high resolution spectroscopy; level clusters; 18928.

Saturation spectroscopy; tunable laser; atomic flame

fluorescence; intracavity absorption; isotope analysis; laser

analysis; laser fluorescence; laser spectroscopy;

microfluorescence; 18364.

Scales; specifications; taximeters; tolerances; volume-measuring

devices; weighing devices; weights; length-measuring devices;

liquid-measuring devices; measures; H44, 1979 Edition.

Scaling; buoyancy; diffusion flames; fire entrainment; flame

oscillations; plume; NBSIR 79-1910.

Scaling theory; universality hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture;

consolute point; critical exponent; critical phenomena; criti-

cal solution point; liquid-liquid critical point; renormalization

group theory; 18825.

Scanning acoustic microscope; semiconductor materials;

semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide; sil-

icon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test patterns; test

structures; thermally stimulated current and capacitance;

transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; SP400-38.

Scanning electron microscope; artifacts; electron probe

microanalysis; energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry;

microanalysis; qualitative analysis; 18790.

Scanning electron microscope; secondary electron emission; sil-

icon; surface roughness; y-deflection modulation; ceramic;

SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Scanning electron microscope scale; electrodeposited metal

layers; gold-nickel layers; micrometer scale; U.S. Patent

4,139,933.

Scanning electron microscopy; x-ray microanalysis; electron

probe microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis;

energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry; quantitative analysis;

18970.

Scanning electron microscopy; x-ray yield; characteristic x-ray

yield; electron probe microanalysis; inner shell ionization

cross section; Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation;

18978.

Scanning stage; SEM microscope stage; submicrometer posi-

tioning instrumentation; TEM microscope stage; flexure

pivots; linear positioning; micromanipulator; optical

microscope stage; piezoelectric drives; 18327.

S-carboxymethyl-L = cysteine; single crystal; x ray; zwitterion;

amino acid derivative; crystal structure; 18673.

Scatter; x rays; dose; leakage; medical accelerator; neutrons;

SP554, pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979).

Scatter contribution; source capsule; source housing; spec-

trometry results; ®"CO gamma-ray beam; calibration source;

collimation system; data-reduction technique; low-activity

replacement source; measurement technique; 18416.

Scattered light; SIMS; stylus instruments; Auger spectroscopy;

corrosion films; ESCA; impurities; microroughness; optical

microscopy; polishing defects; SP562, pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Scattered light; surface roughness; absorption; diamond-turning;

SP541, pp. 122-130 (Dec. 1978).

Scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule; source pellets;

spacer; spectra; spectrometry; atomic number; cobalt-60

photons; configuration; plug; 18355.

Scatterer thickness; scatterer to image plane separation; tissue

equivalent phantoms; x-ray beam diameter; x-ray energies of

30 to 70 keV; x-ray scatter; diagnostic radiology; 18441

.

Scatterer to image plane separation; tissue equivalent phan-

toms; x-ray beam diameter; x-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV;

x-ray scatter; diagnostic radiology; scatterer thickness; 18441.

Scattering; absorption; antireflectance coatings; high

reflectance coatings; interface absorption; multilayer films;

SP541, pp. 266-277 (Dec. 1978).

Scattering; calcium fluoride; forging; laser windows; optical

properties; SP541, pp. 70-77 (Dec. 1978).

Scattering; collimation; haze; hazemeter; integrating sphere;

linearity; 18594.

Scattering; scattering cross-section; absorption; attenuation;

heart; liver; SP525. pp. 153-156 (Apr. 1979).

Scattering; signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue

parameters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation;

computerized tomography; Doppler; impedance; medical

diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recognition; SP525.

Scattering; standards; surface roughness; optical scattering; op-

tical surface quality; 18999.
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i

Scattering; swept-frequency diffraction; angular scattering;

i characterization of tissue; optical correlation; SP525, pp.

I

143-152 (Apr. 1979).

I

Scattering; ultrasonic; acoustic; crack; defects; elastic solid; pul-

I
ses; 18391.

Scattering corrections; sensitivity; benchmark; fission spectrum;

foils; neutron fields; 18901.

Scattering cross-section; absorption; attenuation; heart; liver;

scattering; 5P525, pp. 153-156 (Apr. 1979).

Scattering in an external field; stimulated bremsstrahlung; mul-

tiphoton transitions; 18710.

Scattering in laser field; free-free transitions; low-frequency ap-

proximation; multiphoton effects; 18711.

Scattering matrix; step discontinuity; TEM-cell; variational for-

I

mulation; coaxial transmission line; cut-off frequency;

{

equivalent circuit; modal analysis; NBSIR 79-1606.

Scattering mechanisms; scattering mobility; p-type silicon;

boron-doped silicon; dopant density; effective mass; hole mo-
bility; ionized impurity scattering mobility; lattice scattering

I

mobility; neutral impurity; resistivity; SP400-47.
• Scattering mobility; p-type silicon; boron-doped silicon; dopant

density; effective mass; hole mobility; ionized impurity scat-

I

tering mobility; lattice scattering mobility; neutral impurity;

I
resistivity; scattering mechanisms; SP400-47.'

Scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibration; current;

impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient;

reflectometer; 18600.

Scattering parameters; six-port; voltage; calibration; current;

i

impedance; network analyzer; power; reflection coefficient;

reflectometer; 18601.

Scattering theory; cross sections; electron collisions; molecules;

momentum-transfer; polar molecules; 18516.

Scheduling; time complexity; algorithm; chromatic number;
color function; graph; graph coloring; heuristic; interchange;

random test graphs; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

0-chloroethers; air; environment; gas chromatography/mass

^1 spectrometry; sampling; sediment; trace analysis; water;

SP519, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

School; air-conditioning; comfort; education; environment;

human factors; research; 18596.

Science and technology for development; U.N. Conference on
Science and Technology for Development; UNCSTD; ap-

{

propriate technology; industrialization; industrial R&D;
LDC's; less developed countries; light capital technology;

18685.

Science and technology transfer; standards; basic research;

computer; energy conservation; environmental quality; indus-

trial productivity; materials utilization; measurement capabili-

ties; medical aids; product safety; public health and safety;

SP538.

Science students; SRM; titanium alloy; analytical chemistry;

ion-chromatography; law enforcement standards; materials

properties; measurement science; DIMINBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-

i
28 (1979).

Scientific data; computer graphics; data base management; data

I

retrieval;- durability; fatigue; interactive system; mathematical

i modeling; paper; paper fiber; report retrieval; NBSIR 79-

1746.

j

Scientific programs; software errors; software validations; pro-

gram testing; NBS-GCR-78-148.
' Scientist-author; technical communicator; technical paper;

,
trade press; audience; feature article; news release; publica-

tion announcement; 18817.

. Scintillator materials during spaceflight; spaceflight; radioactivi-

ty; 19011.

Scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; ultrasound; attenuation; breast

cancer; cancer; connective tissue; differential diagnosis;

I

medullary carcinoma; papillary carcinoma; SP525, pp. 93-99

(Apr. 1979).

II

Scraping auger; slush; slush production; slush storage;

cryogenic; hydrogen; oxygen; NBSIR 79-1607.

Scratching; size effect; specific energy; ceramics; chipping;

crack formation; fracture toughness; friction; hardness; liquid

softening; oxides; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Screening; ultrasonics; blood flow; breast cancer; diagnosis;

Doppler; SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

Sea water; separation; trace element analysis; water analysis;

chelating resin; graphite furnace atomic absorption; 18402.

Sea water corrosion; steel corrosion; coating protection; pile

corrosion; protection of steel; salt water corrosion; 18424.

Seafood toxins; food toxicants; mycotoxins; review; SP519, pp.

321-331 (Apr. 1979).

Search/match methods; qualitative x-ray powder diffractometry;

round robin; 18857.

Seasonal efficiency; automatic stack damper; flue-gas tempera-

ture profile; gas-fired furnace; off-period mass flow rate; part-

load performance; TN999.
Seawater; wavelength modulation; atomic absorption; atomic

emission; barium; graphite furnace; 18783.

Seawater corrosion; corrosion of steel; corrosion protection;

nonmetallic coatings; offshore corrosion; saltwater corrosion;

18418.

Second breakdown; switching power transistor; tester;

transistor; base drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive

load; nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe

operating area; SP400-54.

Second harmonic generation; solar radiation measurements; ab-

solute radiometers; blackbody measurements; chemical ac-

tinometry; 18476.

Secondary; angular; Born approximation; correlations; electron

impact; electrons; helium; ionization; 18534.

Secondary charged particles; initial spectra; ion pair energy;

nuclear data; 18660.

Secondary electron emission; silicon; surface roughness; y-

deflection modulation; ceramic; scanning electron

microscope; SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Secondary ion mass spectrometry; sputtering; structural infor-

mation; vitamins; amino acids; drugs; nonvolatile organic

compounds; organic trace detection; peptides; pharmaceuti-

cals; SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Secondary ion mass spectrometry; surface analysis; elemental

analysis; ion microprobe mass analyzer; local thermal

equilibrium model; microanalysis; 18979.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry; x-ray microanalysis; Auger

electron spectroscopy; cathodoluminescence; ion scattering

spectrometry; laser microprobe mass analyzer; laser Raman
microprobe; microanalysis; 18568.

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy; surface analysis; ASTM
Committee E-42; Auger electron spectroscopy; electron spec-

troscopy; ESCA; 18406.

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); silicon sputtering;

dopant analysis; impurity analysis; ion microprobe mass

analyzer (IMMA); microdot reference specimens; NBS-GCR-
79-158.

Secondary organic carbon; solvent extraction; spatial variations;

diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass spectroscopy; or-

ganic aerosol constituents; primary organic carbon; sampling

errors; SP519, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Secondary particle spectra; kerma factors; neutron cross sec-

tion; neutron energy deposition; nuclear data; nuclear reac-

tions; 18360.

Second-breakdown, reverse-bias; transistors, power switching;

device characterization; nondestructive testing; safe operating

area, reverse-bias; 18738.

Second-order Doppler shift phase modulation; spin exchange;

temperature coefficient; time dispersion; wall shift; amplitude

modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo; dielectrically loaded

cavity; frequency stability; 18696.
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Second-order perturbation theory; two-photon ionization; cesi-

um; ionization; perturbation theory; 18927.

Second-order transitions; equilibrium antiphase domain (APB)
boundaries; fee. alloys; interphase (IPB) boundaries; 18669,

Security; citizen rights; computers; computer utilization; con-

fidentiahty; data systems; personnel administration; personnel

practices; personnel records; privacy; record-keeping prac-

tices; relevant information; SP500-50.

Sediment; trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; air; environ-

ment; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry; sampling;

5P5I9, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Sediment analysis; gas chromatography—mass spectrometry;

glass capillary chromatography; high pressure liquid chro-

matography; hydrocarbon persistence; infrared spectroscopy;

petroleum hydrocarbons; SP5I9, pp. 33-40 (Apr. 1979).

Sediment and water; carbamates; gas chromatography; or-

ganochlorides; pesticides; SP519, pp. 191-203 (Apr. 1979).

Sediments; extraction; hydrocarbons; marine; petroleum;

SP5I9, pp. 161-167 (Apr. 1979).

Seeded specimens; transducer; acoustic emission; co-shock;

couplant; detection; electronic package; impact noise;

microcircuit device; particle detection; particle impact noise

detection; FIND; pre-shock; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).

Segregation; semiconductor technology; diffusion; electronic

technology; impurity distribution; material transport; SP400-
57.

Seismic design; systems analysis; building codes; buildings;

building standards; classification; decision tables; earthquake-

resistant design; information networks; network; TNI 100.

Selected writings; spectrophotometry; color; colorimetry; color

spacing; color vision; Deane Judd; SP545.

Selection methodology; comparison of computers; computer
measurement; computer selection; computer services; ranking

and selection; SP500-44T
Selection of ADP systems; standard benchmarks; synthetic

benchmarks; workload characterization; workload definition;

benchmarking; benchmark library; SP500-38

.

Selection of hearing aids; speech communication; audition;

communications; hearing; hearing aids; CIS4, Revised 1978.

Selection rules; spin forces; tensor force; charmonium; particle

spectroscopy; quarks; 18432.

Selective detection; detector design; gas chromatography; liquid

chromatography; SP519, pp. 547-585 (Apr. 1979).

Selective detection; steroid hormones; gas chromatography;

nitrogen-phosphorus; SP5I9, pp. 419-427 (Apr. 1979).

Selective detectors; ancillary methods; bonded phases; chro-

matographic preconcentration; detector sensitivity; gas chro-

matography; glass capillary columns; high-performance liquid

chromatography; LC microcapillary columns; SP519, pp.

487-499 (Apr. 1979).

Selectivity; sensitivity; specificity; trace analysis; environmental

pollution; fiuorescence; high performance liquid chromatog-

raphy; occupational health; picogram; polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons; SP5I9, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Selectivity; sensitivity; toxic elements; radiochemical; 18343

.

Selectivity; sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxyl-

ic acids; catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity;

dipeptides; drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chro-

matography; ion-pair partition; metabolites; SP519, pp. 509-

523 (Apr. 1979).

Selenium radicals; sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical anion;

aqueous solution; carbonate radical; chemical kinetics;

halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals;

phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis; rates; NSRDS-
NBS65.

Self calibration; voltage divider; binary divider; divider net-

work; guarded divider; resistive divider; 18452.

Self-calibration; twenty bits + sign; voltage output; digital-to-

analog converter; high resolution; multirange; R-2R ladder;

relay switching; TNI 105.

Self-entanglement effects; computer simulation; end-to-end
i

length; entanglement effects; excluded volume effects; lattice-

model polymer chains; polymer chain dynamics; random-coil

polymer chains; relaxation times; 18772.

Self-extinguishment; ships; standards; curtains; drapes; fabrics; p

fire; flammability; international; NBSIR 79-1596.

SEM microscope stage; submicrometer positioning instrumenta-

tion; TEM microscope stage; flexure pivots; linear position-

ing; micromanipulator; optical microscope stage; piezoelec-

tric drives; scanning stage; 18327.

Semiautomated pipetting; serum potassium analysis; statistical

analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; definitive

method; electrolytes; flame atomic emission spectroscopy; g

reference method; SP260-63.

Semi-automated ultrasonic inspection; ultrasonic inspection

system; composite structures; flaw simulation; SP563, p. 59
j

(Oct. 1979). J S

Semiclassical orbital; theory; elastic scattering; ion-molecule

collisions; rotational excitation; 18446.

Semiclassical treatment; ion-molecule collisions; rotational ex- a S

citation; 18389.

Semiconductor; silicon; spreading resistance; dopant profiles;
,

resistivity; resistivity profiles; SP400-48. i S

Semiconductor; silicon; test pattern; test structures; visual align-

ment; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical
,

alignment resistor; SP400-51.
\, i

Semiconductor; tape-bonded devices; acoustic emission; beam I

lead devices; electronic devices; hermeticity; hybrids; non-
|

destructive tests; SP400-59. \ S

Semiconductor device fabrication; silicon; silicon dioxide; ther-

mal oxidation of silicon; dry oxidation of silicon; hydrogen

contamination; hydroxyl contamination; NBSIR 78-1558. , \

Semiconductor device measurements; silicon-on-sapphire mea-

surements; extended-range capacitance and conductance

measurements; high-voltage C(V) and G(V) measurements;

NBS-GCR-78-I55.

Semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconduc- i S

tor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits;

measurement technology; microelectronics; NBSIR 78-1444-

3. I

Semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconduc-

tor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; ;j %

measurement technology; microelectronics; NBSIR 79-1591

.

Semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconduc- i J

tor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits;

measurement technology; microelectronics; NBSIR 79-1591- A
\

2.

Semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconduc-
5

tor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated circuits;

measurement technology; microelectronics; NBSIR 79-1591-

3.
F S

Semiconductor devices; thermal characterization; thermal re-

sistance; transistors; current crowding; die attachment evalua-

tion; junction temperature; measurement technology; power
|i

\

transistors; SP400-14.

Semiconductor devices; welding; automated testing; batteries;

cardiac pacemakers; contamination; corrosion; electrostatic- i
j

induced damage; hermeticity; hybrid devices; leak testing;

measurement technology; microcalorimetry; moisture; non- n
j

destructive testing; pacemaker leads; SP400-50.

Semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamina- i
j

tion; test patterns; test structures; thermally stimulated cur-

rent and capacitance; transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; '

VCE(SAT); SP400-38.

Semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; NBSIR 78- i
j

1444-3.
!
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' Semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; NBSIR 79-

1591.

Semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; NBSIR 79-

1591-2.

Semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; sil-

icon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; NBSIR 79-

1591-3.

Semiconductor measurements; sheet resistance; solar cells;

j

solar cell stability; device measurements; laser scanning;

I

light-biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; NBSIR

I

79-1909.

Semiconductor measurements; solar cells; solar cell stability;

workshops; device measurements; laser scanning; metalliza-

tion; ohmic contacts; reliability; 18633.

! Semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated

I

circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics; semicon-

{
ductor devices; semiconductor materials; NBSIR 78-1444-3

.

Semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated

circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics; semicon-

1

ductor devices; semiconductor materials; NBSIR 79-1591.

Ij
Semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated

circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics; semicon-
ductor devices; semiconductor materials; NBSIR 79-1591-2.

Semiconductor process control; silicon; electronics; integrated

! circuits; measurement technology; microelectronics; semicon-

ij

ductor devices; semiconductor materials; NBSIR 79-1591-3.

Semiconductor process control; silicon; silicon dioxide; silicon-

on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test patterns; test struc-

tures; thermally stimulated current and capacitance;

transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy; SP400-38.

jj

Semiconductor processing; silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally

]
stimulated measurement; thermal oxidation; Zn-doped
glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in silicon;

integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide growth; oxida-

j

tion of silicon; NBS-GCR-78-134.
' Semiconductor technology; diffusion; electronic technology; im-

|i purity distribution; material transport; segregation; SP400-57

.

Semiconductors; silicon; electrical measurements; resistivity;

! 18460.

Semiconductors; silicon; electrical measurements; profiles;

18757.

Semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; ac-

celerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovol-

taics; reliability; SP400-58.

i Semiconductors; solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; ac-

•S celerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes; photovol-

l{

taics; reliability; NBSIR 79-1778.

j

Semiconductors; SRM's; standards; cardiac pacemakers; com-
puter standards; fire safety; molybdenum; network measure-

ment; DIM/NBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 (1979).

Semiconductors; U.S.S.R; electron devices; electron tubes;

NBSIR 78-1564.

Semiconductors, Ge, Si, GaAs; laser induced breakdown; laser-

induced damage threshold; nonequilibrium carriers; SP54I,

pp. 305-308 (Dec. 1978).

Seminar; South Asia; developing countries; industrializing coun-

tries; Korea; measurements; metrology; physical standards;

SP539.

Sensitivity; benchmark; fission spectrum; foils; neutron fields;

scattering corrections; 18901

.

Sensitivity; signal averaging; signal processing; tissue charac-

terization; tomography; transducers; ultrasonics; annular

array; breast cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-acoustic;

pulse compression; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Sensitivity; specificity; chemical spot tests; color tests; drugs of

abuse; field test kits; 18492.

Sensitivity; specificity; trace analysis; environmental pollution;

fluorescence; high performance liquid chromatography; occu-

pational health; picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons;

selectivity; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Sensitivity; toxic elements; radiochemical; selectivity; 18343.

Sensitivity analysis; computer workload; data requirements;

documentation cycle; forecast; projections; SP500-52, pp.

I 13-120 (Oct. 1979).

Sensitivity analysis; simulation; architectural research; building

fires; computer-aided design; environmental psychology; fire

research; fire safety; human performance; modeling

technique; programming; NBSIR 79-1713.

Sensitivity analysis; smoke detectors; standards; upholstered

furniture; building fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision

analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis; probability; re-

sidential buildings; TNI 101.

Sensitized metal; circumferential tearing; fire extinguisher;

hydrostatic pressure testing; intergranular cracking stainless

steel; 18368.

Sensors; tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog; central-

ized; check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement;

fiber optics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go;

ground readout; hydraulic; IMACS; SP547, pp. 345-357 (July

1979).

Sensors, chemical; electrodes, errors; electrodes, ion-selective;

electrodes, reference; ion-selective electrodes; reference elec-

trodes; 18362.

Sensors, chemical; standards; electrodes; electrodes, ion-selec-

tive; electrodes, reference; errors; ion-selective electrodes;

18334.

Sensory capability; terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary

characteristics; animal research; behavioral science; biosen-

sors; computer analysis; ergonomics; human engineering;

human factors; human motivation; human reliability; person-

nel selection; physical security; SP480-38.

Separation; trace element analysis; water analysis; chelating

resin; graphite furnace atomic absorption; sea water; 18402.

Separators; sequencing; time elements; timekeeping systems;

time representations; American National Standard Represen-

tation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information

Interchange; meridian designators; FIPS PUB 58.

Sequencing; time elements; timekeeping systems; time represen-

tations; American National Standard Representation for

Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange;

meridian designators; separators; FIPS PUB 58.

Serial; broadcast; coaxial; communication; contention; data;

digital; ethernet; local; microprocessor; network; 18760.

Series-constructed; electric shock; fire; flaming ignition; glow-

ing ignition; hazard; ignition temperature; lamp surface tem-

perature; melting temperature; miniature Christmas lights;

plastic insulating material; polyethylene; NBSIR 79-1716.

Serrated surface design; tooth roots; alumina; diamond contour

grinding; flexure strength; prosthetic device; SP562, pp. 247-

254 (Oct. 1979).

Serum; cerebrospinal fluid; detector; high-performance liquid

chromatography; light-scattering; lipids; nephelometry; oils;

reversed-phase; SP519, pp. 429-436 (Apr. 1979).

Serum; cholesterol; gas chromatography/mass spectrometry;

isotope dilution; SP519, pp. 405-410 (Apr. 1979).

Serum; uv-detection; tricyclic antidepressives; benzodiazepines;

clinical use; derivatization; quaternary two-phase systems;

SP519. pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).
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Scrum chloride analysis; statistical analysis; amperometry;

chloride analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; cou-

lometry; definitive method; electrolytes; reference method;

SP260-67.

Serum matrix; standard reference material (SRM); antiepilepsy

drugs in serum; SP5I9, pp. 447-453 (Apr. 1979).

Serum potassium analysis; statistical analysis; clinical analysis;

clinical chemistry; definitive method; electrolytes; flame

atomic emission spectroscopy; reference method; semiauto-

mated pipetting; SP260-63.

Service hot vt^ater; space heating; ventilation; appliance energy

consumption; energy consumption of residences; lighting

energy consumption; occupant factors; residential air condi-

tioning; NBSIR 78-1501.

Servo control; acoustooptic; intensity; laser; modulator; noise;

18904.

Set-processing; simulation; software design; analytic models;

database management; model validation; performance evalua-

tion; performance measurement; predictive modeling; SP500-
49.

Settling time; A/D converters; D/A converters; data acquisition;

data converters; dynamic measurements; 18503

.

SFb; CH4; collision induced bands; CO2; CjH^; dielectric virial

coeffBcients; refractive virial coefficients; 18786.

S-glass; temperature effects; water boil; degradation; epoxy
resins; Kevlar 49; moisture; one-tenth scale motor case;

SP563, pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Shadowing; ultrasound; attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; con-

nective tissue; differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma;

papillary carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; SP525, pp. 93-99

(Apr. 1979).

Shake-off; shake-up; beta decay; rearrangement; 18407.

Shake-up; beta decay; rearrangement; shake-off; 18407.

Shaping; silicon compound ceramics; laser; SP562, pp. 283-292

(Oct. 1979)

Shear flow lines; crack nucleation; fracture; median, radial and

lateral cracks; plastic indentations; residual stresses; SP562,

pp. 15-20 (Oct. 1979).

Shear rate; ultra high molecular weight polyethylene; viscosity

number; intrinsic viscosity; molecular weight; polyethylene;

18834.

Sheet resistance; silicon; test pattern; test structure; TTL;
bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor;

electrical alignment resistor; integrated circuits; linewidth;

photolithography; 18533.

Sheet resistance; solar cells; solar cell stability; device measure-

ments; laser scanning; light-biasing; metallization; ohmic con-

tacts; reliability; semiconductor measurements; NBSIR 79-

1909.

Shelf-life of composites; storage stability; amine accelerators;

degradation of benzoyl peroxide; dental composites; restora-

tive dental resins; 18809.

Shell model; giant resonances; hydrodynamic model; isoscalar

resonances; isovector resonances; photonuclear physics;

18565.

Shielded strip line; TEM cell; EMC measurements; radiation re-

sistance; rectangular coax; 18345.

Shielding techniques; standards; dosimetry; high energy

radiotherapy beams; leakage; measurement techniques; medi-

cal accelerators; neutrons; relative biological effect; SP554.

Shift reagents; acyclic sugars; chemical shifts; conformation;

coupling constants; hexononitriles; iterative analysis; proton

nmr spectroscopy; 18742.

Shingles; venting; benefit-cost analysis; building technology;

economic impacts; economics; efficiency; payback; plumbing;

roofing; SP558.

Ship cargo; statistical analysis; strapping; survey; accuracy;

cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG;
marine; mathematical modeling; measurement; photogram-

metric; precision; NBSIR 79-1751.

Shipboard spaces; fire growth; fire statistics; flame spread; fuel

load survey; heat release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests;

material ignitability; prediction model; NBSIR 79-1714.

Ships; standards; curtains; drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; in-

ternational; self-extinguishment; NBSIR 79-1596.

Shish; volume strain; core fibril; cumulative stress; fiow-induced

crystallization; nucleation theory; polyethylene; polymer

fiber; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 ( 1979).

Shish kebabs; crystallization theory; extended chain fibrils;

flow-induced crystallization; polymer crystallization; 18715

.

Shock pulse; aircraft diagnostics; bearing; condition monitoring;

diagnostic equipment; SP547, pp. 31-35 (July 1979).

Shoes; technology transfer; computer-aided design and manu-
facture (CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented indus-

tries; government-industry cooperation; imports; innovation;

leather; manufacturing technology; materials development;

SP527.

Short span tensile analysis; zero span tensile; fiber length dis-

tribution; fiber strength; interfiber bonding; recycled pulps;

NBSIR 79-1914.

Short term frequency stability; long term frequency stability;

oscillator systems; quartz crystal oscillator; 18691

.

Showers; slip-resistance; ASTM; bathtubs; CPSC; performance

test; 18705.

SI; stages in metrication; construction specifications; conversion

approaches; dimensional coordination; metrication; 18493.

Si single crystal; high pressure; high temperature;

mechanochemical polishing; quartz crystal; sapphire; SP562,

pp. 171-182 (Oct. 1979).

SiC; strength; surfaces; coatings; SP562, pp. 483-488 (Oct.

1979).

Sidestream smoke; thermal energy analyzer; tobacco smoke;

vinyl chloride; aza-arenes; hydrazines; nitroalkanes;

nitrosamines; SP519, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Sievert; unit; absorbed dose; dose equivalent; gray; 19002.

Sigma phase; transition metal; alloy phases; electronegativity;

electron factors; electron vacancies; Laves phase; 18357.

Signal analysis; simulated acoustic emission; time-domain

deconvolution; transient elastic wave propagation; acoustic

emission; capacitive transducer; 18878.

Signal analysis; ultrasound; picture processing; SP525, pp. 303-

313 (Apr. 1979).

Signal averaging; signal processing; tissue characterization;

tomography; transducers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast

cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compres-

sion; sensitivity; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Signal enhancement of coherent Raman process; coherent anti-

Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS); liquid-filled dielectric

waveguide; optical waveguide; phase-matched propagation in

waveguide; Raman spectroscopy of liquids; 18686.

Signal generator; vhf omnidirectional radio range (VOR); am-

plitude modulation; instrument landing system (ILS); mea-

surement instrumentation; measurement standard; modula-

tion; modulation factor; modulation meter; Newton-Raphson

method; percent modulation; TNI016.

Signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ul-

trasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation; computerized

tomography; Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis;

microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering; SP525.

Signal processing; tissue characterization; tomography; transdu-

cers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals;

imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal

averaging; SP525, pp. 255-259 ( Apr. 1979).

Signal processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ul-

trasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum; computer; convolu-

tion; de -convolution; liver; power spectrum; SP525, pp. 287-

295 (Apr. 1979).

Signal processing for tissue; x-ray examination of breast; at-

tenuation of areola; attenuation of breast tissue; attenuation
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I of malignant tumors; breast cancer detection; breast car-

cinoma; breast examination techniques; SP525, pp. 85-91

(Apr. 1979).

Signature analysis; vibration analysis; monitor system; rotary

dissolver; SP547, pp. 232-249 (July 1979).

Silane coupling agents; benzoyl peroxide; composite resins;

dental materials; glass compositions; methacrylate monomers;
polymerization accelerators; reinforcing fillers; 18644.

Silicon; absolute detector; absorption coefficient; dead layer

model; external; internal quantum efficiency; 18477.

Silicon; electrical measurements; profiles; semiconductors;

18757.

Silicon; electrical measurements; resistivity; semiconductors;

18460.

Silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

j
gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

materials; semiconductor process control; NBSIR 78-1444-3.

j

Silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

I gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor
materials; semiconductor process control; NBSIR 79-1591

.

i
Silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

I gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

j

materials; semiconductor process control; NBSIR 79-1591-2.

Silicon; electronics; integrated circuits; measurement technolo-

[
gy; microelectronics; semiconductor devices; semiconductor

I
materials; semiconductor process control; NBSIR 79-1591-3.

Silicon; silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamina-

tion; test patterns; test structures; thermally stimulated cur-

rent and capacitance; transistors; ultraviolet reflectance;

VCE(SAT); x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron

I

spectroscopy; SP400-38.

I

I
Silicon; silicon dioxide; thermal oxidation of silicon; dry oxida-

tion of silicon; hydrogen contamination; hydroxyl contamina-
tion; semiconductor device fabrication; NBSIR 78-1558.

jj
Silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement;

1
1 thermal oxidation; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped

gisksses; diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit processing;

kinetics of oxide growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor

processing; NBS-GCR-78-1 34

.

I

Silicon; solid state reaction; wear debris; damaged layer; fine

polishing; sapphire; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Silicon; spreading resistance; dopant profiles; resistivity; re-

sistivity profiles; semiconductor; SP400-48.

\\ Silicon; spreading resistance measurements; thermally stimu-

lated measurements; thyristor materials measurements;

thyristor measurements; d-c transmission; deep level mea-

surements; energy conservation; measurement methods;

power-device grade silicon; NBSIR 79-1756.

Silicon; sulfur; sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimu-

lated capacitance; thermally stimulated current; deep level

measurements; defect center characterization; defect density;

ion implantation; 18458.

\\ Silicon; surface; XPS; angular study; electron spectroscopy for

j

chemical analysis (ESCA); 18417.

I

Silicon; surface roughness; y-deflection rT|qdulation; ceramic;

I

scanning electron microscope; secondary electron emission;

SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Silicon; test pattern; test structure; TTL; bipolar process; con-

tact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment

j

resistor; integrated circuits; linewidth; photolithography;
' sheet resistance; 18533.

j|

Silicon; test pattern; test structures; visual alignment; contact

I
resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment re-

I

sistor; semiconductor; SP400-5 1

.

ij

Silicon; test pattern; transistor gain; integrated circuit; process

validation wafer (PVW); reliability; 18463.

Silicon; trace analysis; activation analysis; cadmium ratio; east

neutron reactions; interfering nuclear reactions; optimization

of analysis; 18338.

Silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute

radiometry; detector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser

power measurements; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry;

18773.

Silicon cell; silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute

radiometry; detector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser

power measurements; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry;

18774.

Silicon compound ceramics; laser; shaping; SP562, pp. 283-292

(Oct. 1979).

Silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; de-

tector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measure-

ments; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; 18773.

Silicon detector; silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; de-

tector; electrically calibrated detectors; laser power measure-

ments; pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; 18774.

Silicon detector; spatial position dependence; dead layer model;

external; internal; quantum efficiency; reflectance; response;

18900.

Silicon devices; trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks; biomedi-

cal; boron; fission tracks; geochronology; geology; lithium;

nitrogen; 18342.

Silicon dioxide; silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test

patterns; test structures; thermally stimulated current and

capacitance; transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT);
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectrosco-

py; die attachment; SP400-38.

Silicon dioxide; thermal oxidation of silicon; dry oxidation of

silicon; hydrogen contamination; hydroxyl contamination;

semiconductor device fabrication; silicon; NBSIR 78-1558.

Silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement; thermal ox-

idation; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses;

diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of

oxide growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing;

silicon; NBS-GCR-78-1 34.

Silicon gate; test patterns; test structures; CMOS/SOS; process

control; process metrology; NBSIR 79-1595.

Silicon irradiation; thermal fluxes; NBS reactor; neutrons;

18704.

Silicon lattice spacing; tungsten x rays; x-ray wavelength ratios;

gamma rays; precision wavelength; 18487.

Silicon nitride; strength; stress intensity factor; abrasive machin-

ing; ceramics; contact stress; damage penetration; fracture

mechanics; fragmentation; glsiss; grinding; impact; SP562, pp.

23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Silicon nitride; strength; surface; finishes; flexure; fracture; frac-

ture mechanics; grinding; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

Silicon nitride; ultrasonic machining; as-machined material

strength; dimensional tolerances; profile grinding; SP562, pp.

209-220 (Oct. 1979).

Silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector; electri-

cally calibrated detectors; laser power measurements;
pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detec-

tor; 18 7 73.

Silicon photodetector; absolute radiometry; detector; electri-

cally calibrated detectors; laser power measurements;

pyroelectric detectors; radiometry; silicon cell; silicon detec-

tor; 18 774.

Silicon sputtering; dopant analysis; impurity analysis; ion

microprobe mass analyzer (IMMA); microdot reference

specimens; secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS); NBS-
GCR-79-158.

Silicon-nitride; fracture origin; fracture strength; machining of

ceramics; oxidation and degradation; SP562, pp. 477-481

(Oct. 1979).

Silicon-on-sapphire; sodium contamination; test patterns; test

structures; thermally stimulated current and capacitance;

transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectroscopy; die

attachment; electrical properties; SP400-38.
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Silicon-on-sapphire measurements; extended-range capacitance

and conductance measurements; high-voltage C(V) and

G{V) measurements; semiconductor device measurements;

NBS-GCR-78-155.
Silver; silver analysis; controlled potential; coulometry; elec-

trochemical equivalent of silver; electrochemistry; Faraday;

potentiostat; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 ( 1979).

Silver; solid state physics; transport properties; copper; critical

evaluation; data analysis; data compilation; data evaluation;

data extraction; data synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements;

gold; metals; molten metals; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-1298

(1979).

Silver analysis, controlled potential; coulometry; electrochemi-

cal equivalent of silver; electrochemistry; Faraday; potentio-

stat; silver; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 157-160 ( 1979).

Silver-sulfur-tungsten cluster; synthesis; x-ray diffraction; crystal

structure; mechanism of formation; molecular compound;
18636.

Silylation; thermal energy analyzer (TEA); tobacco; carba-

mates; chemical ionization; electron-capture; hydrazines;

maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines;

nitrosodiethanolamine; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Simple shear; BKZ fluid; constitutive equation; non-linear flow

histories; rate fluid; 18367.

Simplified test equipment for internal combustion engines; tur-

ret systems; vehicle maintenance; combat vehicles; diagnostic

connector assembly; fighting vehicle systems; generic DCA;
Hull systems; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

SIMS; stylus instruments; Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films;

ESCA; impurities; microroughness; optical microscopy;

polishing defects; scattered light; SP562, pp. 337-350 (Oct.

1979).

Simulated acoustic emission; time-domain deconvolution;

transient elastic wave propagation; acoustic emission; capaci-

tive transducer; signal analysis; 18878.

Simulation; accident; apparel; burn injury; clothing; fabric

flammability, fabrics; fire; garments; heat transfer; injury

potential; NBSIR 79-1755.

Simulation; architectural research; building fires; computer-

aided design; environmental psychology; fire research; fire

safety; human performance; modeling technique; pro-

gramming; sensitivity analysis; NBSIR 79-1713.

Simulation; architectural research; building fires; computer-

aided design; computer simulation; environmental psycholo-

gy; fire research; fire safety; human performance; modeling

technique; NBSIR 79-1796.

Simulation; software design; analytic models; database manage-
ment; model validation; performance evaluation; per-

formance measurement; predictive modeling; set-processing;

SP500-49.

Simulation; software monitoring; workload definition; computer
performance evaluation; computer performance measure-

ment; computer performance prediction; computer system

acquisition; conference proceedings; CPE in auditing; hard-

ware monitoring; CPEUG; SP500-52.

Simulation; synthetic programs; benchmarking; computer per-

formance measurement; distributed processing; interactive

systems; kernels; modeling; real-time; SP500-52 , pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

Simulation; validation; workload characterization; workload

management; capacity planning; hardware monitors; model-

ing; performance evaluation; performance prediction; SP500-

52, pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Simulation model; data collection; JES output; job entry

subsystem; model design; model selection; remote work sta-

tions; SP500-52,pp. 123-127 (Oct. 1979).

Simultaneous chemical equilibria; water; BASIC; carbon diox-

ide; carbon monoxide; coal gasification; COLGAS; hydrogen;

interactive computer program; methane; minimization of

Gibbs energy; phase rule; NBSIR 78-1509.

Single alloy; amalgam; creep; dental; dimensional change;

dispersion type alloy; high copper; 18729.

Single and multiple element fibers; surface threshold damage;

free-running laser pulses; giant laser pulse; optical fiber

damage; pulsed Nd^+ laser damage; SP541, pp. 168-189

(Dec. 1978).

Single crystal; sodium beta alumina; sodium beta double prime

alumina; battery application; engineering properties data;

evaluated data; polycrystalline; NSRDS-NBS61 , Part III.

Single crystal; strontium fluoride; antirefiection coatings; calci-

um fluoride; cw laser damage; DF laser; fusion cast; laser

damage; laser window; SP541. pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Single crystal; Talystep traces; alkali halides; backward scatter-

ing; forward scattering; grain boundaries; isostatic forging;

optical figure; optical homogeneity; SP541, pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978) .

Single crystal; uric acid derivative; uric acid determination; x-

ray diffraction; biological assay; crystal structure; 186 72.

Single crystal; x ray; zwitterion; amino acid derivative; crystal

structure; S-carboxymethyl-L = cysteine; 18673.

Single-event energy; energy deposition spectra; microdosimetry

parameters; neutron cross section evaluations; 18658.

Singly ionized oxygen; stark broadening; atomic spectra;

nitrogen; oxygen; plasma-broadening; 18737.

Singly ionized spectra; atomic transition probabilities; electric

dipole lines; multiplets; 18736.

Singular perturbation theory; anharmonic oscillators; 18661.

Singularities; S-matrix; Feynman integrals; quantum field

theory; 18732.

SiOj; SrFa; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic con-

stant; ZnS; ZnSe; AljOj; AsjSj glass; BaFj; CaFj; CdFi;

TN993.

Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857); binomial test; chi-squared

test; Francis Ysidro Edgeworth ( 1845-1926); goodness of fit;

18471.

Site development; standards; structural design; foundation

design; geotechnical engineering; housing construction; mine

subsidence; mining; 18324.

Six-port; automatic network analyzer; calibration; microwave

measurement; 18849.

Six-port; automatic network analyzer; microwave; microwave

measurement; 18650.

Six-port; automatic network analyzer; microwave; microwave

measurement; 18653.

Six-port; automation; microwave; microwave measurements;

reflectometer; 18652.

Six-port; calibration; impedance; reflection coefficient; reflec-

tometer; TN1012.

Six-port; calibration; microwave measurements; reflectometer;

18651.

Six-port; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scatter-

ing parameters; 18600.

Six-port; voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network

analyzer; power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scatter-

ing parameters; 18601

.

Six-port reflectometers; microwave measurements; microwave

power; microwave systems; power monitor; reflectometers;

18670.

Size effect; chipping; ferrites; glass melting; grinding; grinding

model; high-speed grinding; pyrex; SP562, pp. 61-74 (Oct.

1979) .

Size effect; specific energy; ceramics; chipping; crack forma-

tion; fracture toughness; friction; hardness; liquid softening;

oxides; scratching; SP562, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Skull bone; sound speed; ultrasound; attenuation; dispersion;

SP525, pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Skull transmission; ultrasougd; axisymmetric; beams; focal ther-

mal flaw; SP525, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).
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Sleeve; source capsule; source pellets; spacer; spectra; spec-

trometry; atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; configuration;

plug; scattered photons; 18355.

Slip-resistance; ASTM; bathtubs; CPSC; performance test;

showers; 18705.

Slit-scattering function; slit-scattering function corrections;

spectral line radiometry; spectroradiometer characterizations;

spectroradiometry; vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair;

aperture pair; calibration; convolution; deconvolution;

TN9J0-4.
Slit-scattering function corrections; spectral line radiometry;

spectroradiometer characterizations; spectroradiometry;

vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair;

calibration; convolution; deconvolution; geometrical-optics

radiometry; inversion; TN910-4.

\
Slush; slush production; slush storage; cryogenic; hydrogen; ox-

ygen; scraping auger; NBSIR 79-1607.

Slush production; slush storage; cryogenic; hydrogen; oxygen;

scraping auger; slush; NBSIR 79-1607

.

Slush storage; cryogenic; hydrogen; oxygen; scraping auger;

slush; slush production; NBSIR 79-1607.

Small angle neutron scattering; amorphous materials; domains;

magnetism; phase transitions; rare earths; 18835.

Small angle scattering; amorphous alloys; magnetic partides;

magnetism; neutron scattering; rare earths; 18372.

Small-scale turbulence; correlations; grid-turbulence; higher-

order moments; hot-wire anemometry; probability distribu-

tions; 18821.

S-matrix; Feynman integrals; quantum field theory; singularities;

18732.

Smoke; compartment fires; fire tests; flame spread; heat release

rate; ignition; interior finish; passive fire protection; potential

heat; NBSIR 79-1 700.

Smoke; emergency communications; emergency evacuation;

fire detection; fire safety; fire suppression; mass transporta-

tion; material flammability; people movers; NBSIR 78-1586.

Smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity; upholstered fur-

niture; arson; bibliographies; building fires; compartment
fires; fabric flammability; fire detection systems; fire tests;

flammability tests; human behavior; plastics; polymers;

NBSIR 79-1745.

Smoke; smoldering; weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming

combustion; flexible foams; optical density; particle size;

polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrol-

ysis; rigid foams; NBS-GCR-78-147

.

Smoke; soot; thermal radiation; fire models; heat transfer; room
fires; NBS-GCR-78-1 5 1

.

Smoke; toxic gases; toxicity; building fires; conferences; fire de-

tection; fire investigations; fire models; fire research; fire re-

tardants; flame retardants; human behavior; SP540.

Smoke; upholstered furniture; chairs; doors; evacuation; fire de-

partments; fire fighters; nursing homes; patients; room fires;

NBS-GCR-79-159.
Smoke candle test; smoke control; stairwell pressurization; top

injection; tracer gas test; bottom injection; multiple injection;

NBSIR 79-1747.

Smoke control; stairwell pressurizatiok; top injection; tracer gas

test; bottom injection; multiple injection; smoke candle test;

NBSIR 79-1747.

Smoke detection; automatic sprinklers; building codes; building

construction; Delphi Method; fire safety; health care facili-

ties; hospitals; interior finishes; Life Safety Code; nursing

homes; risk analysis; safety equivalency; safety evaluation;

NBSIR 78-1555.

Smoke detectors; component screening; electronic component

reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; relia-

bility; residential buildings; NBS-GCR-79-160

.

Smoke detectors; component screening; electronic component

reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; relia-

bility; residential buildings; NBS-GCR-79-1 61

.

Smoke detectors; component screening; electronic component
reliability; failure analysis; failure models; failure rates; relia-

bility; residential buildings; NBS-GCR-79-1 62

.

Smoke detectors; detection; fires; home fires; residential smoke
detectors; 18514.

Smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; de-

tectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires;

NBS-GCR-78-1 28.

Smoke detectors; spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; de-

tectors; fire detectors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Smoke detectors; standards; upholstered furniture; building

fires; cost-benefit analysis; costs; decision analysis; fire losses;

furniture; hsizard analysis; probability; residential buildings;

sensitivity analysis; TNI 101.

Smoke detectors; subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture;

arson; bibliographies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric

flammability; fire detection systems; fire tests; flammability

tests; human behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; NBSIR 79-

1745.

Smoke detectors; tenability limits; upholstered furniture; detec-

tion time; detector location; fire tests; gas detectors; kitchen

fires; mobile homes; NBSIR 79-1915.

Smoke development; fire hazards; fire protection; fire safety;

health care facility; 18721.

Smoke movement; spray nozzle; stairway protection; ventilated

stair; automatic sprinkler; building code; NBSIR 78-1571

.

Smoke movement; sprinkler systems: health care facilities;

hospitals; mattresses; NBSIR 79-1749.

Smoldering; weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming com-

bustion; flexible foams; optical density; particle size;

polypropylene; polyurethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrol-

ysis; rigid foams; smoke; NBS-GCR-78-147.
Smoldering combustion; test methods; attic floor radiant panel;

cellulose thermal insulation; critical radiant flux; flame

spread; NBSIR 79-1588.

Snow; centrifuge; comparison of measurement methods; free

water; freezing calorimeter; hydrology forecasting; microwave

remote sensing; NBSIR 79-1604.

Snow; solar collector; structural engineering; building; ice; load;

roof; roof load; NBS-GCR-79-1 8 1

.

Snow depth; soil moisture; electromagnetic measurement;

18563.

Snow stratigraphy; microwave remote sensing; snowpack-water

equivalence; 18820.

Snowpack-water equivalence; snow stratigraphy; microwave

remote sensing; 18820.

Social issues in information; telecommunication trends; trans-

border data flows; computer-telecommunications conver-

gence; computer trends; information age; information as a

resource; information revolution; 18975.

Social science; technological innovation; administrative experi-

mentation; evaluability assessment; evaluation; experimental

methods; Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regu-

lation; regulatory oversight; NBS GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Societal goals; building codes; control measures; fire codes; fire

safety; governmental actions; life safety; regulation; risk as-

sessment; SP536, pp. 63-74 (Feb. 1979).

Sodium; absorption spectra; core excitation; emission spectra;

lattice relaxation; many body effects; 18413.

Sodium; soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft x-ray emission spec-

tra; aluminum; beryllium; core hole lifetime; lattice relaxa-

tion; lithium; magnesium; 18741

.

Sodium; temperature dependence; alkali elements; cesium;

electrical resistivity; francium; lithium; magnetic flux density

dependence; potassium; pressure dependence; rubidium;

JPCRD 8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).
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Sodium atom; angular distributions; field ionization; laser spec-

troscopy; multiphoton processes; photoionization; quantum
beats; 18953.

Sodium beta alumina; sodium beta double prime alumina; bat-

tery application; engineering properties data; evaluated data;

polycrystalline; single crystal; NSRDS-NBS6I , Part III.

Sodium beta double prime alumina; battery application; en-

gineering properties data; evaluated data; polycrystalline; sin-

gle crystal; sodium beta alumina; NSRDS-NBS6I , Part III.

Sodium contamination; test patterns; test structures; thermally

stimulated current and capacitance; transistors; ultraviolet

reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy;

auger electron spectroscopy; die attachment; electrical pro-

perties; electronics; SP400-38.

Sodium fluoride; absorption; arsenic selenide; arsenic trisulfide;

defects; laser damage; SP54I, pp. 212-217 (Dec. 1978).

Sodium fluoride film; total internal reflection; 0.65 to 3.0

microns; absorption coefficient; SP54I, pp. 13-18 (Dec.

1978).

Sodium iodide spectrometer; 15.1 MeV branching ratio;

positron annihilation-in-flight; quasi-monoenergetic photons;

18522.

Sodium, neutral; autoionizing states; laser-excitation technique;

neutral sodium; 18507.

Sodium (polystyrene sulfonate); sulfonation; sulfur trioxide;

triethyl phosphate; polystyrene; 18542.

Soft errors; TMR; triply modular redundant; fault tolerant com-
puter; NBSIR 79-1927.

Soft tissue; temperature dependence; ultrasound velocity; zero

crossing detection; non-invjisive temperature monitoring;

SP525. pp. 57-61 (Apr. 1979).

Soft x-ray absorption spectra; soft x-ray emission spectra; alu-

minum; beryllium; core hole lifetime; lattice relaxation; lithi-

um; magnesium; sodium; 18741.

Soft x-ray emission spectra; aluminum; beryllium; core hole

lifetime; lattice relaxation; lithium; magnesium; sodium; soft

x-ray absorption spectra; 18741.

Software; automated data systems; computer programs;

cost/benefit analysis; documentation; documentation content

guidelines; feasibility study; FIPS guidelines; initiation phase;

project request; FIPS PUB 64.

Software; standards; transfer; documentation; energy; evalua-

tion; guidelines; implementation; large-scale; management;
mathematical models; policy analysis; SP534.

Software; transformation; computing system; dataplot; fitting;

graphics; interactive graphics; regression; 18519.

Software certification; software development; software reliabili-

ty; software validation; design specifications; requirements

definition; 18882.

Software design; analytic models; database management; model
validation; performance evaluation; performance measure-

ment; predictive modeling; set-processing; simulation; SP500-
49.

Software development; software reliability; software validation;

design specifications; requirements definition; software cer-

tification; 18882.

Software errors; software validations; program testing; scientific

programs; NBS-GCR-78-148.
Software monitoring; workload definition; computer per-

formance evaluation; computer performance measurement;

computer performance prediction; computer system acquisi-

tion; conference proceedings; CPE in auditing; hardware
monitoring; CPEUG; installation management; SP500-52.

Software reliability; software validation; design specifications;

requirements definition; software certification; software

development; 18882.

Software validation; design specifications; requirements defini-

tion; software certification; software development; software

reliability; 18882.

Software validations; program testing; scientific programs; soft-

ware errors; NBS-GCR-78-148.
Soil anchors; soil mechanics; wind upset; anchors; mobile home

foundations; BSS107.

Soil mechanics; wind upset; anchors; mobile home foundations;

soil anchors; BSSI07.
Soil moisture; electromagnetic measurement; snow depth;

18563.

Soil organic matter; aquatic humus; fulvic acid; humic acid;

humic substances; reference collection of humic substances;

reference samples; SP5I9, pp. 789-792 (Apr. 1979).

Soil organic matter; standard humic materials; fulvic acid;

humic acid; humic substances; reference collection of humic
substances; SP519, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).

Solanidine; solanine; potato alkaloids; radioimmunoassay;

SP519, pp. 333-340 (Apr. 1979).

Solanine; potato alkaloids; radioimmunoassay; solanidine;

SP519, pp. 333-340 (Apr. 1979).

Solar; building design; cost; energy conservation; energy stan-

dards; fenestration; life-cycle costing; retrofitting; 19043.

Solar; commercial; economics; evaluation; feasibility; passive;

rehabilitation; retrofit; 18964.

Solar; solar atmospheric motions; supergranules; convection;

18444.

Solar; standards; State; buildings; design; energy; legislation;

NBSIR 79-1705.

Solar; standards; testing; computer; hot water; measurement;

rating; 18428.

Solar; suburban; urban; application; buildings; commercial;

daylighting; energy; environments; heating; passive; 18894.

Solar absorptance; solar optical properties; solar reflectance;

solar transmittance; spectral reflectance standards; terrestrial

solar irradiance; diffuse reflectance standards; 18501.

Solar absorptance of roofing materials; whole-house ventilation;

attic ventilation; energy conservation; SP548.

Solar arrays; solar cells; workshops; laser scanner; measurement

development; photovoltaics; reliability; 18322.

Solar atmospheric motions; supergranules; convection; solar;

18444.

Solar cell stability; device measurements; laser scanning; light-

biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; semicon-

ductor measurements; sheet resistance; solar cells; NBSIR
79-1909.

Solar cell stability; workshops; device measurements; laser

scanning; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliability; semicon-

ductor measurements; solar cells; 18633.

Solar cells; solar cell stability; device measurements; laser

scanning; light-biasing; metallization; ohmic contacts; relia-

bility; semiconductor measurements; sheet resistance; NBSIR
79-1909.

Solar cells; solar cell stability; workshops; device measure-

ments; laser scanning; metallization; ohmic contacts; reliabili-

ty; semiconductor measurements; 18633

.

Solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure

mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

semiconductors; SP400-58.

Solar cells; stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure

mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

semiconductors; NBSIR 79-1778.

Solar cells; standards; test methods; batteries; photovoltaic

energy conversion; power conditioning; power systems;

NBSIR 79-1743.

Solar cells; workshops; laser scanner; measurement develop-

ment; photovoltaics; reliability; solar arrays; 18322.

Solar collector; solar energy; solar radiation; standards; stan-

dard test; testing; measurement; BSSl I 7.

Solar collector; structural engineering; building; ice; load; roof;

roof load; snow; NBS-GCR-79-1 8 1

.
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Solar collector testing; water-heating solar collectors; collector

efficiency; comparison German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-77

procedures; flatiplate solar collectors; German Bundesver-

band Solarenergie; IS986.

Solar collectors; standard test methods; absorptive coatings; ac-

celerated laboratory tests; durability; outdoor exposure;

18554.

Solar collectors; water-heating collectors; ASHRAE Standard

93-77; 18770.

Solar data center; solar energy systems; solar heating and cool-

ing; automatic data processing; data base; residential

buildings; NBSIR 79-1762.

Solar database; solar energy system; solar heating and cooling;

automatic data processing; computer reports; grant data; re-

sidential buildings; NBSIR 79-1923.

Solar energy; building regulation; energy conservation; legisla-

tion; SP552, pp. 211-216 (July 1979).

Solar energy; building research; NBS solar standards projects;

18363.

Solar energy; solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar

regulatory provisions; solar regulatory requirements; codes
and standards; NBS-GCR-78-141-1

.

Solar energy; solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar

regulatory provisions; solar regulatory requirements; codes
and standards; NBS-GCR-78-I4I-2.

Solar energy; solar radiation; standards; standard test; testing;

measurement; solar collector; BSSI I 7.

Solar energy; storage; performance criteria; photovoltaics;

power conditioning; power control; 18634.

Solar energy; toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan
pipeline; computers; corrosion; fire safety; gyromagnetic
ratio; paper; photometric calibrator; safety tips; DIMINBS
63, No. 11, 1-36 ( 1979).

Solar energy; toxic substances; building rehabilitation; energy

measurements; energy-related inventions; environment; preci-

sion power; radioactivity; Raman microprobe; DIMINBS 63,

No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Solar energy; windows; daylighting; energy conservation; fenes-

tration; 18863.

Solar energy storage; thermal energy storage device; ASHRAE
Standard 94-77; Glauber's salt; latent heat storage; pebble
bed; phase-change unit; NBSIR 79-1737.

Solar energy system; solar heating and cooling; automatic data

processing; computer reports; grant data; residential

buildings; solar database; NBSIR 79-1923.
Solar energy systems; hose; hose specifications; rubber hose;

NBSIR 79-1917.
Solar energy systems; solar heating and cooling; automatic data

processing; data base; residential buildings; solar data center;

NBSIR 79-1762.

Solar heat gain; daylighting; energy calculation; energy con-

sumption; fenestration; heating and cooling load; 19003.

Solar heat gain; thermal efficiency; window; window manage-

ment; building economics; daylighting; economic analysis;

energy conservation; engineering economics; life-cycle costs;

BSSI 19.

Solar heating and cooling; automatic data processing; data

base; residential buildings; solar data center; solar energy

systems; NBSIR 79-1762.

Solar heating and cooling; automatic data processing; computer

reports; grant data; residential buildings; solar database; solar

energy system; NBSIR 79-1923.

Solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar regulatory

provisions; solar regulatory requirements; codes and stan-

dards; solar energy; NBS-GCR-78-141-1

.

Solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar regulatory

provisions; solar regulatory requirements; codes and stan-

dards; solar energy; NBS-GCR-78-1 4 1 -2

.

Solar heating components; standard test procedure; thermal

storage tests; water tank thermal storage; ASHRAE Stan-

dards; evaluation of test procedure; 18425.
^

Solar model code; solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory

requirements; codes and standards; solar energy; solar heat-

ing and cooling; NBS-GCR-78-141-1

.

Solar model code; solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory

requirements; codes and standards; solar energy; solar heat-

ing and cooling; NBS-GCR-78-1 4 1 -2

.

Solar optical properties; solar reflectance; solar transmittance;

spectral reflectance standards; terrestrial solar irradiance; dif-

fuse reflectance standards; solar absorptance; 18501.

Solar radiation; standards; standard test; testing; measurement;

solar collector; solar energy; BSSI 17.

Solar radiation measurements; absolute radiometers; blackbody

measurements; chemical actinometry; second harmonic
generation; 184 76.

Solar reflectance; solar transmittance; spectral reflectance stan-

dards; terrestrial solar irradiance; diffuse reflectance stan-

dards; solar absorptance; solar optical properties; 18501

.

Solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory requirements;

codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating and cooling;

solar model code; NBS-GCR-78-141-1

.

Solar regulatory provisions; solar regulatory requirements;

codes and standards; solar energy; solar heating and cooling;

solar model code; NBS-GCR-78-14 1 -2

.

Solar regulatory requirements; codes and standards; solar ener-

gy; solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar regula-

tory provisions; NBS-GCR-78-141-1

.

Solar regulatory requirements; codes and standards; solar ener-

gy; solar heating and cooling; solar model code; solar regula-

tory provisions; NBS-GCR-78-14 1-2

.

Solar transmittance; speccral reflectance standards; terrestrial

solar irradiance; diffuse reflectance standards; solar ab-

sorptance; solar optical properties; solar reflectance; 18501

.

Solenoids; Ampere's law; dimensional metrology; fundamental

constants; gyromagnetic ratio of proton; magnetic fields;

Maxwell's equations; 18437.

Solid He^; superfluid He^; symposium; cryogenics; dilution

refrigerators; helium 3; Japan; millikelvin research; nuclear

cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigerators; 18679.

Solid state memories; video disks; beam-addressables; car-

tridges; cassettes; core memories; disks; drums; floppy disks;

laser beams; magnetic bubbles; masstapes; SP500-45

.

Solid state physics; transport properties; copper; critical evalua-

tion; data analysts; data compilation; data evaluation; data

extraction; data synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements;

gold; metals; molten metals; palladium; JPCRD 8, No. 4,

1 147-1298 ( 1979).

Solid state reaction; water vapor; working unit; damaged layer;

elastic emission machining; environmental effect; hydrate;

hydration polishing; mechanochemical polishing with soft

powder; pre-existing defect; sapphire; SP562, pp. 157-169

(Oct. 1979).

Solid state reaction; wear debris; damaged layer; fine polishing;

sapphire; silicon; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Solid state software; advanced composite materials; composite

materials analysis; orthotropic materials; programmable cal-

culators; SP563, pp. 91-107 (Oct. 1979).

Solidification; surface tension of liquid gallium; thermodynamic
properties; convection; heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn

off-eutectic alloys; phase diagram of K20-Fe203 system;

NBSIR 79-1767.

Solids; tissue; ultrasound; propagation velocity; reflection

technique; SP525. pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Solids; 13,; conformation; crystallinity ; NMR; polyethylene;

resolution; sample spinning; 18745.

Solution calorimetry; bomb calorimetry; drop calorimetry; elec-

tromagnetic power calorimetry; energy measurement; enthal-

py measurement; entropy measurement; fuels, heating values;

gas-flow calorimetry; heat capacity measurement; heat mea-
surements; levitation calorimetry; 18330.



Solution calorimetry; thermochemistry; adenine; enthalpy of

dissociation; enthalpy of protonation; enthalpy of reaction;

enthalpy of solution; nucleic acid bases; J. Res. 84, No. 3,

231-240 ( 1979).

Solution calorimetry; thermochemistry;

tris( hydroxymethyl )aminomethane; endothermic solution

reactions; enthalpy of solution; KBr, KI, KIO3, KIO4; J. Res.

84, No. 4, 273-286 ( 1979).

Solution properties; bead-spring model; block copolymer; flow

birefringence; flow dichroism; polymer dynamics; Rouse-

Zimm theory; 18431.

Solutions; thermodynamic properties; activity coefficient;

cobalt; critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy;

iron; nickel; osmotic coefficients; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Solutions; thermodynamic properties; uranium; activity coeffi-

cient; copper; critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs

energy; lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1005-1050 ( 1979).

Solvent; stress-cracking agent; uniaxial creep; crack growth;

failure; polyethylene; 18766.

Solvent extraction; spatial variations; diurnal variations; ele-

mental carbon; mass spectroscopy; organic aerosol con-

stituents; primary organic carbon; sampling errors; secondary

organic carbon; SP5/ 9, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Sonic testing device; adhesive bond integrity; control testing;

SP563. p. 174 (Oct. 1979).

Sonic velocity; bone; collagen; crosslinking modification; cur-

velinking; hydroxyapatite; SP525, pp. 179-187 (Apr. 1979).

Soot; thermal radiation; fire models; heat transfer; room fires;

smoke; NBS-GCR-78-l 5 1

.

Sound; acoustics; environmental noise; noise; noise emission;

regulations; 18785.

Sound intensity; soupd power; standing wave tube; absolute

sound power source; particle velocity; plane wave; 18728.

Sound power; standing wave tube; absolute sound power
source; particle velocity; plane wave; sound intensity; 18728.

Sound speed; ultrasound; attenuation; dispersion; skull bone;

SP525, pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Sound velocity; thermodynamic properties; virial coefficients;

density; gas; nitrogen; 18815.

Source capsule; source housing; spectrometry results; «*CO
gamma-ray beam; calibration source; collimation system;

data-reduction technique; low-activity replacement source;

measurement technique; scatter contribution; 18416.

Source capsule; source pellets; spacer; spectra; spectrometry;

atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; configuration; plug; scat-

tered photons; sleeve; 18355.

Source data entry; data entry; economic considerations;

keyboard; keypunch; optical character recognition; optical

mark sensing; FIPS PUB 67.

Source housing; spectrometry results; *"CO gamma-ray beam;
calibration source; collimation system; data-reduction

technique; low-activity replacement source; measurement
technique; scatter contribution; source capsule; 18416.

Source pellets; spacer; spectra; spectrometry; atomic number;
cobalt-60 photons; configuration; plug; scattered photons;

sleeve; source capsule; 18355.

South Asia; developing countries; industrializing countries;

Korea; measurements; metrology; physical standards;

seminar; SP539.

Sovereign immunity; tort; duty; liability; municipal corpora-

tions; negligence; SP552, pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

SOJ.; troposphere; aldehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; data

needs; free radicals; modeling; NOj.; olefins; SP557.

s-p binding; structural stability; alloys; electronegativity; elec-

tronic configuration; 18383.

Space; Stirling refrigerators; aluminum SRM's; computer
systems; electron microscopy; group decisions; properties of

steam; DIM/NBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 (1979).

Space; superconducting; torque; trapped flux; gyroscope;

ralativity; 18846.

Space astronomy; stars, chromospheres; stars, coronae; stars,

late-type; stars, winds; ultraviolet spectra; satellites; 18606.

Space astronomy; stellar astronomy; ultraviolet spectroscopy;

galactic astronomy; 18590.

Space charge; breakdown; electro-optics; gas-solid interface;

KDP; Pockels effect; NBS-GCR-79- 177

.

Space charge forces; beam transport; high current beams; nu-

merical simulation; particle accelerators; 18932.

Space cooling; space heating; building envelope; cost effective-

ness; economics; energy conservation; internal rate of return;

life-cycle costing; marginal analysis; optimal design; re-

sidential buildings; 19044.

Space groups; aliasing; Bravais lattices; Fast Fourier

"Transform"; near-field scanning; orthogonalities; plane-radi-

al scanning; probe correction; 18956.

Space heating; building envelope; cost effectiveness; economics;

energy conservation; internal rate of return; life-cycle cost-

ing; marginal analysis; optimal design; residential buildings;

space cooling; 19044.

Space heating; ventilation; appliance energy consumption; ener-

gy consumption of residences lighting energy consumption;

occupant factors; residential air conditioning; service hot

water; NBSIR 78-1501

.

Space heating and cooling requirements; thermal mass; building

economics; energy conservation; insulation; life-cycle cost

analysis; masonry construction; NBSIR 79-1789.

Space optics; advanced composites; dimensional stability; eu-

tectic coating; graphite/epoxy; moisture barrier; SP563, pp.

47-56 (Oct. 1979).

Spaceflight; radioactivity; scintillator materials during

spaceflight; 19011.

Space-heating; testing; boiler; combustion; energy; furnace; gas-

fired; heating; oil-fired; rating; 18385.

Spacelab; critical phenomena; critical-point universality; fluids;

gravity effects; materials science; 1845 7.

Spacer; spectra; spectrometry; atomic number; cobalt-60

photons; configuration; plug; scattered photons; sleeve;

source capsule; source pellets; 18355.

Spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detec-

tors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-I28.
Spacing; velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detec-

tors; fire growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Sparse matrices; data pooling; data structures; mathematical

programming; matrices; name generation; operations

research; programming languages; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 21-47

( 1979).

Spatial anisotropy; strain tides; core resonance; free wobble;

laser strainmeter; ocean load; preferred frame; 18823.

Spatial period; wavelength of light; Fizeau-type interferometer;

fringe pattern; U.S. Patent 4,173,442.

Spatial position dependence; dead layer model; external; inter-

nal; quantum efficiency; reflectance; response; silicon detec-

tor; 18900.

Spatial resolution; thin foils; x rays; analytical electron

microscopy; microanalysis; Monte Carlo electron trajectory

simulation; 18589.

Spatial variations; diurnal variations; elemental carbon; mass

spectroscopy; organic aerosol constituents; primary organic

carbon; sampling errors; secondary organic carbon; solvent

extraction; SP5/ 9, pp. 121-129 (Apr. 1979).

Special reference materials; standard reference materials; analy-

sis; certification; characterization; composition; properties;

research materials; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Special relativity; stabTlized lasers; isotropy of space; Michel-

son-Morley experiment; 18875.
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Special relativity; stabilized lasers; isotropy of space; Michel-

son-Morley experiment; 18952.

Speciation; activation parameters; aqueous transmethylation;

chloride complexes; environment; formation constants; ionic

mechanisms; kinetics; methylmercury; methyltin; NMR; pri-

mary salt effect; 18484.

Specific electrical effect; arc burn; contact burn; current

threshold; electrical injury; electrolyte shift; heat effect; inju-

ry mechanism; injury statistics; mouth burn; NBSIR 79-1710.

Specific energy; ceramics; chipping; crack formation; fracture

toughness; friction; hardness; liquid softening; oxides;

scratching; size effect; SPS62, pp. 43-59 (Oct. 1979).

Specific heat; stainless steel; heat capacity; low temperature

alloy; 18419.

Specific heat; standard reference materials; thermodynamic
properties; alumina; aluminum oxide; calorimetry; corundum;
enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire; 18377.

Specific heat; standard reference materials; thermal conductivi-

ty; thermophysical properties; electrical resistivity; enthalpy;

18615.

Specific heat; strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics;

cryogenics; dielectric-constant; electrets; electrocaloric ef-

fect; entropy; ferroelectrics; glass-ceramics; heat switches;

magneto-thermal conductivity; polarization; potassium tanta-

late; refrigeration; 18680.

Specific heating value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical

properties; total heating value; composition; custody transfer;

density; flow rate; LNG; mixtures; 18564.

Specific heating value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical

properties data; total heating value; composition; custody

transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mathematical models; mix-
tures; 18838.

Specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; isobutane; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson in-

version; latent heats of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric

densities; NBSIR 79-1612.

Specific heats; speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities;

enthalpies; entropies; equation of state; internal energies;

isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent

heats of vaporization; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric den-

sities; NBSIR 79-1621.

Specifications; standards; test measures; tolerances; vapor

recovery; bottom loading; field standard provers; field stan-

dards; field standard test measures; provers; HI 05-3.

Specifications; statistical methods; statistics; conformance; sam-

j

pling; 18440.

\
Specifications; taximeters; tolerances; volume-measuring

!
devices; weighing devices; weights; length-measuring devices;

liquid-measuring devices; measures; scales; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

i Specifications and tolerances; vapor recovery; weights and mea-

f sures; consumer affairs; education; electromagnetic inter-

ference; electronic devices; International Organization of

Legal Metrology; measurement assurance; metrication; model
ji laws and regulations; SP532.

I

Specificity; chemical spot tests; color tests; drugs of abuse; field

I
test kits; sensitivity; 18492.

Specificity; trace analysis; environmental pollution;

fluorescence; high performance liquid chromatography; occu-

pational health; picogram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons;

i selectivity; sensitivity; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

I
Speckle; waveform; attenuators; calibration; laser; neodymium

' laser; peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; O-switched;

j!
risetime; TNIOIO.

Spectra; Ca ii emission, stars; chromospheres, stars; emission

I line, star; late-type, ultraviolet; 18926.

I
Spectra; elements; emission; 18870.

Spectra; spectrometry; atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; con-

figuration; plug; scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule;

source pellets; spacer; 18355.

Spectra; spectroscopy; triply-ionized; ultraviolet; wavelengths;

energy levels; lanthanum; 18782.

Spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; zirconium; 18499.

Spectra; wavelengths; energy levels; ions; molybdenum; pulsed

laser; 18500.

Spectra, O vi-O viii; wavelengths, O vi-O viii; atomic energy

levels, O VI-O viil; atomic spectra, O vi-O viil; NSRDS-NBS3

,

Section 8.

Spectra-color ultrasonography (SCU); spectrum analysis; ul-

trasonic spectroscopy; instantaneous power spectra; color-

coded B-scan; SP525, pp. 261-266 (Apr. 1979).

Spectral absorptance; theory; asymmetric absorptance; damage
thresholds; dielectric reflectors; electric-field distribution;

high-power; reflectance; SP541, pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

Spectral analysis; statistical modeling; ultrasonic tissue charac-

terization; computer processing; estimation theory; liver at-

tenuation; SP525, pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Spectral clusters; spherical top molecules; 4th and 6th rank oc-

tahedral tensor; asymptotic eigensolutions; high resolution

spectra; 18706.

Spectral coincidences; Stark modulation; Stark spectroscopy;

trace gas analysis; COj laser; derivative spectra; infrared

analysis; 18538.

Spectral line radiometry; spectroradiometer characterizations;

spectroradiometry; vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair;

aperture pair; calibration; convolution; deconvolution;

geometrical-optics radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam
geometry; TN910-4.

Spectral lines; Stark broadening; deuterium; hydrogen; ion

dynamic effect; plasma line shift; 18948.

Spectral purity; frequency lock loop; frequency stability;

navigation; oscillator systems; phase lock loop; position loca-

tion; 18693.

Spectral reflectance standards; terrestrial solar irradiance; dif-

fuse reflectance standards; solar absorptance; solar optical

properties; solar reflectance; solar transmittance; 18501

.

Spectrofluorimetry; surface analysis; tetrazole; benzotriazole;

charge transfer; copper; luminescence; microspec-

trofluorimetry; photoluminescence; 18504.

Spectrometry; atomic number; cobalt-60 photons; configura-

tion; plug; scattered photons; sleeve; source capsule; source

pellets; spacer; spectra; 18355

.

Spectrometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multisphere;

photon; photoneutrons; radiotherapy; SP554, pp. 109-123

(Sept. 1979).

Spectrometry; dose-equivalent; electrons; kerma; multispheres;

photoneutrons; photons; radiotherapy; SP554, pp. 125-127

(Sept. 1979).

Spectrometry; sulfate; x ray; anion exchange; filter paper; fuel

oil; 18635.

Spectrometry results; ™CO gamma-ray beam; calibration

source; collimation system; data-reduction technique; low-ac-

tivity replacement source; measurement technique; scatter

contribution; source capsule; source housing; 18416.

Spectrophotometer; transmittance; wavelength standard; band-

width; didymium glass filter; passband centroid; SP260-66.

Spectrophotometric enzyme assay; enzyme assay; influence of

inhibitor on lactate dehydrogenase assay; lactate

dehydrogenase assay; lactate to pyruvate reaction; pyruvate

to lactate reaction; 18433.

Spectrophotometry; color; colorimetry; color spacing; color vi-

sion; Deane Judd; selected writings; SP545.
Spectroradiometer characterizations; spectroradiometry;

vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair;

calibration; convolution; deconvolution; geometrical-optics

radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam geometry; relative

spectral responsivity; TN910-4.



Spectroradiometry; vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair;

aperture pair; calibration; convolution; deconvolution;

geometrical-optics radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam
geometry; relative spectral responsivity; slit-scattering func-

tion; TN9I0-4.
Spectroscopic and analytic determinations; variable wavelength

monochromatic light; opto-galvanic effect; predetermined
frequency; U.S. Patent 4.148,586.

Spectroscopy; spectrum; structure; flavor; hadron; quark;

19010.

Spectroscopy; SU4; alpha-particles; correlations; mass formula;

nuclear; quartets; reactions; 18423.

Spectroscopy; triply-ionized; ultraviolet; wavelengths; energy
levels; lanthanum; spectra; 18782.

Spectroscopy, laser; laser spectroscopy; noise, laser sources;

nonlinear spectroscopy; optical heterodyne; 18558.

Spectrum; stable matrix; closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix;

field of values; Hadamard product; inclusion theorem;
Kronecker product; numerical radius; 18909.

Spectrum; structure; flavor; hadron; quark; spectroscopy;

19010.

Spectrum; wavelengths; energy levels; lutetium; 18369.

Spectrum; wavelengths; yttrium; energy levels; ion; ionization

energy; 18868.

Spectrum analysis; strain gage; bearing noise; failure preven-

tion; machinery noise; noise signature; non-destructive

evaluation; piezoelectric polymer; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July

1979).

Spectrum analysis; ultrasonic spectroscopy; instantaneous

power spectra; color-coded B-scan; spectra-color ultrasonog-

raphy (SCU); SP525. pp. 261-266 (Apr. 1979).

Sjjectrum analysis; ultrasonics; acoustic; computer processing;

digital acquisition; digital signal processing; pulse-echo
techniques; SP525, pp. 281-286 (Apr. 1979).

Spectrum analyzers; steady state mode; tolerance vibration

levels; automatic diagnostics; digitized data; SP547, pp. 286-

295 (July 1979).

Spectrum management; standardization organizations; telecom-

munications; TVI; vehicular electronics; electromagnetic

bioeffects; electromagnetic compatibility; electromagnetic im-

munity; electromagnetic interference; electromagnetic radia-

tion; electromagnetic susceptibility; SP55I

.

Speech communication; audition; communications; hearing;

hearing aids; selection of hearing aids; CIS4, Revised 1978.

Speed; ultrasonic; attenuation; brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage;
hydrocephalus; impedance; infarct; SP525, pp. 81-84 (Apr.

1979).

Speed of light; COj laser; frequency comparison; frequency

multiplicatipn; frequency synthesis; laser frequency measure-
ment; Penning trap; 18608.

Speed of light; time standards; atomic clocks; frequency stan-

dards; frequency synthesis; fundamental constants; length

standards; physical measurement systems; review article;

18346.

Speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entro-

pies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isobutane;

isochores; isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats

of vaporization; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific

heats; NBSIR 79-1612.

Speeds of sound; vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entro-

pies; equation of state; internal energies; isobars; isochores;

isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; melting line; n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific

heats; NBSIR 79-1621.

Sphere; spheres; wind noise; windscreen; windscreen per-

formance; windscreens; acoustics; flow; insertion loss;

microphone; porous sphere; NBSIR 79-1599.

Spheres; wind noise; windscreen; windscreen performance;
windscreens; acoustics; flow; insertion loss; microphone;
porous sphere; sphere; NBSIR 79-1599.

Spherical top molecules; combination bands; high resolution

spectroscopy; level clusters; 18921

.

Spherical top molecules; high resolution spectroscopy; level

clusters; saturation absorption spectroscopy; 18928.

Spherical top molecules; 4th and 6th rank octahedral tensor;

asymptotic eigensolutions; high resolution spectra; spectral

clusters; 18706.

Spherical tops; symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer approxi-

mation; centrifugal; Coriolis; frame transformation relations;

level cluster; 18599.

Spin exchange; temperature coefficient; time dispersion; wall

shift; amplitude modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo;

dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency stability; second-order

Doppler shift phase modulation; 18696.

Spin forces; tensor force; charmonium; particle spectroscopy;

quarks; selection rules; 18432.

Spin freezing; spin glasses; susceptibility; amorphous mag-

netism; Mossbauer effect; rare earths; 18897.

Spin glass; hyperfine fields; magnetic relaxation; magnetism;

Mossbauer; rare earths; 18329.

Spin glasses; susceptibility; amorphous magnetism; Mossbauer

effect; rare earths; spin freezing; 18897.

Spin Hamiltonians; spinodal poi.it; spin-phonon coupling; fer-

romagnetism; magnetization equation; 18605.

Spin operators; Boson expansions; Holstein-Primakoff represen-

tation; 18885.

Spin waves; crystal fields; Laves phase; magnetic materials;

neutron scattering; rare earths; 19031.

Spin waves; transition-metal glasses; amorphous alloys; mag-

netic properties; neutron scattering; 18898.

Spindle error; standard deviation; stylus; least squares circle;

least squares estimation; polar graph; restraints; roundness

standard; NBSIR 79-1 758.

Spin-glass, sound velocity; Debye temperature; iron alloy; mag-

netic susceptibility; 18763.

Spinodal point; spin-phonon coupling; ferromagnetism; mag-

netization equation; spin Hamiltonians; 18605.

Spin-phonon coupling; ferromagnetism; magnetization equation;

spin Hamiltonians; spinodal point; 18605.

Splat-cooling; superconductivity; intermetallic compounds;

liquid quenching; metastable phases; niobium-silicon alloys;

18734.

Spontaneous deposition technique; biological materials analysis;

environmental materials analysis; neutron activation analysis;

noble metals analysis; platinum determination; radiochemical

separation; 18350.

Spot size; surface absorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed

water; breakdown mechanism; frequency and time depen-

dence of breakdown thresholds; IR window materials; NaCI;

pressure; pulsed TEA COj laser surface breakdown; SP541,

pp. 318-326 (Dec. 1978).

Spot-size dependence; breakdown fields; KCl; NaCI; SP541, pp.

309-317 (Dec. 1978).

Spray nozzle; stairway protection; ventilated stair; automatic

sprinkler; building code; smoke movement; NBSIR 78-1571

.

Spreading resistance; dopant profiles; resistivity; resistivity

profiles; semiconductor; silicon; SP400-48.

Spreading resistance measurements; thermally stimulated mea-

surements; thyristor materials measurements; thyristor mea-

surements; d-c transmission; deep level measurements; energy

conservation; measurement methods; power-device grade sil-

icon; resistivity variations; NBSIR 79-1 756.

Sprinkler supervisory devices; control units; fire alarm systems;

fire detectors; high-rise communication systems; multiplex

systems; NFPA standards; residential fire detector; 18625.

Sprinkler systfems; health care facilities; hospitals; mattresses;

smoke movement; NBSIR 79-1749.

Sputtering; charge transfer; hollow cathode discharge; metal

vapor production; 18968.
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sputtering; structural information; vitamins; amino acids; drugs;

nonvolatile organic compounds; organic trace detection; pep-

tides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry;

SP519, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Square lattice; theories of liquid crystals; configurations of rods;

i

Monte Carlo; orientation entropy; packing of rods; 18530.

j

SQUID; Josephson junction; noise; point contacts; 18663.

SQUID; superconducting electronics; superconductivity; A/D

[

converter; Josephson junction; 18678.

SQUID; superconductive electronics; cryocoolers; Josephson

I devices; refrigeration; 18700.

I

SQUID magnetometer; auditory evoked response; magnetoen-

1
cephalography; 18397.

SQUID's; standards; superconductivity; Josephson effect;

! metrology; noise thermometry; 18871

.

1 SrFj; stress-optical coefficient; BaFj; CaF,; laser glass;

photoelasticity; piezo-birefringence; piezo-optic constants;

i SP54I, pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

SrFj; thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant;

ZnS; ZnSe; AljO,; As^S, glass; BaFj; CaFj; CdFj; chalcoge-

nide glass; elastic compliances; TN993.
SRM; titanium alloy; analytical chemistry; ion-chromatography;

law enforcement standards; materials properties; measure-

ment science; science students; DIM/NBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28

!|

(1979).

SRM; trace elements; urban particulate; error analysis; instru-

mental analysis; multielement analysis; neutron activation

analysis; 18866.

SRM's; computer interface standards; computers; cryogenic

temperature; energy; energy savings; industrial robots; net-

work services; DIM/NBS 63, No. 4, 1-24 ( 1979).

,|

SRM's; standards; cardiac pacemakers; computer standards; fire

I

safety; molybdenum; network measurement; semiconductors;
! DIM/NBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

SRM-706; standard reference material; diffusion; diffusion coef-

]

flcient; light scattering; polydisperse; polydispersity;

polystyrene; quasielastic light scattering; 1851 1.

SSRCR; state; accelerators; leakage radiation; regulations;

SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).
' Stability; standards; catalog; dynamic programming; iterative

I procedure; models; optimization; NBSIR 78-1539.

Stability; superconductor; transient flow; transient heat transfer;

I

forced flow; helium; 18813.

Stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure

ijj mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

jj

semiconductors; solar cells; SP400-58.

:j
Stability; testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure

mechanisms; failure modes; photovoltaics; reliability;

semiconductors; solar cells; NBSIR 79-1778.

\
Stability; time; clocks; communication; frequency standards;

(j
navigation; 18826.

II
Stability of cracks; virtual crack closure; delamination

' mechanisms; energy release rate; finite elemjent method; free-

edge stresses; graphite epoxy composites; interlaminar cracks;

SP563, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Stabilization; superconductors; terminology; critical parameters;

ij definitions; flux phenomena; Josephson phenomena; 18681

.

Stabilized lasers; isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experi-

I

ment; special relativity; 18875.

Stabilized lasers; isotropy of space; Michelson-Morley experi-

jj

ment; special relativity; 18952.
' Stable matrix; closure; D-stability; diagonal matrix; field of

values; Hadamard product; inclusion theorem; Kronecker
product; numerical radius; spectrum; 18909.

Stachyose; sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose;

j

galactose; gas-liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid

J

chromatography; maltose; raffinose; ribose; SP519, pp. 271-

278 (Apr. 1979).

Stages in metrication; construction specifications; conversion

approaches; dimensional coordination; metrication; SI;

18493.

Stainless steel; alloys; fiberglass; mechanical properties; non-

metallics; physical properties; NBSIR 79-1609.

Stainless steel; crack propagation; fatigue; fracture resistance;

low temperature tests; mechanical porperties; 18621

.

Stainless steel; critical strain rate; fatigue; grain boundary slid-

ing; high temperature; intergranular fracture; 18896.

Stainless steel; heat capacity; low temperature alloy; specific

heat; 18419.

Stainless steel; tensile properties; toughness; cryogenic; fatigue;

fracture; high-strength; low-temperature; mechanical proper-

ties; nitrogen; nitrogen-strengthened; 18957.

Stainless steel; thermal conductivity; aluminum alloy; copper;

low temperature; magnetothermal conductivity; nickel alloy;

18619.

Stainless steel alloys; crack propagation; cryogenics; fracture;

low temperature tests; martensitic transformations; mechani-

cal properties; 18943.

Stainless steels; steels; superalloys; titanium alloys; crack

propagation; fatigue; low temperature tests; nickel alloys;

18695.

Stainless steels; Young's modulus; aluminum alloys; copper al-

loys; elastic constants; iron alloys; nickel alloys; 18630.

Stair accidents; stair safety; window accidents; window safety;

accident avoidance; accidents in the home; door accidents;

home accidents; home safety; safety in the home; NBS-GCR-
78-156.

Stair safety; stairway design; accidents; architectural design;

architectural psychology; architectural research; building

codes; building design; building regulatory standards; floor

coverings; home safety; safety standards; BSS120.

Stair safety; window accidents; window safety; accident

avoidance; accidents in the home; door accidents; home ac-

cidents; home safety; safety in the home; stair accidents;

NBS-GCR-78-156.
Stairway design; accidents; architectural design; architectural

psychology; architectural research; building codes; building

design; building regulatory standards; floor coverings; home
safety; safety standards; stair safety; BSS120.

Stairway protection; ventilated stair; automatic sprinkler; build-

ing code; smoke movement; spray nozzle; NBSIR 78-1571.

Stairways; standards; buiding design; buildings; construction

materials; evacuation; exits; fire endurance; fire protection;

NBS-GCR-79-176.
Stairwell pressurization; top injection; tracer gas test; bottom

injection; multiple injection; smoke candle test; smoke con-

trol; NBSIR 79-1747.

Standard; accelerator design; accelerator operation; health

physics; particle accelerators; radiation measurements; radia-

tion protection; H107, Revised.

Standard; buildings; conservation; criteria; design; economics;

efficiency; energy; energy budget; equity; life-cycle cost; op-

timal; 18888.

Standard; device safety performance classification; gauges;

gauging devices; ionizing radiation; radiation measurements;

radiation safety; H129.

Standard; test; apparel; extinguishability ; fabrics; flammability;

garments; hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; 18708.

Standard; trial use and comment; American National Standards

Institute; Health Physics Society Standards Committee; man-
datory testing program; peer review; personnel dosimetry;

processors; 18992.

Standard; x-ray diffraction; crystal structure; integrated intensi-

ties; lattice constants; peak intensities; powder patterns;

reference intensities; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

Standard; x-ray image; appropriations; fusion diagnostics; gravi-

ty waves; laser-interferometer; microwave measurements;
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non-destructive evaluation; pipe welds; DIMINBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 ( 1979).

Standard benchmarks; synthetic benchmarks; workload charac-

terization; workload definition; benchmarking; benchmark
library; selection of ADP systems; Sf500-38.

Standard cross section; "*U(n,f); fission cross section; linac;

neutron flux determination; proton telescope; 18581

.

Standard deviation; stylus; least squares circle; least squares

estimation; polar graph; restraints; roundness standard; spin-

dle error; NBS!R 79-1758.

Standard electromagnetic field; antenna gain calculation; field

strength calibration; pyramidal horn antenna; rf radiation

monitor; 18814.

Standard frequencies; television color subcarrier; time and

frequency calibration methods; time calibration; time signals;

frequency calibration; high frequency; Loran-C; low frequen-

cy; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; SP559.

Standard humic materials; fulvic acid; humic acid; humic sub-

stances; reference collection of humic substances; soil or-

ganic matter; SP519, pp. 793-796 (Apr. 1979).

Standard Industrial Classification; computers; data processing;

Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; indus-

tries; representations and codes; FIPS PUB 66.

Standard performance measures; computer performance
evaluation (CPE); computer performance management
(CPM); installation management; installation performance

management; performance measurement and reporting;

resource management; SP500-53.

Standard practice; thermoluminescence dosimeters; electronic

devices; electrons; photons; radiation hardness; NBSIR 79-

1723.

Standard recommended practice; synopsis; ultrasonic standards;

ultrasonic testing; evaluation; international; standardization;

NBSIR 79-1790.

Standard reference data; anthropometry; data base; engineering

psychology; ergonomics; evaluation; human engineering;

human factors; human performance; NBS-GCR-79-169.
Standard reference data; surface tension; viscosity; bromides;

chlorides; data compilation; density; electrical conductance;

fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt mixtures; JPCRD 8,

No. 1, 125-302 (1979).

Standard reference data; synthetic gas; chemical processing; en-

gineering calculations; equation of state; fluid properties; pre-

diction; 19022.

Standard reference material; composition; high-carbon fer-

rochromium; homogeneity testing; preparation; processing;

18414.

Standard reference material; diffusion; diffusion coefficient;

light scattering; polydisperse; polydispersity; polystyrene;

quasielastic light scattering; SRM-706; 1851 1

.

Standard reference material; dynamic coupled-column liquid

chromatography; extractor column; generator column;

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon; SP5I9, pp. 219-224

(Apr. 1979).

Standard reference material; temperature coefficient; time-lag;

gas transmission rate; manometric technique; oxygen;

permeability; poIy( ethylene terephthalate ); SP260-58.

Standard reference material (SRM); antiepilepsy drugs in

serum; serum matrix; SP5I9, pp. 447-453 (Apr. 1979).

Standard reference materials; accuracy; compatibility; radioac-

tivity reference materials; 18539.

Standard reference materials; analysis; certification; charac-

terization; composition; properties; research materials; special

reference materials; SP260, 1979-80 Edition.

Standard reference materials; analytical laboratory; certified

reference materials; measurement; measurement compatibili-

ty; reference materials; 18748.

Standard reference materials; nutrient analysis; nutrition;

5^5/9. pp. 249-255 (Apr. 1979).

Standard reference materials; standards; digital periodic in-

tegrator; electron microprobe; homogeneity; 18973.

Standard reference materials; steel; digital periodic integrator;

electron microprobe; homogeneity; SP260-65

.

Standard reference materials; temperature; thermal conductivi-

ty; thermal expansion; thermal properties; vapor pressure;

viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity; electrical resistivity;

emittance; measurement system; 18905.

Standard reference materials; thermal conductivity; ther-

mophysical properties; electrical resistivity; enthalpy; specific

heat; 18615.

Standard reference materials; thermodynamic properties; alu-

mina; aluminum oxide; calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy;

heat capacity; sapphire; specific heat; 18377.

Standard reference materials; transmittance; reflectance;

18844.

Standard source; electrically calibrated detector; optical radia-

tion measurements; primary standards; 18796.

Standard test; testing; measurement; solar collector; solar ener-

gy; solar radiation; standards; BSSII7.

Standard test methods; absorptive coatings; accelerated labora-

tory tests; durability; outdoor exposure; solar collectors;

18554.

Standard test procedure; thermal storage tests; water tank ther-

mal storage; ASHRAE Standards; evaluation of test

procedure; solar heating components; 18425.

Standard-addition calibration; trace analysis; trapping column;

equilibration trapping; gas chromatography; headspace gas

stripping; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Standardization; AID; assistance; developing economies; foreign

relations; industrializing nations; international relations;

LDC's; measurement services; NBSIR 78-1712.

Standardization; database management; 18777.

Standardization; standard recommended practice; synopsis; ul-

trasonic standards; ultrasonic testing; evaluation; interna-

tional; NBSIR 79-1790.

Standardization; symbols; communication; evaluation methods;

fire safety; hazard warnings; pictograms; safety information;

NBSIR 79-1760.

Standardization; transportation; effective carbon atom number;

hazardous materials; packaging; plastics; NBSIR 79-1768.

Standardization; transportation; effective carbon atom number;

hazardous materials; packaging; plastics; 18639.

Standardization organizations; telecommunications; TVI;

vehicular electronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; electromag-

netic compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; electromag-

netic interference; electromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic

susceptibility; electronic smog; SP551.

Standards; accelerators; lEC; interlocks; leakage; radiation;

safety; SP554, pp. 29-32 (Sept. 1979).

Standards; accuracy and precision; gold films; gravimetry;

neutron activation analysis; Rutherford backscattering;

18490.

Standards; alkalies; cement; history; 18854.

Standards; antenna; communications; land-mobile; 18398.

Standards; apparel; burn injury; ease of ignition; fabrics; fire;

flammability tests; garments; heat transfer; 18991

.

Standards; architectural barriers; building design; building site

planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape;

human research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regula-

tion; safety; SP552, pp. 101-113 (July 1979).

Standards; architectural barriers; building design; building site

planning; environmental psychology; evaluation; fire escape;

human research; measurement; pedestrian movement; regula-

tion; safety; 18430.

Standards; basic research; computer; energy conservation; en-

vironmental quality; industrial productivity; materials utiliza-

tion; measurement capabilities; medical aids; product safety;

public health and safety; science and technology transfer;

SP538.
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Standards; buiding design; buildings; construction materials;

evacuation; exits; fire endurance; fire protection; stairways;

NBS-GCR-79-176.
Standards; building codes; code enforcement; fire prevention

codes; fire safety; master planning; regulation; SP552, pp.

225-247 (July 1979).

Standards; building codes; community development; construc-

tion costs; contractors; housing; rehabilitation; SP536, pp.
55-61 (Feb. 1979).

Standards; building research; criteria; energy; engineering; in-

dustry construction; measurement techniques; SP439-I

.

Standards; calibrations; dissemination of units; electrical mea-
surements; electric power measurements; electrotechnology;

impact of measurements; measurement technology assess-

ment; National Measurement System; NBSIR 75-935.

Standards; calibrations; measurements; microwaves;
radiofrequency; 18561.

Standards; calorimeter; laser; laser MAP; laser measurements;
laser power and energy; NBS standards; 18914.

Standards; cardiac pacemakers; computer standards; fire safety;

molybdenum; network measurement; semiconductors; SRM's;
DIMINBS 63, No. 10, 1-36 ( 1979).

Standards; catalog; dynamic programming; iterative procedure;

models; optimization; stability; NBSIR 78-1539.

Standards; chromatography/column packings (GC); electron-

capture detection; evaporation; nomenclature; sample work-
up; SP519, pp. 809-810 (Apr. 1979).

Standards; codes; guidelines; hydrogen; regulations; safety;

18394.

j

Standards; compatibility; permachor; permeation; plastic con-

tainers; polyethylene; 18348.

Standards; conservation; energy cost; existing buildings; regula-

tion; retrofit; SP552, pp. 197-209 (July 1979).

Standards; consumer product; human factors; lawn mowers;
reaction time; safety; NBSIR 77-1299.

Standards; consumer products; human factors; human per-

formance; lawn mowers; psychophysics; safety; NBSIR 77-

1298.

I Standards; curtains; drapes; fabrics; fire; flammability; interna-

tional; self-extinguishment; ships; NBSIR 79-1596.

Standards; database; data-description; data-dictionary; data-

directory; data-manipulation; DBMS; languages; query;

SP500-5I.

I
Standards; decision tables; formulation analysis; information

networks; regulations; SP552, pp. 249-266 (July 1979).

Standards; digital periodic integrator; electron microprobe;
I] homogeneity; standard reference materials; 189 73.

Standards; dosimetry; high energy radiotherapy beams; leakage;

measurement techniques; medical accelerators; neutrons;

I

relative biological effect; shielding techniques; SP554.
Standards; electrodes; electrodes, ion-selective; electrodes,

reference; errors; ion-selective electrodes; sensors, chemical;

18334.

I

Standards; explosion; fire; hydrogen; procedures; regulations;

|t research needs; safety; 18776.

I

Standards; millimeter waves; 18320.
>\ Standards; standard test; testing; measurement; solar collector;

solar energy; solar radiation; BSSl 17.

|l Standards; State; buildings; design; energy; legislation; solar;

I
NBSIR 79-1705.

!! Standards; states; calibrations; measurements; radiation; radia-

tion control; radiation measurements; radiation protection;

;
radiation safety; 18779.

|l| Standards; structural design; foundation design; geotechnical
I engineering; housing construction; mine subsidence; mining;

site development; 18324.

I

Standards; sulfur-hexafiuoride; calibration; Clausius-Mossotti

j

equation; compressed-gas capacitor; high voltage; 18513.

Standards; superconductivity; Josephson effect; metrology;

noise thermometry; SQUID's; 18871

.

Standards; superconductors; critical current; definitions of

terms; measurement techniques; 18762.

Standards; surface roughness; optical scattering; optical surface

quality; scattering; 18999.

Standards; surveillance; undercover equipment; body-worn

transmitters; communications equipment; FM transmitters;

law enforcement equipment; 18381.

Standards; systematic procedure; building fires; equivalency;

evaluation; fire safety; models; research; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Standards; technical bases; building research; building technolo-

gy; codes; criteria; project summaries; SP446-2.

Standards; technique development; compact tension specimen;

crack; crack, well-characterized; destructive evaluation;

fatigue flaw evaluation; fracture mechanics; 18744.

Standards; technology transfer; UN Conference on Science and

Technology for Development (UNCSTD); Africa; Asia;

developing countries; industrialization; Latin America;

management; measurement; metrology; quality control;

SP543.

Standards; TEM horn antenna; antenna; conical transmission

line; impulse response; impulsive fields; TN1008.
Standards; temperature; vacuum; humidity; ozone; pressure;

18335.

Standards; terminology; analog-to-digital converter; digital-to-

analog converter; IEEE subcommittee; performance specifi-

cations; sample/hold circuit; 18365.

Standards; test measures; tolerances; vapor recovery; bottom

loading; field standard provers; field standards; field standard

test measures; provers; specifications; HI 05-3.

Standards; test methods; batteries; photovoltaic energy conver-

sion; power conditioning; power systems; solar cells; NBSIR
79-1743.

Standards; testing; computer; hot water; measurement; rating;

solar; 18428.

Standards; testing; mobile home; packaged solar space-heating

system; rating; NBSIR 79-1799.

Standards; testing; traceability; dose; ionizing; radioactivity;

18361.

Standards; traceability; low-level; measurements; radioactivity;

18400.

Standards; transfer; documentation; energy; evaluation;

guidelines; implementation; large-scale; management; mathe-
matical models; policy analysis; software; SP534.

Standards; ultrasonics; variability; calibration; diffusion bond-

ing; measurement assurance program; reference blocks;

NBSIR 79-1742.

Standards; upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-benefit

analysis; costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard

analysis; probability; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis;

smoke detectors; TNI 101.

Standards; VDE; antennas; CISPR; ground screen; measure-

ments; 19033.

Standards; Woods Hole; environment; ICRM; natural matrix;

radioactivity; 18981.

Standards development; administrative procedures; building

codes; building regulations; buildings; construction; economic
impacts; environmental considerations; innovative practices;

regulatory research; SP552.

Standards development; energy standards; environmental stan-

dards; safety and health standards; Monogr. 165.

Standards development; energy standards; environmental stan-

dards; safety and health standards; NBSIR 79-1703.

Standards for heat pumps; testing procedures for heat pumps;
heat pumps; part-load evaluation; 18703.

Standards for heat pumps; testing procedures for heat pumps;

heat pumps; part-load evaluation; 187 78.

Standards system; voluntary standards; bibliography; buildings;

certification; economics of standards; legal aspects of Stan-
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dards; product certification; product liability; regulation;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Standards systems; United Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust;

Canada; certification; Denmark; economics of standards;

government policy; international standards; laboratory ac-

creditation; NBS-GCR-79-172.
Standing wave tube; absolute sound power source; particle

velocity; plane wave; sound intensity; sound power; 18728.

Standing waves; thin-film coatings; two-photon absorption; ul-

traviolet wavelength scaling; damage thresholds; electric

fields; laser damage; nanosecond pulses; pulsewidth depen-
dence; SP54I, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Star formation; emission line stars; emission nebulae; 18546.
Star shift; two-level model; absorption; cesium; exponential

index; ionization; multiphoton; Rabi frequency; 18892.
Stark; far-infrared; laser; methyl fluoride; 18426.

Stark broadening; atomic spectra; nitrogen; oxygen; plasma-

broadening; singly ionized oxygen; 18737.

Stark broadening; deuterium; hydrogen; ion dynamic effect;

plasma line shift; spectral lines; 18948.

Stark modulation; Stark spectroscopy; trace gas analysis; COj
laser; derivative spectra; infrared analysis; spectral coin-

cidences; 18538.

Stark spectroscopy; trace gas analysis; COj laser; derivative

spectra; infrared analysis; spectral coincidences; Stark modu-
lation; 18538.

Stars; stellar winds; line profiles; P-Cygni lines; radiative

transfer; resonance lines; 18515.

Stars, chromospheres; stars, coronae; stars, late-type; stars,

winds; ultraviolet spectra; satellites; space astronomy; 18606.

Stars, coronae; stars, flare; stars, supergiants; x-ray, sources;

18839.

Stars, coronae; stars, late-type; stars, winds; ultraviolet spectra;

satellites; space astronomy; stars, chromospheres; 18606.
Stars, flare; stars, supergiants; x-ray, sources; stars, coronae;

18839.

Stars, late-type; stars, winds; ultraviolet spectra; satellites; space

astronomy; stars, chromospheres; stars, coronae; 18606.

Stars, supergiants; x-ray, sources; stars, coronae; stars, flare;

18839.

Stars, winds; ultraviolet spectra; satellites; space astronomy;

stars, chromospheres; stars, coronae; stars, late-type; 18606.

State; accelerators; leakage radiation; regulations; SSRCR;
SP554, pp. 33-35 (Sept. 1979).

State; buildings; design; energy; legislation; solar; standards;

NBSIR 79-1705.

State changes; well depths; collisions; cross sections; inter-

molecular potential; 18671.

Statement of work; teleprocessing services program; timeshar-

ing; competitive negotiated procurement; computer manage-
ment; remote teleprocessing; SP500-52, pp. 231-232 (Oct.

1979).

States; calibrations; measurements; radiation; radiation control;

radiation measurements; radiation protection; radiation

safety; standards; 18779.

Static displacement measurement; vibration measurement; ad-

vanced sensors; Doppler millimeter radar; gas turbine moni-
toring; remote motion detection; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July

1979).

Stationary states; switching; threshold switching; fluctuation;

master equation; noise spectrum; nonequilibrium; 186 74.

Statistical analysis; amperometry; chloride analysis; clinical

analysis; clinical chemistry; coulometry; definitive method;
electrolytes; reference method; serum chloride analysis;

SP260-67.

Statistical analysis; Boolean search system; computer programs;

curve fitting; data analysis; data base management; data

retrieval; file handling; graphic analysis; IMS information

retrieval; KWOC indexing; least-squares; linear regression;

MIS; plotting; 18597.

Statistical analysis; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; defini-

tive method; electrolytes; flame atomic emission spectrosco-

py; reference method; semiautomated pipetting; serum potas-

sium analysis; SP260-63

.

Statistical analysis; storms; structural engineering; wind pres-

sure; wind speeds; building (codes); probability distribution

functions; BSSI18.

Statistical analysis; strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error

estimation; liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical

modeling; measurement; photogrammetric; precision; ship

cargo; NBSIR 79-1751.

Statistical analysis; thin films; Weibull distribution; laser

damage; probability; SP541, pp. 235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Statistical broadening; three-level system; coherent excitation;

dressed atoms; inhomogeneous broadening; intense laser;

multiphoton dissociation; multiphoton ionization; Rabi

frequency; 18439.

Statistical computing section; worksheet; capabilities; ease of

learning and using; installation; language; maintenance; nu-

merical analysis; OMNITAB 78; portability; poster; reliabili-

ty; 18903.

Statistical design of experiment; statistical terms and formulas;

statistics; systematic error; uncertainty; precision; radioactivi-

ty measurements; 18427.

Statistical detection algorithm; vibrational signatures; auto-

mated surveillance; rotating machinery monitoring; SP547,

pp. 203-231 (July 1979).

Statistical estimation; diffusion coefficents; iteration; moisture

profile modeling; nondestructive evaluation; SP563, pp. 32-

46 (Oct. 1979).

Statistical mechanics; face centered cubic; ground state; inter-

faces; multi-ion interactions; ordered alloys; 18614.

Statistical methods; statistics; conformance; sampling; specifica-

tions; 18440.

Statistical modeling; ultrasonic tissue characterization; com-

puter processing; estimation theory; liver attenuation; spec-

tral analysis; SP525. pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Statistical plots; statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; box plots;

CALCOMP; computing system; confidence ellipse; OM-
NITAB 78; plots; portability plots; residuals; 18954.

Statistical sampling; environmental measurements; modeling;

sampling schemes; SP5 19, pp. 1-6 (Apr. 1979).

Statistical sampling; surveys; fire departments; fire incidence;

fire reporting; fire victims; human behavior; NBS-GCR-78-
135.

Statistical scattering; tissue signature; ultrasonic scattering; ul-

trasound; detection of lung disease; frequency signature;

SP525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Statistical terms and formulas; statistics; systematic error; un-

certainty; precision; radioactivity measurements; statistical

design of experiment; 18427.

Statistics; ADP costs; Federal acquisition dates; Federal ADP
statistics; Federal ADP work-years; Federal Government

computers; Federal minicomputers; SP500-46.

Statistics; conformance; sampling; specifications; statistical

methods; 18440.

Statistics; stem-and-leaf displays; box plots; CALCOMP; com-

puting system; confidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots;

portability plots; residuals; statistical plots; 18954.

Statistics; systematic error; uncertainty; precision; radioactivity

measurements; statistical design of experiment; statistical

terms and formulas; 18427.

Statistics; ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; acoustic; annual re-

port; eddy currents; inspection; magnetic particles; non-|

destructive evaluation; penetrants; radiography; NBSIR 78-

1581. I

Statistics; Youden plot; Youden ruggedness test; Youdeni

squares; Youden, W. J; 18990.
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Steady state mode; tolerance vibration levels; automatic diag-

nostics; digitized data; spectrum analyzers; SP547, pp. 286-

295 (July 1979).

Steam; table-dielectric constant of water; thermophysical pro-

perties of water; water; dielectric constant of water; inter-

polating equation dielectric; 18937.

Steam-valves; turbine operational safety; turbogenerators; de-

tection procedures; mechanical failures; SP547, pp. 250-279
(July 1979).

Steel; digital periodic integrator; electron microprobe;

homogeneity; standard reference materials; SP260-65.

Steel corrosion; coating protection; pile corrosion; protection of
steel; salt water corrosion; sea water corrosion; 18424.

Steel industry; technology; capital formation; Experimental
Technology Incentives Program; regulatory impact; research

and development; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

I

Steels; superalloys; titanium alloys; crack propagation; fatigue;

low temperature tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels; 18695.

Stellar astronomy; ultraviolet spectroscopy; galactic astronomy;

space astronomy; 18590.

j

Stellar atmospheres; circumstellar dust; line formation; radia-

! tion transfer; 18435.

I

Stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae; emission line stars; flare

' stars; late-type stars; 18920.

Stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae; stellar winds; ultraviolet

spectra; emission lines, stars; late-type stars; 18528.

Stellar coronae; emission line stars; flare stars; late-type stars;

stellar chromospheres; 18920.

I

Stellar coronae; stellar winds; ultraviolet spectra; emission lines,

I
stars; late-type stars; stellar chromospheres; 18528.

; Stellar dynamics; structure-hydrodynamics; galaxies; 18483.

Stellar winds; line profiles; P-Cygni lines; radiative transfer;

resonance lines; stars; 18515.

Stellar winds; ultraviolet spectra; emission lines, stars; late-type

stars; stellar chromospheres; stellar coronae; 18528.

Stem-and-leaf displays; box plots; CALCOMP; computing

il

system; confidence ellipse; OMNITAB 78; plots; portability

plots; residuals; statistical plots; statistics; 18954.

Step discontinuity; TEM-cell; variational formulation; coaxial

transmission line; cut-off frequency; equivalent circuit; modal
analysis: scattering matrix; NBSIR 79-1606.

I

Step response; divider; high voltage; impulse; lightning impulse;

pulse calibration; ramp response; 18727.

I Step response; transients; divider; Duhamel's integral; high volt-

age; impulse; pulse measurements; response time; NBSIR 79-

1933.

I

Stepwise excitation; tunable dye lasers; enhanced ionization;

ionization spectrometry; LEI; 18983.

>\ Steroid hormones; gas chromatography; nitrogen-phosphorus;

i

j

selective detection; SP519, pp. 419-427 (Apr. 1979).

Stimufated bremsstrahlung; multiphoton transitions; scattering

' 'j in an external field; 18710.

t Ij Stirling machine; superconducting quantum ihterfering devices

.

I
(SQUID); low input power cyclic cryogenic refrigerator;

il

I

multi-stage displacer; U.S. Patent 4,143,520.

j:
Stirling refrigerators; aluminum SRM's; computer systems; elec-

I'

I

tron microscopy; group decisions; properties of steam; space;

S DIMINBS 63, No. 5, 1-28 ( 1979).

Stochastic scattering; tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue

t| \ scattering; ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis;

i U backscatter frequency dependence; cirrhosis; composition-de-

;

j|
pendent scattering; fatty liver; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr.

[»f
1979).

n < Stone; abrasives; ceramics; coated abrasives; grinding; SPS62,

n
I

pp. 201-207 (Oct. 1979).

Stopping power; a-particles; electrons; heavy ions; international

|(|

ij commission on radiation units and measurements; protons;

I
18358.

Stopping power; transport theory; absorbed dose; attenuation

coefficient; detector response functions; dosimetry; electrons;

foil transmission; photons; 18371.

Storage; performance criteria; photovoltaics; power condition-

ing; power control; solar energy; 18634.

Storage; Studsvik AB Atomenergi, Sweden; thermolu-

minescence dosimeters; fading; Harshaw Chemical Company;
relative humidity; 18989.

Storage; transmission; cost; economics; hydrogen; production;

18812.

Storage stability; amine accelerators; degradation of benzoyl

peroxide; dental composites; restorative dental resins; shelf-

life of composites; 18809.

Stored ions; systematic effects; Ba ions; frequency stability;

frequency standard; ion temperature; laser induced cooling;

Mg ions; optical & microwave double resonance; 18697.

Storms; structural engineering; wind pressure; wind speeds;

building (codes); probability distribution functions; statistical

analysis; BSSH8.
Stoves; test methods; appliance; cooking; efficiency; energy;

human factors; kitchen ranges; labeling; NBSIR 78-1556.

Stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote;

fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment; main-

tenance; NBSIR 79-1731.

Stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote;

fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment; main-

tenance; NBS-GCR-78-149.
Stoves; wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote;

fire departments; fire safety; heating equipment; main-

tenance; 18537.

Strain; stress; superconductor; critical-current; degradation;

NbaGe; 18781.

Strain gage; bearing noise; failure prevention; machinery noise;

noise signature; non -destructive evaluation; piezoelectric

polymer; spectrum analysis; SP547, pp. 303-314 (July 1979).

Strain tides; core resonance; free wobble; laser strainmeter;

ocean load; preferred frame; spatial anisotropy; 18823

.

Strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing; weights; constant

loading; force; high precision; high-precision weighing; load

cell; mass; mass comparator; mass difference; J. Res. 84, No.

5. 347-351 ( 1979).

Strapping; survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation;

liquefied natural gas; LNG; marine; mathematical modeling;

measurement; photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo;

statistical analysis; NBSIR 79-1751.

Stratified sampling; benchmarking; clustering; performance

evaluation; SP500-52, pp. 105-111 (Oct. 1979).

Stratospheric HOCl; air pollutants; chlorine sink; high resolu-

tion IR spectra; hypochlorous acid; large A-value molecules;

18864.

Streamers; transient phenomena; electrical breakdown; high

speed photography; Kerr effect; liquid breakdown;
nitrobenzene; partial discharges; 18843.

Strength; brittle failure; flaw sizes; grain size dependence of

strength; SP562, pp. 429-452 (Oct. 1979).

Strength; defects; etching; glass; grinding; polishing; SP562, pp.

489-500 (Oct. 1979).

Strength; stress intensity factor; abrasive machining; ceramics;

contact stress; damage penetration; fracture mechanics; frag-

mentation; glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; SP562, pp.

23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Strength; superconducting motor; composites; fiberglass;

mechanical porperties; modulus; 18616.

Strength; surface; finishes; flexure; fracture; fracture mechanics;

grinding; silicon nitride; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct. 1979).

Strength; surface damage; glass, grinding; SP562, pp. 93-106

(Oct. 1979).

Strength; surfaces; coatings; SiC; SP562, pp. 483-488 (Oct.

1979).



Strength-size effects; brittle failure; flaw populations; flaws;

fractography; fracture origins; grinding; machining; polishing;

sanding, SP562, pp. 351-378 (Oct. 1979).

Strength-to-weight ratio; composites; durability; flexural charac-

teristics; recreational equipment; SP563, p. 208 (Oct. 1979).

Stress; superconductor; critical-current; critical-field; degrada-

tion; multifilamentary strain; Nb^Sn; 18780.

Stress; superconductor; critical-current; degradation; Nb^Ge;
strain; 18781.

Stress calculation; virial theorem of Clausius; equilibrium;

homogeneous system; hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; in-

ternal virial; molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo method;
periodic boundaries; pressure; 18456.

Stress concentrations; tension; tensor polynomial; compression;

failure; finite elements; graphite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses;

laminated composites; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct. 1979).

Stress corrosion; corrosion; crevice corrosion; galvanic corro-

sion; inhibitors; pitting corrosion; rust; CIS9, Revised 1979.

Stress intensity factor; abrasive machining; ceramics; contact

stress; damage penetration; fracture mechanics; fragmenta-

tion; glass; grinding; impact; silicon nitride; strength; SP562,

pp. 23-42 (Oct. 1979).

Stress relaxation; torsion pendulum; dynamic mechanical; high

pressure extrusion; oriented polyethylene; relaxation process;

18767.

Stress-cracking agent; uniaxial creep; crack growth; failure;

polyethylene; solvent; 18766.

Stress-optical coefficient; BaFj; CaFj; laser glass; photoelastici-

ty; piezo-birefringence; piezo-optic constants; SrF^; SP541,

pp. 50-54 (Dec. 1978).

Stripline; superconductivity; surface impedance; copper; niobi-

um; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 247-259 ( 1979).

Strontium; temperature dependence; alkaline earth elements;

barium; beryllium; calcium; electrical resistivity; magnesium;
radium; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 (1979).

Strontium fluoride; alkaline earth fluorides; refractive index;

SP541, pp. 55-58 (Dec. 1978).

Strontium fluoride; antirefiection coatings; calcium fluoride; cw
laser damage; DP laser; fusion cast; laser damage; laser win-

dow; single crystal; SP541
, pp. 78-85 (Dec. 1978).

Strontium titanate; beryllium; ceramics; cryogenics; dielectric-

constant; electrets; electrocaloric effect; entropy; ferroelec-

trics; glass-ceramics; heat switches; magneto-thermal conduc-
tivity; polarization; potassium tantalate; refrigeration; specific

heat; 18680.

Structural analysis; bis(hexopyranosyl)amine; carbon-13; con-

formational analysis; nitrogen- 15 coupling constants;

nitrogen- 15 n.m.r. spectroscopy; proton; proton coupling;

18764.

Structural analysis; tall buildings; wind pressure; aerodynamics;

boundary layer; loads (forces); roughness; 18351.

Structural analysis; ultimate strength; advanced composites; ad-

vanced ships; elastic properties; fatigue tests; nondestructive

tests; SPS63, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

Structural design; foundation design; geotechnical engineering;

housing construction; mine subsidence; mining; site develop-

ment; standards; 18324.

Structural design and fabrication procedures; transverse elec-

tromagnetic (TEM) cell; electromagnetic susceptibility test-

ing; TNlOll.

Structural engineering; abnormal loads; buildings (codes);

probability theory; progressive collapse; reliability; 18415.

Structural engineering; building; ice; load; roof; roof load;

snow; solar collector; NBS-GCR-79-181

.

Structural engineering; wind pressure; wind speeds; building

(codes); probability distribution functions; statistical analysis;

storms; BSSl 18.

Structural information; vitamins; amino acids; drugs; non-

volatile organic compounds; organic trace detection; pep-

tides; pharmaceuticals; secondary ion mass spectrometry;

sputtering; 5P5/9, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

Structural performance/cost trade-offs; airframe structure; cost-

trade comparisons; manufacturing technologies; SP563, pp.

226-227 (Oct. 1979).

Structural sheet molding compound; glass fiber reinforcement;

polyester resin; SP563, pp. 108-129 (Oct. 1979).

Structural stability; alloys; electronegativity; electronic configu-

ration; s-p binding; 18383

.

Structural stability; transition elements; electronegativities;

hybridization; 18421.

Structure; bond angles; bond distances; gas-phase polyatomic

molecules; gas-ph^se spectroscopy; microwave spectroscopy;

molecular conformation; molecular spectroscopy; molecular

structure; molecules; JPCRD 8, No. 3, 619-722 ( 1979).

Structure; calculations; cell dimensions; crystal; defect; energy;

hydrocarbon; methyl-branch; 18787.

Structure; flavor; hadron; quark; spectroscopy; spectrum;

19010.

Structure; x ray; crystal; diffraction; Li5B4; neutron powder;

18382.

Structured approach; auditing; capacity planning; computer

performance evaluation; Information Management System

(IMS); management reporting; performance analysis; SP500-

52, pp. 9-19 (Oct. 1979).

Structure-hydrodynamics; galaxies; stellar dynamics; 18483.

Struvite analogue; crystal structure; magnesium phosphate;

potassium phosphate; 18491.

Student (W. S. Cosset, 1876-1937; t-transformation of correla-

tion coefficient; distribution of regression coefficients; R. A.

Fisher; Student's r. Student's z; 18543

.

Student's t; Student's z; Student (W. S. Cosset, 1876-1937; t-

transformation of correlation coefficient; distribution of

regression coefficients; R. A. Fisher; 18543.

Student's z; Student (W. S. Cosset, 1876-1937; t-transformation

of correlation coefficient; distribution of regression coeffi-

cients; R. A. Fisher; Student's f; 18543

.

Studsvik AB Atomenergi, Sweden; thermoluminescence

dosimeters; fading; Harshaw Chemical Company; relative hu-

midity; storage; 18989.

Stylus; least squares circle; least squares estimation; polar

graph; restraints; roundness standard; spindle error; standard

deviation; NBSIR 79-1 758.

Stylus instruments; Auger spectroscopy; corrosion films; ESCA;
impurities; microroughness; optical microscopy; polishing de-

fects; scattered light; SIMS; SP562, pp. 337-350 (Oct. 1979).

Styrene; tetrafluoroethylene; copolymerization; polymerization;

pressure; radiation; 18512.

Submarine compartment; combustion products; fire barrier

coatings; fire growth; flame spread; foam insulation; heat

release; interior finish; laboratory fire tests; material ignita-

bility; NBSIR 78-1584.

Submicrometer positioning instrumentation; TEM microscope

stage; flexure pivots; linear positioning; micromanipulator;

optical microscope stage; piezoelectric drives; scanning stage;

SEM microscope stage; 18327.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; municipal wastewater treatment facilities; public sec-

tor efficiency; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; mass transit; public sector efficiency; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-41.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; nuclear power plants; public sector efficiency; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-42.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; maritime transport; public sector efficiency; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78^3.
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Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; journal publishing; public sector efficiency; NBS-

GCR-ETIP 78-44.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; health facilities; public sector efficiency; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-45.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; local air transport; public sector efficiency; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-46.

Subsidies; technological change; capital formation; economic

growth; public sector efficiency; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47.

Subsidy policy; technological innovation; air pollution-regulato-

ry policy; economic incentives; Federal funding of civilian

R&D; regulatory policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

Subsonic water drop impact; surface flaws; crack activation;

numerical simulation; SP562, pp. 501-511 (Oct. 1979).

Substitution weighing; weighing; weights; constant loading;

force; high precision; high-precision weighing; load cell;

mass; mass comparator; mass difference; strain-gage; J. Res.

84, No. 5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Subsurface damage; surface damage; electron channeling;

plasticity; SP562, pp. 395-404 (Oct. 1979).

Subsurface defects; surface contamination; surface preparation;

laser glass; particle characterization; polishing compounds;
SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Suburban; urban; application; buildings; commercial;

daylighting; energy; environments; heating; passive; solar;

18894.

Subway fires; toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliogra-

phies; building fires; compartment fires; fabric flammability;

fire detection systems; fire tests; flammability tests; human
behavior; plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; NBSIR
79-1745.

Sucrose; sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-

liquid chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid chromatog-

raphy; maltose; raffmose; ribose; stachyose; SP5/9, pp. 271-

278 (Apr. 1979).

Sudden perturbation limit; transition probability; unified atom

approximation; S-FI transition; adiabatic limit; atomic colli-

sions; quasimolecule terms; 18576.

Sudden-perturbation limit; transition probability; S-FI transi-

tions; adiabatic perturbation theory; elastic scattering phase

shifts; pseudocrossing; 18575.

Sugar analysis; carbohydrates; fructose; galactose; gas-liquid

chromatography; glucose; lactose; liquid chromatography;

maltose; raffmose; ribose; stachyose; sucrose; SP519, pp.

271-278 (Apr. 1979).

Sugar analysis; sugar scale; wavelength; laser application; pol;

polarimetry; saccharimetry; 18768.

Sugar scale; wavelength; laser application; pol; polarimetry;

saccharimetry; sugar analysis; 18768.

Sulfate; x ray; anion exchange; filter paper; fuel oil; spec-

trometry; 18635.

Sulfate radical; thiocyanate radical anion; aqueous solution;

carbonate radical; chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions;

nitrate radical; oxyanion radicals; phosphate radical; photoly-

sis; radiolysis; rates; selenium radicals; NSRDS-NBS65.
Sulfonation; sulfur trioxide; triethyl phosphate; polystyrene;

sodium (polystyrene sulfonate); 18542.

Sulfur; Arrhenius parameters; combustion; decomposition; free

radicals; hydrocarbons; hydrogen; nitrogen; organic com-

pounds; oxidation; oxygen; oxygenated; rate constant; NBSIR
79-1941.

Sulfur; sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimulated

capacitance; thermally stimulated current; deep level mea-

surements; defect center characterization; defect density; ion

implantation; silicon; 18458.

I

Sulfur dioxide; troposphere; kinetics; photochemistry; review;

SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug. 1979).

i.)

il

Sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimulated capacitance;

thermally stimulated current; deep level measurements; de-

fect center characterization; defect density; ion implantation;

silicon; sulfur; 18458.

Sulfur hexafluoride; tracer gas; weatherization; air infiltration;

air sample bags; energy conservation; retrofit; NBSIR 79-

1728.

Sulfur trioxide; triethyl phosphate; polystyrene; sodium

(polystyrene sulfonate); sulfonation; 18542.

Sulfur-hexafluoride; calibration; Clausius-Mossotti equation;

compressed-gas capacitor; high voltage; standards; 18513.

Sulfuric acid; trace organics; battery; chromatography; SP519,

pp. 797-802 (Apr. 1979).

Sulphonamides; amino acids; barbiturates; carboxylic acids;

catecholamines; conjugates; detection sensitivity; dipeptides;

drugs; HPLC; ion-pair adsorption; ion-pair chromatography;

ion-pair partition; metabolites; psychotropic amines; SP519,

pp. 509-523 (Apr. 1979).

Sun, atmosphere; sun, chromosphere; sun, plage; ultraviolet,

spectra; La emission; 18876.

Sun, chromosphere; sun, plage; ultraviolet, spectra; La emis-

sion; sun, atmosphere; 18876.

Sun, chromosphere; sun, spectra; sun, transition region; ul-

traviolet, spectra; 18922.

Sun, plage; ultraviolet, spectra; La emission; sun, atmosphere;

sun, chromosphere; 18876.

Sun^ spectra; sun, transition region; ultraviolet, spectra; sun,

chromosphere; 18922.

Sun, transition region; ultraviolet, spectra; sun, chromosphere;

sun, spectra; 18922.

Super spring; ultraviolet radiation; calibrations; energy; fluid

mixtures; light; liquefied natural gas; measurements;

microwaves; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 (1979).

Superalloys; titanium alloys; crack propagation; fatigue; low

temperature tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels; steels; 18695.

Superconducting; torque; trapped flux; gyroscope; ralativity;

space; 18846.

Superconducting cavity stabilized oscillator; superconducting

oscillators; superconducting resonators; high stability oscilla-

tors; 18692.

Superconducting electronics; superconductivity; A/D converter;

Josephson junction; SQUID; 18678.

Superconducting losses; superconducting microcircuit; super-

conducting striplines; dielectric losses; 18486.

Superconducting magnets; advanced composites; composite

materials; cryogenics; industrial laminates; magnetic fusion

energy; 18560.

Superconducting microcircuit; superconducting striplines;

dielectric losses; superconducting losses; 18486.

Superconducting motor; composites; fiberglass; mechanical por-

perties; modulus; strength; 18616.

Superconducting oscillators; superconducting resonators; high

stability oscillators; superconducting cavity stabilized oscilla-

tor; 18692.

Superconducting power cable; tan S; cryogenic temperature;

dielectric loss; polymer films; polymers; polypropylene;

polyurethane; 18713.

Superconducting power transmission; thermal cycling; thermal

stress; cable cool-down; cool-down helium; liquid helium;

NBSIR 79-1618.

Superconducting power transmission lines; supercritical helium;

density wave oscillations; flow oscillations; flow stability;

liquid helium; 18567.

Superconducting quantum interfering devices (SQUID); low

input power cyclic cryogenic refrigerator; multi-stage dis-

placer; Stirling machine; U.S. Patent 4,143,520.

Superconducting resonators; high stability oscillators; supercon-

ducting cavity stabilized oscillator; superconducting oscilla-

tors; 18692.



Superconducting striplines; dielectric losses; superconducting

losses; superconducting microcircuit; 18486.

Superconductive electronics; cryocoolers; Josephson devices;

refrigeration; SQUID; 18700.

Superconductivity; A/D converter; Josephson junction; SQUID;
superconducting electronics; J 8678.

Superconductivity; digital electronics; magnetometry; quantum
interference; 18701.

Superconductivity; electronics; instruments; integrated circuits;

Josephson junctions; measurements; 18859.

Superconductivity; high speed logic; Josephson computer;
Josephson junction; microstriplines; 18666.

Superconductivity; intermetallic compounds; liquid quenching;
metastable phases; niobium-silicon alloys; splat-cooling;

18734.

Superconductivity; Josephson effect; metrology; noise ther-

mometry; squid's; standards; 18871

.

Superconductivity; supercooling; temperature fixed points; W;
AuAlj; Auln^; Be; Ir; 18549.

Superconductivity; surface impedance; copper; niobium;
stripline; J. Res. 84, No. 3. 247-259 ( 1979).

Superconductivity; temperature scale; thermometry; cryogenics;

fixed points; pure materials; 18550.

Superconductivity; thermometry; W; AuAlj; Auln^; Be;

cryogenic temperature scale; fixed points; Ir; SP260-62.
Superconductivity; tunnel junctions; Josephson junctions;

microwave receivers; microwaves; mixers; 18683

.

Superconductor; critical-current; critical-field; degradation;

multifilamentary strain; Nb^Sn; stress; 18780.

Superconductor; critical-current; degradation; NbjGe; strain;

stress; 18781.

Superconductor; tin; alloy; copper; electrical property; niobium;

18656.

Superconductor; tin; alloy; copper; low temperatures; niobium;

precipitate; 18655.

Superconductor; training superconducting magnet; epoxy;

epoxy-impregnated magnets; 18718.

Superconductor; transient flow; transient heat transfer; forced

flow; helium; stability; 18813.

Superconductors; ac generators; heat transfer; helium;

hydrodynamics; large magnets; power transmission; review;

18822.

Superconductors; critical current; critical current degradation;

multifilamentary NbiSn; multifilamentary NbTi; 18622.

Superconductors; critical current; definitions of terms; measure-

ment techniques; standards; 18762.

Superconductors; electrical properties; low temperatures;

mechanical properties; metallurgical properties; niobium-

titanium; physical properties; 18552.

Superconductors; terminology; critical parameters; definitions;

flux phenomena; Josephson phenomena; stabilization; 18681

.

Supercooling; temperature fixed points; W; AuAlj; Aulnj; Be;

Ir; superconductivity; 18549.

Supercritical helium; density wave oscillations; flow oscillations;

flow stability; liquid helium; superconducting power transmis-

sion lines; 18567.

Superfine structure; symmetry analysis; tableau calculus; high

resolution spectroscopy; hyperfine structure; level clusters;

saturation absorption spectra; 18609.

Superfluid He'; symposium; cryogenics; dilution refrigerators;

helium 3; Japan; millikelvin research; nuclear cooling;

Pomeranchuk refrigerators; solid He'; 18679.

Superfluid 'He; frequency sums; Rainer and Serene; 18553.

Supergranules; convection; solar; solar atmospheric motions;

18444.

Superparamagnetic particles; blocking temperature; magnetic;

particles; 18746.

Surface; finishes; flexure; fracture; fracture mechanics; grind-

ing; silicon nitride; strength; SP562, pp. 463-474 (Oct.

1979).

Surface; XPS; angular study; electron spectroscopy for chemi-
cal analysis (ESCA); silicon; 18417.

Surface absorption; transmitted pulse; adsorbed water; break-

down mechanism; frequency and time dependence of break-

down thresholds; IR window materials; NaCI; pressure;

pulsed TEA CO2 laser surface breakdown; spot size; SP541,

pp. 318-326 (Dec. 1978).

Surface analysis; ASTM Committee E-42; Auger electron spec-

troscopy; electron spectroscopy; ESCA; secondary ion mass
spectroscopy; 18406.

Surface analysis; elemental analysis; ion microprobe mass

analyzer; local thermal equilibrium model; microanalysis;

secondary ion mass spectrometry; 18979.

Surface analysis; tetrazole; benzotriazole; charge transfer;

copper; luminescence; microspectrofluorimetry; photolu-

minescence; spectrofluorimetry; 18504.

Surface area; bone; chemisorption; enamel; hydroxyapatite;

18411.

Surface characterization; surface contamination; biomaterials;

negative control; polyethylene; processing sheets and rods;

NBSIR 77-1401.

Surface characterization; surface crack; turbine blade; acoustic

surface wave; ceramic; SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Surface characterizations; surface finishing; abrasion; ceramic

machining; ceramics; effects of machining on ceramic pro-

perties; hardness; SP562.

Surface chemistry; ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy; ad-

sorption; chemisorption; formaldehyde; ruthenium; 18791

.

Surface chemistry; wear; diamond drilling; drilling; drilling ad-

ditives; Rehbinder effect; rock fracture; SP562, pp. 115-137

(Oct. 1979).

Surface condition; surface grinding; chip formation; grinding

forces; SP562, pp. 75-91 (Oct. 1979).

Surface conductivity; conductivity; electric conductivity; elec-

trokinetics; glass-surface; 18910.

Surface contamination; biomaterials; negative control;

polyethylene; processing sheets and rods; surface charac-

terization; NBSIR 77-1401.

Surface contamination; surface preparation; laser glass; particle

characterization; polishing compounds; subsurface defects;

SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Surface crack; turbine blade; acoustic surface wave; ceramic;

surface characterization; SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Surface damage; electron channeling; plasticity; subsurface

damage; SP562, pp. 395-404 (Oct. 1979).

Surface damage; glass, grinding; strength; SP562, pp. 93-106

(Oct. 1979).

Surface films; capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric; dissipation

factor; loss angle; microphonic coupling; phase angle; 18454.

Surface finishing; abrasion; ceramic machining; ceramics; ef-

fects of machining on ceramic properties; hardness; surface

characterizations; SP562.

Surface flaws; crack activation; numerical simulation; subsonic

water drop impact; SP562. pp. 501-51 I (Oct. 1979).

Surface grinding; chip formation; grinding forces; surface con-

dition; SP562, pp. 75-91 (Oct. 1979).

Surface impedance; copper; niobium; stripline; superconductivi-

ty; J. Res. 84, No. 3, 247-259 ( 1979).

Surface layer, role of; dilution effect, at same pH and concen-

tration; hydration shell, role of; hydroxylapatite, at different

pHs; isotopic exchange, isoionic; recrystallization, role of; J.

Res. 84, No. 5, 395-406 (1979).

Surface mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior;

domain growth; domain walls; ordering; 18373.

Surface mobility; alloys; antiphase domains; critical behavior;

domain growth; domain walls; ordering; 18613.

Surface mounted incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insula-

tion; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction

box; hazardous temperatures; load current; overlamping;

NBSIR 79-1912.
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Surface of platinum influenced by method heating; contrast

augmentation of reflecting surfaces; double-diaphragm; faces

(crystal) on platinum crucibles; hematite forming on
platinum; iron as alloy in platinum; platinum ware; J. Res. 84,

No. 5, 385-394 ( 1979).

Surface optical absorption; coating optical absorption; laser

calorimetry theory; optical calorimetry theory; SP54I, pp. 7-

12 (Dec. 1978).

Surface preparation; laser glass; particle characterization;

polishing compounds; subsurface defects; surface contamina-
tion; SP562, pp. 231-244 (Oct. 1979).

Surface reaction; anthranilic acid; chemisorption; cupric

anthranilate; cupric ion-containing hydroxyapatite; reaction

kinetics; /S972.

Surface recombination; CCD; electrical test structure; gated

diode; generation lifetime; integrated gated-diode electrome-

ter; integrated test structure; leakage current; MOSFET dc
profiler; NBSIR 79-1744.

Surface roughness; absorption; diamond-turning; scattered light;

: SPi^/, pp. 122-130 (Dec. 1978).

Surface roughness; BK-7 glass; fused silica; laser damage;
1 polished surfaces; pulse duration dependence of damage;
ij SP541, pp. 164-167 (Dec. 1978).

Ij Surface roughness; optical scattering; optical surface quality;

!|

scattering; standards; 18999.

I Surface roughness; y-deflection modulation; ceramic; scanning
electron microscope; secondary electron emission; silicon;

SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Surface tension; defect geometry; fluid elasticity; liquid

penetrant testing; Rideal-Washbum equation; J. Res. 84, No.
4, 287-292 (1979).

Surface tension; viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compila-
tion; density; electrical conductance; fluorides; halides;

iodides; molten salt mixtures; standard reference data;

JPCRD 8, No. 1, 125-302 (1979).

Surface tension of liquid gallium; thermodynamic properties;

convection; heat capacity measurement; Pb-Sn off-eutectic

alloys; phase diagram of KjO-FejOj system; solidification;

II
NBSIR 79-1767.

I Surface threshold damage; free-running laser pulses; giant laser

pulse; optical fiber damage; pulsed Nd^* laser damage; single

I

and multiple element fibers; SP541, pp. 168-189 (Dec.
'

1978).

j Surface-active comonomers; acrylates; adhesion, dental; bond-

I

ing; coupling agent; dental; monomers; resins; 18461.

I Surfaces; coatings; SiC; strength; SP562, pp. 483-488 (Oct.

1979).

j

Surveillance; undercover equipment; body-worn transmitters;

communications equipment; FM transmitters; law enforce-

ment equipment; standards; 18381.

Survey; accuracy; cryogenic; error estimation; liquefied natural

g£is; LNG; marine; mathematical modeling; measurement;
photogrammetric; precision; ship cargo; statistical analysis;

strapping; NBSIR 79-1751.

,
Surveys; fire departments; fire incidence; fire reporting; fire vic-

j

tims; human behavior; statistical sampling; NBS-GCR-78-135

.

Survival; transformation; x ray; carcinogenesis; neutron; repair;

1 SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

Susceptibility; amorphous magnetism; Mossbauer effect; rare

earths; spin freezing; spin glasses; 18897.

Susceptibility; calibration; iron oxide; magnetic pro|>erty; mag-
netometer; powders; 18804.

Susceptibility and emission measurements; transverse elec-

tromagnetic cell; measurement procedures; TN1013.
' Susceptibility measurements; electromagnetic; radiated emis-

'

, sions; 1 8579.

^
' Suspended-span structures; time-dependent loads; aerodynamic

^
stability; aeroelasttcity; fluctuating flow; flutter; 18688.

SU4; alpha-particles; correlations; mass formula; nuclear; quar-
^ tets; reactions; spectroscopy; 18423.

Swelling of rubber network; cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl

peroxide; elasticity theory of rubber; modulus of rubber; Mo-
oney-Rivlin constants; rubber elasticity theory; rubber, natu-

ral; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 353-358 ( 1979).

Swept-frequency diffraction; angular scattering; characteriza-

tion of tissue; optical correlation; scattering; SP525, pp. 143-

152 (Apr. 1979).

Switching; threshold switching; fluctuation; master equation;

noise spectrum; nonequilibrium; stationary states; 18674.

Switching power transistor; tester; transistor; base drive circuit;

electronic circuits; inductive load; nondestructive; protection

circuit; reverse bias; safe operating area; second breakdown;

SP400-54.

Symbols; communication; evaluation methods; fire safety;

hazard warnings; pictograms; safety information; standardiza-

tion; NBSIR 79-1760.

Symmetric top; torsional frequencies; bromoethanes; ideal gas

thermodynamic properties; internal rotation; iodoethane;

potential barrier heights; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 519-526 (1979).

Symmetry analysis; Born-Oppenheimer approximation; high-

resolution spectra; level clusters; Raman spectra; rotation-

vibration spectra; 18598.

Symmetry analysis; Bom-Oppenheimer approximation; centrifu-

gal; Coriolis; frame transformation relations; level cluster;

spherical tops; 18599.

Symmetry analysis; tableau calculus; high resolution spectrosco-

py; hyperfine structure; level clusters; saturation absorption

spiectra; superfine structure; 18609.

Symposium; cryogenics; dilution refrigerators; helium 3; Japan;

millikelvin research; nuclear cooling; Pomeranchuk refrigera-

tors; solid He*; superfluid He*; 18679.

Synchronization; time; clock; GOES; microprocessors; satellite;

18393.

Synchronization; time scales; coordinate time; portable clocks;

relativity; 18993.

Synchronous excitation spectroscopy; cresol; luminescence

spectrometry; organic pollutants monitoring; SP519, pp. 679-

684 (Apr. 1979).

Synchronous satellite; time code; Western Hemisphere; broad-

cast; coordinated universal time; 19029.

Synchrotron radiation; autoionization; core-excited states; mag-
nesium; photoabsorption-spectrum; 18912.

Synopsis; ultrasonic standards; ultrasonic testing; evaluation; in-

ternational; standardization; standard recommended practice;

NBSIR 79-1790.

Synthesis; x-ray diffraction; crystal structure; mechanism of for-

mation; molecular compound; silver-sulfur-tungsten cluster;

18636.

Synthetic benchmarks; workload characterization; workload

definition; benchmarking; benchmark library; selection of

ADP systems; standard benchmarks; SP500-38.

Synthetic carbonaceous resins; continuous flow system; en-

vironmental analysis; pesticides; SP519, pp. 345-353 (Apr.

1979).

Synthetic gas; chemical processing; engineering calculations;

equation of state; fluid properfies; prediction; standard

reference data; 19022.

Synthetic program; workload mapping; benchmarking; per-

formance evaluation; SP500-52, pp. 193-199 (Oct. 1979).

Synthetic programs; benchmarking; computer performance

measurement; distributed processing; interactive systems; ker-

nels; modeling; real-time; simulation; SP500-52, pp. 53-64

(Oct. 1979).

System classification; passive solar systems; performance stan-

dards; SP552, pp. 217-224 (July 1979).

System design tradeoffs; thruput measures; comparison mea-
sures; evaluation process; performance measures; per-

formance ratings; response time; SP500-52, pp. 163-176

(Oct. 1979).
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System security testing; diagnostic testing; performance as-

surance; performance evaluation; remote monitoring; SP500-

42.

System testing; audit; capacity planning; financial applications;

long-range planning; management control; measurement;
modeling; on-line system design; performance evaluation;

performance management; prototyping; remote terminal

emulation; SP500-52, pp. 129-140 (Oct. 1979).

Systematic effects; Ba ions; frequency stability; frequency stan-

dard; ion temperature; laser induced cooling; Mg ions; opti-

cal & microwave double resonance; stored ions; 18697.

Systematic error; uncertainty; calibration; gage blocks; length;

measurement assurance; measurement process control;

Monogr. 163.

Systematic error; uncertainty; precision; radioactivity measure-
ments; statistical design of experiment; statistical terms and
formulas; statistics; 18427.

Systematic procedure; building fires; equivalency; evaluation;

fire safety; models; research; standards; SP552, pp. 13-27

(July 1979).

Systems analysis; building codes; buildings; building standards;

classification; decision tables; earthquake-resistant design; in-

formation networks; network; seismic design; TNI 100.

Systems analysis; systems safety; walls; barrier analysis; com-
partment fires; compartments; fault tree analysis; fire models;
fire protection engineering; probability statistics; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Systems design; buildings; communications systems; fire safety;

high-rise; model codes; people movement; BSSl 15.

Systems safety; walls; barrier analysis; compartment fires; com-
partments; fault tree analysis; fire models; fire protection en-

gineering; probability statistics; systems analysis; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Systems security; ADP availability; annual loss exposure; appli-

cation system vulnerability; computer security; data con-

fidentiality; data integrity; data security; physical security;

procedural security; risk analysis; risk assessment; FIPS PUB
65.

T
Tableau calculus; high resolution spectroscopy; hyperfine struc-

ture; level clusters; saturation absorption spectra; superfine

structure; symmetry analysis; 18609.

Table-dielectric constant of water; thermophysical properties of

water; water; dielectric constant of water; interpolating equa-
tion dielectric; steam; 18937.

Tables; argon; comparisons; correlation; ethylene; experimental;

magnetic suspension; orthobaric liquid density; 18627.

Tabulations; x rays; atomic form factor; coherent scattering;

cross sections; gamma rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering;

JPCRD 8, No. 1 , 69- 1 06 ( 1 979 ).

Tailorable; temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized;

check-out system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber op-

tics; filters; flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground
readout; hydraulic; IMACS; SP547, pp. .345-357 (July 1979).

Tall buildings; wind loads; wind tunnels; aerodynamics; bounda-

ry layers; dynamic response; interference effects; 18977.

Tall buildings; wind pressure; aerodynamics; boundary layer;

loads (forces); roughness; structural analysis; 18351

.

Talystep traces; alkali halides; backward scattering; forward

scattering; grain boundaries; isostatic forging; optical figure;

optical homogeneity; single crystal; SP541, pp. 65-69 (Dec.

1978).

Tan S; cryogenic temperature; dielectric loss; polymer films;

polymers; polypropylene; polyurethane; superconducting

power cable; 18713.

Tangential sensitivity; broadband; dynamic range; Hermitian

magnitude; isotropicity; isotropic, real-time, electric-field sen-

sor (IRES); resistively loaded dipole; 19034.

Tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties; total heating

value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG;
mixtures; specific heating value; 18564.

Tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties data; total

heating value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; LNG; mathematical models; mixtures; specific heating

value; 18838.

Tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium; energy levels; haf-

nium; ionization energies; lutetium; osmium; rhenium; 18506.

Tantalum hydride; vanadium hydride; a phase; 485 K; diffu-

sion; quasielastic scattering; 18730.

Tantalum tungstate; thermal expansion; ionic conductors;

neutron diffraction; powder method; profile refinement;

1903 7.

Tape drive characteristics; computer magnetic tape drives;

computer tape controllers; group coded recording; interface

electrical characteristics; interface functional characteristics;

magnetic tape drives; NRZI recording; phase encoded
recording; NBS-GCR-78-127

.

Tape loop; time signal; time window; gated frequency analysis;

Gaussian window; impulsive complex signals; linear averag-

ing; reciprocating; records after trigger; SP547, pp. 315-322

(July 1979).

Tape-bonded devices; acoustic emission; beam lead devices; ,

electronic devices; hermeticity; hybrids; nondestructive tests;

semiconductor; SP400-59.

Tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition;

economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; TN980.

Tax incentives; adaptive reuse; buildings; demolition;

economics; historic preservation; life-cycle costing;

redevelopment; rehabilitation; 19016.

Tax incentives; building; private interests; public objectives; !

taxation; SP552, pp. 337-346 (July 1979).

Taxation; tax incentives; building; private interests; public ob-

jectives; SP552, pp. 337-346 (July 1979).

Taximeters; tolerances; volume-measuring devices; weighing

devices; weights; length-measuring devices; liquid-measuring

devices; measures; scales; specifications; H44, 1979 Edition.

?-butyl radical; unimolecular decomposition; activation energy;

^-factor; comparative rate; flow system; heat of formation;

hexylmethylethane; 18743.

TCAM data flow; teleprocessing; input lockout; mathematical

modeling; queuing models; race conditions; SP500-52, pp. ]

219-226 (Oct. 1979).

TDM wattmeters; thermal wattmeters; transfer standards; elec-

tro-dynamic wattmeters; energy measurements; energy stan- I

dards; international comparisons; metrology; power measure-

ments; precise electrical measurements; 18529.

TEA laser; electronic discharge; hydrogen halides; isotopes;

laser; 18667.

Technical analysis; time-sharing; TSP; benchmarking; cost anal- (

ysis; evaluation; procurement; SP500-52 , pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

Technical bases; building research; building technology; codes;

criteria; project summaries; standards; SP446-2.

Technical communicator; technical paper; trade press; au-

dience; feature article; news release; publication announce-

ment; scientist-author; 18817.

Technical information; technology application; access to infor-

mation; architect; information format; information sources;

NBS-GCR-78-153. '

Technical information; technology application; access to infor-

mation; architect; information format; information sources;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Technical paper; trade press; audience; feature article; news '

release; publication annoimcement; scientist-author; technical

communicator; 18817.
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Technique development; compact tension specimen; crack;

crack, well-characterized; destructive evaluation; fatigue flaw

evaluation; fracture mechanics; standards; 18744.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth; mu-
nicipal wastewater treatment facilities; public sector efficien-

cy; subsidies; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-40.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

mass transit; public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-41.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

nuclear power plants; public sector efficiency; subsidies;

NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-42.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

maritime transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-43.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

journal publishing; public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-44.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

health facilities; public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-45.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

local air transport; public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-
GCR-ETIP 78-46.

Technological change; capital formation; economic growth;

public sector efficiency; subsidies; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-47.

Technological change; commercial impacts; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; Federal Supply Service; life

cycle costing; procurement of water heaters; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-51.

Technological change; commercial impacts; Experimental

Technology Incentives Program; Federal Supply Service; life

cycle costing; procurement of water heaters; NBS-GCR-ETIP
78-52.

Technological change; commercialization; empirical investiga-

tion; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; manage-
ment practices; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-57.

Technological change; commercialization; empirical investiga-

tion; ETIP; Federal civilian R&D; implementing; manage-
ment practices; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-58.

Technological change; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; impact of government on industry; procurement ex-

periments; procurement policy; research and development
policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-49.

Technological changes; administrative experiment; anti-trust

regulation; economic incentive; environmental regulation; in-

novation; regulatory reform; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-66.

Technological innovation; administrative experimentation; En-

vironmental Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; Ex-

perimental Technology Incentives Program; industrial pollu-

tion regulation; market mechanism; offset policy; regulatory

policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-62.

Technological innovation; administrative experimentation; best

practicable technology; clean water regulation; Environmen-

tal Protection Agency; evaluability assessment; evaluation;

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 79-63.

Technological innovation; administrative experimentation;

evaluability assessment; evaluation; experimental methods;

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; regulation;

regulatory oversight; regulatory processes and regulatory ef-

fects; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-64.

Technological innovation; administrative experimentation; En-

vironmental Protection Agency; evaluation design; Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program; pesticide policy;

regulatory policy; regulatory reform; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-71

.

Technological innovation; air pollution-regulatory policy;

economic incentives; Federal funding of civilian R&D; regu-

latory policy; subsidy policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 78-53.

Technological innovation; appeals process; consensus standards;

electrical distribution systems; flat conductor cable; National

Electrical Code; SP552, pp. 57-78 (July 1979).

Technological innovation; computer program; economic per-

formance; electric utilities; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; productivity; regulatory commission; regulato-

ry policy; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-70.

Technology; capital formation; Experimental Technology Incen-

tives Program; regulatory impact; research and development;

steel industry; NBS-GCR-ETIP 79-67.

Technology application; access to information; architect; infor-

mation format; information sources; technical information;

NBS-GCR-78-153.
Technology application; access to information; architect; infor-

mation format; information sources; technical information;

NBS-GCR-78-154.
Technology innovation; telecommunications; administrative ex-

perimentation; economic deregulation; evaluability assess-

ment; evaluation; Experimental Technology Incentives Pro-

gram; Federal Communications Commission; regulatory ex-

perimentation; TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2.

Technology transfer; computer-aided design and manufacture

(CAD/CAM); footwear industry; fragmented industries;

government-industry cooperation; imports; innovation;

leather; manufacturing technology; materials development;

shoes; SP527.

Technology transfer; engineering; international cooperation; in-

ternational research; international standards; National Bureau

of Standards (NBS); National Engineering Laboratory

(NED; NBSIR 79-1792.

Technology transfer; UN Conference on Science and Technolo-

gy for Development (UNCSTD); Africa; Asia; developing

countries; industrialization; Latin America; management;
measurement; metrology; quality control; standards; SP543.

Tectonic motions; continental drift; distortion-of-plate;

geophysics; ranging; 18459.

Tectonics; atmospheric properties; distance measurement;

geodesy; instrumentation; multiwavelength techniques;

18816.

Tectonics; distance measurements; earthquakes; geodesy;

geophysics; instrumentation; satellites; 18574.

Telecommunication trends; transborder data flows; computer-

telecommunications convergence; computer trends; informa-

tion age; information as a resource; information revolution;

social issues in information; 18975.

Telecommunications; administrative experimentation; economic
deregulation; evaluability assessment; evaluation; Experimen-

tal Technology Incentives Program; Federal Communications

Commission; regulatory experimentation; regulatory policy;

TNI 104, Vols. 1 and 2.

Telecommunications; TVI; vehicular electronics; electromag-

netic bioeffects; electromagnetic compatibility; electromag-

netic immunity; electromagnetic interference; electromag-

netic radiation; electromagnetic susceptibility; electronic

smog; home entertainment electronics; SP551

.

Telemetry; transducer; dynamic calibration; evaluation; in-

teragency transducer project; performance characteristics;

TNI 110.

Teleoperator vision; wrist-mounted TV; depth image; proximity

sensor; robot vision; NBSIR 78-1576.

Teleprocessing; input lockout; mathematical modeling; queuing

models; race conditions; TCAM data flow; SP500-52, pp.

219-226 (Oct. 1979).

Teleprocessing services program; timesharing; competitive-

negotiated procurement; computer management; remote

teleprocessing; statement of work; SP500-52, pp. 231-232

(Oct. 1979).

Television color subcarrier; time and frequency calibration

methods; time calibration; time signals; frequency calibration;
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high frequency; Loran-C; low frequency; radio broadcasts;

satellite broadcasts; standard frequencies; SP559.

Television fire; electrical failure; fire containment; ignition;

TNI 109.

TEM cell; EMC measurements; radiation resistance; rectangu-

lar coax; shielded strip line; 18345.

TEM horn; time domain measurement; antenna gain; broad-

band antenna; directivity; FFT; method of measurements;
non-dispersive; resistive loading; 18856.

TEM horn antenna; antenna; conical transmission line; impulse

response; impulsive fields; standards; TNI008.
TEM microscope stage; flexure pivots; linear positioning;

micromanipulator; optical microscope stage; piezoelectric

drives; scanning stage; SEM microscope stage; submicrome-
ter positioning instrumentation; 18327.

TEM-cell; attenuation; coupled integral equations; dispersion;

lossy dielectric slab; modes considerations; NBSIR 79-1615.

TEM-cell; variational formulation; coaxial transmission line;

cut-off frequency; equivalent circuit; modal analysis; scatter-

ing matrix; step discontinuity; NBSIR 79-1606.

Temperature; accumulator; analog; centralized; check-out
system; dessicant; discrete; displacement; fiber optics; filters;

flight critical; flow; fluid; go-no-go; ground readout; hydrau-

lic; IMACS; instantaneous diagnosis and analysis; SP547, pp.
345-357 (July 1979).

Temperature; thermal analysis; concrete (reinforced); fire load;

fire resistance; fire tests structural engineering; TN985.
Temperature; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion; thermal

properties; vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity;

electrical resistivity; emittance; measurement system; stan-

dard reference materials; 18905.

Temperature; vacuum; humidity; ozone; pressure; standards;

18335.

Temperature and molecular weight dependence; hydrodynamic

radius; intrinsic viscosity; polymer dimensions in solution;

polystyrene; radius of gyration; 18960.

Temperature coefficient; time dispersion; wall shift; amplitude

modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo; dielectrically loaded

cavity; frequency stability; second-order Doppler shift phase
modulation; spin exchange; 18696.

Temperature coefficient; time-lag; gas transmission rate;

manometric technique; oxygen; permeability; poly(ethylene

terephthalate); standard reference material; SP260-58.

Temperature dependence; adiabatic heating; AS2S3; automatic

bridge; BiuGeOjo; CaCO,,; CaFj; capacitance measurement;
evaporated electrodes; pressure transducer; 18466.

Temperature dependence; alkali elements; cesium; electrical re-

sistivity; francium; lithium; magnetic flux density dependence;

potassium; pressure dependence; rubidium; sodium; JPCRD
8, No. 2, 339-438 ( 1979).

Temperature dependence; alkaline earth elements; barium;

beryllium; calcium; electrical resistivity; magnesium; radium;

strontium; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 439-498 ( 1979).

Temperature dependence; hydrodynamic radius; light scatter-

ing; molecular weight dependence; polystyrene; radius of

gyration; 18545.

Temperature dependence; theoretical and experimental com-
parison; vibrational effect; HCl-Ar; rotational linewidths;

18689.

Temperature dependence; ultrasound velocity; zero crossing de-

tection; non-invasive temperature monitoring; soft tissue;

SP525, pp. 57-61 (Apr. 1979).

Temperature dependence; vibrational energy transfer; hydrogen

halides; isotopes; 18929.

Temperature dependence of cavitation threshold; threshold;

acoustic cavitation; cavitation; cavitation threshold vs tem-

perature; radiation-induced cavitation; NBSIR 79-1753.

Temperature depression; water vapor measurement; wet bulb;

wet element; convective heat transfer; convective mass

transfer; emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient; humidi-

ty measurement; monomolecular film; psychrometer; J. Res.

84, No. 2, 161-177 (1979).

Temperature effects; thermal; ^''U; chemical effects; delayed

neutrons; Einstein model; fission; 18687.

Temperature effects; water boil; degradation; epoxy resins;

Kevlar 49; moisture; one-tenth scale motor case; S-glass;

SP563, pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

Temperature fixed points; W; AuAU; Aulnj; Be; Ir; supercon-

ductivity; supercooling; 18549.

Temperature measurement; Johnson noise; Josephson junctions;

noise thermometry; resistive SQUIDS; 18603.

Temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis;

computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution;

reconstruction; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Temperature reconstruction; ultrasound; aperture synthesis;

computed tomography; Doppler; fluid flow; high resolution;

reconstruction; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

Temperature scale; thermometry; cryogenics; fixed points; pure

materials; superconductivity; 18550.

Temperature scale; thermometry; tunnel diode oscillator; gas

thermometer; low temperature; 18548.

Temperature scale from 630.74 to 1064.43 °C; instruments; In-

ternational Practical Temperature Scale; interpolation; inter-

polation instruments; 18665.

Temperature sensitive parameter; aligned sheet polarizer;

birefringent crystal; optical analyzer; polarized light; probe

thermometer; U.S. Patent 4,140,393.

Temperature variation of dielectric parameters of soil; cavity

resonance; coaxial line resonator; dielectric constant; dielec-

tric loss; lunar sample; 18566.

Temperature variation of permittivity; dielectric constant;

dielectric loss; lunar soil; microwave; profile effect on permit-

tivity; 18557.

Temporal changes; A-scan; correlation analysis; SP525, pp.

275-280 (Apr. 1979).

Temporary structures; wood; bridges; buildings; design criteria;

glued-laminated timber; safety; 18887.

Tenability limits; upholstered furniture; detection time; detector

location; fire tests; gas detectors; kitchen fires; mobile homes;

smoke detectors; NBSIR 79-1915.

Tensile fracture; aircraft structural components; composite

materials; linear elastic materials; SP563, p. 3 (Oct. 1979).

Tensile properties; toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-

strength; low-temperature; mechanical properties; nitrogen;

nitrogen-strengthened; stainless steel; 18957.

Tensile strength; boron-epoxy; edge cracks; failure modes;

finite element method; SP563, pp. 228-238 (Oct. 1979).

Tensile strength; cementing-materials; compressive strength;

hot-dry-rock well; permeability to water; pipe-bonding ^

strength; 19018.

Tensilization; thermogravimetric analysis; tire cord; tire cord

dip; tire cord finish; emissions; gas chromatography; SP519, ?

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Tension; tensor polynomial; compression; failure; finite ele- li

ments; graphite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses; laminated com-
posites; stress concentrations; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct.

1979).

Tensor force; charmonium; particle spectroscopy; quarks; selec- r

tion rules; spin forces; 18432.

Tensor polarizability; Thomson scattering; coherent scattering;

Delbruck scattering; elastic scattering; giant resonance;

18521.

Tensor polynomial; compression; failure; finite elements; gra-

phite-epoxy; interlaminar stresses; laminated composites;

stress concentrations; tension; SP563, pp. 242-254 (Oct.

1979).

Terbium molybdate; triglycine sulfate; ferroelectrics; figures of

merit; improper ferroelectrics; pyroelectric detectors;

pyroelectric vidicons; 18852.



Terminology; analog-to-digital converter; digital-to-analog con-

I

verter; IEEE subcommittee; performance specifications; sam-
I pie/hold circuit; standards; 18365.

j

Terminology; critical parameters; definitions; fiux phenomena;
1 Josephson phenomena; stabilization; superconductors; 18681.

I

Ternary fission; a-particles; a-spectrum; ^"•U; electrodisintegra-

1 tion; proton spectrum; 18518.

I

Ternary interactions; theta point; virial coefficients; collapse

; transition; fluctuations; mean field approximation; 19023.

1 Terrestrial solar irradiance; diffuse reflectance standards; solar

i absorptance; solar optical properties; solar reflectance; solar

i

transmittance; spectral reflectance standards; 18501.

!
Terrosim; threat analysis; training; adversary characteristics;

animal research; behavioral science; biosensors; computer
analysis; ergonomics; human engineering; human factors;

human motivation; human reliability; personnel selection;

physical security; SP480-38.

Tertiary aromatic amines; amine accelerators; composite
I restorative resin; dimethylaminoglutethimide;

dimethylaminophenylacetic acid and esters; properties of

i

composites; 18571.

Test; apparel; extinguishability; fabrics; flammability; garments;

hazard; heat transfer; ignitability; standard; 18708.

Test data for elementary functions; test data for mathematical
functions; elementary function testing; Fortran library test

data; Fortran library testing; mathematical function testing;

J

NBSIR 78-1478.

'; Test data for mathematical functions; elementary function test-

ing; Fortran library test data; Fortran library testing; mathe-

matical function testing; test data for elementary functions;

NBSIR 78-1478.

Test equipment; calibration; Federal Government; laboratory;

' measurement; metrology; precision; SP546, 1979 Edition.

Test measures; tolerances; vapor recovery; bottom loading;

field standard provers; field standards; field standard test

measures; provers; specifications; standards; H105-3.

II
Test method; head injury criterion; impact; peak acceleration;

performance; playground surfaces; NBSIR 79-1707.

Test method; headform; headgear; head injury; helmet; impact;

NBSIR 78-1547.

Test method; wall panels; walls; compression; eccentric loading;

flat-end; kern; loading rate; pin-end; BSS95.

j
Test methods; appliance; cooking; efficiency; energy; human

j
factors; kitchen ranges; labeling; stoves; NBSIR 78-1556.

r Test methods; attic floor radiant panel; cellulose thermal insula-

\

tion; critical radiant flux; flame spread; smoldering com-

1
bustion; NBSIR 79-1588.

Test methods; batteries; photovoltaic energy conversion; power
' conditioning; power systems; solar cells; standards; NBSIR

79-1743.

Test methods; toy safety; eye injury; impact; ocular contusion;

i
projectiles; propelled objects; J. Res. 84, No. 1,9-19 (1979).

.
} Test pattern; test structure; TTL; bipolar process; contact re-

I sistor; cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment re-

L 1 sistor; integrated circuits; linewidth; photolithography; sheet

resistance; silicon; 18533.

't
I

Test pattern; test structures; visual alignment; contact resistor;

cross bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor;

semiconductor; silicon; SP400-51.

S Test pattern; transistor gain; integrated circuit; process valida-

' tion wafer (PVW); reliability; silicon; 18463.

* " Test patterns; test structures; CMOS/SOS; process control;

* ' process metrology; silicon gate; NBSIR 79-1595.

^. 1 Test patterns; test structures; thermally stimulated current and

J

capacitance; transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT);
^ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectrosco-
'* ' py; die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; her-

meticity; SP400-38.

Test patterns; test structures; total process integration; com-
prehensive process characterization; design rules; intradie

parametric integrity; LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances;

modular test programs; parametric yield limitations; per-

formance limitations; SP400-56.

Test problems; algorithm testing; approximation; computational

experiment; least absolute deviation; polynomial approxima-

tion; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 455-488 ( 1979).

Test procedures; bomb calorimetry; gross calorific values;

refuse-derived-fuels; sample characterization; NBSIR 78-

1494.

Test structure; TTL; bipolar process; contact resistor; cross

bridge sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; integrated

circuits; linewidth; photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon;

test pattern; 18533.

Test structures; CMOS/SOS; process control; process metrolo-

gy; silicon gate; test patterns; NBSIR 79-1595.

Test structures; thermally stimulated current and capacitance;

transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectroscopy; die

attachment; electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity; in-

dium-doped silicon; SP400-38.

Test structures; total process integration; comprehensive

process characterization; design rules; intradie parametric in-

tegrity; LSI circuits; mask alignment tolerances; modular test

programs; parametric yield limitations; performance limita-

tions; photomask performance; SP400-56.

Test structures; visual alignment; contact resistor; cross bridge

sheet resistor; electrical alignment resistor; semiconductor;

silicon; test pattern; SP400-5I.

Tester; transistor; base drive circuit; electronic circuits; induc-

tive load; nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe

operating area; second breakdown; switching power
transistor; SP400-54.

Testing; boiler; combustion; energy; furnace; g£is-fired; heating;

oil-fired; rating; space- heating; 18385.

Testing; computer; hot water; measurement; rating; solar; stan-

dards; 18428.

Testing; electronics; integrated circuit; large scale integration;

memory; microprocessor; TNI 102.

Testing; measurement; solar collector; solar energy; solar radia-

tion; standards; standard test; BSSl 17.

Testing; military systems; non-electronic equipment; SP547, pp.

299-302 (July 1979).

Testing; mobile home; packaged solar space-heating system;

rating; standards; NBSIR 79-1799.

Testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure

modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells;

stability; SP400-58.

Testing; thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure

modes; photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells;

stability; NBSIR 79-1778.

Testing; traceability; dose; ionizing; radioactivity; standards;

18361.

Testing methodology; useful life; consumer products; reliability

engineering; 18378.

Testing procedures for heat pumps; heat pumps; part-load

evaluation; standards for heat pumps; 18703.

Testing procedures for heat pumps; heat pumps; part-load

evaluation; standards for heat pumps; 18778.

Tests for paper; accelerated aging; aging; aging of cellulose;

aging of paper; cellulose; cellulose aging; natural aging;

paper; paper aging; 19017.

Tetrafluoroethylene; copolymerization; polymerization; pres-

sure; radiation; styrene; 18512.

Tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 1,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene

polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-

heptafluoropentene-l polymer; isobutene copolymers; pyroly-

sis gets chromatography; random scission; 18580.
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Tetrazole; benzotriazole; charge transfer; copper; luminescence;

microspectrofluorimetry; photoluminescence; spec-

trofluorimetry; surface analysis; 18504.

Texture of copper shaped charge liner; texture of Ni-W alloy;

metal texture; neutron diffraction; nondestructive testing;

pole figure; 19027.

Texture of Ni-W alloy; metal texture; neutron diffraction; non-

destructive testing; pole figure; texture of copper shaped
charge liner; 1902 7.

TGA; V/STOL; cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber;

polyphthalocyanine; prepreg; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct. 1979).

Thallium benzotriazenide; benzotriazenides; iridium (I) com-
plexes; organometallic benzotriazenides; rhodium (I) com-
plexes; 18582.

Thallium iodide; thin films; graded index; lead fluoride;

polymorphism; SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Theoretical and experimental comparison; vibrational effect;

HCl-Ar; rotational linewidths; temperature dependence;
18689.

Theories of liquid crystals; configurations of rods; Monte Carlo;

orientation entropy; packing of rods; square lattice; 18530.

Theory; asymmetric absorptance; damage thresholds; dielectric

reflectors; electric-field distribution; high-power; reflectance;

spectral absorptance; SP54I, pp. 278-287 (Dec. 1978).

Theory; elastic scattering; ion-molecule collisions; rotational ex-

citation; semiclassical orbital; 18446.

Therapy; x rays; accelerators; betatrons; electrons; megavolt-

age; neutrons; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

Thermal; ^asjj; chemical effects; delayed neutrons; Einstein

model; fission; temperature effects; 18687

.

Thermal analysis; concrete (reinforced); fire load; fire re-

sistance; fire tests structural engineering; temperature;

TN985.
Thermal analysis of residences; Community Services Adminis-

tration; heating balance point analysis; low-income re-

sidences; marginal cost/benefit analysis in weatherization; op-
timum weatherization retrofit combinations; NBSIR 79-1706.

Thermal anneals; energy densities; ion-implanted silicon; laser

pulses; power densities; 18623

.

Thermal characterization; thermal resistance; transistors; cur-

rent crowding; die attachment evaluation; junction tempera-

ture; measurement technology; power transistors; semicon-
ductor devices; SP400-14.

Thermal comfort; heating and cooling load; hybrid computer;

NBSLD; 18336.

Thermal conductivity; aluminum alloy; copper; low tempera-

ture; magnetothermal conductivity; nickel alloy; stainless

steel; 18619.

Thermal conductivity; characterization; density; electrical re-

sistivity; graphite; Lorenz ratio; reference materials; 18668.

Thermal conductivity; thermal expansion; thermal properties;

vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity; electrical re-

sistivity; emittance; measurement system; standard reference

materials; temperature; 18905.

Thermal conductivity; thermophysical properties; electrical re-

sistivity; enthalpy; specific heat; standard reference materials;

18615.

Thermal conductivity; viscosity; Abbe value; coolants, dn/dT;

index matching liquids; neodymium glass lasers; nonlinear

refractive index; 5f54/, pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).

Thermal conductivity; viscosity; correlated data; critical point

enhancement; data evaluation; propane; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 ( 1979).

Thermal cycles to low temperatures; germanium thermometers;

low temperature; rhodium-iron thermometry; 19040.

Thermal cycling; thermal stress; cable cool-down; cool-down

helium; liquid helium; superconducting power transmission;

NBSIR 79-1618.

Thermal damage; absorption; antireflection coatings; damage
thresholds; impurities; laser-induced damage; SP541, pp. 202-

211 (Dec. 1978).

Thermal decomposition; allylmethylether; bromide;

ethylacetate; isopropyl; laser; non-equilibrium; pyrolysis;

relaxation; 18832.

Thermal efficiency; window; window management; building

economics; daylighting; economic analysis; energy conserva-

tion; engineering economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain;

BSS119
Thermal energy analyzer; tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride; aza-

arenes; hydrazines; nitroalkanes; nitrosamines; sidestream

smoke; SP5;9, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Thermal energy analyzer (TEA); tobacco; carbamates; chemi-

cal ionization; electron-capture; hydrazines; maleic hydrazide;

mass spectroscopy; nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; si-

lylation; SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Thermal energy storage device; ASHRAE Standard 94-77;

Glauber's salt; latent heat storage; pebble bed; phase-change

unit; solar energy storage; NBSIR 79-1 737.

Thermal energy storage materials; thermal properties; ther-

modynamic properties; transport properties; corrosion; data

compilation; electrochemical energy storage materials; mol-

ten salts; physical properties; safety and hazards; NSRDS-
NBS61, Part 11.

Thermal envelope criteria; thermal performance criteria; educa-

tion; energy utilization codes; illustrated handbook; legisla-

tion; SP552, pp. 141-15'. (July 1979).

Thermal expansion; advanced composite materials; graphite-

epoxy laminate design; laminate design sensitivities; SP563,

pp. 60-71 (Oct. 1979).

Thermal expansion; ionic conductors; neutron diffraction;

powder method; profile refinement; tantalum tungstate;

19037.

Thermal expansion; thermal properties; vapor pressure; viscosi-

ty; calorimetry; elasticity; electrical resistivity; emittance;

measurement system; standard reference materials; tempera-

ture; thermal conductivity; 18905.

Thermal expansion; wear; wear tests; amalgam; composites;

dental materials; dimensional changes; physical properties;

18649.

Thermal expansion coefficient; thermo-optic constant; ZnS;

ZnSe; MJO3, AS2S3 glass; BaFa; CaFj; CdFj; chalcogenide

glass; elastic compliances; elastic constants; TN993.
Thermal fluxes; NBS reactor; neutrons; silicon irradiation;

18704.

Thermal insulation; thermal properties; cellular plastic; low

temperature; mechanical properties; polystyrene; polyu-

rethane; 18719.

Thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; elec-

trical junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current;

overlamping; surface mounted incandescent lighting fixture;

NBSIR 79-1912.

Thermal insulation; thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; elec-

trical junction box; hazardous temperatures; load current;

protective barrier; recessed incandescent lighting fixture;

NBSIR 79-1913.

Thermal mass; building economics; energy conservation; insula-

tion; life-cycle cost analysis; masonry construction; space

heating and cooling requirements; NBSIR 79-1789.

Thermal mass effect in buildings; building energy consumption

analysis; computerized building energy analysis; cooling load

calculation; energy conservation; heating load calculation;

NBSLD analysis of residences; residential energy conserva-

tion; NBSIR 79-1732.

Thermal oxidation; Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped

glasses; diffusion in silicon; integrated circuit processing;

kinetics of oxide growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor

processing; silicon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated mea-

surement; NBS-GCR-78-134.
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Thermal oxidation of silicon; dry oxidation of silicon; hydrogen

contamination; hydroxyl contamination; semiconductor

device fabrication; silicon; silicon dioxide; NBSIR 78-1558.

Thermal performance criteria; education; energy utilization

codes; illustrated handbook; legislation; thermal envelope

criteria; SP552, pp. 141-151 (July 1979).

Thermal properties; cellular plastic; low temperature; mechani-

cal properties; polystyrene; polyurethane; thermal insulation;

757/9.

Thermal properties; thermodynamic properties; transport pro-

perties; corrosion; data compilation; electrochemical energy

storage materials; molten salts; physical properties; safety and

hazards; thermal energy storage materials; NSRDS-NBS61

,

Part II.

Thermal properties; vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry;

elasticity; electrical resistivity; emittance; measurement

system; standard reference materials; temperature; thermal

conductivity; thermal expansion; 18905.

Thermal pulse; vinylidenefluoride-tetrafluoroethylene

copolymer; blocking electrode; charge motion; polarization;

poly(vinylchloride); poly(vinylidenefluoride); pyroelectric

response; 18408.

Thermal radiation; fire models; heat transfer; room fires;

smoke; soot; NBS-GCR-78-1 5 1

.

Thermal radiation; turbulence; buoyant flow; compartment
fires; computer programs; corridor fires; fire models; fire

spread; room fires; NBS-GCR-78-l 50.

Thermal resistance; transistors; current crowding; die at-

tachment evaluation; junction temperature; measurement
technology; power transistors; semiconductor devices; ther-

mal characterization; SP400-14.

Thermal resistance of walls; infrared thermometers; in situ

evaluation of insulation; R-value measurement by spot

radiometer; NBSIR 79-1736.

Thermal response factors; computer time; conduction-transfer

functions; dynamic heat transfer; 18339.

Thermal storage tests; water tank thermal storage; ASHRAE
Standards; evaluation of test procedure; solar heating com-
ponents; standard test procedure; 18425.

Thermal stress; cable cool-down; cool-down helium; liquid heli-

um; superconducting power transmission; thermal cycling;

NBSIR 79-1618.

Thermal stresses; abrasive wear; ceramics; fracture; plastic

penetration; SP562, pp. 1-13 (Oct. 1979).

Thermal wafer chuck; variable temperature; wafer chuck; deep
level measurements; defect mapping; hot/cold wafer chuck;

thermally stimulated measurements; SP400-55.

Thermal wattmeters; transfer standards; electro-dynamic watt-

meters; energy measurements; energy standards; international

comparisons; metrology; power measurements; precise elec-

trical measurements; TDM wattmeters; 18529.

Thermally stimulated capacitance; thermally stimulated current;

deep level measurements; defect center characterization; de-

fect density; ion implantation; silicon; sulfur; sulfur energy

level in silicon; 18458.

Thermally stimulated current; deep level measurements; defect

center characterization; defect density; ion implantation; sil-

icon; sulfur; sulfur energy level in silicon; thermally stimu-

lated capacitance; 18458.

Thermally stimulated current and capacitance; transistors; ul-

traviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy; auger electron spectroscopy; die attachment; elec-

trical properties; electronics; hermeticity; indium-doped sil-

icon; infrared reflectance; SP400-38.

Thermally stimulated measurement; thermal oxidation; Zn-

doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in

silicon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide

growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; NBS-GCR-78-134.

Thermally stimulated measurements; thermal wafer chucki' vari-

able temperature; wafer chuck; deep level measurements; de-

fect mapping; hot/cold wafer chuck; SP400-55.

Thermally stimulated measurements; thyristor materials mea-

surements; thyristor measurements; d-c transmission; deep

level measurements; energy conservation; measurement

methods; power-device grade silicon; resistivity variations; sil-

icon; NBSIR 79-1756.

Thermochemistry; adenine; enthalpy of dissociation; enthalpy

of protonation; enthalpy of reaction; enthalpy of solution;

nucleic acid bases; solution calorimetry; J. Res. 84, No. 3,

231-240 ( 1979).

Thermochemistry; bromine atoms; bromoacetylene; excited

state; hydrogen bromide; photochemistry mechanism; 189 74.

Thermochemistry; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; en-

dothermic solution reactions; enthalpy of solution; KBr, KI,

KIO3, KIO4; solution calorimetry; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 273-286

( 1979).

Thermochemistry; unimolecular dissociation; calorimetry; in-

frared; kinetics; laser chemistry; mechanisms; multiphoton;

18709.

Thermochemistry; vapor pressure; apparent molal heat capaci-

ty; aqueous systems; bibliography; electrochemistry; elec-

trolytes; enthalpy of dilution; heat capacity; relative apparent

molal enthalpy; salt solutions; SP537.

Thermochemistry of fluorine compounds; calorimetry, gas flow;

chlorine thermochemistry; flame calorimetry; fluorinaceous;

oxidizer; 18755.

Thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

hazardous temperatures; load current; overlamping; surface

mounted incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

NBSIR 79-1912.

Thermocouple; branch circuit wiring; electrical junction box;

hazardous temperatures; load current; protective barrier;

recessed incandescent lighting fixture; thermal insulation;

NBSIR 79-1913.

Thermodynamic functions; dimensionless entropies; JPCRD 8,

No. 3, 917-920 ( 1979).

Thermodynamic properties; activity coefficient; cobalt; critical

evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy; iron; nickel;

osmotic coefficients; solutions; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 923-1004

( 1979).

Thermodynamic properties; alumina; aluminum oxide;

calorimetry; corundum; enthalpy; heat capacity; sapphire;

specific heat; standard reference materials; 18377.

Thermodynamic properties; convection; heat capacity measure-

ment; Pb-Sn off-eutectic alloys; phase diagram of K20-Fe203
system; solidification; surface tension of liquid gallium;

NBSIR 79-1767.

Thermodynamic properties; transport properties; corrosion;

data compilation; electrochemical energy storage materials;

molten salts; physical properties; safety and hazards; thermal

energy storage materials; thermal properties; NSRDS-NBS61

,

Part II.

Thermodynamic properties; X-type transition; adiabatic

calorimetry; automated calorimetry; calorimetry; heat capaci-

ty; measurement automation; p-Terphenyl; 18376.

Thermodynamic properties; uranium; activity coefficient;

copper; critical evaluation; electrolyte; excess Gibbs energy;

lead; manganese; osmotic coefficients; solutions; JPCRD 8,

No. 4, 1005-1050 (1979).

Thermodynamic properties; virial coefficients; density; gas;

nitrogen; sound velocity; 18815.

Thermodynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity; wave propagation;

anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; human bone; microhard-

ness; microstructure; piezoelectricity; SP525, pp. 189-196

(Apr. 1979).
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Thermography; Twin Rivers Project; weather station; air infil-

tration; buildings; data acquisition; energy; instrumentation;

measurement; 18733.

Thermogravimetric analysis; tire cord; tire cord dip; tire cord

finish; emissions; gas chromatography; tensilization; SP519,

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Thermogravimetry; activation energy; automated ther-

mogravimetry; computer automated thermogravimeter; fac-

tor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; 18447.

Thermogravimetry; activation energy; computer automation;

computerized thermogravimetry; computer program; polymer
degradation; polymer oxidation; 18445.

Thermogravimetry; activation energy; degradation apparatus;

factor-jump thermogravimetry; polymer degradation; polymer
oxidation; programmed temperature control; 18450.

Thermogravimetry; weight-loss kinetics; aging of polymers;

degradation of polymers; error propagation; factor-jump

method; heating rate; lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyu-

rethane; 18620.

Thermoluminescence dosimeters; electronic devices; electrons;

photons; radiation hardness; standard practice; NBSIR 79-

1723.

Thermoluminescence dosimeters; fading; Harshaw Chemical
Company; relative humidity; storage; Studsvik AB Atomener-
gi, Sweden; 18989.

Thermometry; cryogenics; fixed points; pure materials; super-

conductivity; temperature scale; 18550.

Thermometry; Gd(P03)3; low temperature thermometry; mag-
netic susceptibility; magnetic thermometers; Nd(C2HsS04).T
9H2O; 18556.

Thermometry; tunnel diode oscillator; gas thermometer; low
temperature; temperature scale; 18548.

Thermometry; W; AuAlj; Aulnj; Be; cryogenic temperature

scale; fixed points; Ir; superconductivity; SP260-62.

Thermo-optic constant; ZnS; ZnSe; AI2O3; AS2S3 glass; BaFj;

CaFi; CdFj; chalcogenide glass; elastic compliances; elastic

constants; elasto-optic constants; TN993.
Thermophysical properties; electrical resistivity; enthalpy;

specific heat; standard reference materials; thermal conduc-
tivity; 18615.

Thermophysical properties; total heating value; composition;

custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mixtures; specific

heating value; tank capacity tables; 18564.

Thermophysical properties data; total heating value; composi-

tion; custody transfer; density; flow rate; LNG; mathematical

models; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity tables;

18838.

Thermophysical properties of water;* water; dielectric constant

of water; interpolating equation dielectric; steam; table-

dielectric constant of water; 18937.

Thermoplastics; fiber reinforced; SP563. p. 173 (Oct. 1979).

Thermosphere; double photoionization; doubly charged ions;

ionosphere; O**; photoionization; 18950.

Theta point; virial coefficients; collapse transition; fluctuations;

mean field approximation; ternary interactions; 19023.

Theta temperature; polymers; polystyrene at theta-condition;

18480.

Thin film absorption; water absorption; wedged film; absorption

coefficient; adiabatic calorimetry; As^Sca; interface absorp-

tion; laser calorimetry; NaF; SP541. pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

Thin film coating materials; infrared laser windows; materials

purification; reactive atmosphere process (RAP) chemistry;

SP541, pp. 249-256 (Dec. 1978).

Thin film coatings; laser damage; laser interaction; optical com-
ponents; optical fabrication; optical materials and properties;

SP541.

Thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes;

photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability;

testing; SP400-58.

Thin films; accelerated tests; failure mechanisms; failure modes;
photovoltaics; reliability; semiconductors; solar cells; stability;

testing. NBSIR 79-1778.

Thin films; antireflection coatings; electron microscopy; laser

damage; optical coatings; SP541, pp. 218-225 (Dec. 1978).

Thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification;

lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; 18758.
Thin films; diffusion; grain boundaries; Harrison classification;

lattice diffusion; migrating boundaries; polycrystals; 18759.

Thin films; graded index; lead fluoride; polymorphism; thallium

iodide; SP541, pp. 259-265 (Dec. 1978).

Thin films; laser damage; optical probe technique; radiation

scattering; SP541, pp. 226-234 (Dec. 1978).

Thin films; trace element analysis; trace element concentra-

tions; zinc; copper; iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-

ray fluorescence; 18375.

Thin films; Weibull distribution; laser damage; probability;

statistical analysis; SP541. pp. 235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Thin foils; x rays; analytical electron microscopy; microanalysis;

Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation; spatial resolu-

tion; 18589.

Thin-film; tunneling; energy gap; iridium; Josephson junction;

low-T,.; microwaves; 18540.

Thin-film coatings; two-photon absorption; ultraviolet

wavelength scaling; damage thresholds; electric fields; laser

damage; nanosecond pulses; putsewidth dependence; standing

waves; SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Thiocyanate radical anion; aqueous solution; carbonate radical;

chemical kinetics; halogen radical anions; nitrate radical; ox-

yanion radicals; phosphate radical; photolysis; radiolysis;

rates; selenium radicals; sulfate radical; NSRDS-NBS65.
Third party; agencies; approval process; evaluation; industrial-

ized housing products; inspection; regulation; SP552, pp.
293-309 (July 1979).

Thomson scattering; coherent scattering; Delbruck scattering;

elastic scattering; giant resonance; tensor polarizability;

18521.

Threat analysis; training; adversary characteristics; animal

research; behavioral science; biosensors; computer analysis; I

ergonomics; human engineering; human factors; human
motivation; human reliability; personnel selection; physical

security; physiological psychology; SP480-38.

Three-level system; coherent excitation; dressed atoms; in-

homogeneous broadening; intense laser; multiphoton dis-

sociation; multiphoton ionization; Rabi frequency; statistical

broadening; 18439.

Threshold; acoustic cavitation; cavitation; cavitation threshold

vs temperature; radiation-induced cavitation; temperature de-

pendence of cavitation threshold; NBSIR 79-1753.

Threshold detectors; dosimetry; fast neutrons; photofission;

photoneutrons; pressure vessel; reactor; 18462.

Threshold reaction; uranium; Californium; cross sections; fis-

sion spectrum; neutron; 18792.

Threshold switching; fluctuation; master equation; noise spec-

trum; nonequilibrium; stationary states; switching; 186 74.

Thruput measures; comparison measures; evaluation process;

performance measures; performance ratings; response time;

system design tradeoffs; SP500-52, pp. 163-176 (Oct. 1979). rj

Thulium; ytterbium; crystal diffraction; gamma-ray energies;
1

18510.

Thyristor materials measurements; thyristor measurements; d-c ^

transmission; deep level measurements; energy conservation;

measurement methods; power-device grade silicon; resistivity

variations; silicon; spreading resistance measurements;

NBSIR 79-1756.

Thyristor measurements; d-c transmission; deep level measure-

ments; energy conservation; measurement methods; power-

n

device grade silicon; resistivity variations; silicon; spreading

resistance measurements; thermally stimulated measurements; H

NBSIR 79-1756.
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Timber; acoustics; bridges; creosote; harbor facilities; inspec-

tion; maintenance; marine borers; nondestructive testing;

pilings; 18525.

Time; clock; GOES; microprocessors; satellite; synchronization;

18393.

Time; clocks; communication; frequency standards; navigation;

stability; 18826.

Time; time dissemination; communication; frequency; frequen-

cy standards; navigation; 19005.

Time; time scales; Hermes/CTS; international time comparison;

precise time transfer; satellite; 18861.

Time and frequency; timekeeping; atomic clocks; cesium stan-

dards; crystal oscillators; frequency standards; hydrogen stan-

dards; rubidium standards; 18908.

Time and frequency calibration methods; time calibration; time

signals; frequency calibration; high frequency; Loran-C; low

frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; standard

frequencies; television color subcarrier; SP559.
Time calibration; time signals; frequency calibration; high

frequency; Loran-C; low frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite

broadcasts; standard frequencies; television color subcarrier;

time and frequency calibration methods; SP559.

Time code; Western Hemisphere; broadcast; coordinated

universal time; synchronous satellite; 19029.

Time complexity; algorithm; chromatic number; color function;

graph; graph coloring; heuristic; interchange; random test

graphs; scheduling; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 489-506 ( 1979).

Time differential factor; time zone references; Uniform Time
Act of 1966; universal time; American National Standard

Representation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for In-

formation Interchange; local time differentials; meridian
designator; FIPS PUB 59.

Time dispersion; time error; time error measure; time predic-

tion error; clocks; frequency drift; frequency stability; naviga-

tion; oscillator; position location; 18899.

Time dispersion; wall shift; amplitude modulation; cavity

pulling; cavity servo; dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency

stability; second-order Doppler shift phase modulation; spin

exchange; temperature coefficient; 18696.

Time dissemination; communication; frequency; frequency stan-

dards; navigation; time; 19005.

Time domain measurement; antenna gain; broadband antenna;

directivity; FFT; method of measurements; non-dispersive; re-

sistive loading; TEM horn; 18856.

Time domain measurement; automation; laser; oscilloscope;

picosecond; pulse; pulse measurement; 18640.

Time elements; timekeeping systems; time representations;

American National Standard Representation for Calendar

Date and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange; meridian

designators; separators; sequencing; FIPS PUB 58.

Time error; time error measure; time prediction error; clocks;

frequency drift; frequency stability; navigation; oscillator;

position location; time dispersion; 18899.

Time error measure; time prediction error; clocks; frequency

drift; frequency stability; navigation; oscillator; position loca-

tion; time dispersion; time error; 18899. I

Time prediction error; clocks; frequency drift; frequency sta-

bility; navigation; oscillator; position location; time disper-

sion; time error; time error measure; 18899.

Time representations; American National Standard Representa-

tion for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Information In-

terchange; meridian designators; separators; sequencing; time

elements; timekeeping systems; FIPS PUB 58.

Time scales; coordinate time; portable clocks; relativity;

synchronization; 18993.

Time scales; Hermes/CTS; international time comparison;

precise time transfer; satellite; time; 18861.

Time signal; time window; gated frequency analysis; Gaussian

window; impulsive complex signals; linear averaging;

reciprocating; records after trigger; tape loop; SP547, pp.

315-322 (July 1979).

Time signals; frequency calibration; high frequency; Loran-C;

low frequency; radio broadcasts; satellite broadcasts; stan-

dard frequencies; television color subcarrier; time and

frequency calibration methods; time calibration; SP559.

Time standards; atomic clocks; frequency standards; frequency

synthesis; fundamental constants; length standards; physical

measurement systems; review article; speed of light; 18346.

Time window; gated frequency analysis; Gaussian window; im-

pulsive complex signals; linear averaging; reciprocating;

records after trigger; tape loop; time signal; SP547, pp. 315-

322 (July 1979).

Time zone references; Uniform Time Act of 1966; universal

time; American National Standard Representation for Calen-

dar Date and Ordinal Date for Information Interchange; local

time differentials; meridian designator; time differential fac-

tor; FIPS PUB 59.

Time-dependent loads; aerodynamic stability; aeroelasticity;

fluctuating flow; flutter; suspended-span structures; 18688.

Time-domain; transmission lines; dielectric measurements;

dielectric relaxation time; 18723.

Time-domain deconvolution; transient elastic wave propagation;

acoustic emission; capacitive transducer; signal analysis;

simulated acoustic emission; 18878.

Time-domain measurements; dielectrics; frequency-domain

measurements; magnetic materials; microwaves; millimeter

waves; permeability measurements; permittivity measure-

ments; radar absorbers; NBSIR 79-1613.

Time-domain measurements; time-stepping finite-difference

technique; transient; traveling-wave antenna; Fast Fourier

transform; linear load; Newton-Raphson interation methods;

nonlinear load; 19035.

Timekeeping; atomic clocks; cesium standards; crystal oscilla-

tors; frequency standards; hydrogen standards; rubidium stan-

dards; time and frequency; 18908.

Timekeeping systems; time representations; American National

Standard Representation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date

for Information Interchange; meridian designators; separa-

tors; sequencing; time elements; FIPS PUB 58.

Time-lag; gas transmission rate; manometric technique; oxygen;

permeability; poly(ethylene terephthalate); standard

reference material; temperature coefficient; SP260-58

.

Time-of-flight; tissue characterization; ultrasonic imaging; ul-

trasound; breast cancer; computerized tomography; mam-
mography; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Time-of-flight technique; linac; neutrons; position-sensitive de-

tector; radiography; 18591.

Timesharing; competitive negotiated procurement; computer

management; remote teleprocessing; statement of work;

teleprocessing services program; SP500-52, pp. 231-232

(Oct. 1979).

Timesharing; computer performance evaluation; human factors;

interactive computing; man-machine interaction; per-

formance measurement; SP500-48.

Time-sharing; TSP; benchmarking; cost analysis; evaluation;

procurement; technical analysis; SP500-52, pp. 233-234

(Oct. 1979).

Time-stepping finite-difference technique; transient; traveling-

wave antenna; Fast Fourier transform; linear load; Newton-

Raphson interation methods; nonlinear load; time-domain

measurements; 19035.

Tin; alloy; copper; electrical property; niobium; superconduc-

tor; 18656.

Tin; alloy; copper; low temperatures; niobium; precipitate; su-

perconductor; 18655.

Tin; arsenic; bio-transformation; cadmium; food chain; lead;

mercury; metal; methylation; microbial tolerance; microor-

ganism; plasmid; 18860.
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Tire cord; tire cord dip; tire cord finish; emissions; gas chro-

matography; tensilization; thermogravimetric analysis; SP519,

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Tire cord dip; tire cord finish; emissions; gas chromatography;

tensilization; thermogravimetric analysis; tire cord; SP5I9,

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Tire cord finish; emissions; gas chromatography; tensilization;

thermogravimetric analysis; tire cord; tire cord dip; SP5I9,

pp. 181-184 (Apr. 1979).

Tire maintenance; traction performance; tread wear; high speed

performance; high speed tires; police tires; pursuit tires;

19038.

Tire noise; transportation noise; truck; acoustics; noise mea-
surement; noise (sound); 18607.

Tissue; ultrasound; propagation velocity; reflection technique;

solids; SP525. pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound; velocity;

absorption; attenuation; computerized tomography; Doppler;
impedance; medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recogni-

tion; scattering; signal processing; SP525.

Tissue characterization; tissue parameters; ultrasound; attenua-

tion; B-san; cepstrum; computer; convolution; de-convolu-

tion; liver; power spectrum; signal processing; SP525, pp.
287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; tomography; transducers; ultrasonics;

annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-

acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal averaging;

signal processing; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; ultrasonic imaging; ultrasound; breast

cancer; computerized tomography; mammography; time-of-

flight; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue scattering; ultrasound

attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis; backscatter frequency de-

pendence; cirrhosis; composition-dependent scattering; fatty

liver; stochastic scattering; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; ultrasonics; velocity; absorption; amino
acids; attenuation; frequency; mammalian tissues; polypep-

tides; proteins; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue characterization; ultrasound diagnosis; clinical cardiac

data; digital processing; Fast Fourier Transform; frequency

spectra; in vivo; microprocessor-controlled data acquisition;

myocardial infarction; real-time; SP525, pp. 267-273 (Apr.

1979).

Tissue damage; tissue death; cell detachment; mechanical pro-

perties; SP525, pp. 317-322 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue death; cell detachment; mechanical properties; tissue

damage; SP525, pp. 317-322 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue equivalent phantoms; x-ray beam diameter; x-ray ener-

gies of 30 to 70 keV; x-ray scatter; diagnostic radiology; scat-

terer thickness; scatterer to image plane separation; 18441

.

Tissue equivalent test objects and phantoms; ultrasonic tissue

characterization; ultrasound imaging; computed tomography-
ultrasonic; diagnosis-ultrasonic; SP525, pp. 337-340 (Apr.

1979).

Tissue parameters; ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum;

computer; convolution; de-convolution; liver; power spec-

trum; signal processing; tissue characterization; SP525, pp.
287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue parameters; ultrasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation;

computerized tomography; Doppler; impedance; medical

diagnosis; microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering; signal

processing; tissue characterization; SP525.

Tissue properties; transmission; ultrasound; attenuation; SP52S,

pp. 101-108 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue sections; tooth; biological microanalysis; biological tis-

sue; dental studies; enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman
microprobe; Raman spectra; Raman spectroscopy; 18982.

Tissue signature; tissue simulators; training phantoms; ul-

trasonic phantoms; SP525, pp. 327-336 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue signature; ultrasonic scattering; ultrasound; detection of

lung disease; frequency signature; statistical scattering;

SP525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Tissue simulators; training phantoms; ultrasonic phantoms; tis-

sue signature; SP525, pp. 327-336 (Apr. 1979).

Titanium; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra; JPCRD 8, No.

1, 1-62 ( 1979).

Titanium; defects; Doppler broadening; hardness; positron an-

nihilation; 18967.

Titanium; titanium alloys; electron beam welding; fatigue

(materials); fracture properties; low temperature tests;

mechanical properties; 18611.

Titanium alloy; analytical chemistry; ion-chromatography; law

enforcement standards; materials properties; measurement
science; science students; SRM; DIM/NBS 63, No. 1/2, 1-28

( 1979).

Titanium alloys; crack propagation; fatigue; low temperature

tests; nickel alloys; stainless steels; steels; superalloys; 18695.

Titanium alloys; electron beam welding; fatigue (materials);

fracture properties; low temperature tests; mechanical pro-

perties; titanium; 18611.

TII; ZnSe; absorption edge; CaF^; KCI; optical absorption coef-

ficient; optoacoustic spectroscopy; PbFj; photoacoustic spec-

troscopy; SP541, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

TMR; triply modular redundant; fault tolerant computer; soft

errors; NBSIR 79-1927.

Tobacco; carbamates; chemical ionization; electron-capture;

hydrazines; maleic hydrazide; mass spectroscopy;

nitrosamines; nitrosodiethanolamine; silylation; thermal ener-

gy analyzer (TEA); SP519, pp. 297-309 (Apr. 1979).

Tobacco smoke; vinyl chloride; aza-arenes; hydrazines; nitroal-

kanes; nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; thermal energy

analyzer; SP519, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Tocopherols; tocotrienols; vitamin E; vitamin K; high per-

formance liquid chromatography; phylloquinone; SP519, pp.

279-288 (Apr. 1979).

Tocotrienols; vitamin E; vitamin K; high performance liquid

chromatography; phylloquinone; tocopherols; SP519, pp.

279-288 (Apr. 1979).

Tolerance vibration levels; automatic diagnostics; digitized data;

spectrum analyzers; steady state mode; SP547, pp. 286-295

(July 1979).

Tolerances; vapor recovery; bottom loading; field standard

provers; field standards; field standard test measures; provers;

specifications; standards; test measures; H105-3.

Tolerances; volume-measuring devices; weighing devices;

weights; length-measuring devices; liquid-measuring devices;

measures; scales; specifications; taximeters; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

Tomography; transducers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast

cancer; chirp signals; imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compres-

sion; sensitivity; signal averaging; signal processing; tissue

characterization; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Tooth; biological microanalysis; biological tissue; dental studies;

enamel; mineralizing tissue; Raman microprobe; Raman spec-

tra; Raman spectroscopy; tissue sections; 18982.

Tooth; x-ray diffraction; bone; hydroxylapatite; interlayering;

octacalcium phosphate; 18583.

Tooth roots; alumina; diamond contour grinding; flexure

strength; prosthetic device; serrated surface design; SP562,

pp. 247-254 (Oct. 1979).

Top injection; tracer gas test; bottom injection; multiple injec-

tion; smoke candle test; smoke control; stairwell pressuriza-

tion; NBSIR 79-1747.

Topological algebra; automorphism; cyclic module; faithful dis-

tributive module; incidence algebra; multiplicative function;

quasi-ordered set; 18789.

Topological algebra; coalgebra; direct limit; faithful distributive

module; generating function; incidence algebra; inverse limit;

orthogonal idempotents; quasi-order; 18788.
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Torque; trapped flux; gyroscope; ralativity; space; supercon-

ducting; 18S46.

Torsion pendulum; dynamic mechanical; high pressure extru-

sion; oriented polyethylene; relaxation process; stress relaxa-

tion; 18767.

Torsional frequencies; bromoethanes; ideal gas thermodynamic
properties; internal rotation; iodoethane; potential barrier

heights; symmetric top; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 5 19-526 ( 1979).

Tort; duty; liability; municipal corporations; negligence;

sovereign immunity; SP552. pp. 29-37 (July 1979).

Total elemental content passive personal samplers; total organic

chlorine; weighted diffusion coefficient; ambient concentra-

tion; compute and limit; error; sampler response factors;

SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Total energy; total energy data flow; computerized processing;

data editing; data flow; data processing; data reductions; raw
data conversion to engineering units; NBSIR 79-1757.

Total energy; transducers; weather station; data acquisition

system; digital tape recorder; fuel measurement; instrumenta-

tion; NBSIR 79-1 709.

Total energy data flow; computerized processing; data editing;

data flow; data processing; data reductions; raw data conver-

sion to engineering units; total energy; NBSIR 79-1757.

Total heating value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; LNG; mixtures; specific heating value; tank capacity ta-

bles; thermophysical properties; 18564.

Total heating value; composition; custody transfer; density; flow

rate; LNG; mathematical models; mixtures; specific heating

value; tank capacity tables; thermophysical properties data;

18838.

Total internal reflection; 0.65 to 3.0 microns; absorption coeffi-

cient; sodium fluoride film; SP541, pp. 13-18 (Dec. 1978).

Total organic chlorine; weighted diffusion coefficient; ambient
concentration; compute and limit; error; sampler response

factors; total elemental content passive personal samplers;

SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Total process integration; comprehensive process characteriza-

tion; design rules; intradie parametric integrity; LSI circuits;

mask alignment tolerances; modular test programs; paramet-

ric yield limitations; performance limitations; photomask per-

formance; process control; SP400-56.

Toughness; cryogenic; fatigue; fracture; high-strength; low-tem-

perature; mechanical properties; nitrogen; nitrogen-

strengthened; stainless steel; tensile properties; 18957.

Toxic chemicals; ultra-black coating; Alaskan pipeline; compu-
ters; corrosion; fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper;

photometric calibrator; safety tips; solar energy; DIM/NBS
63, No. 11, 1-36 ( 1979).

Toxic elements; radiochemical; selectivity; sensitivity; 18343.

Toxic gases; alcohol intoxication; autopsy; building fires;

cigarettes; death; fire investigations; fire statistics; pathology;

NBS-GCR-79-168.
Toxic gases; toxicity; building fires; conferences; fire detection;

fire investigations; fire models; fire research; fire retardants;

flame retardants; human behavior; smoke; SP540.

Toxic substances; building rehabilitation; energy measurements;

energy-related inventions; environment; precision power;

radioactivity; Raman microprobe; solar energy; DIM/NBS 63,

No. 6, 1-32 (June 1979).

Toxicity; building fires; conferences; fire detection; fire in-

vestigations; fire models; fire research; fire retardants; flame

retardants; human behavior; smoke; toxic gases; SP540.

Toxicity; upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building

fires; compartment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection

systems; fire tests; flammability tests; human behavior;

plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires;

NBSIR 79-1745.

Toxicity of combustion products; chemistry of fire; combustion

products; fire hazards; fire modeling; fire research; human
behavior in fires; physics of fire; NBSIR 79-1916.

Toxicology; chemical composition; composite resins; dental

materials; primates; pulp response; 18690.

Toy safety; eye injury; impact; ocular contusion; projectiles;

propelled objects; test methods; J. Res. 84, No. 1, 9-19

( 1979).

Trace analysis; activation analysis; cadmium ratio; east neutron

reactions; interfering nuclear reactions; optimization of analy-

sis; silicon; 18338.

Trace analysis; analytical techniques; contamination; environ-

ment; retrospective; sample storage; / 8349.

Trace analysis; environmental pollution; fluorescence; high per-

formance liquid chromatography; occupational health; pico-

gram; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; selectivity; sensitivi-

ty; specificity; SP519, pp. 41-56 (Apr. 1979).

Trace analysis; mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry;

MIKES; mixture analysis; SP519, pp. 609-625 (Apr. 1979).

Trace analysis; trapping column; equilibration trapping; gas

chromatography; headspace gas stripping; standard-addition

calibration; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Trace analysis; uranium; alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fis-

sion tracks; geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen, silicon

devices; 18342.

Trace analysis; water; /3-chloroethers; air; environment; gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry; sampling; sediment;

SP519, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Trace element analysis; trace element concentrations; zinc;

copper; iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-ray

fluorescence; thin films; 183 75.

Trace element analysis; water analysis; chelating resin; graphite

furnace atomic absorption; sea water; separation; 18402.

Trace element concentrations; zinc; copper; iron; plastic;

polymer; proton-induced x-ray fluorescence; thin films; trace

element analysis; 18375.

Trace elements; analysis; clay; forensic; INAA; paper; 18325.

Trace elements; urban particulate; error analysis; instrumental

analysis; multielement analysis; neutron activation analysis;

SRM; 18866.

Trace enrichment; wastewater analysis; liquid chromatography;

SP519, pp. 185-190 (Apr. 1979).

Trace gas analysis; CO2 laser; derivative spectra; infrared analy-

sis; spectral coincidences; Stark modulation; Stark spec-

troscopy; 18538.

Trace metal analysis; tunable dye laser; analytical flame spec-

troscopy; flame ionization; flame spectroscopy; laser

enhanced ionization; laser spectroscopy; opto-galvanic effect;

18880.

Trace metal detection; laser excited galvanic spectroscopy;

lasers, bandwidth determination of; lasers, frequency locking

of; lasers, wavelength calibration of; optogalvanic effect;

18944.

Trace organic analysis; absorption spectroscopy; derivative

spectroscopy; PNA analysis; SP519, pp. 719-722 (Apr.

1979).

Trace organic analysis; analytical systems; atomic absorption;

gas chromatography; liquid chromatography; mass spec-

trometry; SP519, pp. 541-546 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organic analysis; drug analysis; food toxicants; hormones;
neurotransmitters; nutrients; organic pollutants; SP519.

Trace organic analysis; Fourier transform infrared; gas chro-

matography; modular organic analysis system; pyrolysis;

SP519, pp. 753-760 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organic analysis; laser-Raman microprobe; liquid chro-

matograph-Raman spectrometer interface; micro-Raman
spectroscopy; organic microanalysis; PAH microsamples;

(PAHs); polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons; Raman spectra;

5^5/9, pp. 723-729 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organic electrochemistry; bio-selective membrane elec-

trodes; bio-sensors; enzymes; immunoelectrodes; SP519, pp.
525-532 (Apr. 1979).
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Trace organics; battery; chromatography; sulfuric acid; SP5I9,

pp. 797-802 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organics in air; complete analysis scheme; gas chro-

matography; hydrocarbons; permanent gas analysis; SP519,

pp. 153-159 (Apr. 1979).

Trace organics in water; gas chromatography/mass spec-

trometry; microcomputer; routine analysis; SP5I9, pp. 169-

173 (Apr. 1979).

Traceability; automated test equipment; measurement as-

surance; 18354.

Traceability; dose; ionizing; radioactivity; standards; testing;

18361.

Traceability; low-level; measurements; radioactivity; standards;

18400.

Traceability; measurement assurance; measurement consisten-

cy; measurement system; national standards; radiation; radia-

tion control; radiation measurements; 18800.

Traceability; radioactivity; radiopharmaceuticals; 18761

.

Tracer gas; weatherization; air infiltration; air sample bags;

energy conservation; retrofit; sulfur hexafluoride; NBSIR 79-

1728.

Tracer gas test; bottom injection; multiple injection; smoke
candle test; smoke control; stairwell pressurization; top injec-

tion; NBSIR 79-1747.

Tracer-gas technique; air infiltration, residential; air permeabili-

ty of houses; energy conservation; pressurization technique;

TN992.
Track; activation; detectors; dose; fast; neutrons; SP554, pp.
99-107 (Sept. 1979).

Tracklength; charged particle; electron; energy deposition;

Monte Carlo; multiple scatter; 18965.

Traction performance; tread wear; high speed performance;

high speed tires; police tires; pursuit tires; tire maintenance;
19038.

Trade press; audience; feature article; news release; publication

announcement; scientist-author; technical communicator;
technical paper; 18817.

Training; adversary characteristics; animal research; behavioral

science; biosensors; computer analysis; ergonomics; human
engineering; human factors; human motivation; human relia-

bility; personnel selection; physical security; physiological

psychology; sensory capability; SP480-38.

Training; evacuation; fire doors; fire drills; fire extinguishers;

fire safety; health care facilities; hospitals; human behavior;

nursing homes; nursing staff; NBS-GCR-79-1 79.

Training and education; design professionals; energy audits;

energy codes; Kentucky Fire Marshal's office; lighting and

thermal efficiency standards; local governments; new con-

struction plans review; SP552, pp. 121-130 (July 1979).

Training for diagnosis; automatic monitoring; failure annuncia-

tion; malfunction procedures; manned spaceflight failures;

redundancy management; SP547, pp. 3-16 (July 1979).

Training phantoms; ultrasonic phantoms; tissue signature; tissue

simulators; SP525, pp. 327-336 (Apr. 1979).

Training superconducting magnet; epoxy; epoxy-impregnated

magnets; superconductor; 18718.

Transaction processor; inventory management; on-line; per-

formance; response time; saturated system; SP500-52, pp.

215-218 (Oct. 1979).

Transaction volume; transfer speed; validate; verify; applica-

tion; character set; computer interface; cost; data entry; edit;

operator speed; record size; SP500-55

.

Transborder data flows; computer-telecommunications conver-

gence; computer trends; information age; information as a

resource; information revolution; social issues in information;

telecommunication trends; 189 75.

Transducer; acoustic emission; co-shock; couplant; detection;

electronic package; impact noise; microcircuit device; parti-

cle detection; particle impact noise detection; PIND; pre-

shock; seeded specimens; NBSIR 78-1590 (NASA).

Transducer; dynamic calibration; evaluation; interagency trans- [i

ducer project; performance characteristics; telemetry; !

TNI 110.
\

Transducer characterization; ultrasonics; acoustic theory;

calorimetry; electroacoustic method; medical applications;
f

metrology; NDE; radiation force; 18438.
p

Transducers; dielectric strength; electrets; piezoelectricity;
fj

polarization; poling procedures; polymers; poly( vinylidene

fluoride); pyroelectricity; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 447-453 ( 1979).

Transducers; ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer; chirp
'

signals; imaging; opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity;

signal averaging; signal processing; tissue characterization;

tomography; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Transducers; weather station; data acquisition system; digital

tape recorder; fuel measurement; instrumentation; total ener-

gy; NBSIR 79-1709. i

Transducers, angle beam; transducers, contact; transducers, im-

mersion; transducers, ultrasonic; transduction, ultrasonic; ul-

trasonic; ultrasound; characterization, transducers; propagat-

ing, bulk waves; 18907.

Transducers, contact; transducers, immersion; transducers, ul-
,^

trasonic; transduction, ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ultrasound;

characterization, transducers; propagating, bulk waves; trans-

ducers, angle beam; 18907.

Transducers, immersion; transducers, ultrasonic; transduction,

ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ultrasound; characterization, transdu-

cers; propagating, bulk waves; transducers, angle beam;

transducers, contact; 18907.

Transducers, ultrasonic; transduction, ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ul-

trasound; characterization, transducers; propagating, bulk

waves; transducers, angle beam; transducers, contact; trans-

ducers, immersion; 18907.

Transduction, ultrasonic; ultrasonic; ultrasound; characteriza-

tion, transducers; propagating, bulk waves; transducers, angle il

beam; transducers, contact; transducers, immersion; transdu-

cers, ultrasonic; 18907.

Transfer; documentation; energy; evaluation; guidelines; imple- [•

mentation; large-scale; management; mathematical models;

policy analysis; software; standards; SP534.

Transfer speed; validate; verify; application; character set; com-
|]

puter interface; cost; data entry; edit; operator speed; record

size; transaction volume; SP500-55

.

Transfer standards; electro-dynamic wattmeters; energy mea-

surements; energy standards; international comparisons;
j

metrology; power measurements; precise electrical measure-

ments; TDM wattmeters; thermal wattmeters; 18529.

Transformation; computing system; dataplot; fitting; graphics;

interactive graphics; regression; software; 18519.
^

Transformation; x ray; carcinogenesis; neutron; repair; survival;

SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979). J

Transformer calibrations; current comparators; current ratios;

current transformers; current transformer testing; electronic

ratio error set; 18624.

Transient; traveling-wave antenna; Fast Fourier transform;

linear load; Newton-Raphson interation methods; nonlinear '

load; time-domain measurements; time-stepping finite-dif-

ference technique; 19035.

Transient elastic wave propagation; acoustic emission; capaci-

tive transducer; signal analysis; simulated acoustic emission; ^

time-domain deconvolution; 18878.

Transient flow; transient heat transfer; forced flow; helium; sta- T

bility; superconductor; 18813.

Transient heat transfer; forced flow; helium; stability; supercon-

ductor; transient flow; 18813.

Transient phenomena; electrical breakdown; high speed

photography; Kerr effect; liquid breakdown; nitrobenzene; '

partial discharges; streamers; 18843.

Transients; divider; Duhamel's integral; high voltage; impulse;

pulse measurements; response time; step response; NBSIR
79-1933.
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Transistor; base drive circuit; electronic circuits; inductive load;

nondestructive; protection circuit; reverse bias; safe operating

area; second breakdown; switching power transistor; tester;

SP400-54.

Transistor gain; integrated circuit; process validation wafer

(PVW); reliability; silicon; test pattern; 18463.

Transistors; current crowding; die attachment evaluation; junc-

tion temperature; measurement technology; power
transistors; semiconductor devices; thermal characterization;

thermal resistance; SP400-14.

Transistors; ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectroscopy; die

attachment; electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity; in-

dium-doped silicon; infrared reflectance; integrated circuits;

line-width measurements; SP400-38.

Transistors, power switching; device characterization; non-

destructive testing; safe operating area, reverse-bias; second-

breakdown, reverse-bias; 18738.

Transition elements; electronegativities; hybridization; struc-

tural stability; 18421.

Transition metal; alloy phases; electronegativity; electron fac-

tors; electron vacancies; Laves phase; sigma phase; 18357.

Transition metal alloys; <i-electron energy band parameters; d-

electron transfer; heats of formation; 19047.

Transition metal fluorides; electron spin resonance; fluorination

of polymers; free radicals; peroxy radicals; 18726.

Transition probabilities; wavelengths; atomic data; data availa-

bility; dielectronic recombination rates; excitation rate coefTi-

cients; ionization rate coefficients; magnetic fusion research;

18593.

Transition probability; S-FI transitions; adiabatic perturbation

theory; elastic scattering phase shifts; pseudocrossing; sud-

den-perturbation limit; 185 75.

Transition probability; unified atom approximation; S-Il transi-

tion; adiabatic limit; atomic collisions; quasimolecule terms;

sudden perturbation limit; 18576.

Transition-metal glasses; amorphous alloys; magnetic proper-

ties; neutron scattering; spin waves; 18898.

Translational motion; load application factors; load hardness;

1
load rate; machining; SP562, pp. 185-188 (Oct. 1979).

Transmissibility; vibration isolation; vibrations; antivibration

mounting; damping; dynamic properties; industrial engineer-

ing; isolation; machinery and equipment; mechanical im-

pedance; mechanical vibrations; noise control; H128.

Transmission; cost; economics; hydrogen; production; storage;

18812.

Transmission; ultrasound; attenuation; tissue properties; SP525,

pp. 101-108 (Apr. 1979).

Transmission lines; capacitance; rectangular coaxial line;

(j

18694.

I

Transmission lines; dielectric measurements; dielectric relaxa-

I
tion time; time-domain; 18723.

I

Transmittance; reflectance; standard reference materials;

i 18844. '

\

Transmittance; wavelength standard; bandwidth; didymium
glass filter; passband centroid; spectrophotometer; SP260-66.

i Transmitted pulse; adsorbed water; breakdown mechanism;

frequency and time dependence of breakdown thresholds; IR

window materials; NaCl; pressure; pulsed TEA COj laser sur-

face breakdown; spot size; surface absorption; SP541, pp.

I

318-326 (Dec. 1978).

! Transport properties; copper; critical evaluation; data analysis;

data compilation; data evaluation; data extraction; data

synthesis; electrical resistivity; elements; gold; metals; molten

metals; palladium; precious metals; JPCRD 8, No. 4, 1147-

j)
1298 (1979).

Transport properties; corrosion; data compilation; elec-

trochemical energy storage materials; molten salts; physical

properties; safety and hazards; thermal energy storage materi-

als; thermal properties; thermodynamic properties; NSRDS-
NBS61, Part Ih

Transport theory; absorbed dose; attenuation coefficient; detec-

tor response functions; dosimetry; electrons; foil transmission;

photons; stopping power; 18371

.

Transportation; effective carbon atom number; hazardous

materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; NBSIR 79-

1768.

Transportation; effective carbon atom number; hazardous

materials; packaging; plastics; standardization; 18639.

Transportation noise; truck; acoustics; noise measurement;

noise (sound); tire noise; 18607.

Transverse current correlation function; velocity autocorrela-

tion function; intermediate scattering function; Lennard-

Jones liquid; liquid rubidium; molecular dynamics; radial dis-

tribution function; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 (1979).

Transverse electromagnetic cell; measurement procedures;

susceptibility and emission measurements; TN1013.
Transverse electromagnetic transmission cells; electromagnetic

compatibility; measurements; 18578.

Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell; electromagnetic

susceptibility testing; structural design and fabrication

procedures; TNlOll.

Trapped flux; gyroscope; ralativity; space; superconducting;

torque; 18846.

Trapping; air sampling; co-condensation; gas chromatography;

SP5I9, pp. 95-99 (Apr. 1979).

Trapping column; equilibration trapping; gas chromatography;

headspace gas stripping; standard-addition calibration; trace

analysis; SP519, pp. 739-746 (Apr. 1979).

Traveling-wave antenna; Fast Fourier transform; linear load;

Newton-Raphson interation methods; nonlinear load; time-

domain measurements; time-stepping finite-difference

technique; transient; 19035.

Tread wear; braking traction; cornering traction; driving trac-

tion; endurance; maintenance; operation; purchasing; pursuit

tires; safety; SP480-33

.

Tread wear; high speed performance; high speed tires; police

tires; pursuit tires; tire maintenance; traction performance;

19038.

Trial use and comment; American National Standards Institute; -

Health Physics Society Standards Committee; mandatory test-

ing program; peer review; personnel dosimetry; processors;

standard; 18992.

Trials, PRVTT; videotaped trials; civil trials; courtroom

procedures; juror attitudes; prerecorded videotaped trials;

PRVTT; SP480-30.

Triaminoguanidinium nitrate; crystal structure; hydrogen bond;

neutron diffraction; rigid body motion; 18873.

Triamterene assay; clinical analysis; fluorescence detection;

liquid chromatography; SP519, pp. 477-480 (Apr. 1979).

Tricyclic antidepressives; benzodiazepines; clinical use;

derivatization; quaternary two-phase systems; serum; uv-de-

tection; SP519, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

Triethyl phosphate; polystyrene; sodium (polystyrene sul-

fonate); sulfonation; sulfur trioxide; 18542.

Triglycine sulfate; ferroelectrics; figures of merit; improper fer-

roelectrics; pyroelectric detectors; pyroelectric vidicons; ter-

bium molybdate; 18852.

Triply modular redundant; fault tolerant computer; soft errors;

TMR; NBSIR 79-1927.

Triply redundant central computer; central unit; computerized;

detection; electronic lock; exclusion area; forced entry deter-

rent systems; guard control station; higher headquarters;

perimeter station; remote unit; response force; NBSIR 79-

1725.



Triply-ionized; ultraviolet; wavelengths; energy levels;

lanthanum; spectra; spectroscopy; 18782.

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; endothermic solution reac-

tions; enthalpy of solution; KBr, Kl, KIO,t, KIO4; solution

calorimetry; thermochemistry; J. Res. 84, No. 4, 273-286

(1979).

Troposphere; aldehyde; free radical; photolysis; reactions;

review; SP557. pp. 27-46 (Aug. 1979).

Troposphere; aldehydes; aromatics; chemical kinetics; data

needs; free radicals; modeling; NOj,; olefins; SOj.; SP557.

Troposphere; alkoxyl; kinetics; radicals; review; SP557, pp. 51-

61 (Aug. 1979).

Troposphere; hydroxyl; kinetics; olefin; ozone; review; SP557,

pp. 7-14 (Aug. 1979).

Troposphere; kinetics; photochemistry; review; sulfur dioxide;

SP557, pp. 99-100 (Aug. 1979).

Tropospheric chemistry; aromatics; free radicals; mechanism;

reactions; SP557, pp. 85-91 (Aug. 1979).

Tropospheric chemistry; nitrates; nitrites; nitrogen oxides;

photolysis; reactions; review; SP557, pp. 71-79 (Aug. 1979).

Truck; acoustics; noise measurement; noise (sound); tire noise;

transportation noise; 18607.

Truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accura-

cy; modular capacitive divider; portable system; 18833

.

Truck-mounted; CCVT; compact; field calibration; high accura-

cy; portable system; 18938.

Tryptophan metabolites; brain; cerebrospinal fluid; fluorescence

flow cell; liquid chromatography; SP5I9, pp. 411-418 (Apr.

1979).

Tsai-Wu tensor polynomial lamina strength failure criterion; au-

tomotive structures; composite material; composite material

analysis program; SP563, p. 133 (Oct. 1979).

TSP; benchmarking; cost analysis; evaluation; procurement;

technical analysis; time-sharing; SP500-52 , pp. 233-234 (Oct.

1979).

11 L; bipolar process; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet re-

sistor; electrical alignment resistor; integrated circuits;

linewidth; photolithography; sheet resistance; silicon; test pat-

tern; test structure; 18533.

T-transformation of correlation coefficient; distribution of

regression coefficients; R. A. Fisher; Student's f; Student's z;

Student (W. S. Cosset, 1876-1937; 18543.

Tumor; ultrasound; characterization; differential attenuation;

SP525, pp. 121-124 (Apr. 1979).

Tunable dye laser; analytical flame spectroscopy; flame ioniza-

tion; flame spectroscopy; laser enhanced ionization; laser

spectroscopy; opto-galvanic effect; trace metal analysis;

18880.

Tunable dye lasers; enhanced ionization; ionization spec-

trometry; LEI; stepwise excitation; 18983.

Tunable laser; atomic flame fluorescence; intracavity absorp-

tion; isotope analysis; laser analysis; laser fluorescence; laser

spectroscopy; microfluorescence; saturation spectroscopy;

18364.

Tuneable laser calorimetry; 9.2 to 10.6 /nm; absorption; KCl;

NaCl; SP54I, pp. 24-32 (Dec. 1978).

Tungsten; wavelengths; ytterbium; energy levels; hafnium;

ionization energies; lutetium; osmium; rhenium; tantalum;

18506.

Tungsten carbide; cemented carbides; electrochemical grinding;

grinding; SP562, pp. 305-315 (Oct. 1979).

Tungsten x rays; x-ray wavelength ratios; gamma rays; precision

wavelength; silicon lattice spacing; 18487.

Tunnel diode oscillator; gas thermometer; low temperature;

temperature scale; thermometry; 18548.

Tunnel junctions; Josephson junctions; microwave receivers;

microwaves; mixers; superconductivity; 18683.

Tunneling; activation energy; methyl group; neutron scattering;

potential barrier; quasielastic scattering; reorientation; re-

sidence time; 18374.

Tunneling; crystal structure; neutron scattering; nitromethane;

rotation; 19025.

Tunneling; energy gap; iridium; Josephson junction; low-T^;

microwaves; thin-film; 18540.

Turbine blade; acoustic surface wave; ceramic; surface charac-

terization; surface crack; SP562, pp. 379-392 (Oct. 1979).

Turbine operational safety; turbogenerators; detection

procedures; mechanical failures; steam-valves; SP547, pp.

250-279 (July 1979).

Turbocharging monitoring; crankshaft displacement; medium
speed diesel engine; piston ring wear; SP547, pp. 153-166

(July 1979).

Turbogenerators; detection procedures; mechanical failures;

steam-valves; turbine operational safety; SP547, pp. 250-279

(July 1979).

Turbulence; buoyant flow; compartment fires; computer pro-

grams; corridor fires; fire models; fire spread; room fires;

thermal radiation; NBS-GCR-78-1 50.

Turbulence; concentration fluctuations; fast Fourier transforms;

Fourier transform analysis; mixing in turbulent flow; noise

spectrum; Raman spectroscopy; 18626.

Turbulence modeling; flowmeter; fluid dynamics; mathematical

modeling; numerical modeling; pipe flows; 18410.

Turnaround time; availability standards; batch processing;

calibration programs; computer standards; interactive

processing; quality of service; response time; SP500-52, pp.

79-86 (Oct. 1979).

Turret systems; vehicle maintenance; combat vehicles; diag-

nostic connector assembly; fighting vehicle systems; generic

DCA; Hull systems; simplified test equipment for internal

combustion engines; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Tutorial; vendor systems; workload requirements; benchmark

construction process; benchmark validation; competitive

evaluation; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

TVI; vehicular electronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; elec-

tromagnetic compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; elec-

tromagnetic interference; electromagnetic radiation; elec-

tromagnetic susceptibility; electronic smog; home entertain-

ment electronics; industrial electronics; SP551

.

Twenty bits -I- sign; voltage output; digital-to-analog converter;

high resolution; multirange; R-2R ladder; relay switching;

self-calibration; TNI 105.

Twin Rivers Project; weather station; air infiltration; buildings;

data acquisition; energy; instrumentation; measurement; ther-

mography; 18733.

Two frequency separated oscillating fields; atomic beams;

atomic frequency standards; cavity phase shift; Ramsey en-

velope; Ramsey separated oscillating fields; 18475.

Two photon absorption; CdSe; CdTe; internal reflections; laser

calorimeter; linear absorption; Nd:YAG laser; SP541, pp. 19-

23 (Dec. 1978).

Two photon spectroscopy; laser spectroscopy; optical Ramsey

effect; resonance line shape analysis; Rydberg atoms; 19019.

Two-dimensional modulated structure; incommensurate lattice;

lanthanum niobate; modulated structure; nonstoichiometry;

18646.

Two-level model; absorption; cesium; exponential index; ioniza-

tion; multiphoton; Rabi frequency; Star shift; 18892.

Two-photon absorption; ultraviolet wavelength scaling; damage

thresholds; electric fields; laser damage; nanosecond pulses;

pulsewidth dependence; standing waves; thin-film coatings;

SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

Two-photon ionization; cesium; ionization; perturbation theory;

second-order perturbation theory; 18927.

Two-step prototype procurement; Veteran's Administration;

Experimental Technology Incentives Program; portable ox-

ygen generator experiment; procurement policy; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-50.
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Two-surface lapping; two-surface polishing; dome finishing;

finishing technique; hemispherical domes; oxides; sapphire;

SP562, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Two-surface polishing; dome finishing; finishing technique;

hemispherical domes; oxides; sapphire; two-surface lapping;

SP562, pp. 255-260 (Oct. 1979).

Types of French standards; building standards; foreign building

standards; French building standards; French standards

system; marking and certification; SP552, pp. 45-56 (July

1979).

i u
Ultimate strength; advanced composites; advanced ships; elastic

properties; fatigue tests; nondestructive tests; structural anal-

I

ysis; SP563, pp. 286-298 (Oct. 1979).

I Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene; viscosity number; in-

trinsic viscosity; molecular weight; polyethylene; shear rate;

I

18834.

jl Ultra-black coating; Alaskan pipeline; computers; corrosion;

fire safety; gyromagnetic ratio; paper; photometric calibrator;

safety tips; solar energy; toxic chemicals; DIM/NBS 63, No.

Ij
II, 1-36 ( 1979).

' Ultra-fine polishing; water; x-ray photoelectron spectrometer;

1

crystallographic integrity; electron diffraction images;

hydrated layer; ion microprobe mass spectrometer;

I

roughness; sapphire; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

i Ultrasonic; acoustic; crack; defects; elastic solid; pulses; scatter-

i ing; 18391

.

j
Ultrasonic; attenuation; brain tumor; clot; hemorrhage;

hydrocephalus; impedance; infarct; speed; SP525, pp. 81-84

j

(Apr. 1979).

i
Ultrasonic; ultrasound; characterization, transducers; propagat-

ing, bulk waves; transducers, angle beam; transducers, con-

tact; transducers, immersion; transducers, ultrasonic; trans-

duction, ultrasonic; 18907.

I Ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenuation; ultrasonic instru-

\ mentation; ultrasonic measurements; ultrasonic spectroscopy;

ultrasonic tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue parame-

ters; ultrasonic tissue signature; ultrasonic velocity; SP525,

I

pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

I

Ultrasonic attenuation; ischemic injury; myocardial infarction;

;i
SP525, pp. 63-71 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic attenuation; ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic

I

measurements; ultrasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue

characterization; ultrasonic tissue parameters; ultrasonic tis-

' sue signature; ultrasonic velocity; ultrasonic absorption;

5^525, pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic imaging; ultrasound; breast cancer; computerized

tomography; mammography; time-of-flight; tissue charac-

ij
terization; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

j
Ultrasonic inspection; cocured and precured laminates; exoat-

I mospheric exposure of composites; Long Duration Exposure

Facility (LDEF); polyimide composite stability in space;

Ipolyimide/graphite mechanical properties; SP563, pp. 4-16

(Oct. 1979).

I Ultrasonic inspection system; composite structures; flaw simula-

tion; semi-automated ultrasonic inspection; SP563, p. 59

j

(Oct. 1979).

Ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic measurements; ultrasonic

spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue characterization; ultrasonic tis-

sue parameters; ultrasonic tissue signature; ultrasonic

velocity; ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenuation; SP525,

pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic machining; as-machined material strength; dimen-

sional tolerances; profile grinding; silicon nitride; SP562, pp.

209-220 (Oct. 1979).

Ultrasonic measurements; ultrasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic

tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue parameters; ul-

trasonic tissue signature; ultrasonic velocity; ultrasonic ab-

sorption; ultrasonic attenuation; ultrasonic instrumentation;

SP525, pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic phantoms; tissue signature; tissue simulators; training

phantoms; SP525, pp. 327-336 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic radiator; baffled piston radiator; piston radiator;

radiation of sound; 18479.

Ultrasonic scattering; flaws in crystals; NDE; 18831

.

Ultrasonic scattering; ultrsisound; detection of lung disease;

frequency signature; statistical scattering; tissue signature;

SP525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic spectroscopy; instantaneous power spectra; color-

coded B-scan; spectra-color ultrasonography (SCU); spec-

trum analysis; SP52S, pp. 261-266 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue characterization; ul-

trasonic tissue parameters; ultrasonic tissue signature; ul-

trasonic velocity; ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenua-

tion; ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic measurements;

SP525, pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic spectrum analysis; clinical ultrasound; ocular tumor;

power spectra; Rayleigh scattering; SP525, pp. 111-119 (Apr.

1979).

Ultrasonic standards; ultrasonic testing; evaluation; interna-

tional; standardization; standard recommended practice;

synopsis; NBSIR 79-1790.

Ultrasonic testing; evaluation; international; standardization;

standard recommended practice; synopsis; ultrasonic stan-

dards; NBSIR 79-1790.

Ultrasonic tissue absorption; absorption of ultrasound;

macromolecular relaxation; relaxation phenomenon; SP525,

pp. 29-36 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue characterization; computer processing; estima-

tion theory; liver attenuation; spectral analysis; statistical

modeling; 5^525, pp. 125-132 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue parameters;

ultrasonic tissue signature; ultrasonic velocity; ultrasonic ab-

sorption; ultrasonic attenuation; ultrasonic instrumentation;

ultrasonic measurements; ultrasonic spectroscopy; SP525, pp.

43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue characterization; ultrasound imaging; com-

puted tomography-ultrasonic; diagnosis-ultrasonic; tissue

equivalent test objects and phantoms; SP525, pp. 337-340

(Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue parameters; ultrasonic tissue signature; ul-

trasonic velocity; ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenua-

tion; ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic measurements; ul-

trasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue characterization;

SP525, pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue scattering; ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound

diagnosis; backscatter frequency dependence; cirrhosis; com-
position-dependent scattering; fatty liver; stochastic scatter-

ing; tissue characterization; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic tissue signature; ultrasonic velocity; ultrasonic ab-

sorption; ultrasonic attenuation; ultrasonic instrumentation;

ultrasonic measurements; ultrasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic

tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue parameters; SP525,

pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonic velocity; ultrasonic absorption; ultrasonic attenua-

tion; ultrasonic instrumentation; ultrasonic measurements; ul-

trasonic spectroscopy; ultrasonic tissue characterization; ul-

trasonic tissue parameters; ultrasonic tissue signature; SP525,

pp. 43-51 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonics; acoustic; computer processing; digital acquisition;

digital signal processing; pulse-echo techniques; spectrum

analysis; SP525, pp. 28 1-286 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonics; acoustic theory; calorimetry; electroacoustic

method; medical applications; metrology; NDE; radiation

force; transducer characterization; 18438.
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Ultrasonics; annular array; breast cancer; chirp signals; imaging;

opto-acoustic; pulse compression; sensitivity; signal averag-

ing; signal processing; tissue characterization; tomography;

transducers; SP525, pp. 255-259 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonics; blood flow; breast cancer; diagnosis; Doppler;

screening; SP525, pp. 173-176 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonics; variabitity; calibration; diffusion bonding; measure-
ment assurance program; reference blocks; standards; NBSIR
79-1742.

Ultrasonics; velocity; absorption; amino acids; attenuation;

frequency; mammalian tissues; polypeptides; proteins; tissue

characterization; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasonics; visual-optical tests; acoustic; annual report; eddy
currents; inspection; magnetic particles; nondestructive

evaluation; penetrants; radiography; statistics; NBSIR 78-

1581.

Ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomography; Dop-
pler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; temperature
reconstruction; SP525, pp. 227-233 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; aperture synthesis; computed tomography; Dop-
pler; fluid flow; high resolution; reconstruction; temperature
reconstruction; SP525, pp. 235-246 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; attenuation; breast cancer; cancer; connective tis-

sue; differential diagnosis; medullary carcinoma; papillary

carcinoma; scirrhous carcinoma; shadowing; SP525, pp. 93-

99 (Apr. 1979),

Ultrasound; attenuation; B-san; cepstrum; computer; convolu-

tion; de-convolution; liver; power spectrum; signal

processing; tissue characterization; tissue parameters; SP525,

pp. 287-295 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; attenuation; dispersion; skull bone; sound speed;

SP525, pp. 197-201 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; attenuation; tissue properties; transmission; SP525,

pp. 101-108 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; axisymmetric; beams; focal thermal flaw; skull

transmission; SP525, pp. 203-208 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; breast cancer; computerized tomography; mam-
mography; time-of-flight; tissue characterization; ultrasonic

imaging; SP525, pp. 221-225 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; characterization; differential attenuation; tumor;

SP525, pp. 121-124 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; characterization, transducers; propagating, bulk

waves; transducers, angle beam; transducers, contact; trans-

ducers, immersion; transducers, ultrasonic; transduction, ul-

trasonic; ultrasonic; 18907.

Ultrasound; detection of lung disease; frequency signature;

statistical scattering; tissue signature; ultrasonic scattering;

SP525, pp. 135-141 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; pattern recognition; prostate tumors; SP525, pp.

297-302 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; picture processing; signal analysis; SP525, pp. 303-

313 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; propagation velocity; reflection technique; solids;

tissue; SP525, pp. 53-56 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; velocity; absorption; attenuation; computerized

tomography; Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis;

microscopy; pattern recognition; scattering; signal processing;

tissue characterization; tissue parameters; SP525.

Ultrasound; velocity; attenuation; mammalian tissues; SP525,

pp. 343-360 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound; viscoelasticity; wave propagation; anisotropy;

dispersion; elasticity; human bone; microhardness; micros-

tructure; piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; SP525, pp. 189-

196 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound attenuation; ultrasound diagnosis; backscatter

frequency dependence; cirrhosis; composition-dependent

scattering; fatty liver; stochastic scattering; tissue charac-

terization; ultrasonic tissue scattering; SP525, pp. 157-163

(Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound backscattering from blood; blood erythrocytes ag-

gregation; blood hematocrit; SP525, pp. 165-169 (Apr.

1979).

Ultrasound diagnosis; backscatter frequency dependence; cirr-

hosis; composition-dependent scattering; fatty liver;

stochastic scattering; tissue characterization; ultrasonic tissue

scattering; ultrasound attenuation; SP525, pp. 157-163 (Apr.

1979).

Ultrasound diagnosis; clinical cardiac data; digital processing;

Fast Fourier Transform; frequency spectra; in vivo;

microprocessor-controlled data acquisition; myocardial in-

farction; real-time; tissue characterization; SP525, pp. 267-

273 (Apr. 1979).

Ultrasound imaging; computed tomography-ultrasonic; diagno-

sis-ultrasonic; tissue equivalent test objects and phantoms; ul-

trasonic tissue characterization; SP525, pp. 337-340 (Apr.

1979).

Ultrasound velocity; zero crossing detection; non-invasive tem-

perature monitoring; soft tissue; temperature dependence;
SP525, pp. 57-61 (Apr. 1979).

Ultraviolet; wavelengths; energy levels; lanthanum; spectra;

spectroscopy; triply-ionized; 18782.

Ultraviolet; wavelengths; zirconium; spectra; 18499.

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy; amorphous germanium;

binding energy shifts; extra-atomic screening; implants; ion

bombardment; rare-gases; relaxation energy; 18323.

Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy; adsorption; chemisorp-

tion; formaldehyde; ruthenium; surface chemistry; 18791

.

Ultraviolet radiation; calibrations; energy; fluid mixtures; light;

liquefied natural gas; measurements; microwaves; super

spring; DIM/NBS 63, No. 9, 1-32 (1979).

Ultraviolet reflectance; VCE(SAT); x-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy; auger electron spectroscopy; die attachment; elec-

trical properties; electronics; hermeticity; indium-doped sil-

icon; infrared reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width mea-

surements; oxidation; SP400-38.

Ultraviolet spectra; charge transfer; excited argon atoms; free

radicals; infrared spectra; matrix isolation; molecular ions;

photochemistry; 18847.

Ultraviolet spectra; emission lines, stars; late-type stars; stellar

chromospheres; stellar coronae; stellar winds; 18528.

Ultraviolet, spectra; La emission; sun, atmosphere; sun,

chromosphere; sun, plage; 18876.

Ultraviolet spectra; satellites; space astronomy; stars, chromo-

spheres; stars, coronae; stars, late-type; stars, winds; 18606.

Ultraviolet, spectra; sun, chromosphere; sun, spectra; sun,

transition region; 18922.

Ultraviolet spectrometry; gas chromatography; gas chromatog-

raphy/mass spectrometry; preconcentration techniques; sam-

ple preparation; SP519, pp. 7-18 (Apr. 1979).

Ultraviolet spectroscopy; galactic astronomy; space astronomy;

stellar astronomy; 18590.

Ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; CCN;
CNC; far infrared spectrum; HCCN; infrared spectrum; inter-

ferometer; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; 18842.

Ultraviolet spectrum; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; charge

transfer; cyanomethyl radical; excited argon atoms; force

constants; infrared spectrum; ketenimine; matrix isolation;

methyl cyanide; 18879.

Ultraviolet transmission; fluorides; forging; laser windows; lithi-

um fluoride; mechanical properties; optical properties;

SP541, pp. 59-64 (Dec. 1978).

Ultraviolet wavelength scaling; damage thresholds; electric

Fields; laser damage; nanosecond pulses; pulsewidth depen-

dence; standing waves; thin-film coatings; two-photon absorp-

tion; SP541, pp. 190-202 (Dec. 1978).

UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development

(UNCSTD); Africa; Asia; developing countries; industrializa-

tion; Latin America; management; measurement; metrology;

quality control; standards; technology transfer; SP543

.
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U.N. Conference on Science and Technology for Development;

UNCSTD; appropriate technology; industrialization; industri-

al R&D; LDC's; less developed countries; light capital

technology; science and technology for development; 18685.

Uncertainty; calibration; gage blocks; length; measurement as-

surance; measurement process control; systematic error;

Monogr. 163.

Uncertainty; precision; radioactivity measurements; statistical

design of experiment; statistical terms and formulas; statistics;

systematic error; 18427.

Uncomplicated cure; instantaneous optimization; radiation

therapy; SP554, pp. 57-61 (Sept. 1979).

UNCSTD; appropriate technology; industrialization; industrial

R&D; LDC's; less developed countries; light capital technolo-

gy; science and technology for development; U.N. Con-
ference on Science and Technology for Development; 18685.

Undercover equipment; body-worn transmitters; communica-
tions equipment; FM transmitters; law enforcement equip-

ment; standards; surveillance; 1838 1.

Uniaxial creep; additivity of damage; cold drawn; crack growth;

fracture; molecular weight distribution; necking;

polyethylene; 18765.

Uniaxial creep; crack growth; failure; polyethylene; solvent;

stress-cracking agent; 18766.

Unified atom approximation; X-FI transition; adiabatic limit;

atomic collisions; quasimolecule terms; sudden perturbation

limit; transition probability; 18576.

Uniform network; afTme network; neutron scattering; phantom
network; polybutadiene; rubber elasticity; 18827.

Uniform Time Act of 1966; universal time; American National

Standard Representation for Calendar Date and Ordinal Date

for Information Interchange; local time differentials; meridian

designator; time differential factor; time zone references;

FIPS PUB 59.

Unimolecular decomposition; activation energy; /4-factor; com-
parative rate; flow system; heat of formation; hexyl-

methylethane; f-butyl radical; 18743.

Unimolecular dissociation; calorimetry; infrared; kinetics; laser

chemistry; mechanisms; multiphoton; thermochemistry;

18709.

Unimolecular dissociation; infrared laser; kinetics; mechanisms;

modeling; multiphoton; 18712.

Unit; absorbed dose; dose equivalent; gray; sievert; 19002.

United Kingdom; West Germany; antitrust; Canada; certifica-

tion; Denmark; economics of standards; government policy;

international standards; laboratory accreditation; standards

systems; NBS-GCR-79-172

.

Universal time; American National Standard Representation for

Calendar Date and Ordinal Date for Infom^ation Interchange;

local time differentials; meridian designator; time differential

factor; time zone references; Uniform Time Act of 1966;

FIPS PUB 59.

Universality hypothesis; binary-liquid mixture; consolute point;

critical exponent; critical phenomena; critical solution point;

liquid-liquid critical point; renormalization group theory;

scaling theory; 18825.

Unsteady flow; air; anemometer; helicoid anemometer; lag;

overspeeding error; rotary anemometer; NBSIR 78-1505.

Upholstered furniture; arson; bibliographies; building fires;

compartment fires; fabric flammability; fire detection

systems; fire tests; flammability tests; human behavior;

plastics; polymers; smoke; smoke detectors; subway fires; tox-

icity; NBSIR 79-1745.

Upholstered furniture; building fires; cost-benefit analysis;

costs; decision analysis; fire losses; furniture; hazard analysis;

probability; residential buildings; sensitivity analysis; smoke
detectors; standards; TNI 101.

Upholstered furniture; chairs; compartment fires; fire tests;

flammability; furnishings; TNI 103.

Upholstered furniture; chairs; doors; evacuation; fire depart-

ments; fire fighters; nursing homes; patients; room fires;

smoke; NBS-GCR-79-1 59.

Upholstered furniture; detection time; detector location; fire

tests; gas detectors; kitchen fires; mobile homes; smoke de-

tectors; tenability limits; NBSIR 79-1915.

Upper atmosphere; atomic energy levels; atomic spectra;

atomic transition probabilities; electron cross sections; fusion

plasmas; lasers; molecular bands; molecular spectra; reaction

rate constants; 18855.

Uranium; activity coefficient; copper; critical evaluation; elec-

trolyte; excess Gibbs energy; lead; manganese; osmotic coef-

ficients; solutions; thermodynamic properties; JPCRD 8, No.

4, 1005-1050 (1979).

Uranium; alpha tracks; biomedical; boron; fission tracks;

geochronology; geology; lithium; nitrogen; silicon devices;

trace analysis; 18342.

Uranium; Californium; cross sections; fission spectrum;

neutron; threshold reaction; 18792.

Urban; application; buildings; commercial; daylighting; energy;

environments; heating; passive; solar; suburban; 18894.

Urban; zoning regulations; infrastructure; land use; resource

zoning; SP552, pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Urban dusts; vibrational analysis; atomospheric aerosols;

materials sampling; mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle

analysis; power plant emissions; Raman microprobe; Raman
spectroscopy; 18643.

Urban particulate; error analysis; instrumental analysis; mul-

tielement analysis; neutron activation analysis; SRM; trace

elements; 18866.

Urea; urea determination; x-ray diffraction; biomedical stan-

dard; diacetylurea; molecular structure; 18347.

Urea determination; x-ray diffraction; biomedical standard;

diacetylurea; molecular structure; urea; 18347.

Uric acid derivative; uric acid determination; x-ray diffraction;

biological assay; crystal structure; single crystal; 18672.

Uric acid determination; x-ray diffraction; biological assay;

crystal structure; single crystal; uric acid derivative; 18672.

Urine; anabolic steroids; clean-up; contamination; dianabol; gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry (gc/ms); gas liquid chro-

matography (glc); gc/ms interface; high performance liquid

chromatography (hpic); inert columns; SP519, pp. 437-445

(Apr. 1979).

U.S. research in plumbing; building water systems; CIB; inter-

national plumbing research; plumbing and drainage; SP553.

Usage profiles; combination refrigerator- freezer field data; daily

load profiles; energy consumption; field measurments; hourly

load profiles; refrigerator field data; NBSIR 79-1781.

Used oil; waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial

oil; lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum standards;

petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; SP556.

Useful life; consumer products; reliability engineering; testing

methodology; 18378.

User needs; building codes; building evaluation; elderly; fire

safety; handicapped occupants; health care facilities; nursing

homes; NBSIR 79-1906.

User needs; building evaluation; design process;

man/environment research; post-occupancy evaluation;

questionnaire; NBSIR 79-1780.

U.S.S.R; electron devices; electron tubes; semiconductors;

NBSIR 78-1564.

UV; visible; degradation; IR; photodegradation; poly (methyl

methacrylate); NBSIR 79-1766.
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Uv irradiation; light absorption; metal oxides; molecular ab-

sorption; cptoagalvanic spectroscopy; 18344.

Uv-detection; tricyclic antidepressives; benzodiazepines; clinical

use; derivatization; quaternary two-phase systems; serum;

SPS19, pp. 461-468 (Apr. 1979).

U-235; U-238; activation analysis; benchmark fields; dosimetry;

fission yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239;
18884.

IU-238; activation analysis; benchmark fields; dosimetry; fission

yields; measurements; neutrons; Np-237; Pu-239; U-235;

18884.

V
Vacuum; humidity; ozone; pressure; standards; temperature;

18335.

Vacuum spark; far ultraviolet; light pulse shape; 1881 1.

Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; CCN; CNC; far infrared spec-

trum; HCCN; infrared spectrum; interferometer; matrix isola-

tion; methyl cyanide; ultraviolet spectrum; 18842.

Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; charge transfer; cyanomethyl

radical; excited argon atoms; force constants; infrared spec-

trum; ketenimine; matrix isolation; methyl cyanide; ul-

traviolet spectrum; 18879.

Vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy; vacuum ultraviolet windows;
differentia! pumping across capillary arrays; focused vacuum
ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven use in the vacuum ultraviolet;

multichannel capillary arrays; 18808.

Vacuum ultraviolet windows; differential pumping across capil-

lary arrays; focused vacuum ultraviolet; heat-pipe oven use in

the vacuum ultraviolet; multichannel capillary arrays; vacuum
ultraviolet spectroscopy; 18808.

Validate; verify; application; character set; computer interface;

cost; data entry; edit; operator speed; record size; transaction

volume; transfer speed; SP500-55.

Validation; workload characterization; workload management;
capacity planning; hardware monitors; modeling; per-

formance evaluation; performance prediction; simulation;

SP500-52, pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Van der Waals coefficient; frequency dependent polarizability;

helium 'S state; molecular electronic structure; 18934.

Vanadium hydride; a phase; 485 K; diffusion; quasielastic scat-

tering; tantalum hydride; 18730.

Vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow; anemometer; laser

velocimeter; low velocity; performance; NBSIR 78-1433.

Vane anemometer; wind tunnel; airflow; anemometer; laser

velocimeter; low velocity; performance; NBSIR 78-1545.

Vapor density; vapor pressure; enthalpy and entropy of

vaporization; entrainment method; melting temperature;

molybdenum pentafluoride; 19020.

Vapor pressure; apparent molal heat capacity; aqueous systems;

bibliography; electrochemistry; electrolytes; enthalpy of dilu-

tion; heat capacity; relative apparent molal enthalpy; salt

solutions; thermochemistry; SP537.

Vapor pressure; enthalpy and entropy of vaporization; entrain-

ment method; melting temperature; molybdenum pen-

tafluoride; vapor density; 19020.

Vapor pressure; viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity; electrical re-

sistivity; emittance; measurement system; standard reference

materials; temf)erature; thermal conductivity; thermal expan-

sion; thermal properties; 18905.

Vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; interna! energies; isobars; isobutane; isochcres;

isotherms; Joule-Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporiza-

tion; melting line; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds

of sound; NBSIR 79-1612.

Vapor pressures; densities; enthalpies; entropies; equation of

state; internal energies; isobars; isochores; isotherms; Joule-

Thomson inversion; latent heats of vaporization; melting line;

n-butane; orthobaric densities; specific heats; speeds of

sound; NBSIR 79-1621.

Vapor pressure— boiling point data; Wagner equation; Antoine

equation; enthalpy of vaporization; halomethanes; JPCRD 8,

No. 2, 499-518 (1979).

Vapor recovery; bottom loading; field standard provers; field

standards; field standard test measures; provers; specifica-

tions; standards; test measures; tolerances; H105-3.

Vapor recovery; weights and measures; consumer affairs; edu-

cation; electromagnetic interference; electronic devices; In-

ternational Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement
assurance; metrication; model laws and regulations; national

type approval; SP532.

Vapors; combustion; equilibrium; high temperature; isolation;

lasers; mass spectrometry; matrix; modeling; SP561, Vols. 1

and 2.

Variability; calibration; diffusion bonding; measurement as-

surance program; reference blocks; standards; ultrasonics;

NBSIR 79-1742.

Variable temperature; wafer chuck; deep level measurements;

defect mapping; hot/cold wafer chuck; thermally stimulated

measurements; thermal wafer chuck; SP400-55.

Variable wavelength monochromatic light; opto-galvanic effect;

predetermined frequency; spectroscopic and analytic deter-

minations; U.S. Patent 4,148,586.

Variational formulation; coaxial transmission line; cut-off

frequency; equivalent circuit; modal analysis; scattering

matrix; step discontinuity; TEM-cell; NBSIR 79-1606.

VCE(SAT); x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron

spectroscofjy; die attachment; electrical properties; elec-

tronics; hermeticity; indium-doped silicon; infrared

reflectance; integrated circuits; line-width measurements; ox-

idation; photolithography; SP400-38.

VDE; antennas; CISPR; ground screen; measurements; stan-

dards; 19033.

Vehicle maintenance; combat vehicles; diagnostic connector as-

sembly; fighting vehicle systems; generic DCA; Hull systems;

simplified test equipment for internal combustion engines;

turret systems; SP547, pp. 98-1 10 (July 1979).

Vehicle test and diagnostics; automated test and diagnostics;

automotive test and diagnostics; SP547, pp. 111-126 (July

1979).

Vehicles, emergency; visibility, lights; visual perception; color,

lights; conspicuity, lights; effective intensity; emergency

lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing; lights, warning; per-

ception, visual; peripheral vision; SP480-36.

Vehicular electromagnetic environment; vehicular near-zone

electric fields; vehicular near-zone magnetic fields; worst-case

EM fields; mobile-radio; near-field strength levels; TN1014.

Vehicular electronics; electromagnetic bioeffects; electromag-

netic compatibility; electromagnetic immunity; electromag-

netic interference; electromagnetic radiation; electromagnetic

susceptibility, electronic smog; home entertainment elec-

tronics; industrial electronics; SP551

.

Vehicular near-zone electric fields; vehicular near-zone mag-

netic fields; worst-case EM fields; mobile-radio; near-field

strength levels; vehicular electromagnetic environment;

TN1014.
Vehicular near-zone magnetic fields; worst-case EM fields; mo-

bile-radio; near-field strength levels; vehicular electromag-

netic environment; vehicular near-zone electric fields;

TNI0I4.
Velocity; absorption; amino acids; attenuation; frequency;

mammalian tissues; polypeptides; proteins; tissue charac-

terization; ultrasonics; SP525, pp. 19-27 (Apr. 1979).

Velocity; absorption; attenuation; computerized tomography;

Doppler; impedance; medical diagnosis; microscopy; pattern

recognition; scattering; signal processing; tissue characteriza-

tion; tissue parameters; ultrasound; SP525.
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Velocity; acoustic microscopy; anisotropy; attenuation; elastic

microstructure; infarct; interferogram; myocardium; phase

cancellation; SP525, pp. 73-79 (Apr. 1979).

Velocity; attenuation; mammalian tissues; ultrasound; SP52S,

pp. 343-360 (Apr. 1979).

Velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire

growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing;

NBS-GCR-78-I28.
Velocity; beams; ceiling height; detectors; fire detectors; fire

growth; heat detectors; room fires; smoke detectors; spacing;

NBS-GCR-78-129.
Velocity autocorrelation function; intermediate scattering func-

tion; Lennard-Jones liquid; liquid rubidium; molecular

dynamics; radial distribution function; transverse current cor-

relation function; J. Res. 84, No. 6, 439-446 ( 1979).

Velocity standard; airflow; calibration; facility; laser optics; low

velocity; mine ventilation; TN989.
Vendor systems; workload requirements; benchmark construc-

tion process; benchmark validation; competitive evaluation;

tutorial; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Ventilated stair; automatic sprinkler; building code; smoke
movement; spray nozzle; stairway protection; NBSIR 78-

1571.

Ventilation; appliance energy consumption; energy consump-
tion of residences; lighting energy consumption; occupant
factors; residential air conditioning; service hot water; space

heating; NBSIR 78-1501.

Ventilation and radon concentration; energy conservation

design; indoor radiation; radon in buildings; 18587.

Venting; appliance; clothes dryer; efficiency; energy conserva-

tion; heat recovery; lint; performance; 18793.

Venting; benefit-cost analysis; building technology; economic
impacts; economics; efficiency; payback; plumbing; roofing;

shingles; SP558.

Verify; application; character set; computer interface; cost;

data entry; edit; operator speed; record size; transaction

volume; transfer speed; validate; SP500-55.

Veteran's Administration; Experimental Technology Incentives

Program; portable oxygen generator experiment; procure-

ment policy; two-step prototype procurement; NBS-GCR-
ETIP 78-50.

Vhf omnidirectional radio range (VOR); amplitude modulation;

instrument landing system (ILS); measurement instrumenta-

tion; measurement standard; modulation; modulation factor;

modulation meter; Newton-Raphson method; percent modu-
lation; signal generator; TN1016.

Vibration; aircraft carrier; condition analysis; machinery; main-

tenance; monitoring; repairs; SP547, pp. 167-175 (July

1979).

Vibration analysis; monitor system; rotary dissolver; signature

analysis; SP547, pp. 232-249 (July 1979).

Vibration isolation; vibrations; antivibration mounting; damp-
ing; dynamic properties; industrial engineering; isolation;

machinery and equipment; mechanical impedance; mechani-

cal vibrations; noise control; transmissibility; H128.
Vibration measurement; advanced sensors; Doppler millimeter

radar; gas turbine monitoring; remote motion detection;

static displacement measurement; SP547, pp. 58-62 (July

1979).

Vibration monitoring; vibration signal processing; rotating

equipment; SP547, pp. 280-285 (July 1979).

Vibration signal processing; rotating equipment; vibration moni-

toring; 5P547, pp. 280-285 (July 1979).

Vibrational analysis; atomospheric aerosols; materials sampling;

mineralogy; molecular analysis; particle analysis; power plant

emissions; Raman microprobe; Raman spectroscopy; urban

dusts; 18643.

Vibrational angular momentum; absorption selection rules;

benzene; Herzberg-Teller theory; rotational contours of ab-

sorption bands; 18750.

Vibrational assignments; enthalpy of formation; ideal gas ther-

modynamic properties; molecular structure; normal and deu-

terated naphthalenes; JPCRD 8, No. 2, 527-536 ( 1979).

Vibrational data; force field refinement; lattice dynamics; n-al-

kanes; non-bonded potential functions; polyethylene; 18404.

Vibrational effect; HCl-Ar; rotational linewidths; temperature

dependence; theoretical and experimental comparison;

18689.

Vibrational energy transfer; benzene; energy transfer; 18641

.

Vibrational energy transfer; hydrogen halides; isotopes; laser;

18388.

Vibrational energy transfer; hydrogen halides; isotopes; tem-

perature dependence; 18929.

Vibrational signatures; automated surveillance; rotating machin-

ery monitoring; statistical detection algorithm; SP547, pp.

203-231 (July 1979).

Vibrational spectra; microanalysis; particle analysis; pollution

studies; power plants; Raman microprobe; Raman spectrosco-

py; 18966.

Vibrations; antivibration mounting; damping; dynamic proper-

ties; industrial engineering; isolation; machinery and equip-

ment; mechanical impedance; mechanical vibrations; noise

control; transmissibility; vibration isolation; H128.

Vibronic spectroscopy; chlorofluoromethylene; fluorescence;

laser spectroscopy; multiphoton dissociation; radicals; 19042.

Video disks; beam-addressables; cartridges; cassettes; core

memories; disks; drums; floppy disks; laser beams; magnetic

bubbles; masstapes; solid state memories; SP500-45

.

Videotaped trials; civil trials; courtroom procedures; juror at-

titudes; prerecorded videotaped trials; PRVTT; trials,

PRVTT; SP480-30.

Vignetting; aperture/aperture-image pair; aperture pair; calibra-

tion; convolution; decon volution; geometrical-optics

radiometry; inversion; measurement-beam geometry; relative

spectral responsivity; slit-scattering function; slit-scattering

function corrections; TN910-4.

Vinyl chloride; aza-arenes; hydrazines; nitroalkanes;

nitrosamines; sidestream smoke; thermal energy analyzer;

tobacco smoke; SP5/9, pp. 131-141 (Apr. 1979).

Vinyl cyanide; interstellar molecules; microwave spectra;

molecular parameters; radio astronomy; rotational transitions;

JPCRD 8, No. 1. 107-124 (1979).

Vinylidenefluoride-tetrafluoroethylene copolymer; blocking

electrode; charge motion; polarization; poly( vinylchloride);

poly( vinylidenefluoride ); pyroelectric response; thermal'

pulse; 18408.

Virial coefficients; collapse transition; fluctuations; mean field

approximation; ternary interactions; theta point; 19023.

Virial coefficients; density; gas; nitrogen; sound velocity; ther-

modynamic properties; 18815.

Virial theorem of Clausius; equilibrium; homogeneous system;

hydrostatic pressure; internal stress; internal virial; molecular

dynamics; Monte Carlo method; periodic boundaries; pres-

sure; stress calculation; 18456.

Virtual crack closure; delamination mechanisms; energy release

rate; finite element method; free-edge stresses; graphite

epoxy composites; interlaminar cracks; stability of cracks;

5^565, pp. 255-264 (Oct. 1979).

Virtual photons; electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration;

giant resonance; nickel isotopes; 18535.

Virtual photons; ^*Ni; electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration;

electron energy; giant resonance; 18520.

Viscoelastic; creep; instability; polyethylene; 18807.

Viscoelasticity; wave propagation; anisotropy; dispersion;

elasticity; human bone; microhardness; microstructure;

piezoelectricity; thermodynamics; ultrasound; SP525, pp.

189-196 (Apr. 1979).

Viscosity; Abbe value; coolants, dn/dT; index matching liquids;

neodymium glass lasers; nonlinear refractive index; thermal

conductivity; SP541, pp. 109-121 (Dec. 1978).
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Viscosity; bromides; chlorides; data compilation; density; elec-

trical conductance; fluorides; halides; iodides; molten salt

mixtures; standard reference data; surface tension; JPCRD 8,

No. 1, 125-302 (1979).

Viscosity; calorimetry; elasticity; electrical resistivity;

emittance; measurement system; standard reference materi-

als; temperature; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion;

thermal properties; vapor pressure; 18905.

Viscosity; correlated data; critical point enhancement; data

evaluation; propane; thermal conductivity; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

559-576 ( 1979).

Viscosity; diamond-anvil; glass transition; high pressure; hydro-

staticity; liquids; pressure cell; 18509.

Viscosity number; intrinsic viscosity; molecular weight;

polyethylene; shear rate; ultra high molecular weight

polyethylene; 18834.

Viscous relative motion; inho^ogeneities; inhomogeneity ther-

mal losses; mechanisms; SP525, pp. 37-40 (Apr. 1979).

Viscous silicon oil; air bubbles; bubbles, air; 18481

.

Visibility, lights; visual perception; color, lights; conspicuity,

lights; effective intensity; emergency lights; intensity, effec-

tive; lights, flashing; lights, warning; perception, visual;

peripheral vision; vehicles, emergency; SP480-36.

Visible; degradation; IR; photodegradation; poly (methyl

methacrylate); UV; NBSIR 79-1766.

Visible; frequency measurements; iodine; laser; 18916.

Vision systems; automation; image processing; inspection;

manufacturing; pattern recognition; robotics; NBSIR 79-

1764.

Visual alignment; contact resistor; cross bridge sheet resistor;

electrical alignment resistor; semiconductor; silicon; test pat-

tern; test structures; SP400-5 1

.

Visual perception; color, lights; conspicuity, lights; effective in-

tensity; emergency lights; intensity, effective; lights, flashing;

lights, warning; perception, visual; peripheral vision; vehicles,

emergency; visibility, lights; SP480-36.

Visual performance; building codes; building performance

simulation; computer applications; energy conservation; illu-

mination standards; lighting distribution simulation; SP552,

pp. 321-335 (July 1979).

Visual-optical tests; acoustic; annual report; eddy currents; in-

spection; magnetic particles; nondestructive evaluation;

penetrants; radiography; statistics; ultrasonics; NBSIR 78-

1581.

Vitamin A; wire transport; liquid chromatography/mass spec-

trometry; pesticides; SP519, pp. 637-645 (Apr. 1979).

Vitamin B,,; foods; radiometric microbiological assay; SP519,

pp. 257-265 (Apr. 1979).

Vitamin E; vitamin K; high performance liquid chromatog-

raphy; phylloquinone; tocopherols; tocotrienols; SP519, pp.

279-288 (Apr. 1979).

Vitamin K; high performance liquid chromatography; phyl-

loquinone; tocopherols; tocotrienols; vitamin E; SP519, pp.

279-288 (Apr. 1979).

Vitamins; amino acids; drugs; nonvolatile organic compounds;

organic trace detection; peptides; pharmaceuticals; secondary

ion mass spectrometry, sputtering; structural information;

SP5I9, pp. 627-635 (Apr. 1979).

VLSI processing; x-ray lithography; E-beam lithography; in-

tegrated circuits; ion implantation; plasma etching; radiation

damage; radiation hardening; 18451.

Volatile organics, Carbopack C/0.2% Carbowax 1500; aqueous

organics; phenols; 5^5/9, pp. 225-229 (Apr. 1979).

Voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network analyzer;

power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering

parameters; six-port; 18600.

Voltage; calibration; current; impedance; network analyzer;

power; reflection coefficient; reflectometer; scattering

parameters; six-port; 18601

.

Voltage divider; binary divider; divider network, guarded di-

vider; resistive divider; self calibration; 18452.

Voltage dividers; voltage ratio; calibrations; inductive voltage

dividers; international comparison; measurements; 18664.

Voltage measurement; current measurement; electric transmis-

sion; electro-optic systems; high voltage; pulse measurement;
18872.

Voltage output; digital-to-analog converter; high resolution;

multirange; R-2R ladder; relay switching; self-calibration;

twenty bits + sign; TNI 105.

Voltage ratio; calibrations; inductive voltage dividers; interna-

tional comparison; measurements; voltage dividers; 18664.

Voltage ratio measurement; dc voltage ratio measurement;

digital voltage ratio instrument errors; digital voltmeter for

ratio measurement; 19032.

Volume strain; core fibril; cumulative stress; flow-induced

crystallization; nucleation theory; polyethylene; polymer

fiber; shish; J. Res. 84, No. 5, 359-384 ( 1979).

Volume-measuring devices; weighing devices; weights; length-

measuring devices; liquid-measuring devices; measures;

scales; specifications; taximeters; tolerances; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

Voluntary standards; bibliography; buildings; certification;

economics of standards; legal aspects of standards; product

certification; product liability; regulation; standards system;

NBSIR 79-1900.

Voluntary standards; voluntary standards system; consensus

standards; Federal policies; Federal voluntary standards pol-

icy; SP552, pp. 79-93 (July 1979).

Voluntary standards system; consensus standards; Federal poli-

cies; Federal voluntary standards policy; voluntary standards;

SP552, pp. 79-93 (July 1979).

V/STOL; cure; dielectric analysis; DSC; graphite-fiber;

polyphthalocyanine; prepreg; TGA; SP563, pp. 25-31 (Oct.

1979).

w
Wafer chuck; deep level measurements; defect mapping;

hot/cold wafer chuck; thermally stimulated measurements;

thermal wafer chuck; variable temperature; SP400-55.

Wagner equation; Antoine equation; enthalpy of vaporization;

halomethanes; vapor pressure—boiling point data; JPCRD 8,

No. 2, 499-518 ( 1979).

Walkway slip-resistance; friction; measurement; reference stan-

dards; safety research; SP565.

Wall panels; walls; compression; eccentric loading; flat-end;

kern; loading rate; pin-end; test method; BSS95.

Wall shift; amplitude modulation; cavity pulling; cavity servo;

dielectrically loaded cavity; frequency stability; second-order

Doppler shift phase modulation; spin exchange; temperature

coefficient; time dispersion; 18696.

Walls; barrier analysis; compartment fires; compartments; fault

tree analysis; fire models; fire protection engineering; proba-

bility statistics; systems analysis; systems safety; NBS-GCR-
79-163.

Walls; compression; eccentric loading; fiat-end; kern; loading

rate; pin-end; test method; wall panels; BSS95.

Waste oil; engine oil; fuel oil; hydraulic oil; industrial oil;

lubricating oil; oil specifications; petroleum standards;

petroleum test methods; recycled oil; re-refined oil; used oil;

SP556.

Wastewater analysis; liquid chromatography; trace enrichment;

5^5/9, pp. 185-190 (Apr. 1979).
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Wastewater treatment; water; water conservation; water heat-

ing; water usage; energy; energy consumption; grey water;

heat recovery; recycling; residential; NBSIR 79-1 770.

Water; aqueous solutions; fluorescence spectra; refractive

index, uv, visible and ir; 18403.

Water; BASIC; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; coal gasifica-

tion; COLGAS; hydrogen; interactive computer program;
methane; minimization of Gibbs energy; phase rule; simul-

taneous chemical equilibria; NBSIR 78-1509.

Water; dielectric constant of water; interpolating equation

dielectric; steam; table-dielectric constant of water; ther-

mophysical properties of water; 18937.

Water; /3-chloroethers; air; environment; gas chromatog-
raphy/mass spectrometry; sampling; sediment; trace analysis;

SP519, pp. 205-212 (Apr. 1979).

Water; water conservation; Water heating; water usage; energy;

energy consumption; grey water; heat recovery; recycling; re-

sidential; wastewater treatment; NBSIR 79-1770.

Water; x-ray photoelectron spectrometer; crystallographic in-

tegrity; electron diffraction images; hydrated layer; ion

microprobe mass spectrometer; roughness; sapphire; ultra-

fine polishing; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

I
Water absorption; wedged film; absorption coefficient;

adiabatic calorimetry; AsjSea; interface absorption; laser

I calorimetry; NaF; thin film absorption; SP541, pp. 37-42

I (Dec. 1978).

Water analysis; chelating resin; graphite furnace atomic absorp-

I
tion; sea water; separation; trace element analysis; 18402.

Water boil; degradation; epoxy resins; Kevlar 49; moisture;

I

one-tenth scale motor case; S-glass; temperature effects;

SP563, pp. 177-197 (Oct. 1979).

I
Water conservation; water heating; water usage; energy; energy

consumption; grey water; heat recovery; recycling; re-

sidential; wastewater treatment; water; NBSIR 79-1 770.

i

J

Water heaters; energy usage; load profiles; NBSIR 78-1496.

j
I Water heating; water usage; energy; energy consumption; grey

water; heat recovery; recycling; residential; wastewater treat-

ment; water; water conservation; NBSIR 79-1770.

il

Water jet cutting; ceramics; chemical milling; electric discharge

I machining; electron beam machining; glass; hydrodynamic
machining; ion beam machining; SP562, pp. 261-281 (Oct.

1979).

Water preconcentration; electrochemical detection; liquid chro-

matography; methylmercury; organometals; SP519, pp. 57-63

I

(Apr. 1979).

Water tank thermal storage; ASHRAE Standards; evaluation of

I

test procedure; solar heating components; standard test

' procedure; thermal storage tests; 18425.

Water usage; energy; energy consumption; grey water; heat

recovery; recycling; residential; wastewater treatment; water;

water conservation; water heating; NBSIR 79-1770.

j
Water vapor; working unit; damaged layer; elastic emission

i machining; environmental effect; hydrate; hydration polish-

I

ing; mechanochemical polishing witn soft powder; pre-exist-

ing defect; sapphire; solid state reaction; SP562, pp. 157-169

''l (Oct. 1979).

Water vapor measurement; wet bulb; wet element; convective

[
heat transfer; convective mass transfer; emissivity of water;

evaporation coefficient; humidity measurement;

j monomolecular film; psychrometer; psychrometry; J. Res. 84,

; i

No. 2, 161-177 ( 1979).
' WaterDROP; accumulators; analysis of organics in water; auto-

matic sampler; master analytical scheme; non-purgeable or-

' ganics; organic pollutant; purgeable organics; SP519, pp. 65-

j

|l 78 (Apr. 1979).

Water-heating collectors; ASHRAE Standard 93-77; solar col-

lectors; 18770.

Water-heating solar collectors; collector efficiency; comparison
' German BSE vs ASHRAE 93-77 procedures; flat-piate solar

collectors; German Bundesverband Solarenergie; solar collec-

tor testing, 18986.

Wave front; amplitude; beam profile; cross correlation; digital

sampling; Fourier optics; holography; laser; laser parameters;

laser pulse; optical processing; phase; precision measure-
ments; TNI 009.

Wave propagation; anisotropy; dispersion; elasticity; human
bone; microhardness; microstructure; piezoelectricity; ther-

modynamics; ultrasound; viscoelasticity; SP525, pp. 189-196

(Apr. 1979).

Waveform; attenuators; calibration; laser; neodymium laser;

peak power; power meter; pulsed laser; O-switched; risetime;

speckle; TNIOIO.
Waveform generator; calibration; digital waveform synthesis;

phase angle; phase measurement; phase meter; 18434.

Wavelength; CHjFj; FIR; optically pumped; 18961.

Wavelength; laser application; pol; polarimetry; saccharimetry;

sugar analysis; sugar scale; 18768.

Wavelength modulation; atomic absorption; atomic emission;

barium; graphite furnace; seawater; 18783.

Wavelength of light; Fizeau-type interferometer; fringe pattern;

spatial period; U.S. Patent 4,173,442.

Wavelength standard; bandwidth; didymium glass filter; pass-

band centroid; spectrophotometer; transmittance; SP260-66.

Wavelengths; aluminum; energy levels; ionization energy;

18485.

Wavelengths; atomic data; data availability; dielectronic recom-

bination rates; excitation rate coefficients; ionization rate

coefficients; magnetic fusion research; transition probabili-

ties; 18593.

Wavelengths; energy levels; ions; molybdenum; pulsed laser;

spectra; 18500.

Wavelengths; energy levels; lanthanum; spectra; spectroscopy;

triply-ionized; ultraviolet; 18782.

Wavelengths; energy levels; lutetium; spectrum; 18369.

Wavelengths; ytterbium; energy levels; hafnium; ionization

energies; lutetium; osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tungsten;

18506.

Wavelengths; yttrium; energy levels; ion; ionization energy;

spectrum; 18868.

Wavelengths; zirconium; spectra; ultraviolet; 18499.

Wavelengths, O vi-O viii; atomic energy levels, O vi-O viii;

atomic spectra, O vi-O viii; multiplet tables, O vi-O viii;

NSRDS-NBS3, Section 8.

Weak interaction; atomic parity mixing; charged currents; fermi

theory; neutral currents; neutrino scattering; 18951

.

Wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact; metals; particle ero-

sion; NBSIR 78-1575.

Wear; abrasives; ceramics; erosion; impact; metals; particle ero-

sion; 18858.

Wear; accelerator; alloy; base metal; casting; composite;

cyanoacrylate; dental alloy; initiator; resin; NBSIR 78-1573.

Wear; bronze binder; diamonds; erosion; grinding; SP562, pp.

147-155 (Oct. 1979).

Wear; curing shrinkage; glaze; margin staining; roughness;

18684.

Wear; diamond drilling; drilling; drilling additives; Rehbinder

effect; rock fracture; surface chemistry; SP562, pp. 115-137

(Oct. 1979).

Wear; wear particles; ferrography; machine condition monitor-

ing; oil analysis; oil sampling; SP54 7, pp. 323-329 (July

1979).

Wear; wear tests; amalgam; composites; dental materials;

dimensional changes; physical properties; thermal expansion;

18649.

Wear debris; damaged layer; fine polishing; sapphire; silicon;

solid state reaction; SP562, pp. 325-333 (Oct. 1979).

Wear particles; ferrography; machine condition monitoring; oil

analysis; oil sampling; wear; SP547, pp. 323-329 (July 1979).



Wear tests; amalgam; composites; dental materials; dimensional

changes; physical properties; thermal expansion; wear;

18649.

Weather station; air infiltration; buildings; data acquisition;

energy; instrumentation; measurement; thermography; Twin
Rivers Project; 18733.

Weather station; data acquisition system; digital tape recorder;

fuel measurement; instrumentation; total energy; transducers;

NBSIR 79-1709.

Weatherization; air infiltration; air sample bags; energy conser-

vation; retrofit; sulfur hexafluoride; tracer gas; NBSIR 79-

1728.

Wedged film; absorption coefficient; adiabatic calorimetry;

AsjSe;,; interface absorption; laser calorimetry; NaF; thin film

absorption; water absorption; SP541 , pp. 37-42 (Dec. 1978).

Weibull distribution; corrosion fatigue; design; engineering

judgment; factor of safety; fatigue; mathematical modeling;

nuclear engineering; reliability; risk; safety factor; sampling;

18326.

Weibull distribution; laser damage; probability; statistical analy-

sis; thin films; SP541, pp. 235-248 (Dec. 1978).

Weighing; weights; constant loading; force; high precision; high-

precision weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator; mass
difference; strain-gage; substitution weighing; J. Res. 84, No.
5, 347-351 ( 1979).

Weighing devices; weights; length-measuring devices; liquid-

measuring devices; measures; scales; specifications; taxime-

ters; tolerances; volume-measuring devices; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

Weight loss; wood; combustion; flaming combustion; flexible

foams; optical density; particle size; polypropylene; polyu-

rethane foams; polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams;

smoke; smoldering; NBS-GCR-78-147

.

Weighted diffusion coefficient; ambient concentration; compute
and limit; error; sampler response factors; total elemental

content passive personal samplers; total organic chlorine;

SP519, pp. 747-752 (Apr. 1979).

Weighting multiple criteria; decision analysis; decisions; eigen-

vectors; management; multiple-attribute decisions; ordering;

paired comparisons; prioritization; project selection; ranking;

resource allocation; 18602.

Weight-loss kinetics; aging of polymers; degradation of

polymers; error propagation; factor-jump method; heating

rate; lifetime prediction; polystyrene; polyurethane; ther-

mogravimetry; 18620.

Weights, constant loading; force; high precision; high-precision

weighing; load cell; mass; mass comparator; mass difference;

strain-gage; substitution weighing; weighing; J. Res. 84, No.

5, 347-351 (1979).

Weights; length-measuring devices; liquid-measuring devices;

measures; scales; specifications; taximeters; tolerances;

volume-measuring devices; weighing devices; H44, 1979 Edi-

tion.

Weights; weights and measures; AID; assistance; developing

economies; foreign relations; industrializing nations; interna-

tional relations; measures; NBSIR 79-1721

.

Weights and measures; AID; assistance; developing economies;

foreign relations; industrializing nations; international rela-

tions; measures; weights; NBSIR 79-1721.

Weights and measures; consumer affairs; education; elec-

tromagnetic interference; electronic devices; International

Organization of Legal Metrology; measurement assurance;

metrication; model laws and regulations; national type ap-

proval; packaging and labeling; SP532.

Weld flaws; weldments; carbon-manganese steel; fracture

mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; 18612.

Weld flaws; weldments; carbon-manganese steel; fatigue;

fatigue cracks; fracture mechanics; fracture toughness;

pipeline; 18802.

Welding; automated testing; batteries; cardiac pacemakers; con-

tamination; corrosion; electrostatic-induced damage; her-

meticity; hybrid devices; leak testing, measurement technolo-

gy; microcalorimetry ; moisture; nondestructive testing;

pacemaker leads; process control; SP400-50.

Weldments; carbon-manganese steel; fatigue; fatigue cracks;

fracture mechanics; fracture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws;

18802.

Weldments; carbon-manganese steel; fracture mechanics; frac-

ture toughness; pipeline; weld flaws; 18612.

Well depths; collisions; cross sections; intermolecular potential;

state changes; 18671.

Well depths; excited states; ground state; intermolecular poten-

tial; molecules; 18677.

West Germany; antitrust; Canada; certification; Denmark;
economics of standards; government policy; international

standards; laboratory accreditation; standards systems; United

Kingdom; NBS-GCR-79-1 72

.

Western Hemisphere; broadcast; coordinated universal time;

synchronous satellite; time code; 19029.

Westwood effects; acoustic emission; chemomechanical effects;

environmental effects; fracture of brittle materials; hydrogen

embrittlement; Rehbinder effects; SP562, pp. 139-145 (Oct.

1979).

Wet bulb; wet element; convective heat transfer; convective

mass transfer; emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient;

humidity measurement; monomolecular film; psychrometer;

psychrometry; radiative heal transfer; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-

177 (1979).

Wet element; convective heat transfer; convective mass

transfer; emissivity of water; evaporation coefficient; humidi-

ty measurement; monomolecular film; psychrometer;

psychrometry; radiative heat transfer; temperature depres-

sion; J. Res. 84, No. 2, 161-177 (1979).

Wetting; composite growth; contact angle; disjoining pressure;

monotectic; multicomponent; 18422.

Wheel; automotive component design; continuous fiber com-
posite materials; fabrication; finite element stress analysis;

front end; graphite; part integration; SP563, pp. 135-151

(Oct. 1979).

Whole-house ventilation; attic ventilation; energy conservation;

solar absorptance of roofing materials; SP548.

Wind loads; aerodynamics; building; codes and standards; full-

scale testing; mobile homes; NBSIR 77-1289.

Wind loads; wind tunnels; aerodynamics; boundary layers;

dynamic response; interference effects; tall buildings; 18977.

Wind noise; windscreen; windscreen performance; windscreens;

acoustics; flow; insertion loss; microphone; porous sphere;

sphere; spheres; NBSIR 79-1599.

Wind pressure; aerodynamics; boundary layer; loads (forces);

roughness; structural analysis; tall buildings; 18351.

Wind pressure; wind speeds; building (codes); probability dis-

tribution functions; statistical analysis; storms; structural en-

gineering; BSS118.

Wind speeds; building (codes); probability distribution func-

tions; statistical analysis; storms; structural engineering; wind

pressure; BSSI 18.

Wind tunnel; airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low

velocity; performance; vane anemometer; NBSIR 78-1433.

Wind tunnel; airflow; anemometer; laser velocimeter; low

velocity; performance; vane anemometer; NBSIR 78-1545.

Wind tunnels; aerodynamics; boundary layers; dynamic

response; interference effects; tall buildings; wind loads;

18977.

Wind turbine; composite materials; filament winding; large

composite structures; rotor blades; SP563, pp. 155-172 (Oct.

1979).

Wind upset; anchors; mobile home foundations; soil anchors;

soil mechanics; BSSI 07.
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Window; window management; building economics; daylighting;

economic analysis; energy conservation; engineering

economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal efficien-

cy; BSSII9.

Window accidents; window safety; accident avoidance; ac-

cidents in the home; door accidents; home accidents; home
safety; safety in the home; stair accidents; stair safety; NBS-
GCR-7H-156.

Window management; building economics; daylighting;

economic analysis; energy conservation; engineering

economics; life-cycle costs; solar heat gain; thermal efficien-

cy; window; BSSl 19.

Window safety; accident avoidance; accidents in the home;
door accidents; home accidents; home safety; safety in the

home; stair accidents; stair safety; window accidents; NBS-
GCR-78-IS6.

Windows; daylighting; energy conservation; fenestration; solar

energy; 18863.

Windscreen; windscreen performance; windscreens; acoustics;

flow; insertion loss; microphone; porous sphere; sphere;

spheres; wind noise; NBSIR 79-1599.

Windscreen performance; windscreens; acoustics; flow; insfer-

tion loss; microphone; porous sphere; sphere; spheres; wind
noise; windscreen; NBSIR 79-1599.

Windscreens; acoustics; flow; insertion loss; microphone;
porous sphere; sphere; spheres; wind noise; windscreen;

windscreen performance; NBSIR 79-1599.

Wire creep; aluminum wiring; electrical connections; pressure

terminals; NBSIR 78-1507.

Wire transport; liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry;

pesticides; vitamin A; SP519, pp. 637-645 (Apr. 1979).

Women in computing; employment; equal employment oppor-

tunity; labor force; minorities in computing; 19041

.

\\ Wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire

departments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance;
stoves; NBSIR 79-1731.

a Wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire

I

departments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance;

I

stoves; NBS-GCR-78-149.

I

Wood; accident investigations; chimneys; coal; creosote; fire

departments; fire safety; heating equipment; maintenance;
stoves; 18537.

Wood; bridges; buildings; design criteria; glued-Iaminated

timber; safety; temporary structures; 18887.

Wood; combustion; flaming combustion; flexible foams; optical

density; particle size; polypropylene; polyurethane foams;

polyvinyl chloride; pyrolysis; rigid foams; smoke; smoldering;

weight loss; NBS-GCR-78-147.
Woods Hole; environment; ICRM; natural matrix; radioactivity;

standards; 18981.

Word processing center; word processing equipment; Center

for Building Technology; manuscripts; 18429.

Word processing equipment; Center for Building Technology;

manuscripts; word processing center; 18429.

Working unit; damaged layer; elastic emission machining; en-

vironmental effect; hydrate; hydration polishing;

mechanochemical polishing with soft powder; pre-existing de-

fect; sapphire; solid state reaction; water vapor; SP562, pp.

157-169 (Oct. 1979).

Workload characterization; accounting logs; performance

evaluation; SP500-52, pp. 241-243 (Oct. 1979).

Workload characterization; cluster analysis; computer model-

ing; computer performance; empirical models; modeling; per-

formance modeling; SP500-52, pp. 147-161 (Oct. 1979).

Workload characterization; workload definition; benchmarking;

benchmark library; selection of ADP systems; standard

benchmarks; synthetic benchmarks; SP500-38.

Workload characterization; workload management; capacity

planning; hardware monitors; modeling; performance evalua-

tion; performance prediction; simulation; validation; SP500-

52. pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Workload definition; benchmarking; benchmark library; selec-

tion of ADP systems; starulard benchmarks; synthetic

benchmarks; workload characterization; SP500-38.

Workload definition; computer performance evaluation; com-

puter performance measurement; computer performance pre-

diction; computer system acquisition; conference

proceedings; CPE in auditing; hardware monitoring; CPEUG;
installation management; on-line system evaluation; SP500-

52.

Workload management; capacity planning; hardware monitors;

modeling; performance evaluation; performance prediction;

simulation; validation; workload characterization; SP500-52,

pp. 179-192 (Oct. 1979).

Workload mapping; benchmarking; performance evaluation;

synthetic program; SP500-52, pp. 193-199 (Oct. 1979).

Workload requirements; benchmark construction process;

benchmark validation; competitive evaluation; tutorial; ven-

dor systems; SP500-52, pp. 235-240 (Oct. 1979).

Worksheet; capabilities; ease of learning and using; installation;

language; maintenance; numerical analysis; OMNITAB 78;

portability; poster; reliability; statistical computing section;

18903.

Workshops; device measurements; laser scanning; metallization;

ohmic contacts; reliability; semiconductor measurements;

solar cells; solar cell stability; 18633.

Workshops; laser scanner; measurement development;

photovoltaics; reliability; solar arrays; solar cells; 18322.

Worst-case EM fields; mobile-radio; near-field strength levels;

vehicular electromagnetic environment; vehicular near-zone

electric fields; vehicular near-zone magnetic fields; TN1014.

Wrist-mounted TV; depth image; proximity sensor; robot vi-

sion; teleoperator vision; NBSIR 78-1576.

X
X ray; anion exchange; filter paper; fuel oil; spectrometry;

sulfate; 18635.

X ray; carcinogenesis; neutron; repair; survival; transformation;

SP554, pp. 63-73 (Sept. 1979).

X ray; crystal; diffraction; LisB,; neutron powder; structure;

18382.

X ray; imaging; low-dose; low-intensity; microchannel plate;

radiography; 19000.

X ray; zwitterion; amino acid derivative; crystal structure; S-

carboxymethyl-L = cysteine; single crystal; 18673.

X rays; accelerators; betatrons; electrons; megavoltage;

neutrons; therapy; SP554, pp. 1-14 (Sept. 1979).

X rays; analytical electron microscopy; microanalysis; Monte
Carlo electron trajectory simulation; spatial resolution; thin

foils; 18589.

X rays; atomic form factor; coherent scattering; cross sections;

gamma rays; photons; Rayleigh scattering; tabulations;

JPCRD 8, No. 1,69-106 (1979).

X rays; dose; leakage; medical accelerator; neutrons; scatter;

SP554. pp. 25-28 (Sept. 1979).

X rays; energy levels; exotic atoms; interferometry; 18469.

XPS; angular study; electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA); silicon; surface; 18417.

X-ray beam diameter; x-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV; x-ray

scatter; diagnostic radiology; scatterer thickness; scatterer to

image plane separation; tissue equivalent phantoms; 18441.

X-ray continuum; x-ray spectrum; computer program; energy

dispersive detector; multichannel analyzer; peak overlap;

quantitative electron probe microanalysis; TNI 106.

X-ray diffraction; a phase; phase change piezoelectric

polymers; polarization; polyvinylidene fluoride; 18531

.
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X-ray diffraction; Bacon function; Bragg function; Ergun func-

tion; graphite materials; Lorentz function; preferred orienta-

tion function; pyrolitic graphite; Ruland function; 18523.

X-ray diffraction; biological assay; crystal structure; single

crystal; uric acid derivative; uric acid determination; 186 72.

X-ray diffraction; biomedical standard; diacetylurea; molecular

structure; urea; urea determination; 18347.

X-ray diffraction; bone; hydroxylapatite; interlayering; octacal-

cium phosphate; tooth; 18583.

X-ray diffraction; crystal structure; integrated intensities; lattice

constants; peak intensities; powder patterns; reference inten-

sities; standard; Monogr. 25, Section 16.

X-ray diffraction; crystal structure; mechanism of formation;

molecular compound; silver-sulfur-tungsten cluster; synthesis;

18636.

X-ray^emission; copper /f/3; double vacancy; emission spectrum;

Hartree-Fock calculations; 18526.

X-ray emission; flare stars; helium; 19007.

X-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV; x-ray scatter; diagnostic

radiology; scatterer thickness; scatterer to image plane

separation; tissue equivalent phantoms; x-ray beam diameter;

18441.

X-ray examination of breast; attenuation of areola; attenuation

of breast tissue; attenuation of malignant tumors; breast

cancer detection; breast carcinoma; breast examination
techniques; FFT techniques for breast; SP525, pp. 85-91

(Apr. 1979).

X-ray image; appropriations; fusion diagnostics; gravity waves;

laser-interferometer; microwave measurements; non-destruc-

tive evaluation; pipe welds; standard; DIMINBS 63, No. 3,

1-28 (1979).

X-ray image magnifier; asymmetric diffraction; dynamical dif-

fraction; microradiography; radiography; radiology; real-time

radiography; resolution; 18399.

X-ray line width; Auger effect; Auger line width; K shell; level

width; line width; L shell; natural width; JPCRD 8, No. 2,

329-338 ( 1979).

X-ray lithography; E-beam lithography; integrated circuits; ion

implantation; plasma etching; radiation damage; radiation

hardening; VLSI processing; 18451.

X-ray microanalysis; Auger electron spectroscopy; cathodolu-

minescence; ion scattering spectrometry; laser microprobe

mass analyzer; laser Raman microprobe; microanalysis;

secondary ion mass spectrometry; 18568.

X-ray microanalysis; electron probe analysis; peak-to-

background ratios; quantitative analysis; rough surfaces;

18976.

X-ray microanalysis; electron probe microanalysis; energy

dispersive x-ray microanalysis; energy dispersive x-ray spec-

trometry; quantitative analysis; scanning electron microscopy;

18970.

X-ray photoelectron spectrometer; crystallographic integrity;

electron diffraction images; hydrated layer; ion microprobe

mass spectrometer; roughness; sapphire; ultra-fine polishing;

water; SP562, pp. 317-323 (Oct. 1979).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; auger electron spectroscopy;

die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; hermeticity;

indium-doped silicon; infrared reflectance; integrated circuits;

line-width measurements; oxidation; photolithography;

photovoltaic method; SP400-38.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; binding energies; copper;

ESCA; gold; relative intensities; round robin; 18924.

X-ray scatter; diagnostic radiology; scatterer thickness; scat-

terer to image plane separation; tissue equivalent phantoms;

x-ray beam diameter; x-ray energies of 30 to 70 keV; 18441

.

X-ray. sources; stars, coronae; stars, flare; stars, supergiants;

18839.

X-ray spectrum; computer program; energy dispersive detector;

multichannel analyzer; peak overlap; quantitative electron

probe microanalysis; x-ray continuum; TNI 106.

X-ray topography; Zn; Al20,i; Berg-Barrett; Lang; misorienta-

tion contrast; 18341

.

X-ray wavelength ratios; gamma rays; precision wavelength; sil-

icon lattice spacing; tungsten x rays; 18487.

X-ray yield; characteristic x-ray yield; electron probe

microanalysis; inner shell ionization cross section; Monte
Carlo electron trajectory simulation; scanning electron

microscopy; 18978.

Y
Yag laser; two photon absorption; CdSe; CdTe; internal reflec-

tions; laser calorimeter; linear absorption; fid:SP541 , pp. 19-

23 (Dec. 1978).

Y-deflection modulation; ceramic; scanning electron

microscope; secondary electron emission; silicon; surface

roughness; SP562, pp. 407-415 (Oct. 1979).

Youden plot; Youden ruggedness test; Youden squares; You-

den, W. J; statistics; 18990.

Youden ruggedness test; Youden squares; Youden, W. JL;

statistics; Youden plot; 18990.

Youden squares; Youden, W. Jl; statistics; Youden plot; Youden
ruggedness test; 18990.

Youden, W. 1; statistics; Youden plot; Youden ruggedness test;

Youden squares; 18990.

Young's modulus; aluminum alloys; copper alloys; elastic con-

stants; iron alloys; nickel alloys; stainless steels; 18630.

Young's modulus; aramid-epoxy; boron-aluminum; boron-

epoxy; composites; elastic constants glass-epoxy; internal fric-

tion; 18716.

Young's modulus; audio frequencies; impurities; internal fric-

tion; isomers; low temperatures; n-paraffins; polycrystals;

relaxation process; 18467.

Ytterbium; crystal diffraction; gamma-ray energies; thulium;

18510.

Ytterbium; energy levels; hafnium; ionization energies; luteti-

um; osmium; rhenium; tantalum; tungsten; wavelengths;

18506.

Yttrium; energy levels; ion; ionization energy; spectrum;

wavelengths; 18868.

z
Zero crossing detection; non-invasive temperature monitoring;

soft tissue; temperature dependence; ultrasound velocity;

SP525, pp. 57-61 (Apr. 1979).

Zero span tensile; fiber length distribution; fiber strength; inter-

fiber bonding; recycled pulps; short span tensile analysis;

NBSIR 79-1914.

Zinc; copper; iron; plastic; polymer; proton-induced x-ray

fluorescence; thin films; trace element analysis; trace element

concentrations; 18375.

Zinc effect; creep; dental amalgam; dimensional changes; extru-

sion of restorations; marginal fracture; 18586.

Zinc sulfide; characteristic phonons; chemical-vapor deposition;

image spoiling; infrared imaging; lattice absorption; SP541,

pp. 86-97 (Dec. 1978).

Zirconium; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; 18499.

Zn; AI2O3; Berg-Barrett; Lang; misorientation contrast; x-ray

topography; 18341.

Zn sequence; Cu sequence; oscillator stength; 18366.

Zn-doped glasses; boron nitride; Cl-doped glasses; diffusion in

silicon; integrated circuit processing; kinetics of oxide

growth; oxidation of silicon; semiconductor processing; sil-

icon; silicon dioxide; thermally stimulated measurement; ther-

mal oxidation; NBS-GCR-78-1 34

.

ZnS; ZnSe; AI2O3; As^Sj glass; BaFa; CaFj; CdFj; chalcogenide

glass; elastic compliances; elastic constants; elasto-optic con-

stants; fused silica; Ge; hot forged; TN993

.
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ZnSe; absorption edge; CaFa; KCI; optical absorption coeffi-

cient; optoacoustic spectroscopy; PbFj; photoacoustic spec-

troscopy; TII; SP541, pp. 43-49 (Dec. 1978).

ZnSe; AljO.,; AS2S:, glass; BaF2; CaF2; CdFj; chalcogenide glass;

elastic compliances; elastic constants; elasto-optic constants;

fused silica; Ge; hot forged; KBr; TN993.

Zoning regulations; infrastructure; land use; resource zoning;

urban; SP552. pp. 347-360 (July 1979).

Zwitterion; amino acid derivative; crystal structure; 5-carbox-

ymethyl-L = cysteine; single crystal; x ray; 186 73.

0.65 to 3.0 microns; absorption coefficient; sodium fiuoride

film; total internal reflection; SP541, pp. 13-18 (Dec. 1978).

1.15 9m; frequency; He-Ne laser; nonlinear optics; 18562.

'K^ y-rays; '"O 7-rays; cosmic source; preliminary; proton in-

teractions; relative measurements; 19015.

"'Sn™ decay scheme; coincidence counting; decay probability;

isomeric transition; liquid scintillation counting; photon

counting; radioactivity; 18841.
i2s(. 'MQD; Csl; detection efficiency; Lixiscope; radioactive x-

ray source; rare-earth scintillator screen; 19001.

13,-; conformation; crystallinity; NMR; polyethylene; resolution;

sample spinning; solids; 18745.

1,3,3,3-tetranuoropropene polymer; 3,3,3-trifluoropropene

copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene-l polymer;

isobutene copolymers; pyrolysis gas chromatography; random
scission; tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 18580.

15.1 MeV branching ratio; positron annihilation-in-flight; quasi-

monoenergetic photons; sodium iodide spectrometer; 18522.

'"GD; Csl; detection efficiency; Lixiscope; radioactive x-ray

source; rare-earth scintillator screen; '^*I; 19001

.

"O -y-rays; cosmic source; preliminary; proton interactions;

relative measurements; '^C -y-rays; 19015.

'**Ho""Ho; atomic magnetic structures; conical spin structure;

decay of "'*"'Ho; nuclear orientation; nuclear spin system;

18604.

2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesion; bonding to mineralized tis-

sues; bone; dentin; hydrolytic stability of bonds; isobutyl .2-

cyanoacrylate; mineralized tissue; 18569.

2-cyanoacrylate esters; adhesive; bonding to dentin; dental ad-

hesive; dentin; durability of dentin acrylic bond; isobutyl 2-

cyanoacrylate; pretreatment of dentin; 18985.

'^V; chemical effects; delayed neutrons; Einstein model; fis-

sion; temperature effects; thermal; 18687.

'"U(n,f); fission cross section; linac; neutron flux determina-

tion; proton telescope; standard cross section; 18581

.

*"U; Doppler effect; fission; gas target; molecular vibrations;

neutron reactions; 18585.

"*U; electrodisintegration; proton spectrum; ternary fission; a-

particles; a-spectrum; 18518.

^Klf; charge transfer; chlorophyll; erythromycin; fast reactions;

fission track; ion-dipole; /3-endorphin; SP519, pp. 673-677

(Apr. 1979).

'He/*He dilution refrigerator; *»CO y-ray thermometer; com-
parison measurements; Germanium resistance thermometer;

Josephson junction noise thermometer; low temperature

scale; 18555.

3,3,3-trifluoropropene copolymers; 3,3,4,4,5,5,5-hep-

tafluoropentene-1 polymer; isobutene copolymers; pyrolysis

gas chromatography; random scission; tetrafluoroethylene

copolymers; 1 ,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene polymer; 18580.

3,3,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene-l polymer; isobutene

copolymers; pyrolysis gas chromatography; random scission;

tetrafluoroethylene copolymers; 1 ,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene

polymer; 3,3,3-trinuoropropene copolymers; 18580.

4th and 6th rank octahedral tensor; asymptotic eigensolutions;

high resolution spectra; spectral clusters; spherical top

molecules; 18706.

45S and SOS; diffusion coefficient; E. coli ribosomal subunit;

quasielastic light scattering; J. Res. 84, No. 1,1-8 (1979).

485 K; diffusion; quasielastic scattering; tantalum hydride;

vanadium hydride; a phase; 18730.

*2„*; energy curve; excited state; Nj; radiative transition; -TIu;

18935.

*n„; *S„*; energy curve; excited state; Nj; radiative transition;

18935.

""Ni; electric quadrupole; electrodisintegration; electron energy;

giant resonance; virtual photons; 18520.

""CO y-ray thermometer; comparison measurements; Germani-

um resistance thermometer; Josephson junction noise ther-

mometer; low temperature scale; 'He/'He dilution refrigera-

tor; 18555.

""CO gamma-ray beam; calibration source; collimation system;

data-reduction technique; low-activity replacement source;

measurement technique; scatter contribution; source capsule;

source housing; spectrometry results; 18416.

9,12-di-cij-polyunsaturated fatty acids; fats; lipoxidase; oils;

PUFA; SP519, pp. 289-295 (Apr. 1979).

9.2 to 10.6 ^xm; absorption; KCI; NaCl; tuneable laser

calorimetry; SP541, pp. 24-32 (Dec. 1978).
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES IN THE
UNITED STATES

ALABAMA
Alexander City: Alexander City State Junior College, Thomas

D. Russell Library (1967).

Auburn: Auburn University, Ralph Brown Draughon Library

(1907).

Birmingham:
Birmingham Public Library (1895).

Birmingham-Southern College Library (1932).

Jefferson State Junior College, James B. Allen Library

(1970).

Samford University, Harwell G. Davis Library (1884).

Enterprise: Enterprise State Junior CoUege, Learning Resource

Center (1967).

Florence: University of North Alabama, Collier Library (1932).

Oadsden: Gadsden Public Library (1963).

Huntsville: University of Alabama, Huntsville Campus Library

(1964).

Jacksonville: Jacksonville State University, Ramona Wood Li-

brary (1929).

Maxwell A.F. Base: Air University Library (1963).

Mobile:

Mobile Public Library (1963).

Spring Hill College, Thomas Byrne Memorial Library

(1937).

University of South Alabama Library (1968).

Montgomery:
Alabama State Department of Archives and History Library

(1884).

Alabama Supreme Court and State Law Library (1884).

Auburn University at Montgomery Library (1971)~RE-

GIONAL.
Normal: Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College, Drake

Memorial Library (1963).

St Bernard: St. Bernard CoUege, Herman J. Heidrich Library

(1962).

Troy: Troy State University, Lurleen B. Wallace Educational

Resources Center (1963).

Tuskegee Institute: Tuskegee Institute, Hollis Burke Frissell Li-

brary (1907).

University:

University of Alabama, School of Law Library (1967).

University of Alabama Library (1860)-REGIONAL

ALASKA

Anchorage:

Supreme Court of Alaska Library (1973).

University of Alaska, Anchorage Library (1961).

College: University of Alaska, Elmer E. Rasmuson Library

(1922).

Juneau: Alaska State Library (1964).

Ketchikxm: Ketchikan Community College Library (1970).

ARIZONA
Coolidge: Central Arizona College, Instructional Materials

Center (1973).

Flagstaff: Northern Arizona University Library (1937).

Phoenix:

Department of Library and Archives (unknown>-REGION-
AL.

Grand Canyon College, Fleming Library.

Phoenix Public Library (1917).

Prescott: Yavapai College Library (1976).

Tempe:
Arizona State University, Matthews Library (1944).

Arizona State University, College of Law Library (1977).

Thatcher: Eastern Arizona Junior College Library (1963).

Tucson:

Tucson Public Library (1970).

University of Arizona Library (1907)-REGIONAL.
Yuma: Yuma City-County Library (1963).

ARKANSAS

Arkadelphia: Ouachita Baptist University, Riley Library (1963).

Batesville: Arkansas College Library (1963).

Clarksville: College of the Ozarks Library (192S).

Conway: Hendrix CoUege, O. C. Bailey Library (1903).

Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Library (1907).

Little Rock:
Arkansas Supreme Court Library (1962).

Little Rock Public Library (1953).

University of Arkansas at Little Rock Library (1973).

Magnolia: Southern Arkansas University, Mogale Library

(1956).

MonticeUo: University of Arkansas at MonticeUo Library (1956).

Pine Bluff: University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Watson

Memorial Library (1976).

RusseUville: Arkansas Tech University, Tomlinson Library

(1925).

Searcy: Harding College, Beaumont Memorial Library (1963).

State CoUege: Arkansas State University, Dean B. Ellis Library

(1913).

Walnut Ridge: Southern Baptist CoUege, FeUx Goodson Library

(1967).

CALIFORNIA

Anaheim: Anaheim PubUc Library (1963).

Arcadia: Arcadia Public Library (1975).

Areata: Humboldt State College Library (1963).

Bakersfield:

CaUfomia State CoUege, Bakersfield Library (1974).

Kern County Library System (1943).

Berkeley:

University of California, General Library (1907).

University of California, Law Library, Earl Warren Legal

Center (1963).

Carson:

CaUfomia State University, Etominguez Hills, Educational

Resources Center (1973).

Carson Regional Library (1973).

Chico: Chico State Uiyversity Library (1962).

Claremont: Pomona College Documents CoUection, Honnold Li-

brary (1913).

Coalifflgo: West Hills Community College (1978).
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Compton: Compton Library (1972).

Culver City: Culver City Library (1966).

Davis:

University of California at Davis Library (1953).

University of California at Davis, School of Law Library

(1972).

Downey: Downey City Library (1963).

Fresno:

California State University Library (1962).

Fresno County Free Library (1920).

Fullerton: California State University, Fullerton Library (1963).

Garden Grove: Garden Grove Regional Library (1963).

Gardena: Gardena Public Library (1966).

Hayward: California State College at Hayward Library (1963).

Himtington Park: Huntington Park Library, San Antonio Region

(1970).

Inglewood: Inglewood Public Library (1963).

Irvine: University of California at Irvine Library (1963).

La Jolla: University of California, San Diego, University Library

(1963).

Lakewood: Angelo lacoboni Public Library (1970).

Lancaster: Lancaster Regional Library (1967).

Long Beach:

California State University at Long Beach Library (1962).

Long Beach Public Library (1933).

Los Angeles:

California State College at Los Angeles, John F. Kennedy
Memorial Library (1956).

Los Angeles County Law Library (1963).

Los Angeles Public Library (1891).

Loyola University of Los Angeles Library (1933).

Occidental College, Mary Norton Clapp Library (1941).

Pepperdine University Library (1963).

Southwestern University, School of Law Library (1975).

University of California at Los Angeles Library (1932).

University of California at Los Angeles, Law Library

(1958).

University of Southern California Library (1933).

Menlo Park: Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Li-

brary (1962).

Montebello: Montebello Library (1966).

Monterey: Naval Postgraduate School Library (1963).

Monterey Park: Bruggemeyer Memorial Library (1964).

Northridge: California State University at Northridge, Delmar
T. Oviatt Library (1958).

Norwalk: Los Cerritos Regional Library (1973).

Oakland:

Mills CoUege Library (1966).

Oakland Public Library (1923).

Ontario: Ontario City Library (1974).

Pasadena:

California Institute of Technology, Robert A. Millikan

Memorial Library (1933).

Pasadena Public Library (1963).

Pleasant Hill: Contra Costa County Library (1964).

Redding: Shasta County Library (1956).

Redlands: University of Redlands, Armacost Library (1933).

Redwood City: Redwood City Public Library (1966).

Reseda: West Valley Regional Branch Library (196Q.
Richmond: Richmond Public Library (1943).

Riverside:

Riverside Public Library (1947).

University of California at Riverside Library (1963).

Sacramento:

California State Library (1895)-REGIONAL.
Sacramento City-County Library (1880).

Sacramento County Law Library (1963).

Sacramento State University Library (1963).

San Bernardino: San Bernardino County Free Library (1964).

San Diego:

San Diego State University, Love Library (1962).

San Diego County Law Library (1973).

San Diego County Library (1966).

San Diego Public Library (1895).

University of San Diego Law Library (1967).

San Francisco:

Mechanics' Institute Library (1889).

San Francisco Public Library (1889).

San Francisco State College, Social Science and Business Li-

brary (1955).

Supreme Court of California Library (1972).

U.S. Court of Appeals for Ninth Circuit Library (1971).

University of San Francisco, Richard A. Gleeson Library

(1963).

San Jose: San Jose State College Library (1962).

San Leandro: San Leandro Community Library Center (1961).

San Luis Obispo: California State Polytechnic University Li-

brary (1969).

San Rafael: Marin County Free Library (1975).

Santa Ana:
Orange County Law Library (1975).

Santa Ana Public Library (1959).

Santa Barbara: University of California at Santa Barbara Library

(I960).

Santa Clara: University of Santa Clara, Orradre Library (1963).

Santa Cruz: University of California at Santa Cruz Library

(1963).

Santa Rosa: Santa Rosa-Sonoma County Public Library (1896).

Stanford: Stanford University Libraries (1895).

Stockton; Public Library of Stockton and San Joaquin County
(1884).

Thousand Oaks: California Lutheran College Library (1964).

Torrance: Torrance Civic Center Library (1969).

Turlock: Stanislaus State College Library (1964).

Valencia: Valencia Library (1972).

Ventura: Ventura County Library Services Agency (1975).

Visalia: Tulare County Free Library (1967).

Walnut: Mount San Antonio College Library (1966).

West Covina: West Covina Library (1966).

Whittier: Whittier College, Wardman Library (1963).

CANAL ZONE
Balboa Heights: Canal Zone Library-Museum (1963).

COLORADO
Alamosa: Adams State College, Learning Resources Center

(1963).

Boulder: University of Colorado Libraries (1879)-REGIONAL.
Colorado Springs:

Colorado CoUege, Charles Leaming Tutt Library (1880).

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs Library (1974).

Denver:

Auraria Libraries (1978).

Colorado State Library (imknown).

Denver PubUc Library (1884)-REGIONAL.
Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation Library

(1962).

Regis College, Dayton Memorial Library (1915).

Supreme Court Library (1978).

University of Denver, Penrose Library (1909).

U.S. Court of Appeals for Tenth Circuit Library (1973).

Fort Collins: Colorado State University Library (1907).

Golden: Colorado School of Mines, Arthur Lakes Library

(1939).
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Grand Junction: Mesa County Public Library (1975).

Greeley: University of Northern Colorado Library (1966).

Gunnison: Western State College, Leslie J. Savage Library

(1932).

La Junta: Otero Junior College, Wheeler Library (1963).

Lakewood: Jefferson County Public Library, Lakewood
Regional Library (1968).

Pueblo:

Pueblo Regional Library (1893).

University Southern Colorado Library, Learning Resources

Center (1965).

U.S. Air Force Academy: Academy Library (1956).

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Bridgeport Public Library (1884).

Danbury: Western Connecticut State College, Ruth A. Haas Li-

brary (1967).

Danielson: Quinebaug Valley Community College (1975).

Enfield: Enfield Public Library (1967).

Hartford:

Connecticut State Library (unknown)-REGIONAL.
Hartford PubUc Library (1945).

Trinity College Library (1895).

Middletown: Wesleyan University Library (1906).

Mystic: Marine Historical Association, Inc., G. W. Blunt White

Library (1964).

New Britain: Central Connecticut State College, Elihu Burritt Li-

brary (1973).

New Haven:

Southern Connecticut State College Library (1968).

Yale University Library (1859).

New London:
Connecticut College Library (1926).

U.S. Coast Guard Academy Library (1939).

Stamford: Stamford Public Library (1973).

Storrs: University of Connecticut, Wilbur Cross Library (1907).

Waterbury:

Post College, Traurig Library (1977).

Silas Bronson Library (1869).

West Haven: University of New Haven Library (1971).

DELAWARE
Dover:

Delaware State College, William C. Jason Library (1962).

State Department of Community Affairs and Economic
Development, Division of Libraries (1972).

State Law Library in Kent County (unknown).

Georgetown:
Delaware Technical and Community College, Southern

Branch Library (1968).

Sussex County Law Library (1976).

Newark: University of Delaware, Morris Library (1907).

Wilmington:

Delaware Law School Library (1976).

New Castie County Law Library (1974).

Wilmington Institute and New Castle County Library

(1861).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington:

Administrative Conference of U.S. Library (1977).

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations Li-

brary (1972).

Civil Aeronautics Board Library (1975).

Civil Service Commission Library (1963).

Department of Commerce Library (1955).

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Library

(1954).

Department of Housing and Urban Development Library

(1969).

Department of the Interior Central Library (1895).

Department of Justice Main Library (1895).

Department of Labor Library (1976).

Department of State Library (1895).

Department of State, Office of Legal Advisor, Law Library

(1966).

Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration Library (1968).

District of Columbia Public Library (1943).

Federal City College Library (1970).

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Library (1972).

Federal Election Commission Library (1975).

Federal Reserve System Law Library (1976).

General Accounting Office Library (1975).

General Services Administration Library (1975).

Georgetown University Library (1969).

Indian Claims Commission Library (1968).

Library of Congress, Gift and Exchange Division (1977).

National Defense University Library (1895).

Navy Department Library (1895).

Navy Department, Office of Judge Advocate General Li-

brary (1963).

Office of Management and Budget Library (1965).

Office of The Adjutant General, Department of Army Li-

brary (1969).

Postal Service Library (1895).

Research Library, Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System (1978).

Treasury Department Library (1895).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Judge's Library (1975).

U.S. Supreme Court Library (1978).

Veterans' Administration, Central Office Library (1976).

FLORIDA

Boca Raton: Florida Atlantic University Library (1963).

Clearwater: Clearwater Public Library (1972).

Coral Gables: University of Miami Library (1939).

Crestview: Robert F. L. Sikes Public Library (1978).

Daytona Beach: Volusia County Public Libraries (1963).

DeLand: Stetson University, duPont-Ball Library (1887).

Fort Lauderdale:

Broward County Library System (1967).

Nova University Law Library (1967).

Fort Pierce: Indian River Community College Library (1975).

Gainesville: University of Florida Libraries (1907)-REGION-
AL.

Jacksonville:

Haydon Bums Library (1914).

Jacksonville University, Swisher Library (1962).

University of North Florida Library (1972).

Lakeland: Lakeland Public Library (1928).

Leesburg: Lake-Sumter Community College Library (1963).

Melbourne: Florida Institute of Technology Library (1963).

Miami:

Florida International University Library (1970).

Miami Public Library (1952).

North Miami: Florida International University, North Miami
Campus Library (1977).

Opa Locka: Biscayne College Library (1966).

Orlando: Florida Technological University Library (1966).

Palatka: St. Johns River Junior College Library (1963).

Pensacola: University of West Florida, John C. Pace Library

(1966). I

Port Charlotte: Charlotte County Library System (1973). !'
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St Petersburg:

St Petersburg Public Library (1965).

Stetson University College Law Library (1975).

Sarasota: Selby Public Library (1970).

Tallahassee:

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, Coleman
Memorial Library (1936).

Florida State University, R. M. Stozier Library (1941).

(1941).

Florida Supreme Court Library (1974).

State Library of Florida (1929).

Tampa:
Tampa Public Library (1965).

University of South Florida Library (1962).

University of Tampa, Merle Kelce Library (1953).

Winter Park: Rollins College, Mills Memorial Library (1909).

GEORGIA
Albany: Albany Public Library (1964).

Americus: Oeorgia Southwestern College, James Earl Carter Li-

brary (1966).

Athens: University of Georgia Libraries (1907)-RBOIONAL.
Atlanta:

Atlanta Public Library (1880).

Atlanta University, Trevor Amett Library (1962).

Emory University, Robert W. Woodruff Library (1928).

Emory University, School of Law Library (1968).

Georgia Institute of Technology, Price Gilbert Memorial Li-

brary (1963).

Georgia State Library (unknown).

Georgia State University Library (1970).

Augusta: Augusta College Library (1962).

Brunswick: Brunswick-Olyn County Regional Library (1965).

Carrollton: West Georgia College, Sanford Library (1962).

Columbus: Columbus College, Simon Schwob Memorial Library

(1975).

Dahlonega: North Georgia College Library (1939).

Dalton: Dalton Junior College Library (1978).

Decatur: Dekalb Community College-South Campus, Learning

Resources Center (1973).

Macon: Mercer University Library (1964).

Marietta: Kennesaw Junior College Library (1968).

Milledgeville: Georgia College at Milledgeville, Ina Dillard

Russell Library (1950).

Mount Berry: Berry College, Memorial Library (1970).

Savannah: Savannah PubUc and Chatham-EfBngham Liberty

Regional Library (1857).

Statesboro: Georgia Southern College Library (1939).

Valdosta: Valdosta State College, Richard Hohnes Powell Li-

brary (1956).

GUAM
Agana: Nieves M. Flores Memorial Library (1962).

HAWAII

Hilo: University of Hawaii, Hilo Campus Library (1962).

Honolulu:

Hawaii Medical Library, Inc. (1968).

Hawaii State Library (1929).

Municipal Reference Library of the City and County of

Honolulu (1965).

Supreme Court Law Library (1973).

University of Hawaii Library (1907)-REGIONAL.
Laie: Church College of Hawaii, WooUey Library (1964).

Lihue: Kauai Public Library (1967).

Pearl City: Leeward Conununity College Library (1967).

Wailuku: Maui Public Library (1962).

IDAHO

Boise:

Boise State University Library (1966).

Boise Public Library and Information Center (1929).

Idaho State Law Library (unknown).

Idaho State Library (1971).

Caldwell: College of Idaho, Terteling Library (1930).

Moscow: University of Idaho Library (1907)-REGIONAL.
PocateUo: Idaho State University Library (1908).

Rexburg: Ricks College, David O. McKay Library (1946).

Twin Falls: College of Southern Idaho Library (1970).

ILLINOIS

Bloomington: Illinois Wesleyan University Libraries (1964).

Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Library (1932).
,

Carlinville: Blackburn College Library (1954).

Carterville: Shawnee Library System (1971).

Champaign: University of Illinois Law Library, College of Law
(1965).

Charleston: Eastern Illinois University, Booth Library (1962).

Chicago:

Chicago Public Library (1876).

Chicago State University Library (1954).

DePaul University, Lincoln Park Campus Library (1975).

Field Museum of Natural History Library (1963).

John Crerar Library (1909).

Loyola University of Chicago, E. M. Cudahy Memorial Li-

brary (1966).

Northeastern Illinois University Library (1961).

University of Chicago Law Library (1964).

University of Chicago Library (1897).

University of Illinois, Chicago Circle Campus Library

(1957).

Decatur: Decatur Public Library (1954).

De Kalb: Northern Illinois University, Swen Franklin Parson Li-

brary (1960).

Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University, Lovejoy Memorial
Library (1959).

Elsah: Principia College, Marshall Brooks Library (1957).

Evanston: Northwestern University Library (1876).

Freeport: Freeport Public Library (1905).

Galesburg: Galesburg Public Library (1896).

Jacksonville: MacMurray College, Henry Pfeiffer Library

(1929).

Kankakee: Olivet Nazarene College, Benner Library and
Resource Center (1946).

Lake Forest: Lake Forest College, Donnelley Library (1962).

Lebanon: McKendree College, Holman Library (1968).

Lisle: Illinois Benedictine College, Theodore F. Lownik Library

(1911).

Lockport: Lewis University Library (1952).

Macomb: Western Illinois University Memorial Library (1962).

Moline: Black Hawk College, Learning Resources Center (1970).

Monmouth: Monmouth College Library (1860).

Morton Grove: Oakton Community College Library (1976).

Mt Carmel: Wabash Valley College Library (1975).

Mt Prospect: Mt. Prospect Public Library (1977).

Normal: Illinois State University, Milner Library (1877).

Oak Park: Oak Park Public Library (1963).

Oglesby: Illinois Valley Community College Library (1976).

Palos Hills: Moraine Valley Community College Library (1972).

Park Forest South: Governors State University Library (1974).
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Peoria:

Bradley University, Cullom Davis Library (1963).

Peoria Public Library (1883).

River Forest: Rosary College Library (1966).

Rockford: Rockford Public Library (unknown).

Springfield: Illinois State Library (unknown)-REGIONAL.
Urbana: University of Illinois Library (1907).

Wheaton: Wheaton College Library (1964).

Woodstock: Woodstock Public Library (1963).

INDIANA

Anderson: Anderson College, Charles E. Wilson Library (1959).

Bloomington: Indiana University Library (1881).

Crawfordsville: Wabash College, Lilly Library (1906).

Evansville:

Evansville and Vanderburgh County Public Library (1928).

Indiana State University, Evansville Campus Library (1969).

Fort Wayne:
Indiana-Purdue Universities, Walter E. Helmke Library

(1965).

PubUc Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County (1896).

Franklin: Franklin College Library (1976).

Gary:

Gary Public Library (1943).

Indiana University, Northwest Campus Library (1966).

Greencastle: De Pauw University, Roy O. West Library (1879).

Hammond: Hammond PubUc Library (1964).

Hanover: Hanover College Library (1892).

Huntington: Huntington College Library (1964).

Indianapolis:

Butler University, Irwin Library (1965).

Indiana State Library (unknown)-REGIONAL.
Indiana Supreme Court Law Library (1975).

Indiana University, Law Library (1967).

Indianapolis-Marion County PubUc Library (1906).

Kokomo: Indiana University, Kokomo Regional Campus Li-

brary (1969).^

Lafayette: Purdue University Library (1907).

Muncie:

Ball State University Library (1959).

Muncie PubUc Library (1906).

New Albany: Indiana University, Southeastern Campus Library

(1965).

Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, Memorial Library

(1883).

Rensselaer: St. Joseph's CoUege Library (1964).

Richmond:
Earlham CoUege, LUly Library (1964).

Morrison-Reeves Library (1906).

South Bend: Indiana University at South Bend Library (1965).

Terre Haute: Indiana State University, Cunningham Memorial

Library (1906).

Valparaiso: Valparaiso University, MoeUering Memorial Library

(1930).

IOWA
Ames: Iowa State University of Science and Technology Li-

brary (1907).

Cedar Falls: University of Northern Iowa Library (1946).

CouncU Bluffs:

Free PubUc Library (1885).

Iowa Western Community CoUege, Hoover Media Library

(1972).

Davenport: Davenport PubUc Library (1973).

Des Moines:

Drake University, Cowles Library (1966).

Drake UniverAty Law Library (1972).

State Library Commission of Iowa (unknown).

Public Library of Des Moines (1888).

Dubuque:
Camegie-Stout Public Library (unknown).

Loras CoUege, Wahlert Memorial Library (1967).

Fayette: Upper Iowa CoUege, Henderson-WUder Library (1974).

GrinneU: GrinneU CoUege, Burling Library (1874).

Iowa City:

University of Iowa, Law Library (1968).

University of Iowa Library (1884)-REGIONAL.
Lamoni: Graceland CoUege, Frederick Madison Smith Library

(1927).

Mason City: North Iowa Area Community CoUege Library

(1976).

Mount Vernon: ComeU CoUege, RusseU D. Cole Library (1896).

Orange City: Northwestern University, Ramaker Library (1970).

SiouA City: Sioux City PubUc Library (1894).

KANSAS

Atchison: Benedictine CoUege Library (1965).

Baldwin City: Baker University Library (1908).

Colby: Colby Community Junior CoUege Library (1968).

Emporia: Emporia State University, William AUen White Li-

brary (1909).

Hays: Fort Hays Kansas State CoUege, Forsyth Library (192Q.

Hutchinson: Hutchinson PubUc Library (1963).

Lawrence:
University of Kansas, Watson Library (1869)-REGIONAL.
University of Kansas Law Library (1971).

Manhattan: Kansas State University, FarreU Library (1907).

Pittsburg: Pittsburg State University, Porter Library (1952).

Salina: Kansas Wesleyan University, Memorial Library (1930).

Topeka:

Kansas State Historical Society Library (1877).

Kansas State Library (unknown).

Kansas Supreme Court Law Library (1975).

Washburn University of Topeka, Law Library (1971).

Wichita: Wichita State University Library (1901).

KENTUCKY
Ashland: Ashland PubUc Library (1946).

BarbourviUe: Union CoUege, AbigaU E. Weeks Memorial Li-

brary (1958).

Bowling Green: Western Kentucky University, Cravens

Graduate Center and Library (1934).

Covington: Thomas More College Library (1970).

DanviUe: Centre CoUege, Grace Doherty Library (1884).

Frankfort:

Kentucky Department of Libraries (1967).

Kentucky State University, Blazer Library (1972).

State Law Library (unknown).

Highland Heights: Northern Kentucky University, W. Frank
Steely Library (1973).

HopkinsviUe: HopkinsviUe Community CoUege Library (1976).

Lexington:

University of Kentucky, Law Library (1968).

University of Kentucky, Margaret I. King Library (1907)-

REGIONAL.
LouisviUe:

^

LouisvUle Free PubUc Library (1904).

University of LouisviUe, Belknap Campus Library (1925).

University of LouisviUe Law Library (1975).
'

Morehead: Morehead State University, Johnson Camden Library

(1955).

Murray: Murray State University Library (1924). ,1
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Owensboro: Kentucky Wesleyan College Library (1966).

Richmond: Eastern Kentucky University, John Grant Crabbe Li-

brary (1966).

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge:

Louisiana State Library (1976).

Louisiana State University Law Library (1929).

Louisiana State University Library (1907)-REGIONAL.
Southern University Library (1952).

Eunice: Louisiana State University at Eunice, Le Doux Library

(1969).

Hammond: Southeastern Louisiana University, Sims Memorial
Library (1966).

Lafayette: University of Southwestern Louisiana Library (1938).

Lake Charles: McNeese State University, Frazar Memorial Li-

brary (1941).

Monroe: Northeast Louisiana University, Sandel Library (1963).

Natchitoches: Northwestern State University, Watson Memorial

Library (1887).

New Orleans:

Isaac Delgado Colle Moss Technical Library (1968).

Law Library of Louisiana (unknown).

Loyola University Library (1942).

New Orleans Public Library (1883).

Southern University in New Orleans Library (1962).

Tulane University, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library (1942).

Tulane University Law Library (1976).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit Library (1973).

University of New Orleans Library (1963).

Pineville: Louisiana College, Richard W. Norton Memorial Li-

brary (1969).

Ruston: Louisiana Technical University Library (1896)-RE-

GIONAL.
Shreveport:

Louisiana State University at Shreveport Library (1967).

Shreve Memorial Library (1923).

Thibodaux: Francis T. NichoUs State University, Leonidas Polk

Library (1962).

MAINE
Augusta:

Maine Law and Legislative Reference Library (1973).

Maine State Library (unknown).

Bangor: Bangor PubUc Library (1884).

Brunswick: Bowdoin College, Hawthorne-Longfellow Library

(1884).

Castine: Maine Maritime Academy, Nutting Memorial Library

(1969).

Lewiston: Bates College Library (1882).

Orono: University of Maine, Raymond H. Fogler Library

(1907)-REGIONAL.
Portland:

Portland PubUc Library (1884).

University of Maine Law Library (1964).

Springvale: Nasson College Library (1961).

Waterville: Colby College Library (1884).

MARYLAND
Annapolis:

Maryland State Library (unknown).

U.S. Naval Academy, Nimitz Library (1895).

Baltimore:

Enoch Pratt Free Library (1887).

Johns Hopkins University, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

(1882).

Morgan State College, Soper Library (1940).

University of Baltimore, Langsdale Library (1973).

University of Maryland, Baltimore County Library (1971).

University of Maryland, School of Law Library (1969).

Bel Air: Harford Community College Library (1967).

Beltsville: Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Li-

brary (1895).

Bethesda: National Library of Medicine Library (1978).

Chestertown: Washington College, Chester M. Miller Library

(1891).

College Park: University of Maryland, McKeldin Library

(1925)-REGIONAL.
Cumberland: Allegany Community College Library (1974).

Frostburg: Frostburg State College Library (1967).

Germantown: Energy Research & Development Adm. Library

(1963).

Patuxent River: Naval Air Station Library (1968).

Rockville: Montgomery County Department of Public Libraries

(1951).

Salisbury: Salisbury Sute College, Blackwell Library (1965).

Towson: Goucher College, Julia Rogers Library (1966).

Westminster: Western Maryland College Library (1896).

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst:

Amherst College Library (1884).

University of Massachusetts, Godell Library (1907).

Belmont: Belmont Memorial Library (1968).

Boston:

Boston Athenaeimi Library (unknown).

Boston College, Bapst Library (1963).

Boston Public Library (1859)-REGIONAL.
Northeastern University, Dodge Library (1962).

State Library of Massachusetts (unknown).

Brooklme: PubUc Library of Brookline (1925).

Cambridge:

Harvard College Library (1860).

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries (1946).

Middlesex County Law Library (1978).

Chicopee: Our Lady of the Elms College Library (1969).

Lowell: University of Lowell/North Campus, Alumni/Lydon Li-

brary (1952).

Lynn: Lynn Public Library (1953).

Marlborough: Marlborough Public Library (1971).

Medford: Tufts University Library (1899).

Milton: Curry College Library (1972).

New Bedford: New Bedford Free Public Library (1858).

North Dartmouth: Southeastern Massachusetts University Li-

brary (1965).

North Easton: Stonehill College, Cushing-Martin Library (1962).

Springfield: Springfield City Library (1966).

Waltham: Brandeis University, Goldfarb Library (1965).

Wellesley: Wellesley College Library (1943).

Wenham: Gordon College, Winn Library (1963).

Williamstown: Williams College Library (unknown).

Worcester:

American Antiquarian Society Library (1814).

University of Massachusetts, Medical Center Library (1972).

Worcester PubUc Library (1859).

MICHIGAN
Albion: Albion College, Stockwell Memorial Library (1966).

Allendale: Grand VaUey State CoUege Library (1963).

Alma: Alma CoUege, Monteith Library (1963).

Ann Arbor:

Great Lakes Basin Commission Library (1971).

University of Michigan, Harlan Hatcher Library (1884).

Benton Harbor: Benton Harbor PubUc Library (1907).
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Bloomfield Hills: Cranbrook Institute of Science Library (1940).

Dearborn:

Henry Ford Centennial Library (1969).

Henry Ford Community College Library (1957).

Detroit:

Detroit Public Library (1868)-REGIONAL.
Marygrove College Library (1965).

Mercy College of Detroit Library (1965).

University of Detroit Library (1884).

Wayne State University Law Library (1971).

Wayne State University, G. Flint Purdy Library (1973).

Dowagiac: Southwestern Michigan College Library (1971).

East Lansing:

Michigan State University, Law Library (1971).

Michigan State University Library (1907).

Escanaba: Michigan State Library, Upper Peninsula Branch

(1964).

Farmington: Martin Luther King Learning Resources Center,

Oakland Community College (1968).

Flint:

Flint Public Library (1967).

University of Michigan, Flint Library (1959).

Grand Rapids:

Calvin College Library (1967).

Grand Rapids Public Library (1876).

Houghton: Michigan Technological University Library (1876).

Jackson: Jackson District Library (1965).

Kalamazoo:

Kalamazoo Library System (1907).

Western Michigan University, Dwight B. Waldo Library

(1963).

Lansing: Michigan State Library (unknown)-REGIONAL.
Livonia: Schoolcraft College Library (1962).

Marquette: Northern Michigan University, Olsen Library (1963).

Monroe: Monroe County Library System (1974).

Mt. Clemens: Macomb County Library (1968).

Mt. Pleasant: Central Michigan University Library (1958).

Muskegon: Hackley Public Library (1894).

Olivet: Olivet College Library (1974).

Petoskey: North Central Michigan College Library (1962).

Port Huron: Saint Clair County Library System (1876).

Rochester: Oakland University, Kresge Library (1964).

Saginaw: Hoyt Public Library (1890).

Traverse City: Northwestern Michigan College, Mark Osterlin

Library (1964).

University Center: Delta College Library (1963).

Warren: Warren Public Library, Arthur J. Miller Branch (1973).

Wayne: Wayne Oakland Federated Library System (1957).

Ypsilanti: Eastern Michigan University Library (1965).

MINNESOTA
Bemidji: Bemidji State University, A. C. Clark Library (1963).

CoUegeville: St. John's University, Alcuin Library (1954).

Duluth: Duluth PubUc Library (1909).

Mankato: Mankato State University Memorial Library (1962).

Minneapolis:

Anoka County Library (1971).

Hennepin County Libraries (1971).

MinneapoUs Public Library (1893).

University of Minnesota, Wilson Library (1907)-REGION-
AL.

Moorhead: Moorhead State University Library (1956).

Morris: University of Minnesota at Morris Library (1963).

Northfield:

Carleton College Library (1930).

St. Olaf College, Rolvaag Memorial Library (1930).

St. Cloud: St. Cloud State University Library (1962).

St. Paul:

Minnesota Historical Society Library (1867).

Minnesota State Law Library (unknown).

St. Paul Public Library (1914).

University of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus Library (1974).

Saint Peter: Gustavus Adolphus College Library (1941).

Stillwater: Stillwater Public Library (1893).

Willmar: Crow River Regional Library (1958).

Winona: Winona State University, Maxwell Library (1969).

MISSISSIPPI

Cleveland: Delta State University, W. B. Roberts Library (1975).

Clinton: Mississippi College School of Law Library (1977).

Columbus: Mississippi State University for Women, J. C. Fant

Memorial Library (1920).

Hattiesburg: University of Southern Mississippi Library (1935).

Jackson:

Jackson State College Library (1968).

Millsaps College, Millsaps-Wilson Library (1963).

Mississippi Library Commission (1947).

Mississippi State Law Library (unknown).

Lorman: Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College Library

(1970).

State College: Mississippi State University, Mitchell Memorial Li-

brary (1907).

University:

University of Mississippi Library (1833)-REGIONAL.
University of Mississippi, School of Law Library (1967).

MISSOURI

Cape Girardeau: Southeast Missouri State University, Kent Li-

brary (1916).

Columbia: University of Missouri Library (1862).

Fayette: Central Methodist College Library (1962).

Fulton: Westminster College, Reeves Library (1875).

Jefferson City:

Lincoln University, Inman E. Page Library (1944).

Missouri State Library (1963).

Missouri Supreme Court Library (unknown).

Joplin: Missouri Southern State College Library (1966).

Kansas City:

Kansas City Public Library (1881).

Rockhurst College Library (1917).

University of Missouri at Kansas City, General Library

(1938).

Kirksville: Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, Pickler

Memorial Library (1966).

Liberty: WilUam Jewell College Library (1900).

Rolla: University of Missouri at RoUa Library (1907).

St. Charles: Lindenwood College, Margaret Leggat Butler Li-

brary (1973).

St. Joseph: St. Joseph Public Library (1891).

St. Louis:

Maryville College Library (1976).

St. Louis County Library (1970).

St. Louis PubUc Library (1866).

St. Louis University, Law Library (1967).

St. Louis University, Pius XII Memorial Library (1866).

University of Missouri at St. Louis, Thomas Jefferson Li-

brary (1966).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit Library (1972).

Washington University, John M. Olin Library (1906).

Springfield:

Drury College, Walker Library (1874).

Southwest Missouri State College Library (1963).

Warrensburg: Central Missouri State College, Ward Edwards Li-

brary (1914).
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MONTANA
Billings: Eastern Montana College Library (1924).

Bozeman: Montana State University Library (1907).

Butte: Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology Li-

brary (1901).

Helena:

Carroll College Library (1974).

Montana Historical Society Library (unknown).
Montana State Library (1966).

State Law Library of Montana (1977).

Missoula: University of Montana Library (1909)-REGIONAL.

NEBRASKA
Blair: Dana College, Dana-LIFE Library (1924).

Crete: Doane College, Whitin Library (1944).

Fremont: Midland Lutheran College Library (1924).

Kearney: Kearney State College, Calvin T. Ryan Library (1962).

Lincoln:

Nebraska Publications Clearinghouse, Nebraska Library
Commission (1972)-REGIONAL.

Nebraska State Library (unknown).
University of Nebraska, Don L. Love Memorial Library

(1907)-JOINT REGIONAL.
Omaha:

Creighton University, Alunmi Library (1964).

Omaha Public Library (1880).

University of Nebraska at Omaha, University Library

(1939).

ScottsbluiT: Scottsbluff PubUc Library (1925)..

Wayne: Wayne Stote College, U.S. Conn. Library (1970).

NEVADA
Carson City:

Nevada State Library (unknown).

Nevada Supreme Court Library (1973).

Las Vegas:

Clark County District Library (1974).

University of Nevada at Las Vegas, James R. Dickinson Li-

brary (1959).

Reno:
Nevada State Historical Society Library (1974).

University of Nevada Library (1907)-REGIONAL

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord:

Franklin Pierce Law Center Library (1973).

New Hampshire State Library (imknown).

Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (1907).

Franconia: Franconia College Library (1972).

Hanover: Dartmouth College, Baker Library (1884).

Henniker: New England College Library (1966).

Manchester:

Manchester City Library (1884).

New Hampshire College, H.A.B. Shapiro Memorial Library

(1976).

St Anselm's College, Geise Library (1963).

Nashua: Nashua Public Library (1971).

NEW JERSEY

Bayonne: Bayonne Free PubUc Library (1909).

Bloomfleld: Free PubUc Library of Bloomfield (1965).

Bridgeton: Cumberland County Library (1966).

Camden: Rutgers University-Camden Library (1966).

Convent Station: College of St. Elizabeth, Mahoney Library

(1938).

Dover: County College of Morris Library, Learning Resources

Center (1975).

East Brunswick: East Brunswick Public Library (1977).

East Orange: East Orange Public Library (1966).

Elizabeth: Free PubUc Library of EUzabeth (1895).

Glassboro: Glassboro State College, Savitz Learning Resource

Center (1963).

Hackensack: Johnson Free PubUc Library (1966).

Irvington: Free PubUc Library of Irvington (1966).

Jersey City:

Free PubUc Library of Jersey City (1879).

Jersey City State College, Forrest A. Irwin Library (1963).

Lawrenceville: Rider CoUege Library (1975).

Madison: Drew University, Rose Memorial Library (1939).

Mahwah: Ramapo College Library (1971).

Mount Holly: Burlington County Library (1966).

New Brunswick:

Free PubUc Library (1908).

Rutgers University Library (1907).

Newark:
Newark PubUc Library (1906)-REGIONAL.
Rutgers-The State University, John Cotton Dana Library

(1966).

Passaic: Passaic PubUc Library (1964).

PhilUpsburg: PhiUipsburg Free PubUc Library (1976).

Plainfield: Plainfield PubUc Library (1971).

Pomona: Stockton State CoUege Library (1972).

Princeton: Princeton University Library (1884).

Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University, Messier Library

(1953).

Shrewsbury: Monmouth County Library (1968).

South Orange: Seton Hall University Library (1947;.

Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck Campus Li-

brary (1963).

Toms River: Ocean County CoUege Learning Resources Center

(1966).

Trenton:

New Jersey State Library, Law and Reference Bureau,

Department of Education (unknown).

Trenton Free PubUc Library (1902).

Union: Keui CoUege of New Jersey, Nancy Thompson Library

(1973).

Upper Montclair: Montclair State CoUege, Harry A. Sprague Li-

brary (1967).

Wayne: Wayne PubUc Library (1972).

West Long Branch: Monmouth CoUege, Guggenheim Memorial
Library (1963).

Woodbridge: Free PubUc Library of Woodbridge (1965).

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque:

University ofNew Mexico, Medical Center Library (1973).

University of New Mexico, School of Law Library (1973).

University of New Mexico, Zimmerman Library (1896)-RE-

GIONAL.
Hobbs: New Mexico Junior CoUege, PanneU Library (1969).

Las Cruces: New Mexico State University Library (1907).

Las Vegas: New Mexico Highlands University, DonneUy Li-

brary (1913).

Portales: Eastern New Mexico University Library (1962).

SanteFe:
New Mexico State Library (1960)-REGIONAL.
Supreme Court Law Library (unknown).

SUver City: Western New Mexico University, MiUer Library

(1972).
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NEW YORK
Albany:

New York Stote Library (imknown)-REGIONAL.
State University of New York at Albany Library (1964).

Auburn: Seymour Library (1972).

Bayside: Queensborough Community College Library (1972).

Binghamton: State University of New York at Binghamton Li-

brary (1962).

Brockport: State University of New York, Drake Memorial Li-

brary (1967).

Bronx:

Herbert H. Lehman College Library (1967).

New York Public Library, Mott Haven Branch (1973).

Bronxville: Sarah Lawrence College Library (1969).

Brooklyn:

Brooklyn College Library (1936).

Brooklyn Law School, Law Library (1974).

Brooklyn Public Library (1908).

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Spicer Library (1963).

Pratt Institute Library (1891).

State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center
Library (1958).

Buffalo:

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library (1895).

State University of New York at Buffalo, Lockwood
Memorial Library (1963).

Canton: St. Lawrence University, Owen D. Young Library

(1920).

Cheektowago: Cheektowago Pubhc Library (1978).

Coming: Coming Community CoUege, Arthur A. Houghton, Jr.

Library (1963).

Cortland: State University of New York, College at Cortland,

Memorial Library (1964).

Delhi: State University Agricultural and Technical College Li-

brary (1970).

Douglaston: Cathedral CoUege Library (1971).

East Islip: East Islip Public Library (1974).

Elmira: Elmira College, Gannett-Tripp Learning Center (1956).

Farmingdale: State University Agricultural and Technical

Institute at Farmingdale Library (1917).

Flushing: Queens College, Paul Klapper Library (1939).

Garden City: Adelphi University, Swirbul Library (1966).

Geneseo: State University College, Milne Library (1967).

Greenvale: C. W. Post College, B. Davis Schwartz Memorial Li-

brary (1965).

Hamilton: Colgate University Library (1902).

Hempstead: Hofstra University Library (1964).

Ithaca:

Cornell University Library (1907).

New York State Colleges of Agriculture and Home
Economics, Albert R. Mann Library (1943).

Jamaica:

Queens Borough Public Library (1926).

St. John's University Library (1956).

Kings Point: U.S. Merchant Marine Academy Library (1962).

Mount Vemon: Mount Veraon PubUc Library (1962).

New Paltz: State University College Sojourner Truth Library

(1965).

New York City:

City University of New York, City College Library (1884).

College of Insurance, Ecker Library (1965).

Columbia University Libraries (1882).

Cooper Union Library (1930).

Fordham University Library (1937).

Medical Library Center ofNew York (1976).

New York Law Institute Library (1909).

New York Public Library (Astor Branch) (1907).

New York PubUc Library (Lenox Branch) (1884).

New York University Libraries (1967).

New York University, Law Library (1973).

State University of New York, Maritime College La}rary
(1947).

U.S. Court of Appeals Library (1976).
Newburgh: Newburgh Free Library (1909).
Niagara Falls: Niagara Falls PubUc Library (1976).
Oakdale: Dowling College Library (1965).
Oneonta: State University College, James M. Mihie Library

(1966).

Oswego: State University College, Penfield Library (1966).
Plattsburgh: State University College, Benjamin F. Feinberg Li-

brary (1967).

Potsdam:

Clarkson College of Technology, Harriet Call Bum^
Memorial Library (1938).

State University College, Frederick W. Crumb Memorial Li-
brary (1964).

Poughkeepsie: Vassar College Library (1943).
Purchase: State University of New York, College at Purchase Li-

brary (1969).

Rochester:

Rochester Public Library (1963).

University of Rochester Library (1880).
St. Bonaventure: St. Bonaventure College, Friedsam Memorial

Library (1938).

Saratoga Springs: Skidmore College Library (1964).
Schenectady: Union College, SchafTer Library (1901).

Southampton: Southampton College Library (1973).

Staten Island (Grymes Hill): Wagner College, Horrmann Li-

brary (1953).

Stony Brook: State University of New York at Stony Brook Li-

brary (1963).

Syracuse: Syracuse University Library (1878).

Troy: Troy Public Library (1869).

Uniondale: Nassau Library System (1965).

Utica:

Utica Public Library (1885).

Utica/Rome State University College Library (1977).

West Point: U.S. Military Academy Library (unknown).

Yonkers: Yonkers Public Library (1910).

Yorktown Heights: Mercy College at Fox Meadow Library.

NORTH CAROLINA

Asheville: University of North Carolina at Asheville, D. Hiden

Ramsey Library (1965).

Boiling Springs: Gardner-Webb College, Dover Memorial Li-

brary (1974).

Boone: Appalachian State University Library (1963).

Buies Creek: Campbell College, Carrie Rich Memorial Library

(1965).

Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Louis Round Wdson
Library (1884)-REGIONAL.

Charlotte:

Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County

(1964).

Queens College, Everette Library (1927).

University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Atkins Library
)

(1964).

CuUowhee: Westem Carolina University, Hunter Library (1953). ji

Davidson: Davidson College, Hugh A. Sc. Jane Grey Memorial
j

Library (1893).

Durham: l

Duke University, William R. Perkins Library (1890).

North Carolina Central University, James E. Shepard

Memorial Library (1973).

Elon College: Elon College Library (1971). ]

Fayetteville: Fayetteville State University, Chesnutt Library

(1971).
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Greensboro:

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State

University, F. D. Bluford Library (1937).

University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Walter Clinton

Jackson Library (1963).

Greenville: East Carolina University, J. Y. Joyner Library

(1951).

Laurinburg: St. Andrews Presbyterian College, DeTamble Li-

brary (1969).

Lexington: Davidson County Public Library System (1971).

Mount Olive: Mount OHve College, Moye Library (1971).

Murfreesboro: Chowan College, Whitaker Library (1963).

Pembroke: Pembroke State University, Mary Livennore Library

(1965).

Raleigh:

North Carolina State Library (unknown).

North Carolina State University, D. H. Hill Library (1923).

North Carolina Supreme Court Library (1972).

Wake County Public Libraries (1969).

Rocky Mount: North Carolina Wesleyan College Library (1969).

Salisbury: Catawba College Library (1925).

Wilmington: University of North Carolina at Wilmington,

William M. Randall Library (1965).

Wilson: Atlantic Christian College, Clarence L. Hardy Library

(1930).

Winston-Salem:

Forsyth County Public Library System (1954).

Wake Forest University, Z. Smith Reynolds Library (1902).

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck:

North Dakota State Law Library (unknown).

State Historical Society of North Dakota (1907).

State Library Commission Library (1971).

Veterans Memorial Public Library (1967).

Dickinson: Dickinson State College Library (1968).

Fargo:

Fargo PubUc Library (1964).

North Dakota State University Library (1907)h-REGION-

AL, in cooperation with University of North Dakota,

Chester Fritz Library at Grand Forks.

Grand Forks: University of North Dakota, Chester Fritz Library

(1890).

Minot: Minot State College, Memorial Library (1925).

Valley City: State College Library (1913).

OHIO
Ada: Ohio Northern University, J. P. Taggart Law Library

(1965).

Akron:

Akron Public Library (1952).

University of Akron Library (1963).

Alliance: Mount Union College Library (1888).

Ashland: Ashland College Library (1938).

Athens: Ohio University Library (1886).

Batavia: Clermont General and Technical College Library

(1973).

Bluffton: Bluffton College, Musselman Library (1951).

Bowling Green: Bowling Green State University Library (1933).

Canton: Malone College, Everett L. Cattell Library (1970).

Chardon: Geauga County Public Library (1971).

Oncinnati:

Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County (1884).

University of Cincinnati Library (1929).

Cleveland:

Case Western Reserve University, Freiberger Library

(1913).

Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library

(1970) .

Cleveland Public Library (1886).

Cleveland State University Library (1966).

John Carroll University, GrasselU Library (1963).

Municipal Reference Library (1970).

Columbus:
Capital University Library (1968).

Ohio State Library (unknown)-R£GIONAL.
Ohio State University, William Oxley Thompson Memorial

Library (1907).

Ohio Supreme Court Law Library (1973).

The Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County
(1885).

Dayton:

Dayton and Montgomery County Public Library (1909).

University of Dayton, Albert Emanuel Library (1969).

Wright State University Library (1965).

Delaware: Ohio Wesleyan University, L. A. Beeghly Library

(1845).

Elyria: Elyria Public Library (1966).

Findlay: Findlay College, Shafer Library (1969).

Gambler: Kenyon College, Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial
Library (1873).

Granville: Denison University, William Howard Doane Library

(1884).

Hiram: Hiram College, Teachout-Price Memorial Library (1874).

Kent: Kent State University Library (1962).

Marietta: Marietta College, Daw« Memorial Library (1884).

Middletown: Miami University at Middletown, Gardner-Harvey
Library (1970).

New Concord: Muskingiui College Library (1966).

OberUn: Oberlin College Library (1858).

Oxford: Miami University, Alumni Library (1909).

Portsmouth: Portsmouth Public Library (unknown).

Rio Grande: Rio Grande College, Jeanette Albiez Davis Library

(1966).

Springfield: Warder Public Library (1884).

Steubenville:

College of Steubenville, Starvaggi Memorial Library (1971).

Public Library of Steubenville and Jefferson County (1950).

Tiffin: Heidelberg College, Leon A. Beeghly Library (1964).

Toledo:

Toledo-Lucas County Public Library (1884).

University of Toledo Library (1965).

Westerville: Otterbein College (1967).

Wooster: College of Wooster, the Andrews Library (1966).

Youngstown:
Public Library of Youngstown and Mahoning County

(1923).

Youngstown State University, William F. Maag Library

(1971) .

OKLAHOMA
Ada: East Central Oklahoma State University, Linscheid Library

(1914).

Alva: Northwestern Oklahoma State University Library (1907).

Bartlesville: United States ERDA-BERC Library (1962).

Bethany: Bethany Nazarene College, R. T. Williams Library

(1971).

Durant: Southeastern Oklahoma State University Library (1929).

Edmond: Central State University Library (1934).

Enid: Public Library of Enid and Garfield County (1908).

Langston: Langston University, G. Lamar Harrison Library

(1941).

Muskogee: Muskogee PubUc Library (1971).

Norman: University of Oklahoma Libraries (1893).

Oklahoma City:

Oklahoma County Libraries (1974).
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Oklahoma City University Library (1963).

Oklahoma Department of Libraries (1893)-REGIONAL.
Shawnee: Oklahoma Baptist University Library (1933).

Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library (1907).

Tahlequah: Northeastern Oklahoma State University, John
Vaughan Library (1923).

Tulsa:

Tulsa City-County Library Commission (1963).

University of Tulsa, McFarlin Library (1929).

Weatherford: Southwestern Oklahoma State University, Al
Harris Library (1958).

OREGON
Ashland: Southern Oregon College Library (1953).

Corvallis: Oregon State University Library (1907).

Eugene: University of Oregon Library (1883).

Forest Grove: Pacific University Library (1897).

La Grande: Eastern Oregon College, Walter M. Pierce Library

(1954).

McMinnville: Linfield College, Northup Library (1965).

Monmouth: Oregon College of Education Library (1967).

Portland:

Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration

Library (1962).

Lewis and Clark College, Aubrey R. Watzek Library

(1967).

Library Association of Portland (1884).

Portland State University Library (1963)-REGIONAL.
Reed College Library (1912).

Salem:

Oregon State Library (unknown).

Oregon Supreme Court Library (1974).

Willamette University Library (1969).

PENNSYLVANIA

AUentown: Muhlenberg College, Haas Library (1939).

Allegheny: Alleghany County Law Library (1977).

Altoona: Altoona PubUc Library (1969).

Bethlehem: Lehigh University, Linderman Library (1876).

Blue Bell: Montgomery County Community College, Learning

Resources Center (1975).

Carlisle: Dickinson College, Boyd Lee Spahr Library (1947).

Cheyney: Cheyney State College, Leslie Pinckney Hill Library

(1947).

Collegeville: Ursinus College, Myrin Library (1963).

Coraopolis: Robert Morris College Library (1978).

Doylestown: Bucks County Free Library, Center County Li-

brary (1970).

East Stroudsburg: East Stroudsburg State College, Kemp Li-

brary (1966).

Erie: Erie Public Library (1897).

Greenville: Thiel College, Langenheim Memorial Library

(1963).

Harrisburg: State Library of Pennsylvaftia (unknown)-REGION-
AL.

Haverford: Haverford College Library (1897).

Hazleton: Hazleton Area PubUc Library (1964).

Indiana: Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Rhodes R. Stabley

Library (1962).

Johnstown: Cambria Public Library (1965).

Lancaster: Franklin and Marshall College, Fackenthal Library

(1895).

Lewisburg: Bucknell University, Ellen Clarke Bertrand Library

(1963).

Mansfield: Mansfield State College Library (1968).

Meadville: Allegheny College, Reis Library (1907).

Millersville: Millersville State College, Ganser Library (1966).

Monessen: Monessen PubUc Library-(1969).

New Castle: New Castle Free Public Library (1963).

Newtown: Bucks County Community College Library (1968).

Norristown: Montgomery County-Norristown Public Library

(1969).

Philadelphia:

Drexel University Library (1963).

Free Library of Philadelphia (1897).

St. Joseph's College Library (1974).

Temple University, Samuel Paley Library (1947).

Thomas Jefferson University, Scott Memorial Library

(1978).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit (1973).

University of Pennsylvania, Biddle Law Library (1974).

University of Pennsylvania Library (1886).

Pittsburgh:

Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center Library

(1962).

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Allegheny Regional Branch
(1924).

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (1895).

La Roche College, John J. Wright Library (1974).

University of Pittsburgh, Hillman Library (1910).

Pottsville: Pottsville Free Public Library (1967).

Reading: Reading Public LibrLry (1901).

Scranton: Scranton Public Library (1895).

Shippensburg: Shippensburg State College, Ezra Lehman
Memorial Library (1973).

SUppery Rock: Slippery Rock State College, Maltby Library

(1965).

Swarthmore: Swarthmore College Library (1923).

University Park: Pennsylvania State University Library (1907).

Villanova: Villanova University, School of Law Library (1964).

Warren: Warren Library Association, Warren Public Library

(1885).

Washington: Washington and Jefferson College, Memorial Li-

brary (1884).

Waynesburg: Waynesburg College Library (1964).

West Chester: West Chester State College, Francis Harvey
Green Library (1967).

Wilkes-Barre: King's College, D. Leonard Corgan Library

(1949).

Williamsport: Lycoming College Library (1970).

York: York Junior College Library (1963).

Youngwood: Westmoreland County Conununity College,

Learning Resource Center (1972).

PUERTO RICO

Mayaguez: University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus Li-

brary (1928).

Ponce: CathoUc University of Puerto Rico Library (1966). '

Rio Piedras: University of Puerto Rico General Library (1928).

)

RHODE ISLAND
J

Kingston: University of Rhode Island Library (1907).

Newport: Naval War College Library (1963).
j

Providence:
^1

Brown University, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Library
^

(unknown).

Providence College, Phillips Memorial Library (1969).
|

Providence Pubhc Library (1884).

Rhode Island College Library (1965).

Rhode Island State Library (before 1895).

Warwick: Warwick Public Library (1966).

Westerly: Westeriy Public Library (1909). L

Woonsocket: Woonsocket Harris Public Library (1977).
j
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston:

Baptist College at Charleston Library (1967).

College of Charleston, Robert Scott Small Library (1869).

The Citadel Memorial Library (1962).

Clemson: Clemson University Library (1893).

Columbia:

Benedict College, Learning Resources Center (1969).

Richland County Pubhc Library (1978).

South Carolina State Library (before 1895).

University of South Carolina Undergraduate Library (1884).

Conway: University of South Carolina, Coastal Carolina

Regional Campus Library (1974).

Due West: Erskine College, McCain Library (1968).

Florence:

Florence County Library (1967).

Francis Marion College, James A. Rogers Library (1970).

Greenville:

Furman University Library (1962).

Greenville County Library (1966).

Greenwood: Lander College Library (1967).

Orangeburg: South Carolina State College, Whittaker Library

(1953).

Rock Hill: Winthrop College Library (1896).

Spartanburg: Spartanburg County Public Library (1967).

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen: Northern State College Library (1963).

Brookings: South Dakota State University, Hilton M. Briggs Li-

brary (1889).

Pierre: South Dakota State Library (1973).

Rapid City:

Rapid aty Public Library (1963).

South Didcota School of Mines and Technology Library

(1963).

Sioux Falls:

Augustana College, Mikkelsen Library and Learning

Resources Center (1969).

SiouA Falls Public Library (1903).

Spearfish: Black Hills State College Library (1942).

Vermillion: University of South Dakota, L D. Weeks Library

(1889).

Yankton: Yankton College, Corliss Lay Library (1904).

TENNESSEE

Bristol: King College Library (1970).

Chattanooga:

Chattanooga-Hamilton Coimty Bicentennial Library (1908).

TVA Technical Library (1976).

Clarksville: Austin Peay State University, Felix G. Woodward
Library (1945).

Cleveland: Cleveland State Community College Library (1973).

Columbia: Columbia State Community College Library (1973).

Cookeville: Tennessee Technological University, Jere Whitson

Memorial Library (1969).

Jackson: Lambuth College, Luther L. Gobbel Library (1967).

Jefferson City: Carson-Newman College Library (1964).

Johnson City: East Tennessee State University, Sherrod Library

(1942).

Knoxville:

Public Library of Knoxville and Knox County, Lawson

McGhee Library (1973).

University of Tennessee Law Library (1971).

University of Tennessee Library (1907).

Martin: University of Tennessee at Martin Library (1957).

Memphis:
Memphis and Shelby County Public Library and

Information Center (1896).

Memphis State University, John W. Brister Library (1966).

Morfreesboro: Middle Tennessee State University, ALndrew L.

Todd Library (1912).

Nashville:

Fisk University Library (1965).

Joint University Libraries (1884).

Public Library of Nashville and Davidson County (1884).

Tennessee State Law Library (1976).

Tennessee State Library and Archives, State Library

Division (unknown).

Tennessee State University, Martha M. Brown Memorial Li-

brary (1972).

Vanderbilt University Law Library (1976).

Sewanee: University of the South, Jesse B^ duPont Library

(1973) .

TEXAS

Abilene: Hardin-Simmons University, Rupert and Pauline

Richardson Library (1940).

Arlington:

Arlington Public Library (1970).

University of Texas at Arlington Library (1963).

Austin:

Texas State Law Library (1972).

Texas State Library (unknown)-REGIONAL.
University of Texas at Austin Library (1884).

University of Texas, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public

Affairs Library (1966).

University of Texas, School of Law Library (1965).

Baytown: Lee College Library (1970).

Beaumont: Lamar University Library (1957).

Brownwood: Howard Payne University, Walker Memorial Li-

brary (1964).

Canyon: West Texas State University Library (1928).

College Station: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University

Library (1907).

Commerce: East Texas State University Library (1937).

Corpus Christi: Texas A&I University at Corpus Christi Library

(1976).

Corsicana: Navarro Junior CoUege Library (1965).

Dallas:

Bishop College, Zale Library (1966).

Dallas Baptist College Library (1967).

Dallas Public Library (1900).

Southern Methodist University, Fondren Library (1925).

University of Texas Health Science Center Library at

Dallas (1975).

Denton: North Texas State University Library (1948).

Edinburg: Pan American University Library (1959).

El Paso:

El Paso PubUc Library (1906).

University of Texas at El Paso Library (1966).

Fort Worth:

Fort Worth Public Library (1905).

Texas Christian University, Mary Couts Burnett Library

(1916).

Galveston: Rosenberg Library (1909).

Houst >n:

Houston Public Library (1884).

North Harris County College, Learning Resource Center

(1974) .

Rice University, Fondren Library (1967).

University of Houston Library (1957).

Huntsville: Sam Houston State University, Estill Library (1949).

Irving: Irving Municipal Library (1974).
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Kingsville: Texas Arts and Industries University Library (1944).

Lake Jackson: Brazosport College Library (1969).

Laredo: Laredo Junior College Library (1970).

Longview: Nicholson Memorial Public Library (1961).

Lubbock: Texas Tech University Library (1935)-REGIONAL
Marshall: Wiley College, Cole Library (1962).

Mesquite: Mesquite Public Library (1975).

Nacogdoches: Stephen F. Austin State University, Steen Library

(1965).

Plainview: Wayland Baptist College, Van Howeling Memorial
Library (1963).

Richardson: University of Texas at Dallas Library (1972).

San Angelo: Angelo State University, Porter Henderson Library

(1964).

San Antonio:

San Antonio College Library (1972).

San Antonio Public Library, Business and Science

Department (1899).

St. Mary's University Library (1964).

Trinity University Library (1964).

University of Texas at San Antonio Library (1973).

San Marcos: Southwest Texas State University Library (1955).

Seguin: Texas Lutheran College, Blumberg Memorial Library

(1970).

Sherman: Austin College, Arthur Hopkins Library (1963).

Texarkana: Texarkana Community College, Palmer Memorial Li-

brary (1963).

Victoria: University of Houston, Victoria Campus Library

(1973).

Waco: Baylor University Library (1905).

Wichita Falls: Midwestern University, MofTett Library (1963).

UTAH
Cedar City: Southern Utah State College Library (1964).

Ephraim: Snow College, Lucy A. Phillips Library (1963).

Logan: Utah State University, Merrill Library and Learning

Resources Center (1907)-REGIONAL.
Ogden: Weber State College Library (1962).

Provo:

Brigham Young University, Lee Library (1908)^,

Brigham Young University Law Library (1972).

Salt Lake City:

University of Utah, Spencer S. Eccles Medical Sciences Li-

brary (1970).

University of Utah, Law Library (1966).

University of Utah, Marriott Library (1893).

Utah State Library Commission, Documents Library

(unknown).

Utah State Supreme Court Law Library (1975).

VERMONT
Burlington: University of Vermont, Bailey Library (1907).

Castleton: Castleton State College, Calvin CooUdge Library

(1969).

Johnson: Johnson State College, John Dewey Library (1955).

Lyndonville: Lyndon State College, Samuel Reed Hall Library

(1969).

Middlebury: Middlebury College, Egbert Starr Library (1884).

MontpeUer: Vermont Department of Libraries (before 1895).

Northfield: Norwich University Library (1908).

Putney: Windham College, Dorotiiy Culbertson Marvin

Memorial Lillrary (1965).
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VIRGIN ISLANDS

Charlotte Amalie (St. Thomas):
College of the Virgin Islands, Ralph M. Paiewonsky Li-

brary (1973).

St. Thomas Public Library (1968). *

Christiansted (St. Croix): Florence Augusta Stephens Williams

Public Library (1974).

VIRGINIA

Blacksburg: Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Newman Library

(1907).

Bridgewater: Bridgewater College, Alexander Mack Memorial
Library (1902). !

Charlottesville:

University of Virginia, Alderman Library (1910)-REGION- >

AL.
University of Virginia Law Library (1964).

Chesapeake: Chesapeake Public Library System (1970).

Danville: Danville Community College Library (1969).
,

Emory: Emory and Henry College Library (1884).

Fairfax: George Mason University, Fenwick Library (1960).

Fredericksburg: Mary Washington College, E. Lee Trinkle Li- .

brary (1940).

Hampden-Sydney: Hampden-Sydney College, Eggleston Library

(1891).

Hampton: Hampton Institute, Huntington Memorial Library

(1977).

Harrisonburg: James Madison University, Madison Memorial Li-

brary (1973).

HolUns College: Hollins College, Fishbum Library (1967).

Lexington:

Virginia Military Institute, Preston Library (1874).

Washington and Lee University, Cyrus Hall McCormick Li-

brary (1910).

Martinsville: Patrick Henry Community College Library (1971).

Norfolk:*

Armed Forces Staff College Library (1963).
j

Norfolk Public Library (1895). I

Old Dominion University Library (1963).

Petersburg: Virginia State College, Johnston Memorial Library

(1907).

Quantico:

Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy Library (1970).

Marine Corps Schools, James Carson Breckinridge Library

(1967).

Reston: Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Library

(1962) .
I

Richmond:
State Law Library (1973).

University of Richmond, Boatwright Memorial Library

(1900).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit Library (1973).

Virginia Commonwealth University, James Branch Cabell

Library (1971).

Virginia State Library (unknown).

Roanoke: Roanoke Pubbc Library (1964).
'

Salem: Roanoke College Library (1886).

Williamsburg: William and Mary College Library (1936). I

Wise: Clinch Valley College, John Cook Wyllie Library (1971).

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Western Washington State College, Wilson Library

(1963) .

Cheney: Eastern Washington State College Library (1966).

Ellensburg: Central Washington University Library (1962).

Everett: Everett Public Library (1914).



Kingsville: Texas Arts and Industries University Library (1944).

Lake Jackson: Brazosport College Library (1969).

Laredo: Laredo Junior College Library (1970).

Longview: Nicholson Memorial Public Library (1961).

Lubbock: Texas Tech University Library (1935)-REGIONAL
Marshall: Wiley College, Cole Library (1962).

Mesquite: Mesquite Public Library (1975).

Nacogdoches: Stephen F. Austin State University, Steen Library

(1965).

Plainview: Wayland Baptist College, Van Howeling Memorial
Library (1963).

Richardson: University of Texas at Dallas Library (1972).

San Angelo: Angelo State University, Porter Henderson Library

(1964).

San Antonio:

San Antonio College Library (1972).

San Antonio Public Library, Business and Science

Department (1899).

St. Mary's University Library (1964).

Trinity University Library (1964).

University of Texas at San Antonio Library (1973).

San Marcos: Southwest Texas State University Library (1955).

Seguin: Texas Lutheran College, Blumberg Memorial Library

(1970).

Sherman: Austin College, Arthur Hopkins Library (1963).

Texarkana: Texarkana Community College, Palmer Memorial Li-

brary (1963).

Victoria: University of Houston, Victoria Campus Library

(1973).

Waco: Baylor University Library (1905).

Wichita Falls: Midwestern University, Moffett Library (1963).

UTAH
Cedar City: Southern Utah State College Library (1964).

Ephraim: Snow College, Lucy A. Phillips Library (1963).

Logan: Utah State University, Merrill Library and Learning

Resources Center (1907)-REGIONAL.
Ogden: Weber State College Library (1962).

Provo:

Brigham Young University, Lee Library (1908).,

Brigham Young University Law Library (1972).

Salt Lake City:

University of Utah, Spencer S. Eccles Medical Sciences Li-

brary (1970).

University of Utah, Law Library (1966).

University of Utah, Marriott Library (1893).

Utah State Library Commission, Documents Library

(unknown).

Utah Stote Supreme Court Law Library (1975).

VERMONT
Burlington: University of Vermont, Bailey Library (1907).

Castleton: Castleton State College, Calvin Coolidge Library

(1969).

Johnson: Johnson State College, John Dewey Library (1955).

Lyndonville: Lyndon State College, Samuel Reed Hall Library

(1969).

Middlebury: Middlebury CoUege, Egbert Starr Library (1884).

Montpelier: Vermont Department of Libraries (before 1895).

Northfield: Norwich University Library (1908).

Putney: Windham CoUege, E>orothy Culbertson Marvin
Memoriq} Litirary (1965).

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Charlotte Amalie (St. Thomas):
College of the Virgin Islands, Ralph M. Paiewonsky Li-

brary (1973).

St. Thomas Public Library (1968).

Christiansted (St. Croix): Florence Augusta Stephens Williams

Public Library (1974).

VIRGINIA

Blacksburg: Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Newman Library

(1907).

Bridgewater: Bridgewater CoUege, Alexander Mack Memorial
Library (1902).

CharlottesvUle:

University of Virginia, Alderman Library (1910)-REGION-
AL.

University of Virginia Law Library (1964).

Chesapeake: Chesapeake Public Library System (1970).

Danville: Danville Community College Library (1969).

Emory: Emory and Henry College Library (1884).

Fairfax: George Mason University, Fenwick Library (1960).

Fredericksburg: Mary Washington College, E. Lee Trinkle Li-

brary (1940).

Hampden-Sydney: Hampden-Sydney College, Eggleston Library

(1891).

Hampton: Hampton Institute, Huntington Memorial Library

(1977).

Harrisonburg: James Madison University, Madison Memorial Li-

brary (1973).

HoUins College: Hollins College, Fishbum Library (1967).

Lexington:

Virginia MUitary Institute, Preston Library (1874).

Washington and Lee University, Cyrus Hall McCormick Li-

brary (1910).

Martinsville: Patrick Henry Community College Library (1971).

Norfolk:*

Armed Forces Staff CoUege Library (1963).

Norfolk Public Library (1895).

Old Dominion University Library (1963).

Petersburg: Virginia State College, Johnston Memorial Library

(1907).

Quantico:

Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy Library (1970).

Marine Corps Schools, James Carson Breckinridge Library

(1967).

Reston: Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Library

(1962) .

Richmond:

State Law Library (1973).

University of Richmond, Boatwright Memorial Library

(1900).

U.S. Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit Library (1973).

Virginia Commonwealth University, James Branch CabeU
Library (1971).

Virginia State Library (unknown).

Roanoke: Roanoke Public Library (1964).

Salem: Roanoke CoUege Library (1886).

WUUamsburg: WUliam and Mary College Library (1936).

Wise: Clinch Valley College, John Cook WylUe Library (1971).

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Western Washington State CoUege, WUson Library

(1963) .

Cheney: Eastern Washington State CoUege Library (1966).

EUensburg: Central Washington University Library (1962).

Everett: Everett PubUc Library (1914).



APPENDIX B. LIST OF DISTRICT OFFICES OF THE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ALABAMA
Birmingham—Gayle C. Shelton, Jr.,

Director, Suite 200-201, 908 South
20th Street, 35205, Area Code 205
Tel 254-1331, FTS 229-1331

ALASKA
Anchorage—Jack C. Wilburn, Direc-

tor, 701 C Street, P.O. Box 32,

99513. Area Code 907 Tel 271-5041.

FTS Dial 8 399-0150. Ask for 271-

5041

ARIZONA
Phoenix—Donald W. Fry, Director,

Suite 2950 Valley Bank Center. 201

North Central Avenue 85073, Area
Code 602 Tel 261-3285. FTS 261-

3285

ARKANSAS
••Little Rock—Robert E. Kistler, Di-

rector, Suite 635, Savers Federal

Building, 320 W. Capitol Avenue,
72201, Area Code 501 Tel 378-5794,

FTS 740-5794

•Jonesboro—P.O. Box 2525, ASU
State University, Arkansas 72467,

Area Code 501 Tel 792-4760, FTS
277-4760

CALIFORNIA

••Los Angeles—Paul W. Leinenbach,

Director. Room 800. 11777 San Vi-

cente Boulevard 90049, Area Code
213 Tel 824-7591. FTS 799-7591

•San Diego—110 West C Street,

92101. Area Code 714 Tel 293-5395

San Francisco—Betty 0. Neuhart,

Director, Federal Building, Box
36013, 450 Golden Gate Avenue
94102, Area Code 415 Tele 556-

5860, FTS 556-5868

COLORADO
••Denver—Thomas F. Maguire, Room
165, New Customhouse, 19th & Stout

Street 80202, Area Code 303 Tel

837-3246. FTS 327-3246

CONNECTICUT
Hartford—Richard C. Kilbourn, Direc-

tor, Room 610-B, Federal Office Build-

ing. 450 Main Street 06103. Area
Code 203 Tel 244-3530, FTS 244-

3530

FLORIDA
Miami—Roger J. LaRoche, Director,

Room 821, City National Bank Build-

ing. 25 West Flagler Street 33130,
Area Code 305 Tel 350-5267, FTS
350-5267

•Clearwater—128 North Osceola
Avenue 33515, Area Code 813 Tel

461-0011

•Jacksonville—815 S. Main Street,

Suite 100, 32207, Area Code 904
Tel 791-2796, FTS 946-2796

•Tallahassee—Collins BIdg., Rm.
G-20 32304. Area Code 904 Tel
488-6469, FTS 946-4320

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Director, (Vacant) Suite

600, 1365 Peachtree Street, N.E.

30309, Area Code 404 Tel 881-7000,
FTS 257-7000

Savannah—James W. Mclntire, Di-

rector, 222 U.S. Courthouse & P.O.

Box 9746, 125-29 Bull Street, 31412,
Area Code 912 Tel 232-4321, Ext.

204, FTS 248-4204

HAWAII

Honolulu—H. Tucker Gratz, Direc-
tor, 4106 Federal Building, P.O. Box
50026. 300 Ala Moana Boulevard
96850, Area Code 808 Tel 546-8694.

FTS Dial 8, 556-0220, Ask for 546-

8694

ILLINOIS

Chicago—Gerald M. Marks, Director.

1406 Mid Continental Plaza Building.

55 East Monroe Street 60603. Area
Code 312 Tel 353-4450, FTS 353-

4450

•Commerce Business Daily

Room 1304. 433 West Van Buren
Street 60607. Area Code 312 Tel
353-2950

INDIANA
Indianapolis—Mel R. Sherar. Direc-
tor, 357 U.S. Courthouse & Federal
Office Building, 46 East Ohio Street

46204. Area Code 317 Tel 269-6214.
FTS 331-6214

IOWA
Des Moines—Jesse N. Durden, Di-

rector, 817 Federal Building. 210
Walnut Street 50309, Area Code 515
Tel 284-4222. FTS 862-4222

KENTUCKY
•©Louisville—Donald R. Henderson,
Director, Room 636, U.S. Post Office

and Court House Building 40202.
Area Code 502 Tel 582-5066. FTS
352-5066

LOUISIANA
New Orleans—Director (Vacant). 432
International Trade Mart, No. 2 Canal
Street 70130, Area Code 504 Tel 589-

6546, FTS 682-6546

MAINE
•Augusta (Boston, Massachusetts
District)—1 Memorial Circle, Casco
Bank BIdg., Area Code 207 Tel 623-

2239, FTS 833-6249

MARYLAND
Baltimore—Carroll F. Hopkins, Direc-

tor, 415 U.S. Customhouse, Gay and
Lombard Streets 21202, Area Code
301 Tel 962-3560, FTS 922-3560

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Francis J. O'Connor, Direc-

tor 10th Floor, 441 Stuart Street

02116, Area Code 617 Tel 223-2312,

FTS 223-2312

MICHIGAN
••Detroit—Raymond R. Riesgo, Di-

rector, 445 Federal Building, 231
West Layfayette 48226, Area Code
313 Tel 226-3650. FTS 226-3650

•Grand Rapids—350 Ottawa Street
N.W. 49503. Area Cede 616 Tel
456-2411/33 FTS 372-2411

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Glenn A. Matson. Di-

rector. 218 Federal Building, 110
South Fourth Street 55401, Area
Code 612 Tel 725-2133, FTS 725-2133

MISSISSIPPI

••Jackson—Director (Vacant). Provi-

dence Capitol. Suite 550, 200 East
Pascagoula 39201, Area Code 601
Tel 969-4388, FTS 490-4388

MISSOURI
SL Louis—Donald R. Loso. Director,

j

120 South Central Avenue 63105,
Area Code 314 Tel 425-3302-4, FTS
279-3302

••Kansas City—James D. Cook,
Director, Room 1840, 601 East
12th Street 64106, Area Code 816
Tel 374-3142, FTS 758-3142

NEBRASKA
Omaha—George H. Payne. Director,

Capitol Plaza, Suite 703A. 1815 Capi-
tol Avenue 68102, Area Code 402 Tel
221-3665. FTS 864-3665

NEVADA
Reno—Joseph J. Jeremy, Director,

777 W. 2nd Street, Room 120. 89503,
Area Code 702 Tel 784-5203, FTS
470-5203

NEW JERSEY
Newark—Thomas J. Murray, Direc-

tor, 4th Floor, Gateway Building,

Market Street & Penn Plaza 07102,
Area Code 201 Tel 645-6214, FTS
341-6214

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque—^William E. Dwyer, Di-

rector, 505 Marquette Ave., NW, Suite

1015, 87102, Area Code 505 Tel 766-

2386. FTS 474-2386

NEW YORK
Buffalo—Robert F. Magee, Director,

1312 Federal Building, 111 West Hu-
ron Street 14202, Area Code 716 Tel

846-4191, FTS 437-4191

New York—Arthur C. Rutzen, Di-

rector, Room 3718, Federal Office

Building, 26 Federal Plaza, Foley
Square 10007, Area Code 212 Tel
264-0634, FTS 264-0600
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NORTH CAROLINA

Greensboro—Joel B. New, Director,

203 Federal Building, West Market
Street, P.O. Box 1950 27402, Area
Code 919 Tel 378-5345, FTS 699-5345

OHIO

Cincinnati—Gordon B. Thomas, Di-

rector, 10504 Federal Office Building,

550 Main Street 45202, Area Code
513 Tel 684-2944, FTS 684-2944

Cleveland—Charles B. Stebbins, Di-

rector, Room 600, 656 Euclid Avenue
44114, Area Code 216 Tel 522-4750,
FTS 293-4750

OKLAHOMA
•Oklahoma City (Dallas, Texas Dis-
trict)—4024 Lincoln Boulevard 73105,
Area Code 405 Tel 231-5302, FTS
736-5302

OREGON
Portland— Lloyd R. Porter, Director,

Room 618, 1220 S.W. 3rd Avenue
97204, Area Code 503 Tel 221-3001,
FTS 423-3001

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia—Patrick P. McCabe, Di-

rector, 9448 Federal Building, 600
Arch Street 19106, Area Code 215
Tel 597-2850, FTS 597-2866

Pittsburgh—William M. Bradley,
Director, 2002 Federal Building, 1000
Liberty Avenue 15222, Area Code
412 Tel 644-2850, FTS 722-2850

PUERTO RICO
San Juan (Hato Rey)—Enrique
Vilella, Director, Room 659-Federal
Building 00918, Area Code 809 Tel

753-4555, Ext. 555, FTS Dial 9 472-

6620. Asl< for 753-4555

RHODE ISLAND
•Providence (Boston, Massachusetts
District)—7 Jackson Walkway 02903,
Area Code 401 Tel 277-2605, e:;t. 22,

FTS 838-4482

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia—Margaret A. Patrick Di-

rector, Strom Thurmond Fed. BIdg.,

Suite 571, 1835 Assembly Street

29201 Area Code 803 Tel 765-5345
FTS 677-5345

•Charleston—505 Federal Build-

ing, 334 Meeting Street 29403,
Area Code 803 Tel 677-4361, FTS
677-4361

TENNESSEE
Memphis—Bradford H. Rice, Direc-
tor, Room 710, 147 Jefferson Avenue
38103, Area Code 901 Tel 521-3213,
FTS 222-3213

•Nashville—Room 1020, Andrew
Jackson Office Building 37219,
Area Code 615 Tel 251-5161 FTS
852-5161

TEXAS
Dallas—C. Carmon Stiles, Director,

Room 7A5, 1100 Commerce Street

75242 Area Code 214 Tel 767-0542
FTS 729-0542

Houston—Felicito C. Guerrero, Di-

rector, 2625 Federal BIdg., Court-
house, 515 Rusk Street 77002, Area
Code 713 Tel 226-4231, FTS 527-4231

UTAH
Salt Lake City—Director (Vacant),

1201 Federal Building, 125 South
State Street 84138, Area Code 801
Tel 524-5116, FTS 588-5116

VIRGINIA
Richmond—Philip A. Ouzts, Director,

8010 Federal BIdg., 400 North 8th

Street, 23240, Area Code 804 Tel

771-2246, FTS 925-2246
•Fairfax—8550 Arlington Blvd..

22031, Area Code 703 Tel 560-

6460, FTS 235-1519

WASHINGTON
Seattle—Judson S. Wonderly, Direc-
tor, Room 706, Lake Union Building,

1700 Westlake Avenue North 98109,
Area Code 206 Tel 442-5615, FTS
399-5615, FOMC 399-5910/11

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston—Roger L. Fortner, Di-

rector, 3000 New Federal Building,

500 Quarrier Street 25301, Area Code
304 Tel 343-6181, ext. 375. FTS 924-
1375

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee—Russell H. Leitch, Di-

rector, Federal BIdg/U.S. Court-
house, 517 East Wisconsin Avenue
53202, Area Code 414 Tel. 291-3473.
FTS 362-3473

WYOMING
Cheyenne—Lowell O. Burns, Director,

6022 O'Mahoney Federal Center, 2120
Capitol Avenue 82001. Area Code
307 Tel 778-2220, ext. 2151, FTS 328-
2151
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Announcjeirent of New Publications

of the
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Sijperintendent of Documents,
Qovemment Printing Office,
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Dear Sir:

Please add iry name to the announoemmt list of new publications
as issued by the National Bureau of Standards
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Name
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Address
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Customer's Tele No, (Home -"Otfice)
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ORDER FORM
Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402

Date Your Order Number

Credit

Card No.

Customer's Name and Address
Expiration Date
Month/Year

Master Charge
Interbank No.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Quantity Charge*

Enclosed

To be maileo

Subscriptions

Postage

Foreign handling .

MMOB

OPNR

UPNS

Discount

Refund

Deposit Account Number

BEFORE USING THIS FORM, READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON REVERSE SIDE
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION ON THIS FORM.

Stock No. Quantity
Unit of

Issue

List

ID
Title

Unit

Price
Total

WE REQUEST THAT YOU ORDER A MINIMUM OF $1.00 WORTH OF MATERIALS. TOTAL ENCLOSED $

SHIP TO: (If different from above)

Unit of Issue Explanation

PK Package containing multiple copies

EA Each—single copy
PD Pad containing multiple sheets

SE Set of multiple items

KT Kit of multiple Items In a special container

GPO Form 3430
110-791



INFORMATIOrJ CONCERNING YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY

Thank you for your interesi in U.S. Government publications. If you have made a written inquiry, it is returned herewith for your

reference. We have indicated Ihe prices of publications currently available, or have provided the information requested to the best of our

ability. Unless otherwise noted, prices are for single copies.

Regulations require payment in advance of shipment of publications. Please make checks or money orders payable to the Superintendent

of Documents. You may charge your order using your Deposit Account, Master Charge, or Visa. Do not send currency (bills or coins) or

postage stamps.

Shippmg is by non priority mail or United Parcel Service. First class mailing is available at a higher rate. Contact us for rates if you
desire this service. (202-783-3238)

With the exception of specially priced publications and subscriptions, a. discount of 25 percent is allowed on quantity purchases (100 or

more copies of a single publication). The same discount applies to orders from a bookdealer (any quantity) when the publications are

mailed to the dealer's normal place of business. No discount will be allowed when publications and subscriptions are mailed to a third

party (unless in quantities of 100 or more per title).

NON U.S. CUSTOMERS: International mailing regulations require special handling for which we charge an additional 25 percent of the

total cost of your order. Remittance is required in advance of shipping by draft on a United States or Canadian bank, by UNESCO coupons, or

by International Postal Money Order made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. These orders are mailed via surface mall unless

funds are sent to cover airmail postage. Foreign currency or checks will not be accepted. All orders must be in English.

TO ORDER, USE FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

Follow Instructions Below

1. Please use separate forms for ordering publications and subscriptions.

2. Type or print your complete name and address, your order number (If any), your Deposit Account number (if applicable), Visa or Master

Charge number (if applicable), and date in proper places at the top of the form. If order is to be shipped to a third party, fill in address

at bottom of form. We request you order a minimum of $1.00 worth of materials. Please include office/home telephone no

3. When ordering publications, type or print the stock number, unit of issue (see front), quantity, title, price, and total payment enclosed.

4. When ordering subscriptions, or single issues of subscriptions, type or print the stock number, quantity, title, price. List ID (when

available), and total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks plus mailing time for processing. All subscriptions are for one year, unless

otherwise noted. Subscribers will be notified in ample time to renew.

5. f^ail Original of Form to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing (}ffice, Washington, D.C 20402. Retain the copy for

your records.

6. If shipment is incorrect, return the shipping documents for adjustment. DO NOT RETURN BOOKS UNTIL NOTIFIED TO DO SO. All

claims must be submitted within six months.

7. Call 202-783-3238 for publication information or for placing your Deposit Account, Visa or Master Charge order.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATSON EXPLAINS HOW YOUR REQUEST WAS PROCESSED

Circle . . Indicates the quantity of publications enclosed or scheduled for mailing.

B . . . The publication is not available at this time but we have scheduled mailing for a later date. Charges have been

included on your order.

C . We are unable to identify the publication from the information furnished.

1 ... This publication is not currently in stock. Please inquire as to the availability and price in 60 days. You may
inquire and order by telephone (202— 783-3238) using your VISA, MASTER CHARGE, or Superintendent of

Documents Deposit Account. This will expedite shipment of your publications.

L . . . The publication is not currently 20ld by this OTiice. We suggsst you v,oiitact your local library which can refer you to

a Federal Depository Library in your area for further assistance.

S . . . Publication has bean replaced oy another with similar but mora recent information and li v^ill be included

in your shipment.

T . . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information. Because of a difference

in price, we are noting new ordering information on your request.

2 . . . Requested or pertinent information has been supplied. See attached.
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Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402

Date Your Order Number .

Credit

Card No.

Customer's Name and Address
Expiration Date
Month/Year

Master Charge
Interbank No.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Quantity Ctiarges

Enclosed
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Subscriptions

Postage

Foreign handling

.

MMOB

OPNR

URNS

Discount

Refund

Deposit Account Number

BEFORE USING THIS FORM. READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON REVERSE SIDE
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION ON THIS FORM.

Stock No. Quantity
Unit of

Issue

List

ID
Title

Unit

Price
Total

WE REQUEST THAT YOU ORDER A MINIMUM OF $1.00 WORTH OF MATERIALS. TOTAL ENCLOSED «

SHIP TO: (if dMarant from abew)

Unit of Issue Explanation

PK Package containing multloto copies

EA Eacti—«ingl« copy
PD Pad containing multiple slweti

SE Sat of multipto Hems
KT Kit of multiple Items in a ipeeial container

QPO Form 3430
110-79)



INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY

Thank you for your interest in U S Government publications. If you have nnade a written inquiry, it is returned herewith for your

reference We have indicated the prices of publications currently available, or have provided the information requested to the best of our

ability. Unless otherwise noted, prices are for single copies.

Regulations require payment in advance of shipment of publications. Please make checks or money orders payable to the Superintendent

of Documents. You may charge your order using your Deposit Account, Master Charge, or Visa. Do not send currency (bills or coins) or

postage stamps.

Shipping is by non-priority mail or United Parcel Service. First class mailing is available at a higher rate. Contact us for rates If you

desire this service, (202-783-3238)

With the exception of specially priced publications and subscriptions, a discount of 25 percent is allowed on quantity purchases (100 or

more copies of a single publication). The same discount applies to orders from a bookdealer (any quantity) when the publications are

mailed to the dealer's normal place of business. No discount will be allowed when publications and subscriptions are mailed to a third

party (unless in quantities of 100 or more per title).

NON U.S. CUSTOMERS: International mailing regulations require special handling for which we charge an additional 25 percent of the

total cost of your order. Remittance is required in advance of shipping by draft on a United States or Canadian bank, by UNESCO coupons, or

by International Postal Money Order made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. These orders are mailed via surface mail unless

funds are sent to cover airmail postage. Foreign currency or checks will not be accepted. All orders must be in English.

TO ORDER, USE FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

Follow Instructions Below

1. Pfease use separate forms for ordering publications and subscriptions.

2. Type or print your complete name and address, your order number (If any), your Deposit Account number (if applicable). Visa or Master

Charge number (if applicable), and date in proper places at the top of the form. If order is to be shipped to a third party, fill in address

at bottom of form. We request you order a minimum of $1.00 worth of materials. Please include office/home telephone no

3. When ordering publications, type or print the stock number, unit of issue (see front), quantity, title, price, and total payment enclosed.

4. When ordering subscriptions, or single issues of subscriptions, type or print the stock number, quantity, title, price. List ID (when
available), and total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks plus mailing time for processing. All subscriptions are for one year, unless

otherwise noted. Subscribers will be notified in ample time to renew.

5. Mail Original of Form to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Retain the copy for

your records.

6. If shipment is incorrect, return the shipping documents for adjustment. DO NOT RETURN BOOKS UNTIL NOTIFIED TO DO SO. All

claims must be submitted within six months.

7. Call 202-783-3238 for publication information or for placing your Deposit Account, Visa or Master Charge order.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION EXPLAINS HOW YOUR REQUEST WAS PROCESSED

Circle . . indicates the quantity of publications enclosed or scheduled for mailing.

B . . . The publication is not available at this time but we have scheduled mailing for a later date. Charges have been

included on your order.

C i . . We are unable to identify the publication from the information furnished.

I ... This publication is not currently in stock. Please inquire as to the availability and price in 60 days. You may
inquire and order by telephone (202—783-3238) using your VISA, MASTER CHARGE, or Superintendent of

Documents Deposit Account. This will expedite shipment of your publications.

L . . . The publication is not currently sold by this Office. We suggest you contact your local library which can refer you to

a Federal Depository Library in your area for further assistance.

S . . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information and it win be included

in your shipment.

T . . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information. Because of a difference

in price, we are noting new ordering information on your request.

Z . . . Requested or pertinent information has been supplied. See attached.



Customer's Tele No (Home 'Office) ORDER FORM
Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402

Date Your Order Number

Credit

Card No.

Customer's Name and Address
Expiration Date
Month/Year

Matter Charge
Interbank No.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Quantity Charges

Enclosed

To be mailed

Subscriptions

Postage

Foreign handling

.

MMOB

OPNR

UPNS

Discount

Refund

Deposit Account Number

BEFORE USING THIS FORM, READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON REVERSE SIDE
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE AU INFORMATION ON THIS FORM.

Stock No. Quantity
Unit of List

ID
Title

Unit

Price
Total

WE REQUEST THAT YOU ORDER A MINIMUM OF $1.00 WORTH OF MATERIALS. TOTAL ENCLOSED %

SHIP TO: (If <ttfrM«nt from above)

Unit of Issue Explanation

PK Package containing multiple copies

EA Each—single copy
ro Pad containing multiple sheets

SE Set of multlpis Items

KT Kit of multiple Items In a special container

QPO Form 3430
{10-79)



INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRV

Thank you for your interest in U.S. Government publications. If you tiave made a written inquiry, it is returned herewith for your

reference. We have indicated the prices of publications currently available, or have provided the information requested to the best of our

ability. Unless otherwise noted, prices are for single copies.

Regulations require payment in advance of shipment of publications. Please make checks or money orders payable to the Superintendent

of Documents. You may charge your order using your Deposit Account, Master Charge, or Visa. Oo not send currency (bills or coins) or

postage stamps.

Shipping is by non-pnonty mail or United Parcel Service. First class mailing is available at a higher rate. Contact us for rates if you

desire this service. (202-783-3238)

With the exception of specially priced publications and subscriptions, a discount of 25 percent is allowed on quantity purchases (100 or

more copies of a single publication). The same discount applies to orders from a bookdealer (any quantity) when the publications are

mailed to the dealer's normal place of business. No discount will be allowed when publications and subscriptions are mailed to a third

party (unless in quantities of 100 or more per title).

NON U.S. CUSTOMERS: International mailing regulations require special handling for which we charge an additional 25 percent of the

total cost of your order. Remittance is required in advance of shipping by draft on a United States or Canadian bank, by UNESCO coupons, or

by International Postal Money Order made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. These orders are mailed via surface mail unless

funds are sent to cover airmail postage. Foreign currency or checks will not be accepted. All orders must be in English.

TO ORDER. USE FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

Follow Instructions Below

1. Please use separate forms for ordering publications and subscriptions.

2. Type or print your complete name and address, your order number (if any), your Deposit Account number (if applicable), Visa or Master

Charge number (if applicable), and date in proper places at the top of the form, if order is to be shipped to a third party, fill in address

at Ixrttom of form. We request you order a minimum of $1.00 worth of materials. Please include office/home telephone no

3. When ordering pubf/caUons, type or print the stock number, unit of issue (see front), quantity, title, price, and total payment enclosed.

4. When ordering subterlpllonB, or single issues of subscriptions, type or print the stock number, quantity, title, price. List ID (when

available), and total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks plus mailing time for processing. All subscriptions are for one year, unless

otherwise noted. Subscrit>ers will be notified in ample time to renew.

5. Mail Original of Form to Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Retain the copy for

your records.

6. If shipment is incorrect, return the shipping documents for adjustment. DO NOT RETURN BOOKS UNTIL NOTIFIED TO 00 SO. All

claims must be submitted within six months.

7. Call 202-783-3238 for publication information or for placing your Deposit Account, Visa or Master Charge order.

THE FOUGWING INFORMATION EXPLAINS HOW YOUR REQUEST WAS PROCESSED

Circia . . Indicates the quantity of publications enclosed or scheduled for mailing.

B . . . The publication is not available at this time but we have scheduled mailing for a later date. Charges have been

included on your order.

C .
'

. We are unable to identify the publication from the information furnished.

I ... This publication is not currently in stock. Please inquire as to the availability and price in 60 days. You may
inquire and order by telephone (202—783-3238) using your VISA, MASTER CHARGE, or Superintendent of

Documents Deposit Account. This will expedite shipment of your publications.

L . . . The publication is not currently sold by this Office. We suggest you contact your local library which can refer you to

a Federal Depository Library in your area for fu.'ther assistance.

S . . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information and it will be included

in your shipment..

T . . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information. Because of a difference

In price, we are noting new ordering information on your request.

Z . . . Requested or pertinent Information has been supplied. See attached.
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I

ORDER FORM
Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Offict

Washington, D.C. 20402

Date Your Order Number

Credit

Card No.

Customer's Name and Address
Expiration Date
Month/Year

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Quantity Charaa*

Enclosad

To be mailed

Subscriptions

Postage

Foreign handling .

MMOB _____
OPNR

Master Charge
Interbank No.

UPNS

Discount

Refund

Deposit Account Number

BEFORE USING THIS FORM, READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON REVERSE SIDE
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE AU INFORMATION ON THIS FORM.

Stock No. Quantity
Unit of

Issue

List

ID
Title

Unit

Price
Total

WE REQUEST THAT YOU ORDER A MINIMUM OF $1.00 WORTH OF MATERIALS. TOTAL ENCLOSED $

SHIP TO: (If dHhrvnt from akOM)

GPO Form 3430
(10-79)

Unit of Issue Explanation

PK Package containing multlpta copies

EA Each—singia copy
PO Pad containing multipio atram
SE Set of multipio Koma
KT Kit of muttipl* itoms In a »peeial containar



INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY

Thank you for your interest in U.S. Government publications. If you have made a written inquiry, It is returned herewith for your

reference. We have indicated the prices of publications currently available, or have provided the information requested to the best of our

ability. Unless otherwise noted, prices are for single copies.

Regulations require payment in advance of shipment of publications. Please make checks or money orders payable to the Superintendent

of Documents. You may charge your order using your Deposit Account, Master Charge, or Visa. Do not send currency (bills or coins) or

postage stamps.

Shipping is by non-priority mail or United Parcel Service. First class mailing is available at a higher rate. Contact us for rates if you

desire this service. (202-783-3238)

With the exception of specially priced publications and subscriptions, a discount of 25 percent Is allowed on quantity purchases (100 or

more copies of a single publication). The same discount applies to orders from a bookdealer (any quantity) when the publications are

mailed to the dealer's normal place of business. No discount will be allowed when publications and subscriptions are mailed to a third

party (unless in quantities of 100 or more per title).

NON U.S. CUSTOMERS: International mailing regulations require special handling for which we charge an additional 25 percent of the

total cost of your order. Remittance is required in advance of shipping by draft on a United States or Canadian bank, by UNESCO coupons, or

by International Postal Money Order made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. These orders are mailed via surface mail unless

funds are sent to cover airmail postage. Foreign currency or checks will not be accepted. All orders must be in English.

TO ORDER, USE FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

• Follow Instructions Below

1. Pfease use separate forms for ordering pub/ications and subscriptions.
"

2. Type or print your complete name and address, your order number (if any), your Deposit Account number (if applicable). Visa or Master

Charge number (if applicable), and date in proper places at the top of the form. If order is to be shipped to a third party, fill in address

at bottom of form. We request you order a minimum of $1.00 worth of materials. Please include office/home telephone no.

3. When ordering publications, type or print the stock number, unit of issue (see front), quantity, title, price, and total payment enclosed.

4. When ordering subscrfpUons, or single issues of subscriptions, type or print the stock number, quantity, title, price. List ID (when

available), and total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks plus mailing time for processing. All subscriptions are for one year, unless

otherwise noted. Subscribers will be notified in ample time to renew.

5. Mail Original of Fu.m to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington. D.C. 20402. Retain the copy for

your records.

6. It shipment is incorrect, return the shipping documents for adjustment. DO NOT RETURN BOOKS UNTIL NOTIFIED TO 00 SO. All

claims must be submitted within six months.

7. Call 202-783-3238 for publication information or for placing your Deposit Account, Visa or Master Charge order.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION EXPLAINS HOW YOUR REQUEST WAS PROCESSED

Circte . . Indicates the quantity of publications enclosed or scheduled for mailing.

B -
. . . The publication is not available at this time but we have scheduled mailing for a later date. Charges have been

included on your order.

.' • .We are unable to identify the publication from the information furnished.

i ... This publication is not currently in stock. Please inquire as to the availability and price in 60 days. You may
inquire and order by telephone (202—783-3238) using your VISA, MASTER CHARGE, or Superintendent Of

Documents Deposit Account. This will expedite shipment of your publications.

i, . . . The publication is not currently sold by this Office. We suggest you contact your local library which can refer you to

a Federal Depository Library in your area for further assistance.

S '. . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more recent information and it will be included

in your shipment.

T. . . Publication has been replaced by another with similar but more, recent information. Because of a difference

in price, we are noting new tirdering information on your request.

Z '• • • Requested or pertinent information has been suppiieo. See attached.



Customer s Tele No (Home Office)

VISA-

ORDER FORM
Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402

Date . Your Order Number

Credit

Card No.

Customer's Name and Address
Expiration Date
Month/Year

Master Cfiarge
Interbarvk No.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Quantity CharB«s

Enclosed

To be mailed

Subscriptions

Postage

Foreign handling

.

MMOB

OPNR

UPNS

Discount

Refund

Deposit Account Number

BEFORE USING THIS FORM, READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON REVERSE SIDE
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION ON THIS FORM.

Stock No. Quantity
Unit of

Issue

List

ID
Title

Unit

Price
Total

WE REQUEST THAT YOU ORDER A MINIMUM OF $1.00 WORTH OF MATERIALS. TOTAL ENCLOSED $

SHIP TO: (If difhrant from •tow)

ZIP

Unit of Issue Explanation

PK Package containing multlpl* copies

EA Each—singia copy
PO- ' Pad containing multiple sheets

SE Set of multiple items
. KT Kit of multiple items in a special container

GPO Form 3430
(10-79)



INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY

Thank you for your interest in U.S. Government publications. If you have made a written inquiry, it is returned herewith for your

reference. We have indicated the prices of publications currently available, or have provided the information requested to the best of our

ability. Unless otherwise noted, prices are for single copies.

Regulations require payment in advance of shipment of publications. Please make checks or money orders payable to the Superintendent

of Documents. You may charge your order using your Deposit Account, Master Charge, or Visa. Do not send currency (bills or coins) or

postage stamps.

Shipping is by non-priority mail or United Parcel Service. First class mailing is available at a higher rate. Contact u* for rates if you

desire this service. (202-733-3238)

With the exception of specially priced publications and sutiscriptions, a discount of 25 percent is allowed on quantity purchases (100 or

more copies of a single publication). The same discount applies to orders from a bookdealer (any quantity) when the publications are

mailed to the dealer's normal place of business. No discount will be allowed when publications and subscriptions are mailed to a third

party (unless in quantities of 100 or more per title).

NON U.S. CUSTOMERS: International mailing regulations require special handling for which we charge an additional 25 percent of the

total cost of your order. Remittance is required in advance of shipping by draft on a United States or Canadian bank, by UNESCO coupons, or

by International Postal Money Order made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. These orders are mailed via surface mail unless

funds are sent to cover airmail postage. Foreign currency or checks will not be accepted. All orders must be in English.

TO ORDER, USE FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

Follow Instructions Below

1. Please use separate forms for ordering publicatiorts and subscriptions.

2. Type or print your complete name and address, your order number (if any), your Deposit Account number (if applicable). Visa or Master

Charge number (if applicable), and date in proper places at the top of the form. If order is to be shipped to a third party, fill in address

at bottom of form. We request you order a minimum of $1.00 worth of materials. Please include office/home telephone no.

3. When ordering pubffcatfons, type or print the stock number, unit of issue (see front), quantity, title, price, and total payment enclosed.

4. When ordering subscriptions, or single issues of subscriptions, type or print the stock number, quantity, title, price. List ID (when
available), and total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks plus mailing time for processing. All subscriptions are for one year, unless

otherwise noted. Subscribers will be notified in ample time to renew.

5. Mail Original of Form to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Retain the copy for

your records.

6. If shipment is incorrect, return the shipping documents for adjustment. DO NOT RETURN BOOKS UNTIL NOTIFIED TO 00 SO. All

claims must be submitted within six months.

7. Call 202-783-3238 for publication information or for placing your Deposit Account, Visa or Master Charge order.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION EXPLAINS HOW YOUR REQUEST WAS PROCESSED

Circle . . Indicates the quantity of publications enclosed or scheduled for mailing.

B . . . The publication is hot available at this time but we have scheduled mailing for a later date. Chatges have been

included on your order.

C . • . We are unable to Identify the publication from the information furnished.

I ... This publication is not currently in stock. Please inquire as to the availability and price in 60 days. You may
inquire and order by telephone (202—783-3238) using your VISA, MASTER CHARGE, or Superintendent of

Documents Deposit Account. Ti.is will expedite shipment of your pulstications.

L . . . The publication is not currently sold by this Oiiice. We suggest you contact your local library which can refer you to

a Federal Depository Library in your area for further assistance.

S . . . Publication has bean replaced 'j'j another with similar but more recent information and it will be included

in your shipment.

T . . . Publication has been replaced by another ;vith similar but more recent information. Because of a difference

in price, we are noting new ordering information on your request.

Z . . . Requested or pertinent information has been supplied. See attached.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1980- 323 104:6327



MAIL ORDER TO:

National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, Va. 22161

(703) 557-4650 TELEX 89-9405

For DDC Users Only

DOC User Code.

Contract Number.

(last 6 characters only).

Treasury Agency Location Code

For Government Users

(who report on SF-224)

(8 digit)

Date .

PURCHASER: Telephone: SHIP TO:

(Enter if different from address at left)

Name

Organization

Address

City, State, ZIP

Attention:

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Charge my NT IS deposit account no.

Purchase order no.

Check enclosed for $

Ship& Bill. See reverse (not applicable outside North America)

Charge to my American Express Card account number

finrrl Pirpiratinn Hatp

Signature

Order Options

It is vital that you order by number or your

order will be manually filled, causing a delay.

You can opt for airmail/first class delivery as

indicated below. Just check the Priority Mail

Services box. If you're really pressed for time,

call the NTIS Rush Handling Service (703)

557-4700. For a $10 per item charge your order

will be mailed within 8 working hours. Or, you
can pick up your order in the Washington In-

formation Center & Bookstore or at our Spring-

field Operations Center within 24 hours for a $6
per item charge.

ITEM NUMBER' USER ROUTING
CODE (see reverse)

•Quantity

Paper
Copy

Micro-
fiche

Other
(specify)

UNIT**
PRICE

PRIORITY*
MAIL

SERVICES
TOTAL
PRICE

* Add $3 per Item for First Class Delivery In North America;
Add $4 for each paper copy Airmail Delivery outside North America.

*» ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
*** If ordering by title or if item ordered is a magnetic tape, please see reverse side.

Enter

Grand

Total

NTIS.173 (5/79)



NTIS can label each Item for routing within your organization. If you want this service put your routing
code in the box marked USER ROUTING CODE (Limit eight characters).

Prepayment helps to expedite your order and can be accomplished through the use of an NTIS Deposit
Account, check, money order, or American Express Card account number • For "Ship and Bill", NTIS
charges $5 extra for each order (regardless of the number of items), $5 extra for each On-line NTISearch; •
NTIS does not "Ship and Bill" for magnetic tapes, or for orders outside North America.

200BPI n odd t
DieooBPi

7 track 556BPI )d ^^^^ 9 track (odd parity)

800BPI
D^ven parity

800 BPI

If ordering without an item number (by title only) allow an additional two weeks.

TITLE #1

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "1" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #2

S|x>nsors Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "2" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #3

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "3" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE m
Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "4" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #5

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "5" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

USER ROUTING CODE:

SHIP & BILL SERVICE:

ORDERING MAGNETIC TAPE:

(check mode)

ORDERING BY TITLE:



MAIL ORDER TO:

National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, Va. 22161

(703) 557-4650 TELEX 89-9405

For DDC Users Only

DDC User Code.

Contract Number.

(last 6 characters only).

Treasury Agency Location Code

For Government Users

(who rep)ort on SF-224)

(8 digit)

Date .

PURCHASER: Telephone: SHIP TO:

(Enter if different from address at left)

Name

Organization

Address

City, State, ZIP

Attention

:

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Charge my NT IS deposit account no..

Purchase order no.

Check enclosed for $

Ship & Bill. See reverse (not applicable outside North America).

Charge to my American Express Card account number

Card expiration date.

Signature

Order Options

It Is vital that you order by number or your

order will be manually filled, causing a delay.

You can opt for airmail/iirst class delivery as

indicated below. Just check the Priority Mail

Services box. If you're really pressed for time,

call the NTIS Rush Handling Service (703)

557-4700. For a $10 per item charge your order

will be mailed within 8 working hours. Or, you
can pick up your order in the Washington In-

formation Center & Bookstore or at our Spring-

field Operations Center within 24 hours for a $6
per item charge.

ITEM NUMBER*** USER ROUTING
CODE (see reverse)

• Quantity
UNIT**
PRICE

PRIORITY*
MAIL

SERVICES
TOTAL
PRICEPaper

Copy
Micro-
fiche

Other
(specify)

* Add $3 per Item for First Class Delivery In North America;
Add $4 for each paper copy Airmail Delivery outside North America.

** ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
*** If ordering by title or if Item ordered Is a magnetic tape, please see reverse side.

Enter

Grand

Total

S

riTIS-173 (5/79)



USER ROUTING CODE: NTIS can label each item for routing within your organization. If you want this service put your routing
code in the box marked USER ROUTING CODE (Limit eight characters).

SHIP & BILL SERVICE: Prepayment helps to expedite your order and can be accomplished through the use of an NTIS Deposit
Account, check, money order, or American Express Card account number • For "Ship and Bill". NTIS
charges $5 extra for each order (regardless of the number of items); $5 extra for each On-line NTISearch; e
NTIS does not "Ship and Bill" for magnetic tapes, or for orders outside North America.

ORDERING MAGNETIC TAPE:

(check mode)

ORDERING BY TITLE:

7 track

200 BP!
r-i 1600 BP!

556 BP!
°°'*''Pa"tV g,^^^,

800BPI
Devenpanty

DSOOBPI

If ordering without an item number (by title only) allow an additional two weeks.

(odd parity)

TITLE #1

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "1" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #2

Sponsors Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "2" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #3

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "3" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #4

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "4" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE m
Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "5" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.



MAIL ORDER TO:

NTIS
National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, Va. 22161

(703) 557-4650 TELEX 89-9405

For DOC Users Only

DDC User Code.

Contract Number.

(last 6 characters only).

Treasury Agency Location Code

For Government Users

(who report on SF-224)

(8 digit)

Date
.

PURCHASER: Telephone: SHIP TO:

(Enter if different from address at left)

Name

Organization

Address

City, State. ZIP

Attention:.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Charge my NTIS deposit account no.

Purchase order no.

Check enclosed for $

Ship & Bill. See reverse (not applicable outside North America).

Charge to my American Express Card account number

Card expiration date.

Signature

Order Options

It Is vital that you order by number or your
order will be manually filled, causing a delay.

You can opt for airmail/first class delivery as

indicated below. Just check the Priority Mail

Services box. If you're really pressed for time,

call the NTIS Rush Handling Service (703)

557.4700. For a $10 per Item charge your order

will be mailed within 8 working hours. Or, you
can pick up your order in the Washington In-

formation Center & Bookstore or at our Spring-

field Operations Center within 24 hours for a $6
per item charge.

ITEM NUMBER*** USER ROUTING
CODE (see reverse)

• Quantity

Paper
Copy

Micro-
fiche

Other
(specify)

UNIT**
PRICE

PRIORITY*
MAIL

SERVICES
TOTAL
PRICE

* Add $3 per Item for First Class Delivery In North America;
Add $4 for each paper copy Airmail Delivery outside North America.

•* ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
*** If ordering by title or If Item ordered Is a magnetic tape, please see reverse side.

Enter

Grand

Total

NTIS-173 (5/79)



USER ROUTING CODE: NTIS can label each item tor routing within your organization If you want this service put your routing
code in the box marked USER ROUTING CODE (Limit eight characters).

SHIP & BILL SERVICE: Prepayment helps to expedite your order and can be accomplished through the use of an NTIS Deposit
Account, check, money order, or American Express Card account number • For "Ship and Bill". NTIS
charges $5 extra for each order (regardless of the number of items); $5 extra for each On-line NTISearch; •
NTIS does not "Ship and Bill" for magnetic tapes, or for orders outside North America.

ORDERING MAGNETIC TAPE:

(check mode)

ORDERING BY TITLE:

200 BPI r-,

7 track 0 556 BPI
°dd parity

800 BPI ° P^^"^
9 track

1600 BPI

800 BPI

If ordering without an item number (by title only) allow an additional two weeks.

(odd parity)

TITLE #1

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "1" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #2

Sponsors Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "2" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #3

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "3" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE m
Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "4" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE m
Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "5" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.



MAIL ORDER TO:

National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, Va. 22161

(703 ) 557-4650 TELEX 89-9405

For DDC Users Only

DDC User Code.

Contract Number.

(last 6 characters only).

Treasury Agency Location Code

For Government Users

(who report on SF-224)

(8 digit)

Date
.

PURCHASER: Telephone: SHIP TO:

(Enter if different from address at left)

Name

Organization

Address

City, State, ZIP

Attention:.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Charge my NTIS deposit account no.

Purchase order no.

Check enclosed for $

Ship & Bill. See reverse (not applicable outside North America).

Charge to my American Express Card account number

Card expiration date.

Signature

Order Options

It is vital that you order by number or your
order will be manually filled, causing a delay.

You can opt for airmail/first class delivery as

indicated below. Just check the Priority Mail

Services box. If you're really pressed for time,

call the NTIS Rush Handling Service (703)

557-4700. For a $10 per item charge your order

will be mailed within 8 working hours. Or, you
can pick up your order in the Washington In-

formation Center & Bookstore or at our Spring-

field Operations Onter within 24 hours for a $6
per item charge.

ITEM NUMBER* USER ROUTING
CODE (see reverse)

.Quantity

Paper
Copy

Micro-
fiche

Other
(specify)

UNIT**
PRICE

PRIORITY*
MAIL

SERVICES
TOTAL
PRICE

* Add $3 per Item for First Class Delivery In North America;
Add $4 for each paper copy Airmail Delivery outside North America.

** ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
*** If ordering by title or if Item ordered is a magnetic tape, please see reverse side.

Enter

Grand

Total

NTIS-173 (5/79)



USER ROUTING CODE: NTIS can label each item for routing within your organization. If you want this service put your routing
code in the box marked USER ROUTING CODE (Limit eight characters).

SHIP & BILL SERVICE: Prepayment helps to expedite your order and can be accomplished through the use of an NTIS Deposit
Account, check, money order, or American Express Card account number • For "Ship and Bill", NTIS
charges $5 extra for each order (regardless of the number of items); $5 extra for each On-line NTISearch; •
NTIS does not "Ship and Bill" for magnetic tapes, or for orders outside North America.

ORDERING MAGNETIC TAPE:

(check mode)

ORDERING BY TITLE:

200 BPI
r-i 1600 BPI

7 track 556 BPI ° "'^^ ^'^'^^
9 track

800 BPI
Devenpanty

800 BPI

If ordering without an item number (by title only) allow an additional two weeks.

(odd parity)

TITLE #1

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "1" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #2

Sponsors Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "2" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #3

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "3" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #4

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "4" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #5

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "5" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.



MAIL ORDER TO:

NTIS
National Technical Information Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, Va. 22161

(703) 557-4650 TELEX 89-9405

For ODC Users Only

DDC User Code.

Contrart Number.

(last 6 characters only).

Treasury Agancy Location Code

For Government Users

(who report on SF-224)

(8 digit)

Date
.

PURCHASER: Telephone: SHIP TO:

(Enter if different from address at left)

Name

Organization

Address

City, State, ZIP

Attention:.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Charge my NTIS deposit account no.-

Purchase order no.

Check enclosed for $

Ship & Bill. See reverse (not applicable outside North America).

Charge to my American Express Card account number

CarH RvpiFatinn HatP

Signature

Order Options

It is vital that you order by number or your
order will be manually filled, causing a delay.

You can opt for airmail/first class delivery as

indicated below. Just check the Priority Mail

Services box. If you're really pressed for time,

call the NTIS Rush Handling Service (703)

557-4700. For a $10 per item charge your order

will be mailed within 8 working hours. Or, you
can pick up your order in the Washington In-

formation Center & Bookstore or at our Spring-

field Operations Center within 24 hours for a $6
per item charge.

ITEM NUMBER* USER ROUTING
CODE (see reverse)

.Quantity

Paper
Copy

Micro-
fiche

Other
(specify)

UNIT*'
PRICE

PRIORITY*
MAIL

SERVICES
TOTAL
PRICE

* Add $3 per item for First Class Delivery In North America;
Add $4 for each paper copy Airmail Delivery outside North America.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

*** If ordering by title or If Item ordered Is a magnetic tape, please see reverse side.

Enter

Grand

Toul

NTIS.173 (5/79)



USER ROUTING CODE: NTIS can label each item for routing within your organization. If you want this service put your routing
code in the box marked USER ROUTING CODE (Limit eight characters).

SHIP & BILL SERVICE: Prepayment helps to expedite your order and
Account, check, money order Am^riz-or. c

charges $5 extra for each i

—

'

NTIS does not "Ship and B orders outside North America.

ORDERING MAGNETIC TAPE:

(check mode)

ORDERING BY TITLE:

200BP1 „ DieooBPi
7 track DBSeBPI panty

9,rack
800BPI

even parity
800 BPl

If ordering without an item number (by title only) allow an additional two weeks.

(odd F>arity)

TITLE #1

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "1" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #2

Sponsors Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "2" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #3

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "3" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE m
Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "4" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.

TITLE #5

Sponsor's Series # Contract or Grant Number of Report Date Published

Originator (Give specific laboratory, or division and location.) Personal Author

Turn to other side. Write "5" in the Item Number block and complete the rest of the line.





- Users 5 Publication

.. . ,. |,...Lw.^vheses)

. Data (JPCRD)

DIMENSIONS/NBS (DIM/NBS)

Monographs (Monogr.)

Handbooks (H)

Special Publications (SP)

Applied Mathematics Series (AMS)

National Standard Reference Data Series (NSRDS)

Building Science Series (BSS)

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUBS)

Product Standards (PS)

Technical Notes (TN)

Consumer Information Series (CIS)

NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)

Grantee/Contractor Reports and Patents (GCR and/or NBS Patents)

NBS Papers Published in Non-NBS Media [5-digit arabic number]

Listing of NBS Papers by Major Subject Areas

Indexes

Author Index

Key Word index

Depository Libraries in the United States

District Offices of the U.S. Department of Commerce














